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IN prepa1~ng the se\•cntl1 edition of this work for the pre""•
the entire text has been subjected to a thorough revision.
All the statistics have been brought up to date, and tlw dnt<l
of recent years have been u"ed in calculating 11ew tables, a"
in the case of the elahorate ta!Jle on the relative mortality of
croup and diphtheria. A short article on Rotheln bas been
added ; and the section on Skin Diseases has been rearrnnged an<l in large part rewritte11. The General Diseases have been elaeeified more in accordance with our
knowledge of their pathology. With the object of maintaining the position of this work a;; a safe and practical
guide in the treatment of the diseases uf children, the remarks upon the management of each affection ham been
re1·i,cc1 with especial care, so as to embo<ly the recent results of other observers us well as of our own experience.
The great importance of the subject of Food, and the large
;;hare of attention it has of late received, have led us to
rewrite the article on Thrush and to add a new article on
Food, in which the su~ject of condensed milk is carefully
considered. Altogether it is hoped that tl1e work will be
fonnd to merit a continuance of the favorable recognition
hitherto extended to it by the profession.
P111r.ADELPnrA,

FeLl'nary, 1882.

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH

l~OITION.

IT bas been some years sin ce the third edition of Aleigs on the Diseases
of Children bas been exhausted; and the frequent inquiries which have
heen made for the work, as well as the increasing interest taken by the
profession in the study of the di.::;eases of cbildbood, have Jed to the belief
that the publication of a new edition would be received with the same
kind favor which has. been already extended to the three former ones.
and additions which were nece!Ssitated by the great adThe
the last decade in our knowledge of a number of the
vance
diseases of childreu, as \\"ell as by the unavoidable muission of any conb'ic.leration of several important subjects in the previous editions of this
work, were, however, of so extensive a character that it has been fouu<l
necessary to associate a collaborator in the p1·eparation of the present
edition.
Among the principal of these changes may be mentione<l the great
enlargement of severnl articles, ancl especially of those on thrush, convulsions, chorea, tracheotomy in croup, aud parasitic skill diseases. Other
even rewritten, as those
articles have been entirely
upou ecze,matc'u" aflecti1uD".
tbe diseases of the stomach and
In addition to such changes, however, there have beE!n no less than seveuteeu f'ull articles added, embraciug the following important subjec.:ts: Di:;ease.s of the Heart, and Cyano:::;i.s; Diseases of the Ccecum aud Appeudix
Vermifurmis, and Iu tussusceptiou; Chrouic Hydrocephalus, Tetanu~,
Atrophic Iuf'autilc Paralysis, Facin.1 Paralysis, aud Progressive Paralysis
wit.h Apparent Hypertrophy of the Muscles; Rheumatism, Diphtheria,
:Mumps, Rickets, Tuberculosis, and Infantile Syphilis; Typhoid Fever;
nn<l Sclerema. These various additions aud chauges have iu,·olvecl the
introduction of more tban two hundred pages of uew matter. Severa l
extensive tables, exhibiting the m0rtality in this city of some of the most
common 1rncl fatal diseases, iu connection with the vl~riations of
ture, have been prepared with great care frorn the records of
the Bmtrd of Health, which were opened to examination through the
<'ourte::;y of Mr. Chambers, the Chief Registratiou Clerk of that office. A.
copiou8 index bn.s nlso beeu supplied, which it is trusted will facilitate
refe rence, and render t.he work more prnttically servireable .
.Apiut from these changes, however, uo altertt.tion bas been mnUe in the
gencrnl plau of' the work. As ill the compo::ition of the pre\'ious e<litioos,
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th e best anil most recent forniga aod domestic authoriti es on the disease'!
of children have been frequently and carefully consulted, and their view::i
fully quoted whenever they appeared of practical irnportauce. For the
most part,_ however, the opinions ex1>re;;;sed in the following pages are
th ose to which the aut.hors have been led by their personal ohscrvntion,
and which they , therefore, believe to have been approved by the most.
searching of a.ll tests, that of practical aipplication.
It has al:w been their coustaut aim., while supplying a sufficient amount
of iuformation upon q,uestions of etiology, pathology, and n1orbi<l anatomy,
to insure a practical character to the work. \\Tith this view, au unusual
has been de\·oted to the discussion of the treatment <•f
iruta.nce tbe cOBclu:;iuns derived by
have been fully and, it is hoped,
the authors- from
clearly stated.
coasider somewhat at length the
Io so doing1> it has been
employment of veoesection, antiextremely important questions of
mony, calomel 1 and stimulants; and a full ex.pre::;sion of' opiuioo upon
each of' tbese points will be found in its appropnate place.
In conclusion, the authors would venture to express the hope that their
efforts may have been successful in furnishing a work which will a.i<l in
rendering the study of the diseases of children more attractive and clear,
their recognition more easy, aud which may serve as a. pntct:ical gLtid~ iu
the djfficult task of treating these disorders.
Plii.fodelp/ii.a., Febi·1w1·y, 187.0_
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D I S E ASE S 0 F C H IL D R E N.
INTRODUCT ORY ESSAY.
OX TIIE CLINIC.'L EXAMINATION OF CIIILDREX.
Tu E clinical examination of children, aud particularly of young infants,
cannot be successfully practiced upon the same methorl as that habitually
made use of in the case of ndults. The truth of this statement will he
readily assented to by all who have had much experience in the treatment
of the diseases of the two ages, by those who will reflect for a moment on
the great differences in the expressions of the various organs iu early and
adult life, and by those who are acquainted with the opinions of distin·
1
guisbed writers upon children s diseases. It is proper and meful, therefore,
to prefiLCe a practical work on the diseases of children, with a sketch ot·
plan of the best method to be pursued in forming a diagnosis of the::;e diseases, and with remarks upon the physiological characters which distingui:sh the organization of early life from that of maturity.
The difficulties that beset the path of the practitioner in his clinical exnrnina.tioa of children are so great that he who has not been prepared by
preliminary study to surmount these obstacles, will find it a most uncertain nod dubious task to unravel the history and nature of any case that
may be set before him. The helpless silence of the infant,-the wilful
silence, or the loose and inconsistent answers of the older child, which lead
a--tray the mind rather thau guide it to true results,-the agitation and
fright produced by the examiuation, rendering it impos::;ible at times to
n~ertnin the renl state of the different functions of the economy,-aud
the hisln~tly, the difficulty of obtaining accurate and reliable accounts of
tory of the case from the attendants, all combine to make the duty of the
share of
phy~iciau most perplexing, and, unleis he be gifted witb a large
pntieot and philosophic calmness, most irksome and trying to the temper.
2
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So great, indeed, are the difficulties encountered hy some practitioners who
enter upon this branch of the practice of medicine without proper preliminary preparation, that they never overcome them; but, to use the words
of Dr. West, 11 grow satisfied with their ignorance, and will then, with the
greatest gravity, assure you that the attempt to understand these affections is useless." That it is possible, in great measure, to overcome,
these obstacles, and to arrive n.t a correct diagnosis in nearly all cases, is
quite as true as that these obstacles really exist. But, in order to do this,
the physician must first be aware that difficulties exist, and must ha\·e
formed in his mind some plan or method by which to surmount or elude
them.
Before proceeding to show what is the best method of e;rn.mining or exploring disease in children, we must state that our remarks apply chiefly
to infants and very young subjects; for, after the age of eighl. or ten
years, the phy.;ica1 and irHellectual development have progressed to such
a point as to render the method of diagnosis nearly the same as that employed in adults.
The chief causes \Vhich render the diagnosis of disease in young children difficult, are the absence of the faculty of speech, and the violent
agitation generally ca,used by the examination, which prevents a proper
appreciation of the state of certain organs and functions.
It is easy to understand how much our means of diagnosis are restricted
by the absence of the faculty of speech. How many symptoms there are
in the case of adults with which we become acquainted only through the
patient's own account of his sensations; and, consequently of hC1w many
must we be rleprived in children by the absence of this account. It
might, at first view, seem impossible to detect the nature of the sickness
without the assistance of this means, so greatly do we depend upon it in
our examination of adults. Nevertheless, we shall find ourselves enabled,
by an attentive consideration of other resources in the child, by a close
study of its physiognomical expression, its decubitus, the nature of its cry,
and by the most rigidly careful physical examination, to form our conclusions with almost as great a degree of precision as in older patients.
The other causes of difficulty ,-the Yiolent disturbance, both physical
and moral, of the child, its fright, agitation, and cries,-constitute, when
they are present in a high degree, much greater embarra~sments than the
want of speech . To overcome these, the physician must me all his skill,
tact, and patience; for, unless they can be avoided by art, or overcome by
soothing and geutl.;: persuasion, he can learn but little that will be of essential service to him in making up his opinion. Ile can neither read the
countenance of the little patient, nor judge by its attitudes or decubitus of
the state of the various organs, whether internal or external; he will be
unable to ascertain the rate, force, or regularity of the circulatory or respiratory functions; he cannot, to any useful purpose, examine the abdomen, to learn whether it be tender on pressure, or whether its contained
organs be in their natural condition as to size nncl position; and lastly,
he will find that the physical exploration of the lungs and heart, by auscultation and percussion, yield him at best only imperfect results.
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To avoid the difficulties just detailed, it is always useful, if not absolutely nece!'!'ary, to conduct certain portions of the examination whilst the
child io rnlm and quiet, and certain others whil~t it is disturbed and agitated. Thi!': di>:tinction of the examination into two periods, or .e.tages, is
one of the utmost importance in a practical point of view, and should never
be forgotten by the physician during his clinical observation of the various
symptoms the patient may present.
By the period of cal rn is meant a condition of total quiescence, in which
the child il-1 undisturbed either by internal or external caui::es of irritation.
This condition is be.::;t found ia the state of !'leep. If this cannot be obtnioecl, the one most nearly approaching to it is that which exists during
the act of our.sing, or which follows that act. Suckling is usually followed,
e\•en in the sick child, by a condition of drowsine~s or by. a gentle and
languid slumber, duriag which it will allow a careful examination upon
many points without agitation. If possible, therefore, the physician should
always .e.ee the child when asleep 1 and if the mother or nurse propo>:e, on
the occasion of bis visit, to hurry upstairs to prepare the child 1 or to briog
it down into the parlor or lower room, he should nsk 1 as a favor 1 that he
may see it asleep.
If, io r-:pite of having just been nursed, the child be awake and fret.ting,
and when, also, it is more advanced in age, we should endeavor, by the
attraction of toys, by gentle and sootbiug wor<ls and manners, by fondling,
or by hn.ving it carried about the room, to get it quiet.
Before proceeding to a consideration of the particular mean:i by which
we arc to judge of the 8tate of health or sickness of young subjects, it is
proper to call attention to the great importance of a careful examination
of the attendants, in regard to the history of the case, previous to nod
between the medical visite. In the instance of children, their inability to
describe their own 13ymptoms compels us to depend entirely upon the mother
or nur:5e for all detail of the case previous to our firdt visit, and fur all accounts of what may have happened between two subsequent ones. It is,
therefore, extremely important that this part of the examination shoul<l be
con<lu<'ted with every care and caution. Very much that is useful may be
learned from it 1 if it be well managed. A great deal of skill and nrt are
required in putting the questions, and in sifting the evidence thus collected.
"re i-houlcl always bear in mind the character of the persons questioned.
)foch depends upon their education, and much more on their natural
powers of observation, and manner of relating what they may have seen.
The degree of credence to be attached to their answers must rest upon
their probable intelligeuce. Nurses and mothers will often give accounts
of their charges which must be received "ith large al1ownnce, and even in
some few instances with di::belief. \Ve would, however, in this place, most
earne;-;tly caution the young practitioner of me11icine to be very careful not
to ruisbelieve, or even mistrust, without well·poised reasons, the account of
a ~ick ('hild given by a. mother i for though a foolish, weak woman will
often give a fali;:e or exaggerated statement of the symptoms of her child
nn oh'lervnnt and iute1Jigeut, and sometimes a. foolish and weak one, when
guided by maternal instinct, will detect variations from the healthful con-
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dition of the chi1d 1 which may entirely escape the search of the most acute
and rigorous medical observer. A mother may perceive a change in the
expression of the face, in the manner of the muscular movements, in the
temper or conduct of her child, which shall fail to attract the attention of
the practitioner; or it may be that the symptom which has caused the
parent to take alarm occurs only during the absence of the physician.
The medical attendant ought, for these reasons, to listen patiently and
kindly to whatever the mother or nurse may have to say, and if unable to
detect immediately what they assert they have seen, let him not determine
at once that there has been a mistake, that their anxiety has deceived
them; but let him examine the patient yet again, and more carefully, or
Jet him pay another visit to learn whether the symptom or symptoms continue, or have occurred again. Our own rule, in a doubtful case, is to
listen with religious attention to the mother, and unless she be far beneath
the average of human intelligence, our opinion as to the fact of some
deviation from the ordinary health of the child is considerably influenced
by what she tells us.
The iuq~iry in regard to the history of the case, previous to the first visit
of the physician, should bear particularly upon the causes of the sickness,
its precise moment aud mode of attack, and its course and symptoms up to
the present time. The most important points to be considered in connection
with these objects, are the health of the parents, including their ordinary
health, or their habitual diseases, the causes and periods of their dt:ath, if
they are not living, and the state of health of the child at the moment
of birth and since. The hygienic conditions in which the patient bas bee:n
placed ,ougbt always to be investigateJ; the place of habitation; the kind
of house, aud whether a large well-ventilated room, or a small, narrow, and
close one; the clothing; the food; and lastly, whether the infant has been
suckled, or brought up on artificial diet. The state of the health just
anterior to the attack ought always to be examined into. Has it been
good and strong, or feeble and delicate? If delicate, what diseases? If
the approach of any of the eruptive fevers be suspected from the character
of the symptoms, the question as to whether the child has previously had
measles or scarlet fever, or has been vaccinated or had variola, should
always be asked .
It is next necessary to fix as accurately as possible, the precise period
of the onset of the sickness. If the question," When was the child taken
1
sick ? ' be asked, as it usually is, the answer will be, 0 Oh, several <lays
ago," or," I don't recollect exactly,-! think yesterday, or the day before," or some such loose answer. The best way to learu the exact period
in a recent case, is to go ha.ck, day by day, or else to inquire as to some
particular day. We may ask, was the child quite well day before yesterday;
was it well last Sunday? Did it play and amuse itself? Was it as gay and
good-tempered as usual yes~erday, or the day before, or the day before
that 1 Did it sleep well nignt before last, or the night before that? A
sick child scarcely ever sleeps well at night, and very often we may learn
by close inquiry into this particular, the exact time at which the attack
began. In this way, by forcing the attendant to tax her memory, and to
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go minutely over the events of the several days previous, we shall nearly
always succeed in Dxing very precisely the moment of onset.
Having determined these points 1 we should proceed to inquire in regard
to the cour:;e of the disease prior to the first visit. This is to be done only
by patient and repeated questioning. The questions must be so framed as
to elicit free and unbias~ed answers. They should be general 1 and not
leading. Lastly, we are to inquire into the treatment of the case up to
the pre:i.ent time.
It is best that all these interrogatories should be made previous to seeing the child, in some other room than the nursery, in order to avoid the
ri~k of alarmiog the child by the presence 1 during an unnecessary length
of time, of a stranger. If, however, the child be well acquainted with the
physician, it matters not where the inquiries are made.
Having now obtained from the atteudauts all the information they can
give in regard to the history and nature of the case1 the physician must
proceed to the personal examination of the patient, in order to determine,
by his own observation, the exact nature of the sickness 1 and the treatment it may require.
The most important points to be attended to during the clinical examcolor, the
ination, a re the countenanc~ or
emaciation,
presence or absence of furrows and
or from disordered muscular ar.tion, the appearances preseuted by the nasal
orifices, a11d especially by the alro nasi, and the characters exhibited by
the mouth; the sleep; the cry; the state of plumpness or emaciation;
the condition of tbe skin as to color, temperature, moisture or dryness,
the presence of swellings of any kind, such as those produced by dropsy
or by affectious of the joints, and the existence of eruptions; the pulse;
furnished by the state of
impulse of the heart; the respiration;
power of suck·
the mouth and throat, am! hy the disposition
ing, or by tbe manner in which drinks are taken; and lastly, the state of
the abdomen.
Tm~ CoUNTE~ANCE.-The countenance of a young and healthy infant,
who is sleeping or perfectly quiet, wears no expression except that of comfort and content. It is composed and still; no movement disturbs its innocent tranquillity, unless, perhaps, some gentle smile light it up from time
to time, when we might well bel ieve tbe happy superstition of the fond
mother, who will tell us t.h:1t angels are whispering to it. In sickness, even
when slight, the countenance soon loses this expressionless character. In
all acute disorders the alteration is very great, such indeed as to strike the
most careless aud inexperienced observer. The features become contracted 1
furrows 11.nd wrinkles appear about t.he forehead, the nostrils are dilated,
or pinched and thin, and the mouth becomes drawn and rigid. The extent
of the change is generally iu proportion to the severity of the attack. The
part of the face most altered will depend very much upon the particular
system of organs implicated in the disease.
Some tl.uthora have endeavored to show that different diseases give to
the phy~iognomy cerLain peculiar and characteristic expressions. This is
true only to a certain extent. Thus, the facies is very different in abdom -
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inal from that observed in thoracic or cerebral diseases; but though it is
generally easy for a practiced physician to distinguish by the facies alone
between a cerebral and. thoracic disorder, it is quite impossible for him
to distinguish between any two cerebral, thoracic or abdominal affections.
The particular changes impressed upon the face hy different diseases cannot, however, be discussed in this place, but must be considered in the separate articles upon each disease. Here it can only be stated in general
terms, th::it in diseases of the brain, the upper part of the face, the forehead, and the eyes are ch iefly affected; that in diaeases of the thoracic organs, the middle portion of the face, aad especially the aostrils; whilst in
those of the digestive organs, the Jow~r part of the face, the mouth and
lips, are the parts which undergo the great.est changes iu their expression.
Pain may almost always be detected by the expressirm of the face. It
gives to the countenance various shades of expression, according to its de·
gree of severity, aud its permanency or recurrence at intervals. Pain in
tbe head is said, by Dr. l\I. Hall, to produce a contracted brow, pain in
the belly to occasion aa elevation of the upper lip, whilst pain in the
chest is chiefly denoted by sharpness of the nostrils. 'Ve doubt, however,
whether pain iu any particular organ imparts an expression to one part
of the face rather than to another, for indeed pain in any part of the body,
whether the head, cl.est, abdomen, or limbs, gives rise to a contraction of
all the features. .Not one part uf the face alone, but the foreheatl, mouth,
nose, 11ntl the whole face, become changed in expression and contracted,
when there is severe pain iu any part of the body, so that we deem it im
possible from the expressiou alone, tu determine where the paiuful sensation may be seated. The countenance merely tells us there is pain 1 but
not wbere it is located. The painful expression will be permanent or oc·
casional, as the pain itself is constant or only paroxysmal.
The colm· of ibe face becomes often an important means of diagnosis.
In all the fevers, phlegmasi::e, and diseases of general excitement, the face
will be more or less suffused and red, unless the attack be so severe as to
occasion a violent shock to the nervous system, in which event the couutenance instead of beiog suffosed, is paler thau uatural. Ia such cases the
face becomC's of a dead white, all traces of red disappear, anJ the skin at
the :::ame time has often a slightly shining or varnished appearance. "'e
have not unfrequently observed this symptom in pneumonia and broo·
chitis, and also in the later stages of true croup. It is a very striking
phenomenon, and one which porteuds great danger.
In chronic cases of all kinds in which the bematosic and nutritive functions are enfeebled, the face assumes a pallid and waxen hue, which is very
characteristic. In the various digestive ailments it becomes muddy or
sallow, and in affections of the liver more or less yellow. Lastly, iu cer·
taiu diseases and malformations of the heart or lungs, it becomes bluish
or livid, constituting one of the most important signs of what is called
rnorbus cceruleus, blue disease, 01· cyanosis.
Jn reading the couutenance of a si('k child, the practitioner should
always notice the play of the nostrils, since this reveals, to a certain ex·
tent, the state of the lungs. In pneumouia, bronchitis 1 and pleuri::iy, the
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movements of the alre nasi become rapid and energetic, exp!'essing, by the
degree of their violence aud extent, the amount of embarrassment under
which the respiratory function is laboring.
The nostrils and 011.sal passages should also always be examined to ascertain the presence of mucous or purulent secretions, or of pseudo-membranous deposits, since these fluids or their inspissate<l products interfere more
or less with the free passage of air through those canals.
OF TnE SLEEP.-l\luch useful information as to tLe state of health of
infants and children may be obtaineJ. from a careful consideration of the
various phenomena connected with their sleep. Of this we are fully couviuce<l from somewhat long and patient observation. 'Ve canuot ascertain, indeed, the nature of the disease under which the child may be
laboring, but we can detect, with very great certainty, the existence of a
deviation from health. 'Ve know of few more certain means of fixing the
period at which any attack of illness may have begun, than by inquiring at
what time the child began to have restless or broken sleep, or insomnia.
A perfectly healthy infant, within the month, who is suckled at an
abundant and wholesome breast, will usually sleep twenty out of the f
twenty-four hours, wnking to nurse every two or three hours during daylight, and twice or three times during the night. After the age of two or
three months, the child is much more wakeful during the day, though it
will still take a nap of two or three hours in the morning, and a slwrter
one in the afternoon, while it will sleep from early eveniug until the fUllowing morning, waking but once or twice to suck. Indeed, many perfectly healthy infants, of between three and six or se\•en mouths of age,
sleep without waking from nine or ten o'clock in the eveuing until six the
next morning. After the latter age the sleep is seldom so unbroken; the
child begias to undergo the first considerable trial to its healtb, deatition 1
and it is rendered thereby more or less ailing nud irritable1 aud coa!:>equently rest less and troublesome at night.
Children who have passed through the epoch of dentition, and who are
perfectly well, usually go to sleep soon after being put to bed 1 and never
wake until the following morning. Not only so, but they sleep soundly
and quietly, without being disturbeJ. by slight soullds, and without. tossing
or turning much in their sleep.
In healthful sleep the whole appearance of the child, its expression of
countenance, its attitude, and its breathiug, all declare a most perfect and
beautiful ea::;c and tranquillity. Nothing can be more suggestive of the
comfort and well-being that naturally attend upon health, tban the perfect composure and grnceful postures exhibited by a hearty child duriug
profound sleep.
It needs, however, but a slight disturbance of the health of a child to
break in upon this ordinarily calm and peaceful sleep, aud to render it
restless, fitful, iuterrupted by startings, cries, or dreams, and insufficient.
The mo.:;t trifling irritations, as the pressure of a tooth against lhe gum,
a faulty state of' the digestiou 1 the presence in the intestinal caual of
imperfectly digested food, or the slightest fever from any cam~e, are sufficient to produce this ettect, and hence it is that the character of the
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sleep will often become to a watchful practitiouer the first sign of disorder
held out by nature.
The degree of disturbance of this function will vary with the nature
and ~everity of the disturbing cause. When slight, the child will continue to sleep throughout the ordinary period, but the sleep will be somewhat uneasy. The countenance will be disturbed. There will be contractious of the brow, and momentary workings of the features, which express
the perception of some unhealthful sensation. Often the child will toss
and turn, and change its position more frequently than natural. Sometimes it will cry out, and appear distressed by some dream or painful sensation. "'hen the cause of disturbance is more serious, the sleep is more
broken, the child wakes often, and lies awake for a louger or shorter time,
aud it becomes very difficult to lull it to sleep again. Or it has painful
dreams or night-terrors, causing it to scream and struggle in sleep, and then
to wake in the most violent affright. In severe instances it becomes almost
sleepless. 'Ve have very often known teething chilJren not to sleep more
than half as much as in health, and to wear out, by the long continuance
of this sleeplessness, the patience and even the health of their attendants.
In some instances they will no longer sleep in the bed or crib, and the
nur:;e is obliged to get up and walk with them, or soothe them by the
movement of a rocking·chair or cradle. In other cases, the derangement
of the health is shown by grinding of the teeth, and by the most violent
t.ossing and tumbling about th~ bed. \Ve have frequ~ntly seen a child
lying with its head where its feet should be, or across the bed, and with
all the coverings thrown off, in spite of the most careful arrangement of
the bedclothes.
These various disturbances are therefore signs of some alteration in the
health of the child. They do not lead to an appreciation of the precise
nature of that alteration, but they are invaluable as affording indications
of the existence of some morbid coodition of the economy. Very often,
as above stated, they are t.he first symptoms of the approach of some more
or less serious sickness, and as such will often enable us to determine, with
much precision, the moment of onset of the attack.
THE Cn.Y.-Crying is one of the modes of expression of the child . Indeed, this, with the expression of the face, are, according to M. Billard,
the only means of expression with which nature has endowed the young
infant. This is, howe\·er, scarcely correct, since we may also class among
its means of expression the various spontaneous muscular movements in·
dicative of uneasiness, or of pain, or pleasure; the manner in which it
drinks or ~ucks, whether eagerly, and with appetite, or languidly, or careJessly, or not at all; the enjoyment it receives from pleasant sounds; and
the evident delight it takes in regarding the light. Nevertheless, the cry
and the expression of the countenance are the two means on which the
physician must chiefly rely for early information of the occurrence of sick·
ness in the young infant. 'rl1ese are the trusty sentinels of nature. By
them she first gives notice of the approach of danger, and then measures
the amount of mischief that may have been done.
The cry which a child utters during sleep, or even when awake, and
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when nothing has been done to excite or disturb it. is always indicative of
some uneasiuess. If the cry be caused by pain, or by auy considerable
diaturbance, it will be accompanied by certain contractions of the features
and movements of the body and limbs, which will still more strikingly
show that the pain, or other exciting cause, is of a serious nature. Violent
and ob::;tinate crying is almost always caused by severe pain,-such as the
pain of earache. Indeed, obstinate and long-continued crying, lasting for
hours, is rarely met with except from earache, hunger, or tltirdt. The cry
of earache is often iucessaut and unappeasable, the pain being generally
constanL nnd not paroxysmal, as are most other pains. It is to be silenced
only by the application of remedies to the ear, or by the internal administration of opiates. 'Ve have known an infant, three months old, to scream
with earache for two days and nights, with only short lulls of a few hours
when brought under the influence of large doses of laudanum. As soon as
the ear began to discharge, the cry ceased. We are constantly called to
see infan~ and young child ren who have been crying most violently for
hours, and who are thought to have colic, or to have hurt themselves, but
who are, in fact, tortured with that most violent of all paius, earache.
"'e have met with few instances in which such severe and condtant crying
has depended on other ca uses; for, though children scream violently and
obstinately from hunger aud thir::1t, they may always be quieted by the
supply of either want, _whilst in earache the infant generally refuses the
brenst, or takes it only for a few instants, and then lets go to resume his
almost automatic scream.
To show the difficulty of sometimes determining the cause of crying, we
may"mention that one of us once attended a nursing baby through a severe
attack of bronchitis. Just as the child was recovering from the attack it
began to cry without any apparent cause. The cry was so constant, violent, and ~evere, that, feeling certain from the symptoms that it could not
be from any dangerous cause, we concluded, by the method of exclusion,
though, to be sure, there was neither tenderuess of the ear to touch, redne::;s or :swelling of the meatus, nor discharge, that it must be an earache.
Hot applications and opiates applied to the ears di<l no good, and the con·
stant ::-cream set the mother half wild. At length the grandmother came
in and ,!:.aid she thought the child wanted the breast. Sure enough, there
was the troub le ; the child lay at the breast almost continuously for twenty·
four hours, and earache, crying au<l all, vanished.
Jn not a few instances we have thus known infants to cry very often in
the day and night, and sometimes very obstinately, too, from hunger. In
such ca,;es the child is thought to have colic. al1d as it is not unfrequently
costive, it is dosed with cathartics, carminatives, and opiates; or it is being
brought up partinlly or wholly npon artificial diet, aad, as a consequence,
hais some disorder of the bowels, which is thought to require other kinds
of medicaments for its relief. '\'hen the stools are natural in appearance,
or merely costive, and when the child does not labor under flatulence, it is
ea~y, by enreful questioning of the mother 1 to discern whether she has milk
enough, nnd by examination of the size and weight of the child, to judge
wheth<'r growth and nutritiou go on in their proper ratio; and if it be
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found that the mother is a poor nurse, and that the development of the
child is slow and imperfect, we should at once direct an ad<litional supply
of nourishment, and the suspension of all 'mere drugs. \Ve have often
been surprised and del ighted to find how soon, under the new treatment,
the child becomes placid aml comfortable 1 how well and bow long it sleep~,
and at what a rapid rate it develops its form nod size. So, when the circumstances above rt!ferred to coincide with a somewhat disordered state of
the bowels, we should first choose for the child the diet most appropriate
to its age and state of health, and then, if after inquiry it appears that the
whole quantity taken iu the twenty-four hours is below the proper standard,
the amount allowed must be augmented.
Thirst, as we have said above, is not a rare cause of crying in very young
children . The cry, in this case, is often misunderstood by both physician
and attendants, and is ascribed to pain in some unknown and undiscoverable part, to colic, to the teeth, or to il1-temper,-when, iu truth, the
child ia suffering from the pangs of thirst. This is especiaJly apt to occur
in children who have had, or still have diarrhooa, with or without vomiting of their ordinary liquid food . The cry is not the acute, shrill cry of
pain, occurring in sharp, short paroxysms, as in colic, or in the pleuritic
stitch; nor is it the steady scream of continuous earache. It is rather a
constant wail of low tone, accompanied with marked re:::tlessness. It lasts
fur hours, or even for a day or two, until its cause is discovered, or until
the thirst has been removed by the retention of appropriate footl .
The crying occasioned by pain in the head, by the pain which accompanies pneumonia or pleurisy, or that which is attendant upon abdominal
inflammations, is scarcely ever constant, though it may be violent while
it lasts. Pain in the head usua11y causes a sudden and sharp cry or shriek,
which is over as soon almost as heard, and which has been ca1Jed the
hydrencepba lic cry. The pain of pneumonia, which, it should be remarked, is not unfre<juently absent, or so slight as not to be noticed, commonly occasions crying only during coughiag, and for a short time after,
aad is accompanied by dist11rtion or grimacing of the features. In pleuridy,
again, the cry is also heard generally at the moment of coughing, but it is
produced also by the act of moving the child, and by pressure on the
affected side. It is commonly much louder, shriller, and indicative of
greater suffering than in pneumonia, and in some cases that we have seen,
has been very frequent and difficult to appease.
The cry of intestinal pnin may almost always be recognized by the fact
that it takes place just before or after a stool, that it is accompanied by
wriggling aud twisting movements of the trunk, and especially of the
pelvis, or, in very young infants, by its coincidence with more or less
flatulence, which is revealed by a tympanitic condition of the abdomen,
and by frequent regurgitations of gas.
Children not unfrequently cry much and very obstinately from mere
fretfulness and general distress or malaise. This kind of crying may be
recognized by its peculiar tone, wbich is short, sharp, and irritable. It is
a fret rather than a scream; it is occasioned by the least disturbance
offored to the child, by the attempt to move it, to dress it, to attend to any
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of its wants, even to look at or notice it; it is moreover possible, generally,
to still such a cry by soothing treatment, or by the endeavor to amu:::e the
little thing with toys.
Lastly, a child will sometimes attempt to cry 1 but is unable to utter anv
or only a very faint sound. This dependd commonly upon some laryngeal
impediment1 but may be also the result of pure exhaustion i there is not
eufficient strength to sound a cry.
The cry of the young child has heen dividerl by M. Billard into the cry
proper and the return; and inasmuch as these two portions of the cry are
differently affected in different diseased conditions, it is important that we
shoul<l be aware of their existence, and of the effects produced upon their
manifestations by disease.
The cry proper is produced during the act of expiration, while the return
occurs during inspimtion. The c_ry proper is sonorous and prolonged 1 the
return is much shorter and sharper. The return is feeble iu young inf•rnts,
and becomes stronger as thf'y advance in nge. In different states of health,
the mode of crying will vary to a condiderable extent. The cry may exist
alone, or in combination with the return; or again Lhe return only may be
heard, whilst the cry id from some cau:;:e suppressed. 'The diflerence between the two portions of the cry may always be distinctly perceived in a
child who is crying violently from any recent cause, whether ill-temper,
fright, or pain, unless one or other has been suppressed by some morbid
condition which interferes with the perfect performance of the vocal function. After a time, however, wheu the infaut has become fatigued with its
eflOrts 1 the cry propel· ceases in part, and we have only the return, which
is heard from time to time between the sobs. According to M. Valleix, it
is the return which becomes enfeebled and di:mppears firdt, whenever one
portion only of the cry is heard . Towards the fatal termination of all diseases, the return ceases more or less completely 1 and th~ cry assumes a
peculiar moaning or murmuring character1 which must be familiar to all
who have been much in the sick-roomd of children.
'Vi th a remark upon the con<litiou of the lachrymal secretion in disease,
we shall conclude this division of the subject.
The iufitut does not begin to secrete tears until towards the third or
fourth muuth aud of co111·se this function cno furnish no eign previous to
that time. After that period, however, the suppression of this secretion
becomes, arcording to l\l. Trou.s:3eau, a valuable aid to prognosis, a.s this
suppres~ioo occurs gem:ntlly in all dangerous acute diseases. The occurrence of this symptom in any acute case should be looked upon 1 therefore,
us one of dangerous augury 1 while the continuance of the secretion, or its
reappearance after it has been suppressed, is1 on the contrary, a highly
favornblt! omen.
1

GESERArJ APr.E.\.RANCE OP TJTE CnILD; DEVELOPMENT;

EMBON-

POINT; 1-iTATE OP TllF. SKI~, ETC.-,Vhile occupied in hearing the
account of the sickness given by the mother or attendants, and even
while asking qucstio1u in regard to the pre.sent state of the patie11t1 the
physician niay learn a great deal that is useful by an attentive observation of the geneml appeara.uce of the child as it lies before him. He should
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study its size and development, its ~tate of embonpoint or emaciation, its
decubitus and gestures, the color, temperature, and d ryuess o_r humidit): of'
the skin, and the presence of eruptions or swellings of any kmd. llavmg
remarked these various matters during the early part of the examination,
he should pro0eed to inspect carefully the whole external surface by touch
an(l sight, iu ordeL' to acquire precise and accurate information upon these

points.
A child who has been healthy from its birth ought to have attained a
certain average size and development at a certain age. If it be much
below the average size, if at three months it look like a new-born child,
or at a year old like one of six months, it is very clear that something has
acted to determine such slow and insufficient growth, and it becomes the
business of the practitioner to discover what the impeding cause has been.
Not only ought a child to have a certain size and stature, but it should
also he possessed of a certain degree of embonpoiut. A perfectly healthy
young chi ld, one uucler four years of age, usually presents a much greater
fuluess and rotundity of the trunk and limbs than does the adult. Its
tissues are firm and solicl, its surface of a cool Hnd pleasant temperature,
its color of a dear and exquisite white, finely tempered with a faint rosy
tint in a warm atmosphere, or slightly marbled with li ght bluish spots in
a colder air. Few marks more certainly indicate a he:althful temper of
the constitution than the clear and exquisitely tinted pink color of tbe
palmar and plantar surfaces of the hands and feet of a youug child.
Nothing, indeed, can be more beautiful or perfect in shape or contour than
the figure of a fine, hearty young child; nothing mo_re pleasing to the eye
than its delicate but vivid coloring; and nothing more express ive of the
fulness of health anti vitality than its whole appearance.
'Vhen 1 therefore, instead of these marks of' a pure and active state of
the health, we meet with stunted growth, emn.ciation, soft and flaccid tissues, sallow aud dingy tint of the cutaneous su rface, p1llid or bluish feet
and hands, weak and listless movements,-how easy the concl usio n that
some jarring agent is at work to hinder and obstruct the machinery of
life.
In acute diseases emaciation takes place rapidly, but the tissues still
retain some degree of elasticity and firmness. In chronic diseases the
emaciation is of course slower, but it is more complete, so that, in some
instances, the frame seems to consist merely of the bones wrapped round
with a dark and unhealthy skin. The tissues beneath the skin, the cellular, adipose, and muscular, are iu great part absorbed, and the skin falls
into wrinkles and irregularilies on the least movement of the child. In
some cases of disease, and particularly in those of the abdomen, the derm
loses almost entirely its elasticity, so that when pinched into a fold by the
fiugers, it retains for some time the form that has been given to it.
The decttbittts and gestures of the child ought to be noticed. Healthy
children are, wbeo awake, almost always iu motion. Tho~e wbo have at·
tained the habit of walking are tempted to active exercise by their various
plays and amusements. Infants, though they sleep much more than ol<ler
children, are also, when awake, constantly moving their limbs; they are
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reldom still. \rhen asleep they rest quietly nod comfortably, generally
upon the side, though oftell upon the back. How different when the child
is laboring under disease of any kind. The disposition to movement is gone;
the older chilrl insi:;ts upon lying on the lap, or in the cradle or bed, an<l
the infant is to be soothed of its crying and fretfulness only by rocking
and fondling in the arms. Iostead of the free and spl)ntaneous movements
of health, we now see only the sudden, impatient, and ca.useless tossing on
the bed or lap, or to the constant changing of position, with fretting or
complaining, which constitute the agitation of sickness; or else the slow,
lnuguid, and hesitating movements of weakness or prostration i or, lastly,
the ~t illu ess and immobility of stupor or of coma.
There is nothing peculiar about the decubitus of pneumonia or bran·
chitis except wh~n there is severe dyspureu, in which case the child, if olcl
enough to select its own position, lies high upon the pillows; while those
who are youu,ger evidently prefer to rest on the lap of the nurse, with the
trunk aud head f;;upported in her arms, and express by crying and agitation their discomfort and uneasiness when placed in the recumbent position
on the lap, or in the cradle or crib. "'e have seen several young children
affected with severe bronchitis or pneumonia, who have preferred to any
other position that of being held in the nurse's arms, with the front of the
chest placed against her chest, and the bead hanging over her shoulder.
When the dy::ipnrea. is so severe as to produce, by slow degrees, a partial
asphyxia. and consequent dulness of perceptivity, the child becomes soporous or comatose, and lies usually upon the back, as in diseases attended
with prostration of' st rength.
In pleurisy and peritonitis the dccubitus is usually d0rsal, and the child
cli~likes to be moved or nursed, often crying violently when touched or
dbturbed.
In intestinal i11flammations the young patient is usually excessively rest·
J e~s at first, and "ery fretful, unle~s the attack be grave and threatening,
when it often lies still for a time from the prostration of strength which
attends violent attacks, but becomes restless, turns and twists in the bed,
cries out, and agitates the lower extremities at eac h evacuation of the
bowels.
Ia the early periotl of cerebral inflammation there is generally excessive
restlessness, and great irritability of all the senses and temper, but as the
case goes on, and passes into the stage of coma, the child becomes still and
quiet, assuming very often the decubitus called by the French Hen chien
defusil" ,- that is to say, on the side, with the inferior extremities strongly
fJexed, and the arms drawn close to, or crossed over the thorax. This position is especially characteristic of the latter stages of tubercular menin·
gitis.
Hxtreme restlessness, constant tossing upon the bed, or incessant changing from the arms to the bed, or from bed to bed, is a very bad sign . 'Ye
11avc observed it in several different affections; especially in obstinate pneumonia, ia long-continued intestinal disorders, and in the secondary iuflam·
niatioos of measles and scarlet fever.
Among the gestures most deserving of attention are the sudden starts,
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attended with cries, which indicate the occurreace of some painful sensation, as that of colic, of stitch in the side in pneumonia and plcuri!'.y, and
sometimes of shooting pain in the head. The frequent carrying of the
hand to the head, or to the ear, ought not to pass unnoticed, as this fa often
indicative of headache or earache. So also of the constant application of
the band to the mouth, or the introduction of the fingers into that cavity,
which often occurs when the child is suffering from the o<lontnlgic pa in
of dentition. Nor should the phy:)iciau ever neglect to ob5erve any peculiar and especially any automatic movements of the limbs, and particularly
of the fingers or toes. Nature often heralds the approach of a convulsive
seizure by certain peculiar muscular movements. The thumbs are drawn
into the palms of the hand, and the fingers clasped over them; or the toes
are strongly bent towards the sole of the foot, or rigidly extended i sometimes the fingers are for an instant convulsively extended upon the hand and
drawn widely apart from each other; or lastly, the muscular movements,
instead of being easy, steady, aud natural, are badly co-orcfinated; they
are irregular, uncertain, and tremulous. This last character, tremulousness and uncertainty, we have often noticed.
The occurrence of paralysis will often be unperceived for some length
of time by an inatteuti,·e observer. It is to be discovered by the failure
of the child to move one limb, whilst the other:; are more or less agitated,
01· by taking hold of the limb, and comparing the total want of resistance
in it, with a certain stiffness and opposition to movement almost invariably
present in the healthful condition.
The state of the cutaneous surface is always important, and ought to be
carefully and systematically examined. The points most requiring to be
noted are its temperature, dryness or moisture, color, and tbe presence
of eruptions or swellings. By the temperature, and dryuess or moisture,
1
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The color of the skin, on the contrary, owing to its great sui:ceptibility to chaoge in certain affections, becomes, in the diseases of early life,
of very considerable importance in diagnosis, and deserves therefore some
special remarks.
The physician should be aware, in the first place, that the color of a newborn infant is some shade of red, varying from a deep brick-red tint, to
one of a much lighter hue. The red appearance fades away usually in
about four or five days, and leaves the surface of a yellowish-white, or in
some im•tances of a decidedly yellow color. The yellow color is sometimes
so marked as to impose very readily upon an inexperienced person the
idea that it must depend on an affection of the liver, or, in other words,
that it constitutes a true jaundice. In a very large majority of cases,
however, the conjunctiva retains its natural white tint, the digestive func·
tions go on with perfect regularity, there is no fever, and indeed no marks
of decided <li~order of the health, so that the icterocie hue cannot depend,
under these Cll'cumstances, on any serious lesion of the liver or its append-
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ages, and it is manifestly wrong to regard the case as one of disease, or ns
requiring any treatment.
Bei;ides the yellow color just described, the cutaneous surface in children, and particularly in the new-born infant, may exhibit different shades
of n bluish color, which need some attention. "Then the whole skin assumes
a decidedly blue tint, the case is one of cyanosis or morbns coonileus, dependiug on some malformation or disease of the heart or lungs. In severe
cases of this kind, the blue color deepens into a purple or even blackish
hue. If tbis appearance last more than a very few days, there can be
little doubt that it depends on some malformation or disease of the heart.
The blue or Ii vid tint recurs sometimes, also, in sudden at.tucks of collapse of the lungs. In such cases it seldom lasts long, though it may be
very marked during the paroxysm.
It is quite common to observe in new-born and very young infants a
bluish tint of the hands and feet, and of the parts around the mouth,
whilst the rest of the body is pale. These appearances depend usually
on some obstruction to the pulmonary circulation, as that caused by atelectasis pulmonum, bronchitis, or pneumonia, and they increase, diminish,
or disappear, according to the course of the causative mnlady. In older
children, the blue color of the skin is rarely of any considerable intensity,
unless the condition has existed from birth, or soon after; but it. is not at
all uncommon to meet with faint, but quite perceptible shades of that
color, depending on the asphyx iated state which occurs in croup, d.pillary
bronchitis, pneumonia, and sometimes in lnryngismus stridulus. It is
hardly necessary to add, that a very sli ght blueness of the fingers and toes
is sometimes observed in the cold stage of intermittents.
Occasionally we meet with au excessive harshness 1 aridity, and scunriness, or with a wrinkled appearance of' the skin, especi1l1ly upon the abdomen and thorax.
This symptom, when strongly marked, is usually
attended with enlargement of' the superficial veins of that part, and is
then very striking even to a careless observer. It accompanies very generally the abdominal tuberculosis of children, and should not pass unobserved- Though generally indicative of tubercular peritonitis, or of tuberculosis of the mesenteric glands, it is not always so, since in a case that
occurred to one of us, and in which it was perfectly well marked, a postmortem examin ation showed it to have been caused by a chronic peritonitis, resulting from inflammation and suppuration of the mesenteric glands,
entirely i11dependent of tubercular disease. The peritonitis had given
rise to extensive adhesions among the intestines, and the pus bad found
its way by a tortuous sinus between the intestines into the vagina, through
which it was discharged externally.
There is one other alteration ill the color of the skin which is deserving
of notice in a practical point of view. It is an excessive pallor, occurring
sometimes in diseases which obstruct the respiratory function. 'Ve have
been most struck with it in the capillary bronchitis, or suffocative catarrh,
of young children, and in membranous croup. rrhe whole surface assumes
a dead white hue, which seems to depend on a total want of blood in the
cutnueous capillaries. 'l1 he nose is white1 the ears become white and di-
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aphanous, and the only relief the eye meets with in gazing upon what
seems nn almost alabaster countenance, is the still pink or bluil:ih lip.~, the
dark eyebrows and eyes, and perhaps a somewhat leaden tint of' the circumference of the mouth and of the forehead. In strongly marked cases
the whole surface, even of the fingers nod toes, exhibits this white or
blanched appearauce. " 7 hen this condition has lasted for several hours,
or a day or two, the hands and feet sometimes assume a bluish look, which
may last until death occurs, or until the altntk approaches a fa.vornble
termination. This condition of the surface, when occurring in caises attended with obstruction of the respiratory function, has always apprnred
to us an indication of imminent danger to the patient; and, indeed, wheo
it lasts more than one or two days 1 it bas very generally proved the hnrbioger of death.
The clinical examination of the cutaneous surface cannot be considered
complete until it has been made with reference to the presence of eruptions, of swellings from redema, of inflammation 1 tumors, and lastly, of
di!:ieases of the joints. 'fhe inquiry in regard to the presence of eruptions
is a very important one, from the fact that children are particularly liable
to attacks of the exanthcmatous and other eruptive affections. Many
attacks of sickness 1 beginning with violent fever and other serious symir
toms, which would otherwise remain entirely obscure or unexplained, until
a much later period from the onset, may be accounted for at a11 early
period by a minute examination of the skin. So, in the latter stages of
long and debilitating maladies 1 in the di8orders which follow scarlatina,
aud in cardiac and hepatic diseases, a proper inspection of the surface will
reveal redematous effusions that might, if this search were neglected or
carelessly prosecuted, remain undiscovered. The same remarks will apply
to inflammations of the auricular cavities 1 to the sweJJing of the joints
produced by rheumatism, and to some obscure suppurative inflammnLions
in the limbs of children. A most instructive example of the necessity of
this close examination, occurred some years ago in the practice of one of
us. A healthy male infant, five weeks of age, was seized suddenly with
most violent ffver, the reaction being not unlike in character that of acute
rheumatic fever. The only visible disturbance of the health, to explain
this violent attack, wus a certain amount of digestive derangement, ancl
for this the patient was treated. After three days of most severe illness,
with strong tendency to convulsion, and with some stiffening of the lower
jaw, we were asked to look at the right thigh. It was largely swelled,
especially in its lower half; it was hard to the touch, and the skin over
the outside of the limb 1 justabovethe knee, had assumed an inflammatory
redness. It was clear that the child had been attacked with an acute inflammation of the deep tissues of the thigh 1 and that this was now approaching the surface and becoming visible. Careful inquiry now brought to
light the fact that the.baby, all through the sickness, had cried severely,
as though 111 sharp pam, whenever it was moved, and especially when its
napkins were changed. The distress observed when the napkin!:; were
being changed, had been aseribed to some smarting from the urine. Had
the surface of the child been rno~e carefully examil1ed at au early period,
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the swelling of the thigh, and lhe pain on motion, might, no doubt, have
been detected then, and the intense febrile reaction. with the nervous
symptoms, which were thought too great for simple functional disorder of
the digeslive functions, would at once have been explained.
It is clear, therefore, that in infants and in chil<lreu under six or even
eight years of age, the physician must depend, in great measure for in·
formatiou as to the nature of the case, on his owo unassisted explorations;
and, knowing this, he should lea\?e nothing neglected that may aid him to
gauge with accuracy the state of health of the individual before him.
He should cultivate a habit of minute, systematic, and patient investigation,since by accustoming himself to such a method ia his daily walks, he
will ns.:uredly altain, in the end, a tact and sagacity that will not often
be at fault.
T11E Pu1..sr::.-The pulse of the child, in order to be judged of to any
real advantage, must be examined during the state of quiet, and, if pos~ible, it should be folt whilst thf' child is either asleep or dozing. During
the wukiog state a young infant is ia such constant motion, that it is very
difficult to perceive the pulsations of the radial artery, and impossible to
judge of their force or volume, in consequence of the rising and falling of
the Hexor tendons of the forearm, and because, also, of the natural softness and delicacy of the pulse nt that age. In older children, the moral
disturbau~e occa~ioned by the vLsit of the physician ia most instances, and
the irritability and uervousn0$S accompanying the sickness, will either
cause the patient to resist the attempt to touch the arm, or else produce
so great an effect upon the rate and force of the circulation, as to render
very uncertain and unsatisfactory any conclusious to be drawn from the
examination. If possible, therefore, the circulation should be examined
during sleep. If this he impracticable, the child ought, when still nursing, to be put to the brenst, or, when weaned, it ought to be quieted by
soothing treatment, by toys, or by the promise of' a toy.
It is essential that we should know what is the average of the healthy
pulsations of tbe child, in order to obtain a standard of comparison by
which to judge of any departure from that average in disease. Observers
have vasieJ not a little in the results at which they have arrived by their
examinfltions upon this point. By selectiag those, however, which appear
to have been made with the greatest care, and under the most favorable
circumstances~ we shall, doubtless, obtain an avernge entirely worthy of
confidence. It will be necessary, ulso, to obtain averages for different
periocls of childhood, since the rate of the circulation varies to a very great
extent at different age:;. "re shall, therefore, g ive the rate of the circulation for new-born children (one to ten days old), for the period from four
months to six years, for that from six to nine years, and for those from
nine to twelve, and from twelve to fifteen years of age.
The average rate of the circulation in very young infants, is from oue
huadred ttnd oue to oue hundred and two ia the minute, the former being
the result obtained by .M. Billard iu children from oue to ten days old,
ns nearly ns it can be gained from his statements, and the latter the one
obtained by .M. Roger, iu infants from one to se,·eu clays old (De la Tein3
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perature chez l~B Enfants, Paris, ] 8-l--! ). The phy1-1icia11 ought, however, to
be aware of the fact that, though the above is the average rate of the circulation at the age mentioned, the pulse may range very much above or
below that average, without necessarily indicating a morbid state of the
health. Thus, though the a,·prage frequency in forty chilJren, from one
to ten dayd old, ob~erved by ~J. Billard, was one hundred and one, it was
less thau eighty in eighteen, whi lst in fourteen it was between one hundred
and one hundred anJ twenty~flve, and in six between oue hundred and
thirty and one hundred and eig\1ty. All these children, he assures U!;,
pre:;ented every mark of good health.
The average frequency of the pulse during the first year may be stated
at about oue hundred and fifteen; at least such is the result obtained bv
us from an examination of ~even obi"ervations by l\I. Roger of ch i ldre~1
from four to nine months old. This result, it will be ob~erved, shows that
the pulse is not so frequent during the fir:"t few days after birth, as it becomes nt a somewhat later period, which, moreover, agrees with a preYiou"
statement to the same effect made by l\1. Valleix. This latter author is
of the opinion that at seven months of age the pulRe is much more frequent than some days after birth, and that it afteward~ falls gradually as
the child advances iu years.
\\re are not acquainte<.I with any ob;:en·ations upon the rate of the circulation during the second year of life, except those of ~r. Trousseau, who,
according to l\I. Bouchut (Manuel Praf. de«J ilfal. des .1.Yo1w.-Nes, p. 1!33,
Paris, 18-l.)), gives as the average hetween one year and twenty-one
months, one hundred and eighteen.
l\f. Becquerel (Traife ThCorique et Prat. des Mal. des Enfrmts, Pari~,
18-12\ gives us the reo:;u~t of his observations upon thirty children, be·
tween two and six years of age, during !:ileep and in the waking state.
During sleep the average was seventy.six; in the waking state it was
uinetv·Lwo.
Bc~ween six and nine years of age, the same observer found the average
during sleep to be from seventy-three to seventy-four, wbil~t in the waking
state it was ninety. Between nine and tweh·e years, the average wao:;,
during sleep, seventy-two, in the waking ~fate 1 eighty. Between twelYc
and fifteen years the rate was seventy whilst the children were asleep, and
Roger gives seventy-seven as the avera~re
seventy-two when awake.
0
between six and fourteen years.
One very st.riking fact attracts our attention in the abov"' statement!::
the much greater difference belween the rate of the circulation duriug
sleep aud during the waking state, in very young children, than in tho!le
who are somewhat older. Thus, whilst there is a difference of seventeen
pulsations in the minute, iu the rate of' the circulation during sleep and
in those who are awake, between the ages of two and six years, the difference under the two conditions mentioned, amounts to only two pulsations
in the miuute in children that have reached the age of between twelve
and fifteen years.
The circulation is somewhat more rapid in girls than boys. This difference should be borne in min<l, but as it amounts to only about five bents
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in the minute, it is insufficient tn be of any very decided value in diagnosis
or prognm:i~.
After these specifications as to the rate of the circ11lation in
we !'ihall pass on to some general remarks upon tbe met.hod
natl1rn of the pulse, and upon some other of its important characters.
1\I. Bouchut (loc. cit., p. 129), remal'ks that in infants at the breast u the
palpation of the pulse is almost impossible. It may be counted, but its
force 1 foehleness, size and hardness, can scarcely be appreciated; the intermittent character is the only phenomenon upon which no doubt need rest;
it is, moreover, the only one of any value." These opinions of l\I. Bouchut,
t.hougll true in some degree, are much too strongly stated 1 for we are qui.te
sure that it is very easy to detect great differences in the force, size, and
tension of the pulse of the same child in health and in
and of
different children labori.ng ullder different diseased conditions.
forences can be detected by careful observation's from a very early age, and
afler two montbs ruay be readily recognized 1 when the variation from the
slate of health is at all considerable.
above alluded to, should rather be expulse is not properly intennit·
This is quite a common feature
1Lnd, be
noted, is much more frequently met
than
the waking state. 1\1. Becquerel met with irregularity
pulse in tweuty-four of one hundred nud fifty children
examined during the waking state, and in £fty-five of one hundred and
fifty during sleep. It is clear, therefore, that mere irregularity of' the circulation, independently of other symptoms, is not a sign of di:::ease, sinre
it was pre~;ent in one-sixth of those awake, and iu a little more than a third
of those asleep. It should be observed, too 1 that the greatest irregulal'ity
exists when the pulse is lowest (in sleep). The chief practical bearing of
this fact is that we should be careful DOt to lay too much stress upon the
slowness and irregularity of the pulse, as signs of tubercular disease of the
cerebral meninges, unless they are observed during the waking state, and
in conoection with other symptoms; particularly with vomiting, constipation, and severe headache.
Another very important characteristic of the cirrulation of the child, is
its extreme irritability, which causes its rate to vary to an extraordinary
degree, eveu in perfecL health. This is the more marked iu proportion as
the child is younger. The slightest disturbance, whether moral or physical, will cause the pulse to rise in a young child from one hundred or one
hundred and fifteen, to one hundred and twenty, one hundred and thirty,
or e\'Cll one hundred anti fifty. From this circumstance may be drawn
the inference alsol that the pulse should always be examined, as before
~tnted, during sleep, or during profound quiet.
There is still another renson .which makes it necessary to touch the pulse
during :;.Jeep 01· profonucl quiet. This is, that when the child is agitated,
it bccornes literally imposEible, in consequeuce of the contractions of Li.le
flex or tendons of the forearm, und of the movements of prouation and supi1rntion1 to judge with nccunl.C)" the \'arious qualities of' the arterial action.
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THE IIEART.-The exuminatiou of the heart by au~
cultntion and percussion ought, and, to he of essential aid in diagnosis,
must be performed while the child is still and quiet. It is best malle dur·
ing sleep, especially in infauts; when this is impossible, it can be performed
with great advantage during the state of quiet that follows nursing, or
during that which may often be procured by soothing management, or by
taking advantage of the fondal"SS that infants show for a strong light, the
view of which will generally suffice to occupy and keep them still.
The sounds of the heart present the same general characters in the child
ns in the adult. They are, of course, more feeble and more rapid; conditions which make it difficult, in the young infant, to perceive and 10.ppreciate any minGte change from the healthy sound::!. After the age of one
or two years, however, when the circulation bas become slower and more
steady, the signs yielded by the physical exu.mination of the heart become
much more valuable and po::)itive; so much so, indeed, as to yield results
almost as important as in the adult. The first sound is almo~t always
duller than the second. Tbey succeed each other commonly wilh perfect
regularity, and have the same ·interval between each in the same chi ld.
The cardiac sounds are readily heard by placing the ear over the prrecordial region. The extent of surface over which they may be heard will
depend on several conditions: particularly the state of quiet or agitation
of the child, the presence or absence of fever, the state of the luug as to its
consistence (constituting it a better or a worse conducting medium of
sounds), and the condition of the heart itself as to health or disease.
Iu a healthy child, who is undisturbed by any cause of irritation, and
particularly in one sleeping, the sounds are distinctly audible over the
whole prrecordial region aad under the left clavicle. Iu many subjects
they can be heard over the whole front of the thorax, but become, of cour~e,
feebler in proportion as we recede from the prrecordial region. Usually
they are heard quite as distiuctly under the right clavicle as over lhe
nipple of that side, in consequence, no doubt, of their transmission in an
upward direction by the aorta. They are never heard over the posterior
walls of the rbest in children in perfect health, and whose circulation is
entirely undisturbed. In those who are awake and agitated, and in those
who have been making severe muscular exertions, the cardiac sounds are
very loudly audible over the whole front of the thorax, and even through
EXAMJXATIOX OP

to the back of the chest.
7
"
hen the lungs are indurated by inflammation, as in pneumonia, they
transmit with great distinctness, from having become better conducting
media, the cardiac sounds to the back. This circumstance sometimes
becomes a valuable aid in the diagnosis of pneumonia. '\'e have been
"enabled to satisfy ourselves of the existence of pneumonia iu the lower lobe
of the right lung, in a doubtful case, from the fact that the sounds of the
heart were much more clear and distinct over the right inferior, than over
the left inferior dorsal region.
The prrecordial region is decided ly less sonorous on percussion than the
parts of the thorax directly over the lungs. This diminution of sound.is
distinct enough to be evident to any ordinary ear, but it rarely amounts
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lo absolute flatness. The region exhibiting this dulness of sound is the
same in position as io the older person. It occupies the space correspond.
iug to the cartilages of the fifth, sixLh, and seventh ribs, aod is ::ituated,
therefore, between the left nipple and the left edge of the sternum. Its
measuremeoL:i, as given by)!;\[. Rilliet and Barthez, are one and a half
to three inches in a transverse, by one and a half to two and a half in a
vertical direction. The region of dulness is described by those observers
as being repre:.:euted by a circle or ellipse, the transverse diameter of which
extencl.s from the nipple to the sternum, or more rarely, towards the xiphoid
cartilage. Io childrnn over six years ulcl, the nipple sometimes lies above
the middle line of this space.
T11ERMOME'l'RIC OB!;ER\'ATIO~s CN CnrLDRJ;;x.-As an indication of the
intensity and character of the di:Sease in febrile attacks, we have seeufthat
the frequency of the pulse is little to be depended on. Dr. Forster (Jour.
f. Kind., July and August, 18G2, in New Syd. Soc. Year-Book, J 8G2, p.
413 ), who has made an extensive series of observations upon this subject,
a.:.:crts that V>\riatious in the temperature of the bo<ly offer far more certain
imlications. Tbe instrument used was a Reaumur's thermometer, eight
and a b1tlf inches long, in which slight variations are easily appreciable.
The bulb was placed iu the axilla.
The resultR giveu are those of' observations upon healthy children, <luring
the first few dnys of life.
A constant lowering of the temperature of the body takes place :1fter
hirLh, which reaches its maximum, 28.97° R., on au average within the
fir~t two hours after birth.
llours1tflcrUlrth.

Average Temp. (R.)

~= ~:

29.12

lifiuimum Tl'mp. (H.)

28.97

2S.2
28.1
28.i
20.0
29.S
29.i
29.7

!~=~~:

29.49
2tL53
t9.3l
30.0-1
29.9

30-36,

30.07

3!J--l2,

30.04

29.4

42-48,

29.BG

29.3

6-10,
10-15,
13-20,

297

A subsequent elevation always occurs. The average time at which the
highest temperature was obsen•ed, was from thirty to thirty-six hours after
birth, at which time the average was 30.07° R . ; maximum 30.-1° R., minimum 29.7° R.
Tbis elevation was noticed equally when the iufaut bad and had not
taken food .
During the first nine days of life, the temperature was observed as
follows:
nay~.

l - lj,
1!-2,
2 -21,

21-3,
3 -3],

Yaximum(H.)

30.4
30.5
3M
30.3
30.3

)Iinimum(IL)

Average(R.)

2!l.7

30.0l
29.93

:rn.3
2!l.3
29.2
::?!).:)

29.87
29.74
29.76
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nays

)liuinmm(H.)

,\n·mge( l{.j

3~-!,

:lO.~

20.68

•4 -4J,

3Q..l
30.3

2!}.()8

2•)

29.72
29.82

JS

4~-·3,

5 -5J,
5J-6,
6 -Gj,
6~-7,

7 -7!,
1 ~-s.

8 -8~,
8]-9,

~U.4

30 ..)

30.6
30.3
30.4
30,4
300
:W.9

29.81
29.83
29.iS
29.82
2D.72
29.rn
29.75

23
J6

23
Ji

22
JI

8
2

'Ve tbus see that from the thirtieth to the thirty-sixth hour after birth
the '1igbest temperature is ob,,erved. Th1:n a fall takes place, which
reaches its maximum at four days after birth (average maximum 29.68°
R.). Again, between the fifth and eighth days, a new elevation of temperature occurs; but this new elevation is less in degree than that previously noted. The average maximum was 29.83° R. Some differences
were found in the results, according as the ch ildren were large and heavy,
or the reverse. Large and well-developed children had a slightly higher
temperature than those less robust.
Thus the average temperature in the early part of the day was, in
children weighing eight pounds and upwards, 29.8-! 0 R.; but, in ch ildren
weighing less than this, the average was 29.65° R. The eveuing observations, again, gave an average for the heavy children of 29.94° R.; for the
others, of 29.77° R. Respecting the temperature at different times of the
day, observations showed that, from the second to the ninth day, there was
an average elevation of temperature, from morning to evening 1 amounting
to .11 ° R.; the average mol'lliug temperature being 29.75° H.; the average
evening temperature, 29.86° R
This interesting subject has been further examined in regard to older
children, by Mr. 1;1 iulayson ( Proc. nf Alanche:Jler Aled. Soc., in Brit. Med.
Jour., Jan. 16th, 1869, p. 59).
His results are based on two hundred and eighty-one observations on
eighteen different children, of ages varying from twenty months to ten
and a half years, and are as follows:
1. The daily range of temperature is greater in the healthy ch ild than
that recorded in healthy adults-amounting to 2° F.
2. There is invariably a fall of temperature in the evening, amouotiug
to 1, 2, or 3 degrees.
3. This fall may take place before sleep begins.
4. The greatest fall is nsnally between 7 and 9 P.M. (at least nuder the
conditions of life in hospital).
5. The minimum temperature is usually observed at or before 2 A.M.
6. Between 2 and 4 A.M. the temperature usually begins to ri se, such
rise being independent of' food being taken.
7. The fluctuations between breakfast and tea-time are usually trifling
in amount.
8. There seems to be no very definite relationship between the freq uency
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of the pul"'e an<l re:-;pirationi'I, aud the amount of tt"mperature; the fornwr
being- su~ject to many disturbing influence~.
H1:.... PJ1UTIOX; IT~ RATE A~D GE\'"t:::RAL Cn.\RACTERS.-The re::;pirntion, like the pultSe, to be examined with any advantage to tbe explorer,
mu.:-t be investigated whilst tbe child is still aud quiet. In the young
infant it shoulfl he done during sleep, as it is only then that we cau find
the breathing uninfluenced by disturbing causes other than tho::-0 connected with deranged health. In the older child, the play of who:-e functions is more steady and regular, and lei:'s readily jarred by trivial causes,
this part of the clinical exploration may be made duriug the wakiug
state; but, still, it mu.st be done whili:'t the patient is quiet and trauquil,
else the results obtained will nece&arily be le~s certain and reliable than
under the opposite state of thing~.
"rhen examined duriug sleep. much may be learned by a careful t-ludy
of the breathing. In health the diild breathes entirely through the nostrils. The mouth is do:Sely ~hut, and enough air passes through the nasal
pa::i~ageo lo give the child all the air it needis without any visible etfort. .Ro
uoi::-elei:;o is the breathing tbu.t, in quite healthy info.uts, 110 i:-ound can be
heard unlcs:s the ea.r is applied close to the face of the child. The i11~pirn.
tio11 may ju::;t be heard, by do~e attentiou, as a soft, light souffte; but no
sound is heard in the expiration. The iu::;;piratiol! is continuous aud
gradual, the expiratiou short aud rapid, aud after this comes quite a. long
puuse, lasting perhaps two second~. fn perfoctly healthy l'hildren of six
months, the expiration is about 2-!, and the pul:,e 108 to 11 ~; at eighteen
This noiseless,
month~, the expiration is about 20, aud the pul~e 11:!.
easy breathiug, with the long pause between the two acts, is au almOit
iufallible sign that there is no disease of the lungs.
The respiration ought always to be counted by the watch, if po~ible, .
especially by the young practitioner. This is the only mode in which a
perfectly accurate idea of the frequency of the respiration is to be obtained.
lt sometimes happens that a gr<:>atly increased rate of the breath in~ will
pass unnoticed by the physician, from tbe fact that it continues to be regular and without effort. 'Ve have known children to breathe eighty times
in the minute, wit.bout pre:seuting any appearance of labor or effort in the
net; wilhout cough, and without the least wheezing or sound to be hea1·d
at a ehort distance from the patient. Under the.:;e circumstances, the great
rapidity of the respirntiou might very well pass unnt>ticed, especially by
inexpcrienctd practitioners, and, be it remarked, this would be particularly
apt to happen were the attention of the physician addre::::ed to some otb~r
part of the economy than the thorax, as the seat of the !:iickueos. For
in!:itauce, iu latent pneumonia, wheu this simulates meningitis, or when it
id conjoined with gastro-intestinal symptoms, the failure to note a greatly
increased rate of the breathing might very well 11ccur. In many ca!:ies of
titecondary pneumonia, it might also tnke place. In children who have
been long sick with diseases that debilitate and impoverish the health, a
Rudden aggravation of the symptoms dependent on collapse of the lung,
might be misunderstood and falsely explained, for the want of this precaution. It is therefore a good and useful rule, fur the young practitioner
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always to count the respiration, when he has to do with a case pres~nling
the 1ea~t obscurity of diagllosis, since this simple habit muy guide h1111 to
the real seat of disease, which else he might mistake.
The rate of the respiration in children 1s very ditl0reut at different ages, a
circumstance that should al ways he recollected in the examination of their
di:seases. Tbe average frequency of the breathing in new-born children and
during the finst week of lite, is thirty-nine, according to l\I. Roger. It may
rise, however, upon very slight distubances, to fifty, sixty, or even eighty,
while it is not at all unuoual to find it at twenty-five or thirty in perfectly
healthy infants during sleep. Between the ages of two months and two
years the average is about thirty-five. Between two and six years, the
nvernge is eighteen during sleep and twenty-three during the waking state i
from six to twelve years, the avecage during sleep is eighteen, and in the
waking stace twenty-three i from twelve to fifteen years, it is eighteen in
the former, and in the latter twenty. It will be observed, therefore, that
after the age of two years, the rate of the respiration is uearly the same
tbroughout the remainder of the period of childhood; it changes so little,
indeed, that the same average will answer for all practical purposes throughout that period.
The other characters of the respiration require some attention on the
pan of the practitioner. Ia the first place, the diaphragm plays a more
important part in the process in the child than in the adult. Ia the young
infant, indeed, the function is carried Oil almost wholly by the action of
that muscle, !1-0 that the respiration is correctly described by the technical
term of abdominal. The walls of the chest are almost motionless. On
this account the rate and characters of the breathing can be best studied
in young children, by examining the abdomen, the movements of which
being stroug and marked are much more easily seized by the eye than are
those of the thorax.
During perfect. quiescence, and especially during sleep, the breathing of
a yol~ng child is soft, regular, though less so than in the adult, aud perfectly noiselessi it is necessary to place the ear close to the face or che:,t
of the child, and to listen attentively, in order to hear it. Ia the young
child, and especially the young infant, the breathing is, in the waking
state, very different from that of the adult. It is short, irregular, uneven,
and marked by occasional pauses, followed by a hurry and precipitation
of the movements. These peculiarities in the respiration of the infant
appear to depend on the weakness and imperfect action of the muscular
apparatus at that early age, which causes the various movements of the
body to be hesitating and uncertain, and without that steadiness and evenness which are characteristic of matured strength. After the age of two
years, these irregular and tumultuous movemeuts cease, and the breathing
becomes more regular and even, like that of adults.
In the inflammatory affections of the lungs,-pneumonia, bronchitis,
and pleurisy,-the respiration is almost iuvariably accelerated. In extensive pneumouia, and in capillary bronchitis, it becomes very rapid, rising
to eighty or one hundred in the minute. We counted it in one cai:;e at
oue hundred and twenty-eight. In pleurby and simple ordinary bronchi-
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ti .. , it seldom becomes so frequent, not exceeding, usually, forty or fifty.
In severe pneumonia, the rhythm of the movement sometimes becomes
inverted; Lhe pause occurs at the termination of the inspiration instead of
the expiration. The patient makes "first a violent and labored expiration,
bringing into a kind of convulsive action all the expiratory muscles of
re~piration; instan1ly after the expiration follows a rapid and full inspi·
ration; then occu rs a momentary pause, and again the respiratory act
begins with the labored expiratory effort. This kind of respiration is a
\'ery unfavorable symptom, as it is indicative of a most dangerous oppres·
si(Ja. It is particularly apt to occur in infants aud very youug children.
It has been called e.7:piratory respiration.
The respiration, though almost invariably accelerated in pulmonary in·
fhtmmatiou, sometim es retains its normal rate, or even falls below that
rate. This occurs, we believe, only under one condition of things; when
lhe forces of the constitulion have been sapped by previous cfoease, or
ex lrau::ited by tbe long continuance of the thoracic inflammation. It is
therefore rnet with in cases of secondary inflammation, and in those of the
cbrouicform.
The respiration is very much in creased in frequency as a general rule
in atelectnsis pulmonum, or collapse of the lungs. 'Vhen, therefore, a
young chilrl. who has been exposed to the causes of this disease (feebleness u.t birth, exhausting di.sense, or debilitating hygienic contlitious), is
::;udrlenly seized with hurried respiration, slight cough 1 paleness or blueness,
with coldness of the cutaneous surface, and in whom there are but few and
uaimportant physical signs of pulmonary disease, there is very good reason
for supposing that some portion or portions of tlie lungs have become col·
lapsed, or, in other words, have ceased to admit air.
The respiration often lends some assistance in the diagnosis of cerebra l
affections. Iu acute meuiugitis, accompanied by violent febrile reaction,
it is more frequent than natural, but ofteo irregular. 'Vhen the ea rly
stage passes into the stage of coma, the breathing becomes slow and ir·
regula1·. Iu tubercular meningiti3 it is seldom increased in frequeucy
except for a day or two before death, wh ilst in the middle period of the
disorder, it is either continued at its normal rate, or becomes slower.
During tlrn.t period, also, it is a]most always extremely irregular, and is
interrupted by loug and mournful sighs, which, to the ear of the experienced physician, who hears in them the almost certain prognostic of ap·
proaching death, have au inexpressibly touching so und , increased tenfold
by the conscio usness of his utter inability to controT the fatal tendE-ncy of
the mnlndy.
There is a peculiarity of the respiration which occurs in collapse of the
lung, and also in cases of membranous cro up, which ought not to be passed
by unnoticed. It is, that during the inspiratory effort, the ribs move
inwards anrl backwards towards the mesial line of the trunk, instead of
outwards as in normal respiration; and at the same time there may be
recession of the lower part of the sternum 1 so that a more or less deep
su )cu'! is produced around the base of the thorax. 'This peculiarity is
rettdily explained, as shown by Rees and Jenner, by reference to the nor·
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mal relation which exi~ts between the current of inspired air, the ex pan.
sion of the lungs, the descen t of the diaphragm, and the firmne~:; and
resistance of the thoracic walls. If this relation be disturbed in any way,
the phenomena we are now consicle riu g may be produced. Thus if the
diaphragm contract suddenly and viole11tly 1 the lungs can11ot expand
with sufficient rapidity and in orde r to prevent the occurrence of a vacuum, the thoracic walls must yield to the external atmospheric pres..;ure
at their least resisting part, which is, under normal concl,itions, at the base
of the chest. The same result must occur, also, when the diaphragm contracts with only normal force 1 but when the calibre of the larynx bi much
11arrowe<l or again, when a considerable portion of lung-tissue is collap::ed.
In the article on rickets, au affection in which the firmness of the che~t·
walls is much diminished, a full account will be found of the ma~terly
manner in which Jenner has applied the above principles to the explanation of the deformit ies of the thorax so characLeristic of lhat <lisea~e .
.Au~Cl'LTATrO:s AND PERCL"SSION OF THE LUNGS.-This portion of the
examioation of the sick child ought to be performed, if possihle, whilst
the patieut is still and quiet. Unfortunately, however, it happens in a
large majority of cases that the disturbance of position necessary to effect
th e exploration, and the presence of the physician, together with the irri·
tnbility of nerves and temper occasioned by sickness, a lmost always cau.:;e
more or less resistance on the part of the child, and produce violent screaming f\nd struggling. In young infants we have Lo contend only again.:;t the
instinctive resistance to any phys ical disturbance naturally attendaot upon
sickness and ~uffering. In older children, who have learned to distinguish
between familiar and strange faces, and in whom the will has begun to
act, there is added to the instinctive resistance of the infant an oppm;itioo
of the most strenuous and annoying kind, founded upon the natural fear
of a stranger 1 and upon a mental determination not to be interfere<l with
or iucommode<l by the movements and changes of position necessary for a
careful examination.
For these reasons, the physical exploration of the chest in young subjects is often to be accomplished only with g reat difficulty; and in the
midst of the most violent screamiug, struggling, and contention. It is
clearly important to avoid these obstacles if possible. This cnn only be
done by the employrueut, on the part of the attendants and physician, of
the most soothing, gentle, aud patient maoagemeut; and in this way, let
it be remarked, it ca n be done in a large majority of cases. The pos~es
sion by the physician of a quiet and yet decided manner, the power to
interest and attract the chi ld by enteriug with active sympathy into its
little amu~ementsand pursuits, the skill to engage its attention by the ex·
hibition of some book or toy, or the mere influence he may exert to calm
its terror or excited irritability, by a soothing voice and gentle persuasion,
will, in many instances, overcome any resistance offered to the examiuatio.n by childr~n over t~vo years of age. Neverthelesi;, in very young
children, and 111 not a few that are older, no gentle means whatever will
overcome opposition. Here the exp loration must be made in the midst of
etruggles and cries, and though the results obtained will be less clear and
1
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po~ilive Lhau wheu tbe child is reasoaable and obedient, n great deal of

most valuable iaformation can be acquired by a quick and dexterous
praeLiLiouer. The percus::iion can be made in the short intervals between
tbe cries, or even during their continuance, and by placing the ear close
to the finger by which it is performed, the sounds elicited can be very
well heard au<l judged. The au::cultatiou is more uncertain; but, by
watC'hing intently the long and deep inspirations which immediately pre·
c:tde the violent cries, the prel:;ence or absence of rd\e~, and their characu•rs, the c..lei;ree of free<lom with which the air enters the lung, and the
ex:i:-tence or noo-existence of bronchial respiralion, can, after l:;Ome experience, be ascerlaiue<l and commented upon, so as to give con::iderable
certainty to the diagno!)is.
The particular positiou in which lo place the child, during the exaruiuation, is of some importance. After the age of three or four years the
po:sition may be the same nfi that selected for the adult, if only the
patient be rea!'onable and tractable. 'Vhen, on the contrary, the child
re~ist~, it should be taken on the lnp of the mother or uurse, or el!,~ held
iu Lhe arms, with the head inclined over·oue shoulder, while its back is
presented to the practitioner. Infants withio the year may sometimes
he examined whi lst engaged in the act of sucking i but this is iucouveuieut, both from the coustrained position, aud from the circum::;tance
that the ius;pirations are short and imperfect during the act. The French
anthors recommend that the very _youug infant should be laid, wilh its
face downwards, across the baud of the practitioner, who is theu to approach the back of the chest to his ear. ·we have found either one of
Lhe three following positions most conveuieut, as the case may be: the
infltnt laid across Lhe lap of the mother, with its face downwards, and the
head hanging a little over one knee; held in the arms, wilh the frout of
its body placed aga inst the mother's chest, and the bend lying over her
shoulder; or, la~tly, a favorite position of' ours, placed in a sittiug J>05ture
upon the lap, supported by one hand in front, and by the olher holding
the occipital portion of the head.
Au.-;culLation should always be performed before percussion, because
the latler generally alarms or auuoys the child, and occi:isions crying,
which of cour8e would interfere more or less with the au~cultation, were
this perforn1ed after percussion . The auscultation should be made with
the ear rather than the stethoscope, for the reason that the instrument
terrifies the child, nucl also because it cannot, wheu the child resists and
struggle~, be kept in contact with the chest. :Moreover, the iustrurueot
is unnece~ary, except for the examinalion of the upper portion of the
thomx in front, and it had better, therefore, he dispensed with.
Percu~ion is be~t made in children by using n finger of the left haud
a~ Lhe pleximeter, and by striking with one finger of the right. One
finger is quile ::ufficient to elicit all necessary sound in young subjecti;::.
The strokes should be light nod distinct, consisting sometirue:s of short and
quick, nod sometimes of slow and measured taps. By lhe latter slow
strokes the exact characters of the sound are often better developed than
by tbe former.
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To perform auscultation and percussion with succes:-, the surface ough
to be quite uncovered. The habit of examining th~ thorax tLrougb oue
or several thicknesses of clothing, which some persons fall into, is a most
carelee.s one, nod cannot but lead to uncertain and erroneous re.suits.
As a general rule 1 it is sufficient, ia young children, to examine the
posterior portion of the thorax. Doubtless it is more accurate and artistical to explore the whole chest, and this ought to be done in all obimure
cases. But wh~n the child is sick and suffering, when it is irritated and
exasperated by the pre::ence of a stranger, or by coercion, and still more,
when it is weak an<l exhausted by long or violent illness, it becomes of
the greatest importance to shorten 1 as much as possible, the time occupied
in the examination. For these reusous, it is well to be aware of the fact
that, in nearly all inflammatory diseases of the lungs, the morbid changes
affect first and most sevel'ely the posterior surfaces of those organs. This
is thought to depend on the fact that the child passes so large a portion
of its time in the recumbent position as to cause the fluids of the body to
gravitnte towards the dependent parts of the luugs, and thus to deter·
mine the begiuuiags of inflammatory action in that direction. Certain
it is, be tbe explanation what it may, that it is rare to find the anterior
surface of the lungs affected either with bronchitis, pneumonia, or pleu·
risy, the posterior surface remaining healthy. 'Vhen, therefore, upon
auscultation and percussion, no signs of disease a.re met with over the
dor':ium of the thorax, we may feel pretty well satisfied that the lungs are
healthy. Nevertheless, in all doubtful cas03, the examination ought to
be extended to the whole chest, in order to make what was, before this
has been done, only a strong probability, a. certainty. 'Vhenever1 all'o,
it is important to ascertain the precise amount of disease in any serious
or long-continued sickness, the front as well as the back part of the chest
must be examined.
The respiratory sound.If are uot of the same character precisely in the
child as in the adult, aud of this the physician ought to be aware. In
children the vesicular murmur is stronger than in the adult, so that it as·
sumes somewhat of a blowing or bronchial sound. It was in cousequence
of this peculiarity that Luennec gave it the name of puerile respiration,
which, though a mark of health in early life, is, at the period of matu·
rity 1 an indication of a morbid change iu some portion of' the pulmonary
structures. It ought Lo be remarked, however, that in infants under two1
and particularly in those under one year, the vesicular murmur is, in
ordinary respiration, weaker than in adults; owing, no dCJubt, to the fact
that the inspirations are short and imperfect, uot distending the lungs to
their full capacity. When, however, from any cause, a sigh, n. sudden
disturbauce, or the a.ct of crying, a full and complete inspiration takes
place, so as to dilate thoroughly the pulmonary structure, the murmur
becomes at once loud and strong, or 1 in other words, puerile, as in older
children.
The murmurs of imviration and expiration bear the same relation to
each other as in the adult; the expiration being much shorter and feebler
than the inspiration, though, at the same time, it, like the inspiration, is
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louder than in the adult. In some instances, however, and e~pecinlly onr
the po..;terior, inferior, and lateral regions of the thorax, no sound whatnver
is heard <luring the accompliohment of the expiration. This absence of
sountl during expiration is the more apt to be met with in proportion as
the child is younger.
When a young child is made to breathe forcibly a.ad rapidly, the respiratory sounds assume certain characters, even in perfect healLh, which
might mislead an inexperienced observer. The inspiration is short, loud,
and hard, so as to assume somewhat of a blowing character, resembling
not a little the sound of bronchial respiration. At the same time, the expiration becomes louder also, and lo11ger, which two circumstances, rude
or even blowing inspiration, with loud and somewhat prolonged expiration, may very well deceive a young or careless practitioner.
The re~piration is most clear and characteristic over the anterior lateral,
and po~terior inferior regions of the thorax. Over the origin of the larger
bronchia 1 that is to say, in the interi::capular region, the respiration is very
strong, so as to resemble very closely bronchial blowing. I:Iere, also, tl1C
expiration is often very marked; it is sometimes beard as long, or even
longer than the inspiration. Over the scapulas 1 the som1d of respiration
i.s always feebler than elsewhere, except in the prrecordial region from the
interposition of the scapulas and of thick muscles between the ear nod the
lung.
•
Pei·cussion yields a much louder and more sonorous sound in children
O\'er two years of age than in adults,-a circumstance always occurring
coincidently with the presence of puerile respiration 1 and dependent on
the fact that the function of respiration is, at that age, very active, and
the lungs therefore filled to their utmost capacity with air. In infants
under two yenrs of age, the souorou>-lness varies to a considerable extent in
the same child. \Vhen the respiration is, as it usually is, gentle and easy,
the inspi1itions being rather feeble and incomplete, the amount of air contained in the lungs will be somewhat deficient in comparison with what
their cells might contain, and the sound yielded upon percussion will neces~arily be rat.her dull and insonorous. 'Vhen, on the contrary, the respiratory process is quick, active, and energetic, from any cause, so as to give
rise to the auscultatory phenomenon called puerile respiration, the percus-
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iu the thoracic cav ity of a large amount of air.
The sonorou·suess of the thorax i:s different in different parts in children,
a~ in adul~. In frout, t.he percmsion is most sonorous from just beueath
the clavicle on the right side down to on~ or two inches below the nipple,
where it gradually becomes dull, owing to the position of the liver. On
1he left side the sonorousness is modified by the prn::ence of the he1\l't in
the manner already mentiooed. Below the prmcordial region we again
have pulmonary resonance down to the sixth or seventh ribs, below which
is heard the tympanitic sounrl of the stomach.
Behind, the sound is dull above the spine of the scapula, and con·
siderably so over the scapula beneath its spine. Over the ioterscapular
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spare it is clear nnd strong, nnd more so in the lower than in the upper
half. Beneath the inferior angle of the sc:npula, 1ikewi~e, it i::i cl<'nr arnl
full, until we approach the inferior margin of the thorax, where it i:oi clullt·d,
even above the lower edge of the lungs, hy the pre~ence benc:tth of the
liver on one si<l e antl of the spleen on the other. Over the right ~icle the
dulness begins a little higher than over the left, in consequence of the
greater bulk of the liver than of the sp!ePn .
The lateral regions are very resounnt!in their upper portion;;:, but becnme
dull as we approach tbe liver on the right side and the spleen on the lefr.
On the left:;ide the pulmonary sound is often entirely eclipsed by a tym·
panitic resonance occasioned by the presence of gas in tbe stomach.
In practicing percussion in child ren it is necessary to str ik e gent ly, be.
cause, from the great natural sonorousneES of the chest in ea rly lifC-i nny
ront-iderable force would bring out so much sound as to prevent the recog·
nition of a degree of dulne~s which might readily be perceived by the u,.e
of more gentle blow~. Jt is necessary always to compare the two ~i<le~ to·
gether, as in adults. since this often lends to the detection of a degree of
impaired resonance which might be otherwise inappreciable. Yet, nncl
the phy:-•ician ought to be well aware of thifl, the comparison of the two
sides is oot quite !i.O u~eful in young as in mature e:ubjects, because of the
fuct tlmt the diseases in which the differential comparison is most impor·
taut, pneumonia nnd pleurisy, are more frequently double than in :Hlult!l.
It becomes, for the same reason, very important to compare the upper a111l
lower po1tions of the thomx behind, since we may n~sure ourselves of the
cxi,.tence of dulness below, of which we were before doubtful, by the 13.ct
that the sound is less sonorous in that region than above; which i~, as
alre1tdy stated. the very opposite of the healthy condition .
EXAMLNATlON OF THE ABDO:\IE~.-It is often very important to ascer·
tninl hy palpation, the form. size, and degree of tension of the abdomen,
the presence or absence of effusions withiu its cav ity, and the co1dition of
the organs which it contain~; to learn by percussion the degree of m~o·
nance whirh it affords; and lastly, to fiud by pre1'sure whether it be un·
naturally tender to the touch or not. By a careful inquiry into the~e
various point:;;, and a proper comparison between them aud. the rational
symptoms pre::;ented by the patient} we shall be able to cli:scover the exi~t·
ence of tumors, of hypertrophied organs, of unusual developments of gn,.;
in the iute~tines, of dropsical effosions, of enlarged and hardened mesenterie
glands, of gurgl iugi and of sorene~s on pressure caused by inflamnrntion ot
some of' the contents of the cavity. The examination should be mude, it
possible, whilst the child is ~till and romposed. It is best, therefore, to
perform it before auscultation and percussion, in children who a.re olcl
enough or amiable enough to he willingly quiet, since the length of the
examination of the thorax often wearies out their patience, and they refuse
to submit to further inspection; whil::it, in infants and in children who obstinat ely resist the examiuation, it matters litLle at what particular period
it is attempted, since it must be done Rt last in the midst of cries and geu·
end agitation. It is, at all t im es, a difficult and not very useful exnminatioui unless the patient consents to it freely and without fear. It is very
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necc .... nry, therefore, to re~ort to every means to obtain thi;; quiet con~ent.
Jn children over n. year old, this condition is to be obtained ouly during
derp i-lecp, during the net of nursing, or, wben the patient id awake, by so
plea;;ing and attracting iL'i attention by toys, by soothing voice and mnunera, n.s to cause it to forget what is passing. The reasons why the examination is u~el.as-!'i, unless made during a state of calm, are very obviou~.
In the firdL pince, the contractions of the abdominal muscle:s give to the
wall!oi of the abUomen such n degree of harclne~s and rigidity, that it is impo1'-;;;ible to learn anything in regard to the state of the parts within,
except merely what can be learued by percus8ion ; and, in the second
pin.re, no acuteness of perception will enable us to distinguish between the
cries of anger and fright, and those that may proceed from pain occasioned

hy

pre~::;ure.

:\[, Vidleix recommends a plan in the case of young infants, by which
It is as follows: He carries the child, carefully sustained in the arms, suddenly be·
fore a bright light, either that which pours in at a large window during
daylight, or that ufa bright artificial light at night. The iufant, who1'e
greate:;t pleasure com~hsts ii; gazing at a bright light, almost always cea:-es
to scream and becomes perfectly quiet while thus attracted. Seizing Lhi:1
opportunity, the physician should pass his band under the clot.he~, and
upplying it directly O\'el' the cutaneous surface, he may first learn, by n.
rapid palpation, the general characters of the abdomen, and tben ascertain
by !Sudden and decided pressure whether it be abnormally sensiti\'e. If
the pr<.•,.;:sure gives pain, the infant will cry out at the moment, while, at
the same time, a sudden contraction of the countenance will a~::-i:)t to show
the perception of some painful seosation. Should the infant, on the contrary, continue tn gaze fixedly at the light, without noticing the mauceuncs of the physician it is fair to conclude that there is no inAammatory
ternlernei'I-~ present.
Ex.\ 'II~ATIO:\' OF THE ::\foUTll AND FAUCF.s.-Io all obscure attacks of
Fiekne;-::-1 occurring in young children, aucl even in those who have attained
to the faculty of' speech, the physician ought to be most careful to inspect
the condition of the mouti1 and fauces, since not a. few ca,.es of fever which
i::cem nt finit view inexplicable, are at once made pin.in by this simple
exploration. 'Ve were once called to see a child three years of age, who
had been !iick three days with fovcr 1 thought by intelligent and edueatecl
parents to flepen<l on ga~tric deraugemeut. A single look into the tbront
showed it to be completely clogged up with pseudo-membranous exudation,
whil~t a slight hi:-;s in the inspiration, and a husky voice 1 declared that
the 1:-'ame fatal product was ju.:it entering the larynx. The time for succe....~ful action had slipped by; the patient died two days after in the
agonie:o; of :;low croup. On another occasion we were called to take charge
of two children iu one faruily who ha<l been ailing several days with
feveri:oh i:1ymptoms, Joss of appetite, languor, and some complniut of sore
thront. In both we found the fn.uces covered with plastic deposit, and both
died ti few dayd after of membranous croup. Some years ago we attended
n child between fi,,e and six years old, for a period of four day~, with
tendern<'~s on pressure may very generally be recognized.
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irregular fever, so111e vomiting, totaJ anorexia, languor, indbpo~ition to
play, anti rare complaints of pain in the chin and neck, that were not men·
tioned to us by the atteudants, so that all the time we had the iden that

the attack was one of gastric embarrassment.

Greatly to our amazement

and consternation, the mother informed us OD the fifth day that she had
seen something white iu the throat, and upon examiuation we found both
tonsils covered with whitish exudation. Happily the exudation was still
confined to these glands, and we were able by appropriate treatment to
prevent its further extension.
In croup, also, in whatever form it may make its attack, the fauces
ought to be closely watched. in order to know by the presence or absence
of false membrane, the probability or improbability of the cnse being one
of the membranous kind . In scarlatina and measles, especially in the
former, the throat ought to be examined each day, to ascertain its precise
condition, and particularly to learn wbether there be present any dis.position to membranous, ulcerative, or gangrenous angina.
In young infants also, the month requires a thorough examination from I
time to time in all their ailments, and especially in diseases of their digestive
organs, since they are liable to thrush, to aphthre, and, in chronic and debilitating maladies, to gangrrena oris. In teething children the act of dentition requires that the mouth should be inspected occasionally in order to
ascertain the state of that process, and to detect the existence of the form
of stomatitis called ulcerative, which generally occurs between the ages
of one and five or six years.
The mouth can be readily examined by pressing upon the chin with
force sufficient to cause the child to separate the jaws. In tlH'! young infant this very ge11erally produces crying1 duriug which the mouth is widely
opened, and the state of the cheeks, lips, gums, and tongue cau be perfectly I
well seen. In an older child, who refuses to open the mouth, or to keep
it open, the handle of a smooth silver spoou is the best instrument to
employ by which to effect our purpose.
The throat cannot be well seen at any age, except by depressing the base
of the tongue, which is best done by means of a spoon-handle, as above
directed. 'Vhen a child refuses obstinately to open the mouth, and resists
with violent struggles, it should be taken on the lap of a strong assistant,
with the back of its trunk resting against the chest of the assistant, whose
arms should restrain, by being crossed over the body and limbs of the
child, its more vehement movements. Another assistant must hold the
head of the chilJ steady, whilst the physician obliges it to open.. the mouth,
either by closing the nostrils with the fingers, or by slowly and gently, but
firmly, insinuating the handle of the spoou bet.ween the teeth. After the
spoon has once been passed over the tongue there is seldom any difficulty
in obtaining a good view tJf the fiiuces.
The i11l1oduction of the finger into the mouth is of some use as a diagnostic
means in the case of infants. It informs us of the temperature of thnt
cavity, of the state of its secretions, and consequently, of its dryne:;;s or
humidity, and of the clispositirm and ability of the infant to suck. 'Vhen
an infant is in good health, it will almost always seize the finger, when
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lhis is placed in the mouth, an<l suck vigorously for some instants. IL will
do lhe same when it is only ailing with some slight malady, aud in the
early stage of more dangerous diseases. But, in severe and threatening
illuess, the infant either refuses to suck upon the finger at all, or does so
only for nu instant. When the mouth is irritated or inflamed, as in the
various forms of stomatitis, the child will open the mouth an<l cry, and
make no attempt whatever at suction. In stupor, and especially in coma,
but little attention is paid to the finger, the infant being generally unconscious of its presence.
By watching the child when put to the breast, we may acquire nearly
tbe same information as that just referred to, except that the child would
naturally make a greater effort to seize the nipple than the finger, and
would therefore 11urse, even though the act of so doing were painful, under
circumstances in which it might refuse to gra.sp the £nger at all. The
refusal to nurse, or the nursing but little at a time, may depend 011 other
causes, however, than sore mouth. It often depends oa some anginose
inflammation. When this i~ the case, it may be suspected from the peculiar gulping manner in which the child swallows, and from the fact that
swallowiug often causes fits of coughing. It is caused also by dyspncea.
An iufaut laboring under severe oppressiou from pneumonia, bronchitis,
or any other cause, never sucks well aud stea<lily, but rather by £ts and
starts. The nipple is seized often with avidity, and two or three swallows
are made in quick succession; then follows a pause to regain the breath,
and then agaiu the effort of deglutition. In a few cases attended with
very great dyspnooa that we have seen, the patients have been able to
swallow only once or twice without pausing, and even then with very
great difficulty .
.MANNER OF TAKING DRcxKs.-Tbe remarks just made as to the inference!'! to be drawn from the manner in which the infant sucks, will
apply also to the mode in which both infants and older children drink.
A young child drinks continuously, without stoppiug to breathe. If, however, it have any disorder which accelerates the respiration, it will, after
drin.king a few mouthfuls, cease, jerk its bead away from the cup or
spoon, breathe irregularly and hurriedly, aud cough. These symptoms
ought to call attention to the respiratory organs. So, if a child, whose
breathing is not oppressed, nevertheless driuks with difficulty, slowly, at
intervals, nod apparently with pain, there is reason to suspect some impediment in the pharynx, and the fauces ought thereupon to be carefully
examined.
"re may learn also from the manner of drinking whether the child is
thirsty or not. When it drinks ofLen and with a\•idity, and yet has a.
dry mouth, it is evident that there is very great thirst.
1
VOl\lITJNG AND TUB DrscHARGES BY 8TOOL.- rbe physician should
never think his examination of a sick child concluded until he has inquired as to the occurrence of vomiting, and as to the state of the discharges by stool. Not only, indeed, should he inquire as to thes~ syinptoms, hut he ought by all means to inspect personally the appearance of
;
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the mntters ejected. This ii:; e.;;pecially important in regard to the dejections, since no description of a mother or nurse, however intelligent, <·an
impart to the physician the precise and accurate i<lea. of the ~tale of tho~e
discharges which even a very rapid inspectiun would give him.
Vomiting is of very frequent occurrence in infancy and ch i!Uh oo<l.
Owing to the fact that the stomach is much less curved in it5 shape than
in the adult, and that the ccsophagus enters the organ c1o!"e to it:-i le~
extremity, vomiting and regurgitation take place with great readi~ies:;i,
and are, therefore, very common symptoms in the diseases of early life.
The young practitioner must beware lest he regard all kinds of vomiting in the infant as the result of disease. The nursing ch ild i8 very apt
to voruit, even when in the most perfect health, especially if it be suckled
at an abundant brea-st. This kind of vomiting, however, may be readily
distinguished from that which depends on some morbid state of the health,
by the circumstance of the iafant's ejectiag nothing but the milk which it
has swallowed, either ju:st as it was drawn from the mother, or sl ightly
curdled, and by the fact that it suffers no inconvenience whatever from
the act,-neitht:ir any violent effort, languor, paleness, nor faintness. And
yet we have known a young practitioner to prescribe antacids and absorbents to correct this kind of vomiting, which is most plainly an act of
nature kindly intended to rirl the infant of a ny excess of food it may
have imbibed.
In older children also, vomiting not unfrequently occurs as a consequence of overdii;;tension of the stomach with food. 'Vhen, therefore,
after vomiting, a child seems relieved and comfortable, when any unpleasant symptoms that may have existed prior to it moderate or di~ap·
pear afterwards, it is fair to conclude that the act has been beneficial, and
wrong to regard it as the signal of a necessity for giv ing medicine, or for
regarding the child as a patient, except insom uch as to watch lest it be
sick as an after-consequence of haviag had the digestive power over·
tasked.
Frequeatly repeated vomiting, attended with retching and effort, and
with paleness an<l exhaustion, or with fever, always indicates some con·
siderable derangement of the health. It is impossible to ascertain the
precise cause of such vomiting, except by a proper consideration and com·
parison of all the symptoms the child may present. The cause may be
in the stomach itself, consisti ng of au inflamed state of the organ, or it
ruay be a !limple indigestion without any inflammatory condition what·
ever; it may be that the cause lies in the intestine, being some inflammation, functional disease, or obstruction of that part; it may be pneu·
mouia or pleurisy i it may be the approach of some of the eruptive fevers;
or last, and most serio us of all, the ca use may be some commencing lesion
of the brain, which, though ns yet determining no proper cerebral syrup·
toms, shall perhaps be destiued 1 by its inevitable progress, to end the
patieut's life. The detection of the particular causative condition, in any
of these forms of vomiting, can be arrived at only by a careful study of
the whole constitution of the patient, both through the rational symptoms
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that mny be present, and by a thorough examination of the different systems of the body by means of the physical methods of diagnosis.
The rule to examine with his own eyes the napkins or cloths of the
child, ought never to be forgotten by the practitioner, when there is any
rea:::'m to suppose that the alimentary functions are at all deranged. The
number oft.he stools in the twenty-four hours ought also to be a:::certnined,
not loosely and carelessly, but precisely nod with certainty. Without a
close attention to these two prec:autions, it is impossible for the physician
to obtain really useful nod exact ideas in regard to the nature of the
disorder he is called upon to treat, or to judge of the degree of severity of
the attack.
We shall not attempt to consider in this place either the various unnatural appearances of the matters vomited, or passed by stool, the amount
of tho:5e substances, or the frequency with which the discharges take place,
since these variou::; circumstances can be treated of in the manner they
require, ouly wheu we come to study separalely the diseases of which
they form a part.
"'e shall here conclude our remarks upou the methodi; to be pursued
in the c:tinicnl explorations of the cli'>eases of children. ·we have ouly to
ncld the wish that those who shall honor them with their perusal, mny find
\them of some real assistance in their subsequent studies ofthe1tffectiousof
early life. They are intended, of course, chiefly for the student and young
practitioner; but we cannot help hoping that they may post:ibly prove
useful to some who have spent a longer time in the profession, but who
have never, perchance, given any particular attention to the best modes
of investigating the diseases of infants and children.

CLASS I.
DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY ORGANS.
CHAPTER I.
DISEASES OF ·.rHE UPPER AfR-PASSAGES.

SECTION I.
DISEASES OF THE NASAL PASS.AGES.

ARTICLE I.

DEFINITION; SYNONYMS; FORMS i FREQUENCY.-Coryza is an inflammation of the mucous membrane lining the nasal passages. It is called
in common language, cold in the head, or snufHes.
We shall describe three forms of the disease,-the simple or mild, the
severe, and the chronic. The severe form in cludes purulent and pseudomembranous coryza. Simple coryza is very common at all ages; it occurs
frequently as a distinct disorder, but still more frequently in connection
with laryngitis, bronchitis, pneumonia, measles, scarlet fever, etc. Purulent and pseudo-membranous coryza rarely occur idiopathically, the affections upou which they are most frequently depeudent being diphtheria,
measles, and scarlet fever. A full account of this complication will be
found in the chapters devoted to these various affections.
Chronic coryza occurs most frequently in connection with scrofula or
hereditary syphilis. It a lso results from the persistence of the purulent
form which has originated in the course of some specific fever.
CAUSES.-The only clearly evident cause of simple primary coryza, in
most cases, is chilling of the body. Insufficient dress,-a very common
error in this country,-too low a. temperature of the nursery, and exposure
to bad weather, may often be discovered to have been the causes of the
attack. The other extreme of keeping the nursery overheated tends
equally to the development of coryza and of more serious catarrh al affec
tions, because the child becomes so relaxed and sensitive as to be unable
to bear the slightest exposure.
AJ5 already stated, acute purulent coryza usually occurs in connection
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with some general disorder, though we have occasionally met with it as an
independent affection, for which no satisfactory cause could be assigned.
The cases of Ml\L Rilliet and Barthez coincided generally with primary
or seco11chtry purulent or pseudo-membranous angina. From the accouut
given by Underwood of coryza maligna, there can be little doubt that it
was epidemic when observed by himself and Denman. The latter author
states that in connection with the coryza there was a general fulness of the
throat an1l neck externally; that the tonsils were tumefied, and of a darkred color, with ash-colored specks, and in some cases, with extensive ulcerations; and that some of the children swallowed with difficulty; all of
which symptoms clearly poiut to severe concomitant angina. There can
therefore be little doubt but that in reality these were cases of nasal
diphtheria.
ANATOMrCAT~ LESIONS.-The Rchneiderian mucous membrane is found
reddened uniformly, or ia poiats, rough, thickene<l, and sometimes softened .
When pseudo·membraoe is present, it exists either in fragments, or lines
the whole extent of the nasal passages, and is mixed with mucus or
muco-purulent fluid, in greater or less quantity.
SYMPTOMs.-The symptoms of simple coryza are sneezing, dryness of'
the nose at first, soon followed by discharge, which is very small in quantity in tbe begiuniog, aad more abundant afterwal'ds, and more or less
disturbauce of tbe respiration. It is ouly i.n young infants that this form
of coryza is a disorder of' any consequence in itself. Iu older children it
never injures the health Reriously by its own action; it is of importance
merely as the sign that a cold has beeu taken, and ought to be regarde<l
as a hint for more careful nursery management in tbe future. But, in
infants at the breast, and very young children, it assumes much greater
impol'tauce from the very considerable obstacle it opposes to the act of
At lhis early age coryza becomes a serious and even danre~piration.
gerous disease. If primary, it causes great distress and distmbance to
the child, interrupting its sleep, interfering with the act of nursing, and,
in some instances, so impeding the function of respiration, as to bring on
slight, and more rarely, dangernus asphyctic symptoms. It may, undoubtedly, occasion in weak and debilitated children, more or less extensive collapse of the lungs, an accillent which will explain the imperfect
performance of tbe bematusic function in some cases, where the only evident disea.~e is this apparently insignificant one of coryza..
When simple coryza exists in connection witb bronchitis a.ud pneumonia, it adds to the severity of those diseases. In children over three
or four years old, and parlicularly in those who are vigorous, it seldom
But in young infants, and in weakly children
give~ auy serious trouble.
of a11y age, its influence upon the symptoms is often very marked. The
effort to breathe through the nasal passages, when they are partially or
wholly occluded by the inflammatory swelling of their lining mucous
membrane, or by abundant and viscid secretions, fo,tigues aud wears
away the strength of the child, exhausts its energies, and renders it less
able to reRist the pressure of the sickness. But not only this ;-as in
primary coryza, the entrance of air into the lungs is impeded, and the
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h.ematosic functioo is thereby interfered with, while at the snme time, the
existence of an obstacle to the full inspirntory movement, in addition to
that which exists in the lun gs themsel~es from bronchial or pneumonic
disease, cannot but assist in the production of that collapse of the pul111011ary tissue, which coincides so often with the bronchitis and poeumouia
of young chi\drco, and especially with the former.
The reason why coryza causes so much difficulty in young ch ildren is,
that they persist in the effort to breathe through the nose in spite of the

obstruction of the nasal passage:;.

They seem to do this instinctively, not

apparently having the power to carry on the net of respi ration through
the mouth, or but for short periods only at n. time. The constant strug·
gle to force the air thl'ollgh the nose, aud the necessarily smaller quantity
that reaches the lungs, are undoubtedly the two chief causes of the symptoms above described as occuniug in the coryza of children.
8EVERE CORYZA begins with sneezing and stoppage of the nostrils, soon
after which tbe discharge, which is the patboguomonic symptom of the
disease, makes its appearance. This co nsists of serous or mucous fluid in
greater or less abundance, usually of a yellowish color, and which, at first
thin and without odor, become8 afterwards thicker and often purulent,
with a peculiar, unpleasant, but not fetid odor. In other cases, 011 the
contrary, and especially when pseudo-membranous exudation is present,
the discharge is thin, and often contains small granular particles, which
seem to be the detritus of the fah.;e membrane, while at other times it is
ichorous or even bloody. \\Then false membrane is present, it can often
be seen, upon examination of the nostrils in a strong light, to cover the
mucous membrane in the form of thin adherent layers of a yellowi~h
white color. 'rbe al::e nasi, and sometimes the whole extremity of' the
nose, are red and swollen, and the skin 1 which is tense and shin ing, presents an erys ipelatous appearance. The upper lip is generally reddened,
irritated, swol len, and sometim es excoriated by the nasal secretion.
The re8pfration is generally difficult, nasal, and snoring. 'Vh en the
nasal passages are nearly or quite filled with the secretions, the child being
no longer able to breathe through them as in health, is compelled to keep
the mouth open. This is exceedingly inconvenient to children of all ages,
as it camies dryness and stiffness of that cavity, and of the tongue and
throat, and in very young infants, who instinctively respire almost exclusively through the nostrils, it is attended with such violent efforts as to
be a chief or perhaps sole cause of the fatal termination of some case~. Ia
one in stance that we saw, the c hild was seized with attacks of suffocative
breathing, which t hreatened fatal asphyxia, whenever the passages became
ruu ('h impeded . Under these circumstances the cleansing of the pai:sages
with a brush would afford complete relief, and for a time the little thing
would appear to be quite well. Finally, however, death occurred in one of
the attacks of dyspncea, from sudden serous effusiou into the lungs. The
difficulty of respiration is g reater, as we have stated, in proportion as the
child is younger, and depends on the physiological fact already referred
to, that ~ta very early age,.respirati~n is performed almost solely through
the nostrils, and that the child seems mcapable of keeping the mouth open,
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in order to compensate for their closure. 'Ve have never oh::-en•ed cough
except in ca~es accompanied by angina. Slight epistaxis occurs ~ometimes
in ca~es of the pseudo-membranous form. I nfaots refu5e the breast
when the na.:!al pa,.,.ages are much clogged, or suckle with great difficulty
and at long intervnls.
The character of the general symptoms depends much more upon the
accompanyiug di8eaRe, in older children, than on the coryza itself, and it i~
unnece::.:~ary therefore to dwell upon them. In two cases observed by our~elve.", the principal symptoms in one unaccompanied by angina were
restle~~ne::::-;, weakness, emaciation, dry, harsh, and wrinkled skin 1 and
violent attacks of dyspncea; aurl in the other case, in which angina was
prc'~ent, there were added to these, fever and sornuoleuce.
The duration,
a~ oh~erved by ouri;:elves, in cases occurring in infants, has been between
two nml three weeks. In other cases, which occurred in older children,
the duration of the attack depended on the form and degree of the attend·
ant angina. As will be stated 1 when treatiug of diphLh1::ria, the complication~ of pseudo-membrauous coryza in that disease is of very unfavorable
signific:auce; and such cases, if severe, may terminate fatally iu two or
three day~. But it is evident that this result depeuclo more on the specific
blood-disease than on the local intli\mmation of the nasal pas~age~. In
some cases it became chronic, and was accompanied by ulceration of the
nasal passages.
The prognosis must depend on the age of the chil<l, and the form of the
attack. Simple coryza is never dangerous except in very young infants,
and rarely in them. 'Vheu, however, it occurs in a delicate infant, and
is accompanied with either sufficient turgescence of the nasal mucous membrane, or with enough viscid secretion, t.o cause a nearly complete occlu·
sion of the nasal passages, the effort to breathe through the nose, and the
climiniahcd quantity of air that reaches the lung:; 1 will sometimes give ri:se
to great and dangerous exhaustion, or to partial or fatal asphyxia, with
collilp.:ie of luug-tis:;ue. Iu older children this form of the disease is
scarcely ever more than an annoyance.
When simple coryza occurs in connection with other diseases, whether
thoracic inflammation, angina, or measles, it always adds, and sometimes
seriously, to lhe difficulties of the patient, since the effort to breathe
through the obstructed air-passages tends to exhaust the life.forces. while
at. the same time a certain amount of the blood in the luugR, which ought
to be exposed at each inhalation to the inspired air, is d~prived of this
nec~.:5ary contact by the fact that less than the natural quantity of air is
drawn through tbe nasal passages at each expansion of the chest.
The purulent and pseudo·membmnous forms of coryza are always dangerout:, whether they occur alone or as a part of other diseases. 'Vhen
they occur in connection with diphtheria, or in the course of scarlet
fever, the prognosis will of course depend very much on that of those
disea.-;cs.
C1mONIC UORYZA.-Under this title we shall describe as succinctly as
po::;sible a form of iufinmmatiou of the Schneiderian membrane, of which
we ::see 1i good m1iny ~xample;;. It is characterized rather by swelling and
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thickening of the mucous membrane, as far as thi-, can be seen 1 and b_r au
accumulation of scabs and crusts, causing ob::;tn1ction to the pn .. sa~e of the
air, than bv a discharge. Tbe secretions are, in fact, not much incr('n . . ccl
in quantitf beyond their natural amount, but they consist of very thil·k
mucu::;, or they are purulent in character.
Thid form of the disease may be met with at any age, from n few W(>E'ks
old up to puberty. Its priucipal cause bas always seemed to hesomr faulty
state of the general health, some constitutional dyscrasia. Like the ker:l·
titis and chrouic otorrhcei of children, it makes its appearance without
anv evidt::nt exciting cause whatever, or it follows an acute attack ofcata r·
rh~l infJammation from cold, or au attack of measles, scarlatina, or epidemic angina. On one occasion, we met with it iu three out of a family
of four children. Though it is unquestiouably very apt to occur iu f'>rrofu lous children, its presence is not neces~arily a sign that the patient i~ of
scrofulou~ habit, since we have seen it in families in which there was nO
taint of that disease, aad have kuown a good many of those affected by it
to recover perfectly, and show no subsequent symptoms of the scrofulous
or tuberculous cachexia. Its chief efficient cause appears to be a low
state of the general health, the blood being more or less markedly ancmical, and the nutrition of the body imperfect. In addition lo the above
conditions, it must also be borne in mind, as a fact of the utmost impor·
tance, that this form of coryza occurs frequently as a symptom of co nstitutional syphil is.
The chief symptoms of this form of disease are of a local character.
The breathing is at all times more or less nasal and embarras~ed. E\·en
in the waking state, the child will sometime attract attention by the noi~y
and slightly oppres ..ed character nf its re~pirntion, while when asleep the
obstruction to the passage of nir through the nasal passages will be iso
great as to give rise to symptoms which, though not alarming, are mo8L
anuoying to those around. The obstruction to the passage of air through
the na8al passages pro<luces snoring or hissing sounds 1 which are ~ome·
time~ ~o noisy as seriously to disturb those sleeping in the same apartment.
Tbis obstrudion also obliges the child to make much greater muscular
efforts than in the healthy state1 to supply the thorax fully with air, t-O
that the sleep 1 instearl of being quiet and easy as in health 1 is broken and
disturbed by the unusual play of the muscle.;; 1 and by the disordered iuter·
nnl sern::ations caused by the reaction upon the nervous ceutres of a circulatin~ Huid less thoroughly deca.rbonized than it should be. The child
tosses and rolls, sighs and moans, or it cries out in its sleep, or it wakes
suddenly and frequently.
Wheu the nasal passages are examined by a full light, they will be seen
to be obstructed in two ways: by a thickeued and injected state of the
mucous membrane, nod by the presence in them of ·scabs, or of more or
less inspi~"ated masses of mucu~ or muco-pu~. The mucous membrane is
also redder and more highly vascular than natural, and sometimes exhib its
an nppearance in some points as though excoriated or slightly eroded .
There is seldom, indeed rarely, auy considerable amount of fluid secretion,
as in acute coryza; the secretions are so much more viscid th au u:;ual that
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they de~iceate in the passages and form scabs and crusts. Not unfrequently
the surfaces ber.ome so irritable as to bleed very easily. The act of blowing the no~e, a rude touch, or a blow, will cause a comiderable discharge
of blood, and this is often the symptom for which the practitioner is particularly consulted. The voice of the child is usually characteristic; it is
nasal; and when the obstruction is considerable this becomes a marked

symptom.
The general appearance of the patient almost always ~hows a deteriorated state of the general health ; his color is too pale; the skin is muddy i
the expression is languid ; the tissues are more flabby and flaccid than
they ought to be; and the movements arc less brisk and prompt than iu
full health. Such patients awake from their sleep less refreshed than is
natural; their appetite is often capricious and poor; and the digestive and
nutritive functions are impaired. The tongue is often flabby in its texture,
pale, and more or less furred, the bowel;.o are irregular1 and the discharges
often scanty, and of an unhealthy color aud smell, or there are alterna·
tions of diarrhcea and constipation.
In addition, when the case is connected with constitutional syphilis,
some of the other evidences of this disease may usually be detected;
though we have, like 'Vest, met with cases where the coryza has been the
only sign of the constitutional taint.
The duration of this form of coryza is very indefinite. Under the most
patie11t treatment, it often lasts for many mouths, and even when cured is
very apt to return with or without apparent exciting causes, so that we
have kuown it to last for several years.
TnEATME:fT.-Simple coryza requires uo treatmeut in children over two
years uf age, except attention to hygienic conditions. Young children
may often be preserved from attacks of spasmodic laryngitis and bronchitis, by calling the attention of the mother to the strong tendency which
exists during infancy and childhood to the extension of disease, aud ad vis·
ing, iu cases of coryza 1 that the chil<l should be secluded in the house, or
else very warmly clothed if' sent out.
Io young infants, eveD the mildest coryza gives trouble, by obstructiug
the full freedom of the respiratory net, by interferiug with the snckling,
and by the restless and broken sleep which it induces. In such cases, all
the treatment required is to keep the child warm, and to clear the nasal
passage~, and at the same time lubricate them by the occasional introduc·
tion of a camel's-hair pencil, charged with diluted glycerin, cosmoline, or
sweet oil.
'Vhen the coryza is more severe, so as to interfere a good deal with the
respiration, it is necessary to make use of the brush frequently, to ad minis·
ter a warm foot-bath once QI' twice a day, and to give a few drops of syrup
of' ipecacuanha, with sweet spirits of nitre, every two, three, or four hours.
It io our habit to give quinia in such cases, even in young infants, and the
result has satisfied us that the attack is modified and curtailed thereby.
The amount should be half' a grain twice or thrice daily for a child under
a year old, IuHl double that amount twice or three times daily for a child
of two or three years. It is usually well received if suspenclecl in a deli·
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rately made i;:yrup of liquorice, although it will he found highly convenient
to uc;:e it in the form of suppositories, of very small size, for admini~lra
ti on to youug children. In ~uch cases, the late Dr. Uharles D. Meigs
was in the habit, for many yearo past, of directing a flannel cap to be put

the child, and kept there for two or three clays ;-a:-iimple, and often
moi::t effectual mode of treatment. The cap should be removed after two
or three days, so soon ai;i tbe co ryza is relieved, as otherwise the child is
apt to become so much accustomed to it as to take fresh cold when it is
.
removed.
Io infauts laboring under purulent or pseudo-membranous coryza, the
in dications of treatment are to remove the secretions as they collect, nnd to
subdue the inflammation of the mucous membrane by which they are produced. It must never be forgotten, moreover, that this form of the di~ea~e
is very frequently <lepen<leut upon some general specific disorder, of
which it may indeed be one of the earliest symptoms, as in diphtheria. It
need not be said that in $UCh cases the general treatment is of even niore
importaace than the local. The first inclicatioa may be fulfilled by meaus
of a brush made of long camel's-hair, by throwing water or lime-water
from a small syringe into the nasal pas:sages, or when the discharges are
thin and fluid, by blowing strongly into tLe nostrils, whihit the tongue is
depresil'ed by a finger introduced into the month, so as to allow the secretions to pass out of the posterior narcs into the fauces.
The second indication is to be fulfilled chiefly by the application of so·
1u tions of alum, nitrate of silver, sulphate of zinc or copper, and by insuffla.ti ons of different substances in powder. The best application is probably
the solution of uitrate of silver, whicb may be made of the strength of five
or ten grains to the ounce, or stronger, LO be made use of f:ievera l times a
day, with a brush . \\'e have also employed injections consisting of solutiou~ of alum, of from three to six grains to the ounce. It is recommended
by Mi\L Rilliet and Bartbez to make insuffiations of powdered gum and
alum, or of gum and ctdornel in equal parts, several times a day. There
is, however, it seems to u~, an objection to this method of treatment1 especially in info.uts,-which is, that the powders would necessarily teud to
increa:-:e the obstruction which already exists, to breathing through the
nose. It has been proposed also to apply a few leeches to the mastoid
process, or over the frontal si nuses; but it seems to us that this could
scarcely ever be advisable.
In the form of the disease accompanied with angina, an essential part
of the treatment must be that of the throat affection. 'l'hi1:1 will be considered in another place.
The treatment of chronic coryza mu~t be twofold: general and local.
The most important points to be attended to in connection with the general
treatment are the clothing, the diet, and the administration of tonics and
alterntives. The clothi11g ought to be warm during the cold seasons of the
year. Flannel, as a general rule, ought to be insisted upon. The arms
an<l neck 1nust be covered, and the legs sho ul d never be exposed, after the
very mistaken fashion amongst many persons of the present day. The
diet ought to be strengthening and nutritious. Fresh meats, milk, bread,
Ut)Oll
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and goorl butter, and the plainer ,·e~etables, ought tP be urged upon the
child. If lll'Ce ..... ary, some amhority mu,;;:t be made use of by the parent~
to induce the patient lo take a sufficieut quantity of the~e plain, but nuPa~try, cakes, caadies, nut1;1, hot bread, sweet·
trition" articles of food
meat~, and nil such rich, but not really substantial diet, should be forbidden to a" great an extent as po~:-;ible.
or the tnniC'~ to be given, the be:-ot are the preparations of iron and codliver oil. Of the former, we prefer commonly lhe syrup of the iodide of

iron, from three to five drop~, at four or five years of age, three times a
day, in hnlf n tea--poonful or teai;:poouful of sarrnparilla syrup. Or the
Pu! v. Ferf'i of the Pharmacoprei" may be given, either in the form of
p1>wder, n1ixed with dry sugar, in pill, or i11 the shape of the chocolate
lozenge. Frum Jin.If a grain ton grain, three times a clay, is the proper
rloi-e from three or four years to six or seven. The carbonate of' iron may
be give11 1 if it is preferred for any cause. Either of these preparutions
of iron, or any other that may be cho,;:en, should becorubinecl with a grai11
of quinine, three times a day, whenever the appetite is poor, and when the
dige .. tive prnce;;:~ seems to be slow an<l feeble. Or the child may be made
to tak1· haif a tenspoonful of the Hu id extract of cinchona, mixed witt"t an
equul quantity of tiyrup of ginger, half an hour before the meals while
the iron i:oi given alone soon after the meals. \\'hen the attack is pa r ticu·
larly oh;;:ti11a.te, and when also 1 it occurs io a subject who either inherits
or exhibit.... ~igns of the tubrrculous or scrofulous diathesis., the best remedy
is cod-liver oil 1 which should be given in do:::es of from half a tenc:poonful
ton tea .. poonful two hours after end1 meal. In ca~esofsyphilitic nature,
in addition to the abo\•e regimen nn<l tonic remedies, we should administer
the iodide of' potas.;;iu1a, asi;ocintecl in obstinate cases with minute doses of
bichloride of mercury.
The !oral ltealment must consist in the use of means intended to keep
the pa1'.oagcs clean and free from scabs and incrustation~, and in the eruplnyment of astringent and alterntivc application~. When the patient
will suhmit, the nasal pa!'~ages ~hould be cleau~ed by means of a syringe
once or twice a day, with tepid water, or milk and water, or with a weak
solution of alum in water. The latter may be made in the proportion of
from two to four grnins to the ounce. If the discharges are offensive, the
lotion usttl for injection should con~ist of the solution of chloriuated soda,
onC', two, or three <ll'f\chms in two ounc'?s of water. After the use of the
syringr, nn1l more or less frequently through the clay, according to the
dispo ... ition to dryness of the surface.~ 1 these should be lubricated with some
olea.~inou"I application. Oue of the best is glycerin, or glycerin rubbed
up with cold cream (1'3j of the former to 3j of the lntter); or sweet oil,
or oil of !-iwect nlmond;::, may be used. These appliration>i are he.st made
bv ml·a11:i of n camel's-hair bru~h. In older children 1 the na<.;a) douche
n;ny he occa~ionnlly u::;ed with excellent re!:ults. There is little or no
dang(.•r from its use, provided thnt the child cau be made to breathe
properly through the mouth all the while tbat the flow continues; that
the liquid i~ u;::ed moderately warm: nud tlrnt the vessel from which it
flow:; j.., pltlced but a little nbuve the level of the child's head.
1
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Amongst the astringent npplicatiooo;:, the be!'t nrc weak solutions (gr. ij
to v tQ water f,5j) of the nitrate of silver, which should he u,,eJ ouly once
a day, or solutions of the sulphate or acettlte of zinc with wine of opi11m.
From two to five gm.ins of either preparation, with a <lrncbm of wine of
opium, to an ounce of water, make a proper application. This may be
applied twice a day. One of the best means that we know of, however,
aft.er the use of the alum or soda injection through the day, is to apply the
following ointment at night: Il. Ungt. Hydrarg. Nitrat., 3ss.; Ext. Belladonnre, gr.xi Axungiro, ,3ss.-M. This has succeeded admirably well in
several cases in which we have used it. It shoulcl be applied, after being
completely softened by a gentle heat, on a camel's.hair pencil, care being
taken to apply it thoroughly to the surface of the mucous membrane itself,
and not merely to the outside of the hardened scabs.
The following case well illu~trates the severe form of chronic coryztt.
It was in all probability of syphilitic nature, though circum~tances ren.
dered it impos~ible to determine this question.
CA.<:E.-The !'ubject of this case, a male, was born after an ea~y. natural labor, and
appeared strong and well, with thf' exception of a little discharge of iJJood from the
nose ~oon after birth an<l i-light cor)·za, the latter of which continued until the ehild
was five week<: old, when it became aggravated, and one of ns was reqnest(•cl to vii•it
the infant. It was small and ptmy; the skin wa'i harsh, dry, and wrinkll'd 1 ~o that
the child looked like a. little old woman. It was very weak, and had con!ihtnt secre
lions from the nostrils of thick, dark·colored pus. "'lien the discharge collectetl in
sufficient quantit)· to obfltruct the pa<:sage", the re~pirntion became ext•eedinµly difficult, as the infant ;;eemcd incapable of breathing through the mouth. .\t "uch moment,; it. seemed as thongh the child must rlie of a.'<ph)·xia. If the nostrils were
cleared by any mean<:, by syringing, by the u<;;e of a brnsh, or by blowing into them
in the manneralreacly dei<crihed, the re-.;piration wonld become ea<;y and natmal, until the di"charge collected ai:;:ain 1 when the same scene rerurred. During the parox·
ysmi; arh:.ing from the clo~ure of the nai:;al pas'<agc1-:, the child was entirely unaiJJe to
take the breast, but after heing relieved, harl no difficulty whatever; the month wa!i
either kept fihut, or if open, the tongue was oh!-i.ervcd to be prc.-;<;ed spasmodically
against the roof of the mouth, Ro that. it was impos-;ible for more th:tn a very i;mall
amount of air to pass over it; the refipiration was labo:('d, and accompanied by a loud
snoring or m1c:al sound. There was no other marked fi)·mptom, except a nearly ('Oil·
stant fln.tulent disten<;;ion of the epigafitric regiou. On the rlay before death, the infant
seemed better, appeared to have gained fleo:h, and l0<1ked more intelligent, so that the
mother was greatly encouraged; bt t the next day it was Reized during- one of the
parOX)'P.ms of i:;uffocation 1 which did not P.eem to be wor:-e tlrnn many preC'eding one-;,
with copious discharges of bloody and frothy serum from the mouth and nos<·, and
dicdinnbout.three·quartcrsofanhour.
At the po<;t-mortcm examination we were not allowed to examine the na1'nl pn.<isag-es
or throat. The stomach and bowels were healthy, but mnch distended with ga.... The
peritoneum was healthy, but contained a con"iderahlc amount of clear yellowi"h
serum. There was serous effu<:ion in both pleural ca,·ities1 but no trace-; of i.nllamma·
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The heart. was larger than mmal, but healthy in other reo;pecl-;.
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SECTION IL

TuEttE has beeu much confusion amongst writers on the diseases of
children, until within a few years past, in regard to the diseases of the
ln.l'ynx, each one differing from the other in his opinions as to the nature
of the several disorders of that organ, and of course as to theiL· clas:;ification aud symptoms. From later and more rigid observation it has become
clear, however, it appears to us, that there are but three diseases of the
larynx which deserve to be considered as separate and distinct affections.
These are simple erythematous or catarrhal inflammation of the larynx,
unattended with spasm of the glottis, or, as that symptom has been emphatically named, laryugismus; simple catarrhal inflammation of the
lnrynx, attended with laryngismus, and calle<l most properly spasmodic
simple la1·yngitis 1 or more commouly simple, false, spasmodic, or catarrhal
croup; and lastly, pseudo-membranous inflammation of the larynx, properly named pseudo-membranous laryngitis, and more commonly called true
or membranous croup. There is, moreover, another disease, of which one
of the most marked symptoms is spasm of the glottis, or laryngismus,
A.tteuded with a whoop or stridor, which is now known by the name of laryngismus stridulus, but which is called also Kopp's or thymic asthma, spasm
of the glotti!:i, and croup-like coovulsiou. This disease has often been confounded with the above-named affections of the larynx under the common
title of croup, or has been supposed to constitute a. distinct disease of the
larynx; whereas now it is well kuown that the laryngismus whence its
unme was taken, is but ooe of many symptoms that mark the dependence
of the disease upon disordered action of the reflex portion of the general
nervous system.
'Ve are well aware, also, that some most competent observers describe a
purely spasmodic affi::ction of the larynx, under the title of spasmodic
croup, which they believe to be entirely independent of laryngeal inflammation, and to consist in a mere momentary contraction of the sphincter
muscle of the larynx, produced by the sympathies which that part holds
with other parts of the body, and especially with the digestive apparatus.
As we have never, however, in what has now become a very cousiderable
experience in the diseases of children, met with a case of spasmodic croup
uncounected with more or less evident catarrhal iaflammation of the
larynx, we are not disposed to risk increasing the confusion already attending this subject, by making additional and more miuute varieties of
these affoctions than those above named. 'Ve are quite willing to ac·
knowledge that, in some cases of simple spasmodic croup, the amount of
catarrhnl inflammation of the larynx is slight, and that the symptoms of
digestive disorder are very strongly marked, but in not a single instance
of croup that has come under our notice, have we ever had reason to suppo:::e thn.t the croupa.l symptoms were dependent solely on simple spasm of
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the gloltis (caused by some di~taat irritation), uuatteaded with iuflammatiou of the laryngeal mucou:s membrane. In all such cases that we have
met with, it has seemed to us that the coudition of gastric, iutc~tinnl, or
bilious disorders, might be explained in ooe of' two ways. Either the
disorder of the digestive function has rendered the child unusually suscep·
tible to cold, by haviug diminished its power of resistance to the weather;
or, the derangement of the bodily functions caused by the cold has w~ak0
0

;~oe~~ ~~~;!~s ~~e~~s~!~i~ ::1:s:!:~u;t~~:~~1~b :uct~:u:r ~~·~~;~~1:1~1~t~~/:f
iudigestiou.

ARTICLE I.
SCMPLE LARYNGITIS WITITOUT SPASM.

DEFINITION; FREQUENCY.-This disease consists of simp]e erythematous or catarrha] inflammation of the mucous membrane of the larynx,
unattended wiih spasmodic closure of the organ. It is sometimes attended
with ulceration, but is unaccompanied by exudation of false membrane.
Tbe frequency of the disease, during infancy aud childhood, is very con·
side rah le; so much so, that not a winter passes without our ruecting with
a good many well-marked cases.
PREOISPOSIXG 01\ u:si::s.-The disease occurs at all periods of childhood,
but is much more frequent under tban over five years of age. As to the
influence of the seasons, it may be stated that it is by far the mo:.;t common
in the fall, winter, and spring mouths.·
The only exciting causes of the disease which appear to have been asce rtuiued with any certaiuty, are the action of col<l, the positive influence of
which cannot be questioned; the inspiration of irritating substance.~, such
as gases, smoke, powders floating in the air, etc.; and violent efforts of
crying. Ml\1. Billiet and Barthez state that they have twice known
erythematous and ulcerative laryngitis to follow long-continued and violent crying; and M. Billard also cites this as a cause. 'Ve areacquaiuted
witb one case in which a slight attack of the disease appeared to have
been brought on solely by loud and obstinate screaming.
The disease is very apt to occur in the court:ie of other maladies, and
pa rticularly of measles, small-pox, scarlet fever, bronchitis, and pneumonia.
ANATOMICAL LESION:::i.-The anatomical alterations may consi:.t of
simple inflammation of the mucous membrane, with its various effect!',
or of the same changes in couoection with ulceration. The latter cla:0s of
lesions is almost always confined to secondary cases. In the former clnEs,
the mucous membrane varies in color between a deep rose aud violet red 1
which may be either uniform or only iu patches. In severer cases, the
tissue is at the same time softened or rougheued, and sometimes thickened.
'Vhen rednes!i, softening, aud thickening are present, the diseme is gener·
ally confined to certain parts, and commonly to the epiglottis, and internal portioos of the vocal cords; but when reJ.oess alone exists, it
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ui;:ually affects the whole of the larynx, and sometimes extends to the trachea. In cases attended with ulc~rations, these alterations exbt in connection with those already described. The ulcerations are generall~,
small , few in number, very superficial, linear in shape, and are almost
always found upon the vocal cords. 1lhey are so slight often as to escape
observation, unless a very careful exaruination be made; and this, perhap~, explains the circumstance of !!-O few persons ha,ving met with them
in the simple acute disease. Not unfrequently a certain amount of pharyngeal irritation is present at the same time, with or without some degree
of tonsillitis.
SYMPTOMS; COURSE; DuRATION .-The attack generally begins with
an alteration of the voire or cry. In infants the change in the cry alone
exist.i;:, SQ that -to detect the di:;;ease, it is necessary to hear the child cry.
In older children the same alteration of the cry is present, but there is in
addition a change of the voice, consisting of various degrees of hoarseness.
These symptoms may be so sl ig ht as to be observed in the cry only when
it is stro ng and forcible, and in the voice so as to strike on ly the ear of
one accustomed to be with the child; or they may be so marked as to be
heard in the faintest cry that is uttered, and to be evident in the voice in
a moment to the most careless observer; or t here may be complete aphouia.
They are ofte n iutermitteut in this form, and are generally most marked
in the after-pnrt of the day and during the night. Simulta neou~;]y with
this symptom, or very soon after, cough occurs. Tbis is generally hoarse
and rough, and early in the attack, dry; at a later period it usually becomes loose, and as this change occurs, loses its character of hoarsenes!.
The frequency of the cough is variable, but usually moderate; as a general rule it is most frequent in the evening, and early in the morning, particularly in infants and young children. The disease is alml.)st always
preceded and attended with some coryz1"L, which, in the early stage, is
marked hy sneezing and sl ight incrustations about the nostrils, and at a
later periocl 1 by mucous and sero-mucous discharges. The respiration
remains natural, except that it is sometimes nasal, and sometimes a little
accelerated. 'l'bere is rarely any fever, or it is slight, and occurs only at
night. 'l'here is no pain in the larynx. In some cases, the hoarseness of
the cry, voice, or cough scarcely ex ists, or is but sligbtly marked, and the
only symptom is a dry, hard, teasing, and paroxysmal cougb, which, from
its sound, evidently proceeds from the larynx, and resemble::; very much
that proclucecl by the tickling of a foreign body in the throat.
'l'he symptoms of this disease, instead of being of the mild characte r
jnst described, may be much more severe. The cough is more frequent,
hoarse, troublesome, and painful, from the scraping and tearing sensatioi:is
it occasions in the larynx. The voice is more affected, becoming from
hu sky more and more hoarse, though it is very unusual for it to become
weak and whispering, as in memPranous and severe spasmodic cro up.
'L'he respiration is decidedly acf'elerated, giving rise to slight dyspucea,
an<l there is more or less fever, whi<'h is most marked usually in the afterpart of tbe day and iu the night. 'l'he pulse is more frequent than in
health, rising to 1:20 or 130 in the minute; the skin is hot and dry i the
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child is thirsty, re:stle55, and uncomfortable. After a few days usually,
the cough becomes loose and easy, and ceases to be painful; the voice
loses it.s hoarse tone gradually, tbe fever disappears, the appetite and
gayety return, and the child regains its usual health.
'Vhen the laryngeal inflammation becomes violent in this disorder so
as to be attended with considerable swelling of the mucous membrane, the
case nearly always, according to our experience, assumes the nature of
grave spasmodic laryngitis. To our article upon this latter affection, Epa.s·
modic croup, we must refer the reader for further information on this point.
In nearly all the cases of this form of laryngitis that have come under
our observation, we have found, upon examining the fauces, more or less
decided iuflammation of the tonsils, soft pulate, and pharynx. In cases
following a rather chronic course 1 from two to four or six weeks, which
are rarely accompanied by fever or hoar::ieness, except at the invasion,
and sometimes in the evening, the pharyngeal mucous membrane presented a roughened, thickened appearance, and the tonsils nnd uvula
were more or less enlarged and tumefied.
'rl1ere is a form of obstinate, troublesome cough, to which children are
subject, and of which we have met with a good many examples, that must
be noticed here. It depends evidently upon chronic inflammation, with
thickening of the mucous membrane lining the upper portion of the larynx.
This can be determined by laryngoscopic examination in the case of
children of suitable agei but may be ascertained with confidence from
the tone and character of the cough, from its occasional association with
hoarseness of the voice, from its being almost invariably coincident with
thickeoiug and granulation of the pharyngeal mucous membrane, and
from the fact that the most careful physical examination of the chest fails
to reveal any disease whatever of the lungs. The cough is harsh, rough 1
and so to speak, tearing in its ch~racter. It often sounds, especially to·
wards evening and in the early part of the night, croupal in its tone. It
is usually very frequent, not so much, however, during the day, as in the
evening and night. It is very generally increased by the horizontal po·
sition, so that wheu the child is put to bed, he will hegin to cough vio·
lently and almost incessantly, and will continue to do so for one, two, and
even three or four hours. The cough is so constant and so severe as to
cause the greatest disturbance not only to the patient, who will toss and
turn in bed in the most restless manner, but to the mother or attendnnts,
who are excessively trnnoycd, and sometimes alarmed, by its constancy
and obstinacy. Children who become subject to this species of cough 1
often have repeated attacks during the cold seasons of the year, the slight·
est exposure sometimes bringing them on. Each attack may last from a
few days to several weeks. In one case we knew it to last, without once
eutirely ceasing, three months, and in another it lasted, with imperfect
suapensions of a few days, during the. same length of time. Both the:ie
cases occurred in hearty boys, one in the second, and the other in the third
year of life, and yet both were vigorous and healthy children, ns time has
shown. In many other instances, we have kuown it to last two, three, and
four weeks, proving all that time most troublesome and rebellious lo treat-
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During the day, the child generally seems perfectly well, or at
1110:-t merely a little pale and languid, and he coughs but moderately, but
as soon as night come3 on, and especially when he is put to bed, the cough
begins and goes on for hours, as stated above, unless some remedy, and
particularly 8ome opiate, be given to check it. It is most annoying to the
prnctitioner, for he finds that his usual remedies act merely as palliatives.
They check and modify, perhaps overcome it for a time, but the next
change in the weather, :ind especially the least exposure to cold and damp,
start it afresh, and he has to resort aga in to the same roun<l of treatment
to subdue it. To the membera of the family also it gives great anxiety.
At first, they fear it must run into croup, which, however, it very seldom
<lues, and then, finding how difficult it is to cure, and how often it recurs,
they can scarcely be persuaded that it does not depend on some serious
Jisease of the lungs.
The principal cause of this form of chronic laryngeal irritation is, so far
as we have been able to ascertain , an unusual susceptibility of the laryngeal mucous membrane, sometimes the resu lt of a congenital idif)syncrasy,
and at other times the result of influences coming into action af'Ler birth,
and especially of improper dress. \Ve have generally met with it in children dres;;ed upon the hardening system so much in YOgue with many of
our most highly educated citizens. The low frock, leaving the neck and
upper half of the chest exposed to the air, the bare arms and bare legs,
persevered in through our cold autumns, wimers, and springs, have certainly, in most cases, been the cause of' this troublesome and chronic
cough.
Our experieuce since the publication of the earlier editions of this work
fully confirms the truth of these remarks upon the style of clothing just
referred to. We certainly do not see so many cases of obstinate laryngeal
cough a:i we formerly did, for the simple reason that but few of the families we take care of, adhere to the old-fashioned system of leaving their
children half naked.
The duration of the disease varies according to its form and the circumstances under which it occurs. \Vhen primary, it lasts usually from a few
days to one or two weeks, but when it becomes chronic, as we have kuown
to happen in a good many instances, it has lasted from two to four or six
weeks, irnd even two or three months. The duration of secondary cases
depends, of course, upon that of the disease during which they occur.
D1Ao~os1s.-The diagnosis of simple laryngilis is very easy. Tbe
hoarseness of the cry, voice, and cough, the redness of the mucous membrnae of the pharynx, and the absence of general symptoms, will distingui:;b it from any other affection. In somewhnt severer cases of this form,
in which the cough is more frequent and harassing, the general symptoms
more strongly marked, and the respiration somewhat hurried and oppressed, the attack may at 6rst view present the appearances of bronchitis
or pneumonia. The absence of the physical signs of these affections will
show nt once, by negative evidence, the true nature of the case.
In some cases in which there is little or no hoarseness of the voice or
5
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cough, the symptoms !litrongly resemble the early stage of hooping·roug-h.
\Ve have met with quite numerous instances in which it was difficult no
to believe, for two and three weeks, that the attack was really one of tha
disease. In one of thes:e the resemblance was so close, that for several
days there was a distinct hoop during the fit of coughing, with vomitin~ at
the close of the paroxysm. The ground,; for deciding thattheca.::enlludecl

to was not one of pertussis 1 were, that the attacks came on like laryngitiii,

after mea~les, and that the paroxysms occurred only at niµ-ht.

In the

other cases a correct diagnosis was arrived at only by attf'ntion to the
state of the fauces, which are almost always more or Jes:~ inflamed and
thickened iu laryngitis, whilst they are not so in pertussis, and by watch·
ing the progress of the sickness.
Pn.oGNosrs.-The prognosis is always favorable in the mild form of'the
disease. \Ve have never met with a fatal case. In the gntver form
of the disease, which will be more fully considered in the next chapter,
the prognosis must be more guarded, although in our own experience no
case of laryngitis without false membraue has proved fatal. It is, however, unquestionable that such a result may occur, so that in grave ca~es
the greatest anxiety is justified.
TREATMENT.-The treatment of the milder cases of this form of laryngitis ought to he very simple. Children under four or five years old ought
to be confined for the first few days to the house, unless the weather be dry
and not intensely cold. In mild weather they may be sent out for u. short
time in the middle of the day. When the patient is five or over, he may
continue to go out <luring the day, unless the weathPr be very bad. l\Iuch
must depend upon the peculiarities of the child's own constitution. 'l'he~e
can only be learned by observation on the part of the mother. Home
children bear going out with such attacks perfectly well; others, if sent
out with this simple laryngitis, are almost certain to have spasmodic croup
or bronchitis more or less severely. "'hen there is any febrile movement
in the case, no matter how slight, the child ought to be kept quiet, and
confined to the house. Attention to this point, therefore, careful management of the clothing, slight reduction of the diet if there be any fe\•er, a
warm foot-bath at night of simple water, or of water containing a little
mustard, the application of some slightly stimulating liuiment to the front
of tbe neck and throat twice a day, aud the occasional internal adminis·
tration of some gentle expectorant and anodyne dose, constitute all that is
neces.qary in the great majority of cases of this kind. The best internal
remedies are a few drops of syrup of ipecacuanha, with paregoric, lauda·
num, or solution of morphia, given every evening as the child is put to bed,
or occasionally through the day also, if the cough is troublesome. A com·
bination of syrup of senega with that of ipecacuanha, will often be found
very serviceable.
Without pretendiog that it is essential here. any more than in the case of
coryza (see page 58), it is our habit to give quinia in cases of catarrbal
laryngitis; and we believe that it will be found to hasten the resolution
of the attack. It is of considerable importance that every acute sickness
in young children! of however trifling a character, should be treated so aa
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lo fl:horten its duration, and sons to leave the forces and tone of the system
as little impaired as possible.
The treatment of the chronic laryngeal cough, unattended by fever or
any severe constitutional symptoms, described above, requires some special

remarks.

In the first place, we have to state we have seldom succeeded

in curing it until we had obtained from the parents their consent (often
obtained with great difficulty) to a proper dress fqr the child. Expectora11ts, nnu eants, opiates, antisp:lsmOdfCs7 coullter-irritants~ and local application~, have nearly always failed to procure more than temporary allevia·
tion 1 until the child has been dressed warmly. 'Ve have cured, on several
occa~ions, this kiud of cough, after many ineffectual trials with the above
remed ies, only by insisting upon a mode of dress which covers the neck,
arms, and lower extremities. A merino or soft flannel shirt, witb long
sleeves and high neck, long merino stockings, and thick muslin or canton·
flanuel drawers., have done more in such cases to effect a cure than all
other mean!:i. ) This style of dress has removed the cause, the constant
chilling of the body 1 and then the usual therapeutic measures will, no
doubt, B!-5Sist in overcoming the local changes which coustitute the disease.
The best therapeutic measures to be adopted in such cases are the application, once a day, of a so lution of nitrate of silver, of from five to twenty
grains to the ounce 1 low down into the pharynx and chink of the glottis,
by means of' a lSmall sponge-mop 011 a bent whalebone. After several ap·
plicatio11s have been made dai ly, they should be made only once in two or
three day~. The strength of the solution is to be determined by the con.
dition of the pharyngeal mucous membrane, as we may assume this to
mark, in some measure, the state of the contiguous tissue of the glottis.
'Yhen the mucous membrane of the fauces is covered with large, pro·
tuberant follicles, when the tissue between the follicles is thickened, re·
laxed, spongy-looking, and when the color of the membrane is dark-red,
the !'tronger solutions are the best; when, on the contrary, the mucous
membrane is not roughened or thickened materially, when the follicles are
:.imnll, whe11 the color of the tissues is bright·red, it is best to use only the
five-grain, or even a weaker solution. The most useful internal treatment
in our hauds has been the exhibition, three times a day, of a fl.uid-dracbm
of one of the fo1lowing mixtures, diluted with a little water:

B:. Potass. Carbonat.,
Tinct. Opii,
Syrup. Sencg~. .
Syrup. Tolutani,.
Aq. Fluvial,
Ft.sol.

:;Jj
gtt. xxiv, vel xldij
f3ij
f3vj

f,5ij.

R. Ammonii Bromidi,
gr. Ix, vel xcv
Ammonii Murioti~, vel Potassre Chloratis, . gr. xlviij
Tr. Opii Deodoratre,
gtt. xxiv, vel xlviij

~~;~~~~~;:~yre,
Aqure,
Ft.sol.

.

~~~ij
q.s. adf3iij.
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One of the most troublesome cases of cough we ever met with, occurred
a few years since in a fine, intelligent, but not robust boy, four years old.
He was seized with a hard, obstinate cough, which, in a few days, became
really terrible from its almost incessant repetition for many hour::; at a time.
The cough was dry, tickling, choking, repeated with nearly every breath,
and so ince:sant as to drive the parents-and we may add the doctoralmost frantic. The little fellow at last found out, instinctively, that, by
placing himself on the front of the body on two pillows, with the chio
hanµ-ing over the edge of the upper one, he coughed less frequently, and
witlr le.;s violence, than in any other position. Discovering thut the uvula
was very much lengtbeuecl from relaxation and elongation of its mucous
membrane, we toucbed the lower, sharp extremity with the lu1mr caustic
stick twice a day. At the same time, the following mixture, which we had
ofttn used to control general nervous irritability in children, was pre·
:;cribed; and this, with the lunar cau::itic application, finally controlled the
cough. It was as follows:

&. Yin.Antimonii1
Ext. YalcrianreFI.,
Tr. Opii Camph., iifL
Syrup. Sirnp.,
Aqnre,

gtt. xlviij

r.;U
f3:;s.

rgj.-M.

Sig. A leaspoonful e\'cry hour or two when the fits of coughing set in.

After a few clays, when the irritability of the fauces was somewhat
subdueJ, the elongated portion of the mucous membrane of the uvula
was cut off close to the muscle, and there was no reoewal of the cough
afterwards.
'Vhen the cough is very harassing at night, from two to four drops of
laudanum, with from ten to twenty drops of syrup of ipecacuanha, or two
grains of Dover's powder, given once or twice in the evening, have answered
better than any other means. When the patit>nt presents an anremic ap·
pea ranee, or other symptoms marking a general deterioration of' the health,
iron, nod especially the syrup of the iocliJ.e of iron, given three times a clay,
has assisted in removing the cough, and especially iu lessening the extreme
susceptibility of the system to changes of weather. The same good result
has also followed the use of emulsion of corl-liver oil with lacto·phosphate
of lime or with wild cherry bark. The diet ought to be light, but strengthen·
ing. Good fresh meat, with simple nutritious vegetables for dinner, and
bread aa<I milk morning and evening, constitute the most proper diet. lo
bad weather, during the cold seasons of the year, the child should be con·
fined to the house.
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ARTICLE II.
SPASMODIC SIMPLE LAHYNGrTrs, OR SPASMODIC OR FALSE CROUP.

DEFJNITCO~; SYNONYMS; FREQUENCY; FoRMs.-Spasmodic laryngitis
is a di:mtse of lhe larynx almost peculiar to children, consisting of simple
catarrhal inflammation, without pseudo-membranous exudation, of the
mucou11 membrane of that organ, attended with spasmodic contraction of
the glottis, or lnryngismus, occasioning violent attacks of threatened suffocation.
lt i~ the disease commonly called in this country croup, or, since the
<li~tin<'tion between it and pseudo-membranous laryngitis or true croup
ha:.1 been more generally recognized, spasmodic croup. It is known also
by the names of false or pseudo-croup. We prefer the term spasmodic
lciryngiti~. because it is expressive of the essential characters of the disease. It i:5 the stridulous laryngitis of l\Il\L Guersent and Valleix; the
!'.-ltriflulouc:i anginn. of 1\1. Bretonneau i the acute asthma of infancy of )IiJlllr; and the spasrnodic croup of 'Vichmann, Michaelis, and Double. It
i;; not the laryngismus stridulus described by the Buglish authnrs, Kerr,
Ley, and )larsh, which is the same as the thymic or Kopp'::; asthma of
the Germans, and spasm of the glottis of the French. It is called by
Dr. \Voocl, in his wol'k on the practice of medicine, catarrhal croup.
Spasmodic laryngitis is one of the most frequent of the winter diseases
occurring during childhood in this country. It is so common in this city,
that almost all mothers who ha\re had any experience in sickness, keep
~ome remedy for it in their houses, which they are in the bu.bit of resorting Lo upon their own judgment.
\Ve shall describe twofonns or degrees of this disease, the mild an<l the
se.vere. Without this distinction it would be impossible to give an accurate
account of the disorder, since the two forms differ so much in aspect as to
render them almost as much unlike as though they were two distinct
affection~. Moreover, the mild form differs so widely from membrauous or
true croup in its course and symptomatology, that the distiuclion between
the two is readily made out, whilst the severe form, on the contrary, re~em
ble~ true croup so much as to demand often very nice powers of observation
to di~tinguish them, and yet the di~tinction is one of vast comequeuce to
the patient, since the progunsis nnd trealment are widely different in the
two diseases.
Pru.:015.POSING CAUSEs.-The disease is much more common at some
age8 thnn others. It occurs most frequently during the period of the first
deutiLion, being more common in the second year of life, which is the
time of greatest activity of the flrst denlilion, than at any otber age,
though it is often met with also in the third and fourth year::;. In the
fifth year it still occur:;; occasionally, in the sixth and seventh it be('omes
rare, and after the seventh we have seen it but a few times.
It is sttid to be more freqmmt in boys than girls, and this seems borne
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out by our own experience (siuce of 106 cases, 62 occurred io boys, and

44 in girls).
Spasmodic croup occurs usually as a sporadfo disease, but is said by
some authors to prevail at times as au epldemic. \Ve have never had
any reason to suppo:se that it was strictly au epidemic like membranous
c roup, which appears to a considerable extent iu some years, and iu ot.her.i
is scarcely seeo. 'Ye believe rather that the unusual prevalence of spas·
modic laryngitis at certain periods, in comparison with others, depend:; on

the fact that certain states of the weather or season predispose or excite
to it iu a greater degree than usual, and thus occasion a large number uf
children to be attacked with it.
It is generally believed to be hereditary in certain families, and of this
we ourselves have no doubt. 'Ve are acquainted with one family in this
city, iu which the children for three generations were extremely liable to
it; with another, iu which the grandmother and grandchild ren were fre·
quently attacked i and with a third, in which the father and children
showed the same predisposition in the most marked manner. The idea i~,
moreover, entertained by many p~ople in this community.
The natural const itution of the child does uot seem to have much influ.
ence upon the liability to the disease; it occurs indifferently in the weak
and strong. 'Ve have no doubt, however, that there are certain transient
conditions of the health which do affect the liability to it, since it bas long
been remarked that disturbances of the digestive functions frequently invite
it, and since we have often ouraelves found it most apt to attack those who
are liable to it, when they happen to be laboring under gastric catarrh or
indigestions. It is common during cold aud rare in warm weather.
Excrrrno CAUSES; CoLn.-By far the most frequent exciting cause is
the action of cold ; either the passage from a warm into a cold atmosphere,
or prolonged exposure to cold and damp. It has been known on several
occasions to follow long-continued crying, doubtless from inflammatory
action set up in the larynx, as a consequence of the excessive determination of blood to that pal't during the act of crying. We were asgured,
some time since, by a very intelligent woman, that her little daughter
had, at the age of two years, a well·marked attack of croup, after a severe
and long·continued fit of crying from some contrariety.
A~A1'0MICAL LE::HONs.-)Jdd cases of spasmodic laryngitis are so
rarely fatal, as to leave us in some doubt as to the character of the ana·
tomical lesions, or whether there are indeed any perceptible alterations of
the tissues. 'Ve have never ourselves met with a fatal case of this form,
and are therefore unable to give any personal account of the con<litiou of
the larynx, though we have never doubted, from the nature of the symptoms, the hoarseness, the dry cough, which afterwards becomes loose, nnd
the whole aspect of the disease, that the anatomical condition of the af·
fected organ must be one of slight catarrhal inflammation. Io some ca~es,
however, that have been examined, a little mucus iu the larynx, aud
slight reduess have been found, while in others no change has been detected.

Dr. Wood (Treat. on the Prac. of /Jled., vol. i., p. 779) nccouats for this
abseuce of morbid appearances in the following plausible manner: "In

SYMPTOMS.
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some rare instances, no signs of disease are discovered in the mucous membrane, and the palient has probably died of spasm, consequent upon high
vascular irritation or congestion, the marks of which di.sappenr with life."
Cases of severe spasmodic croup have occasionally proved fatal, and
the anatomical alterations of this form of the disease have therefore been
well ascertained . Tbe.ile alterations consist of either simple catarrhul
inflammation of the laryngeal mucous membrane, or of inflammation
attended with ulceration. \Vheu the infl.ammation is simple, the membrane is changed in color, either uniformly or in spots, to a deep rose or
dark-red tint. This may be the only alteratiou, or the tissues may be
found also softened, or roughened and thickened . \Vhen the redness, thickening, and softening, are all present, these appearances are usually confined
to certain parts, and particularly to the epiglottis and vocal cord:;, but
when redness alone is present, it generally affects the whole of the larynx,
and may exlend to the trachea. To the alteratious just described are
sometimes added, as was stated above, ulcerations. These are commonly
small, few in number, of a linear shape, and are usually seated upon the
vocal cords. They are so slight as to escape observation, unless carefully
looked for.
• YMPTOMS; DURATIO~ . -The invasion of the mild form of spasmodic
croup is generally very sudden, for though it is often, probably in a large
majority of cases, preceded for a few hours or a day or two by slight coryza,
hoarseness, and cough, these symptoms are seldom noticed at the time, and
the child is not supposed to be sick until seized with the paroxysm of suffocation, which is pathognomonic of the <lisease. This occurs in much the
larger number of cases during the night, and very generally wakes the
child from sleep. Of sixty-four cases observed by ourselves, in which the
lime of the att11ck was noted, it occurred in the night in sixty-two, whilst
in two it came Oil in the afternoon . The period or the night at which it
take:" place is very irregular, but it is much more apt to be before than after
midnight, as is shown by the fact that of forty-two cases in which this circumstance was ascertained, the attack was before midnight in thirty, and
after in twelve. This agrees very closely with the statement of l\DI.
H.iJliet and Barthez, that it has been observed most frequently at eleven
in the evening. The duration of the paroxysms varies considerably, and
depends a good deal upon the treatment employed. They may last from
a few minutes to several hours, but are seldom shorter than from half' an
hour to a11 hour. The number of the attacks also varies. In some cases
there is but one, though very generally there are several. 'Vhen the attack
occurs early in the night, it is very apt to recur again towards morning,
aud, unless means of prevention are used, on the following night also, and
even, though this happens much more rarely, on the third night. As a
genera] rule, the first attack is the most severe.
When the paroxysm comes on, the child is wakened from sleep by the
sudden occurrence of symptoms apparently of the most alarming and
daogerous character. These consist of loud, sonorous1 a11d barking cough;
of prolonged ancl labored inspiration, accompanied by a shrill and piercing
sound, to which the term stridulous is applied; of rapid and irregular
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respiration, nmounting often to violent dyspnrea, or seemingly irnpending
~uffocation; the chilJ, alarmed and terrified at its condition, nod at the
fright of those aroun<l, its countenance expressive of' the utmost anxiety,
cries violently between the attacks of coughing, and begs to be taken on
the lap 1 or sits up or tosses itself upon the bed, struggling apparently with
the disease, which seems for the moment to threaten its very existence.
The voice and cry are hoarse, and sometimes almost extinguished during
the height of the paroxysms, but become distinctly audible, and often nearly
natural in the intervals between them; differing in this respect from peeudomembranous. croup, in which they remain permanently hoarse or whi--pering. 'Ve have never heard, in this disease, the whispering voice and the
short smothered cough of true croup. The face, head, and neck, are at
first deeply flushed, and as the paroxysm becomes more violent, assume a
dark livid tint, which afterwards passes into a deadly palene~s, if the attack
be Jong continued. These changes in the coloration depend upon the arrest
of the respiratory function and a consequent partial aspbyxia. The pul:o:e
is frequent during the paroxysm, and the skin sometimes heated. After a
longer or shorter period, generally from half an hour to an hour, the respiration becomes more tranquil; the stridulous sound disappears entirely,
unless the child be disturbed and made to cry, when it agaiu becomes di~
tinct; the cough is less frequent and less boisterous, and the child generally
falls asleep. The attack is very apt to recur towards morning, as has been
stated, and if not then, the following night. The patient often seems perfectly well the day after the first paroxysm, with the exception, perhaps,
of slight cough. This is no reason, however, for supposing that the disea~e will not return in the course of the second night, which is almo:st :;ure
to happen, unless measures be taken to prevent it. The cough generally
continues for a day or two, but soon loses the peculiar character expre:o:. . erl
by the term croupal i it becomes less frequent and more loose, and the child
is commonly well again in two or three days. Sometimes, however, the
cough la::.ts for several days, becoming gm.dually less frequent, until at la~t
it ceases entirely.
There is verj little fever in mild cases, for though the pulse i;:; accelerated and the skin warm during the paroxysms, these symptoms disappear
very soon after that is over. In more severe cases on tbe contrary, there
may be con~iderable fever, lhe pulse becoming frequent and full, and the
skin hot. The febrile movement is most apt to occur after the first parox·
ysm, as a com:equence, apparently, of the slight catarrh which remain!1

1

after the attack.
In the few fatal cases on record, the paroxysms have generally become

more frequent noel more violent by degrPes, and death ha~ occurred from
suffocation. In other instances, death has been the result of prostration,
which itself has probably depended on imperfect hrematosis.
Rerurrences of the disease are very common, children sometimes having
several attacks in a single winter. This is not the case in true croup. We
hare known but two children to have a second attack of that clisea~e.
The severe form of spasmodic laryngitis m:iy begin as such or result
from an aggravation of the mild form; or the case may commence as one

of simple laryngitis without spasm of the glottis, and as the intensity an<l
extent of tbe laryngeal inflammation increase, it may assume all the fei.ltures of tbe form un<ler cousideration. 'Vhatever he the mode of onstt
of the case, this form of the disease sets in ,.,..ith hoar3e 1 frequent cough,
difficult respiration, restlessness, and more or less violent fever, symptoms
which almost always become severe for the first time at night, and usually
between early evening and midnight; though, in some few cases, they
make their first appearauce duriug daylight, and this is very much more
apt to happen in this than ia the mile! form of spasmodic croup. During
the night the symptoms iacrease ia severity; the respiration is fre<Juent
and difficult, andi after a time, attender! with the stridulous :;ound in
in:;piratiou and expiration caused by narrowing of the glotli~; the cough
is hoarse, dry , aud croupal, and unattended with expectoration; the voiee
becomes hoarse, and fever sets in, the pulse becomiag full and frequent,
the skin hot and dry, and the face flushed. 'l'hese symptoms per~bt, with
greater or less severity, throughout the night, while from time to tim-... ,
they increase to such an extent as to seem to threaten suffocation, resembling then exactly the paroxysms described as occurring in the mild form
of the disease. They usually subside, however, very decidedly towards
morning, the breathing becomiag easier, the stri<lulous sound Jes:;; loud, or
ceasi1Jg altogether, the fever diminishing, anrl the patient becoming in all
respects much more comfortable. This amelioration of the child's condition often continues until the after-part of the day or till evening, when
the same train of symptoms reappears. In other cases the disea:5e ::'Carcely
subsides at all for two, three, or four days, but continues throughout the
day aad night to exhibit the same symptoms as have been described
above. In cases of this kiu<l, which are uot rare, the di~ease assumes
many of th':! alarming aud dangerous characters of pseudo·membranou~
laryngitis or true croup, and it becomes very difficult often to di~tinguish
between the two. If no favorable chaage take place, the dppncea becomes so violent as to threaten suffocation; the cough is rare aud short;
the voice is reduced to a mere whisper; the pulse becomes sm:tll, extremely
rapid and thready i the counteuance, at first livid and oougested, assumes
a pale, cadaveric appearance; the features are contracted; the child becomes comatose or delirious, and Jealh may occur from slow asphyxia, or
sometimes ia an attack of general convulsions.
Ia favorable cases, on the contrary, the dyspnooa, au<l especially the
stridulous sound, diminish; the cough becomes loose, less hoarse, and loses
its croupal character; expectoration of mucous sputa takes place in older
cbilclren, whilst in you ager, the loose gurgltng sound produced by the discharge of' the sputa into the fauces, is beard at the termination of each
cough; the voice becomes clearer and stronger; the fever diminishes; the
child regains its spirits and di::positioa to be amu::;ed; and soon all daugerous symptoms have disappeared, and the recovery is established.
In nearly all the cases that have come under our observation, we ha,·e
found, upon examining the fauces, more or less decided inflammatitJn of
the tonsils, soft palate, and pharynx.
'l'he duration of' the severe form. of spasmodic croup depends on the vio-
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Jenee of the attack, nod on the mode of trentment. When the treatment
j:-, begun at an early period, the disease is much sooner overC"ome
than when allowed to ruu on for some time without remedies. Io cases of

mo<lernte ::;evE>rity, the violence of the symptoms usually subsides after
thirty-six ur forty·eight hours. In more violent cases, ou the contrary,
the ;yrnptoms seldo1;1 subside definitively before t he third, fourth, aud not
unfrl'quently the fifth clay. In no case that has come u111ler our observn.tion. hus the disea~e continued to present dangerous ~ympLOms after the
fifth day, unle~, as not unfrequeotly bappen!:i, the inflammation spreads
tn the b;·onchia or ti::':suc of the lungs, producing bronchitis or pneumonia.
But even after the :-igns. of severe laryugeal inflamrnn.lion have <li~np
peare<l, there almost a lways rema ins for several days longer, some cough
nnd hu~kiocss of the voice, showing that the mucous membrane of the
lar)'nx has not yet regained completely its healthy condition. Thedil:)ea!::e
i:- i:;nirl to have proved fat~! in twenty-four hours.
:N°ATl"ttE O.F TDE D1sEASE.-Altbough by the older writers, spasmodic
~imple laryngitis was coufouuded with membranous laryugiti~, and this
error continued to conf'u~e the minds of medical men until a recent period,
there is no longer any doubt as to the totally distinct character of the~e
two 1dfections. The comparat ive fatality of the two diseases alone is ~uf
ficient to establish n. wide difference between them. Thus, of 35 cases of
the p.<::eudo·memhranous form that we have seen, 16 died; wh ile of' considerably more than 200 ca:-::es of the spa~modic form that we have seen,
uot one has been fatal. :\I. Guersent states tlwl of ten cases of the former
di::>e•\Se, scarcely two escape; while of upwards of a. huodred of the latter
that he has :-::een, not a single one was fatal. (Diet. de ..1led., t. ix., p. 365.)
The different effects of treatment in the two affections also point to a
wide difference in their nature. True croup is n.lmost inevitably fatal,
unles~ attacked at a.nearly period by energetic remedies, while the mil<l
spasmodic form seldom re:-ists the exhibit ion of an emetic, a warm bath,
or of nauseating doses of ipecacuanha i and the severe form, though of a
mo::it threatening appeantuce, almost always yields to prompt treatment.
"~ben we add to these circurnstances, the difforences in the anatomical
alterations in the two diseases, the difference in the mode of invasion, in
the cough, voice, cry, fever, duration of the attack 1 and state of the constitution, all of which will be carefully described iu the remarks on diagnosi!~,
it is impossible to resist the conclusion that they are two distinct dil'or<lers.
We believe, therefore, that 1nild spasmo<lic laryngitis is a disease con·
sii;ting in slight ratarrhal inflammation of the mucous membrane of the
larynx, attended wit.h violenl'f'spasmodic contrnction of that organ, or, as
tha~ condition has been culled, laryngi.smus. The spasm of the laryngeal
!-phrncter seems to be the result of a disordered action of the excito-motor
innen·ation of the purl, the irritant, which is producth·e of the morbid
inuervation, being 1 in. all probability, the inflammation of the laryngeal
mucous membrane which has been already stated to constitute one element
of the malady. The uervous elen~ent predominates in the early part of
the_ attack, but towards the conclus1on, th~ spasmodic symptoms disappear
entirely, an<l we have left only those which depend on the local ti:;:;ue-

chauges.

In i.;evere cases of the disease we have the same element of laryngeal
spasm, or laryngbmus, coincident with, a11d prodllced by, a much more
intense and dangerous inflammatio11 of the mucous membrane of the part
Lhan exi::;ts io the mild form .
DuG~O~J~.-Unquestiouably the disease with which spasmodic laryngitis is mo~t likely to be coufouu<led is pseudo·membraoous laryngitis, or
true croup. There is very littl e difficulty, however, in cli!-3tiuguishing the
mild form of ::;pmHnod ic croup from true croup, whi lst in regard to the
~evere form, it may be safely stated, that the distinction cinuot, in some
case::;, be made with positive certainty, except by watching the course of
the !'ickness.
~Iil<l cases of spasmodic croup may be distinguished from membranous
croup by a comparisou of the different SJ'mptoms as they arise. The most
important of these are: the invasion, in oue sudden and almost invariably
in the evening or uight, in the other slow au<l creeping, the paroxysm first
nccurring indifferently day or night; the cough, ia one hoarse and boisterfllll', in the other hoarse and frequent at fhst, but rare and smothered
LOwards the ead; the voice, in one hoarse, but never scarcely whi);periug,
and if !-'O, only during the height of the paroxysm, in the other hoarse at
fir~t, and soon permanently whispering or entirely lost; the cry, in one
hoarse and stridulous only at the moment of the paroxysm, in the other
permanently so; the respiration, in onestridulous and difficult only during
tbe paroxy:im, and in the interval perfectly natural, in the other, at first
natural, becomiag,by degrees pe rmao ently stridulous, and attended by the
most violent dyopncca, with remarkable prolongation of the expiration,
and even with recession of the base of the thorax in inspiration; the fover,
in one very slight and generally observed only during the nocturnal paroxy.::;m, in the other much more considerable and permanent; and lastly,
the duration 1 in one seldom more than two Ol' three days, in Lhe other
rarely le~~ than ::;ix, and v~ry often eight or ten days. M. Trousseau states
that the lwarae·sounding croupal cough is not a sign of the presence of
exudation in the larynx, but rather of its absence; but, u when the cough,
croupal at fir:st, becomes less and less frequent, and end:; with being nearly
iu:<onorous with ::suffi1cation 1 there is true croup, that is to say, with pla... tic
exudation in the larynx." Thi5 is precisely our own experience. The
rare, insouoroud cough of l\I. Trousseuu is the rondition which we have
expre~~ccl by the term smothered.
In ord~r to render the diagnosis still clearer, we add the following table,
which i~ altered from one given by l\DI. Rilliet and Barthez :
l'SJ~UDO-l'lfEi\lDRANOUS

LARYNOITIS.

1n epidemic form, begins as p:-;eudomembranous angina. In sporadic form,
im·asion of slight hoarseness for a day or
two. There is fever, increase of the
hoarseness, with hoarse, croupal cough;
in m0~t of the ca!les, pharyngeal exudation, and a Jittlel:lter,p:l.roxysmsofsuffo.
catiou.
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:MILD

~PASllODrC

LARYNGITl'I.

J><;El"DO·'.\IE'1BRA:SOCS LARY:SGITI~.

Thefoverrontin11es;1;;tridulo11<1 rc..,pir:ition; prolonged nnd difficult expiration;
recession ofhnc;eofthoraxduring in .. pirn·
tion; cough hoarse and smotherl.'d; vnil'c
hoarse and whiflpering.
If the paroxysm returns, it is during the
The dyE!pnOC'a and suffocation increa~e;
following ni.!5ht, and it is les.c; sevne; the the voice nn<l cough are smothered or exhoarsene-~;; disappears i the cough becomes tin1n1ished; stridulons respiration perloose and cntarrhal.
sists.
Duration E!eldom more th:rn three days.
Duration ;;eJdom less than fi\•C or six
days. The hoarseness continues for!cve·
ral weeks.
Fnlal in the majority of the cases.
Yery rarely fatal.
After the paroxy~m, the child !'Cem<i
well,thefeverdii::.appeaNi,ori!lver_,·slight.
Vokenatural,oronlysligh1lyhoariie; not
whii::.pering.

The only real difficulty in the diagnosis is the distinction between the
grave form and pseudo-wembranons laryngitis or true croup unconnecled
with angina; and thi~, it would appear from all evidence, cannot in some
cases be made with absolute certainty. The only certain and indubitable
l:!ign by which to distinguish them is the presence of false membrane.:s in
the expectoration. The existence of this symptom is proof positive of'
pseudo-membranous disease, but its absence is no proof that the case mu~t
be one of simple inflammation; for, even though the membrane has been
exuded in large quantities within the larynx, it is not always thrown off'
by the effort of coughing or vomiting. To show the difficulty of the diagnosi~, we will cite the case quoted hy M. Vnlleix (loc. cit., t. i., p. 211) from
M. Hache 1 of a child s.upposed to be laboring under tr{1e croup, who wa~
sent to the Children's llo~pital in Paris, in order to have the operation of
tracheotomy performed. The absence of false mfcmbrane in the expectoration, and a slight remainder of clearness in the voicf', occasioned the
suspension of the operation. The child died, and no pseudo-membrnne
whatever was found in the larynx. The only lesions were moderate red·
uess of the mucous membrane, without tumefaction, and without narrow·
ing of the glottis; so that the fatal termination must be ascribed to ~pas
modic constriction of the glottis, or to tumefaction of that part, which had
di::appeared after death.
Nevertheless, though the diagnosis is difficult, it can almost always be
made out with certainty by attention to the following points. The p!<eudomembranous form of' the disease is usually preceded or accompanied by
the pre8ence of false membranes in the fauces, which is not the ca..-e in
spasmodic simple laryngitis i the symptoms of invasion of the former disease are less acute than tbo1;;e of the latter, the fever being le;o:,s violent,
and the restlessnei5s and irritability less marked, than is usual in the
simple affection, in which the general symptoms are decided from the fir~t.
The hoar,.;eness of the voice and cough follow a different course in the two
dbeases; the progre~s of tbE'1;;e symptoms being slow and gradual in the
membranous, and much more rapid in the severe spasmodic form. The
fever is marked throughout the attack in the severe spasmodic dh•ense,
whilst in the other form it seldom reaches a high degree of intem,ity.
Albuminuria is present in a considerable proportion of cases of pseudo-
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mC'nihranous croup, while it is habitually abEent, or at most very rarely
pr<'~cnt, in cases of simple laryngitis, even of the most severe type. Lastly,
the pre:sence of portions of false membrane in the expectoration, in con11ectio11 with the laryngeal symptoms, afiOrds positive evidence of the exi~tence of true croup.
Of the characters just enumerated as likely to aid us in distinguishing
between severe ~pasmodic aud true or membranous croup, we wish to call
the reader'i:; attention in greater detail to two 1-the condition of the voice,
and the stridulous respiration. The former is, we have uo doubt, much
tht> most important si11gle symptom. In membranous croup, the voice
hegius by being hoarse, but soon becomes weak, ~o that a.fter the disease
has lasted three or four days, it changes from hoarse to whispering; it be·
c·omes, in fact, suppressed. In severe spasmodic croup, tbe voice is boarse
at fir:;t, ao<l becomes more so as the disease goes oo, but it very rarely
becomes whispering as in true croup, but almost always retains a good
volume, so that when u1ged the child can speak out loudly. Now thi~ is
never the case iu the membranous disease, for, as the fibrinous exudation
j .. deposited on the vocal cord~ aod in the ventricles of the larynx, it sus·
pe11ds almu:;t entirely the functions of those parts, and the voice is more or
less completely rnppressed . The remarks just made in regard to the voice
will apply also to the cry, which should be rarefully studied in young
in font$.
The second very important symptom is the stridor. This is, as might
he expected, more marked in all its features in true than in false croup,
si11ce in the former it depends on a permaneut and considerable obstacle
LU the passage of the air through the larynx. That tube isl in fact, com·
pletely coated over upon its internal surface with a more or less thick
fal:ie membrane, which reduces materially its calibre, and impedes to a
greater extent the passage of air, than does the mere inflammatory turgescence and swelling of the mucous ruembrane of the organ in severe
~pa.:modic croup.
On this account, therefore, the stridor in the respira·
tion is louder, shriller, more persistent, more marked in the expiratiou,
al](I attended wilh greater effort of the respiratory muscles to overcome
the obstaclt to the passage of the air in membranous than in se\·ere spasmodic croup. 'Ve may add that there is something very peculiar in the
couhh in true croup. \Vhen the membrane has come to cover the in·
terior of the larynx, the cough is very distinctive; it bas a sound which
we can describe only by saying that it always reminds us of the sneezing
of a young kitten . '!'his we have never heard in catarrhal croup, no
milt Ler how severe.
To cooclude, there is in membranous croup a slow, steady, and uore·
lenLiug progression of the symptoms, which is not observed in the spas·
modic cli::ieU'Se. From hour to hour, from day to day, we can perceive, so
to $peak, from the gradual and steady march of the disease, that a foreign
body in the form of a fibrinous moulding is being spread slowly over the
cavity of the larynx. In severe spasmodic croup, on the contrary, the
cour;:;e of the symptoms is less regular; paroxysm~ of suffocation occur as
in true croup, but wben these are over, the child is often quite comfort-
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able; the ~ymptoms indicating a much le::s considerable permanent mechanical obstruclion than in the other affection.
~pasmodic laryngitis has been mi staken al so for laryngismus stridulus.
The manner in which it is to be distinguished, wiJI be described in the
article on that disease.

P1wGNOsrs.-Spnsmodic catarrhal laryngitis is very rarely a fatal dis·
ease. Of its two forms, there can be no doubt that the severe is much
more dangerous than the mild, since in the former the patient luborio.
under acute inflammation of the larynx, as well as under spa~m of that
organ; whilst, in the latter, the amount of infhlmmation is so very slight
as to be of little or no consequence, '~ere it not associated with the 1aryngismus, which gives to the <ljsorder its most characteristic features.
Of 109 cases of the disease of which we have kept an accurate record,
none proved fatal, though 23 of these were of the grave form. \Ve may
state, also, that we have seen at 1east 150 more cases, of which we have
no written account, iu none of which was there a fatal termination. \Ve
have, therefore, never seen a case of croup without false membnrne prove
fatal. That it does sometimes end unfavorably, however, cannot for a
moment be questioned. There are various examples of the kind scattered
through the medical journals. MM. Rilliet and Barthez quote, in proof
of tlris, two cases from the work of J urine. in one of which an autopsy
was made, and no false membrane discovered. Copland (loc. cit.) remarks, that in the few cases of the more purely spasmodic forms that he
has bad an opportunity of examining, an adhesive glairy fluid, with
patches of vascularity on the epiglottis and )aryox, and a similar fluid in
the large bronchi, were the only alterations observed.
Great imminence of danger in any case is shown by a high intensity
of the stridulous sound, especially as heard in the expiration; by great
severity of the dyspnrea or suffocation; hy permanently whispering voice;
by lividity or extreme paleness of the face; by smallness and rapidity
of the pulse; by col<lness of the extremities; and by delirium or convulsions.
In giving our owu experience in regard to the treatment of this dbeas~ 1
we shall first speak exclusi\•ely of the mild, and then of the" seve re form,
since the measures proper and neces~ary in the one, are very different
from those called for in the other.
TREATMENT OF THE l\ITLD FoRM-Emelics.-Tbe great majority of
cases will recover perfectly well under the use of emetics employed alone,
or in combination with warm bath~ and revulsives. Of late yC'ars we
have often succeeded in warding off the sJight attack, where there has
been good rPason to expect it, by the administration of an opiate with
syrup of ipecacuanha, at bedtime (early in the evening). At two years
of age, two or three drops of laudanum, with ten to twenty drops (ac·
cording to the gastric susceptibility) of syrup of ipecacuanha; at three or
four years, four drops of laudanum with twenty of the ipecacuanha, are
about the proper doses. Even when the child bas had oue attack early
in the night, the use of the opiate is most successful, after vomi ting, in
11

7!1
preventing the usual return towards morning. If the physician is oat
called until the day after the first attack, this treatment is e:Kcellent in
the evening of the second <lay. In cases attended with violent dye'pou;a,
hon.r~e cough, nn<l loud stridulous respiration, the emetic should be given
until it produces a full effect. In milder cases, in which there is merely
lolld croupal collgh, with an occasional stridulous sound, nauseating doses
alone will generally suffice. The most suitable emetic i5, as a general
rule, ipecacuanha. The best preparation for children is the syrup, of
which from twenty to thirty drops may be given to those two yC'ars of age,
to be repeated every ten or twenty minutes uutil vomiting is produced, or
until the paroxysm is relieved. In very sudden case~, the Syrupus Seil Ire
Uompositus, which is more active in its effects in comequenre Qf the tartar
emetic which it contains, might be preferable; about twenty drops of this
may be given, and repeated every teu or fifteen minutes, until vomitiug or
the resolution of the paroxysm is obtained; but, in its employment, care
should always be observed not to continue it for too long a time, Jest it
produce the injurious effects of tartar emetic. Of late years we ham
almost entirely abandoned the use of this latter emetic, as we succee<I perfectly well with the ipecacuanha, and dislike more aud more the autimonial preparation in children. When the dyspncca is very urgent, or when
other means fail to produce emesis, we have found nothing ~o effectual as
powdered alum, in doSE's of a teaspoonful mixed with honey or molas~es.
(See ~Treatment of Pseudo-membraaous Laryngitis.)
A simple and good method of treating the paroxysm is that recommended by Dr. Charles D. Meigs, in the paper reforred to. It is to direct
a small teaspoonful of powdered ipecacuanha to be diffused in a wineglassful of water, of which mixture doses of a te?tspoonf'ul are to be gi,·en
e,·ery ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes, according to the urgency of the
symptoms. This is a plan of treatment often resorted to by parents in
this community, where the disease is so common and so well understood,
that there are few mothers who have several children, and who have hnd
some little experience, who do not know how to treat a nocturnal attack of
mild spasmodic laryngitis.
A very simple and efficient mode of treating the paroxysm, which was
first recommended by Graves, consists in gently pressing a sponge soaked
iu warm water under the chin and to the front of the neck. This may be
repeated every ten or fifteen minutes, and under its influence the croupy
symptoms will often promptly subside without the nse of an emetic.
After the paroxysm is relieved. it is a good plan to direct five or ten
drops of the syrup of ipecacuanha to be given every two or three hours
during the following day; or, if the chi Icl seems perfectly well in the morning,
we may begin with these doses in the middle of the day, aud coutiuue them
until bedtime. By this method, the recurrence of the paroxysm during
the second night may, we think, often be prevented, and the cough is rendererl free and loose much sooner than when the disorder is left to pur:,ue
its natural course. Moreover, the child ought to be kept in the house dnr·
iog the ne~t two or three days, or until the cough is thoroughly loose and
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easy. If the child be at all a delicate one, or one iu whom the disorder
is prone to be obstinate, there is no plan so good as to make it sit o.r lie
quietly in bed, sufficiently covered, with a large abundance of playthrngs,
ur with a kind nurse to read to and amuse it for two or three days.
Baths.-The warm bath is a very prompt and useful remedy in this disease. In all very violent cases, it ought to be resorted to immediately. It
should be used also whenever the emetic fails to relieve the urgency of the
symptoms, and ill cases attendant with much disturbance of the circula-.
tion. The temperature of the water ought to be about 95° Fahrenheit,
when the child is first immersed, to be raised gradually by the addition of
hot water, to 100° or 102°. The chilrl may remain in the bath from ten
to twenty minutes.
Revulsives.-The on ly re·;ulsives that it can be necessary to employ are
mustard foot-baths, or mustard poultices applied to the interscapular space,
and even these are often needless if the emetic be given. Blisters, wh ich
are recommended by some of the French writers, can only be proper in
rare cases of' the grave form .
Purgatives are required when constipation is present, or when there is so
much frver on the second or third day, as to show a cousiderable amount
of laryngeal inftammatio.n. Uuder the latter circumstances some mild
remedy of this class, such as castor oil, may be resorted to with a view to
its evacuant effect. 'Ve have never had occasion to employ any of the
and believe them to be unnecessary.
Opium
exceedingly beneficial when the emetic, nauseant, or warm
bath has failed to rel ieve entirely, and when a troublesome croupal cough
continues after the spasm bas been overcome. Laudanum, paregoric1 or
solution of morphia, in combination with syrup of ipecacuauha, or Dover's
powder alone, are the most suitable preparations. It is a very good plan
to give the child a moderately full dose of the opiate, with ipecacuanha,
after the violence of the paroxysm has sub::.ided. It puts the child to
sleep, promotes perspiration, softens the cough, and tends to prevf'nt the
return of the spasm. Repeated once or twice early in the second night
after the first attack, we believe it often assists material ly to avert the
recurring nocturual paroxysm.
THEATMENT OF TIIE SEVERE FoR:ru.-Tbis form of spasmodic laryngitis
requires more active measures than the mild form of the disease.
lu some of the former editions of this work, bloodletting was recom·
mended when the disorder occurred in robust and vigorous children, and
a record was given of the employment of venesection in seven out of
twenty-three cases, all of which recovered. S ince that report we have
learned that depletion is less necessary than we formerly supposed, and,
as we can still say that we have never yet seen a fatal case of spasmodic
croup, either simple or severe, it is fair to conclude that the disease can he
safely managed without a resort to this more. violent measure. Still, it is
but proper to state, that should a case occur to us in a strong and healthy
child , in which the breathing should become so much obstructed as to
cause deep and alarming venous stasis, and in which these symptoms re-
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sisted the more simple means we now employ, we should not hesitate
again, as in former years, to employ venesectiou to the extent of four
ounces at the age of four or five year.s, or a leeching to the same amount.
Our favorite remedies of late years have been emetics, opiates, antispasmodic«~, and salines. Among the combinations that we use most. frequently
and with t.he best results, may be mentioned the following:
B. Pota--s.Cilrat.,
3i.
Syrupi Ipecacuanhre,
f3ij.
Tr. Opii Deodorat.,
gtt. xij.
Syrupi Simp.,
f3ij.
Aqure, .
f,~iss.-l\L
Dose for a child two years old, a tell8poonful every two hours.

Or,
Jl,. Ammonii Chloridi,
Ammonii Bromidi,
Syrupi lpecacuanhre,
Syrupi Zingiheris,

gr. xxiv.
3i.
f3iss.
f3ijss.

~~·

~~~

Dose for a child two years old, a teaspoonful every four hours.

Another combination that we have used with excellent effect, especially
in cases where examination of the throat (which should be made every
day without fail through the earlier stages of these cases) shows redness
and swelling of the tonsils, is the following:
&. PotassiiChloratis,
Ammonii Chloridi, ii.f~ .
}Ii.st. GlycyrrhizreComp.,

• gr. xxiv.

Syrupi tiimp., au. .
f,5i.-hl.
Dose fora child two years old, a teaspoonful every three or four hours.

In older children, both the saline and opiate must be suitably increased.
In all these cases an emetic ought to be given once, or two or three times
in twenty-four hours, when the dyspnooa and stridor become very severe;
aod in about an hour after its operation, the saline dose should be resumed.
Of course, if decided drowsiness supervene from the opiate, the doses must
be given at longer intervals. The emetic treatment is not so essential as
in true croup, where it is so useful in causing the rejection of the false
membrane which obstrurts the larynx. Yet it is exceedingly useful, and
often indispensable, in assisting to expel the viscid mucus secreted within
the lary1;x, and in relaxing, for a time at least, the spasmodic constriction
of the glottis, which plays a most importaat part in the production of
the cli::tressing dyspucea and suffocation of the disease. They act probably
also by lessening immediately, or through their action on the circulatory
and nervous systems, the inflammation of the larynx. For their choice
and mode of administration, the reader is referred to the article on true
croup.
The cough sometimes assumes, especially in children of nervous type, a
spasmodic character, resembling not infrequently hooping~cough. It is
apt, in such cases, to be very frequent, particularly in the erening and
6
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early part of the night. Here the combination of be1ladonna ~nd n_1um
which we employ in true hooping-cough is often. most beneficm.I. The
formuln, for children of two or three years of age, is as follows:
R . Ext. Belladon.,
Pulv. Ah1mini1:1,
8yr.Acacire,
Syr. Zingiberis,

Aqure,aii.

gr. i.
3i.

f.'~i.-M.

Do~e . .A tea.:i;poonfol morning, noon, and e\'Cning, and once in the night, if ncce<;sary.
Atone year of age the belladonna should be reduced one-half.

Another excellent combination when the cough is frequent and harassing, is tbe following :
R. Tr. Belladon.,
gtt. iv.
'fr. Opii Camph., .
gtt. xl\'iij.
Puh-. Aluminis,
gr. vi.
8yr. Acacire,.
f.5ss.
Aqme,
f,5iss.-1\1.
Duse at six month~, a. tca,.poonful every two or three hours.

The mother should be told to look at the pupils of the child after thr~
or four doses have been given, and should they be at all dilated, to suspend the medicine for some hours, aa<l then use it agnin. Iu children of
two or three years of nge a teaspoonful and a half may be given.
Purgatit•es are required merely to keep the bowels soluble; they should
be repeated as may be necessary throughout the disease. If tbe bowels
are moved every day or every other day spontaneously, there is no use in
giving them at all. The most suitable are castor oil, rhubarb, or magnesia, iu small doses; or an enema may be given from time to time if the
child does not resist its exhibition .
Etpectorants are useful after the violence of the disease has been moderated by more energetic remedies. They may consist of small doses of
ipecaruauha, of antimonial wine and sweet spirits of uitre, of decoction of
senega, snakeroot, or of the citrate or carbonate of potash.
Opiates an<l antispasmodics are necessary, and are serviceable, as has
alrea<ly been stated, in calming excessive restlessness, and in allaying the
violence of the suffocative attacks, which depend, in good part, on spasm of
the glottis. rrhe most suitable are Duver's powder or some other preparation of opium, or small doses of belladonna, or hyoscyamus.
Belladonna would seem, from its power to relax the sphincters, and from
its excellent effects ia hooping·congh, to be indicated in this di~ease, but we
hav~ succeeded so well wilh opium that we have not often useJ it. Probably a combiantiou of the two would be found beneficial.
Since the introduction of the bromide salts, the combination of the
bromide of potassium, or of ammonium , with au opiate and a saline expectoraut has been found very advantageous.
l'owtler-irritants.-During a paroxysm of dyspucca in grave, as in mild
cnses of spasmodic laryngitis, some relief may be obtained from the application of mustard plasters between the shoulder~, or over tbe steraum, and
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of a sponge wet with hot water over the larynx. But as there is in these
cases n. more decided inflammation of the mucous membraae of the larynx
and pharynx, it is desirable to U$l.e continuous mild counter-irritants for

seventl days.

Blisters are of doubtful propriety iu any cases. 'l'he appli-

cation which we most frequently use is tincture of iodine, diluted with an
equal amount of alcohol, which may be painted once or twice a day behind
the angles of the lower jaw and a ll over the larynx, care being taken not
to cau"'e too much irritation of the skin . It is well also that a thin layer
of new cotto n or wool sbould be kept over the larynx.
A warm bath at tl7° or 98°, empluyetl once or twice a day, aud C1)utiuued fo r a period of' ten or fifteen miuutes, often assists greatly in lessening
the sufferings of the chi ld, ia ca lmin g restle!-sness, and in moderating the
heat of the skin, aud violence of the circ ul ation, when the latter symptoms are strongly marked. The same effects may often be obtnined,
though in less degree, by the use of warm foot-baths, with or without a
little mustard in them.
HYGm:sIC TREA'fME:-.<T.-In eith er form of the diseaci.e the chil d should
be plnccd for the time iu a warm room, a nd warmly clothed. If old
enough, it should be kept as much as possible in bed during the paroxysm .
If so young as to prefer the lap of the nur:":c, it should be clothed in a
long loose wrapper in addition to its usual night·dress. It is very impcrtant to confine the child during t he whole term of the acute period in
bed,'if it is over three or four years old , and in the crib or lap if it be
younger. Even after the cessat ion of the acute condition, it ought to be
kept in one room for a few day~, in or<le1· to make sure of' the convale::cence.
'l'he diet must be simple and of ea-.y digestion, so long as there is any dispo1'ition to the recurrence of the dio:ease. It may cons i ~t of preparations of
milk, of bread, rice, or of thin chicken or mutton.water. Meat and most
vegetables had better be avo ided until the convalesceuCe is fairly established.
PJWPll\'"LACTIC 'l'REATl\IEST.-It is certain that much may be done hy
n wise attention to physical educat ion, to prevent attacks of the disea.'lle in
children who show a liability to it. We would strongly recommend, with
this \'iew, attention to the following advice given by 1\L Guersent, who
says (toe. cit., p. 381): "It is possible, to a certain extent, to preveut attacks of pseudo-croup, if we forli~y the constitutions of children, by expo:'ing them well-clothed to a dry and elastic atmosphere, particularly if
they cnn be kept in constant mo\'emeot. But of a ll tbeprecautions which
have been found unquestionably advantageous. that wbich seems most
useful is to make them sleep in wcll·ventilated, dry, carefully closed
chambers, having a southern exposure, aud always without fire. 'Ve have
senrnl times beeu convinced of the utility of this habit in families, the
children of which were subject to this kiud of catarrh."
There can be uo doubt that. the style of dress used for children in this
country must occasion many an<l repeated attacks of croup which might
just as well have been avoided. 'l'he custom is to d1·ess children between
the ages of one and four or five years in such a way as to expose to the
nir the whole of the neck and the upper half of the thorax (for the dresses
are made so low and loose at the shoulders as to leave the upper part of
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the chest virtually uncovere<l).

The arms nre Jeft hare, as are also the
1

~e~~ ~;~10t~~t=~:::1::uar~:;: i~h~vi~:~~~'t t:o~:;io~~::1°d :~i: :~~. ::rih~e:;;~
same rooms and temperature in which sit the parents with the body and
limbs warmly clothed to resist our climate, at all seasons changeable and
uncertain, and, in the winter, very cold. 'Ve are perfectly well con·
vinced that this faulty and uureasonable system of dress, which is chosen
because it is fashionable, or in order to harden the child, who, however,
in\'ariably puts on warm clothing when it comes to years of discretion,
will explain in part the enormously greater frequency in children than in
adults, of the various diseases of the :i.ir-pas:::ages and lungs produced by cold.
One of the most important means of prevention, therefore, is the adoption of a suitable dress. In winter this should consist of one that shall
cover the body completely. If the chilil be at all delicate, it ought to
wear next to the skin a woolen jacket with long sleeves, and covering the
chest to the neck. Over this should be put a long-sleeved stout muslin
dress, or one of some light woollen material, made in the same style. In
young children, the stock ings ought to be of wool, aurl should reach to
the knees; in older ones, they may be shorter, but tbe legs should be
covered with drawers ma<le of canto11-flannel, of thick cotton stuff, or of
light woollen flannel. To show the influence of dress, Dr. Eberle mentions the fact that in the country, and especially amongst the Germans,
who cover the neck and breast, croup is a very rare disease. During a
praclice of six years amongst that class of people, he met with only one
case of the disease.
'Vhen the liability to the di:::ease continues after the completion of the
first dentition, we have found the daily use of the colJ bath, followed by
brisk rubbing, so as to insure perfect reaction, in connection always with
warm clothing, most useful in preventing the attacks. The bath must be
commenced with in the summer, and persevered in during the following
winter. The water, after the cold weather begins, should be drawn in the
evening, allowed to stand all night in a room in which there is a fire
through the day, and made use of on the following day. Prepared iu this
way, we have found the water in the moming at a temperature of between
50° and G0° F. The child ought to be kept in the water only half a
minute or a minute, then well rubbed, and dressed immediately.
When the child is pale, weak, and feeble, and unable to bear exposure
to the outer air, it may generally be restored to much better health by
careful attention to diet, and by the steady and long-continued use of
some tonic remedy. The diet ought to consist of bread and milk anrl of
rueat and the simpler vegetables, as potatoes and rice. The toni~s most
generally suitable are quinine or iron. Of the quinine a grain may be
given in pill or solu tion, twice or three times a day; while at dinner or
lu¥ch, or at both, the child should be made to drink from a dessert to a
tablespoonful of port wine, mixed with water. This method ought to be
stead~ ly ~ersevered in for from. three to six weeks or longer. If quinine
be objectionable for any reason, iron must be substituted. The best preparations are the iodide or the reduced iron.
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ARTICLE IIL
PSEUDO-MEMBRANOUS

LARYNGITIS, OR

MEMBRANOUS OR TRUE CHOUP.

DEFINITIO:S- A:s'D SYNONYMS.-Pseudo-membranous laryngitis is an
acute infiammaliou of the mucous membrane of the larynx, attended with
the exudation of false membrane.
It is the croup of the French writers, while, in this country, it is called
by the various names of slow, creeping, true, membranous, or inflammatory. The term given above seems most suitable, as expressive of the real
nature and seat of the disease, and we shall, therefore, make use of it in
contra-distinction to that of spasmodic laryngitis or spasmodic or false
croup, which is a much more common and less dangerous affection.
NATURE AND RELATIONs.-0£' recent years the questions of the essential nature of membranous croup and its relations with diphtheria have
been actively discussed, and it has appeared that there are marked differences in the opinions held by the best authorities. In the present state of
the discussion, it is improper to attempt any dogm:u.ic assertions ou the
points at issue, but it ~eems desirable to restate fully the views we have
long held and the considerations on which they are bn!:led.
In the first place, there should no longer be tolerated the confusion that
has grown up in regard to the very terms employed. It should be unanimously resolved tha.t the terms croup and diphtheria shall hereafter be
used as expressiog either clioical conditions or anatomical processes. But
at present, while many understaod by these words defiuite diseases, othera
(especially of the German school) apply them to <'ertaiu anatomical conditions wherever noel in whatever cliuical relations found. Thus, while
one employs 0 diphtheria" to indicate a specific zymotic blood-disease, nn<l
"croup" to indicate acute laryngeal obstruction occurring with febrile
symptoms, another will speak of diphtheria aad croup of aay mucous
membrane according to the peculiar anatomical conditions present. "\Ve
have always urged the adoption of the former clinical definitions, as the
only ones that can possibly aid us in reachiug clear and intelligible vi~ws
on this important question; and we trust that their employment in this
sense may soon become universal.
By maDy authorities, true croup is regarded as an idiopathic primary
inflammation, presenting the unusual result of pseudo-membranous exudation, and differing thus from diphtheritic croup, which is a mere complication in the course of a constitutional disease, depending upon the extension
of' the false membrane from the fauces into the larynx.
The considerations upon which this distinction bas been based may be
enumerated as follows : 1, that there are positive differences in the morbi<l
processes present in the two diseases; 2, that croup is a disease peculiar to
childhood, commeocing in the larynx, and though it may pass down into
the trachea, never passes upwards into the pharyox i 3, that it is not
attended with enlargement of the cervical glands; 4, that it is a local,
non-contagious disease, of a sthenic ioflammatory type, without any special
alteration of the blood crasis; 5, that it does not present the complications
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of diphtheria, such as albuminuria and pseudo-membranous exudation on
abraded surfaces, nor its characteri:;tic paralytic !:'=equelre.
1. Ro far as the mere anatomical conditions are concerned, it is now generally conceded that there is no essential difference between primary membranous croup, and membranous croup occurring in the course of diphtheria. "re shall euter more minutely into details when treating of the
morbid anatomy of diphtheria, but it is important to allude here to the
various points of difference which have beeu supposed to exist between
croup and diphtheria in this respect. Isambert stated that ulceraLion of
tbe mucous membrane of the larynx ex isted in diphtheritic croup alone,
but West has met with similar ulceration iu cases of' primary croup, though
somewhat less frequently than in tbe seconda ry diphtheritic form.
It has also been attempted to establish a distinction between the morbid
procesd in croup and in diphtheria upon the greater intensity of the lesion
in the latter case, associated '-vith more S\Yelling anJ a more intense congestion of the mucous membranes; but from careful observation of tbe
numerous grades of severity of the diphtheritic process, we are convinced
that this difference in degree is not constant, and cannot be made the basis
of n radical division of the two diseases.
So too the supposed anatomical differences in the structure of the two
kinds of pseudo-membranes were formerly regarded as significant of an
essential difference between the two diseases. One by one, however,
tbese hypothetical distinctions, whether chemical or hii:;tological, have
been abandoned; and the highest authorities of all countries are agreed
that the differences between the t\VO are merely in degree, and are to be
regarded as due to the different anatomical structure of the pharyngeal
and laryngeal mucous membrane.
'l'he Report of the Committee of the Royal Mecl.-Chir. Socict.y of Loo·
don on the Relations of l\[embrnnous Croup and Diphtheria (Trans., vol.
J:ti i, 9', 1879, p. 80\ states that 11 the testimony of' E'nglish observers does
not seem to supply any anatomical basio for the separation of diphlheritic
fro1n croupous products.H Of recent German writer.5, ·wagner (General
Pathology, Amer. ed., 1876, p. 265-266), who considers the pseudo-membrane~ a8 the result of a peculiar transformation of the epithelial cells,
states "in the greater number of fatal cases of laryngeal croup, diphtheritic exudation is found on the soti:. palate;'' and again "between the
croupous nod croupoas-diphtheritic exudations there is every pos:sible transitioo, whilst sometimes the epithelial change, sometimes the iufiltration of
mucous membranes, preponderates." These expressious, croupous and
crOupous-diphtheritic, it is to be remembered, are used by 'Vaguer in a
purely anat~mical sense. Rindfleisch also (Path. Histology, Syd. Society
Tl'anR., vol. 1, p. 422, etc.) holds that the morbid process which leads to
pseudo-membranous formation is identical in the pharynx, laryux, and
trachea, and Lhat the properties of the false membrane, particularly the
histologicid qunlity of the securing fibrin, and the firmness with which tbe
mem~rane ~dheres to ~he ~ucous surface, vary with its place of origin,
and find their explanat10n 10 the normal structure of the affected part.
Curnil and Ranvier, the morst receut and authoritative among French
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writers on morbid anatomy, assume as established the anatomical identity
of croup and diphtheria; and Shakespeare and Simes, well-known Amel'iClln pathologi$ts, who have translated the work of Cornil and Ranvier
(Philadelphia, 1880), hold the same views. We may add that iu the repealed examinations which we have ourselves made of the false membraues
of primary croup and of pharyngeal diphtheria, we have dis.covered no
differences that were not to be accounted for by the peculiarities of the
normal struct~1re of the parts.
It~ therefore, it must now be admitted, that the anatomical argument in
favor of nu essential distinction between croup and diphtheria has heen refuted, it remains Cor us to consider the several points of clinical difference.
2. It is undoubtedly true that the primary sporadic form of membra·
nous croup occurs more exclusively in children than does the more fully
developed forms of diphtheria; but it must be remembered that iu childhood there is a peculiar tendeucy to acute affections of the larynx, and
that this part is consequently especially liable to become involved in the
cause of diphtheria, and also that a comparatively trifling amuuut of membranous exudation in a child's larynx will produce grave symptoms of
ob.structi1m. .Moreover, it has for ruany years been our decide<l opinion
that in the vast majority of cases of so-called membranous croup, the disease had really begun with some membranous exudation in the fauces,
which has too often been overlooked. Unquestionably, the exudation ·
occurs primarily in the laryux in some cases; but as far as can be determined from existing statistics, this does not occur in more than from 10
to 15 per ceut. of the cases.
Two C•t."CS observed by us in private practice will show how easily mcmbranons
croup might be assumed to be idiopathic, when, in truth, it is <lependent upon diphtheri1t: \\'e were called to see a child, four years of age, on Saturday morning, for
From the severity and steady ad\'ancc of the laryngeal symptoms, and especially from the tone of the cough, which
bore the curious re~cmblance to the sneeze ofa killen we have referred to, we suspected
membranous laryngitis. " 1 hcn fii-st. questioned as to the antecedent~, the mother in~itited that the child had been quite well up to the moment of the invasion of croup the
11ight before. But, after some consideration, !!he stated that the child had not. been
quite as well on the previous i\Ionday and Tue;day, and that on Tuesday she had seen
a few whitish e.pecks on the child's throat, but had thought nothing of them. On careful examination by oursel\"eS there was not a sign of exudation 011 the throat. Jt had
entirely di$.'1ppeared. This child had a violent attack of true membranous croup, and
narrowly er;cape<l death.
On another occasion, a boy, two and a half years old, had a well-marked and sharp
a.ltack of diphtheria of the tonsils and fauces. Re.:;t i11 bed and proper treatment for
four da)·s di"~ipated the di~ease, and the child was allowed to get up. At this time
two other boyg in the i:arue family, of four and six years of age, were seized with
se\'ere diphtheria., marked by high fen~r, loss of strength, a severe inflammation, with
copions exudation on both tonsils and pharynx:. They were quite ill, but recovered
wilhout any extension to the larynx:. At one of ou1· morning visits to these t1Vo cases
the first child, the one who was supposed to have recovered, ran into the room. \Ve
were surpri11ed to hear him give a loud and distinct croupy cough, and to obsen·e that
his voice wa>1 very husky. There was not a sign of disease in the flrnces. We had
him put to bed at once, and resorted to the chlorate of potash and tincture of iron,
which had seemed to cu1·e the first attack. The croup advanced rapidly in spite of
a crClup which had developed the night before.
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canula, and the chi ld died on the table.
Jn the"e two cases th~re were none of the malignant symptoms of diphtheria prCf;cnl,
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ing croup.

3. Much stress has beeo ]aid on the fact, that in croup the cervical
lymphatic glands are not usual1y aft€cted, but t11e cause of this is apparent
when it is remembered that tbe lymphatics of the larynx aad trachea communicate only with the single lymphatic gland below the greater horn of
the hyoid bone, anrl with the small gland at the side of the trachea. 'Vhen
on the other hand the pharynx is involved, the close connection between
its rich lymphatic supply and tbe numerous glands below the angle of the
jaw 1 ruakes eolargement of these glaods a prominent symptom from an
early date.
4. The assertion that croup is a local non-contagious inflammatory
disease ofsthenic type, while diphtheria is a specific zymotic disease of an
adynamic type, can only be briefly noticed here. Undoubtedly there is a
wide difference between the constitutional symptoms of the grave septic
form of' diphtheria and those of croup. Undoubtedly also in cases of
severe diphtheria, especially of epidemic form, where its infectious and
contagious characters are pronounced, aod the constitutional syn1ptoms
are of a low septic type, the pseudo.membrane is likely to be exteusive
and persistent in the pharynx. 'Vhen the primary blood-poisoning is intense, death often occurs before the membrane could extend to the larynx.
But in many cases, iL is our belief that the gravity of the general ~ymp·
toms of pharyngeal diphtheria, is due to a secondary infectiou of the
system from the local disease through the medium of the lymphatics,
whose abundance we have above noted. Oo the other hand, we see cases of
pharyngeal diphtheria, both of epidemic and sporadic form, where the constitutional infection, either primary or secondary, is but slight, and where
the general symptoms are no more adynamic in character than those we
have seen in membranous croup. Especially is this the case io those instances where the pharyngeal exudation has been very slight and trnn·
sient, and the larynx has been speedily invaded with the development of
croup. But although the danger of secondary infection from the exudation iu the larynx is less than when the pharynx is involved, the symptoms
of prostration in croup are often marked. Of course, when the primary
blood-poisoning is intense, and yet the exudation has formed first in the
larynx, as it has done with unusual frequency in certain epidemics of
diphtheria, the constitutional depression has been marked from the first.
We have recently met with three separate instances where, among
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children of a family, one was seized with membranous croup, presenting
the11-ymptoms and course described in the primary idiopathic form; whileoue
or more of the other children were affecte<l with pharyngeal diphtheria,
running into the laryngeal form in one case and causing death . Here the
cause, the type of the dist:ase, and the character of the general symptoms
were similar.
5. Contrary to what has often been asserted, albuminuria is frequently
present in croup. It is true that it is much less frequent thau in pha·
ryngeal diphtheria (-17.4 per cent. as against 85 per cent. of the cases
analyzed by the Committee of' the Med .-Chir. Society); but this is oaly
what would naturally be expected from the greater tendency to secondary
systemic infection when the pharynx is iuvolverl. In regard to the paralytic sequelre, it is clear that no inferences can be drawn, owing to the
small number who recover from croup, and the small percentage of all
ca!:ies of diphtheria in which paralysis occurs. Mackenzie, indeed, states
(Diphtheria, 1879, p. 83) that paralysis has beea occasionally met with
in those that have survived an attack of croup.
\Ve have thus briefly discussed the various points that have been urged
as showing an essential difference between croup and diphtheria. The
question is a vital ly importnnt one; and, in view of the eminent authorities who do not yet admit their identity, it must be regarded as still unsettled. It has therefore seemed best to treat of membranous croup as a
special disease, apart from the brief notice of it we have given in the
article on diphtheria..
Our personal experience constrains us, however, to state that the differences between the two forms of membranous croup above enumerated,
have not seemerl to us sufficient to establish their essential diversity; and
that it is our decided opinion that the vast majority, at least, of the cases
of so-called pseudo-membranous laryngitis or membranous croup, are in
reality instances of laryngeal diphtheria, where tbe faucial deposit has been
slight or possibly absent.
We are led to this couviction, especially by the repeated observation of
cases in private practice, such as those recorded on page 87, where we
hnve beea summoned upon the first symptoms of indisposition, and have
found a trifling amount of membranous exudation on the fauces, which,
in a day or two, had disappeared, while the symptoms of croup supervened. \Ve wish, therefore, to impress deeply on the mind of the reader
the absolute necessity of immediately and repeatedly examining the
throat, whenever the child is taken sick, with even the most trifling
croupy symptoms; siuce, if any membranous exudation be detected on
the tonsils or pharynx, the case must be regarded as probably one of
membranous croup, a most guarded prognosis accor<lingly be given, and
the most careful treatment be immediately instituted.
F1rnQUJ~XCY.-The mortality from this disease is in all years consider·
able, as will be seen from the subjoined table:
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Yenr«.

IIH61
18.tt,
1848,
18-Hl,
1850,
18.)11
18!)2,
18531
18.)-l,
185-31
18.56.
1 s~·>7'

Morta lily
fromCrou1>.

lll
121
177
l:<O
180
208
303
304
2G."J
268

rro~ m~:;~r~eria.
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.:;o

)~.)81

292

1859,
1860,
1861,
1862,
1863,
J8M,
1865,
1866,
18G7,
1868,
18(i9,
1870,
1871,
1872,
1873,
1874,
187S,
J87G,
1877,
1878,
1879,

312
35-1
304
2-)8
4·13
405
3.50
239
185
206
237
316
2fH
296
200
199
428
386
338
388
291

3U7
502

32."J
434
3.j7

260

Tolnl :-.rmtnllly
k~~ :-<tillborn.

5,944
G,881
7,2G8
8,9S9
8,034
8,374
91745
9,184
11,280
9,90G
11,720
J0,331
10,162
9,084
10,849
13,838
14,386
15,045
16,794
16,4.)3

102

rn,oo.;

ll8
118
182
172

13,1,)3
13,949
13,428
15,317
15,485
18,987
15,224
16,238
17,805
18,8!)2
16,004
15,743
15,473

145

160
110
179
6.)G
708

4:)8
464
321

It is difficult to estimate the number of deaths due to
primary mem·
branous croup since diphtheria has made its appearance
in the mortality
lists of the city, as many cases of secondary dipbtberitic
croup have un·
questionably been returned as mere pseudo-membranous
laryngitis.
True croup is, however, rare in compari~on with false
croup, since while
we have seen but ..J.0 cases of ps~udo-membranous laryngitis,
we have met
with upward s of 300 of the catarrhal fo rm . In the
following remarks,
and in those on the causes of croup, we refor the reader
also to the table
in the article on diphtheria, showin g the comparative
monthly and annual
mortalities from these two dh1eases.
From a glance at the accompanyi ng table, it will be seen
that since the
prevalence of diphtheria, the mortality from croup bas
not increased dis·
proportionately to the increase in general mortality. Moreover,
uo change
whatever has occu rred in the type of this disease
during the past ten
years., for the experience of one of us for a number of years
before the term
diphtheria came into use and appeared in the mortality
returns of this
city) enables us to attest the fact that pseudo-membranous
laryngitis, both
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of lhe primary and of Lhe more grave diphtheric form, occurred then
precisely as it does now.
PREDISPOSING CA URES-AGE.-The disease is far most frequent between
the close of the first and fifth years. Thus of 2136 fatal cases reported in
this city duriug the seven years from 1862-68, 301 were under 1 year of
age; .571 between 1 and 2 years i 951 between 2 and 5 years; or 1522
between 1 and 5 years; and 236 between 5 and 10 years; leaving but 77
case.i;; as occurring after the Jatter period of life.
Of 38 C'ases that we have seen, 30 occurred between 2 and 7 ypars of age;
while of the remaining 7, 1 occurred at the age of 18 months:, 1 at that of
19 mouths, 1 at H years, 2 at 11 years, and 1 each at lH and 124- years.
SEX cannot be said to exercise any decided influence upon the frequency
of the disease. Thus of the above 2136 cases, 1115 occurred in males, l021
in females.
CoxsTITUTroN.-A feeble and delicate constitution is tboltgbt by some
to be a powerful predisposing cause, but this is at least very doubtful.
Of the 40 cases referred to, of which we have preserved notes, 29
occurred in healtby vigorous childreu, while the remaiuiug 11 occurred in
children who, though neither very weak nor very sickly, presented a rather
delicate appearance.
SEASON exerts a very powerful influence upon the Jevelopment of croup.
Thus the mortality from it reaches its maximum du1fog the mouths of November, December, and January,during which quarteraboutfourtimesas many
deaths occur from croup as dur ing the months of June, July, and August.
It is, however, comparatively frequent from October to March, inclusive.
Tbe relation between the mortality from croup and the temperature
nppears to be a definite and quite constant oue, since, as will be seen by
referring to the table in the article on diphtheria, with the single exception of' February, the mean monthly tE'mperature and the rnean monthly
mortality from croup vary in inverse ratio throughout the entire year.
The fact that croup occupies a relation to temperature so much more
definite than that held by diphtheria, may be due solely to the special
teudency to 1Myngeal irritation that exists during inclemeut weather.
The following interesting table is condensed from the report of the MedicoChirurgical Committee (op. cit., p. 10).
,January,
F('brl1:1ry,
:March,

10

April,.

s

.May,.
June, .

5
12

July,.

9
13
10

Augui;t,

September, .
October,
.
November,.
Dt:ceruber,.
Total,

s

12
4

.101

49
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The exciting causes are but little understood. It is known that membranous exudation may follow the application of irritating agents to the
laryngeal mucous ruembrnne, but this would account for only very rare
iustances of croup. Exposure to cold au<l sudden changes of temperature
have been frequently assigned as causes, but careful examination tends to
disprove their influence. In none of the cases that we have seeu could
the exciting cause be even suspected. It seems to us, therefore, altogether
probable that it originates from the influeuces that cause diphtheria, and
that the action of such agents as cold and wet is limited to determining
the localization of the exudation in the laryux. It is but improbable ah~o
that the existence of some predisposing individual peculiarity may be
assumed.
SECOND .A.'l"fACKS of membranous croup, though rare, are mentioned
as occurriug by several authors; and, in our remarks on tracheotomy,
we quote from .Millard an allusion to five cases, in each of which' the
operation was twice successfully performed for successive attacks of this
diseuse.
\Ve have ourselves met1with two instances in which second attacks oc·
curred. One was a girl, who had her first al tack at the age of lH years,
and her second at the age of 12~, and recovered from both without the
operation. The second patient was a boy, who had his first attack, a very
severe one, but from which he recovered without tracheotomy, at the age
of 5~ years; and his second attack, which is fully detailed at the end of
the article on trachf::otomy (Case 1), at the age of 7-} years.
ANATOMICAL LES1oss.-The false membrane may cover the whole
mucous membrane of the larynx, and extend into the pharynx, trachea,
and bronchi; or it may be confined to the larynx, either forming a complete lioing to the cavity of that organ, or consisting merely of patches
of various size:s, with intervals of mucous membrane destitute of exudation.
It is, in the first place, important to ascertain the proportion of cases
in which the deposit extends into the bronchi, nod those in which it remains limited to the laryox, or larynx and trachea, as the determination
of this point has some bearing upon the questioo of the propriety of the
operation of tracheotomy. It appears from a table given by ~L Guersent
(Diet. de A!Cdecine1 t. ix, p. 346)1 containing the results of cases collected
by M. Hussenot from various sources, and of autopsies made by M. Bretonneau, numbering in all 171, that in 78 the membrane did not extend
beyond the trachea, and that in 42 it invaded the bronchi, and in 30 the
condition of the bronchi was not mentioned; and in 21 there were no
false membranes; so that of 120 ca~e:s, in which the extent of the false
membrane was accurately noted 1 it was confined to the larynx and trachea
in 78 1 and extended into the bronchi only in 42; or in about one-third
of the cases. This proportion is the same that Millard gives (De la
Tracheotoniie da11s le cas de Croup, Th~e de Paris, 1858), in his masterly
memoir upo n croup, after an analysis of a large series of cases. Our own
experiencf', based upon 15 cases in which we ascertained with exactitude
(by autopsy or by tracheotomy) the exteut of the membrane, would in<li-
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cate that it passed into the bronchi in a large proportion of cases; since
in 7 of these 15 cases the exudation extended beyoud the trachea. It is
to be boroe iu miud, however, that the cases upon which these calculations
are based have very frequently resulted fatally, an<l presented extensive
formation of pseudo-membrane in the bronchi; and it is probable that it
really exists there in other instances, but to u much less extent, so that
recovery takes place, and renders it impossible to determine accurateiy the
extent of the exudation.
The proportion of' cases in which the pharynx is implicate<l is also important, since it affects the diagnosis of the disease, and indeed bears upon
the question of the identity or non-identity of pseudo·membranous laryngitis and diphtheritic croup.
'Ve have already referred to this important point, and would here merely
repe~1t our belief1 that in the vast majority of cases of membranous croup
the di:Sease has begun with exudation on the pharynx, though perhaps
only to a very trifling extent. It is evident that most of the statistics
publishe<l as bearing ou thir:i point, are not really applicable. Some of
them, as those of Bretonneau and Guers:ent, ouly show the proportiou of
primary membrauous laryngitis to diphtheria in geuernl; which from
these and other sources may be computed as not more than three per cent.
Other sets of' statistics, and this remark applies to most that have been published1 only show the proportion of cases of croup where the fauces were free
from exudation at a variable period after the inception of the disease;
and when the cases ha'!,e been brought to hospitals, it has usually only beea
after the laryngeal symptoms have become pronounced; by which time,
as our experience in pri\•ate practice has shown conclusively, the faucial
deposit, which was frequent at first, may have entirely disappeared.
l\Iackenzie (op. cit., p. S:l) states, without giving any figures in :mpport,
that croup originates in the larynx or trachea only in 10 or 12 per cent.
of the cases. Our own experience, in cases seen at the very outset,
would give 16 per cent. as the proportion: thus, in 33 cases observed by
ourselves, io which the condition of tLe throat was recorded, the croup followed membranous angina in 23 cases; in 5 the disease begau in the la1·yux,
but was attended later with small deposits upon the tonsils; aud in 5 only
was there no deposit on the throat at any time.
The fauces and pharynx do not preseut any constant alterations in cases
of croup. Frequently, however, the mucous membrane is red and swollen,
and there may be patches of membranous exudation upon the tonsils, velum,
half~arches, or on the pharynx. These patches are usually thin, whitish, and
may not persist more than twenty·f(rnr tu forty-eight hours, disappearing and
being succeeded by similar formations in some other part of the throat.
'Ve believe, indeed, that such patches of exudation will be found in a
large proportion of cases duriug the first two or three days of the attack;
and that they are not more frequently observed, chiefly because the symptoms are usually so slight during this stage, that either no medical attendant is summoned, or his attention is not attracted to the throat.
The most important and characteristic morbid appearances are, however,
to be found below the glottis, and consist in the presence of pseudo-mem-
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braaous exudatiou. and of certain alterations in the respiratory mucous
membrane.
The false membrane mi\y be limited to the larynx, or to the larynx nnd
trncheaj or it may extend over these part~ and into the branches of' the
bronchi even to the third a11d fourth division. In the larynx, trachea,
and eve'D the primitive bronchi, it urny appear merely as patches of va~i
ous sizes, with intervening spaces of vascular mucous membrane i but ID
the smaller air-passages it usually takes the form of complete tubes li~iog
the bronchus. In some cases, such tulrnlar casts may be formed conunuously from the lnryux: <lown to the minute bronchioles, completely lining
the air-passages.
It is undoubted, that in the more sthenic idiop11thic
form of membranous laryngitis, the membrane is more apt to extend
deeply into the ramifications of' the bronchi, than when it occurs as a complication of diphtheria.
The fol.:se membrane is commonly of a yellowish-white color, and from
a fiflh of a line to a line in thickness. lt.3 consistence is generally considerable, and it is usually somewhat elastic; indeed the more white and
fihrou3 varieties posse~s a degree of firmn ess and toughness that renders it
difficult to tear the membrnne, or teaze it out with needles. It i;; an almost
invariable rule, that the membrane lining the upper part of the air-passages
is more white and firm thau that found in the smaller bronchi i so that it
frequently happens, that, on drawing out the ti rm white tubular mem·
brane lining the larynx, trachea, and primary bronchi, it is seen to terminate in branches which grow progressively softer, more yellow and purulent
as they become smaller and smaller.
•
The free surface of the r~eudo-membrane is usually covered with puri·
form mucu!1i, while the.attached surface is aJherent with various degrees
of force to tbe mucous membmne beneath. The streagth and closenc:ss of
thP.se ndhe5ions are often proportionate to the firmness aud toughness of
the false membrane it;;;elf. In the larynx and trachea it is often necessary to employ a good deal of force to separate the exudation from Lhe
mucous membrane, and iunumerable little fibres are seen passing from one
to the other, as though they were processes of exudation dipping into the
minute orifices of the mucous follicles. On the other hand, the adhesion
between the exudation and mucous membrane is rarely close in the smaller
bronchi, or in cases where the pseudo-membrane in the larynx and trachea
is less firm and consistent.
These false membranes consist, according to Hasse, mainly of fibrin
blended with mucus in various proportions (Puth. Anal., Syden. Soc. ed.,
p. 278). On micro~copic examination, they present a more or less close
fibrous ba~is, consisting of intern·o\•en fine fibrils, with imbedded cells in
varying number; these cells presenting the ordinary appearances of exudation corpuscles, being round, grauuJar 1 n.nd coutaining from one to three
small nuclei. The action of various chemical reagents u pon them will be
found detailed in the article ou diphtheria.
The mucous membrane beneath tbe exudation presents various shades
of redness, or it is purplishi or even ecchymosed and blackish. It is also
swollen, aud may be slightly softened or friable, and has a dull excori0
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ated nppearnnce, though actual ulceration very rarely exists. \\l'"est mentions the occurrence of small aphthous ulcers about the edges of the rima
gloltiJis aud the aryteuoid car1ilages as a frequent lesion in idiopiuhic
croup i but the same lesion has been ob3erved in the diphlheritic form of
the disease. There is also vascularity, though usually to a less marked
degree, of the bronchial mucous membrane at the points where no exudation exists.
The lungs prei;ent some abnormal condition in the great majority of cases.
Bronchitis and pneumonia are frequent complications of the disease; and
in addition there is often collapse of larger or smaller portions of lu11gtissue from occlusion of some bronchus by the pseudo-membrane. In
other iaslances, or frequently in coajuoction with collapse of portions of
the lungs, the violent respiratory efforts induce either vesicular or even
inter~titial emphysema, especially of the anterior borders of the lung.s.
The morbid appearance~ found in cases where the croup has followed
diphtheritic angina, will be fully descrilJed under the head of this latter
disease.
In the secondary croup of measles, the appearances are very similar to
those ohsen ed in primary cases, while in that of scarlet fever the exudation rliffors in being less consistent and less uniformly spread o\'er the diseaserl part. In the last-named malady, the membrane is thinner and less
adherent, and, in some cases, puriform, soft, and of a grayish color. It is
u~uully poor in fibrin, and prone to decomposition.
The ruucuus membrane is generally discolored and softened.
SnlPTOMs.-In the majority of cases, the development of the symptoms
clmrnt::tC'ristic of croup, is preceded for a few days by the ordiua.ry symptoms of' catarrh nod slight ~ore throat. The child is feverish au<l drowsy;
there is cough, which 1m1y possess a sligl1t croupy character at some periiJ<l
of the twenty-four hours, but more frequeutly seems like an ordinary
caturrlrnl cough i coryza is very rarely present, but there is slight soreness
behind the angles of the jaws, and the fauces are seen to be reddened, nnd
probably small, thin patches of' pseudo-membrane may be visible on the
tonsils or fiwces. Thi~ early stage lasts a variable time, usually from one
to three or four days, and is more or les3 gradually succeeded by tbe syrup·
toms indicative of laryngeal obstrnction.
\rhen 1 on the other hand, the disease begins in lhe larynx, the invasion
is marked by hoarseness of the voice, and hoarse, croupal cough, which
often continue for one, two, or three cfoys, until the disP.ase has made
cornsiderable progress, before the parents deem it necessary to send for n
phy:sicinn. In a case that cnme under the observation of one of ourselves,
the child was playing about the room at a time wben he ha.d hoarse, whispering voice, aud cough, and stridulous respiration. In another we were
not called until the evening of the third day, though the child bad had
~trid11lous cough and respiration for two nights; but, as he always seemed
better in the morning, it was not thought necessary to scud for a physician
until after he had bel'Ome violently ill. In a third case there was honr:sene~s of the voice and slight croupal cough during the afternoon of one
day nod the ensuing night, aud the next morning fully developed croup,
1
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with fibrinous patches on each tonsil. These symptoms are not generally
accompanied by fever at first. The appetite is usually unimpaired, the
thirst scarcely uugmented 1 and the child, though somewhat dull and languid, is db.posed to be amused at times. In other and severer cases, on
the coutrary, the disease becomes aggravated much more rapidly, and
may soou lead to a fatal termination.
The change of the voice is the first symptom observed in the cases which
begiu in the laryux. It has always been describe<l to us as hoarse, like
that which is heard in an ordinary cold. As the disease progresses, the
voice becomes more and more hoarse and difficult, until at length it is
reduced to a mere whisper. The grade of the hoarseness varies, howeve r,
to a very great degree in the same case, the diversities depending probably
upon the amount of the spasm of the larynx at the moment, and upon the
state of the exudation. 'Ve have several times observed the voice to become much strougcr and clearer after the operation of au emetic. in consequence, no doubt, of its relaxing effect upon the glottis. The c011gh is
peculiar. At first slightly hoarse, it becomes, as the case goes on, very
hoarse and hollow, and then short and smothered. It is rnriable in frequency, and is apt to occur in paroxysms, which are often very trouhlPsome from their frequent recurrence. Towards the termiuation of the
disease in fatal cases, or whenever the case is very se\·ere, it is altogether
different in character from what it was at tbe beginning, becoming short,
instantaueous, and smothered, so that it might very well be called whispering. As the disease progresses, it is accompanied by stridulous respiration,
in which a hoarse, rough, hissing, or crowing sound is produced by the
rush of the air through the constricted laryux. rrhis sound is usually
heard at first only during forced inspirations, aud is therefore noticed first
during the long inspiration which precedes coughing. Next it is heard
during the violent respiratory movements which accompany Lhe act of
crying; and as the larynx becomes more and more clogged with tbe exudatiou, it occurs <luring both inspiration and expiration, in every act of
respiration, and is so loud as to be heard over the \\hole room, or even in
adjoining rooms.
The respiration is natural in the early part of the attack, but as the
voice and cough assume their characteristic features, and the stridulous
sound is established, it grows more frequent, risiug to 28, 32, .jQ, and 48
in the minute. At first easy and natural, it becomes, during the height
of the sympto'.11s, and ~specially in fat:1l cases, the most frightful dy8pncea.
we have seen many d1seast:. Every movement of inspiration requires the
whole force of the iuspiratory muscles to lift the walls of' the chest and
enable tl~e a!r to. find its way t!Hough the narrow aud obstructed gl~ttis;
each exp1rat1on, 1.nstead of b.e~ng short and easy, as in health, and in
nearly all other diseased cond1t1ons, requires a slow and laborious contraction ~f the exrii:ator~ muscles to expel from the lungs the air which they
con tam, and which h.1sses. thr?ug~1 the ~~rynx with a sound nearly as loud
as that produced dur111g msp1rat1ou. Ihe dyspuooa juot described is for
the .most part constant, but exhibits paroxysmal agg mvations from time
to time.
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When n paroxysm of dyspncea occurs, the expression of the ch ild is that
of the most terrilJle nuxiety, or of the wildest terror. In some instances,
the fnce becomes deeply red, then blue, livid, a nd finally pale and white,
nnd for a moment life may seem extin ct. In other cases in which the
dy5pnc:ea is constant, the face is of a dusky red color, the express ion anxious and haggard, and the ch ild either li es Oil its sid e with the head thrown
far backwards in a state of sonrnolence, or constn ntl y changes its position
from restlessness without noticiug anything around it.

Jacobi (Amer. Jow·. of Ob.,tet., May, 1868, pp. 13-65) lays particular
i::tress upon the fact that in membranous croup the dyspacea ex ists both in
inspiration and expi ra tion, whereas in spasmod ic cata rrhal croup it is
ch iefly present in inspiration, a nd is due, he thinks, to paralysis of the
crico·arytenoid muscles from cedema and infiltration, so that the voca l
cord;, are brought into contact during inspirat ion.
There is one further peculiarity about thedyspncea of membranous croup
to which we would direct especial notice, since we regard it as of the utmost importan ce. This cons ists in the occurrence, in certa iu cases, of a
deep sul cus around the base of the chest, and of recessio n of the lower part
of the ste rnum and the epi gastrium duriDg the act of inspiration.
These phenomena are, perhaps, partly due to the violent action of the
diaphragm, but undoubtedly their chief ca use is the atmospheric pressure,
which acts herei as it has been clea rl y shown by Jenner to act also in
rickets, to produce the deformi ties of the th ora x characteri stic of that disease. Th e norma l relation which exists between the firmn ess and resistance of the thoracic walls, the power and rapidity of contraction of the
diaphragmi the elasticity of the luu gs, and the size of the orifice of the
laryn x, is here disturbed by the greater or less degree of occlu sion of the
larynx by membranous exudation. The calibre of the larynx being thus
diminished, so that the air enters the lungs but slowly, and the diaphragm
contractin g violently, there will necessarily be recession of the softer parts
of the chest-walls at each inspiration.
The persistence of these phenomena. during insp iration for e\Te n a sh ort
time is, we believe, in the hig hest degree characteristic of the presence of
false membranes in the larynx; and when, despite the use of emetics, this
form of resp iratio n continues, it constitutes one of the strongest iudica.·
tions for the performance of tracheotomy.
There is no expectoration early in the diseasei or it consists of yellowish
viscous mucus. At a l!lter period there is usmdly expectoration of false
membrane, sometimes in the form of a complete tube, or, much more frequently, of smnll, irr<::gular fragments, mi xed with mucus, or with the
matters ejected from the stomach by vomiting. To detect the membrane,
the substances expectorated or vomited ought to be placed in water, when
the for mer detaches itself from the mucus and other matters, and is ea1'i ly
recognized. I t is not voided in all cases iu which it is known to be present
in the larynx.
Thus of' Lhe thirty-five cases observed by ourselves, it was expelled by
voruiLing or coughing in twelve; in Lwenty·oue none was rejected, though
its presence in each case was proved by the character of the symptoms,
7
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by its existence ia the fauces, by autop;;;_,,, or by the operation of tracheotomy ; in one there was expectoration of masses of viscid, yellowi~h
fibrin, though none of membrnue; and in one there was no positi\·c evidence of its existence. M. Vulleix (Guide du Jlled. Prat., t. i, p. 330)
stales that of fifty-one cases, in which the symptoms were very carefu ll y
observed, uo traces of the exudation could be cli~covered either in the expectoration or in the matters rejecteJ by vomitiug in twenty-six, though
its exi:stence was pro\·ed by post-mortem examinalion.
In the severe cases of true croup tbat have come under our notice,
auscultation has been of little or no aid. In fact the chest-souud11
have been, in most cases, so completely masked by the loud shrillness
of the laryngeal stridor, that we have been unable to judge with any
sat ho.faction to ourselves of the condition of the lungs. It has been impossible to determine whether the inability to detect the natural respiratory
murn1ur depended on the small volume of air that found its way through
the obstructed larynx, or on the fact that all 8ound was mas.keel by the
stridor. This is particularly unfortunate, since, were it not for this circumstance, we might be able to judge by auscultation of the extent to
whid1 the bronchi have been invaded by the false membrane,-a matter
very important to determine when the question of tracheotomy comes to
be mooted in any case.
In ca~es in whid1 the laryngeal ohstructio11 is not very great, and the
stridulous sound consequently less loud, we may ausrult the chest to some
profit. The vesicular murmur is then ~ither uatural, or altered according
to the stale of the lung. This question will be found referred to more
fully in our remarks 011 the indications for the operation of tracheotomy.
There is a slight febrile movement at the ousct, or a clay or two after the
appe-arance of the earlieet symptoms. 'Vhen the disease is fully estab·
li$hed, the fever is $Ometimes violent. The pulse r ises to 130, HO, 160, or
even higher; it is generally regular and strong at fi rst, but as the case progrc~~es, becomes small, feeble, and very rapitl. 111 one of the paroxy.sms
tlrnt we witnessed, it became so rapid that it could not be couuted, and at
la!:it ceased to beat at either wri~t for a few in~tants. The beat ancl dry' ne:<1' of the skin are very moderate at fir.:i.t, but iucrease as the di:<eru)e
reaches its maximum, to diminish afterward.s gradually, and in fatal case:o,
to he replaced by coldnes~, with copious clammy perspirations. The
strength is not dimiub;hed at first, but as the di~ease progresses, becomes
more or IE"ss so in proportion to the violence and duration of the case.
The dige15tive organs are but little disturbed by the influence of the d isease,
with the exception of dimiuution or los:;; of appetite, and moderate thirst,
during the violent period. Spont:rneou~ vomiting or diarrhrea are rare,
though both sometimes occur. The tongue is moist, and generally covered with a yellowi,.h-white fur. Pain in fnmt of the laryux has been
noticed by several author~. 'Ve have our~clves observed it in but one
case.
'l.'umPfaction of the subm~xillary glands, which is a frequent symptom
of p!-<eudo-membr~~ous nng11rn, ought always to he sought fur, and when
prc::cut Jenda additional support to the diagno~i,.,
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The mode of recoi•ery in favorable cases is different in dilfereut instances.
In ~orne it is su<lden, taking place rapidly nod steadily after the expectoration of a tubular-shaped membrane. The rejection of the deposit in
this form is, however, a rare event, and is not always followed by recovery.
We have seen in this city three distinct tubules of false membrane, which
were lhrown from the larynx of the same child at intervals of two <lays
each. The fir~t was the largest, ancl came e\·idently from the whole length
of the larynx and trachea; the second wa.s somewhat shorter, and the
third not more than half so long as the first. The child was greatly re·
lieved for some hours on each occasion of the rejection of a tubule, but
then became more oppressed as the exudation again collected. It sank
from exhaustion after the third came away.
As n general rule, the recovery is slow aud gradual. After free vomiting, after the expectoration of fragments of false membrane mixed with
mucu~, or, as happened to ourselves in two ca<:es, after the expectoration
of ma;.;.,.e.~ of tough yellowish fibrin. or lastly, after the rejection of mucoi<l
and frothy sputa only, the symptoms gradually ameliorate; the slridulous
re~piration slowly sub~ic.les, and at last disappears; the cough, which was
8hort, hoarse, and smothered 1 becomes louder, stronger, less hoarse, and
what is still more favorable, loose; the nphonia moderates, but very slowly;
the fover disappears; appetite and gayety return i and, aftn a variable
length of time, the child enters into full eonrnleseence. Tbe hoarseness
of' voice very generally continues for several days after all the other symp!Oms have lost their dangerou'3 character, and ::;ometimes la::;ts for weeks.
I n one cnse the voice was still weak and hoarse on the tenth t!ay, and in
:111other during 1he seventh week. (See a paper on Croup, by J. F. Jleig!,

,lf.D., A111. Jfed. Jour. JJied. &i., April, 184i.)
DunATION.-Dt:i.tth has been known to occur on the first, second, and
third days, but such cases are rare. The duration of the disease may be
Hated at from three to thirteen day:;;, as its most common term. The cases
~een by our~elvcs lasted from five to fourteen days.
D1.\0~0~1s.-There cu.n be no difficulty in recognizing the presence of
p"eudo·mcmbranous laryngitis, when the development of the symptoms of
luryngenl ob:-;truction has been preceded for several day$ by diphtheritic
rorethront.
When, however, t11e disease seems to begin in the larynx, and especially
when there is no exudation whatever in the fauces, the diagnosis becomes
more cmharra,.,.ing, siucc under the~e circumstances there are two other
larynge1\l affoC'tions with which true croup may be confounr1ed, to wit:
fo.be croup or ~pasmodic cutarrhal laryngitis, and laryngismus stridulus.
The mode of di::;tingui~hiug hctwcen these ditferent rlisorders has been carefully de;rribcd in the remarks on diagoo::;is uader the head of the former
di~en~e. "Te wi~h in this place merely to call the attention of the reader,
and particularly of the youug practitioner, to the extrf'me importance of
the difforentinl diagnosis between the disease now under consideration and
fol~e or spa .. motlic croup, since the former is one of the mo&t dangerous
and frightful di.~orders to whith c·hildren are subject, clt'111n11cliag vigorous
treatmeut from the start, at which ptriod ooly i;; medical treutmt:nt likely
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to be successful; whilst the latter, though of a much more threateni ng
aspect at the beginuing, is in fact a mild and safe disease in comparisou,
and one rarely requiring other than very simple treatment.
In this connection we would urge again the extreme importance of a
careful examination of the throat in every case where there are even the
most trifling croupy symptoms present, since if membranous exudation be
present either on the pharynx or tonsils, there is great danger that the
laryngeal symptoms are due to an exten~iou of the false membrane.
PROGNOSIS.-Pseudo-membranous laryngitis is a very fatal disease. In
its :;porn.die form it is decid~dly less dangerous than when it occuro in the
course of epidemic diphtheria, owing to an exlensio11 of the exudation from
the fauces into tbe larynx; but it still ought, at all times and in all shapes,
to arouse the utmost caution of the practitioner.
M:\I. Ri lliet and B.irthez state that its common termination is in clealh.
M. Valleix says that, u to speak in general terms, it is fatal when not
treated energetically." M. Guersent (loc. cit., p. 365), after a careful con·
@ideration of the statements of various authors, says: "In fact, true croup
is one of the most dangerous of all diseases; it is generally fatal." He
adds that he has seen at least 100 cnses of spasmodic croup without a
singl e death, while of 10 chi ldren attacked with true croup, it is scarcely
pos.:;:ible to save two.
\Ve have ourselves seen upwards of 200 cases of spasmodic or fobe
croup, all of which without exception recovered, while of the 35 cases of
true croup, of which we have preserved careful notes, 16 died .
The danger is great in proportion as the child is younger and more
feeble, aod in proportioo to the rapidity of the case and the degree of the
dyspacea. The most unfavorable symptoms are: loud stridulous sound,
heard both in th~ inspiration and expiration; laborious and prolonged
expiratioo i recession of the base of t.be thorax during inspiration; w hi~·
pering voice or complete aphonia; congestion of the face and neck; soni·
uoleoce; weak, rapitl, and irregular pulse; cold extremities; aud cold,
clammy perspirations. The favorable sympto1ns are: expectoration of
false membranes; diminution of the stridulous re.spiration; the change
from whispering to hoarseue~s or to clearo ss of the voice; looseness of
the cough; morleratiou of the fever; improvement of the temper and
mora l state; and amelioration of the general condition.
The case should uot, however, be abnndooed as hopeless until life is
actually extinct. Ao instance has beeu elsewhere put on record by one
of us (see pape" by D,.. J.P. Meigs, loc. cit.) of the reco\'ery of n child
after momentary suspension of aoimation from asphyxia on two occasion~,
though these attacks were followed by a dreadful illness of two days.
TREATME~T.- \~e a_re desirous, at the_ beginning of oor remarks upon
the treatment of this disease, to express the opinion that none is W·ely to
succeed uoless it be applied early in the case, and by this we mean io the
course of the first or, at the latest, second day. And not on ly sh ou1d it
be. com~eoc~d ear.ly, but the most active remedies ought to be appli ed at
tb1s pen od, Ill their full force. The very momcat there is good reason to
suppose that a case will prove to be one of membr.:1.uous croup, the mo~t
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energetic means ought to be brought to bear upon it, and if this be done
from the first, or even second day, we ran not but hope that a considerably
larger proportion of recoveries may take place than has heretofore been

thought possible.
In the study of the treatment, it will be uecessary to rely chiefly upon
the works that have been publi~hed since the distinction between the two
forn1s of croup has beeu correctly drawn, for it is impossible to place
much dependence on the assertions of previous writers, inasmuch as their
opinions iu regard to the effects of trentmeut mu:<t l1ave been formed from
indi.;criminate experience in two very opposite di:sen:::es. It is only neces:->ary to recollect the enormous differcuce in the mortality of the two
nffectiom, as shown by our own experieuce and the statistics quoted from
Guer.:'ent, to be convinced that the success of any plan of treatmcut in the
one is no fair argument for its probable success in the other. The ruost
important objects to be held in view in the treatment, are the following:
to prevent, if this be at all possible, the formation of false membrane; after
il.8 production, to cause its dissolution, or render it less adherent; to pro·
voke it.s expectoration; to prevent its reproduction after it is once expelled; to subdue the inflammatory condition which exists; to allay the
painful symptoms; and in every way to support the system.
Bloodletting.-Some authors still award to bloodletting a high place in
importauce amongst the medical means in our possession, and it wns formerly regarded by many in this country as an indispensable agent in the
cure. Moreover, there are not a few who believe that, when promptly and
boldly resorted to, it will seldom foil in arresting the disease.
The more careful and extended study which this question has received
during the past few years, however, bas led many observers to doubt the
effimcy of venesection in arresting the course of this iuflammation, or preventing the formation of membranous exudation.
In those cases where croup supervenes in the cour~e of epidemic diphtheria, there can be no doubt that bloodletting is entirely contra-indicated;
nnd the same remark may be made of those sporadic cases of pseudo-membranous laryngitis, where the onset of the disease is slow, and its course
gradual, and unattended by high febrile reaction. Indeed, the more wide
experience we have ourselves had in the treatment of this disease during
lute year~, has convinced us that bloodletting is, to say the least, nnnecesrnry, excepting perhaps in cases where the disease occurs suddenly in
vigorous children, and is attended at an early period of the attack by
violent febrile action and especially marked suffocative symptoms. Uuder
such circumstances, aud such only, it may be advisable to resort to a
moderate general venesection, principally for the mechanical relief thus
afforded to the acute and intense venous stasis caused by the obstructed
respiration.
For all the other indications, however, for which bleeding was formerly
recommended in croup, namely, for the reductirJll of the fever and inflammation, and for the arrest of the exuda.tive process, we prefer resorting to
the other remedies hereafter mentioned.
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Emelics.-Emetics are recommended by all writers, and are generally
acknowledged to be amongst the most, if not the most, efficient of all the
mt>ans employed. l\L Valleix (op. cit., t. i, p. 338) has demonstrated their
importance more fully than any other writer. He states that of fifty-three
cases of the disease, tartar emetic and ipecacuanha were chiefly relied on
in thirty-one, of which fifteen were cured i whilst of the twenty-two otherP,
in which they were parsimoniously given, but a single one recovered . He
gives other facts in regard to these cases which are highly interesting and
important. Thus, of the thirty-one cases treated with powerful emeticil,
false membrane was rejected during the efforts of vomitiug in twenty-six;
and of these, fifteen, or nearly three-fifths, recovered. In the five others
of the thirty-one, oo the contrary, no membrane was expelled, and they
all terminated fatally. Again, of the tweoty·two cases in which emetics
formed but a secondary part of the treatment, two rejected false mem·
brane, and of these one recovered; whilst of the twenty others in which no
false membrane was expelled, not one escaped.
Our own experience in regard to emetics has been as follows: They
were administered frequently and iu full doses in thirteen of the twentyone cases which began with anginit, of which we have preserved notes; in
six they were employed to a moderate extent, and in two not at all. Of
the thirteen cases in which they were freely administered, eleven recovered;
but, as in one of these life was saved only by tracheotomy, the success cannot be attributed to the emetice. Of the eight cases in which the emetic
plan was not pushed, all but one ended fatally. False membrane was re·
jected in eight out of the thirteen cases above referred to. Iu one of the
eight cases tLe quantity rejected was very small, and this was the case in
which the child was ultimately saved only by operation.
Of thirteen cases in which the disease began in the larynx, emetics were
energetically used, and frequently employed, in eight. Of the eight, five
recovered. In four of the eight cases, fragme11ts of false membraue were
rejected, and in a fifth, a mass of viscid, yellowish fibrin (this case was
marked as one of unquestionable membranous croup by patches of false
membrane on the tonsils). Of these five, four recovered. In three of the
eight, no false me1nbrane was rejected, and of these two died. In five of
the thirteen cases they were not freely used, being employed in two only
as a secondary means; in one other only at the very termination of the
attack, as we were not called to the case UL1til the tenth day, the patient
haviug been under homreopathic treatment before; and in the remaining two cases they were not employed at all. Tracheotomy was performed in four of these five cases, but iu only one was a successful re:;Ult
obtained.
It is indeed true that there were peculiarities about the acre and the
type of the di:;ease in the above groups of cases which ma; modify to
some extent the conclusions which seem inevitable; but the statements
and facts above given are quite sufficient to show that emetics exert a
most powerful and beneficial influence on the disease, and that they ought,
therefore, to form a principal and essential part of the treatment.
Tbe emetics generally employed in Europe and in this country are tartar
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emetic an<l ipecacuanha, which are given in the usual doses to produce
full voruiliug. 'Ve would, however, strongly discountenance the employment of tartar emetic as an emetic, uuder auy circumstances, in children i
and, at least in the rlisense under consideration, we do not like ipecacuanha
as au emetic so well as one which, eo far as we know, was first recommeocled by the late Dr. Charles D. i\Ieigs. We refer to the Alurneo of
the Pharmacop:."Cia.
Io au article published by him in the Medical Examiner (vol. i, p. 414,
1838) , he says he has been "accustomed to make use of au emetic, which 1
so far as I can learn, is very little employed, but which, from the certainty
and the speediness of its operation, ought to be more generally admitted
into the list of available medicines for this particular case at least. I
have been familiflr with its effects for more than twenty years, and my
confidence in it increases rather than diminishes by time." Ile adds,
11
I think that I have never given more than two doses without causing
very full vomiting; but I have often given large quantities of antimonial
wine and ipecacuanha, without succeeding in exciting the efforts (Jf the
stom1LCh."
The alum is given in powder, io the dose of a teaspoonful 1 mixed in
honey or ~yrup, or in syrup of ipecacuanha, to be repeated every ten or
fifteen minutes until it operates. It is not generally necessary to give a
second dQse, as one operates in the majority of cases very soon after being
taken. 'Ve have kuowu it to fail to produce vomiting only in two instances, both of which were fatal cases. In one the disease had gone so
far before we were called, Lhat oo remedy had any effect upon the stomach.
fo the other, it was administt!red several times with full success, but lost
its effect at last, as bad happened also in regard to antimony and ipecacuaulrn.. The reasons for which we prefh alum to antimony, or ipecacuauha
alone, are the following: Antimony, when resorted to as frequently in the
disease as we are of opinion that emetics ought to be, is too violent in its
action; it prostrates many children to a dangerous Jegree, and is, we fear,
in some cases, itself one cause of death. It acts injuriomsly upon the
gastro-intestiual mucous membrane when used iil large quantities and for
auy considerable length of time. Again, it is very apt to lose its efiect,
anJ to fuil to produce vomitiug. Ipecacuanha is a much safer remedy than
tartar emetic, but its operation is often too mild, and it not unfrequeutly
fails to produce any effect after it has been used several times. The advantages of the alum are that it is certain and rapid in its action, and
that it operates without producing exhaustion or prostration beyond that
which always follows the mere act of vomiting. It does not tend, like
aotimony, aud iu a less degree ipecacuanhn, to produce adyuamia of the
nervous system i au effect which, in some constitutions or states of the constitution, or when it has been exhibited frequently, is often attended with
iojurious or even dangerous consequences. 'Ve have given alum in the
dose above mentioned every four or five hours, for two or three days,
without observing any bad effects to result from it. The alum was given
in all tbe cases that we have seen, in which emetics were used, and was
usuolly the o~ly ooe employed when it was found to produce full vomit·
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Ia one of the cases accompanie<l by violent angina, ipecacuan ha
was substituted because of its smaller bulk. 'Ve hnve already said that
it failed to produce vomiting only in two instances. It was the emet ic
iu g.

employed in the nine cases in which fragments of false membrane were
rejected, and in that in which the yellow viscid fibrin was expell ed. Alth ough it did not occasion the rejection of membrane in the other cases, it
operated most speedily aurl efficiently.
Sulphate of copper has been highly recommended by several writers for
its emetic operation, and, by some of the German physicians, as exerting
a specific influence upon the disease in addition to it-; emetic effect. As
au emetic, it may be given to a chi ld two or three years ohl, in the dose
of from half a grain to a g rain every fifteen minutes, uutil it operates. To
obtain its specific action it is continued afterwards in do¥S of a quarter of
a grain ever.Y two hours.
\Ve have also employed, with very good results, su lphate of zinc dis·
solved in syrup of ipccacunnha, in the proportion of 2 or 4 grains to the
fluid ounce. Of this, a teaspoonful may be given to a child two or three
years old, and repeated eve ry fifteen minutes until it operates. This com·
bination appears, like that of alum and ipecacuanha, to possess the double
advantage of mild action without the IJroduction of any subsequent depression.
In the third edition of this work we referred to the use of the yellow
sulphate of mercury (llyrlrargyri Sulphas Flava) as an emetic in croup,
as recommended by Dr. Hubbard, of Maine. Our own experience with
this remed_v has been limited, and not very decided. In the Amerit:<m
Journal of Obstetrics, for May, 1870, Dr. Fordyce Barker, of New York,
speaks in the highest terms of praise of its emetic effects in this di:sease.
He always commences the treatment by a dose of from three to 6ve grains,
according to the age of the child, which may be repeated if it do not act,
which he states very rarely occurs, in fifteen minutes. This he fo1lows up
with the use of veratrum viride, and states that the treatment has beeu
succe:-sful in every case of true croup in which he has employed it. Undoubtedly this high testiiuouy in its behalf justifies a further trial of tur·
petb rn ineral in croup, though we confes.:; to a suspicion that not n few of
the cases in whose incipient stage he has administered this drug so suceessfully would have proved to be instances of the severe catarrhal and not of
the true membranous form.
'Ve conclude these protracted remarks upon emetics with the statement
that from what we have read, and from personal experience, we are induce<l to regard them as the most important remedies we have to oppose
to this fearful malady. The emetic, whatever it may be, ought to be given
three or four times in the twenty-four hours, and in severe cases, once in
every four or five hours. The exact periods and frequency of the administration must b~ de~erminecl by the stage and urgency of the symptoms,
and by the const1tut1on and present strength of the patient .
.Mercury.-Tbis powerful drug was first employed freely in the treatment of membranous croup in America, and has subsequently been extensively used by Engli•h and European physicians. Calomei is the prep·
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araliou almost always preferred, and many a uthors still recommeud the
admini.:itratiou of this remedy, in larger or smaller doses, in the earliest
stage of the attac k.
During late years, our increased dislike of the administration of mercury to children in large and frequently repeated doses, and the constant
observation that even its free use does not appear to arrest the course of
true croup, or prevent the formation of membranous exudation, have led
us to abandon entirely its employment in this disease.
At the same time we believe ther~ has been found, in the free administration of the alkalies, an agency far less injurious than mercury, antl
eq uall y powerful, if not more so 1 in promoting the separation and discharge
of the exudation, and preventing its reproduction.
The internal remedies, then, upon which, after emetics, we rely must
surely, are various alkaline salts, the use of which, in large doses, has
been of late years highly recommended, both at home and abroad. Those
which we are most in the habit of employing are the ch lorate and citrate
of potash, which should be given in full and frequently repeated doses, as,
for examplc1 two or three graius every two hours to a child of four years
old. We are also ia the habit of combining with the chlorate of potash,
tin cture of the chloride of iroa, in doses of three to five drops, at the same
age.
Antispwmwdics are undoubtedly useful in some cases, when there is much
laryngeal spasm.
Opium. i~, however, the best remedy that can be employed for this con·
dition, since it constitutes an important element in the treatment, by alleviating pain and restlessness, at the same time that it relieves the laryngismus, and thus diminishes the asphyctic symptoms. ·we would consequently
recommend the use of some of the preparations of opium, as the tinct. opii
deodorata, iu such doses and at such intervals as will maintain a gentle
opiate impression. In this 1 as in many other diseases of children, it is
better not to prescribe the opium in combination with the other remedies
that may be adm iaistered, but to either give it separately, or better still,
to add it to the dose of the other mediciucs at the time of administration,
so that the amount of the dose of opium and the frequency of its repetition may be modified constantly in accordance with the condition of the
child.
Revulsives often prove useful in a11ayi ~g rest1essaess, and moderating
the violence of the suffocative attacks. S inapisms and mustard poultices,
applied upon various parts of the cutaneous surface, l\nd mustard footbatbs, are amongst tbe best. The warm bath is often highly beneficial in
the same way. 'Ve do not think it desirable ever to employ blisters in
this disease.
LOCAL TREATMENT.-ln those cnses 1 and, as we have seen, they constitute the large majority of' all cases of true cro up, where the· exudation
appears in the fauces or on the tonsils before it in\"olves the larynx, Jocal
applicatioas to the throat are undoubtedly of importance.
'rl1e objects of such applications are here, as in diphtheritic angina, to
promote the separation of the false membrane, and to prevent its repro-
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duction.

To fulfil the fir.st of these indications, many authorities recommend astringent and caustic applicatious, which cause the pseudo-mem·

brane to contract and shrink, and thus tend to promote its separa.tion i
while others direct the use of those ageuts which exert a solvent action
upon the exudation.
In the former c1ass, the most advisable are, alum; tannic anid; solutions of nitrate of silver; the astringent salts of iron, especially the tincture of the chloride and the perchloride i dilute mineral acids and carbolic
acid.
Of these applications, those which we prefer are a solution of nitrate of
silver, in the proportion of .5 to 20 graius to f3j of distilled water; and
tincture of the chloride of iron, in the proportion of f3ss. to f3ij to the
f.3j of water.
The second group comprises cl1iefly solutions of various salines, as the
carbonate of potash, bicarbonate of soda, chlorate of potash, and lime·
water.
If any of the astringent or caustic solutions are employed, we 'yould recommend their appl ication only to the patches of exudation in the fauces,
since we regard it as highly doubtful whether they actually possess the
power of preventing the formation of membranous exudation when ap·
plied to the surrounding mucous membrane. Still more should we doubt
the efficacy or advantage of introducing such solutions, and especially the
more powerful ones, iuto the larynx; either by pressing a soft sponge sat·
urated with the solution upon the chink of the glottis, or by passing the
sponge directly into the cavity of the laryux, as recommended by Dr.
Horace Green. (Observ. on the Path. of Croup, etc., New York, 18.52.)
The practicability of this proceeding is undoubted, and a certain number
of cases are on record iu which it seems to have been used with success i
but we have never resorted to the treatment ourselves.
In cases occurriug in older children, who can be induced to inhale the
vapor from an atomizer, or to allow a hand-ball atomizer to be m:ed, the
various astringent and solvent solutions above mentioned can be applied
most satisfactorily in this manner; and, when this is practicable, we would
prefer the use of lime-water or one of the alkaline solutions.
'Ye attach so much importance to this remedy, and have found it to be
followed by so much relief and comfort that we are in the habit of direct·
iug the inhalation of vapor of lime-water for five or ten minutes at least
every two hours.
In order to obtain the advantage which undoubtedly follows the inhala·
tion merely of the watery vapor, we are in the habit of causing the child
to inhale the vapor from slaking lime for a few minutes in every hour, by
covering the patient's body with a thick cloth, and holding a vessel containing the slaking lime a short distance below it.s mouth under the covering. It is doubtful, however, whether any appreciable amount of lime is
carried up by the vapor so as to give the additional advantage of its solvent action upon the exudation.
The reader is referred for more detailed discussion of this question of
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local applicatious in the treatment of croup, to the remarks upon trentruent
in the article on diphtheria.
llvmcx1c 'l'REATl\rE~T.-Tbe child ought to be warmly clothed and
confined to bed. The temperature of the room should be kept equable,
and about 70° F.; the air should also be frequently changed, so as to preeerve it constuntly pure aod fresh.
Owing to the loss of appetite and the pain caused by deglutitioa, it is
often very difficult to induce the little patients to take food, so that this
important element in the management of the case requires the utmost tact
and nttentiou. During the early part of the illness, the food should consist of light animal broths, beef tea, and preparations of milk. Later iu
the case, when the febrile action subsides, or if any symptoms of exhaustion and prostration appear, a small amount of wine aud water, of wine
whey, or of' weak milk punch should be given.
Ice, givt:n in sma11 pieces to be held in the mouth, should be used very
freely, as it relieves the parching thirst, aud at the same time appears to
act f:tvorably upon the inflamed mucous membrane.
Rmm•11AHY 0}' TUE TREATMENT.-Tbe general plan of treating this
di-:ense should, therefore, in our opinion, be 8omewhat as follows: The
child should be confioed strictly to bed. The foo<l should be light,
JigPstible, but nourishing, and, upon the earliest approach of exhaustion,
a stimulus should be administered. In the early part of the at.tack we
advise the use of revulsives, witb mild counter-irritants; topical applications to the fauces if there is any membranous exudation visible, and the
iuteroal administration of citrate of potash, with ipecac. and small doses
of opium, or of chlorate of potash with tr. ferri chloridi. So soon as the
symptoms positively indicate the presence of false membrane in the larynx
we resort to emetics, as directed iu our remarks upon those remedie~.
During the whole treatment we also recommend frequent inhalations of
the vapor of lime-water, or some other alkaline solution . Aud finally,
after employing the:se rueans faithfully but without securing the discharge
of the false membrane, while, ou the other hand, the symptoms of laryngeal obstruction steadily progress, and the respiration grows more and
more difficult, we must consider the propriety of resorting to the operation
of tracheotomy, a proceeding which, as will be seen from the ensuing
remarks, we approve of under the a.hove circumstances.
TRAC'JJEOTOMY.-Tbe operation of tracheotomy would be apt to suggest
itself to a medical man, on his witnessing the closing symptoms of croup,
as the very meftn5 most likely to afford to the patient relief from the dread·
fol sufferings under which it labors, a.nd as a possible rescue from impend·
ing death. It has accordingly been often resorted to in different parts of
the world, at various stages of the disease, but with results that haye led
lo very different conclusions.
In England, for example, the operation was almost universally condemned and abandoned about teu years ago; and in a former edition of
this work we presented the unfavorable opinions of the most eminent
English authorities.
It was a matter of very great surprise, at that time, that the results of
the operation in the hands of English surgeons should differ so widely
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from those obtained by the French physicians in similar cases; and, as
there was no good ground for believing that sufficient difference existed
between tbe croup of Paris and London, to explain the difference of success in the two cities, it i:s probable that the great disparity resulted, in
part, from the operation being performed in France at an earlier stage of
the dist>ase, and in part also from the more careful after-treatment which
the patients received.
'Vithin the past few years, however, the operation has been more favor-

ably regarded by English surgeons, and the statistics published show that
the proportion of success now obtained does not fall far short of that
claimed by French operators.

Thus in a paper read before the Royal Med.-Cbir. Soc., in 1857, by Dr.
Fuller, it is stated that up to that time 22 cases of tracheotomy in croup
had been recorded in England, and that life had been saved in 8 of these,
or in 1 out of every 2i cases.

In the statistical report of Eoglisb hospitals from 185-1-59 it appear.i
that the operation had been performed in 15 cases with 4 recoveries, or 1
in every 3l cases. Still further, from the statistics published by individual operators in England, since 1858, though it is not to be presumed
that we have met with all the cases recorded, it appears that tracheotomy
has been resorted to in 63 cases, with succes~ful results in 24, showing a
success of 1 in 2i.
'Vheu it is borne in mind also that in each of these instances the operation was postponed to the last suffocative stage, and that without excep·
lion the operators believe tbat the proportion of success would have been
increased by its somewhat earlier performance, it becomes evideut that
tracheotomy has occupied a fair position in England among the legitimate
operations of surgery.
It is thus advocated by Fergusson in the last edition of his Practical
S1irgery; and Dr. 'Vest, in 1859, speaks of it in these terms : "In spite
of the unfavorable issue of the few cases in which I have either directed
or sanctioned the performance of tracheotomy in croup, I am so far frnm
being opposed lo the operation, that my chief anxiety is to make out tbe
indications which may justify me in having more timely recourse to it
in future."
In Germany, also, the operation, if not generally practiced, is regarded
as fully justifiable, and recommended and successfully performed by many
of the most eminent authorities.
The statistics of the results there obtained, borrowed from Fock 1 and
V os.s, 1 show that of 50 cases operated on in the last stage, 24 terminated
favorably, giving a success of 1 in 2r1.1 , or 48 per cent. Steiner has also
receally published (Jahrb. f- Kinderheilk., No. 1, 1868) the results of the
operation in 52 cases (33 boys and 19 girls), which show a recovery of 18,
or 34.6 per ceat. of those operated upon; aad in an arlicle upon diph1
Report on Tracheotomy. Brit. and For. Med.-Chir. Hev., July, 1860, from
DeutRcheKlinik,1860.
, New York Journal or :Medicine, January, 1860.
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theria and tracheotomy by Giiterbock (Arch. d. Ileilktmde, 18G7, Xo. G)
100 caoes, operated 011 in Berlin, are reported, with 33 recoveries.
It is, however, in France that the operation first obtained, anrl bas since
firmly held, the position of a proper and legitimate method of treatment
under certain circumstances of the disease. l\I. Bretonueau, of Tours, was
the first who practiced it with sufficient success in France to gh·e it some
vogue. Since that time, it has been recommended and performed by many
d ifferent surgeons and physicians in that country, and particularly, as is
well known 1 by M . Trousseau, who has been undoubtedly the most ardent
and persevering, as well as tLe most experienced advocate of' the operation.
lo one or his later publications upon this subject (Arch. Gen. de llled.,
Mars, 1855, 'p. 259), he thus boldly advocates it: "For my part, I am quite
determined not to allow myself to be discouraged, but to preach tracheotomy with the greater conviction in proportion as its success increases,
n.ud did this proportion remain what it was ten years since, I should still
proclaim the necessity of the operation, nor cease to say that it becomes a
duty, a duty as imperative as the ligature of' the carotid artery after a
wound of that vessel, though death follows the operation as often, certainly,
as recovery."
1\1. Guersent (Diet. de Med., t. ix, p. 376) recommends the operation
when the usual therapeutical methods have failed," as the only means
that offers a remaining chance." He adds (p. 377) that he is certain it
does not add to the danger of the disease. MM. Rilliet and Bartbez (.!lial.
des Enfanl.3, 2eme ed., t. i, p. 337) say that "the utility of tracheotomy in
the treatment of croup cannot at this day he denied; numerous cases of
children snatched from a certain and imminent death, reply victoriously to
any doubts that may be raised as to the truth of this assertion." The
authors of the Comp . de Med. Prat. (t. ii, p. 587) remark that of late years,
the successful operations have been numerous enough to dispel the unfortunate prejudicf's which tracheotomy has hitherto inspired." M. '\'"alleix
(Guide du M6d. Prat., t. i, p. 388) says that the number of recoveries are
"now too numerous to allow any one to think of opposing the operatiou
except by statistic..." MM. Hardy and Bebier ( Trait. de Path. Int., 1850,
t. ii, p. 496) , iu speaking of the contest ic regard to the propriety of the
operation, say," But the question seems now to be definitely settled; the
operation bas succeeded in fact in a little more than one-fourth of the cases
iu which it has been performed, and, in presence of these results, it may. be
said to become the duty of the physician to have recourse to it wheuever,
notwithstaudiug an appropriate treatment, the general and local symptoms
indicate the extension of the false membrane. 11
M. Boucbut (Trait. des Mat. des Nouv.-nes, 2eme ed., p. 316) says, that
when medical means have failed, and the disease has produced au state
tending toward asphyxia, in which an attack of suffocation might cause
the death of the child, there should be no hesitatiou ; a uew route mu st be
artificially opened to the external air i tracheotomy must be performed.''
1\..t the time most of the above expressions were w;itten, a comparatively
small number of operations ha<l been placed upon record in Franc~1
but they were sufficiently numerous to show conclusively that, if the
'j
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operation were carefully performed, and the after-treatment skilfully conducted, from 25 to 33 per cent. of the cases would recover. This excellent
result is to be ia great part attributed to the improvements introduced by
Trousseau, and subsequently by other operators, both in the mode of performing the operation, and in the after-treatment of the cnses.
Since the publication of the last edition of this work the operation has
continued to be so frequently performed in France, that we cauuot find
space to quote the results obtained by indivi<lual operators. The aggregate
of their reports, however, as col1ected by Roger and RCe, Chaillou, Bartbez,
etc., yield a result of about one recovery in four in a series of over 500
cases.
The proportion of recoYeries has varied considerably in different years
in accordance wi.th the type oftbe epid emic; in some years, as 1858, falling
as low as 1 in 6.9, or even 1 in 9, as shown by the statistics of the St. Eugenie Hospital for 1876, as quoted by Bergeron, while in other years it has
risen even higher than 1 in 3.
It is further to be remembered that these French statistics are chiefly
derived from the reports of the HOpital des Eufants in Paris, and refer,
therefore, to a poor class of patients, who have in many instances been
subjected to improper and debilitating treatment before reaching Lhe hospital, and who are exposed to unfavorable hygienic comlitions while in the
institution . "Then these unfavorable circumstances are allowed their full
weight, it must be conceded that the operation of tracheotomy has achieved
a considerable share of success in France, and has fully justified the eloquent and enthusiastic advocacy of Trousseau.
Io America, tracheotomy has been resorted to but rarely until within
the past few years. The statistics wbich have been lately published, however, fully suffi ce to show that, in the hands of American pby::.::icians, it has
been very nearly, if not altogether, as successfu l as it has been abroad. Dr.
H. II. SmiLb ( Opel". Surg., 2d ed., vol. i, p. 473) gives the results of 26
operations performed in this country, of which 9 recovered . Dr. Gay
(Boston jJ[ed. and Surg. Jour., Jan. 27, 1859, et al.) reports 13 operations,
with 7 cures and 6 deaths; and other operators iu Boston have performed
the operation in all 15 times, with 7 cures and 8 deaths. But by far the
most extensive statistic~ have recently been published by Dr. A. Jacobi,
of New York (Amer. Jour. of Obstet., May, 1868, pp. 13 to 65), derived
exclusively from tlre practice of physicians in that city.
The following table shows the results obtained:
Percentage of

Operator.

Jacobi,
L. Yo. ...,,
E.Krackowizer,
W.\'onRoth,
Total,

67
43
55
48

13
10
16

213

50

19!
23!
29
23
23~

In this city the operation has been as yet but seldom resorted to aod
~vith but moderate success,_ owing to the fact that in nearly every ins~ance
it

has been postponed until the child was almost moribund.

The follow·
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ing tab]e embraces certainly the great majority of the operations that have
been performed; for a knowledge of which we are to a great extent in·
debted to the courtesy of the operators, since but few of them hare as yet
been placed on record :
Name of operator.

Physick,
Goddard,
J>age,
J-.Pancoast,

R. J.

Levi~,

T.Il. Bache,.
A. Hewi:;on,
lL Lenox ITodge, .
J-. IL Packard,

T.J.J\Iorton,.
Gooclnrnn,
Dry~dale,

Nancre<le,

Cohen, .
Totnl,

No.of cases.
2

No.ofcures

0

2

0

1
6
19
1
1
9

0
3
3
0
0
2

5
4
3
12
4
10
79

19, or24.05percent.

Finally, to sum up the statistics given above, although even this aggre·
gate does not in clucle by any means all recorded cases, Jacobi states (loc.
cit.), that out of 1024 operations of tracheotorriy, performed in various
parts of the world, but principally in Europe, 220 or 21.48 per cent. re·
covered. 1
It is evideot, tlierefore, that wherever this operation has been practiced
in trne croup, a considerable proportion of cures has been effected; but in
orde r to form a clea r opinion as to the real merits of the operation, it is
ueces::nry to have some idea as to the number of subjec ts that might have
recovered wilhout resort to it.
Th.is is very easily arrived at in this country, since we believe lhat it is
never performed here except as an ultimate means of relief, when the pa·
ticnt is manifestly in great danger of death, or absolutely moribund.
In regard to the French operations, it is not so clear whether some of
the patients, who recovered after the operation, might not have been so
fortunate without it, particularly as 1\I. Trousseau formerly recommended
that it should be performed so soon as we can be certain that the larynx
coutains false membranes. But then it is generally uuderstood that be
was not called to many of the cases upon which he operated until all other
means bad failed, anJ the chi ld had fallen into an apparently hopeless
condition. To elucidate this matter, we shall quote the statements made
by l\L Vnlleix, one of the most accurate and impartial of writers. l\f.
Vnlleix (loc. cit., pp. 388-9) tells us tbat he col lected together 54 cases of
undeniable, well-marked true croup, treated without the operation, aud
fouud that 17 bad been cured. Then, examining what had occurred in
regard to the operation, he found, as l\I. Brid1eteau had done before, that
nearly 1 in 3 had recovered, a success almost precisely the same as bad
1

See n_[,..o KrOulcin, ,\leclicnl Times and Gazette, )forch 301 1878; and );ew York
Het·ord, Jnly I, 1877.

~frdicnl
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takeo place in the cases treated by medical means alone. "But," he goes
on to remark," there is a consideration of very great importance, one which
gives an altogetber different value to tracheotomy, to wit, that in the immense majority of instances, the operation was performed under the mo~t
di~couraging circumstances, and only when all other methods of treatment
had proved useless, and the severity of the symptoms, and the near approach of asphyxia, indicated impending death . . . . . So that it followa
tbat tracheotomy should be regarded, in connection with croup, as a genuine medical victory, the honor of which belongs to )1. Bretonneau, and all
preconceived views should fall before the actual facts." We have here the
evidence of a most competent witness, living on the spot, to couvince us
that the operation is not resorted t" iu France, at least generally, early in
the disea&e, but is performed only as a last resource, when the chance for
the patient from the efforts of nature, or from medical means, is almost
nil. How, then, can we resist the conviction that tracheotomy does afford
a sufficient probability of success, after other menus have failed and death
is fast approaching, to render a recourse to it at least justifiable, if not
almost compulsory?
The second point to be examined in discussing the propriety of the operation is, whether it be in itself dangerous.
From the opinions expressed by authors upon this subject, it appears
that the only serious danger attendant upon the operation is the occurrence
of hemorrhage. "'hen performed for the removal of foreign bodies from
the air-passages, the patients almost always recover if the foreign body do
but escape. M. Ollivier (Art Larynx, Corps Etrangers, Diet. de Med)
says that the success of the operation is, so to speak, certain, when it is
performed early. Liston disapproves of the operation in croup, but states
that it is not attended with much danger. Skey regards it as au opera·
tiou of some difficulty and danger, from the irregularity in the distribution
of the vessels, and the existeuce of numerous veins which may bleed pro·
fusely. l\I. Boyer does not regard it as daugerous, and states that the only
danger is from the occurrence of venous hemorrhage into the trachea, and
not from the amount of blood lost. Che1ius says that it is dangerous helow
the cricoid cartilage from anastomosis of the thyroid arteries, from the
presence of venous plexuses, and sometimes from a deep thyroid artery.
Velpeau speaks of the venous hemorrhage as alone dangerous. Trousseau
states that he has performed it more tban 200 times, and has met with but
a single fatal accident in all of these. Dr. Pancoast, of this city, who has
operated in more than 6 cases of croup, and a uumber of times for the re·
moval of foreigu bodies in the air-passages, has never met with any serious
difficulty in the performance of the operation, nor with any accident which
he could suppose might have affected the life of the patient. Dr. H. H.
Smith (op. cit., p. 474), when commenting upon the great disparity of the
mortality after tracheotomy, when performed for removal of foreign bodies,
and wheu for the relief of croup, remarks that it is very evident that the
dangers which ensue upon incising a healthy trachea are comparatively
slight, and that the great mortality which has attended the operation when
performed for the relit:f of croup, must be due to some other cause than the
mere incision of the windpipe.
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If, then, it is the uniform testimony of those experienced in the matter
that the operation is in itself aloue but slightly dangerous to life, so that
its performance adds but little to the danger of the patient; if it affords
imm e<linte relief to the suH~>cation which threatens to be 50(\ 11 fatal, aud at
lea.st gi,•e-; additional time 1 during which the gravity of the disea~e may
eubside; if', further, as we think has been moot conclu.:iively ehown by the
!<ilnti~tic.-; quoted, it has unque,:;tionahly sM•ed tbe lives of a considerable
number of tho,:;e upon whom it hns been performed, it is difficult to avoid
th e conclusion that it is our imperative duty to resort to the operation
und er certain circumstances.
That some who have been operated upon might have recovered without
it, i ~ highly probable; but the uncertainty as to t he ab!'olute necess ity of
re:-iorting to it in any indiddunl caee is not even so great, probably, as that
which exists in regard to many othe r surgical operation:'\, and to many
mediC'nl applications.
Our own plan, then, is to try faithfully all mediral means; and, being
eati:-fied of their powerlell~ll<'SS and of the certainty of a fatal isi;:ue to the
ca::-c without the performance of tracheotomy, to inform the parents of the
inability of mere medical means to afford relief, nud to propose the opera.·
tkm to th em, setting before them the g reat probability of its not averting
death, but still st rongly pointing out the fact that it does not add to the
clanger of the ca~e, but gives so much additional chance for life that about
1 in every .j operated upon recovers.
~houlil they throw the whole responsibility upon u~, we should, without
he:-itatio u, advi:;e the operation. Our grounds for so cloiug are nry sirnpl e,
ancl h~\V e been before indicated. The operation does a~sure<lly frequently
i::nvc life. It is uot in itse lf attended with any great dauger. It cannot
increase the danger of the patient's position, but cer tainly gives au arlrli·
tional chnnce of escape from the disease; and lastly, it mitigatef', in a.
remarkahl e manner, the suff~ri n g;; of the patient. Ou several occa::-ion .. ,
iadeed. we have been told by the parent:', after the death of their child,
that they were ,·ery glad it had been performed, ~ince, at all events, it hail
removed the frightful gru:pings nnd strugglingo for breath which had previou:--ly convul:-:ed the whole f'rnme of the poor little :-.uff~rer, and had
rendered its ht:<t hours easy and tranquil.
lf wo decid e that trach eotomy i:'l ju~tifia.ble, it bec1mcs all-import:rnt to
clel<'rmine the period of the di~cn:-:e at which we should ha\·e recourse to it.
M. Trou::-.. eau formerly laid <lr)wn the rule thn.t it wa-. to be performed
~o ~0011 n;; it was certain that f'alse membranes had formed in the larynx.
Jle fixed upon this as the proper moment, because he beJie,·ecl that death
wa;i, under these circumstnuce:-:, almo:::t inevitable without the operation.
Thi~ opinion is, however, readily pro,·ed to be unte1rnble.
\re haye
:llrt~aily lrarned from :JI. Valleix that of 54 perfectly well-mnrked casei:1
coll~N-ed by hirmelf, treated medically (without the opera.lion ), 17, or
nhout one·third, reco,•errd. If we udd to this, that of :1.) case,. seen by our~dn::; I.1 recovere1l without the operation, it becomes very clear that the
lllPrc prl•.;t>uce of the exud.1tio11 in the la.rynx: i" nnt ~utficient warrant for
u rt:.~1"'l to the operation .
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Acc~1-clingly, most authoriLies advi::e that. we shonlcl wait until m('<~i1·al
means have been fairly tried. Thus, :;.\DL H.illiet and Bartbez (np. c1f., I.
i, p. :HO), in di~cu~~iug the peri1>d at which the operation ought to be performr<l, conclude that it should not be resorted to uutil the means that have
ouccecde<l in other cases have been fairly tried, and it has become cvi1ltnt
that they must fail. They advise the practitioner not to wait, howe,·er,
too long a time, but to operate even early should the patient suffer a paroxysm of' suffocation so severe as to make it probable that another might
pr~ve fatal. Ro, too, ~[r. James Spence, in a valuable paper c10 tracheotomy
(Edin. ~lied. Jour., Feb., 1860), states, as the result of his large experien('l',
"that
in a case of croup, all measures have been actively tried, if' the
hard ringiug cough bas become suppressed, aud the respiration isi evidently
imperfect, as shown by the coutracted and depres.ied appearance of the
cal'tilages of the ribs, anJ the occasional severe paroxysms of dy~pn1.ea, thl'
operation i::s fully warranted. "'heu the paroxy$mS become more aud more
frequent, anJ when the dp:pnrea is rather per~i ... tent than paroxysmal, with
turgid or pale livi<lity, the operation is the little sufferer's only chance for
life."
The same course is, we believe, universally pursued in this country, nnd,
as the reader will recollect, c:orresponds precisely with the advice given
in our remarks on the medical treatment of true croup.
The prime indication for the performance of the operatiou i~, then, the
degree of laryngeal obstruction as shown by the characters of the re:"pira·
tion, the cry, and cough.
It bhould, however, be carefully borne iu mind that great dyspurea, or
even a~phyxia, when iutcrmittiug, do not so imperatively claim operative
interference, since ca~es where the dyspucca is of thi::s character may re·
cover without the operation.
\Vheu, however, de::;pite the use of all medical means, and especially the
repentccl ndmiuibtration of emetics, the dy~pnum grows steadily and progre.:;sively greater i when there is marke<l his!'iog laryngeal stridor, and,
at each intSpiratory effort, recession of the ba~e of the thorax i when, in
addition, the voice is \\ hbpering or supprc::>Secl, an<l the cough :;horl,
bmothered, and muffled, the operation should, we think, be unhesitatingly
performed.
Iu thus defining the conditions under which tracheotomy is called for in
croup, it is clear that we are not to be influenced u.t all by the mere perio<l
of the disease as measured hy time, but that, whenever the above $ymp·
toms are present, the operation is indicated.
There can be no doubt, however, of Lhe far greater succes::i of the opcrittion when performed in the early period of the attack, before the patiem·~
s~rength is materially impaired i and it is, therefore, highly de~irable thut
the indications which render its performance necessary should be npprl!·
cinte<l so soon as they appear.
A still further argument in favor of the timely performance of the
operation is adduced by Dr. George Johnson (Britit<h ltfed. Jour., ,J:rn.
1.)th, 1870), who dwells upon its value at an early stage, when th~ inJi·
cations are pre:::ent, on account of the danger of ccderua of the lung f'roru
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vrnou ... "ongr--tion 1 an.cl of the coagulation of the blood in the pulmonary
nrtrry.
Trnu""<':.1U, nl:-lo, in bis last publication upon this subject ( Clin. MCd., 2cl
ed., t. i, p. -t.JO).~peaks ns followis: 1 ' I wrote in 183~, and repeate<l in 18.Ji;
!:'O IPng ll!o' tracheotomy wad not a trusty weapon in my hands, I !:Sai<l, we
should operate as late as possible; but now that I can number many ..;,uc·
ce:; .. es, I !<fi)', we !:<hould operate as early as possible. In removing from
this a~,..ertiuu whatever may seem too absolute, I still affirm it, by slying,
tlull thr 1·IH111crs of the succe.~3 of lhe opPrntion are so much the greater in pro·
porlion ""ii hit' been the earlier 7Je1:formed."
Notwith:-;tanding this, however, should we be calleJ to a ca:::e where the
la"t !"tnge of :l.::;phyxia. has been reached, it is· still not too late to perform
the operntion. Thus 1 in one of the cases that occurred iu our own pral:tice
ancl whil'i1 ended favorably, this condition was fully developed, and the
blui:.ih Rki11 1 drowdiness, and insensibility to pain, showed that the pntient
had alre:Hly sunk into very advanced asphyxia.
Perhap:' we cannot do better in closing our rema.rk~ uprm this point than
to quote Lim conciise and forcible axiom laid down by Archambault: "'Ve
should nl'ver operate too htte; it is never too late to operate, sv loug as
death is not actually present. 11
There are, however, certain conditions which have been thought by
many authorities to contraindicate the performance of the operation, even
uuder the <'ircum:-tnnces above described . The first of the~e is the very
enrly nge of Lhe patient, and it has been advised to refuse the operation
iu all ca:-;e::J occurring under the age of two years. It is unque.::;tionnbly
true, as might be expected, that age exerci:::es a most powerful iuflut>nce
upon the prognosis after the operation, owing partly to the difficulty in
performing it on account of the uarrowness of the trachea and the :;hort·
nes!S of the neck, but chiefly to the deficiency of vital power, nnd tu the
clilfitulty of uourbhiug the infant afterwards. Notwithstaudiog the::!e
inflm.•11c1:s, which render the prognosis so unfavorahle in tracheotomy be·
fore the nge of two years 1 there are so many succesRful cases on record
that the mo:-t tender age can no longer be regarded as a positi,·e contra·
indication. The following list embraces the na.me:s of' tbe operators and
the age of the infants in the cases which have been successful at a very
early age:
Bai~l':lll,

at
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In adults, on Lhe other hand, tracheotomy in croup is l~ssuccessful thnn
in chitdrL•n, probnbly because, n:i Trou.!:iseau sugge~ts, the form and .::<ize of
the Jaryux nllow the pseu<lu-membrao~ to extend deeply iuto the bro11d1i
before producing the symptomS of croup.
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There is another condition which, it is thought by many, ought to con·
stitute an iU!'Uperable ob;,tacle to tbe operation, and the pos:.;ible exi:;tence
of which, iu any case, is one of tbe mo3t serious objections that ha~ hr<'n
brought again~t its perftmnance. The condition to which we allude is the
presence of pseuclo.membrn11ous exudation iu the bronchi.
The existence of thi!-i condition must greatly lessen the chances of a ~UC·
cei=~fnl operation, but that it renders succe::;s impossible, as has been ~up.
posed, mnnot be admitted. M.:\l. Rilliet and Barthez (op. cit., 2Cme ed. 1
t. i, p. ~38) say: "It has been ~aid that one contraindicatiou was the preoenC'c of fal~e membrane in the bronchi. But, besides the fact that the
symptoms denoting its presence are uncertain, we cannot see iu thi:; a pnsitivc objection to the operation. Recovery has been kuown to occur, in
effect, after the r<"j<'clion of bronchial fabe membranes, and we were ourselves witnei!ses of a remarkable example of this kind. And is there any
better mode of foeilitating the escape of foreign bodies th au by opening to
them a p3!;::age below the larynx? Under such circumstances, we must
expect to be sure, a greater mortality than under more fa\'orable condition!l.
This opinion is, moreover, that of 1\1. Bretonneau." Numerous Cn!<eS are
indeed on record, and we have ourselves met with such, when>, after the
operation, large membranous casts of the trachea and bronchi, which
could certainly never have escaped through the larynx, have been disdrnrged through the tracheal opening, and their escape followed by complete recovery.
It appears evident, therrfore, that if in such cases, when death i~ e\'en
more surely imminent than in those in::;tances when the exudation docs not
extend below the lary11x, tracheotomy affords even a very ::light udditioual
C'hnnce of recovery, it should be performed despite the fact that the chibl
will in all probability die.
But, apart from this con~id~ation, it must be borne in miud that ~tatil)
tic~ prove that the false membrane extends below the larynx in about one·
third of all cases, and still further, that there it re no means by whi('h we
tan with <'ertainty determine in any indh·idual ca~e whether rnch cxtrn!:iiou has taken place or not.
It was at one time thought that auscultation might nfford the de... ired
information, but more careful obsen·ation has shown that it i~ not to be
depended upon. As already said, in most cases the laryngeal striclor i~ ~o
loud m;; to mask all che!-il-$uund$, nnd, even when this does not happen, we
have freque11tly observed that no definite aud reliable information i~ to he
gain<>d from phy~ical examination. The following cases may lie '}Uokcl,
out of the number ou record, besides se\·eral that we ha,·e our~eln:i ~een,
a~ proving thi::; statement. l\I:\I. De La Berge and )lonneret ( ~,m 1 ;. d1:
!J!Cd. Prat., t. ii, p. ,')H7) mention a ca~e iu whic:h they could not hdit·\·e
that the bronchi conwined fidl'.ie membranes, as the ve::;icular murmur was
extremely pure and wus hcar<l everyw~ere; aod yet, during the opt'rati1111,
a fabe membrane was chn.wn out, wl11ch represented the tra('hca nud the
divi:,ion of the principal bronchi. The child died in };'j hom~.
The late Professor William Pepper, of this city, reported 2 fatal ca~e!l
(Summary of Trans. Coll. Phy.~., vol. iii, ~o. iii, p. JOG ), in one of \\hich
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"di..,tiuct ve:;icular murmur could be heard throughout the lungs, marked
only occa~iuually hy sibilant and sonorou~ r:lles," a few hours before trache·
ntomy was performed. The child died 20 hours after the operation, and
the exudation was found to implicate the larynx, trachea, the large brouchi, and even some of the smaller rnmificatious. lu the other case, the
state of the respiration was carefully examined the day before death, and
not the least respiratory murmur could be heard over any part of the chest,
and yet, in this instance, the exudation was confined strict ly to the larynx;
not a vestige of false membrane was to be found either in the trachea or
bronchi.
1n a case recently attended by us, where tracheotomy had been per·
formed, SLI that all laryngeal stri<lL1r was absent, auscultation, eight hours
before death, revealed quite strong respiratory murmur, much obscured by
snoring bronchial rll.les. The antcro-lateral parts of the chest were alone
au5cultated. Death occurred somewhat suddenly from the lodgment of a
very large tubular membrane from the left bronchus in the trachea; aucl
at the autopsy there was a tubular membrane found extending throughout
the trachea., au<l through the right brouchus to its thirri div isions. The
left lung was collap:sed au<l congested; the right one disteu<led and emphysematous.
8i11ce, then, we can learn little or nothiug from auscultation, or any other
means, as to the presence of fa lse membrane iu the broucbi, the question
becomC's one of expediency, so far as this contraindication is coucerned,
whether to leave two· t hird s of the patients, many of whom could certainly
be saved by the operation, to perish without an effVrt to save them, bJcau.se
one·thircl nm~t probably die; or to perform the opera.Liou 1 with very little
pro:;:pect of' success in one-tbird, for the sake of the chance of sav ing many
of the remaining two-thirds who must otherwbe per ish.
The presence of pneumouia. is also uuiversally recoguized as greatly Jes·
sening the chances of recovery after tracheotomy. It must be borne in
mind, iu regard to tbis point, that pneumonia is frequently overlooked,
and iudeecl Lhat it frequent ly cannot be rncoguized ou account of the lnud
tracheal rftlcs wbich hide all au~cuhatory sounJs; while, on the other
hnnd, its pre~ence may he simulated by the occurrence of collapse 0f some
portion of the lung, owing to occlusion of the bronchus leading to it.
)fillanl $Uggests that the degree of dyspnooa may be of service as iudi·
caliug the pl'e~euce or aLsence of pneumunic complication. Thus he has
found tha.t in croup not thus complicated the rate of respiration is frl)m 32
to 48, while, when pneumonia is present, it rises above 30. It is probable,
also, that by a careful study of the temperature, the occurreuce of pneu·
mouiu may be suspected by a marked elevation of several degrees. Pueu·
mouia of one lung is not, according to Guersent, a contraindication, uor
is even douhle pneumouia regarded by some operators as absolutely inter·
dieting the operatiou, though at the same time we are not aware of a single
in~tauce in which it has been successfully performed where this coudition
was unquestionnhly present.
Auother condition in which tracheotomy is thought by many to be contraiudicaLed, is when membranous croup occurs as a secondary affection,
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during the course of some constitutional disea~e otber than diphtheria, as
for in~tance, scarlatina, measles, or pertussis. Such ca~es were regarded
even by Trousseau as absolutely unfit for operative treatment. Rtill., that
this contraindication, although of the greatest weight, does not entirely
forbid tracheotomy, is shown by a case of croup following scarlatina, in
which Dr. Voss operated. and the child survived 31 days, the tracheal
wound being nearly closed. ~Iillar<l. also, in his excellent e~say on tracheotomy ( De la TrachColomie drrns le Cas de Croup, Paris, 1858), record~ 3 cases
of croup secondary to measles, success.fully treated by operation. Ile regards croup occurring in the course of pertussis as far less unfavorable,
since the violent cough favors the expectoration of the fa be membrnnes.
'!'here remains, finally, une condition to be indicated in whkh the operation is, in the almost unanimous opiuion of authorities upon this que:ltion,
absolutely contraindicated. We refer to the cases of profound general
diphtheritic infection, where the danger of the child depend~ upon the
constitutional disease, even more tbao l1pou the laryngeal obstruction,
where the blood is gravely altered, and the well-known tendenry exi::ts to
the formation of pseudo-membranes upon all abrasions or wounds, so thnt
in all probability the operation would merely serve to invite the extension
of the exudation.
Trousseau opposes the operation under such conditions, in the following
words: ' 4 If the diphtheritic infection have profouodly attacked the con·
stitution; if the skin, and especially the nasal passages, are occupied by
the specific inflammation; if a frequent pulse, delirium, and prostration
show the system to be deeply poisoned, and if the danger is rather from
thf> general condition than from the local lesion of the larynx and trachea 1
the opPration ought never to be attempted, for it is invariably followed by
death."
Even under this most unfavorable of all conditions, however, there are
not wanting some operators of wide experience, who still recomruend the
operation; thus Jacobi (loe. eit.) asserts, that whenever the indication of
suffocative dyspnrea, steadily increasiug and not relieved by emetics, exists, he would operate despite any complications, general diphtheria, or
anything else, and uses this powerful language: "Seeing a person suspended by the neck and being strangled, we should hardly investigate tbe
propriety of cutting the rope from the point of view that the sufferer
might be or is affected at the same time with tuberculosis, cancer, or dia·
betes."
After a careful review of the entire question, we believe that the facts
upon record justify the following conclusions: that the condition of succes:;
which excels all others is the predominance of the characters of asphyxia;
that when these are so marked that death is imminent, the operation is
justifiable despite any complications which may coexist, save perhaps the
presence of grave general diphtheritic infection; and finally that, when no
such contraindication is present, aud the dyspnooa. is continuous and in·
creasing despite all other treatment, the operatioa is positively indicated 1
and it becomes the duty of the practitioner to recommem1 its perf'ormauce,
and. if the decision be intrusted to him, to unhesitatingly assume the responsibility of operating.
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'Ve have already indicated with c;:nfficient elearue,.;;\ the influence whirh
the aj!e of the patient, the period of the di~easc, aa1l the character of the
epi<lemic exert upon the re:sults of tracheotomy. But we would again al·
Jude to the marked manuer in which the result is modified by thecbarac·
ter of the previomi treatment, and to the fact that it!'i succe:-s is very much
iuterfere<I with by the earlier employment of any debilitnting measuret!,
blH'h as were, until la.tely, but too frequently adopted.
"re have more than once heen a"ked by the p:uent~ of children, upon
whom tracheotomy wa~ about to be performed, or who bad actually un·
1h·q.~one it, what influence would be exerted by the effett~ of the operntiou.
:-hnuld it be !:'uccessful, upon a ~ub::equent attack of croup; and ~iuce, us
ha~ ahea<ly been seen from the ca>:es quoted by us from our ow11 experic·nrl', second alt1tcks of croup are not very rare, it is interesting to know,
tlrnt so for the statistius which bear upon this quc:stion tend to sbuw that a
prM·iou,;; attack of croup cured by tra<'heotomy is a favorable con1lition
fi1r it!-i performance in a subf:equent attark.. Thus of 5 cac;es, collected by
~lilltml, iu which the operation was performed for the seconJ time, every
ont> l'l.'('Overed.. The secou<l operation was uniformly found much eac;ier,
on acMunt of the cicatrix of the former incision Eerving as a guide, aud
al~o on ncconnt of the slight amount of the hemorrhage.
~lorn~ 01~ PERFOlUUNG THE OrF.HATJON . -Tracheotomy being an operation whiuh all physicians, whether experienced or not in the use ofsurgi·
cal inslrnmeats, are liable to be called upon to perform at a moment's
not ire, 110 apology is needed for the introduction here of the detail~ of it~
performance. The following account is in great part borrowed from the
pag-t'~ of that mo:;;t experieuced tracheotomist, Trousseau,' and fronr a very
c·oniplcte and practical di~cussion of the operation by F. Howard )[ar:;h,
E .. q.'
The child should be carefully wrn.pped up, so as to avoid all exposure
to cold; and if an aumsthetic is to be employed, should be allowed to sit
or lie iu any position he may choose during its administration, as the couMrained po:;ition necessary during the operation tends to increase the difficulty of breat.hi1~g. Ile should then be placed upon a table, furui~hed
with a thin mattress, and n. folded pillow or roll of cloth should be placed
uncler the :5houlders aud back of the neck, so as to put tht skin of the
throat upon the stretch, and render the trachea prominent. If the operation is performed during the day, the table ::.hould be drawn close to the
window, and the patient's face directed towarcl it, so that a full light may
fall upon the throat; if, however, it be at night, and there is not sufficient
~n!'llig-ht, a ~pecial asgistant must be in trusted with the duty of holding the
candles or lamp. An a1:eistant is also needed to stand behind the patient
and hold the head securely; and another, who~e duty it shall be to draw
ru;idc the successive layers of tissue and the blood vessels with a hook, and
to sponge the wound from time to time.
The instruments needed are a sharp·pointed, slightly curved bistoury;
a blunt-pointed bhstoury i two flexible hooks; a dilator to stretch the
1
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incision in the trachea, so as to favor the introduction of the caouln, and
made like a pair of curved <lressing·forceps, with a little spur projectiug
backwards, so as to catch io the tissues and prevent its displacement; an<l
finally, a cauula. The size and form of this canula are matt<:rs of grent
importance, and of late years several marked improvements have beeu
effertecl in them. The calibre of the canula Rhould, as first clearly directtd
by Trousseau, be as large as possible without interfering with its ea~y
iutroduction into the trachea, and its curve should be that of a quarter of
a circle.
In regard to this very important question of the size of the cauula, we
are iudebted to Mr. Marsh (loc. cit.) for a series of observations, whiuh
appear to indicate that a tube somewhat smaller than that recommended
by Trousseau, Fuller, and others, may be equally efficient aud yet les:i
irritatiug. By a series of careful measurements of the respective diame·
ters of the trachea a11d cricoid cartilage, he establLshed the fact that the
latter diameter is almost invariably less tha11 that of the trachea, to au
extent varyi11g from :t1ath to 466 ths of an inch. If, therefore, as his meas·
urements show, the diameters of the trachea are as follows: duri11g the
first two years of life, gths of an inch; in the third year, Hths; in the
fourth and to the seventh, !~Lbs; in the eighth and ninth, Hths; a11d in
the tenth, leths; it will be seen that a canula having a diameter of !dths
of au inch will answer for children between the ages of 1 aud 4 years;
one of ~~ths for children between 5 and 8 years; aud one of Hths°fur
children between 9 and 12 years old.
It may be adderl, that after the 12th year the diaruettrs of the cricuid
cartilage and trachea increase so rapidly, that the canula now usually
made for adults, with a diameter of }~1 ths of an inch, is ratht::r small fur
children between Hand 16 vears old.
The length of the c-anula ~hould be sufficient to cause it to reach from
} to 1 inch below the inferior angle of the wound in the tmchea.
The canula must also be double, the outer tube having a broad collar
in f1011t, with holes through which the baud which passes around the
neck and secures the ranula in position may be passed and tied. It
should also be furnished with a key, which plays easily in a notch on the
upper part of the inner tube. This inner tube must so fit the larger one
as to be readily removed and replaced, beiug secured iu position by the
little key above mentioned.
fo some canulas a still further improvement is introduced by having
the outer tube and collar merely yoked together by means of two arches
on the collar, which receive s1hall outjutting bars at the sides of the upper
extremity of the outer tube, so that this can shift its position according to
any pressure it may receive.
There is also a canula recommende<l by Fuller, called the u bivalve
canula," the outer portion of whirh is not a tube, but consists of two nar·
row lateral b1ades, which are easily compressed by the finger and thumb
into the form of a thin wedge, and expand again when the pressure is
removed. This instrument supersedes the need of any dilator, and Jrns
the great advantage of being readily introduced. It is evident, however,
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that it must produce much more irritation while in pnsition than a tubular
canula, nod iu addition, when the iuner tube has been removed, as is frequently required, its reintroduction causes pain and irritation, from the
con'ilriction of' the mucous membrane, which has bulged inwards between
the blades of the <Hiter portion. Mr. Marsh, therefore, advises that when
there is auy difficulty in introducing the canula at the time of the operation, a Fuller's tube should be used, but that this should be exchanged on
the second day for one whose outer portion is tubular.
Although it is almost the universal practice to introduce a canula at
the time of operation, its use has been objected to by several good authorilies, as apt to cause inflammation and ulceration of the trachea, and to
fovor the development of pulmonary complications; and several plans
ha\'e been ouggested for the separation of the edges of tbe tracheal wound.
Thus l\fr. Adams, of the London Hospital, recommends the introductiou
of a strong metallic wire speculum, such as is frequently used in operation:; on the eyes, and Dr. Pancoast, of this city, employs a pair of blunt
leaden books.
In ad<lition to the in~tn:ments alrearly enumerated, some operators,
following tbe prac:tice of the Dublin surgeons, use a hook or tenaculum
to fix the trachea, while the incision is being made through its rings.
This proceeding has certain advantages, especially when it is designed to
excise a portion of the trachea, or in case of venous hemorrhage, as the
trachea can be raised above the pool of effused blood and speedily opened,
which will usually check the bleeding. It is also of service in young
children, hecaus<:l the trachea is then so pliable and yielding, that, unless
the hook be used, its anterior wall may be easily driven in front of the
point of' the scalpel 1 till it is nearly or quite in contact with the posterior
one 1 in which case tbe latter also may be wounded. Trousseau, l\Iillard, and
others, however, strongly object to this practice, believing it to be dangerous to so fix the trachea aud oppose the movements connected with the
performance of the function of respiration which is already so much impaired. Our own observation would go to show that, while the advantages
to be gained from fixing the trachea are undoubted, especially in young
children) the dangers have been somewhat exaggerated.
It has been recommended by several high authorities-Lawrence, Carmichnel, G. II. Porter, Brainard, Fergus~on-to excise a small piece of the
wall~ of the trachea. By some this has been adopted with the view of
dispensing with the use of a canula, but it is claime<l that, even when one
is employe<l, this practice renders its introduction more easy i that the
tube fits the oval opening thus made much more accurately than a mere
slit, produces le8s pressure upon the edges, and consequently is not so apt
to cause caries of the tracheal rings. It seems never to be followed by
narrowing of the trachea after the cnnula has been removed, as might be
apprehended.
This practice is fullowed by Dr. Pancoast, of this city, who, in tbe case
he describes, excised an elliptical piece about one-third of nu inch long
and two-tenths of no inch broad, from the front part of the third, fourth,
and fifth rings of the trachea. As already said 1 he d0e3 not employ either
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a. ranula or dilator, but hole.ls apart the edges of the wound made in the
~oft parts over the trachea by means of a piece of thick leaden wirE>, lwnt
!li·> a~ to form hooks nt either end. The wire is of such a length us to fit
Rl'Clll'ately around the neck wheu th,. hooked ends are placed within the
edges of' the iacision 1 and thu15 keep up just sufficient traction in opposite
directions to maintain the wound open.
In regard to the operat ion itself, almost all who have had much cxperi·
enre in it direct that it must be performed with grrntdeliberntion and care.
The incision through the i;:ki11 should be made precisely in the nwclia11
line of the neck, and should extend from the cr icoid carlilage to a little
ahvve the sternum. The slight white fibrous line which marks the iutero;;Jlace between the sterno-hvoid and sterno-thyroid muscles should thl'n be
followed as a guide for the~ next incision, and the muscular mas:se8 <lraw11
aside bv hooks.
The irachea is now exposed with the isthmus of' the thyroid gland, and
OC'cn,;iooally, large thyroiclenn veins lying upon it, and great care mu:-t be
ob~en•ed to avoid wounding the~e ou account of the troublesome hcmor·
rlrnge which is apt to follow. A still funher reason for this caution i~ the
occasional existE>nce of an anomalous distribution of arteries, by whid1 a
branch of considerab le size, or even the innominate artery itbelf1 pa~~es
over the trachea directly in the course of the wound. Any bloodve:;.;els
may be drawn nsi(le by hooks, and the isthmus of the thyroid gland may
either be treated in the same way, or if it cannot be drawn away far
enough to allow a sufficient incision of th~ trachea, may be ligated in two
plaC'es and divided between (Brainard, of Chicago), although, when po~~j.
ble, this had better be avoided. The trachea, lrnving been thus carefully
exposed, should be punctured just below the cricoid cartilage, and the
probe·pointed bistoury beiug introduced, and its edge guarded by the nail
of the index finger of the left hand, the opening sh ould be enlarged down·
wards lo the extent of two or three tracheal rings.
It usually happens that there is some hemorrhage during these incisions;
hut if it he venous and moderate in amount, the opening of the trarhea
8hould not be deferred, as the re-establishment of respiration will u~unlly
i;:peedily check it.
Ro soon as the trachea is in cised, the clilatoi- should be instantly introduced with the blades closed; and so soon as in position these should be
moderately opened. Air now enters readily, and there is a discharge of
mucus, fragments of false membrane, and blood, through the opening.
The canula should then be introduced upon the dilator as a guide, its eu·
trance being evinced by the increased facility of respiration, and the escape of mucus and blood through its calibre. A guard of india-rubber or
a disk of waxed cloth should then be placed between the guard of the ex·
ternnl tube and the skin, to prevent any irritation or chafing, anti the
cnnuln. may be fastened in position by a tape passed around the neck.
Should blood bubble up by the side of the canu la, as Geraldes observes,
the wound in. th~ tra~he~ has been made too large, so that the hlood gnios
entrance durrng rnsp1rat1on, aud a larger canula shou ld be at once substi·
tu led.
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It occasioually happens, as in a case related by Trousseau, tlmt the
trachea is lined by a false membrane, which is partly detached and pressed
forward by the end of the cauula, so that it completely occludes the open·
ing, aud thus even increases the asphyxia. "Then this occlirs, the canu la
sh11uld be withdrawn, and an attempt made to seize the false membrane
with forceps and withdraw it.
\rh en the operation bas been a laborious one, emphysema of the neck
may be met with, sometimes extend ing to a considerable distance, and
<:au . . ing great disfigurement or even seriously complicating the course of
the <;a~e. It results from a want of parallelism between the cutaneous and
tracheal wounds1 or from marked disproportion between the size of the
tracheal wouwl and that of tbe canula, OI', as occasionally may happen,
from the ei;cape of the canula from the tracheal wound. It has also happentd that the inflamed and thickened mucous membrane is stretc hed
ov<·r and driven before the point of the scalpel, and so e::capes a sufficient
divi~ion.

It has not been customa ry to use anoosthetics in the performance of tracheotomy. Fock, however, advises the use of chloroform, and states that
he has never, even in extreme dyspurea, found any ill effects to result
from its employment. At first the dyspncen. is increased by the inhalation, but aorcstbesia is speedily establiehed, and tl1eo the breathing becomes much calmer thao beforn. Dr. Voss, who has also employed it,
reports equa lly favorably of its effects; and Mr . .i\Iarsh, who has seen it
administered in at least twenty cases, believes tha t, when carefully and
slowly given, it is most beneficial. It mu st be remembered, however, that,
owing to the asphyxia, the sensibility of the ch ild is usually much blunted.
so that, even without anresthesia, the operation bas appeared to us to cause
but slight pain, and has been borne by the little patients with scarcely any
struggl ing.
AFTElt-Tu.EATMENT.-Immediately after the successful performance of
the operation, and the s'ntisfactory adjustment of the canula, an almost
incredible change occurs in all the symptoms of the patient. The wild
re:stles::iness of' the little sufferer, with the agonized, appealing glances at
th olle surrounding the bedside, and the frantic clutching at the throat as
though to tear it open to admit air, the lividiLy of the su rface, the noisy,
hi~sing stridor of the respiration, all vanish as though by magic. Very
frequently the ch ild falls into a placid sleep, the skin and lips regain their
normal color, and the breathing becomes regular, full, and nearly as silent
as in health. This calm is not, how ever, to Lie of long duration i there are
frigl1tful dangers still to be undergone, from which nothing but the most
as~icluous care and skilful treatment can enable the patient to escape with
life.
It may, in fact, be asserted that the much greater proportion of success
which has of late years attended this operation is to be aLtributed chiefly
to the more judicious after-treatment which patients receive. Indeed,
Trousseau has most truly sa id , with regard to the importance of this portion of the management of the cases, that tracheotomy, badly performed,
but well treated afterwards, will end favorably io a third of all cases i
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wbcrca~, tracheotomy excellently executed, but hadly trt!ated nfterward-i,

will almost invariably be followed by a fatal termination.
It might, consequently,have been added to the contrnindicationsalrcady
enumerated, that, unless we can secure constant aud skilful attcrnla111-e
upon the case after the performance of' the operation, there can be but
little hope of obtaining a favorable result.
'Vberever it is in any way possible, the constant presence,-by day and
night, of a physician or student of medicine, should be secured for four or
five days after the operation . "'\\'hen this is utterly impossible, all of tho~
engaged in nursing the case should be carefully instructed how to act in
the event of any emergency, so that the child shall never be without the
presence of some one competent and ready to render the prompt asshitance
which is frequently uei.:essary to avert instant death . The details of the
attention necessary will be given a little further on.
One of the 6rst poiots to which careful attention must be paid, is to
gh•e to the air to be inspired through the canula as much as possible the
temperature and degree of' moisture that the air attaius by its normal
pa:ssage through the mouth and nose. Various means have been rccom·
mended Lo secure this object; thus a piece of loose coarse sponge, wetted
with tepid water, aud enveloped in a pieM of gauze, may be applied over
the canula; or, as <lirecte<l by Trousseau, 11 the neck of the child may be
surrouocled by a cravat of knitted wool, or a large piece of muslin or
gauze, so that the patient expires into this thick tissue, and inspires the
air impregnated by the warm watery vapor which the expiration has just
furnished."
This was the only means adopted by Trousseau; but we may, in additiou,
by the aid of a spirit-lamp, keep shallow dishes of water evaporating iu
the room, and at the same ti rue employ a thermometer to regulate the temperature of the chamber, which should be uniformly kept at from 70° to
72° F., though the air should be cbaoged frequently, so that it may be
pure and fresh.
By careful attendance to this clear but long-neglected indication, we
not only pre\·eut the mpid drying of the mucus in the canula and tra1·he:i,
but, as Trousseau aeserted, avoid to a great extent the occurrence of pueu·
monia or bronchitis as sequelre of the operation.
Ju regard to the treatment of the wound itself, we have already alluded
to the advantage of placing a piece of lint spread with cerate, or a caout·
chouc ring\ beneath the collar of the canula to prevent any irritatiou of
the skin. No sutures should be introduced into the skin incision, as the
e-~orts during coughing will soon tear them out. Trousseau strongly ad·
vised that the edges of the wound s!1oulrl be cauterized daily for the fir~t
three or four days, with solid nitrate of silver, in order to prevent the formation of diphtheritic deposit.
. It ve.ry soon becomes n~cessary, despite every care to render the inspired
air moist,. to cleanse the. m.ner t.ube of the coating of viscid, partly dried
mucus which collects on its JU tenor, and to effect this, the inner tube should
be removed as frequently as is neceEsary. The frequency with which this
withdrawal is required varies in different cases, but it may be stated as a
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µeneral rule, that it should he performed from four to twelve times in
tweiitv-four hours.
Wl~eo the tube is clear, the respiration j3 almost noiseless, and hence
the supervention of noisy brenthiug is usually the indication of some obHruction in the inner tnbe, wh ich should immediately be withdrawn aurl
cleaned.
The drying of the mucus in its interior may he partially prevented by
dropping, every half hour, n fow minims of tepid water into the mouth of
the caoula, and by smearing the inner surface of the tube with pure glycerin 0\'ery two or three hours. Some years ago, Barthez 1 recommended
inl)tillations of tepid solutions of chlorate of soda through the canula after
tracheotomy, in the hope of effecting the softeuiug of the false membranes,
and their more rnpid and complete expulsion. Although he was iuclined
tu attrihut~ u beneficial effect to the practice at the time, it appears to hav e
si11ce fallen into disfavor eveu with its origi11ator.
'Ve have ourselves employed lime-water in several cases, and
with obvious relief. 'Ve were induced to use it from its well-known
,·ent action upon pseudo-membranous exudation 1 and have genemlly em·
ployed it by atomizing warm lime-water through the canula e,·ery fE'w
hour5, or ::;o often as the breathing becomes noisy and labored, despite the
removnl and cleaning of the inner tube, from the collection of viscid mu<:us
or pseudo-membrane below the end of the canula. The atomization has
heen continued for a moment or two, an<l has usually excited cough, whi le
at the sarne time it softened the viscid mucus and e1mbled the child to
r('je<·t it through the tube. So great, indeed, is the relief at times thus
afforded, that in one case the little patient asked frequently that the use of
the atomizer ~hould be repeated. In all probabiliLy it does good, partly
hy it'3 mechnnkal action in exciting cough, partly by the softening effect
of' the watery spray, but parLly al::;o, we are inclined to believe, by the
net ion of' Lhe lime upon the mucus and pseudo-membranes. "' e are also
in li1e habit of' directing that the child shall breathe, for a few minutes iu
every hour, the steam from slaking lirue, though in all probability this
does not contt1in an appreciable amount of the lime itself.
Hecently Dr. Bocker, of Berlin ( Deut.1che ]{/inik, July 8th, 1876) , has
reported the vP.ry favorable rernlts he ha::; obtained by means of frequently
repeated inhalations, after tracheotomy, of the .spray of lime-water ::;olution,
of chlorate of potash, or dilute lactic acid. Dr. llurrer 1 who has adopted
the same practice, reports eight cases in which these frequent inhalations
fUnned part of the after-treatment; of .these eight cases only two died,
while of ten cases, tracheotomies performed by the same operator before
hi.:i adoption ol' this mode of treatment, seven were fa.ta!.
Il occa~ionally happens, however, that the breathing becomes noisy and
ub~trnct('d, and remains so even afier the \\'ithdrawal of the iuner tube
nud the me of the atomizer. The cau:'e of tl1e obstruction, then, probably
con~i:Hs iu the presence, uenr the encl of the canula, either of a collection
of dried mucu~, or of a piece of false membrane, too large to e.;:cape through
the cannln. I 1'1 under these circum:->tauce:::, a paroxysm of dys pnooa ~houlcl
1
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ensue, the strings securing the canula should be in!::tantly cut and the outer
tube withdrawn. If this be followed by the rejection of false membraoe
and a return of quiet respiration, the canula may be returned; but if there
is reason to fear that the trachea contains false membranes too lnrgc to
escape through the tubei it is better to allow it to remain out permanently.
Millard (loc. cit. ) recommends that the external tube should alway:i he
removed at the end of twenty-four hours after the operation, when the track
of the wound is usually patulous, beiug lined by plastic lympb 1 and after
waiting a few minutes for the rejection of false membranes, and cauterizing
the wound, be again introduced.
In those cases which progress favorably, it soon becomes neces!'lary to
decide at what date the cauula sba11 be finally removed . It is evirleut that
this should be accomplished so soon as possible, as the tube acts the part
of a more or less irritating foreign body iu the neighborhood of delicale
and important structures, and yet it is only in rare cases that the patient
can endure its removal before the sixth or seventh day.
At the end of the fifth day, therefore 1 the experiment may be tried of
plugging the mouth of the cauula with a little roll of wool, to learn iu
whu.t degree the larynx has become patulous. Should the child be unable
to take a single respiration, the experiment may be deferred for seYernl
days, but should breathing be performed through the mouth for severnl
minutes, the measure may be repeated daily, iu order to gradually accus·
tom the larynx to a resumption of its function .
About the seventh or eighth day the tube may be remove<l for an hour
or two; and, if its abstraction be well borne, it may be finally withdrawn
the following day, and the wound closed by bringing its edges together
with adhesive plaster. It is very necessary to observe the caution 1 that
the canula must never be removed unless some one competent to replaee
it is at hand. It occasionally happens, however, that the larynx remains
impervious for a much longer time, and cases are recorded in which it
has been impossible to remove the canula for fifteen, twenty-five, forty·
four (Trousseau), or even one hundred and twenty-six (Fock) days; r>r
even for months or years. The causes which thus delay the period at
which the tube can be removed 1 are surilmed up by Mr. Marsh (loc. cit.)
as follows:
1. Obstruction of the larynx by false membranes, which have been
known to linger in its cavity for at least fourteen days after the operation.
2. A chronic inflammation and thickening of the mucous membrane of
the larynx, which may remain after the acute disease has passed off.
3. A narrowing OL' complete obliteratiou of the pas8age of the larynx,
by the growth of granulations above and around the canula.
4. An impairment or complete h)ss of those functions of the muscles of
the larynx which regulate the admisSiou of air through the rima ofottidi~.
5. A<lhesions of the opposed surfaces of the vocal cor<ls.
1:1
After the removal of the tube, the wound heals 1 either by contracting
from the circumfhence toward the centre, when air escapes until the yery
last day; or the tracheal wound first closes, and the cicatrization thea
advances externally. The average time occupied by this process of cica·
1

trization is about one month, Lhough it may be completed in two weeks,
or be protracted for two months.
Among the results which have been known to follow the prolonged stay
of the canula in the trachea, are necrosis of the tracheal cartilages, and
ulceration about the wound, or of the trachea around the canula, which
in several cases, has been followed by fatal hemorrhage. Suppuration
among the deeper strucLUres of the neck, e\•en exteuding into the anterior
mediaslinum, has been uoticed in a few iustauces, when the deep:;eated
ti~sues of the neck had been much disturbed.
GE~EH.AL TREA'l'MEXT.-Having carefully discussed the management
of tlie cauula and the treatment of the tracheal wouud, it remains to say
a few words in regard to the general treatment of the patient after the
operation.
The most e.ilsential point to be !'lecured is, unquestionably, the proper
nlimentation of the child. It is, however, frequently very difficult to induce it to partake even of the most tempting food. 'Ve should eudeavo r
to pcr~uade it to take, as before the operatiou, nourishing animal broths,
beef-tea, milk, custard, chocolate, wine-whey, or weak milk-punch. If,
however, these are refused, and the child expresses a desire for any olher
cligeslible article of food-as the brea::lt-meat of fowl, fiuely mince<l, or the
soft portions of oyster.;, or eggs-the taste shou ld be gratified. Ocuasioually ice-cream will be taken willingly, when other food is refused ; or,
when both wine-whey and milk-punch are rejected, iced wine and water,
or brandy and water will be relished. Unfortunately, however. it not
rarely happens that, owi ng partly to the soreness of' the throat and partly,
und oubtedly, to the pain ca used by the canu la during the movements of
the trachea in deglutition, the little paLient utterly refuses to swallow
more than a mere sip of iced water. Under such circumstances, so se1·ious
a cow plication is abstinence, that Trousseau recommends that it should
be forced to take a little food . "Do not fear," he says," to employ inti mi•
elation. In !:lttCh cases I have often-assuming an apparent severity, the
expres:;ion of which I have exaggerated-forced the child to eat, aud ~o
lrn.ve prepared the way for a recovery, which without this seeme<l to rne
impossible."
Even by this means, however, it may be impossible to secure the admini~tration of a sufficient amount of nourishment, and we would then
advise the use of nutritious euemata, consistiug either of the yolk of one
egg beaten up in an ouuce of milk, or of one ounce of beef tea, and
given about every four hours. If they appear to irritate the rectum, and
are not retained, one or two drops of laudanum may be added to each
enema.
In comparatively rare cases there exists, in addition to this unwillin g·
ne~ to eat, a positive difficulty in swallowing liquids. This results fron.1
the inaction of the vocal cords and epiglottis, which allow the fluid to pass
through the glottis into the trachea and bronchi, causing violent cough
noel escaping through the artificial openi ng. The child is so alarmed by
this that it smaetimes refuses all nourishment, and can only be supported
by nutritious enemata. Under these circumstances, Trousseau advised that
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all liquid aliment shou ld be interdicted 1 aod that the food of the chil1l
should consist of very thick soups, vermicelli boiled in milk or broth, hard
eggs, eggs very much cooked in milk 1 and rare-cooked meat, in rather large
morsels. If the thirst becomes ardent, he allows pure cold water, taking
care to give it either some length of time after. or immediately before, the
mea ls, in o rd er to avoid vomiting. This difficulty in swallowing rarely
begins until three or four days after the operation, and does not usually
last beyond the tenth or twelfth day. Sometin1es, as l\I. Archambault has
!':uggested, the child is enab led to swallow with ease by closi ng the cao ula
with th e finger at the moment of deglutition, but at other times this fails
entirely.
Iu many cases the difficulty in inducin g the child to swa llow, after the
operation, is so g reat that all medication must be suspe aded 1 excepting the
admiui~tration of small doses of opium, by the mouth or by enema, which
we would advise to be contiuued.
Whenever it is practicable to give remedies, however-without intflrfering with tbe ability aud willingness to take food-it is very importrmt
to btar in mind that despite the very great relief which the operation may
have afforded, it has by no means pul a stop to the <lisease, but has simp ly
afforded the system another chance to overcome and cast off the co nstitu·
tional affection.
Of course, the use of emetics must be suspended, and so if, on any theo·
retical ground, any depressing remedies have been employed, t.hey !-ihould
be discontinued. But we should recommend under suc h circurni::tauces,
that the use of the cum hi nation of chlorate of potash, tincture of chloride
of iron, and sulphate of quioia, s bou ld be per;:;iste<l i11.
"\Ve subjoin the histories of two cases of true croup 1 which have lately
occurred in our practice, and which will serve to illustrate cl ini ca lly the
remarks t hat we have made upon thi;:; disease.
In both cases tracheotomy 'ms performed by Dr. II. Lenox Hodge, in
one instance with complete success, but in the other with a fatal result.
The firi::t and succe:ssful case was under the care of Dr. R. Bolling, of
Chestnut Hill, and was seen in consultation by Dr. J. F. l\leig:.:, aud, subsequently to the performance of the ope ra tion by Dr. Hodge, by Dr::.
Edward H.hoads and William Pepper.
The second case was visited by both of us fl'Om the 6rst; an<l was 11tteadecl, al'teL· the performance of the operation by Dr. Hodge, with the
most. zealous and ::;kilt'ul care, by Dr.s. \Vhartoa Sinkler and M. Long·
streth.

ILLUSTRATIVE CA.SES.
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HI' WM oNlt'red r<mall do-:es of Kermes mineral, Dover's powder, and nitrate of
pota"h,andcounler·irrilationtothcthront.
Al .; A.-:.1., December 2.Jth, the child, who had gone to sleep quietly, woke in a
frii.thtful parox.y~m of dy,,pnrea, gasping, clutching at its throat, and with oppressed
v.hi ... pcring voice.
Enu.·1i~ of alum were gh·en, and produced free eme.. is1 but withot the rejection of
any faJ..;e membrane, nor was any )'Ct visible in lbe fauces. The powders were con·
tinued.
The dy<ipmea per"i"ted and i:re\\' <ileadily \f"OJ"SC; the voice remainE'd suppressed.
?.fcmbranom1 exudation was noticed in the evening on the ton,il!'I, and during the
fnllowin~ night the obstrudion to re,;;piration became so inten!<e that, af1er consnlta·
tiClll with Dr. :Meigs, tracheotomy ll':l.!I performed by Dr. II. Lenox Hodge. The
trachea w:i-. opened just below the isthmus of the thyroid gland. No false membrane
could he !lt'en at the level of the opening, nor wa.13 any rejected.
A few hourslnteritbecnmenecei.:!'lary loremO\'ethecanula,cutanov:d piece from
the trndiea, and replace lhe t11Ue, during which proceeding artificial rCtipiration had
to he maintained.
The ne(·k was surrounded by gauze. Nutritious enemnta, with small do-<es of
budanum, were given every two or three hours. Cream and brandy were gin:n by
mouth, and the attempt was made to give quinin and iron, hut the child absolutely re·
ftN•d to take it. The breathing became soruewhll.t easier, but at 9 A.M. 1 December 26th,
it was G6, and the pul"e 160.
The internal tnhe ll'Us fre<1uentlyremoved and cleanc;ed of very thick \•iscid mucus,
whi{'h rnpidly collected in it i and the other tre~ttment wa'i continu ed . In the after,
noun it bel':ill\Cevidcntthatthe internal tuhewasentirelytooi;;mall,and it wastberer.1re abandoned and the external one alone retained. \\'arm lime-water was now·
atomiz<:d down the tube every two hours, and on the fi~t OCl'<L"ion of its us;e wa_,;; fol lowed by the rejection of it large piece of thick, dark-gray, g lue-like false membrane.
Thi" wa.<1 followed by mnrkc<l relief of the dyspnrea.
The child WM kept gently under the influence of opium; and was nouri.:hed by
enl'nmta nf Uecf ten, f,~ij i brandy, f;;j i tr. opii, gtt . i\', given every three hours; wluch
were rcl;tinccl unle"" they provoketl a fecal discharge, which happened two or lhree
time~. 'l'be urine was pa::;~ell freely, and was not allJuminous.
The rc .. pira1ions were conducted solely. through the tube and once during sleep fell
a.-. IOWll" :J2.
1Jrrn11b1·r 2illt.-Still refused to ea!, and th e bowel also became somewhat irritable,
!lo that se\'eral or the eaerunta were rl~jecled. The re<:pirations varied from 3.} to .J8;
the pnl~c from 13:? to 140. The treatment was continued; the atomization of lime·
water throu).('h the tube being repeated c,·ery three hours. Towards the close of each
interval the fa(·C bC<.'ame flushcd 1 and the l'hild grew re;tle-,;;, throwing the arms about
e.'<l'itl'<ll.'·, at times leaping up in bed 1 and t11rning around ~o fl~ to lean forward on
the pillow., and bury Iii" frH·e in hi<1 hand. or el<:e looking around with an appealing
expre~ . . ion.
The atomization was always followed b.r ooug:h, and the rejecuon of
pit'tc~ of false membrane and thick puriform matter. Towards evening he began to
t.w:dlow!iome food.
1J1·1.,mln:r ~St!t.-The ti~..;ucs of the nc(·k had become so muth infiltrated and swollen,
tlwt tht.'t•:mula was no longt.'r long <:noug:h to reach from the cutaneous surface into
tl1e trachea; it wa.,.; in this way pusht.'d forward 1ill it ohstruC'ted the tracheal opening
:mil cau~l'fi great dy<;pncea . 1t wa..; L'Oll"C<Juently rernoYe<l,and the child, though much
e.xh:rn~ft.'(l, "ank into n gentle refre,hing sleep, with quiel regular breathing. The
llllic w:h not rt.'place<l 1 1he brea1hing being rent.lily performed through the \\·otmd.
'l'hcn was ~!ill nmrked indi..;position to take food, and for a few times he was fol'ced
to mallow hy holding hi~ no..;e and poming beef ten. down his throat; this was not,
howe\'l'r, corHinut.«I, a.Ii the ef10rt exhausted him very much, owing to hi<J most violent
rt....,i~tam·c. The t!i~('harge from the tral'l1en through the wonnd w:i1; quite flnid, puru·
lem, and very fetid. A ~olution of carbolic acid, gtt. x, in 08s- of te1>id water, was
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lltomir.e<l through the wound i and the atmo.,.phcre of the room was kept impr~n:ih:J
byatomizingastrongersolution about 1hecha111her.
During the day he :-iwallowed more food; gr. I of opium was given twice i hi;; cir-

cula1ion ancl ref:ipiration improved.
Di:rcmber Wth.-Condition st ill improving. Hespiration 28, quite fnll and deep,
withontr!l.les; pulse had fallen('t('adily from 11.l toH4,nnd wa.smore foll and strong.
The color of surface was better. Hcspir:uion carried on partly through the mouth.
Der.ember 30th.-Thc child pa::c;cd :l very ('Omfortab le day. The respiration!! were
about 2.t; the pul!-ie 78 to 86, sort, full, and strong; the uipillary circulation g"O<KI.
Food 11af:i taken much heller, the child eating a croquette made soft with cream, the
sofl part of several oysters, a small pieC'e of breast of 1>artridge cut line and rnbbcd up
with butter and salt, and drinking sherry wine and water, and rich chocolate. The
dif;chargc had loist to a great exte11t its offensi\'e chara<.'ler. Took gr. ss. of opium at
night, and slept five houn; quietly.
JJr'cember 31st-The child's condition was better in eYe ry way. The wonnd was
contracting the edges of the tracheal opening white and clean, and granul;itwn~ Uc.
ginning to project over it. The cough was stronger and more laryngeal, and the Yoiee
stronger and clearer, though still whispering. A good deal of the dis('harge wa" 1ww
raised into the mouth and expectorated. The gauze with which Ll.ie wound had been
CO\'CreJ was changed for:~ piece of patent. lint, to encourage the larynx to gradually
resume its functions.
Fl'om this time the case steadily improved. The matler expectorated grew more
and more mucoid, thin, whiti1d1, and i;canty, and finally expectoration ceased almo•L
cntil'cly. The gencr:l l oymploms rapidly improved, though he remain<.'<! \1cak anJ
11en•ous for six weeks. The external wound was covered with patent lint, at fin-t of
one, then of E:e\'Cral thickne...scs, and he gradually regained the power of brcatliing
through the larynx, and of speaking. The larynx seemed quite clear after January
2d, 1869, eight days after the operation. The wound granulated from the bottom
outward;:, and was entirely cicatrized by the end of six weeks; by which time he was
aOout the house, and had returned to his studies to occupy hiti mind, as he was \'Cry
fretfnlandner\'ous.
1Vul'embcr lst1 1860.-F. ,V , remains perfectly well, and is indeed enjoying more
rolm~t health than for several years before this attack of membranous croup.
Truchrotomyon.
Autop..~y.-Fal.~

rightlunyemphy·

. gr. ij.
.
R. Potru;s.Chlorat.,
. gtt. v.
.
Tr. Ferri Chloridi, .
Every third hour in a teaspoonful of syrup and water.
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gasp ing breathing, came

0111

for

01t Sal!1rclay, 9tl1, then• were palches of membranou:-J exudation on the fances and
tonsilt1. The cervical lymphaLics were only slight ly enlarged. The breathing wiu
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difficult and stridulous; the ,·oicc feeble, snrnll, ll"Ually whispering, but when raised
b~· nn effort W:t$ rather piping :rnd shrill; the cough was short and smothered. There
wa.~ i10 coryta.

Treatment continued, and inhalations

or the vapor from slaking lime

ordered C\'cry hour.

On Suntlay, JOth.-The child was restl631 with at times jaciitation i face flushed,
and uprt"•"ion anxious; respiration laborc<l; inspiration imperfect, with shrill stridor;
expiration prolongctl am! "tridulon". ~o expectoration. )(cmbranc still visilile in
fauce,.,. :No albumen pre.;entin urinc . .PuJ ...efrequent,i;.kin hot and moist. Treatment continued, and dot ho; wrung out from hot water applied to the throat.
On. J/o11doy, 1 ltlt.-Condition about the same; tbe degree of dyspncea varying from
time to time with degree of spasm, bnt the breathing still cont inuonsly labored and
1:itridulo11<1. 'l'reatmcnLcontinm.><.I, and frictious•with turpentine linimcntdircNcd to
bernadetothethro:1t. Markcdunwillingnesstotat.
T11r1i1foy, 12tlt.-'L'hcre wai m arked improvement in the chi ld's condition. The
breathing was easier and le;;s str idulow;; the cough Jess frequent and l1lO'ler, wit It a few
thitk yellowish purulent Rputa; the voice was raised with less difficulty, and was
cl~:irer and stronger. There was, however, the sa me fancial pain and ob:;tinatr incli!~
po;;ition to eat. The fauc~ were sti ll red and swollen, and a. small thin patch of e:<·
udation was visible on one of the tonsils. The treatment was continued, and the chi ld
al--0 took a little porL wine and water and beef tea, and had nutritious enemata of egg
given C\'er.\' four ho11M1.
Wc1lne;id11y, 13th -The condition· of the fauces was better, the breathing easier, and
the l'oice more clear. The ~kin was still heated, pulse fre<1uent, and there was still
imJi,..position to eat.
During the en:suing night the breathing again became more oppre~ed and tighter,
with some return of strilior. The \"Oice also became suppre:::.tied and whbpering.
The C'ireulation was somewhat oblstructed, the face becoming flushed, and the lips
rntherdark.
Tl11ir.Jdny, 14/h.-Thc<ie !'lymptoms were :1ggravated, and in the evening there was
marked jactit:ltion and r<!stlc:<~nc~<i. The re-pirations were 40 in the minute, and
stri<lulons, with prolonged expiration: and, during the inspiratory effort, with violen t
action of the ex te rnal rcspirntory muscles, elevation of the shoulders, and rece,..sion
of the base of the chest and o f die epigastrium. There was also complaint of pain
at the epigastrium. The cough was infrequent, short, smothered, and muflletl. The
c.n~s were anxious, staring and promiucnt, with large pupils. The pulse wns frcq11cn111-IO, aml ~mall.
During the nif:'ht there was a steady aggravation of all these symptom<i. The res·
pirationsroseto4G, and bccamecxtremelyobstrueted,thc recc!S!ionofthe base of the
che"t and at the cpiga~trium being unusually marked during in<:piration. The voice
was whkpcring and almost. suppressed; the exprc~ion strained, appealing, and anxious; the face deeply flushed and the lips livid. There was the same complaint of
con:.tant pain at the cpiga."itrium.
F'rid"!f, l.)t/1, at i~ .l.1lf., re.;pirations 36, pulse 136. Tracheotomy was performed
by Dr. H. Lenox llodge, the trachea.being opened just below the ish1hmus of the thy·
roid gland, and a smaJI om\ piece excised from its wall,;. A good cleat of venous
hemorrhage occurred during the operation, but. stopped immediately after the trachea
wa., opened, and the tube adju~ted.
Xo ana:.-sthctic was U"ed, but th e chi ld made no resistance, and e\'idently was slightly hcnumhed from ru;phyxi:l. Soon afler 1he operation the respirations grew more
ea")', a larg<.' piece of false membrane was thrown off through the opening1 the Hush
<li.-.:ippean.'<i fr(llll the face, and the features became composed and placid.
Yery soon after the operation th e respirationo; fell to 28,and throughout the da.v re·
1
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greased 1inen, so

:1S

to protect it from the c:mula. The inner tu he was removed e\·ery
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expectoration of thick purulent matter, and occaRionally of Oakes of tough whitcfot~e
membrane. All medication was suspended, save the administration of gtt. ij or iij
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expelling the thick viscid mucus.
Sitturday, 16t/1.-The respirations were 24; pul!<e ] JG. During the day the rl1ild
took more l>cef-tea and wine and water, hut still had nutritious enemata gh·en. There
wa~ great thirst, and ~he sti ll complained of pain in swal lowing. There was nocoryza,
and very slight, if any, enlargement o( the cerYical lymphatics.
Towards evening, breathing again becaooe obstructe<l,cvidcntly from accumulation of
mucus or pseudo-membrane below the end of the tube, whi<.'h was cOn'lcqucntly reJUO\•e<l. Its remova l was followed by the discharge of several large pieces of fa lse
membrane through the wound, the edges of which were well consolidated by lymph.
The breathing quickly became noiselc.sS, easy, and tranquil again. During the follow
ing night the chi ld enjoyed. some refreshing sleep, and took more nourishment. The
atomization of lime-water through the tracheal opening was repeated about every two
houni, and with such great relief that she SC\'Cral times asked for it herself by sign~1
as it each time proYoked cough, and caused the expulsion of thick purulent matter,
dried mucu<i, and shreds and flakes of false membr'ane. Urine wa.s discharged freel.v,
and contained no albumen.
Sundcty, l 'i lh.-In 1he morning she appeared quite comfortable. The voice was still
whispering, but the cough e;cemcd looser, and she expelled pumlent matte!' more freely
through the opening; no false membrane was discharged. The thirst was sti ll great,
but the child took beef-tea more freely. The bowels had for several days bccu opened
two or three times daily. Respirations 20-25; quite full, without recesf:ion of the base
of the chest. Pubc 130- 136, of rather better volum e. }fonds fairly wnrm, though at
times I here was a little tendency to coolness. The wound was evidentlr contracting
Slight emphysema of the base of the neck, which cau!<cd comp laints of pain about the
neck and shoulders.
At 4 P.M. it was observed that the breathing was again becomingobstmcte<l, and that
there was recession of thC: base of the thorax during inspi ration. Lime-water wa3
freely atomized through the opening, but without causing any discharge of membrane.
The difficulty of respiration increased until 5~ P.M. 1 when suddenly symptoms of
asphyxia appeared . Prolonged efforts at artificial re!'lpil'atioo were made, and life
wa'i thus maintained for a i:ihort time, but no e.~ential relief was afiOrded, and dea1h
soon followed, on the thirteenth day of the di:-ea.se and fifty-eight hours after the
operation.
Th e chest was frequently auscultated throughout the course of the ca~e. Before the
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tected, mingled with the above riil cs. On the morning before death only wa.o; there
an obscure flapping sound transmitted to the ear with the tracheal and bronchial r!iles,
but e\·en then it was indeterminate in character.
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~~~:· :/~:~t~:1.bular false memhrane was ejected.

twenty-four hours after death.
9

Brain not. examined.
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br~nc, exteudlllg ~r~n~ the hacheal ~penlllg down through the right bronchus to the

third or fourth d1v1s10n, lay loose m the trar hca 1 having been detached from the
In the bronchi it was e;ti ll !ilightly attached, but separated
reaJ1ly on traction. It was firm, \·ery tough, and white, and, in the upper part of the

mu~us membr:rne.
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tral'hea, nt lea.o;t one line thick. Below the bifurcation it was tubular for the rest of
it" cour~ej and in it.s terminal portions grew .<;Ofter and more yellowish. There w115
al~o,

in the trachea, a large patch (1~ inches long by! inch wide) of fal!'e membrane,

of dull white color, and tightly adherent. Upon raising it, numerous liUle delicate
tibro1111 prolongatjons were seen attaching it to the mucous membrane. Beneath this
patch the mucous mcmUrane wa'3 deeply reddened, dry, excoriated-looking, and
"lig-htly roughened by minute elevations. There ·~:as.no enlargement of the mucous
fotlidcs. The vascularity of the mucous membrane diminished in the lower part
of the trachea, and was but f:lightly marked in the secondary divisions of the
bronchi. No ulceru.~ion was seen at any point. There was no pseudo-membrane
in the lefl bronchus or any or Hs branches, and the mucour.; ruembrane here was Jess
reddened than on the right side. ln nil probability the fabe membrane removed
immediately after death had come from the left bronchus. The right lungwns largely
distended, the posterior border dark and congested, but the rest of the organ pale and
emphyr;cmato11s. The left lung was dark, purplish, non-crepitant, collapsed, and
yielded on section an abundant Bow of dark, airless, bloody serum. No pleurisy or
plemaleffusion.
l!eart.-The left ''entricle was Yery firmly <'ontractcd and empty, and the tisr.;ue of
its walls hard, tough, and florid red. Tlie walls of the right \'Cntricle were relaxed,
and the cavity filk>d with fluid dark blood, without any clots. No excess of pericardial cffnsion.
The li\•Cr and kidneys were gorged with dark blood.

CHAPTER II.

IT would be difficult, perhaps, to overestimate the importance to the
medical practitioner of a thorough knowledge of the different diseases of
the lungs and pleura, as they occur in children. The diseases of the respiratory organs-and much the most frequent of them are pneumonia and
bronchitis-cause, according to 'Vest, very nearly one-third of all the deaths
under five years of age in England; while not above one child in four dies
under that age from disease of the nervous system, and not above one in
se\•en from those of the digestive system . Iu this country, it would seem,
from the bills of mortality, that a larger proportion of children die of diseases of the dige;":)tive than of the respiratory system. But, while this is
true, there can be no doubt that the diseases of the latter system are deserving of our utmost attention, since not only are they of constant occurrence and of fatal tendency, as idiopathic affections, bnt since, also, they
frequently appear as complications in the course of other diseases, adding
greatly thereby to their severity aucl danger. lu measles, for instance,
by far the most frequent cause of danger is the occurrence of some inflammation of the lungs or pleura. Iu scarlatina and typhoid fever, bronchitis and pneumonia are very common accidents, and recent researches
have shown that in hooping-cough, nod in all states of great debility and
prostration, a cert1tin chn.nge in the condition of the pulmonary tissue, to
which the term collapse has been applieq, is very apt to occur.
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The morbid condition of the Jung last referred to, that of collap~e, is
one that has been well understood only within n few years past, and yet it
is so important, in a practical point of view, as to excite a feeling of surprise that it had not been discovered before.

ARTICLE I.
ATELECTASIS PULMONUM, OR IMPERFECT EXPANS[QN OF TilE LUNG.

Trrn title of atelectasis pulrnouum, from <1<d1Jt;, imperfect, and tna111~,
expansion, was first employed by Dr. Edward JOrg, to designate a conditi on of the lungs observed by him in new-bora children, a condition in
whi<'h larger or smaller portions of those organs had ucver been penetrated
by air. The respiration of the infant had, in such cases, been only im·
perfectly established at birth, and some parts of the pulmonary tissue had
consequently never undergone expansion under the distending- influence
of the inspiratory act; these uudilated parts continued in the fc:ctal state.
In addition to this congenital form of imperfect expansion of the lung·
tissue, this condition is met with at all ages of life, though with especial
frequency iu young child ren, as the consequence of a collapse of portions
of the ouce·expanded lung, or in other words, of their return to the fretal
or unexpanded stale. To this latter form of imperfect expansion, the
terms post-natal atelectasis, collapse, and fret.al condition have been given.
Before the discovery of its real nature was matle, it had often been de·
scrihed also under the we11-kuown names of caruification and lobular
pneumonia. \Ve shall designate it by the title of co11apse or post-natal
ntelectasis, while under that of congenital utelectasis pulmonum, we shall
describe the congenital variety of imperfect expansion .
CONGENITAL ATELEC'fASIS.

APPF.ARANCES.-In congenital ntelectasis the parts of
the lung most frequently affected are the po::.;terior portion and lower
edge of the in ferior lobes, the middle lobe of the right lung, and the
lower edge of the upper lobes. Iu some instances that we have ex·
amined, the greater part of the lower lobes of both lungs, whilst in others,
still larger portions of these organs have been found to present this con·
dition. The imperfectly expanded portions of the lungs are of a dark-red
or purplish color, and are diminished in size, so as to be depressed below
the level of the healthy parts. They are solid to the touch, and yet they
have not lost their cohesive properties, as they are neither friable, easily
torn, nor readily penetrable by the finger; their cut surface is perfectly
smooth i they do not crepitate under the finger, and no air-bubbles are
seen in the fluid sq ueezed out by pressure; they si nk when thrown ioto
water. They, in fact, resemble exactly the footn.l Jung. The most con·
vincing proof of the real nature of this condition is obtained by the iofia·
lion of the lung. When this is done, the depre 'ed, hard, and dark
ANATOMICAL
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colored portioas-ualess the suhject from whom the specimen bas been
taken may have Jived loag enough to have allowed the different tissues of
the lung to become adherent-rise to their natural level, become elastic,
soft, and crepitnting, and change, under the influence of the enter~
ing air, from a dark and livid tint, to the rosy or piuk color of healthy
pulmo1mry tissue. In recent cases, this inflation is performed with great
ea~e and with perfect success; while in other instances, in which the
child has lived for some weeks or mouths, the distension is either effected
only by strong efforts, or in a very imperfect maaner, or it may fail en·
tirl!ly, owing to some permanent change having taken place in the tissues
of the unexpanded portions. In a case that occurred to ourselves, the
subject of which died, at the age of fourteen months, of acute pleurisy of
the right side, after having prei;ented, at birth and throughout its short
life, many of the symptoms of atelectasis, the inferior two·thirds of the
lower lobe of the left lung exhibited in the greatest perfection all the
atelectal)ial characteristics. The whole of the unexpanded part was distended by means of inflation with a blowpipe, but only after repeated and
powerful expiratory efforts i and Dr. E. Wallace, who made the exami·
nation, assured us that be was obliged to use a degree of force much greater
than he ever employed to iaflate healthy adult lungs.
fo some cases there are found small patches of vesicular emphysema
associa1cd with the areas of pulmonary collapse. If, in consequence of
commencing post·mortem decomposition, there has been any development
of gas in the tissue of the lungs, it is seen, hy the aid of a lens, in the form
of irregular air-bubbles scattered through the interstitial tissue, which are
ea~ily di~tiaguished from the minute shining air-bubbles, crowded together
in regular al'l'angement, which are seeu in lungs which have been inflated.
-Bouchut, Jour. f Kinderkrankheiten, 1863, 3-4i p. 263.
In most cases the foramen ovale and the ductus arteriosus are found to
be still open, or the latter has but partially closed.
The cmtses of congenital atelectnsis have not been satisfactorily ascer·
taine<I. The conditions that are probably the most frequent causes are:
original debility of the infant, from any cause that has iuterfered with its
proper development in utero, as feeble health on the part of the mother
during pregnancy, or multiple pregnancy; and acquired debility, brought
about by the fact of the infnut'o being exposed at birth to unfavorable
hygienic influences, and particularly to those which interfere with the
proper performance of lhe respiratory act, as cold, a vitiated and close
atmosphere, and the use of too heavy or tight clothing. A very hurried
and rapid labor has been thought to cause, in some instances, this imperfect expansion of the luug-substauce. Iu a case that occurred to one of
us (see Am. Jour. 1lled. &., J:rn., 1852, p. 83), the only explanation of the
condition which seemed at all plausible was that the placenta had been
separated from the uterus at too early a period of the labor, in consequence
of the violent and rapid character of the lati.er, so that the child was for
a short time before birth cut off entirely from its connection with the
mother-a time sufficient so to lower its vital forces as to bring on a condition resembling syncope, and to deprive it of the muscular strength
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necessary on entering the world, to produce a full expansion of the thoracic
cavity, an<l so, of cCJurse, to effect a dilatation of all parts of the luugs.
In addition to this, congenital collapse of the lungs may result from the
air-passages of the child becoming obstructed with mucus or fluid iu cousequence of the umbilical cord being ruptured during labor, and an inspiration thus becoming uecessary, before the head is free from the liquor
amuii or the secretions of the mother's passages. .Fiually the want of
expansion has been in some cases fouod to be <lependeut on pressure upon
the medulla obloogata, implicating the roots of the pneumogastric nervej,
resultiog from inflammatory exudation or from effusion of blood owing to
injuries i11curred during delivery.
SYMPTOlllS.-The symptoms depending on congenital atelectasis vary a
good deal in different cases. There are some, however, which exist in most
instances. These are the following: the child comes into the world feeble
and weak, and instead of crying vigorously and loudly the moment or
very soon after it is bora, it fails to cry at all, or the cry is low and weak,
or it is whimpering or wailing; the color, instead of being brick-red or
dark-red, is pale and whitish, leaden, or livid; the muscular movements,
which in healthy children are strong and vigorous, are in these languid
and slow, or there are none or scarcely any, the limbs being relaxed and
motionless. If the breathing is observed, it is found to be short, and
imperfect, and it is evident that the thorax is but imperfectly dilated at
each movement of respiration. 'Vhen these symptoms exist in a \'elJ
marked degree, the infant either dies soon in a state of asphyxia, or the
muscular force slowly increasing, the respiration gradually improves, aud
the child is, after a longer or shorter time, either out of danger, or it falls
into the same state as that of one in whom the symptoms have been from
the first less severe. Under the latter circumstances, the infant continues
feeble and weak. It breathes shortly, rapidly, and imperfectly, but often
without any appearance of effort. The cry is rare, and when heard is
low and feeble, or there is with each respiration a constant plaintive moan,
which is very characteristic, and strongly expressive of exhaustion. The
color continues pale and whitish, or it is bluish, and the temperature of
the extremities is lower than natural. The child sleeps the greater part
of the time, and is unable to nurse, or nurses very feebly, but can swallow
when fluid is poured into the mouth. In such cases as these, the infant
does not necessarily die, but will often recover when properly treated. In
favorable cases, the symptoms just enumerated may last from a few hours
to a day or two, or even a few week~, without much change; then, under
the influence of correct hygieuic and medical treatment, they will uften
begin to improve. T~1e color becomes less pale or less bluish; the mus·
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iufaut is able to suck when applied to the breast, at first feebly aud ooly

for a moment, and then more stro11gly; the respiration becomes slower,
fuller, and more natural, and gradually the dangerous symptoms disa.p·
pear.
In unfavorable cases, on the contrary, the respiration fails to improve,
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but becomes more and more short, qu:1Jk, and imperfect; tbe temperature
of the body falls; the color of the surface changes, becoming leaden,
blui!'h 1 or even ]i,·id, the change showing it.self first in the neighborhood
of the mouth, and in the hand::; and feet, and extending gradually to the
rest of the body; the difficulty in swallowing becomes greater, and very
generally t1omc spasrnodi~ twitchiugs begin to show themselve3 about the
mu.scles of the face. The respiration is very often attended with slight
wheezing or rattling, an<l the convulsive movements returning frequently,
and becoming more violent and more general, the child dies in convulsion~, or it sinks very slowly and gradually, without convulsions, as though
in a state of syncope. According to Steffen (Klinik. d. Kinderk1., 186.5,
1 Bd., p. 50), thrombosis of the cerebral sinuses has beeu found after death
under such conditions.
There is another symptom of imperfect expansion of the lungs in newborn and very young infants, which ought not to be passed unnoticed. It
is one mentioned by Dr. George A. Rees, of London, in no essay on this
subject (London, 18.50), and is of much diagnostic value, although not a
pathogoomooic symptom of this condition, as regarded by him. It is an
altered movement of the ribs in respiration. During the inspirntory effort
the ribs nre seen to move inwards towards the mesial line of' the trunk, instead of outwards as in ordinary respiration, thus diminishing instead of
increasing the transverse diameter of the thorax. rl'l1e explanation of the
altered movement is as follows: when the diaphragm descends, the lung
ought lo expand in such a way as to fill up the increased space produced
in the thoracic cavity by the descent of that great muscle. Iastead of this
being the case, however, the lung is collapsed and inexpansive, and cannot enlarge sufficiently to fill up the space alluded to, so that there would
remain a vacuum in the chest were it not that the thoracic walls a.re
drh·en inwards by the pressure of the atmosphere upon their outer surface. In a case that we saw ourselves in a child fourteen months old, who
had pre.sented symptoms of atelectasis from birth, and in whom we found
after death very extensive collapse, this symptom was VE;ry marked. The
base of the thorax was indented ou both sides by a deep gutter or depression, which remained depressed and unchanged during the in:<piratory
movements, or which, indeed 1 rather been.me more distinctly visible during
those motion~, so that the chest presented the curious spectacle of dilatation or expansion in its upper parts, during inspiration, and of contraction
or collapse at its baSe.
Ia regard to this interesting sigu the reader is referred to our article on
ricket::;, where is mentioned the explanation given of it by Jenner, in connection with the latter disease.
8YlIPTOMS OP COLLAPSE IN TUE EARLY WEEKS OF LIFE.-Before
taking up the regular consideration of post-natal collapse, as it occurs at
all ages of childhood 1 we wish to refer, for a moment, to that condition as
it appears iu the fir.st few weeks of life, in infants who have exhibited 110
sign of it whatever, perhaps, at the moment of birth. "'e desire to do
this now, because the symptoms to which it gives rise resemble much more
tho:;e of congenital atelecta<5is, thnn tho.se of collapse in children over a few
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months old. And let it be remarked that these symptoms are very different and much more severe and threatening than those of collapse at later
periods. They are in fact those of cyanosi5, and in some in~ta11ces are as
strongly marke<l as those observed in the worst cases of that co11dition,
caused by malformation of the heart or great vessels. The cynnosis and
other symptoms of disordered circulation evidently depend on the obstacle
offered by the collapsed and condensed portions of lung-tissue to the discharge of blood from the right side of the heart. Though this ob5tacle to
tbe venous circulation is doubtless the chief cause of the symptoms in
tlie!=e case!l:, we cannot but think ourseh-es, that the great difference between the symptoms of cougenital atelectnsis, as well as of post-natal ate·
lecta:::.is occurring in the first few weeks of life, and the collapse of later
periods, must be explained in part, at least, by the fact that the frotnl
opening<:, the foramen ovale and ductus arteriosis, and especially the
former, are still patulous 1 or in such a condition that they may be reopened
under pressure, and so allow a portion of the contents of the overloaded
and congested right side of the heart to pass into the left auricle, thence
iuto the left ,·entricle and aorta, and so to the whole body.
In this form of atelectasis, the child may have been born perfectly
healthy, or only weaker than usual, or it may have bad :::.ome difficulty iu
establishing the respiration, which, however, has afterwards been effected
in the most complete manner. Some days, or even weeks after birth,
from a cause disturbing the function of respiration, portions of the lung
may collapse, and give rise to the different symptoms of that condition iu
the manner above described. The most important of these symptom~ are
difficulty of breathing, consisting either in an increased or diminished rate
of that function, diminution of the muscular power, cyanotic hue of the
skin, and slight or severe spasmodic phenomena. In a case that occurred
to one of ourselves (see Am. Jottrn. 1Jlecl. Sc., loc. cit.):
A child, who had exhibited at birth, and for fh·e days after, every appearance of
fine l1ealth, was obsen·ed on the sixth day to cry rather violently in the morning.
At one o'clock in the day he began to moan, and appeared di>;tresscd j at two he
ceasefl to moan, became bluish, and seemed to lose his breath. He was placed in a
bath, in which the bluene!-is passed off, but the brcathingcontinue<l irregular andun·
even. l re soon became blue again, and breathed slowly and irregularly, but had no
spa!lm. At about four o'clock another paroxysm occurred, in which the whole surface
became first bluish, and then dark, while at the same time, the trunk and limbs be·
<·ame i;tiff and rigid under the influence of tonic mu;icnlar spasm, and the r0\piration
was slow and imperfect. Afler the attack had lasted for some moments, the hluene;.s
and spa.i;;modic phenomena disappeared, but the child remained in a state ofstupcfac·
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with moaning, but on the following day the symptoms had disappeared entirely, and
there was no return.
In n~1other cnse .the symptoms of collapse did not appear until the twenty.fifth day
after birth. The mfant had been hearty and strong at birth, and had estahlishcd its
re!!.piration fully and completely. Between the birth, howe\'er, and the time of the
lactation had caused the de\•elopment of
n~tack, circumstances con.nected with
diarrhrea and thrush, wluch had deb1htatcd the child a. good deal. On the day of
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the attack, frequent i:;.neezing, with stuffing of the head, and some coui?;h, ~eemcd to
show the exiqtcnce of catarrh, and on the !';ame day the ehild wn.s unformnately expo,;ed, owing to the accidental opening of one of the gas-burners, to the inhalation of
some gaq, Late in the e\'ening, a. lllight whistling or stridulous sounJ was heard in
the breathing, the skin became suddenly a little bluish, and tt !llight convuJ .. ion follow('(I. I>uring the night there were frequent and strong convulsirn seizures, always
prert'<led nnd followed by deep blurnc..;-; of the mouth, hands, and feet, and it was notire<I that the lca'it di~turbance, as lifting or nursing, or chan$.!ing 1he position, always
brought tliem on. The next morning lhe attAcks continued, but with dimini<;hcd \'iO·
lem-c, under the effects of treatment, and they ceased afler the middle of the day. The
color of the !lkin had now changed; it had become rosy red, instead of pale or blue,
and the hand'! and feet, which had been cold, were now warm and natural. There
wa~ no return after this.
ln a third c:L<;e, a female infant, who had been perfectly well at birth and np to the
moment of this attack, wtL<; put sucldenl.v into a bath by the nurse on the eighth day,
dirc('tl.v after its waking from sleep. The child, who was not tlu1roughly wakc<l np,
f'eemed great!)' terrified, and began to scream mo~t \'iolently. Instead of remodng
the infant from the water, the nur.cie persi!'lted in holding it immersed for<;ome minute;,;,
when it hcrame deep!::· blue, and partially ron\'Ul1'ed; it frothed at the mouth and
nr...e, seemed to be suffocating for breath, and appeared to he dying. The~e symptoms
rontinned for three-quarters of an hour, when they gradually pa~"'ed away, and it fell
into a hea\')' sleep. When we i:;aw the infant, !loon afler thi<i, the only i.;igns of clisonler that remained con!';istcd of an nnusual palenc.<1s, drowsinCf.ls, and an expr~sion
of feeLlene-.<i, 8ome three hours later it waked, nursed, and from that time seemed
quite well.
In a fourth ca<;e, a.ehilrl born apparently well 1 with tl1e exception of its h:n-ing had
a r.nher frequent respirati<'n, and who nursed \'ery well on thc!'ecoml and third cla)·,
wa<i attacked on the fourth day with bluene><s, moaning, short :ind panting re~piration,
anti then with sli,g"ht convul'li\·e symptom<;, It was unable to nnrsc, :md thongh k('pt
perfectly still, and fed from time to time with .<;mall quantities of milk and brandy,
bceame gradually more deeply L>lne, had parox~·8'ms of \'Cry slow respiration and cir·
culation, with general convulsive seizure;;, and died at the end of twenty-four hour,:;.
Jn a fifth Ca"1e the symptom<;, occa!';ioned by a sndllCn attaek of collap!';e, resembled
so clcisely those of narcotism, us to lead two physicians to snspeC'I that. the nurse had
gi\'en too large a quantity of opium. A female infant, in perfect health at birth, nnd
nun-ed l.Jy the mother, continued well to the end of the fourth week . The child had
then an atlnck of colic, and cried Yiolen1ly :md o))gtinately for the greater part of three
d:t,\''l, The nurse had gh·en some small dO!';CS of Dewees's carminati\'e, Towards the
end of the third day of the crying, the baby was put into it.-. IJ!';ll:ll warm bath. Di·
f('ctl)· after the bath, the child was ohscn·ed to be curiously pale and white, as though
it were fainting. Soon after this the color became livid, the re,.;piration was hurried
nnd distrC"~ed, and the child seemed to be dying. A ph)'Sician was called in from the
street, anti found the child pulseJe;;s and very ill. \Vhcn we arri\'ed 1 the infant was
pale, not blue, the pulse was frequent and feeble, the bre:1thing short and weak, the
pupil-; contracted to a. \'ery small size, and the eyes motionle!';S. At first we thought
that the child was narcotized. We had it placed gently at the brea~t, and the nipple
in~erted into the mouth, but in a. moment the head was thrown forcilJly backwards, and
the lxxly !"tiffonecl by a com•ul~h·e mo,·cment. The face was distorted, the breathing
hecame fabored and irregular, and the whole body assumed a li\'id color. The child
was remo\'ed from the breast, and laid upon its ri~ht i;;;ide, upon an inclined plane of
pillows. Soon the dark color paqc;ecl away, and the respiration became ea!'y, though
still iihort.and feeble. There was no sign ofcoryza,no faucial rattle1 and no evidence
of bronchitis. A few drops of brandy, in a teaspoonful of brea..<;;t milk, were in;;erted
into the mouth from a tea-.poon. '\'hen thi~ was clone, the head was again drawn
bn(•kwnrJ.;i, the fooo wru:: contorted, :rnd a. blight co1wulsirn mo\'ement was produced.
A wcUe<l mg was now laid gently between the lips, and the attendants told not to
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disturb the infant at all. In a rcw hours the symptom~ i;ul.tt>idt:d. '\"hen th(' aceoud1cur
arrived, he also susp&tcd that the child was narcotized. A nipple shield, \1 il11 n lulie
and mouthpiece, was applied over the nipple, nnJ the mouthpiece in«crtcd into die
mouth. Through thi~ the child suckled s:i.fely for a few moments at a time. On the
following clay the child was much better, and able to nurse freely through the tuLe,
without being disturbed from the position on the right side on the pillow~. In three
days the baby was quite well, and is now (1881) O\'Cr four years old, and perfcNly
well. 're believe that we have secu a case of 1md<lcn coll:i.pse of a larger portion of
the lungi;. with exten!>ive and almost fatal obstruction of the right side of the heart,
determined by prolonged and violent screaming. The whole amount of laudanum
taken amounted to only a drop an<l a. half, given in three doses, distributed over a
period of twenty-four hours. For full details of this case, the reader is referred to the
journal in which 1twas published.
("Cnsc of Collapse of the Lung and Cyano~is in a Young Infant, produced by\'ioJcnt Crying, in which the Symptoms were <;uch as to cause a Suspicion of Opiumpoisoning, with Remarks on the Nalure and Treatment of Temporary Cy:mcv.-;is from
11
Po~t-natal Collapi;;c of the Lung, by J. Forsyth Mei~, )1.D., Am.erican Journal of
Obstetrics, and Di~eases of Women and Cltildrcn 1 vol. xii, No. 1, January, 18i9, New
Yo<k.)
DrAo~os1s.-There can be no difficulty in detecting the nature of the
case when the imperfect expansion exists from birth, and when the phy~i
cian is present at that event.
'Vhen, however, collapse of the lung-tissue continues after birth, and the
physician is called upon to determine, at the age of some days, weeks, or
even months, the cause of the feeble health and puny growth of the child,
or to explain those sudden attacks of collapse in very young infants who
bad previously well established, to all appearances, the respiration, the
diagnosis becomes more difficult. In the former class of cases, attention
to the following points will usually, however, enable us to make a correct
diagnosis. The previous history is particularly important, since, in all such
cases, it will be found that the infant was either stillborn and resuscitated
with more or less difficulty, or that it was born weak and feeble, and tbat
the respiration had not been established as thoroughly and completely as
it ought to have been. Dr. Rees states that certainly half of the caoes of
this form, in his own practice, occurred in twins, and that they were all
born in a more or less completely asphyxiated condition. The pre:;ent
symptoms are also very important. The feeble appearance of the child
and its puny growth 1 in connection with its past hi~tory, and the absence,
as ascertained by careful examination of the case, of other morbid conditions to explain the general ill-health, ought to direct the attention of the
physician to the true nature of the disease; and if we add to these considerations the local thoracic symptoms, the short, rapid, and imperfoct
breathing, with, perhaps, the altered movement of the ribs, the indentation
instead of expaasion during inspiration 1 mentioned above, the absence of
fever, and the existence of the physical signs of more or less extensive
so.Jidificatiou of the ~ulmona~y tissu~, without those of pneumonia, there
will seldom he aoy c11fficu]ty Ill formmg a correct diagnosis.
The cases described uoder the head of collapse, in the early weeks of
life, may be readily understood from the simple fact that the symptoms
cannot be satisfactorily explained by referring them to any other condition
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than that of collapse of portions of the lung1 with impeded and deranged
circu lat ion.
PROO~OSis.-Tbe condition of imperfect expansion of the lungs in a.
new-born child does not necessarily cause it to die immediately or very
soon after birth. The fate of the child will depend very much upon the
cause of the atelectasis, upon its degree of innate strength and vigor, and
upon the kind of hygienic conditions to which it may be consigned. When
the child is well developed, and not enfeebled by any fault in the mother's
health during the pregnancy, but merely by some momentary condition
that has occur red during tbe labor, there is every reason to hope that
proper hygienic and medical treatment may restore it to healtb. The
danger is greatest in tho~e who continue weak and feeble, in spite of the
proper measures of care and treatment, for some days or weeks after birth .
We have a record of ten examples of this condition in new-bora children,
in nine of which the symptoms persisted during a period varyiog between
six hours and five days. Of' these, seven lived, while three died in from
twenty -one hours to three days.
The prognosis of the second class of cases-those in which col lapse OC·
curs suddenly a few days or weeks after birth, and after the apparently
complete establishment of respiration-will \·ary 1 of co urse," ith the violence of the symptoms. Of five cases of this kind that came under our
observation, recovery took place in three in spite of the most dangerous
and alarming symptoms, while in two death occurred iu a period of about
twenty-four hours.
In cases where the co llapse of the lungs has been extensive, and has in
part persisted without pfoving fatal, serio us organ ic changes in the heart
have been found to follow, both by F.
ebe r and 8teffen. The loug·continue<l obstruction to the pulmonary circulation prevents the closure of the
ductus arteriosus, and subsequently causes hypertrophy with dilatation of
the right side of the hcart a patulous state of the fornmen ovule, and nt
last eccentri c hypertrophy of the 1eft auricle and ventricle. Undoubtedly,
in most cases, death occurs before these changes in the heart are induced,
but it is important to be aware that imperfect expansion of the lun gs may
thus serve to develop serious cardiac disease of a form likely to be attended
with cyanosis.
When the imperfect expansion depends upon the presence of accumulations of mucus in the air-passages, well-directed efforts usually su.cceed in
effbct iug the removal of the obstruction 1 and the establishmeu t of free iu5:pirnlion. In those cases, finally, where there is pressure upon the pneumogastric nerves near their origin, a fatal result must always follow.
TREATMENT.-The treatment of congenital atelectasis must be directed
to the removal of its probable cause. If this is suspected to be obstruction of the air-passages by collections of mucus, the infant's mouth shou ld
be cleansed, and vomiting provoked by tickling the fauces- In addition
to this 1 nil the measures calculated to stimulate respiration should be
employed.
" rhcu the imperfect expansion appears to depend merely on th e weakness of the infant, the trcntmeut resolves itself almost entirely into the
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employment of such means as tend to i1wigorate the general health of the
child, and to promote the activity of the rei;piratory act. In a recent case1
one dati11g from birth, in which the function has always been imperfect,
and iu which there are prese11t great feebleness, drowsiness, aud pal~ne8s
or blueness, the room in which the iufont is placed should be kept up to
a temperature of 70'.) or 75°, and the chilU should be abundn.ntly covered
with warm clothing. Perfect quiet, or at least very gentle motion, io very
important, and when there is nuy di:::positiou to deep blueness or to convul·
sive movements, attention to this point is e&ential. It is in such case8,
and in those in which these ~ymptoms come on a few days or weeks after
birth, that the positiou recommended by the late Dr. C. D. Meigs, for the
treatment of cyanosis neonatorurn, was found by him so useful. This po~i·
tiou is one upon the right side, with the bead aud shou lders raised at nu
angle of ..J,.} 0 • It is obtained by arranging pillows in such a way as to form
a plane iuclined at thutangle. Upon this the infant is placed, and orders
arc given that it is not to be moved at all, if possible, or only with the
gre11te.:it care and gcutlene~s, for twenty·four or forty-eight. hours. There
can be no doubt. that this po:::itiou and the attenclaut repose have, in many
cases recorded by Dr. C. D. Meigs, and in several that we have seen our·
selves, been of very great use in controlliug the symptoms. Its good effects
iu cyauo::iis were supposed by him to depend on the fact that the septum
auricularurn becomes horizontal in this position of the body, so that the
blood in the right auricle must rise against gravity, in order to pass
through the foramen ovale, while at the same time the valve of that
opening is disposed to fall down by its own weight, and close the foramen,
and is, moreover, pre~jed downwards by any blood that may enter the left
auricle from the pulmonary veins. This explanation will apply, of course,
only to those cases of utelectasis accompanied by very extensive aud deep
bluene.;s or purple color of the surface, in which we may suppose that so
much of the pulmonary tissue is solidified, as to produce a degree of obstruction to the passage of blood from the right side of the heart into the
lungs, sufficient to overload the right ventricle and auricle, until the latter
pours a portion of its conteuts into the left auricle, thus causing admixture
of the two kinds of blood. In a large majority of the cases of atelectasiii,
however 1 this explanation of the benefit resulting from the treatment re·
ferred to, cannot be received, as there is no reason to suppose that in them
the sligh~ cyanotic symptoms present indicate anything more than the ex·
istence of a moderate degree of foluess of the right side of' the heart,
unatteuded by auy escape of blood from the right into the left auricle. In
such cases the position on the right side is useful, because it is the one ruo~t
favorable to a full and easy performance of the respiratory aud circulatory
functions. It lea\•es the left side free and unembarrassed, so that the heart
can act with the greatest possible freedom. while the partial elevation of
the head and shoulders rende~s th.e movements of the chest more easy and
complete than when the body is lymg on a horizontal surface. The perfect
qui~scence which constiLutes ~part of .the treatment is also very important,
as 10 many recent and particularly m cyanotic cases, the symptoms are
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greatly aggravated, and convulsive attacks often brought on by moving
the child, especially if" this be doue suddenly or rudely.
Various menus are also recommended for rousing the force of respiration, ns by compelling the infant to cry, by frictions of the surface, by
plunging the body alternately into warm and col<l water, or by allowiug a
stream of cold water to fall on the nape of the neck with the view of excitiag the respiratory nerve-centres.
Attempts may also be made to produce full iuflatio11 by gentle mouthto·moutb rei\piratioa. The other modes of attemptiug to accomplish this
are eitlwr (as by compressing the thorax at regular inten•als) of but little
value, or (as in case of Illiter' proposal to inflate the lungs after catheterizatiou of the larynx) highly objectionable.
Perhaps the most important point of all in the treatment of this affection, especially wbeu the symptrm1s lead to become persistent, is the mode
of nutrition of the child. If possible, the iufant should always have a good
brea~t of milk, nod if uuable to suck, the milk ought to be drawo by means
of a breast·pump, and given to the child in small quantities from a. spoon.
About two or three teaspoonfuls may be given at first every half hour or
hour, and the quantity gt'adually increased ulltil the child gains strength
enough to be put tu the breast. If' breast-milk cannot be procured, cow 1s
milk and water may be substituted, in the proportion of one part of the
former to two or three of the latter. The ooly medicines to he giveu are,
at first, while the child is still very young and weak, mild stimulauts, ot'
which the best, in our opinion, is fine old brandy. Of this about five drops
may be given each time that the milk is taken; or, we may make u,:e of
from three to five drop doses of the aromatic spirit of hnrtshorn, or of
proper quantities of wine-whey.
'Vhen the symptoms of congenital ate1ectasis tend to persi~t fo1• se\·eral
weeks or months, or when we 6r!l;t see the patient some time after birth,
the chief points to be attende<l to iu the treatment are, as before, the mode
of autrition 1 which ought to be by nuriiing aud the use of gentle stimulauts
and tonics. Brandy, wine, or Huxhnm\; tincture of bark, are the best
stimulants; whilst quiniae, ia the close of a quarter or half a graia, three
times a dny; or irou ia the form of Quevenue's powder1 or iu that of the
iodiJe, are the best tonics.
Vogel (Di•. of Children, Arner. ed., 1870, p. 55) speaks very highly of
the advautage derived from the cautious application of electricity to the
pectoral muscles.
COLT~AJ>SB

OF TllE LUNG, OR POST-N.lTAL ATELECTASIS.

RE:'ilARKs.-By collapse of the lung is meant the return of
that organ to its fmtal or unexpaaded state. It is in fact a condition of
ntelectasi~ or imperfect expau:Sion of its vesicular structure. The terms
collapse or post-natal atelectasi::1 are employe<l to contradiistiuguish it from
congenital utelectasis, the former being applied to imperfect expansion as
t occurs in lu11g·tis:;;ue after previous expan::1ion 1 aud the latter, as stated
ia the preceding article, to the same condition as it.exists in children who
have never expanded certain portions of the pulruouary substauce.
0EXERAr.
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The true nature of co11npse of the lung was never understood, aod its
great prnctical importance never appreciated, until since the year 1 44,
when ~DI. Legendre and Bailly publi~hed, in the Archfrea C:Cnfrales de
Mf:clecine, their researches on the subject. Since then various observers
have repeated the investigations of those gentlemen, and thrown new light
upon the matter. Among the most important of the later writers on this
subject, we may mention Dr. Chnrles 'Vest of London, 1\1:\I. Hardy and
Behier of Paris, Dr. W. T. Gairdner of Edinburgh, and Mi\!. Rilliet and
B:nthcz, in the second edition of their work.
This discovery in pathology was one of very great value, not merely because it renders our knowledge of the morbid conditions of the lungs
more exact and philosophical than it ever was previously, but becau!"e it
explaius certain anatomical changes in the pulmonary structures, often
before noticed and described, but never satisfactorily accounted for i and
still ruore, because it points to method:; of treatm('nt ruucb more rational
and muC'h more successful than those employed under the influence of
former ideas as to the nature of the lesious alluded to. The most important result of the new views is the disclosure of the fact that several
lesions met with after death·, which were formerly thought to depend on
inflammation of the affected tissue, are in reality the consequences of col·
lapse or obliteration of the vesicular structure of the lung, and not of inflammation, as was at one time supposed. The lesions alluded to are
those which have been hitherto described under the names of lobular pneumonia and carnification.
The peculiar character of the lesions met with in many of the supposed
cases of pneumonia, had often attracted attention and been commented
upon, before their real nature came to be understood. Tbe points of difference between the~e alterations an<l those of true pneumonia "ere par·
ticularly noticed hy 1\I~L Denis, De La Berge, Rufa, Rilliet and Barthez,
Dr. Gerhard, aud Dr. West. Ia fact, M. Rufz, and J\IM. Rilliet and
Barthez, both approached very uear lhe truth in regard to these lesion:;,
each comparing them, but the former at an earlier period than the latter,
to tbe condition of the lung of a fcetus that has never breathed. The
]alter writers, in the article on pneumonia in their first e<lition, have described a condition of the lung which differed so much from ordinary
pneumonia as to create a great difficulty in their minds as to its true nature, and to it they applied the term carnification. They were on the
very verge of detecting its real character; they did in fact suggest its
real character, but were so possessed with the idea that it must be the
resu.lt of some inflammatory action as to neglect to pursue their own sug·
gest10n, but endeavored to explain the condition on the ground that it was
"one mod~ of termination of pneumonia, or else chronic pneumonia."
Tbe following passage, quoted from tbeir work (lcre ed., t. i, p. 74), will
show bow closely they approached the truth : "The first idea that enters
the mind on examining this tissue (carnification) is, that it resembles the
lung of a footus th~t has not breathed; we should feel inclined to say that
the pulmonary vesicles had not yet been dilated under the influence of the
thoracic expansion, and.had not, therefore, admitted air into their interior;
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or, rather, it would seem as though they had been obliterated by some
attack of di:;:ease, perhaps inflaoomntion, without, however, remaining engorged, and after having lost the power of dilatation."
In the second edition of their great work, U~L Rilliet and Barthez
adopt, in great mea5ure 1 the views of l\11\l. Legendre and Bailly, and of
Dr. Gairdner, not only in regard to carnification, but also in regard to
the yet more important lesion hitherto generally called lobular pneumonia.
But it is not only the condition of the lung called caroification that
has been shown to consist, not in inflammation, but in a collapse of the
pulmonary tissue. A much more important consequence of the recent reRearches has been the discovery that a very large nJajority of cases of
EO·callecl lobular pneumonia, generalized lobular pneumonia, and p~eudo
lobar pneumonia of different writers, are also the results of collapse of the
lung, variously combined with bronchitic inflammation and congestion of
the pulmonary tissue. The latter discovery has lessened very much the
importance of' pneumonia as a disease of early life, while it has augmented
in the ~ame proportion that of bronchitis, f'or it has shown that a vr.ry large
number of cases, formerly regarded as true inflammation of the pnreuchyma
of the lung, are in fact cases of brouchilis ccmbined with collapse of the
pulmonary tissue.
Now that the nature of collapse of the lung, in connection with bronchitis, and sometirnes 1 also, with true pueumouic inflammation or congestion, ha!-'.! been made kuown 1 a number of symptoms occurring in the pulmonary affections of' children, which formerly seemed obscure ancl irregular,
have become easily explicable. It had been often observed that many of
the supposed pueurnonias of children did not present the same symptoms,
pursue the same course, nor require the same treatment as the pneumonia.
of adults, 01· as some cases of the disease in children. In a great many of
the supposed cases there was an unusually large amount of bronchial
inflammation, the general symptoms were much less acute than was to be
expected in a. pareuohymatons inflammation, and, what was most singular
of all, the physical signs of solidification of the lungs were very variable
and uncertain, there being present on one day the sigus of simple bronchitis, while on the same day or the following 1 and over the same region of
the thorax, these would be associated with or masked by the signs of indu·
ralion of the lung; and again, in a day or two, the symptoms indicative
of oondeusation might disappear, to be succeeded yet again by thos~ of
simple bronchial iuflammation . The effect~ ol' treatment seemed also to
point clearly to a radical difference between the lobular or brnncbopneuruonia of children, ao<i the acute phlegmasial disease of adults. It
was found, in fact, that depletory measures were seldom borne well in the
lobular pneumonia of childre11 1 white in the pneumonia of th e adult, and
in some acute cases occurring in early life, which presented tl1 e same
general symptornR and the same physical signs as pneumonia in the adult,
aotiphlogii;tics, as is well known 1 are amoug:st the most succes:sfol re medies
that can be made u:;:e o[
ANATO)IICAL L&c;;10Ns.-Collapse of the lung ( post-natal ) occurs io two
different forms, the dijfi.t.~ed, and tlie limited or lobular. The ouly cliff'er10
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euce between the two forms is in the number of lobules affected, and their
mode of di:;tribution. In tbe diffused variety, a large a umber of adjoining
lobules collapse, and give a coudeused and solid appearance to larger or
smaller portions of the lung, most frequently to the edges merely of one

of tbe lobes, but at others to the greater part or the whole of a lobe, or
even the major part of a lung. Ia the lobular variety, au the contrary,
single lobules or clusters of lobules become collapsed in different pnrt:i of
a lobe or lung, and the affected portions take the form of irregular hardened patches or tumors, situated upon tbe surface, or disseminated through
the interior of the pulmonary texture. In the former kio<l of collap•t>,
the appearance of the altered portion of the lung is somewhat that of
lobar pneumonia, and it il~ to these cases that the terms generalized lobu.
lar, pseudo-lobar, carnification, and splenization, have been applied i while
iu the latter kind, the i olatcd and distinct condensed portions have been
described by the term lobular pneumonia.
The peculiar or fundamental characters of collapsed pulmonary tis... ue
are the same in both varieties. \\f e will mention them as succinctly as
possible, and then compare them with those of pneumonia, for the rea~n
that it is with the lesions of that disease that those of collapse have been
so frequently confounded.
Collapsed lung is generally of a dark violet color, but it may be much
darker in tint, and even black, when it is much engorged with blood. Its
consistence is always changed; the condensation may amount merely to
slight hardening, with a diminution of the crepitation, or it may be \'ery
dense with an entire absence of crepitation, in which case portions thrown
into water sink rapid! y. Though more or Jess hardened, the tissue still
retains a certain degree of flaccidity and suppleness. 'Yhen cut iuto, the
surface is seen to be smootb and uniform, having somewhat the appear·
ance of muscle, and presenting no granulations. Pressure or scraping
causes the exudation of more or less semi-transparent bloody serosity.
Clo:se examination shows that the organic elements of the tissue, the
vessels, bronchi, cellular tissue, etc., can still be distinctly traced.
La~tly, inflation of the lung distends the condensed parts, and gives to
them again, more or less completely, their natural physiological characteN.
1\1.M. 'Rilliet and Barthcz, in their second edition, treat, at considerable
length, 'bf congestion of the lung as a very constant accompaniment, and
ns. a ve~y impol't~nt element in the state of collapse. They regard thiB
congestion as bemg cannected nearly always with bronchitic inflamma·
lion, _and as ~eing not me~ely a passive state, but as exhibiting phenom·
ena, m most mstances, which prove it to be in some degree au active COD·
dition. They_ s_ay (op. cit., t. i, p. 428): "We readily acknowledge that
a state of debility, prolonged dorsal decubitus, and the obstruction to the
circulation thus occasioned, facilitate the production of this condition,
an~ give to it the a~pearance of a simple pa~ive congestion. But we
bel~eve that the.re exists, moreover (frequently, if not always), a really
active n.nd even rnflammatory movement." Tbey regard this opinion iu
proved chiefly by the fact that they have found the texture of the affected
parl$ to be somewhat softened, as shown by the facility with which they
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nre torn by the fiager or by ~crapiug with a scalpel; by the swollen and
turgid condition the fr-sues exhibi ~ i by the quantity of sanguineous or
sero·l"anguineous liquid whieh e:::;capes on pres~ure; and by the presence of
a ~erous exudation a.round the pu lm onary vesicles, while the interior of the
vesicle~ appears to he healthy. The Inst-mentioned condition they found
upon their own observation, and upon a micro:::copic exn.miaation made

by
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Lebert.

The color is different in the two di,.;ea~es, being in collapse purple
or livid, and in pneumonia browni~b-re<l or fallow-red. In pneumonia.
the pleum co\·ering the hepatizcd portions is oft.en covered with false
membrane, showing therPby the inflammatory nature of the disease; in
collap~c this is rarely the cnc;e, and oa ly when there is some accidental
concomitant pneumonia. The density of the luu g in the two conditions
is of a different kind: in pueumouia it is hard to the touch, and unyielding; in collapse it always retai11s a certain degree of flaccidity and softness, like that of muscular tissue. In pneumonia the diseased part is
turgid and swollen, so that it projects above the common level of the surrounding surface; in collapse, on the contrary, it is shrunken and depre:;;~ed below the neighboriug parts. In pneumo11ia the effect of the
inflammatory process on the tissues is very stroDgly marked, and produces
changes in them very different from tho:se occasioned by mere collapse.
lo the former disease the cohesive properties of the pulmonary structu re
are very much lessened, so that the inflamed parts are readily penetrated
by the finger, and are ea~ily torn. In simple collapse, on the contrary,
the fli~ea'-ed part is as firro and resisting, or even more so, than in health ;
whil:st in collap5e occurring in bronchitis and attended with congestion,
though the cohesion of the tissues is somewhat lessened, it is never ueal'ly
so ruuch so as in pneumonia. In the true hepatization of pneumonia, a
cut surfnce alwRys presents a granular aspect, while in collapse, on the
contrary, it is smooth and even. On scraping a cut surface it is found
that in the former state a plastic, fibrinous matter, of a yellowish,
orange, or gray color, comes off on the knife, while in collapse only
some semi-transparent bloody serosity is scraped off. Iu the former, the
anatomical arrangement of the lobules cannot be seen, as the inflammation attacks indifferently the lobules tbem~elves, the interlobular septa,
and parts of ueighborin°g lobules; but, in the latter, the alteration can
always be seen to he more or Jes~ regularly confined to the lobules, the
cellular interstices between the lobules remaining more or less apparent;
.-io that in pneumonia the alteration is not bounded at all by the outlines
of the lobules, while in collapse the alteration always affects, more or less,
the lobular form. To conclude, the effects of inflation are altogether different in the two conditions. ~[. Legendre (Recherche8 Ariatom.-Palh. et
Clin. _8ur quelque!f, ~Mal. de E1~fance, p. 164) states that air can never be
made to penetrate by inflation into a completely hepatized lung. Neither
in hepatimtion of the lobar form, uor in true partial hepatization, !ms he
ever been able, even with the utmost effort, to force air into the inflamed
ti.-sucs. After repeated trials, the tissue remained compact and friable,
nod sank as rupidly as before when thrown into water. In the fcetal state,
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ou the contrary, the slightest effort sufficed to fill and distend the coll•!"ed
air-cells, and to gi,•e to the altered portion its nntural appearance, except·
ing that it became more red in cousequence of the oxygenation of blood
contained iu the capillarie~. Dr. Gairdner (Pathol. Anat. of Bronr.hitiA,
etc., Edinburgh, 1850, pp. 131 1-!) rema rks tbnt, though th ia test "is very
useful in demonstrating the nat\Jre of the lesion, in a favorable ca~e, lo
one not familiar with its character, I do not believe it to be applicable to
the determination of the presence or absence of pneumonia in those mixed
cases in which alone there is any difficulty." He has observed, in fact,
that partially pneumonic lung may be inflated when the affection is recent
and combined, as it frequently is, with bronchitic collapse, while in the
latter lesion, in its purest forms, complete inflation is often very difficult
or impossible after the collapsed state has been of some duration .
The part of the lung in which collapse is most frequently met with depends somewhat ou the form of the alteration. Iu the diffu~ed variety,
it may affect a more or less considerable portion of either or both luog~,
but is most common at their posterior part. The lobular variety is most
common on the anterior edges, but may, like the diffused, occur in aoy
other part. As a general rule, the alteration is most frequent at the periphery of the organ, where its edges are thiu, as along the margius of the
Jobes, in the languette of the upper lobes, anrl at the bases of both lungs.
The parts just named are those most distant from the primary air·1Jtlssages;
they are those in which the inspired air would arrive last, and with the
least force of impulsion.
CAUdF.S.-It has been generaJly acknowledged that there are two priocipal causes by which to explain the production of collap~e of the lung.
These are the presence in the bronchi of some condition which ucts as au
impediment to the ready passage of the inspired air, and a want of power
in the muscular apparatus by which the function of respirat ion is carried
on. To these Dr. Gairdner adds another,-the inability to cough and
expectorate, and thus remove the obstructing ·mucus i but this is, in fact,
included in the preceding.
The most important of the above-mentioned causes is evidently the de·
ficient respiratory power, since this i~ noticed and insisted upon by all observers. It has been found, in fact, that collapse seldom occurs to any
considerable extent except in children who are exhausted and debilitated.
The debility may be cougenital, it may be Lhe result of wearing diseases,
as dia.rrhrea, hooping·cough, measles, typhoid fever, etc., or it nmy depend
011 exposure to unwholesome and enfeebling hygienic conditions. It is
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with the general decay of the strength of the body, some portion of the
muscular power by which alone a complete and efficient dilatation of the
thoracic cavity can be accomplished, and that, when this is the case, the
ii1spirntions must be short aud imperfect, aud that portions of the lung
most di~t:mt from the primary air-passages, not being reached by the in·
spired air, will remain in an unexpanded or collapsed stale. If we add
to this state of feeble respiratory power 1 the presence of secretions in the
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aii·-luhes, whether these be the consequence of bronchial infiammation 1
as they nre in the immense majority of ca~es, or as Dr. Gairdner sug-

gests they may sometimes be, the mere natural secretion of these tubes,
accumulated for the want of power to throw them off: it becomes very
easy to comprehend t.be mode of production of collapse, in at least some
oft110 examples.
Whether a simple deficiency of inspimtory force alone, without obstructing mucus in the bronchi, will give rise to collapse, is a somewhat mooted
point. Dr. West agrees with J\DI. Legendre and Bailly, in the opinion
that it is often due to the inspiratory power having been inadequate to
overcome that natural elasticity of the lung which opposes a full dilatation
of the organ. Dr. Gairdoer (Loe. cit., p. 33) cannot "see reason to believe
with Dr. 'Vest, that mere debility, apart from any obstruction in the tubes,
is a sufficient cause for collapse in the child." Ile remarks, and with strong
show of reason, that the very fact of the lesion being usually more or less
lobular, or partial in its distribution, appears to indicate special circumstances of a local kind, as having a marked influence on the production
of this affection . " 'hat is of most consequence, however, to the physician, as an important practical truth, is the fact stated by several
ob:Servers, anrl adverted to by Dr. Gctirdner himself, that in some cases no
signs whatever of obstructive bronchitis or of bronchial accumulation can
be discovered during life. Before leaving this point, we desire to call
ntteutiou to the opinion of Hasse (Pathol. Anal., Syd. Soc. ed., p. 253),
that, though this partial introduction of air might be deemed at variance
with the laws of respiratiou, inasmuch as the atmospheric pressure must
necesrnrily distend the entire lung equally, not to the exclusion of a lobe,
and still less to that of a lobule, tbe objection falls to the ground when it
is considered that the operation of these laws is the resuit of previous
muscular action. He refers to the fact that in plt!urisy one-half of the
thorax, and in partial plellrisy certain portions of that cavity, do not share
at all in the movements of the remaioder. "\Ve oeed, therefore," he says,
"be at 110 loss to understand how defective breathing may originate in a
merely partial activity of the iutercostal or other respiratory muscles."
Dr. Gairduer, as a lrea<ly stated, cons iders as one of the causes of colJapse, an inability to cough and expectorate, and thus to remove the obstru cting mucus. The views which be expresses on this point are very
interesting, and a lso, we think, very important. Ile states that Laennec
supposed the expiratory force of respiration to be weaker than the inspiratory, while in fact the experiments of Hutchinson and l\Iendelsohn, to
which he refers, prove that though ordinary inspiration is more of a muscular act than ordinary expiration, yet the residual effective force for overcoming adventitious obstruction is very considerably greater in expiration.
11
The forced or muscular expiratory act is, in fact, about one-third more
powerful, as measured by its effect upon a pre~sure-gauge, than the extreme
force of inspiration; nod it is this force which is thrown into RCtion when
obstruction in the tubes is to be overcome." In the act of coughing, the
air in the vesicles ie brought to bear upon the obstructing substance within
tbe bronchi, at a. maximum amount of outward pressure, and with the
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additional mechanical advantage of a sudden impulse, so that the practical
efficiency of the expiration in forciog air through obstructions must be for
greater than that of inspiration . It is clear, therefore, that if the secre·
tions in the air-passages be so abundant or so viscid as to interfere materi·
ally with the entraace and exit of air, they must necessarily occasion collapse, either partial or total, of the parts beyond them i since not only does
the air enter with difficulty, but being expelled with greater force and in
larger quantity than it can be drawn in, the amount remaining in the vesicular structure must gradually diminish. This efibct of obstruction will be
still wore remarkable when the muscular force of respiration is diminished
by debility of the patient, for then the inability of the inspiratory act to
replace the air driven out by expiration, will be yet mm·e marked than
when the muscular powers of the body retain their full force.
There is still another mechanical condition which tends to produce col·
lapse from obstruction, to which Dr. Gairduer refers. This condition is to
be found in the form of' the bronchial tubPs. These tubes are a series of
gradually diminishing cylinders, and if a plug of any kind, but especially
one closely adapterl to the shape of the cylinders, and possessing com.iderable tenacity, be lodged iu any portion of such a cylinder, it will move
with much more difficulty towards the smaller encl, and ix doing so will
close up the tapering tube much more tightly against the passage of air,
than when moved in the opposite direction into a wider space. From this
arrangement of the parts, it will happen that at every expiration a portion
of air will be expelled, which, in inspiration, is not restored, owing iu part
to the comparative weakness of the iuspiratory force, aud in part to the
valvular action of the plug. ' 1 If cough supervene, the plug may be entirely dislodged from its posit.ion, or expectorated, the air of course, returning freely into the obstructed part; but if the expiratory force is only
sufficient to slightly displace the plug, so as to allow of the outward pas·
sage of air, the inspiration will again bring it back to its former position,
and the repetition of tliis process must, after a time, end in perfect collapse
of the portion of lung usually fod with air by the obstructed bronchus."
'Ve have been thus particular in our consideration of the causes of collapse, because we are convinced, from personal observation, that it is a.
subject of very great importance in practice. ~[any times in the la:St few
years, we have met with ca~es of bronchitis, either primary or secondary,
in weak and debilitated children, in which the general and local symptoms
have pointed clearly to the existence of collapse of the lung, and in which,
moreover, the good effects of a sustaining and even stimulating treatment
have shown the great utility of an acquaintance with the nature of this
affection, and its proper remedies.
RYMP'rOMs.-As collapse of the lung occurs almost always in connection
with bronchitis, though sometimes, also, after, or concomitantly with pneumonia, it is clear that the symptoms which reveal its ex istence must be
mingled, in a greater or less degree, with those of the two diseases just
named . It is true, nevertheless, that it sometimes occurs unassociated with
more than ver~ slight evidences of any other disea~e of the lung. Cam
of the latter k10d hnve beeu usually observed ouly iu ch ildreu dying io
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states of utter exhaustion, in whom the muscular power of respiration has
been so greatly weakened as to prevent a dilatation of the thoracic cavitv
su fficient to carry air into the deeper parts of the lung. In such instanc~,
the symptoms of collapse do not show themselves until a very short time
before death 1 and th~y consi:;t in the sudden appearance of very rapid aod
oppres~ed breathing, with little or no cough, in more or less extensive dula
n e~5 on percussion over different parts of the chest. but most frequently
the inferior dor;:al regions, and in feeble or suppressed respiratory murmur,
or more freq uently a. distant and imperfect bronchial respiration. In some
ca,.e:;:, bowever1 in which there is very little bronchial complication , as
shown by the rarity anJ small amount of the catarrh al rides, the symptoms
of ?Oilapse continue with more or less irregularity, as to situation and ex:a
tent, for periods of several weeks, or even months. But here, also, as in
the ca;;es previou5Jy referred to, the general debility and low health of the
chi ld are strongly marked, and are, with slight variations persistent. As
nu instance of this kind of collapse, we may cite the following case, which
occurred in our practice:
.\hoy, between three and rourmonthsold,who,at birth, and up to the time or this
attack. had pre.--cnted evc 1·y appearance of slrong and vigorous health, was seized, ou
the 3d of October, 1849, with symptoms of a somew hat irregular and anoma lous ch:u··
:H'ter, bnt which we soon suspected to be the ~igns or an intermittent fever. 'Ve were
induced in part to make this diagnosis, from the fact of having attended the m0ther
during her gestati on of this c hild, in a severe attack of intermittent fever. At the beginning of the sick ness, there was some littl e coryza, but no congb whatever. On the
3d of October1 after the coryza had lasted for a few days1 he became worse, and
we were i;ent for. During the following six da.vs he had one or two attacks each
day of coldness of the extrem ities, followed b,r violent fever, and ending sometimes
with perspil"ation. He was exceed ing ly fretfl\! 1 screamed a great deal, W!l.'i at
times drowsy and dull, and vomited occasiona lly. The stools were regnlar and
perfectly natural.
The breathing was rapid and l'hort n ear!~· all the time, but
there was no cough whatever. On the sevent h clay, the re-.piration was 100, and irreg(tlar. Th e child was pale, weak, drowsy, ancl entirely without cough. PcrcUJi-::ion
revealed nothing, an<l no rtdes could be heard. On the eighth Jay, the breathing
was 96, anJ a slight, dry coug h was heard two or three timCli. '\'hen roused up, the
intelligence of the chi ld seemed perfect. On the niuth d ay, the breathing was 63,
and the pnlse 120. There was rather more cong h, though s1ill very little, and there
was a slight return of the coryza, of which there had been none for several days be·
fore. Neither auscultation nor percu&;ion re\•caled an_r decided change in the lung s
On the eleventh duy, th e parox,rsrus of chillines(-;, followed by fever 1 were still notice·
able, though there was no clea.rlr marked periodicity in the retnrns. When without
fe\•er the breathing was 54-; during the fe\·er it was 67. Auscultation revealed nothing
decided. l)ercussion showed dnlness beneath the right clavicle. By the seventeenlh
clay, the intermittent nature of the disorder was more d ecidedly marked, and under a.
few doses of quinine the symptoms had improved, so that the breathing fell to 30
during sleep. Th e cough was a. little more frequent, though still very sli ght, and it
w:is looi:-e. The coryza, also, was more consid erable, the nasal discharge being quite
a Lund ant.
After thi.~ the case went on badly1 owi ng, we t hink, in great measure, to th e cirrum.<itance of the quinrne being abandoned in consequence of the opposition made by
the parent!'! to its admini.,tration, an opposition which we allowed to infi nence us
more than was proper. Durinq Xovember and December, the child remained weak,
pale, languid, and with uncei;tnin appetite, sometimes refu;::ing 1he breast for a whole
clay at :i time. The quinine was suspended at first on account of the great impro\•e·
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mcnt whid1 had taken place in the symptom!'!, and though resumed afterwards, \111.S
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Atthi.itimealso it took tliemothcr'sbrcastwithsomedifllculty,and ref11"!cd arlifitial
food altogether. Occasionally during this month there was obsene<l a slight blnent,;s
around the mouth, and also about the hands and feet. La.te in the month it wmi at.
tacked with thru:;h in a slight degree, which lasted f<everal days. In the Uri:t Wl'tk 11f
January, finding that it was fast ~inking from refusing the mother's breast and artifi·
ci!ll food, a wet-nurse was procured, and for a few d:t~·s it seemed to impro,·e a liule,
but this did not last. ]t grew weaker and ihinner, the thru~h returned, it had now n
good deal of loose cough, the abdomen became snmewhnt contracted and felt hard and
doughy, and the breathing was very rapid 1 though not greatly opprei;sc<l. 1'l1c d1ild
died at last on the 26th of January, having for ten dayi; before that event looklod
wretchedly languid and haggard, and having presented for three day~ before, slight
diarrhrea, loose, frequent cough, entire loss of appetite, thrush, drowsinesi;i, and finally
coma.
At the autopsy there were found sorue fibrinous exudation, and a few adhe-iom1
over the lower half of the left lung. The lower two-thirds of the lE:-ft and the lower
half of the right lung were dark-colorccl, more dcnc;e than usual, not friable, and exhibited no granulation'! on a c11t surface. Thec;e portions were in fact collap~i:<l.
The upper lobes were spongy, crepitant, and healthy. Xot a tnbercle was fuunrl.
The fornmen ovale pre.,ented :m o\·al-shaped opening, of the size of a. goose-quill.
The abdominal organs were healthy.

'Vhen, as indeed most usually happens, collapse occurs in the course of
bronchitis, it is associated of course with the symptoms of that di~ease.
The bronchitic symptoms have lasted in their usual form for several day~.
having been marked by sonorous, sibilaot, and suhcrepitaot r:iles, when
suddenly, or io the space of a few hours, the breathiug becomes much
worse, the pulse rises in frequency but becomes small and feeble, and certaiu chaoges take place in the physical signs which are very impo rtant.
The ~ubcrepitant rUle continues to be heard, but it is associated now with
prolonged expiration, and a little later with bronchial respiration, which,
however, is of a different kiuJ from the bronchial respiration of pneumo·
nia, being distaot and smothered, instead of near and metallic, as in that
disease. The percussion becomes, at the same time, dull and obscure, but
scarcely ever to the same exteut as io pneumonia. The general symp·
toms are those of exhaustion, rather than of high reaction. The surface
is pale or slightly bluish, the skin is either natural in temperature, slightly
warmer than usual, or cool, the strength is very much reduced, and the
ch ild appears more seriously ill, and particularly more oppressed than the
amount of bronchitis present would seem to explain.
As an example of collapse occurring in the course of bronchitis, we will
give the followiog case:
A girl between two and three months old, healthy when born and up to the time
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not oppres:-ed breatlnng, occ:monal sibilant and mucous r:ile~, perfect ability to nur.;e,
and very moderate res!le:-.c;ncs.~ or fretfulneRS. On the third day, without any apparent
reason, the symptoms became suddenly very alarming. The breathing became ex·
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tremcly rapifl nnrl mo..;t violently opprc~ ...ed, so that the mo,·cments of the chest at
ea1·h r ~piration were heaving nnd laborious, the shouldel1! being lifted high at each
~pir:1tion, the outer angle~ of the month drawn downwal'd!'i, and the a Ire nn~i widely
dilated. There were at the same time abundant subcrepitant, intermingled with dry
rllll:A over tlie dorsum of the chest. There wn~ marked con'!t1·iction of the base of the
che"t. with each ini;:piration. The cough W:lS frequent and rnekiug, and occurred in
paroxysm~. The child was still and quiet, pale, had a haggard and exhausted look,
wiL-. nnahlc to nur~e at all, and it'! 1:1urface was cool and whi1c, especially that of the
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the motlwr, of the spirit of Mindcrerns and paregoric, pcrfcd quiet, and the as,.;icluous t'mployment of mild revcllent!'I, they beg:m to moderate, and at the end of :mother
twenty-four hours ll1e coniltriction at the bn"e of the thorax during inspiration had
dis11111earcd, the breathing wa.<i ca;;y am\ gentle, the extremities had become warm, the
child nursed eagerly and abundantly, aud 1 with the exception of a slight catarrh,
whkh lnMed a few days longer, it wag well.

Collapse depending on bronchitic inflammation, in debilitatPd children,
may sometimes last a considerable length of time. In one case, indeed,
that we saw a few years since, and of which an account was publi::hed (see
Am. Juut. Med. Sci. for January, 1852, p. 98), the symptoms, owing
probahly to the fact that tlie brouchitis causing the collapse was an ac·
compnniment of hooping-cough, continued with slight vuriation8 in degree for a period of about three months, after which the child entirely
recovered.
D1An:sos1s.-The diagnosis of colla~se of the lung must always be more
or le:;!! uncertain where it is of the lobular form, for the reason that the
coll11p:--ed lobules being dis~f'mioated irregularly through the pulmonary
ti:::tillC, afford no physical sign by which we can detect their condition.
The presence of this forru ought, however, to be suspected whenever, in a
chronic disea~e, and especially in the course of a catarrhal nttack occurriug in a feeble and debilited child 1 the breathing becomes excessively
quick aud laborecl 1 the skin pale aud cool 1 when the base of the thorax
prc:<enls a depre~siou instead of an expansion during inspiration, and
e::;pecially, when these symptoms occur without there being a sufficiently
severe and extensive bronchitis to explain their existence.
In ca~es of collapse affecting a considerable or the greater part of a lobe,
the dingnosis, though still perhaps rather uncertain, is much more clear
and po:<tlive than in the lobular form. In the latter form we are obliged
to depend, indeed, almost exclusively upon the rational symptoms, the
physical ~igns being either very slight or entirely null. In collapse of
con~iderable portions of the lung-tissue, we have, oo the contrary, some
very u~eful physical signs. These are, the existence of duluess 1 greater
or lt:!~:'l, on percu~ion; feeble respiratory murmur; prolonged expiratory
sound, and sometimes bronchial respiration i which, when they occur in
conne<·tinn with, nod in the course of bronchitis, are usually quite sufficient to render the diagnosis easy.
The only diseases with which collapse of the lung, presenting the physical signs just mentioned, could be confounded, are pneumonia and pleurisy.
From both of theoe it is usually distinguishable by the abi;:;ence fn colhpse,
or the slight severity 1 of the reactional symptoms, by the paleness or blue-
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ness and coolness of the surface, by the absence of acute pain, by the
greater severity ia collapse of tbe bronchitic symptoms, and by the fact
that it rarely occurs except in enfeebled, brokeu-dowo subjects, or in those
lahoring under severe bronchitis. The character of the physical sigas,
moreover, is different. Though we have dulness on percussion in collapse,
it is not so absolute as that either of pleurisy with large effusion, or that
of confirmed pneumonia. ·The bronchial respiration, too, is in collapse
different from that of pneumonia. It is muffled and distant, instead of
being clear, metallic, and close under the ear, as in pneumonia; nnd is
heard, too, much more in the expirntion than in iuspiratio11. In collapse
there is also heard, unlike either pneumonia or pleurisy, the sibilant and
sonorous dry r:'.iles, and the mucous or subcrepitant nlles of bronchitis.
To add to these differences, it is proper to say that, in cases of pneumooia
and pleurisy, the course of the disease is much more regular, and the
special symptoms so well marked as to leave no doubt as to the real
nature of tbe attack.
PROGNOSIS.-The prognosis of collapse must depend, iu great measure,
ou two circumstauces,-the amount of bronchitis which accompanies it, and
the coustitutiooal state of the child. 'Vheu it occurs during the course of
exteosive bronchitis, as shown by a ·great abundance and extent of the
bronchitic rUles, it must add greatly to the danger of that disease; and if,
at the same time, the child be weak and debilitated, either from causes
long previously in action, or from the severity of the present attack, the
risk to life is very great indeed. Collapse is dangerous, also, but far from
necessarily fatal, in subjects in whom its chief cause has been simple de·
bility. The possibility and the probability of recovery will depend on the
hygienic conditions to which the child is exposed, the degree of vital
strength it is likely to inherit from its parents, the extent of the collapse,
as indicated by the severity of the thoracic symptoms, both rational and
physical, and tbe effects of treatment. \Vhen the subject can be placed
under favorable hygienic conditions, when it has inherited from its pareots
a good and vigorous hold on life, and when the symptoms of collapse are
not very violent, a proper and rational treatment will in all probability
save it, while, uu<ler opposite circumstances, the chance of recovery would
be very small, if there were any.
TREA'l'l\JENT.-The treatment of col1apse, or post-natal atelectasis, must
vary somewhat in different cases. One general rule will apply, however,
to all; that is, to employ a sustaining and str€ngthening system of medication, to the exclusion Qf all exhausting means.
In cases which are entirely, or almo~t entirely, independent of bronchitis,
the most important measures to be attended to are the regulation of the
temperature in which the child is kept, of the clothing, aud of the diet1
the use of mild stimulants and of tonics, and the external employment of
revelleuts. The child ought to be kept in a warm, even temperature of
from 70° to 75° i it should be clothed in soft flannels, and its diet ought to
be nourishing and strengthening. If at the brea::it, we should be sure that
the milk is.of a good quality, and that the nurse has an abundant flow.
If weaned recently, it ought to have, if possible, a wet-nurse, and so also
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if it be supposed that the mother bas too litlle milk, or that this is not
perfectly healthy. If permanently weaned, the diet should be so arranged
as to give to the child wbat is at the same time easy of digestion and nutritious. In a severe case, coming on suddenly, the most suitable internal
remedies are brandy 1 in small doseR 1 frequently repeated; quinia in full
doses, or Hux ham's tincture of bark, the spiri tus Mindereri 1 the aromatic
spirit of hartshoru, or carbonate of ammonia given iu em ulsion. In slower
and more chronic cases, we must depend on a well-selected and nutritious
diet (and food ought to be given almost by force, or at least it should be
urged strongly on the child), on warm clothing, and on the use internally
of brandy, quinine, the citrate of iron an<l quinine, reduced iron, the
iodide of iron, Iluxham's tincture of bark, or so me such remedy. In sudden cases, the best revellents are the following: mustard weakened by
ndmixlUre of fl our or Indian meal, and applied once in three or four
hou rs; a plaster made of suet or simple cerate 1 grated over with nutmeg i
ur liniments composed of ammonia, spirits of turpentine, or oil of amber,
mixed with sweet oil. In chronic cases, the Burgundy pitch, or compound
G:tlbanum plaster, made somewhat weaker than that used for a<lults,
shou ld be applied over the front and back of the chest i or we may rub the
thorax twice a day with any or<linary ammonia liniment1 made, if necessa ry, rather more irritating than usual by the addition of some oil of
monarda. The daily use of' a geutle emetic of ipecacuanba has been recommendeJ, and supposed to prove useful, by emptying the bronchi of
their secretions, and also by the fact that its operation induces several deep
inspirations, and in that manner promotes the better performance of the re~
spi rntory act. We have never employed the emetic except in cases accompanied with a good deal of bronchitis and consequent accumulation of
ruucus in the air-tubes, and not then when the prostration was very great.
In foct 1 the operation of any emetic is sometimes productive of so much
exhaustion of the strength as to cause us to hesitate in prescribing a
remedy of that class; though we can fully understand that the act of
vom itiug1 if not followed by too much prostration 1 could scarcely fail to
prove beneficial in collapse1 by the strong efforts at breathing which it
gives rise to, and also by the succussions it must impart to the lungs
through the medium of the diaphragm.
In cases of collapse occurring in the course of, or towards the termination of severe bronchitis 1 the treatment must resemble a good deal that
which we have just described as proper for the same condition , when it
exists unassociated, or associated only to a slight extent, with that disease.
When the symptoms of imperfect expansion appear towards the termination of~ or after the patient has partially recovered from bronchitis, and
when of course the strength is more or less reduced by the severity of the
previous acute sickness, and also perhaps by the necessary measures of the
treatment, the case ought to be managed very much in the same way as
has just been recommended for those in which the collap::;e was caused
chiefly by exhaustion, and less by the presence of obstructing secretions
iu the bronchi . Nourishing, but very light aud digestible food; mild
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stimulants, as sma.11 quantities of bran<ly or wiue·whey; the bitter tiucturei::, iron, or quiniue, with counter·irritants to the surface of the <:hc:-t,

warm clothing, and repose, constitute the ueces~ary and most reasonable
remedie~. \Vheo, on the contrary, the atelectasinl condition supervene:i
in the midst of exteosive a11d severe bronchitis, we are called upon to treat
at the same momeut two morbid states, one consistiug of active iuflnmma.

tion, and another of want of power iu the muscles of respiration to force
the atrno~pheric air through the secretions which are obstructing the nirpas_.. ages. Under these drcunustances, there is almost always associated
with the bronchitis, as we shall find when we <'Orne to treat of that di:sease,
more or less intense c;:ongestion of the collapsed portions of the lungs.
'Ve must employ, therefore, such remedies as teud to modify the inflammation of the bronchial mucous membrane, and dim iuisb thereby the amount
of secretion poured into the air.passages; such as may serve to expel mechanically those secretions; and those which ~hall uuload the congested
lung of its excess of bloo<l, always taking care, in our selection of the
agents to accomplish these ends, lo choo:::e tho~e which are the least perturbative and exhausting. To moderate the inflammation of the bronchial
mucous membrane, and with a view also to unload the congested parLS of
the lung, we may apply a few dry cups, or rely on counter·irritation, the
best mode of effecti ng which is by the repented application of mustard
poultices, consisting of one·third mustard to two-thirds Ind ian meal or
flour, and by mustard foot-baths. These poultices ought to be applied fiM
to the dorsum and then to the front of the chest, once in every three or
four h\lurs, and they should be made large enough to cover a cou::iderable
portion of the thoracic walls. Counter-irritation, assiduously made use of,
is we believe one of the most, if not the most effectual means of treatment
in the case. Emetics ought to be given twice a day, or even three times,
if they do not reduce the strength too much . The best are those which
operate with the least subsequent prostration, such as ipecacuanha or alum.
'Vhen they are found to exhaust much, and to increase thereby the labor
of breathing, their use must be suspended.
After emetics, or when these cannot be used, the remedies from which
we luwe obtained the greatest benefit are carbonate of ammonia or liq.
amrnou. acetat., and seneka, either in decoctiou or syrup, combined sometimes with small quantities of opium. To a chil<l two years old we should
give one or one and a half grains of carbonate of ammonia or twenty
drops of the acetate of ammonia solution, with ten of the syrup of seneka,
or with a teaspoonful of decoctiou of seneka, every two hours. 'Vhen the
cough is paroxysmal, painful, and harassing, about ten drops of paregoric,
half a drop or a drop of laudanum, or from four to six drops of solution
of morphia, may be added to each of the above doses. The opiate ought
to be continued until the cough and restlessness diminish, and then be sus·
pended. In all these cases, there should be no hesitation in giving small
quantities of brandy or wine·whey, whenever the symptoms of prostration
are so marked as to indicate daugeri and these stimuli are urgently called
for when the pulse is very rapid and small, when the skin is cool or pale
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and bluish, and when the general a~pect of the patient, and the convulsive
and labored character of the breathing, show that the muscular strength
of the cbilrl is scarcely sufficient to carry on the function of respiration.

ARTICLE II.

DEFI~JTtoN; SYNONY:\IS; FREQUENCY; FoRMs.-The term pneumonia
is now by universal consent, applied only to inflammation 9f the parenchymatous structure of the lungs. It is often called, in this country,
catar rh -fever, lung-fever, or inflammation of the luugs.
It is one of the most frequent, and therefore, one of the most important
of the acute diseases of childhood . Dr. West, in a paper on the pneumonia of children (Brit. anrl For . .llled. Rev., April, 1843), in forms us that
tbe English tables of mortality show pneumonia to be the cause of a larger
number of deaths in childhood than auy other disease, with the exception
of the exanthemata. From the third report of' the Registrar-General,
he quotes the facts that of all the deaths in the metropolitan districts
under fifteen years of age, 13.6 per cent. were from pneumouia, 13 per
cent. from convulsions, and 5.4 per cent. from hydrocephaius. He obtained nearly similar results from an examination oftbe returns from Manchester, Liverpool, and Birmingham.
In this city it appears from the bills of mortality that the deaths from
this disease are strikingly below the percentage calculated by Dr. "'\Vest.
Thus, during the ten years ending with 1879, the total mortality from
all causes (excluding still-born children) was, at all ages, 166,9-12; under
fifteen years of age, 76,063 ; and under five years, 6f:i,613. The total
mortality from pneumonia during the same period was, at all ages, 9501,
or 5.68 per cent. of the entire mortality; under fifteen years, -1140, or
5.44 per cent. of the mortality under that age; and under five years,
3795, or 5.69 per cent. of the mortality under that age. During the same
series of years, the total mortality from bronchitis was, at all ages, 2556,
or 1.53 per ceut. of the entire mortality; under the age of fifteen years,
17i4, or 2.33 per cent. of the mortality under that age; aud under the age
of five years, 1731, or 2.59 per cent. of the mortality during the first five
years of lite.
Any one who will study with attention the various doctrines in regard
to pneumonia and bronchitis that have been set forth in the diffi::rent
works on the diseases of children, will most assuredly acknowledge that
there are few diseases about which there has prevailed so much diversity
of opinion as to the real nature of' the 1esious forming the essential anatomical characters of' the disorder, and as a consequence of this. so much
doubt as to the prope~ mode of classi(ying and describing them. From
the time of the appearance of the works of )I. Valleix, 1\I. Barrier, Dr.
Gerhard, and e.3pecially that of MM. Rilliet and Barthez, up to the mo-
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ment of publication of the essay of ~DL Legendre arnl Bailly (referr
to io tbe article on ntelectasis), it was commonly believed that inflamma
tion of the parenchyrun of the lung exhibited in children very dilf1:.re11
characters in the majority of the cases, from those which marked th
pneumonia of the adult. Two principal forms of the disease were tl1ere·
fore described by most writers,-the lobidar and the lobar. The former
was supposed to be almost peculiar to children, and to occur only on rare

occasions in adults; the latter was held to resemble, in almost every respect, the pulmonic inflammation of the adult. :Moreover, lobular pneumonia was generally believed to be by far the most common form n.muued
by the iuflammation iu children under five years of age, whilst lobar
pneumonia 1was thought to be compa.ratively rare under the age men·
tioned. Besides these two chief varieties of pneumonia, two others have
been described under the names of 'IXJSicular and marginal pneumonia,

while to yet another MM. Rilliet and Barthez applied the title of curni.
fication.
The researches of Mi\I. Legendre and Bailly, published in 1844, cansed
a great revolution in the views of medical observers and writers. Thel'e
authors first pointed out (as stated in the article on atelectasis) that a
very large proportion of the cases previously described under the titles of
lobular pneumonia, generalized lobular pneumonia, pseudo-lobar pneumo·
nia, marginal pneumonia, and the caroificntion of MM. Rilliet and Bar·
thez, were in fa.ct cases of bronchitis variously associated with conge:;tion
and collapse of the tissue of the lung. Siuce the publication of these
views, the whole subject has been repeatedly investigated, and we belie\'e
tbat a general agreement now exists in regn.rd to most of the important
pathological questions connected with collapse of the lung and the different forms of pneumonia. 'Ve refer any one who desires to study the
progresss of medical opinion on these important subjects lo the able
es.:iay, On the Pathological Anatomy of Bronchitis and the Diseases of tht
lAwg connected with Bronchial Obstruction, by Dr. W. T. Gairdner, of
Edinburgh, and to the elaborate article in the second edition of the work
of Rilliet and Barthez. We shall ourselves adopt the division of poeu·
mania into the lobar or crottpo1.1.s and the calarrhal forms. The former of
these is sufficiently understood as correRpoa<ling with the same form in the
adult., while the latter conespouds with the form which we, in previous
editions, described under the term vartial, and which has also been named
lobular. Despite tbe fact that formerly many cases of bronchitis with
lobular collapse were regarded as cases of lobular pneumonia, it is proba·
hie that the catarrh al form must still he regarded as of at least equally
fre,1uent occurrence in children as the lobar. In infants under the age of
two years, pneumonia is especially apt to assume the catarrh al form. Rind·
fleisch, however, exceeds the truth in asserting that in children under the
age of five, hardly any other form of pulmonary inflammation occurs
(Pathological Histology, Syd. Soc. ed., vol. ii, p. 14).
PREDISPOSING CAU8ES.-lt is generally believed that pneumonia. is ro():lt
apt to occur in the course of other affections. This is certainly true in regard to both forms of the disease as it prevails in hospitals, and probably
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among,:.;t the poorer rlasses of society also. l\DI. Rilliet a11d Barthez state
that of two hundred and forty-five cases observed by themselves, only fiftyeight1 or a little less than one-fourth, occurred in children previeusly in good
health. The proportion of cases in which lobar pneumonia occurs in private practice as a secondary affection is much smaller, since of fifty-two
well-marked cnser-i, observed hy ourselves 1 in which this poin.t was noted,
only seYen were secondary. On the other hand catarrhal pneumonia is
usually a secondary lesion, and frequently occurs as the resu!t of an extension of severe bronchitis.
Age forms a strong predisposing influence. Of the two hundred and
forty·fi\7e cases above quoted, one hundred and seventy-two occurred under
five years of age. Dr. 'Vest (Zoe. cit.) says that during the first five years
of life, the cases of pneumonia were in the proportion of 10.3 per cent. to
the total of diseases, while in the succeeding five years they were in the
proportion only of 1.3 per cent. The mortality bills of this city exhibit
the same marked excess in the proportion of deaths from pneumonia un<ler
five years of age, as compared with the ensuing years. 'Ve have already
seeu that the proportion during the first five years of life is 5.69 per cent.
of the entire mortality under that age; while during the ensuing len years
the deaths from pneumonia form hut 3.6-l per cent. of the total mortality
during that period of life. Tbese statements do not agree with our own
experience in private practice, since of fifty-seven cases that we have seen
in which this point was noted, thirty occurred under five 1 and twentysix between five and eleven years of age, showing that the frequency in
the first five and the subsequent six years of life is very nea1·ly the same.
Lobar pneumonia is much less frequent in private practice in the first two
than in the succeeding years of life.
Sex.-A larger number of cases occur in boys than iu girls. The excess
is probably not more, however, than may be accounted for by the preponderance of male over female children. Of fif'ty-five cases of the lobar
form iu which we have noted the sex, thirty occurred in boys, and twentyfive in girls.
Cunstitution.-lt is douhtful whether constitution has much or any iufluence upon the liability to the disease. Dr. West says that, according to
his experience, weak health is not a predisposiug cause. We are convioced that lobar pneumonia attacks strong aod vigorous children more
frequently than those of more delicate constitution. In children of feeble
healtb and weak istamiua, the very same causes which produce pneumonia
iu the robust, give rise to bronchitis, or perhaps to catarrhal pneumonia.
Sooson.-The disease is most prevalent during the winter aud early
spriug months, as will be seen from the accompanying table, in which is
shown the mean monthly mortality in Philadelphia, for the seven years
ending 18701 from thi<;; disease, as well as from bronchitis. From this it
will be seeu that in December 1 January, February, and March (aod the
same is very nearly true of April also), the deaths from these diseases are
three times as numerous as in August.
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Pneumonia,
January, . ·Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
Bronchitis,
Pnenmonia,
March, · · · llronchi~is,
Pnenmonia 1
April,
··Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
May,
· · Ill'onchitis,
Pneumonia,
June,
·Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
July,
·Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
August, .. · Bronchiiis,
Pneumonia,
September,. Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
October, · ·Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
November, ·Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
December, · BronchiLis,

February,

..
...

.46

6.29
.45.57
8.43
.48.57
7.14

.41.57
5.71

.34.76
6.57
. 26.14
5.00
. 24.14
<J.00
. 20.14
3.UO
.14.57
5.~9

.22.43
5.43
.28.86
5.71
.39.57
8.14

1296.71
1206.71
1344.29
1281.14
1234.29
1178.14
1837.00
1825.43
1215.43
1218.14
1052.14
1191.00

3.54
0.48
3.76
0.69
3.61
0.53
3.24
0.44
2.81
0.53
2.21
0.42
J.31
0.21
J.10
0.16
1.19
0.43

1.84
0.-!4
2.74
0.54
3.32
0.58

30.87°
33.89°

40.85°
52.27°
62.77°
7U)i0

77.71°

76.62°
GS.31°
56.30°

46.68°
3-1.H0

'Ve have also placed in parallel columns the mean percentage of mor·
tality from these two diseases, and the mean monthly temperatures, in
order to show the marked correspondence between the coldness of the
weather'and the frequency of pneumonia and bronchitis. It is evident,
however, that there is another element besides tbe mere temperature1 in
determining their frequency, since, in both February and l\Iarch, more
deaths occurred from the::ie causes than in January, although this Jatter is
the coldest month of the year. The additional element is undoubtedly to
be found partly in the sudden atmospheric changes 1 and damp raw days
which are so frequent, in both February and l\Iarch 1 in our latitude, nud
partly in the impaired vitality fuun<l in many children, as the result of the
inteuse cold of the preceding months.
Previous DiseaseR.-lt is apt to occur as a complication of all the dis·
eases of chi ldren, and most frequently in measles, pertussis, typhoid fever.
euteriLi~, and bilious remittent fever.
'Ve have already stated that tbe
catarrhal form is very frequently consequent upon severe bronchitis.
EXCITING CAUSES.-The cuotiaued action of some of tbe predisposiog
causes must be regarded as the exciting cause in the majority of the cam.
External violence, as n. severe fall, or a blow upon the chest, will sometimes act as au exciting cause. The action of cold is almost always
alleged to be the iurn1ediate cause of the attack. :M. Grisolle states that
it is impossible to determine the exciting cause in more than one· fourth of
the cases, and that in nearly all of thei5e it is cold.
ANATOMICAL LESlONs.-Lobar pneumonia in the child is marked by
the same physical characters as in the adult. The three stages of the in·
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flammation- engorgement, red hepatization, and gray hepatization-exhibit the same alterations of the tissues as in adult life. Moreover, the
three stag·es occur with about the same frequency in early as in later life.
Dr. West (loc. cit., 2d ed., p. 189) shows that the third stage occurs very
nearly as often in c hildren as in adults, he having met with it in the former in the proportion of' sixty-eight per cent., while M. Grisolle found it in
eeventy·two per cent. of the latter. The chief difference iu th e disease, ns
it ex ists at the two ages, cons ists in the more frequent coexistence of all
three of the stages in the young subject.
In the first stage, or that of engorgement, the affected portion of luug is
distended, so that it does not collapse as much as the healthy portions,
when the thorax is opened . It is heavier than usual, so that it sinks
8omewhat in water; it is of a brownish-red color; it pits upon pressure,
and crepitates less than healthy lung, the crepita.tion being observable only
here and there. The natural degree of cohesion between the tissues is so mewhat diminished, so that the diseased portion is much less tough and elastic,
nnd more soft and friable thau it ought to be. Wh en cut into, a large
quantity of frothy and more or less deeply-tinged sangu in eous fluid escapes.
In th e second stage, or that of red hepatization, the Jung is increased in
volume, so that it continues to fill the side of the chest after that cavity is
opened i it is dense and hard, has ceased entirely to crepitate, from the
fact of having become comp letely impermeable to air, and sinks rapidly
when thrown into water. Externally, the diseased portion is of a deepred color, while internally the same color is observed, but often of such
cliffereut shades as to g ive to a cut surface a marbled aspect. The cohesion
between the tissues is, in this stage, mu ch less st rong than in health or iu
the first stage of the disease; the finger 1~netrates the lung with some ease,
and the texture cnn be crushed between the finger and thumb . " rben cut
into, there escapes a non-aerated and redd ish fluid, which is much less
abundant than in the first stage. The most important feature of' red hepatization is, however, the granular c hara cter of the incised surface. This
granular appearance is produced by the presence of numerous miuute flat
granular elevations, which are the nir-vesicles distended with the plastic
lymph which has been exuded within them. It is best seen by exam ining
a torn surface of the Jung. The most recent investigations tend to show
that whil e some part of the exudation which distends the vesicles may be
due to the multiplication of the epithelial cells lining their walls, the
greatest portion is derived directly from the blood, and either escapes
Lhrnugh the walls of the vessels without rupture or, to a small extent, is
U!"'~ociated wilh rupture of the capillary walls. The exudat ion itself is
seen, on microscopic examination, to have a finely-fibrillated structure incJo,.ing a number of red and colorless corpuscles. ( ll.indfleiscb.)
In the third stage, or that uf' gray bepatizn.tion, the lung continues to
exhibit the ~ame volume, density, impermeability to air, and consequent
totnl nb~ence of crepitation, ai'I in the second; but the process of softening
hn5 made stil l further progress, so that a portion of the Jun g may be
~queezed with the grcate~t eade between the finger and thumb into a pulp.
•
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The color has now changed from a deep-red ton dirty light-gray, or n pal
straw-yellow. \\'hen inci~ed, the surface ~till pre:.eots a granular nppl·ar
a.nee, but the granules are more flat noel irregular. The di~eu!ied por
tions are now infiltrated with a puruloid fluid, which escapes in com:iclera
ble quantities in the form of a yellowish-gray liquid, whenever the lung is
cut into.
Ocrnsionally instead of lobar pneumouia involving an entire lobe or a
considerable portiou of one continuously, it prc~e11ts itself in the form of
several scattered patches, irregular in form and imperfectly circumscribecl,
but which present the three stages above described, of engorgement, red
hepatization, and gray hepatization.
On the other hand, in ca.tarrhal pneumonia there is not the imme process of free exudation into the air-vesicles, but instead there is a rnpid
rnultiplication of the alveolar epithelial cells which soon fill the ve!licl~.
The accurnulated cells are mixed with some8ero-mucous secretion, but there
is found little or no trace of fibrillaLion, such as is preseuL iu the exudation
of Lhe lobar or croupous form. The catarrhal intlamruaLion affect:s separate
lobules, and then gives ri~e to nodules scatLere<l over and Lhrough Lhe lung.
These vary in size, from that of a hemp-seed, if a single lobule be affected,
even to that of a pigeon's e~g. if a large number of affected lobules coale~ce.
At first they present a re<ldish or reddisb-grny appearance; but later, owing
to fatty changes in the proliferated cells, the color changes to a grayi~h or
yellowish-gray. This change may at times occur in the centre only of the
nodule, or over its whole extent, or again on its circumference. If the ca~
is destined to end favorably, the cells, after having undergone complete
fatty change, are absorbed, or else, an excc::s of 8erum being preeeut, may
be discharged into Lhe bronchioles and expectoraLed. The alveolar wall
returns to its original condition ~d a. perfect cure is effected. Or, on the
other hand, the changes in the alveolar wall persist, the contents of the
alveoli undergo cheesy or caseous metamorphosis, aud the case passes iuto
a chronic and highly unfavorable stage.
Abscesses are not very uncommon in the lobar pneumonia of children.
They occur as a result of the third stage of Lhe disease, so that in the same
lung may be observed the first, second, and third stages of the inflamma·
tion, and abscesses. The caviLies of the ab::;cesses are generally circular1
sometimes oval, and they mensure from half a line to an iuch or more in
diameter. Sometimes Lhe abscess is multilocular, each of the purulent
cavities being partially separated from its neighbor by a wall of hepatizeJ
tissue. They are found in various parts of the lung, but seem cli~po~ed 1
generally, to approach the surface of the organ. "rhen the latter evenl
happens, adhesive inflammation between the pulmonary and co:stal pleur.1
usually takes place; but should this fail lo occur, the ab~cess may rupture
into the pleural sac, and produce pneumothorax. l\I~I. Billiet and Barthez
met with two examples in their autop8ics in which this accide11L had
occurred, and they report another case in which it occurred during life,
and in which the child recover~d. 'Ve have met with three cases ofpoeu·
mothorax ourselves, produced Ill the same way. One occurred in a boy
eleven years old, during an attack of secondary pneumonia. complicntiug
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a severe bilious remittent fever. T.he patieat recovered entirely after a
most violent illness. The two others occurred in very young children 1 aud
proved fatal.
'Ve are desirous, before closing our remarks ou the anatomical lesions
of the disease under consideration, of drawing attention to the subject of
simple non-inflammatory congestion of the luog1 for the reason that the
Jatter bas no doubt, especially when associated with collapse of the pulmonary tissue, been frequently mistaken for pneumonia.
Congestion of the lung occurs either in the lobular or lobar form, the
distinction between the two being the same as that between lobular and
diffused or lobar collapse. ·when lobular, the luug presents, generally
along the posterior edge of the organ, disseminated lobules, distinctly
circumscribed by the interlobular cellular septa, which are rather protuberant than depressed, more friable, and of a lighter purple color than
collapsed lobules, aud which nfford, when squeezed, a considerable quantity of frothle~s bloody fluid. In very young infants, the congesti,·e dis·
position often assumes the lobar or diffused form, and is supposed by :i\I.
Legendre to have frequently been taken for pneumonia. In this variety
of congestion, the affected portion of the lung is increased in size, and is
distended and gorged with fluids. The color of t.he congested part varies
from a light to a dark purple, or almost blackish tint. The cohesion of
the hmg is also variable, the differences depend ing on the degree of the
congestion. 'Vhen this latter is very great, the part is v~ry friable, while
it is much less so under the opposite condition of things. Tbough the
Jung is harder in this state than natural, it still retains a .certain degree of
flaccidity which does not exist iu true hepatization . Pressure causes an
abundant exudation of blood and serosity from a cut surface, aud the
latter, instead of being granulated, as is always the case in hepatization,
is smooth and even. Neither does the lung exhibit any granulations when
it is torn. Lastly, inflation distends all the vesicles, and gives to the condensed parts their natural lightness and their rosy color, though, be it
remarked, the development of the affected parts under the operation is not
complete and entire, as in col1apse, in consequence, no doubt, of the l<irge
amount of blood they cootain.
Inflation of the lung after <leath has been much employed of late, as
any one who has read the previous remarks on atelectasis must have seen,
as a means of distinguishing between pneumonia and collapse. It was
there stated that, whilst inflation d istended and restored more or Jess
completely to their natural condition parts of the lung that were merely
collapsed, it failed almost entirely to have any effect on parts of the lung
affected with true pneumonia. It is easy to understand why inflation
should fail to exert much effect on inflamed lung, at least when the disease has reached the state of hepatization. In fact the alveoli are distended either with the croupous exudation of the lobar form, or the accumulated epithelial cells of the catanhal form, so that it becomes impo~si
ble to force the air ioto the midst of the agglutinated structures. In the
first stage of pneumonia, that of congestion, inflation will distend in some
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degree the affected portions, but, in the second and third stages, not even
the strongest force has any affect on the impermeable vesicles.
Lobar pneumonia is stated by most authorities to be genera lly confined
to one lung, and such has beeu our own exper ieuce in regard to it, since of
58 cases in which its location wa.s carefully determined, it was unilateral
in 54, and double only in 4. It is much more co mmon on the right thaa
]eft side, according: to most writers. Io the 54 cases just referred to, the
disease was seated 31 time3 on the right side, and 23 times on the left.
It attacks the lower lob e much more frequently than the upper, though
pneumonia of the upper lobe is much more frequently met with ia
children than in adults. Of 51 cases iu which this point was determined,
the upper lobe was the part affected in 20, while in 31 the base of the
lung was the seat of the disease. Of the 20 cases of inflammation of the
upper lobe, in 13 it was seated on the right, and in 7 on the left side.
Of 31 cases occurring in the lower lobes, 15 were on the right, and 16 oo
the left side. Iu the 4 cases of double pneumonia, the inflammation attacked the lower lobes of both lun gs in one; in one the postero·inferior
part of both upper Jobes was especially involved; while in the two others
it attacked flrst the base of the left lung, and afterwards the summit of
the right.
The statements just made as to the seat of the pneumonic inflammation,
in the cases that have come under ou r own observation 1 do not1 we are
well aware, agree exactly with the experience of other observers. Dr.
W est1 for instance, found (loc. cit., p. 190) that double pneumonias preponderated greatly, in early life, over those wherein only one lung suffered. This, it will be observed, is widelv different from the result of our experience, and it is also directly opposed to that of' M~I. Rilliet and Barthez,
Rufz, and Barrier. l\I. Barrier, in fact, cites (ilfa.l. de l'Enfance, t. i, p.
286) 144 cases of lobar pneumonia as having been observed by the autbors
just mentioned, and by himself, and of these ouly 15 were double. Our results in regard to the frequency of double lobar pneumonia agree, therefore,
with those of lhe authors last mentioned, but they differ as to the relative
frequency with which tbc two lungs are attacked. Tbus 1 in our cases, the
inflammation occuned with nearly equal frequency in either 1ung, wbilst
of 12V cases of unilateral pneumonia observed by the above authors, 84
were seated in the right, and 45 in the left lun g. These writers state,
as most others do, that lobar pneumonia of the lower 1obe is more common than that of the upper Jobe. This ta llies with our observations,
but, as it seems to be a general opinion in the profession, that iuflamma·
tion of the summit of the lung is rare in comparison with that of the base,
we wish to call attention again to the fact stated above, that of 51 cases,
in which we ascertained accurately the seat of the disease, it was in the
upper Jobe iu 20, and in the lower in 31.
In regard to catarrhal pneumonia, the statement of 'Vest above quoted
is certainly true, and it is frequently found t hat both lungs are inv olved,
and iu some cases that there is a more or less symmetrical dispo3ition of
the affected lobul es.
Iu the lobar pneumonia of children, as in that of adults, bronchitis does
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not usually exist to any very con:,iderable extent, though we have observed a few instances where acute catarrh of the upper air-passages has
been followed by the development of extensive croupous pneumonia. It
is true that before the recognition of the exact nature of collapse of the
lung, the association of bronchi ts. and lobar pneumonia was thought to be
more frequent, because a considerable number of cases of bronchitis with
extensive. collapse of lung-tissues were rPgarded as instances of true lobar
pneumon1a.
But, on the other hancl, although the catarrhal form may occur without
any associated bronchitis, it is undoubted that bronchitis does very frequently precede or accompany its development. 'Vhen bronchitis is
preseut it varies from simple iucreased vascularity with augmented mucous secretion, to intense congestion with purulent or pseU<io-ruembrauous
secretiou.
Ple1irisy is a frequent complication, as it is found to exist in about half
the cases.
Emphysema is another common complication. It generally occupies
the upper part of the lung, or its free edge, and is found most strongly
developed in the lung which presents the greatest amount of inflammation, or in both when both are inHarued. Its degree depends on the
extent of the pulmonary inflammation and bronchitis, and tbe severity of
the dyspnooa. The vesicular form is much more frequent than the interlobular.
SYMPTOMS; SKETCil OF THE DrsEASEj CounsE.-In order to present a
faithful account of the disease in its different form:;:, a general sketch of
the symptoms will first be giveu, after which the most important ones will
be considered separately uuder the bead of particular symptoms, so that
the render may first obtain a notion of the course of the disease, and then
become intimately acquainted with its details and peculiarities by reference
to the remarks on each particular symptom.
LOBAR OR CROUPOUS Fon.M.-True lobar pneumonia, with well.marked
hepatization, is not, according to our experience, a common aff'ection in
young infants in private pract ice, since out of fifty·two cases of the disease
that we have met with in children, in which we have noted this point, only
three occurred in infants within the first, and four in the second year. Of
the three cases within the year, one occurred in a child six weeks old, and
the other in one seven months.
In new·born children, and those still at the breast, pneumonia is apt to be
of the catarrhal form, and very generally begins with more or less marked
symptoms of bronchitis, though in some instances it commences suddenly,
as it does in adults, without any previous sign whatever of brouchial inflammation. 'Vhen it occurs during an attack of bronchitis, the symptoms
which belong to the pneumouic inflammation will, of course, have been
preceded by those which depend on the disease of the bronchial mucous
membrane. In these cases, the development of the pneumonia will be indicated by nu aggravation of the general symptoms, by an increase of fever
with elevation of the temperature, by an increase of the oppression, by the
fact that the cough and breathing both become more painful thau before,
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and in ~ome cases by the occurrence of tbe physical signs peculiar to lobar
pneumonia. In these latter cases, which are very rare, the character of the
php,ical !:iigns and the course of the case are very much such as are described
beiow.
When lobar pneumonia appears as a primary affection in young children. without preceding bronchitis, as sometimes undoubtedly happens,
though much less frecp1ently than in children over five years of nge, and
especially than in adults, the attack is usually sudden. In a child of
fourteen months old, we have known the attack to be ushered in by a convul~ion, which, with iufants, is not rarely the equivalent ofa chill. Usually
the first symptoms observed are restlessness, peevishness, disposition to cry,
a diminished appetile for the breast, and feveri:shness. These symptoms
are most marked in the evening and night. From the very first, or by the
second day at least, cough io heard, and careful examination of the breath·
ing will show that it is somewhat hurried. The cough is dry, short, and
hacking, at first, and not very frequent, but it soon becomes louder, fuller,
more straining, and especially it becomes painful. The fact that it is
painful may always be ascertained by watching the motions of the child,
its cry, and the expression of the face. "\Ve can always perceive, even in
an infant, a disposition to restrain the cough, to smother it, a struggle to
make it short and sudden, when it caui::es sharp pain. At the moment of
the cough, too, a marked expression of pain, a sudden grimace or twisting
of the features, may always be observed, which is accompaniet.l or followed
instantly by a loud, sharp cry, or a spell of crying. This grimace of pain,
with the accompanying cry, we have never observed in simple bronchitis,
but only in pneumonia and pleurisy. 'Ve have occasionally seen the..<o.e
symptoms so decidedly marked that they could not fail to have drawn any
one's attention; as, for example, in an infant six weeks old, who died of
a most violent and exteusive pleuro-pneumonia, and again in a child thir·
teen months old, who died of pleurisy resulting in the format ion of pure
pus in the pleural sac. The nature and extent of the lesions were ascertained, in both ra~es, by examination after death. In another case of ~
acute plastic pleurisy, developed during a scarlatinous albuminuria, the
expreE:sion of anguish in the eye, and in the contracted features of the
chil<l, presented one of the mol:t painful scenes we have ever beheld
in the sick-room. The presence of pain in the side is shown also by
th ~ fact that full in~piratione, cau~ed by changi~1g the position of the
ch ild, and those wh ich occur durmg fits of crymg, occasion a sudden
arrest or stoppage, so to speak, of the act of inspiration, which gi,·e:1 to
th e crying, and often also to the breathing, a sobbing character, while
across the countenance passes at the same moment the expre:s:-;ion of pain
already referred to. The hrenthiug, which is ouly slightly disturbed at
fir5t, soon becomes frequent and attended with more or Jess effort, and
gives rise to an unusual play of the nostrils, a symptom which ought
always to attract attention to the respiratory system as the seat of disorder. It interferes also with the act of nuniing, so that whether the
child takes the breast less frequently than usual, from want of appetite,
or seeks it with greater avidity than common, from thirst, the act of suck·
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ing is attended with difficulty. The infant seizes the breast for a few
in:--lanL.;: 1 then lets go in order to breathe more easily, and seizes it
again i or it drop.5 the nipple suddeuly and begins to cry, as though the
net of sucking were painful from the necessity it beget- of taking occasiou!dly a fuller and deeper inspiration than usual. As a general rule,
the bowels are torpid, while vomiting, which is rather unusual in older
children, is quite common in young infants.
When the disea~e is ouce established, whether it have been preceded by
bronchitic symptoms, or occur as a primary affection, the symptoms are
geuerully well marked, so as to leave but little difficulty in the recognition of the disorder. The child oow loses all gayety an<l cheerfulness, and
becomes either dull and listles:S, or very restless, peevish, aod troublesome.
Young infants generally lie quietly on the bed, or in lhe lap, merely fretting and crying when they cough, or when they are moved for any purpose,
while children of several mouths old, and those in the second year, are
usunlly very cross nn<l restless, crying and screaming when anything is
done for them, and iu:sistiug upon being frequently moved from the cradle
or bed to the lap, or from the lap to the cradle. As a general rule they
nrc contented only upon the lap, always crying to get back when they are
removed from it t.o the cradle or crib. In some instances, however, they,
like young infants, are quiet nnJ dull, being content to lie still when placed
io a comfortable pobitiou, and crying only after coughing, for the breast or
drink, or when dbturbed.
A febrile reaction now displays itself iu full force. The skin becomes
hot and dry, and the pulse frequent, rising to 150 and 160, or higher, in
infants, and to 140 au<l 150, or even 160, in those of several months old.
Thetemperatu1·e rises very quickly, so that by the close of the first twentyfour or thirty-six hours it may reach 104°, 103° , or even 100°. The dyspnrea becomes more and more evident. The respiration rises to 60 1 70, 80,
or even higher. In a case of pleura-pneumonia at six weeks of' age, we
counte<l it at ] 28. The breathing is at the same time more or less labored
aml difficult, the alro nasi being seen tu dilate spasmodically at each iuspiration, wbile the motions of the chest, and especially those of the abdomen,
are much stronger and more active than in healthful respiration. The
cough is now more frequent than before, evidently paiuful, and usually
dry, though sometimes a slight <legree of looseness may be detected in the
sound which it occasions.
Percussion now reveals manifest dulness over the seat of disease, wh ich
is usually the base, though oat at all unfrequently the upper region of one
side. 'Vhen the disease is double, which is oftener the case, as already
stated, in children than in adults, though not so often ns has been supposed by some, the percussion will be dull of course over the aff~cted region
ou ench side. Together with the dulness of sound on percussion, and sometimes when this is faintly marked, there is an evident diminution of the
elasticity of the walls of the chest, and this becomes, therefore, an imporhrnt symptom, e!:ipecially when dulness on percussion is not well-marked.
The dulness ou percussion is not, indeed, so marked a symptom in infants
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as in adults, from the fact that the uatural resonance of the chest is so much
greater in the former than the latter.
Auscultation reveals over the diseased part distinct and abuudaDt fine
subcrepitant riles; but the crepitant r:lle or £ne crepitation, which is the
pathoguomoni c sign of pneumonia in adults, and which in them is rarely
wanting, is absent in young children, or is beard only when they mnke
deep a nd free inspirations. It is most apt to be heard in youug children
during the deep inspirations which they make just before crying, or during
the act of crying. It is, therefore, much less constant, less strongly marked,
and more fugitive. in children th au in adults, and is, in the former, replaced
in good measure by a fine subcrepitan t rU.le. In connection with these
symptoms we always bave more or le::s well-marked bronchial respiration.
This may be pure, which is rarely the case; it may be, as usually happens,
associated with crepitant or subcrepitant riles, or it may be beard only in
the expiration. In children who are old enough to talk, there is increased
vocal resonance and f'remitus; an<l in infants., we can detect and draw
important conclusions from an undue transmission of the resonance and
fremitus of the cry or cough.
The symptoms above described show that the inflammation bns reached
the second stage, or that of red hepatization. After attain ing this point,
the disease usually remains stationary for a few clays, and then either sub·
sides, in favorable cases, by the resolution of the inflammation, or in unfavorable cases, terminates fatally in this stage, or else passes into the
third stage, and causes death by a more or less extensive suppuration of
the lung. In favorable cases, which are said to be rare in very young infants, but more common in those several mouths old and in the second year
of life, the severity of the symptoms gradually diminishes. The fever sulr
sides, the pulse becoming less frequeut 1 and the skin cooler and less dry;
the breathing becomes easier and slower, and is attended with less pain;
the co ugh grows looser 1 less frequent, less difficult, and ceases to be pain·
ful; the child begins to nurse without pain and with greatet· ease and fa.
cility; the restlessness and fretfulness, or the somnolence, when that hns
been a marked symptom, diminish 1 and the child becomes more placid,
and sleeps quietly and tranquilly. The· chest is now less dull than before
on percussion; the bronchial respiration begins to diminish in intensity,
and is very much maske<l by the subcrepitant d.le, which becomes more
and more evident, until at last it takes the place entirely of the bronchial
breathing. The symptoms continuing to amend 1 the physical signs of the
rlisease cease at length to be perceptible 1 the cough grows more and more
loose and rare, the countenance becomes natural, the fever ceases, and con·
valescence is fully established .
In unfavorable cases, death may occur rather suddenly in the second
stage, without any very decided change in the physical signs, from exhaustion or from the supervention of collapse of portions of the lung·tissue. lo
these cases 1 the breathing becomes more and more rapid and labored, or it
becomes slower tban before; the moist rfUes increase in abundance aad
extent, while the percussion often remains about the same ; the difficulty
of sucking increases, so that the child, when put to the breast, attempts to
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drnw but two or three times and tbeu lets go exhausted and di stressed, or
it makes no effort whatever; the cough becomes less frequent, but is still
paiuf'ul and difficult; the skin grows pale and white, excepting about the
face, hands, nn<l feet, where it often assumes a bluish or cyanotic hue; the
extremities, aud often the face too, become cool; the child becomes exceedingly restless, and then <lull and perfectly quiet or comatose, and death
at last occurs from asphyxia. Ia another class of cases, which, however,
are much more rare in very young children than in older ones, the disease
pas~es into the third stage, or that of suppuration, so called. In such cases
the febrile symptoms continue much longer than in those just now described; the pulse becomes, and continues for sevt.:ral days together, very
frequent and jerking; the skin retains its heat and dryness, though it is
often pale at the same time; the child is usually excessively irritable and
distressed; the breathing is rapid and oppressed, and often very irregular
aml uneven; the dulness on percussion extends; the bronchial respiration
becomes more distinct and is heard over larger surfaces, and is accompanied with less of the subcrepitant and crepitant riles; the cough is paroxysmal, painful, and often very harassing; the appetite is lost, and the sleep
uneasy and often broken. These symptoms continue for several days, or
a week or two, when they assume the same characters they exhibit in more
rnpiclly fatal examples; that is to say, asphyctic phenomena develop themselves, and the child dies exhausted and comatose or perhaps convulsed, or
after presenting for some hours, or a day, more or less severe spasmodic
affections of clifforeut muscles or of the extremities.
The lobar pneumonia of children over two years, and especially of those
over five years of age, exhibits most of the symptoms tbat charncterize the
same di.sense in adults. The chief differences to be noticed at these two
periods of life, are the greater predomiuance of bronchitis in children,
particularly in those under five or six years of age, which gives to the
physical signs some peculiar features not observed in adults; the frequent
absence of expectoration, and when it is present, certain differences between it and that of adults; certain peculiarities in the character and
seat of the side-pain; and the existence in many instances of more marked
and more dangerous nervous symptoms.
The mode of onset is very different in different subjects. Generally, the
attack begins witli violent fever, increased frequency of breatbiug, more or
less pain in the side, and short, dry cough. In such cases there is uo difficulty in perceiving that the disease consists of some form of thoracic inflammation. But, in other instances, instead of this open and frank development, the <lisease comes on with symptoms which might well mislead
any but a very attentive and competent physician, as to the true nature
of the case. The most common cause of obscurity is a predominance of
the nervous symptoms, which often gives to the case very much the aspect
of a meningeal inflammation. In au example that occurred to one of ourselves, a boy between six and seven years old was seized, after a short exposure during a ride on a raw and cold day, with violent fever, pain in
both ears, severe frontal headache, and great :sensibility to Jight when exposed to it. He was, at the same time, very drowsy, sleeping nearly the
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whole day, but he could be rou:"-ed when loudly and vehemently 8poken to
so as to answer a few questions aocl ma.oifest great irritability, and, what
was extremely suspicious of disease of the brain, wheu taken with the other
symptoms, he vomited frequently. On the second day, the headache was
very severe, the sensibility to light continued excessive, and he still \'Om·
ited frequently, rejecting even water. The bowels were freely moved.
There was up to this time no full cough, but only an occasioual and i-light
hacking, that scarcely attracted attention. The respiration was acceleratc<l 1
but there was no dysporea. No pneumouin. could be detected, though carefully sought after. On the third day, the breathing was still more fre·
queut, but not at all laborious; the vomiting continued, but the othe r
nervous pheuomena had lost some of their intensity, an<l au!:icultation re·
vealed well-marked bronchial respiration before and behind, over the su m·
mit of the right lung, while over the same regions the percussion was; dull.
"'\\'"e have met with several cases in which the onset of pneumonia was
attended with nerrnus symptoms that made the diagnosis difficult and
obscure.
In other cases the onset of the disease is marked by symptoms of gast ro-intestioal irritation, or by such a degree of fever and disturbance of the
nervous system, with absence of evident local phenomena, as to render the
nature of the attack obscure an<l uncertain. In one, for instance, occur·
ring in a boy between four and five years old, and six weeks after recovey
from measles, the attack began suddenly with violent fever, great re~tless
uess and distress, vomitiug, nud distension of the abdomen. The case ap·
peared to be one of gastro·intestinal disorder, as there was nothing to call
attention to the thorax. On the secoud day, the symptoms were much
worse, the skin being hot and dry, and the pulse one hundred and six ty
in the minute, and jerking. The child was drowsy and heavy i it was
difficult to make him answer questions, and his answers were coufuserl and
un intelligible i his movements were tremulous and uncertain. The tongue
was dryish nnd very thickly coated, and he complained confusedly of pain
in the abdomen, which was much distended, and sonorous on percu,:,:ioo.
There was no sign of respiratory disease, except quickening of the breath·
ing, and a very slight. cough, scarcely to be noticed. At this moment,
however, when sca rl et fever was apprehended from the great frequency of
the respiration, the drowsiness, aud the tremulous character of the mmcuJar movements, auscultation and percussion revealed the true nature of
the sickness in the shape of n. lobar pneumonia of the lower lobe of the

left lung.
In a. majority of the cases, however, instead of the obscure and deceptive onset we have just described, pneumonia begins with fever, acceleration
of the respiration, pain in the side, and short, dry cough. In some instances
the disease supervenes upon catarrh or bronchitis. The child cea!'es to
play, refuses to be amused, nod is either irritable and cross, or lies listle,:~ly
upon the bed, or, if still quite young, insists upon being kept upon the lap.
Jn some few cases, in very young children, convulsions occur. The appe·
tile is lost, or else very much diminished; the thirst is acute, and when
L-be disease is once established, more urgent than in almost any other affec·
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tion. Vomiting is quite common, especially in young children, but diarrho.•a is rare, the bowels bt=ing generally more torpid than usual. From

the first dny often, and almo.:st always by the second, we can perceive either
crepitant or subcrepitant riles, aud sometimes brouC'hial respiration, con-

fined u ~ua lly to one side, and more frequent below than above, though, be
it remarked, not at all rare over the latter part.
As the ca!lie proceed:-, the fe,·er increases, the bronchial respiration becomes more diistinct and is heard over a larger extent of surface, whilst

the rilles dimini.:sh in abundance.

The skin is now very hot au<l dry, so

as to impart a buruing sen:-atiou to the hand; the puh;e augments in frequency, seldom count in g Je~s than 1-10 in the minute, often mounting to
lGO, aud in severe cases, and iu you11g childre11, even to 170, and bec:om ing
full and hard; the respiration becomes more and more accelerated, until
it ri ~es to -10 or 50, and in a great many cases to 60, 70, or even 80, while
it often becomes at the same time oppressed, and, when full ino:pirations
are made, painful; the cough is frequent, dry, or almost dry, and painful
at first, but after a fow days begins to be moist, and, in children over six
or seven years of age, is not unf'requ ently attended with an expectoration
of ru~ty or sanguiuolent sputa; the thir::-t continues inten:o;;c, the appetite
is null, and the child is very restle::s and irritable, or drowsy and inattentive. About the fourth or fifth day, as a general rule, the disease has
attaineid its height, the febrile and local symptoms being then most marked
an<l the extent of the inflammation greate:)t, as shown by the physical
signo:.
At this stage of the disease the bronchial respiration is generally strongly
marked, being clear and distinct, audible botli in inspiration and expira·
tiou, and accompanied by hronchophony an<l increased resonance of the
cry. The dulness on percussion is also very evident, the change from the
natuml sound beiog easily perceptible ou a comparison of the two sides.
The symptoms genera lly remain stationary at this point for one or two
dap1, and then begia to subside. The heat of ski n diminishes and perspi·
ration often appears i the pulse falls in frequency and force; the respira·
tion becomes slower, easier, and full inf' pi rations can be taken .without pain;
the alro nasi no longer dilate; the cough becomes quite loose and ceases to
be painful; the thirst is less acute; the child loses some of its irritability
and restlefls:uess, and if it ba.ve been soporose and dull, becomes more wakeful
and observant; the flushing of the face disappears, while the expression
is more uatural. Ou auscultation, the bronchial respiration is found to
have lost some of its intensity; it has become more distant, or it is beard
only iu the expiration, aucl is mingled with, or in part replaced by, crepitn.nt or abundant subcrepitnnt rUles. The dulness on percussion is less
marked. .A little later the fever ceases eatirely, the respiration reassumes
its natural rate, the appetite returns, the thirst disappears, the cough subsides very much, and the ch ild begins to be interested in its toys or occupations. About the tenth or fifteenth clay, and in some cases rather earlier,
convalescence is fairly established, though auscultation may still reveal
some prolongation of the expiratory sound and diffuse resona nce of the
voice.
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Io unfavorable cases death seldom occurs early in the di,.ea1le, but
usually at some distance of time from the invasiou, and in com:equencc,
no doubt, of the transition of the iuflammation into the third or suppurative ::tage. In such cases the disease has usually pursued the cour~e ju~t
described up to the period of resolution; but, instead of resolution and
convalescence taking place, the fever continues, though perhaps with di.
minh~hl"d violence, the skin being less intensely hot, and the pulse less full
and active, while it remains quite as frequent. The breathing is sometimes
less frequeat than before, but it is often more laborious, and very generally
it becomes irregular, and is easily hurried under exertion. The cough
varies very much, being sometimes almost suppressed, and in other cases
very troublesome; it is almost al ways loose. The streugth dimioi.shes, the
voice becoming weak an<l feeble, and tbe muscular movements tremulous
and languid; the face looks pale, haggard, and sunken; the child is sometimes very restless, tossing abcut from time to time on the bed or lap, with
a quick, short, and evideutly feeble movement, or it is dull aud soporose,
awakening only when spoken to, hut showing then by its fretfulness and
peevishness that its intelligence is retained. While these symptoms are
present, the extent over which the bronchial respiration is beard has generally augmented, showing the gradi;al extension of the bepatization 1 while
outside of the part where the respirution is blowi11g, and sometimes over
the same part, and intermingled with that sound, are heard more or le~
copious suhcrepitant and mucous riles. This condition seldom lasts more
than two or three days, at the end of which time the child Jies in a state
of coma, or after oue or more convulsive seizures, which are the re:sult of
a gradually increasing asphyxia.
Io other cases, again, the termination is more gradual. The child, after
pre:seuting many of the above symptoms, may seem to improve somewhat.
The fever may diminish, the appetite return to some extent, the respira·
tion become easier, the restlessuess subside, and the child becomes more
cl1eerful again; but the face continues pale, emaciation makes progress,
the appetite fails again, the pulse remains frequent, diarrbooa comes on,
the cough becomes more troublesome, thrush often at.tacks the mouth, the
strength decays continually, and, after some weeks perhaps of struggling,
the <'hilcl Jies in a state of great emaciation and <lebility.
CATARRHAL FoRM.-The symptoms of catarrhal pneumonia are much
more obscure and uncertain than those of the lobar form of the disease.
Owing to the fact that the inflamed patches of the lung are disseminated
or scattered through healthy portions of the organ, the signs afforded by
physical examination are either very imperfect, or entirely masked by the
sounds produced in the healthy texture. We are forced, therefore, to depeud much more in this than in the lobar form, on the rational symptoms,
in determining the nature of the sickness. The rational symptoms of
catarrh al pneumonia are nearly the same as those of the lobar form. The
chief differences between the two are in regard to the pain, the dyspnrea,
and, when there is expectoration, the amount of the sputa. The febrile
and nervo~s symptoms, and the disturb~nces of the digestive system, are
the same rn the two forms, the only difference being in their degree of
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eeverity. In the lobar variety they are usually more acute and severe
th nu iu the catarrhal. The mere degree of temperature attained does not
diffl!r materially in the two forms, and it is not unusual to find a temperature of 103° on the second day of an attack of the catarrhal form. ·we
have seen, however, that iu the croupous form hyperpyrexia (105°to106°)
may occasionally be noted thus early in the attack. Roger (loc. cit.) notes,
also, that while in lobar pneumonia the high temperature is sustained for
six or seven days until defervescence occurs, iu the catarrbal form the
course of the temperature is marked by a succession of irregular ren1issions
and exacerbations. The local symptoms present important differences
which should be noted. Ia the form under consideration, the pain is
either wauting entirely or is much less acute than in the lobar form.
'Vhen the inflamed patches are few in number, and they are seated in the
ceutral parts of the lung, there is entire absence of pain; but when they
are more numerous and superficial, pain is complained of, but it is usually
diffuse, of slight intemity, chaogeable, and felt only during cough, or
duriog full inspiration. It m!lke-; its appearauce commouly on the first
day, and very seldom after the third. C..rngh is rarely wanting. It usually mark~ the onset of the sickness, is extremely variable as to its frequency and severity, and is not acutely painful, as in the lobar form, unless the iufhtmed patches be superficial. There is seldom auy considerable

:~11:1~~: o:u:~ii~;t,o~:~:o~~' ~~~~~~~:ye :~:e~en:1~1=~a~~:;i~t~;er~1\s :,:1:c~s~~
howe\·er, that came under our observatiou, in which we had every reason
to believe, from the nature of the rational symptoms, a.ad from the absence
of phy~ical signs, that the disea.sc was catarrhal pneumonia, there was a
rare expectoration of thick, viscous mucus, streaked with blood. Tbe respiration is accelerated, and when the lesion is at all exteusive, there is
dyi:;pncea the degree of these symptoms being determined by the exteot
aml number of the iuflamed patches.
The phy8ical Rigns are not, as above stated, very significant. The percu;::sion is ntttural, the amount of tissue consolidated beiog insufficient to
affl!ct the sonorousness of the chest. According to Eustace Smith, a general wiult of healthy pulmonary resonance can be detected over the back
by meaos of broad percussion, striking with three fingers upon three fingers
plnced on the chest-wall as pleximeters. Au:;cultation affords no signs of
the pneumonic inflammation when the number of affected patches is srnall;
when they are more numerous it is of some, but not of very great utility.
Crepitant rcilesaresometimes heard here and thereoYercircuruscribed points
of the thorax, and, <li5semioated in the same way, there is also heard iu
some instauces rude respiration, prolonged expiratory murmur, and bronl'hial re::;piratiou. 'Vhen, as often happens, this form of the disease coexists with bronchitis, it will be entirely concea.led by the dry aud moist
rfdes of the latter affection. If a number of affected lobules coalesce nod
form a superficial patch of some size, we may have distinct signs of couFolidation over a circum5cribed area. This is, however, rare.
The duration of lobar pneumonia has been fixed with considerable accuracy by the ob.'lcrvatioos of various per:;ons. As a general rule 1 the
1
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disease reaches its highest point of severity in about four or five days,
then remains stationary for one or two days, and diminishes regularly
until between the tenth an<l fifteenth clay, when convalescence is established. In our own practice, the longe~t duration in 23 uumixed casei;i,
in which the period was accurately noted, was 17 days, and the shortest
5. The duration of the 23 cases was as follows: i11 1case,17 dny:i.; in 3
cases, 14 days; in 1, 11; in 4, 10; iu 5, 9 i iu 3, 8; in 2, 7; in 2, 6; and
in 2, 5 dayd. One case lasted 33 days, but it was accompanied and fol lowed by bronchitis.
It i:; difficult to assign any definite duration for the catnrrhal form. In
favorable cases, judicious treatment will often be followed by convalescence
in from a week to teu days. But iu many instance the symptoms per::ii:;t
longer than this; and not unfrequently the case sho,\'·s a stroag tendency
to pa~s into a chronic form.
PARTICL"LAR Sn.tPTOMS; PnYSlC'AL Srnss.-In order to practice auscultatiou and perl'ussion iu a young ehild, it should be placed, by the
mother 1 in a sitting po::;ture on her kuee, while the physicia n, kneeling on
the floor, or sitting on a low chair, makes the examinatiou he deems neces·
sary. If the child be old enough to take notice, it should be attracted
and amu~ed by :;ome toy or glittering object. Even, however, should it
cry violently, much valuable information is to be obtained by the exami·
nation, for w~ can a:;:certain the presence or absence of rfi.les and their
~ aracters during the deep in~pirations between the cries, and can observe
resonance of the cry and cough, and practice percussion.
The physical i:;igns of lobar pneumonia are crepitant or .rnbcrepitant rfiles,
feeble re~piratory murmur, bronchial respiration, brouchophony, exagger·
ate<l re~ou::rnce of the cry and cough, and dulness ou percussion. They
are, in fact, the same in the great majority of cases as in adults. Under
five years of age, this form often begins with subcrepitant riiles, wh ile after
t bat period the earliest amcultatory signs are crepitant rU.les, aud feeble res·
piration. The bronchial respiration makes its appearance soon after the
subcrepitant or crepitant ril.les, is heard first in the expiration, and then in
both inspiration and expiratio n, and is accompanied by bronchophony,
resonance of tbe cry and cough, and dulness on percussion. Bronchial
respiration was present in 46 of 57 cases of lobar pneumonia observed by
ourselves; crepitaut rtl.les were present in 31, and subcrepitant in 10.
These alterations of the auscllltatory phenomena are confined to one
side, in the great nrnj11rity of cases, and are best observed over the posteroinferior portion of the lung. Mi\!. Il.illiet and Barthez state that they
have never kuown the brouchial re::piratiou to disappear, in favorable
ca::ies, before the fifth day, and in the majority not before the seventh,
eighth, or niath; while, io fatal cases, it continued to the moment of death.
I ts persistence is always a highly unfavorable symptom in very young
children, whilst in those who are older, as in adult~, it sometimes remains
for several days or weeks, though tbe general symptorus have entirely
disappeared . In catarrhal pneumonia, on the other baud, as we have
already stated, the physical signs are often present on both sides, and are
much Jess definite.
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Il.\TIO~AL SYMPTOM.~.-Cough may be said to be invariably present.

It iii dry at first, aud not very frequent, but in one or two days becomes
more frequent, often very troublesome, and from dry and harsh, becomes
more or le~s humid and loose. It continues until the disease moderates,
la«ting generally from nine to sixteeu days. Ia fatal cases it usually
pcr~i::its to the last. Ia infants it is not very frequent, occurs i11 short
paroxy~ms, aud in fatal cases often ceases one or two days before death.
M~L Hilliet and Barthez remark that in pneumonia of the upper lobes
it has a peculiar character. It is little, short, smothered, as it were; or
piercing, teasing, or 1:1-lightly hoarse. 'Ve will merely add that cough is
sometimes scarcely noticeable in cases which simulate hydrocephalus, dm·ing the early part of the attack. In a case already referred to, in which
the i;;ymploms bore for several days very much the aspect of a meningeal
ntlack, there was no full cough whatever duriug the first two days; on the
third day, though auscultation and percussion showed the existence of
pneumonia, of the upper lohe of the right lung, the child cnughed only
three or four times, and it was not uutil the sixth day that it became at
all freqn<'nt. In thl'ee other cases the cough was so slight in the early
stages of the disea-=e, during the continuance of the cerebral symptoms, as
not to have been uoticed unless particularly inquired after. Later io the
attack, after three, four, or five clayt;, and as the cerebral symptoms modernted, the cough became frequent and loose, and the pneumonic symptom"\ pnrsued their regular course.
}<,,':rpecloration is almost invariably absent under five years of age. 1\11\I.
Rillict and Barthez, aud Dr. Gerhard, have never observed rust-colored
e:puta unrler the age mentioned. In older children there is sometimes,
thollgh not very often, voluntary expectoratioa. Even in them, however,
the sputa seldom prese11t the characteristic rust-color and viscidity obe;en·ed in adults, but consist simply of mucus tinged with blood, or of
whiLi!--h, browuish, viscous, or non-viscous phlegm. \Ve once, however,
saw a child three and a half years old, voluntarily expectorate viscid
mucui:o:, tinged copiously with blood. Sanguinolent expectoration was no·
ticecl in fi\'e of the fifty·seven cases seen by ourselves (not including the
one ju~t spoken of)- Iu three tbe sputa were of the characteristic rusty
color, in oue they were composed of mucus streaked , with blood, and in
another portions of mucus streaked with bloo<l were rejected by coughing,
anrl some also by vomiting. The age of the five subjects, just alluded to,
was in eacb cnse between five and nine years. In another case (not included amongst the five), iu a girl seveu years old, affected with lobar
pucumoni:l supervening upon pertussis, there was a free expectoration of
tenacious mucus, sometimes streaked or dotte<l with blood, sometimes
browni~h, and sometimes rust-colored.
l\[. Ynlleix meutions a whitish or sanguinolent viscous froth, as sometimes escaping from the mouth of new-bom children laboring under the
di.;ease, nnd Bouchut has also notiCed in a single case, a little reddish
snnguinolPnt frotb, situated on the edge of tbe lips of an infant with pneu·
mania. "re have never met with this symptom, but know of oue case of
a child within the month, who, during an attack of pueumonia, vomited
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mucus tinged with blood. The child died, and presented the lesion~ of
pneumonia. The uipples of the mother were perfecdy healthy, so that
the blood could not have been sucked by the child from them, but must
have consisted of the sputa which had been swallowed after being coughed
into the fauces.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the absence of expectoration is only
seeming, for children undoubtedly cou.gh the sputa into the fauces, whence,

instead of being rejected, ashy the adult, they pass into the stomach .
Thoraric Pain.-It is impossible to ascertain the presence of this Elymptom with positive certainty prior to the age at which children talk, and
very often not for some time after, as they refuse or do not know how to
desc ribe their sensatiom1. And yet, even in infants, the presence or absence
of the stitch in breathing, and of pain in coughing, may be interred, almost
with certainty, by watching the gestures and expression of the child 1 nnd
the cries which accompany a full inspiration and the net of coughing. Io
effect, the deep inspirations induced by moving the child, those which take
place during vomiting and gaping, and those nlso which occur in the act
of coughing, cause the child to cry out suddenly and sharply, and give at
the same moment an expression of acute suffering to the countenance,
which can be referred to nothing else than the causes just mentioned,
and whic h reveals a lmost as plainly as words the painfu l11ess of a deep in·
spiration and of the act of roug hing. In older children, we have several
times known the pain to be most intense, causing bitter and repeated complaints, with crying, fretting, and evident acute suffering. The seat of
pain, as complained of by children who talk, ought. also to be noticed,
since the account given by them might well mislead an unwary noel in·
experienced physician. It is quite common, in fact, for them to refer the
pain to the false ribs, to one of tbe flanks, to the abdomen, and even to

the hip.
The respfralion is always quickened, except where the constitutiou of
the patient has beeu greatly deteriorated by long and severe illness or
other causes, under whicli circumstances it may remain at tbe normal rate,
or be very slightly accelerated. This symptom u;,ually dates from the in·
vasion, soon after which the breathing rises as high as 40, 50, and 60 in
the minute in older children, and from 60 to 80 in the younger. It sometimes becomes excessively rapid, reaching, as it did in a case of pleuro·
pneumonia in an infant six weeks old under our charge 1 128. In favo r·
ab le cases, the acceleratiou subsides usually about the seventh, eighth, or
ninth day. In most of the cases the breathing is even and regular 1 while
in others it is short, abdominal, uneven, and jerking. 'Vhen the dyspnrea
is very great in a young child, the nostrils dilate widely, the mouth remains
open, and its angles are drawn downwards an<l outwards; the Ja:st of tbe~e
symptoms is almost a fatal one. Sometimes the rhythm of the function
is changed, so that it hegins with a sudden, active, and moaning cxpira.·
tinn, followed by the inflpiration, after which comes tbe interval of rest.
Ml\L Rilliet and Barthez state that unequal, jerking respiration, occurs
almost exclusively in cases of infiammatiou of the upper lobes.
Phy.'~ioq11omy. -Tbe face is almost invariably fiu~bed. The color, at
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first 8Carlet, becomes after a day or two deeper and darker, and iu severe
cases a!lsumes a Ii :id-red tint. \Ve have noticed in very severe pueumonia,
in addition to the deep-red tiut, a paculiar glazed appearance of the skin,
which looks as though it had been varnished, while the edges of the flush
are distinct and abrupt. The lips are generally deeply colored, simultaneously with the face. The flush commonly subsides about the same time,
or a little before the diminution in the rate of the re~piration. Iu fatal
Cflses the face is apt to lose its color, and become pale and sallow, as the
unfavorable symptoms become more and more marked. 1Ve have noted
extreme pallor of the foce in very severe cases occurring in infants, and,
although indicative of great clanger, a favorable result has followed in
some instance!=.
The expression of the face is one of anxiety and oppression in the early
stage; in very severe cases, or those about to terminate unfavorably, the
features become drawn an<l contmcted.
Ji'eve1· exi;;;ts in all the id iopathic cases. The pulse, at all ages, is rarely
und&r 130 from the first to the sixth or seventh day; in the youngest
child ren it rises as high as 140, 160, and even 180; while in those who
are older, it is seldom above 1..J.O. In favorable cases, it dim inishes about
the fifth, sixth, or seventh day. In fatal cases, it is apt to diminish at
the same period, but soon becomes more frequent and continues so lo
the end.
The range of lempaature in pneumonia is higher than in any other inflammatory disem;e of childreu. This is true of the disease in both of its
forms, lobar and catarrhal. 'l'hc highest temperature we have ourselves
recorded for pneumonia is 106°, while Roger, in his latest contribution to
this subject (Recherches Gfiniqtte.<J wr les Jllal. de l'Ellfance, 18i2, p. 356),
etntes that 105.8° has been observed by hiln in 2 out of" 47 cases of }Jneumonin.. In two-thirds of the entire number the mercury reached or exceeded 10-1: 0 ; and the mean of the highest temperatures in all the cases
was 103.9°. Such high degrees are more apt to be found iu cbiklren
over than under two years of' age. The maximum temperature reached
in any case would not seem to be much influenced by the seat or extent
oflhe inflammation.
In lobar pneumonia the course of the temperature is regular and characterist ic. The acce::ision of fever is often very sudden, and the mercury
may rapidly rise to its maximum point, rencbing 10-1:0 , 103° 1 or even
103.8°, within twelve hours from the onset. After the first abrupt rise, it
is sustained uearly at the same point, with moderate morning remissions
and evening exacerbations (the variation usually not exceeding one or one
and a half degree) until defen·escence, which is usually rapid, or even
abrupt, occurs. In the catal'l'hal form, on the other hand, the initial rise
of tempernture is less abrupt, nud the course of the fever is mn.rked by the
occurreuce of irregular remissions and exacerbations, \\bich Roger ltttributes to tll1:l development ofsucce~sive patches of pneumo11ia.
The nttio between the temperature, pulse, and respiration may be quite
closely preserved, and the elev:lted degree of febrile heat be associated
with marked acceleration of the pulse and breathing. Thus Roger found
12
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that the mean furnished by 47 cases was: temperature, 103.04° i pul~e
133; respiration, 52. It is not, however, at all rare in both forms of th
ditiease for the pulse-respiration ratio to vary from the normal 1 to 4 t
1 to 2 or even 1 to 1.5. In the lobar form, it will frequeutly be fouud
that, following the defervescence, the temperature falls below the normal
point, as to 98° or 97°, for a day or two.
.
'l'he nervous system shows more or Jess marked symptoms of <l1sorcler.
There is restlessness, peevishness, and irritability du ring the day, au<l these
increase towards evening. As the night advances, the child becomes still
more restless; infants will not sleep except in the arms, and wake crying
or fretting every few minutes or hours; older ch ildren sleep unea::;ily, talk
in their ;;;Jeep, or start and cry out, and are often delirious. In some in·
stances, the irritability is most distressing, both to the child and to those
around. '!'be child is constantly fretting nod whining; it wants its playthings, but will not touch them; food, but rejects it; and slaps and scolds
at everything about it. Cournlsious sometimes occur at the iuva:-ion.
They last au uncertain length of time, and are usually followed by iu!)ensibility, from which the child wakes with fever, accelerated respiration, and
cough, indicating the true seat of disease to be the lungs, and not the
brain, as might at first be supposed. 'Ve have met with but four cases,
all of the lobar form 1 attended with convulsions. One occurred in a boy
between ten and eleven years of age, ou the second day of the di:sease.
The attack was induced more, however, by an unwholesome meal ta.ken on
the first day of his sickness, than by the mere efft!ct of the local in flam ma·
tion. In a second case, which occurred in a boy between five and six years
old, there were two convulsive seizures, a violent one on the first day of the
pneumonia, and a slighter one a few days later. In a third case, which
occurred in a boj aged two yfars, the pneumonia occurred in the course
of intel'mittent fever; there were three marked couvulsions, but the child
subsequently recovered perfectly. In the fourth case, to which reference
ha s~already been made, a child of 14 months old, who was improving
from a sharp attack of catarrh of the upper air-passage, was seiztd with
croupous pneumonia, of two-thirds of the right lung, ushered in by re·
peated couvubions, a temperature of 106° on the second day, nod with
intense fever, with uncon!';ciousness and tonic carpo-peda l spasm per::;bting
for teu days; notwithstanding complete recovery followed. The headache
is sometimes very severe; in a few instances we have known it to be so
violent as to constitute the most prominent symptom of the case. On
one occasion, indeed, it was so intense, and so much complained of, dur·
iug the first two days of the feve r, as to withdraw our attention from the
true seat of disease, and it was not until the third day that we discoYered
the existence of pneumonia. The cough was in this, as in other instance~.
in which the nervous symptoms were strongly marked, so slight a3 to
escape notice.
Digestive Organs.-Cornplete anorexia is generally present from the
first; the thirst is intense, greater indeed than in almost any other affec·
tiou of childhood. The tongue is moi~t, as a general rule, and covered
with a whitish or yellowish fur. Vomiting and diarrhcea occur aL the
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invnt~ion of about half the cases in hospitals; in privnte practice, vomit-

ing often occurs, but cliarrhcea much less frequently.
[frine.-The amount of urine is materially lessened in acute lobar
pneumonia, the extent of the reduction being from one-third to one-half
(Parkes).
During the height of the disease the urea is increased, and with it, as
in most febrile diseases, the uric acid. Sim011 and Redtcnbncher first
called attention to the fact that the chloride of sodium is diminished or
entirely abi::eut during the early period and at the commencement of hepntization, and reappears during, or rather after resolution; and further
researches have fully confirmed this observation, since very few exceptional cases have yet been recorded. The disappearance does not depend
upou the reduced diet, since Howitz and Parkes both state that even when
ch loride of sod ium is administered, none can be detected subsequently iu
the urine. And the fact that it is in reality retaiued in the system 1 is
further shown by the very excessive excretion during convalescence. According to Benle's observations, the exudation in the lung is very rich in
chloride of sodium ; and it ha.s been found that as this salt disappears from
the urine, it appears in the sputa, and in turn as it returns in the urine, it
di!<appears from the sputa.
It is true that more extended obse rvation bas shown that the chloride of
sodium ia absent or deficient in many other affections, both febrile and inflammatory; but still, although not pathognomonic of pneumonia, this
sign is an aid in its diagnosis, aud probably serves to distinguish it from
collapse of the lung or from tubercu lous consolidation.
One more condition of the urine in pueuwouia, although as yet, so far
ns we know, only noticed in adults, deserves atteut ioo. 'Ve allude to the
presence of albumen, which has been noticed by several observers, as
Finger, Becquerel, Parkes, and Heller, in almost -1.5 per cent. of their
cn:ies; though others, as well as ourselves, have found it much more
rarely.
The period of its occurrence is variable; according to Ileller and Parkes,
it appears at the time when the chlorides are mo.::;t deficient, as hepatizatiou advances. The fatnlity is much increased in ca.::;es where albuminuria
is pre:oent; the combined record of the observers above referred to, yielding a mortnlity of almost 50 per cent. of such cases; whilst. the mortality
in ca::;es without albuminous urine was ouly 1-1 per cent. According to
Parkes, renal eylinders are very common in the album inous urine of pneumouia; and a little blood is also frequently present, but is usually out of
all proportion to tbe albumen.
DI.ACIXO~UJ.-Tbe lobar pneumonia of children is most liable to be con·
founded with bronchitis, pleurisy, and meniogitis. There is little probability, however, that lobar pneumonia. would be miotaken for bronchitis
by any but a careless or incompetent observer; for the presence, in the
former, of subcrepitant, and very often of crepitant rfdes, of brouchial
re:opiration, bronchophony, resonance of the cry nod cough, and dull or
fiat percu~.siou, coo fined to one side, would easily cfo!tiugui:;h it from bronchitis, which is marked by dry and moist rUles over both sides of the
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chest, and by a normal condition of the per<'ussion. It is difficult nnrl
often impossible, as already stated, to deLect the existence of cntarrhal
pneumonia, or at least to make the diagno::-is with ab;;:o]ute certainty.
The cause of the difficulty, as before explained, lies in the fact that it
presents, in a great many instances, no clear physical signs. \Vhen the
number of inflamed lobules scattered through the healthy texture of the
Jung is small, and es;pecially when they are deeply seated, no alteration
whatever of the natural respiratory sounds can be perceived, and we are
obliged to depend entirely upon the rational syrnptoms,-the ncceler~ted
breathing, oppressiou, pain, cough, fever, and the absence of the phy::-1cal
signs Qf other pulmonnry intlammatioo. A. careful study of the tempera·
ture may here be of service. 'Ve have seen that in pneumonia the tern·
perature usually rises quickly to 10-1° or lQ.) 0 , while in bronchitis, it
rarely attains even the lower of these, and often does not exceed 101° or
102°. Sometimes the presence of the characteristic sputa of pneumonia
will, in older children, make the diagnosis clear. "'hen the inflnmed
lobules are situated near the surface of the lung, we may, in some instances, detect crepitant or fine subcrepitaot riles, and bronchial respira·
tion, over circumscribed portions of the lung, and there would be, under
such circumstances, no hesitation as to the diagnosis.
It has been stated that pneumonia. might be confounded with pleurisy.
Tb is could not happen in regard to the catarrhal form, as the slighttr degree of the pain, the extent of' the r1ile~, the moderate bronchial respiration,
and the absence of <lulness on percussion in this diseai::e, would preveut such
a mistake. The di4inction between pleurisy and the lobar forni is more
difficult, but may genernllybe made out by attention to the fact that pleu·
risy is rare under six years of age; by the greater severity of the pain, the
lel'S abrupt and extreme elevation of temperature, the absence of rU.les nud
pre~ence of friction-sound, the eft'ect of change of posit.ion on the sounds
yielded by percussion, t.he shorter duration and greater mildness of the
general symptoms, the entire absence or small amount of expectoration,
and by the continued dryness of the cough in pleurisy; and lastly, by the
disposition on the part of pleurisy to become chronic, while lobar pneumo·
uia nearly always runs au acute course.
Lobar pneumonia in children not unfrequently simulates, in its early
stage, au attack of meningitis, constituting a form of the disease some·
times called cerebral pneumonia. Vomiting, constipation, extreme irrita·

~~~t:b~;u::s~;:~:oers=~i:u~.;;:~~:i~~sd;:wb=~t~~~~:~e~ ~~c~~e ~~u:~~I~~ ~;ht~!:
disea!'le in pneumonia., may readily mislead. The cough in the early stnge
of pneumon.ia is sometimes very slight, and not being observed by the
attendants, 1s not reporte<l to the physician. The frequency of the respi·
ration is overlooked, or, if noticed, is a~cribed to the fever, which b hUp·
posed to. ~epe~d on tbe cerebral inflammation. In pneumonia, however,
the vom1trng is not usually very frequent, nor very obstinate, nor are the
bowels so much constipated as in acute hydrocephalus. These variations
from the ordinary symp~oms of the latter disease, minute though they be,
ought lo attract the notice of the phy:5ician, and lea<l him to examine the
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case more carefully, when, in all probability, the physical signs would
immediately reveal the pneumonia. \Ve may mention, in illustration, that
we attended a boy six years old, who, for three days 1 suffered from violent
fever and excruciating headache, which last was the only symptom complained of. There was neither cough, expectoration 1 nor any marked
accelerntion of the respiration. After three days the headache moderated,
and he had slight pain in his side ion examinatioo, we found him laboring
under wcll·marked lobar pneumonia. In April, 18-17, we were called
to sec a boy nineteen months old, who had been taken sick with slight
fever 1 a little hoarse cough, and mild pharyngitis. After remaining in
this condition for five days, he began to be drow~y and very irritable, the
surface became pale, and the extremities rather cooler than natural.
From the sixth to the tenth dny t here was great somnolence, the child
sleeping nearly all the time; when waked from sleep, he wfts always exceedingly irritable and cross, scarcely opeoiog his eyes, nnd then shutting
them again immediately to avoid the light, which was evidently painful.
During this time he took scarcely any food, but little drink, and vomited
several times freely; the bowels were moved without mediciue i the surface
remained very pale, and the extremities often cool; the pulse was frequent
and small, the respiration pe rfectly regular, for which reasou it atlracted
no nttcntion, and there was no co11gh whatever. Under thesecircumstauces,
we het:itated between regarding the case ns one of meningitis, or of hydrocephaloid disease, as described by Dr. :\I. Hall. \Ve took the latter view,
bowe\'er1 aud treated it with small quantities of brandy, cold to the head,
and the frequent employment of mustard pediluvia. From the eleventh
day the child began to improve i it would open its eyes from tim~ to time,
nnd look. round for a few moments; the face began to show a slight degree
of color, and the palms of the hands, which had beco white and transva reut, exhibited a tioge of the natural pink hue which they have in
children. Observing about this Lime that the respiratiou wns accelerated,
though perfectly free aud rcgulnr, and without cough, we counted it, and
were astonished to 6nd it 80 in the minute. \Ye now examined the "best
carefully, and find ing slight <lulness on percu:3siou with bronchial re::;pir~
tiou1 over the inferior half of the left side behiu<l 1 immediately under:stood
the nature of the case i it was one of latent pneumonia, simulating hydrocephalus. The child wus now treated for pneumonia, :rnd after an illae::s
of twenty-seven days longer, recovered perfectly. As the case progressed,
the rationa l sigus of pneumonia were more and more apparent1 the cough
becoming frequent and painful, and Rfter a time loose1 while the cerebral
symptoms gradually disappeared.
In ad<lition to these cases 1 we have met with several others which during
the early stage resembled very closely the invasion of cerebral disease.
One of these has already been referred to in the account of the symptoms
of the di~eese. Two others occurred in children within the year, and one
in a child between one and two years old. Attention, however, to the rate
of. the respiration and the physical signs, and the presence of slight cough,
rcvealed 1 in two of them, after a liLtle hesitation, the true character of the
attack~. The third case, which occurred in one of the children within the
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year, was unattended by any cough during the first few days, and was,
therefore, very obscure, until our altenlion was attracted by no a~celem
tion of the respiration, when the physical signs, and, at a htter peno?, the
cough, explained the real irnture of the attack. ~V e .may re°:1ark, ID acl<lition that in all these cases, the absence of const1pat1on, the rnfrequency
and s};ort duration of the vomiting, and some clearuess of the intelligence
when the child was fairly roused, though but for a few moments, from its
state of somno1ence, were other reasons for doubting the attacks to be
meningitis.
We have dwelt at length upon the danger of making this serious mistake in diagnosis, in the hope that our remarks will aid in impressing
upon the mind of our readers the great importance} which has indeed been
alluded to on several previous occasionsi of making a ca reful examination
of the chest by auscultation and percussion in every case of acute disease
in children, even though the symptoms do not appear to indicate any affection of the heart or lungs.
Dr. West states that pneumonia is often overlooked in teething ch ildren,
in whom the cough is called a tooth-cough, whilst the diarrhooa, which
frequently occurs, and becomes the pl'Qminent symptom , is supposed to
depend upon dentition, and is alone attended to. The diarrhc:ea is obstinate, and when, at last, the cough attracts attention, it is ascribed to
phthisis, and the physician is astonished to find at the autopsy purulent
infiltration of the lungs, but no tubercles, and no disease of the intestines.
The diagnosis is to be co rrectly made, nuder such circumstances, only by
careful physical examination.
The disease with which catarrhal pneumonia is most apt to be confounded is bronchitis. The two are frequently associated, and, owing to
tbe fact that the physical signs of consolidation of lung-tissue cannot always be detected in the catarrhal form, our diagoosis must sometimes be
based so lely upon the general symptoms. If we fiud, however, that with
or without previously-existing bronchitis the cough has suddenly assumed
the pneumonic character, the temperature rapidly riseo, aod the degree of
dyspnooa sudden ly increased, there is strong reason to believe in the supervention of catarrhal pneumonia. If we find, iu addition to this, impaired
resonance at various points, with imperfect bronchial breathing and perhaps subcrepitant r5.les at these spots, our diagnosis would be confirmed.
" re must also bear in mind the resemblance which exists between catarrhal
pneumonia and lobular collapse of the lung. The points of resemblance
and the fact that both are apt to appear during the course of a. bronchitis
have already been alluded to. In lobular collapse, however, although the
dyspnooa may be extreme, the symptoms do not indicate any in crease in
the inflammatory action, but, on the other hand, the temperature is normal, or even lower than natural.
PROGNOSIS.-lt may be stated in general terms that lobar pneumonia.
is the more dangerous in proportion as the child in whom it occurs is
younger i and that the secondary, consecutive, or intercurrent form of tbe
di sease is much more dangerous than the primary. It is usually supposed
to be almost necessarily fatal in newborn ch ildren, and to be still very dau-
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gerous up to tbe sixth year of age. There has been so much confusion,
however, in regard to atelectasis of the lung and true pneumonia until
within a few years past, that it is scarcely possible to trust to former
statistics upou this point. From six years of age up to fifteen, the diseac:e is generally curable when of the primary form i when of the secondary form tbe result is much more doubtful, and will depend in great
measure, of course, on the nature of the disorder during or after which
it occurs.
~IM. Rilliet and Barthez (loe. cit., p. 535) state that they lost about
one-Pighth of their cases in private practice. Of these, the youngest was
a year old, the oldest, three years o1d. To quote their own words: "Some
evidently died of accidents caused by the medication (poisoning by tartar
emetic) ; one was the victim of a relapse, due to faulty hygienic care; and
others died of cerebral pneumonia of tbe upper lobe; they were undergoing the process of dentition." In the hospital, they lost a seventh of
the ir patients. The subjects under five years of age died of cerebral, gangrenous, or inteistinal complications. Those over five year.s of age died,
some because they were scrofulous or feeble, the inflammation though
loba r, being double; and the others, in consequence of the inflammation
hav ing become complicated with pleurisy, scarlet fever, or meningitis.
They add, that in the hospital, six-sevenths of the patients attacked with
secondary pneumonia died.
In 1862, however, Barthez stated, in a memoir to the Freucb Academy
(Med. 'Times and Gaz., l\Iay. lOth, 1862), that during the previous seven
years, haviug abandoned the use of depletion in the pneumonia of children, be had treated 212 cases, with a loss of but two patients.
The results of our experience, which, it ought to be remarked, has been
acquired chiefly in private practice amongst the easy classes of society,
have been as follows : Of 66 cases of well-marked lobar pneumonia, only
2 were fatal. Of these two, one occurred in an infant six weeks old, and
was accompanied with extensive and violent pleurisy, and the other
occurred in a child between two and three years old, lasted thirty-three
days, and was attended with considerable bronchitic inflammation.
In addition to these, we have seen a certain number of cases which are
not included in the statistics of our own experience, since some of them
were only seen, and, perhaps, but a single time, in consultation, while
otbers occurred among the children in the large public institutions of this
city. A far larger proportion of these latter cases proved fatal.
'Ve may conclude, therefore, that pneumonia under two years of age is
always dangerous, aud much more so when secondary than when primary;
tlutt primary pneumonia, between the ages of two and five years, will, if
treated judiciously, terminate favorably in the great majority of cases in
private practice; and that when the disease attacks children between six
and fifteen years of age, the termination is nearly always in health.
Tbe following are some of the most unfavorable symptoms of the dis.
ease: convulsions; small, weak pulse i extreme rapidity of the respiration i
persistence of the bronchial respiration in young children; incomplete
resolution of the disease within the ordinary period ; excessive and ob~ti-
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nate diarrhooa; severe cerebral symptoms; great emaciation; greatly
altered phy~iognomy; exces::ive irritability; and a yellow ish tint of the
skin. M. rrroueseau regards as an unfavorable symptom the occurrence
of swelling of the veins of the hands, which be suppo~cs to depend on nn
obstruction to the function of hremato~is.
The prognosis in catarrhal pneumonia is much more grave than might
be supposed. Supervening, as it so frequenlly does, in very young children already exhausted by a previous attack of bronchitis, there is danger
that the violence of the attack may cause it to prove fatal in the acute
stage. The symptoms which woulJ indicate great danger are high temperature, greatly altered pulse-respiration ratio, with extreme frequeocy
of breatbing, lividity of face, and the evidences of serious interference with
aeration of the blood.
\Vh en the attack is less v iolent, the chances for future recovery are
naturally much greateri but, it must be rememhered that this form of
pneumonia frequeotly runs on ioto a chronic stage, and, by the persi!"ltence
of the changes in the alveolar walls, and the cheesy metamorphosis of the
accumulated epithelial cells in the alveoli, leads to the development of
chronic pulmonary pbtbisis. The prognosis therefore shou ld always be a
guarded one.
TnEATMENT.-"rben one of the former editions of this work was pub·
Iished, a great change had begun to take place in medical opiuion as to
the proper treatment of disease. and especially of acute disease. In that
edition this change of opinion was referred to, and its effect upon our owu
convictions Rnd methods of procedure freely acknowledged. Since that
period thia revolut ion, as it might be called, has Chntinued to make prog·
ress, until, at the present moment, no one cnn candidly express his own
views without referring to it. In view of these facts, we shall not hesitate
to write at some length oo the treatment of pneumonia, in order that ou r
rend ers, and especial ly the younger members of the profession, may be
nble to comprehen<l not only the changes that have taken place, but some
of their ca11ses.
There is another consideration which has been force<l upon us by time
and experience1 which makes us unwilling to dismiss the treatment of so
important a disease in a few words, and this is, that the method of cure to
be followed iu individual cases must be determined not alone by the simple
fact that the patient has an inflammatory exudation in the luug.ti:i-"Ue,
but, in Jarge measure1 by the state of the general vitality of the subject.
'V hat folly, for instance, to suppose that we can safely apply the sarue
therapeutic measures to a case of pneumonia in a child just issuing out of
severe measles, to one in the midst of a dangerous typhoid fever, to another
in the spasms of hooping·cougb, or, finally, to one who was yesterday in
consummate health, with every function, up to the momeut of the attack,
in the finest po&!ible working order. To be sure, this is putting the case
in very strong terms, but they are not too decided to make our meaniug
clear.
Moreover, we think there is a tendency, in some of the later works on
diseases of children, and in some, too, of the general trcati.::es on the prac·
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tice of medicine, to 1eogthened scientific descriptions of anatomical changes,
symptoms, dingnosis 1 etc., and to a corresponding diminution of tbe space
devoted to therapeutics. This error, as we thiuk it (not to be wondered
at, perhaps, when we consider the relative difficulty of writing on these
difforent subjects) , we desire to avoid, and indeed, we have found it impossible to state our npiuioas on the subject except at some length.
Bloodletting.-Tweaty years ngo depletion furmed au almost inevitable
item io the treatment of pneumonia, but, within the last eight or ten years,
the views of most observers have undergone a more or Jes:; radical change
in regard to its util ity and necessity. Berne have abandoned it a ltogether,
whilst others employ it still to a moderate extent. In order thattbe younger
practitioner may see the changes which have taken place in this re~pect,
we shall quote the views of' some of the more importaut authorities, and
then give our own.
Dr. Charles West (4th Am. ed., from 5th English ed ., page 285) writes
as follows: "I cannot forget the good results which I saw years ago from
the abstraction of blood at the outset of au attack of pneumouia in pr~
viously bealtLy children/' He, however, does not ad vise depletion when
small crepitation has become generally diffused, still less when dlllness or
bronchial breathing is perceptible. He gives no statistics as to bis own
results whatever. Dr. J. Lewis Smith, of New York in his work, docs
not even mention bloodlettiug. Dr. Eustace Smith ( Medical Times and
Gazelle, 1\Iay 3d, 1873, page 460) says he has never drawn blood from a
child suffering from pneumonia, au<l that he has never met with a case in
which such a method of treatment has appeared to him to he i11 the slightest degree desirable. Dr. Th1>mas Hillier, of London, says of bloodletting
that it "is now for the most part discarded . I have never had occasion
to resort to it." He says further, however, that cases might occur where
it would be proper to recommend it. Such conditions wou ld be, the second
day of the d isease, a large extent of inflammation of the lung-tissue, full
and bounding pulse, great pain and dyspucea, and a temperature of 105° or
more. If these couditious existed in a previously healthy child 1 he would
thiuk it wise to take a few ounces of blood from the ll.rm. '\Te have alieady
referred to the communication from .1\1 . .Barthez to the Academy of :Medicine of Paris, in April, 1862, intended to vindicate the expectant treatmeut of pueumonia in early life. In this paper it is stated that of 212
cases of lobar pneumon ia, occurring between the ages of two and fifteen,
iu the course of seven years, at the EOpital St. Eugenie, only 2 bad a
fatal termiuatiou, although no approach to active treatment was adopted
in more than a sixth of the number. Dr. J. Hughes Bennett gives, in
The Practitioner1 for May, 1869, the results of the restorative treatment of
pneumonia. in 153 cases. Of these, 129 were simple and 24 complicated
cases. Of the 129 simple or uncomplicated cases, of which 35 were double,
nil recovered . Among the 2-1 compl icated cases there were 5 deaths,
making of the whole number a mortality of 1 in 30i cases. Dr. Bennetes cases all occurrerl in adults, but the results are useful to us as showing the effects of this kind of treatment.
In a former edition of this work it was stated that we had treated 50
1
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ca~es of well-marked lobar pneumonia, with two deaths, in private prac-

tice.

Full aotes of only 46 of these cases were kept.

Of the 4G cam, 39

were primary or uocomplicated, and 7 secouciary or complicated .. The 2
fatal cases occurred 1 one at six weeks old, and this was attended with very
severe pleuritic iuHammation, and the other between two and three years
old; the latter case la~ted 33 clays, and was attended with considerable
bronchitic inflammation. Depletion was employed in 16 of the 89 primary, and in 2 of the 7 secondary cases. It is proper to state that depl>!tion was not employed in either of the fatal cases.
How difficult is the task of estimating the comparative ,-alue of different pl:tns of treatment in any given disease! l\DI. Rilliet and Burlhez
lost one-eighth of their cases of pneumonia in pri,•ate practice, and ouesevenlh in hospital.
lost one-twenty-fifth of ours in private prnctice,
n result very nearly as good ns Dr. Bennett's, though ours were nil in children under 15 years of age, and of 37, whose ages were recorded, 19 were
under 5 years (2 in the first year. 3 in the second, 5 in the third, -t in the
fourth. 5 in the fifth). Dr. Bennett condemns bleeding almost wholly; we

·we

took blood in lG of 39 primary, and in 2 of 7 complicated cases, nad did
not deplete at all in the 2 fatal cases. M. Barthez reports 212 cases,
treated by the expectant method. with only 2 deaths, or Jess than one in
n hundred; and these cases 1 too, in children between 2 and 15 years of
age, in hospital practice. These last statistics are the most surprising we
have seen. 'Ye have been unable to find the original memoir of M. Barthcz, but have seen the report made to the Academy of Medicine, by ~I.
Blache (Bulletin de l'.Acad. Imp. de fl!edecine, t. xxx, p. 21), on the memoir, in which it is stated that" the author has taken care to eliminate
the lobular or generalized pneumonias, the pseudo-lobular pneumonias,
broncho-pneumonias, and catarrhal pneumonias; he bas also thrown
nside the lobar congestions which occur in the course of Jaw fevers, and
the secondary lobar hepatizations; that is to say, those which occur in
the course of any well-determined rlisease, and particularly tuberculo:;is. 11
'Ve cannot help tbiukiug that the elimination of' so many forms of pneumonia, must be a chief reason for the very great success of the plan of
treatment used.
This much 1 however, has been plainly established by the observations
and experience of late years, that the old plan of bleeding, as a rule of
absolute practice, merely because of the existence of pneumonia, and especially the Sangrado system of bleeding coup sur coup, was a gross
mistake, and one which did great harm . But we do not think it has been
proved that the restorative or expectant system, to the exclusion of bloodletting under any circumstances. is a] ways and inevitably the right one.

We have been led to think that bloodletting was aot tbeonly cause of the
heavy mortality under the old systems of treatment, but that the use of
such agents as antimony, ipecacuanha, and perhaps calomel, in large and
frequently administered, nod long-continued doses (and particularly the
antimony) by their action upon the stomach, in destroying all power to
take and digest food, and by the general prostration which their action
(especially antimony) upon the nervous system occasioned, were answer·
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able for a large share of the fatal results of those days. We doubt, in
fact, whether depletion, used in anything like moderation, is not safer for
the patient than the continued use, for two or three days, of nauseants and
depressants, more particularly of antimony. But of the action of antimony upon children, we shall speak more at length hereafter.
Our owu opinion, after tbe enlarged experience of ]ater years, is, that
depletion should not be used save in exceptional cases. When the pneumonia is pursuing a regular and safe course, it is best to trust to the simple
means to be spoken of hereafter, and to follow a mild expectant method.
Where the physician doubts as to its propriety, and especially when he is
young and inexperienced, it is safest to abstain from it entirely, or to employ it only in a very moderate degree. But there is a certain class of
1..:ases, in which we believe that local depletion, by cups and leeches, is not
only allowaUle but most useful. 'Vhen the subject is vigorous and strong,
with a fine sanguification; wheu the temperature is very high; the pulse
strong and full; the muscular force guoJ, and the side-pain and cough
very severe, we think that the local abstraction of from two to four ounces
of blood, at the age of three or four years, has great power to relieve all
these symptoms. Again, when the dys:pncea is very great i when the heart
pulsates with great force, whilst the .pulse is small and feeble, showing that
the right heart is overloaded, and the arteries comparatively empty, in consequence of' obstruction to the passage of blood through the lungs i and
when the child is tolerably vigorous, and not reduced by previous illness,
a moderate venesection is often of more use, and of more efficacy in palliating these conditions than any treatment we know of. The quantity to
be taken should seldom be over four ounces, at the ages of from three
years and upwards. "'Ve venture upon these statements the more boldly
when we find such men as Chambers and Niemeyer, and even Bennett,
giving the same advice. Dr. Bennett (toe. cit.) lays down amongst his
axioms the following: "Small bloodlettings, of from six to eight ounces,
may b~ used in extreme cases, more especinlly in double pneumonia and
broncho-pneumonia., as a palliative to relieve tension of the bloodvessels
and congestion of the right heart and lungs." Niemeyer (Te:ttbook of
Pract. Med., A.mer. ed ., vol. i, p. 184), says, pithily: "Highly as I prize
venesection, however, in certain emergencies which may arise in the disease, I had rather that any one, dear to me, and sick of pneumonia, were
in the hands of a homreopath, than in the hands of a physician who thinks
that he carries the issue of the malady upon the point of his lancet." He
recommends venesection in three conditions: 1. 'Vhen the pneumonia has
attacked a vigorous and hitherto healthy subject, is of recent occurrence,
the temperature being higher than 105° F., and the frequence of the pulse
rating 1tt more than 120 beats a minute.
Here danger threatens from
the violence of the fever, and free venesection will reduce the temperature
and lessen the frequency of the pulse. In those who are already debilitated
and nnremic, bleeding increases the danger of exhaustion. Should the fever
be moderate, bloodletting is not indicated, even in healthy and vigorous
individuals." 2. "'Vhen collateral cedema, iu the portions of the lung
unaffected by pneumonia 1 is causing danger to life, the pressure of the
(j
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blood is reduced by bleeding, and by prevention of further transudation
of serum into the vesicles, insufficiency of the lung, and carbonic aci<l poisoning are averted. 'Vhenever the great frequency of respiration, in the
commencement of pneumonia, cannot be traced to fever, pain, and to the
extent of the poeumonic process alone, as soon as a set01ts, foamy expectoration appears, together with a ?'espiration of forty 01· jiffy breaths a mimtle,
and when the rattle in the chest does not cease for awhile after the patieat
bas coughed, we ought at once to practice a copious veuesection, in order
to reduce the mass of blood, and to moderate the collateral pressure. The
third indication for bleeding arises upon the appearance of the symptoms
of pressure upon tbe brain, not headache and "delirium, but a state of
stupor or transient paralysis." We have made this longquotntion because
the authority is so high, and because w~ have nowhere found such clear
and concise statements upon this most important poiut of practice.
Antimony.-In a former edition of this work it was stated that tarfar
emetic, in the dose recommended by some of the highest authorities of the
day, bad been found by us a very dangerous drug. Time has but confirmed
this opinion . At the time we were in the habit of administering it in doses
of a forty-fifth or sixtieth of a grain every hour or two hours. This was
at a time when Rilliet and Barthez used it in doses of from two to four
grains, dissolved in four ounces of water, in twenty.four hours, for very
young children, and fur those who were older six grains in the same space
of time. They continued it for two, three, or four days, and advised its
suspension shoul<l it give rise to excessive vomiting or severe diarrhcea.
Dr. 'Vest at that time gave it in doses of' one·eigbth of a grain, at the age
of two years, every ten minutes, until vomiting was produced; to be con·
tinued every hour or two afterwards for a.period of twenty-four or thirtysix hours. Dr. West had reduced the doses, and the time of continuing it,
one-half, between the time referred to and the date of his essay on pneumonia, published in 18..f.3.
The doses used by us 1• as mentioned above, may seem to some wh~ have
not employed them ludicrously small, but we soon found that even they
were quite frequently, in certain constitutions, more than could be given
with safety. Autimony, even in those small quantities, sometimes caused
a very peculiar general prostration. Perhaps without any vomiting what·
ever, or with only a rare effort at that act, the patient would refuse all
nourishment, become very pale and weak, grow limp and motionless, take
on a haggard an<l pinched expression of face, pass into a state in which it
would pay no attention to what was going on around, be very peevish and
irritable when disturbed, get a very frequent and feeble pulse, and look to
an experienced eye as though a very little deeper degree of such prostra·
tion might end fatally . After seeing this condition a few times, and finding that the withdrawal of the drug and the use of small doses of brandy
(ten to twenty drops in water or milk) every hour or two hours, was fol·
]owed by rapid improvement, we learned the greatest cautiou in the use of
the remedy. Of late years we never use tartar emetic at all, but give, not
unfreque11tly, in strong and vig(Jrous children, with high febrile heat and
rapid circulation, small doses of the precipitated sulphuret of antimony,
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always watching its effects carefully, aod withdrawing it at once should
the abo\re symptoms make their appearance. The formula found most
useful and safest is the fo ll owing:

&. Antimon. Sulphurat.,
Pulv. Doveri,
Sacch. Alb.,
U. et div. in chart:. no. xii.

gr. j.

gr.iij.
gr. xij.
One to be given e\·ery two, three, or four hours.

To infants under two years of age it is best to give no antimony at all.
Mcrcury.-Iu former years, calomel was given freely in nearly all cases
of p11eumooia, and its excessive use undoubtedly did much harm. But it
is in our judgment an error to proceed to the opposite extreme1 and to
forbid altogether its u:::;e in this disease. It should not, however, be given
excepting to meet some clear indication; and we will mention the conditions und er which, of later years, we chiefly prescribe it. 'Vhen, for instnnce, especially in the early stage, there are signs of gastro-hepatic congestion, such as a. flabby tongue with whitish fur, fulness of the hypochondriac regions, anorexia a nd perhaps nausea, a few small doses of calomel,
or of' blue mass, followed by a mild sali ne lnxati\•e will be followed by
relief. Again, when in the stage of consolidation, there are high fever,
extreme gastric irritability, and marked nervous symptoms, we believe that
we have seen positive benefit from its continued use in very small doses
(a:i for a child of 15 or 18 months, gr. Y't every three or four hours) associated with the use of quinia. in full doses by suppository. It is at times
impossible to admiuister any of the alkalies, and still more so quinia, by
the mouth without provoking vomiting and interferiug seriously with
nliQ.l.eutation i and, under such circumstances we have seen the gastric
irritability allayed, the power of retaioiag food restored, and probably
the resolution of the exudation favored by the use of a very gentle course
of calomel as abo\•e mentioned.
Salines.-Oitrate of potash, either iu the form of the neutral mixture or
dissolved simply in water with a little sugar, is one of the best febrifuges
that can be used. In doses of two and a half grains to children over three
or four years old, and half a grain to a graiu for younger children and
infou ts, every two hour::;, it is an excellent remedy. It may be given
alone or comb ined with small doses of syrup of ipecacuanha and opium.
:::;pirit of nitrous ether may be added when the urine is scanty or when
the ipecacuauha cannot be borne.
The solut ion of acetate of ammonia, either alone or combined with the
spirit of nitrous eL11er, i::; useful when the child is feeble, and when the
blomach or bowel.:; are irritabl e, in which case the citrate of potnsh sometimes otfcmds the stomach and acts upon the bowels. The dose of this
remedy may be from twenty or thirty drops to half a drachru or a drachm,
according to the age, iu isweetened water, or some aromatic water, every
two hours.
Quinia is uuqnestionably a remedy of great value in both forms of the
pncumuniu. of children. \Vheu given in full doses, it diminishes the inteno:e
fobrile beat and the great rapidity of pulse; and, at the same time, is be·
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lieved by many observers to possess a tendency to check the extension or
the exudative process. It is usually perfectly well accepted by the stomach,
anJ does not iuterfere with the power of' taking food; while, ou the other
hand, by its tonic influence, it must be of' service in sustaining the system
until tbe necessary stages of this exhausting <lisease have been pa!:isecl
'Ve are in the habit of giving about one grain three times daily to a child
of from twelve to eighteen months, and one and a half graius three to five
times daily at the age of three to five years. It may be administered conveniently by diffusiug iL in a delicate syrup of liquorice. In those cases,
however, where much irritat ion of the stomach exists, it is better not to
give it by the mouth until the stomach is thoroughly quieted, but to U:ie
it in rather fuller doses in the form of suppositories, which should be made
of diminutive size.
Ipecacnanha is preferable to antimony in all conditions except tl10i:e re.
ferre<l to above. In infants under two years of age, in children of highly
nervous temperament, or of feeble and delicate constitutions, in most cases
of the secondary form, and in all mild cases, it is much safer than the other
drug. Tbe most convenient preparation is the syrup, of which ten drops
may be given every two hours at four years of age, five drops between one
and three years, and from one to three drops to infants of two or three
mouths. It is often useful to combine the spirit of nitrous ether with it,
and, when the stomach is irritable, or the patient very restless and irrita·
hie, to add small doses of opium. 'Vben the patient is much oppre~sed
by the presence of secretions iu the bronchi, and not too much prostrated,
au emetic is often very mieful. Iperacuanha is the most suitable remedy
for this purpose, as it produces less exhaustion and depression than any
other, except, perhaps, alum .
lJluriate of ammonia has of late years been very largely employed in
the acute pulmonary affections both of adults and chil<lren. It has seemed
to us to possess the power of hastening the softening aud resolution of the
exudation, and, when there is expectoration, of reudering it freer and
less viscous. The best period for administering it is, in the lobar form, after
the hepatization is clearly established and the attack has reached its full
development; or, in the catarrhal form, after the acute symptoms have
somewhat subsided. It may then be given, associated with the fobrifuge
employed, or else dissolved in a little syrup of 'folu, or syrup of wild
cherry bark and water. The proper dose is one grain for children uoder
two years of age, and two to three for those between two and five years,
given every six, five, or four hours, according to its effect and the way in
which it is tolerated by the stomach.
If the. resolution of the exudation does not progress rapidly, and espe·
cially if symptoms of exhaustion make their appearance, the carbonate of
ammonia may be substituterl, in about the same doses, for the muriate.
Laxatives.-A mild laxative dose, with or without a previous small dose
of a mercurial, is useful at the beginning of the attack, when the child is
constipated, and when the abdomen is tumid and hard. A teaspoonful of
castor oil, or two teaspoooful8 of simple syrup of rhubarb, will auswer
every purpose. After tbis period, even the mildest laxatives should be
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used with the greatest care, and only when demanded by some clear indication . The food taken is almost exclusively liquid, and of this the
amount is rarely very large. If, therefore, the bowels are moved spoutaueom~ly every two or three clays, or, if in case more decided constipation
exi:-;t~. an enema will provoke ::i. satisfactory movement every third day,
there is no occasion whatever for the internal use of auy laxative. They
should he used only in case stools cannot be otherwiae secured, or in case
there is evidence of irritation from accumulations of undigested food or of
morbid secretions. The mildest laxative alone should be ordered, since
eveu a single dose of a powerful or irritating purgative may do irreparable
harm by disturbing the stomach 1 or exciting diarrhcca 1 and thus inducing
greater irritation and exhaustion of the system.
liXternal Applications.-M~I. Rilliet and Bartbez were of opinion that
neither bli:sters 1 Burgundy pitch 1 nor tartar-emetic plasters1 exerted the
least influence upon any one of the symptoms of pneumonia, but Lhat, on
the contrary, they increased the fever. Dr. \Vest gave up the use of blisters entirely 1 ill consequence of the irritation and fever they occasioned,
and because of the disposition to sloughing which he observed to follow
their use amongst the poor. At one time we thought we had obt;erved
great benefit from the use of a blister when other means had failed to produce some moderation of the symptoms after four or five days. If they
are used at all 1 it ought to be with great care 1 especially in very young or
feeble children, whose nutrition is depraved. Io chi ldren of less than two
or three years ol<l 1 a blister shou ld never remain on the skin longer than
two hours. As a genera l rule, the mother should be told positi\'ely to
remo,,e it at the end of one hour and a half, even though the surface be
still unchanged. A warm bread and milk poultice is then to be used as a
dres~ing, and this rarely fails to cause vesication in a few hours. Employed
iu thi s wa,r, we have bad but once the misfortune to see a blistered surface
slough, a~d this occurred in a child whose skin had been very much irritttted by frictions with amber o!l and ammonia.
Since the spring of 18-15, however, when we were led to make frequent
use of mu::tard poultices and foot-baths in the treatment of the bronchitis
and pncumouia of measles, we ha-ve rarely employed blisters, but have
preferred the employment several times n day of the remedit:s just iudicnted. Two parts of Iodiau meal and one of mustard, for young children,
and for those who are older equal parts of each, are to be mixed with warm
water, and spread thickly like a poultice on a piece of flannel or rag five or
.six inches squa re. This is to be covered with 6ue muslin, linen, or gauze, and
applied first over the back and then over the front of the thorax. It may
remain from fifteen to forty minutes, or until the child cries or complains,
or until the skin is reddened. The mustarrl foot-baths may be employed
at the same time with the poultices. These applications are useful wheoe\•er the oppre&;ion is very great, and, when resorted to in the evening,
tl10y often allay irritability and di::;pose the child to sleep. The number
of applications to be made in a day must depend on the urgency of the
symptom~. "\Ve have employed them from ouce a day to every two or
three hours.
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The Uf:.e of hot linseed-meal poultices, so highly recommended by Dr
Chamber::i, of London, we have found apparently of much service. The
poulti<'es should be spread quite thick on a cloth or fla110el ns broad ns
the cirrumfereuce of the thorax, and <leep enough to cover the whole
chest, from the collar-bones to the hypochondria. The size of the poultice will be determiucd by the amount of lung-tissue, though we mmnlly
ha\•e them spread large enough to cover the whole affected sidP, even if
but a portion of the lung he involved. They should be changed several
times duriug the day, and care should be taken that a fresh hot poultice
is ready for application before the one in place has been removed. In
order to keep them in pince, it is often neces~ary to have a tape stitched
oa in front, and a tape behind, which can be tied over the shoulder in the
manner of a shoulder-1'trap. The use of poultices in this way has several
di£1advantagPs, and there is much to be said in favor of substituting for
them a. layer of uncarde<l wool or cotton large enough to cover the entire
thorax, and kept in place by stitching it to the inside of the merino or
fianuel shirt.
Tflnir~ and stimulanf.<1 are to be re:mrtc<l to in cnscg which mnnife~t undoubted signs of debility. 'Vbeo, therefore, the attack occurs in a feeble
child; in secondary cases; wheq the inflammation remains unre::olved
after the use of other remedies, and when extensive bronchial respiration
persists, though the fever has moderated; or when, ip any case, during
the acute stage, the child falls into a typhoid state, as shown by pallor of
the surface, frequent, uneven pulse, dry tongue, prostration of mui'cular
power, and either incc,..;.;aot jactitation or the listle~ quiet of exhau:;;tion i
attention must be paid to the state of the con~titution even more than to
the local disease. The vital forces must be su::tained and strengthened in
order to give time aud power to carry on the operations necessary for the
removal of the local obstruction. To effect this purpose, we musi <lepend
upon the use of food, alcoholic stimuli, and certain tonics. 'The food most
suitable for such a condition is milk, animal broths, soft· boiled egg..;;, and
perhaps small quantities of raw or slightly cooked meats. The be~t stim·
ulants are brandy, given either in milk or in water, as the child will
best take it, and wine and water, or wine-whey. The amount of brandy
to be given may be stated as 3, 4, or 5 ttaspoonfuls in the cour:i.e of 24
hours at 4 years of age. 'Ve have above indicated the conditions that
call for the use of alcohol in the pneumonias of young children. Urny
cases do well without it at any stage, and it should not be give11 as a.
matter of mere routine. But when clearly indicated it will u:Hrnlh• be
found to be well borne nnd to afford decided relief. The best tonic to give
in conjunction with the alcoholic ~timulus i~, as has already been .-;tated,
quiuia, which should be administered in the quantity of from gr. iv to gr.
vj in 24 hours, given in divicl.ed do::;es. '\'hen the exhaustion is marked,
especially when as~ociatcd with great embarrasi5ment of respiration 11.ncl
copious viscid secretion from the bronchial tubes, we should recommend
the use of the muriate or carbonate of ammonia, either of which may he
given iu mucilage, in <loi5es of gr. ij to iij every 3 or 4 hour!'=., at 4 or:;
years of age.
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Opium is constantly of great serv ice in the treatment of pneumonia.
ll i;;hould always be used when the patient suffers much 1 either from the
side-pai n or from cough 1 whether this be harassing and exhausting from
its mere frequency and persistence, or from its effect in developing the
!-ltitch ; when there is painful jactitation, an unusual degree of distress and
malni~c, or marked tendency to morbid vigilance. ""When the fever is very
high, the puhe vibratiog, the nerves on a rack 1 opium is of the greatest
advantage. The mere comfo rt it gives is a good warrant for its use, but
it has Jong seemed to us to aid in shorteni ng the duration and Jesseo iug
the seve ri ty of the constitutional disturbance.
The cho ice of the preparation, an.:l the doses and times of administra·
tion, must vary in different cases. \Vhen used early in the case, to act
upon the circulation and allay genera l irritability, it is best to give it with
the febrifuge every two or three hours. 'Vhen used to control cough, it
can be added to the sulphurated antimony in the form of Dover's. powder,
as already suggested, or to the syrup of ipecacuanha and spirit of nitrous
ether1 in a liquid form; or when the cough is particularly troublesome at
uight, as often happens, it can be giveu with more advantage in a sin gle
do~e, or two doses in the even ing. The preparations we have found most
useful are, laudanum 1 especially the tr. opii deodorata, paregoric, solution
of' morphia, or Dover's powder. Under six months of age, half a drop
of laudanum, from five to ten drops of paregoric, or two or three 1.1rops of
the ~o lution of' morphia, may be given, and repeated twice or three times in
the twenty-four hours, according to the effects. From the age of six months
to the end of the second year, these doses may be doubled. In the third
noel fourth years two drops of laudanum, ten to twenty of paregoric, five
to teu of lhe soluti on of morphia, may be used several times a day. \Vh ere
the remedy is given every two or three hours, we have found oue drop of
laudanum quite enough at the ages last mentioned. \\'hen the dose is g iven
only at night 1 from three to five drops of laudanum, ten to fifteen of the
soluti on of morphia 1 and thirty to fifty of pnregoric are sufficient as a general rule. After the age of four or five years 1 the doses must be increased
in proportion to lhe age. In very young children, lhe doses given at first
should always be watched with a good den! of care, nnd never carried to
such a quantity, or continued long enough, to indu ce constant and heavy
drowsiness or stupor. In some instances of very nervr1us and hyperresthetic
children, in whom there is determined, by the violence of the reaction, a
degree of irritability of t he nervous centres tending to the tetanic state,
the clo~e.s must be much larger than those mentioned i but here the physician
shoulJ ~ce the patient himself at least twice, and sometimes three times iu
the day, to watch and regulate by the dose the exact action of the drng.
·w e have occasionally seen the cough most harassing and ex hausting in its
effect, occurriog almost with every breath aad lasting from twelve to
twenty-four hour:::. Under such circumstances, a mixture like the following has pro\·ed most beneficial in our hands:
1

1
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:&. Tr.OpiiDeodorat.,
Vin . .Antimon.,
Ext. Yalerian. Fl.,
Syrup. Simp.,
Aqure, .

gtt.xnij.
~tt. xxxij.

r3;j.
r_3;j.
f,5i!is.-M.

Dose. A teaspoonful every hour or two hours, at the age or four years and upwards,
until the cough is controlled.

Paregoric, in the proportion of two drachms to half an ounce, in place
of the laudanum, in the al>ove mixture, sometimes proves more sooth ing
and comforting.
GENERAL MANAGEMENT.-Since the reign of restorative medicine has
set in, the general management of the patient has received a degree of attention which it had never attracted before. Under the expectant plan it
coni:-titutes, indeed, the chief portion of the treatment. The mo.st impor·
taut points to be attended to under this head are the diet, drinks, clothing,
air, and state of repose.
Tbe patient ought not to be allowed to go entirely without food even in
the early days of the disease, neither should there be any effort made to
stuff the child with large quantities of nourishment. The appetite is
nearly always in great measure abolished, at first, aad food is unwilliogly
taken except in very small quantities. A nursing child must not be allowed to nurse as heartily as usual. If it attempts to do so, it is probably
from thirst and not from hunger. \\Tuter, therefore, should be offered to
it from time to time, and the breast be allowed only every three or four
hours for short periods. 'Veaned children should have only milk, always
reduced by the addition of half or one-third water, and pure water ought
to be given frequently. The thirst in this disease is intense, and the phy·
siciuu should himself see that the patient bas water freely. "re have seen
the most violent and obstinate screaming, and painfu l restlessness, quieted
at once by a copious draught of cold water. In children over two and
three years of age, milk and water is still the best food; but when this
is refused, thin chicken or beef tea may be given in doses of a winegla ~.
fol or a gill every four hours. After three or four days have passed by,
the administration of food is a very important part of the treatment.
The child should 11ow be ioduced, by persuasion and even gentle force, to
take a little food at least three or four times in the twenty-four hours. As
the severity of the symptoms subsides, the food ought to be increased ill
quantity.
The clothing ought to be such as to keep the body comfortably warm.
Ia winter, which i.s the season when the disease almost always occurs, thin
and soft flannels ought to be worn, and, when the cbild is very restle~,
either in the bed or on the lap, a sack made high in the neck, with the
sleeves to the wrists, buttoning in front, nod coo:-i~ting of a soft and pli·
able woollen stuff, ought to be put over the bed-dress.
The room ought to be, if po~sible, a large one with a high ceiling) well
ventilated, warmed by an open fire, and kept at a temperature of 65° to
68°. If the child is very young and delicate, a temperature of 70° is nol
too high, if only the ventilation be goo<l.
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The bed or crib is the proper place for a child with pneumonia. The
lap of the mother or nurse is a poor substitute for an even, elastic, and
steady mattress. We have long endeavored to keep our little patients in
bed. A very young infant must, of course, often be taken up to be nursed,
soothed, or cleansed, but, as soon as po~sihle, it ought to be replaced in
the crib. Children a year or two old can generally, with good management, be kept the greater part of the time in bed . Those of three and
four years ol<l and upwards ought always to be confined to the bed. A
little firmne~s on the part of the mother will almost always accomplish
this end, and it is a highly important one, and well worth eveu a quarrel
at the beginning of the sickness. We have seen a child three years old
kept by a weak and over·tender mother and grandmother nursed on the
lap for three weeks, until they were exhausted and demoralized, and the
child had cedematous feet from their dependent position during so long a
time.
Repose and quiet of mind and body, as complete ns can be attained,
are thing;; of great value, and to secure them a good bed and a cheerful
nnd resolute manner on the part of the nurse are as important for the
child as for the adult. It is only in bed, too, that an even temperature
and an avoidance of draught can be fully secured . A direction given
by some of the French writers, and by Dr. Gerhard, is not to allow very
young children to lie for too long a time in one posit.ion in bed, or in
the nurse's arms, as it is apt to produce a stas is of blood in the dependent portions of the lungs, n.nd thus to maintain or increase the disease.
Dr. 'Vest recommends, whenever the inflammation has reacht>d an advanced stage, or involved a considerable extent of the lungs, that the patient be moved with great care and gentleness, lest, as he has often seen
occur, convulsions be produced.

ARTICLE III.

DsFDlITION'; SYNONYMS; FREQUENCY; FORi\fs.-Tbe term bron·
chitis is now universally employed to express inflammation of the mucous
membmne of the bronchi ; frequently it is called catarrh, and catarrhal
fever.
It has been stated, under the head of Pneumonia, that many of the
cases known amongst us by the popular term catarrhal fever, are in fact,
cases of pneumonia. 'Ve shall on account of this misapplication of names
endeavor to draw the distinction between bronchitis and poeumo11ia. with
great care.
Since bronchitis and pneumonia have been more carefully distiaguishecl in the mortality returns of this city, bronchitis is found to be the
cause of n much smaller proportion of deaths than would have for111erly
appeared.
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Thus, during the ten .rears ending with 18i9, the total mortnlity from
all causes (excluding still·bora children) was, at nil ages. JG6,942i under
fifteen years of age, 7G,06::J; and under fh·e years, 66,613. The morw.lity
from bronchitis during th is periOd wafl., at nil ages, 2556, or 1.5:3 per
cent. of the entire mortnlily; under the :ige of fifteen years, 1774, or 2.:33
per cent. of the mortality under that age; ond under five years, 17:31, or
2.59 per cent. of the mortality under that age.
It is, however, one of the most frequent of the diseases of childhood, e~
pecinlly during the winter and early spring months. IL is said to he mure
common as a secoudary than as an idiopathic <Ji~ease. Of 115 cn~el' observed by ?.DI. Rilliet nod Barthez, only 21 were idiopathic. Of 1:!3
caseR, however, that we have recorded, 76 were pri rnary, and the remaining 47 secondary. The diseases during tbe course of which it is most apt
to occu1\ are pertussis and measles.
·we ~hall describe three forms of the disease: 1, acute bronchitis of moderate severity; 2, capillm·y bronchitis, or acute suffocaLh·e catarrh; 3, subacule or chronic bronchitis.
CAU:-iES.-Amoog::lt the predi,'{posing causes of the disease, age i~ one of
the most important. ~DL Rilliet and Barthez suppose it to be much more
common in children over than in those under five years of age. Of' one
lrnuclred and fifteen cases observed by them, thirty;::::cveu occurred between
the ages of one and five year$, and seventy-eight between six and fifteen
year::i of age. It is scarcely fair, however, to compare a period of' nine
years with one of only four, as is done in the above statements. Of' one
hundred and twenty cases that we have seen in private practice, in which
the age was noted, fifty-four occurred between birth and two years of age;
thirty-nine between two aml four years; twelve between four and ~ix i eix
between six and ten; and three between ten and fifteen. Of eighty-one
cases under four years of age, of' which we have kept an accurate record,
eleven occurred in the first half of the first year of life, twenty io thesec:uud
balf, making thirty-one for the first year; twenty-one occurred in the second
year of life, nineteen in the third, and ten only in the fourth; showing that
the liability is greatest in the first year of life, and particularly iu the Ja~t
half of that year, tha~ it continues very strong in the second and third
years, being nearly equal iu each of these, and that it then suddt-nly
diminishes. It would seem al!':o that the simple acute and the acute suffocative forms are most common under six years of age, while the secondary
cases occur more frequently after that age.
As to the influence of sex on the liability to the disease, it would appear
from our experience to be rather more common in girls than boys, since of
ninety-nine cases in which thig point was noted, fifty-four occurred in girls
and forty-five in boys. The fact of its being more frequently a seco11d11ry
than a primary affection has already been noticed, though this has not been
true of our experience. The di:seases in which the largest number of ca:-es
occur are measles, pertussi~, and typhoid fever. The secondary cases are
most common, of course, during the prevalence of the disease whose progress they complicate, while the primary cases are most common in the
cold months of lhe year, and especially in the autumn and spring. The
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rearler is referred to the table ia the article on pneumonia for a full exhibition of the eft~cts ofseasou and temperature upon the frequency of this
di:sea .. e. Brouchiti~ is sometimes epidemic amongst children as it is
amongst adults. It is importaat also to be aware that there is a strong
teu<lenc:y to attacks of bronchitis in rickety children.
The only e.tciling causes whose effects in the production of the disease
seem clearly proved are sudden transitions from a warm to a cold atm0!'1pherc, au<l sometimes the contrary change; prolonged exposure to
cold, particularly when combined with moisture; and the insp iration of
irritating gases. 'Ve believe oursel\'es, from wbut we have seen in this
city duriug the last thirty years, that the most fruitful cause of bronchitis,
and al"o of pneumonia, croup, and angina in early life, is tbe style of
dress almost universally u~ed for young children. The dress is entirely
insufficieut. It consists usually of a small flannel shirt, cut very low in
the neck, scarcely covering the shoulders, and without sleeves i of a flannel
petlicoat, a muslin petLicoat, aud an outer dress made in nearly every case
of cottou . Tbe dress, like the flaunel shirt, is cut low in the neck, is
without sleeves, and fits vory loosely about the chest, so that not only are
the whole neck, the shoulders, and the arms exposed to the air, but, in
cousequence of the looseness of the dress about tbe neck, it is fair to say
that the upper half of ·the thorax is also without covering. In the infant, from birth to the age of six or eight months, the dress is ma.<le long,
-a wi:;e provision so far ns it goes; but from the time the sk irts ure shortened, up to the age of four or five years in boys, when happily the time
for boyt:i' clothes arrives, and throughout childhood in girls, the trunk of
the body anrl the arms are dressed, or rather left undressed, as above
described. But not only are the neck, breast, and arms left bare, but in
1mrny child1•en the greater part of the legs also is kept uncovered, or at
least, short stockiags, scn.rcely risiug above the ankles, aud muslin or sometimes Ca.ntou flu.noel drawers, not rcachiug or scarcely reaching to the
kuees, leave exposed to the air a large proportion of the cutaneous surface
of the lower extremities. Now, in this dre:Se:, the child passes the day in a
house, the sittiug-rooms of which are heated usually to 68° or 70°, but in
which the entries, and sometimes the parlors, are frequently at a temperature of 60°, 50°, or even lower, as we ourselves have tested with the thermometer. And not only are the entries and parlors, and indeed all the
rooms, saviug the one or two in constant use, frequently at the temperature just mentioned, but the air of the mn·sery itself is often allowed,
through the negligence of the servaots, and especially early in the morning, to fall to 60° or 58°, or possibly Jower still.
That the style of clothing is not correct, is proved by the simple facts
that children who are dressed nearly the same in summer as in wiuter
suf!Cr scarcely at all from colds in Lhe summer season, when the thermometer seldom raoges below 76, and is usually above that point i and also
by the fact that adults have been driven by long and almost forgotten
experience to wear clothing twice or three times as warm as that which
they put upon their chil<lre11. How constantly do we see the strong aud
fully-developed man comfortably enveloped in a warm, long-sleeved flannel
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shirt, woollen or thick cotton drawers, an<l cloth pnntaloon!'l, vest, nod
coat, in the same room and in the same temperature with the little-often
puny, pale, and half·nakC'd-child. But it is almost impossible to make
people und erstand that ch ildren need as much cloth ing ns themselves.
They always insist upon it that, as the ch ild passes the greater part of the
day in the house, it caonot require as much cloth ing as the adult who is
obliged tu go out and face the weather; forgetting or refusing to see that
the former wears less thau half, or probably not more than one.fourth, ns
much covering as the latter, and that the adult, when in the house, and in
the same rooms as the child, finds his one-half or three-fourths warmer
clothing not at all superabundaut or oppressive. It is true, we are happy
to believe, that sin ce these statements were written for the early ed itions of
this work a great change for the better has takeu place, at least in Philadelphia, in the manner of clothing young chi ldren. Most families now
dress the young much more wisely than they di<l tweoty or twenty odd
yenrs ago, and we feel sure that we see Jess acute and dangerous lung
diseases in early life, in the easy clothed of society, than we did formerly.
We have repeatedly had patieots to get well of chronic catarrhal aud
laryngeal coughs, and to cease to have, as before, frequent recurrences of
these disorders, under the simple treatment of a loog-sleeved and highueck e<l merino or flannel shirt i long woollen stocking.:i, and stout Canton
flann el drawers coming down below the knees; and that, too, after the most
patient and assiduous, and sometimes over assiduous trials of drugs, diet, and
confinement to the house had entirely failed of any permanent good effects.
The fact is, that though there are some few children who can bear the
dress above-described without injury, there are a great many more wlio1
while they wear it, either suffer all winter long from frequently repeated
attacks of cold, in the shape of croup, chronic laryngeal irritation with
cough, chronic pharyngitis, bronchitis, acute or clironic, or more rarely
pnemnonia; or, if they escape these direct effects, resulting from the constant and rapi<l waste of their caloric, they are rendered more pale, thin,
and delicate-looking than they would be were their vital forces busbaoded
by warm clothing, instead of being wasted in the constant struggle to keep
up the heat of the uncovered body at the natural point.
ANATOMICAL LESIONs.-We shall describe, first, the lesions met with
in cases in which the disease is confined to the large bronchi, the iofinmruation not extending into the capillary tubes i and next, those ob·
Served in cases in which the disease bas attacked the capillary bronchi.
The former are those which constitute the form det1ignated under the title
of acute ordinary bronchitis of moderate severity, while the latter are
those to which the term capillary bas been applied. Patients seldom die
of the first· named variety of the disease alone; but as it often occurs as an
accidental complication, or a more or less essential part of different severe
and frequently fatal disea8es, the morbid alterations which characterize it
hava been very thoroughly studied and ascertained.
The morbid alterations of acute ordinary bronchitis always exist in both
lungs, and are confined to the larger bronchi, ceasing on a line with the
smaller tubes and the capillary divisions. The most constant alteration
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is redness of the bronchial mucous membrane, caused by injection of the
minute vessels of that and the subjacent tissues, and varying in shade
from a rosy to a bright-red or brownish tint. The mucous membrane is
sometimes softened, a change which can be ascertained only in the largest
tubes, and it sometimes presents a thickened, unequal, and rough appearance. Ulcerations are very rare. The inflamed bronchi contain a more
or less abundant viscid, transparent, or opaque yellowish mucus.
Iu capillary bronchitis the alterations of the mucous membrane of the
capillary tubes do not always reveal the existence of the disease. That
membrane is sometimes pale in the minute ramifications, and exhibits
morbid changes only in those of medium size. The alterations of the
membrane consist in redness, which is made up either of a number of fine
points, i;eated ir.1 the membrane itself, or of arborizatious seated both iu
the membrane and the cellular ti:-)sue beneath; it sometimes presents a
granulated appearance, and it may be more or less thickened, and its consistence diminished. The brnnchi are usually filled aud almost obliterated from the secondary divisions to the final ramifications, by a substance
of a yellowish-white or yellow color, non-aerated, and composed of a thick
muco-pus. Portions of false membranes are sometimes, not as a rule, but
exceptionally, found mixed with the secretions just described, while iu
other instances false membranes alooe are present in certain tubes. The
false membrane may exist in the form of patches, or it may constitute a.
lining to the whole extent of the bronchial ramifications. It is usually
soft and but slightly adherent, and the mucous membrane beneath is either
very pale, and of its usual consistence, or red, softened, and rough. The
different kinds of secretion are commonly most ahuudant in the bronchi
of the iuferior lobes.
Io a good many of the cases another lesion, dilatation of the bronchi,
is also found upon exarniuation. This alteration evidently occurs under
the influeuce of the inflammation; it may affect either the length of the
a ir-tubes, or' ouly their extremities. Iu the former condition the tube
coutinues of the same size, or becomes gradually larger from one of its
early subdivisions until it reaches the surface of the lung. In the latter
condition a section of the lung preseuts au areolar appearance, from the
presence of a multitude of little rouuded cavities, commuuicating with
each other aud with the bronchi, of which they seem to be a coutinuation. These cavities are generally central, though they are sometimes
foLrncl upon the su1face of the lung, in which case they are formed of the
pleura, liued by the thinned membranes of the dilated bronchus.
The fact of these cavities being true dilatations of the bronchi, has
been called iu question by Dr. Gairdner (loc. cit., p. 76), who believes, on
the contrary, 11 that almost all the so-called bronchial dilatations, and all
of those preseuting the abrupt, sacculated character here alluded to, are iu
fact the result of 1dcerative e."tcavations of the luug commuaicating with the
bronchi." Ile supposes them to be the resu1t of the expansiou of certain
small cadties, frequently met with in the bronchitis of children, and to
be described directly under the title of vacuoles or bronchial abscesses,
either by ulceration or by the act of inspiration.
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In addition to the lesions already described as exi~ting in bronchiti~,
there is another one, not unfrt!queutly met with, to which we .shall call
attention, that to which the French writers apply the term vacuole.ff, and
which Dr. Gairdner clesignates as bronchial abi;cess. The latler author
states that in the centre of the collapsed lobules of a lung affected with
acute bronchitis, there are found, not unfrequently, small collections of
pus, varying in size: from that of a hemp-seeri to double or treble that
volume. u These small absce::ses present, on section, an appearance !'O
much like that of softening tubercles, as to be very renJily mistaken by
many persons for these bodies; and the resemblance is all the greater oo
account of the peculiar limited form of the condensation by wbith they
are generally surrounded, which, when felt by the touch from the exterior
of the lung, is exceedingly deceptive. Iu their interior, however, these
little abscesses coutain 1 iu the recent state, a very fluid pus; moreover1
they are ofteu met with as acute lesions produced by a few days of illue.~s,
and without a trace of tubercle in any other organ." 'Vhen the pus is
scraped or pressed out of these abscesses, in their recent form, they are
fouud to be lined with a fine villous membrane, while in other instances
they are not abruptly limited, but the pus appears to lie in contact with
the surrounding pulmonary tissue. The bronchi leading to the part of
the lung thus affected 1 are found 1 when incised, to be much inflamed, their
mucous membrane being vascular, thickened, and covered with pus; and
some of them can be observed to communicate with the purulent collections, the mucous membrane having been, at the poiut of communication,
de.strayed by ulceratiou, and either stopping short abruptly, or becoming
gradually incorporated with the false membrane lining the abscess. Some·
times the::e ab.scesses or vacuoles communicate not only with the bronchi,
but also with each other, without difficulty; sometimes, according to Dr.
Gairdner, they break into one another and form more considerable excavations, but, more commonly, they remain of limited size, preserving per·
fectly the direction and relations of the bronchial tubes. They occur both
in the diffused aud lobular form of condensation from collapse of the lung,
and both forms may sometimes be seen in the same lung.
The alteration just now described has excited a good deal of discu:;~ion
amongst medical writers, and has been very differently accounted for.
1'DI. Rilliet and Barthez regard it as a simple terminal dilatation of the
bronchi, while ThDL Barrier, LegenUre, and Bailly. consider it to depend on a purulent breakiug down of the vesicles of one or more lobules.
l\I~I. Hardy and Behier look upon it as a lesion of a complex nature, par·
taking both of dilatation of the bronchi and of pulmonary emphysema.
Dr. Gairduer, as already mentioned, describes them as absces.ses, and
states that they" unque1'tionably arise from the accumulation of pus pri·
marily in the extreme bronchial tubes of the collapsed lobules." This
view, whicb is closely similar to that of ?IDI. Barrier, Legendre, and
Dailly, is, it appears to us, much the most reasonable that has beGn
adduced.
l\[l\f. Rilliet and Barthez, in their second ecliliun, as has already been
stated, in the article on post.natal collapse, describe at great length a state
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of congestion of the lung-tissue, as a mo::t important element in the anatomical alterations of the bronchitic diseases. This congestion usually
a!lsumes one of' two forms: it may be distinctly lobular, con~isting then of
di:»cminated patches., or, as more generally happens, large numbers flf contiguous lobules are atl~ctNl, when it takes the form of generalized lobular
conge..::tion. These congested portion~ of the lung are almost always
attended with more or less well -marked collapse of the vesitle~, so that
there i~ US.:iOCiated together the conditions of congestion and collapse. It
is this combination of bronchitis with congestiou and collapse, whi ch was
formerly Jescribell by them under the titles of lobular and generalized
lobular pneumonia. The alteration to which the term carnification has
been applied, aud which not unfrequently coexists with bronchitie, they
regard as different from the above, and as consisting in a simple collapse
of the luug~tissue, without the acth·e or passive congestioa which exi;;;ts in
the first form. The principal causes of this condition are, according to
them, debility and catarrh. The sigas of catarrh al inflammation are, they
state, scarcely ever absent. In only four out of thirty-one cases did they
fail to disco,·er them. \Ve have dwelt, in our article on pneumonia, on
the le~:ioas of catanhal pneumonia, 01· lobular pneuruonia, as it is now
genernlly recognized; and it is probable that at least iu some of the cases
de~cribed as above by Ritliet and Barthez the condition has really been
of that form of inflammation of the pulmonary tissue.
The parenchymu. of the lung presents, in bronchitis, different appearances in different cases. It is supple, crepitant, and of a rose-gray color,
but tloes not collapse, especially the anterior portions, when the thorax is
opened, as does healthy lung. This imperfect collapse depends either on
the fact that the thick mucus and muco-pus which fill and obstruct the
bronchi prevent the coutaiued air from being expelled by the natural
elasticity of the lung, or, when no secretions exist to produce this effect,
ou the loss of the natural elasticity of tbe organ. Another cause is the
existence of vesicular emphysema, a lesion observed to a greater or less
extent in nearly all the cases, and affectiug usually the summit of tLe
lung, its anlerior edge, and also its posterior or lateral edge. In a large
number of cases, and particularly in those occurring in young children
and in weakly and debilitated subjects of' all ages, the tissue surrounding
the diseased bronchi exhibits the condition which has already been fully
described in the article on atelectasis, under the title of collapse of the
lung. The extent and mode of distribution of tbis lesion, its peculiar arid
di:--tinguhihing characters, its causes n.nd mode of production, and the
metbod of treating it, have been carefully discussed in the article just
referr cl to 1 and we shall make no further alluaion to it, in this place,
except to beg the reader, who is not already fully acquainted with it iu all
its bearings, not to suppose himself master of the subject of' bronchitis
until he hns also fully studied that of collapse, as the two go together so
coni;tantly, and the latter is practically so important, especially in children, as to make it essential for him to understand both.
The lesions just descrihed as characteristic of acute brouchitis are also
met with iu the chronic form of the disease. The dilatation of the air·
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tubes, however, presents different foatures. The calibre of the enlarged
tube is often much greater, its walls are whitish and uneven, and beneath
the mucous lining may be seen byperlropbied transverse fibres. The
mucous membrane itself remains smooth and polished, while the tissues
beneath are thickened and hypertrophied.
SYMPTOMS; COURSE OF TilE DISK\SE; DuRATIO~.-Acute

simple bron-

chitis f>Xhibits very different degrees of severity in different cases, being in
some extremely mild and benign, and in others so much more severe as to
border closely on the capillary form of the disease. In its mildest form,
it occasions merely slight cough and stuffing, a few mucous 1 Ules over the
larger bronchi, with a total absence of dyspnc:ea, or of decided fever. In
cases rather more severe tbau this, it begins with a moderately fr~qllent
cough, which, dry at first, soon becomes loose, and is neither paroxysmal
nor painful. The expression of the face remains natural, with the exception of an appearance of slight languor. The pulse and respiration are
but slightly accelerated; the external phenomena of the latter, an important means of diagnosis in infants. remains natural; it occurs without jerking, the rhythm continues even and regular, and there is no violent action
of the alre nasi. The percussion is not modified. Auscultation reveals in
very young children a mixture of mucous and sibilant rfi.les on both sides1
which come and go, and are of short duration; in older children, the muist
riiles predominate, and commonly last several days. These sounds are
seated in the larger bronchi. The temper of the child is not much changed;
the appetite is not entirely lost; there is neither vomiting nor diarrhooa;
and the fever is usually slight. The disease remains nearly stationary, or
increases for a variable length of time, after which the cough becomes
looser, and in children over five years of age is sometimes attendPd with
expectoration of frothy or yellowish mucous sputa, whilst under that age
there is no expectoration. The fever and other symptoms, with the exception of the cough, now subside; the cough remains some days longer.
Io attacks still more severe than this, the symptoms resemble very much
those just now described, but they are all more intense. The cough is
tighter, more frequent, harassing, and espect.ally it is more painful, as shown
by the fact that the child cries and complains, and that a marked expression of pain passes over the face at the instant of coughing. There is more
fever, the skin being bot and dry, and the pulse more frequent, rising often
to 130 or 1-10, and in one case to 156. The respiration is hurried 1 and,
tliough not attended with the same labor and anxiety as in the capillary
variety, it is evidently oppressed i it counted in three caf::es 60, 60, and 62.
The temperature is considerably elevated, but not so much so as in pneu·
monia, rarely rising above 102° or 102.5°. There is more restlessness,
fretfulness, and general distress; the appetite is greatly diminished or lost,
and infants nurse with less avidity than usual, or refuse to nurse at all for
several hours together. In cases of this kind, the physical signs are more
decided than in those of milder degree, there being a greater abundance of
mucous and dry riles, and generally some subcrepitant r5.les, and they are
heard over a larger extent of surface, usuA.lly over the lower half, two·
thirds, or even the whole dorsum of the chest. The symptoms are almost
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always most marke<l and severe ia the after·part of the day and night.
Very often the patient will be comparatively easy and comfortable in the
morning, but as the day goes on, he becomes more feverish, restless, and
fretful; the cough grC'ws more troublesome, more frequent, and tighter;
the breathing i~ quicker and more oppressed; the face is more flbshed;
the sleep is broken and disturbed, aud the ch ild may appear through the
night quite ill, a nd yet, as morning approaches, the symptoms moderate,
the skin often softens and becomes moist, and the whole aspect of the case
shows a great nmelionitiou in the manifestations of the disease.
According to Hand field Jones, this almost invariable tendency to aggra·
vation of catarrhal disorders during the night is due to 1:~ lowering of the
nerve·power, the vaso-motor nerves partaking of the general debility, and
thus allowing dilatation of the arteries, and causing increased hypermmia
of the affected parts with more abuudant exudation.
The du.ration of this form of bronchitis is very uncertain; the idiopathic
cases last usually from four to seven or eight days, though they may last
from sixteen to twenty-five; the duration of the seco udary cases depends,
in great measure, on the nature of the diseases during which they occur.
In any of these difft!rent degrees of acute simple bronchitis. the patient
is liable, especially if it be a weak and debilitated chi ld, or a young infant,
to sudden and ularming aggravations of the symptoms. The breathing
becomes suddenly either g reatly increased in frequency, or excessively
labored and oppressed; the ~urface becomes pale, the expression dull and
languid, or distressed; the child is drowsy and inattentive, or uneasy and
restless; the hands allcl feet are cool; the act of sucking is performed
with difficulty, or the child refuses the breast entirely, and it is evident
that1 from some sudden change in the cond ition of the lun gs, the act of
respiration and the aeration of the blood are very seriously interfered with .
If this sudden aggravation of the symptoms be un attended with a corresponding increase of the febrile phenomena, as marked by greattr heat of
skin and augmented action of the circulation, it is altogether probable that
it depends on a collapse of larger or smaller portions of the pulmonary
texture, and if, on exam ination, we discover duloess on percussion, distant
bronchial respiration, and cessation or greatly diminished abundance of
the bronchitic rll.les, over parts of the chest where a few hours or a day
before there had existed all the physical signs of bronchitis, there can be
no longer any doubt as to the cause of the suddenly increased severity of
the symptoms-it must be owi ng to collapse.
It must, however, be carefully borne in mind that it is in the course of
bronchitis that catarrhal pneumonia is most apt to occur. The symptoms
which indicate this accident have been detailed in the article on pneumonia
(page 172), the most prominent being the rapid increase in dyspncea, the
sudden and marked elevation of temperature, the change in the character
of cough, the evidences of pain in the chest, and tbe absence, in most instances. of any positive physical signs of com:.olidation of Jung-tissue. If
theF:e tiymptoms be cootrasted with tbose above staled, as indicatiog the
occurrence of collapse of the lung, it will be seen that with care auy erro.r
in diagnosis may be avoided.
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Capillary bl'onchilis, or acute 1mffocatirc

C(lfarrh, may succeed to the form
just described, or appear as an idiopathic affection. Under either condi·
tion the general symptoms are more threatening than in the prectili11g
form, nod the disease soon as~umes aJI the appearances of great !-ie\·erity.
Tbe child is very unea~y and restless, con::;tantly changing its po:-ition,
moving about in the crib or bed, or insisting upon being changed from the
bed to the lap, or from the lap to the bed. In one ca~c that came under
our charge the oppressiou was.vPry great, and the only position in which
the child was at all safo.ficd was re:<ting au the mother's arms, wilh the
front of its cbe:1t applied again:st her breast, and the head hanging over
lrnr shoulder. Tbe expre~.~ion of the face is anxious and di..;turbed, :tnd its
color u~ually pale or slightly bluish. The temper is irritable or subdued;
the child hates to be di~turbed, and generally chooses its own position.
The respiration i.s very much accelerated, running up in a very Ehnrt time
to 60, 70, or 80, and is usually more or le::s irregular, and evidently
laborious and difficult. The cough is very frequent, troublesome, and
evidently painful; it occurs in short paroxysms usually, with or wid1out
stri<lulous souu<l, is at first dry, and after a few days is accompauicd, in
older children, by whitish or yellowish expectoration. In some instances,
the sputa consist of mucus tinged with blood, or of pure blood even, nnd
still more rarely of mucus mingled with bmall shreds of fal::e mernbrnoe.
The appetite is entirely Jo::;t i the tongue ii;; usually moist and furred whitei
there is acute thirst, and yet, in severe cases, though the presence of acute
thirst is evident from the manner of the child, only very small quantities
of water are taken, from the impossibility of suspending tbP. re::pirution
long enough to allow of more being swallowed; the drink i~ gulped rapidly,
suddenly, and with great difficulty, and after a. time is refused almo::it en·
tirely from this cause. In children old enough to talk, the speech i;, i;hOrt
and abrupt; the patient <li'dlikes to speak, from the fact that the effort
obliges him to suspend momentarily the act of breathing. 11'ever sets in
from an early period i the skin is hot and dry, and the face is flu~hed at
first, though it soon becomes pale in mo::;t cases, from the approach of 110
asphyctic state. The pulse becomes frequeut, rising soon after the onset to
130, 140, 1.50, or higher; it is full aad hard early in the attack. The res·
oaanee on percussion is not modified. Auscultation reveals at first sibilant
rflles mixed with some mucous rUles; but soon a fine subcrepitnnt rUle is
heard over all tbe lower parts of both lungs behind, and approaching
sometimes, over the bases of the lungs, the chararter of crepitus. After a
time the subcrepitant rti.le is heard over the whole, or nearly the whole,
dorsum of the chest, and to a greater or less extent, though not so well
marked as behind, over the anterior regions of the thorax. This r5.le i!
audible at first both iu inspiration and expiration, and is very distinct, '
but at a later period it is heard only in the inspiration, or there is sub:3tituted for it a mucous rale, while the subcrepitant r:i.le is now beard only
in the forced inspirations during coughing or crying. These rd.Jes are
fugit ive nod irregular, disappearing or changing from one to the other '
after fit.s of coughing.
Shoul<l the case not take a favorable turn, which change woul<l be indi· 1
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cate1l hy a moderation in the symptoms just detaile<l, and especially by
eai<ier and fuller re~piration, with diminution of the amount of the sub·
crepit:u1t 1U.\('~, and return of the natural re:<piratory murmur OYer some
parts of the chest, the symptoms look still more alarming. The oppre!:'!:lion
beromes C'Xcc:;:sive; fits of dyspnroa occur, in which the chilU is extremely
rei-tle:<..i and distressed, to:-<:-ing itself about on the bed; the respiration ruus
up to ~O, 90, or more, in the minute, and is atteuded with Yiolent action
of the ahe na~i; the pulse grows more and more frequent, ri ...;iug to 150
or I.WO, and it. Jo... es force and volume; and the face n~sumes a. whitish or
slightly blui~h tint, look8 puffed, and is somelimes covered with pen:;pira·
ti1m. As the fatal termioatioo approaches more nearly, the pulse becomes
small, thready, and irregular; the respiration is uneven, irregular, ster·
torou~, and often slower than before; the cough is smothered and less frequeot; the re~tlcssoess generally diminishe!'l, and the child sinks iuto quiet,
and often becomes comatose; the paroxysms of suffocation are le:Ss frequently renewed, and le:::s violent, and death occurs iu a state of quiet insen .. ibility, or i.s preceded by partial or general convulsive monrueuts.
The d11raliou of this form may be stated to be, on the average, between
fi\'e nnd eight days. It may, however, end fatally in a much shorter time.
In nn example that we ~nw, in a child four months and a half old, death
occurred in twenty-six hours from the onset. Dr. Eberle states that it
!!eldom lasUI longer than two or threedays,aud that in very young iofnnts
death ~ometimcs occurs on the fir~t day. l\l. Bouchut gives as the duration
in l'hihlrea at the breast, from two days to a week. Dr. "'est mentions a
ca .. e that proved fatal in le~s than forty·eigbt hours. In tbe favorable
cn~e~ that we have seen the duration was seven, eight, an<l tea day~iS11b1tcule and chronic bronc!titiil generally follow:s one of the acute forms
of the di:sea~e. The character and severity of the symptoms vary very
much in diHC1·cnt ca~es. \Ve have known some children to present for
eevera.J mouths together, in the winter season 1 slight bronchitic symptom~,
con:-i:-ting in wheezing and somewhat accelerated breathing, cough, more
or lt::-:-i lrcquent; occasional fevcri:;l10ess, especially at night i some diminutio11 of appt·tiLe and lO::iS of Oe~h; and :sibilant and sonorous with nn1eous
r:tle!1, heard here and there, but still without severe symptoms during the
greater part of the time. Children laboring under this kind of bronchitic
irritn.tion are liable to, and generally have, from time to time, more or less
~harp ntt1.1.t::kd of' acute bronchiti::1, in which they present the usual symptoms
of that fol'm of the disease. These attacks are very apt to occur coinci<leutly with changes io the weather, and in some patients the liability to them is
so grcnt, from the exces~ive susceptibility of the system to the weather,
that no care will prevent them. In some instances, we are very sure that
an o.ggravutiou of the symptoms of the chronic form constantly occurs
when, ver the child is about cutting nd<litional teeth, whil::1t in the intervals
betwcel' the appearance of the successive teeth, the child remains comparatively well. 'Ve believe that the cause of the aggravation, at the moment
of cutting the teeth, is to be looked for, not only in the act of dentition it·
self~ but in the circumstance that the lin.bility to cold is greatly increased
at that p11rticular moment, probably because the forces of the sy::-tem are
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so weakened by the effort of the dentition as to lessen the power of resist·
ance against the disturbing influence of a chaoging, and particularly of a
falling temperature.
Cases of the mild kind of chronic bronchitis that we have just been describing, usually get well under proper medical, and especially uoder proper
hygienic means, after several weeks 01· two or three months; while in other
instauces the disorder continues, in spite of every precaution, throughout
the winter and spring, and only ceases as the warm summer months nrrive.
'Ve bave known the same disposition to show iteelf again in the following
winter. In other instances again, the frequent attacks of severe bronchitis, together with the effect of a constant slight bronchitic inflammation,
ends in the production of an emphysematous state of parts of the lung,
and the child exhibits more or Je~s marked asthmatic symptoms, which
show themselves wheue\·er a slight increase of the bronchitis occurs, aad
whenever the digestive system is deranged by imprudence in diet or other
causes. It is particularly in such cases as these that the bronchial affection
is apt to be associated with rickets, and we should, therefore, always carefully search for the evidences of this latter disease.
Iu other examples of chronic bronchitis the symptoms are much more
severe. These cases almost always follow an acute attack of the disease.
The frequency of the respiration and the attacks of dyspncea. persist i the
cough is loose and paroxy3mal, and the pulse frequent aud small; evening
exacerbations of fever take place, and the face aud sometimes the rest of
the surface are often covered with perspiration. Auscultation reveals tubal
blowing, with mucous or loud sonorous !&Jes, which seem to indicate the
presence of dilatation of the bronchi . Emaciation makes rapid progress,
the face is pale aud blanched, the eyes sunken, the nostrils are covered with
mucous 01· bloody crusts, and the lips ulcerated. Strength diminishes pro·
gresoively i the appetite is lost, and the thirst acute; colliquative diarrh<Ea
appears; aud after tweuty, forty, or more days, the child perishes in the
last stage of marasmus. This form of bronchitis often simulates phthisis
very closely, and may last for a long time, even several years. It rarely
occurs under the age of five years. The expectoration consists of purulent
or pseudo-membranous secretions in variable quantity.
PARTICULAR SnrPTOMS-PIIYSICAL SroNs.-The dry 'rllles are amongst
the most frequent phyl5ical signs in bronchitis. They may be sibilant or
sonorous ;-they seldom exist alone, but are accompanied with mucous rales,
and dimini:sh as the latter become more abundant. As the dry r3.les cease
to be hear<l, they are replaced by mucous or subcrepitant riles, or by
feeblene:ss of the respiratory murmur. The sibilant r3.le is often heard
over the whole thorax, though it may be confined to the posterior por·
tious. It is not restricted to cases of inAammation of the larger bronchi
only, but is all5o present in capillary bronchitis.
jJfui11t RUle.j.-1\Iucous and subcrepitaut lftles do not exist in all cae-es
without exception, as they may be absent in such as are very mild. They
may geuernlly be heard over both sides behind, more rarely over the whole
of' the 1..:he:st, and almost always both in inspiration and expiration. They
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are genera1ly persistent, but are sometimes SU!Spended for a moment and
replaced by sibilant 1ales or feeble respiratory so und.
Feeble respiratory murmur is sometimes observed. It is not permanent,
occurs during the interruptions of the subcrepitant or sonorous ritles, and
does not occupy the whole extent of the thorax, but is limited; it is inter·
mittent, and is not accompanied by diminished resonance.
'Vhen dilatation of the bronchi exists to a considerable extent it gives
rise to bronchial or even cavernous respiration, and to bronchial resonance
of the voice, cry, and cough. The bronchial respiration differs from that
of pneumonia by its tone, and by its intel'ruittiog character. The percus·
sion is generally sonorous.
It has a lready been stated in the account of the symptoms that it· hap·
pens not infrequently in severe bronchitis, and also in mild bronchitis
occurring in debilitated children, that the respiratory sound sudd enly be·
comes feeble, or even entirely suppressed, over parts of the lung, while in
other instances a distant and imperfectly marked bronchial respiration
takes the place of the natural vesicular murmur. These changes are
heard either over small disseminated points of the lung, or over large surfaces i they are associated with more or less ev!Jeot dulness on percussion,
and what particularly characterizes them 1 they are very fugitive, being
present at one exami nati on, and absent perhaps at the next. The appear·
auce of' these changes in the phenomena afforded by auscultation depends on
the occurrence of diffused or lobular collapse of the tissue of the lungs.
The physical signs above described are not invariably present in bron·
chitis. Cases do occur, though they are very rare, in which auscultation
fails to reveal the characteristic signs of' the disease.
RATrONAL SY?iIPTOMs.-The rational symptoms are of the utmost im·
porta.nce in informing us of the degree of severity of the attack.
Cough generally exists from the beginning, being in mild cases more or
less frequent, and either dry or loose, while in severe cases it is frequent
or very frequent 1 at first dry and then moist, and very rarely hoarse. In
acute capillary bronchitis, the cough has a peculiar character. From
the first clay it occurs in short paroxysms, lasting from a quarter to half
a minute. The paroxysms vary greatly in violence, occur at irregular in·
tervnls, and genera lly continue without interruption to the fatal termi·
nation,· though they are sometimes replaced by simple loose cough a few
days before that event. The cough is rarely painful, so long as the in·
flnmmatioo remains simple. Expectoration is never present in very youog
children. When it occurs in those over five years of age, it consists, in
the mild form 1 of a sero·m ucous or of a frothy and yellowish mucous
liquid. In general bronchitis it is sero·mucous at first, becoming after a
few days yellowish and more or less viscous; it is sometimes uururnular
and sometimes amorphous.
In the capillary form, as already mentioned, the sputa consist of mucus
tingE'd with blood, or of pure blood even, and in some rare cases there are
mixed with the mucus, sh reds of false rnembrane1 which may present the
form of casts of the minute ramifications of the bronchial tubes.
The 1·espiration varies in its characters according to the extent and vio·
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Jenee of the disease. Ia mil<l cases, it hs not much increased in frequency,
being generall y between 28 and -10 iu the minute. In more violent Ca!'es,
and particularly when the disease implicates the smaller bronchi, it becomes very frequent. The acceleration is slight in the beginning, but
increa~es regularly as the case progres!les; thus it may be 30 at firt:;t, and
Tise afterwanls to 50, 60, 80, a ud even 90. '\Then not very much quickened, it remains even aud regular; when more so, it becomes somew hat
lab orious, and the movements of the chest are full and ample; in 8evere
cases, attended with much dy~pncea, it is often irregu lar, or assumes the
charac.;ter~ to which M. Bou<.:hut ha:; applied the term expiratory, thnt is1
the order of the movements is inverted, each re~piratiou beginning with
the e-xpiration, leaving a pause between !he iuspiration and exp iration , instead of between the expiration and in~piration. Iu chronic bronchitis
with copious purulent or pseudo-membranous expectoration, the dyspnrea
is ge uerally habitual.
Pever.-The fever is slight in mild cases, the pulse rising very little
above iLs natural standard. The heat is not great, and the feb rile nvivement u:sually subsides before the tennination of' the disease. In the grave
or capillury form, on tlrn contrary, the pulse is always frequent, aml coatiuue:s to iucrea:::.e in rapidity as the di:;ease adv1rnces. It varies between
10-!, 120, 160, and in very violent ca!-:es, ri~es as high as 200. Early in
the att.:1tk, it is vibrating, rather full and regular, whilst in fatal cases, it
always becomes small, irregular, trembling, and un equal. The sk in j3
gener:.dly hot iu proportion tot.be acLivity of the pulse, except towards the
termiuat1ou, when tbe extremities often become cool. The temperature
does uot. rise so rapidly nor reach so higb a point. as in pueumouia. Thus
Roger gi,·es as the highest temperature observed by him.self in bronchitis
102.:2::i; while the average in his ca:::e:o; of the acute febrile form was 100.9°.
The ::=kin is almost always dry. In very young children it is often pale
and cold, and covered with perspiration from the lieginuing.
Tbe e.rpression of the face is unchanged iu mild cases, but when the disease is violent and extensive, becomes deeply altered after a few days. The
eyes are then surrouude<l with bluish rings, and the expression is uneasy,
auxious, and sometimes 1 but less frctiuently, exhibits an appearance of pro·
found ex l1austion. The anxiety of the countenance increases with the
oppre::-siun; the aim nasi are dilated, the nostrils dry or incrusted 1 and the
lips and face, which are extremely pale or momentarily congested, assume
a purple tiut, particularly af'tl!r the paroxysms of cough.
The decubil'l.ts is iudifft!rent. at first, but as the <lisease progresses, the child
lies with its tborax more or less elevated, or is restless and constantly
changing its position.
·
Io dangerous cases there is great disfres.9 and 1·eBtlessness after the first
few days, or even from the beginniug. In some instances the irritability
and peevi:::huess are excessive and uncontrollable 1 while in others there is
hea viuess and somnolence, especially towards tbe termination of fatal case~.
Some of the disorders of the nervous system just mentioned are present in
all the gra.ve cases.
Digestive Organs.-Tbere is moderate thirst and incomplete anorexia
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when the disease is mild, but when severe, the thirst is genera11y acute,
aod the appetite entirely lost. The state of the bowels varies. The tongue
and abdomen present no special characte rs in idiopathic cases.
Urine.-The great majority of recorded observat ions of the condition
Clf this excretion in bronchitis, relate to the disease as occurrin g iu the
adult. The following su mmary is taken from Parkes: the condition of
the urine in bronchitis varies greatly with the grade of the disease; in the
grave fo rm s, it resembles that of pneumonia, the urea being in creased, and
the ch loride of' sodium at times entirely absent. The urine has also been
quite frequently found to be temporarily albuminous in such cases.
D1AGNOSIS.-The mild form of bronchitis, in which the inflammation
is confined to the larger bronchi, is not likely to be mistaken for.anythin g but the early stage of hooping-cough. The diagnosis can be made.
c,nly by attention to the different characters of the cough, which is more
spasmodic and paroxysmal in pertussis, by the absence of fever in that
disease 1 and by the development of the peculiar symptoms of each, as the
case progresses.
The diagno.sis between bronchitis and pneumonia is seld om difficult, except when the latter is grafted on the former, or in cases of partial pneumonia attended with bronchitis. In well-marked cases of the two diseases,
there can be no difficulty. The restriction of the physical sig ns to one side
alone of the chest in pneumonia, the peculiar crepitus of that disease, or
when thi s is not heard 1 the fineness of the subcrepitant rfi.les, limited to the
upper or lower regions of one lung, the bronchial respiration and bronchophouy, the dulness on percussion over the seat of disease, the greater
sharpness and seve ri ty and the different local.ion of the pain, the more
acute character of the febrile reaction, as marked by the pulse, skin, and
thirst, the more abrupt and higher elevation of temperature, and the
kind of expectoration, when the re is any, will always enable us to clistingui:S li the two with a lmost absolute certain ty. In cases, however, in
which the two a re comb ined, the diagnosis is not so easy 1 but even here
the presence of dulness on percussion, and of crepitant or fine subcrepitant. 1:1.les, or, when these are absent, of pure metallic bronchial respiration
with bronchophony, over limi ted portions of the lun g 1 will generally render the matter clear.
The ~udden supen•ention of dulaess on percussion over large portions of
one of the lobes of a lung, or over Uis~eminated patches, with feeble or
absent respiratory sound, or with muffled and distant bronchial respiration,
generally indicates the occurrence of collapse in the part of th e lung over
wh ich these signs ex ist; and when these symptoms show themselves without
any in crease in the seve ri ty of the febri le reaction, but rather with a diminution, there is every reason to suppose that they depend, not upon inflammatory condensation of Lhe parenchyma of the lung, but upon simple collapse, from the presence of obstructive secretions in the bronchi.
Dr. Gairdne r (loc. cit., p. 6) bas called attention to a difference in the
character of the dyspucea in the two di seases, which is, we think, of considerable importance, aucl which we have often remarked ourselves. In
14
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broachitis, of any considerable severity, the respiration is always evidently
labored; it is performed only with the aid of all the accessory mu~cles of
respiration, and in really severe cases it is extremely laborious, the in;:;piratiun being long-drawn, exhausting, and inadequate. The dyspncca of 7mre
pneumonia is, on the other hand, quite ditft!rent. It is merely an" acceleration of the respiration, without any of the heaving or straining in~piration
observed in bronchitis, or in cases where the two diseases are combi11ed."
Dr. Gairdner states that he has repeatedly seen patients affected with a
great extent of pneumonia of both lungs, in whom the extreme li\·idity and
rapid respiration, numbering fifty or sixty in the minute, showed infallibly
the amount to which the fuuction of the lung was iuterfered with, who,
nevertheles.c:, lay quietly in bed, breathing without any of the violeut effort,
or tlisposition to a.jsume the erect posture, so constantly accompanying the
more dangerous forms of bronchitis. In children these differences are
even more marked than in adults.
Cbronic brouchitis may be mistaken for tuberculosis of the lungs or of
the bronchial glands. The di~tioction can be made only by careful study
of the history of' the case, and of the phenomena afforded by auscultation
and percussion, which are detailed in our article on tuberculosi::;.
It is also. important that we should not overlook the evidences 1>f rachitis,
which, as before stated 1 very often exist in children who are predisposed
to attacks of bronchitis.
J>ROGNosrs.-Bronchitis is rarely a fatal disease, so long as it remains
confined to the larger bronchi, constituting the acute simple form, of
Capillary bronchitis is, on the coutrary, a very
moderate severity.
dangerous affection at air times and at all Etges. Even on1inary, simple
broncbitis, however, may prove fatal in young infants, and in debilitated
chilJreo of all ages, from the supervention of collapse of portions of the
pulmonary tissue; and it is necessary, therefore, that the prognosis gi\•eo
should always be guarded, when the disease occurs under either of these
two conditious. The prognosis differs also iu the primary au<l secoudnry
forms of the disease, since, as might be expected, the danger is much
greater in the latter than in the former Yariety.
'Ve have met with a large number of cases of bronchitis, out of which
we have kept more or less copious notes of 123. Of these, 108 were mild,
and 15 capillary. Of the 108 rnild cases, 65 were primary, all of which
recovered; and 43 secondary, of which 2 died. Of tbe 15 capillary ca:ieS,
11 were primary, of which 1 died, and 4 secondary, of which 2 died. Of
the whole number, 123 in all, 5 proved fatal. The danger from the di:t
ease depends very much also upon the hygienic conditions in which the
patients are placed. In hospitals and amongst the poor it is much more
dangerous than in private practice amongst the easy classes of society.
This is shown by the fact that all the cases of the capillary form observed
by MM. Rilliet and Barthez and Fauvel, in hospital practice, proved
fatal, wbile of 15 cases seen by ourselves, in private practice, under the
most favorable hygienic conditions, only 3 died.
The symptoms indicating great danger are, increase of the dysporea;
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extreme anxiety, small and irregular pulse, coolness or colflness of the
skin with clammy sweats, much jactitatiou, arid delirium, drowsiness , or
roma. 'Vith such symptoms the danger is greater and the fatal termination m~re imminent in proportion as the child is younger, less robust, and
its constitution exhausted by preceding or coincident disease.
TREATMENT.-The acute simple form of bronchitis is frequently so mild
as to need no other treatment than careful attention to the hygienic condition of the patient, aml the administration of some simple tebr ifo ge aud
expectorant. The child ought to be confiued to one room, in a mild and
uniform t~mperature, and should be kept quiet until the development of
the symptoms shows what is to be the type of the attack. The degree of
repo.se of the body necessary will depend on the presence or absence of
fever. We believe that the practice of keeping the body quiet in all
febrile disorders 1 is one of the most important therapeutic means we have.
It is long since one of us, having seen his father insist upon putting
children to bed for a feverish cold, began to follow the same practice.
Time anrl experience have made even more clear to us the wisdom uf
the practice 1 especially in regard to very young children.
So soon as the attack of bronchitis becomes seve re enough to cause
fever, whether the fever be continuous or occur only in the afternoon
and night, the patient ought to be confined to the lap or bed. Suckling
rhildren, and those under three years of age, must be allowed to lie ou the
lap at times, but even they may be taught, very early, t.o re5t quietly in
the crib the greater part of' the twenty-four hours. Children over three
years old can almost always be taught to stay in their bed;; by a litLl e
management au<l authority, if only the parent is resolute. If not very
sick, they shou ld have a large pillow put up against the head of the crib
or bed, and against this they should be placed in a sitting posture, with
the bedclothes arranged over the lap i and, in cool or cold weather, with
n light flannel sack over the night-dress. llere they ought to be kept all
day, 1\llowed to change their position as they wi!Sh, and they should be
kept ns cheerfu l and happy as possible with toys, books, pictures, readings 1
tale-telling, or what not. Under such circumstances, a new and iu teresting toy will often do more good by far thau any drug iu the ·materia
medi ca. 'Ve have often been surprised, and delighted, too, to find a
bronchitis which had been hanging over a young child for several days
or n week, getting graduall y worse, day by day, under the trotting-about
system 1 begin to mend from the day the child was put to bed, aud disappear in two or three days, and that, too, without any change in the other
remedies.
The clo£hing ought to be warm, and yet not sufficient to produce free
perspiration, as this, by sudden exposure and evaporation, often induces
chillines~. The diet must be simple, and may consist of any of the milk
preparatioos, with or without bread, or bread and butter. Light soups in
the middle of the day, or ruast potatoes or apples, with bread, may generally be allowed.
As for medicines, in this mild form they are of comparatively little consequence, if the above measures be carried out. Iu the after part of the
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day, when fe,~er sets iu, we may prescrib~ a febrifuge of citrate of potae;h,
such as the following, for children of two to four years old:
R. Potass.Citrat.,
Syrup. Ipecac.,

~~:~~::~~:~~r·
Do~e.

,::;j.
f5j vel 3ij.

: . . . .m~·~:~'.·

A teaspoonful every two or three hours.

This should be given until the child sleep;;, and occasionally in the
night if there be cougb and restlessness. At :six months of age, the following may be used in the same manner:
&. Syrup. Ipecac.,
Tr.Opii Camph.,afL

f3s.oi.

Spts. JEther.~ilr~.,vel

Liq. Ammon. Acetat., .
f3ij.
Syrup. Simp.,
f;:;v.
Aqua>, .
r;5ij.-).1.
Do!.<C. •\.teaspoonful e,·ery two hours.

If the fever is very slight, and the_ cough only moderately severe, it is
often well to use no drug through the day, but to give in the evening, two
hours before bedtime, and again at bedtime, some simple expectorant and
anodyne. Thus at two or three months of age, three tu five drops of syrup
of ipecacuanha with five of paregoric, or half a drop to a drop of laudanum;
at one or two years, ten drops of the syrup with ten to twenty of paregoric,
or two of laudanum; at five to ten years, ten to twenty drops of the syrup,
with twenty to thirty of paregoric or four or five of laudanum. The laud·
anum is often better than paregoric, as it produces a morf: decided and
lasting impression on the nervous system, and appears to extend its useful control over the symptoms further into the following day.
In this very mild form there is no necessity for giving active purga·
tives. If the bowels are moved once in the day, or once in two days, it is
best not to interfere with them . If, however, the patient be constipated,
a little sjmple syrup of' rhubarb, a teaspoonful of castor oil, or an enema,
will be quite sufficient. A warm foot-bath, in the evening, contaiuing
salt, or better, mustard, will often assist in moderating the cough and
promoting quiet sleep.
'
'Vben in this acute form the symptoms assume greater severity, wbC'n
signs of reaction are prominent, the dysporea considerable, and the cough
frequent and harassing, it was formerly quite the custom to employ deple·
tion. In a former edition of this work, it was stated that the abstraction
of a few ounces of blood by leechiog or cupping was allowable uader
these circumstances, but that a large majority of such cases would do per·
fectly well without bloodletting of any kind. We uow believe that such
practice is uunecessary iu any of this class of cases. Attention to hygienic
measures is, however, even more important than in the milder cusc~. Con·
6ucment to the bed ought to be a positive rule in such cases. If the
bowels are not fr~ely moved, a dose of castor oil 1 rhubarb, or magnesia
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should be given, and the patient t~en put upon the use of one of the
t'ebrifuge mixtures recommended above.
If'. lt8 the cuse pro~re:;;ses, the bronchial secretions become very abundant
an<l 1he dyspncea severe, the proper remedy is an emetic. This may be
ipecacuanba, either in powder or syrup, or a. teaspoonful of powdered
alurn, to be repeatt!d if neces~ary, in ten or fifteen minutes. Tbe latter
sub~tance is, as we have stated under the head of croup, a very certain,
effil:ient, and safe emetic.
Great benefit may be obtained in all forms of bronchitis, from the more
or less frequent application of' mustard poultices to the front or back of
the thorax, an<l from mustard foot-baths.
The mercurial preparations, so much recommended by many of the
English and by some of our own writers, are, in our opinion, very seldom,
if ever, necessary in this, or indeed in any of the forms of bronchitis in
children. It may he, however, that the occurrence of gastric disturbance
with coated tongue, anorexia, and a torpid state of the bowels, may, in
some cases, call for the administration of a single <lose of blue mass, fol·
lowed by a mild imline laxative .
.l\lM. Rilliet and B~lrtbez recommend, when the cough and sibilant rales
persist after the di:Sappearance of the febrile symptoms, the use of small
doses of the flowers of sulphur. 'Ve have ourselves known this remedy to
prove of service in such cases. About four grains may be given every
three hours to a child four years old.
The treatment of the gra~e acute or capillary form, of this disease brings
up again the question of bloodletting. "re, like all the rest of the world,
have abandoned the practice as n. rule, but we think that when, in a case
of the kind now under consideration, the age being over two years, the
oppre~iou is very great, the right heart laboring, as shown by a congested
surface and a throbbing cardiac impulse at the base and left ecJge of the
sternum, and the strength not too much reduced, the abstraction of from
two to four ounces of blood from the interscapular space by cups or leeches,
would be a useful and legitimate practice. "re venture to give this advice
from our own past experience, and from the views taught quite lately as
to the effect and value of depletion in relieving the over·distended right
heart, produced by an obstacle to the pulmonic circulation.
There is no occasion for repeating here what bas beeu said, under the
head of pneumonia, in regard to tartar·eruetic. But if the temperature
be very high, and the pulse full and strong, we believe that the small doses
of sulphurated antimony (gr. T':r we then recommended, in combination
with Do\'er's powder, every two or three hours), are very useful in moder·
ating the inflammatory symptoms. Should this be followed by nausea or
vomiting with exhaustion, they must be suspended at once. The phy·
sicinn, and especially the young and inexperienced one, ought to know
that the susceptibility to the action of all nntimonials is singularly differ·
cat in different indidduals. 'Ve have seen a hearty adult woman thrown
iuto a most violent, and for a time alarming choleraic condition, by two
doses of 1 ~th of a grain of tartar.emetic each. 'Ve saw once a fine hearty
boy, five years of age, vomit violently, grow pale, weak, aud faint away,
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from two teaspoonfuls of the me1. scillre cornpositum, containing in the
two doses the fourth of a grain of tartar-emetic. And even twelfths of a
grain of the sulphurated antimony will sometimes cause a degree of nausea.
and prostration in young children which ought not to be kept up, though
we never saw it occasion such effects as those just mentioned as following
the use of tartar-emetic. 'Vhen, therefore, the sulphurate<l antimony
acts with any undue violence, it ought to be stopped, and we should substitute the citrate of potash mixture proposed for the mild form of bronchitis.
In connectinn with one of these internal remedies, counter-irritation to
the surf8.ce of the chest will be found of very great service. fodeed, we
doubt very much whetOer it is uot the most important part of the treatment. It may be obtained by applications of dry cops to the hack of the
chest, or if this be inconvenient or object~d to for any cause, by the use of
mustard poultices. The poultice ought to be about the size of the haud,
or one-half larger, and it should be made of one part mustard to two of
Indian meal or flour. It is to be mixed with warm water, covered with
book muslin or cambric, and applied first to the dorsum of the chest;
after having reddened at that point, it should be shifted to the front of the
thorax. The time necessary for each contact is usually from ten to fifteen
or twenty minutes. These applications ought to be renewed once in four
hours, when the symptoms are ouly severe, but when these are urgent
they should he made every two hours. 'Ve are in the habit of depeuding
very much also on mustard foot-baths. 'Yhen the oppression is severe,
aod especially when there is any coolness of the extremities, the use of a
foot-bath simultaneously with the mustard poultice will often assist very
much in relieving the breathing.
Ia very young infants, antimony ought not to be employed, in our opinion,
5.nd in these, therefore, we need some other remedy. In them ipecacuanha
is much safer than antimony, and it is quite active enough . The best
preparation is the syrup, of which from three to fi\'e drops may be given
every two hours to infants six months old. In older children, also, in
whom we have been obliged to suspend the antimony, and in those in whom
it.a use has been contraindicated by delicacy of constitution or by feeble
health, the ipecacuanha is preferable. The doses must vary with the age.
At five years, about ten drops every two hours, in combination with the
same quantity of spirit of nitrous ether, is a proper dose. 'Vhen the child
presents a pale surface and a languid expression, and particularly wbeu
the skin is very slightly warmer than usual, or cool, the following pre·
scription has proved a most useful one in our hands:

&. J...iq. Ammon. Acctat.,
Syrup. Ipecac., .
Liq. Morph. Sulphat.,
S~·rup. Acacire, .
Aqure,

f,5ss.

f.3,j.
gtt. xi.

f.5j.
(~jss.-M.

The dose of this is a teaspoooful for a child two years old, to he repeated
every two hours. Should there be any nausea present, the syrup of ipe·
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cacuanha ought to be reJuced to half the quantity; and if there be any
drow8iue~!l. the morphia must he left out.
In very severe cases of the disease, in which the dys;pucea is excessive, the
puhse rapid and small, the skin cool and pale, the jactitation very great,
and wheu there is present extensive mucous and subcrepitant r5.le8, the
treatment generally recommended is the frequent employment of emetics,
and the French authors usually prefer tartar-emetic. For our own part,
we would not venture to administer, under such circumstances, so powerful a remedy, and especially so potent a sedative, as antimony, one that we
ha"e so often known to cause alarming and dangerous prostration in children laboring under much slighter disorders than suffocative broochitis.
If any emetic be given, it ought lo be ooe of milder action and less perturbing ioflupoce than tartar.emetic, and we should choose, tberefOrE',
either ipecacuanha or alum. The plan of treatment we prefer, however,
is to make assiduous use of counter-irritants, and to give internally the
spirit of Miudererus and a weak decoction of seneka; or we may combine
with the decoction of seneka, in a suitable form, small <lO::!es of the muriate
or carbonate of ammonia. Depletion is, in these cases, entirely coutraioclicatecl; we may, however, with advantage apply a few small dry cups to
the dorsum of the chest iu the interscnpulnr space, or over the lower lobes
of the lungs.
In the bronchitis of children it often becomes proper and nece8sary to
nmke ue;e of stinmlanh In the suffocative form, when the symptoms assume the character de.;;:c ribed in the last paragraph, small do~es of brandy
or wine-whey may be administered alternately with the spirit of MinclereIn milder cases, also, when a sudden iocrease
ru~, with great advantage.
of the dyspoc:ea occurs, especially in feeble and <lebilitaLed subjects, and
when we may suppose, from the character of the rational and physical sigos,
that collapse of portions of the lung has taken place, it i.s best to abandon
for the time all nauseating remedies, aud to make use simply of brandy in
do~es of from five to tweuty drops every ha.If-hour or hour, or wine-whey
in de::sert or tablespoonful doses, and of counter·irritants:, wilh very light
fluid nourishment.
In cases where there is such marked debility, tonics are very useful, and
good results may be obtained from the administration of quinia, which was
strongly recommended a few yenr:s ago, in the form of capillary bronchitis
occurring in tropical climates, by Dr. Cameron (London Lancet, Nove111bt>r
9th, 1861).
In cases of this kind, we have used with great advantage of late years
small doses of quinia, prepared as follows:
gr. \'j.
B. Quinire Sulphnt.,
git. xij.
Acid. Sulph. Dil.,
f.~s.11.
Syrup. Simp.,
f,5ij<1S.-i'.f.
Aqme,
Dose. A teaspoonful every two hOUJ"$1 to children two or three years old.

In older children the proportion of quinia to the dose ought to be doubled.
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If this should sicken, ns it will sometimes do by the di:::gust its bitterneiis
produces, and the consequent resistance to the doses, it is best to lay it aside
after two or three trials, and to administer the quinia in the form of powder mixed with a little extract of li<ruorice and sugar, or to substitute the
following:
R. Elix.C'inchon.Flav. 1 •
•
f.3ij.
Cura~a.
f3ij.
Acid.Sulph. Dil. 1
tlJ!x:ij.
Aqure,
f,3ijs.s.-M.
Dose. A teaspoonful every two hours.

Here, as well as in other conditioos calling fol' the use of quinja, but
where it is difficult to administer it by the mouth, w.e may give it with
good effoct in the form of suppositories made with cocoa butter, as small
as pOSi:iible, and containing one or one and a half grains of quinia each.
The child ought to be laid on au inclined plane of pillows, nnd, with
the exception of turning it gently towards one side tJr the other, from time
to time, it should be kept perfectly quiet. These directions are particulnrly important in very young children 1 as it is in them that debility and
exhauslion of the muscular forces are apt to bring about the state of collapi'ejust referred to.
As an example of the kind of case in which stimulants are useful, and
to show also the dangerous effects which antimony sometimes produce~, we
will quote the following:
".\girl between seven and eight years old, wa~ attacked while in good health with
severe bronchitis. On the second day, when we were called, ~he was very much op·
pres.-;ed, the skin was hot and dry, the pulse rapid 1 and the surface pale. "Te ordered
a cupping to the ;uuount of four ounces, with some dry cups beside!'., 0\ er the back,
and two drops of antimonial wine with ten drops of sweet spirit of nitre to be given
every two hours. On the thi1·d day a blister was applied over the sternum. On the
fourth day we found the child in the afternoon ver_v pale, dozing or tossing about on
the bed, and sometimes ri.,ing up on her hands and knees with a. bewildered look;
she was inattentive, w that it was almost impo!:<sible to catch her eye; the eyes were
sunken, and the countenance was distre;sed and anxious; 8he moaned constantly nnd
looked very ill i the skin was still hot; there was neither vomiting nor purging. The
respiration was very much oppressed, and i:he coughed a good deal, though not so
much as before. We suspended the antimony at once1 and gave a tea\lpoonflll of
brandy in water1 directing it to be repeated in three-quarters of an honr; after the
second dose a teaspoonful wflR to be givf'n in a. wmeglas~ful of milk and water every
two hours throughout the night. On the following morning, the child looked better i
1

.
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hours. On the afternoon of this day, all the unpleasant !lymptoms had di~aprcured i
there remained only those indicative of a slight bronchiti~, and she was soon quite
well. Now it seems to us exceedingly clear that, had the antimony been continued
in this case, on account of the hot, dry skin, oppresi:ct.l breathing, frequent cough, and
from the absence of \'Omiting and purging, the child would lmve died."

The most important points in the treatment of chronic cases, are to iusi~t
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upon a rigorous and per~evering regulation of the hygienic conditions of
the patient, and to make use of touic, balsamic, and expectrmt remedies.
The child ~hould be carefu lly and warmly clothed, and, wheu at home, kept
in Jry, well-ventilated, and, if possible, airy rooms, nt a uni form temperature. The bedroom of surh a child ought to be heated in wiuter by a
wood-stove, or open wood-fire, if that is sufficient to keep up a proper temperature. In our cold winters we have found no plan so good as a wellmanagcrl wood-stove. Coal fires cannot be lowered or extinguished nt
night, as they ought to be, and often keep up, Lhrough the day , too high a
temperature. They are unmanagf'able.
The:-;e, indeed, con:Stitute the truly important part of the treatment, for
without them, there is but little chance that drugs of any or of all kinds,
di et, or any othe r rnea~ures, will be of any real service. The dress nud
temperature ought to be the firat things attended to, and nfter them, and as
a. !'econd:ny matter, certain medical substances will n:::sist in removing the
di~ea"'e. The chi ld ought to be taken as often as possibl e into the air iu
fine weather, and only in fine weather. The diet should be selected with
a :;trict view to the improvement of the strength and vigor of the constitution; the food may consist, if the child be of proper age, of light meats, of
potatoes aud rice, as the only vegetables, a11d unless there is some cont raindicating circumstance, of a small quantity of wine with the midday meal.
The bc:;t wine is port, of' which one or two tablespoonfuls may be given in
a coni;iclerable qmrntity of water.
Tonics must be administered throughout the course of the disease, or
unlil the appetiLe and strength shall have improved to such an extent as
to make them no longer neces3rll'y. The hest are quinine, in a dose of a
grai11 morning and evening, to he continued for several weeks i or, when
the child is thin and amemic, small doses of arsenic with iron , as recommend ed iu the article on eczema, and cod-liver oil, in doses of half a teaspoonful to a teaspoonful, three times a day after meals, either pure or in
some curefully-ruade em ul sion, will often greatly assist in curing these
chronic forms of catarrh .
In one case of chronic bronchitis, which came under our care, the
patient recovered under careful regulation of the hygieue, and the use of
a <lccoction of seueka, prepared by boiling a drachm, each, of seneka and
liquorice-roots, in a pint of water, to half a pint. The decoction was
strained, alll] a large teaspoonful given three times a day. The remedy
was continued during a period of two months i under its use the child
grew flit and strong, and recovered entirely from the disease.
Other remedies, proposed by different author:;:, are the various resinous
preparations, the balsams of tolu and copaiba, benzoin, and the sulphurous mineral waters. In cases of long standing, where mucous rfi.les persbiL throughout the lower part of the lungs, showing an abundant morbid
secretion, tunnic acid bas bee u found, by several good authorities, of much
service. 'rhile these means are employed, it is recommended, also, to
make use of counter-irritants. If any are used, they ought to be such as
will not produce too much inflammation of the skin i as, for instance, weak
Burgundy pitch plasters, daily frictions with bartshoru and sweet oil, a
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simple diachylon plaster, or very mild pustulation with croton oil, or a
mixture of crotou oil and iodine, such as the following:

B.

f.:;j.

Ol.Tiglii,
Ether. Sulph.,
Tr. loJinii,
Alcoholi~, aa.

f,:;j.
f3iij.-M.

S. Locally.

ARTICLE IV.

EMPilYSEM A of the lungs is of quite frequent occurrence in children.
It is mu ch more generally met with in an acute form, developed during
the progress of some pulmonary disease, than in the chronic form which
it so often assumes in the adult. It is probl\hle, however, that in many
cases of asthma in childhood, there is an emphysematous condition of the
lungs which has been gradually developed at an early period of infancy,
in consequence of the respiratory embarrassment attending rachitic disease of the thorax. There is probably in such children a congenital delicacy and weakness of the lung-tissue, and subsequently, if the constitution
is re-established, and the deformity of the thorax removed, as it frequently
will be, there may be a restoration, to some extent, of the elasticity of the
pulmonary tissue; with a corresponding <lecrease in the evidences of emphysema. It is also highly probable, judging from the frequency with which,
iu fatal cases of acute pulmonary disease in young children, more or less
marked lesions of emphysema of the lungs are found, that this condition is
frequently developed to a certain degree in the course of such cases which
recover, and that ~ubsequently the lung-tissue regains its normal state.
ANATOMICAL APPEAHANCES.-The term emphysema of the luugs, is
usually employed to include two conditions essentially dissimilar, an<l to
only one of which it is in reality applicable. One of these is 1.iesicular
emphysema, which is dependent on dilatation or coalescence of tlrn pulmonary air-cells, without auy escape nf air into the connective tissue of
the lung, and which would, therefore, be more correctly called rarefaction
of lung-tinue. The use of the term vesicular emphysema is, however, so
universal and long-established, that it does not seem desirable to discard
it. The other variety is interlobular or true emphysema, in which the air
escapes from some point iota the connective tissue of the lung, and dissects
its way between the lobules and under the pleura.
In vesicular emphysema the portions of lung usually most affected are
the apex and the anterior border; it may, indeed, be limited to these
parts, or may be present, in varying degrees of intensity, along the base
and even over the entire surface of the organ. Usually it is present in
both lungs simultaneously, though often much more highly developed oa
one side than the other.
The dilatation of the vesicles causes marked enlargement of the part
affected, and when both lungs are seriously involved, they project for·
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wards, occupying the mediasti11al space, with their anterior borders closely
approaching each other. The emphysematous porLious do not collapse
when the thorax is opened; they are pale, dry, nnd bloodless, and, when
pressed with the finger, afford a soft, dough.\• feeling, with but au imperfect
sense of crepitation. On examining the surface carefully, the dilated vesicles are clearly vi.sible, forming clear, usually round spaces as large as a
pin's head or a millet·seed. The eff~ct of this distension upon the surrounding viscera and upon the shape of the thorax are the same in kind,
though not so great in degree, as are met with in the adult. The distended anterior portion of the left lung covers more of the heart than
normal, nod tt!ods to depress this orgao downwards and to the rigbt. In
the same way when extensive emphysema of the right lung is present, the
liver i~ usually depressed. If both lungs are aflfcted with marked and
diffuse emphysema, the thorax is considerably distended, the curve of the
ribs is increased, while they are elevated so that their course becomes more
horizontal, and the thorax becomes shorter, deeper in its antero-posterior
diameter, and more rounded.
Tbe other variety of emphyserna-rea11y the only one which strictly
merits the name in its usual intention-is tbe interlobular. Here the air
makes its escape from a rupture of some air-vesicle or minute bronchiole
into the connective tissue of the lung, and then readily makes its way
along the bronchial tubes between the lobules so as to reach the surface of
the lung. Here it presents itself in the form of minute bubbles of air, of
rounded or elongated form, easily recogaized by their paleness and transparency, usually arranged in irregular, curving and branching lines, and
which can be proved to be in the interstices of the lobules by the fact that
they can readily be pressed by the finger from one place to another, or
forced to coalesce. When these little bubbles are thickly crowded together
they produce au appearance well compared by Rokitansky to froth. Associated with them are often found lnrger bu lire, where the air has separated
the pleura from the surface of the lung; these form tlattish, convex prominences above the surrounding surface, and are freely movable. It will be
understood that in interlobular emphysema of the Jungs, the size of the
organ is comparatively little affected, and consequently that little or no
influence is exerted by it upon adjacent viscera. or upon the shape of the
thorax. This condition is comparatively rare, and is not usua11y associated
with marked vesicular emphysema; indeed, the anatomical relations of
the two forms are not clearly understood. In cases where the pleura is
stripped off from the Jung over a considerable space, the membrane may
be ruptured and air escape into the pleura] cavity, constituting pncurnothorax, examples of which accident will be found in our article on this
latter nff~ction. In other cases, the air makes its way along beneath the
pleura to the root of the lung, or by penetrating into the substance of the
organ, and followiug up the divisions of the bronchi, it reaches the same
point. It may then pass into the mediastinal spaces 1 where the loose ~on
nective tissue becomes highly emphysematous, so as to present numerous
large vesicle~ with delicate walls, altogether resembling the appearances
seen in animals in the slaughter-house. From the mediastinuru the air
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readily passes upwards into the connective tissue of the neck, where it may
flrst produce a crepitant swelling in the suprasternal, supracla\'icular, or
inframaxillary regions; and may even extend thence over the surface of
the trunk and extremities so as to produce general empl1 ysema.
Iu the following interesting case, which has already appeared in print, 1
the subcutaneous emphysema did not extend below the clavicle. Tbe
minute perforation on the anterior surface of the upper lobe was perhaps
due to th e inflation of the lungs at the time of the examination, or may
have occurred just before death . It would certainly have led to pueumo·
thorax, had it been earlier present:
CASE.-Acute Jililiary Tuberculosis: Cough and Dy.~pna.a: CeiTieal Empl1yscmaInlrrlob1tfor Emplt.yscma-lnlerlob1tlar Emphysema v.:ith Perforation of the Pleurn: Emphysemct of Jlfediastinum and .JYcck.-John F. was born of a stout, hearty young womnn,

17 yeu rs of age, who nursed him; :rnd he seemed to thrive until eight days before Ids
death, which took place January 24th, 1868, at the age of fonr mont hs. The .symptomsdnrini:r his sickness were dyspncea, occai:; ionul dry, hacking cough, and anorexia.
A few da.n~ before his death subcutaneous emphysema made its appearance over the
lower part of the neck in front, spreading over both Rides, and altering the entire contour of the neck, but not descending. below the cl:tYicles. The post-mortem examina·
tion was made fifteen hours after death.
The head was not examined. The subcutaneous emphysema persisted as abore
described.
· On removing the sterm1m, the mcdiastinal spaces were found much distenrlcd with
air, the meshes of the connective tissue in some spots forming vesicles more than oae
inch in diameter, and SllJ!gf'Sting forcibly the appearances oflen seen in animals in
the slaughter-house. The emphysema extended up along the trachea and larynx,
and toa. considerable distance on either side of the neck. There was not atraceof
decomposition of the tis['ues. The lungs collapsed but slightly; the posterior portions
were rleeply congested, purplish, and almost non-crepitant, but expanded almost fully
on inflation. There was neither pneumothorax nor pleuritic effosion or adhesion>:.
The larynx, trachea, and lung>'! were removed, and inflated under water, when air
was found to escape from the right lung in two places-on the anterior face of the
upper lobe, and on the inner surface of the apex. On examining the rupture of the
anterior surface of the upper lohe, the open ing was found to be very small, and to be
seated in the midst of a spot where the pleura was separated from the lnng so as to
form a large vesicle. There were other smaller pearl-like vesiclf'S studding the sur·
face of the lung. The apex was the seat of numerous miliary tubercles, both in the
substance of the lung and immediately beneath the pleura. AL one point on its inner
aspect there was such a sub-pleural deposit, half an inch in diameter, which had undergone cheesy change, and in lhe centre of which there was an ulcer:lted opening in
the pleura. The escape of air through this perforation was prevented by 1he clooe
apposition of a tuberculous bronchial gland, about half nn inch in diameter, which
lay immediately on the right bronchus. The other bronchial glands, especially on
the right side, were also tuberculous. The left lung presented no pe1-foration of tlie
pleura. At several points, especially along the anterior edge of the lung, there were
large emphysematous bu lire, one inch long by half an inch wide, and in the neighbor·
hood were numerous smal ler vesicles of the same nature. On incising the lung near
these, smaller clusters of gray ruiliary tubercles were found. Miliary tubercles were
:dso found on the peritoneal im·estment of the Ii Yer and spleen, and in the substance
of these organs and of the mesenteric glands. There were small irregular ulcers in
~:~~:~er part of the ileum, and numerous sm::t.11 yellowish submucous deposits in the
1
Pepper, On some Cases of Emphysema of the Neck. Philadelphia Medical Times,
August lst1 1872.
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CfltvlPll.-Although the vesicular and interlobular forms of emphysema
are nnalomically quite diotinct 1 they may advantageously be conridered iu
conne<:tion with each other as regards the mode of their development.
Age.-Vesicular emphysema, though a frcqueutsequel of acute thoracic
di«ea~es in children 1 Crlnnot be regarded as a disease of childhood in the
same ~ensc as the interlobular form. It is true that the delicacy of the
walls of the air-vesicles during early life would seem to favor the occurrence of dilatation, but experience shows that it does not favor the development of emphysema uearly so strongly as does the gradual degenera·
tion and weakening of the walls of the air-vesicles which comes on in
advanced years.
Intcrlobuhlr emphysema, on the other hand, is much more frequent in
children, and reaches degrees of severity which are scarcely found in later
life. So, too, the occurrence of subcutaneous emphysema, in consequence
of L11e rupture of some minute bronchiole or air-vesicle, with the production of H1b-pleural and then mediastinal emphysema, is an accident almost
limited to early cbildhoo<l, since of the recorded cases (about 25) in which
it has occu1Tcd, four.fifths (20) have been observed in youug children.
Of the:'e 20 cases of "general emphysema in childreu," to employ Hoger's
tcr111 1 (of which 19 were collected by him, and 1 subsequently published
by ourselvcs2), G occurred under the age of 2 years, 10 between 2 and 4,
and only 4 between 10 and 15 years of age.
Previous Diseases.-In children, emphysema occurs as a sequel to some
other (fo~ease, pulmonary or laryngeal. The affections which most strongly
predi:-po!:!e to it are hooping-cough, the bronchitis of measles, simple brouchiti::, pneumonia, and pseudo·membranous croup. Of all these, hoopingcough is by far the most fruitful cause. It will be observed that the dioeases named present the common symptom of severe cough, often atteuded
with impediment to the escape of air, either from ::;pasm of the air-passages,
or accumulation of secretiou in the bronchi, or mechanical obstruction of
the larynx by false membrane .
.ilfrcltanfam ot .Mode of Ptoduction.-The way iu which pulmonary empby::;ema is developed has been made the subject of frequent and couflicting ::pecuhuiou. Of the two chief theories which have been advanced in
cxplao:ltion, one (the i1119_Jirato1·y) regards the O\'er-distension of the vesicles
ns the re::iult of the exces:sive operation of the forces concerned in iuspiratiou i tbe other (the e.rJJfralory) explains it as caused by violent but impeded expiratory efforts. The io::;piratory theory is still upheld by some
ern111eut wriLcr.s, but cliuical observation is leading to its abandonment.
In its original form as advanced by Laenuec, it was based upon the e1Toneou:s notion tbttt the forces of inspiration are greater than those of expiration, au<l that consequently emphysema might result from mere excessive iull11tiou of the lunge:. This bas, however, been universally abandoned
ns ·or general application, since the discovery of tbe important fact that in
.forcible breathing the power of expiration is considerably (at ]east onethird) greater Lhau that of inspiration; though it is probable th~
1

2

J lt:nri Hoger, Archive:; de .Mfalccine, :JCme ed. 1 tome xx1 pp.1:29, 288, 403.
\\'.Pepper (Loe. anlccit.).
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some morbid conditions of the pulmonary tissues, violeot inspiration
may of itself be capnble of producing emphysematous distension of the
air-vesicles.
The form of the iuspiratory theory 1 which is still retained by ~ome
authorities, is based upon modifications introduced by Dr. ' Vill iam Gaird.
ner, and is an expansion of the idea that if certa.fo portious of the lungs
are, from collapse or other cause, incapable of expansion, the atmospheric
pressure will determine excessive dilatation of the remaining portions, in
order to preveot the occurrence of a vacuum as the thoracic walls expand.
There are, however, such grave objections to this theory, which, it will be
observed, rests upnn the supposition thnt the expansion of the thorax and
the amount of air inspired remaio at the normal point, although portions
of the lungs are collapsed or otherw ise rendered unable to expand, that we
are strongly inclined to regard the expiratory theory as the only one capabla of general clinical application . We owe to Sir 'Villiam Jenner chiefly
the sati~factory refutation of the principal argument which was formerly
brought against this latter theory, that" the expiratory act is mechanically incapable of producing distension of the lung, or of any part of it.
The act of expiration tends entirely towards emptying the air-vesicles by
the uniform pressure of the external parietes of the thorax upon the whole
pulmonary surface; and even when the air-vesicles are maintaineJ at their
maximum or normal state of fulness by a clo~ed glottis, auy further distenaion of them is as much out of the r1uestiou as would be the further disteo~ion of a bladder, blown up and tied al. its neck, by hydrostatic or
· equalized pressure applied to its eatire external surface" (Gairdner). A
little consideration of tbe anatomical relations of the lungs to the thorax
shows the falsity of this argument. The different portions of the lungs are
in contact with surfaces and tissues of very different degrees of resisting
power, and while the entire postero-lateral portions are supported by the
unyielding ribs, the apices are covered only by soft tissues, and the ante·
rior borders of the lungs are !mpported externally by the comparatively
yielding costal cartilages, while centrally they are able to encroach con·
siderably upon the tissue:; of the mediastinal spaces. In ordinary free ex•
piration the air is forced out of the lungs by a pressure so moderate and
gradual that even the weakest parts of the thoracic walls are sufficiently
firm to maintain it. But when the expiratory efforts become more violent,
the air is pressed with great force from the central, basic, an<l lateral por·
tions by the ascent of' the diaphragm and the compression of the thorax,
while the outward current from the apices and anterior margins is com·
paratively feeble. If, thf'refure, from any cause the normal relation be·
tween the volume of the expiratory current of air and the calibre of the
large bronchi be di,:.,turbe<l, the poniou of air which cannot e:ocape will be
driven violently into the apices and anterior margius, not only nvercoming
the outward current of air proceediug from tho~e portions of the lung;:, but
producing an excessive degree of di~tension of their air-cells. The l-trong·
est possible confirmation of the truth of this view is to be found in the fact
that e111physema, both of the vesicular aud interlobular form, is fouud to
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be developed in the various parts of the ]ungs in precise correspondence
witb the degree in which they lack firm exterual support.
There are two ways in which a disturbance of the above relutions may
be effl-cterl: either by an obstruction in the air-passages, which prevents
the free escape of the air, or by the expiratory act b~ing so sudden and
violent that the volume of air hurriedly forced from the air-vesicles is too
great to pass freely through the primary bronchi. Instances of this latter
condition are familiar to all in violent fits of coughing, during which, even
when there is no obstruction in the air-pas~ages, the degree of distension
of the apices may be appreciated by the bulging of the supra-clavicular
tis3ues. The full pulmonary resonance, which is elicited by percussion of
this bulging, proves conclusively that it is due to distension of the apex;
aud it is therefore easily understood how the repeated operatioa of such a
cause may gradually lead to the development of vesicular emphysema, or
how in au abrupt, violent, and prolonged expiratory effort, attendiug a fit
of coughing, there may be a rupture of some minute bronchiole or airvesicle, followed by interlobular emphysema. Undoubtedly, also, the me
chnuical effects of such over-distension wilJ be greatly enhanced by morbid
conditions of the l ung-tis~ue which weaken its elasticity, such as are present
in severe bronchitis, especially when associated with constitutional diseases.
l;-tlr more frequently, too, there is associated some cause of partial obstruction to the escape of air, such as the spasmodic contraction of the airpassages in hooping-cough, the presence of layers of false membrane ia
the larynx or tr::wbea, or thickening of the bronchial mucous membrane
with plugs of viscid tenacious mucus in the tubes.
It is very possible, also, that in some cases interlobular emphysema
may be caused by the implication of a minute bronchiole in the progress
of' the softening of some spot of t.liseased tissue, so that the air might find
eutrauce to the interstitial connective tissue without any mechanical cause
of over-dbteusion and rupture of air-vesicles. Thus in the case reported
above (p. 220) there was certainly a very close coanection between the
po~itioa of the patches of tuberculous deposit and the bullre of sub-pleural
emphy:sema, so much so that we cannot doubt that the escape of air was
in some way favored by their presence. Ia another case, al:so, where interlobular and sub-pleural emphysema, followed by pucumothorax, occurred,
ant.I which is reported at length in our article on this latter affl:':ction,
it seemed to us that probably the softening of superficial circumscribed
patche.s of pneumouia had opened into minute bronchioles, anti thus allowed the e:scape of air.
l:h·m"fOMS.-\\'e have already seen that in youug children emphysema
occur:s u:sutllly in au acute form in coune<'tiou with some acute disease of
the lung.;;;. Although, therefore, its presence may be suspected in such
cases where violent paroxysms of cough have occurred, associatet.I with
prolonged, severe dyspurea, there are scarcely any physical signs by which
its exi:;tE:ace can be determined. The percussion-resonance will continue
cle1Lr, or even become somewhat exaggerated, and this fact of the absence
of any dulness (due to pneumonia, collapse, or pleural effusion ), in a case
of hooping-cough or broachiti;;, when severe cough has occurred with uu4
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usually extreme dyspnroa, is of diagnostic \1alue.

The ref:piratory murmur

unclergQea no immediate change in its charactt-r, aud it is not po!':->ible,
owing to the violent and rapid respiratory efforts of the child, to detect
any diminution in the force of the murmur. Expiration in such cases is,
however, often already prolonged and laborious.
The development of acute vesicular or interlobular emphysema, then,
is su~pe('ted rather on account of the character of the db1eai;ie from which
the child is suffering than from any distinct substantive symptoms of the~e
conditions. Exception is to be made, however, of the rare cm:elS, in which
suddenly, in the course of au acute pulmonary disea:-:e, a swelling is noticed
at some part of the neck, or in the subclavicular space, which on palpation is found to crepita1e. This may be regarded as, in all probability,
connected with extensive iuterlobular emphysenH\. The other chief cause
of such subcutaneous emphysema is perforatiou of the larynx or trachea,
aud the previous symptoms will enable us to exclude this rare condition
without difficulty.
Iu other case~, however, vesicular emphysema in children assumes the
chronic form, more usually found in adult$, and will then be attended
with tht! well-known symptoms of this affection. At times, it occur~ evidently as a sequel to some acute pulmonary disease, in the course of which
it Las been developed in the manner above described, and after the original
disease ha.;: passed away, it persi:;ts, ei1her owing to original weaknc:<s of
the luug-tis:;ue, or to the extreme degree of the dilatation of the air-vesicle~.
At other times, it is met with as a purely chronic nffection, which may
begin ia early childhood, and gradually increa:-e until the di::-ea:..;e i~ fully
developed. Ia such pa.Lients there i~ probably some congenital weakne~~
aud tendency to degeneration of the pulmonary ti$~ue:::. It is not unfrequently fouud that there are also evidences of rachitic disease of the ribs
in such cases.
Children with chronic emphysema present various degrees of habitual
dyspncca 1 which is always readily increased by exertioa. They are very
subject to attacks of bronchitis, during which the breathing is much embana~sed aad wheezing, the chest i:5 full of sonorous aud sibilant 15.le~,
anJ the cough occurs in severe paroxy:sms without much expectoration.
Duriug tbe:;e attacks, not unf'requetllly the child sufft!rs at night from vio lent paroxysms of spasmodic a:sthrua. Iudeed, it nrny happeu that attacks
of asthma will be induced in cmphy.:'iematous children by the mo...t trifling
causes 1 sucl} as changes of weather, indige::it.iun, and the like. The attacks
of brouchitis vary greatly in difforeat ca:;es in their relation to season and
temperature; in some they occur almost exclusively during the damp, eolrl
weather of fall and winter, while in others they are most frequent and
severe during summer and !:>-pring, and the child finds more relief during
cold weather.
The cough varies much in its intensity and character. During the
attack~ of bronchitis it is u::iually very severe, occurring iu long spell:', at
fir::it with a little mucous expectoration, and later, as the atlack pns~e~
over, with more abundtint muco-puruleut ~put~t. In the intervals of the
attacks it may continue as au occasional dry nud rather wheezing cough,
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or it may be more troublesome on account of a certain degree of chronic
brouchitis being always preseut, or finally it may altogether subside. After
the <lise:u;e has laeted a considerable time, however, cough may become
peri:-istent, occurring most severely at certain periods of the day, and
attended with a considerable quantity of muco-puruleut expectoration. In
~uch case.:;, when emphysema is conjoined with chronic bronchitis, the sus~
picion is apt to arise that the child is sufferi11g from phthisis, au<l the posilive determination of the diaguosis nrn.y indeed be attended with some
<l iffi cultv. The reader is also referred to the remarks make iu this connection °011 the subject of chronic bronchitis (seep. 210).
In youug childreu under the age of 5 or 6 years, emphysema rarely
reaches so great a dPgree, or persists for so loug a time as to iuduce
marked chauges in the shape of the thorax, or to seriously affect their
nutrition. In children somewhat older, however, when the disease is
more severe and chronic, it may be attended with most of the symptoms
familiar in the adult. The appearance of such children is apt to he frail
and delicute, their muscular system develops slowly, an<l they become so
readily fatigued and out of breath that tbey avoid play or much exer·
cise. The shape of the thorax becomes gradua lly altered; lhe shc.iulders
grow high and rounded, and the chest is prominent and dis~oded in its
upper part, while owing to imperfect expansiou of the lower lobes, there
may be perceptible retraction of the base of the thorax in front, or even
a marked depression around the entire base of the chest. Of course, this
is likely to occur to a more marked degree if the emphysema is associated
with l'ickets.
The physical signs vary greatly with the extent and degree of the em·
physema. In cases where it is.Jimited to small areas of the luugs, scarcely
any phy:,ical signs can be detected; but in partial and more severe forms,
the following phenomena can be observed : The respiratory movements
are restricted, especially in the way of expansion; and <luring inspiration
the movement is chiefly one of elC\'ation effected by overaction of the
upper respiratory muscles, and attended with an evident deepening of the
deµre:;::;ioa around the base of the chest. The percussiua-resonnuce is very
full and clear, or even tympanitic, though owing to the marked resonance
normal in children, it is difficult to determine the degree of its exaggeration. There may be associated some impairment of resouance over the
retracted base of the thorax, and especially posteriorly, where there may
be congestion of the lung with accumulation of secretion iu the air-passages, due to the eoexisting bronchitis. The respiratory murmur is weak·
ened, though rarely to the (1egree noticed in adults; the expiratory rm11··
mur is decidedly prolonged and frequently wheezing. Both iuspiratiou
aud expir11tion are apt to be accompanied with sonorous nnd ~ibilant rfdes.
These, nud especially lhe sonorous riles, are mo~t markedly developed
o\•er the po::;terior parts of the lungs, near the larger bronchi. Io some
cases, moist r5.les may also be heard over the postero-iufarior parts of' both
lung:;, owing to the presence of an unu$ntdly large quantity of secretion
' in the smnller bronchial tubes. During oue of the acute aggravations of
the bronchitis, attended with nervous asthma, to which we have abo\•e al·
15
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Juded as beiugso frequent in such patients, a dry sibilant rUle, distributed
over the entire thorax, is often the only sound heard accompanying the
labored re~piration.
In marked cases, there will also be impairment of the resounnce and
fremitus of the voice, cough or cry. The apC.'l\>bent of the heart may be
concealed by the distended Jung, and the area of cardiac dulnes.~ is dimin·
ished. As before said, the alterations of the shape of the thorax nnd the
marked physical signs now described are very rarely observed in children
under the age of 5 or 6 years, nod become more constant and more marked
at later periods of childhoo<l.
CASE.-A., ret. 8 ~·ears, came under observation in the fall of 1873. The daughter
of healthy parents, Rhe wa.s nur.sed until the age of 2 years. Dhe suffered much from
occasional diarrhrea for the firsttlireeyearsoflifc, but.then improved in this respcC't.
She cnt her teeth without dilliculty, and as rapidly a'i usual; Legan to walk at usual
age. ]Ja.s always perspired profu~ely at night, cspc<'ially aLont neck and head, anrl
when an infant was \'Cry trouble!iome from constantly kicking off the bedclothes at
night. There was no muscnlarsorenes.s.
At the age of 4 yeaNshe had ase\•ereattack of spasmodic croup, and sinrc then
has been subject to frequent attacks of bronchiti9, often associaied with ru;thma. At
first, there were only a few attacks eaC'h year, but for the p:.L.,t year they have followed
each other '~lh scarcely aily intermission. She always suffers more during summer
than in winter, and has found relief on severnl occasions by spending a few weeks
during the summer at the seMhore. The attacks usually begin as a simple catarrh,
with sneezing for a couple of days, followed then by wheezing cough, shortne;:s of
breath, and nocturnal attacks of asthma. There is habitually dy!!pnrea on exertion,
and the child has grown to rare little for play, and to prefer staying quietly indoor.<.
Lately there h:u; been pcrsi'>t<>nt and se\'ere t:ough, with muco-purulent expc<>toration,
feveri-:Jme!'S, l°"'-; of appetite and strength. One year ago alteration in the sha1:>e of
the cheo;t wa.5 noticed. She was very much benefited last fall (when she was seen
once by u'i} by the use of muria.tc of ammonia in full doses, with a mixture of quinia
and arsenic; bnt after its c•ei;;sation she has had a return of her troublesome symptom~
At pre!'ent she is a rather tall and delicate-looking child, with high ronndcd 1ihoul·
dcrs. The upper part of !he thorax, from abO\'C the cla\'icle down to the fourth rib,
is diBtcn<lcd. Below that level there is retraction of the anterior chest-walls, and on
passing the finger parallel to the sternum there is a quite marked groove about one
inch from each side of that bone, caused b_v incurvation of the ribs along that line.
The expansion of the cl1Clit. is limited. The apex-bent.of 1he heart is at the f'ixth rib,
nearly 2 in. below line of nipple, being apparently somewhat depre«ll-cd. Pcr<.·n~~ion·
resonance is exaggerated and almost tympanitie O\·er the ciupra- and infra-chn·icular
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The u-:e of this wai:: followed by imprOV"ement in appetite nnd strength, and by a
marked dirninntion in the frequency and severity of the astbmatic attacks. As,
howe\·er, the rough continued quite severe, with abundant loose mucous riiles
throughout the chest, the treatment was changed to the following:

R. Syr. Phoi;phaL Comp.,
Elix. Calisayre,
Aqure, aa.
Dose. Twoteaspoonfulsinwaterbeforemeals.

fJij.
f.~j.-M.

And to relie\·ethecongh ·

.& . .Ammonii Muriatis1

gr. lxxij .
Syr·. Scnegre,
f3ss.
Tr. ITyoscyami, .
f.)iss.
Ext. Pruni Virg. Fluid.,
f,~ss.
Syr. Zingilieris, q. s. ad
f,3iij.-M.
Dose. A teaspoonful in w:tter three or four times in twenty-four hours, according
to the severity of the cough.
Under the nse of the;:e remedies, her improvement was rapid and continuous,
andforthepastyearandahalfthcrehasbeenscarcelyanytendencytobrom.hitic
auacks. Her frame has dc\•eloped, and the shape of the thorax has improved so as
to confirm the evidence of the phys ical signs that the ~mphysem:t is gradually
disappearing.

DrAONOSIS.-ln regard to the detection of the acute form of emphysema
at the time of its occurrence, we have already shown that there are no
signs sufficiently distinctive, and that if any unusual severity or persistency
of dyspncea rouses the suspicion, we may only assume its presence in consequence of the great frequency with which it is developed in certain
diseases.
This is even more true with regard to the interlobular than the vesicular
form, except when the sudden appeara nce of subcutaneous emphysema.
proves its existence.
however, emphysema. becomes firmly established, and persists, it be·
comes attenJed with the well-marked symptoms already described, and
there are then scarcely any conditions with which it can be confounded.
In almost nil cases, there is associated bronchitis, either in the form of repeated acute attacks, or, more frequently, of a chronic form of varying degrees of intensity. It is therefore necessary to guard aga inst overlooking
the evidences of emphysema, and considering such 9ases as simple forms of
bronchitis. Io cases wbere emphysema of long standing is accompanied
by severe and chronic bronchiLis, it may be confounded with phtLisis.
Apart, however, from the fact that chronic phtbisis i::; rare in childhood,
a careful study of the history of tbe case 1 and of the physical signs, will
enable us to avoid this error.
P1t0GNOS1s.-Only in extreme cases of emphysema in children is the
prognosis so unfavorable as iu this condition in f\dults . In many cases
where there cnn be no reasonable doubt that it exists to a considerable ex·
teut1 the lung-tissue regains its contracti lity soon after the exciting cnuse
of the eruphysema hns beeu removed, aud all evidences of its existence
gradually disappear. Even in more protracted cases, when the disease
pensists for some years, and leads to deformity of the thorax, there is
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ground for hope that, under lhe inAueuce of the de,·eloping c?n~ti~ution
and frame, and sustained judicious treatment, cousiderable relief will he
obtained. This is equally true in regard to the tendency to attarks of
nervous asthma, whi<:h is so frequently m~sociated with emphysema, as it is
true of its other symptoms. Children who, at au early age, suffer severely
with such attacks even from the slightest causes, are frequently seen to entirely outgrow the distressing tendency, and to bear any chauge of climate
or vicissitude of weather without inconvenience.
The prognosis of mediastiual and subcutaneous empby:sema dependent
upon the interlobular form, is of course controlled entirely by the nature
of' the primary di~ease. It uudoubtedly of itself aggrav~ttes the dy;;:pnc:ca
caused by the origiual pulmonary disease, but still very rarely reache~ so
ext,reme a degree as to endanger life. It must be borne iu mind, however,
that it is very frequently associated with pre-existing lesions of the lung~,
which, either from th eir character or their extent, are almost neces!:arily
fatal. Thus, of the 20 cases before referred to as on record, in only 4 has
this accident beC'n followed by recovery. It must, therefore, be regarded
merely as a serious complication, but one which would not justify au al ·
together unfavorable prognosis in an otherwise curable couditiou.
Tn.EATMENT.-The treatment of ca~es of acute pulmonary disease, in
the cour;,e of which it is suspected that emphy.:;ema has occurred, cannot
be much modified ou account of this complication. As it is, however,
closely dependent, in such cases, upon the frequent and violent cough, the
most important indication is to allay this by suitable antispasmodics aod
sedatives. At the same time, as the increased dy::-pnrea which is cau:::ed
by the development of the emphysema must seriou.:;ly add to the exhaus·
tion of the patient, the utmost care niu~t be exerted to sustain the vital
powers, and to discard every depressing element from the treatment.
The same remarks, which are used above with spe~ial reference to vesicular emphysema, apply with equal force to the interlobular form when it
becomes complicat~d with ruediastinal aud subcutaneous emphysema. The
only chance of recovery in such cases, is to be found in sedulously support·
ing the system uutil the primary disease (if of a curable nature) bas pa:!.:;ed
away, and the effused air has been gra<lually absorbed. This absorption
may be, to some extent, hastened by gentle frictions on the emphysematous
parts with the hand. In cases where the extent of the external emphysema
is such as to threaten life, minute punctures may be made in the dbtended
skin, and the escape of the air favored by gentle pressure with the bands
towards the point of puncture.
The most important 6eld for medical treatment is, however, to be found
in tho~e cases where emphysema, whether acute or uot in it3 incipiency,
has passed into a chronic or persistent form. The iudications fur treat·
mcnt which here pres~nt themselves, are mainly to relieve the chronic
bronchitis, which is almost invariably associated with emphysema, if it
bas not been its chief cause; to eradicate any rachitic tendency which
ofte.n coexists, _and, so far as p0ssible, to counteract its results; to guard
agarnst aad relieve the acute attacks of bronchitis often accompanied with
nervous asthma, from which such childrtm suffer; aad finally to favor, so
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far as lies in our power, the restoration of the dilated luog·tissue to it13
normal condition.
There are several cons id erat ions of a geoera l character, which will be
found to have a n important bearing upon these requirements.
Change of climate, wheu it can be ju<liciously made, is often attended
with ex<>ellcnt results, particularly as regards tbe bronchitic irritation and
the nttncks of asthma. We have known children who suffered most severely from the.-:e conditions, which were aggra\•ated by any tri\'ial causes
so long as they remained in their native place, but who on removal to other
climate~, receind marked relief and gradually outgrew the disea~e. It is
not at all necessary that thi.:i change should be to a di~tant spot; often the
mo"'t co nven ient, dry, elevated, inlnnd locality will answer excellently.
The clothing of such children sho uld be carefully studied and regulated.
'fithout being so heavy as to oppres5, it must be at all times warm enough
to thoroughly protect; and at the same time there should be a suit of flannel
or :,ilk (consisting of au undershirt with long sleeves, aud long drawers
coming <lown to th e ankles ), of varying thickne:-;s to su it the season, worn
throughout the year, to protect the surface of the body from the chilling
effocts of sudden vicissitm.les of temperature.
A,; further means to fecu re activity of the circulation and function of
the skin, the use of sa lt baths (of a. temperature to suit the season), and
followed by brisk rubbing with a coarse towel, are to be recommended.
In no condition of the system is the use of gymnastic exerei!:ie more to
be ins i~ted upon. 'Ve shoul<l select those exercises with Jight dumb-bells
or Indian clubs, which will tend to strengthen the mui:;cles of respiration,
expand th e lower portions of the chest, which, as we have already pointed
out, are apt to be retracted, with some iucurv:ition of the ribs, from the coexistence of J'ickel.s at an earlier age. As children in whom emphysema
assumes the chronic form arc usua lly over the age of G or 7 years, such
exercises cau be readily carried out.
Y ery recently several forms of apparatus have been devised for enabling
the respiration of air of dilferent degrees of coudensntiou or rarefaction
to be empl~yecl with accuracy. The one which we have ouri:elves em·
ployed is known as W"al<l enburg's apparatus, having been designed by
this lamented phyoician, who also was chiefly conce rn ed in introducing
this new method of treatment. In the case of emphysema, the patient
io cnu1Secl to expire into a. rece iver couta iuiog rarefied air. It is evident
tha.t Lhis will exert an increased suction power on the air in the lungs, and
thus will favor the empty ing of the air-vesicles aud the contraction of the
che::t to its uorma] limits. Undoubtedly in children, this method, which
we have used with good results in adults, should be employed with caution i
but it is e::pecially in young persons, when the elasticity of the ribs and of
th e lung·ti~sue is greater, that the most positive effect may be hoped for
in causing a restoratiOn of the chest to its normal size.
The selection of the diet should be made with care. It will often be
found that nil the symptoms are aggravated by any digestive disturb·
ance, nnd we have 8een, as is indeed frequently the case in emphysema of
adults, violent paroxysms of nervous asthma induced by indigestion. , As
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the digestion in such cbil<lren is apt to be weak, this point requires th
greater care.
As regards medication, the most important remedies are such as wil
affect the coustitution favorably.
'Ve should recommend the use of cod-liver oil in properly graduated
doses, and, especially where there are evidences of rachitic disease, the
compound syrup of the phosphate or the lacto-phosphate of lime may be
advantageously associated in the form of emulsion. If iron is not thus
adminh.tered in the form of the phosphate, the oil may be given alone,
and iron should be taken separately in some other combination, as in the
following:

B:. Potassii Bromidi,
Potas.iii Iodidi,
Syr. Ferri Io<licli,
Syr.Tolut:mi,

3ij.

.

fM
f3,·j.
f,3ij.-M.

Aqure,

Dose.

gr. x lviij.

A teaspoonful thrice daily in a little wate!'.

The dose here directed iR for a child of about eight years of age.
'Ve have also found the prolonged use of arsenic for its constitutional
effects of much value in some cases.
Cough should be relieved, So far as possible, without the use of opiates
and nauseating expectorants. Among the drugs which we have fonnd
most useful in controlling it, as well as relieving the chronic bronchitis
upon which it usually depends, are the iodide of potassium 1 which may
be advantageously combined with the pota~sium bromide, as iu the above
prescription, the bromide of ammonium, and the muriate of ammonia.
If the cough be very troublesome, especially at night, tincture of hyos·
cyamus and minute doses of morphia may be occasionally associated. It:
may, however1 become necessary to substitute for these, or to combine
with them, other alterative aud stimulant expectorants, such as seneka or
copaiba.
The use of quinia, and, at times, of strychnia with it, is indicated
throughout a large part of the treatment for the useful influence of these
drugs upon the digestion aud general nutrition, and especially upon the
tonicity of the muscular system.
The acute attacks of nervous asthma which are apt to occur from time
to time must be relieved at the moment by the prompt use of relaxing
emetics, hot mustard-water foot-baths, the inhalation of ether or of the
smoke of stramonium cigarettes. The frequency of these distressing
attacks will, however, be greatly influenced by the persistent employment
of the general treatment above sketched.
Finally, it must not be forgotten that despite the obstinacy and severity
of the symptoms of emphysema in some cases, and tbe po.sitive alterations
of the shape of the thorax, there is always reason to hope that if we can
succeed in removing the element of chron ic bronchitis, and in favoring
the expansion of the lower lobes of the lungs 1 so as in these ways to relieve
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the strain upon the upper portions of the organs, the di5lltended vesicles
will gradually regain their elasticity, and as the thorax enlarges with
advancing years, all symptoms of the disease will pa::;s away.

ARTICLE V.

DEFINITION;

FREQUENCY; FORMS.-Pleurisy consists in inflamma-

tion of the pleural serous membrane.
Idiopathic pleurisy is a comparntively rare disease under five years of
age, and especially in the first and second years of life. After the age of
five years it becomes more frequent. Secondary pleurisy, on the contrary,
or that which uccurs in the course of other diseases, is com moo at nil ages.
~[. Bouchut met with iL in 23 out of G8 autopsies of new-born and suckling childrC'u. Of the 23, 9 accompanied acute pneumonia, 6 tubercular
pneumonia,;) entero-colilis, arnl 3 different other diseases. This form of
the affection is apt to be overlooked during life, being masked by the
co1womitant disease.
'Ve bhall describe two forms of the disease, the acute and chronic.
PnEDl:SPOSING CausF.s.-As to the influence of age, it has already been
i:tated that i<liopatbic pleurisy is rare between birth and five years of age.
It is certainly rare, during tho~e years, in comparison with pneumonia,
and e:specinlly with bronchitis, for we finJ we have met with twice as many
cat"es of pneumonia, and seven times as many cases of bronchitis, as of
pleurisy under the age of 5 years.
Pleurisy occurs more frequently in boys than in g irl s. Of our own cases,
three times as many were iu boys as in girls. The idiopathic form is most
apt to occur in vigorous nod he~~rty subjects, \\hile the chron ic and cachectic forms attack those who are feeble and delicate. It is often 1 as already
stated, a secondary affection, occurring particularly during pneumoaia
and, after that disease, dur ing rheumatism, scarlet fever 1 and Bright's disease. Sea.'1011 is another predisposiug cause. It is most common during
winter and spring, ee;pecinlly the latter.
The exciting causes are very obscure iu most cases. The only ones which
seeru to have been ascertained with any certainty, are exposure to col<l
and sudden changes of weather. It bas been said to follow external violence. In one of the cases that came under our own observation 1 the child
had struck the affected side severely against a pointed stick on the day of
the attack.
ANATOMICAL LESIO:ss.-In some rare cases of very slight inflammation,
with serous effusion, the pleura may retain its normal appearance, but
usually it presents the characteristic lesions of inflammation. These are
more or less minute and abundant injection and pnnctation, and spots or
patches of nn eccbymotic appenrance, observable particularly at the points
where the formation of false membrane has taken place. Another change
1
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produced in the pleura by inflammation is tbe loss of its natural poli~h,
which is replaced by a more or less granular and rough appearance. Ju
chrouic cases it becomes whitish or opaliue iu color, and thickened. It is
very rarely softened.
Io addition to the lesions of the pleura itself there are various <fo1ea.<1ed
products of secretion which require notice. Thei-e may be either solid or
liquid. The solid products arc the false membranes which exist so generally in all serous inflarumaliom~. They are found both upon the cootnl and
pulmonic pleura. In their recent state they arc of variable size and thick·
nes.<i, being in some cases very soft and depo~ited in small points; in others,
more extensive, but thin, like paper; and in olhers again thicker (one
or two lines iu tbick11eso), firmer, and separable into se\'eral lnyer:'l.
The ouler layers are yellow, e]aslic, and soft, while the inner ones are red,
more resisting, nud marked with vascular arborization. "Then examined
some time ttfter their formation, the false membranes are found to ha\•e
been converted into cellular adheoions, which may be either very 100:0e, or
they may fasten the lung tightly to the cootal pleura. The adhesions are
generally, howr.ver, thin, transparent, and in the form of loooe bridle~.
After a length of tirue, the false membranes present the appearanc~ of
true serous ti~sue, and like that, are sui:;ceptible of inflammation.
The fluid found in the pleural cavity usually consists of transparent or
turbid serum, holding albuminous flocculi in suspension. Not rarely, however, there is an admixture of pus with the serum, or the effu:o"ion consists
of pure PL!S· Indeed it would seem that the tendency of severe acute
idiopathic Pleurisy to produce puruleut effusion is greater in young children than in adult:s. The liquid generally occupies the lowest portion of
the thoracic cavity, but is sometimes circumseribed at various height~,
or between the lobes of the lung by abnormal adhe:::.ions, or by some part
of the lung which has been rendered incompressible by inflammation.
The Jung presents various alteralions from its healthy condition. It is
pre:-:~ed backwards towards its root to a greater or less extent. The tis~ue
of the organ is generally fouod in one of two conditions: either harJ, not
crepitating, impenetrable to the finger, and presenting a smooth surface
when cut into, a state of' things which has been expressed by the term carnification, and which is a mechanical effect of pressure; or else the lower
Jobe, which is in contact with the fluid, is large, heavy.,fieshy, rather hard,
not so easily penetrable by the finger as iu simple hepatization, yielding
under pressure only a small quantity of lilood, and but slightly retracted
towards the spinal column. The latler condition depends in all probability on an effusion which has occurred after or coincidently with partial
hepatization.
In some cases, in which the effu:;ion is but small, or where it has been
absorbed, the lung is found to be elastic and crepitatiug. 'Vhatever the
amount of fusion may be, the lung can expand to its normal size if the
fluid be absorbed, unless it bas been too firmly bound down by false adhesions.
Pleurisy, whether complicated with pulmouic disease or not, is much lhe
most frequently confined to one side. In idiopathic cases, it is said to be
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more common on the right than left side; when it accompanies pneumonia,
to be 1 on the contrary, more common on the left th:.111 right.
SnwroMs.-Iu describing the symptom;/;, we shall treat first of the
phy~ical, oncl then of the rational signs, and of the courl:le of the di.:;euse.
The p/iyJiiral si111s are exceedingly important, as they of'Len constitute,
e~pecially in young children, the only means of recognizing the disease.
The 71lruml friction-sound is 1e.:::s important than some other physical ~igns,
as it is by no means constantly heard in children under five years of' age,
and only during the ab:o:orption of the fluid, ns a general rule, in those
above that age. Bronchial l'e.'lpiration may commonly be detected from an
early period io the attack. It is, however, to be carefully distinguished
from the true, suifttiog, superficial broucbial breathing due to pneumonic
consolidatiou of the lung. Iu pleuri~y. with eff'u5ion, the bronchial respiration i~ evidently transmitted from the bronchi of the compressed lung
nod from the trachea. Indeed, it will sometimes be found Lhat, in a case
where distinct bronchial breathing is heard o\·er the seat of the effusion
during noisy, hurried breathing, it will be lost anti replaced by a ft..eble respiratory murmur, if the child breathes quietly and without making any
noi!';e in the throat. At first the bronchial n;>5piratiou is usually heard
during in!:'piration, but afterwards it exists both duriug inspiration and
expiration, or in the former alone. Iu a majority of the cases it is heard
over the posterior portion of the thorax, and upon one side only. At first
it is audible over nearly the whole height of the aflected sitle, while later
in lhe <li~ease it can be perceived only at the inferior angle of the scapula
or in the interscapular space. lls duration is varinble; it may disappear
in a few days, or last for a much ionger time. This sigu is almost always
present at all ages in acute cases, but is often absent in those which are
slow anti tedious. In suckling children it is not constant, but intermits
occa::;ionnlly, so that it may be heard at one and not at the next exnmination. As the effusion subsides in favorable ca~es it is replaced by feeble
vesicular breathing, with or without friction-souuds; and later by pure
re!1ipiration. .EEgophony can rarely be detected iii children less than two
years old. Under that age there is heard instead of it resonance of the
cry, especially in tbe region beneath and on a Jiue with the spine of the
scapula. It is intermitting, like the bronchial respiration. ln children
over two years old, regophony can ofteu be distinguished by careful exarni·
nation, but never, of cot11·se, unless the quantity of effusion is considerable.
It is heard at an early period of the attack, and chiefly in acute cases, and
must be !mught for iu the lower portion of the interscapular space, and the
in(erior dor~al region. It coexists almost iD\·ariably with bronchial respiration, lasts but a short time, disappearing after one, two, three, or four
<lays, and it is intermittiug. In older children it is sometimes replaced by
difl'u::;ed resonance of the voice, ns it is by resonance of the cry in infants.
In a case that occurred to ourselves, inn girl between six and seveu years
old, and iu which the disease became chronie, the voice was not purely
regophonic, but reedy and quavering, from the fifth to the tenth day.
After that date the effusion became so great that all sound was suppressed.
Feeblene~d or absence of the respiratory nnmma seldom exi:sts at the be·
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ginning of acute cases, but in the subacute or chronic form is generally
pret>ent when the case is first seen. In the latter clas.s of ca~es feeble rc~
pirntion is noticed first over the inferior portion of the dorsal region, but
as the effusion increases, it is heard also in the upper and anterior regions,
and becomes more and more marked, until at length no sound whatever
is audible; the respiratory murmur is suppressed. Ia acute cases, on the
contrary, the absence of~the re:::ipiratory sound is observed at variable periods
of the attack; when notice<l soon after the invasion, it is generally coincident \\'ith distant and tran~mitted bronchial respirntion, which, heard at
fir:::;t over the whole or the inferior three-fourths of the dorsal region,
becomes afterwards perceptible only in the interscapular space, or at the
inferior angle of the scapula, while the respiration is feeble or absent over
the lower portioni:1 of the lung. In acute cases the feeble respiration remains limited to the dore:al region, and disappears after a few day~ 1 -in
from five to eight, according to our experience; while in chronic cases it
extends over a larger surface, and continues for several weeks, or even
months.
Percussion.-This means of diagnosis is very important in all cases of
the di.::eilse accompanied by effusion of liquid, unless the quantity be exceedingly small. 'Vhen, on the contrary, the inflammation results merely
in the production of thiu false ruembranes 1 percussion furnishes no useful
information .
Percussion is of no assistance, however, at the moment of invasion, as it
is not until the period at which effusion takes place that the resonance of
the thorax begins to be altered. In acute cases, the resonance is generally
duller than natural, though seldom entirely dull, on the second, third, or
fourth day. As the effusion augments, the dulness increases ovn the region
occupied by the fluid, until at length all resonance ceases, and the sound
is perfectly flat. The degree o~ duluess can be properly appreciated only
by comparing the two sides together. The degree, extent1 and dmation of
this sign will depend, of course, upon that of the effusion. In children, as
in adults, the sounds afforded by percussion vary with the positia.n Of the
patient, which influence, of course, the situation of the fluid in the pleural
cavity. When the effusion has become sufficiently large to compress the
lung to a considerable degree, the percussion uote over the upper part of
the lung, and especially beneath the clavicle, assumes a peculiar wooden
tympnnitic character. This character is very marked in most cases, nod
is in itself alone sufficient to arouse the attention of the physician. We
have several times been led to a correct diagnosis by this one physical
sign aloue. Observing its presence ought to lead to a thorough examina·
tion of the whole chest, when there is generally little difficulty in coming
to a correct couclusiou.
In regard to the physical signs of pleuro·pneumonia, it may be stated
that.wh.eu a pleuritic effusion takes place in a chil<l laboring under pneu·
mou1a, it happens, as a general rule, that the bronchial respiration occa·
sioued by the inflammation of the lung increases in intensity, though in
some few cases it is dimiuished or suppressed. Mi\I. Rilliet and Bartbez
lay down the following principle: 11 That when a ple1tritic ej'usion occur&
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iu a child affected witlt hepatization of the inferior portion of the hmg, all the
1

abnormal sounds which were perceptible over the diseased point m·e consider·
ably exaggerated, and the sonority disappears."
Inspection of the thorax affords no assistance at the invasion of the
disease, nor generally in acute cases which last but a short time, and in
which the amount of effusion is small. \Vb en, however, the effusion is
large, it may be observed, upon close examination, that the movements
of the affected side during respiration are more limited than those of the
opposite one, and that the iutercostal spaces are more projecting than
natural, iu consequence of distension by the fluid within. At the same
time men11uration will show that the side on whirh the effusion exi::.ts is
larger than the other. Tbe differeuce may amount to one.third or two·
thirds of au inch. Ia acute cases, in which the quantity of liquid is small,
mensuration will of course show no diffeL·ence.
Palpation is nu important means of diagnosis, especially in making the
distinction between pneumonia and pleurisy. In the former disease, the
vibration of the thoracic walls duriug either crying or ~peaking, is aug·
mented; whilst in the latter it is diminished, or when the effusion is con·
siclerable, ceases altogether. This sign is important, both in info.uts and
older children.
Another very important sign, which should al ways be looked for, is
displacement of the hecirt towards the healthy side by the pressure of the
effusion. Thus in large effusions ou the ·left side we have found the heart
pulsating below the right nipple. The value of this sign is particularly
great in chil<lren, as it can be determined with accuracy even if their agi·
tation or timidity renders other means of physical exploration difficult.
RA'flONAL SYMPTOMS; COURSE; DuRA'flON.-Acute pleurisy is com·
paratively rarely met with, as already stated, in children under six years
of age, except as a seconda ry affection. ln idiopathic cases it begins with
severe pain in the side, cough, some difficu lty of respiration, increased
frequency of the pulse, loss of appetite, thirst, bilious vomiting, sometimes
headache: and iu rare instances delirium. The pain in the side or stitch is
almost always present in acute cases, occurring in healthy children, while
iu those which are slight, or which occur in weak and debilitated subjects,
or very young childreu, it very often ca nnot be detected. Sometimes,
however, its existence may be ascertained in very young children by ten·
derness of the eide shown during the act of percussion . 'Vben present in
young children, it can always be detected by watching the face of the child
and observing its gestures during the act of coughing, and during full in·
spirations, as in those made in crying, after sudden movement, or in the
act of gaping. In an infant of thirteen months old, who was attacked
with pleurisy of the right side, with purulent effusion, and which ended
fatally within a month, only the blindest observer could fail to see that
every act of coughing was acutely painful, for the child uttered each time
a short, sudden cry, which was bushed as soon as given, while at the same
moment there pas.sed across the face an expression, amounting almost to a
grimace, of suilering, whieh was uuruistakable. The pain is aggravated
by coughing, by full inspirations, by change of position, and by percussion.
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The seat of pain is almost always in front, but it may f'Xtfnd irrC'g-ularly
over the whole of one si<le to the arm, or it m11y be confined to the fial~e
ribs, or less frequeutly to the neighborhood of lhe nipple; it g~utrally
laists from three to six days, though it sometimes continues longer. This
symptom was complained of iu most of the casf's that we have Sl-'f'll. In
~ome it was very acute and severe for one or two days, while in others it

was slight, uot well defined, and very trao~itory.

In one, the c:hild

~aid

there was no pain, but a sensation of weakness iu the side "hen 8he

coughed.

In another, the pain wns severe for a few hour~. but wa~ re·

lie,·ed by a sinapi~m, aud was not felt agaio, though the attack re ... ulted
in a very large effusion on that side. In a third it lasted a week, and iu
a fourth only two days, though in both the effusion was exten!.-ii\'e, and
required several weeks for its absorptiou. Ju a fifth case it continuc<l for
fi.1.re days. In the last, the effui.;ion wns very slight. It was aggrnvated
in all these cases by coughing, Ly the act of re:-piration, especially \\hen
this was deep, and by motion.
Cough exists io nearly all idiopathic cases and generally from th{! onset,
though sometimes not before the second or third <lay. Usually frequent
and dry, it commonly retains these character;0;, in acute cases, for four or
six days, and then dimiuishcs rapidly. lo more tedious cases it continues
for a longer time, but moderates in violence after some days. Iu 8CCOO·
clary cases it has no special characters. It was pre::;ent in all but oue of
the cases seen by ourselves. Its character varied very much. In some it
was frequent, teasing, and very painful. In others it was rare, s<:arcely
trouhle::mme, and only !;lightly painful. In all it was \·ery dry, thi::; con·
stituting one of its most marked features, and giving it a very different
character from the cough of hronehitis, a.n<l also, though somewhat less
di~tinctively, from that of pneumonia. It continued almost entirely dry
throughout the disease, except in a case which became complicnted nfter a
time with slight brouchial inflammation, and, in that, it became loose.
There is generally no e:tpectomlion; if' any, it consbts of a small amount
of whitish, frothy, sero.mucous fluid.
The respiration is u~ually accelerated in acute cnses, but rerunios natural
in other respects; the clyspnroa, however, is slight, as a general rule, com·
pared with that of pneumonia. The difficulty of breathing is commonly
in proportion to the earliness of the age, and to the extent and rapidity
with which the eff1.1sion takes place. In the acute cases that hn.ve come
under our own observationJ the breathing was usually about 3G, 38, 40 1
and 48, but in one case it rose to 68 for a. eingle day. It was not labored,
and appeared to be difficult only from the fact of its being more or Jess
painful. Ia a case of double pleurisy, it was most laborious, an<l dre11.d·
fully painful, as was also the cough. In the cases attended with but
slight pain, there wns no dyspnrea. It usually subsided after two or
three days, when large effusion took pla.ce, couverting the case into the
chronic form.
•
·rhe fever is not usually very great, and seldom lasts more than n. few
days 1 or a week. In some few cases, however, that we have seen, the
febrile reaction bas been very high. Ia one, in a child between three aud
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four year:; old, the pulse rose to 172 on the first day, though tlu: respiration was but 3G; the :;kin was very hot and dry 1 and there was ,·ery great
drowsiuess and inattention. Iu Clther cases the pulse was 1-!0, 128, and
124. The acceleration of' the pulse usually lasts three 01· four days, after
whieh it fall~, so that by the end of a week it is seldom over 70, 80, or 90.
The heat of' ~kin is not very great in most i11staoces, and generally subsides
rapidly aud disappears after a fCw days. Thus during the first few clays
of the attack, the temperature may ri:se to 103° or 10-±0 ; but it sooo falls,
and, during the remainder of the casei usually fluctuates betweeu 100.5°
and 10~ 0 • \Vhen the case is complicated with pneumouia, the elevatio11
of' temperature is even more marked and pefoists for a longer time . In
acute seC'onclary attack:;:, the f'ehrile symptoms are more marked, as a gen·
eral rule, than as ha~ just been deecribed, because of t.he existence of tbe
conrurrent disease.
The rounten(mce presents no particular characters, except that an exprc:;~inn of pain passe::; ucross it occasioual\y when the child cough8, or
tRkc:1 a deep breath. It is seldom deeply flushed as in pneumonia. The
alro nasi are dilated ouly duri ng the continuance of the difficulLy of re~ 

pirntio11.
The dec11bitus is generally dorsal or indifferent. In two cases observed
by u..:, in which the effusion was large, the nurnbe1· of inspirations was
a l way~ from three to five greater when the child laid on the sound, than

wher1 on the attected side.
1Ieo.d11che is often present dur iug the first few days, in children over six
years of age, and is sometimes very severe.
011m1!:Jio11s mny occur at the onset in very young children. The
sfre11gtlt is not u~ually much d iminhshed, except <luring the acute period.
The appetite i~ diminished and the thirst acute, but neither of these symptoms is so marked 11s in pneumonia. The tongue is usually moibt, and
sometime~ covered with a. coat of whitish fur; the abdomen is natural.
Bilif11t8 'Vomiting occurs in a cuusiderable proportion of cases. 'l'he f!iools
are generally regular, or there is some constipation.
Uri11e.-Tbe urine in pleurisy lms the so-called febrile character:::, but
usually 11ot in any degree approaching to the urine in pueumonia, the
water being le...:s dimiui~hed, and the urea less increased. Iu cases where
there is rapid effusion into the pleura, the chlorides are lessened or almost
wanting i and reappear as the effusion is absorbed. Albumen is scarcely
ever presf>nt.
Cotme of the Disease.-The cough, pain, fever, and difficulty of breathing continue for several day~, after which all but the cough generally dis·
appear, while that commonly persists in a mild form . In acute cases, the
appetite now begins to return, the thirst moderates, and auscultatio11 re·
veals ouly foebleue.:;s of the respiratory murmur, with slight dulness on
percul;Sio11. The geuernl symptoms cease soon after this, and the patient
id entirely ronvalesceot in from one to three weeks, though feeble respira·
tioo, with or without friction-sounds, and dimiuished resonance sometimes
pen:;i.st for a longer per iod.
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PLEURISY.

Crrnmnc PLEURISY may follow the acute form, or occur as an idiopathic disease. Io the former case, the acute symptom~ dimini...,h after
a variable length of time, but the fever does not cease entirely, and often
recurs towards evening and assumes a hectic type. In the latter case there
is usually a very moderate degree of fevn at first, which soon subsides and
then di:mppears, or there is none at nil; the pain is generally, though not
alwaysi vague, uncertain, and attracts hut liuJe notice. In one case that
we attended, the cough was frequeut, rather dry, and very painful for the
first few days, after which it became looser anrl ceased entirely, though
the inferior two-thirds of the right side were filled with effusion for a
period of two weeks afterward::;. Io a second, in which the whole of the
left side was occupied by the effusion, there was no cough whatever. Io
a third, there was a very slight, infrequent cough duriug the first day, but
after that, though the effusion occupied the right side up to the epine of
tl1 e scnpula, there was none through the day, and merely a little hacking
at night. In a fourth, in a girl between four and five years old, there was
considerable fever during the fir.st week, but literally no local symptoms
whatever, so that the case was mistaken for one of bilious fever by another
physirian . \\'hen it came under our notice, some ob:::curity in the symptoms IC'cl us to examine the chest, where we found an effusion occupying
the lower third of the right side. The fover was now diminishing, and
soon disappeared, but the effusion increased, without pain, and with only
an occasional cough, until it filled up three.fourths of the side. It then
stopped, and after several days began to recede. At the end of about six
weeks the child was quite well again, and continues so to this time, about
three years. In a fifth case, in a boy, between five and six year::; old, the
attack was extremely obscure. There was very slight fever, almost uo cough,
indeed none except upon some exertion being made, aurl theu scarcely
noticeable, and no severe pain . In fact, the child complained of no pain
whatever, but upon being asked, referred to an uneasy sensation in the
inferior lateral region of one side. The tongue was coated, and the symptoms were rather those of some bilious derangement, than of auythiog
more serious. lt was not until after four or five days of attendance, that
a careful examination of the chest showed the existence of a slight effusion
on the right side. Tb is gradually increased until it reached nearly up to
the clavicle, and then slowly disappeared again.
The above are mentioned as illu!'trations, chosen from the verv co&·
siderable numbrr of cases we have met with, of the great irregulartties in
the mode of de\"elopmeut and general symptoms of chronic pleuri~y, and
of the danger of errors of diagnosis in consequence. In fact, it is only by
the formation of an unvarying habit of making a careful phy8ical exploration of the chest in every case coming under our care, that we can avoid
the ri .. k of occasionally overlooking lateral pleural effu.sions.
The re~piration is somewhat accelerated in all case!!, and when the effu·
sion is very large, and especially when it is purulent and attended wi1h
violent hectic fever, it is sometimes excessively labored and difficult. lo
some of the ca.;:es that we have seen, however, even when the effusion has
been very large, the breathing has not been difficult. In one case it was
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between 40 and 50 during the first two dn.ys, after which it fell;as the
effusion took place, to 30. Io a second it was -15 at first; at the end of a
week it was 38; at the entl of the third week, as the effusion was being
ab;iorbcd, it had fa.lien to 28, soon after whirh the recovery was completed. In a third it was so slightl y disturbed that we did uot at first
suspect any disease of the chest. On the fourteenth day, the effusion
reaching then nearly to the sp ine of the scapula, the breathing varied
between 40 and 28 during sleep, but during the waking state there was no
visible oppression.
The effus ion is usually large, excepting in the comparatively rare cases
where it is circumscribed by adhesions. The side is evidently enlarged, the
in crease of size being visible to the eye, and readily ascertainable by men~uration. In addition, the tissues of the affected side seem tense, nn<l the
intercostal depressions are obliterated. The heart is pushed by the effusion towan1s the healthy side, so that the apex-beat is considerably displace<l; and, if the ri ght side be affected, the liver is pushed downwards
so that its border can be detected hy percussion one-half inch or more
below the margin of the ribs. Ou ca reful inspection it will be seen that,
while the respiratory movements of the healthy side are free and even
much exilggerated, the side of the tborax on which the effus ion exists is
almust motion less during respiration. Percussion yields marked dulness
over the seat of the effusion. If the pleural sac is not enti rely full up to
the clavicle, it will be found that, ou changiu g the position of the patient's
boily, the upper line of percussion-dulness varies its position on account of
the gravitation of the liquid. Percussion over the lung above the level of
the effusion develops the peculiar pseudo-tympanitic note that has already
beea described. Quite frequently, if the effus ion be large, a sli ght sense
of fluctuation may be obtained by palpat.ion of the iutercostal spaces.
Upon auscultation, the respiratory murmur i~ often suppressed. At
other times, a distaot and transmitted bronchial breathing may be heard
O\'er the seat of' the effusion. This can, however, be distinguished from
th~ clear, snifHing, superficial bronchial 6reathing of lobar pneumonia.
In these cases of chronic pleurisy in children, the effusion is very apt
to be purulent, constituting empyema or pyothorax. There are then, in
ad<lition to the symptoms and signs of pleural effusion, the evidences of
marked hectic fe\.·er. The chi ld emaciates, grows pale, and has feve r in
the latter part of the day, followed by night-sweats. In some cases where
the effusion has been at first serous, aud later becomes purulenti the developmeut of empyema h:1 clearly indicated by a return of elevated temperature, which now persists with very marked morniug rernis::;ious and
evening exacerbatious.
The course and modes of termination of chronic pleurisy differ much
in diffdrent cases 1 cbiefly ia accordaacewith the character oftbefluid. In
a large proportion of cases where tbe effusion is serous, absorption gradually
takes place under the influence of treatment ia from one to five mouths,
and the patient recovers with a contraction of the side, which eventually
cli:-inppears as the compressed lung expands. \Vhere 1 oa the contrary, the
etru~iou is puruleut, abso rpti on is impossible, and unltss para<.'ente::is of
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the cht>st is performed nnrl the pus drawn off, it will be spmitnneou~ly
e\·acuctled by ulceration through !'Ome point of the chest-wall or by an
opening into the lung, or the cbild mu~t die, worn out by the i11terfore11ce
with breathing and by the persi:;tent hectic fever.
"'hen nn external
opening fonm, it is most f'requenlly in front :ind in the third or fhurth
iotercostal space. "\Ve have, however, met with ca~es where the opening
occurred low down in front or on the postero-lateral aspect of the l'he..~t.
'Vlrnn an opening form:::; iuto the lung, the occurrence is u.:ually announced
by a sudden and copious expectoration of pu'l. The following ab .. trnct
from our record of a ca1;e may be given, as showing the course of em-

pyemn when a spontaneou:S cure takes place by the cvacuatioa of the fluid
tbrough au opening in the walls of the chest. This case r1ccurred in a
very hearty boy, of between four and five years of age. He was tnken
sick iu the couotry, with what was snpposed to Ue au attack of typhoid
fever. After many weeks of violent illue:;.s, nn n.h~cess show~d itllelf in
the neighborhood of tbe lt!ft nipple. This, at the end of two month.~. dis·
charged, and the patient began to improve. At the end of three muntl1i',
he was brought to town, and we saw bim. \\re found a fi~tulous orifice,
di5chargiog occa~ionally con . . iderahle quantities of pus, just below nod in·
side of the left uipple. The left side was very m1a·h contractLd, and the
lung was retracted into the upper part uf the cheet. He wns put upon
cod-liver oil, wine, and 1rnt.ritiuud food, and gradually improved. Jfo w:ts
soon removed to the country, und we did not sec him again, but have since
heard that be had entirely regained his health.
D1AGNos1s.-Pleurisy may be confou11tled with pneumonia or hydrothorax. The latter term is used to imply mere passive serous effu:siou iuto
the pleural sac, such as occurs in coouectiou with heart disease, or in the
cour::;e of Bright's disease. The fact that au eftu::;ion has resulted from
pleuri;;y will be determined by the history of the ca~e. the acute attack,
the pain, and the fever; by the effusion being liniited to one side of the
chest; aud by the absence of tbe symptoms of those affections which lead
to hyrlrothorax.
The distiuction between acute pleurisy noel lobar pneumonia id more
difficult than that between pleurisy and liydrothorax, an<l in some in·
stauces is subject to com,iderable duubt. lt may generally be arri,·ed at,
however, by attention to the differences laid down in the following table,
which is taken from the Bibliotheque du 1llf::clecin Practicien:
,\CUTF; JDIOPATUlC PNJ::Ci\IOSIA.

Frequent arter six years of age i rare
under that age.

Frequent after six years of age; more
rare under that age, but much Je,..., so than
pleurisy.
Begins with cougl r It ti
·
·

Bef!ins with dry cough, i:;harp thoracic

ff :;~i!l:i~'.)l~i~.~ili1~~:'.~:::~~:~::i;;

t~;~:;~:::;;~~:~: ~:~{j{~~~;;~~::~i~i:

Modification of the phy1;ical fligns by
change of position.

No modification under like circntn·
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ACUTE JDIOPATHIC PNEUMONIA.

Fe\'t~r and accelcralion of the respiration usually moderate. Rapid diminutiC1n of these symptomR from the fourth to
the i;evcnth da~·.
Expectoration abs:cntor very slight.

1;-everYiolentjCOn>;iderableacceleration of the respiration. Diminution of
thei;e symptoms less marked, lC'ss rapid,
and not before the sixth or ninth day.
Expectoration mucous; sometimes sanguineont'; \·ery rarely rust-colored .
.Xorhonc:hi.
Rhonchi preceding, following, and
often accompanying the bronchial respiration.
Abc:cnce of \•ibration of the thoracic
A11gmentation of vocal resonance very
parictes during speaking or crying.
sensible in older children, and in a less
degree in all.
Conn:;e of the disease irregular i rapid
Cour<:e of the diseru;e regular; steadily
1lic::ippearance in !'Orne cases, J)rolonged increasing in most eac:es, and then diminduration in othen;. The bronehial respi- ishing from the sixth or nimh da.y. Bronration is substituted or masked by feeble chial respiration moredis<>eminated.
respiration.

lo some cases, especially in young children, where the onset of pleurisy
is very sudden and acute, tbe general febrile disturbance may entirely
mask the local symptoms, and lead to the belief that some one of the exauthemata is about to dl·velop itself.
Thus we have met with cases where, in the midst of full healtht the
child has been seized with violcot fever; ~xtreme restlessnet:11 alternating
with stupo r ; repeated rnmiting i great fre11uency of pulse i acceleration
of re:ipiration i but with little or no cough and no complaint of pain in
the ~ide. la one instance of this kind, the heat of skin, rapi<lity of pulse,
anJ frequency of the vom iting worP. so marked that for twenty-four hours
we suspected the approach of scarlet fovcr, and not until the second cltty
were we able to sati::Sf)r ourselves of the nature of the attack by ohserving
that the act of re!==piratiou was evidently painful, anrl by detecting the
phytSical signs of plast ic pleurisy over the right apex posteriorly.
lu two cases, one at the nge of 3 months, the other at lk yearR, we have
observed most excessive and almost tetaniform reflex irritability, so that
the sl ightest movement of the child's body, or the attempt to examine the
chest, would provoke violent starlings and spasmodic contractions of the
entire body. In both of these cases a fatal result followed, and po,:;t.mortem examination revealed the presence of localized empyema.
The chron ic form of pleurisy with extensive effusiou may be easily distinguished by the history of the case, by the physica l signs which we have
carefully detailed, and by attention to the character of the general symp·
toms.
PnoGNOSrs.-Acute idiopathic pleurisy is rare ly a. fatal disease in healthy
children. ' \"'hen, however, it occurs in infants uuder a year old the mortality is much greater. The clanger is also of course greatly increased
when the pleuri::.y i~ double, or when it is complicated eitber with pericarditi3 or with pneumonia. Of 5 cases of primary pleuro-pneumonia, observed by Hilliet and Barthez, 2 died; while of 10 secoudary cases, 8 died.
A fatal resu lt may follow al::SO wheo the inflammation is very violent, and
16
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leads to the rapid formation of a large collection of pus ; or when the pur·

ulenteffusiou is comparatively small, but is circumscribed hy adhe::;ions in
such a position that it is difficult to define its precise locality, or to evacuate
itsuccessfully. 'Ve would specially indicate collections between the under
surface of the lung an<l the diaphragm 1 or between the pericardia! sac and
the inner surface of the left lung, as having proved themselves dangerous
in our own experience.
Chronic pleurisy is generally a serious, and sometimes a fatal disea~e,
though since the more frequent and more skilful use of paraceutesis many
cases are cured which would formerly have proved fatal.
Tn.EATMENT.-:The hygienic treatment in this, as indeed ia all the diseases
of cbildren 1 is of the utmost importance 1 and ought to be regulated by the
practitioner himself. In all forms of the disease, the child should be care·
fully protected from cold, and in the acute form, kept at rest, aud if possi·
ble, in bed. Tbe diet must be very strict, and should consist for a few days
of the preparations of milk. After the fover bas Jisappeared, bread and
milk, vegetable soup with a few oysters boiled in it to make it agreeable,
and gradually rice, potatoes, and at last small quantities of meat, may be
allowed. In the chronic form the diet ought to be nutritious, but regulated
with equal care as to quantity and material. In that form the patient
should be taken into the air if the weather be mild and dry, and in winter
the chamber ought to be well aired from time to time.
Bloodletting.-In acute cases occurring in vigorous children over five
years of age, marked by intense fovn and pain in the side, and which
are seen soon after the onset, local depletion may be employed. The
amount of blood to be taken should not exceed t\\o or three ounces;
and this should be withdrawn by small cups applied over the seat of
inflammation. Iu younger children, as well as in all whose constitutions
are not robust, it is better to limit ourselves to the use of a fow dry cups.
Depletion in any form ought to be avoided io most of the secondary cases,
unless the symptoms are very acute and the child strong and vigorous; also
in all chronic cases, after the febrile symptoms have been dissipated, aod
in 1€eble, delicate children .
.Antimonials-Febrffuges-Opiotes.-A moderate use of the nntimoninls
is of great service in the acute stage of the disease. Small doses of anti·
monial wine and sweet spirit of nitre, or fractional doses of sulphurnted
antimony, as recommended in tbe article on pneumonia, will generall.r
cause the fever, dyspncea, and cough to subside rapidly. Large doses are
uonece!'lsary in any case, and are liable to be injurious in all.
In cases in which antimonials ought not to be useci, as where they are
opposed by some idiosyncrasy, in children of low vital force, and in the
secondary form of the di;.;ease, we have found a citrate of potash mixture1
containing ipecacuanha and opium, and digitalis, when the heart is much
excited, very useful. The quantity of opium must be proportioned to the
pa.in . When .this is sev~re, the doses must be full. The good effects of
thn1 remedy ID serous mflarumations are now generally acknowledged.
At two years of age, one drop of laudanum in the above mixture, every
two hours ; or half a grain of Dover's powdn, with the twelfth of a grain
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of:=ulphurated antimony, every two hour~. until a decidedly tranquillizing
dft>ct i:-. obwi11ecl, may be used. "rhea po13itivedrowsiness ha s been brought
about, the dose.sought to be given at longer iutervnl.s-e\•ery three or four
hour~.

Jft>rcury.-ln former years mercury was constantly employed in conjunction with bloodletting. 'Ve have , however, long opposed its use as unnece!<sary in acute ca.;;e:=, but have stated that there was high authority for
employing it in cases of the acute form teuding towards the chronic, and
in confirmed chrouic caoeii; allding, however, that we hrtd rarely found it
neC'e..-.. ary even in thes.e.

\\r(>

find, now, that Dr. w·e:it, of London, still

speak< highly of it. He •ays (/oc. cit., p. 303): ''After depletion, our
chief reliance is to be placed on calomel, which should be freely given iu
combination with opium or Dover's powder; and a11 attack of pleurisy
thus Lrealed will often be cut off in thirty-six or forty-eight hours." Dr.
J. Lewi" HmiLh, of New York (loc. cit., p. 279), does not e\·eu meutiou
ml•rcury in his remarks on treatment. Dr. Thom·:ts Hillier ( Disea.~es of
Children, Amer. ed., 186U, p. 87) says: "Formerly I ga\·e mercury to all
cases of primary pleurisy, but this praclice I have dbcontinued, except in
the form of an aperieot. Instead of it, salines, such as acetate of ammonia, nitrate of pola::ib or soda, the citrate of potash, nnd nitrous ether,
nre given.''
The experience we have had, since we last wrote, has not at all increa:-;ed our faith in this reme<ly in pleurisy. \Ve believe that as time goes
on, aud knowledge grows, there is reason to think that the good effects
formerly ascribed to cnlomel in such a variety of diseases, were largely
clue to the medicines giveu with it, and particularly the opium (without
which it was not often used ), the ipecacuanha, the salines, and even the
antimonia.ls.
The remedies employed by ourselves, after the disappearance of' the
acute !')'mptoms1 when the effusion has taken place, and especially if
there .:.ce111s uny tendency for the case to pass into the chronic form, are
either iodide of potassium in syrup of sarsaparilla, :iccorcliug to the following formula:
lL Pot:t""· Todidi,
.
Hyrup. ~arsap. C'omp. 1
,\rJUfC'1 rift,

gr. xvjadxnij.
r.~j.-M.

Dose. A teaspoonful three times a da~· j
or the ~yrup of the iodide of iron, of which from thirty to sixty drops
~hould he ~uh~titnted for the iodide of pota<isium iu such a mixture as the
above. The iodide of pot:i.s::;ium is preferable in the early stage, and may
httve lhe acet1lfe of potn.~a ns~ociated with it. After a. time, and especially
in anremic and delicate patient~, the iodide of iron should be substituted.
Uncll•r this treatment, combined with the application of a Burgundy pitch
pln~tcr to tho ::!ide, or some other form of counter.irritant, the effusion has
u:0uully di~nppeared in from two to eight weeks, though diuretics may have
failed to make any impression on the cases.
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Diureli~s are highly recommended in the treatment of cases in' whirh
effusion has taken place. Those chiefly employed are squill~. digitali~,
and nitre. The squill is given alone, or in combination with digitalis, amt
by some with calomel, or with both. !he dose of the powder of squil} or
digitalis, is about a quarter of a gra111 every two or three lHlur.s: . fl~e
squill may be used also in the form of syrup or oxymel, ~nd the d1g1t~l1i1
in tincture. These two substances may be employed m the fullowmg

formula:
R.

A~t. Reill~•.

Tinct.DigiLalis,
Aqure,.

r3;j.
gll. l:XX.

f,5h•.-.M.

Of this a teaspoonful is to be given three or four times a clay to children

two years old.
Purgatives ought to be used during the acute stage of pleurisy to aa extent sufficient to keep the bowels soluble, and to t\Ct as mild evacuaotF.
In chronic cases, on the contrary, they are particularly recommended as
evacuauts, in order to deplete the bloodvPssels, and thus hasten the nb·
sorption of the effusion. So far as our experience goes, this treatment is
unnecessary, as diuretics and alterntive tonics are generally sufficient,
without a resort to violent remedies, which must initate the intestiual
mucous membrane, always extremely s;:usceptible in children, to a dangerous degree.
Tonics are often necessary in chronic, and sonretimes, after the febrile
symptoms have subsided, in acute cases occurring in feeble and delicate
children. The most suitable are quinine, in the dose of a grain morning
and evening, small quantities of port wine, and the preparations of iron.
Etter11al Remedies.-Blislers are very generally employeJ, in the acute
form, to relieve pain and dyspnrea,and, in chronic, to hasten the absorption
of the effused liquid. 'Ve did not apply them in the cases uu<ler our
charge, having succeeded very well without; but we would not hesitate to
make use of a small one, applied for a period not longer than two Lours,
if the pain and oppression persisted. In chronic pleurisy the application
of a large Burgundy pitch plaster, made rather weaker than what is used
for adults, and large enough to cover nearly the whole s:ide, would be preferable to blisters. We are also iu the habit of painting the chest-wall,
over the seat of the effusion, with dilute tincture of iodine, every day, or
as frequently as the irritability of the skin will permit. The following
mixture is of about the proper strength for a young child:
Jl. Tr.Iodinii,.
Chloroformi,
Alcohol is,

f,=:;ii,i.
f3j.
f3iv.-)f.

Paracentesis.-Of late years, the operation of paracentesis, in cases of
pleurisy, both acute and chronic, has be~D perfol'med so frequently, and
with such encouraging results, that it may now be considered to occupy
an assure<l position among the remedies for certain conditions of this di~·
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It appears desirable, therefore, to discuss somewhat in detail tbe

circum;.;tances in which it is applicable, the indications which call for it,
and to a certain extent the mode of its performance. Ia doing this, we
;;hull avail ourselves freely of the admirable and exhaustive discussion of
this operation by the lamented Trousseau ( Glinique .Medicate, tom. i, pp.
619-698), to whose practice and teaching it was in great part due that
pareucentesis thoracis was first generally recognized as a justifiable operation for the relief of excessive pleuritic effusions.
Io acute pleurisy he recommended the operation more frequently than
most authorities consider necessary. \Vbenever, indeed, the effusion becomes so excessive as to almost entirely fill the pleural sac on the affected
side, displaciug the adjacent viscera seriously, whether the patient presents
intense dy::.pnc::ca or not, he advises its performance. The reasons urged by
him fol' this practice were, that although ordinary cases of acute pleurisy
almost i11variably recover, yet when such excessive effusion exists 1 it may
prove fatal in mol'e than oue way. It has not very rarely happened that,
from the obstruction to respiration, conjoined with the embarrassment of
the hea1·t1s action due to its tw isting and dislocat ion, death has occurred
sudflenly; and we have met with the records of several cases in children
which had this unfortunate and unexpected termination.
Again, in these cases of excessive serous effusion, if the fluid be not removed either by absorption or paracentesis, there is great danger that the
case will be converted into one of empyema, not from the actual conversion of the serum into pus 1 but from the altered condition of the secretion
from the pleural surface.
But even when the fluid does not become thus converted into pus, but
remains clear a.ad serous, absorption is very slow, and the patieut may
perish from exhaustion and hectic fever. During the long time necessarily
occupied in the absorption of the fluid also, the pleurisy really becomes
less and less curable, siuce the lung contracts such close and dense adhesions as prevent it from ever fully expanding again. Finally, if any tuberculoui:; cliatbesis exists, the long course of the pleuritic attack favors very
greatly the development of phtbisis.
The chief objectio11s which have been urged against the performance of
paracentesis in these acute cases are that the effusion will form again
rapidly, requiring repeated punctures and exhausting the patieut; that the
operatio11 prolongs the duration of the case; and that there is danger of
converting tbe serous effusiou into a puruleut one.
In regard to the first of these, however, experience has shown that in
many cases a single puncture is sufficieut, and that even when the fluid
does reaccumulate, it is rarely to such an extent as to demand a repetition
of the operation.
There is, again, no rea~on for supposing that the puncture, if properly
performed, can iu any way tend to proloug the case. In regard to the
lai;:;t objection, the cases recorded sufficiently show that if care be taken to
prevent the admisi;ion of air, there is not much reason to apprehend the
coove1·sion of a serous into a purulent collectiou, unless the constitutional
t.'Ondition is so impaired that iu all probability the case would have passed
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into one of extensive empyerua, had the operntiou not been performed at
all. fodced, it is proved by the direct experiments of Nysteu and Hew.
son, that air iajected into tbe pleural cavity does not harm 1 io the least, the
serous mernbraue.
Since the recent introduction of the greatly improved apparatus for
performing paraceutesis, also, this source of danger is to a great extent
removed. By means of Bowditch's instrument, or, better still, by one of
Dieulafoy's aspirator~. the efJUsion can be wilhdrawn through a cnuula so
fine that it'5 puncture scarcely creates the slightest irritation, and at lhe
same time with entire exclusion of air. la this manner, paracentesis has
been performed repeatedly of late years, even in the acute stage of pleurisy, without being followed by any of the unfavorable results formerly
so much dreaded .
Iu view of the various risks iocurre<l in cases of excessive hy<lrothorax,
Trou::::::'eau thus sums up his remarks upon the operation: "'Vhenever
auscultation and percu:;;:-:ion reveal the pre~ence of a very large effu:-:ion,
whether its formation has been attended with acute symptoms or not,
which interferes seriou.:-ly with respiration, even though dyspnrea is nut
marked; and when this effusion teods to increase, despiLe the acti,·e cmploymeut of local and general remedies for nine 01· ten days, the operation
is iudicated." He especially dirPcts attention to the fact that the mere
amount of dyspncca must not be taken ar:i a guide, since this may he
ab.o::ent, although there are at the same time evideuces of grave iuterference
with the oxidation of the blood. If, however, during the existence of such
nu effusion, spells of suffocati\·e dyspncea should ensue, or syncopal attack~,
the operation is urgently called for.
In the London IIoP.pil<tt Reports for 1865, these views are warmly advocated and powerfully supported by Dr. Fraser, who believes that the
operation should be more generally employed than at present.
'Ve have already alluded to the fact that occasionally an extensive
effusion will remain ~crous fnr a long time, but in the majority of cases,
and e::pecially in children, it sooner or later becomes transformed into
pus. Indeed, so frequently does this orcur, that 'Vest expresses his couviction that in every case of idiopathic pleurisy in childhood, in which
fluid is poured out in considerable quantity, the effusion is either originally
purulent, or becomes so very speedily. In these unfortunate cases, where
there is little or no disposition to absorption, where marked hectic fever
and exhausting night-sweats soon set in aod rapidly debilitate the patient,
nod where the moiil favorable result that can be hoped for is that the pus
will either evacuate itself externally, or open into the lung aud be expectorated, the operation of paracentesis should undoubtedly be performed.
It is evident, indeed, that paracentesis must here have many ad\•antages, since in cases where the pus discharges externally spontaneously, it
is almost invariably about the fourth intercostal space, and outside of the
nipple, at a point therefore which renders it impossibie for the pus to
freely evacuate itself, and which thus tends to keep open the fistula for a
very long time. Again, it not rarely happens in these case~ that the

fistula does not lead directly into the pleural cavity, but that the push"'
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burrowed iu the thoracic walls, leadiug to denudation and necrosis of the
rib'i or sternum .
The termination by the establishment of a pulmonary fistula, and the
evacuation of the pus through th e bronchial tubes, is n comparatively
favorable one, but yet the case is apt to be more tedious, and certainly the
lun g-ti.:;sue mu~t be much more seriously affected than when a free exit is
given to the matter by the operation of paraceutesis. Io the:::e ca:;es, of
couri'e, the effusion will almost certainly form again, nod either require
repeated punctures, or a fi~tula will be establi::.hed, through which pus
will discharge almost daily.
In addition to the advantages afforded by relieving the system of this
source of irritntiou, and giv in g the luug a chance to expan<l, paracentebis
enables us also to introduce medicated fiui<ls iuto the thorax, 1rnd t.hu s to
modify the diseased pleuml surface. 'Ve will detail below the injections
which appea r to us most useful for this purpose.
Althollgh, even under the most favorable circumstances, empyema is a.
mo::;t dangerous and not rarely fatal affection, number:; of ca~es nre on
record in whieh life has been undoubtedly ~avecl by a recourse to this
operation, and it has been uoticed that the proportion of success is much
grenter in cases of child ren than of adults. Thu8, out of 46 cai:es in
childhood, 13 of which occurred in \Ve:3t :3 practice, no less than 3.5
terminated favordbly, there beiog one death in every 4 cases.
In n receut paper by l\L Guinier, of l\Ioatpellier ( Bttll. de l'Acad. de
Mid., t. xxx, p. G45; Bien. Refrospect of New Syd. Soc., 1865-G, p. 1.52),
the particulani of 31 cases from clifierent authors are recorded. The
patients were of all ages up to 14 years; as many as 16, however, were in
their 7th, 8th, or 9th year. In one of his own cases, a rapid recovery
was effl!cted in a ease of extensive sero-pu rulent effusion in a nursing child
one year old. The mortality was about 1 iu 6; and in no instance does
the operation appear to have done any harm, but, on the other hand,
seems to have relieved suffering and retarded death even in the fatal cases.
One reason of this greater success iu early life possibly is, that the much
grenter mobility of the chest-walls in children allows a rapid contraction
of the thorax to occur after the pus has been withdrawn, so that the che~t
wall comes in contact with the luug, which, in such cases, is always bound
down by dense and stro ng adhesions; whereas, in adults, the more unyielding charucler of the thorax maintain s a space between the two layers
of pleura for a much longer time. Ou the olher hand, it must be evi dent
that thi." same greater mobility of the chest-walls will enable an excessive
pleural effusion to be tolerated more readily, and with less injurious effect
upon the thoracic organs, than can occur in the comparati\•ely rigid adult
1

cbest.
Tbe great deformity of the thorax which ensues upon empyema in
childhood is rarely permanent, but as the lung slowly expands, the thoracic wa1J s gradually regain their normal shape, the depression of the
shoulder disappears, and, in the course of a few years at th e farthest,
scarcely any trace of di tortion or contraction remains.
Our own opinion iu regard to the propriety of this operation, and the
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iodications for its performance, is as follows : In ordiao.ry ca~esof pleurisy
in children, with moderate effu~ion, it is uonccesrnry. 'Vhen the effu!<iion
is very extensive, and causes marked di~placemeut of the heart, disten!'iou
of the affected side, nod severe disturbance of breathing, the question of
operating should always be raised, and if, after consultation with the
parents, it is determined upon in case of nece~!l.ity, all preparations for its

performance should be made, and we should hold our.selves in reacline.~~ to

perform it immediately on the appearance of urgeat symptoms. Still so
Joag as there is no reason to dread that the case is passing into the stage
of e~npyema, we should recommend a faithful trial for several weeks of
the internal remedies, especially digitalis and iodide of potassium, and of
the local use of repeated applicatious of dilute tiocture of iodine. lu
many ca8es where the effusion has bren thus extensive and of quite long
stnnding, we have thus obtained speedy and complete cures, without de·
formity of the thorax. If, however, po8itive reduction in the amount of
effusion did not soon begin to show itself, we woul<l unhesitatingly operate.
Finally, in all cases where the symptoms Jea<l us to conclude that the effu.
siou is more or less purulent, the duty of immediate operation is an imperati\·e one.
In regard to the performance of the operation it.!1-elf, it may be said to
present no difficulty whatever. All the sources of difficulty, aud particularly the entrance of a ir, have been obviated by the improved means of
operating lately introduced.
The procedure originally recommended by Trousseau is as foll ows: The
patient being placed near the edge of the bed in a sem i-recumbent posture,
his body steadied by an assistant, a small incision is made through the
skiu in the sixth or seventh intercostal space, a little outside of the line of
the external border flf the pectoralis major. An ordinary trocar, the canula
of which is protected by a valve of gold beater's skin, thin gutta-percha, or
a piece of animal membrane of any kiod, is then placed in this wound aod
thrust boldly into the pleural cavity, the precaution being taken of grru.;pin g the iustrument so that not more than 011e inch shall be free, to avoid
all possibility of woundiug the lung.
It is preferable, we think, if n simple trocar and canula be used, that a
piece of narrow iudi a-rubber tubing should be attached to the end of the
canula, and that the trocar should be passed through from the outside of
the tube close to the canula, so that after the puncture into the chest has
been made, the trocar may be withdrawn, when the little hole in the elastic
tube will close and prevent any entrance of air. The free end of the indiarubber tubing should be carried under the surface of some water placed in
a vessel inteuded to receive the effusion as it escapes. Thus we can simpl y
but surely effect the withdrawal of the fluid without permitting the en·
trance of air.
These methods of operating have been almost entirely abandoned si nce
the invention of B?wditch's syringe, and better still, of Dieulafoy's aspi·
ra.tor. The latter mstrument consists of a syringe, to be attached to the
canula after its introduction through the chest-wall and the withdrawal of
the trocar, aud so constructed that by turning a valve, a vacuum is created
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in the barrel when the piston is drawn out. The valve being again turned,
the fiui<l is sucked from the che:;t into the barrel of the syringe until this
latter is filled. A still further turn of the valve establishes a commuuica·
tion with a. lateral outlet; the piaton is pushe<l home and the syringe
emptied. The vacuum is then renewed, and so the operation is continued
until the effusion has been withdrawn so far as desirable. Another im·
provemcnt in the details of this operation, which has a great influence upon
the dtgree of irritatiou caused by it, is the use of a very small canula for
mnkiag the puncture.
It is uecessary lirnt the thrust given to the trocar should be fearless and
quick, since if it be pushed in a hesitating way, the point may push before
it the layers of false membrnue which probably coat the pleura, and the
effu-.:ion will not be reached . Should this arcideut occur, an attempt may
be made to break through the (alse membrane by a probe introduced
through the canula, or a secoud puncture must be made in a different
place.
Different opinions exist in regard to the advisability of withdrawing the
entire effusion at once, but experience has, we believe, shown that n•J nn·
fortunate results need be apprehended from so doing. The last portions of
fluid which escupe arn apt Lo be stained with blood, probably from rupture
of the delicate new-formed vessels of the false adhesioas.
The dre!'Sing of the wound should be as i-imple as possible, consisting
merely of closing the incision by a piece of adhesive plaster, over which a
pledget of lint may he secured by a bandage around the tl\ornx.
Almost the only unpleasant symptom which follows the removal of the
fluid is spasmodic cough, which often comes on in severe, and at times
painful paroxysms. Syncope is scarcely ever noticed, if the patient be
kept iu a i:tnte of absolute rest after the operation. The internal remedie:;;, e~pecially the diuretics, should be continued, and Trousseau recommendJ:1, what we have also found useful, that the side should be painted
with tincture of iodine.
When we have reason to believe that the effusion is purulent, which as
we have iii ready remarked, is very frequeutly the case in childhood, there
are some points of difference io the operation. Thus we can have no hope
that the effusion will not form again, and either require a second opera·
tioo, or, as frequeutly happens, cause the cicatrix of the first puncture to
reopeo. Again, before the ca:Se is brought to a succe::ssful termination, it
is often necessary to employ some medicated injections to alter the character nnd secretion of the pleural surfaces.
It is doubtful, therefore, whether tbe admission of a small quantity of
air i$ very objectionable, although West believes that it alruost always converts the previous healthy pus into a highly offensive sero·puruleut discharge. The ill effects of this can be overcome by the injectious to be
recommended below; but, on the other hand, care must be taken not to
ndmit so much air as would interfere with the expansion of the lung. It
is advisable on the wbole, however, to perform the first puncture with the
same care, and to employ tba same dressing as in the case of serous e(fu.
siou. \Ve have indeed some evidence to show that, if the operation be

performed with all the detuils of the anti.septic or Li..;terian method, it may
be po.:-~ible to Jesi::en the tendency to reacc:umulntion of the pus. But ifa
second puocture is requirc·d, or if the fir:st one reopen~, the wound ~hould
be enlarged so as to admit a good·sizecl canuln 1 which shoul~ be nll1n~ed
to remain. This canula ~bould be of silver, curved so tlrnt its extrennty
rna.y not come in contact with the gradually expanding lung; and its
shield shoul<I be furni:<hecl with a ring of caoutchouc, placed hctwecn the
instrument and the skin, tr1 prevent exroriation .
. \fter the pus has h~en withdrawn, the pleural ca\"ity may be wu .. hed
out through the canuhi with tepid water, and then there may be iuje('ted
about an ounce of a mixture of 1 part of tincture of iodine to from 4 to 7
partQ of tepi<l water, effi:!cted by the aid of a little iodide of pota~::.ium .
The canula should then be closed by a cork, and not rlisturbed for
twenty-four hours, when the accumulated pus should be withdrawn, nod a
second injection practiced. In tht:.! fir.:St injections it is better probably to
allow the iodiae solution to run out again; but afler we have assured oursclve:S of its effect, it may be allowed to remain. Throughout the continuance of the treatment the pu.5 should be allowed to e~cape at lea.:zt once
every <lay, though as the secretion diminishes the iodine injections may be
prncticed only at longer intervals, as once in two, three, or four days. The
effects of thf'se injections are usually very beneficial ; they correct the fetor
of the discharge, diminish its amount, an<l never, so far as we are aware,
are productive of pain or increased inflammation. In cases where they
appear to have lost tbeir good eff~cts, other agents may be substituted, as
weuk solutioas of carbolic acirl, chlorinated soda, or aromatic wine.
In ca!!es which terminate favornbly, the discharge diminishes gradually,
though often very slowly, the chest contracts, and finally there is nothing
left but a fi.:Stula, which for a short time discharges a few drops of serous
pus before healing. As an example of the tolerance to this treatment
shown even by young children 1 and of the good results finally obtained in
many <le~perate cases, we would refer the reader to the extraordinary case
recorded at length in Trousseau 1s Clinique Medicale (t. i, pp. 650-52) 1
where, in a boy of 6 years, the canula was allowed to remain for eleven
months, during which time medicated inje<:tions were constantly employed.
'The amount of pus discharged in all is estimated by Trou eau as not le.:is
than 80 pounds, and yet perfect recovery finally ensued, and at the date
of the report the child's health was excellent.
Another method of operating in cases of empyema 1 which we have
repeatedly performed with entire success, consists in passing a large curved
needle with a stout handle, armed with fine rubber drainage-tube, into
the chest through the soft tissues in an intercostal space, and bringing it
out through the next interspace above. The needle is then unthreaded
and withdrawn; the drainage-tube remains; the spot is covered with a
poultice or a wad of oakum; discharge occurs freely through the tube,
and it is easy to conduct any subsequent treatment, such as above recom·
mended.
The following case is abstracted from the hospital record, as illustrating
the excellent results of this mo<le of treatment:
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Empyrmfl of rig/it aide '!.f 8 mQ11fhJ1' dumlion ,- paracenteJ1iS; introdurtion of a drai1U.1ge~
tr1lit,follr111wl b.11 rntire recm.>ery.-E. A., a healthy boy of 12 years of agP, wa'I attacke<l
in Fchruar.\•, 18i5, with severe pleuri"Y on right side. The acute symptoms snbsided
in 7 week~, hul lt::ft him weak nnrl short of breath. On aclmi«•sion to the Hospital of
the l'ni\'e~ity of Pepnsylvania, the plwsical signs indicated an effusion on right side
rcarhinJ.:" up to clU\'iclc, and it wa<i evident from general !'ymptoms that it was puru·
lent in diaracjt•r. On October 13tli, I87S, the day of admi!•sion, he was tapped by
Dr. P(·p1x:r in the "'C~enth inter<lpace on line of anterior border of right axilla, and
f.~xirir pn-; wt•re withdrawn. A ron"'iderahle amount still remained, and on October
2:?11, tlw dl\1 ... icm h:l\"ing reformed, a fine rubber clrainage-tnhe wa!'I intrndnced around
the ~('\·t•nth rib by mean"' of a large cur\'e<l needle. A wad of oakum was applied
O\•cr lid~ anl\ 11ccured in po... ition by u bandage. The amount of discharge was at first
\"erv larg1', hnt i<leadily dimini"hed. The d1est contracted, the lung expanded par·
tinllr,tlw hearl returned to its normal position, and in Febrnary, 18i6, hewa.<> sent
away c11r('i\, the discharge having cea,.ed, and the openin~ c losed after the with·
flrawa\ of the draina~e-1t1be. Thc~en('ral treatment com:iisted of cod-liver oil, quinia,
syrup of the iodide of iron, nutritiouc1 diet.
In Ol•tuhcr, 1876, one yenr after thi., operation, he wa~ carefully examined. The
chest wall found to have returned 10 its healthy symmetrical state, and all traces of
the prc\·iou~ discaoe had disappeared.

During the course of such cases, every attention must be paid to sustaining the child's nutrition by abundant nourishing food, stimulu s, if needful,
bitter tonics, iron , and cod-liver oil.
We ~ubjoin the followin~ case to illustrate the remarks we have made
upon the treatment of pleu1'i:.. y, nud lo show the importance of faithfully
employing suitable interunl remedies before resorting to p11racentesis, in
cai:-es where the effusiou i:s serous and not so exce:-;~ive us to seriously embarrass respiration:
Cuxt nf elmmic plrnrisy of the lejl side, bl"gillning ll'ilh ncitle 1:1ymptoms; 1·.rtrnsfrc effusion,
with displuec11w1t of tlie heart to the riylll of tlie i.lernum; reroi-ery.-'J'he $11bjeet of the
c:1se was n boy four years old, of dclicutc statu re and appearance, but enjoying good
health. We saw him fir:;t at I P.llt. on February 12th. lie wm1 perfectly well the
dny prc\'iou..;, slept ;;.oundly durinl?' the night, and ro~c apparently in good health in
the morning. I l e ate his u!'lnal breakfa!->t 1 but complaint-"<! afterwards of feel in~ unwell. ~n after this he complain('<! of headache, of sore11('s-. and wcaknes_-; in the
knt'CS in going up<:tairs, and then of violent pain in the left i;ide beneath the armpit.
At the time of our "isit, he was in bed, in the following condition: puJ...e 130, full
nnd r;trong; skin warm and moi!'lt; headache; sharp, se\'ere pain at the prrecordia,
ext~nding bal'kwards under the armpit, and aggravated by motion, crying, and by
deep inspiration~; re<>piration q11ick and jerking. Xo cough at all i absolutely none .
.-\btlomcn natural; neither \'Omiling nor diarrhcea. Tongue i;:Jiglitly furred and moist.
.\ction of ht•al't \'iolent; i111p11J"e strong and felt over a large space; sounds loud and
"trong; to the left, and beneath tlu• nipple, a soft. murmur with the second sound.
Pcr1•11 ..,.ion dull O\'era largeri>pace than natural.
Bchind,pcrcu"siondnll O\·erwholeofleftside; natural on right s ide. Re«piration
natural on the right !<ide; feeble and indistinct, without bronchial sound, on the left .•
Onlt1 red :1 tc:uspoonful, each, of cxtraC't of seuna and syrup of rhubarb, to be given
immt.'<liately; to ha\'e a warm balh in the e\"ening, and to take one of the following
powdeni every two or three h ours, beginning in the C\'Cning:

B.

PukOpiictlpec:1c. 1
Potas.~. Xitrat.,
i\1., et div. in chart. no. vi.

gr. iij
gr. \'j.
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February 13.

P~to:;,c<l a re..;tle..;<1 night.

Belter to.day.

Pulse 130, 1-iofu:r; i-;kin

::11::s,t\:hc~1n~~1~1 :~1~\~ hi~a~:e i~:~l \~~il~;:~·tut!~ai;: ~~ e:7u:~\·;;;kin;,e:~~::·;~i~•: ~~\:~r (jt i ;1~~
~tr i~b~11~~!~rt:~Y~;~a:0~:~:; ~;e~~:t"eo~:~:~.~~1 1~\~~et~1: 1 ;~11~:1~1~~· ~;~~ 111: ~c:~~l;:":::u;;~
11

1

1

leeches from tLe left side i powders to be continued so as to allay rcstles:sncs.<i and

::::;:~::·j:·;k'.!~; ~:~· :~:~1~ ~~1 '.~1; ;":!!'~~. ;,~ 1 :~~~;;;,~;:":~ 1 ~ai::.··~;;~'~;p!~i,:·:~
re~:~:.:~~y 15. Belter in all respects; fever nor pain i no cough. Phy.sical
sig~~~::a~:f~;.:;1 t on until the 2ith of ~!arch, when we paid our last visit, making the
110

whole duration of the case over ~ix: weeks. During the lu;;t two weeks of February
thNe were no acute symptom~. The fever had disappenred cntirel.v. The respirn·
tion continued, however, from 28 to 30 <luring nil that time. The effusion occupied
nearly the whole of the left side, which was manifestly larger than the right, and the
inter<·ostal spaces were protrndcd. Behind there was total flatness on percuf.lsion 1
from the spine of the scapula downwards, and in front from a short distance beneath
the clavicle. The respiratory murn1ur was ab!;cnt in the lower three·fourthf;of the
don-al region, and feeble above. Jn front respiration was heard only above and ju~t
beneath 1he cla\•iclc. In the course of this period the heart was gradually forced
over to the right side of the sternum, so that at ]a<:t its impul"e was felt, not to the
left, but to the right of that bone. The cardiac sounds were loudest and mosi.di.r.;tinct
in thei::ame region. 'l'hedisplacementwassoremarkalile that the ruotherd igcm-ered
it herself, as we had a'·oided telling her to save her from anxiety. The new po>;ition
of the heart did aotsee1u to produce any incon,1 eniencc in addition to thatorcasioncd
by the pleuriticeffosion. During the la:-ttwo weeks of i\Jarch the child was kept in
bed j hi!:! diet was milk and bread; a large Burgundy pitch plaster was kept on tlie
1;ide, nnd he took internally \'inegarof!'quill and tincture of digitalis.
Finding that the effu;;ion remained stationary under thifl treatment, we prci:cribed
a grain of iodide of potassium, three times a day, in a teaspoonful of compound 1;yrup
of sarsaparilla. The diet was changed at Lhe same time. He was allowed small
quantities of meat eyery day, and wa!l taken from bed and placed in a chair by the
window . Under this treatment. he gradually improved, so that by the 27th of March,
when we pai<l our la.st visit, the effusion had in great measure disappeared, and he
was able to play about the room all day. The side was slightly contl'acted; the
respiration was pure and \'CSicular1 but rather more feeble than on the left sidej the
heart had returned to it.,;; n:Ltural po!:iition.
We examined this child six years later, and found him to be in excellent health.

~~:~~:~~ni~ ~~~l~~~tr~:~11~-::~~on of the left side, tl1cre

was no

perceptilJle difference

ARTICLE VI.
PNEUMOTHORAX .

I~. this conditioLJ there is an accumu lation of air in one or both pleural

~~:~1\ ~~ t~.::;~ut;~: ~l~e~~.~:a~~\ i::i;r:: ~~~emb:"~~l~~~ ~i ~'~~e~ ~~~:: ~~1:r~
1

1

is perforation of the pulmonary pleLJra. There are a certn.i;1 n umber of
cases recorded, in which it i!! supposed by the authors that a secretion of

gas has occurred from the pleural rnrface, or that it has been directly
developed from the decomposiLion of some inflammatory effusion in the
pleural cavity; but Lhe ev idence llpon which the possi1Jility of such occur·
rences rests is insufficient, and for clinical purposes, at least, it may be
ac:~umed that where pneumolhorax exists lhere has invariably bePn some
communicalion establ ished between the pleural <:nvity and the atmospheric
air. It is therefore to be regarded uot so much as a distinct disease ns a
complication of many other pathological conditions. There are peculiari·
ties, hoth as to the cause an<l symptoms of this condition as it occurs in
childhood, which render a separate account of it des irabl e. It is, however,
certainly companitively infrequent in children, owing in part to the rarity
of the injuries and wounds, which often cau~e traumatic pneumothorax in
adult~, and in part to the fact that the disea::es, especially empyema and
tuberculosis with the formation of vomiere, which are the most frequent
causes of it in aclult8, are either less fre'luently attended with this compl i·
cation in children, or are of comparatively rare occurrence.
ANATO:\tICAL ArPEARANCEs.-Pneumothornx may he found to exist
on both sides, but as a mere pathological cond ition which, of cour~e, mu~t
ha\•e produced death immediately. It is nearly always limited to one
pleural sac, and befol'C the thorax is opened the affeete<l side is observed
to be di~tended, with prominent interco~tn l spaces. The percus:iion·
phenomena, which will be hereafter deEcribed, persist, and it is sometimes
pOE:'lible by rapidly moving the body, while the ear is placed in cnntact with
the chest, to develop a succussio 1Hpla ~h. If'. a 3mnll opening be made
through an intercostal space, the compressed air will often be heard
escapiug with a his~iog sound, and occasiona ll y the current has so much
force as to extinguish a lighted candle held near the opening. The air
which e;.;capes is usually, but not always:, of offensive odor, in consequence
of being tainted by t.he decomposition of the pleuritic effusion which is apt
to coexist. If the entrance of air has fo ll owed a penetrating wound of the
che~t, or a compouud fracture of the ribs, the familiar appearance of these
lesion!'\ will be found. l\fore frequently it has depended upon perforation
of llie pulmona ry pleura, in consequence of some morbid action, and we
may then detect the spot of perforation, and study its characters, by filling
the che~t with water and blowing through a tube into the trachea, when a
stream of ai r.bubbles will be seeu to rise through the fluid from the point
of' aperture, unle~ this has been obstrn cted by layers of false membrane.
The lung itself' will be found more or less extenii:ively collapsed, according
to the nature of the lesion which has caused the perforation. It can
rarely be inflated completely in consequence of the free escape of air
through the plemal opening. The adjaceut movable viscera are displaced
by the pressure of the gaseous collectio n, even to a greater extent than in
many cases of hydrotborax. The position of the perforation in the pleura.
vnritt~, but is most frequently found at some part of the middle lobes, or
the adjacent parts of the upper and lower lobes. 'Ve have, however,
found two points of rupture iu one case, both seated near the apex. The
opening itself' is usmtlly rouuded, or occasionally leo_ticular; in si1.e it
varies from one to three lines io diameter. The edges of the pleura ure
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thin 1 and often softened and discolored. There may be but n f'inglc point
of perforation, or several may coexiH, either grouped tlu..-ely together
over au abscess of considerable size, or scattered over the ~urface of tlie
lung (as in the case on the following page). each opeuing correspou<.ling
ton distinct abscess.
The condition of the lung varies exceedingly, and, of course, pr~ents
the appearances proper to the le!:iion which has cnuf-erl the pneurnothorax.
Thus there will be found in about the following order of frequency, the
appearances, elsewhere described in their appropriate plnC'es, uf' tuberculosis of the lungs (either in the form of oofteuing sub-pleural miliary for·
mation:s, or of small superficial vomic::c); of sruall supel'ficial ab.~ee.s...eg
resulting from lobular pneumonia; of circumscribed apoplexy or gangrene
of the luug; or of vesiculnr and interlobular emphysema with sub pleural
bull::c. lo most cases, there are evidences of pleurisy associated, and the
pleural cavity contain::; a variable quautity of fluid. either turbid or
bloody t:-erum, or ichorous pus; and, at the same time, the surfaces of the
pleura may present patches or layc>rs of org11uized lymph. Of eour~e,
these :ippearances will he mnst marked in cases where the perforation of
the pleura has resulted in consequence of a previous empyema. In other
cases, the fluids found in the pleural sac have in part e8('aped from the
lung-tis.sue through the perforation, and are in part due to the pleuritic
inflammation superinduced. The irritation caused by the mere admi.:-sioo
of air into a healthy ple~1ral sac is not always sufficient to excite i11flttm·
mat.ion, and thus in rare cases, where pneumuthorax results from the rup·
tu re of an emphysematous bulla 1 the pleura may present no inflammatory
exudation whatever. But iu the great majority of cases, either from the
fact that pleurisy coexists, or that there i~ an escape of pus from the lung
at the time of perforation, the pleura presents the appearances abo\·e described. It occasionally happens that, owing to the previous existence of
pleuritic adhesions OVC'I' part of the lung, the escaping air is circumscribed,
and produces only a lcJcal pucumothorax. In such cai:;es, of cour::-e, all
the alterations of the thorax, as well as the attendant physical signs, are
limited lo the seat of the gaseous collectiou, and may, indeed, be associated
with the evidences of chronic pleurisy, with retraction of the remaining
parts of the chest. In still other cases, although the pleura has been perforated, the escape of air is entirely prevented by the existeo('e of ad·
hesions of the pleura over the point of rupture; or, a3 in the intere1'ting
case reported on page 226, by the close apposition of enlarged bronchilll
glands.
The following case, which, owing to the absence of any clinical histor\',
posse.s~es chi~ffy an anatomical interest, may be gi \'en, as show ing the usu~l
coud1t1ons of a pneumothorax dependent upon pneumonia:
CASE.-Partial _Suppuratit•e Pneumonia: Srtperjicial Absreue.s, u·ith Sub-pleural Em·
physema: Perforation of the Pleura: Pn.eumothorcu:: Miliary Tuberculasia.-Man· )h.-C.,

aged 13 months, died February 11th, 1868, after a. flhort illncS-<; during wl;ich the
1
most marked ~ymptoms were dy8pncca and cough, with occasional \'Omiting. At the
autopsy, there were all the physical signs pre!'lent of pneumothorax of the left side.
The right lung was J'Ound congested and partially collapsed 1 but aJmitted of complete
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A po~t-morlern ex:unin~ltion wa~ refu<:.ed, but we were allowed to punct11re the chest
with an a..::pirating needle A small needle w:is prcpan.-'<l with a piece of indi:t-rubber
tubing attached. The open mouth of the wlie wa-. placed in a b:i.!iin of water, and the
needle insurtc<l in the :,iixth in1eri;pace in the line of the axil la. Air ~<'aµed freely
through the water, the force of the escape being increased at once by pressure on the
clie.H\'alls. The needle was withdrawn, anti re-inscrtl!ti on the dorsal :;urfoce between
the eighth and nimh rills. A $.vringe was applied, and ahout three ounces of yellow

pusof\•er_v l'=tid odor withdrawn.
'l'lieca,e w:t.<:., in all proUaliility, one of pleuro-pneuruonia, with rupture of a pneumonicaUscc~ into the pleural sac.

CAU8ES.-AILhough, as alteacly stated, p11enmothQrax is a comparatively rare disease in c:hil<lreu, it will be fouud, when present, to occur
most frequently in young children (under the age of 5 years) , and especially iu Lhose of feeble coustiLution. The caudes which directly lead to
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its development vary grently in their relative frequency, as compared with

the causes of pneumothorax in the 11dult.
Thus we find that the mo:--t fruitful cau,.e of pneumothorax in children
is unquestionably tuberculosis of the lungs.

lu adults this condition lends

to perforn.tion of the pleu nt u:sual Iy oul y a f'ter the pro<luction of a vomica i
but in children, excavation of tlie lung-tissue to any extent is rnre in
tuberculosis, and when it does occur is quite con~tantly associated with
such close adhe:iiions of the ueighboring pleural surface::;, as would <•ffoctually pre\•ent the e~cape of any air into the pleural cavity, even in eve nt
of a perforntiuu of the walls of the cavity. It is found, therefore, that
pneumothorax more fr~quently results from the sofLening of' small bt1pe rficial tubercles, which involve the pleura and lead to its sofLening and
perforation.
The next most fruitful cause of pneumotborax in children is probably
pneumonia, when it pa;:.;:es on to the stage of suppuration with the forma·
tion of a superficial ab.:;ce.:;~, which seems most likely to happen when the
inflammatiou occurs in a localized and circumscribed form. 'Ve have
ourselves met with four cases which were due Lo this cause. It is probable that this unfortunate termiuation is much more frequent in secondit ry
pneumonias (especially tho::;e following Euch diseased as measle~. m·, as
in one of our cases, seve re remittent fever), and, in a number of the ca ..;e:oi,
miliary tubercles h:lve been found associated, as in the instance quoted
abov.e by us. In such cases the plastic exudation formed on the pleural
surface is often too small to prevent the e:::cape of air after the perforation
hn3 occurred.
Gangrene of the lung and the softeuiug of superficinl patches of pulmonary apoplexy, are mentioned by severa l author~, panicularly by Ril·
liet and Barthez, as following next in order of frequency. But, according
to our own observation, empyema, with consequent ulceration of the pleura
and communication with the bronchi, although not so frequent a call~e of
pneumothorax in childrcu a~ in adults, yet furnishes more cases than either
of the former rare conditiom. Occasionally, al!io, when the purulent fluid
in empyema has di::;charged itself externally by an ulcerated opening in
an intercostal 5pace, air has found entrance to the pleural cavity, and produced a pyopneumolhorax.
Finally, pneumothorax has been known to follow the rupture of a sub·
pleural bull a in cases of' interlobular emphysema. It is especially in 13uch
cases that the collection of' air may be found without any coexisting liquid
effusion. IL is probable, however, that were li fe to be prolonged after such
an occurrence, some pleur'll inflammation would be establ ished, and lead
to serous effusion.
In most cases the actual perforation of the pleura is the result of the
progre:is of the pulmonary disease which has ultimately iuvolved the
serous membrane in its course; but it is probable that the rupture may be
nt time~ precipitated by auy \'iolent effort, particularly by a fit of cough·
ing or severe vomiting.
RnLrTo:u:-:;.-ln some cases where the antecedent dbease is a very grave
one, and the ::;trength of the chil<l is greatly reduced, the supervention of
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pneumothorax is with difficulty detected, and death occurs from the sudden increase of obstruction to the respiration before au opportunity is
afforded for careful examination.
The occurrence of the perforation is often marked by au abrupt and
decided increase of the dyspnrea which has already existed in consequence
of the preceding disease. It will, however, be readily nuderstood that
this increase in oppression i~ not of such constant occurrence in chilJren
as in ll<lults, owing to the fact that iu the former nil acute diseases of the
che:;t are apt to be attended with au extreme tlegree of dyspnma. So, too,
the sh;lrp lanciuatiug pain usually complained of by adults at the tin1e
of the development of paeuniothorax may be late11t, or ouly revealed by
increased agitation, and more hurried, shallow hreathiug. In some of
their cases 1 Rilliet a11<l Bartbez observed a cough which they considered
peculiar, aod described as "short, frequent, jerking, paiuful or convulsive,
and sharp or piercing i" aaJ. a similar cough btLd been noticed by other
obser\'ers.
In cases where death does not occur vf'ry quickly, and where a careful
examination of the che:;t can be secured, the phy:::ical signs of pneurnothorax are much more characteristic than the geuernl symptoms. Tbe
uf:lected side is distended, and its intercostal spaces bulge slightly. The
respiratory movements nrt: overactive on the opposite side to supplement
the rnark~d impairment of' motioa of the affected one. Percussion over the
seat of the pneurnothorax gives either merely exaggerated resonauce or a
tyrupnnitic or a111pho1ic sound. Frequently this morbid resonance will be
found associated wit.h clulnes3 upon percussion iu soma parts of the tbnrax,
owing to the coexistence of cousoliclatiun of the lung or of plel11·itic effusion. h may also happen that if lhe di:;tension of the affticted side be
extreme, the tympanitic resonauce will grow more or less flat 1 owing to the
overtensiun of the thoracic wall.s. According to the coudi1ion of the lung
un<l the cbnmcter of the opening in the pleura, the respiratory murmur
may be absent, or be present as metallic brnnchia.l breathing, or more
frequently as pure amphoric breathing. The vucnl fremirns ha s geuerally
beeu found decidedly dimini~hed. .Metallic tinkling has beeu detected in
several instances; it wns observed by Barrier to be most dislinct during
the eff'urt at coughing. \Ve are not aware that. a spla:,hing sound, rnch u~
can so frequently be devel11ped in c1:1.se8 of pneumothorax in the adult, by
succussion, has yet been ob:servecl in children.
The udjaeeut movable vi:;cem are founJ to be displaced by the pre:;sure
of the gaseou::s llccumulaliuu, e~pecially in left-sided pueumotborax, when:
the dislocation of the heart lo ti.HJ right is very marked. or course if the
pueuruothorax be circum:scribed, the above physical signs will be limited
to the eume spot.
It will Lhus be seen that the symptoms of' this couditio11 in children
clo~ely re::;emhle Lho::;e which iL pre::;ents in the adult; but that in many
1'11.:ses it is impo!!sible, owiog to Lhe great agitation of the cbil<l, to fully
Jernoustrnte their existence.
CouH::iE i PHOGN"O:s1:s.-The course of pneumothorax in children is
usually a rapid one. Occurring 1 as it doea, as a complication of sorne
17
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serious pre existing <lisease of the Jung, it so increases the respiratory embarrassment as to generally iuduce death in from a few hours to a few clay~.
In rare instancf'S ooly is life prolongerl for a few weeks. The prognosie,
although regarded by Rilliet and Banhez a::;, on the whole, less unfavorab le than in the same condit ion in adults, is still exceedingly grave, both
from the serious character of the con<lition itself, and from the grave
nature of the disease (tubercu!os.iEi, secondary pneumonia, gangrene of
the lung, interlobular emphysema) iu whose course it occurs as a complication. Rilliet and Barthez obi::.erved one ca:3e wlwre recovery ensued
after the positive :::ig11s of pneumothorax had persisted for twenty days in
a boy 3 yt!ars of age. They regarded the case as originally one of pneuruonia.
\Ve have also observed a case, io a boy 11 years old, during an attack
of secondary poeumonia, complicating a severe bilious remiLtent lever,
where complete recovery ensued, though nfter a most violent illnessj ao<l
it would indeed seem that, with the exception of the comparatively rnre
traumatic cases, the prog:uo~is of pneumothornx ;a children is most favor·
able when it occurs in this connection.
SLtffen (Klinik d. Kinderkra11khei.ten, bd. i, p. 137 et (ll.) expmses this
opinion also, aud places as the ne.xt mo::;t fa\'ornble variety that which is
associated wiLh empyema. Although it might be expecied that. pneumo·
thorax resulting from the rnpt.ure of emphyt"ematou8 bullm would he of
favorable prognosis, on account. of the trifling anwunt of pleural inflam·
mation which often attends that lesion, the fact is that this condition of
the lungs themselves is so serious that a fatal result has followed in all
cases so far recorded .
In regard to the dia.gnosii!, it is quite true that the occurrence of pncu·
mothorax io the course of oue of tbe lhoracic diseases which we ha,·e seen
it. may complicate is apt to be overlooked, either owing to the want of
symptoms definite enough to arou~e ~uspicion of the dev~lopment of some I
new lesion, or to the difficulty of secuiing a careful physical examination
of the chest. \Vhen, however, this phy~il'al expl\>ration i~ made with the
frequency and care which are demanded iu every ca~e of acute tht)raric
disease, especially when threatening symptoms exi~t, the characteristic
physical signs will be determined, and can scarcely be attributed to any
otlier than the true cause.
TREA1'MENT.-The management uf pneumothorax must be con~iclerecl
always with reference to the primary di,..ea~e which it complicates, and
its occurrence must not be allowed to iuterf'erc with the prosecution of the
treatment necessary for this. As it is evident, however, that this addi·
tional lesion will still further tax ~he vital powers, and as the only chance
of recovery lies in maintaining life till the cause, if curable, is reruo\'ed
and the air ab~orbed, we would advise that. all remedies capable of re·
ducing the strength or disturbiug nutrition should be discardtd, an<l that
by every means the system should he su~tai 11 ed. In addition, we ~hould
recummeud the moderate use of sedatives-either ia the form of the prep- ,
arations of opium or hyoscyamus, associated with bromide of ammonium
if the cough be very severe and paroxy::rual, tu quiet agitation and exce:r
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dyi:ipncca, and to relieve the cough. Great relief will also be obtained
by strnpping the.ofl~cted sid e with strips of adhe:si\'e plaster, overlapping
each other, nud reaching from the spine lo the sternum, so as to re~trict
the mobility of that side to a great extent, and also to exert a consi<lerable
pre:-;1mre upon it.
If the dil'\teusion of the affected side and the pre5sure on the surrounding organs be great, and the evidences of impeded circulation and oxidation of the bloo<l arc threatening, recour3e may be bad to puncture through
an intcrcostal space with a very fine trocar. Although the results of thiR
operatiou must be regarded as palliative rnther than curative in most
ca,.es, yet as the paracente:sis itself is attended with no <lunger, its perfhrrn·
nnce is to be recommended whenever the signs of pressure from the accu·
mulntion of air in the pleural sac become alarmiog. It is c~pecially in
cases where there is a liqLid elfusiou associated with the gas (constituting
a hydro· or pyopncumothorax) that paracentesis will afford most relief.
la one Calle of this kind, Hennig performed parnc~ntesis, evacuating a
lnrge amount of purulent liquid aud gas, with very great relief of the
symptoms of oppre:::;siou. The chil<l, a. boy of 4 )·ears of age, lived four
weeks aft~r the operation, and then sank from exhaustion.

ARTICLE VII.
IIOOPINO-COUGH, OR

PERTUSSIS.

FREQUENCY.-Ilooping-cough is character·
ized by a hard, couvulsive cough, occurring during expirat ion, and accom·;
DEFJNrTION; SYNONYMS;
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r:h
tion of tough phlegm, aad oftea by vomiting.
The disease is known by various other names, of which the most common are tussis terina 1 chi ncough, an<l kincough. The frequency of the
di~en::Se is exceedingly va ri able, as it occurs both in the sporadic form and
as a. widely prevailing epidemic. Some iJca of its frequency may be gained
from the facts that, during the five years from 18-44 to 18-48 inclusive, there
were 390 deaths from it in Philadelphia, under 15 years of age, out of a
totul mortality of 31,162. During the five years from 1864 to 1868 inclusive, there were, out of u. total mortality of 76,354, 543 deaths from hooping-cough; a proportion considerably smaller than that during the first
period of five years above mentioned; whilst during the five years from
1874 to 1878 there were only 476 deaths from hooping-cough out of a total
mortality of 83,682. The irregularity is even mo.re strikingly seen by comparing single years with each other: thus, while in 1862 there were no less
than 208 deaths from this cause, there were but 65 in 1867, and 125 in 187.5.
CAUSES; AoE.-lt occurs generally iu ch ildreu, and may be met with
in the fil'St weeks of lite i indeed, Watson, in hi.s lectures, mentions a case
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where the mother, during the Inst week of her preg11ancy, li\•ed in a hou~e
where the disease was prPvalent, and her in(unt hooped the very clay it
· was born. Of 208 cases in childreu, in our own private practice, 26 occurred in the fir.st year of life, 1-17 between the ages of 1 and 7 years, and
35 between 7 and 12 years. To be more expl icit, we will state that of 18R
cases in which the age was accurately noted, 11 occurred in the fir.~t si x
monlhs of life; 9 between 6 and 12 mouths; 30 in the second year; 17 io
th e third, 32 in the fourth, 17 in the fifth, 30 in the sixth, 16 in the ~evunh,
13 in the eighth, 8 in the ninth, 3 in the teuth, noel 1 in the eleventh sod
twelfth years of life each. Of 130 cases in children, col lected by 1\1. Blache,
106 occurred between 1 aud 7 years of age, anrl on ly 24 between 8 and
14. Of' 29 cnses ob~crved by l\Il\I. Rilliet and Bar1hez, thne were 26
between 1 and 7 years, and 3 between 8 nnd 12. It is stated by 1\l:M.
BlaC'he, Rilliet and Barthez, and Valleix, to he most ccmmon in girl!!.
Of 208 ca!'=es observed by onrselves, 106 occurred in boy~, an<l 102 in girl~.
Some writers have asserted that certain constitutions anrl hereditary influ·
ences predispose to the disease. So far as our 0\\11 experience goes, it bas
seem\'d to attack indifferently those who were simultaneously exposed to
it. The fact of its beiog propagated by dirt'Ct contagion is proved beyond
doubt by numerous observatioas. 'Ve have rarely knowo one chi ld in a
family to be attacked without its extending to all the others not protected
by having had the distase previously. That it often appears nl~o in the
form of an epidemic, is establ ished by the testimony of maoy writers, so
that at present no doubt is entertain ed upo11 this point.
SYillPTO:\IS.-lt is customary to describe three stages of hooping-cough.
The ffrst is called the stage of im·asion, or the cata rrhal stage; the
second the stage of in crease, or the spasmodic stage; and the third the
stage of decli11e, which is characterized by an ameudment of all the
symptoms.
J1'irJJl Stuge.-The great majority of the cases begin with the ordinary
symptoms of simple catarrh. These are coryz11, sn eez ing, slight injertion
\ of th e conjuoctiv::c, and dry cough. The cough rarely has any peculiarity
iu the beginning which will enable us to distinguish it from that of au
ordinary cold, though some persons have asserted that they could recog·
uize it. 'Ve have often listened with great care to the sound of cough~
which parents supporied might be hooping·cough, but were always obliged
to confess our inability to determine, until time gave tbem more decide<!
characters. Io addition to the symptoms enumerated, there is generally
more languor, lassitude, drowsiness, and irritability, than are commonly
present io simple catarrh. In a sma ll proportion of cases the first stagei•
wanting, and the disease a!:sumes its peculiar features from the fir:-t. The
duration of' this stage is very uncertain, and is ascertained with difficulty.
Our own expe ri Pnce would fix it at about two weeks as the average, though
it may last undoubtedly a much shorter or longer period. The earlie~I
period at which we have known th e distinctive hoop of the disease lO be
heard was in three days. In another case it was five dnys. \Ve have al~o
known it to appear at a later per iod tlian usual. Iu a good many io·
stances it has been as late as three weeks, but very rarely later.
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Second Sto9e.-At the beginning of this stage the disease has assumed
it~ peculiar convul:,ive and paroxysmal chitracter.
It consists of violent
lit~ or paroxysms, or as they are often calle<l, kiuks of cough, recurring
after longer or shorter intervals. Just before the paroxysm the child seems
restless 1 anxious, and irritable, or else keeps perfectly quiet and evideully
tries to retard its approach. When it bet;ios, the child, if lying down, rises
up !iiud1leuly, or if playing about runs to take hold of some fixed object, by
which to support itself during the accession. The cough is dry, spasmodic,
and sonorous, and occurs io a succession of short, rapid expirations, by which
the thorax seems to be emptied of all its air with violent efforts. It is
followed by one or two long and deep inspirations 1 which are accompnnied
hy the peculiar hoop to which the disease owes its name, and which is
cau:;e<l by the drN-wing of the air rapidly and forc ibly through the narrowed glottis, which is spasmodically closed. During the fit the face become:; deeply suffused or even purple, aad swollen; the eyes are watery,
and tbe couoteoauc-? is expressive of great anxiety, and after lhe fit is
over, of fatigue and exhaustion. The latter symptoms are, as l\l. Valleix
remarks, the signs of partial asphyxia, a11d are the result doubt less of the
complete expulsion of air from the thorax, a11d a co11sequent partial suspent<ion of the function of lirematos is. There is almost always an expectoration of colorless ropy fluid, often accompanied by vomiting at tbe close
of the fit of cough ing, and the patients u:sually appear weak and languid
for a short time, after which they return to their play.
In very severe cases there are other symptoms in addition to those just
mentioned. Ilemorrhage8 from the mouth, ears, nose, lungs, and beneath
the conjunctivre, are not unu~ual. We have ourselves seen se\•eral instances
of f'pi,,tnxis, one· of effu~ion into the eyelids, a few of extensive subconjunctival ecchymosis, and we are well acquainted with the history of another
cai::e, in which thcrP: was bleeding bl)th from the nose and ears. In one
ca~e, in a girl betweeo five and six years old, that occurred to one of ourselves, in which the paroxysms were violent, the spells were accompanied
iu the latter half of the fourth anrl in the fifth week, by a discharge of a
good deal of blood from the mouth. This took place particularly during
the night-spell:;, so that io the morning the basin would contain several
tca::poonful:s of blood . It was not from the nose. It was bright in color,
pure excejJt that it was intermingled with sero-mucons expectoration, but
it wits uot intimately blended with the :sputa, nor was it streaked through
the mucus as it sometimes is in the pneumonia of children. On one occasion it was seen to fly from the mouth in a little spirt, as though from a
vessel. The child was lively nod well all this time, playiog about, eating
well, strong, not thirsty, without pain, not oppresseJ between the spells,
and sleeping 01\lurally between the paroxysms at night. The ouly altered
physical sign was slight clulneas on percussion over the upper part of the
riglit lung behind, with some :subcrepitant rftles at that point, but without
bro11chi1d respiration . After lasting twelve days 1 it ceased; the child got
well gradually, Hod continues strong and hearty to the present time. In
another ct1se, in a girl two years of age, which came under our own observation, a species of syncope, a state of insensibility without convulsive
1

1
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movement::., accompanied by great paleness, occurred after many or the

paroxysm::.

I

'Ve ha\•e met with general cont•ulsions in 12 cases, 5 of which proved
fatal. In 2 other cases, both occurring in infants under six months, the
paroxysms of cough were accompanied by the most violent struggling and
oppre~::;iou, nod by deep blueness of the hands aud feet, like that of severe
cynnosis.
Io some instances, after the paroxysm is apparently over, the child will
begin within a few instants to cough again, an<l may io this way have sev·
era! fits in such rapid succession as to make au almost continuous paroxy8rn,
It is quite common for this to happen twice, and in one case which we saw,
it occurred three times on severa l occasions. The ordinary duration of a
parox yP.m or kink, i':l from one· quarter to three-quarters of a minute, though
it may Inst as long as two rni1rntes, or according to some even longe r. In
a case that occurred to ourselves, one paroxysm lasted the extraordinary
period of fifty-five minutes. That it was really a paroxysm of the disea~e,
we are quite sure, as it chanced that we reached the hou se shortly after it
began, aud witnessed tlie greater part of it ourselves. The number of accessions in twenty-four hours is very irregular. It depends chiefly on the
stage and violence of the attack. During the height of the disease, we
h aye generally found them to number about 40. In some rare cases 1 how·
ever, they are much more numerous, and amount to 70 or 80. They are
generally most frequent in the course of the third or fourth week, after
which they remain stationary as to frequency for severa l days, or for two
or three weeks, and then decline gradually. The paroxysms may occur
spontaneously, the child being often disturbed from sleep by their sudden
occunence, or they may be excited by various circumstances, such for
in stance as cont rarieties, a fit of crying, cbange of position, eating, I
violent exerci!;e, and imitation. We hav e frequently seen an attack
brought on by the sight of auother <:hild in n paroxysm of the difease.
~l'he duration of the second stage may be state<l to be about 30 or 40 days
m most cases.
Third Stage.-It is impossible to fix a precise limit from which to date
the beginning of this stage. It is generally, however, sa id to commence
from the time when the disease is evidently on the decline. The paroxysms
now grow less frequent an<l less violent, the cough reassumes some of the
catarrhal features which it bad at fir:;t, and gradually loses its peculiar
spasmodic character. The child's general health improves, the appetite
becomes vigorous, the strength is invigorated, the sleep again becomes
sound and tranquil, and the disease disappears. Th e d1tration of this
stage is uncertain, like that of the two others. :\nL Rilliet and Barthez
state it to be short in uncomplicated cases (te n to fifteen days). and are
of opinion that when it has been supposed to have lasted severa l weeks or
months, it has been the result of some comp lication, as chronic dilatation
of the bronchi, tubercular disease, etc. It happens not unfrequently,
however, that after the disease hns apparently ceased all th e distincti\•e
characters of the cough recur, if the child chance to take cold within a
few weeks or even longer after its disappearance.
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In C:l'-CS of pertu-s::;i8 unaccompanied by complications of any kind
there are no marke<l general symptoms. There is seldom any fever, the'
appetite continues good, anrl, with the exception of occasional languor
and f'atigue and irritabil ity of temper, the child appears to be well.
Uti11e.-No acrurnte analyses of the urine in pertussis appear to have
been made. Gibb and Johu~on, however, Elate tllllt they have fouud
sugllr in variable quaulities in almost every case. This question appears
well worthy of' full invc..;tigation, since, if tbis statement is confirmed, it
wuulJ link it...elf in the mo:-t interc,:;tiug manner with the other evidences
in this dioease of irritation of' the pueumogastric nerves, which are at lea:::>t
1
somewhat concerned in the glycogeuic function of the liver.
The tofol duration of the disea:-:c, in simple case~, may be set clown at
from one to three month". ' Ve have never known n case to last so short
a time ns ::t mouth, and have rarely found the wbole duration much within
three mouths.
CoMPUCATIONs.-Though it has happened to us, on several occasions,
to meet with children who have been very ill from the violence ot' the
cli..;eu~e umler con...;iderat.ion in it.'i uncomplicated condition, we have never
k11owu a ca:-;e to prove f;.1.tal except in consequence of some kio<l of complication. It is exceedingly importiwt, t herefore, that the various acci·
dent~ apt to occur in the course of the disease should be carefully con·
siclercd.
·•
l'unv11laio11s.-This compliration is not a rare one, since it occurred in
5 of' ~V ca~es obaerved by ~DL Rilliet and Barthez, and in 12 of 208 observed by our.seh·es. It is one of the most dangerous accident:.5 liable to
ocrur in the cour...;e of the disea;;e. Of the 7 cases repnrte<l by the authors
quoted (•)of' their own, and 2 belonging to 1\L Papavuine) , 6 died. Of
our 12 cnsc~, 5 died. In all that we have seen the convulsions were gen,..
eru.1, extremely violent, and accompanied by insensibility in the fatal
ca~es to the last, and in the favorab le ones duriiig from a few minutes to
half' an hour. In two of the fatal cases the pertussis had lasted nearly
two months, aud was accompanied by extensive bronchitis. The fatal
C\'Cnt took place within twenty-four hours from the supervention of the
spa1'ms. The subjects were eight and nine months of age respectively.
In the third case, the convulsious came on in the seventh week of the
di~asc, in a child who had been laboring for a number of days nuder
bronchitis. They ended fatally in seven hours. Iu the fou rth they
occurred in a child in the second year of its age, at the end of about four
weeks, proved fatal in two days, nnd were caused by bronchitis ancl col~
htp..:c of the lung-tissue. In the fifth case they occurred likewise in a
child in the second y~ar of life, were attended with violent laryngismus
and contraction, and proved fatal in the third week of the disease.
One of the favorable cases occurred in a child five months old, who
had been attacked with br1mchitis three days before the occurrence of th0
convul:;ions, which came on during the height of a severe paroxysm of
coughing. The convulsive movements were general, and continued for
about hnlf illl hour, after whi<:h the child was drowsy or irritable for some
hours longer. The hooping·cough continued to b~ severe for two wet!kS
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after this, as many as 42, 46, and 48 paroxy::ms occurring every day. At
Inst, however, perfect recovery took place. The second favorable case was
that of a girl between two and three years old, i11 whom a convnlsion
occurred in the thir<l week of the di.:;ease, before the paroxysms had
become violent, and evidently in consequence of nn attack of fover dependent upou dentition. The seizure lasted only a few minutes, was fol.
lowed by drowsiness for a few hours, but 011 the following day all the
unpleaeaot symptoms had di::appeared. In a third case, in a boy between
two and three years old, a violent convulsion occurred at the end of the
second week, at the beginning of an attack of pneumonia. The child
remained very ill, and niue days afterwards had another couv11lsion,
which was much slighter than the first. After Lhis he gradually recov·
ered. In a fourth case, io a girl between two and three years old, a slight
but well-marked convulsion occurred at the onset of an attack of bronchitis, which took place at the beginning of the third week of the hoopingcough. The bronchitis proved .to be very severe, but there was no return
of the spasm, and the child recovered. In a fifth case, in a boy nine
months old, a severe fit occurred in the sixth week, just after the child
had been brought home from au expedition to procure his photograph.
It lasted fifteen minutes, and was attended with total insensibility and
purple discok.ratioo of the face, but in half an hour after the patient was
nursing well, and was entirely conscious. There was no return of the
co1wulsions, though the disease was very severe after this att~ck. Io the
eixth case, also in a boy nine months old, a slight convulsion occurred
during oae of the paroxysms in the fifth week, but was not followed by
any bad consequences.
Amongst the complications ought to be ranked, we think, though this
has not generally been done by writers, an excessive degree of the laryngisruus which constitutes one of the natural and essential features of the
disease. In some children, in fact, and especially in those of a uervous
temperament, and in the anemic and debilitated, and likewise, in certain epidemic types of the disease, this laryngismus assumes a degree of
severity which is not only distressing but positively dangerous. In oue
case that occurred to ourselves, in a child who had suffered many months
before from Jaryngismus and contracture, the occurrence of hooping-cough
reproduced the laryngismus, and after a few weeks caused death almost
instantaneously, at the beginning of a paroxysm, as the child was sitting
upon the floor, where it had been placed only a few moments before to
play, it having presented before this no very threatening symptoms. In
another case, in which we could detect no other complication, the spasm
of the glottis was so very violent, that after a few days the spells were
attended with convulsions, and very soon ended fatally. In a third, this
symptom was so violent that in many of the spells the child ceased for
the time to breathe, seemed to faint, became entirely unconscious, and
bad to be fanned and carried to an open window to be revived; this patient ultimately recovered. In a great many cases, this symptom, without
other complication, has been most distressing, and !ms required particular
treatment.
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Collapse of the Lung-fissue.-The nceot discoveries iu regard to the
pathological change ia the pulmonary tissue called collapse, and e~peci
ally a con-.ideration of the causes by which collapse is produced, might
well lend us to suppose that pertussis, and e'ipecially Lhe bronchitis of pertus~i~, would be very apt to become as~ociated with collapse. Late researches accordingly show that of all the lesinos met with ia hoopiagcough this is much the most frequent aod important. Dr. Graily Hewitt,
of London, in a lecture on the pathology of hoopi11g cough, reaJ before the
Han'tian Society of Loarlua, in 1855, shows "that the catarrhal inflamnrntion of the bronchial tube8, which occasions hooping-cough, is, in fatal \
cases, attended almost universally with collapse of the lungs." He states
that hii observations were made upon nineteen subjects, whose age varied
from four years to one month, the average being eighteen months. "In
all, the state of tbe lungs was carefully noted. The chief lesion found
after deatb was collapse of the lung·substance. The following is a statement of the degree to which this pathological condition manifested itself
in the different lobes of the two lungs."
"In the right lung, portions of the upper lobe were found collap.;:ed in
six cases, and in four more to a IC'ss degree. The middle lobe was collnpsefl, wholly or in part, in sixteen cases. The lnwer lobe was more or
less affected with colhlpse, in eighteen cases. In the left hmg, the upper
lobe presented the same lesion in fifteen cases, the whole of the anterior
tongue-like prolongation being iu most of the cases affe<:ted. The lower
lobe was collap~ed more or less in eighteen cases. In ::.even of the cases,
the portions collap::.ed were also conge!Sted, in some ton high degree."
"The test of l\Il\I. Bailly and Legendre, viz., the i11flatability of the portions of the lung thus affecteJ, was used in almost all the cases; and on
thnt nud other grtiund~, it was determined, that the particular part of the
luug in question was collapsed and not hepatized."
u It will be at once perceived, that the occurrence of collapse was almost
universal; all the cases, with the exception of one, in which there was extensive tuberculization of the lung~, presenting a greater or less amount of
lun~·substance affected in this m:t1111er."
We have had but fe\v opportunitie~ of testing this matter for ourselves
by po.ilt-mortem examinations; but in one case to which we were callerl in
consultation, that of a boy not quite a year old, this lesion was shown, by
autopsy, to be present to a great extent. The chilci had had the disease
fiuring three months with considerable severity. He was thought to be
doing well, until he was taken one day a long drive into the country.
After the ride he seemed very much fatigued, and that night was seized
with very great dyspncea., increased Yiolence of the coughing spells, and
after a short time with genernl convulsio11s. \Ve saw him on the following day. He was breathing very rapidly and with much effort, there were
a grent many subcrepitaut rftles through the chest, the skin was cool, and
about the mouth had a cyanotic tint, and he was unconscious. The same
symptoms persisted through the day with occasional convulsive seizures,
and on the following day he died. At the autopsy, there was found very
extensive collap3e of' both lungs, as proved both by the anatomical ap-
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pea ranees, and by inflation. There was no pneumonia, and very moderate
bronchitis.
B1·onchitis has always been supposed to be the most frequent complication of hooping-cough, and there can be no doubt that it is oue of the most
important. rrhe recent discnv eries of the existence and nature of collapse
have shown 1 however, that many of the fatal cases, hitherto ascribed to
bronchitis, or to bronchitis an<l pneumonia combined, must have been
cases of collapse, so that large allowances must be made for all statistics
collPcted before the disco very of the true nature of the last· named le:;ion.
There is, as has already been stated, a certaiu amount of pulmonary
catarrh in every case of hooping-cough. This is a normal elemeut of the
disease. To constitute a complication there must be a true bronchitis, an
inflammation of the bronchial mucous membrane, sufficient to produce the
ordinary symptoms of that disease. This exists in a great many cases;
Ml\L Rilliet and Barthez found it to exist either alone or combined with
pneumonia in half of the fatrd cases. Of the 208 cases observed by ourseh•es, it existed to a greater or less extent in 42. In 28 of these it was
mild or only moderately severe, and of these all but one recovered. In
14 it was ~evere and very extensive, or else capillary, and of these 6 died.
Of the fatal cases, it was in several no doubt attended with collapse of tbe
lung-tissue. In fatal cases, it has often been found accompanie<l by contiuuous dilatation of the smaller bronchi.
Pneumonia, according to the authors above quoted, is about as frequent
as bronchitis. \Vhen, however, the fatal termination took place soon after
tbe beginning of the disease (18th, 26th, or 27th days) it was not generally
present. After these periods, on the contrary, it was almost always observed. As these authors, however, include under the title of lobular
pneumon ia, many cases of bronchitis with collapse, it is.clear that a large
numher of their cases of supposed pneumonia ought to have been ranged
under the head of bronchitis. For our own part, we have met with only
five well-marked cases of pneumonia. Two of these occurred in girls of
seven and nine years old respectively, one in a girl between one and two
years of age, a fourth in a boy between two and three years old, and a fifth
in a boy in his ninth year. They a11 recovered. The degree of danger
from this complication is in proportion to the earliness of the age at which
the <l isease occurs 1 and to the extent of the inflammation.
Emphysema uudoubtedly follows or accompanies hooping-cough in some
cases. In a cousiderable proportion of fatal cases the lesions of vesicular,
and, less frequently, of interlobular emphysema are discovered. These
will be found described in full in our article upon the latter affection,
where we have also alluded to the rare occurrence of emphysema of tbe
subcutaneous tissue of the neck, and even of the entire body, as a conse·
quence of the free escape of air into the connective tissue of the lung, and
thence into the mediastinal spaces. It is therefore probable that, in case11
of pertussis which end favorably, but in which the paroxysms of cough
have been severe, a less degree of emphysema occurs 1 which in most instances speedily passes away after the disappearance of the primary affection. Indeed, as nearly all the children whom we have attended with
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hooping-cough, contiaue under our charge, and as only in a very few cases
do any symptoms of emphysema persist, we must conclude either that it
]e."s frequently attends pertussis than would naturally be suµposed, ur else
that the lung-tissue soon regaios its elasticity 1 and tbe over-dbtension of
the air vesicles disappears. In some instance~. and especially in those
where chronic bronchitis follows the attack of hooping-cough, all the symp-

toml:! of emphysema may gradually develop themselves.

Vomiti11g is a very frequent incident iu pertussis, but ought not to be regarded as a complication, unle:!s dependent on sorne disease of the digestive
organ~ 1 or symptomatic of cerebral disease.
'Vhere it occurs in simple
cases, or in those complicated with bronchitis or pneumonia, it has always
seemed to us to be advantageous.
Tuberculosis and scrofula are not infrequently found to follow hoopingcough, in cases where a marked predi5position to these conditions exists.
The tuberculous affection is most apt to take the form of pulmonary or
bronchial phthisis. These sequelre are frequently observed in hospitals,
and among the ill-fed and feeble children of the poor, but are comparatively
rare among the better classes of society.
DrAGNOSrs.-The diagnosis of pertussis is difficult only during the first
stage of the complaint. It is impossible, indeed, to distinguh~h, during
that stage, between it and simple mild laryngitis, or the mild catarrhal
attacks which are so common in our climate. After it has once fairly entered upon the second stage, it is r-;carcely possible to confound it with any
other malady. l\IM. Rilliet and Barthez state, however, that acute bronchitis with paroxysmal cough is not unfrequently mistaken for pertussis,
and we recollect perfectly having made this m istake ourselves, io a little
girl, five years of age. The cough assumed so exactly tbe features of pertussis, that after wailing a few days we announced, authoritatively, the
presence of pertussis. Only three or four days after this we were forced
to take it nil back, for the whole thing bad disappeared, bronchitis, pertus-.is, and all. The patient was entirely well. But the mistake need seldom be made, if it be recollected that in acute bronchitis with paroxysmal
cough, the invasion is sudden; that there is violent fever, great dyspnooa,
and the physical signs of bronchitis; that the hoop is generally wanting,
or feebly marked, and that the disease is violent and rapid in its course;
all of which circumstances are widely different from what occurs in pertussis.
The same authors assert that tuberculosis of the brouchial glands gives
rise to a cough which may be mistaken for pertussis. The following table
extracted from their work will show the differences between the two disorders:
TUBERCULOSIS OF TllE DRONCUIAL
GLANDS.

Often epidemic, attacking se\·eral children utoncej transmissible by contagion.
'fhree distinct stage..<.i, of which only the
stt0nd is accompanied by kinks.
Kinks attended with hooping, ropy expectoralion, and vomiting.

Always sporadic; non-contagious.
No distinct stages.
Kinks generally very short, without
hooping, ropy ex1lectoration, or \'Omit-

ing.
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TUDl.:RC'l'l.0~1~ OP THE BRONC lll AL

GLAND!'.

Purerespirationintheintervalsbetwcen
the kinks.

gn~~;~;~~:~l b::En~n °c~er~::~r:r~~!:'.s n~~e~ ~:

1

ofth('5:esigns.
J\cre-sionsofastlimainsomecasefl,with
Inthcintervalsbctwecnthekinks,respiration and pulse natural, so long as the the kinks; continuous febrile movement,
with evening exacerbations, sweats, prodisease is simple.
gre.o:si ,·e emaPiat ion, etc.
Voice sometimes hoarse.
Chronic course.

l

\Ve wou ld add that we have kn ow n the paroxysmal cough attendant
upon the develop ment of miliary tubercles in th e lungs to si mulate hooping-cough so closely as to render it very difficult to distiuguish them. In
one case where this resemblance was very great, the circumstances readered
th e diagnosis additionally difficult. Th e patient, the eld est of three children , bad a perfectly well-marked attac)t of hoop in g-cough in hi s fourth
year. Two yea rs later , his li ttle brother and siste r co n tracted the disease
in a mark ed form. Nearly at th e sa me tim e, the eldest boy, th ea abnut
six years of age, was attacked with severe paroxys mal co ugh , rec urring ia
kink s, often indu ci ug vomiting, and occas ionall y te rminating with a sort
of hoop. Physical exploration of th e chest yielded only negativ e results.
Still our susp icions were aroused by th e facts that a previous attack had
occurred, that the hoop did not beco me so perfectly developed as i11 true
hoopin g-co ug h, and that th ere were progress ive emaciation and weakaess
to an unu sual degree. In th e seciond month of the cough, the symptoms
of tubere ulular men ingitis appeared, death ensued, and, at th e autopsy, in
additi on to tuberculosis of th e membran es of the brain, the lun gs and spleen
were studd ed throughout with numerous miliary granulations. In the
meantim e, the two yollnger children passed successfully through the stages
of hoopi ng.cough and entirely recovered.
PROGNOSrs.-Pertu.:!oiis is rarely a dangerous or fatal disease so long as
it remain s simpl e. Of the 208 cases observed by ourselve!l., 143 were
simpl e, all of whi ch recovered . Nevertheless even tb e simple disease
does sometim es terminate fatally, from th e excessive violence of the paroxysms of coughing.
Th e dan ge r in hooping- co ugh, which is considerabl e, depends, therefore,
almost entirely on the compl ications which are so apt to occur, for which
reason the physician should watch with the closest attention, in order to
prevent their occurreuce, and that he may recog nize and treat them in
th eir earliest stages. Th e most dangerous complication is convulsions,
and after that bronchitis and pn eumoni a. So lon g as the child see ms well
and lively, and without fever or dyspnrea, in the iuterval s between th e fits,
there is nothing to be fea red. But if, on the contrary, it beco mes lang uid
anrl irritabl e, with indisposition to take food, feverishness, and some increase of the rate of res piration, the practitioner should be upon his guard.
A very ea rl y age and a natural delicacy of co nstitution, are unfavorable
circ um stan ces in the disease. Some form of complication occurred in 65

of the 208 cases observed by ourselves. Of tbe 65, 12 died.
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Five of the 12 fatal cases ended with coavul:sions. Of these 5 case~, the
convul:::ions were caused by bronchitis and collapse of the lung in 4, the
fatal result being the consequence, in fact, of the lung complication. One
of the cases was independent, apparently, of disease of the lung (though,
ns no post-mortem examination was made, this cannot be asserted positively), but seemed to be the result of the violent laryngismn~. with cootracture and general convulsions, .c:-uch as will be described in the article
on laryugi.smus stridulus. Two of the cases occurred in children of eight
and nine months old, respectively, and proved fatal in twenty-four hours
after the setting iu of the convulsions. Two others occurrerl in children
in their second year, and the fifth occurred in a boy between three an<l
four years old, 11nd caused death in seven hours.
Of the remaining seven fatal cases, one was the result of' collapse of
the lungs, supervening suddenly upon a mild bronchitis, ia a twin child
between two und three months old. The second was caused by tubercular
disease of the luugs, in a child between three and four years old, aud the
remaining 6\ e by bronchitis, associated, to a greater or less extent, in all
probability 1 with collapse of the lung. Of the last-ment ioned five case~,
one occurred in a child between five and six months old, and was rapid iu
iis course; two occurred in children between one and two years old, one
being rapid and the other lingering iD its course i one occun.'ed in the third
year of life, and was attended with severe cliarrhooa from teething, as well
as with bronchitis aud col l11pse; and the fifth occurred in a child in its
fourth year, and was slow and gradual iu its course. To sum up, it may
be stated that of the 12 fatal cases, 10 were the result of bronchitis and
collapse, 1 of tuberculosis of the lungs, and 1 of laryngismus stridulus.
NATURE OF THE DrsEASE.-There is no es~ential anatomical le~:ion in
pertussis, except, perhaps, slight inflammation of the bronchial mucous
membrane. In most of the cases, the membrane lining the larger and
smaller air-tube~, and very rarely that of the trachea, is reddened and perceptibly thicker than natural, au cl the tubes coutain a considerable quantity
of frothy mucus, or a thick, viscid, aud tenacious phlegm.
As to the nature of the di::ense, it seems to us very clear that it ought
to be regarded as comprising two elements of morbid action, one of which
cousists in slight iuflammation of the re~piratory mucous membrnue, ~rnrl
the other of disordered nctiou of the rt:sµiratory system of' excito-mutor
nerves. It is neitber a pure neurosis nor a pure inflammation, but parlakes of the characters of both, nod much more nf the former than uf the
latter. The authors of the Compendium dri Medecine Pratique ( t. ii, p .
.526) regard it as a neurosis, on the following grounds: i. 1. Ju the greater
number of cases Lhe respiratory apparatus presents no kind of alteration,
or el:Se the le~ions are so multiplied or variable that they are surely not
the real origin of the disease. 2. The clearly remittent course of the
symptoms, and the total absence of fever, unless some complication is
present, are not observed in ordinary or even specific inflammatiou. 3.
The cessation or sudden return of the paroxysms, under the influence of
moral emotions or cbange of place, belong to a disorder of innervatiou,
a11d not to iutlammatiou, whic·h commonly passes through certain stages
1
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before it is resol \led. 4. The complete return to health, the integrity of nil
the fuuctioas in slight ca~ed, the re::;istnnce which it opposes to treatment,
the uselessness of autiphlogbtic.::;, an<l the success obtained from narcotics
and antispasmodics, are all so many circumstances peculiar to hooping·
cough aud to maoy of the neuroses."
It !ms, however, so many points of resemblance to the various coustitutioual diseases, as it~ undoubtedly contagious nature, the facts that it runs
a defiuite cour.::;e, and that one attack protects the sy,,tem against a second,
tbat it also probably depends upon a morbid state of the blood, due to the
iutrocluc:tiou of some !;pecific poi::ioll which po::ise:sses the peculiar power of
irritatiag the paeumogastric nerves.
THEATMENT OF 811\IPLE PERTUSSIS.-Ilooping-cough, Jike all other disCa/:ies, varies greatly in its degree of severity. IL is sometimes au affoir of
110 con::wquence scarcely, the patien.t passing through its stages without
sufit!riug, aud wiL11out any injurious consequences whatever to the general
health. 're have kuown a large family of children to pass through the
di:seal:ie without other treatment than attention to a prudent hygiene, and
with no other medicine than a few doses of a mild cathartic, given to relieve some uncomfortable ga~tric symptoms. -\Ve have known one child
~ io a family where the disea8e was prevailing at the time, to have the cough
for only five weeks, and to hoop only on two or three occasions, and to
lose neither appetite or spirit:s for a moment. Such cases evidently need
no interfereuce, aod a wi:se physiciao will, io such, order no drugs. His
bu!:iine.!:;:5 \\ill be simply to direct that the child be guarded agaiost cold
and agaiu~t imprudences iu diet.
Iu oLher instances the disease assumes, from a very early period, or
sometimes not until later, a character of a very different kind. Without
aoy complication whatever, the natural symptoms of the disease develop
in gr1:at intensity. Tbe spells of coughiug a.re very frequent, very violent,
and very loug-coutinueJ. InsteaJ of some twenty spells or less in tweutyfour hour5, a:5 i:s the rule iu mild and moderate cases, the patient will average two or more every hour, having fifty or sixty spells in the day. The
laryngi:smus, mstead of beiug :::light, will be violent and distres~ing, so
that iu lieu of three, four, or tivt! hoops iu a pa.roxyom, there may be fourteeu or fifteen, aud these :so l::ihrill, acute, aod prolonged, as greatly to
exhau8t the poor little pati~nt. Or the laryngismus may be so iutense as
to close for a fow seconds the glutti~. and arrest entirely the iospiratiou,
giving rise to the mo:st painful attacks of struggling and suffocatioo posl:iible LO behold. Or the vomiting may be so frequent as seriously to inter·
fore with the uutritioo of the child, aud tlrns cause threatening an<l even
d:rngerous debility. Jn certain families, and in certain epidemic types of
the dioease, it assumes these l::ie\·ere features, anJ such cases must take the
same rn.uk 1u this dbease that grave cases of scarlet fover, measles, or
variola, take in those atfoctious.
Cases of this latter kind imperatively de1uaod treatment, and they are,
we are happy tn state, susceptible very generally of great aud striking
allcviutiou, by the u::ie of proper meaus 1 -weaus, too, which io themselves
are very .!:;ale.
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..\..tone time we were very much disposed, we confess, to avoid all interference so long as we saw no complication in the case 1 under the supposition that the disease in its simple form was always safe 1 and might be
trusted to the efforts of nature. More enlarged experience has taught us,
however, that the very violence of the disea!:le, even in its simple form,
was a source of danger; and that, moreover, such severe rases were much
more liable than milder ones to con1plications, while a proper treatment,
instituted so soon as tbe disease began to show these severe character~, has
almost always, after a few days' perseverance, brought about and maintaiued a most evident amelioration of the symptoms, thus keepiug within
due bounds a development which might otherwise have gone on to a disastrous terminatit>n.
Bloodlelting.-Depletiou is very rarely nece::;sary in simple pertu~sis.
The ooly cases in which it can be called for are those occurring in saoguine
children, where lhe laryngismus is so extreme and the paroxysms so violent as lo lead to great eugorg<'meot of the right side of the heart 1 :md
even to endanger the braio by over-disteosioo of the veins. Under these
circumstaoces 1 we might resort to venesection merely for the mechanical
relief affor,Jed, as recommended under similar conditions in pneumonia.
lu such cases only then, a. small bleeding, or the applicatiou of a fow
leeches to the temples or behind the ears, may be proper i but even these
mny generally be safely treated by reduced diet and by a few doses of
saline cathartics, without a resort to the more powerful antl more permanently exhausting means of depletion. As for the treatment of simple
pertussis by repeated veuesections, in the hope of curtailing its <lura.tion,
or under the idea of their being rendered necessary by the violence of the
malady, it seems to us forbidden by the present state of medical knowledge, which informs us that the greater number of the cases do not endanger life so long as they remain simple, however violeut they nppettr to
be. Of the 143 simple cases treated by ourselves, depletion w11s not used
in any, and all recovered.
Na~·cotic.~ and Antispasmodics.-Of the various remedies of this class
which have been more or less extensively employed 1 the must impo1tant
are belladonna, opium, and hydrocyanic acid. Assafcetida and, of receut
years, several of the bromide salts have also been much used \\ith apparent
success.
Belladonna is highly recommended by several ·German authors, by MM.
Rilliet and Barthez, who state that it is beyond contradiction the <>ne most
deserviug ofcoofi<lence, by Trousseau and Pi<loux,and by numerous English an<l American writers. MM. Trousseau and Pidoux employ the following formula:
R. Pulv.Belladonnre,
Extract. Opii,
Extract. Valerianre, .
M. et div. in pi! no. xvi.
Dose. One to four in the course of the day.

gr. iv.
gr. iv.
3ss.

If the child dislike the pilular form, they give it in syrup, according to
the following formula:
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B:. Extract. Bell:ulonnre, .

gr. iv.
Syrup. Opii,
Symp. Flor. Aurantii, aa
f.'5j.-:M.
Of this, from one tv eight.teaspoonfuls are to l.Je girnn in tweoly-four hours.

I

'Ve have our.;,el ves used belladonna iu a very large number of cases of
hooping cough, and with such u.nqu.e:::tio~abl.e benefit, that we re~nrd it as
one of 1he rnost valuable remedies for this disease m our possession.
We have certainly never seeu it cut short the course of the disease as it
hns been asserted to do, but we have almost invariably found it to moderate the laryngismus, shorten the paroxy!'ms and diminish their nuruber,
and probably also shorten the duration of the attack . 'Ve have not,
however, beeu in the habit of prei-cribing such large doses of bella<lonaa
as Lliose quoted nbuve (g r.! ) ; but have U8ually given it in cornbinatioa
with alurn or with bromide of ammonium, in the dose of 1!\-th of' a grain
of the extract, every four hours, to a chi ld of one year old. The formula
which we employ will be found in our remarks upon the use of alum.
Belladonlla has abo been largely used, especial ly by Dr. Fuller, ill combination with sulphate of zinc, and with excellent re;:;ults. This latter
author states that he has observed a remarkable tolerance of belladonna
in chilJren, so that, beginuing with quite large doses, the amount may be
rapidly, though carefu ll y, increased until the quantity taken exceeds out
of all proportion the correspo11ding doses which will be tolerated by adults.
Even when give n, however, in the comparatively small doses of' i 1ith or
T'~th of a gra i11 1 it is necessary to watch for any syrnptoms of the toxic
action of the drug, so that it:::> admiui!-Stration may be suspended or the
amount dirnini~bed.
,,,
Opiwn is confessedly a very valuable remedy in the disease, not as a
curative, but as a sf'dat.ive aud palliati\•e. \Vhen the cough is frt>quent
aud fatiguing, especially if the patient have au irritable aud nervous cunstitution, some opiate preparation is of the utmost service in moderatiug
the fn:queucy and viulence of the paroxysms, and in allayiug irritability
and re~tlessness. It is best g iv eu iu t.be eveniug, and in combiuat.ion with
ipecacuanha.
Hyrl.ro('yanic acid has been employed by various ob.servers, and is highly
spoken of by some. lts puisunous properties, however, have deterred
mauy, and among;:;t them oun:elves, from resorting to it. Inasmuch as
there are other and safer means for conductiug the disease to a favorable
termiuation, it seems to us ubele.ss to venture upon so potent a preparation
as this.
Since the discovery of the powerful antispasmodic properties of the various bromides, they have been much used iu the treatment of this di~ease.
The bromide of ammonium. has been recommended, espec ially by Gibb and
G. Harley, as a pharyngeal and laryngeal an~thetic, tu diminish the
spasm of these parts, while, at the same time, the alkali acts by reoderiog
the secretioc from the brooc:hial mucous membrane more free aod readily
expectorated. The bromfrle ofpotassiwn acts in Lhe same way, and is pro·
ductive, probably, of equally good results. We have u:::ed both of these
salts frequently, especially iu combiuatiou with belladouna, aud have oh-
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served a marked reduction in the ~everity and number of the paroxysms
of cough in many of the ca~es. \\Te have, also, used asr.:ajatida in a number of instances with decided benefit, both in reli ving the general restlessness and in moderating the number and severity of the paroxysms. The
clocie~ in which we have given it are either two or three grains in pill, or a
tea~poonful of the rnistura assafrotida 1 three or four times a day to a child
of four years old.
Emetics anti 1V(rnseants are amongst the most important remedies in the
treatment of hooping-cough, siuce they exert a powerful influence upon
the cfosense, and unless carried to excess, are not in tbemRelves likely to
be injurious.. Some authors recommend the administration of an emetic
every day or every other dtiy, while others give them according to the
nece~sity of the case. Believing that frequently repeat~d emetic doses are
unnecessarily severe, and productive of too much fatigue and exhaustion,
we have preferred in the simple disease to give only small doses of ipecacuauha from time .to time, so as to moderate the violence of the cough.
Tartar-emetic is never necessary, and ought to be a\'Oided, on account of
its disposition to irritate and inf:lame the gastro- intestinal mucous membrane, a11d because of its ex hausting effects on the general economy. The
syrup of ipecacuanha is the preparation we have almost always used.
From ten to twenty drops, given three times a day to a child three years
old, will very generally moderate the seYerity of the paroxysms.
Purgatives are necessary in the simple disease onl y when constipation is
present. The mildest ought to be preferredi in ordeL· to avoid irritation
and exhaustion. Castor oi l, magnesia, or syrup of rhubarb are the best.
Particular Remedies.-Of the different specific remedies that have been
employed, none have attained and orniotained so high a reputation in this
city as the carbonate of votassa, which, in the form of the cochineal mixture, is constantly used both by physicians and as a domestic remedy.
The beneficial effects of thh; drug are equally recognized abroad, as may
be judged from the language of Niemeyer, who, wben speaking of its use.
in hooping-cough (op. cit., vol. i, p. 101), says: "Its effect in shorten ing
the fits of coughing is often surprising." Tbe following formµla is the one
generally administered:
R.

3j.

Pot:tS~. Carbonat., .
Coccii,
Saech. Alb.,
AqureFontis,.

3ss.
3j.
f,3iv.-U.

Give a dessertspoonful three times a day to a child a year old. Believing
the carbonate of potash to be the active agent in the mixture, we have
genernlly left out the cochineal and used the potnsh alone, dissolving it in
equnl ports of syrup of gum and water. 'Ve htt.ve frequently employed
this remedy, and believe that it, with alum and belladonna, are the most
useful agents we hnve to keep down the violence of the disease. We have
given it in the dose of a graiu three or four tiru~s in the twenty-four hours,
to children one aud two years old, for several weeks at a time, without
witnessing any injurious effects from it.
18
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.Alum was first highly recommended as a remedy in pertussis by Dr
Goldiag Bird (Guy's Flo.opital Reports, April, 1845). He states that iu
11
the second or nervous period of the diseasE', when all inflammatory symptoms have subsided, and when, with a cool skin and clean tongue, the
Jittle patient is harassed by a copious secretion from the bronchi, the attempt to get rid of which produces the exhausting and characteristic cough,
11
He adds, that be "bas not yet
alum will be found to be of much value.
met with any other remedy which has acted so satisfactorily, or affordtd
such marked and rapid relief." From reading Dr. Bird's remarks on
alum, and prompted by our kuowledge of its admirable qualities in the
treatment of croup, we were formerly Jed to make trial of it in the di~ea~e
under consideration, and we believe we may say that it has exerted a more
decided influeuce in moderating the violence of the disorJcr than any that
we have ever made use of. We have administered it in 139 cases, hegtuning in the course of the secon<l stage. Ju nearly all it was beneficial, and
in some the effects were strikingly useful, the improvement being more
rapid than we had ever seen to result from other remedie..:.:, or to occur
when the <lisease has been allowed to pursue its natural course. In a boy,
between five and six years of age, who had been coughing violently for
two weeks, the paroxysms diminished so much in intensity and frequency.
after he had taken the remedy two days, that he was not once disturbed at
night (though before he had always been waked several times), and the
spells which occurred duriug the day were much Jess severe. After con·
tinning the remedy for ten days, the disease had subsided so much that its
employment was suspended. Soon after, however, the paroxysms again
became severe and trouble~ome. The alum was resumed, and with the
same results as at first. In another family, in which tbere were three
children, all of whom had been taking syrup of ipecacuanha an.J carbonate of potash for some days, without any good effects, the alum was given
and acted as in the case first referred to. The nights were comparatively
quiet, and the spells occurring through the day very much moderated.
\Ve may repeat that, so far as our experience in the above 139 cases goe:l,
the eWects of alum have been more decided and satisfactory than those of
any other remedy. 'Ve have never known it to produce ill-consequence~,
either at the time of its administration or subsequently, though we have
given it to children from lwo months to seven years of age, and have ron·
tinued its use from one to six weeks at a time. It, like all othel' remedies:,
sometimes fails, however, to do any good,and when we have found thi.s to be
the case, we have substituted belladonna or carbonate of potash, either nlone
or combined, and it is curiou~ to observe bow, in some instances, the latter

:~~~i~: ;~~l~~~~e;~0;::~0t:~;\b0e~i~~;/~~I ~:~hin~fb~:t: ~;:~'';,!: ::~::

usually given the alum and belladonna together, and have been much
pleased with the results. If administered in large doses, alum produces
vomiting. It does not constipate, but, on the contrary, is apt to induce
diarrhroa when continued for some time. Dr. Bird gives from two to six
grains every four hours. His formula is as follows:
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B ..\luminhi, .
gr. xx,·.
Ext. Conii,
gr. xij.
Ryrup. RhreadO!l,
f3ij .
.Aqun.•Anethi, .
f,5iij.-M.
CJi,·ea medium.sized spoonful e\·ery1hreeho11rs.

To children uoder ooe year, we give from half a graio to a graio, three
or four times a day; aod to those over that age, two grains every four or
six hours. The formula. we have employed is the following:

R.

Aluminia,
Syrup. Zingib., Syrup. Acacire, Aqure Fontis, aa

3ijss.
f,5j.-1\f.

When this is prepared with good syrups, it tastes very much like lemonarle, and is not at all unpleasant, so that children take it without difficully. The dose is a teaspoonful three times a day, or every four or six
hours.
As above said, liowever, we now generally employ a combination of
alum and belladonna, nod ha\•e obtained better results from it than from
any 8iog1e remedy we have ever used. For a child ooe year old we use
the followiog formula:
B. Ext. Relladonnre,
. gr. j.
Aluminis,.
3.11<1;.
Syr. Zingib., Syr ..\eacire, Aqure, aa.
f,5j.-M.
Dooe. "\ teaQ;poonCul four time~ in the twenty-four hours: in the morning, at noon,
loedtime, and once in the night, if the cough be troublesome.

Among other remedies which have been highly recommended, but which
we have never found it necessary to resort to, may be mentioned the following:
811/plmr is much used by some German authorities, who greatly commend
its effects both at the beginning and throughout the course of the disease.
Jt may be given in powder diffused in milk or syrup, or in emulsion, in
dol3€s of three graius 1 two or three times n. day, to children from two to
four years of age.
Subf'arbonate of Iron has been successfully employed by Dr. Steyman and
by Lnmbnrcl, of Geneva.
IJilide J.Yitric .Aeid, first recommended by Lruoldi, of .l\Iontrenl, has been
highly prai-ed, especially by Gibb.
(,(miwn has al~o been frequently used, both alooe an<l as an ingredient
in formul:e rontniuing :;ome of the other remedies here mentiooed, and
appears to alleviate the violence of the paroxysms., though to a less marked
degree, we believe, than belladonna.
l11ludatio11R.-It was noticed io France, some years ago, that children
~uffering with hoopin~·cough, who lived in the oeighborhood of gas-works,
were rapidly cured; an1l the plan has been recently tried with success, of
~ending ptitients with this <lisease to iahnle the fumes arising duriag the
purification of gas, which contnio ammoaia, vapor of tar, and several
\'Ola tile oils. Dr. Bertolles (Brili•h Med. Jour., Novz,-th,,.1864) states that
£..1'.
~ "A.v..of-r:, il••«"<·f- ./rn H ,-; [I &,11-,./ '" v E' 3"'- <' ,.,._, ·• ' !:(._,
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"the register of the gas-works at Terne~. shows that during tbe previouil
six month~, 901 patients have been subjected to the vapor trentruent, of
whom 219 were cured, and 122 relieved." :M. Cornmerege (id. Inc.) hn~
also reported the effects observed in 142 children who were brought under
the action of the fumes in the gas.works at St. MaudC, and believes that
the treatment produces excelleut results in all stages of the disorder. In
general, twelve seances, each of which should be of two hours' duration,
are required for the cure. 'Ve have ourselves known of quite a numher
of in~tances among the children of the poorer classes in this city, where
patients, suffering with hooping-cough, have been allowed to inhale the
fumes from the gas-works, and have experienced positive benefit. Of like
nature is the inhalation of medicated solutioos by means of the steam atomizer i aud Dr. J. Lewis SmiLh (Amer. Jonr. Jlted. Sci., October, 1879, p.
386) reports that he has obtained good results from the use of carbolic acid
by this method. He recommends the following formula :
&. Acidi Carbo!., .
Pota..._"5. Chlorat.,

3::;..-;.
3ij.

Glycerinre,
jij.
Aqme,
jvj.-:M.
Sig. Three times d:tily1 2 to 5 minntcs at each sitting.

Tonics.-In a uumber of cases that have come under our notice, the
patient has grown pale and weuk in the course of' the disease, and this
without any local complication, but from the disturbance of the digestive
system that often exists to a greater or less extent, from the great frequency
of the vomiting, which prevents them from taking a sufficient amount of
nutriment, and from the exhausting effect of the \'iolent muscular exertion
undergone during the paroxysms. In such instance~, when there has been
no fever, or merely a Jittle evening febricula, we have employed tonics
with much advantage. and never to the injury of the patient. We have
generally made use of Huxham's tincture of bark, either alone, in doses
of from ten to twenty drops three times a day, or in connection with the
syrup of the iodide of iron, or half a. grain of the metallic iron (Pulv.
Ferri). When the appetite has been very feeble, we have found that
quinine, in the <lose of a grain three or four times a day, at the age of
three or four years, has restored it more rapidly thnn any other remedy
we have used.
LOCAL APPLTCATJONS.-Revulsives.-The milder revulsives are useful
in certain complications of pertussis, and as palliatives. To make them
tlie chief basis of the treatment, however, which has been done bv some,
is a rni!itake. In order to produce a decide<l impre~sion upon the <liseal:ie1
it would be uecesf:ary to resort to the more powerful remedies of thi.;i; cla...~,
such as moxas, issues, tartar-emetic ointment, blisters, etc., the uee of
which is not warranted by the nature of the disorder.
When the ]aryugismus has been severe, we have known the use of a
belladonna plaster, 2 by 3 inches, applied over the larynx and worn for
several days, to afford relief.
Topical applications to the interior of the larynx of solutions of nitrate
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of silver have been used by several practitioner&-, as by Gibb and Eben
WtLt:son, and apparently with much benefit. Tbe strength of the solution
shou ld vary according to the stage of the disease, being much reduced
during the early acute period.
In cases occurriug in older children, where the spasmodic irritability of
the larynx is extreme, we may employ with advautage the inha lation, by
means of tbe atomizer, of the vapor of water, or of weak alkaline solutions, to which minute quantities of morphia may be added.
Before concluding our remarks upon the treatment of simple hooping·
cough, we wi::;h to state that cases of the disease occur not unfrequently of
so mild a form, as to need absolutely no treatment other than the proper
degree of attention to hygiene; and that others again, more numerou:; than
thoi;e ju~t mentioned, will be met with, in which the only treatment necessary is the use, for a few days or weeks, of some mild expectorant and
opiate at night to lessen the severity of the paroxysms, or of moderate
clo~es of alum, bellndoona, or carbonate of potash .
In iufaats particularly it is proper to give as little medicine as possible,
allowing the disease to go on without ioterf'erence so long as it progresses
:;nfely. In a good many mild cases, small <loses of paregoric and syrup of/
ipecacunaha, coustitute the only remedies we bave found necessary in the
ca~es of infants. \Vh eu, however, the paroxysms become numerous and
violent1 exhausting the strength of the child and di~tressing its nervous
sy:>tem, we must make use of some remedy to allay the severity of the
1tttack8. 'Ve have found the alum and belladouua formula recommended
above safe and effectual. At the age of two and three months, we lutve
usua lly given from half a grain to a grain of the forme r, combined with
! 1,th grain of extract of bellaJonna, three times a day, taking care to suspend it for a day or two if it caused troublesome vomiting or purging, and
the11 resuming it in diminished dose. Or we have made use of one-quarter
or one-half grain of carbonate of potash, also combined with the tweutyfourth part of a gra in of the extract of belladonna, three or four times a
day.
THEATMENT OF TUE CoMPLfCA".rrONS.-If any of the diseases which
h:i,·e been mentioned as apt to occur during the course of pertussis shou ld
l\rise, th e treatment which is proper for them in their idiopathic form must
be adopted without regard to tbe hooping·cough, with the following reservation: that care must be taken not to use means of too powerful and
exhausting a nature, or such as have a tendency to irritate the organ with
which they come in contact. For, it must be recollected, that after the
1.:omplication is cured, the patient has still the original disease to go through
with, and therefore requires all his strength; and moreover, the various
organs <>f the body are predisposed, by the very fact of the existence of
the original malady 1 to assume diseased action, should any irritation in
the shape of a violent remedy be applied to th em .
The cases of bronchitis which came under our observation were treated
in the simplest manner. The children were put to bed, the diet carefully
regulated, the bowels gently opened with castor oil or syrup of rhubarb,
and small doses of syrup of ipecacunnha or antimonial wine, with sweet
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spirit of nitre, were administered every two hours. Mustard poultices
were applied once or twice a day to the interscnpular space, and mustard
foot-baths used every night, or more frequently, if the dyspncca were considerable. If the bronchial secretions were very profuse, and the cough
troublesome, the decoctiou or syrup of scueka was given in conoectiou
with occasional doses of laudanum or paregoric.
The treatment of collap.<Je of the bmg should be that which i::i recommended in the article on that subject, modified, of course, as may be rendered necessary, by the existence of tbe hooping-cough. A mil<l emetic,
if the patient seem strong enough to bear oue; counter-irritants, and especially sinapisms or mustard poultices applied to the chest, nutritious
food 1 and mild stimulants, as brandy, wine-whey, tincture of bark, qui·
nine, or aromatic spirit of ammonia, must form the principal means of
treatment.
The complication of pneumonia should be treated somewhat differently.
At the present time we should advise the use either of the combination
of sulphurated antimony and Dover1s powder, or of one of the alkaline
mixtures, recommended in the article on pneumonia, in conjunction wiLh
external applications and Lhe use of the foot-bath; and should not resort
to bleeding, whether local or general, unless the indicatious, elsewhere
laid down as calling for depletion in pneumonia, should be present in a
marked degree. Iadeed, in such cases, the early use of moderate stimulation and of full tonic doses of quinia is apt to be indicated on account of
the tendency to depression.
When convulsions occur they must be treated according to the cause
which produces them, and the constitution and present state of the child.
If the patient be strong llnd sanguine, and not exhau:.ited by previous
sickness, the treatment should consist of depletion by leeches to the temples, or behiod the ears; of cold applicatioos to the head; the wnrm
bath i large doses of bromide of potassium by the mouth or by enema;
hydrate of chloral by enema; cathartics or purgative enemata; and revulsives in the form of sioapisms, or of a small blister to the nucha. If, on the
contrary, the patient is of delicate constitution, or exhausted by long illness, and especially when the convulsion:.i are the result of extensive collapse of the lungs, occurring spontaneously or supervening upon bronchitis, we must be content to resort to warm baths, revulsives, antispas·
modics, anodynes, stimuli, and stimulating enemata.
Of the 12 cases of convulsions that came under our notice, 5 proved
fatal. Two of the fatal cases occurred in children who had long beeu
laboring under bronchitis, probably associated with collapse, that bad baf·
fled all treatment. Dellth took place withiu twenty-four hours from the
appearance of the convulsions, which were, in fact, the result uf the diseased
condition of the lungs. No treatment further than the warm bath and
sinapisms, was resorted to. In the third case, the convulsions came on in
the seventh week of the disease, in a child who bad been laboring for a
number of days under severe bronchitis; they ended fatally in seven hours.
The treatment employed at the beginning of the fit was a warm bath, au
enema, and mustard plasters. After a few hours, solution of morphia with
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fluid extract of valerian were given by enema, cold was applied to the bead,
aud a blister to the nucha. Iu the fourth case, which occurred in a child
in the second year of its life, they were caused by bronchitis and collapse,
and proved fatal in two days. The treatment consisted in the use of warm
b1lths, cou·uter-irritants, alum, and small doses of brandy. The fifth case
likewise occurred in the secoud year. This was oue in wbich all the symptoms of laryugismus strid ulus-prolouged laryugismus, contracture, and
general convulsions-were added to those of the primary disease. It was
treate<l with belladonna, opium, assafcetida, and warm baths, but all to no
effect.
Of the favorable cases, one occurred in a boy five months of age, on the
third day of a severe attack of bronchitis. The child wa.s immediately
placed in a warm bath, and large sinapisms applied over the front of the
chest and upon the extremities, when the convulsions ceased. After this
he was treated with half-grain doses of alum, repeated every three or four
hours, mustard foot-baths and poultices, a11d small doses of wine of opium.
On the sixth day of the attack, the third after the convulsive seizure, there
having been no return of the convu lsions, the bronchitis subsided with
copious sweats and cold hands and foet, for wbich small quaatities of
brandy and water and wine-whey were used. The recovery was perfect.
A second case occu1Ted in a hearty boy nine months old, and seemed to
depend on congestion of the brain, brought on by a severe fit of coughing.
Iu this instance a venesectio11 to a small amount was performed, the child
was placed in a warm bath, and cold applied to the head. No return of
the spasms took place, and the child recovered without difficulty. In
another case the convulsion was caused by an attack of feve r depending
on dentition, and was treated by lnucing the gums, by a warm foot-bath,
1rnd by the administration of a grain of calomel in a teaspoo11ful of castor
oil. Jn the fourth case the co nvu lsions were caused by pneumonia, and
were managed by treating the pneumonia, except that at the moment of
the attack a warm bath and a stimulating enema were made use of. In a
fifth tbe conv ul sion, which was a short one, occ urred at the onset of au
attack of bronchitis. No particular treatment beyond what was necessary
for that disease was required . In a sixth , in a boy nine months old, the
couvulsion occurred suddeuly 1 was violent, and lasted fifteen minutes.
The cause could not be ascertained. The only treatment used for the convulsion was a warm bath. There was no return . In a seventh case, in a
boy nioe months old, a slight convulsion occurred during one of the paroxysms in the fifth week . No treatment was necessary, as the attack was
very short, and there was no recurreoce of the symptoms.
HYGIENIC TREATMEN"T.-This part of the management of the disease is
of the bighest importance, for it is by careful attention to its details that
the complications which constitute the chief dauger of the malady are to
be prevented. In a considerable number of cases of pertussis, nothing
more need be done than to insist upon strict attention to hygienic rules.
1
l'he chief indieations are, to preserve the child from taking cold 1 and to
prevent indiscretions in diet. The clothing ought to be warm, and during
the autumn, winter, and spring, flannel should always be worn next to
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the skin. Tbe child ought to be kept in the house during damp weather
at all seasons, and whenever, during the winter season, it is intensely cold.
Thedietshoul<l benutritiou~, but of easy clige~tion. All heavy, rich food
ought to be absolutely forbidden during the continuance of the maln1ly.
'fREATMEXT OF THE PAHOXYSll.-lt often happens that the paroxysms
are so violent that the child seems to be in imminent danger of suffocation
or of couvulsious. This is especially true of infants. In six cases that we
have seen, in infants under !iix mouths old, the kinks lasted so long, and
the spasm of the larynx was so unyielding, that the children struggled as
though laboring under tetanus i the countenan<'e was disturbed and anxious i the face and bands, at first flushed, became purple from deep congestion i aud on some occasions the breathing was suspended for several
seconds, so that life seemed for the time in the greatest danger. The difficulty in these cases depends on tbe spasmodic closure of tbe glottis, which
is sometimes, no doubt, completely shut. \Ve ba\re never known the~e
alarming symptoms of asphyxia. to occur when the hoop has been clear
and distinct, for when that is present, the larynx cannot be very tightly
closed.
\ Vhen the symptoms above described occur in a child several years of
age, the patient should be mi:5ed and supJJOrted in the sitting po...;ture i
when in an infant, the child ought to be held lightly in the arms. so that
it may take any position which instinct prompts it to. At the same time,
cold water ought to be sprinkled from the fingers upon the fu.re, the child
should be gently fanned, or, if the weather be warm, taken to the open
window; and if there be time, it is well to put the feet into mustard-wate r.
It has been recommended on such occasions to apply compresses dipped
into cold water to the sternum . "Ve would propose the trial of a means
which the late Dr. C. D. Meigs found very successful in arresting tonic
spasm of the respiratory muscles, in a case of laryngismus stridulus. 'l.1his
is the sudden application of a piece of ice wrapped in linen to the epigas·
trium. 'Yhen the laryngeal spasm is very intenEe and obstinate, a belladonna plaster, as before recommended, ora small blister to the front of the
neck, may be useful in controlling it.
l\L Bell speaks very highly of the results obtained by sprinkling a little
ether on the clothes of the patieut at the onset of the paroxysm; and Dr.
Churchill (Diseases of Childhood, p. 223), who has tried ether in 12 or 14
cases, and chloroform in 6, regards it as a valuable addition to our reme·
dies. lie directs that about half a drachm of sulphuric ether should be
sprinkled on the nurse's hand and held before tbe child's nose and mouth at
tbecommencemeut ofa fit of coughing. In only one or two case~ no benefit
accrued, while in others great mitigation of the spasm, and in three or
four almost complete relief followed when the ether was thus applied. We
should certainly recommend a trial of this procedure, making use, however, from preference, exclusively of the sulphuric ether.
~.,u..(.d...._,~
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CLASS IL
DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY ORGANS.
ARTICLE I.

SYNONYMS; DEFINITION.-This peculiar cond ition, known under the
various. names of :M orhus Cooruleus, or the blue disease, ind Cyauosis,
mny be defiued as a permanent state of lividity or blueness of the skin,
clepcn<ling upon numerous malformations or derangements of the heart
aud great vessels.
Ia a comparatively slight degree, this condition attends many of the
chronic organic diseases of the circulatory organs, and is also transiently
present in the course of some acute diseases; but under neither of these
circumstances does the lividity merit consideration as a separate affection,
being merely due to the imperfect oxygenation of the blood.
There is, however, one form of cyauosis which we have occasionally met
with that merits a special reference. In these cases, the blueness of surface has nppeared from three or four days to as many weeks after birth,
has been iutense in its degree, aud associated with marked disturbance of
re~piratioo, and yet, under proper treatment, the infants have usually re- /
covered. We believe that the cause of such cyauosis is to be found in
atelectasis of the lungs, wLich acts partly by causing general venous congestion, and partly perhaps by obstructing the flow of blood through the
pulmonary artery, so that the right cavities of the heart become overdistencled, and there results an admixture of venous and arterial blood
through the still unclosed foramen ovale.
Before attempting to explain the peculiar blue color in cases of true
cynnosis, it will be convenient to allude to the various lesions which have
beeu found present in such cases.
;\fo1mrn ANATOMY.-The blood iu cvanosis is dat·k, and contains an
excess of carbonic acid; it has a lso lost, t~ a great extent, its coagulability.
The only organs beside those of circulation which present lesions, with any
constancy, are the lungs.
Dr. J. Lewis SmiLh (Dis. of Infancy and Childhood, 1869, pp. 578-599),
who has studied this disease with great care, and collected all the cases of
it upon record, finds the condition of the lungs recorded with more or less
mioutene~s in 110 out of 191 cases. In 26 cases there was tuberculos is,
either confined to the lungs, or chiefly exhibited in these organs; in 35
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cases the lungs were of small size, either from compression by effusion in
the pleural !l'acs or pericardium, or sometimes, apparently, from the per·
sistence of the footal state over u greater or less portion of the organ. In
3:j cases the lungs presented a dark color, owing either to atelectasis or to
engorgement and congestion. In 9 there was emphysema in a part of the
lungs; in 2, pneumonia i in 2, the color was pale; in 1, a bright crimson;
in 1, the lungs were larger than natural; in 1, the right lung was absent;

and in 17, these organs were recorded as healthy.
There is also found, in a large proportion of cases, venous conge:;ti1.rn of
the brain, liver, or kidneys. By far the most marked and important
lesions, however, are those of the heart and great vessels, which are, ex·
cepting in extremely rare iustances, the essential seat of the disease. The
number of these lesions already recorded is considerable, as will be seen
from the subjoined table, borrowed from Smith, which shows their char·
acter and relative frequency.
1. Pulmonary artery absent, rndimenlnry, impervious, or partially
obi;tructed, . . . . . . . . . .
2. Right auriculo-ventricular orifice impen1 ious or contracted,
.
3. Orifice of tlie pulmonary artery and the right auriculo-ventricular aperture impervious or contracted, .
4. Right \•entricle divided into two cavities by a supernumerary
septum,.
5. Oneauricleandoneventricle , .
6. Twoanriclesand one ,·entricle,.
7. Asingleanriculo-ventricularo pening; interauricularau<l interventricular septaincomplete,
8. .Mitralorificeclosedorcontra cted,
9. Aorta. absent, rudimentary, impervious, or partially obstructed,
10. Aortic and the left auriculo-"entricular orifices impervious or
contracted,
11. Aorta and pulmonary artery transposed, .
12. Thecavreentering the left auricle.
.
13. Pulmonary veins opening into the right auricle, or into the cavre
or azygos "eins,
.
14. Aorta impervious or contracted above its point of union with
the ductus arteriosus; pulmonary artery wholly or in part
supplying blood to the descending aorta. through the ductus
arteriosus,

97
5

11
12

4

14

162

It is evident from a glance at this table, that the vast majority of the
above Jesions must occur before the full development of the heart is attained; and that consequently, in nearly every instance, cyanosis is a
congenital affection. But further than this it will be observed, that in
the first four groups in Smith's table, or in 119 out of 162 cases, the lesions
affect the right side of the heart, and are precisely of' the kind that we
know are caused by iuflammation of the endocardium. Bearing in mind
then the well·ascertained law, that endocarditis occurring during f'retal life,
almost exclusively attacks the right side of the heart, we can readily un·
derstand how such le3ions could be produced by an attack of inflamrua·
tion affecting either the valves of the pulmonary artery, or the tricuspid
valves, or sorpe part of the lining membrane of the right ventricle. Should
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such an nltack of endocarditis'occur after the development of the cavities
aud septa of the heart, and the closure of the foramen ovale and ductus
arteriosus, and lead to occlusion of the orifice of the pulmonary artery, it
would of course be impossible for life to be sustained. But where such a
lesion is produced while the inter·au ricular and inter-ventricular septa are
still imperfect, aud the ductus arteriosus patulous, so much compensation
may be effected that life can often be prolonged for many years. Tb us, it
is evident, that the first effect of the closure of the orifice of the pulmonary
artery, at such an early period, wi ll be to cause a large portion of the
blood from the right ventricle to pass directly through tbe opening re·
maining in the inter-ventricular septum into the left veutricle. Usually
this opening is not free enough to relieve the right ventricle entirely, and
there is consequently pressure exerted backwards on the blood entering
from the right auricle, which forces part of' it through the foramen ovale
into the left auricle, aud thus still further relieves the fulness of' the right
cnvilies. As there is no outward current through the pulmonary artery,
owing lo the occlusion of its orifice, blood flows back into this vessel from
the aorln through the patu lous d uctus arteriosus, aud thus supplies the
lungs. At the same time tbe bronchial arteries become much enlarged,
ancl 1 in some rare cases, blood has been able to reach the lungs through
abnormal branches from the interaal mammary or in tercostal arte ri es.
In cases of cyauosis which prove fatal very soon after birth, the most diverse an<l inexplicable lesions, as before enumerated, may be found; but
in those instances where life is prolonged, th~ heart is usually found to
present the associated les ions above described : contraetion or occlusion of
the orifice of the pu lm onary artery, imperfect iutt>r-veutricu lar septum,
and patulous foramen ovale and ductus arteriosus. Iu such cases, when
the compensatory communications between the right and left side of the
circulation are free, life may be prolonged for many years.
This was very nearly the condit ion found in the followi11g case, 1 the
opportunity of exam inin g and describing wb ich we owe to the courtesy of

Dr. C. H. Thomas.
"The patient was a young man, ret. 22 years, who had been markedly cyanotic.
from infancy, and wa.3 poorly developed. He was unable to maintain a proper tcm·
pcraturc. He suffered constantly from slight dyspncea, with occasional exacerLations.
At tlie autopsy there was marked congestion of the abdominal viscera, and the g:lil·
bladder was packed with gallstones. Both lungs contained numerous yellow miliary
tubercles.
"The heart was rounded. The cavities of the ventricles were not much enlarged,
nor was there any hypertrophy of the walls of the left ventricle. The walls of the
right ventricle were, however1 clecidedlythickened, though not equalling those of the
left. 'l'he!:eptum vcntriculormu was disproportionately thick, aud terminated about
one-third or an inch below 1he level of the origin of the aorta in a smooth, rounded
edge, over which the endo<'ardium wns thickened. The septum also seemed inside
of its normal position, so as almo<:t to bisect the aortic orifice. The aorta, which was
slightly dilated but quite healthy, thus communicated freely with both ventricles.
The origin of the pulmonary artery was \'ery much obstructed, owing to coalescence
and contraction of its valves. The ductus arteriosus was, unfortunately, not preser•ed 1
1

See Descripti\'e Cata.Jogue of Path . .Museum of Penna. Hosp. 1 No. 1501, p. 84, by

William Pepper, M.D., 1869.
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h111, owing to tlie large "ize of the pnlmonary artery lwyond 1he 'iC:'l.f of oh..::truction, it
had in all prob:lbility remaim..><I patulous. The foramen ovale wusclo.-;ed.' 1

In this instance, the orifice of the pulmonary artery not being entirely
clo5ecJ 1 the opening in the inter-ventricular septum had been large enoug h
to allow the right ventricle to relieve ittielf' io that way, and comsequeutly
the foramen ovale had closed .

When writing of atclecta.':'iS pulmonum (p. 1.J-1) we called attention to
tbP, fact thnt iu some cases, where the ~tale of imperfect expan~ion pcrsi~tecl, the continued obstruction to the pulmonary circulutiou was followed
by the i;ame train of le.::ions, viz., patulous ductus arterio:-;us anti forarueu
ornle, and hypertrophy with dilatation of the right side of the heart, ru; are
cou.::equent upon obstruction of the orifice of the pulmonary artery, and
which, as in the latter case, mig ht be at.tended with cyauosis.
The mere persistence of the foramen ovale can scarce ly be regarded as
n cause of permanent cyano!;is. It is quite possible that during the early
days of extra-uterine life, a certain amouat of cyanosis might exist owing
to the admixtllre of venous and arterial blood allowed by this opening, but
after the forces of the circulation become equali zed, it is quite certain that
the valve of the foramen may rcmaiu unattached, 'lr may even be somewhat insufficient to close the opening, and yet no cyanosit1 be present.
As au illustrative case of one of the rnrer forms of cyano!;is, and one
which bears in the most interesting manner upon the theory of its producti1)n, we abstract the following from a more full account published in the
P1·oceedings of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia :1
The child was a well-developed male, born at full term. No discoloration was
noticed at birth, but on the twelfth daY, as the grandmother wa..-. preparing to wai:;h it,
it had a eonvnlsion, and from that time presented coldne-~s of the extremities, gradually incrca<;ing li\'idity, feeble and rapid pulse, and rnoaning and '3ighing re.;piration .
During inspil'ation 1 the sternum and upper parts of the chest were elevated, but the
latel'al r('gions remained unexpanded, and there wai'l marked rcccs:-;ion of the L:tse of
the thorax. The percussion-n:..>Sonance was diminished on both sid~, but e.~pecially
on the right. The vesicular murmur was puerile, except OYer the right ~ide, when~
it was feehle. The cardiac sonnd" were decidedly louder at the right scapula than
0\1 er the left.
The cardiac impulse at the left nipple was very incli~tinct, and the
sounds there feeble but n:\l.ural. On pt'essing two lingers lightly to the left of the en·
siform cartilage, clo:-;e to the costal carti lages. a very distinct and quite vigorous impulse could be felt, one mm.:h more distinct than at the nipple. At this point, a di!>tinct blowing sound attended the systole or the heart. The diagnosis made at the
time was: atelectasis of both lun[:o"', of the right greater than or the left; dilatation
with hypertrophy or the right ventricle; obstruction of the pulmonary artery, and
open foramen ova le. Death occurred on the fm:ty-fourth day afler birth.
At the autopsy, the bocl_y was very snull and thin. The thorax was flattened laterally, and contracted at the base. There was marked collap~e of the lower lobC!'I of
both lungt1, and especially of the right. The heart was one-half too large, and full,
rounded, and distended with soft black clots. The walls of the right ventricle were
very thick, and its cavity quite small; it Jlrcscntcd the appearance we usually
associate with the left ventricle. The walls of the left ventricle were thinner than
tho_<;e of the right, and its ca\tity was much more capacious than that of the right.
1 Tran'!position of the Arteries.
Dr. J. F . .Meigs. Proc. of Path. Soc., vol. ii 1 p.
37 i and .\.m. Jonr. of Med. Sciences, \'Ol. :xi, 1860, p. 415.
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Theo,.ie.'l CM.to the Prorlttction of Cyanosis.-In the vast mn.jority of cao;:cs
the malformatiou which CUU:-'05 CJlUl05is is of such a character as to allow
admixture of the veuous and arterial blood, and, at the same time, to
interfere more or less with the circulation of this mixed fluid. Ever since
the time of l\lorgagni 1 authors upon this subject have been divi<led in
opinion as to whether the colorat.iou of the skin were due exclusively to
one or the other of theFie causes: obstruction to the cardiac circuh1tiou aud
consequent venous conge.:;Lion, or intermingling of the venous and arterial

blood.
Iu regard to the fir:s.t of these causes, although it has numbered among
its advocates l\lorgagni, Louis, at1d StillC, it canuot be considered compe·
tent to fully explain all the cases an<l peculiarities of cyanosis, although
such central obstruction will unquestionably aid in its production.
Nor can the second theory be held exclusively sufficient, since not only
are there cases met with where cyanosis is preseut and yet uo admixture
of venous and arterial blood is possible, but also, on the other baud,
where a cousiderable degree of admixture exists without the production
of cyannsis.
It l)eems necessary, therefore, as Smith bas clearly pointed out, that any
theory whi~h pretend:s to embruce all the elemeuts of this complex condition, should embody a reference to the fact that the essential defect in
cynnosis is a wam of nrterializn.tion of the blood.
Sn1PTOl\IS.--:--Even in cases where cyanosis is due to congeuit:d organic
lesions, the peculiar symptoms arc not always present until sorue time
after birth.
Thu::;, in 138 of the cases of cyanosis collected by Smitfi, tbe tim<:: at
whicb lividity was first noticed is stated as follows:
In 97 it
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Dr. Smith adds," that in these 41 cai::es, in which blueness did not occur
till after the age of one week, if the patient were Jess than two years old
when it commeuced, there was frequently 110 obvious excitiug cause ; but
above thi~ age, with three exceptioni::, such a cause is known to have been
pre~ent. It is interesting to observe how tri\•ial the exciting cause frequently is" (an acute attack of sickness, an attack of convulsion~, difficult
parturition, a. fall, or even a severe blow) 1 "and equally interesting to note
how long patients ha\•e enjoyed good health, not having the least lividity,
although the anatomical vice, to which the final development of cyanosis
was cine, had existed from birth."
The most characteristic symptou of cyanosis is the lividity of the surface, which varies in difft!reut cases from mere duskiness to a deep purplish
tint. This color also varies in degree in different parts of the body, being
most marked in the distant and especially the dependeut portions, upon the
mucous membranes, and wherever tbe capillary VPssel::i arc abundant, as on
the fi1ce. Its degree varies, finally, in the same case with the coodition of
the circulation. la slight cases, when the patient is quiet and the circulation tranquil, the discoloration of the surface may be imperceptible, but
upon any exertion, and especially in the more severe cases, the lividity
becomes much intensified. In some instances, such as that uarrated by us
below, there may be actual ecchymoses of the surface, as in purpura.
The state of the geueral uutrition is much impaired, and the subjects of
this disense are usually stunted and poorly developed. In many iuHances
the generative system appears even more imperfectly developed than the
rest of the economy. The temperature of the body is always reduced, and
exposure to cold is very poorly borne.
In a good many cases Lhe thorax presents the deformity so often found
in association with rickets, known as the "pigeon-breast." It usually happens, also, that the ends of the llngers and toes become bulbous. Disturbances of the circulation antl respiration are of frequent occurrence. Thus
there is often some abnormal bruit heard in the cardiac region, due to the
abnormal condition of the heart. The pulse may be regular and of fair
volume, but more frequently is small, irregular, or intermittent, and palpitation is very readily iucluced by exertion. The disturbance of respiration usually corresponds in degree with the embarrassment of the circulation.
W"hile the patient remains quiet his breathing may be easy and regular,
but usually any sudden movemeut or exertion or emotion is sufficient to
induce a paroxysm of clp:pncea, during which the lividity of surface be·
comes much deeper. In infauts these paroxysms not rarely terminate in
convulsions. Headache is frequently complained of, and is very apt to
be caused by whatever disorders the circulation.. During the paroxyi;ms
of palpitation, pain is often complained of in the region of the heart, but
is rarely pen::istent.
Owing to the extreme venous stasis frequently present, there is a tendency
to passive hemorrhages in cyanosis, which expresses it elf by bleeding from
the noEe, moutb, stomach, or rectum, or under the skin. illdema of the
lower extremities is often met with as a temporary condition after long
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11tanding on the feet; it is ah;o apt to appear and to invade the rest
of the
body toward:o' the close of the case, when tbe circulation becomes
more en-

feehled.

~[oo&~ OF DEATH.-:\fan y cyanotic patients die
from the effect of some
intercurrent acute disease, as hooping-cough or one of the exanthemata,
all of which are very badly borne in this condition.
The theury that venous conges tion is opposed to the development
of
tuberculo~is, was applied by Rokitansky to this affection;
but without any
~ufficient ground, since, as we have seen already,
tuberculosis was found as
the cau~e of death in no less than 26 of the cases collected by Dr.
Smith.
In other cases death occurs suddenly, either during au attack of couvul~ious or a paroxysm of <lyspnooa.
In se,•ere cases of cyanosis life is rarely prolonged more than a few
year~ i hut in Jess marked cases the patients may
eve u attnio middle age.
In 186 cases collected by Dr. Smith, the age at duath was as follows:

ln 17 under age of one week.
"JO from 1 week to 1 month.
"12 " lmonthto3mon th;:.
11
"11 " 3monthslo6
11
17 " 6 "
"12 u
11
12 H l )C:lr to 2 years.
1
"2 1 ' 2yearsto5"

In 21 from 5years lo 10year-.
11
41" 10 " "20"
"20 ,, 20 " C< 40
11
4over 40 years.
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:--io that in 67, or more than one·t.hird, death occuned before the
close
of the first year; in 121, or more than three.fifth.:;, before the age
of 10
years i only 24 survived the age of 20 years, and -1 the age of 40
years.
W e subjoin the history of a case of cyauosis which we had under
observntiou for several years, io which the symptoms of this peculiar
condition
Wf're extremely well marked.
J. W., a•t. lG ~·ears and 7 month~, hns been cyanotic since infanc~·,
but for the
p:lqf few year<:, at lea~!, has enjoyed foir health.
At present there is marked li\·idity
nf the lip11 tmd of the nose, e,;pecially at the extremity, which seems
somewhat int•rcas('(I in size. His hand!-! habitu:dly appear ti'J though stained
with so lu tion of
c:lrmine, the skin being uniformly lh·id O\'er the whole hands, but
becoming lighter
oolored on the forearms. Pressure partly remo\'es the lividity, which
returns slowly
after the withdrawal of the prc~sure. At times there ha\•e been
little ecch_rmoses of
1hc :;nrfoce, followed by the effu,.ion of ~crum under lite epidermis,
and lhe formalion
of ~uperficial exeoriations, which have left small eit:Hrites. Only
a few of these ha\·e
appeared on 1he bands.
Thc,.c \·asculardi<;lurb ancesarc C\'en more marked in the lower extremities.
The
ft!i:t are continually deeply livid; and 0\'er their
surface and the ankles very nnmerOlh ecchymotic spots ha\•e appeared, which underwent
the same changes as 1h()!;e on
the hand", and ha\'e left shining cicatricial bpot~, of a rleep blacki!'h-red
color, from
1hedepo,.iitofpig111cn1, and surrounded byad:irkLrowni shstain.
Thcrehasal.-oLe en
a good deal ofrl'demaofthe feet lately. •\II of thc<:econditions ha,·ebeen
impron.-d
by the use of tight-Jared Atockinwi. The skin of both the hands
anrl feet is rathl'r
~c1ft and moi!'=t. The last phalange,., both of the
fingers and toefl, are marked!~· cl:m1tl'
am! h)'J>ertrophicd. Firm pre~~ure upon them reduces their size
i but, upon withdr-Jwal of the prc~.surc, tlie blood :slowly returns, and the)· regain
their former ;:ize.
The temperature of the bi>dy is always low, and he suffors extremely
from exposure
lo told.
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CY A NOSIS.

IIe suffers somewlw.t from dy~pnccn, even upon slight exertion, but le"" c;;o than
formerly. Ile is also troubled with cough during the winter month'l. There is
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abnormal cardiac murmur, thongh two years ago there was a distinct soft systolic
bruit. The pulse in the standing posture is 114, in tbc sitting, 108. He lia"I occasional attacks of epistaxis, and suflers quite frequently from attacks of gastric disturbance attended with severe headache.

The above note was taken in December, 1869. Since then this case
bas terminated fatally, and a post·monem examination proved the exist·
ence of marked congenital malformaLion of the heart, of the character
already fully described, originating evidently in obstruction of the pul·
monary orifice.
TREATME~T.-ln the form of cyanosis which we have <lescribed as
depending on collapse of the luugs, the child should be placed in the
position below recommended as rendering tl1e heart's action most free; the
temperature of the body should be carefully maintained, and a few doses
of brandy in water or breast·milk should be given at intervals. There is
evidE'ntly but little good that can be done by mere medication in cyauosis
depending on malformations of the heart. When the heart's action is
feeble and irregular, digitalis, iron, and quiuia may be administered.
During the paroxysms of palpitation and dyspncea, the best remedies are
diffusible stimulants, such as Hoffman's anodyne, spil'it of chloroform,
ammonia, and brandy; and derivatives, such as siuapisms to the chest, or
hot mustard foot-baths. In cases where the digestion is markedly feeble,
the use of vegetable tonfos is indicated.
13y far the most important part of the treatment, however, is a strict
attention to the hygienic conditions of the patient. He should, so far as
may be practicable, avoid all excitement and active exertion; his diet
should be digestible r.nd nutritious, his cloth ing should be warm, and, in
addition, he should carefully avoid all exposure to severe cold.
In cases where the venous congestion of the legs is marked and attended
wilh cedema or with enlargement of the veins, laced stockings sht1uld be
worn.
It occasionally happens that cyanotic patients find that certain positions
afford them peculiar ease and comfort. Believing that in casE'S where the
lividity appeared soon after birth (cyanosis neonatorum) it was due to a
patulous condition of the foramen ovale, the 1ate Dr. Charles D . .Meigs
was led to recommend (Diseases of Children, 1850, p. 92) that such chi l·
dren should be placed upon a pillow, on the right side, the head and
truuk being inclined upwards about 30° or 4!) 0 • The object of Lhis po·
sition was "to bring the septum of the auricles into a horizontal position,
so that the blood in the left auricle might press the valve of Botalli down
upon the foramen ovale."
In a certain number of cases the adoption of this recommendation has
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und oubtedly seemed to relieve the lividity, so that it is perhaps desirable
that all cyanotic infants should be placed in this position ; though from a
glance at the anomalies in the formation of the heart which frequently
attend cyanosis, it is evident that in most cases it could furnish no material relief. 'Ve are ourselves inclined to attribute the relief afforded by
this position, not to any influence upon the foramen ovale, but to the fact
that the heart's action is far most free and unincumbered when the child
is placed upon the right side, with the trunk somewhat elevated.

ARTICLE IL
DISEASES OF THE HEART.

As we are prevented, by the limits of this work, from giving any detailed account of many of the affections which merely occ ur in childhood
in common with adult life, we propose in this article to off~r only a few
practical remarks upon the differences presented by diseases of the heart
occu rring at these two periods of life.
Apart from those congenital malformations of the heart, already discu ~s.ed in the preceding article, the diseases of this organ most frequently
met with in childhood are pericarditis, aud acute and chronic endocardili~, with valvular disease.
The most frequent causes of these affections are rheumatism, the peculiar
alterations of the blood present in scarlatina, rubeola, and diphtheria, and
extension of inflammation from the adjacent tissues, in cases of pleurisy or
pneumonia. Of these well-recognized causes, rh eumatism is by far the
most frequent; for, although young children are comparatively rarely the
subjects of this disease, it is followed by some cardiac complication in a
larger proportion of cases in childhood than in after years. Tb is fact will
be more fully referred to in our remarks upon rheumatism, where we dwell
upon the importance of recognizing this marked tendency,and of watching
most critically for the appearance· of any symptom indicating that the
heart bas become involved. This extreme watchfulness is the more necessary, because it frequently happens in young children, that for several
days before the development of any local articular trouble, there may
exist marked rheumatic fever, with serious inflammation of the membranes
of the heart.
lo n few in:stances an acute cardiac affection canoot be traced to any of
the causes above mentioned, but appears to occur idiopathic:ally, witbc..ut
exposure to any recogaizable excitiag cause.
~0 1 too, in some cases of' chronic valvular disease, and especially 1 it has
seemed to us, of contract ion and thickening of the mitral valve, the lesion
cannot even be traced to auy acute attack of endocarditis, but seems more
akin to a fibroid degeaeration, whose cause and early symptoms have been
ob::cure and entirely overlookec.I.
19
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Po;:sibly, in some of these inter~ting casesz, the real !3-tarting-point of
the di~case may have been an attack of endocarditis in fcctal life, which
partially ii:poiled the valve, and :-<et on foot degenerative changes, \\hich
blowly increased until they produced fatal symptomR.
Acu·rn PERICARD1Tl8 miiy occur at auy period after birth. In very
young iofants it has been observed in conjunction with peritoniti~, and
wns apparently due to eryi;ipelas; while in other cases no cause could be
ll'.-'~igne<l for its occurre1ll:e. The symptom!S arc, however, so vague anJ
difficult to appreciate at this lender age, that the lesion is rarely recog·
uizecl uutil after death. The infant is evidently in pnin; the features arc
pinched and shruoken, the skin hot at first, and the pulse and respiration
greatly accelerated. Tbe physical signs can, however, rarely be snti!'factorily determined, partly because dettt.b usually occurs before the lesions
reach any considerable degree of development.
In olJer children Lhe physical signs are often obscured by the coexistence of some inJhimmatory condition of the lungs or pleura, and the
cxbtence of pericanlitis can only be surmi::<cd by the presence of a degree
of di~turbance of the circulation and respiration out of all proportion to
the amount of lung trouble.
\\rhea, however, pericarditis occurs without any such complication, it
1t1ay he often recognized by the seat of pain; the existence of great dysp·
noon, amounting at times to orthopnooa; the great frequency of the pulse,
which is often small, and evco irregular; the disturbance of circulatioo,
as shown by lividity of the lips and face; and 1 finally, by auscultation aud
percu,.~iou, which reveal at first merely a friction-sound, and later, when
effusion has occurred, distant aud feeWe heart-sounds, with an increased
area of cardiac dulness. Other cases, however, occur wbicb pre::<ent but
few of these objective signs, and it is only by the most careful pby:::.ical
examination that the disease can be detected.
When severe, pericarditis in children usuaily proves fatal. After death
the 8ame anatomical lesions are found as after pericarditis in adult life.
The membrane is, iu the fir~t ~tage, reddened, injected, dryish, and slightly
roughened; while later it is still injected aacl even ecchymosed, thickened,
softened, an<l covered with patches or uniform layers of whitish or yellowi~h white lympb, the surfaces of which are mmally flocculentor irregularly
roughened. The pericar<lial t:ac contains a. variable quantity of turbid, or,
nt times, bloody serum; or, in secondary cases, a sero-purulent fluid.
Iu cases where recovery takes place, the result.i of the previous iuflammation are found, after death has occurred from some other cause, in the
form of more or less extensive adhesion of the two layers of the pel'icar·
dium, or merely of' thickening nnd opacity of that membrane. It is seldom that fatal cases of pericarditis are uncomplicated . Tbe mo:;t frequent
complication is endocarditis, and occasionally broncho-pneumonia nod
pleurisy.
TnEATMENT.-ln idiopathic cases, if the disease be recognized in the
enrly stage, we should advise local depletion over the prreCordia by three
or four leeches or cut-cups iu a child of 6ve years of age, followed hy the
application of warm musb-poultices 1 the depletion being repeated if io<li·
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cated; the internal use of large doses of acetate of potash and iodide of
pota .....:iium, a!:'sociatecl with doses of veratruru vi ride of appropriate strength,
to quiet the excessive vascular f!xcitement; and the careful administration
of nutritious diet and small amounts of stimulus, if the powers of the cir·
culation seem likely to yield to the influence of the disease.
In the very rare instances where the disease becomes chronic, and the
effu,;i1J11 remains unabsorbed, the treatment should consist in the repeated
applitatiou of small blisters over the pr::ecordia, and the internal use of
iodide of potassium, iodide of iron, with tonics and nutritious diet. Iu
still more rare cases, the effect of chronic pericarditis is to induce ex·
tremely thick layers of lymph enveloping the heart. In one iastance,
which we lately saw in cousultation with Dr. C. II. Thomas,i where pericarditis of several years' duration existed, the sac wns obliterated by a layer
of succulent, almost gelatinous lymph, fully one-half inch in thickness.
fo such a case, it is difficult to <li6tinguish the lesion from hypertrophy of
the heart. It m ight be done, however, by the absence of valvular mur·
mur, and the feebleness of the apex·beat and of the heart-sounds. If,
moreover, we have observed or can get aP accurate account of the origiaal
attack, ils character aad the future course of the case would be of great
value.
ENDOC'ARDITIS.-Io many cases, acute endocarditis in children occurs
in conjunction with pericarditis, although it also occurs frequently as an
independent affection. It is due to the sarne series of causes, also, as ha Ye
been already enumerated when speaking of th is latter disease; of these
uu<loubtedly rheumatism, scarlatina, and rubeola Are far the most frequent. And as it is of far more frequent occurrence than pericarditis, and
productive of even more serious results, it is necessary that we should, if
possible 1 be more upon the alert to detect the very earliest symptoms of
its prc!"euce. Since recent observation bas establi::;hed the occurreace of
acule affections of the heart iu the course of some other specific diseases,
as stated iu our remarks on pericarditis, it is -an important rule to use the
same care iu repeatedly examiuing the heart in these cases also.
la severe cases, whether occurring idiopathically, or as a complication
or ;-;equcl of some other disease, there is violent disturbance of tbe circulation, with great dyspacca, nncl short, <lry cough, without any of the physi·
cal signs of pulmonary disease. The child is extremely restless, and, upon
nu:scultatiou, an abnormal bruit is beard attending the heart's action.
The valvular murmur, it must be remembered, is aot harsh and strong as
io some cases of chronic valvular disease, hut may be so gentle and soft
as to be beard with difficulty.
lo most cases/ tbe mitral valve is chiefly affected in acute eudoc:.uditis,
nnd the murmur detected 011 auscultation is heard over the body of the
heart nnd to the•left of this organ, and often has its seat of greatest in ten·
sity near the apex. ' Ve have most frequently observed the murmur to be
sy tolic in tirne, attendiu~ nod more or less obscuring the first sou ad of
1 See report in Trarn:mc1ions of Philadelphia Pathological Society, vol. vi, 1876-77.
' Sec taOle of Dr. Sansom, )le<lical Tirues und Gazette, 1879, \'OI. ii, p. 361.
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the heart, in such acute cases. Of course, this indicates the exh•tence of
some imperfection in the closure of the mitral valves, allowing more or
less regurgitation of blood into the auricle with each contraction of the
ventricle. Occasionally a double murmur, attendiug both the systole and
diastolei anrl indicating roughness as well as insufficiency of the mitral
valve, is heard. In more rare instances, we have found the aortic valves
to be the seat of acute eudocarditis, as shown by the presence of a single or
double blowing murmur over the base of the heart, and transmitted mo~t
strongly upwards over the upper part of the sternum to the second right
co:Stal cartilage.
But more frequently the acute symptoms are not so marked or characteristic as this, and, when ensuing, for instance, in the course of acute rheumatism, may consist merely in a little increRse of the beat of the skin,
frequency of the pulse and restlessness, with or without vague complaint.,,
of pain about the prrecordia.
Absolutely the only wny of recognizing such cases is by auscultation, nod
consequently we would urge the immense importance of carefully aut-culting the heart daily, not only in every case of acute rheumatism in a child,
but also in every case where anomalous febrile symptoms, with accelera·
tion of pulse, are present, and particularly if there be general soreness, or
even resistance to motion.
Iu very severe attacks of acute endocnrditis, death may occur early;
but more commonly the disease is less severe, and the urgent symptoms
subside, leaving, however, in but. too many cases, organic valvular
clitiease.
\\'hen death occurs during the acute stage, the endocardium is found
injected, reddened, softened, and readily detached from the muscular wall.
The lesions are most marked on the left side of tbe heart, and especially
on the endocardium covering the mitral valve, where, iu addition to the
above mentioued appearances, there are usually patches or rows of minute
granular vegetations, which form a fine beaded line along the free border
of the valves; or, in other cases, delicate fringe.like processes wbich bang
from the leaflets. \Ve have alluded at some length in our article on
chorea, to the theory which bas been framed to explain the frequent oc·
currence of this latter disease in connection with rheumatism, by the sepa·
ration of minute fragments of such vegetations, and their impaction in
some of the vessels of the brain.
The treatment of acute endocarditis should be the same as that recom·
meudell for acute pericarditis.
CHRO~IC

VALVULAR DISEASES.

There are certain general rt!marks which we desire to make in connec·
tion with these affections, which are applicable to them, without reference
to the particular valve diseased; in addition to which, we will call atteo·
tiou to the diagnostic signs and special features of the diseases of each set
of valves.
CAUSESi FnEQ.UENCY.-Iu very many cases, heart disease in young
children is recognized for the first time when such marked lesions exi:)t
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as to conviore us that the di~ea::;e has already been of some considerable
duration. Undoubtedly this is parlly because the acute symptoms of the
early f.l.tnge have been entirely overlooked . This is particularly the ca::;e
when the disease is rheumatic in its origin. 'Ve areconviaced that acute
rhcumati~m is often overlooked in young childreu 1 and also that endocar·
diti~ orcurriug in the course of ~uch attacks not rarely escapes detection.
It i~. therefore, very difficult to say in what proportion of cases in young
childreny valvular diseases have been of acute origin. In our own experi·
ence they have, with the exception of contraction of the mitral valve,
almo~t universally followed an attack of endocarditis. In the case of
mitrnl contraction, however, it is quite often impossible to trace the disease
to any acute attack. It would appear, therefore, either that, contrary to
the mmnl rule in early life, this lesion is often the result of a slow degene·
rative, fibroid change, or e]se that, in some cases 1 it may arise in footal life.
This latter view does not seem at all impossible when we remember how
slow is the development of this lesion, a.ud for how long a time it may
remniu latent. Thus, Dr. II. Barth (New York Medical Record, 1879, p.
2!12), reports a very interesting case of footal endocarditis detected before
birth, and in which the autopsy verified the diagnosis.
As to the relative frequency with which the different. sets of valves are
affcrtc>d, lesions of the mitral valve undoubterlly preponderate largely.
"'e have, it is true, met with extreme aortic disease in quite young cbil·
dreu, marked by all the phy:sical signs that are familiar as occurring in
the adult; but such cases lrnve been rare compared to those iu which the
mitral valve was the ~eat of the di~ease.
ANATOMICAL APPEARANCJ<:S.-The lesions which are found in chronic
valvular diseases do not differ from those which are found in the adult,
nor do they present characteristic differences <lependent upon the mode of
their origin. It is, however, probably true that in those cases which have
followed acute endocar<litis, it is more usual to fiud numerous and large
vegetations upon the valves, than where the lesion has been chronic and
of gradual development f'roru the start. The lesions which are found
usually, are vegetations or calcareous incrustations on tht:s valves, or there
may be thickening, contraction, and coalescence of the valves and their
chordro tenclinere1 either of which conditions may be attended with con·
traction of the orifices of the heart, and obstruction to the passage of
blood . Ou the other hnnd 1 the contraction of the valves may be in such
a direction as to render them insufficient to close the orifice, and thus
allow regurgitation. The effect of these lesions upon the walls and ca vi·
ties of the heart will vary with their degree and suddenness of develop.
meat. Usually they are fol1owed by dilatation of the cavities invoived,
and by thickening or hypertrophy of their walls, which has usually seemed
to us more constant and to bear a larger proportion to the dilatation than
in adults.
SYMPTOMR.-The general symptoms during the early stages of chronic
valnilar <.fo;ease, are often extremely slight, consisting merely of some
interference with the general development of the body; a little pal pita-
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tion of the hen rt, and dyspurea on exertion ; occasional pr:Ecordial di.o.;tre.:fl,
and perhaps slight prominence of the cardiac region.
The vague character of these syruptoms accouuts for the fact that, nfter

the subt:ideace of the acute symptoms of endocarditis, when· the c'li,:ea!le

has begun in that way, such cases are very often neglected, and rec~ive
no proper care until the occurrence of dy~pncca, cough, or drop!-!)', gives
warning only in time to recognize that incurable or even fatal leoions httve
•
been developed.
'Ve make these remarks especially to cull attention to the insi<lious mode

of approach of many cases of the chronic valvular disease of the heart in
children; and to impress upon our readers the important practical rule
that, whenever, iu the investigation of a child suffering with obscure ill
health, we learn of the previous occurrence of acute rheumatism, or any of
the genera.I infectious diseases, or find mentioned among the symptoms
nny irregularities of the circulation or action of the heart, careful physical
exploration of the ht-art should' immediately be practiced.
The ~pecinl symptoms wtlicb attend the diseases of the different \'alves,
may be briefly describf'd as follows:
D(sea.~es of the Aortic J'alues.-These affections are, as already said,
comparatively rare in children. The blowing murmur which attends
them is usually strong aDd distinct. If the lesion causes obstruction of
the aortic orifice, the murmur will attend the first sound; if there be regurgitation through the valve, it will atteucl or take the place of the
second sound. In many cases the le~ion causes both obstruction an<l insufficiency, and there is Lh<>ref'ore a double murmur. In either ca:.;e the
murmur will bf'! heard extending from the base of the heart upward and
across the sternum to the second right costal carlilage, as well as down·
wnrd along tbat bone to the xiphoid cartilage. It is also transmitted into
the arteries. The murmur is often so loud that, especially in cases of re·
gurgitatiou, it may be heard down over the body of' the heart to the upex;
aud also to a varying distance on either side of the sternum over the upper
part of tbe chest. Occasionally also a thrill may be felt over the upper
piece of the sternum, iu the second intercostal space at either the right or
left edge of' Lhe sternum, or at the supra·5terual notch.
The action of the heart is regular, and may not be accelerated, though
exertion readily excites palpitation. The apex-beat is quick and strong 1
and is found after a time below and to the left of its normal position. Tbe
area of cardiac percussion duluess also becomes moderately increased in
consequence of gradual hypertrophy of the walls of the left ventricle.
'l'he pulse is small, quick, and in cases of regurgitation, jerking and unsustained, or receding.
In severe cases, there are marked evidences of interference with the arterial circulation. The surface is pale, and shows the insufficient amount
of blood which pa5ses through the arterial capillaries.
The respiration is usually but little disturbed, excepting io coo~equence
of unusual exertion, so long as the lesion is limited to the aortic valve, and
the walls of the left veutricle uudergo sufficient compensatory hypertrophy
to overcome the obstruction to the circulation.
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The prognosis in aortic <lisease of moderate se'\"erity has not seemed to
us unfiwora.ble so far as regards prolongation of life. Tlrns, for example,

we treated a girl of

9~

years, wbo had a violent attack of acute articular

rheumatism with endocarditis. This was followed by a double aorlfo murmur, which persists to t11e present time, although she has grown up, married, anJ has one child. Her health is <lelicate, ~nd she has very moderate

dyspucra on exertion. We have frequently observed this same tolerance
of serious aortic lesioos for a number of years. · we have never met with
a case iu which sudden death occurred in the course of aortic regurgitation, as so frequently happens in adults.
Jlil1'Cll Ob~truetion.-This interesting form of cardiac lesion would merit
a more full description here tbau any other valvular disease, because its
symptoms are somewbal peculiar, and more especially because it is of such
comparative frequency in childhood.
Its origin, as we hiwe already remarked, is usually insidious, and it is
frequeutly impossible to gain any history of acute disease in ca.:;es where
ma1·ked mitral obstruction is detected.
The general symptoms whir·h first attract attention to the heart are
rarely noticed before the age of 7 or 10 years; aud we may then learn
that during previous years the child has seemed as active and playful as
u1-ual, or that be has always shown an indisposition to active play or exertion, and has become tired readily. Attention is attracted to the heart
by the iucrease<l tendency to clyi::pn~a and palpitation on exertion 1 and
by the readiness with which cough of a bronchial character is CQntracted
on v~ry slight exposure. Occasionally during these attacks of bronchitis
with pulmonary conge!'=tion, hremoptysis may have occurred. Examination may nC1w bhow the existeuce of prominence of the prrecordia; and
the area of cardiac dulne::;s is usually increased, though not to a marked
extent. Frrquently a thrill can be felt O\'er the pl'recordia, and careful
examination will i:how it to occur just before the apex beat. "re have
known this thrill to begin distinctly about the base of the heart, and to
extend quickly down towarJs the apex, terminating as the apex beat was
noticed. On auscultation, a murmur1 usually of a low, hoarse, or churning character, is heard, which presents these additional peculiarities i it is
generally distinctly p1·esy.>stolic or auriculo-sy:.itolic in time, occurring, that
is, in the Jong period of silence preceding the first sound; its relation to
the phenomena of the cardiac action can usually be determined without
difficulty by observing that it follows the second sound, and that it stops
just before, or else nrns into, the time of the 6rst sound and of the pulse of
the carotid artery. This murmur, also, although usually quite strong, is,
a~ a rule, remarkably localized in comparison to other valvular murmm.:;;
its seat of greatest intensity is at or near the apex, and it loses force rapidly on leaving this point in any direction. Attention to the peculiar
physical signs above given, as well as to the general symptoms, will generally reader the diagnosis clear.
The prognosis, ns regnrds prolongation of life and maintenance of comfort, is comparatively favorable; as regards improvement iu the orgaaic
coudition of the heart, it is of course entirely the reverse. "'e have under
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our care at present a number of children, of ages varyiug from 5 to 16
years, who present the typical symptoms of mitrnl obstruction, but of
whom a fair proportion, by care in the manner of living, enjoy entire
comfort. Usually, however, the frequent recurrence of pulmonary congestiou injures more nnd more seriously the equilibrium of the heart's
circulation and the efficiency of the right ventricle, and eventually grave
symptoms of failure of cardiac power, with general venous stal:iis, appear,
and increase until a fatal remit occurs.
jllilral Regurgilalion.-This, which is the most frequent form of cardiac
disease in young children, depends upon inflammatory alterations in the
mitrnl valve, usually resulting from acute endocarditis, and which render
it insufficient to close that orifice during tlle systole of the 1eft ventricle.
In this condition, as in the last, the pulmonary circulation is apt to be
disturbed from time to time, and therefore the early general symptoms
whic•h attract attention to the thoracic organs are usually shortness of
breath on exertion, liability to cough, and palpitation of the heart. Of
cour::;e, where we are in attendance upon a case of rheumatism, for instance, when the acute cardiac inflammation occurs, the fact will be recognized by the symptoms detailed under the head of acute enclocnrditi~.
But unfortunately it often happens that this acute stage is quite overlooked, and we would therefore again urge the importance of a careful
physical examination of the heart in every case where a child is brought
to us complaining of vague symptoms of embarrassed breathing, though
no su::;picion has ever been raised as to the existence of heart disease. Rometimes, indeed, much more marked general symptoms will have appeared,
n~, for example, severe dyspncca on exertion, pulmonary congestion with
cough and moist or dry rllcs over the posterior parts of the luog~, palpitation of the heart, Jividity of the lips and fingers, and even redema of the
feet.
On physica] exploration we often find prornioence of the prrecordia,
with signs of more considerable hypertrophy and dilatation than in cases
of mitral obstruction . The impulse is extended and too forcible, or may
e\'en be heaving; it is rarely attended with any thrill. On auscultation
a blowing murmur, which varies very greatly in different cases in its
force and character, will be heard accompanying or replacing the first
sound of the heart. This murmur is heard at the base, and is transmitted
most strongly towards the apex, where it often bas its point of greatest
intensity. It is nlso strongly transmitted to the left of the apex, being
well heard in the infra-axillary space on the level of the apex-beat, and
frequently, also, on the dorsuru of the left chest, at the angle of the
scapula. The ouly other form of valvular disease with which it is possible to confound this is mitral obstruction i but attention to the evident
~:!~st.s of difference noted above will render the diagnosis easy in most
The
extent
which
trophy

prognosis varies extremely in different cases, depending upon the
and rapidity of development of the lesion; the completeness with
tbe di~turbaoce of the circulation is compensated by the hypernurl increased power of the walls of the left ventricle; and the
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vigor of the system and the preservation of the tone and nutrition of the
mU!'ICUlar fibre of the heart. This form of heart diseas.e illustrates more
clearly than any other, the more favorable prognosis which may be made
in mnny cases of organic valvular disease in children, as compared with
the same condition in adults. This depends partly upon the fact that
when the lesion is not extensive, and when the patient is placed under
favorable circumstances, the heart accommodates itself in its growth to
the defective state of the valves, and overcomes the impediment to the
circulation by acquiring increased propulsive force.
Not only, however, are the valvular lesions in childhood thus partly
compensated by hypertrophy of the walls of the heart, but there is also au
undoubted tendency, in some favorable cases, for the valvular lesions,
both mitral and aortic, themselves to diminish. Thus among the follow·
ing cases, which we have selected from a large number of records collected in our practice, there will be found several where positive abuorwal
bruils, due to organic valvular disease, have gradually disappeared in the
course of years.
A rule articulm· rl1eumatism ,' endocarditis ,'

islti119.-Il.S., a. boy, ret.12 years, had a
tism in April, 1869, with swelling, redness,
appeared at the apeJC without any pericarditis.
Ii~ and opium.
In November,1869, seven
perfectly well; had no dyspnrea except. on violent.
apex was still audible, but le~s marked than three
examined.
Acute mdocarditis (rheumatic!},' marked ·im7)rovro1cnt in general symptoms, but pcrsistnrnrmur.-B. II., a girl, at age of 4 years suffored from an ordinary calarrh,
when we detected a loud, high-pitched murmur al the apex, and, on inquiry, learned
that, when 2~ years old, she had a violent inflamm:ltion of the chest, supp~ed to Le
catarrl1al fever. At. present,attheageof12years,sheis in excellent health,wit!iout
any of the rational signs of cardiac trouble, but she still has a well-marked, rather
prolonged, high·pitched,systolicmurmuratthe apex.
nit

Rrpe<tted attacks of rheunwtism with sei·cre mitral disease; ·improt·ement in general
symptoms and force of the tnitl'mur.-L. S., a girl, was subject to attacks of rheumatism from very early uge, and has pre.~cnted symptoms of cardiac disease from infancy.
Al age of 13, there wns a. strong systolic mnrrnur heard over base and toward apex.
Sh~snflered murh from violent palpitation, pain in prrecordia, headache, and habitual
dyspuo.>a, much increased on exertion. At age of 18, there is still a systolic mitral
murmur, but of much less intensity than formerly. Her general health is excellent,
1111d :;he has hut little dy.!:pnrea or palpitation at any time. The heart's action is still
readily excited; the impnlse strong, but without thrill; there is marked increase in
the area of cnrdiacdulne-<:.<i1 but no positive prominence of the pr!eCordia.
Acule rheumatic endocarditis, chronic mitral disease; recovery in fire ycars.-F. R., a.
girl, at. the age of 6 years, was attacked with slight rheumatic fever, without any
articular symptoms. In a few days a. dis.tine!, but not loud, rather low-pitched systolic murmur was heard at the apex. The treatment consisted of rest in bed, qui.uia,
and DO\'Cr1s powders. Arter ten days all the acute symptoms disappeared, bu~ the
murmur continued. Sbe regained her health, but for two years the murmur
could he detected, Lut then gradually diminished; and now, five years after the first
nttack, no murmur can be detected, the first sound at the apex being merely a liltle
prolonged. Her general health is excellent.
Acute rheumatic endocarditis ,' t•«it-ular disea&c, graduetlly recovering in course of two
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groin, !mt with no other articular symptom!'i i rhcumnti!-im being su;;pectcd, a <'.'.lr<.-(11!

examination detected n roug/liflh s_ristolic murmur nt the apex. Slie was leC'd1ed nt
the prr('{'ordia, confined strictk to bed, and had Dover's powdersgh•en her. The r<·,·<·r
fmli'iided, but the murmur continued for two years, gradually growing faint, and finally

diisappearing.

It is, however, only when the general nutrition of the patient is ~ood,
so that the tonicity of the heart's tissue is preserved; and when nil exposure nnd exertion, which coulci overtax the energies of the crippled
orgnn, are carefully avoided, that such compensation and gradual recovery
are possible.
For in cases where lhe vigor of the heart's action fails, and degenerative
ch1inges occur in its muscular tissue, the tonicity of the walls soon dimin·
ishes, and allows the development of passive dilatalion of the cavitie.... lo
this condition it is not long before the most grave symptoms of embar·
ras:Sed circulation appear, and the case passes more or less rapidly through
the stages common lo fatal organic disease of the heart.
The following case may be (]UOted as a full illustration of the latter
remarks. in regard to the effect of exposure and exertion in inducing n. fata l
result in cases wh ich otherwise might have gradually improved.
Rcpn1ted allad·g of ac1itc rheu.maligm in early rldldhood; t'CilNtlar di8ea8r a'nd hyprrtrophy i !frat/11al imprat·eme11t; expoRu.re to hordiiliipa af army life,· rapid ag9r<1Ntiun nf
symptoms <tnd de<1lh.-W. D. 1 male, as a young child suffered from repeated attatk" of
a(_'nte arti(•nlar rhenmatii:;m with <'ttrdiac complicalion. .\t the age of 9 yea~, llr. \\'ii·
liam (;crhard pronounce<l him to be sufferiug from \'ttlvular disease and hypertrophy
of the heart.
Il ii. condition was graclnally improving, and he had so few symptoms of enrcliac
disease that, at the :t~eof18 years, he was able to enter the infant1·y service. At the
end of one year, however, lie was dischart?:e<I fordisability 1 an<l when seen by WI in
July, 1864, presented the following symptoms: bnlging of prrecordia; marked exten!:'ion of the earcliac impul ...e, whil'h was heaving and powerfnl; marked incrca~e in the
area of cardiac dulne"" from the pre;ience of perieardial effusion; and ~trong R)·~tolic
mitral murmur. Ile had lo;,t flesh; the surface was !:'ttllow and lips livid; tht>rC w~
freqnent cough with occai:;ional hn.'moptysis and epistaxi~ i the liver was cnlargl"d, and
therPwa~ frequentlyrei..lema of the feet.
Toward~ the close of the year, the heart's action grew more labored and feehle, the
pulse thready and frequent, the entire body becamean:t.<iarcous,antlconsidemb\ea"dtes
appeared. He suffered fromconstantor1hopn«'tt and frequenLC'ougb,with bloody ex·
pectora1ion. The skin of the lt•gs subsequently became gangrenous in part:.1 antl he
died Dec<>mher28th.
At the autopsy, the heart w11s found enormously enlarged, extending over to lhe
right of the sternum. The pericardium was firmly adherent throughout its extent,
and in places was! inch thick; there were 1Sevcral cartilaginoid plates in the subsrnnce
of the ill\·esting pericardium.
The heart measured 9~ inches from apex to base, and 6 inches acrosfl nt the b.1~e
of the ventricles; the walls of the left ventricle were l~ inches thick; tbe auricles
were enormously dilated with \TCry thin wall<>. The aortic and pulmonary valn~s
were healthy and apparently sufficient; the tricui:;pid vnh'cs were ah;o healthy, but
probably insufficient. The mi,ral vah-es had entirely disa1lpen.red, from shrivelling
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and <..'<lnfraetion, and there merely rcm:i.incd a .-er.r thick fibrous ring, studd ed with
<·nlf':\n:ou~ mas-<ec:, bonndin.~ the auricnlo-ventricular opening.
'J'hcmusculartis<;ueof the heart pre<ientec\ an incipient state of fatty degeneration.
The li\•cr was enormous!~· enla1·gcd 1 reaching nearly to the umbilicus, and pre,.;ented
inten"e n11tmegconge'-tion.
The kidney~ were large and congested; and the spleen was three times its normal
11izc.

There nre, moreover, other dangers attendant on organic disease of the
heart in addition to those above referred to as resulting from progressive
failure of cardiac power. Embolism, especially of the spleeo and kidneys,
if! quite frequent; and very important cases have been recorded by Gee
and Cheudle (Jlfedit:al 'l'irnes and Gazette, November 17th, 1877 ), i11 which,
in consequence of the local irritation caused by the embolism and the resulting infarctio n, nod of the septicremia from absorpti1111 of the disin·
tegrnting ti~sues nt the affected point, a prolonged and decided hectic fever
(conl"tiluting-, in fact, chronic pyroruia) was maintai11ed.
TRf;AT!\IEN'L'.-I-Iaving spoken somewhat in detail of the symptoms and
progno~is of LhP different forms of valvular disease in children, it reruai11s
to make eome genera l remarks upon their treatment. Io the management
of suc h cn:,.es, a~ iu adult life, the most importa.nt point to be attended to
is the careful regulation of the mode of lite. The child should be warmly
clothed, a11d carefully protected from any exposure which might induce
rheumatism or congestive attacks; all violent exertion of body or ruiud
should also be avoided, and, so far as possible, all sudden emotions, as
fright or anger. Ou the other hand, care should be taken that proper
gymnastic and outdoor exercise should be regularly taken in such ways as
to invigorate the frame and stre11gtheu the muscular system, without pro·
ducing too much exhaustion. The diet ~hould' be nutritious and digestible,
and if the appetite should fail, aud the child appear weakly and pale,
ve/!etable tonics, with iron, should be administered.
The appearance of symptoms of pulmonary congestion or of catarrh,
should attract immediate ntteotiou, and lead us to employ counter-irritation nod suitable expectorants to relieve the lun gs.
In cases where the heart's action is excited, and too frequent an<l power·
ful, while ev idences of excessive hypertrophy begin to show themselves, we
should emp loy cautiou1>ly veratrurn viride or aconite to control it. " W h en,
ou the other hand, any of the cavities of the heart are subjected to overstraiu from valvular obstruction or insufficiency 1 and the heart is acting
irregularly and io efficieutly , the greatest benefit will be obtained from
the use of' digitalis. Indeed, in mauy instances we have observed, under
the prolonged use of this drug, very great permanent improvement, grad·
ually showing itself both in tbe action of the heart and in the general
symptoms.
Hevere paroxysms of palpitation, sho uld they occur, require the use of
nntispa1:modics, diffusible stimuli, and revulsives, just as are indicated
under the same circumstances in the adult. Should the attack not sub·
eide promptly, recourse shou ld be had to digitalis, which mn.y be fieely
administered, and will be found to afford marked relief.
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Iu cases of rheumatic origin especially, we have thought that good
results, in regard to the progress of the organic changes in the heart, by
the prolonged use of iodide and bromide of potassium, given with due
regard to the danger of developing an anremic state of the blood by the
trninterrupted administration CJf these drugs for a long time.
On the whole, as we have already sa id, there is reason to be somewhat
hopeful in the treatment of chronic valvular disease of moderate severity
in young children, bearing in mind the wonderful power which the grow·
ing heart possesses of compensating such lesions, so Jong as by careful
attention to hygiene and medical treatment we are able to preserve the
tone and nutrition of its muscular tissue.

CLASS III.
DISEASES OF TUE DIGESTIVE ORGANS.
CHAPTER I.
DISEASES OF THE MOUTH AND TUROAT.

WE shall consider the diseases of the mouth in the following order:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Simple or erythematous stomatitis.
Follicular stomatitis, or aphtlue.
Ulcerative, or ulcero-rnembranous stomatitis.
Gangrene of the mouth.
Th rush, or stomatitis with curd-like exudation.
Affections of the tonsils.
8imple, or erythematous pharyngitis.
Helropharyngeal abscess.

In the early editions of this work, we described pseudo-membranous
pharyngitis in this place, but further observation and research have
clearly e:-:tablished the fact that this is but a local manifestation of a constitutional affection, diphtheria; and we have accordingly given a full
account of the whole subject, under this latter name, in the section on
constitutional diseases.
Before entering on the consideration of these separate affections, most
of which nre of frequent occurrence during early infanC'y, it has seemed
best to us to devote a s1>ecial chapter to the diet of children during the
nursing age, iu~tead of the desultory statements thnt have appeared in
previous editions of this work.

ARTICLE I.

EXPERIENCE has shown us that not only the present health of the child,
but also its power to resist what may be called the unpreventable diseases
of early age, and often its chances of success in the struggle of life, depend
largely ou the success or failure of the diet provided for it.
We have deemed it best lo place this chapter at the bead of the section
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devoted to diseases of the digestive organ~ 1 for the renson that food has
much to do in the causation of several of the.-.e affection~, and because we
believe that without a proper knowledge of the <liet suitable for infancy,
the php;ician might a.swell abandon the field, since it is certa in that no
1
medical potions can stay or biucler the evil born of, or maintained by, an
improper food.
We :-hall restrict our remarks to the food which is proper during the
first two or two and a half years of life, which include the nur::iiog age
and the first dentition.
At the very outset of this subject we renew our oft-repeate<l opinion,
that the only food which can satisfy perfectly the demands of the child
upon its mother, relations, or the public, is woman's milk, either that of
the mot.her or of a wet-uurse. Could this be provided fo r all children,
there would be no need for th is chapter. 'Ve think a child has a right to
thb food, if it can be obtained for it. 'Ve have met with so many women,
aud men, toe.>, objecting to wet·nurses, that we wish to state the matter
strongly. For ourselves, to deoy that woman's milk is better for infant~
than the milk of any animal, or than any other product of the animal or
vegetable kingdom, is like denying that two and two make four, or like
asserting that the intelligence of man is above the intelligence that created
nrnn.
But circumstances consta ntly occur under which the child must be fed
ou artificial food, wholly or in part. The parents cn1rnot afford, or they
cauoot fiod, a wet-nurse, nod children at the public charge cannot alway~
he supplied with nurses; or the child must be fed in part to save the
motherj or, lastly, it i:; weaned early aml must have artificial food. So
that, however much we may regret the necessity, it is a fact that we arc
forced to supply a rti6cial food to large numbers of young chi ldren.
Experience has demonstrated that the best substitute for woman's milk
is the milk of some one of the mammal class of animals. The attempt to
hand·.foed children on any of the farinaceous substances a lone has proved
so di~astrous that it is astonishing to find any physician of the preRent day
san~--tiouing it. And yet we have known it to be done quite frequently,
aud uever otherwise than with failure. Either the child has died, or has
come to be so feeble or ill that the physician who directed it, or some one
called in his place, or the parents, have changed the diet.
The milk generally employed is that of the cow 1 goat, or ass. It is
usually conceded that the milk of the ass most nearly resembles that of
woman,-and this milk is a good deal used in Europe,-with us it is so
rare that we have never known it to be used.
Goat's milk, also, is employed in Europe, particularly among the farming cla~ses of parts of France, and in 8witzer1and. It is used to some
extent in this country, especially amongst the poorer inhabitants in the
suburbs of our cities. 'Ve have known it to be employed, and have, ourselves, ordered it in several instances. It has answered in a few ca!-ieS
very well, but its peculiar and disagreeable odor, the difficulty in obta.ini11g it pure and fresh from the poor, who alone keep goats, are great objcct.ious to it. In a case where it seems to be uece!:isary we advi:se the
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purchase, if possible, by the family needing it, of a goat for the special
use of the child. It is much the safest plan on the whole.
Time and experience have taught us, and most of the profession 1 that in
this country, and espec iall y in our large cities, we mu~t depend on the
milk of the cow, and our remarks on artificial food will, therefore, be

limited to this form of milk.
/
lu choo~ing cow's milk the first thing to be thought of is its purity and
f're:::.hne:<s. In small towns and in the count ry there ought to be no trouble
iu obtaining it fresh, but in large cities this is often very difficult. Still,
with money at cornmaud, and with due care and diligence, it can generally

be procured.

Our own plan has always beeu to find a milkman who

brings milk from his own farm, or who at least employs the man who deliverd it. 'Ve uever have, and we never shall, so long as we can help ourselves, take milk from the middlemen who buy it of anybody and everybody. l\Ioreover, the person who has charge of the chil<l should always,
if po~sible, kuow the milkman personally, and know exactly where he
comes from, and what manner of man he may be. Au honest farmer or
dairyman who pastures and feeds his own cows on a healthy farm is the
man to be employed. If' the character of the milkman is not a suffic ient
guarantee, or if from any accident the milk must be changed, 01· if auy
doubt arise as to its quality, there are some simple methods of examination, which can be made use of by any one of ordinary intelligence, which
will rc,·cal most of the gross deceptions apt to be practiced by milk
vendcrs. Of these methods we shall treat a little further ou.
After good milk bas been obtained 1 it is of the utmost importanc~ that
it 8hould be preserved pure at home. The vessels in which it is to be
placed must be kept scrupul ously clean, and they must not be exposed to
foul or stale air, or odors of any kind . They should be kept in a cool,
sweet cellar, away from meat or vegetable suppl ies for the family, or in a
i::pecial ice-chest intended for the milk alone. It is an establishe<l fact, as \
may be seen in the article on tbe causes of entero~colilis, that milk has a.
special tendency to the absorption of the microscopic organisms which go
to make· up many of the so-called filth-matters, and ibat \yhen thus contaminated it may cause, by its ingestion, the filth diseases. "'e repeat,
therefore, that the mother at the house cannot be too cautious in having
the milk brought to her in clcau vessels, and then in causing it to be preserved in the mode and with the care above specified.
A good specimen of cow's milk is slightly acid or neutral; it must have
n. certain average proportion of cream, and must be of a ce rtain average
density.
The following is the average composition of good cow's milk, as given
by Dr. 8tephen P. Sharpl es, 8.B., cbem ist, inspector of milk for the city
of' Bo~ton, in an essay ou the adulteration of food. (See Buck's Hygiene,
vol. ii, p. 3GG.)
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..-frerage Composition of Pure J/ilk.

1.030+
Spercent.+

Specificg-ra\•ity,
Gream, percent., by measure,

Percent. by Weight .

Sugar1

•

ca~cine,

.

4.40

4.30

.\sh,

.60

Fat,

9.30
3.20

Total solids,.
"'ater,.

12.50
87.50

100.00

Dr. Rharples gives this analysis as a standard below which pure milk
should not fall. ·' )lilk," he says, "can easily be kept up to this standard
by proper food and care of the cow. Aoy falling below it is suspicious."
lie also states that the Society of Analysts of England bas adopted the
following slightly lower standard:
Solids, not fat,
Fat,

9.00
2.50

Total solids, .

11.50

This he thinks too low, remarking that it does not give the public a fair
chance. The plan he found best in practice (in Boston) was to call all
milk falling below the first standard adulterated, but not to prosecute the
milkman unless it fell below the society's standard. The New York
Board of Health, it is stated, relies almost entirely on the lactometer, but
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and perhaps other States, an analysis is
required.
It is singular how authorities differ in their estimates of the proportion
of cream in milk. Thus Dr. Parkes states that it ought to be from 6 to
11 per cent. Dr. Edward Smith, of London (Foods, Am. ed., Ne~v York,
1873, p. 313), gives it at 10 to 12 per cent., and states that at the Li,~er
pool Workhouse, they adopt a standard of 10 per cent., and pay a half.
penny per gallon for each degree in excess, and deduct a like amount for
each degree in defect. The :Maison Rustique, a. French work of high
authority on ag riculture, stated (tome iii, p. 61) that the milk of cows of
good race, well kept, furnishes 15 per cent. of cream. The milk supplied
by the milkman employed by one of us (his herds contain only good ordinary cows) showed a number of times 15 per cent. of cream, ouce 19 per
cent., and again 10 per cent. At one time the cream fell to 8 per cent.
We made a complaint, and were told that the sudden return of a number
of his customers at the end of the summer season found him with no insufficient herd, and that he was obliged to purchase some milk. The low
proportion bas not occurred since. Of three specimens bought at hazard
of' different dealers, the proportion of cream was 7, 6, and 14 per cent. re·
spectively. We have concluded that good milk in Philadelphia ought to
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furni..;h 10 per cent. of cream, and upon this standard hn.ve based our
motle~ of' preparinA" and u..;ing it for children.
'\fe will ..;tate, further, that the milk of the .:\..l<lerney cow yields from
:~o to -W per cent. of cr<'am. This milk is sometimes used by the wealthier
cla"e"' of citizens who po:--.. . e..;.;; country-seats and keep their own dairies.
'Ve arc oppo5ed to its u~e as a rule, believing that it contains too much fat,
too little ca..;einc, an<l that it is too unlike human milk.
It i~ highly important, as we ~aid above, to have some ready and simple
mennR of e... timating the quality of milk, and, if the vendors knew t.ha.t
their <'ll"'tOmers had if.Uch mean~. and used them, they would be more
cautinu~ about adulteration, and the clishonest would soon be weeded out.
Ruch an examination, not perfectly accurale, but of great value for
household purpo~es, caa be ma<le by the Ufie of litmu:::i and turmeric paper,
to dt>tC'rmine the ac:idity or nlknlinity of the fluid, by au iostrumeut for
measuring the proportion of cream, <lnd by taking the specific gra\'ity.
Litmus-paper turns red when touched by an acid i a very weak acid will
clo this. If' a good specimen of this paper (which cnn be procured of the
apothecary) turns fo.intly red when clipped into milk, the milk is properly
acid; if turned bright red, the milk is too acid. 'Vhen uo change is
produced in the paper, the milk is either ueutral (which is ::.:ometimes
the ca.;e wilb healthy milk), or it is alkalir;e. To determine whether it
be alkaline or aot, turmeric paper, which is turned brown by alkaline
&>lution~, mu~t be used. If the specimen i.s found to be alkaline in a
marked de~ree, either the cow i~, in all probability, diseased, or some
alkali has been added to the milk.
It i8 a. curious fact that Dr. Parkes (.llanual of Practical llygiene, 2J
ed. 1 London, 1H66) is almo~t alone in stating that healthy cow's milk is
either faintly acid or alkaline. Most autho1·ities assert that it is alkaline.
In order to determine this matter for ourselve~, we tested the milk of
thirty-one fine cows, fod on the finest pasturage in the nei~hborhood of
thi~ city. This was done by taking the milk, just as it was drawn from
each animal, at the milking·house, an<l testing at oace with litmus·p:1per.
In all, the pnper was turned red more or le.::iS distinctly. Dr ..John Ai:;hhuri-t, .Jr., of this city, tested for ug with both litmus and turmeric paper,
the milk of nine fine Durham, and of four Alderney cows, belonging to
hi~ father, all on rich pn~turage. Ile found that in one Durham and one
.\ldcrney, the milk nppeare<l to be almo.::it neutrnl, but in all the rest
more or lt_·.;s a<•id. la testing the milk of another Durlmm, litmu,;;-paper
was redtlened, whil ...;t the turmeric was also slightly changed. Ile suppo~ed the latter condition to be due to a greasy condition of the milk,
owing to the fact thut the cow was in the latter period of a long lactation.
The in~trumeut for estimating the cream is called a creamomefcr. A
gJa,.:1 vei-~el, such as cnn be bought of' the apothecary, or at a shop for the
~ale of chemical apparatus, divided into hundredths, ie all that is necesHlry. 'Ve use a veE:<el tall and nal'row, having a foot like n. wioeglass,
nnd a ground-glass stopper. This is divided into a hundred cubic centimeter~. The vessel is filled with fresh milk to the upper mark, nnd
allowf:d to stand for tweuty-four hours in a cool place, nwn.y from any
20
1
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currents of air. At the end of that time the cream will have ri . . en to the
top, nn<l the proportion ia read off in hundredths or percentage, .on the
scale.
The specific grav ity of milk can be taken with the specific gravity
bottle, or, what is better for household purposes, and quite suffitiently
accurate, with what is called a lactomeler. This is nothing more than a
common hydrometer with special marks on the stem. These iustrumeut~,
al:;o, can be bought in the shops, or an ordinary hydrometer may be u:oed.
Dr. S. P. Sharples (foe. cit.) says: "The oue which has been found most con·
Yenient io a simple spindle about fifteen centimeters long. The stem of
representing pure water, 40° reprethi:s is graduated from 0° to 40° ,
senting the specific gravity 10-W. This range is sufficient for all u ~es,
and the instrument is readily carried in the pocket, and is so short that it
floats iu an ordinary qnart measure. \Vith this instrument auy milk that
8tauds above 33° is pretty sure to be skimmed, while that which foils
below w ~ is equally sure to be watered. The advautagea of thi:s instrument over that in common use are that uo standa rd is assumed on the instrument itself, and its fiuding is merely a plain statement of facts."
The two most common fraud::i in milk are the selling of skimmed for
pure milk, and the ndditiou of water to increase its bulk and so augment
the profits of the sidt::smau. The creamometer will show the proportion of
cream iu any g iv en specimen, und the lactometer gives the specific gravity,
ao<l so declares the amount of water present. ]3ut, let it be remembered
that the specific gravity does not show the amount of cream. The specific
gravity of goo<l milk is state<l somewhat differently by different author5.
Parkeo (loc. cit., 2-11 ) says : "The specific gravity varies from 10~6 to
1035. A very large qunntity of cream lowers it, aud after the cream is
removed the specific gravity may rise. The avernge specific gravity of
uuskimmed milk may be taken as 1030 at 60° F ., and the range is neurly
4° above and below the meau." The Journal of Foocl, H aler, and Air, in
Relation to Public lleallh, London, edited by Dr. A. II. Hassell (Xo. l, November, 1871, p. 3), says: u A genuine milk of good quality should be
white, opaque, of a sweet taste) have a specific gravity of about 10:JO, but
not unfrequently ranging- from 103:l to 1027, and ~hould yiel<l from 7 to
10 percentage, by measure, of cream, the average being 8~ per ce11t."
Dr. Parkes g ives (loc. cit., p. 242) the following table, which we reproduce
for the guidance of ou r readers. H e says:" The add ition of water is be.st
detected by the specifi c gravity. No doubt the method is not perfect, but
its rate of application strongly recommends it. The followiug table shows
th e specific gravity at G0°, with the addition of different quantitie:; of
water, as determined by several experiments:
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'Ve found that the spec ifi c gravity of a specimen of excellent milk, as
ascertained by the hydrometer, wns 1028. "Then to this milk was added

one.fourth part of water, the i-:.pecific gravi ty foll to 1024, and, when a half
had been added, it fell to 1020. lo another specimen, the specificgnwity,
obtained in the same way, was 1030 at a. temperature of 64° F. "'Wben,
to that specimen, one-lrnlf' water was added, it fel l to 10~0.

By these three simp le methods of examination, the acidity or alkalinity
of the milk, the proportion of cream, and the proportion of water, can be
determiued. If the milk is either strongly acid or alkaline, it is not to be
tnisted. If it be strongly acid, it has und ergone the acid fermentation,
and is not fit for use. If it be strongly alkaline, it has either been adulterated by the additiou of an alkali, probably, according to Dr. Parkes, carbonate of soda, to preveut or arrest the lactic acid fermeutation, or it may
have been taken from a diseased cow. Dr. Parkes sugfiests the latter
probab ili ty in a doubtful way. Dr. J. F. Simon, of Berlin ( Animal Chemistry with Reference lo the Phy.<Jiology and Pathology of Man, vol. ii, p. 67 ),
states, that he analyzed milk drawn from the teat of' a cow having vaccinia,
aud found it strongly alkali ne, and show ing with the microscope mucus
and pus corpuscle5, while that drawn from a healthy teat had a mild aci<l
reaction, and contained no pus or mucus corpuscles. He also states (page
68), that !Ierbcrger has analyzed the milk of cows suffering from the
grease, and found it to contain a n increased quant ity of the alkaline salts,
in the first stage; in the secoad stage it was thick nod viscid, and had, besides, an unpleasant and putrid taste and smell. In both stages, the presence of carbonate of ammo uin (a n ingredient never before observeJ in the
milk) was detected.
The mother \\'ill often wish to preserve milk, especially in our hot summer weather, or for a few days, when on a journey. Tbe best preservative
in hot weuther, for the day, is of course a good ice-chest. Dr. Parkes says
that whe n boiled," the bottlt: quite filled, and at once corked up and well
scaled, the milk Jesseus in btilk, and a vacuum is formed above. It will
keep thus for some time. A little sugar aids the pre~ervation. If the heat
is carried in a close vessel to 250° Fahr., the milk is preserved for a very
long time, even for years; the butter may separate, but this is of no consequence;" or, if a little carbonate of soda and sugar are added, without
boiling, he says it will keep for ten days or a fortnight. Cooley, in his
Oyclopredia of Practical Receipts, states, t hat the addition of ten to twelve
grains of carbonate, or bicarbonate of soda, to each pint of milk, will preserve it for eight or ten days in temperate weather, and adds that this
addition is harml ess, ancl, indeed, is advantageous to dyspeptic patients.
The method of boiling, proposed by Dr. Parkes, is the one now so much
u~ed for preserviag fruits fresh.
\\'e have to cons ider, next, the subject of artifi cia l or hand-feeding.
Our remarks will include the new-born, the early weaned, and the period
of the fir~t dentition. Any one who has observed the results of artificial
feediug of young infants as exhibited iu the statistics of foundling hospitals
abroad, wards for found lin gs iu our own almshouses, or hospita ls for children; or who has watched for years, as we have, the comparative success
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of uatura] and artifichtl feeding, even in the houc.:es of the educated and
wealthy, will confe;:s the primary im portance of this ~mbjcct. 1t l'Over~,
moreover, very extenc.:ive ground, and exhibiU. surpri~ing difference~ of
opinion amonf._~t high authorilies. 'Ve shall follow our usual plan of
laying before the reader what is largely the result of our own experience

and ob!:iervatiou.
Jn prescribing an artificial food to be made of cow's milk, three poiuts
demand special attention: 1, The mode of preparing the milk at ditJCrcnt
ages; 2, the quantity of food to be given each day i 3, the number of

meals into which thie quantity shoulrl be JivideJ.
\Ve sha ll not attempt to go deeply into the mysteries of the organic
che mh:try of milk, but, iu order that the reader may follow us in our statements, we will lay before him what we believe to be the most correct nualy~is of human n1ilk. In order, however, that he may unclersta.ud the
difficulty of the subject, and see that, after all, experience mu.;t be our
chief guide, we will say that the annly~is we select is not the one mo.;t
quoted, and most relied upon, but is that of 0. Henri and Che\1allie r,
which is quoted by Dr. Letheby in his Lectures on Food (page l:H). We
fiud tbnt Dr. Eclwllrd Hmith follows the analysis of Vernois and Becquerel,
publi:shed in 18.33. Profo~sor Kehrer (German Gli11ical Lectures, Syd. Hoc.
F.AI., 2d series, p. 86..J.) quotes an analysis from Gorup Bcsanez, which,
however, is exactly the same as that given by Dr. Edward Smith, an<l as
th0$e made by Vernois and Becquerel. Believing that this analysi~ showed
too n1uch caseine and too little sugar, and perplexed by the uncertainty of
the whole suhject, we reque:;ted Dr. Arthur V . :Meigs, of Philadelphia, to
make some fresh analyses of both human nod cow'~ milk, in order, if JlOS·
i!iblc, to clear away some dOubts we have had. Ile has not finb,hed his
examinations, but allowed us to publi~h the following statement of' some
of the conc lu~ions he has r c:whed. HP. s1tys: "The quest ioa whether
young infants that have to be artifi cial ly fed should be given pure cow's
milk, may be answered in the uegative, for two reasons: First, experience
teaches that those fed upon a diluted aud properly m ixed milk are more
apt to thrive than tho:::e given it pure; and, second, a compar ison of bu·
man and cow's milk. shows that the two are very different."
"The analyses of humao milk made thu:; far may be divided into two
cla~ses, and we may take as types of these the analysis of 0. Henri and
Cheval li er, and that of' Vcrnois and Becquerel. I give the two mentioned,
and add oue of my own of good ordinary cow's milk for comparison.
V.&n

~~:~~ine,.

tiugar,
Salt!<,

Totalsolicl!l-,

Water,

2.666
3.U:H
4.364
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"On comparing the two nnal.vses of human milk quoted, it will be pereeivt!d that the g:reate. . t differenee between them il". ia the percentage of
c·a'."eine; it may be further i::een that in the analysis giving the' low e::;ti·
mate of cai::eine a large e~timute of sugar is givcn 1 and, in the other, ~x
actly the oppo=-ite i~ the ca~e; the amount of caseine is large and that of
i::ug-ar is (comparatively) 8mall. If the total ca,.eine and sugar amounts
in the two analy.:•es are compared, it is seen that the sums are nearly the
Eame .()2 per ceut. in one, and X.:28 in the other). I am convinced from
experimenb of my own that the analysis of Yernois and Becquerel is
wrong, that their method clas"ed as caoeine a con!!.iderable amount of the
sugtlr, and that the olher analysis ii;; much nearer the truth. 1-Iy owa expcrimeuts pro.,.·ed conclu::oiivf'ly that no specimen of human milk I have
nualp.:ed contained so much as Lwo per cent. of ca.;;eine, wherea1' Vernois
and Becquerel place it at nearly four. :\Io:st authors agree that human
and ('OW 1d milk are \'ery diff~rent, that the amount of ca:-:eine iu human
milk i:-; le.-.8, and that of sugar greater than in cow'8 milk 1 and yet. if the
nnaly~is of Vernois and Becquerel is compared with the analysis of cow's
milk I ba\'e placed be:<ide it, it will be perceived that the amount,;; of
Ca!'eine and sugar in the two kind5 of milk are almost identical. If we
accept this analy8is as co1·rect, we must give up the old doctrine that human milk contains less co~eine and more sugar, and confess that the two
are alike in the percentage of the proximate priuciplc,;; contained, except
that the cow's milk is richer in sails."
"I wi-.h to be clearly uuder:'-itOOd a.s believing that the figures of Veraoi:;
and Be1•querel and of their follower.;;; are totally wrong, and that deduc·
tion~ from their remits are largely acco.untable for the fact that at the
prl·:<cnt duy ~o many young infauts are fed upon· cow's milk, pure, which
('Olllain"I no amount of ca~eine their stomachs are unfit to digei:;t i and I
further believe that if' phyJSicians in general could be taught to kuow that
frc~h cow'JS milk properly watered, with cream and sugiir achled io due proportions, is more like human milk than any other food at the present time
known, many thou~and3 of infaots who now die wouhl live to be men
and women."
·
".:\ly own experiments have not yet been published, as they are still in('Omplcte. l hope, bowever1 80011 to have them in such form that they
may be om•re<l to the profei;:sion."
're believe the~e statement~ to be very near the truth. They agree
with the results derived from experience, and with the ocular appearaoce
of the two milks-the human and that of tbe cow. They show why brea::st·
milk i~8othin-lookingand watery, when compared with cow's milk by the
nnked l'ye. The large exec .. ,. of ca~Pine in cow 1d milk (q uite the double,
an1l ~omNimc:1 more) gi\'CS to this fluid a thicket· an<l richer appearance,
and forces upon the infant, when it is taken pure, the effort to dige::;t twice
the tllllOlmt of cn~eine in the same bulk of water as in human milk .
Thi~ very effort we believe deranges the digestive functions of tbe child.
Thl' nppetite is impaired, and often the child takes so little food as to
lo~e much of the water the system ab,.;olutely needs. 're ba\•e cau~e to
thiuk thnt thi,;; loss of water may be one of the priucipal cau:-;es of the
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deranged health, from which children fed on pure cow's milk so often
sufft!r. A curious empirical fact, tending to bring out the same conclusions, to 1wit, that cow's milk ought to be diluterl, and that water is oue
of the most essential elements in infants' food, is derived from the mC'thods
in which condensed milk is used. ' Ve ~hall have more to say on this pomt
when we take up the subject of coudcn"ed milk . 'Ve will now Rtate
simply that in Philadelphia those who use condensed milk employ it in
~ul'h proportion, generally, that the mixture reprE!sents only l part of
fre~ h milk to 2 parts of water, while some employ it in even weaker pro-portiono:.
Cow's milk sho uld never be given pure to young infants, including in
this term childrea under six month s, and the iule ought to be the more
stringent the nearer we get to the newbo rn . This is our conviction. We
still believe that the old rule of 2 parts of water to 1 of milk, is the
proper oue during th e first nnd second months, and also for older children
when they have been suddenly weaned, and nre placed for the firdt time
oo arlificial food. \Ve know that some recen t writers, and some physicians of' this city, use, or try to ui::e, undiluted milk for the youngei-t
children, whil st others give it half-and-half, or 2 parts milk to 1 of water.
Some children are said to do well 011 pure milk. \Ve ca n on ly ~ny that
we have not yet met with them, and we still believe that when mi lk is of
full average richness (co ntaining 10 per cent. cream, and having a specilic gravity of 1030 ), the old rule of 2 parts milk to 1 of water, is
the safe,:;t. \Ve expre:Ssed these same opinions in the first edition of this
work, some thirty-three years since, and all our experience, reading, and
cogitations have but confirmed us in them.
At the age of six weeks to two month s, the proportion of ~ may
he increased to one-ha lf', but the change must be made with circumspection. If the infant be de1ica.te and colicky; if the stools show small
un<ligeste<l portions of milk, inst~ad of being smooth and homogeneous;
ancl if' they are whitish iu color, instead of yellow, as they ought to be1
the change had better be deferred for a time. 'Yhen it is determined
upon it ougbt to be mad e gradually; one meal per day at first, then two,
and so on until the change is effected . At the age of five or six months,
the proportion mny be increased to 2 parts milk and 1 water, thi:; change,
like the previous one, being made gradually, and with care. In the
second year of life the mi lk may be given pure, though, even at this age
we have met with a good many instances in whic h the constant addi tion
of a fourth or a third water has rendered the food more digestible, aud
productive of better re:S ults. So long as a child, even six months old or
older, thrives well on milk thus diluted , there can be no valid objection,
especially during the hot season, to th e practice.
W e take up next the con:Sideration of the amount of foo<l necessary each
day ut <liffere11t ages. This is a matter of primary importance, and yet it
is treated in most med ical works on ly iu a cursory way. It is clear that
t he child's appetite, its spontaneity in tak iog foo<l, wi ll afford often the
best criterions as to the amount that ought to be given. T his rule of appetite is 1 however, much more reliable in nursing than in hand-fed childreu,
1

since the former live under more natural conditions. A nursing child,
when it takes too much, regurgitates the excess with bnt little trouble to
it~lf. For some reason thitS is not so much the case with hand-fed children.
They do not regurgitate an excess of food so constantly as does the nursliug, and wheu they do, the act has more of the appearauce, and, probably,
more the effect, of regular vomiting.
The physician ought, therefore, to know accurately the amount of dni1y
food necessary for hau<J.fed children. He ought to be able to answer with
precision the question of the mother or nurse as to how much foo<l is to be
used in the tweaty-four hours; when, too, the child is feeble or unwell,
when it has naturally a small and deficieot appetite, there ought to be so me
fixed ~tandar<l by which to direct the amount, as.well as the nature, of the

food.
'Ye can conceive of but one absolutely Enfe rule by which to df'termine
the amount of food requisite for young children, and this is to find the
quantity which nature supplies. It is most curious how few estimates of
the <1u:rntity of milk fumished by ,womea have been made, and still more
curious to see how greatly these estimates difier. To give the reade r as
clear and satisfactory a view Clf this matter as possible, we shall riuote the
beil't statements we have been able to fiud, nnd then give the results of our
own observntions.
One of the most distinguished recent writers on the diseases of infancy
is M. Parrot, of Pari~. In bis late work (l/Alhrepsie, Parisi, 1877 ), he
quotes Dr. Natalis Guillot ( 11 De ht norrice et du oourrisson," Union J.lfed.
Ht)2, 11· 61), as having endeavored to ascertain the amount of food taken
by iufants at the breast. Guillot weighed the child before and after
nursing, to determine the amount ingested. Ile did this only once iu
the clay, aud then mllltiplied the amount by the number of' times he
suppol5ed the child to nurse. He supposed that a youug infant nursed
from twenty to thirty times in t.he day, and assumed twenty-five ns the
average 11umber. He concluded that a child two days old takes 21
ounce~; one five days old, 78 ounces; and one eighteen days 1 91 ounces
of ruilk per clay. ~I. Parrot says of these statements: "As we shall
soon see, these figures are entirely too large." :M. Parrot quotes also an
inaugural thesis published io 186-1, by :M. Bouchard, resident physician
iu the ~foternit.y Hospital of Paris. )!. Bouchard weighed th e children
at each nursing, the number of which in the clay, instead of beiug twenty·
fh·e as Guilloti::upposed, was but eight 01· tea. He determined in this way,
the a\'erngc quautity taken each day by children from birth to nine mouths,
lo be as follows: First day 1 1 ounce; second day 1 5 ounces; third day, 14
ounces; fourth day, 17 ouncesj after the first mouth, 20 ounces; after the
third month 1 23 ounces i after the fourth month, 27 ounces; an<l from six
to nine months, 30 ounces. Of Bouchar<l's results, l\I. Parrot says: "These
figures nre much smaller than those of Natalis Guillot. I accept them
1
eutirely, after having proved their exactitude by observations of my own.'
)f. Parrot makes some statements also in regard to the amount of artificial food taken by children at difforeut ages. We quote from a. table obtained by weighing twelve children at the crt:che of the hospital, before
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and after being fed Oil cow's milk. They were fc<l six times ill the twenty·
four hour:;. The amounts of food takeu aud determined in this way were
as follows: Fir::.t day,;) ouure.:; and 5 drachms; ~ecoud day (average of
three children), 4 ou1;ces and.) drachms; third day,:> ounces aud .> drnc:hm~;
fourth clay (average of two c·hildren), 7~ ounces; fifth Jay (average of'twu
chiltlren), 7 ounces; elt.'venth day (two children), fl ounces; firet ruontb
(two chilrlren), 7 ounce~; second month (two children), 15 ouuccs; six
months, :W ounces. He 1:mys finally: "I think I have shown that 9}
ounces for the first month; lU ounces for tbe second, third, fourth, and
fifth months, an<l :2.) ounce~ for the sixth, represent in all cases, an amount
of milk sufficient to nourish children rai~ed on the sucking·bottlt', with
the expre;.;s condition, thnt the milk be pure an<l of good quality, and that,
if diluted as some physicians advise, ::;ugar should be added iu l'crtain
proportion, 7 ~ drachms in the firsL month, 10 dnic:hrni in the next four
months, and 1:22 drnchms after the ~ixth month. In my opinion, it is
always preferable to give the milk pure." He advise.::; further, that after
the ::iiXth month, the ratio shall be increa""e<l by from 4} to {.)~ OUl1('Cd
per month, or else, :md he prefer.::; thi.s latter plan, that gruel.::; or .::oups
shall be added to the fuoJ.
Dr. J. Lewis Smith, of New York (The Sanitf1YY C(J,re and 'l_'1·<!almrnt of
9hildren ancl their Di.~rn.'je.~ 1 e~!<ays·publishcd by the Thomas "'ih-;on ~ani·
tnrium of Baltimore, Bo~ton, 1881, pages :29.)-6), gives some c::;timate8 of
the amount of milk furnished by the bl'east. They were obtained by
wt•ighing children before and after the act of nuroing. In one table of
twelve children it is shown tl1at "each of the infants, who were all under
the age of five weeks, and all but one under that of twenty day:s, nur~e<l
in the average 12.41 ounces of brea~t·milk in twenty. four buur.:::;, auJ as
the a\·erage number of nursings for each during the day was 11, the
quantity of milk received at each nuroing averaged only a little m0re than
1 fluid ounce, l.1~." Io a second table are given the results of' obser·
vntiuus on fifteen children from five weeks to two months' olcl. "The
average quantity of milk which tbe:se info.nt1", who were all well uourished,
received in the tweuty·four hour.:;, was 24.6.} fluid ounces. The quantity
recei\•ed at each nursing was 2.'i:J fluid ounces in the average."
We shall now give our own observations. In the first edition of this
work, in 1848, it was stated that from various inquiries and ob.:;crvation.s
we had been led lo believe that a healthy infant of two or three week::; old,
would receive from a good nurse and digest well about a pinL of' food in
the twenty·fuur hours, and that, by the end of the fir.st, aucl in the i:-econd
month, the quantity taken woul<l have increased ton pint an<l a half or a
quart. Some of the data upon which the.:;e a~.:;ertions were ma<le were as
follows: A woman, iltlende<l by one of us in her coufinerueut, had a piut
of milk drawn by the nur::)e daily from the breasts, in addition to what
the child took. Ou asking the nurse how much she supposed the childa vigornus, hearty boy-might take, she replied that, judging from the
frequency and vigor with which he nur.:::;ed, she supposed he might take as
much i.ls was drawn from the breasts. Auotber pa.Lieut lost her child at
birth 1 and, desiring to go out as wet·nur::)e, kept up the flow of her milk
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hy U!"ing- a puppy. Six weeks after her confinement a good breast-pump
wn~ giveu her, and ~he was desired to keep all the milk she could obtain
in IWt>nly-four hour:5. It measured exactly a quart.
It wa~ staled in that edition that careful inquiries were made in regard
to this matter of one of the most experienced and iutelligent nur:;es we

ever knew.
tion~

8he wa~ <lr:sired to answer acc.:urately the two following ques-

:

]. How much milk do you think a healthy mother gives to her child
daily, nfter the flow is fairly establi~hed?
~. What quantity of artific:ial food do you giye in twenty-four hours
to infants you are compelled to feed exclu!:iivelv?
The reply to the first que~tion was that she had often drawn more than a
piut J'rnm the hrea~ts in the tweuty-four hour:S, in addition to ''hat the child
took, aud that she had frequeutly drawn as much as three pint::; from
woml.:'n \\ho had lost their children. Che suppoi:ed, therefore, that a hearty
child \\Oultl take, during the fir:st two weeks, at least a pint, and much
more nfterward!'.'.
To the second question she replied, that she usually gave to hearty chilclreu of one, two, au<l three weeks old, a pint of good milk in twenty-four
hour::..
~iuce that time we have had two excellent opportunities for ascertaining the amouut of nutrimeut supplied by nature to young children .
A child four mouths old, who had had a painful and tedious :;uppuratiou
from tlll i11jury to the scapula duriug birth, aud who had not yet recovered, suddenly weaned himself from his mother, who had nu reed him in
lnrge part, though not wholly, up to this time. The child was fed for a
lime upon diluted cow's milk and Mellin's food, hut, becoming very ill,
n wet-uur~e was sent for. It was utterly impos.,ible to induce him even lo
touth the breast. The rnilk was drnwu with a breast-pump and fod to the
cbild from n small sucking-bottle. At this time the wet-nurse's child
wa:o: two months old. At first only srunll qu:iutities, 1 and 2 ounces,
were taken nnd retn.iued. Any larger quantity was rejected by vomiting
at ouce. The doses were gradual ly increased, until, at the end of sE'veral
d:ty!'.', :JU ounces of the brea:;t-milk were consumed daily . Besides this
amount, whicl1 was drawn by the brea:st-pump for the sick child, the wetunr...e nur~ed her own iufaut several times a day 1 and, judging from the
amount of artificial food the cbild took, we inferred that it might get from
tht! mother a pint of milk daily. This woman supplied daily, therefore at
the cud of the second month of lactation,;~ pints, 48 ouuces of milk.
Ou t\oother occa:sion a child born of a healthy youug woman, was
uuable, owing to a defective development of the palate, to nurse from the
brcitst. The milk was drawn from heL· by a breast-pump alld fod to the
infout from a small sucking-bottle, with unusually large apertures in the
moutb-pic:::ce. When this child was five and six weeks old it was taking
from 1~ lo 23 ouucc:s of milk daily. The amount obtained by the breastpump was mud1 larger than this. Accurntely measured en.ch day, it was
3~~, 41, ;3;3~, :39, 3tJL 39{, 31!, -t-q, 4J}, ;3.j, -!O, and 3H~ ounce=-.
The
lnrge~t daily ~ecreti'rn in the fif'lb and sixth weeks of lactation, was, there1
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fore, 4-l}, an<l the smallest 31.-f ounce~. It is reasonable to suppose that,
had the child been vigorous, and fit to solicit the flow of' milk iu the natu·
ral method, the mother, who had all the qualities aud iustiucts of materoity
iu the highest degree, would have had a still larger supply of milk.
Iu the Dicti<>nnafre de J[{:decine, by LittrC and Robin, it i!:l- stated under
the head of milk, that each breast gives frorn 2;) to 30 grams per hour, or
JHO grams per day, for both. This is about 4-l ounces. It is added that
LamperriCre (1850) found it to amount to 21-1-l grams (64 ounces) iu some
nurses.
We have given now the most reliable estimates we have been able to
find of the amount of food supplierl by nature to the young child. The
differences in the estimates by different authors are certaioly very curious.
The small amounts stated by l\Ii\f. Pa rrot and Bouchard, as compared
with those set down by Guillot and Littre, amongist French observers,aud
with our owu are remarkable. The estimates l)f Dr. Smith are con:::iderably smal ler than ours, or those of Gui ll ot, Littre, and LamperriCrt'"i
though they \rnre taken with such care that it is difficult to reconcile the
discrepancies. \Ve shall assume our own observations as our special guide,
for the reason that the milk was 011 each occasion drawn from the breast5,
and accurately measured. :Moreover, when we come to consider the quantities of artificial food to be used, we shal l find some reasoo for believing
that our own larger estimates as to the amount of food necessary for iufants are probably correct.
l:Sefore setting forth our ow11 opinions as to the qnautities of artificial foocl
proper for young children at different ages, we shall quote the estimates
giveu by l\I. Parrot upon this point. M. Parrot (loc. cit., p. 435), as has
alrea<ly been stated, aJvocates the use of pure cow's milk at all agcs,-for
tbe newborn as well as for the older child . He ascertained by weighing
twelve chi ldren of differeut ages, and chosen from amongst the healthiest
in t.he ho.o.:pital (Enfanls Assistts), before and after the use of the sucking·
bottle, t.hat the child would take 91 ounces in the first month; 19 ounces
in the second, t hird, fourth, and fifth months; and 2.J ounces in the sixth
month. \Ve think these quantities are much too small, not that the
amount of pure mi lk is so deficient, but that the quautity of liquid nutriment is too small. Nature gives much more iu bulk, but in a more dilute
form, and we believe this is in order to introduce a larger amount of water
into the body. ·we think that the water thus introduced into the organ·
ism has its own physiological uses, and that a failure to supply the simple
element in sufficient quantity, is a capital error in the attempt to briug
children up on artificial food. Moreover, we have frequently known handfed children, in our own experience, to consume much larger amounts of
food than those given above, and to thrive admirably. Indeed, it has been
these hearty feeding infants who have been the healthiest we have seen.
In one case a fine, vigorous boy, twelve weeks old, took in each tweuty·
four hours a quart and a half pint of good cow's milk mixed with tht!
same amount of water. He was fed at 11 P.J\I., and again at 6 A.M ., and
thea every two aad a half or tbree hours during the day . Another child,
at four moatbs, took two quarts of a food made of . milk, cream, arrow·
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root-water, and gelatine. A. third, eight months old, took three pints of
food per day . One of our patients was in the habit of giving her children
(!;he wa" forced to wean them very early), at three months of age, a quart
of cow's milk mixed with a third water.
As this matter of the quantity of artificial food necessary for the development of the child is a very important one, and as it is a point which has
not been very clearly defined by most writers, we have thought it well to
lay before our readers the following calculation of what infants may need,
from the estimate made by Dr. Parkes as to the amount of food necei:;sary
for adults.
According to that author, an adult of average size and activity will,
under conditions of moderate exe:·tiun, tnke in twenty-four hours from
~· 6 th to :i1rrth of his own weight in solid and liquid food. The relative
proportion of the SO·called solid and liquid food varies greatly, but is
usually about 40 ounces avoirdupois of the former, and 60 ounces of water.
~.however, all the so-called solid foud-bread 1 meat, etc.-contains a
certain amount of water, the actua l average amount of water-free food
taken by an adult, weighing 150 pounds is 23 ounces, or 7 hth of the weight
of the body; and the amouut of water about 75 ounces. Or in other
word:::, every pound weight of the body receives about 0.15 ounces of water~
free food and 0.5 ounces of water in twenty-four hours. This water-free
food is composed as follows, accordiug to :Molesc:hott:
1

oz.a\•oirdupois=437.5grains.
Albuminous substances,
Fauy
''
Carbohydr:l.tes,
•
Salts (of all kinds) 1

4.587

2.964
l.J: .2.)7
J.058

22.866

On the hasis of these calculations, an infant at birth, the average weight
being 7 pounds, would requi re 1.05 ounces of water-free food; and a child
weighing 20 lbs., wh ich is probably the average weight of healtLy children
of five to sixth months old, would require 3 ouuces.
Assurniug the total solid of cow's milk to be 10 per cent., which is rather
le.~ than the average as given by Becquerel aud R0dier (see composition of
healthy milk), it would require to yield au ounce uf water-free food rather
more than 10 ounces of milk.
Thus on this supposition (i. e. 1 thnt the total solids of cow's milk of sp.
gr. 1026 equal 10 per cent.) one pint imperial (20 oz.) will contain in round
numbers,
Ca~cine,

Fats,.
Lactine,

262 grains.
217 1'
341 H

Salts, .

·13

"

Tola.I..

863

11

=very nearly 2 oz. avoirdupois of \\·ater-free food.

According to this, therefore, the infant at birth requires little more than
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~ pint imperial of uu~kimmed cow's milk; the child at five or six month!'
about 1 ~ pints imperial.
It is evident that the proportion of fat aml water i:s iu great exre:-:~ in

this exclusively milk diet i but these two principles arc required in early
1t
will nlso be seen that by diluting the above amonnt!-:i of' cow's milk with
one to two pints of water, we obtain, as the proper amount of' food for new·
infancy in much larger relative amount than at a later period of life.

born infants, from a pint to a pint and a half; and for•chilclreu about five
or six months old, from 3 to 4 pint:;:, amounts which correspoud clo:;;ely with
the re1'ults obtained from examination of the quantity c..f milk secreted by
nur:-1ing women.
"' e re.:lume our consideration of the amounts of artificial food required
nt the different age:s of infancy.
ln the fir.st two or three days after birth the child ought to be fed enry
two hours frnm early morning until the evening, say bix times, au<l then four
times iu the night, making ten feedings in all. Each feeding ought to runsi:.;t of about two tablespnonf"uls 1 or oue ounce, making in all ten ounce:-.
From the second or third day to the tenth the feedings may be at the
same intervals, but should coni;ist of about three tablespoonfuls, or an ounce
nn<l a half1 amounting to fifteen ouuces, or very nearly n pint. l;-rum tbis
time to the end of the firdt rnQnth a vigorous child iucreases rapidly in
appetite and in the power of assimilation, and will be taking generally from
a pint and a half to two piuts.
It is highly important that the child should have during thh~ early
stage an experienced and careful nur~e. or, when this cannot be obtained,
a~ amoug~t the poor or in ho~pitals, that the physiciau should lay dow11
the most minute and particular rules for each individual case. For each
baby, like en.ch adult, i:s a law to itself, and the doctor iu charge, or the
uur:;e, must, by observation, <let.ermine thi.i;; law ns far as may be pos.~iblc.
It is wise to begin with the smaller doses of food, an<l, after a day or two,
to increase with care. The nurse should watch the chil<l closely,-how it
eat:-;, whether with appetite aud enjoyment; whether it grows hungry
within the proper time, one and a half or two hours after the previous
meal ; the condition of the stools; bow it ~Jeep~, uud how it behiwe!i when
awake. :-:.o long as tl~ chil<l is contented, crying only moderately from
time to time, when it is ~oiled or wet, when it is taken up to be changed 1
or when hungry, it is doing well, and the dose of food may be gradually
iucrea!'-eJ as the appetite grows. The child should never be forced, or persu:ulcd, to take more than it wants, except when the amount cou.:sumed in
the twenty-four hours is manifestly below the healthy :;tandard for the nge.
Io ~uch cases touica sbuuld be given, or some change made in the food.
\re are thus particular, because a young infaut once seriously disturbed in its health. by either improper food or by oYerfee<ling, or the
oppo~ite, under-feeding or in11utritiou (the athrep::fa of Parrot), often foils
into a state from whirh it is very difficult to extricate it. \Ve deem it
all-important, tberefore, that a newborn child which must be hand-fed
shall have the strictest care during the first few dayd and weeks of its life.
We arc satisfied that there is no comparison between the result:; of hand-
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feeding in hospital.;; and amongst the very poor, and in families in easy
c:irrum:-.tauces. where education giveti knowledge and care, aud where th e
('hild has devoted to it always one person, the mother, and often two, the
mother and nurse. Familiar as we are with the details of private pmcti<·c, and knowing the fact that one young infant, especially if' it be a
dtlicate and sickly one, will absorb the whole time of one person, and
often wear out her health, we are not surprised at the misery and fatality

which

!50

abound in hm::pitals for foundlings.

In the second montb the child will probably still require a meal every
two hours or two hours and a half during daylight, and twice or three
timb in the night, making about eight or nine meals a day. The amount
of foocl at each meal ought to he about -1 ounces (a gill), making 32
ounces in the day. Towards the end of the second and in the third
month the rule ought to be, in healthy children, once in three hours
during the clay, nnd twice iu the night, or about seven meals. These may
nnw amount to 5 or 6 ounces at a time, or from 35 to 42 ounces per day.
Kome children, as we have shown, are furnished by nature 1 at the time,
with 48 ounces per day .
..\s the age increases 8 ounces may be given at a time,-fi\'e times
between six in the morning and ten at night, and once in the night,
making five or six meuls, and therefore 40 to 48 ounces per day. This
amount of food is scarcely greater than in the secoud and third months,
but, by this time, it is much stronger, being composed of milk diluted
only a fourth or third, or possibly undiluted, or it may be combined with
~ome farinaceous substance, or probably some animal broth 1 or bread or
erncker, is being taken once or twice besides the miJk. It is proper to
repeat that the physician must stu<ly the appetite of each child. Some,
n.t Lhe age of six and eight months, take wit.h appetite and perfect results
two quarts of liquid food in the day, and this is not so rare as we at one
time supposed. On the other hand, we think that the child should not
be obliged nor coaxed to take more than it faucies, unless the daily
q1urntmn fall decidedly below the averages given above. Io this event,
there ought to be no hesitation in coaxing, in gently forcing, the child
to take more than it cares to take, and, if the quantity is still too small,
lhc meals ought to be made more frequent agaiu . "' e have known a
number of children so constituted, that even when at a bounteous breast
of their own mothers, t.hey would have to be taken into a quiet room in
order to be coaxed and enticed to uurse. In children of this type, with
cnrele~s and deficient appetite, it is the business of the nurse to carry out
the general rules of the physician as far as practicable. '' L'appetit
vient en rnangennt," say the French, and we believe there is truth in the
saying.
The food must be sweetened, for both chemicn.1 analysis and taste show
that womau's milk has a larger proportion of sugar than that of the cow.
In both milks the nlriety of sugar is the same, sugar of milk or lactine 1
and we advi!::e the use of this variety, when it cnn be obtained, fot· infant

food .

Tu calculating the amount of sugar to be added to the diluted cow's
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milk, we have used the analysis of Henri and Chevnlhier (see pnge 30X),
whieh gi,,es the proportion of sugar in human milk at 6.50 p<.>r ce11t. To
diluti ons of two-thirds water and one-third milk, there shou ld be added
about 6~ drachms of the suga r of 111ilk ; to dilutions of half and half', the
quantity of sugar to be added is 5~ drachms to th e pint. If cane-sugar
is u ~ed, only hal f t.he above quantities should be emplo yed.
l\lany different and more 01· less complicated preparations of food have
been recommended by various authorities. The different feculent substance5, so much vaunted and advertised for the U!;e of the public, are of
no value in the early months as compared with milk. Milk mu1.ot be the
basis; it is the essential pa1t of the nutriment. To depend altogether on
amvlnreous food is to sicken and finally starve the child. Yet experience
see~H:i to have shown that a small quantity of sta rchy material combiued
with the milk does sometimes render the food more digestible. 'Ve think
the opinion, held by several authorities, that the particles of sta rch being
interposed between the elements of the caseine lessen the tendency of the
milk to coagulate into large aud hard masses nrn.y be a correct one.
The following preparation of food was published in our first editio n.
'Ve have employed it for many years, and have found it one of th e best
subatitutes for the natural aliment. It is made of prepared gelatine or
Rm;::i.ian i~inglass, row's milk, cream, and a very thin arrowroot·water,
p1·operly sweete ned. The gelatine was introduced originally in imitation
of the old Germau writer, Struve, who maiutained that inasm uch as
woman used both animal and vegetable food, whilst the cow is berbivorous, it was proper to add some animal material to cow's milk, in order to
briug it into closer resemblance to human milk. 'Ve have retained it for
the simple reason that the food thus prepared has answered so good a
purpo:::e. To make this food, a scrupl e by weight of the i:;iuglass or gela.
tine, or a portion of gelatine cake, two inches sq uare, is soaked for :i short
time in half a pint of cold water. The water is theu boi led until th e gelatine
is fully di~solved, about fifteen miuutei;:. A small teaspoonful of arrowroot,
mixed into a paste with n little water, is then stirred into the boiling
water, after which the milk is adde<l and allowed to boil for a few minute~.
At the en d of the boiling the cream is added. The proportions of milk
are those already laid down: for the youngest children, one-third i and
for the older, one-half or two-thirds. Of cream, two tablespoonfuls are
acl1led to a pint of the food, so long as this is one- third milk. When tbe
food is half milk, one table::;poonful and a half of c ream to the pint is the
proper quautity, and whcu th e food becomes two-thirds n1ilk, one tablespoonful is to be added. Of sugar, the proper proportions are those given
above.
W e have used this food a great deal for over thirty years, as well iu
ch ildren brought up entirely by baud as in those partly suckled. and, on
the whole, it has answered better than any other combination we have
tried. In a good many cases it has agreed perfectly well with infants who
could not, without vomiting, diarrbooa, and colic, take simple milk and
water. chi cken-water, or, in fact, any other food. In very sickly children
it is often well to dilute it for a time, even more than in the proportions
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mentioned above. ' Ve add further, that we often hear of its being used
hy other phy~icians and by families with very positive succe!'s.
It is proper to say that, though we recommend, and, on the whole, pi-efer, arrowroot for very young children, tbere are several other starchy
food." whic:b are of great value in older cb ildren, and in some disordered
couditious of heulLh. Among-.:.. thP.se are barley, oatmeal, and wheat.
B11rley or whf'at are preferable for children inclined to diarrhcea, and in
·ca,::e of actual diarrhcca; oatmeal is better for costive children. Of barley,

a teaspoonful, powdered (Dr. Jacobi recommends that the whole barley
be ground in a coffoe·gr:nder at home), should be boiled for fifteen minutes
in a gill of the water used for <lilutiog the milk; of oatmeal, the rnme
quantity. Dr. J. Lewis ::>mith recomn1encls baked whent-flour, or wheatflour boiled io a bag four or five hours. This latter preparation is an old
favorite in our city in cases of summer diarrhcea. \Ve lrnve frequently
employed it, and have found it very useful. The outer portion of the
hard rake made by the long boiling is removed, the inner portion is
grnted down, and the powder boiled in water to a gruel, and mixed with
milk in proportiou to suit the age. The gruel should not be made too
thick; 01rn or two tenspoonfuls for each meal are sufficient.
There is another mode of using cow's milk, mixed with cream, which
we ht1.ve fouuJ very useful in the Sthlden g:i.stro-intestioal disturbances of
infants, whether in the cooler seasons from indigestion, or in hot weather
during attacks of cholera infantum, diarrhcea, or dysentery. It is made
of thiu a1't'owroot-wate1·, lime-water, cream, and milk, in equal proportions.
In cli:;orders of this kinJ we limit the dose of this food, at first, to four
tablc~poouful:S e,·ery two hours. Between the do!!eS of this food we order
cool water, with or without a little brandy (a teaspoonful to half a pint of
w:iter). accurdiag to the state of the pa.tieat, to be offered frequently to the
child, allowing it to take all that its thirst craves. After oue or two days,
if the food is retained well, we iucrcase each close one-half, and \\'hen this
has bPen fouud to be weJI <ligl'.'stecl, the dose is made twice the quantity
first named. If the ells<' goes ou improving, we diminish gradually the
propnriion of cream and lime-water, increasing that of the milk, until
we ~et back to the child's regular food.
\\' e are well nware that some high authorities oppose the addition of
crenm to even Jiluted cow's milk, on the assumption that the fatty elemeut i8 very indigestible. But exper ience bas convinced us, as we have
nlrcaJy declared, that the moderate use of it we recommend bas been
often most u:;eful. Our desire throughout this long article on food has
been to aclvi~e the use of au artificiid diet as much like the natural food
as it can be made. Ou scientific grounds, therefore, ns well as on empir·
icnl, we believe it wise to ndcl cream to diluted milk in such proportion as
to re.. tore to the fluid its original proportion of fat.
"'e will merely add thnt we have met with a few instances in which
young children who could not digest, without serious gastro-intestinal
di...;turbance, even very dilute milk nud water, were able lo digest and to
thrive moderately well ou cream and water. For further information on
this ~ubject, the reader is referre<l to the e.ssay published by the Thomas
Wilson Sanitarium of B;}ltimorc (Boston, 1881, p. 230).
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Conden.wl milk is now much u~ed as a diet for young childr<'n . ~ome
medical men prescribe it habitually, u,:e it in their own fnmilie~. nnd deC'm
it a more whole~ome food than the ordinary cow's milk ~old in laq:.~e cit ii'~;
some appear to think it a betler food than fre!"h milk. In view ofthe~e facts
we propm:e to con~ider at some length its J.Htture, qualities, and mode of u~e,
in order that our readers may have a correct understanding of what this
new article of diet is.
Dr. Edward 8mith,ofLonclon ( Foorls,American edition, New York, 1Hi::t);
quote!:i a report Lo an American agricultural society ( which we have not heen
able to find ) to the effect that American con<len~ed milk is ma<le from fre~h
cow'I" milk, of good average quality, by the C\'nporation of sc\•enty·fh·e
per cent. of its water. 'Vhen thus reduced, white (cane) ~ngar is ad1led
to preserve it. As to the f']Uantity of sugar added we shall :-,peak fur·
ther on. Thus prepared, condensed milk is of a. lhick, semifluid comsbt·
ence, and of a syrupy swectues"'. It is put up in tin cans, carefully ~ol
dered, for preservation, and for ease of tran~portation. It keeps when clo(:ecl,
it is ~aid, for years, and, even when the can is opened and kept. open, it
become drier and more solid, but doe::: not spoil for some weeks.
There is another form of condensed milk in which the fresh milk is
simply condensed by evaporation, uo sugar being added. This, it is !'aicl,
will keep one, or three or four weeks, but it is usually supplied fresh to
city customers every three or four days.
The Journal of Food, Walf'r, and Ail\ in Relation lo P1tblic Ilea.lilt, edited
by Dr. A.H. Has. . all, Vol. I, No. 12, October, 1872, says that whatever
be tbe ntle in America the above companies (two Englbh and the AngloSwi:"S Company) take" con~iclerably less than 3 pints of milk to make 1
pound of the sweetened condensed article. '\re find, further, that the
quantity of sugar added is u::-ually about 19 ounces to one gallon of milk,
or about G ouuces only to 1 pound of the sugared milk ." Dr. Thomas
IC. Chanibers (.Manual of Diet in llealth and Disease) states that condensed
milk i" ma<le by driving off by evaporation about six-tenths of the water
of f're::;h milk. To test this point for our;0e)ves we had 2 piuts and :3 gill~,
(4.t ounces), ofgoo<l fresh milk, weighing 2 pounds, 13} ounces avoinlupoii~,
reduced by evaporation to 9 ounces by weight. To this we added 6
ounces of white sugar, and foun<l that the 1.3 ounces of sweetenerl con·
den:-.ed milk, filled not quite full, but very nearly full, one of the tin cans
in which the or<liuary preparation is sold . This can hel<l 13 ounce..;;, fluid
measure, so that t.he 44 ounces reduced to 9 ouuces by weight, with 6
ounces of sugar adclecl, occupied very nearly the bulk of' 13 fluid ounces.
The original milk had lost in this experiment 80.22 per cent. of its water
before the sugar was added.
The normal nutrient principles contained in milk are supposed to be re·
tained in condenoeJ milk, since nothing is taken from it but the water. 'fhe
journal quoted above says: "Contrasting the analyses given of the several conden~ed milks with that of' normal cow's milk it is obvious that each
tin can does really contain, as stated, all the constituents in fair and proper
proportion coutained in about three pints of normal cow's milk." Mr ..J.
Alfred Wanklyn (Milk A>lalysis, American edition, New York, 18H',

CONDENSED MILK.
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"I bave my8elf examined the principal brands of preserved nnd

condrn~ed

milk which are in the London market, nod find that the milk
which had been condensed, or condensed and pre!ierved, had been chnr_~ed

wilh its clue proportion of fat. 0 'Ve shall assume, therefore, in our remarks
upon this subject, that condensed milk, when honestly manufactured, contains
all the uutrieut c~nstituents of milk in proport ion to the amount of C\'ap·
oration the original milk may have been subjected to.
It contain8 1 however, another ingredient, of which nature has put none

in the milk of any nnimnl,-cane-sugar.

The journal quoted above states,

as we ha\·e already ~aid, that from 6 to 6:/ ounces of white sugar are
added to each 1 pound or 16-ounce tin can of the condensed milk. '\Ve.
had three specimens of condensed milk, the Borden, the Eureka, and the
Anglo-Hwiss, analyzed for our own purposes. ' Ve regret that in these
analy~cs the quantitie~ of ~ugar of milk and of cane-sugar were po15::;ibly
not C'orrectly made out. The separation of the two sugars is, we su:.:pect,
a very different chemical operation. )lr. 'Vauklyn (loc. cit.) does not attempt it. Ile classes the two sugars together in his analysis of the sweetened condensed, or, what be cal ls, preserved milk, and gives the percentage of the two as 56.1, or more than one-half of the preparation. In the
nnnlyi.:es made for us, the amount of the two sugars combined was .f!U per
cent. in the Borden, H.7 iu the Eureka, and 48.5 in the Anglo-Swi,.~. The
average of the four aualyses is -HU} per cent. If wc deduct from thi~, the
amount of mi l k-sugar which milk reduced three-fourths ought to contain,
17.(i() per cent., there would remai n, as the avcrnge proportion of canesugar iu condensed milk, 32 per cent. In tbe a11alyses made for U"i, the
other nutritive elements, the fat and caseine, are about what they ought to
be. 'l'he Borden milk, wbich contained 23.3 per cent. of water, had 11.5
per cent. of fat, and H.2 per cent. of caseine. In good cow's milk, taking
the Bostoo standard (Sharples, toe. cit.), there are :3.20 per cent. of fat, and
4.30 of caseiue, which, at the supposed rate of reduction, about threefonrth~, gives very clo~ely the amount of these elements which ought to
exist iu the cotH1en"ied milk. In the Eureka brand, which contained 29.3
per cent. of water, the fat stood at 9.4, and the caseiue at l.j..Q per cent.
\ Ve may conclude, therefore, that these two specimeus of American condensed milk, like the English, are what they profess to be, good cow's milk
conden~ed and sweetened.
II1l\'ing shown what condensed milk is, we propose next to consider its
advantngeR aucl di,.;advantages.
The mere conveniences which this food offers to the mother of a youog
chilcl nre immense. It saved nil bother with the milkman, and a great
deal of trouble at home with the servants. It entails no cold vault~, no
ire-ehc~ts, no care of milk-pans; it is so easily prepared. Even the doctor
who prescribes it e~capes much annoyance in regard to the choice and
mnungement of frc~h milk. Those who believe that fresh milk cannot be
obtained in Jarge tities resort to it as a matter of conscience. But this is
not true of all lnrge cities, and specially not of Philadelphia. When it is
true, condensed milk is doubtless better aud snfer than stale or spoiled milk.
\\' e turn now to its disadvantage•. Aud first is the fact that there is
21
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no rea~on why fraud may not be prncliced in the manufacture of cond('n~ed milk, as well ns in the preparation for sale of fre,..h milk. Frnud
mrty be more rilre in the for111cr than in the latter ca~e, for the ren:;on thllt
the re~pon!-iibility, if fraud be detected, is more easily fastened upon one
or two manufacturers thnn upon the many mi lk vendors . In one respect
the housekeeper is ~afcr ag-ainst fraud in tbe case of fresh milk than in
that of ronden:led milk. 'Ve have shown how thi~ may be <lone by any
iutelligt! nt housekeeper in the chapter on fot><l. The analysis of couden:-e<l
milk, on the contrary, is n <liffiC'ult problem, and can be made ouly by the
~killed chemi::t. To show what has happened in the past, we refer the
• reader to the Firl.'lt Annual Report of the Board of Ileallh Department of
the City of Xew York (Ap1·il 11th, 1870, to April 10th, 1871), New York,
1871. In a report to the board, by tbe chemist to the board, Dr. (). F .
Chandle r, upon this very subject, it is stated (p. 31-i) that a large number
of a11aly:0es have been made both of' ordinary and condensed milk. "The
conden~ed milk is found, with few exceptioo.s, to be ma<le up of skimrue<l
milk eniirely or in part. It is thus robbed of its cream, and is therefore
deficient in fat (butter)." It is said, further, to be "a notorious fact that
moH of the condeu!'etl milk companies regularly sell cream in the New
York market." If this were true in 1871, it may be true again, though
the nrndy:,.;es given in the journal above quotetl, of foreign preparations,
and tho:;e made for us, show no material deficiency in the natural milk
:-:olid:.-. \\"e will add that Dr. Chandler foun<l the percentage of fat in
one specimen he analyzed to be 1.75, instead of 9 ..50, 10.80, and 11..30,
as in the Euglioh analyses, or 9...1, 11.5, and 11.15, as in tbe analyses
made for us.
Oue cli:;advantage of condensed milk is the large amount of cane-sugar
it contains. It is of such syrupy sweetness to the taste that it must be
largely diluted to make it agreeable to the palate, and to reduce the proportion of sugar taken in the food made from it. The proportion is so
much larger than what long experience has pointed out as the proper
amount to be added to a diet made of cow's milk, and so much larger than
the diffi!rence between the sugar in human milk and cow's milk, that we can·
uot but look upon it with :suspicion, as being so unlike what nature pro·
vides for the young child.
'Ve have found, moreover, in examining this subject, that the amount
of milk ~olids is so much smaller in the diet usually made from con·
<lensed milk than in one made from fresh cow'~ milk, that we doubt
whether a condensetl milk diet can be as good for chilrlren over three and
four months of age, as the u~ual diet made from fre:;h milk. \Ve a.re well
aware tha~ a great many sensible physicians use it largely during the
whole nu~rng age, and point to many fine-looking and apparently healthy
childr~n brought up on it. 'Ve will, however, lay before our reader:; the
re~ult3 of our examination, and they can judge for themselves whether there
are uot good theoretical grounds for our doubts.
To make this matter as clear as possible, we propose to show how it is
generally used, the degree to which it is Jiluted, and then state the amount
of cane-sugar and of milk solids in the food so matle.
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W'e have found from observntinn and inquiry, that the physicians who
uee it most extensively and most successfully, are iu the habit of prescrib·
ing it in the nursery in the proportion of oue heaped teaspoonful in six:
table:'lpoonfuls of water. This is a very loose and unce1·tain rule. We
had ~everal heaped tea,ipoonfuls weighecl. In one trial a heaped tea·
spoonful, what was called a fairly heaped teaspoonful, measured out by
an apothecary, weighed 220 grains. In a nother ca:;e a heaped teaspoon·
fol, al:.io meaaured out by au apothecary, weighed 43;3 grains. Another
heaped teu-;poouful, taken by a physician, weighed 33-!.9 grains. 'Ve
then n~ke<l a chih.l's nurse, oue thoroughly accustomed to nursing habits,
to take from a can a fairly heaped teaspoonful. This weighed 199 grains.
're ha<l a teaspoon, eveu full, weighed several times; the weight was
abont 100 grains. Vl'e have, therefore, in our calculations, proceeded on
the a~sumption that a. fairly heaped teaspoonful contains twice what a teaspoon even foll contains,-200 grains. Auel when we speak, in our remarks upon this subject, of a heaped tea~poonful of condensed milk, we
mean, in fact, two teaspoons even full, or :200 grains.
A:-,.,umiug, as we have ulready said we should do, that the average
amount of cane·sugar in condensed milk is 32 per cent., we find that wl!en
200 grains (two even teaspoonfuls) are diluted with six tablespoonfuls of
water, the amount of' this sugar is 2.56 grains in each teaspoonful, counting twenty-6ve tea~poonfuls in the whole mixture. Dr. Edward Sm ith, of
Loudon, iu bis work ou Foods, recommends the addition of 4 tlrachms of
milk-sugar, or 2 drachms of caue-sugar, to each pint of food made of two·
thirds fre:;h cow's milk in one-third water. Such a food contains almost
preci~ely 1 grain of cane.sugar in eacb fluid drachm or teaspoonful. "'\Ve
have advised, in the chapter on food, that to each pint of food for young
infants, made of one part fresh cow's milk to two parts water, should be
added, to bring the suga 1· up to the standard of woman's milk, 6} drachms
of milk-sugar or 3i drachms of cane-sugar. In a diet made after Dr.
8mith't5 rule. there would be 1 grain of cane-sugar to the fluid drachm, and
iu that recommended by us, 1..32 grains. In a pint of food made from
con<len:;ecl milk in the proportiom:1 cited above, there would be very nearly
3i drnchms more cane-sugar than in Dr. Smith's, and nearly 2f druchms
more Limo what we have learned to believe, from both practical and
physiological reasons 1 to be the proper amount to add lo the diet of very
young rhildren .
We pns:-i on next to a consideration of the amount of natural milk solids
coutnined in the food as usually made from condensed milk . In these
cnlc11ltttions we have taken the analysis of sweetened condensed milk given
by \\'nnklyn, as being, on the whole, the one most likely to be correct.
Wauklyn gives the water in this preparation at 20.5 per cent., the fat
at 10.4, the caseine at 11, the ash at 2, and the two sugars, the milk
nod the cane, at 56.1 per cent. 'Ve find that in a food made of two even
tenspoonfnls, or one heaped teaspoouful, weighing 200 grains, in six table~poonfuls of water, and assuming the weight of a teaspoonful, or fluid
drachm, of ordinary water to be 54.68 grains 1 that the percentages are
as follows: 'Yater1 89.48; fut, l.38i caseine, l.46i ash, .26; and the two
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sugar.::, 7.42 per cent. Such a food represents very closely one part of
fre~h milk to two parts of water, and is strong enough, with the addition
of a little cream for new-born infants.
'Yheo, instead of 200 grains, three even tenspoonfuls 1 or 300 grain8, are
mixed with the six tablespoonfuls of water, the percentages of' milk !'olids
arc as follows: Fat, 1.94; caseine, 2.05; ash, .37; the two sugars, 10.44;
water, 85.20. This makes a diet of about the strength of half fresh milk
aud balf water, with (calculatiag the milk-sugar at 4.40 per cent.) (j,Q{
per cent. of cane-sugar.
If, lastly, we mix five even teaspoonfuls, or 500 grains, in the six table·
spoonfuls of water, we obtain the following percentages: Fat, 2.8G; cn~eine,
3.0:); ash, .55; the two sugars, 15.47; and water, 78.06. In such a mix·
ture the proportions of the fat, caseiue, and ash, approximate very closely
to those of normal milk, these being, as we have already stated: Fat, :~.20;
caseine, 4.30; ash, .GO; milk-sugar, 4.40 i and \\ater, 87.50. But the sugar
is in such large excess, there being 15.47 per cent. instead of 4...10 per cent.,
that the food would be sickening in taste, cloying to the stomach, and, in
all probability, irritating to the digesti\'e apparatus. The amount of canesugar in the twenly·six teaspoonfuls of such a mixture would be over 2
clrachms (165 grains), or nearly as much as we think necessary for a pint
of food made one part milk to two parts water.
In the mixture made of 300 grains iu six tablespoonfuls of water, the
amount of cane-sugar is a little over a drachm and a half (99 grains).
The large amount of cane-sugar present in a food made of conden:!ed
milk and water, of such proportion as to represent fresh milk, must be, it
seems to us, a serious objection to it. It may answer very well for very
young infants so long as the proportions are those we mentioned firat,-oue
heaped teaspoonful of 200 grains to the six tablespoonfuls of water, in
which the mixture represents one part milk to two parts water, with the
added cane-sugar. It may answer well enough when three even teaspoon
fuls, or 300 grains, are mixed with the six table~poonfuls of water, representing half milk and half water. Even in such a mixture the amount of
cnne-i::ugar is very large, but wh we come to the proportions representing
fresh milk, 500 grains in six tablespoonfuls of water, the amount of canesugar is exce:::sive. It seems impossible, therefore, to make use of con. <lensed milk when the child comes to the age at which pure milk mny be
used with rnfety aud propriety.
·w e do not wish to condemn the use of condensed milk for young children, fur we know that many excellent physicians use it successfully, and
point to numerous children brought up successfully upon it. We desire
merely to call the attention of the profession to the above statement of
facts. Personally we prefer the old-fashioned mode of using fresh milk,
when it can be obtained good, and are of opinion that only long-continued
observation aud experience can ever demonstrate that the new system is
better tban the old one.
'Ve shall now give the opinions as to the value of condensed milk as &
diet for children, expressed by recent writers on food, and then add some
of our own experiences.
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Dr. Edward Smith, of London (Food, 'ew York, 1873, p. 323), says:
"This preparatioo has been recommended as a food for infants, and it is
much liked by them i but it is an error to assume that a given quantity
when dissolved in water will yield new milk or be as useful as new milk
in feeding infants and young children, and it should never be used as a
substitute in such cases whenever new milk can be obtained."
At page 325 he says again : "Without explaining the medical aspect of
the que~tion (which woul<l be out of place here) , I remark that as a food
the addition of nearly two ounces of sugar to the pint of cow's milk greally
]&-;:<ens its nutritive value, and induces a tendency to starvation of the
muscle-forming element. Thus, whilst in natural cow's milk the proportion of nitrogen ( flesh-forming) to carbon ( fat-forming) is 1 to 12, in the
preserved milk it is not much more than one-half, or about 1 to 20. If
the object were to feed an animal for the market it 'would be obtained by
this method, but if to make infants into strong muscular men and women,
the proportion which nature has provided must be supplied."
Dr. Sruith gives also the views of Dr. Daly (Land. Lancet, November 2d,
1872), who, while noting the fact that condensed milk is much liked by children, aud that those who are fed upon it grow fat and look very well, yet
gives it as the result of his experience that they have not the same degree
of resi::;tauce and vital power as those who are fed on cow's milk , but sink
much more quickly and daugerously under au attack of diarrhooa or any
other acute disease.
Dr. Arthur V. l\Ieigs, one of the assistant physicians to the Children's
Hospital of this city, informs us that he has been obliged, in most. of the
cases of cholera iLJfantum, brought to the dispensa.ry during tlie hot summer months, to change the diet of those fed on condensed milk to fre::;h
milk, as he has found that they rarely do well ou the condensed milk diet.
His friend and colleague, Dr. Louis Starr, has arriverl at the same opinion
as to lhe comparative value in this disease of the two kinr1s of diet.
Dr. Thoma~ King Chambers (Jlfanttal of Diet in H ealth and Disease,
Philadelphia edition, 1873, p. 65) says 1 of condensed or 8wiss milk, that
11
it certainly is digestible, as is shown by the fact of infants brought up by
hand upon it growing fat an<l apparently strong, a fnct of which most of
us have ocular proof. Great care should be taken that only the softest
water is used fur its solution, and precautions taken against its adulteration.
As it is a recent invention it is pure enough at present, but extensive use
will probably teach ingenious morles of sophistication." Dr. F. \V. Pavy
(Treatise on Food and Diefeties, Philadelphia. edition, 1874, p. 19-!) gives
110 personal opinion as to its value, but cites, in a foot-note, Dr. Daly's
opiuiou (already quoted) of it.
We have employed condensed milk a few times, and have bad charge of
cases in which it had been ordered by other physicians. In one instance,
a very feeble infant of six months old, who, wheu we first saw it, ha<l had
frequent indigestions aod convulsions on fresh milk, did very well ou one
heaped teaspoonful of condensed milk mixed with four tablespoonfuls of
fresh water and two tablespoonfuls of lime·wat.er, with ten drops of wine
of pepsin after each feeding, and a mixture of soda, two and a half grains,
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sweet tincture of rhubarb five drops, and paregoric two drop::, three times
a clay. \Ve tried fresh milk several times, but it did not answt!r. 'Vhen
the child reached the age of fourteen months, it had become rea~onably
henlthy 1 and we ordered some weak beef tea twice a day, and the sub:;t itution nf one tablespoonful of fresh cream in place ofoue of the tnble~poonfuls
of lime-water. Eventually fresh milk was substituted, nod the child bas
grown into a fine healthy boy. In another cai;ie, one of a pair of twins was
brought to us at the age of four and a half months-a miserable little, pale,
feeble, and undergrown infant. Fresh milk had been tried, but had cau1:ed
indige~tion and dinrrhcca time and again. \Ve ordered one heaped leaspoonf'ul of condensed milk in five tablespo6ufuls of water and two tab le·
Rpooufuls of lime-water. On this the chi ld was much more comfortable,
nnd grew slowly. The food was now incrensed in st reogth. Two hC'aped
teaspoonfuls of the condensed milk were added to ten tablespoonfuls of
water and two tablespoonfuls of lime-water every two or three hours. At
the a~e of eight months the child had grown somewhat, was in more comfortable health, but was still very small, white, and puny. ""e now
ordered one tablespoonful of cream to be substituted for one tablespoonful
of the plain water, and also two tablespoonfuls of beef tea made by pouring two table::'pooufuls of hot, not boiling, water, on one tea:;poonful of
Valeutine's meat extract. The child did well on th is food for some months,
when it was gradually changed to fresh milk, and the ordinary food of
older children. The other twin, at this time, looked well, was well grown,
on couden:sed milk food, made by adding three teaspoonfuls of the milk
to ten tablespoonfuls of simple water and three of lime-water. Hoth the
children are now (June, 18.'H) Jiving in very good health, though their
mother has die<l of rapid phthisis.
' Ve add a few cases that have come under our personal Qbservntion, to
show that the use of condensed milk as a foo<l for chi ldren is uot yet regulated, as it ought to be, by a system of rules based on its composition and
nutritive value. These cases show, it appears to us, that when u:,ed thus
carele:"-sly and irregularly, it may give rise to daugerous disturbances of

health.
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a consultation, and we met him in the afternoon of that da~-. The child looked ~ery ill.
ll was thin, pallid, cli"tJ·(>t;..:;ed, and had had, in the morning, n. slight ;;pasmodic ~cizure.
ll harl three stool~ in the prc\'iou~ twenty-four hour;:;, dark in colvr from bi!:<nmth,

and comi-:ting of much fluid, which had run through the napkins, anrl some thick,
gruel-like, llocculent matter in the centre, without :rny special odor. The (·hild was
taking hi..;muth and pep,.in, and for food, a tablespoonful of chicken tea every hour, and
a de~ .. ~rt-.poonful of whi>ikey and water (2 teaspoonful<> to the gill) en~ry honr. 're
recnmmcndcd 1 teaspoonful of brandy in a half pint of cold water, to be given from a
sucking-bottle (as the child had not lenrnecl to drink from a cup) . Of tlii .. thechild
,..·a<1 to be allowed to take a.." much as it desired und could retuin. The chicken tea
wli'lorrlcred in a double q11:mtity 1 two tablespoonfnlse\•ery two hours, and the alternate
two hours four tal>Je..;poonful"I of a food made of equal quantities of thin arrowrootwutcr, lime-water, cream, and fre<:h cow'1:1 milk. The following prescription wa!'I
ordered: B. Liq. morph. sulphat., f5;;s.; acid. sulph. clil., gtt. xxx; clix. eurn~a,
i;yrup. !limp., ittl f~ij; aqure1 f.3 iss.-:M. A teaspoonful every four hours; and the ahcrnntc four hours, a powder of 3 grains each of bismuth and saccharated pep-.;i.n.
On the following day we found that, owing to some mistake, a teaspoonful of condensed milk in (i tablespoonfuls of water had been given c,·ery two hours in-.;teacl oftlic
food we had propo~ed. This had hecn vomited each time that it was taken. 'fhe
brandy and water, and chicken lea, had been retained. After this the food propo..;ed
abn\'e wa.s gi\'en regulurlyi nnd was retained. lt was soon im•reascd in quantity, and
the child reco\1ered rnpidly.

Th is cnse was one, we believe, of innutrilion . The dangerous symptoms
appenred soon after tbe amazing reduction in the quality of the food, aod
they di.mppeared immed iately after the stronger food was resorted to.

This case may have been one of intermittent fever in a badly nouriehed
subject, but it looks like one of the cases described by l\I. Parrot in bis
work W1 ntbrepsia, under the title of tetaniform eclampsia, as occurring
in yollng children atfected with thrush, and therefore badly nouri::ched.
('A~E HI.-Called in consultation to see a child, a little over one year old, who hall
been foci on ndietcompoi;etl of4 teaspoonfuls of the un.sweetenedconden!:ed milk in a
Jialf pint of wate r. We do not know the strength of this milk, but believe it to be much
le"~ reduced than the regular sweetened preparation. About !:ix meals were taken
daily, containing 21 teai-poonfuls of the milk. The patient had had, for some time,
very rcstle."'I nights. Two da)'ti before we were cnllcd he had been very ill. The
liymptooH; when we i::aw him were pcculinr. There was intense general irritability,
jnrtit:'\tion, !<tartings,sothatthecase had a tetaniform look; there were attack,., in the
night1 of singular ncn•ous dy~pncea; the p11l:-1e ran lo 150 and 180; theJ'e wa!) very
moderate elcn1tion of temperature. "'e saw the patient but once1 und, rcg:uding it
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a!'i one of innutrition 1 ach-ised the food to be doubled in strength, beef tea to be given
three or four timei::; a day, weak brandy and water, and ;;mall do"CS of opium, until
the extreme nervous agitation was controlled. The child rCCO\'Cred rapidly.

'Ve believe this case to have been one of violent nervous disturbance,
cau:::ed by faulty sauguification,-itself the result of deficient nnd defec.
tive nt1triment.
C.\f<.E IY.-Tn the spring of 187i we saw a girl, six months old, whose mother had
in part nursed and in 1>art fed the C'hild on a diet. composed of fre!lh cow's milk, water,
and sugar of milk. ]t grew ruoderately well, and looked well, but was exC'e,.,... ively
re . . tle><S :md wakeful at night. In July it had a cold, and was put upon a food (not
ad,·i;;ed by u~) made ofl teaspoonful of condensed milk in a half pint (I;) or 16 table<>poonfuls) of water. After this the ehild became much more tranquil, and ~Jept
well at night. Jn Augu'it it was given 1 heaped tea..'ipoonf11l of the conden<;:c<l milk
in 11 tablespoonfuls of water. The child lived for some month'i on conden<;:e<l milk. It
grew large, very fat, and became \'Cry quiet, indeed, quite £<luggish. "'e advised the
mother to use fresh milk again. This was done gradually, and the child is now in
good health.

We met with another ca<>e in which the physician had ordered 1 heaped teaspoonful
in 16 tahlc>=poonfuls of water. The mother afterw:U'(:ls incrca"ed the food to I teaspoonful in 12 tablrspoonfuls of water. We s:tw a child, five weeks olrl, who was taking-, by
order of the accouchcur, 1 even IC'aspoonful in 2i tea~poonfu l <i of water. Another
child, five weeks old , wa;i taking 2 teaspoon", moderately full, in a sucking-hottle
which held 13 tablespoonfuls of water. A phyRician, a ve1·y careful and intellij:!COt
one, told us that in the(·a<>eofhiselrlestchild,the breast failed. Theytriedclifforent
kinds of food, amongst others fresh cow's milk, variouf>ly diluted, but the child vomiu..>d
nnd got on badly . At i;ix months of age, he began the use of condensed milk, gi\·ing
1 heapccl teaspoonful in a hnlf pint of water. "'e have <>aid that 200 grains of con. denscd milk (1 fairly heaped teaspoonful ) represents n mixture of one part fresh milk
to two puts water. The abo\'e proportion (1 hc~•pccl tea:;poonful in 14 to 16 table~poonfllls of water) represent~ one pnrt milk to f;jx: of water (see Ca<>e I). On thi11 food
the child lived for se\'era\ mouths. It was small nnd delicate-looking, but well.
'\'c inet with another child, seven months old, large and hearty-looking, whrn;e mother
told us that she fed him on condensed milk, 3 full teaspoonfuls to 12 tablespoonfuls of
water.

We have cited these cases and facts in order that the reader may see
how irregular are tbe rules for the use of this food. "'e have made cal·
culalions that 1 heaped teaspoouful, or, better still, 2 teaspoons, even full
(about 200 grains), in 6 tablespoonfuls of water, is the proportion which
bas seemed to answer best in the hands of those wl.10 use it most. To mnke
it much weaker than this would certainly tend to starve the child. Even
in this proportion the amount of milk-solids is insufficient for children
over three or four months old, and we suspect iudeetl that the children
who are brought up on it live largely on the cane·sugar which it contains.

SIMPLE OR ERYTHEMATOUS STOMATITIS.
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ARTICLE II.

DEFINITION; FREQUENCY.-This form of stomatitis consists of simple
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the mouth, unattended
by vesicular or pustular productions, by ulcerations, or by membranous
exudation. It is a disease of infrequent occurrence, except in the forming
sta~e of other kinds of stomatitis, and of little importance, seldom requiring the attention of the physician.
The causeB of tbe disease A.re the introduction of irritatiug substances,
such as hot drinks, and ac'rid or caustic preparations, into the mouth;
difficult dentition; and probably sympathy with disordered states of the
stomach. It occurs not trnfrequeutly as a secondary affection, particularly
in the course of measles, scarlet fever, and small-pox.
'fhe symptoms of erythematous storuatitis are more or less vivid reduess
of the mucous membrane, sometimes diffused, and at others punctated or
disposed in patches; slight swelling of the 5ame tissue; heat; and tenderue11s to the touch, and also in the act of sucking or eating. The child is
generally fretful and restless, and either loses its appetite, or refuses to
uurae or take food freely, on account of the tenderness of the mouth.
There are sel<lorn any general symptoms except in secondary cases, in
which they are those of the primary affection.
The treatment is very simple. It consiSts in the use of some demulcent
wash, as gum-water, sassafras-pith mucilage, a little honey put on the
tougne occasionally, and if the inflammation be at all considerable, in the
application of some astringent preparation. This may consist of honey
and borax, two or three parts of the former to one of the latter, or of the
following wash, recommended by l\I. Bouchut:
dift'u~e

R.

~fel Ro~re,

f,5j.

Aluminis,
Aquredestillat. 1

3ss.
f.~ss.-i\L

The application of any of the washes recommended is best made by
rnenns or a thick and soft camel's-hair pencil; or it may be done with a
soft mg, which should be dipped in the wash, and then conveyed into the
mouth on the point of the finger. The remedy ought to be used several
times a day.
If signs of gastric or intestinal disorder are present, they should be
attended to.
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ARTICLE III.

DEFINITIOX i SYNONY;\JS i FREQUENCY; FOR;\IS.-The term

aphthro

ought to be restricted to the vesicular and ulcerous form of disease of the

buccal mucous membrane, in which that tissue is covered with an eruption
of vesicle~, which break and are followed by small rounded ulcerations.
Under this title writers formerly confounded the affection we are now
con~ideriug with ulcerative stomatitis and thrush. It has been called by
Billard follicular stomatitis, and by several other writers vesicular stoma.
ti tis.

The jl'eqtte11cy of the disease is very considerable.
twoforms, the discrete aud confluent.

We shall describe

CAUSES.-The only causes which seem to have been ascertained with
any degree of certainty, are early age and the process of dentition; the
contact of irritating substauces 1 particularly stimulating nnd acrid articles
of food, with the mucous membrane of the mouth; and the existence of
some morbid irritation of the digestive tube, especially of the stomach.
The confluent form is often connected with severe general disease of the
constitution.
8YMPTOM8; DuRATION.-Aphthro begin in the form of small red elevations, having little white points upon their centres, which consist of the
epithelium of the mucous membrane raised into vesicles. The vesicles
are small in size, oval or roundish iu shape, and of a white or pearl color.
They soon break and allow the fluid which they contained to escape, after
which there remains a little rounded ulcer1 with excavated and more or
le~s thickened erlges, and surrounded almost always by a red circle of
inflammation. The bottom of the ulcers is usually of a grayish color. 1
There is seldom any diffuse inflammation of the mucous membrane io this
disease. The number of aphthre varies in the two forms. In the discrete
vnriety there are but few, whilst in the confluent form they are, of course,
much more numerous. They generally appear first ou the internal surfaces of' the lip::; nnd gums, nud then on the iuside of the cheeks, edges of
the tongue, nnd soft palate.
The discrete form is generally accompanied by symptoms of slight disorder of the digestive organs, consiating of thirst, acid eructations or vom·
iting. imperfect digestion, and a little constipation or diarrhrea. The
couf1ue11t form, which is much more rare, especially in very young infants,
usually coincides, as has already been stated, with severe general or local
disease.
1 The
grayish or yellowish-gray secretion, on the base of the aphthous ulce~.
hns been closely studied by Dr. J. Worms (Ula.c:.gow :i'iled. Jour., July, 18134), who
states that both microscopical examination and chemical tec:.ts invariably show its
sebaceous nature. It is his opinion, therefore, that aphthreare the acne ~f the mucous membrane.<:.; in support of which, it will he rcmemberccl, that they are found

most frequently where the muciparous glands are most abundant.
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The duration of aphthro is different in the two varieties of the aff'ection .
The discrete form genernlly pur~ues a rnpicl course, lasting, from the begianing to the time of cicatrizatioo, between four and seven days. Sometime~, however, when the vesicles are formed successively, one after the
other, the disease lasts much longer. The confluent variety pursues a
muC'h slower course, and is much more difficult of cure.
DB0~0~1s AND PROGN08rs.-The r1iagnosis of discrete aphtbro is not
at all difficult, in consequence of their being isolated and succeeded by
~mall and limiteJ ulcerations. The confluent form, on the contrary, may
be confounded with ulcerative o r ul cero-membran ous stomatitis, and with
thru~h. From the first-mentioned disease it may be distinguished, however, by attention to the circumstances that that affection begins by small
white patches, and not by vesicles, as do aphthre; that the ulcerations
which follow the patches are covered with true pseudo-membrane; and
that the white patches just spoken of appear first upon the gums, whilst
aphthre generally begin upon the posterior surface of the inferi or lip, and
upon the tongue. From thrush it is to be distinguished by the fact that
that cfoease commences by white points, which are not vesicular, and
which 1 running together, form a c reamy exudation; by the absence or
very small number of ulcerati ons; and by the presence of the peculiar
fun~us of thrus l1 .
Di:;c rete aphthre constitute a very mild disorder. Recovery always oc·
curs without much difficulty. The confluent disease is more serious, because
its progress is much slower, its cure more difficult, an<l because it is often
connected, as has been stated, with some other severe disease.
TREATMENT.-Aphthre, particularly the di::;crete variety, require in
genera l, very simpl e treatment. The means to be employed are general
nod topical.
The discrete variety usually requires only topical rem edies, regulation of
th e diet, nnd when there are marked symptoms of gastric derangement,
the exh ibiti on of some mild emetic, or of a laxative dose. The local treatment shou ld consist of applications of' demulcent preparations, a:s the mu cilages of slippery elm, sassafras pith, flaxseed, marsh-inallow root, quince.seed, etc., which are to be used pure when there is no pain, or with the
addition of a few drops of laudanum or wine of opium, when the mouth is
so re nod tender; the aphthre ought to be touched occasionally with the
mixture of borax nod honey, or the aluminous preparation recommended
for simple stomn titi s. The appli cation mu st be made seve ral times a day
with a camel's-hair pencil, a pencil made of charpie or cotton, or with a
soft rag cover in g the finger. "'When the ulcers which follow the vesicles
fail to c:icatrize rapidly under the ahove applications, or when they are
numerous and painful, their cu re may be very much lrn.steneJ and the pain
quickly relieved 1 by touching them very lightly with a stick of nitrate of
silver, or n piece of alum, sha rpened to a point i or we may employ a penci l clipped into a. strong solution of nitrate of silver, or into a mixture of
one part of muriatic acid to two of honey. Light applications, daily or
on alternate days, with a solution of iodoform in ether, 40 to 60 gra ins to
the ounce, lessen se nsi tiven ess and promote the healing of the ulcers. Ether
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itself bas been highly recommended as a local application by Dr. J. \\' orms,
who, as already stated, has observed the fatty nature of the deposit in nph·
thous ulcers.
The general treatment of discrete aphtboo need consist of nothing more
than the use of a simple, uuirritating diet in most of the cases. If,
however, the digestive apparatus is deranged, the case must be treated
according to the symptoms; by antacids or a gentle emetic, when the
tongue is foul and the secretions acid; and by the use of a mild laxative,
as castor oil, ruagoesia, or rhubarb, when there is constipation. 'Vhen
diarrhooa is present, we should resort first to a small dose of castor oil or
syrup of rhubarh, with the addition of half a drop to two drops of lauda·
num, according to the age of the child, and afterwards to astringents and
opiates, as will be recommended in the article on simple diarrhooa.
The treatme-nt of confluent aphthre must depend oo their cause. The
local treatment is the same as that for the discrete variety, except that
mi1d cauterization should be resorted to at nu earlier period. When they
seem to depend upoo a general morbid condition of the constitution, as
congenital debility, a scorbutic diathesis, or upon chronic affections of the
digestive organs, they must be treated in the flrst place by properly regu·
lated and nutritious diet, and by the exhibition of tonics and gentle stimu·
lnnts, particularly iron, quinine, and small quantities of very fine old
brandy i and in the secopd case, in the manner which wi1l be recom·
mended for ch runic derangements of the stomach and bowels, when we
come to treat of the diseases of those organs.

ARTICLE IV.
ULCERATIVE OR ULCERO·MEMBRANOUS STOMATITIS.

DEFINITION; SYNONYHS; FREQUENCY.-This form of sore mouth is
characterized by a secretion upon the mucous membrane of a plastic exu·
dntion in thick, yellowish, adherent patches, and by inflammation, erosion,
or ulceration of the subjacent tissues. It is the same disease as the aphtba
gangreuosa, and, we believe, the cancrum oris also of Underwood; the ulceration of the mouth of Dewees and Eberle; the stornatite couenneuse,
and the ulcerative and pseudo-membranous forms of the stomatite gnn·
greneuse of M. Valleix; the stornatite pseudo·membraneuse or dipb·
theritique of some writers; and the stomatite ulcero·merubraneuse of
M~I. Rilliet and Barthez. It is the Jisease described under the title of
gangrenous sore mouth by Dr. B. H. Coates (North Americam Surgical
and Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1826), with the exception of a few cases
which were what we shall trent of as gangrene of the mouth.
Of the different titles given above, we prefer that of ulcero·membranous
stomatitis, as most expressive of the distinctive features of the disease.
This form of stomatitis i~ not very frequent in private practice, but some·
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times prevails extensively in hospitals, nod other public institutions for
children, where it often n~sumes au epidemic character.

C.:At;sn-.-The prediltposing causes are epidemic influence, of the exist·
ence of which we believe there is no doubt; according to !SOme observers,
contagion, which, however, has not as yet been positively shown; and bad
hygienic conditions as to cleanline~s, ventilation, food, clothing, and babi·
tation. That it is epidemic, we have no doubt from our own experience,
since we are rarely called to a case without soon meeting with others, while
we sometimes pass severa l months without seeing a single example of the
di~en.;;e, \re have also known it to be endemic in a household, having on
one occn-.ion met with seven cases in two families of children residing
under one roof, on two other occasions with three cases, and on several
other1' with two. It is most frequent between the ages of five nnd ten
year:-;, though it may attack all age:;i, and is more common in boys than
girl~. It occurs occasionally duriug the convalescence from severe disca~c8, as pneumonia, the eruptive fevers, typhoid fever, entero-colitis, and
other affections of children.
The e.tciling cm1ses of sporadic cases are unknown, with the exception,
perhap::, of the presence CJf a carious tooth in the mouth, and fracture or
necrosis of the maxillary hones.
~Y-MPTOMS; Coumm; DuRATro~.-The disease begins with slight pain
and uneasy sensations in the gums, which then beco1n'e swollen, red, bleeding when touched, aucl are soon after covered with a g1ayish pultaceous
exudation of varying thickness. The exudation extends from the gums
to the iuternu.l su rfa ce of the lips nnd cheeks, and sometimes, but more
rnrely, to the soft palate, and even to the pharynx and nasal pas,.ages.
Tbe plastic deposit occurs in the form of small, and slightly projecting,
yellowish patches, which approacb en.ch other, unite, and form bands of
pseudo-membrane, somew hat nne\•eu upon the surface, and adhering with
considerable force to the tissue beneath. "'hen the exudation is detached,
tbe mucous membrane is found to be of a red or purple color, bleeding,
nod excoriated or ulcerated. The ulcerations which exist under the false
membrane are of various depths, of a grayish, livid, or blackish color,
with swelled, softened, and livid red 1 or bleeding edges. Those which are
formed upon the inside of the lips are rounded iu shape, whil~t tho~e seated
in the angle between the lips and gums are usually elongated. Io mild
ca~es of this affection, the locnl symptoms, though perfectly characteristic,
are le~s severe than those just now described. The ulcerations are often
few in number, amounting to four, five, or six upon the tongue, to a few
scattered over the inner surface of the lips, and to some upon the gums,
and especially nbont the necks of the teeth. The other symptoms are the
1mme as those above meutioued, with the exception that they are milder in
degree.
When the disease is mild, and when it is properly treated, the false mem·
brnnes become detached, leaving the mucous tissue merely excoriated, in
which CMe it soon regnius its natural condition; or else the ulcer:; which
exi:-;t beuer.th rnpidly become healthy aud cicatrize. In violent cases and
in those badly treated, the inflammation, on the contrary, persbts; the
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pseudo-membranes increase in thickoces 1 or if <letacbe<l, are formed anew;
the ulcerations become deeper; the disease extends; and the case lasts an
indefinite period of time.
0Lher symptoms, besides those we bnve mentioned, characterize the diseaEe.
The bt'ealh is always more or Jess fetid, and in bad cnses, almost gangrenous. The salivary and submaxillm·y glands are generally more 01· le~s
swollen, hard, and paiuful, and according to some authors, the surrounrling
cellular ti:::sue is io the same com.liLion, though this is denied by others.
Tbe movemenf.'f of the lower jaw are stiff and painful in severe case11.
Deglutition i~ not affected unless the disease extends to the pharynx. Ia
violent cases there is usually a copious discharge of fotid, watery saliva, or
of bloody serum, which flows from the mouth during sleep. ·when the ulcerations are deep and large, the tissues beneath are more or less swollen;
the swelling, however, rarely assumes the bard 1 resisting, circumscribed
characters, with lhe tense, smooth, hot, and shiuiug appearance of the iskin,
which exists io true gangrene of the mouth. In most of the cases there is
a moderate but decided febrile reaction, especially at the invasion. This
usually subsides or disappea1·s after two or three days, though it sometimes
iucrea:;es if the di:sease becomes extensive.
The disease begins, as already stated 1 on the gums, and unless limited
to these µarts, a::i sometimes happens, extends to the lips and cheeks. In
many of the cases it attacks only one side of the mouth, and this i:S more
frequently the left than the right.
The course of the disease is usually rapid in epidemic cases, and in
those which are properly treated. 'Vhere badly treated, on the contrary,
it may la::it from one to several months 1 or terminate in gangrene of the
mouth.
DIAG~O::HS; Pnoo~os1s.-The diagnosis is, as a general rule, very easy1
if proµer attention be paid to the characteristic features of the disease.
It bas, as already stated, been very often confounded with gangrene of
the mouth. The method of distinguishing between the two will be given
in full in the article on that disease. From thrush it is to be distinguisbed
in the manner which will be pointed out when that disease comes under
consideration.
The prognosis is favorable in the great majority of cases. Sporadic
cases probably always termrnate favorably. The epidemic disease, though
rarely fotal, sometimes proves so from its extension to the pharynx and
larynx, or from its termination in gangrene of the mouth. 'Ve h~ve seen
a large number of cases in private practice, and have never as yet koown
oue to become gangrenous or to prove fatal. Of upwards of 120 cases
of this kin<l, observed by Dr. Coates at the Philadelphia Children's Asy·
lum, in a period of three mouths, all but one recovered (loc. cit., p. 21).
The cuses which occur in the course of other diseases are not dangerous
iu themselves, but are so as being the sign of a great severity of the primary affection.
TREAT1'IBNT.-The treatment may be divided into general1 and local or
topioal. The general treatm,ent should consist in most of the cases in at-
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tentiQn to the diet, which ought, in healthy and vigorous children, to be
~imple and unirritating, nod in those who are weak and debilirated, nutri·
tious ancl di ge5tible. If the bowels are costive, or the child feverish and
uncomforto.ble, a laxative dose may be given wi'th advantage i or some
simple diupboretic, as nitre aud wt1.ter, or the neutral mixture, may be
u~ed through the day, and a warm foot.bath or nn immersion-bath g iveu
iu the evening. \Vh eu the constitution is feeble, and the child weak or
ana.~mic, tonic reme<lie.s are indicated . The best is probably quinine, or
one of the ferrugiuous preparations i or the compound infusion of gentian,
with addition of Uuxham '!! tincture of bark, may be resorted to. The
be,.;t internal reme1J,v, however, and ind eed the only one of any kind thnt
i.s nece:-,.ary in mo.-.t cases, is the chlorate of potash, which po:::.sesses a
stimulant and a.Iterative action upon the mucous membrane. This is
spoken of ill the highest terms hy Dr. \Yest, of L ondon, who regards it
a.lmo,-t as a specific. \\Te have used it now for mnuy yen rs past ia a very
large number of cases, and have seldom found it necessary to employ any
other mean~, except in g some mild catharti c dose where the bowels hl\\'e
been constipated, and a wa,-h of borax or alum in honey of roses, or borax
in simple honey. The symptoms have begun to amend in every cnse in
from three to four or five day~, and recovery hns taken place in about a
week 01· u. little more. The dose is from two to three grains every four
houra for a chil<l three years of age, and four and five grains for one of
nin e or ten years. Mr. Hutchinson (Med. 1.'ime,'f and G<tz., 18;jG ), who be·
licves nl:o;o that this F-alt is almost a specific in this affection, recommends
it in !urger doses than the above, giving ns much as five grain~, thrice
daily, to an infant of one year old. 'Ve have usually prescribed it. in the
do11e of two grains four times a day, in a mixture of syrup of giuger and
water, for chilClren three or four years old.
:Mu ch discu5siou has tak en place of lute in regard to the injurious re·
suits of lnrge doses of this salt administered to children, but we have cer·
tainly ne\'er seen any bad effects from its use, continued for from a week to
ten chlys, in the amounts above recommended.
Prior to the di,:covery of the eflicncy of the chlorate of potash in this
nffoction, the locrtl treatment constituted the only effectual nud reliable
means of removiog it, and the most violeot and painful applications were
thought necessa ry and were ma.de use of. Strong solutions of mtrate of
silver, nnd pure or diluted muriatic acid, were frequently employed in
Se\'ere ca!l:es. Now, howe\ er, these caustic substances may probably be
entirely clil~pensed with, except in cases tbnt show a tendency to assume
the form of gangrene of the mouth. In ordinary cases the only local ap·
plicntious that need be used, and th ese are not essential when the child
rc~iot.s very mur.h, are demulcent wnshe.:i to keep the mouth clean, to be
employed in the manner recommended in the article on aphthro, and some
mild a~tringeut wnsh. This mny consist of borax and honey, or borax
and sugar, in the proportion of two or three pn.rt.5 of the former to oue of
the latter, or what is in our opinion preferable to eith er of these, of a
drnchru of borax rubbed up with an ounce of honey of roses.
Sbould the disease reoist the treatment hy the chlorate of potash and
1
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the simple washes just now recommended, we mn.y employ with ndvn.ntage
the ethereal solution of iodoform, as recommended for aphtbre. Ia Cll!'{'S
which prove obstinate, a solution of sulphate of copper of from 3 to 10
grains to the ounce may be used.
MM. Rilliet and Barlhez recommended very highly the plan pursued
by .M. Boneau at the Children's Hospital. This is to cleanse the mouth
first, and then to apply dry chloride of lime (calx chlorinata of the Pharnrn.copceia) to the disen$ed smfaces. The applictttion is made by menus
of a piece of rolled paper, or a stiff pencil, which is to be moistened and
then dipped into the powder so that some may adhere, or with the finger.
The surfaces are to be genlly rubbed with the powder, and after a few
moments' contact, washed clean with pure water. Tb is is to be done twice
a day, until the ulcerations assume a clean, healthy appearance, after
which the following mouth-wash is to be employed:
&. l\Iucil.G.Acnc.,
Syr.Cort. .\.urant.,
Cale. Chlorinat.,.

The chief danger from the disease depends on the circumstance that it
sometimes terminates in gangrene of the mouth, to be presently described.
Any disposition to such a termination should be carefully watched, and
the proper preventive means, consisting of local stimulating or caustic applications, with the internal use of stimulants and tonics, be at once resorted to.

ARTICLE V.

DEFINITION; SYNONYMS; FREQUEXCY.-Gangrene of the mouth is nn
nffectiou which occurs chiefly in children of debilitated constitution, and
especially as a sequel of some of the eruptive fevers. It begins generally
by ulceration of the mucous membrane of the cheek, which after a longer
or shorter time, runs into gangrene, and extends rapidly to the gums i
after a few days, if the disease be not arrested, the central tissues of the
cheek become thickened aud indura.ted, au eschar forms upon the integument, and spreads in depth and width, until at last the cheek may be perforated, the whole side of the face and jaws destroyed, the teeth loosened,
and the maxillary bones exposed and necrosed. It is known by a great
variety of names: gangrrenopsis, cancrum oris, gangrrena. oris, canker of
the mouth, gangrenous erosion of the cheeks of Underwood; necrosis iofantilis, gangrenous stomatitis, etc. It is a f1·equent disease in the hos·
pitals for children in Europe, and a not uncommon one in institutions of
the same kind in this country. It sometimes prevails endemically in hospitals. It is a rare disease in private practice, and we have as yet met
with but few cases, excepting in public institutions.
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PREDisPO~JNG CAe~r::..-..-The clisea~e

fined to the period of childhood.

is nearly, but not exclusively conIt is most common between the ages of

three and six years; i~ very rare, but docs sometimes occur in infants; and
is of nearly equal frequency, probably, in the two sexes. Unfavorable
li!19ie11ic conditions constitute a strong predisposing cause. Child ren living
in hospitlll" or any crowded iostitution; those whose pareots are poor or in
want, and who:-;e con~titutions have been greatly deteriorated by long ill-

ne.. 'I:, by the tubercular diathe:-;i~, or by acute diseases, are pa&ticularly apt
to be attacked. It almost always follows upon some previous acute or

chron ic di . . ea;.;e, particularly measles, or some other acute exauthem; pneumonin.; entero-colitis; hooping-cough; long-coULiuued malarial fever, etc.
)[\[. Gncrsaut and BhlChe say (Diet. de Med., t. 28, p. 601), "The existence of ~ome anterior disease is a necc::-sary condition of gangrene of the
mouthj we have never known it, nor has M. Baron, tooccuras an idiopathic
affection ." It has been affirmcrl by some persons to be contagious, but this
is exceedingly doubtful. The foct of its occu rring sometim es in an epidemic
form has already been referred to. It has been known also to prevail as
au epidemic.
The e:rcfting caw1cs can rarely be ascertained with any certainty. The
only one which seems to have been proved to exist in some instances is the
exhibition of large doses of the mercurial preparations, and even this is
que!'tioned by some very good authorities.
AN"ATO:'!IICAL L.ESION:::..-Upon exam ination after death, it is found that
the integument surrounding the mortified spot soon runs into putrefaction.
Tlh• lip or cheek in which the disease is seated is swelled, hardened, tense,
and ~hiniug, of' a purple or greenish color1 and presents a deep, circum~cribed engorgement. On the most prominent part of the swelling there
often exi:-;t.s a rounded or oval, and distinctly limited cschar, of variable
flizc, from a third of' nn inch to an in0h, or even more, in diameter. In
~orne in-.tunces the cutnueous slough is much larger, and extends inegularly
to different parts of the face, to the chin 1 neck, eyelids, and eveu to the
neighborhood of the ear, so as to occ upy the whole of one side. Under
thl'~e circum~tnnces the tumefaction is neither so considerable, nor so
n·gular, as when the slough is smaller. The eschar is always black, and
gcnernlly dry and parchment-like, and extends a third or two-thirds of a
line in depth, ot· quite through the integument. The tissues beneath the
skin are not genernlly implicated, though in some cases the eschar is detnd1ecl nod there is n perforation of the cheek through which may be seen
tbe alveolar processes.
Tbe mucous membrane of the mouth is always affected with mortification.
The di:->ea!'e may be limited, i;o as to ex ist in the form of un elongated ulccrntion, of a dark grayish color1 situated ia tbc fold where the mucous
membrane is reflected from the cheek to the lower jaw i or, ia n larger
proportion of ens~, it is seated on the internal surface of the cheek, opposite the inten•al between the alveolar processes. Sometimes the disease is
much more extensive, and occupies all or a part of the internal surface of
the cheek. lo such instnnces the whole thickness of the mucous tissue is
destroyed, and it presents upon its surface a blackish or brownish pulta·
22
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ceous slough, almost liquid in consistence, which may be scraped off with
a scalpel, leaving beneath loose shreds of mucous membraue, wilhout nny
trace of organization. The gums frequently participate in the di::;ense, and

are converted into shreds, or completely destroyed.
The 11wl:illary bones are sometimes, in severe cnse3, when the disenf'le hns
extended to the gums, exposed, blackened, ancl even necrosed. The teeth
are very often uncovered and loosened, and not unfrequently some nre lo~t.
The li1'~1tes between the skin and mucous membrane are found either hard-

ened and iufiltrated, or sphacelated to a greater or less extent. In the
least severe cases, the fa.tty cellular tissue, and the muscular structures of
the cheek are infiltrated with serum, but preserve their organization.

'Vb en the disease is more aggravated, the gangrene extends to these tissues
also, and always to those adjoining the mucous membrane fir::;t; so thflt
the cellular structure beneath that membrane, and then the muscles, are
infiltrated with a sanious fluid, and either in a state of spbacelus or tending
thereto, whilst some of the adipose tissue beneath the skin is still merely
infiltrated. In yet worse cases 1 the sloughs formed 011 the two surfaces
the cheek come into contact, and if their separation from the sound parts
ha~ take11 place, a perforation is the consequence.
The condition of the bloodvesse/11 in the midst of the diseased parts has
beeu carefully examined by MM. Rilliet and Barthez. These authors
state that wheu the tissue~ of the cheek are merely infiltrated, the ves!<els
remain healthy, permeable, and their parietes are scarcely or very slightly
thickeued. "'hen the vessels run along the edge of the slough, they nre
still permeable, but their wall.s are thickened, and begin to assume the
appearances of the mortified tissues. Lastly, when they traverse the centre of the eschar, they can still be traced out, but their canals are found
obliterated by coagula, in the whole extent of the mortified parts; on~lse
the coagula occupy the vessels at their points of entrance into and exiL
from the slough, while between these points their walls are thickened, tencl
to a~sume tbe color and softness of the putrefied ti~sues, and their canals
are filled with pultaceous gangrenous matter. The writers quoted do not
suppo"'e that the obliteration of the vessels is the cause of the sphacelu~.
since that change occurs ouly after the death of the surrounding tbsues
has already takeu place.
The disease very rarely occurs OD both sides of the mouth at once,
though this does occasionally happen.
The subma;ci/laty glands are nearly always in their natural condition,
but in rare instauces are softened and engorged.
Gangrene of the mouth never, or very rarely, indeed, exists without
le:-ions of other organ~. Of these the most frequent are acute pulmonary
affections, aud after them, acute or chronic diseases of the gastro·inte:)tiual
tract, and then malarial fevers, pleurisy, paeumothorax, peritouitis, and
nephritis.
8YMPTOi'llS i Coummi DunA'r[QN.-The fo11owing account of the symp·
toms of the disease is taken chiefly from the work of M~I. Rilliet and
Barthez. Gangrene of the mouth generally begins during the coul'tie or
convalescence of some acute or chronic disease, by ulceration, aphthre, or

or
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phlyctenm of the mucous membraue, and, in rare instances, by mdema of
the ~uh:o:tance of the cheek. At the same time the face is pale, and usually
continues so throughout the disease; the uostrils and eyelids are often inCrLHted, and the latter infiltrated or sunken, and surrounded by bluish
circles; the lips are swelled and covered with scabs, or dry. The breath
of the child is fetid from the beginning, and, as the disease progresses, becomes gangrenous. There is but little fever at first, unless the case be
accompanied by some acute disease; the pulse is commonly frequent and
8mall in the beginning, rising gradually from 80 or 90 to 100 or 120, and
becoming insensible towards the end. In cases occurring in the course of
other diseases, the pulse rif'.es sometimes to 120 or 140, and is larger and
fuller. Tbe child is generally languid and quiet at first, or more rarely
cross nod peevish. The strength may be either lost entirely, merely dimini:;hed, or the pntient may retaiu a sufficient amount of force to sit up
nncl ob'ierve what is goiu g on around, and even to leave the bed the da.y
before death. Half the children observed by M~I. Rilliet and BarLhez,
in whom this symptom was noted, sat up in bed until within n. fow days of
the fata l termination. In most cases but little complaint is made of pain
iu the mouth, though in some it is sa id to be severe.
The ulceration already spoken of as forming the first symptom of the
disease is generally of a grayish color, and resembles very clo;;ely th&t
which exists in tbe ulcero·membranous form of stomatitis. It may be
seated either on the gums, in the fold formed by the junctiou of the cheek
or lip with the gum, or ou the inside of the cheek, opposite Lhe space between the alveolar processes. It may present a gangrenous appearance
from the first day, or not until after two or three days; or lastly, it may
pass through the stages characteristic of ulcerative stomatitis, and terminate in the affection under consideration. Dr. B. H. Coates (foe. cit.) describes, nuder the title of gangrenous sore mouth of children, the ulceromernbranous form of stomatitis, and a few cases of gangrene, and states
that three or four child ren out of 120 affected with ulcerated gums" suffered smnll spots of mortification, and one by the delay arising from the
tartly report of a nurse, suffered necrosis in a portion of au ah•eolus."
The ulcerations just described assume the following appearances as the
gangrenous nature of the ma.lady develops itself. They become grayish,
nud then dark in color, bleed easily when touched, aud are covered with
pultaceous sloughs, exhaling a characteristic fetid odor. The gaugrene
extends to the neighboring parts, from the gum to the cheek, or from the
cheek to the gum, and implicates at last the whole side of the mouth, or
of lhe lowerlip. At the same time the affected cheek or lip undergoes a
circum,\-:cribe<l infiltration, which is at first rather soft, but becomes afterwards firmer, and forms at last a hard and rounded knot or tumor in the
centre of the cheek, which is uow tense, shiuiug as though smeared with
oil, und pale, or marbled with purple spots, while the slough on the inside
is of a browni!:'h color, more extended in size, au<l sometimes surrouuded by
a dnrk ring. The hard tl1mor of the cheek just described usually appears
between the first and third days after the sphacelation of the mucous mem·
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brane, though in some instances not until a Jater period. It is formed, ns
stated in the account of the anatomical le~ious, by engorgement of the
cellular and adipose tissues. The child, at this stage, is still able to i;:it up
ia bed and take notice, or shows evident signs of weakness and depre~siou i
the face is swelled and destitute of expression on the affected side; a
bloody or dark-colored saliva runs from the mouth, which is partially
open i the appetite is not entirely lo:::;t in aJI cases, the patient still demanding and taking food; vomitiug is rare, but diarrhcea. is almo:4 always
present; the thirst is generally iuteu$e i the skin is warm and feverish,
natural, or too cool, and almost always dry, the diflhences depending
probably more upon the concomitant disease than upon the mouth nftec.
tion. The respiration is natural or altered accordiug to the nature of the
primary disease 1 which is, as already stated, in a large proportion of the
case::i, a pulmonary affection . The intelligence is generally uudi::iturbed,
though in some rare cases there is insomnia 1 delirium, or piercing cries.
If the di;:1ease continues to progress, as it almost always docs when it
has reached the stage we are describing, there appears in many, but not
all the cases (8 of the 21 obsen·ed by ~DI. Rilliet and Barthez), a slough
or eschar upon the mo~t prominent and discolored part of the swelling of
the integumeut of the cheek or lower lip. This generally makes its a.p·
pea.ranee between th~ third and sixth dn)rs of the disease, but in other
cases, as early as the second 1 or not before the twelfth, or even later. The
skiu, at the point where the eschar is about to form, becomes purple, nod
then black; sometimes a phlyctena makes it3 appearance, which is very
soon couverted into a small, dry, black slough. This, if not limited by a
process of separation from the liviug tis~ues, becomes larger and larger by
the exten~ion of the sphacelatiou, until it may, as already stated, embrace
the whole side of the face. In grave nnd fatal ca~es, the gangrene sometimes extends to all the tissues of the cheek, aud meetiog at last1 the disease which had commenced on the inside of the mouth, occasions a perforatiou, through which may be seen the teeth, alveolar processe~, and the
whole interior of' the buccal cavity. In such inst'lnces as these, several of
which we have seen in the Pennsylvania and Philadelphia llo~pitnls, the
appearance preseuted by the child is, as may well be imagined, of the
most pitiable kind. Even under these circumstances, however, with the
cheek perforated, the edges of the opening irregular and covere<l with
shreds of dead tissue, the gums destroyed, the teeth loosened, and the
m1txillary bones exposed, blackenell, and perhaps necrosed, with a dark
and feti<l sauies flowiug from the mOL.th or perforation, and a putrel'active
smell infecting the air around, the child may retain, in some instances, its
strength, so as to sit up in bed, ask for food 1 and drink with avidity. In
other cases, on the contrary 1 the patient at this stage is exhausted to the
la~t degree, and refuses both food and driuk. During the closing stage of
the dist!nse tbere is generally profuse diarrbooa, rapid emaciation, dry skin,
small, rapid pulse, nnd at last death in a state of utter prostration.
In favorable cases the recovery may take place in the early stage, before
the integument becomes involved, and while the gangrene is liruite<l to the
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mucous membrane, or at a later period, after the slough has separated.
In the first instance the child generally recovers without deformity, though
we sn.w one case in which necrosis of about au inch of the front of the inferior maxilla took place without any lo:Ss of the soft parts. When the
child recovers after the formation of the cutaneous slough, a very rare
event, the gangrene ceases to extend, the eschar separates and is cast off,
the edges of the opening assume the appearances of a healthy ulcer, and
after a length of time approach each other and cicatrize, leaving generally
a large, uneven, discolored scar, like that of a burn, which remains through
life a horrid deformity.
The duration of the disease varies according to its termiuation. 'Vhen
this id unfavorable, which happens in much the larger proportion of cases,
death u~ually occurs about the end of the first, or in the course of the
second week 1 though it has beea known to occur at a later period. In
favorable cases the duration is commonly longer, particularly if a cutaneous eschar has been produced, as the separation of ·the slough and cicalrizntion of the ulcer which remain require a tedious and slow process on
the pa.rt of nature.
Complications are very apt to arise ia the course of the disease. The
most frequent is pneumonia. J\Il\I. Guersant and Blache state that it
exists in nine-tenths of the cases; l\fi\I. Rilliet and Barthez found it in 19
out of 21; of the 19, it began in 8 during the progress of the gangrene,
and apparently under the influence of the latter, whilst in the remainiog
cases it existed before, and acted perhaps as a predisposiug cause to the
affection of the mouth . Another and more dangerous complication is the
occurrence of gangrene in other parts of the body, particularly the soft
palate, pharynx, resophagus, anus, and more frequeutly the vulva aud
lungs.
.
DaoNosrs.-Some authors have described as identical affections, under
the title of gangrenous stomatitis, the <lisease under consideration and the
one already treated of as ulcero-membranous stomntitis. Thi~ has been
done particularly by l\I. Taupin, who is followed in his discriptioa by i\f.
Valleix (Guide du Med. Prat., t. iv). It seems clear to us, moreover 1 that
Dr. ll. II. Coates, in his very valuable paper on the ' 4 gangrenous sore
mouth of' children 11 (loc. cit.), mingles in bis description the two diseases
referred to. It seems clear, however, that the differences between them as
to frequency, symptoms, course, amenabi lity to treatment, and termination, which are fully pointed out in the diagnostic table below, fully warrant us in regarding them as different and distinct diseases.
The diagnosis of' gangrene of the mouth is, in most cases 1 very easy.
The ulceration of the mucous membrane, followed by gangrene; the deepseated induration of the cheek, at first pale on the outside, then dark-colored, and terminating after a time in a characteristic slough; the course
of the malady, nod the nature of the general symptoms, will generally
prevent any difficulty in the recognition of the disease.
From stomatitis it may be distiuguished by attention to the points laid
down in the following table taken from MM. Rilliet and Barthez:
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Begins by ulceration, which is someBegins by ulceration or by pseudo-memtimes gangrenous from the first, or by
branous pl~tic deposit.
redemaof the cheek.
Odor always gangrenous.
Odor very fotid and sometimes gangre-

nous.
But little extension of the local lesion,
which always retains the same appear-

Considerable and rapid extension;
tif'sues assume a peculiar dark
tint.

But Jittle swelling of the cheek or lips,

Extensive swelling and redema of the
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0

1

ous appearance.
SaliYation rarely so considerable as to
flow from themouth;whenprcscntsometimes sanguinolent; ne\·er mixed with
shreds of gangrenous tissue.
Kever an eschar on the exterior.

Oflen an eschar upon the check or
lips.
Ne,·er complete perforation of the soft
Perforation of the soft. parts freqnl'nt;
parts; den11dation of the bones never oc- denudation of the bones constant; ]Q()!::encurs; lo::s of the teeth very rare.
ing of the teeth constant, and their loss
frequent.
Conrr-:e of the disease slow when left to
Cou~e rapid, and termination
itself; reco,·ery rapid under the influence a rule, when the disease is left
of treatment.
and in spite of all treatment.

Gangrene of the mouth may be confounded with malignant pustule.
The method of diagnosis has been drawn by l\I. Barou in the following
words: "Malignant pustule always begins on the exterior; affects the epidermis first, and Pxtends successively to the corpus mucosum, chorion, and
subjacent parts; whilst on the contrary, the gangrene under consideration
attacks the mucous membrane fin:t, then the muscles, and lastly the skin."
PnooNosrs.-The prognosis of true gangrene of the mouth is exceedingly
unfavorable. The great majority of the subjects die in spite of all that
can be done. Dr. Coates (toe. cit., p. 14) says that a black spot on the
outer surface of the swelling" has always been in my own experience the
immediate harbinger of death. It is proper to state, however, that I have
heard it said that cases had recovered in this city, in which the gangrene
had produced a:hole through the cheek. 11 MM. Rilliet and Barthez state
that "death is the ordinary termination of gaugreue of' the mouth ; though
there are instances of recovery on record." Of 29 cases analyzed by them,
only 3 recovered. ~[;IL Guersant nnd Blache (loc. cit., p. 59G) state that
unless arrested in the formative stage, it ends fatally almost constantly in
from five to ten days, and frequently before perforation has taken place.
Of 36 cases observed by M. Taupin in the Children's Hospital at Paris,
not one escaped (Guenmot and Blache, loc. cit., p. 597). The authors of
the Compendi'llm de Medecine Pratique say of this disease (t. i, p. 632),
"Death is the almost inevitable termination." Dr. Marshall Hall (Edin.
Med. and Surg. Jouni., xiv, p. 547) reports six cases of the disease, two of
which followed measles, oue repeated attacks of pneumonia, one fever,
(type not mentioued), one worm fever, and one typhus fever. All but one,
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the ca,:e occurring in the course of typhus fever, in a girl 1 twe1ve years old,
died. This girl recovered, with, however, falling in of the right cheek,
"a frightful chasm" oa the left side of the mouth, and caries of a portion
of the alveolar process, palate-bone, and second molar tooth. Recove ries
sometimes occur, however, as in the case mentioned by Dr. Hall, after
perfomtion, but nearly always with terrible deformities 1 with adhesions of
the \mils of the mouth to the jaws, with incurable fistulre, etc.
The prognosis is more favonible in private practice than in hospitals.
The favorable circumstances in any case are: good hygienic conditions;
vigorous constitution of the child i the absence of dangerous concomitant
di11ease; the continuance of appetite and strength i and a disposition to
limitation aucl separation of the slough. Unfavorable symptoms a re: weak
and debilitated constitution of the patient; severe coexistent disease; prostration of the strength; and extension of the sloughing process. Death
may also occur from hemorrhage in consequence of the separation of the
slough, as iu a case quoted from 1-Iueter by Bouchut.
TREATMENT.-Tbe reader need but refor to the remarks on prognosis
to be assured that no treatment as yet discovered promises much success.
\\"e would call attention also to the following statement: that the remarks
about to be made apply only to true gangrene 'tlf the mouth, and not to
nil the cases described by some writers under the title of gangrenous sore
mouth or even that of gaagrene of the mouth, since, as a lready stated,
they confound together true gangrene and ulcero-membranous stonmtiLis.
The treatment is divided into local and general. The local frentment
recommended by the .F rench writers, consists in cauterization of the ~Jough
ing parts with oue of' the mineral acid~, with nitrate of silver, or with the
actual cautery. This is the plan proposed by MJL Billard, B<t.ron, Guer~ant and Blache, Barrier, Rilliet and Barthez, Bouchnt, and Valleix.
Tbe authors of the Bibliotheque de MJdecin Praticien remark, however,
that nearly all the patients subjected to cauteri zation die, and that of the
small number saved, there are as many who had not been subjected to that
tre11tment, as there are of those to whom it had been fully applied. They
wonder, therefore, that recent authors continue to repose the same confidence in it as did their predecessors. "For us," they say," we are of
opinion that cauterization exerts but slight influeuce1 if it have any at all,
and it is greatly to be desired that the zeal of practitioners might discover
some morn efficacious remedy" (loc. cit. 1 t. v, p. 551).
IL is very importa nt to make use of the caustic application as early after
th e beginning of the sphacelus as possible, for if it be allowed to spread to
any considerable depth or extent, there is scarcely a hope of arresting it
by any menus. 1'DI. Guersant anrl Blache recommend pure nitric, sulphuric1 or muriatic acid; 1\I!IL Rilliet and Barthez propose the acid nitrate
ofmercury,or muriatic, sulphuri c, or a0eticacid; .l\L Valleix proposes the
treatment employed by l\I. Taupin, which is to remove the pseudo-membrane and a part or the whole of the gangrenous eschar with scissors, to
makesomescarifications upoo the healthy part:;, to apply pure muriatic acid,
and after the separation of the slough, to make use of dry chloride of lime
(calx chlorinata). The acid most generally employed is the muriatic.
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The local trealmeut proposed by )DI. Rilliet aud Barlhez is the follow·
iug: As soon as Lhe ulcerations assume a gangrenous appearance, lo touch
them with a brush or sponge dipped into acid nitrate of mercury, or pure
muriatic ncid, the brush to remain in contact with the sloughs for a few
instants, and then to be applied rapidly around and OD the parts beyond
them. After this cauterization, au application is to be made of' dry
chloride of lime (in the manner recommended in the article on ulceromembranous stomatitb), which is to be left in contact with the sloughs for
a few minutes, when the mouth must be thoroughly washed with a i.-;lrong
jet of water from a syringe. The cauterization and use of the chloride of
lime are to be resorted to twice a day, and the mouth washed three or four
times i1l the interval with large injections of simple water, harlf'y-water
mixed wilh honey of roses, or better still, with a strong decoctiou of
cinchona. If the case goes 011 favorably, and the sloughs separate, the
cauterizations are to be suspended, and the chloride of lime alone employed. If, on the contrary, a slough forms on the outside of the cheek,
a crucial incision must be made into it, and a brush charged with the
~nme caustics introduced between the cuts; powdered cinchona is then
placed iu the openings, anJ retained there by a piece of diacbylon plaster
or by pledgets of charpie, dipped in a. solution of soda. Thi!:! treatmeut
is to be continued until the slough separates, when the edges of the wournl,
and all the diseased parts that can be reached, are to be cauterized.
Io applying escharotics to the mouth, certnfo general precautions are
required, of which it is necessary to give some account. 'Vben they are
used upon the inside of the cheek, a spoon must be introduced into the
mouth, with the co11cavity directed towards the alveolar processes, in
order to preserve the teeth and tongue from being touched. \Vb en the
application is made upon the gums, the cheek should be drawn to one ~iJe
by an assistant, and the tongue pushed out of the way with the finger, or
a spoon. If the acid happen to touch the teeth or tongue, it must be instantly washed off. The mouth ought always to be thoroughly cleau::sed
with water immediately after the cauterization, to remove any super·
abundance of acid.
The kind of brush most suitable for the application of the mineral acids
is one made of charpie, strongly tied to a solid handle. The spouge·mop,
which is sometimes used, is made by fastening a small piece of fine sponge
to the end of a stick.
l\lDI. Guersant and Blache recommend that the acid be applied to the
slough every hour, until the sphacelus ceases to extend. They state that
this plan is sometimes advantageous when the gangrene is coufine<l to the
gums only, but that it is generally powerless when the disease has ex·
tended to the cheek, or has implicated the deep-seated tissues. Under the
latter circumstances, aud when the inefficacy of caustics has been sbowu by
trial, they propose the use of the actual cautery, as recommended by :\I.
Baron, and other distinguished practitioners, and which, they add, has
aftOrded them some brilliant results in very bad cases.
l\I. Barrier advises that we should accurately expose the diseased parts
by cl'ucial incisions, nnd apply the escbarotic to all the parts forming the
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limits of the gangrene, in such a way that the tissues already disposed to
slough shall be thoroughly cauterized 1 while those a little beyond are so
in a Je~s degree.
Iu applying these powerful caustics, several authorities recommend the

admini,..,tration of au anrosthetic.
The EngJi.;.h writers, and those of our own country, seem rather less dispo~cd than the French to make use of powerful e~cbarotics, and lay more
~tre~s upou the general treatment. Un<lerwood, following Dease, of Dublin,

nclvi:--es that" the parts should be washed and likewise injected with muriatic acid, iu chamomile 01· sage tea, and afterwards dressed with the acid,
mixe<l with the honey of roses, anU over all a carrot poultice." Dr.
Symouds (Lib. q/' Pract. Med., vol. iii, p. 23) directs the cheek to be frequently rubbed with a stimulatiug embrocation of camphorated oil aod
anunonia, 011 the first appearance of the swelling, and in the intenrals to
be kept moist with a tepid lotion coutaiuiug muriate of ammouia and
alcohol. On the slightest appearance of an escbar upon the interior of
the mouth, it is to he touched with solid nitrate of sihrer, or strong muri·
atic acid. If sloughing have already commenced, the nitrate of silver lotion
i:; said to he the best applicatiou. The mouth is to be frequently washed
or syringed with a solution of chloride of soda, and when mortification has
taken place, we are to endeavor to prevent it from spreading, by carrot or
fermenting poultices. l\Iaunsel and Evanson say that the early application
of muriatic acid, undiluted or mixed with one or two parts of honey, is the
only efficient application in these forms of gangrene. Dr. Fleming ( Dublin
Ilol!p. Gaz., May 1st, 1865) recommends the application of a concentrated
solution of nitrate of copper, to the sloughing surfaces, and also paints the
circumference of the disease and the surrounding cbeek with collodion,
which, he believes, acts favorably upon the capillary circulation of the
part. Dr. Gerhard (Lib. of Pracl. JJie<l., vol. iii, Am. ed., p. 2..J.) say!
11
The best local applications are the nitrate of sil \'er, if the slough be
small in extent; if much larger, the best escharotic is the muriate<l tincture of iron, applied in the uudiluted state; after the progress of the disea~e is arrested, the ulcer will improve rapidly under au astriugeu,t stimulant, such ns the tincture of myrrh, or the aromatic wine of the French
Pharmacopreia." Dr. Dunglison (Prac. of !Jled., vol. i, p. 36) recommends
the application with a brush, of a mixture of equal parts of creasote and
alcohol, after incisions have been made through the gangrenous parts.
Dr. Condie (op. cit., 6th ed., p. 174) states that he bas found a strong solution of sulphate of copper (thirty grains to the ounce of water), applied
very carefully twice a day, to the full extent of the gangrenous ulceration,
by far the most successful lotion.
We have, ourselves, lately employed carbolic acid in two severe cases.
Tbe pure acid was carefully applied to the sloughing ulcer on the inside of
the cheek, and subsequently a. solution of one part of the acid in fifty of
water, wits frequently employed to wash out the mouth. The application
of the undiluted acid seemed to have a beneficial effect, by checking the
progreos of the sloughing, and completely destroying the putridity of the
dead tissue which had not as yet separated. One of the cases recovered
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quickly, without perforation of the cheek; but in the other death occurred,
with symptoms of profound adyuamia, though there was little, if any, extension of the gangrene.

It seems to us very clear, after the study of the treatment recommended

by the different writers quoted above, that the most important part of the
local management of the disease is the early llpplicatioa of some eschnrotic
substance to the ulcerations, or to the mortifying parts; the best is probably
pure muriatic acid. This should be made use of twice or three tirneii a day,
ob!::erving the precaution to wash the mouth with water, immediately afterwards, by means of a syringe. Later in the disease, whe!l it has extended
to the skin, the use of escharotics, or of the actual cautery, is still recommended by many writers, but opposed by others. We confess wr should
be inclined to prefer, at this stage, the use of muriated tincture of iron, as
recommended by Dr. Gerhard, of carbolic acid as used by ourselve:i;, of
strong lotions of sulphate of copper, of solutions of nitrate of silver of
moderate strength, or of the dressings of muriatic acid and honey of roses,
BR proposed by Underwood, in connection with carrot and fermenting poultices, as recommendt!d by Underwood and Symonds. Throughout the
course of the disease the mouth ought to be frequently cleansed by wash ing or injecting with solution of chlorinated soda, mixed with eight parts
of water, or with a dilute solution of carbolic acid, which corrects at the
same time the terrible fetor of the disease.
The importance of these measures can scarcely be over-estimated, 8ioce
the presence of gangrenous tissue about the oral cavity must lead to the
introduction of the poisonous results of putrefaction into the system, both
by the fetid discharges which partly flow clown the resopbagus, and still
more by the contamination of the inspired air. Indeed, it seems quite pos·
sible, as urged by Dr. Keiller (Edin. Jlled. Jour., April, 1862), that iu cases
of unchecked gangrene of the mouth, dt!ath occurs in n. great m<>asure,
from secondary blood-poisoning, resulting from tl1e continm•d and uoavoidable inhalation of air poisoned by emanations from the gangrenous sloughs.
It is ev ident, therefore, that local applications, both of caustics and antiseptic lotions, must be of great service, by arresting the sloughiog aud correcting or checking the foul discharges.
GEXER.AL TREATMEN'f.- A l l writers recommend the use of tonics, stimulants, and nutritious d iet, unless the preseaJce of high fever, or the state of
the digestive organs, seem to contraindicate their employment. From our
own personal experience in the treatment of this affection ; from a consideration of what we have seen most successful in other forms of gangrene,
as that following accidents an<l surgical operations in deteriorated consti·
tutions; from what proved effoctual in a case of idiopathic gangrene of
the vulva, in a child ten years of age, which came under our charge; Rnd
from what is necessary in that analogous condition of the constitution
which accompanies typhoid and cachectic diseases, we are induced to believe lhat the general treatment must be of at least as great importance as
the local, and that the steady and persevering use of tonics, stimulants,
and of the most strengthtniug diet, should always be insisted on from the
earliest perio<l, whether fover be present or not. The quantity of stimu-
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lanl.;; 1 and the amount of food, ought, it seems lo u:::, to be measured
ouly by the capacity of the digestive organs to receive and ass.imilate
them. Of tonic~. the best are quinine and mul'iated tinctme of iron,
which mny be given in syrup, iu doses of a grain of the former with
three drops of the latter, four or five times a day, to a child three or
four years old. The most suitable stimulants are good brandy or
wine gi\'CD in considerable quantities, and, if the stomach receive it
well, carbonate of ammonia, or better still, the aromatic spirit of harts-

horn. The diet mu.:::t consist of milk made into punch with brandy, winewhey, the yelk of eggs beaten up with wine, strong soups and beef tea,

animal jellic:i, and, if the child wish it, tender meat fi11ely mi11ced.
The room in which lhc child is placed ougbt to be larg~, if possible, and
at all eveut!l thorough ly ventilated.

ARTICLE VI.

DEFINITION' i SYNONYMS i FREQUENCY; FonMs.-The term thrush is
applied to u. disease long supposed to be a purely local aflectio11 characterized by the deposit 011 the mucous membrane of the mouth of a whitish or
grayh·h-yellow exudation, of a cheesy consistence, through which rau a
pnra~itic fungus, culled by Robia, oidiuru albicans; but of late years it is
known thnt the mouth affection i~ merely a localization of a widespread
con~titutiounl disorde r of a special and ~erious nature. It is the disease
cle~cribed under the title of nphtha or thrush, by Underwood and Eberle.
of uphtha, by Dewees; of erytbematic stoma ti tis, with curd-like exu<lation:
by Dr. Coudie i and of aphtha lactantium, aphtha lactamen, and aphtba
infontilis, by .the older writers. It is the muguet of the French.
The frequency of the disease is very great in hospitals for young children, e~pecilllly in foundling hospitals, and in the wards of almshouses
devoted lo foundlings. It occurs amongst the children of the poor and
illiterate, nod is very rare, according to our experience, in the midllle and
upper clns:scs.
It occurs in two forms, the mild and the grave. Ia the first, which is
met wilh occasiounlly in the easy classes of society, the constitutional disturbnnce, without which the disease probably never exi ts, may be so slight
a'I to require an experienced eye to detect it. In the second form, the
di~enl'e is common and very fatal in foundling hospitals, not rare in the
nt'glected, half-starved children of the lowest classes of society, and is OC·
ca.::ioually, but very rarely, according to our experience, met with in the
ea!'1y cla,.~es of society.
('Al'~1;;.'1.-The central cause of thrush lies, we think, in a condition of
health in which the general vitality is slowly ebbing away under what
amounts, virtually, to an inauition, innutrition, denutrilion, or what ~I.
1
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Parrot, of the old Foundling Ilospilal of Paris ( Clinique des Notn•enu-Sa.
L'Athrepsie, par J. Parrot, Professeur a la FacultC de .MCdecine de Pari!'I,
.Mt1decin de l'Hospice des Enfauts-AssistC3, Paris, 1872), calls aLhrcp~in.
M. Parrot derives this new word from a priv., and OpH/m:;, nutrition. He
insisli!, however, that the disorder is not one of iuauitiou, but rather some
fault in the evolution or developmental process. The disease occura in
adul~. or at least we believe it to be the same, at the close of phthisis and
chronic catarrhal pneumonia, in prolonged cnses of cancerous disea!'e, and
in fatal chronic diarrhcea. It occurs in children deprived of their natural
aliment, and virtually starving on some artificial food, often badly chosen,
badly prepared, and carelessly or imperfectly administered, as mo~t happens in large foundling hospitals, in the nursery wards of alrushouser-:,
where one nurse has charge of three or four or six children; whereas, in
families of eas'r fortune, aucl often .in those of the industrious poor, one
hand-fed baby ·absorbs almost all the time of one woman, and when i:-uch
a child falls ill, we know that it can be better taken care of by the hands
of two than of one woman . It is rarely met with even in the mild, and
in the grave form is almost unknown, in suckled children . \Ve have seen,
in all our experience, but one case of grave thrush in a child suckled by
its own mother, and that was many years since. \Ve shall refer to it again.
M. Valleix, whose researches ou th is subject are amongst the most vnlm\ble
we have, and whose knowledge was gained in that g reat school of experience, the old Foundling Ilospital of Paris, now the Hospice des EnfantsAssistC4, declares (loc. cit., p. 60): 11 On the other hand,! have never known
a chil<l who had.been suckled exclusively during the early months of life
to have the disease." l\[i\[. Trousseau and Delpech, in a valuable pnper
on the disease (Journ. de Jlfed. de JIJJIL Beau et 1.'ro1tsseau, Janv., Fev., Av. 1
et l\fai, 1845), say: 11 \Ve should be justified, therefore, in asserting that
we have never known au infant to d ie of thrush who had been suckled at
a healtby breast, or whose health has not been dangerously compromised
by other causes."
M. Parrot (loc. cit., p. 37) refers to the unfavorable atmosphere of hospitals as one of the causes. He adverts to this nosocomial influence,
"which," he says, "sometimes acts with a di::astrous intensity. It is the
agent of unknown nature, which develops in lying-in hospitals and in hospitals or homes for young infants (c reches), even when the wards are large
and well ventilated." But we still believe that the main cause of the
disease is to be looked for in an unhealthy constitutional condition, brought
about by the absence of the natural and the substitution of some improper
and unhealthy artificial food. M. Parrot himself says (p. 382): "Vicious
ingesta are, io effect, the most frequent and powerful of all causes." To
put this very important matter in the strongest light, we make the follow·
iug additional quotations. Underwood says: 11 A principal remote cause
of this disease seems to be indigestion, whether produced by bad milk or
other unwhole.:mme food, or by the weakness of the stomach." Dewe~
remarks, u Children fed much upon farinaceous substances are especially
exposed to the attacks of this disease, particularly when their food is
sweetened with brown sugar or molasses." Dr. Eberle says: "Un whole-
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some and indigestible nourishment, and overdistension of the stomach
during the early stages of infancy, almost inevitably lead to the occurrence
of apht1rn. (thrush). Bad and old milk, aod thick farinaceous preparations, sweetened with brown sugar or molasses, almost inevitably lead to

the occurrence of aphtha (thrush)."
\Vhen we come to speak of the nature of the disease, we shall dwell nt
some length upon n possibleelerueut in its causation which has suggested itself
to llli within a few J.ears past, nut.I which may strike the reader, at first
view, as one of very doubtful probability. \Ve refer to the absence of a
sufficient supply of water in much of the artificial food employed for very

young children.
The didease occurs at all age$, but is by far most common in the first
two months of life. l\L Parrot, who has had the enormous experience of
the grtr.'lt Parisian hospital, gives us no figures whatever, but says, in speak.
iog of the iufluence of sex, that he bas seen no proof of its having any, and
then add:5: ''In my opinion, as regards the etiology, these are but the newborn, not boys or girls." Deranged health from any cause, deficient venfi·
lation, invite the <li13ease. The congenital feebleness of prematm·e children
render them specially liable to it. Season exerts a considerable influence,
as)[. Vulleix found that more than half the cases occurred during the
three warmest months of the year.
CONTAGlON .-Thc question of the contagiousness of thrm:b has been
often di::;cussed . 'Ve have seen so lit.tie of' the severe forms of the disease,
that our opinion is not worth much, but what we have seen bas never
aroused in us even a suspicion that it was contagious. :M. Parrnt cites a
few cases (loc. cit., p. 80) which seem to point to a possible infection of the
nipple of Lhe nurse, nod from thence to the mouth of a secood child. But
his owu opiaion against its contagiousness is very positive. He says {p. 83) :
"I must declare that, at the hospital of the Eufants-Assistes, where I have
studied for several years, and where muguet (thrush) is truly endemic, I
ha,·e 11e\•cr yet met with a well-established case of contagion. And this
leads me to believe that it does not often occur." Other authorities 1 l\l.i\[,
Billard, Baron, Blache, Guersaot, and Grisolle 1 several of whom saw the
clisea!5e in the Paris hospital, deny its contagiousness. Another writer, 1'1.
Seux 1 says: "My personal experience has not convinced me that the
breaot of the nurl:ie cau be infected with thrush by the mouth of the child.
I ba\'e watched perseveringly aud regularly 1 the relations with their nurses,
of more thau 1600 infants affected with thrush, and I have never known
the <.li~ease to develop on the breast of the women. 11 But :M. Seux believes
that the child may be infected by the nurse1 though he disbelieves in the
growth of the fungus on the breast. Ile supposes that the nipple, without
being itself diseased, may be the vehicle between a11 infected and a healthy
child. (L'Alhrcpsie, foot·uotc, p. 80.)
ANATOMlCAL Li:..•;roNs.-The characteristic deposit is found upon the
mucous membrane of the mouth 1 pharynx, cesophagus, and, in rare cases,
of the stomach and intestines. The question as to the extension of the
dcpo~it to the gastric mucous membrane has been much discussed 1 and the
highest authorities have been almost. equally divided upon it. This dis·
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agreement has arisen solely from the want of microscopical examination,
which enables the observer to distinguish readily between true thru~h and
other appearances of the gastric mucous membrane which clo!-Jely fPi:iernble
it. The most conclusive demonstration of its occurrence upon the mucous
memlmtne of the stomach has been furui:;hed in a valuable article 011 this
subject, by ~I. J. Parrot (Arch. de Physiolo9ie Norin. et Path., No.... 4 anti
5, 1869) , and in his work on athrepsia. Ile has al~o determined its ocrasioual presence in the large intestine. But the very ~oubts expre1'..:ed by
observers prior to Parrot 1 show that it must be very rare. -;)f. Parrot does
not ~tale how many times he has seen it in the stomach, but he does refer
(L'.Aihrepsie, p. 230) to two cases in which he verified by the mic:ro~cope
the presence of the spores and tubes of this growth, in the large intei-tine.
It is a curious fact, and a very imporblllt one, insisted on by :M~I.
Trousseau and Delpech, and other observers, that the false membrani never
extend.s to tbe nasal or air-passages; and they call attention to the singular difference in this resp('Ct between the uffi:!ction under consideration and
diphtheritic inflammation, which attacks almost exclusively 1he no~tri18,
pharynx, larynx, and bronchi. ~I. Parrot, nevertheless, as.sert8 that it
extends quite frequently to the pharynx, and more rarely to the glottis.
Ile mentions (loc. cil. 1 p. 2:35) eleven cases in which he found the growth
on the glott is. It was confined entirely to the inferior vocal cords. H e
also declares that he has met with one case in which the growth bad extended to a pulmonary infon<libulum in the apex of' the right lung.
Lesions of the dige3tive mucous membrane are met with in nearly all
the case:;;. M. Valleix stales that softening of the gastric mucous mem·
brane ia almost constant, and that it is ofteu accompanied by redne:os and
thickening. The authors cited above are of opinion that the gastric lesions
have been greatly exaggerated, and assert them to be much the !:!ame as
exist in other diseases foreign to the digestive apparatus. Various morbid
a lterations of the mucous membrane of the in testines exist, they stal('i in
nearly all fatal case•. This fact is acknowledged as well by M~L Trous·
seau and Delpech, who deny the invariable connection of these alterations
with thrush, as bv l\I. Valleix, who asserts the connection almost without
re::erve. The best accouut of the lesion of the digestive apparatus is given
by i\I. Parrot, in his work on athrepsia. Ile describes also the lesions of
the nervous system and blood, and we shall proceed to quote some of his
roo'3t important statements.
.
Ia the stomach he found gelatioiform softening, which h e ascribes to
the action of the gastric juice on the tissues. He found, also 1 tdceralion,
and a diphiheroidal process. The ulceration appeared in two forms. In one,
small isolated spots of a sepia tint, or black in color, are seen scattered
through a. layer of grayish mucus covering the walls of the orgai..s. The-e
dark spots, on examination, are found to be either depressions in the walls,
or true ulcers so small as to be scarcely distinguishable, up to a line in
diameter. Tbe second variety is met with in premature chi ldren affected
with mdema neonatorum. Ou the internal wall of the stomach, whether
covered with a layer of mucus or not, are seen small, lenticular spots, not
more than half a 1ine in diameter usually, and sometimes much smaller,
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of a citron-yellow color, slightly depressed in the centre, or di.;tinctly ulcerated. In this form t!1e mucous membrane was more injected than in
the fir~t, and the ulceration was surrounded generally by a' red line. He
refers to a third form of ulceration, infinitely more rare, in which only one
or two are found, but these much larger, deeper, and with projecting aud
conge:;ted,edges.
The diphtheroidal lesion also occurs in two forms. Ia one it resembles
clo:;ely the ordinary c!iphther itic process, occurriug in very small point~,
scarcely half' a line in diameter, or in layers of from half an iucb to an
iuch squ~Lre. In Lbe second the exudation is less compact, less adherent,
and of a greenish color, resembling the false membrane of' pericarditis.
In regard to the inte:!tinal tract, he says: "\Ve ral'ely meet with any
leliion of the intestine in athrepsia. Indeed, and this is well worthy of
attention, it may be stated that of all the organs concerned in the act of
digestion, it is the one Jeast frequently affected. This is surprisiog when
we reflect bow commo n <liarrhcea is in the disease, and how geoeral is the
opinion amongst writers that the intestinal flux is the result of enteritis.
la tbe immense majority of cases, the in testin e retains its normal color aud
thickness; the mucous membrane is grayis h in color, and looks as though
it h:Lcl been wa:5hed; in the colon, it is not unusual to meet with some oflhe
clo:'ed follicles more projecting than natural.u Ile ndds that congestion of
the different coats is commo n; that he has occasionally found the mucous
membrnne inj ected and thickened i and that, in two iustances, he met with
the l e~ions observed in the stomach.
In the liver, though he thinks the organ may play au important part
in nthrep.:i:ia, "it h ns been impossible for me," he says, "up to this time,
to find any particular change." There is little fat in its cells, aud, in the
chronic forms of the d isease, all the fa.tty matter has disappeare<l.
Ile describes au inflammation of the middle ear, asserting that it always
ex:i~ts in the new-born dying of athrepsia. This portion of the ear contains,
at tirst,a thick and Oocculeut serosity; later, its lining membrane is iujected,
nod the cavity fills, by degrees, with a greenish or gl'eenish-yellow mucus.
Still later, the mucous membrane, thickened and softened, inclo::;es a mass
of greenish, creamy, and sometimes ropy pus. The membrane of the ossicles is attacked as well as that of the cavity. The eustachian tube is
always healthy. The membrana tympani, though softened and friable, is
rarely perforated. These lesions, nearly always more marked on the right
than left side, exist in some subjects only in the first stage. He believes
tbnt the condition may be recovered from, without leaving any notable disturbance in the sense of hearing.
In the brain he found fatty degeneration, softening, and hemorrhage.
Fatty degeneration occurs in two forms, the diffuse, and the circumscribed
or insular. It exists aim in the form of small points, irregularly rounded,
whith~h, and more opaque in the centre than at the periphery, and rarely
of a yel lowish hue, on different parts of the arachnoid membrane, but espe·
cially so near the longitudiirnl fissure, and in the cerebellum, to the right
and left of the median line. Hemorrhage in the brain is a common lesion.
He met with it in 34 cases, and observed it in five different localities: in
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the cavitv of the arachnoid i in the subarnchnoid or pi:i mater re~ion; in
the uerv~-ti:::sues proper; in the walls of the lateral ventricle~, under the
ependyma, and iu the lateral ventricles. The chief cause of these hemorrhages appears to be the altered blood crasis, which determines congestion, aud venous obstruction.
The changes in the lungs consist of fatty degeneration of the alreoli,
emphysema, and the softening consecutive to thrombosis of the pulmonary

artery.
The kidneys exhibit fatty degeneration of the tubules, venous thrombosis, and uratic infarctus. By the latter term is meant a condition in which
the tubes of Bellini are choked with a deposit in the form of cylinder~,
fractured at various points. The opaque matter forming the cylinders
never invades the interior of the cel!R. Examined by themsefves, this
matter consists of elongated masses, of irregular nod bosselated coutours,
simihtr to stalactites. and formed of a number of spherules of unecpinl eize,
perfectly regular, au<l held together simply by juxtaposition. M. Parrot
di ... agrees with Virchow, who regards these bodies as being composed of
urate of ammonia, and declares them to consist of urate of soda.
Of all the anaLOmical changes, none are more constant and important
than those of the blood. They make their appearance at the out:o;et, become aggravated each day, and act a considerable part in causing the
functional disturbances observer} during life, and the various lesions of
tissue found after death. 11 Blood," he says, 11 drawn in the acute disease
from the hand or foot, during life, by a small inci.,ion or prick, is of the
color of deep lees of wine, and often blackish. If a drop be received on a
glass slide, far from diffusing it:::elf rapidly, it preserves its globular form,
which is an indication of concentration and viscosity." It is said that, in
acute cases, the proportion of' red globules is increased. In chronic forms,
on the contrary, the bloo<l is watery, of light color, spreads rapidly on a
glass slide, and the microscope shows a loss of red globules, which is the
more decided as the fatal termination approaches. He is not certain as
to the number of the white corpuscles, but is of opinion that their number
i.;; increased as the disease progre~ses, both in rapid aud chronic ca:-e~.
After deatb in the acute form, the blood found in the heart and veins is
very dark in color, almost syrupy, and occasionally formed into soft aocl
friable coagulated masses. Io chronic cases it presents nothing particular.
Oue of the important properties of the bloo<l is that of coagulating during
lifo. The thromboses thus formed have their exclusive seat in the vein~.
They are found only in the sinuses of the <lura mater, the veins of the
brain and its membranes, in those of the kidneys, and in the pulmonary
artery. It is quite unusual to find this condition elsewhere, but it is occa·
sionally seen in the inferior vcna cava, and, in such cases, bas its point of
departure in the emulgent veins.
In severe cases of thrush a certain amount of erythematous inflamma·
tiou is often found upon the skin of the buttocks and thighs, and ulcerations
sometimes exist upon the inner ankles. Before leaving this part of our
subject, we may remark that, in the few cases we have met with in private
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practice, no ulcerations existed upon the malleoli, and the erythema we
observed was only in the neighborhood of the aou~.
Symptoms.-,Ve shall first describe the characters of the exurlation, and
then proceed to the consideration of certain general nnd local phenomena
which exist to a greater or less exteut in both forms of the disease.
The mucous membrane of the mouth is often somewhat red, dry, and
tender for a longer or shorter t ime (generally from one to three days), before the nppeara11ce of the exudation, and at the same time the papillro of
the tongue swell and become protuberant. Next the exudation shows
itself in the form of small, whitisb points, sometimes on the tongue first,
and in other cases on the inside of the lips, whence it extends to the
cheeks iu idiopathic mild cases, au<l to the roof of the mouth, soft palate,
pharynx, and cesophagus. in the grave, symptomatic fo rm. The points of
false membrane first tlt:posited rapidly increase in size and thickness, so
that in from one to three or fou r days, they assume the form of large
patches, or a continuous membrane, which covers the whole 01· a considerable portion of the cavity of the mouth. \\'hen the exudation is receut,
it is thin, aud its surface smooth; when, on the contrary, it bas been
longer deposited, it becomes thicker, and its surface is rough. It is at
first of a ruilk·white or pearly hue, but when undisturbed assumes a grayish or yellowish color. It is soft in consistence, breaking down under the
finger like cheese, and presenting no traces of organizatio n to the naked
eye. It adheres to the mucous membrane with considerable tenacity at
first, but becomes looser after awhile, and is detached spontaneously at last
without a11y lesion of the tissue beneath.
The forcgoiug description applies to the exudation as it appeRrs to the
uoa:;si:sted eye. 'Ve shal l next give au accouut of the characters it presents, when subjected to microscopical examinittion, and in so doing shall
quote Lhe language of Berg, wbo first discovered that thrush essentially
clepencfod upon the presence of a peculiar parasitic fungus, to which Robin
has given Lhe name of oidium all>icans. Dr. Berg (loc. cit.) states, that
the white coating of the exudat ion consists of epithelium, thickened by
the swelling of its constituent cells; from the epithel ium there springs a
parasitic fungus in greater or less quantity, so that the chief portion of a
patch of nphthre (thrush) is composed eiLher of epithelium or else of the
paraisitic growth. U oder a magnifying power of from 200 to 300 cliameteril, au aphthous crust is seen to consist of epithelial cells, with a more
or less interwoven coat of fibres, and a variable number Qf spherical or
oval cell~, without any sign of exudation corpuscles, but only a small
quantity of molecular albuminou3 deposit. " We cau often trace the succe.~::iivc de\·elopment of these cells from a spherical one of the smallest
size, to an oval cell, and thence to a filament; and we have no doubt ourflelves that the smaller cells are sporu les, out of whose development the
larger ornl cells are formed, and finally, the filaments in the same manner
a~ has heen observed in other fungQid growths of this nature." Numerous prr~jectiug fibrils are observed in the circumfereuce of an aphtbous
CrulSt when submitled to the microscoi>e i but these are rendered iufinitely
more clear by a weak so lu tion of potash, which dissolves the albumen,
23
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and renders the cells of the epitbe1illm transparent, while, at the same
time 1 it dirniai:~hes their intimate cohesion, and the network of vegetuble
fibres is more plainly seen. "These fibres are cyli11drical, with ~hnrply
defined dark edges, and their centres are transparent in transmitted light;
they are general ly eqllal in thickness, but at times they are, as it were,
. . In
knotted together, <1.nd divided by disti nct walls of separation.
their interior, these fibrils often exhibit nucleated cells; occasionally these
are very numerous, and of small size, but at times thf>y are larger. lo
their course the fibrils divide into numerous branches, whose diameter is
not le~s than that of the original stem, and I ha\'C occasionally ob,;erved
these ramifications to increase in thickness, at their free extremity, anti to
terminate in a club·shapcd end with u species of cell. From the sides of
the fibrils spring numerous sporules, forming a point of departure for new
. Careful investigation has shown us tbat thc:-e cells
rn.mifications.
are placed upon the 8ides of' the fibrils, and in particular that they are
congregated around the terminations of the latter. IL must, therefore, be
admitted that the ce11s and the fibrils are both constituent parts of one
and the eame organization . 'Vhen this growth vegetates undisturbed, its
fibril~ penetrate between the layers of the epithelial cell!i, but do not extend deeper than the iuferior layer, tl11.'ugh they spread laterally in e\·ery
direction. On the free surface of the epithelium, the ramifications ri~e
above the surface, exhibiting at the rnme time nn abundant fructificatioa,
which gives a yelluwi~h hue to the exterior."
:M. Parrot, in describing the app~arances of thrush upon the gnt:tric
mucous membrane, states that tbe disease pre:;ented itself in the form of
small prominent rounded masses, of yellowii:ih color, and either i.-.oln1ed or
in groups. These were adherent to the mucous membrane, nearly all umbilicated, and upon pressure the central depression became filled with a
chee::;y-looking material. On microscopic examination of sections, the
spores and filaments of the muguet were found infiltrating the ti~sue, and
as it were planted there, at times scattered in small numbers, at others accumulated in large masseis, and holding between them many oil.drop~ and
some debris of the mucous membrane. The muscular coat of the stomach
was not involve<l, but in some instances the spores and 6laments penetrated the mucous membrane, and extended to the snbmucous space. In
other cases the mucous membrane was only superficially involved.
The reader is referred for a more full account of the cryptogamic theory
of thrush to the interesting review of Berg's Wl>rk above quoted, 11ncl to
Bouchut's work on the diseases of new-born children; an<l for a complete
description of the oidium albicans to the work of Robin, llistoire ...Yalu·
relle dtM Yegetaux Parasites, Paris, 1853; the works of Parrot above
quoted i and the article on thrush in Vogel's work on the Diseases of l'hil·
dren (Amer. ed., 1870, p. 99).
Symptoms of the .Mild Form of Thrush.-'fhis form is the oue most fre·
queutly met with in private practice. It is mild in all its characters, aad
often presents no other symptoms than those connected with the mouth.
These are heat and drynm, with tenderness of that part. The tenderness
is sbowa by tbe child's crying and jerking tbe beacl backwards when the
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finger is iotrocluced into the mouth, whereas, in health, the infant will
almost always seize the finger and suck it with coosiderable force. It is
show11, also, by the refusal to toke the breast, or by the difficulty with
which this is done, the child occasionally letting the nipple drop with a
cry of pain, then seizing it agaio, and agaiu droppillg it with fretting or
screaming. In most of' the ca~es there are various signs of disorder of the
alimentary tract, which are, however, seldom severe. They consist of
slight rliarrhrea, the stools being at first yellow, and afterward~ green and
acid i of occasional vomiting, of attacks of colicky pain, and sometimes
of foverii::-hues.q. To show how frequent is the occurrence of diarrhrea in
thrush, and to prove also that it is not a necessary accompaniment of the
di~ense, a5 has been supposed by some persons, we will quote the fact mentioned by Dr. Berg, that of 115 cases, in only 29 did the stools retain the
normal yellow color throughout the whole course of the disease; while iu
the remaioing 86, greeu evacu;;\tions appenrecl simultaoeously with the invasion, or superve11ed at a later period. 'Ve may cite also the cases
reported by MM. Trousseau aod Delpech, of which only 14 out of 58 presented neither gastric uor intestinal complications.
The amount of exudation is generally small in this form, and it rarely
extrncl.'ii behind the soft palate. The dtuation is usually between four and
nineteen day£:, the average being about eight or twelve. Even in mild
cases an improper diet, which does not agree with the child, is nearly
always the cause of the attacks. If this be changed in time, to one which
agrees with the patient, aud which satisfies the needs of its constitution,
the termiuation i:J almost always favorable. If, on the contrary, the real
cause be not uppreciated, and the unwholesome food be persevered in, the
case is apt soon to pass into the grave form.
Grave Ptmn.-It is under this form that the disease is most apt to occur
in public in:5titutions for children, and particularly in foundling hospita.ls.
That it sometimes occurs, also, in private practice, will oat be doubted, we
think, l>y any who will read with care the descriptions of the disease giveu
by U11derwood, Dewees, and Eberle. \Ve have ouraelves met with two
fatal ca~cs iu private practice, which presented all the symptoms describe<l
by .M. \'alleix: as characterizing those observed by him iu the Foundling
llo$pital at Paris, with the single except.ion of the ulcerations upon the
iuternul malleoli. They were both children of parents who had every
comfort at their command. One died at the age of four weeks, in coni:equence of the attempt to rear it on artificial diet. The other perished
when six weeks old, apparently from some unhealthy condition of the
mother's milk, which seems the more probable from the fact that the same
mother had previously lost two children under precisely similar circumstances; nil the children of this person were born vigorous and hearty, and
did well for a short time, but soon after their birth, the nipples of the mother
berame dreadfully excoriated, the digestive organs of the infant began to
gi\'e way, nnd death fionlly occurred with all the symptoms of' fully developed thrush.
The most important symptoms of the grave form are the buccal ex!ldation, various abdom,inal symptoms, particularly dial'l'hooa 1 vomiting, and
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colic, and more or les.'J marked fever. The order of succes:<ion of the
symptoms in severe thrush i~ not always the same. In most of the cm•es
the first symptom observed is, probably, diarrhroa, which is soon followed
by fever, and in a few days by the appearance of the false membrane in
th e mouth. In a smaller number of iastances the buccal ex udati on is tlie
firet symptom obsen•ed. The characters of the exudation are much the
same 11.s those observed in the mild form of the di!sea~e, except that the
membrane is thicker, covers a larger portion of the mouth, and generally
extends to the pharynx an<l ro•:ophagus. In addition to the plastic depilitit,
there sometimes exist, especially in very bad ca:ses, ulcerations upon the
roof of the mouth, f'r::enum liugure, and gums. These are geuerully few
in number, and either co nfin ed to the mucous tissue, or they may extend
to the fibrous texture beneath i the surface upon which they rest i ~ gen·
erally softened in consistence; their edges are irregular, soft, and of a
whitish or reddish color. The heat of the mouth is not generally in·
crea~ed, except in very severe cases; the mouth is moist at first, but after·
wards becomes very dry, and, from the refusal to suck the finger when it
is introduced between the lips, and the difficulty with which the acts of
suckling or feeding are performed, is evidently tender and painful.
The symptoms depending on the euteritic affection, are tenderness of
the abclomeu, diarrlu:ea, 11omiting, and fever. The abdomen is usually dis·
tended by flatulent collections in the bowele, and is more or less painful to
the touch, particularly in the right iliac fossa. and cpigastrium, and in
severe cases over its whole extent. At the same time the child evi<leutly
suffers from colicky pains, as shown by restlessness, by uneasy, twisting
movements of the trunk, by kicking of the limbs, and by crying, particularly just before or at the moment of the evacuations. The appetite is
diminished and the tbir~t increased. The ch ild de~ires to nurse or take
the bottle more frequently, but is sooner satisfied than is natural, and
often, from commencing soreness of the mouth, drops the nipple or bottle
soon after taking it. The quantity of urine Jimiuii;hes notably, ancl the
deeper stain on the napkins shows that its color is darker than before. The
amount of urea in it increases very markedly, acconliug to :M. Parrot,
becoming three or four times greater thau natural, and, a little later, uric
acid and urates make their appearance. Albumen also is found very fre·
quently. Ju rapid aud violent cases it appears early, and continues to
the end. In chronic forms it does not appear until the emaciation is
marked, and it is apt to disappear or diminish as the fatal event np·
proaches. It is found even in cases destiued to recover, though in suc·h
cases only in very small quantity. Diarrhooa comes on. The stools at
fir.st are natural in color, but soon become greeni&h. They are often ex·
cessively fetid 1 contain more or less considerable quantities of uudigesled
caseiue, which are whitish, or pale yellow in tint, and intermingled with
fluid portions that run through the napkins iuto the clothes. As the
case progresses, they become more and more liquid an<l numerous, and
almost invariably of a bright-green color, and very ac:id. The green color
of the discharges, and their highly acid condition, is noticed by all oh·
servers. l"omiting occurs in many of the cases, but is less frequent thau
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dinrrha:>a. Io some instance~ it is very obstioate and distressing, causing
the rejection of whate,ter alimentary substauces the child may take. Under
the:;e circumstances it has often been observed to coiucide with the pres·
ence of a. great deal of' exudation upon the base of the tongue and soft
palate, which has been suppo~ed to act as its exciting cause. In other iustnn<·es it is not so frequent, and as the matters ejected consist of greenish

or yellowish bile, while, at the e:ame time, the epigao;;trium is very sensible
to pre::sure, thi:s forw of vomiting has been thought to depead upoo gastritis.

In most cases some fever develops in the early stage. The temperature,
however 1 is very irregular, and the thermometer seldom shows a rise of
more than 3° or 4° F. The pulse becomes frequent, running up to 120,
HO, or 160. In severe cases, and especially in those approaching a fatal
termination, the temperature sinks below the normal, foiling as low as 94°
or H.')° F. The feverieh condition is often marked by restlessness and fret.
ting, nnd often by loud and frequent crying. 'Vheu the exudation extends
iuto the plrnrynx or glottis, the cry becomes hoarse and indistinct.
There are two other symptoms which occur iu the course of thrush, about
whith some diocussion has arisen. These are, the appearance of au eryt/1e11udotts rednesiJ about the anus, and upon the buttocks, genitals, and
upper parts of the thighs, and tdcerations upon the internal malleoli. Tho
erythema is stated by l\I. Vulleix to precede the other symptoms iu the
greater number of instances, whil:::;t J)DL Trou~senu and Delpecb deny the
corrertne.:-:s of the assertion, and obeerve(l it to follow tbe diarrhrea in the
mujority of their cases. It seems to us that. the latter authors are correct
io R!"Cribing the erythema to the irritation produced by the coutact of the
urine with the skin, which is predi!!posed, by lhe cachectic state of the con·
stitution, to lake on inflammaliou from causes which would not affect. it in
a henlthy subject. The erythema is soruelimes followed by papules, vesicles,
bleb"11 and ulcerations, all of which probably depend upon the cause just re·
ferred to. The malleolar ulceratious are awribed to the friction of the
ankles against each other, a cause sufficient to produce such au effect in a
broken.down, diseased constitution, though iu~uflicieut inn. healthy one.
're may mention that we have seen the erythema frequently in private
prnctice, but never the nmlleola1· ulcerations.
Duriug the acute period of the disease, the strength of the child is not
much dimini:::;hed, but as the case approaches its termination, if no favor·
able change takes place, the patient becomes weak and exhausted; the
foce a~sumes a pale and sallow look i the features are sharp aud defiue<l,
nncl the eyes dull and rnrrouuded by bluish circles. At the same time
the \\hole body becomes emaciated, the skia loses it~ elasticity, and hangs
in fold~ or wrinkles upo11 the limbs, and tbe surface assumes a dark aod
(Jingy hue. As the fatal termination approaches, all restl<::ssnr ceases,
and the child lies profoundly still, or ouly moves the mouth from time
to time, or ultera a faint cry; the diarrbrea diminishes, and the vomiting
generally ceases; the pulse becomes very rapid and weak, the extremities
eold, and death ocrurs in th(>; midst of profounrl quiet1 or after a few slight
con\'Ubive movements. The duration. of this form of the disease is very
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uncertain. It is often Jess than that of the mi1d form, since many chi)~
dren die in the first five days after the appearance of the exuclntion. Tu
other cases it is much longer, from a few weeks to two months. Relapses
are not uncommon.
Before closing our remarks upon the symptoms, it is proper to state that
the disease sometimes occurs at the termination of acute local affections, ns
pneumonia, bronchitis, or pleurisy, uuder which circumstances there will
be, in addition to the symptoms peculiar to thrush, those of the malady
which preceded it.
NATURE OF THE D1sEASE.-Repeated microscopic examinations have
so uniformly confirmed the statements of Gruby and Berg, that it is no
longer doubtful that a peculiar parasite, oidium albicans, is a constant element in the exudation of thrush. It is, however, far from being so well
determined what relation this growth bears to the disease; since, while one
class of authorities consider it the essential and sole cause of the other local
and general symptoms, another regard it merely as an epi·phenomenon 1 the
spores of the parasite finding a suitable nidus for development on the already diseased mucous membrane.
'Ve believe thrush to be a comtitutional state, in which the local symp·
tom from which the disease has derive<l its English name, is merely one of
the phe11omena of a deep and wide-spread perversion of the genera l health.
\Ve believe the real cause of' thrush to be, in the vast majority of cases,
the attempt to hriug up the child on other than its natural food. M. Valleix says," I have never known a child who had been suckled exclusiv~ly
during the early months of life to have the disease." Ml\I. Trousseau and
Delpech say," We should be justified 1 therefore, in asserting that we have
never known an infant to die of thrush who had been suckled at a healthy
breast, or whose health had not been dangerously comrlicated by other
11
l\L Parrot, who is so much opposed to the use of the word incauses.
anition as the cause of thrush, as to have invented a new one, athrepsia,
writes (p. 382), "Vicious ingesllt are in effect the most frequeot and mo~t
powerful cause;" again (p. 383), he says that it is unusual for the digestive disorders (of athreptiia) to be caused by insufficient aliruentation, and,
"contrary to the general opinion, I believe tlrnt, in most of the ca:-es referred to iuanition, it has been an unwholesome food which has made the
cl1ild ill. It is because cow's milk, or some other food, even less well
adapted to the digestive organs of the new-born child, has been sub~tituted
for the breast." Ile writes, a little further on: "So, the term inanition is
not well chosen to express the condition of the patients we are now studying. It is not, I repeat, the quautity which does the harm 1 but the quality.11 At page -Hl, he states that 4< the disease has for its constant point
of departure a vitiated digestion, followed by an insufficient alimentatioo;
step by step this extends to the whole organism. At the outset acquisition
dimiuishes, then ceases. So the proteine and fatty tissues are themselves
burned. To live, the individual consumes himself, and the term of ex·
ioteuce alone is the lim it of the autophagia." An<l when we, also, can
state that we have seen but one fatal case of thrush in a suckled child, it
is surely plain that the disease must consist in some perversion of health
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determined by the food which has been substituted for the natural aliment.
It is, in truth, a form of iuanitiou,-not direct, from deprivation of all
food, but indirect, cuucealed, but none the less an inauition. If the children ask us for bread, and we give them stones, they must die. Some of
the nrtificia.J foods used are no better than stones.
Ia discussing tbe nature of the disease, there is one feature which bas
forced itself upon our attention of late years, which we think may be of
great importance. It is particularly since we have studied 1\I. Parrot's
masterly description of the disease, as seen by him in the Fouudliug Hospital of Paris, that this cousicleratiou has growu upon us.
It is impossible to rend his desciptions without being impressed with
the fact, that there is a singular abseuce of water in the economy. Both
iu life, and after death, there is constant evidence that the body is too dry.
Can it be that a deficiency of water in the food may have an effect in
producing so grave a disease as thrusli or athrepsia? 'Ve will first quote,
from 1\l. Parrot, some passages bearing upoo the curious diminution of
water in the body 1 nud then refer to the food he employs, in order to see
whether there may possibly be some connection between the two. The
matter is a very important one practically, as it bears strongly upon the
que:stion how best we can prepare cow's milk for the artificial food of
new-born and very young children .
At page 59, M. Parrot writes: u The emaciation is considerable, and
exhibits something quite special to it, for it bears more upon the fluids
thnn solids. The whole organism suffers from aridity, and one might
say that the tissues were dried up. Hence arise some features readily
perceived by the eye and baud. The flesh has a peculiar sense to the
touch; when pressed upon it feels like congealed suet or like wood." A.t
page 407, he says: "In order for the chemical phenomena of nutrition to
be carried 011, it is necessary that the interior tissues' milieu iuterieur' be
humid, that their plasma be abundant. If the physico-chemical composition of the blood be sensibly changed, vitl\lity is <listurbed a11cl may be
arrested. Have I not repeated to you, even to satiety, that these uufavorable conditions are precisely those of athrepsia? All goes to prove
a change in the nutrient fluid. The diminution of its water is shown by
the shrunken body, the arid and withered skin, the depressed fontanelle,
the dry mucous membrane. The impoverishment of its plasma, and 1 if
we may so speak, its concentration, declare themselves iu the cyanosis and
in the relative increase of the red globules."
Another condition of the disease during life, which shows a loss oI
water in the system, is the great diminution or even suppression of the
urin1uy discharge, the pre~ence of a large excess of urea 1 of uric acid, and
of urates in the urine. After death a peculiar dryness of the tissues is
observed. The blood is diminished in quantity, and it is often inspissated,
as it were. It is disposed to coagulate and form thromboses. One of the
most peculiar post-mortem appearan<'es observed, and one whicb points
most clearly to a want of water iu the economy, is the presence of saline
concretious in the tubules of the kidneys, which we referred to in the
parngraph on Anatomical Lesions.
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We will pass on to a consideration of the food employed at the EnfantsA8::.istes IIospitfll, to see whether this food may not be deficieut in the ~1m
ple but vitnl element of water, and so explain in part, at least, one of the
many difficulties which beset us in the search for a safe artificial food for
infa nt~. The very simplicity of the element water may make us thoughtlesR in regard to its great importance. If a man can really live for forty
days, as is now asserted, on water and air alone, we must be very careful
to supply to the feeble and silent infant, all the water it needs, and whicb
it can neither ask nor make a sign for.
M. Parrot, as we shall state in the chapter on food, adrncates the use
of pure cow's milk, of good quality, for new-born children. He is opposed
to its dilution with water. Ile believes, from careful investigation (::;ce
chapter on food) that the proper daily quantities of this food are 9~
ounces iu the first month; 19 ounces in the second, third, fourth, and fifth
month~; and 25 ounces in the sixth month . 'Ve, on the contrary, helieve
that froru 16 to 24 ounces of food are required in the first month, from 32
to 48 ounces in the second, third, and fourth months, and that, not very
unfrequently, hearty, hand-fed children take in the fourth month, aud
aftenq1rds, a::: much as 6-! ounces of food per day.
're never give cow's milk pure in the first month, but always dilute it
with two-thirds water, so that were M. Parrot's allowance of pure milk
for the first month 9! ouoces, diluted two-thi1·ds, it wou!J make 28l
ounces of food, or very nearly the same io bulk that we give.
' Ve present these thoug!its upon the nature of thrush, and especially
those upon the possibility that a deficiency of water in the artificial food
supplied, may be one of its causes, with some diffidence to the reader.
'Ve well know how easy it is to be ruu away with by an idea, but we
have been long convinced, both from scientific and empirical considerations, that the use of pure cow's milk, at least for new-born infants and
those under two or three mouths, is a dangerous practice. Aud as we are
now disposed to believe that a chief' error in this practice, is the fact that
it gives too little water to the infant, for its active physiological tissue
metamorphoses, we deem it wise to call attention to the subject.
Duo~osrs.-The diagnosis of thrush is rarely difficult. Aphthre dif·
fer from it in their ve~icular nature during the formative stage, in the
ulcerations which follow the vesicles, and in the absence of false membraaes. From ulcero-membranous stomatitis it may be distinguished,
by the formation in that disease of false membraue in layers from the
beginning; by the pre!!-ence of ulceratious; by the spongy, bleeding state
of the gums; by the fetid breath ; by tbe absence of tbe abdominal symp·
toms which exist in thrush; and by the microscopic appearances of the
deposit.
PROG:NOSIB.-The prognosis must depeud, in great measure, upon the
circumstances under which the disease occurs. la private practice, and
whenever the patients are suckled by their own mothers, or by healthy
nurses, it is as a rule a milJ affection. But in foundling hospitals, on the
contrary, where the children are mostly brought up by hand, it is one of
the most fatal maladies to which children are subject. The progoo•is
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varie!1: according to the form of the disease. The mild form is rarely fatal,
while the grave form is fatal in the great majority of cnses.
To show the frightful severity of the disease under certain circumstances,
we may mention that of 140 cases which occurred in the wards of l\I.
Barrou, at the Foundling Hospital of Paris, only 29 recovered; while of
22 cases observed by i\I. Valleix, in the sarue hospital, but 2 rerovered
(Valleix, Zoe. cit., p. 74). Again, M. Bouchut states that of 42 cases observed by himself, at the Necker Hospital, 14 were of the idiopathic ( mild )
form, all of which terminated favorably; and 28 of the grave or symptomatic form, of which 20 died, and 8 left the huspital still laboring under
the disease. Of the 20 fatal cases, 12 presented the lesions of chronic entero-colitis, 4 of acute entero·coli tis, 8 of pneumonia, and 1 of hydrocephalus.
It is a curious fact, and one, we fear, of bad omen, that l\I. Parrot says
not a word about prognosis, or about the fatality of the disease he describes
so well. It may be stated in conclusion that the danger is g reatest in
private practice, when tbe child is fed on artificial food, and upou the
manner in which this food happens to suit the particular child. "'hen
the disease appears the food ought, as a genera l rule, to he changed. After
such change the prognosis must depend on the fact whether the new food
suit better tbau the predous one. If it do, the disease will probably
soon begin to arueud, and the prognosis at once becomes more favorable.
If the child is being nursed the state of the nurse should be carefully investigated, nod if her health be at nil in a dubious state she should be treated
medicinally or dietetically, or the nurse should be changed. It would
rarely be wise to wean the child at such a moment, unless the necessity is
unmistakable.
TREATMEN'l'.- I f it be true that thrush is the result of a slow, stan·ing
process, determined not by deprivation of food, but by the use of food
unfit and incompetent to develop new-born and very young children, it is
cle11r that the primary indication of treatment must be to find a proper
food. To discover such a food in eacb particular case, and apply it, constitutes the chief duty of the physician.
But he has other duties besides this. He should examine into the
general hygienic surroundings of the child, and do all that he can to insure it fresh air, cleanliness, and constant attention to its wants. A young
hand-fed child ought to have one woman to attend to it, and ishe should
be taught by the physician how to exactly prepare the food, how much to
administer at each feeding, and how often, day and night, the feedings are to
be repented. One of the causes of the shocking mortality of new-born
children in hospitals is the fact that the number of nurses is insufficient.
Oue woman will have the care of three, four, or more children. It is
simply impossible for her to take full and proper care of so many.
In add ition to tlie care as to the food nnd general hygiene of the patient, much may often be done in the early stage of thrush, before it bas
reached the grave stage, by a proper use of remedial agents.
If n suckling child be seized with the disease, tbe health of the nurse
ought to be carefully iD\·estigated. If this be fouod deranged, perhaps
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by over-fatigue, by worry, by dyspepsia, everything should be done that
is po~sible to remove the cnu~e. The milk should be examined with the
microscope, and if' any possible fault be found in it, the nurse ought to be
changed. If this canoot be, it becomes n question whether the child had
best be weaned and put upon n proper artificial food. ' Ve confess that
we ourselves have such a dread of weaning that we never recommend it
until at the very last extremity, aud we believe that a really unwholesome
milk is a rare thing io the breast of a woman haviug the signs and appearance of average fair health. In ca~e the mother or nurse have too little
milk for the child, we think it far better to continue the nursing, and to
feed the child in part. The food must be carefully selected, and mtty be
administered alternately with the nursing.
When the chil<l attacked with thrush is already heing fed artificial\~·.
as is the case in the greut majority of instances, the first question to be
solved is whether the food being used is the best in the particular ca~?
For the answer to this question we must refer the reader to the chapter on
food 1 where the whole matter is carefully treated of in detail.
We rec·
ommend the food composed of cow s milk, cream, milk of sugar, and
arrowroot-water, as these are laid down for the different ages of infancy.
If this have been tried alreacly or, being tried, should fail to suit the case,
we advise the diet made of equal parts of milk, cream, lime·water, and
plain water. Should this not answer, the cow's milk may be diluted for a
short time, with three instead of' two parts of water, or pure cream, diluted
with six or eight parts of water, may be given . It is in such cases as these
that condensed milk seems sometimes to succeed. If it be used it ought
to be giveu in the proportiou of one heaped teaspoonful to six tablespooufol.:; of water, which is the streugtb of one part fre::;h milk to two parts
water. Sometimes the use of one tablespoouful of lime-water in place of
one of the tablespoonf'u ls of plain water makes it more digestible.
The exact doses and the strength of the food ought to be determined by
the physician for each particular case. Nothing but close and careful
observation will reveal what is best for each individual child .
'Vhen no food can be found to suit the case,' and when the child is too
weak to suck, a plan which bas succeeded with us in a tew instances has
been to bring a wet-nurse to the house, to have her breast drawn by a
breast-pum1» and feed it to the child from a spoon or sucking.bottle. It
should be given in stated and moderate doses for a time, increasing the
dose carefully, as it is found to suit the child.
Be::iides the food, we believe that in thrush, as in other d iseases of the
digestive aud nutritive functions, it is highly important to administer
water to the infant. Two, four, six, or more teaspoonfuls should be offered
the baby regularly, half-way between the doses of food, and the child
ought to be allowed to take all it wants. It is almost al ways well to add
bran<ly to the water, certainly in a severe case, and in one atteuded with
considerable diarrhooa or vomiting. Half a teaspoonful of it to a gill of
water is the proportion we generally direct, and we give all the child will
take with pleasure.
As to the medical treatment, we believe that the measures found most
1
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u.,eful in indigestioa, dyspepsia, and diarrhcea, are the proper ones. ·when
the stools are not watery, but iu part pasty from undigested milk, and
ftti1l, '.'Orne mild laxative our;ht to be given. 'Ve prefer the spiced i,yrup
of rhubarb, hnlfa teaspoonful ton teaspoonful once or twice a day . ]t
is well, as a geaeral rule, to combine a little opium with this dose, a quar·
ter or half a drop of laudanum, or three or four drops of paregoric. Or
half a tPas11oouful of castor oil may be used. After the laxative has
been giveu ooce or twice, the following mixture, which we have used a
great deal in digestive disorders of infants, may be ordered:
R. 8oc.lii Bicarb.,
Tr.OpiiCamph.,.
'l'r.Rhei Oulc.,

1-iyr. Simp.,
Aq.MenthrePip.,.
Dose. A teaspoonful three times a day.

3ss.
gtt. xi.
gtt. lxxx.

f.::;ij.
f3xiv.-M.

'rhen the diarrhrea is more severe, and the stools watery and green,
the following mixture will be found useful:
B. Sodii Bicarb.,
Tr.Opii Camph., .
'l'r.Kramerire,
S.n.Simp.,
Aq. :McnthrePip.,.
Dose. A teaspoonful three or four times a day.

3j.
f3ss.
f3j.
f3ijss.
f,~ij:ss.-M.

Or a weak chalk mixture, wil11 paregoric and rhatany may be employed.
It is often well to use pep:;in in such cases to strengtheti, if poseible, the
digestion. Ten drops of' the wine of pepsin may be given with each
meal, or hnlf a grain of the saccharated pepsin three times a day.
Local ~/'realment.-This should be simple and of a soothing character.
A solution of chlorate of pota!!h, five grains to the ounce, one of' horax,
ten or twelve graius to the ounce, should be pencilled over the mouth two
or three times a day, or applied very gently by means ofa soft rag wrapped over the finger. The practice of rubbing the tender and morbid surface wilh a rag held in the fingers of an awkward and heavy-handed
nur~e is very injurious. Nor do we approve of one of the favorite application8 of the nursery, powdered borax and sngar. It is often applied too
copiously, and we have known it to collect between the lip and gum, and
cause severe irritation. One of' the best applications, we think, is a solution of nitrate of silver, half a grnin or a grain to the ounce of distilled
water.
Ia CR!"C of erythema or ulceration, the most scrupulous cleanliness i~
The erythematous surface may be dusted with powdered
nece:--~ary.
starch, rice, or lycopodium. The ulceration may be dressed with benzonted oxide of zinc ointment. When the ulcerations are deep l\I. Parrot
recommends dusting them very lightly with iodoform, and dressing with
chnrpie covered with cerate or cucumber ointment.
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ARTICLE VII.
AFFECTIO::-i'S OF TnE TONSILS.

1. AcuTE !NFLAllDrATION OF THE ToNSJLs-ToNsrtLITis.-This painful affection ( known also as angina or cynanche tousillaris), occurs in childhood Jess frequently, but with the same symptoms as after the age of puberty. \Ve have occasionally met with severe cases of it in children under

the age of 5 years.
8YMPTOMS.-,Vheu the attack is sudden, there are marked fever, restlessness or heaviness, and complaints of severe pain on deglutition. We
have known the fever to reach ]Q-1° by the close of the second day, with
a pulse rate of 140, in a child of highly nervous temperament. If' the
child be old enough to answer questions, the pain will be found to radiate
from tbe fauces towards the ear, and to he increased by opening the
mouth. Painful enlargement of one or both tonsil glands will be found
by pre:::sing the finger below the augle of the lower jaw. On examin·
ing the fauces! there is marked redness of the half arches and posterior
border of the soft palate; the affected tousil projects from its heel us a.
rounded, deep·red body, which may extend even beyond the medillll line;
and if', as less frequeotly happens, both tonsils are severely inflamed at the
same time, they may even meet and eutirely occlude the isthmus of the
fouces. The surface of the gland often presems small yellowish points
which closely resemble patches of false membrane, although careful inspection will show that they are beneath the mucous membrane, and are
really only the distended follicles of the gland. Deglutition is so painful,
especially for liquids, such as milk or water, that the little patients will at
times utterly refuse to swallow.
CounsE AXD DuRATION.-The disease lasts from 3 to 7 days 1 and ter·
mina1es in different ways. It very rarely proves fatal, and only does so
by obstructing breathing, and at the same time so seriously interfering with
nutrition that the child's strength fails. Iu most cases the result is favor·
able, and the termination is either by suppuration or gradual resolution of
the enlarged gland. " 7 hen suppuration occurs, the symptoms have gone
on becoming more and more aggravated until they reach their height, and
the case seems attended with great danger, when sudden ly, after no effort
at vomiting, or spontaneously, the tonsillar abscess bursts, a gush of pus
occurs from the mouth, and prompt relief is afforded. Occasionally the
occurrence of suppuration is marked by a. chill, or some decided change in
the febrile movement.
More frequently in children 1 however, the tonsil does not supppurate but
gradually becomes smaller; the- redness subsides, and the distended follicles disappear. There is a strong tendency, especially after this latter mode
of termination, for the tonsil to pass into a state of moderate chronic en·
]argeruent.
DrAGNosrs.-The conditions with which acute tonsillitis in children is
most apt to be confounded, are diphtheria and scarlatioous aogioa.
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From diphtheria it may be told by the more acute and stbenic character
of lhe symptoms; by the slight swelling of the glands at the angles of
the jaw, or by the absence of en largement of a111y but the tonsil glands,
and by the local appearances, particularly the absence of pseut.lo-membrauous exudation.
From the angina of scarlatina it may be distinguished by the less fre quent pulse and lower temperature, but chiefly by t he absence of eruption,
~iuce, as n.lready stated, the fever and pulse may quickly become so high
that in some cases the diagnosis cannot be positively determined until
the time at which the ernption of scarlatina makes its appearance has

pasfled.
TnEAnlENT.-So long as the child is able to swallow, quinia. may be
given iu full doscs 1 to diminish the fover, aud perhaps dimioish the liability
to suppuration. It may be given combined as follows:
R. QuinireSulph.,
gr. x\'iij.
Tr. Ferri Chloridi,
glt.xlviij.
Potassre Chloratis, .
gr. xxx.
Syr. Zingiberis,
(~j.
Aquw,
f,3ij.-)f.
Dose. Two teaspoonfuls four limes a day, for a child 5 to 7 years old.

If, however, the inflammation be very acute, suppuration will occu r in
all probability, despite ou r efforts.
lu very young children, it is so difficult to make any local applications
to the tonsils, that it is very doubtfu l whether any good effect they may
produce is not more than over-balanced hy the fatigue and anuoyance they
cause. " rhere, however, they cau be mat.le without so much opposition,
we would recommend the daily use of the following sol ution:

B.

PotnssroC..: hlorafo~,

3i.

Tr. Ferri Chlor idi,

f,3 ss.
f,5iss.-M.

Glycerinre, .

applied by a brush to the tonsils. Relief will also be obtained from the
inhalatiou of steam 01· of vaporized warm lime-water. It has seemed to
us positively useful to make repeated external applications, accordiog to
the tolcrn.oce of the skin, of compo und tincture of iodine over the postmaxillary triangles. \Varm , sl ightly sedat ive embrocations may also be
·
applied to lh e neck.
I t is doubtful whether poultices, or any such applications, hasten suppuration sufficieutly to make up for the annoyance they cause the child.
Even if' the occurrence of suppuration be suspected, it is usually impossible to obtain so full a view of the parts as to enab le an in cision to be
made to evacuate the pus. As, however, the abscess will discharge spontaoeously in nearly all cases, it is oaly when the symptoms of obstruction
of the throat are very urgent, that it is desirable to insist upon such an
exnmioation.
Guaiacum seems to exert a peculiar local action in this affection of the
tonsils; and we are in the habit of prescl'ibing tbe troches of guniacum,
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eio:peciall.r as made by ] lllncock, of Baltimore, even for young children.
It. is generally possible to induce them to taken fragment of one of the-"e
lozenges every hour or-two; and, when herpetic ioflammntiou of the
follicles is marked in proportion to the deeper interstitial inflammation of
the gland, their use seems to allay pain and to hnstcn recovery.
The treatment for the chronic eu largemeot which sometimes remains
after an acute tonsillitis 1 will be considered in the next section.

2.

C11RoN1c

ExLARGEMEXT

(HYrERTRor11Y)

OF

TnE

ToN~w~

CAu . . E.... -The tonsils are in young childreu much more subject to this
affection than to acute inflammation . The enlargement may begin during
the fir~t year of 1ife1 but usually does not become sufficient to attract atten tion unLil the second or t hird year. l\fost frequently it has no rouncc·tion
whatever with previous acute inflammation of the p1lrt, but is chronic a nd
indolent from the beginning. It is often observed that several children of
the same family will 8ufler from this condition, nnd it is in fact n~~ociated
in many cases with rickets or with scrofula. 'Ve have, however, ob~en·cd
marked and enduring enlargement in children of apparently ~ouud corn•titution. According to "rest, the irritation of the latter period of firdt deutitiou may be the exciting cause in some of these cases.
'Ve have already alluded to the fact that occasionally, especially in somewhat older chi ld ren, it has been an acute attack of tonsillitis-either simple
or diphtheritic-whicb has induced the state of chronic en largement.
A~ATO:tlfCAL APPEAHA:SCE8.-Both tonsi ls usually share in theenlnrgement, though not alwnys to an equal degree. They project into the fauces
from eidrnr side, forming pale red tumors of rounded form, with a !mrface
that may either be smooth and glistening, or rough a[ld irregular from the
rupture of numerous distended follicles . They impart a sense of elai:.tic
firmne~s to the finger when pressed. The exact anatomical condition is in
part an enlargement of the follicles of the gland, associated with thitken·
ing of the fibro·cellu lar stroma. The term hypertrophy, commonly applied to this condition, mu::t therefore be regarded as indicating merely
the increase in the size of the gland.
RYMPTO:'>IS.-There can be no doubt but that many symptoms have been
attributed to the influence of enlarged tonsils which are in reality depend·
ent upon entirely diflereut causes.
The results which are constantly observed are loud snoring during sleep,
snuffling, and a thick voice. There is also often a tendency to acute catarrhal attacks, during which the enlargement of the ton~ils inc reases, and the
interference with the hreathing and voice is rouch increased . Indeed, in
some unusually severe case~ the respiration is constantly labored, and the
child is annoyed by a. frequent dry hacking cough. Tbe pressure of the
enlarged glands upon the mouths of the Eu:itachiao tubes may produce
tinnitus and hardness of hearing. The most serious results which are, by
many authors, attributed to enlargement of the ton-dis are alterations in
the nose an<l upper jaw, and the production of the chicken·brea'"'t defor·
mity of the thorax. In consequence of the obstruction of the nasal pas·
sages caused by the upward pressure of the soft palate, the form of the
anterior nftt'es may be somewhat altered and contracted, but we are rather
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inclined to refer the small size of the features and the ill-developed upper
jaw to the rickety cachexia which is so frequent a cause of enlargement
of the tonsils. So, too, the uarrowing of the isthmus of the fauces mu.st
tend to make iaspirntion difficult, nnd thus to prevent full expansion of
the chest, but we can hardly imagine that such obstruction could produce
marked chicken-brea<..ted deformity of the thorax, if it were not for the
fact that in such patients there is usually a high degree of rickets coexh·tiog. It must be borne in mi ad that precisely this deformity of the tbornx is frequently met with in cases of ricket~ where there is no enlargement of the tonsils. The condition of these glands and the changes in the
jaws and chest-walls must then, we think, be regarded as results of a common cause. So, too, it is probable that the sudden suffocative attack.s which
hnve been described as occasi0nally attending chronic enlargement of the
toa~il.; have been spells of laryngismus stridulus, dependent upon rachitic
disease of the bones of the skull.
J>ROGl\OSis.-It will be readily seen, therefore, that although this condition of the tonsils is obstinate, and yields slowly, if at all, to treatment, it
i~ rarely of itself followed by any serious consequences. In very many
ca~es it gradually i;ubsides after the patient reaches puberty, while in others
tre11tment is successful iu reducing the eulargement. \Ve have, however,
known it to persi::t most obstinately for many years, even after partial ablation nnd prolonged treatment.
T1rnATl\lENT.-The frequent association of f'nlargement of the tonsils
with a rachitic or strnmous diathesis must be borue in miud, an<l if there
is any eviJcnce of the existence of such a constitutiuual taiut, the appropriate treatment must be adopted. Even where no decided evidence
cirn be found, it seems Jesirable to aJmini~ter such alterative tonics as the
iodide of' iron, or of the compound syrup of the phosphates of iron aud alkalies. The prolongeJ me of cod-liver oil, wiLh iron and arsenic, has also
proved of service.
C'ouHter-irritation by the daily application of dilute tincture of iodine,
or compound iodine ointment, behind and below the angle of the jaw, may
be used, and sometimes appears to favor the reduction of the swelling.
Locnl applications to the enlarged glands are of much service in some
Cft~e:i 1 but to do good must be steadily persisted in, in conjunction with
proper internal remedies. Those which have on the whole appeared most
u..ef'ul to us have been Lugol's solution of iodine diluted with two to four
parts of water, aud nitrate of silver in the form of' rather strong :;olutioo,
as J!r. x to the flui<louuce.
We have also fouacl it of material service in hastening the reduction of
the enlnrgemeut to whiten the surface of the tonsils once in three or four
dn)':l by a light application of solid lunar <'Rustic.
Recently, the use of i11jections of ergot and iodine as a menus of causing
the resolution of enlarged glands has been frequently recommended. We
hiwe found positive benefit from their employment iu cases where the children were old eooug-h to permit thi3 little operation to be performed without
too much alarm. The injections should be made into the substance of' the
hypertrophied tonsil, by means ofaa ordinary hypodermic syringe; and may
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be repeated about once a week, or according to the effect produced. The
amount injected should not exceed a few drop~, ~ to 5, and should be in~

troduced very gently, so as to avoid pain as for as

pos~ible.

The fluid ui.;iNI

may be either a simple solutiou of iodine diluted with water, or a dilute
solution of ergotin, -18 to 9G grains to the ounce.
Careful atteotion to diet, aod particularly to the proper and sufficient
clothing of the child must be insisc.ed on, so as to avoid, ns far as po!<siblc,
the repeated acute attacks of slight tousillitis which are apt to O<'cur.
Under the per~istent employment of the general and local meirns nbove
recommended, we lrnve usually fouud that the hypertrophy of the tou:-ils
has diminished towards the age of puberty. In some instancf'~, however,
we must confess that all forms of treatment, general as well as local, have
"\Ve must then resort to excision of the eularged
proved Utlavailing.
glands, if the symptoms caused by their presence are sufficiently urgent to
render it advisable.
The excision of the tonsil (or rather of the prominent portion of it, for
the entire gland rarely needs removal) is au operation attended, in skilful
hnuds, with little difficulty and no danger. It may be readily performed
with a Fahnestock's or Physick's tonsillotome, or, as many operatord prefer, by raising the gland from its bed with a special kind of forceps, nod
then slicing it off with a bistoury.
The symptoms which would leatl us to advise the early removal of the
tonsils are frequent irritative cough, much interference with hearing or
with the tones of the voice, or co-existing rachitic deformity of the chest.

ARTICLE VIII.
SIMPLE OR ERYTHEMATOUS PIJARY~OITIS.
DEFJ:-;CTlO::i; FREQUENCY.-Rimp]e pharyngitis consists of an erythem·
atous inflammation of' the pharyax, tonsils, and soft palate, unaccompanied
by ulceration, deposit of false membrane, or gangreue. It is very frequeot
both as an idiopathic and secondary disease. 'Ve constantly meet with it
in children of all ages during the cool months of the year.
CAUSES.-It may occur at all ages, an<l is equally common in the two
sexe.:;. The diseases in the course of which it is most apt to occur as a
secondary affection, are scarlet fever and measles, and next, pneumonia
aad bronchitis. It is ofteu an accompaniment of simple laryngitis. The
idiopathic form is most common in this city in the late winter and early
spring months. It is said to prevail sometimes in an epidemic form.
The exciting causes of the disease nre not always easily detected. In
most imtances, however, we believe that exposure to colrl is the cause of
the attack.
A:sATO:.IfCAL LESroxs.-In mild cases the alterations of texture observed during life, and in a few instances after death, the patient having

SYMPTOMS.
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diC'cl of some other di,:ea,:e, cou~i~t of greater or le:::8 redoe~;z, swell in!?', soften inf!, nn1l a rough or granular and ;:sometimes cedematous condition of
the mucous membrane covering the soft palate, tonsils, and pharynx.
The u\·nb nnU tonsils are generally tumefied, and the crypts of the latter
fillerl with mucous or purulent fluid of a yellowi~h color. In one very
se,·ere CR!-iC which proved fatal, i\Il\L Rilliet and Barthez foun<l the tonsil~ Hry rC'<l, soft, only !!:lightly swelled, and infiltrated with pus i the
pharp1x was covered with a thick layer of bloody mucus; the mucous
memhr:rne of the throat was of a dark red color, thickened, and granular,
but nut ~oftenctl. The submaxillary glands were of a grayi:sh color, enlu r~t·fi and ~oft.
~Y:'>ll'Tm>l~.-Simple pharyngitis of moderate severity begins with restJe .. ..;uc... 11-1 irritability, fever, slight cough, and in some instances, pain in the
throat, which j3 complained of by older children, and betrayed iu those
who are very young by the refu .. al tQ nurse or take food, becau"e of the
diffic-ulty of swallowing. The ]rice ia generally Uu::shed, sometimes very
dcl'ply 100. Young children are often drowsy, but from irritability nod
fe"cr refu ..e to sleep except on the hip. The fever is marked by acceleration of the puli-e, which ri;;es to 100, 110, or more in children o\·er five
years of age, and to 1201 130, or HO in tbose uuder that age, and by unu~tml warmth or even heat of' the skin.
At the same Lime the re.spiralion
i~ generally more frequent than nalurnl, but almost always regular; in
ra.. es nttP1Hll•d with high fever, we have counted tbe breathing at -t2 and
50 . ..l11s,.ullation reveals pure vc~icular murmur or slight sibilant rhonclrn~. The i•oice is clear, or, in rather severrr ca~e:;;, obscured and na!'al,
anti in some inistanccs, speaking is painful and difficult. Cough is a frequent !'.ymptom. It has been prCti<.'nt in a great majority of the ca..;es ob~ervecl by ourselves. In som~ of these iL was han;h and croupal, so that
the children seemed threatener! with croup. The croupal sound seldom
la:-;ted O\'l'r one night, after which the cough was merely hoarse, and grndmtlly hL•tame loose toward~ the termiuntiou of the nttack. In the remaining ta~·,, it was rare and dry iu the heginniog, and loo... er and more fiequent U!-i the disen~e progres.:::ed. Pain is a frequent, but far from cornstant
symptom at the out!'let of tbe disease. It generally exit!tS during deglutitiou. "~hen pretient it is :shown in infant~, as statetl, by their refusing the
brea:-t, or nu1'$i11g only at long interval~, and with ditticulty; while in
older children it is complniued of. It is not, however, a constant :symptom, m1 we have often seen children of oue, two, and three years old, with
!:'evcrc angiun productive of violent fever, who swnllowed fluids and ~nft
!'olid:-o without a sign of pain. Throughout the acute period of the di.sea .. e thcrC' i-; generally cousideral>lc thirst; the appetite i.s dimini .. hed or
entirely !>t1ppre~e<l; the slooll'i arc n~ually natural, or there is slight conHipation.
The throat should alwayd be examiuerl when there is the least reason to
~u.::pect rhat an attack of sickness depends upon inflammation of that part,
and whenever a child has been seized suddenly with fever, particularly in
cold weather, and there is nothing more evident hy which to explain the
illnc... ~. To examine this part w~ll, the tongue must be strongly <lcpres~ed
C4
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with n snrn.11 tongue-depressor or with the handle of a spoon, which should
be carried back to the base of the tongue. This may be done iu the
youngest infant.
The appearances preseated hy the throat are as follows: The soft palate,
uvula, tonsils, aod generally the pharynx also, are more or les8 reddened
and swollen, and the mucous membrane commonly looks rough aucl grnnular. The f'auces are often filled with frothy mucus, and in severe c:a!<es
coated all over with mucous or purulent secretioos, which sometime:; line
the inflamed surfaces in such a way as to resemble false membrane:i;.
They are to be distinguished only by careful examination, and by remo\'·
ing a small portion on a pencil or sponge-mop, in order to a-:certnin their
real nature. 'Ve have seen the mild form of inflamn1ation in a child t~n
t1ays old, in ooe eight weeks, another t hree months, and a fourth uiue
month~ old.
Dr. Wertheimer (Jour . .filr Kinderkranl.-lieite11, Band xxxii) calb attention to a variety of angina, which he calls redematou-:, and which is :-pecially characterized by serous infiltration of the submucous ti1:;sL1e of 1he
pharynx, the mucous membrane itself being pale and smooth 1 and soft and
sticky to the touch .
Tl;e wbmaxillary glands and neighboring cellular ti~sue are sometimes
swollen, in consequence of the extension of the inflammation to them.
This is often evident to the eye, but it is more correctly judged of by th~
touch. At the same time the glaods are usually somewhat painful to the
touch. The amount of swelling is slight in very mild cl\ses, or there may
be none at all. In severer cases it is much more considerable.
The breath i~ said to be often fetid . 're ha\•e not met with this character in the simple di3ease. Erpectoration is rarely present. 'Ve ha\•c
never noticed it under six years of age. Slight nervous symptoms occur
in nearly all the cases, con~isting, as already stated, of restlessness and
irritability in mi ld attacks, and of insonrnia or drowsiness, with starting
and twitching, in those which are more severe.
The fever generally occurs at first only in the Jatter part of the day and
during the night, often becoming intense at that time, with restles:;ne::::< aurl
starting, and sub~idiug or disappearing entirely towards morning, to recur
again the next afternoon or evening. Children not unfrequenliy play
about all the early part of the clay, and are attacked with the symptoms
just mentioned as uight comes on . The <li::-;ease generally pursues this cour:-e
for three or four clays, and then passes away entirely or, if it lasts beyond
that time, the fever becomes continued 1 and the attack runs on for seven,
eight, or ten days.
In grave cases of simple angina, the disease begins with vomiting, .fet'er,
and se\•ere ne1'vous sympltJms, in the shape of excessive restlessness, or ~om·
nolcnce, and occasionally convulsions. The fever is violent, the pulse being
very frequent and full, and the skin hot aud flushed. The intense hPat
and flushing of the skin, which iu sanguine children sometimes affects the
greater part of the surface of the body, together with the activity of the
circulation, not unf'requeatly make the onset of the disease resemble verv
closely that of scarlet fever. Four cases of this kind that have come und;r
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our notice prc~eol<'d severe nen·ou" symptoms at the invasion. In a girl
between two and three years old, they consisted of wiltluess and ecstatic
expre,,.,ion of the face, and trembling uncertain movements of the Jimb.s,
whi"h woulrl probably have terminated in convulsions, but for the tirnelv
interpo!-iition of a wa.rm bath. In the three others, general convul.::ion-s
occurred. Two of the subjects in which convul~ions took place were between five and six years old, and one between three and four. In two the
conn1lsions occurred at the onset 1 and in a third on tbe second da.y. The
connilsive movements lnsted from ten to twenty minutes, and were followed by somnolence for a. few hours in two, and by stupol' for a day iu
the third. It should be slated, however, that two of these subjects were
predi,;po:1ed by constitution and temperament to spac:modic attacks, as one
ha<l had a fit previou!:ily from a similar cau::;e, aud the other two from diffi cult d(>nlitio11. The third had never suffered from any symptoms of the
kin1l, and did not appear predi~posed to them.
The ton9lte is generally dry and coated with a thick whitish fur in
grave ca~es i the re.~piralion is quick, loud, and naiml; and ihe voice guttural or nasal, and difficult. There is usually extreme thirst, and not uufre:
qurntly delirium. The throat is commouly.violenlly inflamed, of a deepr('d color, aud coated over with mucous or purulent secretions. The i-ubmaxillnry regions are often swollen,and the dcglutition sometimes, though
not alway:", difficult. "\\'"hen the dbease proves fatal, the different symptoms
:-nou reach their height, and death may occur ia two or three day:;. "'"e
have never, however, k11ow11 simple phu.ryngitis to terrniuate fatu.lly. The
durnfion of the grave cases is var iable. In the four that we have noted,
it wa~ betwel'n three aud eight days.
1.,~·rondary phnryn9itis, which, as has been stated, is a very frequent
cli:<ca:-:e, will be treated of in the articles on the va.rious diseases in .the
cour:-:e of which it occur:;.
DuoNOSL-3.-The diagnosis of simple pharyugitis is not always without
di(lil'ulty, ns there are no local symptoms in two-thirds of the cases at the
invn,;ion, oor iu sorue iustancrs at any period of the attack. The physician nnd attentlants, therefore, are often deceived as to the real cause of
the violent fe\•er which has so suddenly made its appearance, and are dis posed lo refer it to any but the true oue.
It has happened to us several times iu cases of children attacked with
simple angina, to suspect pueumonia from the sudden occurrence of high
fover, rapid respiration, !:ilight, dry cough, aud the absence of pain in the
throat, difficulty of deglutitiou, ur other symptoms, to call our attention to
the real ;;:eat of' disease. The diagnosis is to be corrected only by the abi'Cncc of the physical signs of paeumonia., and the consequent necessity of
findi11g some other cause of the sickness. Angina may be mistaken al:10
for indigestion, which is one of the most frequent causes of sudden fe\·er in
l'hildhood, and is accompanied, like severe angina, by vomiting. Tbe dis·
tinction betweeo the two h1 to be made by ciireful inquiry as to the hbtory
of the attack, by examination of the matters ejected from the stoma.ch,
nnc] by inspection of tbe throat. Severe ca:1es, particularly when ushered
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in by convulsions, may be mistaken for disorder of the nervous ~y~tem
dependent upon dentition. The ouly metho<l of a~certaiuing the truth is
again tbe inspection of the throat. Ua1SeS ~f' this kind might nl~o be mistaken for the beginning of' scarlet fever. Time ouly, aud the development
or ab.:ieuce of the symptoms peculiar to the latter disease, could enuble uo
to determine the diaguo.:;is.
Tbe diagnosis between simple and pseudo-membranous pharyngitis will
be given uuder the head of diphtheria.
P1mc:sosrs.-Simple pharyngitis of moderate severity is very rarely, if
ever, a fatal disease. Severe or grave erythematous pharyngitis, on the
contrary, is often a dangerous malady. The four cases that have come
under our care, however, all recovered. The unfavorable symptoms in
such cases are: very violent fever, greatly altered physiognomy, diffic:ult
respiration, choked nn<l guttural voice, exces.:;ive jlt.clitation, delirium, convulsions, and coma.
TREAT:MENT.-:\Iil<l cases of simple angina need but little treatmcot.
The child ought to be confined to a warm room in all cases, and kept in
be<l, or on the lap, if it have fever. The Uiet must be restricted to milk
preparations and bread, so long as the fever continues. The tbernpcutical
pa1 t of the treatment may consh.t in the use of some mild evacuaut, as
one or two teaspoonfuls of castor oil, half a teaspoonful or a teaKpoouful
of magnesia, a small quantity of ~yrup of rhubarb, or what is suflicicnt
in many ca~es, a.. simple enema. At the same time we may give, if the
frequency of pul:sc, heat of skin, and re:;tJe,.~ne:-s be considerable, a few
doses of spirit of nitrous ether, or spirit us l\findereri, alone, or combined
with about half a 'drop of tincture of aconite root, or from one to four
drops. of antimoninl wine, according to the nge. At the earue time, it is
"ell to give a moderate amount of quiuia, which, owing to the pain in
dcglutition, we are in the habit of giving in the form of very small sup·
positories, containing one or one and a half grains of quinia, to be repeated
from two to five times in twenty-four hourti, according to the age and the
degree of fever. 1\. warm bath, if the child is not afraid of it, is an admirable remedy when there i8 much excitement of the circulation i or a footbath1 containing salt or mm-tarcl, may be ui::e<l. Frictions over the throat
and neck are often very advantageou.:;; they may be made with hart:--horn
and sweet oil, with or without the addition of laudanum, or a small quantity of ispirit of turpentine may be applied upon the skin, so as to produce
slight counter-irritation. Wheu there is much pniu and difficulty of deglutition, the case is best treated by the use of nitrate of silver in solution (r)
or 10 grains to the ounce), or of powdered alum, applied by means of a.
large throat-hru•h.
In the .gei•ere form of the di~ease the treatment must be much more acth•e
than in mild ca:;es. 'Yheu the fever is very high, and threatening nervous
R)'mptorus are pre1Sent 1 the most speedy means of controlling them is a
warm bath, continued for fifteen or twenty minutes. If the effects of this
~hould be slight or trarn:;itory, one or two leeches may be applied behind
the angles of the jaw, unle:ss the fright and consequent resi:stance on the
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part of the child are so great as to render their application objectionable .
•'l)me e\•acuaut dose should be gi\•en early in the attack; it may consi:-.t of
caetor oil, magnesia, ep:;om salts di.;:solvecl in lemonade, fluid extract of
eennn, or iafusiou of senna and manna. The quantity must be sufficient
to produce several copious stoolii, and should it fail to operate in three or
four hours, nod the fever continue, it is always well to assist it by means
of a purgative enema. Two hour~ after the exhibition of the cathartic, it
will be proper to resort to small doses of sulphuret of antimony with
Dover's powder, repeated every hour and a half or two hours, in the mannc:r recommended in the article on pneumonia. If the secretions into the
fauces be very abundant and tenacious, so as to impede respiration, the best
means of getting rid of' them is by an emetic of ipecacuanba or alum. If
they collect again, tbe throat ought to be clean<:ed from time to time with
n small spouge·mop. Tbe inflamed surfaces should be toucbed two or
three times a day with a solution of' nitrate of silver (from five to ten grains
to the ounce). The late Dr. C. D. Meigs was in the habit of employing
wilh much beuefit, in the severe 1wgiua of children, whether idiopatliic or
secondary, a wasb made according to the following formula:
R . Cupri Sulphat.,
QuinireSulphat.,Ml,
AqureDestillahe,

gr. vj.
f,5j.-M.

This is applied in the same way ns the lunar caustic solution, and we have
freriuently seen it produce most excelleot effects.
The four grave cases observed by ourselves recovered under very simple
treatment. This con:Sisted in the use of the warm bath, of doses of castor
oil to move the bowels freely on the fir.3t day, aud of syrup of rhubarb or
enema ta afterwards to keep them soluble; of doses of autimonial wine and
nitre every two hours in such quantity as to avoid sickness; of mustard
foot-baths; stimulating frictions to the outside of the throat; applications
of lunar caustic solution to the throat internally, three or four times a day;
und of rigid diet. In one case the warm bath was used three times in a
:;.ingle day, beca.use of the extreme restlessness and beat of the skin, and
was productive ea.ch time of much benefit.

ARTICLE IX.
RETROPIB.RYNGEAL ABSCESS.

Tnrs name is applied to co1lections of pus formed in the cellular tissue
between the po!:<terior wall of the pharynx and the vertebral column.
More frequently the abscess is seated quite high up on the level of the
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glolti~, though cases arc recorded where

it occupied a lower po:;ition lH:hiud

the CC'iOpbag us.
C'AU::sEs.-Retropharyngcal abscess occurs idi opathically, or as a SC<jutl
to some of the specific fcvcr~ 1 or, more frequently, in couaection with cnrics
of the cervical vertebrro. In one of our own cases, it followed <lirectly
upon a loug sleigh ride, nod was due ev idently to the severe c hillin~ of
the body. Although it cannot be regarded as a <li~ca~e peculiar to thild·
hood, it is far more frequent in the first ten year.s of' life than during nay
sub~equent

In

decade.
SYJIPTOJIS.-The early symptoms are irregular and not cbaracteri..,tic.
ca~es where the absce . .s is connected with caries of the cervical ve1tebrtc,

tl.ie symptoms of this latter condition have preceded. In all ca:se.s, how.
e\•er, the first indications which lead to a su.\ipicioa of the existence of a
po,-t-phnryngeal absce:-s are gradually in creasing difficulty of swallowiug
and of respiration, which hi attended with a loud, stertorous sound, uulike
th e istriJulous breathing of croup. There i~ also marked stiffness of the
ncck,and the head is rigidly retracted. Any effort to bend the head forward is followed by urgent increase of the dyspncca, and the same n:,-ult
hn s been noticed to follow when the recumbent position was assun11.:d .
Th e re is an appearance of fuloe;:.s on one or both s id es of the neck b~hiuJ
the angle of the lower jaw. Of course the child presents a high deg ree
of re.!:lt!C."sness and <listre~s, which "increases until the interference with
breathing and swallowiug may prove fatal from combined exhau!:;t.ion and
asphyxia. In the pre...encc of :mch symptoms as the above, a careful examination of the pbaryox, both by direct in~pcction, if pos::iible, and ~y
tbc finger, should immediately be made. The mouth is usually fillcil
with mucus, but the swelling of the posterior wall of the pharynx may
frequently be seen pr~jectiug forwar<l s9 as to const rict the pharyngeal
space, and obstruct more or le~s the opening of the glottis. The finger, if
carried back O\'er the root of tbe tongue, comes in contact with a rouo1lcd
swelling, which is iu the early !:ilages firm and somewhat el~st ic, and later
become::; fluctuating. 'Vh eu the abscess i:; fully formed, the mo~t prom·
inent point may appear yellowi:sb. Occasionally, in the course of caries
of the cervical vertebr::c, perforation of the po!:iterior wall of the pharynx
occur.s without being prece<led by any such severe symptoms as have jusl
been described as due to post-pharyngeal ab.:icess. '\Te have thus known
the expectoration of purulent matter with small fragments of carious bone,
to occur in such ca~es without a11y previous symptoms of marked ob:strnc·
tion in swallow in g or breathing.
D1AGso:=11s.-The recognition of this affection is often difficult, and it is
only by bearing in mincl the po~ibility of jtg occurrence, and making care·
ful examination with Lhe finger, that we can avoid overlooking its exi~tt:!nce,
in ca~es where the symptoms are not clearly prouou need. In all cn:-oe:z,
therefore~ w~ere difficulty in swal lowin g is superadded to dyspnrea, rncb
no exammatrnn sboul<l be made. The affection with which it is mo~t likely
to be coufounded is membranous croup, but the absence of the peculiar
croupy cough and stridulous breathing, an<l the existence of dy:sphagia,
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retrnction of the head, with immobility of the neck, fulness at the angle
of the lower jaw, and, fiunlly, the detection of the swelling n.t the back
part of the throat, will render the diagnosis easy.
PitOGNOsrs.-The termination is always doubtful. 1Vhen, however, the
exbleuce of the ab::cess is early recognized, and it is promptly evacuated so
soon ns fully formed, recovery frequently ensues. Even when connected
with caries of the vertebrre, the progoosis, although of course unfavorable
from the nature of' the primary disease, is not necessarily fatal. In the
Ca"e already referred Lo as having followed directly upon Jong exposure to
severe cold, the child was very ill, with all the characteristic symptoms of
this nff~ction, for a week, aft.er which the absces.3 burst spontaneou5Jy, and
the child recovered.
TREA'l'MENT.-Thc approach of a post-pharyngeal abscess can rarely be
detected so early as to enable any preventive trel\tment to be adopted with
succes"'. Iadeed, but little could be expected from the use of mild couoterirritauts, or absorbent upplicat.ions to the throat. In older children, if recognized before suppuration has occurrerl, some benefit might be derived
from the use of one or two leeches to the angles of the jaw, or of a blistel'
to the back of the neck. The use of small pieces of ice held in the mouth
will also be f'ouud to afford relief. The main ioc.lication, however, is to
watch for the occurrence ofsuppuratiou,and then to make as early an incisiou as possible. When the i:;eat of the absce~s is high up this may be
doue by an ordinary sharp-pointed bistoury, whose blade is guarded up to
near the point by being wrapped with adhesive plaster. When the ab~cess
is lower down it can son1eLin1es be more safely reached and evacuated by
a trocar and ca nul a. As the opening shoul<I be small, there is danger of
it~ closing with a re-accumulation of pus i and it is therefore advi5able, as
recommended by"' est, to press with the finger upon the sac of the abscess
occa:-;ionally for a day or two. In cases dependent upon caries of the
vertebr~, it is better to postpone opening the abscess until urgent symptoms are produced by it. llere also it is neces:sary to employ the other
means of treatment suitable for tha.t condition, and especially Ll1e use
of' some mechanical cont1·ivance by which the weight of the head can
be supported, and thus relief be afforded to the cervical spine. During
the course of the disease every effort must be made to sustain the streugth
of die patie nt. lf' the interference with swallowing be extreme, nutritious
enemata should be used until the abscess can be evacuated. In addition,
we must use opiates in sufficient amount to quiet the excessive pain and
rcstles~ness.
.
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CIIAPTEli II.
DISEASES OF TflE STOMACH AND INTESI'INES.

h· our division of these diseases, we shall treat first of Indigestion, u:oing
thi8 term to signify mo1·bid conditious of the digestive function, which we
suppo;.:e to be the result of functional disorder, or of mild, acute, or thronic
catnrrh of the stomach. Uucler the title of Gastritis we shall describe the
much more rare and dangerous form of disease, in which there is acute inflammation of one or more of the coats of the stomach, anJ which is s.el·
<lom met with e xcept as the consequence of the application of some direct
irritaul to the organ.
"'e :shall then de::;crihe Simple Diarrhcea, in which we suppose the inte... tinal di::;order to be either merely functional, or one of ::;light catarrhal
inflammation of the mucous membrane. Next, under the title of Eutcro·
colitis or Inflarumatvry Diarrbcea, we shall treat of that form of diarrbcea which is now by many writers styled acute or chronic catarrh of
the intestinal mucous membrane, and the chronic forms of which we believe to be of the same nature as the disease designated by most of the
oh,.ervers whose experience was gathered in the vast field of the late war,
chronic <liarrbc:ea. \Ye shall pass on then to Cholera Infantum, limiting
this term to cases in "hich the disease is of a true choleraic type; and
lastly, we shall consider Dy~entery. 'Ve have al.;;o added separate arti·
cles on the diseases of the Crecum and Appendix Vermiformis, and upon
0

Intu~:susceptiou .

SECTION I.
FUNCTIO:NAL DISEASES OR l\ULD CATARRH OF TilE STOMACH .AND

ARTICLE I.
INDIGESTJON,

~ORMs.-By the term indigestion, we mean
that cond1t1on of the stomach m which its function of digestion i~ disturbed or suspended, independent of inflammation or other disease of the
organ 1 appreciable by our senses i or in which there bas been found after
death, in the few opportunities that have been met with to make such an
iu~1 estigation, the lesions which are now usually designated ns mild gas·
tnc calarrh. The only anatomical alterations found in such cases 1 are
DEFINI:~oN;
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reddening of the mucomc membrane in spots by a fine injection, relaxation
of it'."! ti:-,.uc, and the presence of a layer of tough mucus. It is a very frequent affection during the whole period of cbildhood 1 and is one of great
importance ou thiti account, and from the foct of its laying the constitution
open, by the debility and cachexia which it produces, to various secondary
alfoctiuos. Io our description of the disease, we shall diotingubh between
the forms which occur during iufancy, and after the completioo of the first

dentition.
l'At:Rr,,.-.;.-The principal causes of indigestion in iufants are an ua

4

healthy state of' the milk of the nurse, the use of artificial diet, and lastly,
an impaired condition of the digestive function, which disables the stomach
from digestiog even healthful aliment.
The milk of the nurse may be too old for the child, for it bas been found
that a breaH several months old sometime~, though not always, di:iagrees
with a young infant, in consequence, no doubt, of the milk being somewhat
thicker and richer at that time than immediately after parturition. The
breu~t-glands may continue to secrete colostrum for weeks or even months
afo•r parturition, and when this is the case the child is nlmost sure to suffer
from iudigestion and diarrha'a. The milk may be unwholesome because
the nurse is in bad health, or because her diet is uot properly regulated.
That the diet of the nurse affects her milk, we have uo doubt, though it
ba5 hcen denied by some pers'ons.
We have known several children to suffer from incligestion, attended
with vomiting, acid secretions, colic, and diarrhcea, in consequence of the
uur:;e having indulged in a very rich diet, and particularly in vegetables
and fruits. \Ve do not meau to assert. that all nursing-women should abstain
from fruit.!1, or even live 011 a very simple diet, for we have known some
who Collld make llSe of the richest food, and eat abuudantly of all kinds
of vegetables and fruits, without the least injury to the child. But there are
others who caHnot do so without occasioning indigestion in their iufonts,
heC':rn.sc, prob11bly, their children are unusually susceptible to the action of
the materials absorbed from that kind of' food. Again, it is clearly proved
by recorded cuses ant! by the opinious of' various authorities, that the milk
of ihe uun::e is anecte<l by her moral condition . Children have been
kuown to suffer grently, and even to die, from taking the milk of a. nurse
who hnd just before undergone a fit of violent anger. The clepressiug
moral emotions, as anxiety, grief, foar, and despair, are well known to affect
thC> milk secretion in such a way as sometimes to occasion indige1'tion.
The use of artificial diet for young infants, or as the expression is,
11
bringing up on baud or the bottle," is, we believe, bv far the most frequent cause of i11fligestiou duriug infancy. Very m~ny children \Vith
wbom this is attempted die of indigestions, chronic diarrhrea, gastritis,
entt•ro-colitis, cholera infanturu, and thrush. Very few escape frequent
attack of one or other of the diseases just namerl. l\Iuch depends, no
doubt, on the selection nod preparation of the food. It may be stated as
a well es:tnbli:::hecl fact, that a diet con~isting wholly or in a great part of
farinaceous sub!5tnaces, very rarely fails to disagree with the child, and to
produce indigestion and other di:wrclers of the digestive system, which
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often prO\·e fatnl; while one in which cow's or goat's milk enter!'i

R!<l

the

principal ingredient, though inferior to the nalurnl aliment, and often pro-

ducti\·e of indige:stioo, i~ far IE:~s iojuriou~ than the one before spoken of.
A third cau:;e of indigestion was stated to be the ab~ence or lo:-~ of llie
dige:stive power of the stomach, independent of the nature of the foml.
Thi~ i~ a condition similar to the dyspep.sia of the adult.

It may be <·011genital or may result from cames brought into action after birth. It often

remain" as a con::equence of previous indigt>stions from improper or exce,.si,·e Jhding. It exil:'ts during the iuvasion, cour~e, and convnle:"-cenee of
varioul') 1fo:seases. Dentition frequently diminishes or impairs the toue of
the dige:;tive function, so that the child is often uuable, duriug thnt pro·
ce:::s, to digest aliment which had agreed with it perfectly well nt other

times.
The cnu3es of indigestion after the completion of the first dentition are
cong£'11ital feeblenes:5 of the digestive function; a certain want of power of
that function, which remains often for years in children reare<l upon arti·
fitial diet, and in those who have been debilitated by frequent attackd of
di-.;ea::e of any kind; the habitual use of improper diet i the eating of crude,
iodigc.:;tible food ; the process of the 8ecoud dentition; the want of due
exercbe in the open air; residence in large cities; an<l undue exerci!<e of
the mental faculties in the conduct of the education of the child.
HYMJ>TO:\IS.- ·we shall describe first the symptoms of indigestion ns it
oecurs during infanry, and secondly as it occurs during childhood, or
nfter the completion of' the first deutition.
Indigestion during infancy may be advantageously con~idered under
two hends: as occasional or accidental, and as habitual. By the forme r
we mean that which occurs in a healthy infant from a transient cau:-:e, ~ucb
as repletion, or a momentarily unheali.hy state of the nurse's milk, from
some imprudence ou her part as to diet, from some moral cau::;e, or from
sickne::i.s; and that which depends upon the pa::;sing influence of dentition.
By habitual indiget>tion, we mean the form of the affection which is long
continued in coust:quence of a. persistence of the cause.
The symptoms of occasional or accidental inclige.:itiou in inf.nuts nre:
palenc!"s and contraction of the face; restlessne::;~ and peevishne~; moan·
ing and crying, or in some cases, screaming; nausea, shown by exce:<,.ive
paleues::, often by very great languor, and by occasional retching, which
may either subside without vomiting, or, as more frequently happen:oo, ter·
minate in that act i flatulent distension aucl hardness of tbe abdomen,
especially in the epigastric region, often accompanied with eructations;
an~ in many of the cai::es simple diarrhrea.
These symptoms u~ually
come on soon after nursing freely, or after a very hearty meal of artificial
food, in a child previomly in good health. The attack seldom lasts more
than a few hours or one or two days. The vomiting which almo::;t always
takes place, and which relieves the stomach from the offending cause, very
often accomplishes the cure.
llabilual indigestion in iufants causes a train of symptoms different
from and much more severe than tho::ie just described. Of these the most
important are: frequent attacks of na~sea and vomitiug, and of simple
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diarrh<f'a repeated for days, weeks, or months in succession; paleness,
or ,.ome other unhealthy tint of the cutaneous surface; continual restli:~~ut,...; and discomfort, with fretting or crying, particularly in the latter
parl of' the day and during the evening aDd night, in place of the natural
en.:e a11d quiet ofa healthy infant; constant fits of the most violent screaming from colic, sometimes la:sting for hours i dull and languid expression of
the ronutennnce, or else an uneasy, contracted look, like tbat produced by
continued suffering; more or less emaciation; failure of the natural growth
in :.:tature and size, so that the chil<l is small and puny for its age; want of
calorific power, causing the child to suffer unusually from cold, as shown
by frequeot coolness of the hands and feet; irregular appelite, wh ich makes
it rm·t':-;~ary to tempt it by frequent changes of the food, or more or less
complete atHJrexia; and lastly, the various symptoms that indi<'ate an
impoveri:-;hed state of the blood and bad nutrition.
In ~ome cases there are added to the above symptoms, or there follow
m; a t•o n:::equence of tbe indigestion, those of gastritis or entero·colitis, to be
hereafter described. Indigestion probably seldom proves fatal io in fants,
except from the occurrence of 8ome inflammatory comp li catio11, as for ini;tanre, one of the diseases just named, or acute disease of 5ome other principal organ.
Indigestion in children who have completed the first dentition
iu tbe case of infants, be occasional or habitual. Occasional
occurs in strong and vigorous, as well as in ruore delicate subjects. The
attack generally begins, within a few hours or a day after tbe child bas
eaten some indigestible sub.:.tnnce, with languor and chillines:-3 in older
childnrn, and with languor and peevishness in those who are younger;
afler which there is heudac he, pain in the stomach in most of t~e cases,
nud very ofteu a disposition to somnolence. If the child is attacked with
vomitiug soon after the appe~~rance of these symptoms, aud eject::; the offendi11g material, it will often seem perfectly well from that ti roe. If, however, this docs not take place, feve r, somet im es of a violent character, is
almo:;t certain to make its appearance. The pulse becomes very frequent,
rbdng to 120, l~O. lGO or over, and being full and resisting; the skin become., flushed, dry, and very hot; the appearance of the tongue is not generally changed early in the attack; there is considerable thirst; the chil<l
is rc~tless and uneasy, tossing from side to side, or it lies iu an uneasy
l']f'ep, attended with f'requeut starting aucl jerking of the limbs or crying
out; the abdomen is naturnl, or ha.rd and <listended over the epigastric
regioo. ''rhen the symptoms just described make their appearance suddenly, by which we mean in the course of a few hours, in a child two,
three, four, or five years old, after it has eaten some indigestible substance,
there is reason to fear an attack of convu lsions. The probability of the
Ol'l'urrence of' this accident is great iu proportion to the earliness of the
child's nge, and the impressibility of its nervous system. The attack is
p.'trticularly to be apprehended, and should be carefully guarded against,
Wh('uever the fever is violent, especial ly if the pulse runs very high, wheu
there nre urgent complaints of headache, when the restles::iness and agitatiou are very great, or when there is somno leuce, with frequent startiug:; or
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twitchings of the muscles. Convu]'1-ions sometimes occur without any previous warning, or after such slight signs of disorder as would fail to pro-

dure uneasiness in the parents or attendants.
The symptoms produced by orcnsional indigestion generally continue
unti l nature relieves the stomach by vomiting or diarrh<ra, or utllil the
remedic:s proper in the case, the mo-;t important of which are evacuant.~.

have been admiui:slerecl.

It happens not uufrequently, that symptoms of

ga:stric or intestinal disorder remain for ~ome days afler the violence of the
nuack has sub,.ided, and in some instances the disturbance is so great m; to
occaRion gastritii<, entero-colitis, or dysentery.
llubitual indigel$tion in children who bave completed the first dentition
is not at all an uncommon nffectiou . It is a conditiou analogou!i to the
dyispep;;;ia of the adult. The symptoms of this form are the followiug:
The general appearance of the child is delicate, as shown by a pallid or
sallow tiot of the skin, iustead of the ruddy complexion of health, by
thiune:":; and want of proper development of the limbs and truuk, und
by bOftness and flaccidity of' the muscular tissue$. There is an habitual
air of languor and listlei"."lle:'s, with absencf' of the u;:.ual gayety anrl di~
position to play uatural to the age, and the child often complains of being
ti red. The appetite is feeble or uncertain, being sometimes absent, and
at other times too great; or it is peculiar, there being a willingnes:; to
eat of dainties, but a refusal of food of a simple character. The to11gue
presents noth ing peculiar. It is, however, more frequently somewhat
furred than clean and natural. The temper is usually irritable and uncertain . The child rarely sleeps well; 011 the coutrary, lhe nights are
re~tle~s aud much di,.turbed, the sleep being brokeo aud interrupted by
turning_and rolling, by moaning or crying out, aad by grinding of the
teeth. These latter symptoms, together with picking at the nos.e, which
is a. frequent accompaniment, are almost al ways referred by the parents
nod nurses to worm~. anrl it is often impossib le to convince them to the
contrary, eveu though frequent and violent 1loses of vermifuges have foiled
to show the existence of eotuzoa. The state oft.he bowels is uncertain. In
some instances they are very much constipated, requiring frequent cJo,.es
of laxatives, or careful regulation of the diet, to keep them soluble; in
others they are inclined to be loose, aa<l when thi:-J happens the stool:-i are
often lienleric. In other.3 1 again, constipation and diarrhroa alternate.
The abdomen is usually uatural, or somewhat enlarged from flatulent distensio n ; complaints of p:tin are not uncommon. This form of indigei;tion,
like dyspepsia in the adult 1 is geuerally a very chronic affection, seldom
lasting less than several weeks or months, an<l sometimes persisting for
years.
DrAoxosrs.-Tbe occasional indigestion of infants is not likely to be
mi~taken for any other complaint. The suddenness of the attack, the
character and quaatity of the matters ejected from the stomach, the absence of symptoms indicating the invasion of any other disorder, the short
duration of the symptoms, and the rapid recovery 1 all render the true
nature of the case very clear. That which occurs in older childl'en, on
the contrary, is not so easy of diagnosis. In many cases the inva!!ion is
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not unlike that of~carlet fever. Tbe vomitiag1 the rapidity of the pulse,
the great heat of the skia and in some cases a certai11 suffusion of the iutegument dependent on the activity of the circulation, all render the case
doubtful for some hourB-, or for a day, after which time the difficulty
cea.~c:<, from the developrr.ent of the symptoms peculiar to the di:;order.
We bt'lieve that, quite frequently, cases of simple sore throat from cold,
or mild forms of diphtheria, or severe ones iu the early stage, are mistaken for indigestion. They are referred to and explained in popular language as" bi lions attackl:i." The lassitude, the occasional vomiting 1 the
wnnt of appetite, the more or less decided febrile movement, are explained
on the theorr of gastric disorder. So true is this that we have formed the
habit onr~elves, aucl recommend it to others, of always looking into the
throat when a child \\'ho cannot speak 1 or is too young to describe his own
1:5en,;ntious, exhibits a train of rsymptoms pointing to digestive disturbance.
'fhh~ is the only way 1 often, of making a correct diagnosis. The absence
of any apparent pa.in ur difficulty in swallowing goes with us for nothing.
W c deem it wise to look into the throat. Tbe diagnosii;i of indigestion accompanied by convulsions will be consi<lere<l in the article on tbe latter
1

nfl~<'lion.

The habitual indigestion of infants is not likely to be confounded with
any other disease. The absence of fever, of tenderness of the abdomen on
pre~"ure, or other acute symptoms, all indicate tbe dependence of the <lisOl'(ler ou functional distress of the stomach. The same remarks apply to
thi,:. form of the di::;ease occurring in older children. Nevertheless, the
practitioner should never neglect to make a careful examination, both of
the phrical and rational signs, of all the important organs of the body 1 as
it ::;ometirnes happens that latent disease of some one of them is tbe cause
of the ~astric difficulty.
J>1w0xos1s.-The prognosis of occasional iadigestion is nearly al\\'ays
f:wornhle. It is rarely a daugerous disorder, unle~s accompanied by convul:-ions, or some other sign of vio1ent disturbance of' the nervous system.
Under the latter circllruf:itnnces the prognosis should be very cautious, as
the tenniuatio11 is not llnfreqneotly fatal iu consequence of injury done to
the lll'rvous centres. It should be recollected also that this form of' indige.~lion :r:ometimes becomes the exciting cause ofiufiamrnatioo of' the stomach
or iutetSLines, in which event the prognosis will be that of those diseases.
Habitual iu<ligestion in infants is a serious complaint, anti ought always
to n.wnkeu the solicitude both of' the physician and parents; for though
a simple functional dbease of' the stomach is probably not often fatal, it is
exceedingly apt to prove so by the iutroduction of gastritis, chronic enteritis,
eutero-cnlitis, or thrush, or by its laying the system open to other diseases,
and rendering it less able to withstand them should they happen to occur.
In older children it is not, according to our experience, so dangerous a
malady. 'Ve have never, as yet, seen it terminate fatally.
T1:UT;\IENT.-The treatmeut of occMional indigestion in infants ought
to be very simple. 'l'be child hus geuerally relie\•ed itself by vomiting
ht'fore the physician i called. Jf, however, it coutinues pale anti lauguid 1
with vomitiug or retching, n.fter the stomach seems to have been emptied,
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the proper plan is to make u:::e of remedies to calm the irritability c1f that
organ. This can almo~t always be accompli!'l:bed by giving a teMpoonful
every ten or fifteen minutes of a mixture of lime-water and milk, con:-h•ting
of one-third milk to two-thirds lime-water, or of equal proportion~ of ('ach,
or the S<lme doses of a mixture consisting of equal parts of lime-water anti
cinnamon-water. At the same time a smal l mustard-pluster 1 weakened
with wheat flour, or flannels wrung out .o f hot brandy and water, may be
applied to the epigastriurn, or a warm ladian mn:;h poultice, in a flu1;11el
bag, laid over the whole abdomen. Should these means fail to relie\'e the
sickue~::;, from half' a drop to a drop of laudauum, or ten drops of parrgori(·,
may be administered, and repeated, if necessary, in two hours. The <'hild
generally recoverd its ui'ual health after the sickne::::s has entirely rca~eJ .
If, however, it rcmaiu fretful aud uneasy, if it cry much as thougli in pain,
it is probable that a portion of aliment has passed, in n partially or wholly
undigested state, into the intestines. The su~picion will be confirmed if the
abdomen is found, upon palpation and percu:;:::ion, to be swelled, hard,
and re~onant from fbtuleut collections in the bowels. Under the,;e circum:'tances, a laxative ought to be given . The best dose is half n teaspoonful or a teaspoonful of cnstor oil, a teaspoonful of simple or 8piced
syrup of rhubarb, or, if' there have been e\·idcnces of an aci<l state of the
stomach, about a quarter of a teaspoouf'ul of the be:5t magnesia. If, however, the tongue io coated and the stomach irritable, it is better to allay this,
and at the 8ame time to promote secretion from the inlestines, by the administration of the following powders:
R. Hydrargyri Chloridi
m~muthi
f'~l<lii

~r. ~ 

~lili~,

gr.x.
gr. v.

t;ubnitrati ... ,

Bicarb.,
:1\1. eLdiv. in <.'ha.rL

~o.

x.

Do<Je. One e\·ery two hours for a child two years ohl.

The occwdona{ indigestion of older children demands a different and
more energetic treatment. After a!';certaiuing that. tbe child had euteu
something iudigeotible, we should inriuire whether there has been vomiting. If there has been none, or if only slight, it will be proper t:°l gi\'e.
au emetic immediately. The best one under the circumstances is ipecac·
uanha. It may be given either in powder or syrup. The dose is familiar
to e\'er.r one. If the ipecacuauha be not at hand, we may use a teaspoonful of powdered alum in honey or molas.~e5, to be repeated, if nece:s·
sary, in fifteen minutes. Alum is even less apt t.o fail t.lrnn ipec:acuanha.
If the child continue unwell after the operation of the emetic, whith is
often tbe case, and particularly if the fe\'er be considerable, a purgative
should be given as soon as the stomach will bear it. Tbe best do::e is
castor oil, which i:s the most speedy and least irritatiog. It may be given
in ornnge·juice, wh ich forms aa excellent vehicle, or, if the child is old
enough, in the froth of beer or porter. A teaspoonful is generally enough.
If the oil cannot be taken, we may give infusion of senna an<l. manna, the
fiuirl extract of senna mixed with spiced syrup o( rhubarb, syrup of rhu·
barb nlone, magnesia, to be followed by lemonade: salts and magnesia, or
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the former nlone, or, 1nstly, n Reidlitz powder. If the fever continue, and
the c·nthnrtic fail to operate io four or six hours, a purgative enema. ought
to be g iven to hasten ib; efft::ct. A bath at about 96° or 97° will almost
always be found U!'-leful in these ca~e~. Th e child shou ld be kept in the
b:uh from eight to twelve or fifteen minutes. The only circumstances
which form an objection lo this remedy are the facts of the patieut being
1:10 irritable, or so fearful of the water, as to make it necessary to contend
with him in order to succeed in using it. When this is the ca~e, it had
better not be employed, and sponging with tepid water and spirit shou ld
he sub~titutcd. If the child complains of pain in the sto;nach, the application of a wnrm mush-poultice o"°er the epigastri um or whole abdomen
will be found of much service.
Wheu iu this form of indigestion the febrile rt>action is violent, as it
often is, and particularly wbeo there are s i gn~ of great disturb<rnce of the
nervou'i !::iystern, consisting of excessive agitation, comp la.iots of seve re
headache, rlrowsiness, mouuing or crying out in the sleep, or twitching
and je1·king of the mt1.1:clc~, the phyttician should beware of a conn1bive
attack. In such ca~es as these, the patient ought to take a purgative dose
of cnlornel (fro m two to three grains), or a ciessertspoonfol of ca:-tor oil, ..
have u warm hath at once, and soon after ao iujection. The remedies
ou~ht to be prompt and energetic, for the case is pressiug. A convul::: ion
is alway!'i a clnngerouti event iu childhood, and should be prevented if possible. If ctdomel has beeu given, a cathartic close ought to be administered about two hours nfterwards, in order to in sure an action upon the
bowel~. and to carry the calomel out of the system.
After the admiuistration of the evaeuant, bromide of potassium alone, or in combi;mtion
with sma ll doses of opium, are invaluable. At four to five years of age,
two and a half grains of' the bromide, with one or two minirn11 of laudanum,
given every hour or two hours, of two, three, four, or more doses, or until
the nervous phenomena are controlled, or sleep is induced, make the
proper dose. In severa l cases in which the nenrous syruptoms h:we been
very urgent, autl where convu ls ious ha.ve occurred, we have known smal l
do~es of chlornl hydrate, two gra in s at the age above mentioned, given
two or three times~ of sing-ular efficacy iu calmiug the threateuing erethisro
of the nerve-centres. Th e diet should be ab>5olute during the violent
stages of the attack, and th e usual diet is to be resumed ouly by degrees.
Till' drinks may be plain water or g um-water, taken cold .
It uot unfrequently happe us that occasional io<ligestion is followed by
gastritis or cnteriti.:;, or by hnbitual indi gestion Justing for weeks or e,·en
mouth!l. These ditthent sequelm must be treated according to the plan
proper for each.
The lwbitual indigestion of both infants and older children requires a
rerv differeot trentmeut from the occasional or accidental form. Iu hoth
the.iudicatioos nre nearly th e. same. The must important are very carefu l
reA"tilittion of the diet in all its detnils 1 the use of toni cs and stimul ants to
restore tone and vigor to the digestive function, the employment of remedie~ to correct the state of the bowels, whether they be relaxed or cousti-
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pated, and attention to securing the child proper exercise, exposure to the
air, and suitable clothing.
If the symptoms of the di,.order occur in n. child at the brea,.t, thC' milk
of the nurse should be carefully examined, iu order to a,.rertaiu whNlwr
it he good. If found to possess any unhealthy qunlitief-l, the 11ur:-e ought
to b(' changed at once. Attention to this point alone will almost certainly
cure the chil<l. It needs no other remedy.
If the patient is fed wholly or in part, it is esi:-ential to regulate the 1li~t
to suit the state of the digestive function. ~!ilk ought in al I case~ to form
the ba,.is of the food, unless it has been proven by patient trial to be ahsolutely repugnant to the stomach. \Ve have often found that infants wh•l
had been thought quite iucapable of digesting cow's milk, could do Hl
very readily when it was very much wcake11cd with waler. The u~ual
proportio11s for an infant of a few monthis old, are half and half, or two
part!i milk for one of water. When these are found to disagree, it i.;; w<'ll
to try three, or e\'en four or five parts of water to one of milk, and if the
stomach digest thi~. as it often will, the proportion of milk may be slowly
and cautiously incrca,.ed to the usual standard. If we conclude that milk
·cannot be dige!:-'te<l by the child, it is best to try cream. Of this one part
to three or four of water may be given. Some iufants of six or eight
mouths olc.l, it may be remarked, who cannot digest more than very small
quantities of milk, will take and digest well very delicate broths made
of chicken or mutton, or small quantities of the li~ht«>st meats, as mutton,
chickC:u, or very tender beef, minced up extremely fine, and given by
tea~pooufuls.

In ca::::es of this kind we have found the diet coni;isting of gelatin, milk,
cream, aml arrowroot, prepared in the manner directed in the article
on food, to suit better than anything else. 'Ve have met with a number
of children, whom it was necessary to feed to the amount of a pint or n. pi at
and a half a day, iu addition to their being uursed occasionally, who
could take neitber milk an<l water, cream and water, milk and arrowroot,
oatmeal grnel, rice gruel, nor indeed anything that was tried, without
vomitiug, colic, and severe diarrhrea, who digested perfectly well and
throve admirably upon the preparation allucle<l to. 'Ve have med it
during many years, and have recommended it for a great many chihlrcn,
and Jo not hesitate to say that it agrees with a larger number than any
diet we have employe<l or seen employed.
The diet of ol<ler children laboring under chronic weakness of the dige~tive function is as important as that of infants. Two chief ends should
always be borne iu mind in selecting it, digei:itibility and nutritiou~nes!!.
The former is all-important, for without it, the stomach, con:;tantly irritated by improper food, has no chance of regaining its tooe, while the
latter is neces::;ary io order to sustain the streogth of the child, and allow
it to carry on its growth. 'Ve have generally found it most prudeut 1 aod
often really necessary, to specify as tu the substances to be given at each
meal. The morning and evening meal ought to con::;ist of bread and milk,
mush and milk, or of milk, warm water aocl sugar (called in this country
childreu's or cambric tea), and bread an<l butter, au<l nothing el~e in wO.:it
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of the rnc:e~. IL is sometimes proper to allow a ROft·boiled egg, particulnrly if the C'hild be very fond of it. The dianer ought to consi:-t of light
broth~ containing ri ce, with bread or toast, or of the plain meats., as 111ut·
ton, hl·ef, chicken, turkey, bird,;, or fine game. No ve~etable ought to be
allowed in mo!:!l of the ca<jl's except rice, as all others, e\·en the potato,
are very apt to disagree. '\'e believe that the potato is more digestible
wlwn ron,.teil than when boiled. If the child re<1uire anything between
brt>akfo,.t and dinner, it may have what is allowed at breakfast, or dry
hrl'ad and 11othiog el~e. There are various articles of diet which should
be uh~nlutl•ly forbidden. among-~t which are hot and sweet cakes, and hot
br(•ad of all kinds; sau~age~, not unfrequently givrn to child ren in this
country; com-beef, ham 1 veal, pork, goose, ducb, fihh; all manner of des~
i;crt, excepti ng ri ce-pud<ling, or curch-i·and·whey, often called junket; Fweetllll:'•ll~, C'lLndie:i, fruits, except some of our finest summer ones; :rnd to conrlud(•, everything which Ion~ ob~ervation :rnd experience ha,·e shown to be
un.-uitable to a dyspeptic Ftomach.
It j,. ~ometime~ very difiitult to find anything to agree well with the
child. Inoue cao:e of a child three rears old that came uuder our oh . . ervution, oeithC'r milk, bread, nor mc:at could be U\ken . The caseine of
milk seemed to he ab.::;olutely indige!,tible, as it would be rejected from
the stomach many hours, or eve n a dny or two, after the milk had been
taken, i11 the form of masse~ of' dry, fibrous cheese, of an oblong ~bape,
1w:1rly or quite :ts large as a peach·slone. Afler trying various arlide~.
Wt.-' found tlrnl the child digc:-tecl raw oysters, sociu-bi-cuit, and rcnnetwhey, nnd upon tht>i'e article:-; aloae she lived for two weeks, nt the end
of whith time i-be had improved so muC'h a>: to he nble to take the while
ml'at of chicken ,·ery finely minced. She gradua ll y regained her previous
henllh.
Af'tn regul.ating the diet, s; uC'h remedies ac; tend to invigorate the clige~tive f'unttious ought to be prei'cribed. The mo~t importa.ut of the:-ie
arc the ve~etable nae! miu(!ral tonic:", and mild stimulants. 'Ve have
fouud quiuine, iron, and small quantities of' porl wine or brandy, to sucCel·d better than anything eJo:e. To a child under two years old, from a
quarter to half a grain of quini11c, and to one ovt•r that age, a grain
nrny be given three times a dny, and co ntinued for two, three, or four
WCl'b. lL is nH>st readily given to young cliilclren diffu5ed, without being
cli~~olved, inn mixture of equal purts of syrup of gum nnd ginger or iu
~yrup of red ornuge~. or, what is probuhly the be!l.t of nil, elixir of
li!1uorice; while to thoi::e who nre older it mny be ndmini:-:tered in pill.
Ot'the preparations of iron we prefer the wine, the byrup of' the iodide, or
tht forrum re<lal'tum. The wine of iron is he~t given in Dr. Era-mu.s Wile:on's formula, C'On:-:isting of ~yrup of tolu and cum way water. At the age
of:-ix mouth .. , from 10 to].) drop~; at two year;;, 20 to 30 drop~, should
be gin;.'ll three times a d:ty. Of the syrup of the iodide, J drop for
infi.1111~, 2 to -:I drops for older child ren, are used three times n. day. Of
the nwtullic iron, t of a grain for infants, and ~ a grain for older chil<lren,
is the proper do~e, three times a day. It may be mixed with sugar nnd
dropped upon the tongue, or nm.de into a lozenge witb chocolate. " 'hen
25
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there i~ any suspicion of a scrofulous taint in the child's constitution, or
when it is dispo~ed lo have chronic irritations, excoriations, or ulcerations of the nostrils, otorrhooa, or papules or pu~tules about the eyt'lids
or other parts of the body, it is useful to give the wine of' iron ruixturr,
with from ! a minim to 1 minim, according to the age, of Fowler'ij
solution of arsenic added to each dose, three times a day, direcliy after
food. Under these circumstances, and particularly when the dy$peptic
condition is accompanied with frequent uausea or occasional vomiting,
with frontal headache, and with constipation, seeming to indicate a t.fo•position to tubercular deposit in the sy~tem, we have found cod-liver oil
the mo:::t efficient of all the remedies that we have tried . It h1\is oft~u
removed with great rapidity the dy:speptic 8ymptorns, invigorated the
general health, and, in fact, restored the patient to health . The do:<e is
from half a teaspoonful to a teaspoonful twice or three times a day, nt
the age of six or eight years. It is best taken in a snrnll quantity of
malt liquor, or floating ou strong mint-water, or syrup of ginger. Iu very
youug children, and iu older ones also, when the latter refuse to take it in
the ordinary methods, the followiug formula for its administration will be
found one of the best:
f,5ss.
ll . Ol..Jcc.Asclli,
q.s.
Pulv ... \caciic,
gtt. vj.
Ol.(;inn:u11omi 1 vcl 01.Gaullhcrire,
q. s.
Sacch ..\lb.,
, q.~.acl f,5iij.-)L
Aq. Cinnamomi,
Do!-;e.-.\. dcs<:crtspoonful three times a day, after eating.

The recent introduction of the use of pep::ifo in the treatment of dis-.
orders "hicb, like the one under consideratiou, are characterized by a
want of digestive power, is a valuable improvement in their management.
It is nearly always well received by the stomach, and in many cases will
enable the child to take and digest the proper amount of suitable food,
which before would have caused evidences of gastric embarrassment, with
the rejection of a. considerable part of tbe meal in an nndige:ste<l state by
vomiting or stool.
Pep~iu may be administered in the form of powder,-the best prepara·
tiou of which is that now sold under the name of saccharated peJ'.!lin,-and
the proper do:se of which for a young child is two or three grains taken
immediately after meals. Or we may use the liquor pepsinm, which is a
so lut ion of th is substance in glycerin and water, acidulated with muriutic
acid. The proper dose of this latter preparation is from ll)lxx to f3::ss.,
taken diluted with a little water, also directly after meals.
The combination of small tloses of muriatic acid is unquestionably of
advantage in increasing the digestive power of the stomach. 'Ve have
thus found the following mixture of much service in the chronic indiges·
tion of children:

&. Acid. Muriatici Dil.1

gtt. xxv.

Lir1.Pep!:iinre,

f,3j.-)L
Elix. Califlayre, U.ii.1 •
Dose.-A half teaspoonful to a teaspoonful, according to the age of the chil<l.
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In connection with these remedies, a little port wine or brandy may be
nllowed twice or three times a day, or at dinoer only. To young chilflren, one or two teaspoonfuls of brandy may be given in tbe cour.se of the
day, mixed iu water, or, better still, in milk; of the port wine, from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful, according to the age and strength of the
patient, may be repeated morning, noon, and night. I t may be well for
us to ~ay that we do not approve of the daily use of' this form of stim ula nts
fo r children over six or eigh t years of age. 'Ve once knew a boy, ten
yearl'I of nge, to become so fond of his port wine as to purloin it from the
pantry. If young children must ha ve such tonics after the age above iudicntc:<i, we believe the French system of allowing claret, or the German
one of allowing light beer, to be the best and safest.
If the bowels are iu clin ed to constipa tion 1 they should be kept solubl e
by bxative enemata, and by the use of rhubarh or aloes; when relaxed,
the frequency of the dischnrges may be contro11€d by chalk mixture, by
anodyne euemata g iven once or twice a day, by the aromatic syrup of
galls (to be described under the bead of eotero·colitis), or by some of the
R::itringents in common use.
In ca,.es where the evidences of a cata r rhal state of the mucous membrnne of the stomach aud intestine are present, we have frequently found
eXl'('llent results to follow the administration of small doses of' nitrate of
silver (g r. -3\r to l5") g iyen iu sol uti on iu thin syrup of acacia two or three
times a day.
ln nil cases of chroni c indigestion in children, it ought to be regarded
a,; nn c"scutial part of the treatment to secure to the patient a proper
amount of exercise in the open air. In summer the child should pass
.::.en:ral hours of every day in the air. It ought, indeed, if 1he heat of the
sull {'an he avoided by proper shad e, to pass the whole day in this way.
Jn winter it is, of course, impossible to cany this system to the same extent, but the child s boulJ nevertheless be taken out at least once a day;
this may be done in the co ldest, and even in damp weather, if sufficient
clothing be worn. If a child comes back from a walk with warm limbs,
and with its cheeks in a glow, there is litt le danger of co ld. The q uantity of clothing must depend on the co nstitu t ion and idi osyncrasy of the
patient. So1ne need twice as mu ch as others. The proper amount is best
determined by the temperature and coloration of the surface afLer a walk.

ARTICLE II.

U~mER this title we shall describe a mild form of diarrh ooa to which
children are very subject, in which the pathological condition appears to
be one of were functional disorder, or of ve ry moderate hyperremia or
catarrh of the intestioa l mucous membrane. \V e might, indeed, assume
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with some, that the disorder is at all times one of mild catarrh of the
bowels, but we deem it best, in a pntctical point of view, to con~itler it as
being sometimes one of' functional disturbance only, since many ob:<cn·ers
of high authority declare that they meet with cases of even fatal diarrhrea
in which no a11atomical alterations are found after death, and i;ince we
ourselves have met with so many cases in practice which follow a ditforent
course in symptomatology, duration, aud their effects upon the ca11 .. titu·
tion 1 from the form of di::>et1se which we shall treat of as entero-coliti:s or
inflammatory diarrhooa.
CAUSES.-The en.uses of the disease chiring infancy are w~(at'f'Jl'able
liy,gienic condition.~, as the habitation of unwholesome, ill-ventilated, damp,
and filthy dwellings, or of contracted aud crowded quarters of citie.;; and
towns; an wiheall!ty 6late of the milk of tbe nurse; the use of' artificial diet
at too ea1·ly an age, especially that of an improper kind; cold; Je11lilio11;
and lastly, great atnwsphFric .heats. The most important of these are improper alimentation, by which we mean the use of artiticin.l diet, and particularly one consisting chiefly of fariooceous substances to the exdu:-:ion
of a. proper amount of milk, and dentition. Pora fuller account of' the
iuftueace of these different circumstances on the digestive organs of children, the reader is referred to the remarks on food, the cause:; of enterocoliti~, and to the article on thrush.
The chief causes of the disease after the first dentition fl.re, according
to our experience: the habitual use of improper food; the lo.~s of dige~tive
power, which often follows a se\·ere indigestion, or an attack of ~ornc acute
disf'ase; tbe debility of constitution which attends sudden aud rapid growth;
the want of proper exercise and exposure to the air; the predi:-:po~ition
which exists iu some children from he1·editary causes; and the distnrbiog
influence of the second dentition.
The system of indiscriminate diet allowed to children in this country ii:,
it seems to us, a fruitful cau~e of gat-tric and intestinal complaint--. We
believe that, as a geueral rule, children over two au<l three years of age,
are allowed amongst us to eat of the food prepared for the older members
of the family. Now, any one who will reflect upon the val'iely of di:-:hes
habitually placed upon an American table, ought uot to be surpri~<'<l to
see children permitted a choice amidst such profusion, pale, tbin,delic·ate,
expo.!:!ed to frequeut iudigestions, attacks of diarrhcen. and entero·coliti:i, to
ga!:tric fevers, and the host of minor illti attendant upon feeble dige~ti\'e
powers. 'Ve are acquainted with some families in this city, the children
of which, from the age of two yeare, are allowed ha\Jitunlly to breakfa~t
upon hot rolls and butter, bot buckwheat cakes, hot Indian cake:-, rice
cakes, sausages, salt fi:5h, ham, or dried beef, and coffee or tea; aud to dine
upon a choice of various meats anU a great varieLy of vegetable$, which
latter they often prefer to the exclusion of meat, and theu to make a rich
dessert of pies, puddings, preserves, 01· fruits; and lastly, to make an evening meal of tea aud bread and butter, almost always relished, as the term
is, with preserves, stewed fruits, hot cakes of some kind, or with radi::ihes1
cucumbers, or some similar dish . Add to such meals as the abqve, the
eating between whiles of all kinds of candies and comfits, which many
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chilclrc>n here regularly expect in larger vr smal ler quantity, cnkes both
rich and plain, fruit,.; to exce~s and at all hours, from soon aft.er breakfast
to just before going to bed,'rabins and al month, and nuts of various kinds,
an1l the wonder is, not that we are a pale, thin, dyopeptic, and anxiouslooking race of people, compared with Europeans, but that we bave any
health at tt ll , when our chi ld1·en are allowed to make use of the indie:criminatc aucl unwholesome diet juot de$cribed. Such a system undoubtedly
ocl·n.:ions frequent attacks of the disease under consideration, aarl unless
the dit't be chan ged early in the attack, it is very apt to become chronic.
Il li:t ~ been stf\ted that simple diarrhroa. sometimes followed as a consequenl'C of indigedtion. W e have known such a result to occur in children
predou,;ly in fine health, and to con,t inu e for several weeks or months. Ia
the"e in:-;tnnces, the disorder appears to depend in good m ea~ure on the loss
of the clige$tive power of the stomach. This seems proved by tbe great
influence which the character of the food has upon the malady, which is
alway:<. ng-gravnted by the use of any articles except those uuiversaJly acknowledged to be the most digestible, and also by the frequent coexistence
of lientery when the food is not of' the lightest kind.
\re hnse several lim es met with cases which we could as<:ribe to no
other cnuse than debility and want of power of the <ligestive organs, dependrnt upon too rapid g rowth. That sudd en and ntpid growth may
produce feeble digestion, or, in other words. a dyspeptic state, is, in our
opinion, proved by the following consideration. It is attended with loss
of nppetite, emaciation, palenesi!, languor, and weakness, and frequent attnc·ks of diarrhrea, or a chronic form of that disorder; all of which symp·
tom s are gl'eatly iuftu euced hy the reg im en of the child, and are most
rcitdily removed by attention to that point, aud by the use of tonics and
stimu lants.
The other ca uses enumerated need but little comment. \Ve will merely
remark that we have severa l times observed a predispositiou to weakness of
the di~e.::tive organ:i, transmitted apparently from parent to ch ild. As to
the influence of the second rlentition, we have no doubt that it is a frequent
cnu;.:e of the complaint, and we believe tbat it is too little attended to by
prat·titioners.
AN.\TO~llCAL APPEARANCEs.-It hn s already been stated that we look
upon th is disorder as one of' purely functional disturbance in many inst11nce::i. \Ve are led to take this view by the fact that it is so often unat·
tendc1l by any of the ordinary signs of inflammatory action, aud because
some \'ery competent ob:mrvers affirm that they have failed to flnd in a
certain proportiou of cases of fatal dinrrhcca, any lesions appreciable to
the f;en:-;c~. Thus, M. Billard says (Mal. des Enfants, p. 392): 14 Many
children at the breast have dinrrhooa without enteritis; they lose color,
become etiolat ed, fall into n. ~tate of marasmus, and yet at the autopsy not
R tmre of inflammation of the intestines is found."
l\L Bertin ( Mal. des
E'1~/it1it.~, 2Ume ed., p..57-l) stnteo that of fifty-seven ens.es of gastro-intestinal
dise~t,;e ob;:;erved by himself, there were four in which not a trace of ioflammnti on, or any other appreciable lf'sion of the alimentary tract, could be
found. ~DI. Rilliet nod B.trthez, in their first edition (t. i, p. J91 ), assert
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that iu about every twelve children affected with more or les.::; ahtrnditnt
diarrhcea, and in whom we might expect to find colilis., there will l>l' 011e
in whom the gastro-inlestinnl tract will be foubd in a state of pC'rfi:l'l integrity. They add that this couclu~ion is deduced from a compari~on of
nearly three hundred aut0psies. 'Ve <lo not find this statement given in
their second edition, but we do find there ( t. i 1 p. 693) the followi11g Jlnragraph: "Quite frequently, especially in early infaucy, in ca~es in which
the symptoms have pointed to some disease of the gnstro-inte::-tinal tube,
an autopsy reveals no lesion of the solids, or only changes of minimum
importance. The secretioas alone are vitiated." One must suppo:oe, therefore, that the class of cases which we describe as simple diarrhren, nre!-lometimes quite ia<lependeut of any anatomical changes in the tissue~. recognizable by our ordinary methods of examination, or that those changel'l nre
so slight and so evnnescent as to disappear after death; or that thPy itre
those only of the mildest forms of catarrhnl inflammation. It is not 11nJikely1 it seems to us, that further and more minute investigatiua, e:-<pctially
with the microscope, will reveal tissue-changes which are not diiscoverable
by the unassisted senses.
'Vhen the anatomical changes, constituting the catarrh al state, are found
in children who presented during life the symptoms of simple diarrhcea,
they will be such as are described by Niemeyer iu the following pn~i!nge:
"Catarrh rarely affects the entire intestiual canal. It is most frequent iu
the large intestine, less so in the ileum, and rarest in the jejunum nn<l duodenum. The anatomical changes left in the cadaver by acute cntarrh,are
sometimes pale, at other:S dark redness, swelling, relaxation, and friability
of the mucous membrane, which is sometimes diffose, at other:; limited to
the vicinity of the solitary glands and of Peyer's patches, and a serous infiltration of the sub mucous tissue. Occasionally, after death, the injection
bas entirely disappeared, and the mucous membrane appears pule aud
bloodless. Swelling of the solitary glands and glands of Peyer is an almost constant appearance; they distinctly project above the surface 1)f the
mucous membrane. The mesenteric glands also are usually fouwl hyper::cmic and somewhat enlarged. The contents of the intestines con:-<i~t ut first
of plentiful serous fluid, mixed with detached epithelial and young ('t:ll~,
subsequently of a cloudy mncus, which is adherent to the wall of the in·
testine, and contains epithelial structures.' 1
The best description that we are acquainted with of the auatomiral ap·
pearances found in the intestines in fatal caees of diarrhooa, not in chil<lren,
to be sure, but in adults, is that given by Dr. 'Voodward in his work on
Camp Diseases (Philadelphia, 1863). In that work (page 21G ), under the
head of simple diarrhroa, he says that this form of diarrhcea i~ to be regar<led as the result, usually, of irritation of the intestinaJ mucous nll'm·
brane, produced hy the ingestion of improper food, or other cau~es mentioned, and as expressing itself iu increased secretion throughout the intf:. . .
tinal tract. The irritation, he goes on to say, may even amount to
inflammation. Opportunities for post-mortem examination occur but
rarely. 11 Tliey reveal little that bears on tbe nature of Lhe <li:sense, except congestion of the intestinal ve~sels of variable inten~ity ." At page
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246 will be found a description of ihe histology of the intestinal lesion in
chrouic <liarrhooa, including the changes observed in specimens but moderately di~ea::ed, which latter would probably be the analogue of what we
might expect to find in the simple diarrhcea of children we are now de·
ecribing. 'Ve must refer the reilder to the work itself: as the pac:.sage is
too long to be quoted in full here; but we cannot help thinking that Dr.
Woodward's descriptions would apply also to the changes induced in chi!·
clren hy like cau~ec:., and leading to simil ar forms of diseac:.e.
RnrPTQ:\L').-\Ve shall describe first the symptoms of simple dianhcea
in inf~rnts, and afterwards tho::e which characterize the disorder in older
child ren . In infants the appearance of the dinrrhcea is usually preceded
comfort of the
or nccompanie<l by slight disturbance of the
child. There is some degree of
disposition to
cry; the child sleeps Jess than usual,
starts and moans during
~ J eep; all of which symptoms are more marked, as is the case indeed in
nearly ull the ailments of children, during the night. Though the symp·
toms described are observed from time to time, and particularly during
the night, they are not always present, as the infant will occasionally
through the day seem perfectly well and comfortable, with the except i1)n,
perhaps 1 of slight paleness and lan guor, almost always perceptible upon its
countenance. There is no fever in these cases, or at least notl1ing more
than unusual warmth of the hand:S, feet, and abdomeo at night. If a
marked febrile reaction take place, t here would be reason to suspect the
existence of some degree of entero-colitis. The mouth often becomes, after
a few days, a little warmer and less moist than usual; the tongue is gN1er- ·
ally moist and only sli ghtly coated; and the appetite is commo1.1lydimi11ished,
as shown by the ch ild's nursing with less eagerness and at longer intervals
than before. In ,-ery mild cases the slnol11 are at first 1 and sometimes
throughout the attack, feculent; the only deviatiou frorn their ordinary
cburacter is tbat they are more frequent, thinner, more copiou~ than
wmnl, and that the odor is changed so as to become acrid and offeosive.
Ju severe ca:3.es, they contain les:3. feculent matter, become yet more fluid
and sometimes watery, and exhibit smal l particles of a greenish color scat·
tered through them; or the whole of the di.:;charge is of a deep-green color,
nn<~is intermixed with portions of mucus. In many of the cases, whitish
lumps, evidently consisting of undigested curd, are observed mixed with
the other r:mbstances upon the napkin. The num!Jer of stools varies from
two, three, or four, to six or eight in the twenty·four hours. The number
la~t mentioned is seldom exceeded, so long as the diarrhcea remains simple.
The abdomen is seldom distended or painful to the touch. Tbe 9ene1·al ap·
pearance of the child almost always shows the elft!cts of the malady upon
the coustitution after a few days. rl'he countenance becomes paler and
thinner; the eyes look somewhat hollow i the e<lges of the orbits are more
ddiued, and often present R pale-bluish circle; slight emaciation takes
place, nod the flesh of the child becomes 0fter and more relaxed than before the attack. The duration of the disorder is generally short, as it sel·
dom ln.8ts more than three or four days or a week. It may terminate in
complete restoration to health, without having exposed the life of the child
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to danger; or, if the cau ..es which gave ri,.e to it continue in !l.Ction, if lhe
child is ofdelicatecou~litutiou or the treatment 11ot currect,nn<l e.-;pecially
if this is of too perturbating a character, it is very apt to run into euterucolitis and expo::e the patieut to all the dangers of thnt disease.
In older childl'Cn ( nf'ter the first dentition ), the disease is much lei:.i; frequent thnn in infants, und prc,.ents a different train of symptom:;. Ol'ten
it is nothing more than n slight disorder of' the bowels, amountiog to thn•e,
four, or five ::itools, thinner and more 1tbu11dant than usual, actompanieli
by !-light colicky pains, irnd unattended by fover or other ~igns of sickne . . -11
\\hich, after continuing one, two, or three dny,,;;, cea~e~, an<l the rhild regains its usual health. Some children are particularly liable to the~c attac:ks, and suffer from them every few week8, or after any indiscretion in
diet; whilst in others they are rare, let the diet be what it may.
There is another form of ~imple diarrhroa, however, of which we have
eeeu a number of ca:ies, muc:b more tronb\e$ome than the one just dc:;c:ribed.
It Ot'curs in chilrlren from two and a half to seven and eigbt years of uge,
lasts a considerably longer time, and is mm·h le::.s under the control of
remedial measure~. This form of the disease has ne,·er, in the ca"es that
we have seen, been accompanied by fever, or by any coustitntional symptom~ rendering it neces:-ary to confine the child either to the bed or hou:-.e.
The vnly symptoms besides the diarrhcea wl1ich we have observed, have
been some degree of' paleness and moderate emaciation ; slight weaknefl.~,
shown by an indispo::-iLion on Lhe part of the chil<l to phiy with its usunl
spirit, by an inclination to lie ab,>Ut from time to time through the day on
· the !<Ofa or floor, anJ by complaints of" being tire<l;" irritability of temper
and J:>eC\•bhne.-;.s; irregular appetite; picking of the nose; an<l re:-tles..;;, disturbed sleep at night, attendee! with moaning, crying, starting, and grinding of the teeth; all of which symptomEi generally convince the mo1hcr
that the child is suffori11g from worms. The ahdomcn is sometimes slightly
tumid, but remains natural as to tension, and is not painful on J>re;:;sure.
There is no pain except olight colic in some cases. The stools have ~ener
ally uumberetl from three to fhe, and in a few cases as many as !-ix or
eight a day. They are semi· fluid in conei~teuce, often of a very offim~ive
odor, and consist usually of feculent matler, whic:h is sometimes chw·colorejl, more frequently durk brown, and, iu other iustances, deep yell~v.· or
orange in color. They are often also of a frothy character. In i:;ome of
the ca.ses that we have seen, there was lientery whenever the aliment was
otherwi::;e than of the lighte~t and most dige:;tible kiud. In all, the <liar·
rhroa was evidently greally influencf'rl by the diet, showing, it appeared to
u~, a manifest drpcn<leuce of the malady upon the cunclition of the btonrnl'h,
whil'h seemed to have lost to a great degree its digestive power.
The course of the disease in this form is variable. Io some it )~ts a few
weeks, nnd then, under the influence of diet and remedies, cease~, to recur
and run the same course after a short period. lu others it may Ja .. t a
much longer time in spite of' aH treatment that we may use. "re have
known it to thus continue between three and four mouths, witb occa-;ioual
slight remission~, brought about apparently by remedies which a day or
two after would lose their effect.
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diagnosis of simple diarrhcea will rarely pre::ent any
diffituhies, since there is nothing with whie:h it couh.1 he conf'oun<led, exct•pt the dinrrhccn from tubercu lar ul ceration of the bowels, or enterocolili;;:. From the former it is to be disLinguished by the history of the
Ctl>:e, and by the signs of tuberculosis in other parts of the economy; from
the latter, by the absence of sig ns of inflammato ry action.
P1tO{::o;o~1s . -The prognosis is favorable so long as the disease remains
imple. The pby;:.ician should never forget, however, the di~position which
i~ iuhf>rent in it to pn~:s into entero-colitis, nor fail to make the po::sible occnrrence of this transition one element in his prognosis. During infancy
it i:-; always more seriou s than after that period, from the feebler power of
resi ... 1a11<·e ou the part of the constitutiou at that age to disease, which uuclouhtedly allows this simple affecLion to prove fatal iu some iustances,
probably from the shock to Lhe uervous system . After infancy it is rarely
a dangt.>rous disorder, both been.use of the greater stamina existing at that
u~e, and from the fact that the disposition to extension of disease is less
st ro11g.
THEATf!IE:\'T.-The prophylactic nw1Mge1ne1tt of simple diarrhrea is the
snme us that which is proper for entero-coliLis, and as that aflectiou will
be treated of at considemble length in a future arlicle, we must on account of our limited space refer the reader there for information ou this
JlOiut.
After the disease is established, the treatment must consist fi1'l-lt in attention lo the diet,
and stnle of the gums of the child. Iu many
ca1;e~, careful regulation
the diet un<l exercise, and lan cing the gums ·
whe11 th<')' are much di~teuded aud vascular from the pressure of th e advautiug teeth, will suffice to arrest the dh~o1·der iu a few day:;, without
the necei::;ity of ref:ol"Ling to drugs, which oug ht certainly to be avoided
whenever it is possible to do so. If the ch ild is at lhe breast, we must asCel'tain whether the mi lk of' the nurse is good, by inquiry as to its appearauce, specific gravity, react ion, and by examiuatiou witb the microscope,
nud by reforence to her health, diet, temper, etc., all of which circumstances more or less affect the mammary secretion. If we conclude that
the milk is good, or that it has been disturbed iu its healthy properties
only by a transient cause, tile child must be continued at the breast,
with the precaulion, however, of not allow ing it to uurse quite so much
as u~uaL An infant suffering from any kind of diarrhooa., had better be
rc~tri<:ted entirely to the breast, unless it be clear that the supply of
milk is quite iusufficient. If we determine that the milk is unhealthy,
the nur:ie must either be changed, or the child weaned i of cout'fie the
former alternative is infinitely preferable if the chi ld is under a year
old, or even uo<ler eighteen months, if it seem to have a rather delicate
con-titution.
If' the case occur in a child already weaned, or in one fed partly on
nrtifi<:inl diet, the regulation of the kind, preparation, and quantity of
aliment is of tbe utmost consequence. It ought to consist chiefly of milk
or cream diluted with water, unless it has been clearly shown by previous
trial that these articles do not agree with the child. " re prefor as a
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general rule, the food marle from cow's milk, cream, arrowroot, nod
gelatine, iu the manner described in the chapter on food. The proportions
of the milk, cream, and arrowroot must vary with the age and digt•stive

power of the patient.

A-.; a general principle, cluring the exi:;teure of

<liarrhooa, or at least in the early stage of it, and before the strength has
been reduced by the di8order, the proportions of cream and milk ought to
be somewhat less than in health. Not only so, but the total qua1nity of
food in the day should be diminished, unless the ordinary amount seems
to be really necessary for the maintenance of the strength. If it be fouud,

after patient trial, that the child will not take or does not dige...;t tl1is
kind of food, we may try arrowroot, rice-water, or barley, with a liule
cream, or thin gruel or panada, with a small proportion of milk or cream,
alternated with very carefully prepared chicken or mutton water. If
the child is six or eight months old, it often suits well to allow it a piece
of juicy beef or a chicken-bone to suck, or from one to several teaspoonful:: of meat of chicken or mutton minced very fine.
For older children with a common attack of simple diarrhrea, the diet
shoulrl consist for a few clays of boiled milk with bread, of gruels made
of boiled milk and arrowroot, rice-flour, sago, tapioca, or commou wheatflour, and of small quantities of light broths. l\Ieats are, for the time,
improper, and all vegetables, with the exception of rice, yet worse.
In the case of infants it is best to recommend a continuation of the
ordinary exercise, unless the weather be cold and damp. Indeed, in good
weather, exposure to the air and proper in::iolation are more important
during the existence of this disorder than even during health. The !<ame
remarks apply to older children, with the excepl ion that they ought not
to be allowed to fatigue themselves, particularly in warm weather, as this
teud:o1 to aggravate the complaint.
"'hen the disorder occurs in a teething child 1 the gums ought ahrnys
to be examined by the physician, and if found swollen 1 vascular, of a deepred color, and hot, with the outline of the advancing tooth perceplible,
they sboulrl be freely incised to the tooth. If1 on the contrary, the tooth
is too deep to l>e felt 1 and yet the gum is red and swelled, we would i.ukise
only a slight and superficial scarification in order to relie\'e the ten~ion.
The iherapeutical management of the di!:Pai::e should be as simple as possible. The fewer drugs we can succeed with in the gaHro·intestinal complaints of infants and children, the better. 'Vhe11 1 however, the diarrhooa
cootinues for some <lays in s:pite of attention to the points already mentiooecl, and earlier if the discharges are either large, freqnent, very w1ttery
or weakening to the child 1 we must resort to some of the means which have
been found most useful in checking the inordinate action of the bowel~.
The most important are a careful employment of laxatives, and the u;,e of
opiates and astringents. Formerly we generally commenced the treatmeot
by the exhibition of a teaspoonful of castor oil 1 containing from b:Ilf a.
drop to a. drop of laudanum for young infants, and two drops for older
children; but of late years we have usually preforrecl the spiced syrup
rhubarb 1 in a teaspoonful dose, wilh laudanum, as above recommended.
Castor oil sometimes purges more than we like; rhubarb rarely does so.

or
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given for two evenings in rnccessicm have oftentime;; sufficed
to efli:>ct the cure. Dr. \\Test recommends very highly in c.lses of simple
di:trrh{ca, in which the evacuations, though watery, are fecal, anrl contain
lit.tie mucus and no blood, small doses of the sulphate of magnesia and
tincture of rhubarb . His formula at ooe year of age is as follows:
3j.
f,jij.

f3j.
f3ix.-)I.

Dose.-Atenspoonful.

We often use with excellent effect the sulphate of magnesia, with lauda-

num, as follows:
3j.
gtt. xij.
f.~s;;.

f,5ijss.-M.
e\•erytwo or three hours. For older
laudanum shoul<l bedo11bled.

If the diarrhooa persists after these means have been used for two or
three days, or gets rapidly worse, we must resort to some of the as1ringeuts.
The one most commonly employed is the chalk mixture, which is officinal
in our Pharmacoproia. A tea~poonf'ul of this is to be given after each
lom•e evacuation, or three or four times a c!ay. If the case prove obstinate,
it will be found useful to add to each dose of' the chalk preparation a
s:mall quantity of laudanum or paregoric, or :;:ome astringent tincture, the
be.~t of which is the tincture of knuneria.
' Vhen tbe chalk mixture fails
entirely, powdered era.h's eyes will s:ometimes succeed i or we may resort
to the aromatic s_vrnp of nutgalls. The fornrnlre and doses for both these
remedies will be found iu the article on euLero-colitis. If the discharges
are imrnll aud frequent, mixed with mucus and somewhat painful, it is
well to use small opiate injections ( from one to two drops of laudanum in
a table:::poonful of starch-water for young infants, and from three to six
drops in double thnt quantity for older children ) , or the use of Dover's
powder in older children in combination with chalk or sugar of lead, will
ofl('u succeed in arresting tbe disease. One of the most valuable astringents iu the bowel affections of young children is bismuth, which we are
much in the hnbit of' gi\•ing in the form of subnitrate, in doses of from two
to five grains, according to the age, from three to six times in the course
of twenty-four hours. For further and more complete information in regard to astringents, we must refer the reader to the article on enterocolitis, where they will be fully discussed.
The chronic form of' simple diarrhooa which we have attempted to describe, occurrin~ in children who have completed the first dentition, has
alwJtys pro,·ed difficult to manage. From the experience we have had,
we believe that the best mode of treatiug it is by proper regulatiou of the
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diet, and hy the u~~ of tonici:i and stimu]ant~ 1 and orcaflionally of opintefl.
"re wrre led to a<lopt this plan in consequence of having failed entirt>ly
to co11trol the 5lymptoms by the treatment generally succe::sful in ~imple
diarrhrea, and by the opinion which we came at last to form, that the di;;ease depeuded i11 great part on a loss of the digestive power of' the Rtomac:h
and duodenum. The diet must be adapted to the idiosyucrn~ie.s of the
indi\•idual i what we should seek is such a one as will be ea~ily dig-e:-ted
by the patient, the materials of which shall not appear in the stool~. and
one whi('h does not Minnifestly increase, if it fail to moderate, the f'requenry
of the discharge:i. The one which we have found to succeed be:-t con"i-"'LS
of boiled milk with stale bread for brPakfast and tea, and the mo:-l tender
meat:::, as very fine beef, mutton, chicken, or hird~, with rice, as the> only
vegetable, for dinner. If the child likes flour o r r ice pap, it may have
either in place of the brend and milk. If it will tnke none of' thC':-e, it
may have milk, warm water and sugar, with bread; or well boilNI mu~h
with milk, or milk toast. Should it refu:::e the dinner recommended ahr1ve,
we may substitute thin soup, or some of tlrn milk preparation~. Haw
meat, given in the manner recommended in the article on entero·cnliLi~,
should also be tried, au<l will at times prove very beneficial. Bctwt:en
meals it ought to be allowed nothing but dry bread. All rich food, de~,.;ert,
fruits, all vegetables except rice, call(]ies anJ comfits, all kinds of cake and
hot bread, in fact e\'erything except the articles which we have mentioned, or similar ones, ought to be rigidly, systematically, and per:Sever·
iogly forbidden . Until this has been done for many days, or for seveml
weeks, the disease has always, according to our experience, ob4inately

per;i•ted.
\re have already said that we have not fouod the ordinary remedies for
simple diarrhcca to exert much effect upon this form of the disea::e. On
the coutrary, the treatment for dyspepsia, that is th say, a simple bnt nutritious diet, exercise, aud the use of tonics and stimulants, has always
remo\·ecl it in a longer or shorter time. The tonics which we have c1~
ploycd are port wine, quinine, autl iron . From a. dessert to a table:Spnonful
of port wiue was uimally given in water three times a day, in connection
with iron. The preparations of iron use<l were Vallet's mass, of which
from half a grain to a grain was given in pill three times a day i the ~olu
tio11 of' iodide of iron in the dose of fir:~t one, and theu from two to four
drop~, three times a day, or the solution of the nitrate of irou iu the do:;e
of' from two to five drop~. three times a day, in water, continued for one or
two months. \\Te have sometimes combined with each dose of the solu·
tion of iron a drop of laudanum, especially if there were pain i or the
opiate might be gi\•en by injection every evening-. The quiuine wa!li gen·
erally admini.stered alone in the dose of a grain three times a day, for
one, two, or three weeks. It has not, however, proved so useful as port
wine and iron.
Another tonic which, of late year.;, we have found very useful in some
cases of this kind, is one containing uux vomica and compound tincture
of geotiau, as follows:
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R. Tr. XuC'i<;: YomiC'~,.
Tr.(jentiana•Comp.,

f3 ...s.
f,::;iij.

8yrupi 8imp., .
f~v.
Atpm.>,
f_5ij.-)l.
three times a. clay after meal:-11 for children of three or four

no~r.-.\ tea~poonful

ycan;uf age.

Wine of pep.;in, in half teai;:poonful doses, three times a day, is alJO:o a
good remedy in such ca~ei-;, or we mn.y ui-::e the powdered saccharatecl pt'psin,
in rln"l':-o of two to five grnin;i., taken soon after each meal.
We ha\"e al ...o found iu some obslinate cases excellent re:::;ults to follow

the administration of nitrate of silver (gr. :!\1th to gr. J\!th) given in ~olu
tion in ,:;yrup of acacia or in pill, according to the age of' the child.
Iu tl1e case attended with all thf' symptoms usually thought to indicate
worm . . , the U!o;C of worm:<eecl oil wal'i followed by the expu\ .. iou of se\·eral
very hlrµ:e lumlJricoicles. The child did not recover, however, fur i'.iOllle
weL•k.;; afterward~, aud not until he had taken port wine aud quinine for a
cousit!L·rnble period. lu other casei:; in which the verminous t:'ymptoms
were :d~o stmngly marked, and in which the same remedy was given, no
worm:s were expelled.

SECTION II.
Ul:::E.\SE..., OF TJJE STO:.TAC'rT

A~O I~TESTl~E." 1 ATTE~DED WITH
APPHECI.\BLE AXATO:'>JICAL L&-;ION'S.

ARTICLE I.

G.\STHJTIS, in the sense in which the term was u~ed some ten or twenty
yenr1' 1'inc~, viz., to expreS:"> an individual and special inflammatory di,;en.:-e
of the . . tomacb, of common occurr(:nce and of supposed great severity and
importance in chilclbood, is now well known to be a rare affection. It is
<luubtful, ind.::ed, whether it ever forrns a special viscernl inflamnrntion,
exl'C'Jll in con:--equence of the direct application to the organ of ~orne irri·
ta11t .. ub,..rnnce, such as the mineral acids or ar:-:enic, or, ns Hilliet and B:ir·
thtz found, in a fow iustances, certain remedial agents, as tartar-emetic,
kC'rml's minernl, and croton oil. Io the form of catarrh, acllte or chrouic,
of the mucou"I membrane, on the other ha11cl 1 it is doubtless one of the
mo,..L common nfl~ctions of childhood, constituti11g an important elemeut in
a ~n·at runny di:-;en:oe~, and especially iu the severe forms of iudige~tion, in
~imple nnd iuflammatory diarrho.::a, in cholera infontum 1 aud in many of
the wn~ting di~en:ses of childhood, which result from the use of improper
artificial diet in infant~, and of crude and indige~tible articles of food in
older children.
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"\Ve had almost abandoned the plan followed in our former editions, of
devoting a special chapter to this subject, but on further ron:"ideration,
think it will be best to treat of it separately, l:!ince, as stated above, ca,.es
do occur in practice in which the stomat:h is the ch ief, if not the only 1'-lPat
of disease, aud which can be properly designated aud described only uuder
the ti Lie of gastritis.
CAUSEs.-lt hm; already been stated that the most violent and typi<•al
cases of gastritis, as a distinct disease, ar~ the re:-<ult of the appli<:ation to
the organ of some special irritant, as the mineral acid5, ar.seDiC\ boiling

water, or of certain remedial agents, and particularly of tartar·emetic,
kerme::; mineral, or croton oil. These latter agents, the drugs ju1;,t mentionrd, camiot produce this effect unless used in large doses, or when cnntinued for too long a time. The quantities of the aoti_monial preparations
formerly a<lmiuistered, were always thought by us to be danger<,u,:Jy l aq.~e,
and we were not at all surprised to 6ud that l\DL Rilliet and Barthez, from
their experience in former years in the Children's H ospital in Pari~, c:itcd
them as one of the causes of acute gastritis. fo the Journal fiir .Ki11dt-rkrw1kheiten, for the years 1859, 1860, and 1861, in the third, fourth, aricl
fifth annual reports of the Public Institute for Chilrlren's Di~en~e~ of
Vienna, by the Director, Dr. Luzsiusky, may be found in t.he third re1x>rt
three cases, in the fourth three cases, and in the fifth two case of ga~trilia
caused by the accidental drinking of concentrated lye.
TIH• milder forms of gastritis are vastly more common than the ones
above referred to. They are generally associated with disturbances of the
iute!:itiual tract also, and constitute by far the majority of the cases which
come under the observation of the physician. They are caused very generally by improper a limeutation; by the same causes, iudeed, as lho.~e
which determine indigestiou. Iu infants, an unhealthy state of the
mother's or wet-nurse's milk, the use of too rich a preparation of cow's
milk, milk obtained from an uuhealthy cow, or a food composed of too
lurge a proportion of farinaceous matel'ial, are the moist common cau~es.
Iu older children, an unwholesome meal, as a surfeit of cakes and caadic!",
tough meats, unripe, or an excess of ripe fruits, the swallowing of a quantity of :::kius of grapes, of orange-peel, of the seeds of oranges, or ~ufh
like imprudences or accideuts, of all which we have seen example!':!, will
sometimes occasion symptoms which we can refer only to acute catarrh of
the stomach. In such cases the child may escape any serious consequences if it rejects, by vomiting 1 the improper food,soou after it has heeo
taken. Or it may have an attack of cholera infanturn or cholera morbus,
and either recover its usual health in a short time, or pass through a longer
or shorter illness, as the reoult of these disorders; or, lastly, the unhealthy
food may be retained for a longer time than usual in the stomach, and acting as a local irritant on the gastric mucous membrane, may set up a true
and more or less severe form of the disease we are considering.
ANATOMICAL APPEARANrES.-Death is so rare a consequeuce of gastritis alone, except i11 the form produced by the direct application of irritants to the orgau (anrl even in !mch, recovery appears to be the rule, since
nil the eight cases referred to as reported by Dr. Luzsinsky recovt:!red),
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that it is difficult to present a description of the lesions characteristic of
thiil variety of' thedi!'-iease. l\I. Billnn.1, however ( Mnl. des Enfants, p. 35:3),
gives a case from ilL Denis, and one observed by himself. M. Denis found
the mucous membrnue of a deep-brown color, of a fetid odor1 reduced here
aud there tv a state of putrilage, and everywhere easily removed in softened strips. A fluid of the color of lees of wine was found macernting tbe
clurnge<l mucous membrane, and this he could ascribe ouly to gangrene
frum excessive inflammatory action. The case ob~erved by Billard occurred in a girl three days old, who was brought to the infirmary with a
qu:wtity of blackish blood passed into the napkins, and some also vomited.
The child Jied on the following day. The mouth and oo:sophagus were
healthy, but the mucous membrane of the stomach was completely destroyed, not far from the C'al'diac orifice, over a space as large as a thirtysous piece. The centre of this spa('e was stained with blackish blood, and
it8 edges, irregularly fringed, were blackened and looked as though they
had be n burned. Outside of this dark circle, the mucous membrane was
thic:kened 1 of' a violet-red color, aod easily reduced to a pulp. The whole
surface of the orgao was lined with semi-fluid matters, of a bistre color,
mixed with sanguinolent strim, and the mucons membrane beneath these
matters was very thin aod discolored, especially near the pylorus. The
small inte/:ltine was stained yellow with l>ile, and contained fragments of
coaµ:ulatl:!d blood. The large intestine was healthy. The liver was bloodlc::-:s nnd paid; the spleen small and but slightly injected. No clue is given
as to the cause of this grave lt!siou .
The gastric lesions belonging to catarrh of that organ are very often met
with 1 as we have already srnted, but are almo,.:t always associated with
clurnge:; iu the intestinal mucous membrane. They are observed iu severe
iudige.t-tiim, in simple and infbmmatory diarrhooa, and in cholera infantum. For a full account of the histology of this lesion, we must refer the
reader to the _e:!say oo Gastritis and Acute Gastric Catarrh, by Dr. 'Yilsou
Fox, in Lhe System of Jlledieine, editeu by Dr. J. RuS>ell Reynolds. We
shall, however, quote the shorter description given by Dr. Niemeyer (op.
cit., vol. i, p. 476) of' acute gastric catarrh. He says: 11 'Ve seldom have
the opportuuity of seeiug the remains of acute gastric catarrh in post-mortem examinations; wben we do, the gastric mucous membrane is found
reddened in spots by a fine injection i its tissue is relaxed, and its surface
covered with a layer of tough mucus. But more frequently, especially
among chiltlren who die with the symptoms of cholera infantum, the autop:-y gives negative results, except as to appearances whic.:h will be described hereafter. This does not appear strange when we remember that
the capillary hypermmias of other mucous membranes, which we have been
nble to ob5erve directly duriug life, lease no trace after death, and that a
relaxation and partial loss of' epithelium, which we have regarded as the
most probable cause of the extensive trnosudation in cholera iufaotum,
may be very readily overlooked in the dead body, and can very rarely be
obsen•ed with certainty."
The de~criptiou of the anatomical appearances io gastritis will not be
compleu~ without some refereuce to a lesion which 1 some ten or twenty
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years since, was thought to be one of great importance in children. Tbis
lesion, known by the names of softening or gastro-malacia, wa.\' suppo8ed
by some to constitute a distinct patho logica l en tity, and to be the result in

most cai;;es of inflamm atory tiesue-changes determined by mauy diflereut
Even then, however, not a few observen; believed that the le~iou
was a post-mortem cha nge, a nd not the consequence of chnnges cau-.ed by
di.sea:::e during life. This latter opinion has continually ga ined ground,
un til now it is generally belie\·ed that, when prese11t in a marked degree,
it is in fact a cadaveric chan ge. Nirmeyer (op. cit., rn1. i, p. .JiGJ 1:mys
that the gastro-malacia or softening of th e walls of the stomac h, fouud on
autopi'l)' in ch ildren, is al\\'ays a post-mortem appearance, and that" if a
ch ild dies who has had ''0111iting aud purging from abnormal fermentation
in the stomach, and if there are still fermenting substances left there, the
fermentat ion will not be arrested by the gradual cooling of the body.
" rhen t:1e circulation ceases, the stomac h can 110 longer resist the decomposition, which then extenrls to it also, just as the stomach that has been
cut out of an animal and filled with milk, softens if left on ly fo r a ::hort
time in a warm place. Hence physicians who consider soften ing of the
stomach as a post-mortem appearance, may also predict it with certainty
when a child that Las died of chol era iu font um had eaten milk, or any
other ea:-.ily decomposed substance, shortly before d eath. " 'Ve refer the
reader, further, to the article on lhrush.
Th at a certa in degree and kind of softe nin g does, however,'attencl upoo
calanlwl inflammation of the gastric mucous membrane, as a result of
faulty nutr iti on of the ti~imes during life, is probably quite as true as that
the exteni:. iv e white !=Ofteniug of one or more of the coats of th e organ, not
unfrequently met with, is the conseq uence of a po:::;t·mortern chan ge. Thus
Dr. Wil::on Fox (lo(',. cit., p. 858 ) asserts, that the softeni ng of the mucous
membrane whit.:b accompanies acute cata rrh is totally distinct from the
post-mortem softenings which are distinguished by the transparency of
the ti:<:mes. "It rarely exist~," he says, "to any marked degree, except
iu extreme cases, but there is always a certain diminution of re::;istance to
the finger-nail or to the scalpel, whith materially assists, when c011joi ned
with opacity an d tbit.:kening, in distinguishing this conditio n. Louis's
te~t of the extent to which it ca n be torn from the submucous tis("ue is a
less ayailable one, and. app lies rather to the states of post-mortem solution
tha11 to this condition."
SntPTO:-.ts.-It i:s very difficult to give an accurate account of the rsymp·
tomis of iuflammation of the stomach, for the following reasoos: they have
noL as yet been studied with a sufficieut degree of care; gastritis i8, as was
stated in th e early portion of this article, rarely idiopathic, bllt almost
always a seconda ry affection in the cou rse of other maladies; the isyiu p·
tomF; which betray it re::emble so clo!!ely those of inte:;:.tinal disease5, as to
niake it very difficult, if uot impo~sible, to draw a <li:-tinctiou between the
two; and lastly, in the great majority of cases, ga:;tric com1;laints coexist
with intestinal ones.
The most important symptoms nre vomiting, diarrh rea, loss of appetite,
caui;es.
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thirc;c.t, epig-astric tenderness, ~ometimes tension of the abdomen, and slight
fehrile reaction.
romiling is the most important of the different symptoms of gastritis.
It i1' not, however, according to :Ml\I. Rilliet and Barthez, inval'iably present. It wus observed by them particularly in cases following the admini4ration of active remedies, while in those which occurred spontaneously
it was much less common. It shows itself especially after the taking of
fond or drink. Sometimes, however, even when the stomaeh is empty,
there will be nausea and retching. In severe cases the vo111iling is frequent, and accompanied by violent straining and pain. Diarr!ta:a exists
in most case:-, whether the attack be one of simple gastritis, or accompanied
with enteriti~. The appetite is generally lo~t or greatly diminished. Thirst
is commonly acute, and often intense. The tongue is described by some
writers as heing generally red, and sometimes smooth and glazed. The
authors above quoteJ state, on the contrary, that it presents nothing peculiar in most cases. It was generally moist, only slightly crilored. covered
with a white or yellow coat of variable thickness, and in some rare instances re<l on the edges and tip, or gluey, or even rlry and har::h. As a
general rule, lhe abdomen is normal, acconling to the same authors, though
in some cases there is more or less swelling anJ tension. According lo
most writers there is generally tenderness ou pressure in the epigastrium.
Iofants and young children are commonly restless and uneasy, as though
iu more or less pain, while those who are older complain of burning in the
region of the stomach. It is well to remark that 1\11\1. Rilliet and Barthez
stntc that tenderness on pressure often exists, not at the epigas.t1-iurn 1 but
iu one of the iliac f'ossre, or at the umbilicus, even when the stomach alone
i'l iuftnmecl. The condition of the circulation, and indeed all the symptom::.:, depend so much upon the m\lure of the concomita11t malady, that
il is difti('ult to ascertain what are their real characters in simple ga~tritis.
)[ost writers agree that fever usually accompanies the disease, and that it·
is commouly of the remittent type. It is certain, however, from ot.ber
ob1'ervatio11s, that it is not always present.
Iu very violent cases there are ad<led to the symptoms jmt described,
tho~e irnlicative of an aclynamic state of the nervous system: prostration,
cool or cold skin, with perspiration; weak, rapid pulse; singultus; sometimes com·ulsions, aad death. The symptoms which have just been detailed as indicating tbe presence of gastritis, do not geuerally exist alone.
Th~.v are much more frequently lhan not assoeiatecl with other symptoms,
whid1 :show the presence of intestinal disease in the form either of simple
or infhunmatory diarrhcea. That they do sometimes, however, exist. alone,
nnrl that, too, independently of the action of irritating drug~, or of corrosire poisons, we cannot ourselves doubt, since we have several"times seen
them follow attacks of i;imple indigestion. In such cases, we have met
wilh all the symptoms usually supposed to indicate an inflamed state of
the gn1;tric mucous membrane,-repeated and obstinate vomiting, epigastric tendernesi;, eutire loss of appetite, and more or less acute fever. \Ve
have, to be sure, never seen a post-mortem examination of such a case, for
we hare never yet known one to prove fatal. 'Vhetber we call such an
26
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allack gastritis, acute catarrh of the stomach, or embarras gaxtriqur, matters not much. It is the condition which lrns long been looktd upon 8:i

indicating au iuflammatory state of the gastric mucous membrane, u111I
until we have more positive e\'idence than has yet been adduced, that in-

flammation has nothing to do with it, we deem it best to retain

th~

old

title.

diagnosis must rest chiefly 00 the
existence and frequency of vomiting, on the presence of epigastric paiu or
tendernes.~, of swelling aud tension of the abdomen and exce~~ive thir~t.
and on the absence of other d1sease which might uccount for the illoe:-:; of
the child.
The prognosis will depend on the sever ity of the gastric and constitutional sympt1..1111~. nod oa that of the concomitant disease, when the nttnl'k
is secondary. \Vheu there is iucessant and obstinate vomiting, ~o lhat
not even water in small quantities can be retained after several hour.'! of
sicknes~, when the tongue is red and glazed, or dry and brown, und when
ady1rnmic symptoms make tbeir appearance, and emaciation makes rnpid
progresiS, it is much to be fenred that exteosive organic cbaoge has takl'u
pla<:e, a.ad that the case will prove fatal.
THEATMENT.-The two most important points in the treatment are the
withdrawal of the causes that may have produced, or may tend to keep
up the disease, if these can be Jetected, and strict attention to diet. W h1:n·
ever, therefore, the symptoms have made their appearance after the exhihition of powerful drugs, as tartar-emetic, kermed mineral, or ca th art it.",
their use ought to be instantly suspended. The child should be put on
the stricteiSt diet. If at the brea~t, it must be allowed to nur:ie 011ly at
rare intervals, aucl to take but little at a time. If fed on artificial diet, it
should be re~tric,ted to barley· or arrowroot-water, to very weak milk aud
water, or to small quantities of milk diluted witb lilne-water, iu the pro·
portion of a third or a half of the lt1.tter. This is one of Dr. Chambeni's
favorite prescriptions, and is an aclruirable one. Nothing solid and no
rich liquid nourisbmeut ought to be allowed, unless the child is iu a ~tate
of weakness and debility from previous or concomitant disease, such a!- to
make it ab~olutely necessary to enrleavor to maintain its strength. Billard eveu recommends that the child be sustained by means of nutriti\·e
euemnta, while the dige::.tive fuuction is allowed a total rest.
Antiphlogi;-;tics are useful aud proper when thediimase occurs in a strong
and healthy child, when it is associated with fever, and when there i~
nothing iu the nature of tbe accompanying disease, if it be a :)econdury
case, tu prevent their employment. The most suitable mo<le of deplttiou
is by the u::.e of u few leeches, which should be applied to the epiga~1rium.
It is be::it ro take but a very moderate quantity of blood, for four of t:X·
hau::iting the patient. Afte1 the use of the autipblogh~tic rnmedy, a warm
bath will be found of great service in woderatiog the beut of' the ::ikin aud
rendering the child more comfiwtable. Cool or cold water ought to be
offered the child frequently, aud it should be allowed to drink as often us
it de::;ires, aucl as much as it can retuin. Even though it vomit the water,
it should be allowed to repeat the draught.'! frequently. If the vomitiug
DIAGNOSIS AND PHOONOSis.-The
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be violent and constant, it may be necessary to limit the amount of fluid
given each time to one or two ounces; but it ought to be frequently
repeated, particularly when the thirst of the patient is very great. Bits of
broken ice may also be given frequently. They seem, sometimes, though
not often, we think, to allay the nausea better than water, but they do uot
Eafod'y the thirst. The addition of a small quantity of brandy to the
cold water ha~, sometimes, a remarkable power of mitigating the gastric
di,;tre~~- A small teaspoonful of brandy to half a tumblerful or to a tum·
blerful of water, according to the age and present strength of the patient,
is the proper dose. As soou a:-. the bleeding from the leech-bites, if leeches
have been employed, has ceased, a warm light mush poultice to the epigastrium is a valuable and useful remedy. Some writers recommend the
u:"e of blisters to the epigastriuru. \Ve should wucb prefer a warm poultice or the occasional application of a n1ustard poultice. Opiates are
always indicated in these cases. One of the hest forms is the following:
R. Liq. Morph. Snlphat. 1
AC'id.Sulph. Dil. 1
Elix. Cora9ore1
Aqore,

(3M.
gtt. xxx..
f.~~s.

f,5iss.-?iI.

At a year old give half a teaspoonful, and at two or three years one
te1u1poonful every hour or two hours. From four to six: doses ll)ay be
used without 1-i..,k 1 but the mother or nurse should be warned never to continue an opiate medicine, especially in youug iufants, if clrowsineEs or
sleep sets in aflei· se ..·ernl <loses. Laudanum, or tbe deodorized hrndauum,
or paregoric, may also be used. Oue drnp of laudanum, or half a drop of
the deodorized, may be giveu at six months to oue year, and repea~ed in
one or two hours, as many as four or six doses being admini~tered if necessary. Of paregoric, teu drops, repeated in tbe same way, may be U::ied.
We are of opinion that opium not only allays nausea, aud vomitiug,
and pain as nothing else will, but that somehow it modifies more favorably
what we have to call tbe inflammatory element of the di.sease.
When vo111itiug is frequent and troublesome, it may generally be alloyed
by the admiui::;tration of lime-water and milk, given in teaspoonful, dessertspounful, or tablespoonful quantities evi:iry fifteen minutes or half houri
by observing the precautiou ot allowing the food to be given only in small
quamities (from a teaspoonful to a tablespoouful) and at con::iiderable interrnl:~; by the application of warm cataplasrns over the abdomen, or a
spil'C·plaster to the epigastrium; or, lastly, by the exhibition of a few
drops of laudanum, paregoric, or morphia solution, as just explained, to be
repi.:ate<l if' neceo.sary. If the child becomes weak and exhausted, with
coolneS$ and abundant moisture upon the limbs, we must resort to the aJmiuiolrutio11 of some kind of stiwulaut. The best stimulant is braudy or
whi::-key. 're prefer the former when it can be had good . Ten drops at
six. mouths of age, and twenty at one and two yearsi should be given every
hour or two hours, accordiug to the degree of exhaustion, in one or two
ten~puonfuJ:; of lime·water aud milk made half and half. When, however, the stomach is excessively irritable, it is wisest, as a rule, to give the
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brandy in iced water. If the exhaustion be nJarming, the do~es of stimuli
ought to be doubled. 'Vine-whey, made of the usual strength null rooled,
is sometimes acceptable, and ought in that case to be used. A dc> .. ..iertspoonfu l at six mouths, a tablespoonful at one and two years of age, runy
be given every half hour or hour. S hould it be retained by tbe stomach,
the doses may be increased to one and two ounces and given lei-~ frequeotly.

It is a curious fact that the thin chicken-tea referred to before,

just touched with salt, will sometimes be taken eagerly by very young
children, and retained, wheu all the milk foods are rejected. A few drops
of aromatic spirits of hart::;horn, one, two 1 or three, or from ten to twcuty
drops of the solution of the acetate of ammonia, in cold water, sweetened,
may be tried, though we repeat, we have found nothing so useful as ice,
iced water, weak brandy and water, and opium.

ARTICLE II.

D1wrNITTON"; FREQUENCY.-By entero-co1itis or inflammatory <liarrhcea,
we nican that form of diarrhrea. which presents, during li fe, in ftbrile re·
action at some period of its course, in marked constitutional disturbances,
and in the mucous, muco·purulent, or muco·sanguiueous stools, the proofs
of inflammatory changes in the intel:tinal mucous membrane i and which
exhibits, after death, the tissue-changes in the small and large intestines
which are regarded as the products of inflammation of those organ!'.
The di:;ease is a ve ry common and fatal one in childhood. Many of the
deaths accredited to cholera infautum belong to this disorder. The true
choleraic disease is constantly pa~sed through with safety, but is followed
by a long, obstinate, exhausting diarrhooa, which is in truth an inflammatory diarrhooa occurring as a sequel to cholera.
A large proportion of the cases of summer diurrhcea are, from the beginning, cases of this kind; or they commence as merely functional dis·
turbaace.:; of the intestine, and run, sooner or later, into the disorder we
are now considering. It jg one of the most impol'tant diseases of young
children, Pspecially in this country, where our long summer heats, and the
filthy condition of mauy parts of some of our principal cities, give it a
degree of prevalence and fatality which raise it to the rank almost of a
pestilence.
We believe that most of the cases of diarrhcea in children, no matter
what may have been the exciting cause at the start i whether a constantly
improper diet, as in haucl-fod children; whether ill-judged experiments io
new foods by the mother or nurse; whether the accidental use of unwhole·
some food; whether summer heats, exposure to unhealthy and foul exhalat.ious, crowding, malarial or epidemic causes, dentition, rtsicleace in
citiC's, or what not, are proue to cud, and nearly certain to end, if they
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become chronic, in this disease. This opinion is the result of our experience in private practice, io this city, during many years. It is curious,
too, and it i1'1 confirmatory of the correctness of this opinion, that in our
armies during the late wnr, diarrhcea, whenever it became chronic, exhibited lesions which are best indicated by the term entero-colitis, if we are
to U'"e a name based upon the anatomical lesions of the disorder.
Entero-colitis, then, is undoubtedly one of the most frequent of children's di::eases, though it is impossib le to determine accurately the mortality it O('casions in this city, from the returns as at present made by ouL·
phytiicians.
Thus during the seven years, 1862-1868 inclusive, there were 7273
deaths under tive years of age in this city, from the three diseases, cholera
infa.ntum, diarrhcea, and dysentery (not to include a comparatively small
number returned as due to colic, marasmus, inflammation of the stomach
and bowels, aophthre, etc.). Of' these, as will be seen by inspection of the
accompanying table' (seep. 406), hy far the greater proportion, namely,
5\H-i:{, are recorded as due to cholera infantum. · Our extended opportunities of observing the diseases of childrnn in this city huve, however, led us
to the conviction already expressed in the remarks which preface this
article, that the great majority of these cases should in reality be entitled
eutero-colitis, whi le the true choleraic disease, to which alone the term
cholera infantum should be restricted, is a comparatively infrequent affoction.
"'e may appreciate yet more accurately the importance and frequeucy
of the disease, by reference to the statements of l\Il\1. Rilliet and Ba.rthez,
who say (Iere Cdit., t . i, p. 483), that, takiug iuto consideration all the
cases they observed, including tubercular cases, they find that of every
two children that rlie,one presents a more or less se rious lesion of the large
intestine. They add: ''If it be recollected that this holds true particularly in regard to younger children, it will be seen that it is rare for a
child to die between two and five years of age, without having either colitis
or softening of the large intestine." Bouchut states that entero-colitis is
one of the most dangerous affeetions of chi ldren at the breast: "It is the
most common of all those incident to that age" (p. 210).
'Ve shall describe two forms of the disease, the acute and chronic. Tbe
acute form is accompanied by active and inflammatory symptoms from
the first, and runs its course in a few days or weeks; the chronic form is
unaccompanied by acute symptoms, and lasts several weeks or months.
CAUSES.-1\Iuch of what we shall say as to the causes of entero-colitis
will apply to cholera infantum. The two diseases, together with simple
diarrhroa, and some forms of dysentery, are so leagued together in their
causation, much of their symptomatology, anatomical changes, and treat·
meut, that they might almost be regarded as different forms, stages, or expressir)DS of a single disease. They are, too, largely interchangeable.
1 We are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Chambers, the clerk of the Board of
Ilelllth in this city, for 1he opportunity of collating portions of this table from the
monthly rernms of mortality c;i.lculated by him.
·
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Nevertheless they do exhibit such different expressions, e!'pecially io tlu ir
march anrl duration, and, as a consequence, iu the treatment proper for
each, that we think it best to adhere to our former clas~ificatiou nnd
nomenclature.
The most active causes of the disease are: the heats of summer; residence in large cities, and this includes higher heat thao residence in rurnl
districts, with greater density of popuiatiou and more copious filth emana·
tions; and iniproper alimentatiou.
That the heats of summer are a fruitful cause of the disease, a glance
at the accnmpanyiug table will show better than any words. In July au<l
August, the temperature rising to 70° and 80° F., the deaths run up to
300 and -:100 per month, and upwards. Iu Jauuary nnd December, the
temperature beiug 30° to 40° F., they count from 3 to 5 and front 10 to
15 per month, and most strikiug of all, not a single death is reported in
some of the winter months from diarrhcea, cholera infantum, or dysentery.
We might add many mol'e statistical facts, showing the powerful agenc:y
of beat, but it is useless.
From the well kuown fact, however, that those children suffer most who
reside iu the more fillhy and crowded part of a city, whilst the disease is
very much less frequent in the open country, and in the cleaner and better
ventilated parts of a city, we may safely couclude that it is not heat ~done
that causes the disease, but tlrn.t the emanations arising from garbage of
various kinds, and the imperfect ventilation of houses built in narrow and
crowded streets, have much to do with its causation .
There can be no doubt that improper aliment.atiou may itself produce
diarrhceal diseases, for we see them occasionally in cool or cold, as well as
ii.1 hot seasons. The food most apt to give rise to entero·colitis is the artificial food of hand-fed children. Of the various articles that bave beeu
u~ed for this purpose, the kind most apt to produce the effect is one com·
posed exclusively 01· in coosiderable proportion of some of the feculent substance~1 which constitute so large a portion of the diet of children throughout the civilized world. To prove the truth of this assertion, it is only
necessary to quote the opinions of those who have most carefully studied
the subject. M. Valleix (Guide du 1'led. Prat., t. iv, p. 60, 61, and Bu/lei in
Gen. de Therap., article Acute Enteritis of Adults and New-born Children, March, 1845), clearly asserts, that the most frequent causes of' muguet, wbich he believes to be essentially connected with enteritis, is a too
exclusively feculeut alimentation. In the article last cited, while speaking of the great importance of this cause, he says: "'Vhat proves that my
assertion is not hypothetical is, first, that all the deaths from enteritis· in
childreu that I have seen, occurred in those who had been placed upon
this kind of regimen; and, second, that the disease did not occur in any of
those observed by me in private practice, for whom I had directed an
exclusively milk diet up to four, five, or six months of age." He adds
that M. Trousseau had arrived at similar opinions, after studying the
same diseases at the Necker Hospital ; and that he, on account of the
danger of a system of diet disproportioned to the d igestive powers, recom·
mended that children be confined almost exclusively to the breast until
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after the first deotitio11 is completed. Barrier, speaking of the follicular
diacri:sis (op. cit., t. ii, p. 40), states that the artificial foo<l given to cl1ildreu at the period of weaning is a frequent cause of the aff~ction, and that
of all the different kiuds of food habitually employed at that period, fecu·
lent substances are the most injurious. \Ve hwe frequently known euterocolitis to follow tbe employment of n.rtificial diet, either alone, at the

period of weaning, or in children who were partly nursed.

Children fed

wholly on artificial diet from birth rarely escape, according to our experience, attacks of the disease, which in many prove fatal. It is not 1nerely
the quality, but the qua.Dtity also 1 of arti6cial food that proves i11j urious t.o
infant:;. Overfeed in g has ahva.ys been recognized as a fruitful source of
bowel complaints in ea rl y life. Another cau::;e is the preparation of the
food in too thick and rich a manner, thereby overta.:Sking the stomach,
intended during the early months to receive only the thin milk supplied
by nature. The cu~torn, therefore, of feeding infants on thic:k oatmeal
gruel, with but little or no milk, on what is called cracker victuals
(pouudecl crackers with water and sugir, or milk), on thick brerHI and
milk, on preparations of rice of too so lid a nature, or, indeerl, oo any kind
of diet uot consisling chiefly of milk, aud in which feculent substances
enter n1erdy as seconda ry Cf)UStituents, may safely be asse rted to be the
most frequent cause of the disease under com~ideration.
Ao unhealthy character of the milk of the nurse is also known to be a
cau~e botb of simple diarrhcea aud e nt ero-colitis. 'Vheo the gni.oule ce lls
which exist us a physiological element in the colostrum secreted during
the first few days after childbirth, continue to l>e pre.sent after that period,
the iufant is almost certaiu to suff~r from entero-colitis, ancl not unf'requeutly to die, uuless weaued or transferred to unuther uurse. 80, also,
when the milk departs widely from the nururnJ characters which it should
po-~s<'ss, when 111the nurse is liable to vivid moral emotions of any kinrl, or
when addicted to intemperance, the chilt.l is very apt. to suff<::r either from
the disease under cousiderntioa, 0 1· from simp)e dia.rrhoo11.
Another principal ca.use is ex:<>essive density of the population. In the

Fortieth Repo1·t of the Regi•ll'ar- General of E"gloud for 1877 may be fouocl
some very important facts bearing upon this point. The figures include
the deaths from all causes, but, as it is well known that a large proportion of the deaths are the result of diarrhooal diseases, they are very iostructi\•e aii to the effects of crowding in cities. The density is calculated
upon the proxim ity of the population in yards. The proximity is given
fo r 593 di!:itricts of England and \Vales, arranged in seven groups in the
order of mortality. The districts of London are excluded. 'Ve have space
only for a few extracts. In Liverpool, tbe proximity be ing seven yards,
the number of living oitt of which one will die annually is 26, and the
mean <luration of life is 26 years. At the other end of the sca le, of 3-15
districts, iu which the proximity is 139 yards, the number of living out
of which one will die annually is 53, and the mean duratiou of life is 45

years .
.Attention has been drawn of late years to the probability that certain
changes, putrescent or fermentative, in the milk used for the food of young
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child ren has a large influence in the causation of diarrhcca. Dr. Thomas
B. Curtis, of Bo~ton, (B uck's Hygiene and Pttblic lleallh), says: "]lliJk,
wh l' n exposed to atmospheric air, is known to be emin ently putrescible.
So liable is it to become con taminated by the development of various
ferments, that Professor Lister used it as a sub!:.ltitute for Pasteur'.\l Rolu·
tion in l1is experimenta l investigations into the subject of fermentatio n
and putrefaction." Dr. Curtis quotes some instructive facts observed by
Dr. Bagin~ky, during an investigation into the causes of infantile diarrhwa
in Berlin: "He made a :!eries of comparative experiments fur the purpose of ascerta ioiug the degrees of putrescibility of various article., of ia·
font food, compr isin g womnn's milk, cow's milk , Swiss milk, and two
kinds of farinaceous food. These, having been previously boiled 1 were
exposed to a continuous temperature of 37° C. (98.6° F.). After twenty·
eigh t hours' exposure to this temperature, the woman's and cow's milk remained almost unchanged; but the Swiss milk, although appearing fr<'-;h,
and the two fariuacenus foods, exhibited bacteria in active motion. The
woman's milk was alkaline, the cow's slightly acid, and the farinaceous
foods were stro ngly acid. After a further exposure of eighteen hours, the
cow's milk and the Swiss milk were coagulated, and the farinaceous foods
in a hi gh state of putrefaction; the woman's milk remaining stil l alkaline
nnrl almost unchanged. The expe rim en ts were repeated many times, and
alwa.ys with the same results." Dr. Curtis also quotes Dr. l\lti~sner as
as~erting that cholera infantum never attacks children raised wholly on
the breast, and as bein~ a determined advocate of the bacterial theory of
diarrhceal infection. "He expresses his conviction that the agency which,
in midsummer, iu densely populated districts, occasions fatal diarrhcea,
does not re~icle in animal milk per se. The pernicious agent, he says,
must be sought for solely in the drawn milk resulting frnm the access of
atmospheric air, and from the iruperfect cleansing of the ~ssels in which
the milk is kept and transported, and of the bottles, tubes, and mouth·
pieces through which it is administered to infants."
To show the readers the opinions now held by some hygienists, we
make another quotation from Dr. Curtis: "It appears probable then,
tbR.t the poisonous mia.Rmata which are evolved from urban filth under
the influence of high temperatures do not exert their universally recognized
DlJxious action upou the infant directly by inhalation, but indirectly
through the interm ediate instrumentality of putrescive articles of diet.
Th e injurious agent by which the particular form of filth·infectioo takes
place is rotten food taken into the stomach rather than foul air taken
into the lung~."
'Ve have quoted these opinions for the benefit of our readers, but are
inclined to think that the general ization is too broad. We know that we
have seen sudden and violent cholera infantum arise in children feeding
at a healthy breast, in the open country 1 in a perfectly well organized
househ old. There could be no filth-infection here. And we have seen many
cases of tedious summer dinrrhcea in hand-fed children lasting for weeks,
in spite of the fact that the child had been removed to the country ( not
rarely before the diarrh ooa had set in), and under conditions of readJ
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supplied perfectly fresh cow's milk, where it was very difficult to sus·
pect any fermeutative or putrescent change in the milk ns possible.

·we referred, in the general remarks at the beginning of this chapter, to
the re~tmblance of the chronic diarrhooa of our armies during the la.le great
war, in its mode of causation, symptoms, anatomical lesions, and the effects
of treatment, to the chronic form of entero colitis in childhood.
Any one who will refer to the work of Dr. 'Voo<lward, already quoted,
or to the e'>sa.y on Camp Diarrhren and Dy.Qentery, by Dr. S. B. I-font, in

the Un iled States Sanitary OommiRsion Contributions relating to the Ca11.~a·
tio11 and Prevention of Disease, and to Camp Disea.Qes, etc. (Ne w York, 1867);
or to the lnve.1ttigatio11s upon the Disea.'1e.~ of the Federal Prisoners confined
in Camp Sumter, Andersonville, etc., by Jo<ieph Jones, M.D., published iu
the volume just alluded to i will find ample proof that improper diet, with
bent, overcrowding, and want of cleanliness, will give rise to chronic diarrhoon, the essential lesions of whicb are to be fottlld in radical bloo<l·changes,
per\'ertetl nutrition, and a localization in the alimentary canal in the form
ofentero-colitis, very much like the disorder we are describing. Dr. \Voorlward says, in fact, in speaking of the 1111ture of this affection (chronic diarrbrea)1 at page 251: "From the account given above of the pathological
11.natomy of the disease, there can be little doubt that this affection is to be
rep:anled as consisting essentially of a chronic inflammatory process, involving primarily the mucous membrane of the ileum and colon. It may,
in fact, be described simply as a chronic ileo·colitis, with a tendency to
ulceration." Dr. Hunt (lnc. cit., p. 29-1-) says: "The essential fact iu the
pnthology of all these various forms of flux is the same, and autopsies reveal no distinction between cases of diarrhc:ea and dysentery. They are
alike an inflammation of the colon or of the small intestine, or of both,
attended by ulceration of the mucous membrane. The solitary follicles of
the colon are seen to be enlarged simply, or ruptured, with punched-out
ulcerntions following. The intestinal wall is thickened and changed in
color to a red 1 brown, black, or greenish hue."
It may seem, at first view, visionary and wild to compare the chrouic
entero·colitis or inflammatory diarrhcea. of childhood to the same disorder
in armies and camps; and yet we think there is a most striking analogy
between the two as to causation, symptoms, anatomical lesions, pathology,
and the results of treatment. The main causes are the snme: improper
dif>tj elevated temperntures 1 the high tP.mperature of the summer season
in chilJren, and of the Southern States in the armies; overcrowding,
with foul air in camps and cities. The symptoms are very much alike, a
most obstinate diarrhooa, with great constitutional suffering and emaciatiou; the same lesions are present, only less advanced and extensive in
most cases of children i and very much the same results follow treatment:
as in both diet is found to be more important than drugs, and removal
Xorth in the armies, and in children removal from crowded cities or low
hot regions of the country to more elevated and cooler tracts, are foond
neces.<iary. In children, as in armies, if, at tbe beginning of the attack,
the patient is removed from the causes which have produced a simple
diarrhrea or a cho lera infnntum, the case is likely to go no further i but, if
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the same cause:; are cootioued in operation, the simple diarrhooa pn,. .. es
gradually into the chronic ioffarnmatory form of entero-colitis, and ut Ja.:t
the patient recovers only when he i::; removed to a. more favorable locality,
when the diet is changed to a ruore healthy one, or, io the child, when he
drng:-3 through a long hot summer, and the cooler weather of October or
November, and a diminution of the exhal:ttious caused by the bummer
heuts in cities, bring at last, in the course of nature, the change whic:h
"''as e&ieutial to his recovery.
After the causes just enumerated, the one which appears to exert the
strongest influence is dentition. That the evolution of the teeth, though a
physiological process, is a powerful predispos ing cause of diarrhrea und
eateriti:;, cannot be doubted at the present time. It is one recognizeU by
many of the most able writers and observers of the day, and by mo:st
practitioners. MM. H.illiet aud Barthez ag ree with Trousseau in the
opiuion that the simple diarrhcea so apt to occur in children at the epoch
of the first dentition, is often the origin of chronic iutestinal lesions which
finally reduce them to extreme debility and emaciation. They say that
careful investigation will generally show that nearly all the cases of inflammation and softening date either from the epoch of dentition, from the
period of weaning, or from the time at which some considerable change in
the character of the rngimen was made. .l\'I. Legendre and l\I. Barrie r ( loc.
cit.) both agree in ascribing very great effect to the iufluence of dentition
in the production of diarrhwa and entero·colitis. The former asserts the
dil:iea1.;es referred to, to be much the most frequent between the ages of .:;ix
or <.;eveu months and two or two and a half years, which iucludes exactly
the period occupied iu the first dentition, while they are only met wilh exceptioually after three years of age.
The act of weaning is very apt to result in the production either of simp le diarrhcea or eutero-colitis, in consequeucc, no doubt, of the irritatioo
set up in the gastro-iutestinal surface, by the change of food made at the
time. The <liarrhcea. which occurs at this period was formerly, and i:i still,
uot unfrequenlly, called 'lleaning-brash.
E11tero-colitis is prone to occur as a secondary affection in many of the
acute diseases of children. It is by far the most common in the course of
the eruptive fevers, particularly m~asles, and in that of typhoid fever. It
is also a frequent complication of the latter stages of pneumonia.
That children of fl!eble coustitutioo and lymphatic temperament are
more disposed to the disease than others, is sufficiently proved by the evidence of various observers. Lastly, that the incautious and excessive use
of perturbing systems of medicatio~, addressed to the digestive tract, often
occasions diarrhcea and entero-colitis, is fully proved by the researches of
Ml\I. Rilliet and Barthez, and by our own experience.
l\IQH.BID ANATOMY.-SEAT m~ DISEASE.-It has been already statt:d,
that the alterations in the large intest ine are, as a rule, much more frequent
and serious than those iu the small intestine. It appears from the researches of l\IM. Rilliet and Bartbez, auU Legendre, that enteritis ra rely
exists alone; wbilst colitis by itself, or combined with enteritis, i.s quite
frequent. ~I. Legendre states that inflammation of the small intestin"
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never occurs without corresponding lei!ions of the large bowel, while in 2 1
ca:-e:;; of diltrrhcea he found the large inte~tine alonedi~ased in 9. From
a tnble of different intestinal lesions, given by Rilliet and Barthez (op. cit.,
t. i, p. 692), it appears that they have met with -15 cases of erythematou~,
p~eudo-membranou~, ulrerative or pustular enteritis; with 113 of lhe !<ame
forms of colitis; with 90 of' follicul:tr enteritis; 64 of follicular colitis;
an1l with 28 of softening of the small, and 3.j of softening of the large
inte4ine. Dr. J. Lewis Smith (op. cit., p. :367) off1::rd nn analysis of the
J>Oi't-mortem appearances in 82 cases of' intestinal inflammation in ch ilrlren.
The upper part of the small intestine, embracing the duodenum and jeju·
num, was fouu<l inflamed in l 2 case!", while in 51 ca5es it was free from
inlhunruntion and of a pale color. The ileum was inflamed iu 4!) cases,
nnd Lhe crecal portion, including the ileo-cmcal valve, was the part in which
the inflammation was uniformly mo~t intense, and to which it was often
confined; iu 13 cases there was 110 euteritis whatever, and in 16 there wa-i
no inflammation of the ileum, so that Lhe il eum was iufianied iu all but 3
cu"ei where enteritis was present. Ou the other hand, ia all the ca!"es excepLing one, namely, in 81 out of 82 cases, there were lesions judicatinginfl11mmntion of the mucous membrane of the colon. In 39 the intlnmmntion had affected nearly or quite the entire extenJ. of this portion of the
intc~tine; in 14 it was confined to the descending portion entirely, or almost
entirely i i11 28 cases, tbe records state that colitis was present, but its exact
locution is not rnentioned.
\\re mny add, tha.t, ia the quite numerous autopsies we have made after
death from this dibense, we httve invariably found tbe large inte::itiue involved, the inflamuuitory lesion8 being in some cases limited to it, while
in otbers they also t:!Xtended into the small iute::iti11e.
IL i~, therefore, clearly estab\isbed, that in the inflammatory diarrha:ia
of chilclren, inflammntion of th.e large is cousiderably more freque11t than
that of the small intestine, and much more apt to exi:;t alone. The lower
end of the ileum is the portiou of the small intestiue which presents the
mo~t advanced and severe lesion.3; while in the large intestine the lesions
are mot't marked in the caput coli, sigmoid flexure, a11d de:icending colon .
In our description of the lesions of entero·colitis, we !"hall divide them
jnto those found in the acute and chronic forms of the disease respectively;
a divi:-ion mad for the sake of correspund-ence with the description of the
!lymptom~, although the lesions found in the two stages differ from each
othl'r only in extent and degree.
Thus, in the acute stage, the lesions consist of increased vascularity,
thirkeuing aad softening of the mucous memhraoe of the intestine, aad
enlnrgemeut of the intestinal follicles; while in the chronic form there is
di~t·olcm\tion, thickening, with infiltra tion and induratio11 of' the walls of
the iute~tiue, nod more or less extensive destruction of the muct1us mem·
braue from follicular ulceration.
Jn the acute stage, the increased va~cularity (ioflammatory hyperromia)
mny prescut itself a~ a uniform, more or less inten~e redness of the mucous
membrane; nn appearance which may 8ometimes exist in the duodenum.
but far more frequently is obt'ened in the lower eud of tbe ileum nnd in
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the colon . 1\Iore frequently it takes the form of arborescf'nt cougestion 1
occurring in patches surrouodiug the enlarged follicles. The peritoueal
~urface may also be more or less vascular, and quite frequently there nre
liule patches of redness and arborescent vascularity, corresponding to Lhe
bases of the inflamed mucous follicles.
The thickeniug of the mucous membrane usu.ally corresponds to the
degree of vascula.rity, and when the latter is but slight, may be scarcely
appreeiable i while in other cases, au<l especially when a::;sociated \\•itb much
enlargement of the mucous follicles and ccdema of' the submucous ti~~ue,
the thickening is highly marked. The inflamed portions of the mucou!I
membrane are also more or less softened, so tlmt they can be detached from
the subjaceut coats more reaJily than in health. Io some instances tbe
softening is so extreme that it is impossible to raise up the mucous membrane in strips at all. These lesions are all most frequent and marked iu
the lower part of the ileum, and in the desceudiug part of the colon. lu
addition to these changes in the color, thickness, and consistence of the
mucous membrane, the mucous follicles are prqmineutly enlarged. lu tbe
normal state, the isolated follicles of the n1ucous membrane of the intestine, in young children, appear as minute grayish-white bodies, and present a grayish point, the exCf·etory orifice 1 which is only vi:;ible with the
aid of a. lens. Io the course of entero-colitis, however, the morbid development which they undergo causes them to present the following characters. Tbe isolated glands are enlarged, and seem, therefore, more numerous than in the healthy coudition; they appear in the form of lenticular
grains seated in the texture of the mut:ous membrane, sometimes project:
ing from its surface, someLimes not, and in other instances appearing to be
situated beneath it; the excretory orifices of the follicles are often enlarged
an<l tumid, and easily distinguished unJer the form of a grayid1 or blacki~b
point in the miJdle of the gland i in o:htr ca~es tbe orifices cannot be distinguished until slight pressure i:s made upon the crypt-.;;, when a drop uf
turbid mucus may be seen exudiug through the open point. The color of
the distended follicles is dull white, rosy, or yellowi:::-h; they are generally
from one-third to two-thirds of a line in diameter. Dr. Horner (Amer.
Jour. Med. Sci., l;-eb., 1829) speaks of them 1 in this state of development,
as resembling" small grains of white sand sprinkled over the mucous membrane, and about the size of a millet-seed."
The agminate<l glands or patches of Peyer are found in the same state
of increased development; they are tumefied, and project above the level
of the surrounding mucous membrane, aud the orifo.:es of the follicles are
congested, so as to appear as dark points, giviug to the patch a dotted,
puuctated appearance, which has been compared to the freshly sbaveo
chio.
A little later the enlarged follicles present minute, oval, or round yellowish spots upon their summit:s, which soften down and allow the contents
of tbe follicles to be discharged. The eolarged orifice of tbe follicle will
then admit a small probe, and may even measure one-half a line in diam·
eter. It leads into a little cavity, which is the follicular sac. The mucous
membrane which overhangs this cavity like a fringe is thus undermined
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and partly cut off from its va!'cular supply, so that we may find a process
of ulcl'rn.tion advauci11g in it until the base of the <fotended follicle is
expo~ed, appearing as a small, oval, or rouud shallow ulcer.
The~c various con<litious of the follicles may all be seen at the same
time iu a ~ingle portion of intestine. The enlarged patches of Peyer often
have the appearance of beiog ulcerated, but a careful examinatiou will
generally show that this is not Lhe case. 'fbe appearance depends upou
the enlargement of the orifice~ of the glands, upon unequal tumefaction
of the ~urrounding mucous membrane, and upon the presence, in the patch,

of !<lllall, irregular grayioh points, con::;istiug of pultaceous mr.tter, which
make~ the patch look more uneven and projecting than usual. If, however, the pulrnceous layer be gently rubbed with a piece of linen, it can
easily be detached, when the mucous membrane beneath is found red, softened,and thitkened, but not ulcerated. In comparatively rare cases, however, there a re superficial erosions of the ruucous membrane, covering the
promiut•nt patch.
The exact dare at which the ulceration of the follicles begins, i~ as yet
uudttcrmined, and probably varies greatly in different case~. IL lrequently happens, however, that death occur~, especially from tbe &uperveution of a choleraic cond ition, whilst they are stil l merely in a state of
enlargement. 'Vlicn, on the other hand, the di:;ease passes into the chronic
form, the l e~ions which we have above described become more and more .
exten~ivc. Tbis is especially the case with the lesions in the large intestine, for it i:S even more true with regard to chronic tbnn acute euterocoliti:.-, th1Lt the chief seat of the Jisease is in the colon.
In chronic entero-colitis, the inte::;tine is often contracted, and the peritoneal surf1Lce may present patches of Jiscoloratiou. The thirkening aud
infiltration hnve now affected the submucous a11d muscular coats, and have
been followed by induration of' the tissues, so that the wnlls of the intestine
are often abnormally rigid. This i:S especially true with regard to the
lower part of th~ descending colon aud the rectum. The mucous membrane is seen to be riddled, uot with nrnre superficial erosiuus, but with
true ulcert'l, uffoctiog the whole thickuess of the membrane. The~e t1lcers,
when i.. ohlted, are from one to oue and a half lines iu diameter, oval or
cirC'ular in ~hape, and either hn\'e slrnrp-cut edges, as though the piece of
mut•ous membrane bad been cut out wi1h a puu1.:h, or the mucous membrane Uouuding them is un<lermined. Frequently, however, these ulcers
coalt·~re, anrl at the same time exte nd in depth, so that large, sinuous,
irregular ulcers are formed, with thickened, slate-gray, undermined etlges,
aud having fur their base either the submucous or muscular coako, which
may be covered with a pultaceous 1 apparently p~eudo·membrauous layer,
of a. gruybh·white color. These ulcers surround aud iuclude irregular
ii<letB uf nrncou.s membrane1 which are .swollen, iufiltrate<.1, rnscular1 aud
diecolored. That the large and deep ulcerations just cle~cribed, even when
most exte11sive 1 take their stRrt from the mucous follicles, is proved hy the
rrequ<.'nt pre~euce amongst them of other ulcerations of more recent date
and llmall<:r bize, which pre~ent all the characters of the follicular uker,
aud tibow clearly the origin of the larger and more advanced ulceration:;.
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Orcasioaally there is a marked de.posit of pij?ment in the bn~e~ of the
ulcers, and in some cases small coagula of blood have been f'ound adherent
to their bases.
We have already had occasiou to allude to the marked analogy between
the disease uoder consiJeration, anrl t he form of camp diarrhcca described
by 'Voo<lward (op . cit.) i and one of the must powerful arguments io favor
of the essential identity of the two affections, is the perfect corre,.:pcmrlence
between their anatomical lesions. "re present below a summary of the
miero~copical changes in the intestine during the devevelopment of the~e
lesions, as determ ined by the careful investigations of Dr. Woodward (op.
cit., p. 2-l6 ). In the early stage, attended merely with thickening and
softening of the mucous membrane, microscopic examination shows mnrked
multiplication of the connective-tissue cells about the base of the follicles,
and sooo the t issue is occupied by great groups of small, rounded, or
slightly polygonal cells. The delicate layer of muscular tissue immediately beneath the base of the follicles, presents, at fin;;t, enlargement and
prolif'eratiflu of its nuclei, whilst later it often ceases to be recognizable,
being obscured by the luxuriant cell-growth. In the most inten~e cases,
the cell-growth here de cribed as attained toward the surface of the membrane, may take place throughout its whole thickness, and even involve
the subjarent muscular lu.yer.
A .o:;imilar proliferation takes place in the connective ti~sue, which lies
between the follicles. The epithelial layer, which invests the mucous
memhrnnP, and is prolonged into the tubular follicles, either is the 8eat of
rapid cell mu1tiplicatiou, or is exfoliated au<l replaced by round granular
cell~ from the adjacent connective-tissue cells. The epithe1ial lining, near
the orifice of the follicles, appears to undergo these cbanges most readily
nnd with tbe greatest rapidity.
The <'losed foll icles also present rapid cell multiplication, which nfft>cts
the parenrhyma of the follicle, as well as the connective tissue of its capsule and the surrounding cellular tisrne. Microscopic examination then
shows the follicle distended with small, rounded, granular cells, and imbedded in a luxuriant growth ot' similar cell8, which render it almo~t or
quite impossible to draw the line where the follicle terminatrs and the surrounding connective tissue begins. "Ulceration usually appears to origi·
nate in thP. rupture of one of the closed follicles, and the dibcharge of its
softened contents into the intestinal cavity. This is followed by the liquefaction of the intercellular substance, and the consequent liberation of tbe
broods of m)nute ctll~, into which the surrounding connective ti:::sue has
been transformed . Hence rernlts one of the punched-out ulcers described
above. In the subsequent extension of the ulceration, by which large,
irregular, sinuous ulcers are produced, the progress seems to take place
chiefly in the submucous connective tissue, the superficial part 01· the
mucous membrane resisting the process until undermined, and it:; nutritive
supply cut off. Hence arises the excavated nndermiuiag character of the
edges of the ulcers. From the anatomical point of view, it will therefore
be perceived that the morbid process, in the cases in which there is no
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ulrrration, is es.;;ientially the same as iu tho1:e in whtch ulceration is present. The oue lesion is only a later stage of the other."
Not unfrequently there will he found one or more intussusceptions of'
the ileurn. These are usunlly readily restored, and have evidently oc·
curred during the act of rlying. Rrnith has, however, "in a few insrnuce~,
found iotn"-SU~ceptious which su;;itaine1l the weight of two feet or more of
intci-.tine without being reduced, and which~ from being in their interior
more vascular than the contiguous membrane, had probnbly occurred some
hourd or clays before death, but being sufficiently pervious to allow the
furnl to p::LQ,;i, the symptoms of obstruction were lacking."
The .Jle.>1r1deric and Meaocolic Glands are nearly always enlarged, the
mo~t marked enlargement corrcspondiug to the lower end of the ileum
and the de~cending colon. The enlarged glands are of a pink color, and
rather more soft and succulent than normal.
Sfomn.rh.-Iu the great majority of cases the stomach is quite healthy;
in a fow in8tnnce;i, howe\·er, tbere may he found congestion of the mucous
membrane, ei:light enlargement of the mucous follicles~ or softening of the
mu<.'ous mPmbrane, probably cada.veric in most eases..
Lit•er.-l\fany authorities, apparently led by the presence of symptoms
suppo~ed to indi c1ite dbturbancc of the function of the liver, have a:::sumed
tlrnt there is in mo8t ens.es of en tero.col itis some morbid coudi~iou of this
organ, but extE'nded ob5!ervatioa ha..; disproved this view.

Thus llallowell (Amer. Journ. flied. Sci., July.
t'l\>:l'~,

1~47)

found, that iu H

the Ji,·er was affected in but 1 rase, being simply enlarged; and
(op . cit., p. 370) has publi~hed the result of 3~ post·mortem examinRtinns in regard to this point, which confirm the same conclu)':ion. Tlius,
he ~tatcs, "there was no evidence from the post· mortem appearances of
the liver in th e~e cases of any congest ion , or torpidity, or hyper-activity or
perverted secretio o. The size of the liver was in some cai;;es very different
in tbo!'e of about the same age, hut probably there wus no greater differ·
ence than U:!lrnlly obtains among glandular organs witbin tbe limirs of
henlth. In mo~t of the ca~es the livt!r was examined microscopically, and
the only fact worthy of note ob~erved was the variable amount of fatty
matter. ~ometirues it was in exces~. sometimes ia moderate <1uantity or
rather deficient, nod sometimes in greater amount iu one portion of the
organ than iu another."
Tl1e thoracic vis;cera present no co nstant or importa nt lesio n, though in
& certnin proporliou of cases there may be fouaJ more or less hypostatic
conµ-e~tion witb collap:::e of portions of' tbe lung;;i.
" 'heu death occurs during the acute stage, the brain presents no le~ion&
dependent upon the di:::ense. \\'hen the case has been protracted and
attended with much wasting of the solid~ and fluids of the body, the brain
al.~n dimiui:-hes in size, an<l there is frequently fouu<I marked exce!'s of
iiubnra<•hnoid effusion in cases where the fontanelles have closed; while if
th e~e !lpaces st ill remain unoss1fied th ey become markedly depressed.
The5'e nppcnmnces are, however, purely passive in their cbtlracter, and
de)lt'ud up-011 the wasting of the brain,
27
~mith
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PATllOLOGY.-The ~nthology of inf:lamnrn.tory diarrhcca is involved ia
great obscurity. \Ve nre now pretty well ucquaiuted with the phpiil·al
conditions under which the disorder is mo:;t apt to be developed. Early
age, the period of dentition, high temperatures, improper food, rcl!'iicieuce
in cities, and especially the crowd€>d occupation ofsmull and ill-ventiluted
buildings, in narrow courts and alleys, whert! uubealthy exhalation,:; 1lrh·e
from the decompositilm of filth an<l dirt of all kinds, are the chief conditions which precede the outbreak of thedi:sease. But how these conditions
act to produce their effect is still a matter of doubt. To attempt to rea,:;on
upon a matter so full of difficulty seems alma.st useless, and yet we tshttll
venture Lo place before the reader some thoughts we have had upon lhe
!'uhject.
There are two broad generalizations which we think may be snfl>ly as·
~umccl to be true. 1. An unhealthy food, oue incompetent lo furui:,h to
the body what it needs for the purposC;s of nutrition, as farinaceous food
or unhealthy milk, id sure to produce the disorder we are considering, no
matter how favornl>le mav be Lhe circumstance!S, in all other re1°'pec1.:, iu
which the child is placeci. 2. The be~t bre&st·milk in the world, or the
most correct artificial diet, will not save a child from this disorder who is
located in an ill-veniiluted house in a dirty and filthy quarter nf n large
city duriog hot weather. Here the heat to whid1 the child i8 exposed, the
heavy air loaded witl) foul exhalations wbich it hreathee, <letermiues a coudition of the health in which the digestive organs can no longer dige:st
properly the food offered them. In both cai;:es the Mme result is produ<:c<l.
In the first, the stomach cannot change the originally improper dmrncter
of the food into healthy material. Io the second, the di:seruse<l and enfeebled organ loses the power to digest even proper food . In both the alimentary canal is filled with the products of au improperly digested food.
Whether these uuhealthy products in the alimentary canal act as local
irritants to the mucous membrane, and thus determine the ti-~sue·c:hauges
m~t with; or whether, as Rilliet and Barthez suppose, some morbid coa·
ditiou of the blood is brought about, which gives rise to the changes iu
the mucous membrane through a morbid action of the di::eaoed blood on
the nervous :;.ystem, and particularly on the sympathetic nerves, we can·
not say. l\lost probably they act in both ways, and the resultant eHC<:UI
are th~ consequence of the two trains of diseased action set up, the local
and the general.
Ia either case a constitutional condition is brought about, the essential
feature of which is a slow inuutrition or inanition. It is altogether proba·
ble, moreover, that a condition partaking of the scorbutic mu:it be indu<:eil,
so that we have, after the disorder has lasted for several days or week~, the
general debility of a slow iaanition, aad bloo<l-alterations which reaemble
those of scurvy.
SYMPTOMS; DURATION.-ln infants the acute form of entero-colitis
generally begins with restlessness and fretfulness. The mother observes
thnt the child sleeps less than usua l and for shorter periods, and thnt its
sleep is uneasy and broken by sighing or moaning, or by occasional ex pres·
!"::ions of pain flitting across the face. It takes the breast less frequently,
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and is sati . . fied to nurse for a shorter time, showing thereby an evident
diminutio11 of appetite. At the same time it is apt to rc:iect its milk iu
larger quantities than usual, and thi:; ia often ob:;erved to have a very acid
smell. Afwr these symptoms have lusted a few days, and sometimes. with·
out them, the peculiar symptoms of the dLsease1 the diarrhooa and other abdominal symptoms, make their appearance 1 nod are accompanied by fobrile
reactiou in mo..::t cases.
In older children the acute form may come on suddenly, with diarrhrea1
lo:;s of appetite, thir;:;t, sometimes vomiting, abdominal pain 1.tnd fever from
the fir::.t; or, as happens very frequently, the case begins with slight diarrhnm, unaccompanied by fever or othen;igni of sickue;;3, and it is t1ut until
after beverul, or eight, ten, or even more days, that signs of inflanun:nion
make their appe:irauce.
Af'ter the di:;ease is established, the most importaut symptoms are the
following. The diurrhrea, which is the mo.st prominent and characteristic,
presents various characters. Jn order to appreciate thi:; symptom as it~
importllnce requires 1 the practitioner ou~ht always to see the napkins of
the child at least once, and often more fref)uently, i11 the day. It exists
in almost all ca:::es of eutern-colilis, in the erythematous nn<l follicular in·
f!ummation~. and in the ulceration:; and softening which acco111p.u1y or
succeed ~imple iuftammatiou. IL i.::1 seldom ab~ent, and yet that it i1; so
sometimes, i::1 proved by the facts mentioned by l\DL H.illiet and B.1rthez,
who state that they btlve calculated, from their cases, that it is wanting in
about one of every twelve cases of inflamrnatiou or softening of the intestine. They add, however, that it is abseut only in slight attaC'ks, and is
always present when the disense is severe. It varies greatly as to the frequeney, abut1chu1ce, and character of the stools. It varies also in its mode
of progrc~s. so that it presents great difft!rences as to all the.5e points from
day to day, and nt different portions of the same day. \Ve may remark,
in general, however, that in proportion to the severity of the inflammation,
eo i~ the diarrhooa. violeut and con:::tant, aud that it usually increases as the
~ign::i of ioOammatiou become more and more marked. IL i;:; rare to bave
se\Pere diarrhcea when the anatomical lesion is of slight extent, though this
does sometimes happen. The number of the slools, as has been state<l, is
exceediugly vuriuble. This depends inn great measure upon the violence
of the cuse; for, while iu tbose which present the eymptom.s of nn inAam·
mation of ~mall extent the stools seldom amount to more than six or eight
a day, in tho.:-e in which the evidences of more extensive and severer in·
An.mmntion are present 1 there will be fifteen, twenty, twenty.five, or even
more per diem. The co1m'.sterice of the stools m!\y vary between that
which chnmcterizes thenl in a state of health, aod that of the thiuaest
serous fluid. The materialll of which they are composed co!lsi::it chiefly
of mucu;:;, bilel serum, small portions of f'eculent matter, portions of \Ill·
dige~ted Ca!:ieiue or other food, and blood.
After the epoch of the first dentition the disease becomes much more
rare, and when it occurs, is generally of' a. milder character, so that the
discbarge.s diffor les:i from tbeir healthy clrnracters. Under these circumstaoce::1, they are usually less frequent, not often exceeding six, eight, or
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ten in the day, and retaining gP.nernlly their yellow color or becoming
brownish; tbey are commonly of a semiffuid consi~tence, aod may he callt·d
When, on the contrary, more frequent, they become ffuid, nhunbiliou~.
d1tnt, mixed with mucus, and nre either of a. Jight yellow or browni!>-h, or
more rarely, or a greenish color. In some ca11:es there are, in aclclition to
the substances mentioned. pus, which indicates ulceration of the lower
portion of the intcstioe, and fragments of fahe membrane. )lor~o\·er, it
is very common in older chilclreo to oho:erve traces of blood in the stools,
sometime3 in considerable quantities. "' e may remark that we h~we i::evend times met with stools containing blood in children within the year,
but much less frequently than after that age. The pre~ence of blood generally coincides with small and frequent slools, attended with mu<'h .:-training, aud often severe pain, and almost always indicates follicular iuflammation and ulceration of the lnrge intestine.
The serous fluid alluded to sometimes constitutes the whole of the discharge, so that the napkins are merely welled through, without any or but
n. very small quantity of solid matter being left upon them. Thi~ kind of
stool is very frequent in the cholera infl\ntum of this country. The odor
of the stools is important. In the begioniog, while the discharged still
retain some of their natural characters as to color and C'on~istence, it is
often Yery off1:rnsive, but as the case goes on, and the greenish color pre·
<lomiuates, it is either sour, or becomes very slight. la some violcut ra"e~,
in which the discharge cousi,,ts of a watery, dark brown fluid, the odor is
fetid.
After diarrhrea, the most important symptoms are those which concern
the form, size, and tenSJion of the abdomen, and the presence or absence of
pain or tende,.ne11s on pressure. In infants the abdomen is more di~lende<l
than ll.i;Ual; but, according lo Bouchut, the tension depends on the mU!"Cll·
Jar effort made by the child to resi:st the hand of the physician. He says
that when it i::i carefully examined, while the attention of the cbild is at·
trac;ted iu some other direction, it is fouud to be soft and supple, and rarely
painful to the touch . Ia older children it is, in many acute cn,.e~, but not
in all, enlarged, sometimes tense and sonoroul{, and very generally painful
to the touch. The seat of pain is variable, but generally it is in one of the
iliac fu:s:re or at lhe umbilicus. It is seldom acute, though the child not
unf'requcntly shrinks away and cries out, as though it were exces... i,·e, from
fear of the examination. It is eaf:.y to distinguish when the pain i:s real
and when apparent, by withdrawing the attention of the child, by some
device, from the examination, in which case it will cease to notice the pnl·
pation; or by touching some other part of the body, when, if the crying
and ~hrinking rlepend on fear or nervous excilation, they will be as \ iulent
as when the abdomen i~ touched. Pain to the touch is an importantsymir
tom, as it is very generally iodicati\•e of acute enteritis. Gurgliug is rare,
according to 1\IM. H.illiet nnd Barthez, in ordinary entero-coliti$, though
very generally present in typhoid fever.
J'omiting is very common in young infants, and is generally repeated
several times a day. In se\·ere and rapid cases it is a very trouble"!ome
nod alarming sympt·1m. lo o1'1er children it is much less common, aud
1
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ne\·t·r rf'ally \•iolent, except in some of the most acute cases. Io them
it i~ t·onfiued to the fir:-;t few day'!; of the attack .
.\fter 1he diarrhrea is fairly eistahliishe<l, young infants are almost always
t-i1her very irritable, peevi~h, aucl restless:, or weak, languid, and ~ubdued.
Their ~lumher is short and distul'bed, and i;enera1ly they sleep much lelSS
in the twenty-four hours Lh11.11 when in health, unless under the iufluence
of anodynN~. Older children are generally somewhat rcstle~s and irritable,
bnt much lr~!S so than infant~. There is seldom any disorder of the intelli~en<'e, though in acute cases there is sometime8 slight delirium, or hea<lac·he. Fnw exi;;ts in all acute rn...r.,es:. It is seldom continuous in infank!
except fo1· the fir~t few d<t)'~, after which it almost always a.:":mmes the
remittt>nf type. It is marked by increaser! frequenry of the p11l.:Se, which
ri,.;l·.: to l:W and 1-10, or in bad cases much higher; by heat of skin, often
iuu•n .. e cluriug the exacerba.tious; by thir:-t an<l diminished appetite i null
by drym·"':-1 and heat of the mouth. In older children the puls~ js not
g1·nernlly ~o hig-b as ia infants, and in many of the mild ca,.es the fever is
very i;li/,!ht or there is uone at nil. In acute ca~es, however, iL i:s sometimes
continuou~. au<l marked by rapid pul"e aucl great heat of bkiu.
Thf' to11yue is generally nornrnl, though somP,times red on the edges and
tip in twutc ca.:es. It is seldom dry, except during the fove1·. The rtppelif1· i~ almo~t always lost, and the thfrijl generally increased, though to a
lei-~ clqrrt'e than in disea~es of the stomach.
Tht> rotwl1'1w11rc presents nothiug peculiar, except that tbP. feature:"i are,
arrorclin~ to l\DL Rilliet and Ilnrt.hez, drawn down towards the i11ft"rior
portion of the face. Emaciation always Lukes plt~ce as the di .. e:i.:oe progr<·:o~c,., and iu vt!ry se\•ere rase:s occurs with the greatest rnpidity, .:;o that
iu a vl:'ry fl:'w days the child will be reduced from an appear:ltlce of \•ig-or
and ~trenglh to thllt of the greateot debility. As this occurs the flesh
lo~es it1' firmne~s. the skio bangs ia fo lds upon the trunk anll limb..:, and
is dull nu<l dirty in its tint, the eyes become suukeo and surrounded with
hlui~h <•ircles, and the whole Rppe11.rance of the child is that of misery aud
exhaut1tion.
In iufirn~, it is very common to meet with erytheml\ of the buLtock~ and
thiµ-h."', produced by the contact of the acrid stools aud urine with those
part~. Thi,: !il)'mptom is said by Bouchut to exist in five-sixths of the
<'aH.:~. \Ve feel quite Hire that it does not exist in so large a proportion of
tl101'e which ol·cu1· in private practice, though we have met with it in uu·
meruu'i in:ohtnces. \Vheu severe it is generally accompanied by papules,
which ulc,ertHe after a time aud form superficial ulcf'rationis upon tbe ~kin.
The,.e ulcerations sometimes run together, ~ud become of co11:si<lerable !:!ize
aud depth. In the form of the disease met with in the children's ho~pitals
io Pari!.I, ervthema and ulcerations of the heels a11d interual malleoli are
ali10 met wi~h. and constitutE'i a serious cum plication iu the case. 'l'bey are
i;uid to depend on want of cleanline.:;s, aod the rubbing togetber of the feet
of the <'hild, unprotec:trd by covering. \Ve have never met witb them in
pri\alt! practice.
The dvrcdimi of the disease is stated by the French writers to be generally about tift.ceu days, at the end of which time coovalescence is usually
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estabfohed. It may he .shorter or lon~er. According: to our own <'Xperien<'<' it i:s entirely uncertain. l\Iost of the cases that have come 11111kr our
uotice have heeo ratber ~horter. The cli:;ease suh~idcs gradually. The
numher of stools diminishes; they become less abundant and more <'Oil·
si;.ttnt, and return to their rmlurnl color and odor; the pain on pre1",.llre,
and the euhngement and te11sioo of the abdomen cli.::appear; null ns thi!'t

occur.'t, 1he fever suh::iicles, the appetite returns, the temper impro,·e:<, aud
tht· child enters iuto full convalescence.
The t·lironicform of eutero-colitis l[Cnerally follows the acute, though it
Eometimes presents many characteristic features from the first. It diHCrs
from the acute form chiefly in the absence or the ruuch slighter de1;:n'e of
fever a11d other coustitutio;rnl symptoms in the early Rtage. The diarrhrca
is Jess abundant aud less frequent. At first the child retains itl'I spirit~ and
many of the signs of health. Ilut gradually its strength fail::, the ternper
becom~ irritable, the complexion grows dark, sallow, and unhe:dthy, the
skin becomes dry and harsh, and, in consequence of the emacintion which
takeR place progressively with the other symptoms, 11ang<: in fol<l~ around
the shninken extremitieR, or is drawu tightly over the juiut!I and other
OS$eous protuberances. The tongue is generally moist and naturnl, though
in i::ome cases red and fhy, whil~t in others it, together with the lips, par·
tnkes of the pallor which penn<les all purts of the body. The abdomen
is uslrnlly disteuded and sonorous ou percus:5io11, and may be pniuful or
not on pressure in difft:rent cases, or in the same case at different periods
of the clisease; its parietes sometimes uffer no resistance to the touch, so
that the intestinal convolutioos may be readily felt by the hand, or eveo
between the fingers i and in some cases we have eeen them ~o thin nnd
relaxed, though the abdomen was more prominent than natural, that the
outlines of the iutestincs, and eveu their .peristaltic movement, were vi~ible
upon the exterior. The appetite geoerally persists in spite of the gravity
of the disease, nml is sometimes increased. The stools, as has been !:lated,
are not so frequent as in the acute form, seldom numbering over oix or ten
in the day and night. They consist of the products of an imperfect digestion, and contain not unfrequently the alimentary substances io the !::lnte
in which they were swallowed, mixed with mucus, serum, pu;:, and some·
times blood. Their consistence varies constantly, but they are u~ually
aemifluid. Their odor is seldom natural, and often extremely offensive.
The courile of the disease is very irregular. Even in the worst and most
prolonged cases intermissions or remissions occur, so that the child will
often improve grently for days or weeks, aLcl then suddenly relap5e into
as bad a condition as ever. In favorable cases these remissions become
more and more frequent, and the symptoms gradually improve, until at
length the child is restored to heahh. In fatal cases death is occasioned
by the utter deterioration of the general health which finally occurs, aud
the child perishes, worn out by long illness, or, as more frequently happens,
8ome compliration arises which hurriei.i on the fatal event. Thrush is a
frequent complication of chronic entero-colitis, and doubtless often hastens
the tleath by the impediment. which it occasions to the nursing or feeding
of tbe.chilct Vomiting has alm'lst always occurred towarda the close of
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the fata] cn!les that we have seen 1 especia11y in those in which extensi\•e
thrush was present.
The dumtion of this form is of course very uncertain. It may ]ast for
weeks or monthQ, " 'e have known it to last two and three months in
several cases, nnil in two others it lasted with occasional intern1i::sions, in
onf" n. year, nnd in the other eighteen mouths.
D1.\CNosrs.-The diagnosis of acute entero-colitis is not difficult. There
is 110 di~rase with which it is likely to be confounded. Tbe characteristic
features of the malady are the diarrhroa and OLher abdominal symptoms,
an<I the absence of signs of other diseasf'. The secondary cases are clistingui::ihed by the occurrence of the usual symptoms of entero-colitis during
thP progress of the primary malndy.
The chronic form is not likely to be mistaken for any other disorder,
unless it be the diarrhcea which occurs in tuberC'ular disease, from which
it i~ lo be distinguished by the presence in the latter of the signs of tuberculmis of other organs.
PROGXOSI8.-Acute eatero·colitis is always a serious disease in infants.
The prognosis will depend in great measure on the circumstances under
whirh the affection has been developed. It is much more unfavorable in
a child fed 011 artificial diet 1 either wholly or in part, than in one who is
nur.::ed at a fine breast of milk. It is more unfavorable also in weak and
delicate than in robust and vigorous children, and in those of poor people 1
who live in crowded and unhealthy portions of cities and towns, whose
hahitations are small, damp, and ill-ventilate<l 1 and whose food is coarse
and ini;:ufficient, or improper, than in those placed in more fortunate and
more healthful hygienic conditions. It is a more dangerous di"Sease in
summer than in wiuter. In hospitals for children it is a very fatal disordrr1 owing to tbe bad hygienic conditions under which the inmates are
placed. In children who have passed through the first dentition, the progJlOSis is, ns a rule, favorable. The disease is seldom dangerous in such
ca~es when it occurs as a primary affection, while, as a secondary affection,
on the contrary, it is much more apt to be serious.
The unfavorable symptoms are: great frequency of the stools; collapse;
violent vomiting or retching; and dangerous cerebral symptoms, ns coma,
rigidity of the lirnhs, paralysis, of convulsious.
TREATMENT.-The prophylactic treatment is very important. It includes
attention to habitation, diet, dress, and exercise. The most frequent causes
of entero-colitis are high summer temperatures 1 residence in an unhealthy
locality, and improper diet. A child may have been born of the most
healthy parents; nrny he living, if ao infant, on the most healthy food in
the world, the milk of a perfectly sound woman, or, if it have been weaned,
on ihe best possible subslitute for breast-milk, one selected by the most
consummate medical art; and yet, if it be the unfortunate resident of some
low, crowded, and unclean part of any of our cities in the summer season,
it has but few chances of escaping inflammatory diarrhrea or chulera
infantum, to be followed by chronic diarrhcea. Or1 a chil<l may be living
in the best part of these cities, with every advantage that wealth aud the
medical art can give, and 1 if io the period of tbe first dentition, and the
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::::ummer beats be great, it will be only too apt to ha\•e some form of the
disea~e we are considering. Un<ler the latter circumstances, its chunce of
escaping the disease will be vastly greater than under the first rmml'cl condition~, but the true prophylaxis is, where the parents are so situated us to
be able to do that which is best for the child, removal from the city during
the hot season (from the early part of June to the last week of September)
into some cool and healthy region of country. 'Ve have long thought that
the best region to spead the summer i11 is a somewhat high and cool part
of the country, where the breezes have full sweep, and where the topography
is rnch that water runs off rapidly, or sinks fast into the soil. The sea:-ide,
if it be a point where there are no marshes and no malaria, and where the
supply of milk aud other wholesome food is abundant, is an excellent
plare. "\Ve have seen more remarkable sudden effects from the removal
of a dangerously sick child to the seaside, thaa from a change to thr interior; but, nevertheless, for a coutinue<l residence of three months, we
prefer a. high interior locality.
On the other hand, if a child be placed in the most favorable possible
condition as to locality, and the diet be a radically bad one, a deficient or
unhealthy breast, improper artificial diet, or a fooli::ih allowance on tbe
part of the mother or nurse to the child of a variety of vegetables, of fruits,
and especially of berries like currants or gooseberries (nud we have known
such things), it cau scarcely escape the penalty of a fit of illness morn or
less severe.
A child who is so unfortunate as to get a sharp attack of entero-colitis
in June or July, is very apt to continue more or less sick during the rest
of the summer, so that the true prophylaxis is to take it away from the
city early in Juue to avoid this danger, and not to return until after the
September beats are over.
As the reasons for decisive medicnl action ia auy disorder cannot be too
strongly demonstrated, and as this subject of removal is a very important
one, we thiuk it well to advert here to the resuJts of experience in this
1natter in the diarrhooa and dysentery of our armies during the late war.
Here we have the experience of intelligent army medical officers in vast
uun1bers of cases,-cases, too, so grouped together as to give opportunity
for the most accurate ob:iervation. Ia the article by Dr. S. B. Huot, in
the Sanitary Memoirs of the Jrar of the Rebellion (loc. ·cit.), will be found a
most valuable discus:iion of the causes aud treatment of diarrhcea and
dysentery, which no one can read without being impressed with the simi·
larity (saving the ages of Lhe patie11ts) of those diseases to the one we are
describing. At page 30-l, Dr. Hunt says: "But in others the disease
progressed, became follicular, and finally ulcerative. In the treatment of
tl~ese, great difficulty was experienced, from the fact tbnt the patient was
still exposed to the causes of this malady; and it came to be a fixed doc·
triue at Southern and Southwestern stations that confirmed cases ha.cl no
security for cure except by removal to the North. This soon became &
goveramental policy, and hospitA.ls were established in New England,
along the Lakes, and in the Northwest, to which chronic cases were sent
in great nm-ubers. Among patients not thus removed, but treated in
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hospitals, ruu ch vacillation and irresolution were exhib ited in
the pre..::criptions of surgeons, as happen::; in all diseases, the treatment of
which by drugs is msually unsuccessful. To trace the hi::;tory of an individual case was to find that the pre.scriber had run the rouud of all remedies, from opium to astringents, from astringents to quinine, from quinine
to bi ~ muth, and from bismuth to aux vomica, from nux vomictt to ruercurial~, returning almost always to opium as the drug, which at least
alleviated, if it did not cure."
The dress ought to be suited to the weather. It is best to keep on the
child, even in hot weather, a very thin and soft flannel shirt, with sho rt
sleeves. This should never be removed. A young infant should wear all
summer long a thin and light flannel petticoat. A child a year old may
hrn·e the flannel petticoat removed for a few day.s when the temperature
ri"es above 85° or 90°, when it suffers evidently from the heat j but so
soon as the temperature falls to 85° or below, the petticoat should be replaced . This happens ouly for a few days in our summer season, and the
change should be made with great care, and ouly uuder the supen'b.iou of
an intt>lligent and watchful mother or nurse.
E.rposure to the open air is another point in the prophylactic t reatment
which i::3 of great importance. In couut.ry houses in the summer, n. you ng
infant mny get nearly us much air as it nce<l5l, but in cities the air of houses
is much more dull and stagnant, and the child ought to be carried out into
the su·eetc;: anc.l squares for several hours morning nud evening. If possible,
it should be taken to drive into the open country. Short excursions, by
rail or boat, for the children of the poor, who cannot escape from the city
in summer, are very useful in carryiug the child safely through the su mmer.
But in all such jaunts after healtli 1 the parents should so arntuge matters
that the chi ld ~hall be as little fatigued as po~sible. The best plan is to
go in the morn in g and return in the evening, resting through the middle
of the day at some point where the child can take re.st and rnidday sleep,
which are quite as important as fresb air. Included in this subject is
that of exercise. Th is becomes very important when the child is old
enough to w11lk and run, for then au ignorant or thoughtless woman might
think the more exercise the better, whereas it is necessary to watch such
children very carefully,siuce, if they are allowed or enticed to tak e undue
exerci,.P, the re:)ulting fatigue becomes a positive cause of diarrhcea. A
child of two or three year.-; old should never be induced to tak e long and
continuous walks; it ought to fri sk and play, not walk straight ah ead, like
a man in training; for that kind of exercise, we have remarked, never suits
children well.
It has already been stated that one of the most frequent causes of the
malady is the attempt to bring up the child on artificial diet, and p:uticularly on one of an improper kind. It is clear, therefore, that to avoid the
dh-:eu.se it is ueces1:;nry that the child should, if possible, be nursed. If this
cannot be done1 the diet ought to be wisely selected and regulated in all its
details by the physician. The one most proper is evidently that which most
clo~ely resembles the natural aliment of the iufant. For directi ons as to
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diet 1 we must refer the reader to the remarks upon diet, where we have
di~cus~ed this point quite fully.
Dirt in the Attuck.-After the disease has made its appearance, the diet
should be very carefully regulated. This constitutes, in truth, the crucial
point in the trentmPnt. If the chilcl is nursing, it nllght to be confined
entirely to the breast,and should the nurse have a large quantity of milk,
an<l the stools exhibit considerable quantities of undige::-ted ca~eioe, it
11111.:;t he somewhat restricted n.s to the frequency nod lenj!th of time it is
allowed to nur~e; in other words, it must be moderately dieted for two or
three clnvi::. Should there be the least su~piciou that the milk of the nur:-e
is uuheallhy, it ought to be examined as before directed, nod, if found un·
healthy in any re~pcct, a new uurse must be provided. If the dist>a~e
comes on shortly after weaning, and persists for severnl days in spite of
cnrcful cliet noel treatment, it is safest to restore the child to the brea!'t.
"rhe>n this cannot he done, we must select that form of artificial diet
which se>ems most suitable. The best is, in our opinion, the cow's milk
prepared with the solution of gelatine in the manner already recommendecl 1
but rnnde very weak for a few days. 'Ve have often fouud it nece~ary,
under these circumstances, to acid four and even more parts of water to
the milk, instead of two or equal parU:, as is the usual custom.
In older children the diet, for a few days, ought to consist of simple
milk and water1 or of thin preparations of arrowroot, rice.flour, sago,
tapioca. or wheat-flour, made with milk, or milk and water, with small
quantities of bread, or, if the child refuse such articles, panada, or light
heef-tea 1 or chicken· or mutton-water may be allowed. 'fhe quantity of
food. whate\•er it be, must be determined very much by the child's instiact~.
'Yhen the appetite coutinue~ 1 we can seldom go wrong in allowingas much
of these simple foods as the patient will take. Still, tbe physician ought
to koow accurately the amounts that are given, and if he finds the pati~nt
taking a full healthy average, or more, it will be best to restrict the quau·
tity somewhat, and offer water frequently 1 on the supposition that the little
patient is taking its liquid food more from thirst than hunger; or else increa~e the water of the food, if' he have reason to believe that the solid
matter is in too large a proportion.
TnERAPEUTJCAJ~ TREATMENT.-\Ve have found a large number of the
mild cases that have come under our notice to recover under very simple
treatment. When the patient is an infant at the breast, before the period
of dentiti.on, the simple direction not to allow it to nurse as much as usual;
the use of a warm bath morning and evening, if the skin be heated and
the child restlesi; and fretful ; the administration of a small dose of CB.$tor
oil (half a teaspoonful to a teaspoonful), or of spiced syrup of rhubarb in
t~e same quantity, with a half drop to a drop of laudanum, at th~ begin·
mug of the attack, to remove any undigested food that may be lying in
the bowels, followed in one or two days1 if the disorder continues, by
some simple astringent remedy, generally suffices to effect a cure. Wheo 1
on the contrary, the case depends on an unhealthy or insufficient milk,
when the child subsists entirely on artificial food, and when the disease
coiucides with the process of dentition, the attack is kept up and aggra·
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rnletl by these causes, aud it is more difficult to obtain a cure. In the
former case the diet is, of course, of all importance; in the latter the
~ums must be carefully examined, and if found to be swelled and inflamed, and the teeth near the sul'l'ace, they shou ld be freely incised.
After tliese matters have been attended to, the kiu<l of treatment will depend on the character of the geueral symptoms aud the violence of the
enteritic disorder.
Wh en the paiu is violent, the discharges frequent, painful, nnd mixed
with mucu:::i, m11co· pus, or bl Md, and the abdomen ten~e and pai nful to the
touch, \\C employ \\arm bathi.:, poultices to the abdomen, or warm stupes,
and refrigenrnt medicines. Small Joses 0f the sulphate of rnagoesia nnd
laudanum are very useful; or we may empl oy spirit of nitrous ether, or
solUliun of the acetate of ammonia with paregoric or laudanum, or the followiu g mixture:
R. SodreB icarb.,
5!<S.
Pil. Jl ydrarg.,
gr. iij.
Tr.Opii Camph.,
gtt. L \•el f3j.
S,vrupi Simp.,
f3ij.
Aq. i\Icnth.,
f3xiv.-)iI.
Dose.-Atea.:;poonfuleverythreeorfourhours.

The warm ha.th, used at a temperature of 95° to £t7", twice or thrice a
day, is most excellent. It is a good plan to wrap the chil<l, immediately
on being taken out of the batb 1 iu a warm musliu sheet, to put over this a
light blanket, t\ nd let it li e ou the lap or bed for twenty minutes or half
nn hour. During the past two years, the exte rnal use of cold water in
fobrile diseases has been extemled widely, and among th~ affections in
whic:h it has been applied are eutero·colitis nnd cholera infantum. 'Ve
h1we ourselves limited the use of water to tepid bathing or cool sponging
when the ten1perature was considerably elevated; but excel lent results
have beeu obrnined by some observers 1 both here aud ia Europe, by the
u:se of cold bu.tbs (72° to 78° Falll'.), repeated several times during the
day wheu the febrile temperat ure rose to 103° or 10-1°. If' the temperature
should remain elevated 1 despite the use of' repeated cool spoogin gs and the
wa.rm bath, the cool baths may be tried, thougb we should not recommend
them quite so cold as above mentioned.
The hot poultice or stupe recommended above should be covered with
oiled 6il k, secured by a towel pinned around the body, changed every
three or four hours, and kept on for the greater part of the day, or for
severnl days.
l'alomel has been so highly recommended and so long employed in these
ca~es, th.at we feel so me hesitation in say ing how often it has disappointed
U8.
Certainly we have found in many children that it was of no evident
use, and in the old-fashioned doses of a grain or half a grain, we think it
only adds to the irritation of the bowels. In doses from the 2 \ th to 11"!th
of fl grain combined with small closes of opium and with chalk or bismuth, it is sometim es useful, especially when tbere is marked gastric irritability coexistent. 'Ve ca nn ot doubt, howeve r, that much of the benefit
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that was formerly attribute<l to calomel in lhi~ diseac::e, has been really due
to the opiate and astringent with which it was mually combined.

'Ve still have coufirlence in, and employ, the mixture of blue

ma-.~

and

sf'lda above recommended. It does not irritate, as we have known the
larger doses of calomcl to do i but on the coutrary, when given for thirtysix or forty-eight hours, under the circumstances mentioned, it is freqm.·ntly
followed by au improvemeut in both the number aud character of the
stools.

Before quitting this question of the use of mercurials in diarrh<en, we
wi:.;h to quote the results at which some of the more modern ob~erver~ hnve
arrived 1 witb the remark 1 a3 we pass on, that our own conclusions were much
the same twenty years ago as thu::e expressed above. 'Ve shall do this even
at the risk of being tedious, for we thiok the point a very important one.
In the first place, we shall quote the opinion of' ooe of the ablest of the
Uoited !-lrntes army surgeons, a-s to the use of this drug during the late
war. The writer (Outlines of the Camp Disease:f of the United Slides Armies
as ob.~erred during the Plese11t War, by J. J. Woodward, M.D., Philaddphia, 1863 ), in the article on Chronic Diarrhcea, a disorder closely akin
in mauy of its oymptoms and anatomical lesions to the entero-rolilii! of
children, !my~. nt page ~G2: "Among the remedies liberally employed in
chronic diarrbrea is one which can only be mentioned with di~npprohatioo.
This is the mercurials, which are too frequently administered to gentle
salivation io the form of blue pill or calomel, combiuecl with opium aud
ipecacuanba. Tbe authority of some of the most distinguished American
nwclical writers is in favor of the employment of mercurials io the chronic
diarrhc:ea of civil life; yet when it is remembered that even thotie modern
writers, who most warmly advocate their general employment iu the treat·
meat of iaflamrnatioo, recommend them to be discontinued as injurious
whenever the process has gone on to ulceration, it would appear tbat even
sound mercurialists woul<l avoid using them in the form of chronic diar·
rhooa which is most common in the army."
"Practically it will be found that although in some cases mercurial1" may
succeed, as much less dangerous remedies would have done, in checking
the progress of the disease, yet that in the majority of cases their employ·
ment is accompanied by an increase of the debility, the loss of appetite,
the anremia, and the geueral constitutional symptoms, without any dimino·
tiou in the frequency of the stools. They are, therefore, to be regarded
as dangerous and inefficient, and their use iu these cases has been com·
pletely abandoned by those surgeons who are most successful in the treatment of the disease."
Dr. T. K. Chambers, of London ( Cli11ical Medicine, London, 186~. p.
517 ), iu consi<leriog the treatment ofdiarrhroa in which the stools exhibit
the products of acute inflammation, says: "The drugs I have most trust
in are calomel, ipecacuanha, and cai-bouate of soda. Of the first and
second equal quantities, aucl a double quantity of the third, may be made
iota powders, of which from four to six grains, according to the cbild's age,
may be given every three hours. This is a traditionary powder, but it is
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right lo f:ay that I ha\'C in a good many instances lately left out the
calornel, and the case has done just as well, if not better, wilhout iL. 11
Dr .• J. L. Smith, of New York (op. cit., p. 379), says nothing whatever
about mercurials in his article on the treatment of inflammatory cliarrhrea,
from whidl we are led to suppose that he dues D1Jt U!'lC them. He. however,
quott·~ Dr. E. II. Parker as giving, when the conrlit.ioa approaches that of
dpentery, a mixture comisting of about ten grains of blue mao:~ ruhbed up
in two drachms of syrup of rhubarb, to which is added one-half tea!:'poonful of paregoric, and four ounces of chalk mixture. Of this the doi;e i:s a
tea:-poonful e\'ery two or three hours. Dr. Parker says that the" blue mas1;
cerltlinly does not act like the calomel, uot produciog io purgalive do:ies
so 1.m:at prostration, and in small doses it does not lessen the proportion of
fibrin in the blood, a~ is the cai:;e with calomel." Dr. 8mith'scomment on
tbi~ i,;: "J ha\ e never used this mixture, hnviog been generally !mtb.fied
wi1h the eff~cts of the castor oil mixture."
It i,; unaeces~ary to say any more upon the use of mercurials, nod e.;pe~
einlly of' calomcl. "'e have qnote<l enough to sl1ow that our own opinions
fiuil u~ in very good company.
We regitrd opiwn as oue of tbe most valuable remedies we ht1\'e in the
tr(•atment of this disease. In a former edition of this work it was st1tted
that !'lome \Hiters objected to its employment in the early stage a.; injuri·
ou~. hut that we ha<l not bPen deterred from using it, except in cases in
whil.:h drowsiness and a tendency to stupor or coma, point to some cerebral
cli~order i but that when there has been nothing more than ir ritnhility,
re~tle;.;~ne~>1, nod insomnia, when there was evident pain during the dis·
chitrA"l'", and when the latter have been very frequent, we had always made
u:oe of !-<Ollle of ils prepurations without hesitation, and certainly without
injury, hut, on the contrary, with very great benefit. Our longer experi·
eu<'l' confirms us iu thi::1 view and practice. The propriety of using large
do~es of opium in the early stages of' cholera infantum may well be ques·
tioned, as it bas come to be by some of the best observers in Asiatic cholera.;
but this matter will be considered under the head of tlmt disea!:!e. Io the
di:oorder under consideration, which is one of an inflammatory catnrrhal
type, we lw.we never seen the moderate use of opium do anything but good.
When the nervous symptoms are very marked, if' thf'y be of' the kiud which
denote di8turbnnce of the reflex functions of the nervous system ralher
than those indicating cerebral disorder, we find nothing which answers our
purpo:-c so well as this remedy. \\'hen, however, there is um1sual quiet,
teuding towards drowsiness or stupor, with contraction of the pupil:o, we
mnke u~e of it only with great caution and in very mall do~es. We are
glud to fiud that Dr. Stokes also employs opium without hesitation. He
~ur: 0 It is a remedy that requires caution iu its exhibition, but one of
greut utility." It generally lessens tbe number of discharges, and very
oflen dirnini~hes the heat of skin and frequency of the circulation , by allaying lhe irritability of the nervous system, while at the same time it
greatly promotes the comfort of the child. We htwe used it in the form
of laud1rnum or parcgnrir, giveu in rombinatiou with a laxative early in
the cu~e, or by enema, and afterward::1 in that of the Dover's powder or
1
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powderer! opium. For a child under six months old half a drop of lauda·
num i3 enough to give by the mouth. Of the Duver's powder about a
sixth or eighth of a graiu may be administered mixed with two grnin.i
chl\lk, to be repeated every two or three hours, until three or four drn;cs
have been taken, or uut.il the child shows some degree of drowsine ..s from
the action of the opium, after which it ought to be su~pended for ~ix or
eight hours, and then resumed. Or the opium mny be given in the Jorrn
of laudanum combiner! with the sulphate of magnesia as recommendl'd
above. The old-fashioned castor oil emul~ion, iu the proportion of one
drachm iu a two-ounce mixture, with half a <lrop of the deodorized
laudanum to each teaspoonful of the mixture, is often very ~oothiug u11d
beneficiul. 'Vhen there is marked tenesmus, with frequent small evuc·ua.
tio11l"l, opium may nlso he used with great aclvautage by the rectum, ci1her
to the exclusiou of any in the mixture, or in addition to that, takinJ( care
to graduate the quautity hy the degree of drowsiness that may be ioduct·d.
At one year two drops in one or two teaspoonfuls of water or thin star<'hwater, may be used two or three times a day. In such case~, suppo:-ituries
are somt>times retliille<l better than enema ta. A twelfth of a grain of powdered opium, made up with cocoa butter, may be giveu instea<l of the iu·
jcction. 'Ve have learned to be cautious in the use of opium in sub:stanre
in children under one year of age, and espec:iolly under ti ve or six month~.
whether iu Dover's powJer, powdered opium, or in suppositorie8. The
difficulty in securing an accurate ~ubdivision iuto such small doses as are
nece.-.!-iary is the chief reason for this caution, and, whenever pos~ible 1 we
prefer the fluid medicine.
Geuerally speaking the acute con,.titutiona1 symptoms either sub;;;ide or
cli~appear under the above treatment, and very often the diarrhcca ul:<o
cease:s and the child recovers. 'Vhen, however, the diarrhroa pe1si:.;t~ 1 it
is necel!~ary to resort to two other classes of remedies, upon which great
reliance is placed in the treatment of this attectiou. Tbese are aslringeufs
and absorbent.~. of wbich the most important are prepared chalk, powdered
crab's-eyes, bi:smuth, acetate of lead, rhatauy, kiuo, and catechu. The
chalk may be used in the form of the officiual mistura cretre, a tea~poou
fu\ of which is given after each loose evacLation, or several tin*3 a <lay.
'Vhen the case is sevc're the efficacy of this remedy is much increa!<ecl by
the addition of tincture of krameria, in the proportion of a drachm to two
or three ounces of the mixture, of some opiate preparation, or of ten or
fifteen drops of tbe aromutic syrup of gal Jg (to be tlescribed presently) to
each teaspoonful. Chalk may be used also with great advantage. as
stated abo\•e1 in pawder, combined with Dover's powder.
The powdered crab' a eyes, it ha:S been thought, will sometimes arrest ca:ies
emin which prepared chalk fails to produce any eff'~ct. It is aeuerally
0
ployed in mixture. The formula we employ is the following :

or

1

R. Ocnl.Cancror.]luJv.,

.~j.

3ij.
Puh'. Acacire,
. 3j.
.
.
.
.
Sacch. Alb.,.
f,5iss.-~L
Aqure Fontis, Aqure Cinnamom. 1 Ul
A teaspoonful to begi\•eo four, 6\•e, or six times a day.
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M. Buuchut re~ommends the followiag prescription of Hufeland's:
ll. Ocul. Canrror. Pulv., .
•\qure Fll.'niculi, S)T. Rhei,AA
Giveate:u-poonful every hour.

gr. x .
r.~ss.-)f.

Rttbiiitrate of bismuth has been highly recommeuJed, for• a number of
yenrs ptti-1.t, as a remedy in diarrhroa. Dr. 'Voodward (op. cit., p. 258)
A--:-;h,taat f-lurgeon Dr. John B. Trask, U.S.A ., as lauding it very
hi~hly in lhe chronic diarrhcca of the armies during the late war, and iu

fJUOte~

Cu.lifornia. and Oregon,

e~pec1ally

in those ca.::es iu which there is

nau~ea

or other disorder of the stomach. Dr. \Voodwarcl states that" he has
given it n fair trial, and while he is far from reg1udiag it as specifir, belit•ves it to be a mo::;t valuable art.icle in both simple, irritative, and iu
chronit• diarrhc:ea.. " Dr. Tra..;k prefer:; to give the whole quantity for the
day m a 'ii11gle d11se; buL Dr. w·uodward states that this view does not
corre.:poud with the ge11eml experience ou the subject. It may be gi\•en
in du,.e:s of one tu two grains, to children one year old, every two or three
hour1'. It can be admiuistered in powder wit.h sugar alone, or combined
wilh prepared chalk, or iu mixture with simple 1:iy1·up, or ging-er or aC'aeia
!.l)'rup, 11nd i:ome aromiitic water. \\re have employed it quite fre<1uenLly,
hul, on the whole, have not found it so effective as we bad been led to
hopt> .
.Aceiltle of lead has been highly extolled by many writers in the trentmeuL of the diarrhooas of children . \Ve have had but little experieuce in
ili! u.. c, and i.lre, therefore, utrn.ble to offer au opinion in regard to the influenc:e nhicb it may exert. It may be given iu do~es of from n sixth to
an eighth of n grain, alone, or combined with chalk or Dover's powdn,
evc1·y two hours. J{rameria, kino, and catecht£ mtLy be exhibited alu11e, in
the form of infusion or solution, or they may be giveu in conjunction with
the l'halk mixture. We have frcquenLly employed the tincture of' kratn~ri1l in the l11ttcr wny, and believe it adds very much to the eflh:ary of
tbe r~medy . One or two drachms may be added to three ounces of the
mixture,aud the u5ual dose given. 'Ve have u:;ed, with much advantage,
either ulone or with chalk or crab's-eyes mixture. an aromatic syrup of
gulllf, iu the clo:Se of from fifteen to forty dropd three or four times a day,
or, when the di,.chnrges are very frequent, every two or three hour:;. It
is pn•p1lred according to the following formula:
ll. G:tllteOpt.Pulv.,
. ,3ss.
Cinnamomi Pulv.,
5ij.
Zingib. Pulv.,
3ss.
~pt. \"ini Uall. Opt., .
Oss.-:\1.
Ll't tht• ingrL'dient..~ t-land in a warm place for two hours, and then burn off the
l1rnnd.\· 1 holding some lumlJS ofsugu.r in the flames. Strain through blotting-paper .

...Yitrate of sili•er has been highly recommended ns a remedy of lllte years
by :-evernl writers. It is given both internally and by euema. The modes
of udmiui:.. tratiou will be described iu the remarks on the treatment of the
chronic form of the disease.
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ReNtl~ii:es are often of much service io the treatment of thifl, a~ of almost all the <li~eases of childhood. \Vhen there is much rest)e!l-.;ne,.;s and
1

~~~:~~~~!.ii~~·,b;~~~;c~~~1~~ r~ ;s::e~d f;~ib~~tl~:kdr:~;;a~~~~~e: ~~et~=t~=r~;~';:~~
often allay the;:e symptoms, 1l.nd greatly comfort the little patient. When
the abdomen :s tease and painful, aud the diRcharges preceded or accompanied hy movements or crying indicative of pain, the application of a
poultice of mu~h and mustard from time to time, to be followed by n !iim-

ple mush poultice, ~ometimeJoJ acts very u:-oefully.
Tonita and slinmlants are often neces.>tary in weak and delicate children
from an early period in the attack, anrl in those who are stronger, after the
dii;::ea~c luu; lasted for some time, and tbe acutef'ymptoms have cea~cd, nud
been folluwed by weakness and exhaustiol1. The best tooic is, probably,
8tdplmte of quinine, in doses of from a qnal"ter of a grain to a grain thrl:'e
time~ a day.continued for one, two, or three weeks if necessary. Old brandy
h11s anf'wered better in our hands as a stimulant than wine, wine-whey, or
any of the Liuctures. It may be given to the youngest children iu flo ... es of
from five to ten drops every twu hours, or a teaspoonful may be added lO a
wineg]a;;:.sful of sweetened water, and a teaspoooful given whenever the
child will take it. \Ve hn,•e been obliged, in several cases, to continue
the use of the brandy for three, four, aod five weekii. At Lhe time wheu
we are obliged to resort to this class of remedies, it is nlmo.!:it alwayS1 necessary also to ?UY atteutiou to the improveme11t of the diet. The proportion of milk to water ought to be increa~ed, if it bas been small heretofore;
and we should employ every means to induce the child to take a suffil'ieot
quantity without overloading the stomach. At this stage small qunotities
of animal broths are proper, or the child may be allowed to suck piece~ of
juicy meat, or to eat very fiuely minced n1eat of chicken or mutton. The
diet is in fact a. most important part of the treatment at this periud. Dr.
Stokes says of it, that" many children arc lost by the practitioner neglecting this point."
Oc<"a~ionnlly, indeed quite frequently, vomiting becomes a most troublesome symptom in entero·colitis. "'hen it occurs at rare interval~. and
without much distress to the patient, it needs no attention 1 since it is to be
supposed that the physician bas already arranged the hygienic a111l thE'rapeutical treatment to suit the ordinary co1Hlitions of the disorder. But
when vomitiug becomes frequeut and violent, so that the chilrl. rejects a
lnrge proportion of all that is given to it, and when, between the acts of
vomiting, Lhe little thing refuses almost everything that is brought to it,
all its u:;ual foods, medicines, and sometimes even water, it becomes e\•iJeut
that there must be more or less nausea which causes loathing of food, and
the symptom becomes a serious complication which requires special atten·
tion and treatment. In such cases, there is no use in forcing food or druw,
which it loathes 1 upon the child, unless all other means have failed, when,
of courl:'e, we must attempt to make it take concentrated foods io email
dnsC'S!. The better plan, at first, is to change the diet in toto,-to abandon
rni.lk and all i.ts preparations for one or two days,-and to give light beef or
chicken ten, JU~t touched with salt1 or raw beef, or, if this also is refu:-;ed,
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cold exlract of beef in one or two tablespoonful or wineglai;:;sful quantities,
or pieces of juicy aud rich beef', very sl ightly cooked, to be sucked. Or
we may try small portions of yelk of egg, hard boiled, or what we have
often fouud was eage rly taken in such conditions, wine-whey, of which we
have given, in the ::iecond year of life, as much as a tumblerful in twentyfour hours, and this without the s li gbte:St efl~ct of undue stimulation, febrile
hcnt, or excitement. Sometimes, when the child persistently refuses its orrliuary milk, or vomits it so soon as taken, it will drink willingly, and retain very well, lim e-water and milk, in the proportion of one of the former
to two or three of the latter, with just enough brandy to change the taste.
We know that some medical men o~ject entirely to the use of stimuli in
children on two grounds: 1. That alcohol has no remedial power whatever, or that it is positively injurious in all cases. 2. That its use tends to
pruduce a pernicious taste for siimu lunts and invites the babit of drunkenne~~. To the first objection we can only reply that our observiltioo and
experience have led u;; to a different conclusion, aud t.bat, when employed
in certain conditions of the vital powers, which we have carefully endeavored to de::cribe, ~t.imuli are of the highest value a!i a therapeutic means.
To the second we reply that we have never, so fill' as very carefu l observation goes, produced a druukard by any use we have made of them . 'Ve
agree that physicians ought to be cilref'ul not to employ them in any attractive form, a~ a long·continued remedy, in children over six or eight
years of age. \\Th en we desire to use any form of alcohol in a chronic case
in childre n over the age meutiooed, we g ive some of the bitter tinctures or
elixir::. \\' hen bran(ly is to be used, we always order the oldest aud most
deli cate that cau be procured. As to the quantity, this must depend on
the nge of the patient, the instinct and idiosyncrasy of th~ ch il<l, and the
degree of seve rity of the case. At the age of six months, from ten to
fifteen drops may be given every two or three hours iu two or three ounces
of the lime-water nod milk; and at one and two years, from twenty to
twenty five drops in from four to six ounces of the milk food every two,
thn>t, or four hours. It may be a sign of the old Adam iu the little sufferer, but we have often known rh ildren to take, for <lays together, milk
with brandy in it, who w')uld not touch the milk without tbis addition.
We cirnnot but think that in such cases it is au instinct for a useful agent,
like Lhe appetite of patients in typhoid or typhus fever, in certain of their
phase...., fur ''ine or braudy, which disappears when the nece~sity for it
p~ses away, as has been so well di;iscribed by Dr. Corrigan, of Dublin, in
his nble e~say on the treatment of Iri::.h typhus.
Under the~e circum stances, all medicines which disgust the ch ild must
be litirl usicle. A bitter, or nauseous, or gritty dose will, in sucb states,
surely cause vomiting, as, in older persons, under such conditions, does an
an odo r or taste, or even an idea. \\'e have seen a littl e infant, sick with
diarrhrea, who was sitting lauguidly upon the floor, made lo gag aud
reteh by chau cing to pick from the floor a piece of softened bread. The
impre:-sion produced upon the tactile sem:e of the fingers by the wet aud
mu.~liy .. ub~tance caused sickness at ouce, as the filing of a saw sets the
teeth of' a delicate nature on edge, and brings water into the mouth. All
28
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off'ensive and bitter doses must therefore be abandoned. 'Ve have <Jneu
used, in such cases, the followiog pre3cription with much benefit:
B. Liq. Morph. S11lphat. 1

Acid. Sulph. Dil.,

~~:~~a?,

•

llJ!.xxxij.

"R.xv.

: . . . . , . . ~~~iv.-~I.

Dose.-A teaspoonful every hour or two hours, at. the age of six months ton year

For older children, the proportious of the opiate and acid must be increased. 'Vhen the nausea subsided or passes away, or whcu the cbild
becomes drowq 1 the intervals between the doses must be lengthened, trnd
as the symptoms disappear, the other remedies necessary for the diarrhrea
may be resumed, aml so too of the food. Dr. J. L. Smith, of New York,
states that the best remedy be has used for vomiting is the neutral mix·
ture, as follows :
gr. x:rv.
R. Potassii Riearb.,
gr. nij.
Acid. Citrici, .
f,5j.
Aqure Amygd. Amar.,
f,3ij.-1\I.
......
.
.
Aqu:e,
One teaspoonful to a child from eight to twelve months old, repeated according to
the nausea or \'Omiting.

\Ve have ourselves more frequently directed the freshly prepared effer·
vescing draught, made with lemon juice and bicarbonate of potash, and
have found it very useful.
Creasote is ofLen of great value in relieving such nausea. It may be
given ia the do:se of an eighth of a drop every three or four houra at the
age of one or t.wo year8, and may be aJministert:!<l either iu a tea~poonful
of lime·water, further diluted with a teaspoonful of water or of milk, or in
the following form:
gr. xxxij.
R. Sodii Bicarb.,
gtt. iv.
Creasoti,
q. s.
Pulv. Acacire, Sacchar., ilfi.
. f3ij .
Spt. La\·andulre C..:Omp.,
q. s. :id f3iv.-M.
Aqure,
Dose.-A teaspoonful in a little water three or four times daily.

In some cast:!S no remedy will allay the irritability of the stomach so
promptly as very minute doses of calon}el (gr. ·lr every two hou rs at two
or three years of age) placed dry on the toague.
Tn.EATl!ENT OF CnRO.NlC ENTEHO·COLITIS.-The management of the
hygiene of the patieut i!:I more important tban any other part of the treu.t·
ment, io this, as in nearly all the diseases of the digestive organs in chi!·
dreo; for cases will ofteu recover when tl.te diet, driaks, and exercise are
properly regulated, without the use of any drugs whatever, whereas, most
assuredly, but a small proportion of them would terminate favorably u nder
Lhe best and wisest therapeutical medicatio11 1 were the hygiene of the ch il d
neglected. The remarks that have been made as tot.he diet mo8t proper
in the acute form will apply here. If the child have been weaned ouly a
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few weeks beiore the time at which we are consulted, and the case
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j3 at nil

seriou~. it

h1 best to advise a w~t-nurse. \V e have several times known
ca ...;es of the disease which had resisted the most carefully managed artificial diet and therapeutical treatment, recover in a few days after the
child had been re.stored to tbe breast. It is often, however, impo3sibl e to
follow this course, from the refusal of the parents to obtain a nurse, or of
the child to take Lhe breast of a strange r, and we are obliged to re.st content with artificial food. Cow's milk, in some form, makes the best diet
under the::;e circumstances. For full infol'lnation we refer to the chapter
on food.

In some of these cases beef-tea or chicken-tea will be taken willingly
by the child and retained, when milk preparations are tu ru ed from wit.h
disgust ur rejected by vomiting. B~ef-Lea is best mad e after the mode
laid dowu by Dr. Letheby. Equal weights of lea n beef, cut into small
piece!', nu<l co ld water (a pouu<l to a pint) are infused together for half an
hour. They are t.hen put into a pipkin, placed uear the fire, and allowed to
heat gradually, so as to reach the boiliug-pniut io fift een minutes. They
are ullowed t.o boil a few minutes-two minutes are enough. The water
is then poured off the beef, the beef squeezed, and the wuter ad<led to
the rest. The amount of sed im ent here is \'ery sma ll and soft, and is to
be gi\·eo with the broth. Salt, of co ur~e, is aclclecl.
Chicke11·tea is made by taking half of a small chicken, or the leg and
thigh of a large one, removing the skin, brenkiug the bones, aud simm e ring in a pint of water down to lrnlf a piut. Salt is added. It is quite remn.rkabl e witb what pleasure and avidity young children will take this
thin food.
It sometimes happens that the child will refuse everything that has been
mentioned, aud yet t.he prostration and enrn.ciatiou are such as to make it
l:Sseutial to procure so me aliment t.hat it will consent to take. \Ve have,
under sucb circumstances, given small portions of bread and butter, or
stale spnnge-cake, with weak brandy l\ud wat.er, if tbe child is old enough
to swa llow sol id food. If the white of an egg be stirred in a small glass
of water, the child will usually drink it freely without recognizing t.be
presence of the nlbumeu, nnd we are thus enab led to adrniui5ter a considerable u.mount of nutritious filod by giving the whites of two or three eggs
in the cour6e of the d:.Ly. Sometimes the chilJ will eat small quantities
of meat, auJ when this ba::; been the case, we have uot hes itated to allow
a chitkeu·boue, with a little meat attached to it, or a piece of ham, or
better stil l, a portion of roast beef, or of the tenderloin of beef-steak, to be
held in the ill.lnd and irnckecl i or we may give the white meat of chicken
cut up very fine, or torn iota the finest shreds. Of the latter abJut a teaspooufol is suffic ient for the first day, given with a littl e brandy and
water. The quantity can be gradually increased afterwards. W e have
oflate years also given small quautities of raw beef iu many cases, minced
very fiue and flavored with salt, or prepared iu the manner described
below,' au<l have found it to be readily digesterl and to agree well with
I The U!iC of raw meat in the diarrhwa either of infanis deprived of their mothers'
milk, or of wc:.1.ned chi!Jreu, was recomwended by Wei,;;se, of St. Peteniburg, as long
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the little patients. There is another article which we have sometimes
given when children have l>eeu exhausted for want of food, and when
they require conr-tant change in order to be tempted to take it. Thi.~ is
the yelk of a h.arll-bniled egg, which has the advantage of being very
nutritious if digested, and of not being injurious should it happen to pass
iuto the bowel in the crude state, as it falls into a state of fine powder,
whi('b is not irritating to that organ.
The quantity as well as character of the food is of the utmost importance, and should be strictly regulated by the physician, and attended to
by 1he mothrr or nurse. As a general rule the child may be allowed as
much as it wants of proper food, since the appetite is almost alwa_vs greatly
dirnini:ihed, and it is not likely, therefore, that too mucb will be Lakea.
If~ however, there is a disposition to nausf'a or vomiting, or if the appetite
rernnin as gooJ as usual, the quantity must be restricted. The <lilficulty
in most (•ac:es is to get the patient to take enough, nnd not to prevent it
from taking too much, for we have very ofteu ascertained, upon careful
inquiry, that the quantity was entirely too small to support the strength
of the constitution. This is a mutter of great importance. \Vt: believe
that the life of the patient often hangs upon the physician's action in such
cases. He should know, by the mo1:;t minute and thorough inquiry, just
what the patient is taking each day. A child six months old, as we have
shown elsewhere, ought to take from a quart to three pinls of liquid food
per day, and one of a year old as much or more than this made with a
larger proportion of milk, or in connection with some solid food. Now,
we have frequently known childrea with this disease to take not more
than two or three gills a day, which is manifestly quite too liule to sup·
ago w~ lSIO t Oµpenheim's Journal). Of late years it has been extensively 11-.;cd with
excellent re .. ults, and is highly praised by Trousseau and other eminent authorities.
The administration of the muscnlar tis~ue il">elfappears much more nseful than any
form of l.ieef es"ence or soup, probably for thi~ reason among others, that the,.e lluids
pa~ too q1iickly through the intestinal canal. The besL meat for the purpose is the
fillet of licef, though line mutlon m:ty also be u-.;ed. It should be cut very fine, and,
acconling to Trou~eau, ponndc<l in a mortar and strained through a sieve or <•ul·
lender; the pulp, tlms separated from the c-ellular texture of the meat, may be rolled
into small IJalli:i in salt or powrlered sugar.
The quantity upon the first day should not exceed three drachms, gi\•Cn in divided

1r:~~ ~i ~u:o i~e~l<~l~~e~o~b~:~. onJ~~cs~~~:s!:;i~~~' t~1:ti~ i:~~1~!: ;:!~/::~1t~;.a~~:~~:
1

and the ('hilJren

quickly recover their plumpness and natnral
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favorable change.
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been tre;tted by raw beef, tapeworms have been developed.

As ti1ese worm-i

were all
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tunate t•onscquence has been observed frequently in other localities, and ('ertainly in
the quite numerous case.'I in which we have ourseh·es adwinistered raw meat to ('hil·
dren, no cntozoa have been developed.
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port life for more than a short time. In such ca3es, the persevering use
of 11timulants and tonics, and changing the fooil until stJmething is disCO\'erecl that is accepted willingly by the child, makes the essential part
of the treatment.
lu connection with this most important matter of the food, we will again
quote from Dr. 8. B. Hunt (op. cit., page 30.)), to show the results of his

expl'rienre in the uee of foods in chronic inflammatory diarrhooa in the
army. For the i-ake of any non-profei:.sional reader, we will state that by
albuminoid food Dr. Hunt refers to meat., meat brnths, eggs, etc.; and by
aoti~corhutic food he means tomatoes, fresh fruits, onions, etc. Dr. Hunt
sayil: "The value of clrngs wa!', perhaps, o\·erestirnated in this, as in all
othN dil-lea~e::; of' ns.11;imilation, aud only a careful avoidance of the original
CRll!<C~ of the malnrly, and an equally careful recognition of their continued
exil'll('t1Ce in the system, could secure any degree of success. The scorbutic and malarial taints were almost uniformly present, the former very frequently iu as pronounced a form as the latter. The bowels, enfeebled by
the i11ffammatory procC'ss, were unahle to perform their normal function of
the dige~tion of stur<'i1es 1 and the diet, therefore, became necessarily albuminnirl. A full nutritious diet of albuminoid and autiscorbutic food assumC'd the first importance in tbe treatmf'nt. Coupled with this came pure
air and ahsolute cleanline~s. Arni, with these hygienic mens:ures alone,
wh~n they could be properly enforced, it was possible to treat chronic diarrhn.•a nnd dysentery with a fair degree of success, even in the great heat.s
of a Southern summer." These views. confirm what we have said above,
that milk, meat, rnw or cooked, broths, eggs, gingerbread, to1nntoe11, bread
and hutter, and we nrny add currant-jelly, make the best food for children
O\'er two and three years of age. Ev~n in children of Pight months and
~year or llpwards of age, milk and beef or chicken-lea ought to form the
chief diet. The starches, such as arrowroot, barley, wheat prep1trations,
etc., do not answer, except in very small quantities cooked in milk. 'Ve
saw one (•hilrl, a year old, weaned in August in consequence of the illness
of the wet-nurse, whose life was apparently saved in dysentery hy Liebig's
cold extract of beef, ~md by its fortunately having developed a strong
ta<to for the ;uckiug of large piec•s of rapidly aud slightly cooked beefsteak.
The t/1errqmitical treatment of the chronic form consists principally in
the ndmini/"ltration of tonics, astringents, and absorbents. Of these the
rnnilt important are bismuth, powdered chalk and crab's-eye!'.!, noel the
different vegetable nstriogeot:i., which have already been noticed in the remnrks on the acute form. These are to be given in the manner there
recommended, and it is therefore unnecessary to repeat what bas already
been said. In addition to these there are some remedies which are partirulnrly nclnpted to the chronic form of the disease. Amongst them is
nifr(lfe of silt-er. Dr. Eberle (op. cit., p. 2.51) says he has found its internal
administration to produce the happiest effect in a few instances Ilis pre·
script ion was a grain of the nitrate dissolved in nu ounce and a half of gum
arabic water, with the addition of twenty drops of laudanum. The dose
was a tea.spoonful three times a day. Ile adds that he bas never 11 known
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lhe slighte~t inconvenience lo result from lhe ~~~ ofthis.nrlirlc i~ ch;onic
mucous inflammation of Lhe bowels, when n<lnuo1stcred 111 a muc1lng111ous
solution and in very smnll closes." h has been much used of late yenrs
in France. MM. Trousseau and Pidoux recommend its internal u!le in
the chronic diarrhccns of children occurring during dentition, nfter his·
muth, powdered crab's-eyes, and diet have failed to effect a cure. Their
formula is as follows :

V·!·

R. Argenti Nitrat. 1

f;:;\·j.
f3ijss.-1L

Aqme De..::tillat.,
Syr. F-;arsap.,.
.
.
.
.
.
.
To be given in eight.or ten d05CS.

At the same time, they employ an enema composef1 of a grain of the nitrate in three ounces of dhtilled water. It is highly recommended nlso
in these cases by Hirsch, of KOnigsberg. His formula is as follows:

B:.

Argenti Nitrnt.Crystal.,
AqmeDe:tillat.,
AcacirePulv.,
Sacch. Alb.,.

gr.\.
.

f~ij.

3u.
3ij.-M.

A teaspoonful of th is mixture to be g iveu every two hours, aud an enema,
consisting of a quarter of a grain of the salt, with mucilage and a little
opium, to be administered (Rm1king's Absf., No. VI, p. 61). We have for
a number of years past used nitrate of silver so frequently in this disease,
and with such excellent results, that we can confidently recommend it.
Internally it JS best given iu solution, io a thin and delicately made mucilage or syrup of acacia, in the dose of gr. :/r. to gr. 711r, three or four times
daily, for a child two or three years of age. Each close should he given
in about two or three fluid drnchrus of liquid, to which whatever amount
of deodorized tincture of opium is considered desira.ble mny be added.
The best time for its admiuietration is towards the close of <ligestioo, or
about one hour after food has been taken. 'Ve have also given it very
frequently in the form of enema, in cases where it was apparent that the
rectum and the lower part of the large bowel were considerably affected,
and under such circumstances the happiest effects may be secured. The
dose and mode of administration are stated at the close of the following
paragraph.
Dr. Woodward (op. cit., p. 264) says, in his article on the treatment of
the chronic diarrhcea, which was a true entero-colitis, that "by far the
most valuable local measure is the employment of solutions of the mineral
astringents as enemata." He mentions sulphate of copper, nitrate of silver, sulphate of zinc, and acetate of lend 1 but thinks that the sulphate of
copper aud nitrate of !)i)ver are prohably the most efficient. The strength
he recommends is of one or two grains to the ounce of water, of which
from one to six ounces may be thrown into the rectum two or three times
a day. He advises that, when the r ectum rejects the injection immediately, twenty to forty drops of laudanum be added to each enema, that the
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injection be thro" n carefully into the bowel. and the nozzle of the syringe
be withdrawn as gently as poss ihle, in order that the fluid may be retained
at least for some little time. 'Ve quote these statements, not to ioduce the

u::e, in children, of sol11.tioos of oue or two grains to the ounce, but to draw
attention to one of the means, the ability aud advantage of which bore the
te~t of' the vnst army experience in this most severe and troublesome dis·
ease. ID children it is best to begin with one or two ounces of a solution
of the strength of gr. t of the nitrate of ~ilver to an ounce of water or thin
mucilage, repeated morning and f'Veuing; and, if this gives 'no pain, or
but lilllt!, and does not produce the desired benefit, the quantity may
be increaeed, aud the proportion may be doubled, or, after two or three
triul:i, brought up to that of a grain to an ounce. It is well to add a suitable amount of deodorized tincture of opium, carefully adapted to the age
of the child and to the amount of opiate that is being given by the mouth.
Another excellent remedy in the chronic diarrhceas of children, one
from which we have sometimes obtained very satisfactory effects, it; the
solution of the nitrate of iron. It is given in doses of from two to five drops
three times a clay, in sweetened water, at the age of one or two yeara.
The following formula is recommended by Dr. Eustace Smith . 'Ve
have used it our3elves in several chronic casee, and have been much pleased
with its effects:
R. Liq. Ferri Pcrnitrat.,
f3ss.
Acid. Nitric. Dil.,.
f,:;ss.
Syr. Zingib. 1 •
f.~j.
Aq. Anethre,.
q. s. ad f,5iij.-M.
A teaspoonful every six hoursatoneyc!l.rofage.

We have found a teaspoonful every three or four hours not too much at
three and four years of age.
Creasote also has been highly recommended, and we have used it with
advantage in cases attended with nausea, flatulent distension of the bowels, or a very fetid state of the discharges. It may be given in the manner prescribed on page 434 1 or subnitrate of bismuth may be substituted
io this mixture for the soda.
Bouchut recommends enema.ta of from ten to twelve grains of extract
of rhatany, or six to ten of tannin, in about £ve to seven ounces of some
vehicle.
Sulphuric acid has been found very useful in the treatment of this
affection, nnrl by same authors, as, for instance, Pollock (Trans. Amer.
Med. A.~soc., vol. viii, p. 260), has been given in 1arge doses as the sole
remedy.
We have never used it in this manner, but for some years past have
been in the habit of employing it in the fo1lowiog mixture with excellent
results. In cases of diarrbcea,showing a disposition towards dysentery,as
of'Len occurs in entero-colitis, and especially when the stomach has been
irritable, so as to bear other medicinal substances badly, we have found
this combination very beneficial:
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B. Acid. Sulph. Arom.,
Tinct.Opii,.
Syr. Kramerire1 •
.Aq. Fluvial.,
A tea8poonfol every two hours.

gtt. xlviij.
gtt. xij 1 vel :u lv.
r.~i.s.
f,3ijss.-~r.

It should never be forgotten in the treatment of chronic diarrhCl'n iu
children, that the most important point of all is the regulation of the diet
and other hygienic condiliuus. 'Ve are fully convinced that we have seen
several children saved from death by attention to these points, and by the
persevering and c~reful employment of tonics and stimulants. It ofleo
happens, after the di~ease has lasted for some weeks or monthe 1 that the
powers of the stomach are almost wholly lost. The child either refuoes
food or takes so little that the quantity is evidently iusufficieut to carry
on the vital proce~ses, or the greater part of what is taken is rejected by
vomiting, or, Jnstly, much of it passes off through the bowels, and appears
in the stools in an undigested stale, forming what is called lientery. If
this condition of th ings is allowed to continue, the emnciation and exhaus·
tion make rapid progrees, and the case must :won terminate fatally . Under
these circumstances all the ingenuity and skill of the physician are required to fiud articles of diet of a digestible and nutritious kind, which
shall, at the same time, wake up and tempt the patient's worn-out and
perverted appetite. There is almost always present more or less nausea,
which keeps the patient on the sharp edge of vomiting. It is worse than
useless for the physician to direct the mother lo give, in such a case, doses
of au ill-tasting or nauseou~ medicine. Either they would not be given
more than once or twice, or, if persisted in by too believing a mother,
they would cause vomiting or retching, and do more harm than good.
We must depend chiefly, in such cases, on doses of the oldest and most
delicate brandy that can be found, of which from one to two teaspoonfuls may be put into a wiueglassful of cold water, nnd the whole given by
teaspoonfuls in the twenty.four hours; or fifteen- to twenty.drop doses of
the elixir of Peruvian bark every three or four hours may be used; or
solution of pepsin 1 in half-teaspoonful do~es three times a day; or, two or
three drops of tincture of aux \'Omica in sweetened water three times a
day, if' the bitterness does not cause nausea or increase the loathing. In
such cases, wine of iron, in doses of twenty drops to a fourth of a drnchm,
with syrup of tolu and caraway-water, will sometimes do exceedingly
well; or the following, which bas sometimes succeeded in our hands:

&. Tr. Ferri Chlorid., .

f,3.i.

f3j.
Acid. Acct. Dil.,
f3ij.
Liq. Ammon. Acetat., .
f.~ss.
•
Syrupi Simp. 1 •
. f,3ij.-)f.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Aqme,
Dose at four years, a leaspoonful1 and under that age, half a teaspoonful, three

or four times a day.

In some very obstinate cases, especiall y where there is any reason to
suspect the existence of a malarial element in the case, from half a minim
to one minim of Fowler's solution of a rsenic, with the wine of iron, three
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timeg a day, has been very serviceable. Whilst this is being done, an occa~iona l close of anodyne, just euough to tra11quillize without stupefying,
may be given. If the rectum will retain it, it is better to give it by enema.
In ~omP cases we have found the aromatic syrup of ga ll s, given with brandy,
to be taken by the child without a ny difficulty or disgust; anrl strange to
say, we have found occasionally that au emu lsion of cod.l iver oi l made very
weak, from two drachms to half au ounce i11 a three·ounce mixture,
flavored with oil of cinnamon or of partridge-berry, and given in teaspoonful, and afterwards in dessertspoonful doses, three times a <lay, could
be taken readily, and with excellent results.
Gentle exercise each day in an easy carriage, or in a baby-carriage, is
very usPful when properly managed. It is very possible to hu ve too
muth of it, and this does more harm than good. If the child comes
home fagged, it has been injured. If it return a little wearied, and dispo!led to s leep, it has been benefited . Exposure to the open air, under
the shade of trees or in a piazza, through muc:h of the day-taking the
daytim e nap in this way-is useful. In severe and te<l ions case~, change
of residence, from the interior to the seashore, or, if this ha ve failed, to
some cons iderahle altitude, will often cure when nothing else will. In
one case in this city, which bad lasted with but short intervals fo r two
years, we obtaiued a perfect cure by persuading the parents to se11d the
child into an elevated part of the country in the month of l\Iay, where it
was kept until July, after which it was removed to the sea~ide until lhe
end of August. N(.Jthing was done in the meantime except to rPgulate the
diet most carefully, and to keep the child the greater part of the day iu
the open air.

ARTICLE III.

GENERAL REMARKs.-In the early editio ns of this work we failed to
draw with suflicieut clearness the distinction between what we think ought
exclusively to be called cholera infantum, and the much more common
disorders which are properly sty led simple and inflammatory diarrhrea. or
entero-co litis. In this we did but follow the practice of most American
writers, and the custom of the day. Indeed, many physicians amongst us
are still in the habit of designating the various intestinal disorders of ch ildren so frequent during the summer heats, under the commoo title of
cholera infantum. " 'e believe, on the other hand, that a large majority
of the deaths registered in our mortality returns under this name1 are the
result uot (Jf a true cboleraic disease, but rather of simple diarrhrea or
eotero-col itis. 'Ve have, however, only too often to contend with a disease in chi ldren which deserves the title of cholera, which is the analogue
of cholera morbus in the adult, and "hich is the disease we propose to
consider in the present chapter.
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DEFrnrTrON; SYNO~YMSi

FnEQUENCY.-,Ve can define cholera inruntum only by an enumeratiun of its most specific characters, and we shall
do this very much in the words in which Dr. Aitken describes epirlelllic
cholera. Chnlera infantum, as we understand it, is characterized by the
occurrence, almost solely duriug the summer mouths, in young and gener-

ally teething children, who have been previously either healthy or the subjects, for a longer or shorter time, of simple or inflammatory diarrhooa, of
surlden muscular debi lity, occasional nausea, spasmodic griping pains in
the bowel:'.!, depressiuu of the functious of re~pirntioo, and au appearance
of faintness; copious purging of thin serous fluid, or of large watery aad
fetid erncuatioas, succeeded by more or less obstinate vomiting, coldness
and dampness of a part or of tbe whole surface of the body, coldness and
lividity of the lips aud tongue, cold breath. a craving thirst, a feeb le rapid
pulse, difficult aud oppressed respiration, with extreme restlessness, diminished or suppressed uriuary secretion, pallor of the entire surface of the
body, a sunken nod pinched countenance, weakness of the cry or partial
apboni11, and collapse, more or Jess complete, which may prove fatal, or be
followed by reaction and speedy recovery, or by a subsequent more or less
severe and obstinate simple or inflammatory cliarrhcea.
This disease is not so common as simple and inflammatory diarrhcea,
most cases of which have been hitherto, as stated above, improperly grouped
under the common name of summer complaiut. Though rare in Europe,
in comparison with its frequency in this country, it is easy to recognize
from the descriptions, the identity of some of the cases called by Billard
follicular enteritis, by Barrier apyrelic and febrile follicular diacrisis, by
Rilliet and Barthez, in their secoud edition, choleriform gastro-intestinal
catarrh, and by Copland, the choleric fever of infants, with the true
cholera infantum of America.
It is impossible to determine its real frequency amongst us, for the reasou that fatal cases of simple diarrhooa aud entero-colitis, are so generally
included in our mortal.Jty returns, with those of the true choleraic disease,
under the common title of cholera infantum or summer complaint. That
it is a frequent cause of' death is shown, however, by the tables
Dr.
Emerson (Am. Jour . .1.lled. Scie11ces, vol. i, 1827), wherein it appears that
from 1807 to 1827, 3576 deaths from cholera, under five years of' age, were
returned in this city; of course many of these deaths were from a true
choleraic disease. This is the largest number of deaths from any one disease given in the table. The next largest item of mortality is under the
head of convulsions, of which it appears that 3192 died in the same period
of time. During the five years, from 18i6 to 1880 inclusive, there occurred
in th is city, 36,70& deaths from all causes, under fifteen years of age. Of
this total, 45-17 died of the so-called cholera infantum, which is the largest
number of deaths from any one disease. After cholera infantum the
largest number of deaths was caused by convulsions (3464) and by marasmus (3386). We also refer the reader to the table given at pages 406-407,
obtained from the Board of Health of this city, exhib iting the mortality
under five years of age from cholera infantum, diarrbooa, and dysentery,

or
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with the total mortality at all ages, nod with the mean temperature of
eaeh month.
('_u ..... F_:s.-lo discussing the causes of cholera in children, we meet again
the difficulty so ofteu alluderl to, viz., the custom in this country of classing in mortality return~. all the deaths from intestinal affections in child-

hood, under the common title of cholera iofautum or sum111er complaint.
Our own experience leads us to the conviction that the cau,.es are the same
a" tho:-e of !!imple and iutlammatory diarrhrea, acting with greater iotensity. \\rhen that cause, or those causes, whatever they may be, a<'t with
moderate force, the result will probably be a simple or inflammatory
diarrhcca. 'Vhen, on the contrary, the causes are intensified in clf'gree,
the tn:-c will be apt to take the form of choleraic disorder. Thus heat is
ooe of the most influential of these canst!S. So long as the atmo~pheric
temperature is moderate, the resulting <lisorders will probably take the
forni of simple or inflammatory diarrhooa. But let the temperature rise
to S.j or 95° Fahr., or even higher, as happens occasionally in our summer.~, and cootinue at that height for three or four days, and children
previou~ly well will be seized with the true choleraic forms of diarrhrea,
whil:-t thoc;e who are already suffering- with simple or inflammatory diarrhrea, arc prone to have these milder diseases assume suddenly the
cholernic type.
A glance at the table above referred to, shows most plainly the effect of
heat upon the mortality from bowel diseases in children 1 under five yenrs
of nge. It will there be seen that, in the two months of July and August,
when the mean monthly temperature is between 75° and 80°1 the mortality
from cholera iofantum rises to between two and four hundred, noel even
over i whilst duriag the cool m0ntbs, as January, February, November,
and December, when the mean monthly temperature is between 30° and
40'- generally, only one, two, three, or none at nil, are reported. This
table shows also, what we have so frequently remarketl upon, that most of
the fatal cases of bowel disease, in early life, are classed in the medical
returns of this city, under the common title of cholera infantum, whereas,
we are sure from our own personal experience, that many of these deaths
would be more correctly referred to simple or ioffnmmatory diarrhcea, or
entero-colitis. Thus, in the very mouths when three and four hundred
deathd are grouped under the title of cholera iofantum, only from fifteen
to twenty, or a little over, appear usually under the terrn diarrhcca.
Diet.-Improper diet is another frequent cause of choleraic disease in
hot weather. Sudden weaning, a change in the character of the artificial
food, the unfortunate use by accident, or by the carelessness of the nur~e,
of unwholesome milk, of improper vegetables, or, as uot unfrequently
happens, of green or unripe or unhealthy fruit, ns apples, currants, gooseberrie~, or blackberries (instances of all of which we have ourselves met
with ), will sometimes bring on, in a very few Lours, the most violent attacks of cholera, or convert a previously mild nod comparatively safe
dinrrh(('n. into the more violent form of disease we are considering. These
retiults are especially apt to follow such accidents or imprudences in large
cities, where the hygienic conditions are always in summer of a kind to
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invite the more violent and duagerous forms of intestinal disorder. In
fine the conditions which have been ascertained to be mo:,t certnin to
pro:1uce epidemic cholera, when that disease is pre~ent in a loculity, are
those which develop cholera in children.
To put before the reader the conditions most ce rtain to cause cholera in
chi1 1lreu, we caunot do better than to quote from the Re-port on Bpidrmic

Cholera to the Citizens' Association of New York, in 1865, the localizing
cau:;;es of cholera.
The~e

are:

l. Decaying organic matters, bone, bide, fat and offal houses, ntglected
stnblei;:, putrescent mud and filth.
2. Bnd drainage, local dampness, malaria.
3. Obistructed sewers, filthy streets, gutters, stables, garbage, and cesspools.
4. ·water aod bevernges in any manner contaminated by putrescent
organic matter, particularly by any soakage from privies.
5. Neglected privies noel putrefying excrement.
6. Overcrowding and neglect of ventilation.
It is just where these cooclitioos are most rife tlrnt choleraic di[::eases in
children are most apt to occur. Amongst the poor, who inhabit the
crowded quarters of cities, where the streets noel alleys are small and narrow, where heaps of decaying vegetable and organ ic matters abound, where
water is scant or scantily used, where venti lation, from the manner in
which the streets are laid out, and from the crowding together of buildings,
is nece::sarily imperfect, we have the most numerous aud the severest forms
of the disease. Add to these the small size of the houses, the low ceilings,
the small and few windows, and the interior arrangement of the rooms,
which is such that a thorough draught is unattainable, and we need not
wonder at the prevalence of the disease. It is amongst the poor, too,
that the food is often of necessity, as well as from ignorance and reckle~s
ness, of the most improper kind, an<l not uufrequently insufficient in
quantity.
But not only the poor, in their unhappy lot, suffer from this cli~ease.
The children of the rich, with all the advantages of the most wholesome
hygienic appurtenances which ease and knowledge can supply, are npl to
coutract it if they remain in town during the hot summer mouths. &i
well is this known, that most families in easy circumstances leave the city
for the seaside or the interior, so long as their children are young, remaining absent usually from the middle of June to the middle or eod of ;.;..p·
tember. It is nevertheless true that, whilst all the residents in our cities
during the summer season are liable to see their young children suffer
from this disease, those who are so fortunate as to occupy large and airy
houses in the best and cleanest quarters, and who follow a wise system of
hygiene as to diet, water, dress, and exposure to fresh air, escape with
much more certainty the disease than those who are compelled by the
necP.ssities of their position to submit to the unhealthy conditions mentioned above. For further information, and especially for cerlain opio-
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ions in regard to the part that unwholesome milk may play, the reader is
referred to the article 011 the causes of eutero-colitis.
Denlition.-,Ve believe this also to be a most powerful predisposing
ca11:-ie of' the diseaire, and yet it is less influential than age, for vital statistic:s ~how that it is about twice as falal in the first year as in the second,
though the process of dentition is certainly more active and continuous
in the second than in the first year. We have rarely observed it before
the bPginning of the process of dentition, and it is certainly very rare after

it8 completion .

.Ag,., as has just been stated, exerts a strong influence in the production
of the di;;ease. In the tables of Dr. E nersou, the cases of cholera infanlum and cholera morbus are included under the one head of cholera,
but ns all cases of the disea$e under ffre years of age are called cholera infuntu1n, tbe want of the distinction does not make the statements less useful to U'1. From them it appears that there were 2122 dH.uhs in the first
year, 1186 iu tht> second, and only 268 between the second nod fifth. Between five and ten years, only 52 cases are noted, and these would of
conrge be entitled cholera morbus. lu the five years, from 184-4 to 1848
inclu::oive, of 1611 deaths from cholera inf'antum under fifteen years of age,
96!) occurred in the first year of lite, 529 in the second, 103 between two
and five years, and ouly 10 aft.er that age.
Sex.-There are no large tables of reference, by which to ascertain the
exact proportion in whicb the disease occurs in the opposite sexes. It
would appear, however, from our own experience, to be much more common in males than females, siuce of 77 ca;.:es of which we have kept a.
record, -1-8 occurred in boys, and only 29 in girls.
Co11.~titution.-This disease is most apt to occur in feeble, delicate children, nod in those of nervous, irritable temperament.
Hereditary Predisposition.-Our own observation leads us to believe
thnL the disease is apt to occur ia certain families. It would seem probable tbat this peculiarity must depend on the fact that tbe cons1itutions of
some fami li es are particularly disposed to disorders of the digestive apparatus. We are acquainted with one family in this city, in which eight out
of ten ch ildren suffered more or less from the disease. Ag-aiu, of these
children four have grown up, married, and have children . Two of these
families have each lost a child from the disease; in a third, the two children of the family have beeu exceedingly ill with it; while iu the fourth
some of' the children have been sick, though not to the same degree.
Again 1 we have attended two children in a family, one not quite two years,
and the otber three mouths and a balf old, who have both beeu very sick
wirh the disease. The elder child was ill the summer before in the same
way. The mother of these children was herself very ill with the disease
on severa l occasions during her infancy, as was also her brother.
ANATOMICAL LESIONS AND PATilOLOGY.-It will be readily understood that it is far from an easy task to defioe precisely what are the essential lesions in true cholera infantum, as we have de.5:cribed it. Having
been confounded so long with ordinary infiammutory diarrhren, the lesions
usually attributed to it are precisely those we have detailed in our article
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on the latter affection. Iu those cases again where the true cholerair di~
ease appears during the course of inftammatory diarrhrea, it is of cour~e
difficult to determine to which affection the lesions presented after rieitth
are in reality due. 'Ve must, therefore, seek for the true an'i proper
lesions of cholera in fan tum in the ClHuparatively ntre cases in whi{'h this
affoctiou has appeared in the mi<l::st of good health, aad has proved fa.till
duriug the acute stage. With tbis restriction then it appear8 tlrnt the
only anatomical changes which can be regarded as constant and e:;.. cntial
to the di:5ease, are enlargement of the mucous follicles, and, to a le~..i degree, of the glands of Peyer i and softening, and in some cases erythematous infla.mmation of the mucous membrane.
There can be little doubt that the appearances thus indicated depend
upon the presence of an early stage of inflammation of the tisslles of the
inte~ti11al \\alls, and of the mucous follicles. This view is supported by
the similarity between these lesions and those foun<l in cases of entem·
colitis, proving fatal during the early stage, as well as by the fact that
where the child survives the clioleraic stage, and ultimately dies after a
contiuuance of diarrhcca for some days, or even several weeks, the lesions
are found to have devel.:iped into those ordinarily fuuud in primary euterocolitis.
It. is, however, necessary to consider briefly what additional element is
present, in this form of disease, which impreoses upon it such peculiar nnd
fatul features; or, in other words, what is the pathology of the col np.-:e
which characterizes cholera infant.um.
It is a lllatter of much regret, that as yet we are wanting in careful
microscopical exa1Dinations of the condition of the f'pitbelium of the mucous membrane, and of the characters of the evacuations. \Ve should
anticipate, however, from the evident similarity betweeu cholera infantum
and sporadic cholera, or cholera morbus in the adult, that in the former
as iu the latter disease, such ex<Lmiuation would reveal rapid proliferation
and exfoliatiou of the cells of the mucous membrane.
In regard to the explanation of these lesions, we would refer the reader
to the remarks upon the pathology of entero-colitis, where we have expressed our belief that the causes of these affections ( heat, noxious emanations, uuwbolesome food), act in a complicated manner, by inducing a !:late
of malnutritiou in which the tissues are prone to undergo inflammatory
changes, by loading the blood with noxious substances, which may irritate
the glands which excrete them, and fiually by interfering with digestion,
so that the coutents of the inte~tinal canal undergo chauges which render
them highly irritating.
\Ve repeat that we recognize in cholera infautum the presence of the
general alteration of' nutrition, and the change in the entire blood ma~.
as well as the local irritant action of the morbid contents of the inte:;tines.
But it is in the highest degree interesting and significant of the inq>ortance of th id last element in the causation, that symptoms altogether ind is·
tiuguishuble from thosti of cholera collapse, may be produced by agencies
actmg directly and solely upon the coats of the stomach and iute~tines.
Attention was directed to these analogous conditions by Sedgwick, in a.
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highly valuable arlic1e, "On some Analogies of Cholera, in which s1q:.pression of urine iii not accompnnied by symptoms of 1trremic poisoning" \ Med.Cliir. Trans., vol. Ii, p. 1, 1868), in which be collected many such example~.

Among the causes which are clearly established as capable of

producing such an ana logous condition, are poi.:;onous doses of corrosive
sublimate, arseui<', some of the mineral acids, especially nitric acid; and
aJ,.o of certain drastic purgnt.ives, especially crotou oil. In thei::e cas~s
the peculiar symptoms produced, which are uniformly described by accurate ob:;ervers as most closely analogous to those of cholera collnp~e. are
due exclu:;ively to the direct irritant actioa of' the sub~laoce upon the
ga!'itro-inte:stiual mucous membrane.
The same effects have frequeutly beea observed to follow the eatiag or
drinking of poisonous animal matters, such as taiated or simply uuwho le·
some meat or fieh, and milk wbich has uudergone some injurious, but ns
yet. uaknown changf', decomposing vegetables, a11d some of the poi~ouous
fungi. Jn thi!i last group of cases, the local irritant action of the ~mL·
stnnCe:.i ewallowcd must certainly be regarded as the principal cause in
the production of the symptoms, although it is quite possible that. the
ioge!-itiun of such putrid animal or vegetable sub::itauces should abo cause
an altered condition of the blood .
Jn like manuer, there are numerous morbid conditions of the intE'stiues,
or their peritoneal covering (as perforation with subsequeut peritonitis,
peritonitis from extensiun of inflammation, intestiual obstruction), ''hid1
may be attended with symptoms closely analogous to those of cholera
collapse.
We will also quote from Rilliet and Barthez the followiug passage in
regard to the remarkable memoirs upon Inanition, by Dr. Cho::~at, of
Gcaevn, which show the ann logy which ex ists between the results of ex·
perimeutal inauition and the chief symptoms of cholera iufantum. 11 This
is scc11 e.-;pccinl ly : (1.) In the dimiaulion of temperature, wh ich, coojoine<l
with Lhe loss of weight, is in inauition, as in cholera iufantum, one of Lhe
principal causes of death . (2.) Io the stupor which follow11 the jactitation
as the temperature falls. (3.) In the colliquative <liarrhcea during the
la:-t Jew days of life, the severity of which is proportioned to the rapidity
of the fntul termiuation, and to the increase of the algidi1y."
hid not wit.bin the scope of the present work to discuss, critically, the
various theories which have been advanced to explain the modus operondi
of suth cnuse:.i in producing a state of collapse analogous to that of cholera,
as well as the pathology of true cholera collapse.
1t i:;;, however, evideut that. the mere drain of fluid from the alimentary
canul, ah hough it undoubtedly has much influence upou the course of the
dh·cu:-e, cannot be regarded as the efficient cause Qf collapse, since in many
ca:scil profound collapse occurs with comparatively scanty discbarge8.
~too we mu~t regard Dr. Johnson's hypothesis ( J.lledico· Chir. Trans.,
vol. I, 186i, p. 103, et seq.), tlrnL the symptoms of collapse are due Lo a
spn:orn of tbe miuule brunches of the pulmonary artery, caused by the
spet·ific nltemtion of the blood iu cholera, as based upon insufficient argu·
rueut~. 'fhus, in the first place, we have cited instances above where
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symptoms altogether similar to those of cholera collap3e, are produred
under circurn:stauces io which it is impossible even to sui;pect the exii,t~
ence of' a poisoned state of the blood. Again, there is neither any clinical
nor anatom ical evidence to show that the contraction of the pulmonary

artery is re latively greater than that of the rest of the arterial system; or
again, that such contraction precedes the other signs of collapse.

In an earlier edition of' this work, we quoted the opinion of Rilliet and
Barthez in regard to the implication of the sympathetic nervous l:iystem
in cholera infa.ntum, and since that time we have been Jed to regard this
more and more strongly ns the essential cause of the collapse which char·
acterizes this and other choleraic conditions.
The passage extracted from the admirable work of Rilliet and Bnrthez
was ns follows: "The disease we have just JescribeJ is, i n our opinio11, a
catarrh which has localized it.self upon the digestive trnct nn<l the great
sympathetic nerve. It is, of' all forms of the catarrhal affection, that
which most clearly justifies the idea of a po isoning. It proves al~o that
a11Btomical differences alone will not suffice to establish a separation between the various species of the disease.
0
Its catarrbal nature is demon~trated by the causes, which are those of
all catanh.s (improper al imentation, epidemic influence, etc.); by the analogy of the symptoms; by the gradual passage of the mild iuto the grave
forms, through iutetme<liate cases; aud lastly, by the fact that simple in.
testiual catarrh is often but the prodrome of choleriform enteritis.
"H.eas ming from the simple fact that the disease is catarrh al, we admit
the exi~tence of a modification of the whole economy, and of some alteration of the blood.
"A study of the anatomico-pathological descriptions of the disease, and
especially the observation of cases, deruonstrntes that the gastro·intestiual
tract of cbilrlreu dying of this adE:ctiou may be fouucl in four difft!rent conditions:
"a. Either the stomach is softened without any lesion of the digestive
tube.
"b. Or the stvmacb is softeaed 1 at the sarue time that the muc.ous membrane of the intestines, aud especially its follicular apparatus 1 is di~eased.
"c. Or the stomach is healtby 1 whi-lst the follicular apparatus or the
mucous membrane are diseased.
"d. Or 1 lastly, the gastro-intestiual tract fails to exhibit any lesions apprechLble by our senses in the present state of our knowledge, or it presents
alterations too iusiguiticant to explain the gravity of the symptom:->."
. . . "Up to this point the disease resembles all other catarrhs, but
what gives
it a special type is the abundance of the serous secretion
nod the cli,.turbance of the great sympathetic nen·e.
"The serous secretiou, which seems to be produced by perspiration
(aualog·1t1s to that of the respiratory passages and of the skin), rather than
by a J;1llirular secretion, shows, perhaps, that the elimination of morbid
matter is accomplished by other organs than the follicles; and we ought
perhaps, to see in this a proof that the matters to be eliminated are not the
same as in simple catarrh. Ou all these points we are compelled to remain in <loubt i we content ourseh•es with stating the fact.
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"The functional dera[lgements of the trisplanch11ic nerve play an important part in the rlisease; under this point of view it differs from the
mild form, in which the innervation is normal, and from the cerebral
form, in which it is especially the cerebro-spinal app:uatus that is sympathetically affocted . The proof of a disturbance of the ganglionic nervous system, rests upon the following physiological and nosological considerutions:
•l The disea8e exists at the age and
in the physiological condition (dentition )1 in which functional derange1uents of the nervous system without
lesions of organs are most frequent i it is often complicated with those
very di:)orders of the general innervation, as is proved by certain profound
cha11ges in the functions of nutrition, circulation, aod calorificatiou, which
tbe aruount of material waste will not ulwavs account for. w·e occasiooally observe tbe same symptoms of nervou~s siderntion, and particularly
the extreme smallness of the pulse, and the algid phenomena, to arise io
certnin of the mo~t violent attacks of spontaneous peritonitis. Now these
phenomena, which cannot always be referred to the intensity of the pain,
and which do not exi~t iu infla.mmations of the other serous membranes,
no matter what the rapidity of their course, are only to be explained by
the fact that the disease, seated in the abdomen, envelops the ganglia of
the great sympathetic ne1·\'e."
Rinee the da.te at ''hich this was writteu, our knowledge of the functions
of the sympathetic nerve, e~pecially witb regard to its power of regulatiog
the calibre of the arteries, by inducing contraction or allowing relaxation
of their muscular coat, ha.~ been much advanced; aod we are folly preptlred to understand how lhe symptoms of cholera collopse might be explained upon the supposition of a wide-spread powerful irritation of t.he
fibre~ of the sympathetic nerve, so richly distributed to the coats of the
vei:~els throughout the alime11tary canal, and which have such intimate
relations with the nervous supply of the whole arterial system, as well as
of the hellrt nod lungs.
Thu:i we can most rE'aflily explain io this way the small, thready pul:o:e;
the cold, pale, and shrunken skin; the asphyxia aud coldness c.if' the
breath; the diminution in the formation of urea and iu the secretion of
urine.
The above views of the pathology of choleraic collapse have heeu of

late ably supported by Sedgwick (loo. cit.) and Dr. Horace Jeatfresou
(Edin. Med. Jo11r., December, 1866, p. 520).
At the same time the probability is that the vaso-motor nf'rves of the
inte::itiuul walls thermelves are paralyzed, from exhaustion of their excitability, so that dilatation of the vessels occurs with profuse di.scharge of
sernm.
80 fo.r as experimental research can be made available in deciding
questions involving such deep-seated and delicate part~, the results entirely
confirm the explanntion giveu above. Tb us 1\Ioreau 1 has found that, after
1 Comp. Tfond. de l'.\.('ad. clcs ~cien('e!' t. lni, p. 5!)4 1868, in )Iedical Times nnd
1
1
Gaz., April lllh, 1868, p. 397.
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section of the branches of the sympathetic nerve supplying the intci-ti11c,.; 1
a copious secretion of alkaline serous fluid takes place into the bowel.
SYMPTOMs.-Restricting, as we now <lo, the term cholera infantum to
cases which have a tru ly choleraic character, we shall have a smaller
gronod to go over than we had in our early editions.
'fh e invasion of the cholernic symptoms is sue Iden. The child may have
been quite well previously, or may have been the subject for nu iudefini1e

length of time-days or weeks-of simple or iuf:iammatory diarrhma,
when, from exposure to high summer heats (85° to 95° Fuhr.) in a city,
or more rarely, in the country; from being allowed to take some unwholesome article of food; from the effort of cutting teeth; or perhaps from
hoving been chilled by night air, or by a sudden change of the weaLher
from hot to cool; the cholera ic disorder breaks out, witb almost si multaneous vomiting and purging. The diarrhcca is, from the heginning, \"ioleut. The stool~ are usulllly frequent, consisting almost etJtirely of 11 thin
fluid, which runs through the napkins and wets the clothes of the child.
Sometimes the die:churgcs are not very frequent, but each one may be so
large as to wet not only the napkins and clothes of' the child, but to run
through to the lap or bed on which the putieot lie~. The chief anJ important cbaracte1·s of the stools in true cholera infuntum, as in cholera of
the adu lt, are their fluidity and quantity. These two characters, more
than the vomiting or the nature of the discharges in any other respect,
are the special sigus of the disea::;e, and by the degree in which they are
present do we recogoize the disease, and usually determine its severity.
The fluid thus rendered by stool may be of different characters. It mny
be au almost colorle~s liquid, merely wettil1g the napkins and clothing, as
thou gh they had been dipped into a bucket of' water, or saturated with the
pale urine of a healthy infant i or they may consist of the same watery
fluid, holding in suspension small and soft flucculi of fecal mutter of a
yell owish or green ish color, or small detached portions of mucus, which
are left upol1 the napkins as the watery fluid drains through them. When
the ~tools are of this kind they are usually almost inodorous. In other
cases they are still very W<ltery, but the fluid is yellowish or browoi~h in
color, contains rather a larger amoul1t of thin feculent matter, and has a
most offensive odor,-au odor which is peculiar for its extreme fetidity, a
fetidity so grrat that we have known it to cause vomiting in those expo~ed
to it, aud so adiie!:live as to render it necessary lo change ut once all the
clothing and bed-linen of tbe child , an<l even then the fetor may cling to
the bo<ly of the patieut, after repeated wnshiugs. This odor we have
seldom met with except in the choleraic form of' summer diarrhcca. The
number of the stools varies greatly. \Ve have known as many ns twelve
to be passed in as many hours. Iu other cases they are not 80 frequent,
but the quantity at each time may be so great as to drain the body of its
fluids at a more rapid rate than maoy more evacuations of an ordioary
size. Eight, twelve, fifwen, or more tbal1 twenty stools io twenty-four
hours are not rare. In one fatal case, in a ch ild between oue and two
years old, there were between twenty.five and thirty stools during the
second night of the attack, in a space of twelve hours.
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Simultaneously with, or soon after the dia.rrhrea set.s in, there is vomiting. The matters vomited consist at first of the ordinary contents of the
stomach, food, and the gastric liquids. 80011 these matters consist of the
water or medicines that may be taken, and of a serous or sero-mucous
fluid mixed with small portions of bilious matter. Sometimes they are
tinted ~reen, as so often happens in the gastro·inte!:ltinal affections of children. The vomiting may or may not be very frequent. It is frequently
one of the severest elements of the disease, causing everything taken to
be rejected almost as soon as swallowed, or assuming the form of repeated
and exhausting retching, even when the stomach is quite empty. In con·
nection with these symptoms there is rapid loss of strength. The child is
)idless aod still between the evacuations and vomiting, or tosses and moans
with the jactitation of severe illness. The appetite is lost, but thirst is extreme, and constitutes one of the ruarke<l phenomena of the disease. 'Vater
aud ice are seized upou wiLh the greatest avidity, and taken almost incessantly, if allowed, though rejected a few moments afterwards.
The abdc,men is flaccid or retracted, not tender to the touch usually,
and its walls inelastic, so that they can be readily pinched up into folds.
The tongue, moist at first, with a thin white fur upon it, becomes pasty or
dryh1h after a time, and is sometimes protruded from time to time between
the lips.
The pulse runs up from the first, rising soon to 130, 140, and 150, and
being usually small in volume, whilst the temperature remaius for a time
normul, rises sligl1tly above the natural point, or, iu some few cases, becomes quite high. The urine diminishes in all these cnses1 and iu very
severe ones, ceaecs to flow, or flows ouly in the smallest quantities. As in
true cholera, the degree of suppression of this function is in proportion to
the severity of the choleraic discharges. The re~pirntiou, natural at first,
soou becomes, if the case goes ou unfavorably, irregular, unequal, and anxioud. Tbe temper is irritable at the beginning, the child being restlees,
peevish, disposed to fret and cry at the least contradiction or disturbance.
The sleep is restless and disturbed, especially at night. The child wnkes
frequeutly, and almost always with crying. 'Vheu asleep, the eyes are
ofteu but half closed, and the brow coutracted and frowning. The counteuance soon becomes anxious and distressed. In sudden and severe attack5:, it is languid and subdued, pale and contracted.
If' the disease is not sooo checked, signs of collapse make their appearance, and become ruore and more marked . The body becomes cool aod
then cold, the pulse grows smaller, thready, and very rapid; the fen tu res
are drawn; the nose is sharp and thin; the eyes shrink within the orbits;
tbe cheeks become sunken; the patient passes into a still, quiet, and
drowsy state; the vomiting may cease, but the diarrhooa usually per.::iists;
the child falls into a comatose or semi-comatose state, and death occurs
quietly in this condition, or it may be preceded by slight convulsive
ruo\·emeuts. According to the researches of Roger (op. cit., p. 399), the
reduction in the temperature of the axilla never approaches, in these cases
of sporadic cholera, that which is fouud in cases of the true epidemic form
occurring in children . Sowe very violent cases run their course in n day,
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a day and a half, or two or three days. 'Ve, our~elvef:l, do not recollect to
have seen anv case terminate sooner than in three days and a half.
In favorab.le cases, after one, two, or three days, the diarrhum. cea~eR to
be so violent; the stools grow less frequent, smaller iu quantity, thicker
io consistence, containing a. better concocte<l teen! mnlter, nod regaining a.
more natural odor. The vomiting and thirst gm dually subside; food is
again taken and retained i the circulation falls, and the child, though weak
and thin, and the suhject for some days of' a simple diarrhcea, may regain
its health io great mea~ure, at the end of n week or lt:!n days. More fre·
qut>ntly, however, the disease assumes the form of a more ob~tina.te simple,
or inflammatory <liarrhcca 1 which may last for several weeks, to take on
ngnin, perhaps, from a recurrence of the exciting ca\1ses, the cholemic
form, or to persist in oae of the former i;lrnpes until the return of cool
weather.
Ruch is a picture of' the disorder to which we think the name of cholera
infontum ought to be restricted. If physicians could agree to limit the
title to this true choleraic disease, our mortality returns would soon show
the comparative fre<p1ency of death from this disorder, and from those
more tedious and chronic diseases which have already been treated of
under the designation of simple and inflammatory diarrhrea. or eatero·
colitis.
The duration of cho.lern infantum, as we restrict the term, is seldom more
than two, three, or four days. It may prove fatal in a much shorter time.
Dr. Eberle (Di.'J. of Children, p. 28.5) says it sometimes runs on to a fatal
ter111i11ation in five or six hours. Dr. J. Lewis Smith (op. cit., p. 392) re·
porls a case io a child sixteen months old, which ended faLally io le."S
than one clay ; a second, at seven mouth!!;, after a sickne!l;S of about one
day; nod a third, at tweuty months, in thirty·six hours. 'Ve do not recollect, in our own experieace, which has been chit>Hy in private practice, a
shorler case Lhau one of' three days and a half'. In favorable ca~es the
diarrhooa usually persists, as already stated, for several clays after the di!lappearance of th~ choleraic phenomeua, and very frequenlly runs on into
a simple or inflammatory diarrhcea, which follows the law of these disorders.
D1Aoxos1s.-The diagnosis of cholera infantum requires no particular
elucidation. The season at which it is most prevalent; the profuse, !l;erou'=,
or at least Hu id evacuations; the frequent and severe vomiting; the early
exhauslion of muscular strength; the rapid pulse, with ab.seuce of, or a
very moderate febrile heat; the threatening or the actual supervention of
collupse, markeri by cool or cold surface, pinehed auri anxious couutenauce,
shrivelled skin, sighing or irregular respiration, rapid and feeble or extinguished pulse, diruiuisbed or suppressed urinary secrelion; with, finally,
the still and limp hody, and drowsy or comatose brain, all mark a disorder
whkh is readily recognized after being once sten, or which may be dis·
tinguished by any intelligent person wbo has never yet met with such a
case, if only the progression of the symptoms be carefully inquired into,
and correlated witb the preseot conditiou.
PROGNosrs.-Cholera iufantum, as we restrict the use of the term, is, of
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course, alwnys a dangerous di:'iea~e. Collapse, which either threaten:;: all
who are attacked by it, or actually supervenes to a greater or l&s degree,
is well known by all physicia11::1 to be one of the most formidable morbid
co11ditio11s to which the body is liable. The degree of clanger in aay iodlviduul ca~e llllllitdepend chiefly upon the ability of the php;ician to arrest,
and of' the patient to rel'list, this state. Tbe probability of its supervention
dependd very much upon the hygienic condition in which the child is
placed, upo11 the age of the patient, the stage of the process of dentition,
the pre.-:ent state of health 1 the iunate vigor of the con . . t itutional force, all(f
also, we may Eay, upon the period of the disease and the degree of wh.dom
with which medical means are applied. Chilclren phlCed in favoraLle
hygienic conditions in the country, or in the healthier pnrts of cities, in
large untl wcll-vernilated room~. and who have been r~c1 upou proper diet,
aud who have, therefore, been attacked by the dise1tse whilst in previous frdr
health, are much more apt to escape collapse1 or to recover from it after it
has made its appearance in a more or le::;s marked degree, than those who
are placed in con1iitio11s the opp~ite of those we have enumerated. Early
age, recent weKniug, improper artificiid diet, unwhole.::1ome hygienic i,urrouncling~. nod feeble vital powers from any cau~e. either inherent or acquired, are amongat the most uufavornble condiLions. Still, we should
never de~puir until !he last moment, sillce we have seen some mili't surpri~iug recoveries from apparently dei'perate condition in this disea::;e.
The progno~i::i may be stated iu general terms to he unfiworable iu proportion to the frequency and violence of the vomiling, the number of the
etuoli;, the severity of the fever, and the mora or Je,.s rna1·ked character of
the t'nlhtp.:ie. "'hen the discharges consist merely of !:ierous fluid, and are
copious and frequent i when they consist of small quantities of deep-greco
mutter, mixed with much mucus or with blood i when accompanied by
st mining; when they number from fifteen to twe11ty-five in the day; when
they are very fetid; and when, with these symptoms, the abdomeu is
tense und tympanitic, the countenance pinched, the expression languid, the
extremities cool, the pulse rapid and small, and the child irritable and restle~~. or, oa the other hand, very still and subdued, the prognosis is exceedingly bad. If, after the symptoms just enumerated, drow~ine~s or stupor,
and then romn, convulsions, rigidity, or paralysis make their nppearn11ce,
there is 8Cllrrely a hope left.
The fo.\'ornble symptoms io any case are, <liminutinn of the fever; equal
tempernture of the whole surface; ce.sf!'ation of vomiting; decrease iu the
number of the stools, and a. return to their naturrd color, cousistence and
()(lor; quiet, tranquil sleep; return of appetite; and lastly, tt. restoration of
the unturnl temper and gayety of the child.
PROPH\'LACTrc TREATMBNT.-The Uaoger to which teething children
are expo:<ed from resi<leuce in our American cities during the hot months
of lhe year, are uow so well understood tlint most. families who can aflOrd
it remove to the country during the warm season, and by this cou~e
very generally avoid the disease. It is undoubtedly the best plun that can
be adopted, and very commonly succeeds. When this cannot be done, however, the prophylactic treatment consists in a most careful attention to
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<liet,dress, thorough ventilation of the<lwelling, and exposure to the open nir.
If pos.,ible, the child should be kept at the breast until it has pa eel
through its second summer, as there is but little danger from the di!'es"e
after that period. If the weaning must take place prior to that agr, it
ought to be accomplished before the hot weather begins, as a chauge from
the breast to artificial food during the warm season is very apt to bring
on the disease. If the child is weaned, the diet must be strictly attended
to. Up to the age of ten mouths or a year, the food should consist alruost
wholly of milk contaiuiug arrowroot, rice, oatmeal, or some farinaceous
substance in small quantity. A little plt1in chicken or mutton water, with
rice boiled in it, or a piece of beef or chicken to suck, nrny be given occa·
sionally, but all vegetahles and fruit should be strictly forbid<leo. After
the age of ten months, some light soup and small portious of mutton,
chicken, or very tender beef, minced very fine, may be given every clay
in addition to the milk food, which must still form the major part of the
child's nutriment. Fruit of all kinds, all vegetables except rice and potatoes, and the latter are doubtful, ought to be carefully avoided until after
the hot season has passed eutirely away, or until the child ha~ its full set
of teeth. 'Ve have found the food prepared with gelatine 1 in the manner
descrihed, to answer better than anything else for a large number of children to whom we have prescribed it. For details in regard to this essential
matter we refer the reader to the article on food.
The dress ought to be arranged according to the heat of the day. We
have not rarely known young children to be kept clothed all summer in
this city in thick flannel jn.ckets, and petticoats, and woolen socks. This
is certainly too much for the hot days which so frequently occur in July,
August, and early in September, and is often, we believe, very injurious.
A light gauze flannel shirt is the only woolen garment that need be worn
during the warm season. 011 hot clays, a child should have only this, a
muslin pet.ticoat nod frock, and the lightest possible socks, or none at RI!.
as constantly happens in our climate, a cool day comes, there should be
added to these a light flannel petticoat.
It is of the utmost importance that children should pass as large a portion of the day as possible in the open air. In the country this is easily
managed, and parents almost always contrive to accomplish it; but in a.
city, many people seem to think it of Jess importance, or their servants
are occupied with other things, and it is neglected. It is, nevertheless, a
matter of the greatest consequence; the child ought to be kept in the air
by the nurse for several hours in the morning and evening, either in the
garden attached to the house, if there be one1 at the froat door 1 walking
in shady streets or public squares, or, better still, making short excursions
into the neighboring country, taking care, however1 to avoid the intense
heat of the suu duriug the mid<lle of the day.
We believe that with constant and wise attention to these points, viz.,
tliet1 d1·ess, careful ventilation of the house and bedroom, exposure to the
air, and exercise1 much may be done towards preventing the distase even
in families obliged to remain in the city during the summer.
As stated in the account of the symptoms, the cboleraic disease often
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p;upervenrs in children who have already been the suhjccts of simple or inflammatory diarrhcea. When, therefore, a child in the city has dinrrhcea,
if it do not yiel<l readily to treatment, and especially if' the stools begin
to he thiu n.ud watery, with any markE'd tendency to exhnustioa, it ought
to be regarded as being threatened with rholera. In such au event, the
be~t prophylaxis iu the world is instant removal to some high country
locality or the sea~ide.
THeAnrnNT OF THE ATTACK.-Regardiog thi!!! di~ease as a truly cholernir one, we shall follow, in the com•icleration of its treatment, the plan
adopted by i-ome of the more recent writerti on Asiatic cholera; and shall
ac·rordingly divide our discussion of this subject into the treatment appro·
prin.te for the three stages of evacnation, collap.qe, and reaction.
Every young child who is attacked with dinrrhooa, whether simple or
inflammatory, iu the summer season, ought to be regarded as liable to
cholera, and should be carefully watched to prevent the development of
thi~ disease. For the proper treatment of such conditions, the reader is
referred to the article 011 thosP. affections.
~hould a child, either pre\·iously well, or the.subject of dinrrhrea of the
or<linnry form, be attackerl with !'udden, profuse, frequent, anrl watery dis·
chnrges 1 and especially, should these be nssociated with vomiting, with
!lpttsmodic intestinal pain, ancl with a11y appearance of genentl exhaustion,
it. ought to be presumed to be in the early or evoctwlion stage of cholera
inf.rntum, or in what is the analogue of the evacuation stage of epidemic
cholera. Under these circum!'Stances, it has been a pre\·alent practice here
to ~ive a cathartic, castor oil, calomel, or rhubarb. \Ve think the practi("e wrong, unless there be po.sitive evirlence that the nttack has followed
directly upon the use of some unwholesome article of diet. If it be found
that the child has certainly eaten some such food, g-reeu apples, currants,
A'OO,:;eberries, or articles of this kind, aud that these have not come away
in the discharges, it is right to give first a moderate purgative. \Ve prefer cao;;tor oil or syrup of rhubarb, half a teaspoonful of the former, or a
tea;;poonful of the latter, with two drops of laudanum at the age of one
year, or a teaspoonful of cn~tor oil 1 or two of the syrup of rhubarb, with
four clrors of laudanum, or two drops of chlorodyne, 1 at two or three years
of Rge. Two hours after this dose, if the stools coutinue frequent and
wa.tery, we use the chalk mixture, with tincture of krameria. and laudanum or paregoric (a teaspoonful of the chalk mixture, with ten to fifteen
drops of the krameria, and one drop of laudanum, or five of paregorir)
every two hours at the age of one year. Thirty drops of the syrup of nutgnlls (~ee article on eutero·colitis ), with an opiate every two hours, is often
very useful. \Ve believe that the great object is to arrest the watery discharges by stool. If the above means fail, laudanllm by injection, two
drops at one year, and clouble the dose at two years, every two or three
1 The pn.'paration which we prc ... cribc under the name of chlorodyne
is not Dr. J.
C'ulli~ Brownc' R, hut is marle by Messrs. Bullock & Crensha\\'1 of this city. It contains
()negrain ofmorphintothe Ouid drachm; but 1 as it docs notdrople!o<S than 120tothe
fluicl clmchm. the dOlie for an adult i!'I 10 to 15 drops Jt is a rery elegant prepara1ion,
am) husprovcd most efficient in our hands.
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hours, may be trie<l in addition to the above treatment.

The quantity of

opium to· be u:--ed mu~t depend on its action. Children, like adult;;, hett.r
verv different amount~. As soon as po,..iti,·e <lrow:-iue:-;; appears, or the
pupils become contracted rnnrh below their natural :-;ize, the dose~ mu~t he
su~pencied or diminbhed, or the intervals between them leugll1ened. or
cour:o'e, if the etools h~~~en in frequency, quantity, or fluidity, the !'Rme
reduction in the umouat of the opium ought to be made.

""hen vomiting is eevcre uud frcqueut, and the above remedies are rejected, we may uee the one proposed in the article on iufhurnnntory 1liarrhn:~a, cou~i8ting of ::iOlution of morphia, dilute sulphuric nciJ, and curn9 ia
conlial. This, or eome ,:;imilnr reruedy, is at times very succe~ ... ful. lt is
nineteen years since one of us saw a rhild nine months old, in dcC'p collap..;e from a most violent nttack of cholern infuutum, ,,ho rejected it~
mother's milk as though from the actiou of nn emetic, whose stomach was
only made worse by culomel, but who began to improve ver) soon upon
dn~es con::;i~tiug of two drops of aromatic sulphuric acid, anJ five drop.-; of
solution of morphia, iu a tett:-poonful of iced wnter, every hour. ~iu<:e
then we ba,·e frequently used the mixture above recommeuded in ~uch
cn .. es, and we think, oo the whole, with more eontrol O\'er the vomitmg
than anything we ha\'e tried. In other cn.:::esi, minute doses of calonwl
anti bi<:muth, or nitrate of silver, as already recommended (page 4:lX), will
allay gast1ic irritability and afford relief.
The experience gained by careful nn<l lengthened obserrntion in the
treatment of the e,·ncuatiou ~tage of .A.:-'iatic cholem, may well be a1lplieJ
to the affection under consideration, so much alike are they. Dr. Uoode\·e ( foe. 61., p. 177) gi\'es fir~t a full do~e of opium (he says thal cnlomd
was generally combined with il in India, and though he does not" koow
that the calomel d0t:s good, it does uo harm >t), to an adult two gruin ... ,
and half an hour nfterwarcls he begins with au a:stringent, iu hi~ 0w11
practire, usually the followiug mixture:
gr. xxx.
R. Plumbi .\l'etat.,
n:&:x.
Acid .. \cet.,
f,5,·j.-Y.
Aq. Del)tillat.,.
One ounce or half :rn ounce e\·ery half hour or hour.

At the end of an hour from the administration of the first dose of opium,
if the purging persisted, he ga\'e one grain of opium nnd continued the a~
tringent. A small teaspoonful, or two~thin.ls of an ordinary teaspoonful of
this solution would contnin about half a grnin of the acetate of leud, and
this might safely ~e given to a child a year old for several doses. We have
not used this remedy ourselves, hul it comes from a source which commends
itself to us, and we ::ohall not hesitate to use it when the occasion pr~uts
itself. As soon as the frequency of the discharges is arrested, the d!l~es
should be given at longer iotervols, and when the peculiar serous character
of the stools has disappeared, this remedy ought to be suspeoded, an<l some
more simple Olle subsLituted"iu order to avoid the possibilily of produciog
the toxic action of leod.
If, in spite of the treatment, the stage of collapse should set in, other
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met hod s of trealmeut must be adopted. H ere the stools are u;;ually in
~rt'al measure arrested, or th ey are few iu number and small in umouut.
The ohject to be so ug ht after is to produ ce reaction, or rather to favor the
efliirt1' of' nature to bring about this c han ge. It. is now geuerally aeknowl·

e<lg('d by men of expe rience, that the old plan of pouring in large doses
of npiuro and alcohnl is a great mistake.

stoouH' h

whil~t

But littl e is absorbed hy the

the body is in th is co ndi tion, and not u11fre•1u ently the

pnti1:nt is injured, perhaps fatally. by the sudden absorption of the~e subHam·e:-i, wheu the stomach begins to absorb after reaction has tak eu place.
The opi um n111y ca u1'e dungerom' or fatal stupor, or may in crea"'e or keep

up the tcoclency to su'!pe nsioa of the urinary function, aucl tbus promote
one of the grea t dangers of the disease, urremic in toxication. The :.ilcohol,
if it has been used in large quanLitieo:;, would also tend to clog the nervolls
centrl:'s, to cau:oe gHstric or gast r o·i nte~tinal catarr h, and to height Pn beyond
11 i::afe point the feb ril e movement which is so apt to accompany th e reaction
stnj!C'. Opium, therefore, shoul d be avoided during collapse, or given only
in the smal le!:it do~es. Alcohol, though it should uever be gi,·en in large
do,.e,., aud reckle~~ly, as has so often been done, may be used in small
quu11tities, e~pecially if it be found by close watching that it promotes the
force anrl volume of th e pulse. Ten or fifteen drop do~es of old a11d delicate lmrn<ly, in a. teaspoonful or tablespoonful of ice-wate r, ought to be
giveu every hour or two honrs;, at one yea r of age. During cnllap ...e the
stnmar h is still ofte n very irritable, and yet the thirbt conti11u es iute nst!.
We are glad to find that. sueh men as Drs. Ma clean and Gooden recommend the free use of ice and water under these circum stances. Our owu
praC'licc, for years past, lias been to allow ice and co ld water, almost without limit, to c:h ildrcu in this conditio n, and we are much pleased to know
that suc h, too, is t he practice of the!:ie geutleme11. " 'e never could uuclerEtland the wigdom of rcfu::=iug water to patients who were suffi.!ring the
horrid thirst produced by the immeu::ie lo:sses of the water of the body by
serous purging. Th e degree of thirst fo r water (a natural and not a secoudll ry di:scased in:stinct, like that of the drunkard for alcohol ) must be
th e ::=afol:it guide we cuo have as to th e need of the body for water, and as
such, it ough t alwnys, it seems to us, to be gratified, unl ess under Yery
rare and most peculiar co uditions. ' Ve give water and ice, even though
the c:hi l<l vomits from time lo time, believing and hoping that so111e will
be absorbed to take the place in the tisi:;ues of that which has been drained
off through the inte::;tines. This point io the treatment we regard as so
irnportaut, and oue, we think, so mucb misunderstood by the public a nd
by some medical meu, that we make the following quotation from a note
of Professor Macleau's to Dr. Aitken (Aitken's Practice, vol. i, foot- note,
p. 66;:1): 11 U rge11t thirst is one of the most di stressing symptoms in choleru;
there is incessaot craving for cold water, doubtless instinctive, to cor rect
the inspissated cond ition of the blood, due 'to the so rapid escape of the
liquor 11a11guinis. It was formerly the practice to withhold water-a practice Ri; cruel as it is mischievous. "'\V ater in abundaoce, pure and cold,
should be given to the patient, and he should be enco uraged to drink it,
even should a large portion of it be rejected by the stomach ; and when
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the purging hns ceased, some may with advantage be thrown into the

howel from time to time. 11

The use of water by enema, when the diarrhcra.

i~ checked, is a point which ought not to be neglected, e~pecinlly if the
stomach continues weak au<l irritable. A gill of tepid water may be m1ed
at a time, thrown slowly noel gently into the bowel, in the case of a rhild
one or two years old. If this is retained well, the same quantity may be
repente<l in one or two hours.
Whil::t the collapse lasts, but little food can be taken. It is seldom retained if used in any quantity, and the stomach has lost, in great measure,
its dige:-tive power. The only food we have found at all available ha5i been
thin chicken tea, Liebig's colrl extract of beef. or weak wine-whey, given
in two or three teaspoonful doses, every half hour or hour. It is worse
than ui:;eless to attempt more than this, as not only is it not retained, but
it evidently tends to keep up th~ uausea and vomiting, and thus retard
the natural effort at reaction . As to remedies in this condition, we doubt
. whether anything better can be done than to use water, a~ just advio;:ed,
small doses of brandy, and, if they can be boroe, the acid and morphia
mixture rerommended above, smali quantities of the liquor nrnmonire acetatis, ten to twenty drops, in cold water, every hour, at one year of age.
There is, however, a remedy which has obtained a great reputation amo11g"'t
the English army surgeons in India, for the promotion of reaction in the
collapse Stflge of epidemic cholera, which we have used ourselves with
all vantage in fldult.s, hut not in children, though we propose trying it
when we next have a good opportunity. It is spoken of highly by Dr.
Maclean. The formula is as follows:

R. 01. Anisi, 01. Cajuput., 01. Junip., au.,
(~Sii.
J'Etheris,.
(~"5·
Liq.Acid.Hnlleri, .
f~ss.
'l'inct.Cinnamomi,
f,5ij.-M.
w~~!:~ dose for an adult is ten drops every quarter Qf an hour, in a. tablespoonful of

An opiate ma.y be given with the first and eeconrl doses, but should not
he coutinuerl, for the reasons a lready given. The Jiq . acid. IIalleri consists
of one part of concentrated sulphuric acid to three parts of rectified spirit.
The dose of this mixture for a child a yenr old, ought, we think, to bf> about
one or two drops in a teaspoonful of water, given, as above stated, every
quarter of an hour. So much is this valued in India, according to Dr.
Maclean, that it is always ordered to be kept in store in the "medical field
companion u of armies on the march.
It must not be supposed that all children seized with choleraic <liarrhcu
are necessarily to pass through the collapse stage in all its terrors. On
the contrary, many, when jud~ciomly treated early in the disorder, escape
collapse altogether, and yet they have had none the less the true choleraic
disease. Others suffer more profuse anrl exhausting losses of water by the
discharges, or their vital power of resisting disease is less, and they pass
into more or less deep collapse; or bang, as we have seen them, on the
very edge of that condition, for one or two days, and then emerge from
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the danger, without having done more than cause tlte experienced pliysician the g rave anxiety which such suspense must auJ ought to create.
During these doubtful moments of the attack, the child should be kept as
quiet and still as possible. He should be made to lie in a constantly hori·
zontal position, on a smooth and easy mattres::, in the crib, or on a large
nod roomy bed, and as little as may be on the lap, which is uneven and
unsteady, and which must give his weak and exhausted muscles more wo rk
to do than they would have on the more solid anf) even bed. If, however,
the unture of the child be such that he clings to the mother's or nurse's
lap as his ouly safety, or if he have been taught (a most ill-judged lesson )
to prefer the lap to any other po:Sition, we must yield to him, rather than
cause fretting or unhappiness, when his very life may bangupoo the avoidance of all disturbing inftuences. In this case, it is well to place him upon
l\i'l firm a pillow as can he found, and let. him be held on this in the lap.
lt is important to move him, when this becomes uecessa ry, as slowly and
gently as possible, al wa ys keepi ug the body on a horizontal plane, to avoid
the tendency to the sy ncopal state, which sudd en movement.Q, and especially th e sitting or erect position, are apt to produce. " W h en the tendency
to cooling of the body shows itself, and this is usually first noticeable in
the hands and feet, ears nod nose, he sho ul d be kept wrapped in warm,
dry, 1i11d soft flann els or blankets. Flannels heated at the fire, thu s supplying dry artificial heat, a re of g reat use here. Bottles or ti us fill ed with
hot water, ought to be placed at the feet, under the blanket. A warm,
soft, natl li ght poultice of Iadian meal or flaxseed, with a little mustard
incorporated with it, may be ptaced over the abdomen, or three or four
thicknesses of flannel, wrung out of hot water and whiskey, may be laid
over the lowest part of the thorax and over the abdomen, and covered with
oiled si lk, to retaio their heat a nd prevent the wetting of the clothes.
Whilst artificial heat is thus made use llf, fresh air must not be excl ud ed.
On the co ntrary, as these cases almost always occur in the hottest summer
weather, the largest suppl y of fresh air that can be obtai ned must be admitted. 'Va rm baths, which were proper and useful during the early stage,
especially when feve r was present, we have not fou nd useful in these cases.
The fatigue aud irritation ca used by the disturbance of undressing and
dressing the ch ild , have seemed to us to do more harm thau any good de·
rived from the heat of the water compe nsated for.
Wh en the case takes a fo.vornble turn, and the 1·eaction stage begins, it is
usually best to do not hiug more than supply food a nd water careful ly, and
keep the body quiet and tranquil. The food may be cauti ously and slowly
increased in quantity, if the stomach has become settled. Tablespoonfuls
of thin chicken-tea, just flavored with salt, or of.Liebig's cold extract of
beef, or of light beef.tea, or of a mixture of wine-whey with two or three
parts of thin arrowroot decoctioo (a teaspoonfu l to a pint) , may be given
eve ry half hour or hour. If these are retained several times, and the ch ild
shows some little anxiety for food , the same materials may be given in
wineglnssf'ul quantities. At the sa me time, water and ice ought to he allowed from time to time, as the thirst may cal l for them. Ou the second
or third <lay of the reaction, we may give, if the child shows a desire for
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it, a little milk and water and l ime-water, one part of milk to Olle or two
of water, with one of lime-water, commeucing with not more than two or
three ounces of the mixture at each feeding. The milk ought certainly to
be very much diluted for the hr.st three or four days after it is allowed.
' Ve have useJ with success the food made of equal parts of ruilk, cream,
lime-water, and plain water, as described in the chapter on food. "'Leu
the child has been carried thus far safely, we may grnclunlly return to its
former habits of feeding, allowing meat to suck, a little bread, nod so 1.rn 1
if it is old enough for such habits.
As to drugs during the renction stage, they are not necessary if everything goes oo well. If, however, the fever run high, we may use small
doses of the spirit of nitrous etber, as ten drops, in iced water, every two
hours at one year, or twenty drops of the solution of acernle of ammonia,
in the same manner, at the same age. If, as often happens, the urinary
secretion remains scanty, water, in such quantities as the stomach takes
willingly, makes the best diuretic; or we may ns:e the spirit of nitrous
ether, as just recommended, with a grain of acetate of potush and half a
drop to a drop of tincture of dig italis, every two hour5-, for n day or two.
'Vhen reaction is thus successf'ully brought about, the child may either
improve rapidly and regain its previous health, or simple or inflammatory
diarrhcea may set in, and pursue the usual course of those disorder$. Ju
the latter event, the child, if the attack of cholera have occurred in the
city, ought certain ly to be removed to lhe country if possible, since it is
only too apt to have a recurrence of the choleraic disea~e if kept in town,
or to suffer, at least, a tedious and more or less dangerous attack of the
simpler form of diarrhooa. For the proper treatmeot of either of these sequences to cholera, the reader is referred to the articles on those diseases,
with the warning, however, that all such patients ought to be treated with
every minute care as to hygienic aud t.henipeutic measures that experieuce
and art have taught u~, since the health has been so rudely shaken by the
sickness already endured.
'Ve have now laid before the reader, to the best of our ability, what we
thiuk is the best methotl of treating cholera in children; but, before quitting the subject entirely, we wish to make a. few remarks upon points not
referred to in the above account.
Attention to the state of the gunM shou ld never be neglected in teething
children. Our experience leads us to believe most implicitly that the process of dentition, or at least that and other concomitant constitutional coaditioas, are constant pre<lisposing causes of gastro-intestinal disorders in
early life, and that the active hyperremic state, or positive acute inflammatory condition, which often atteudo upon the near approach of teeth to
the surface of the gum, may become au exciting cause of acute digestive
diseases, such as cholera. \Ve think it is always well, therefore, to exam·
ine into the state of the mouth in a choleraic child as in other infantile
diso rders; and if the teeth are felt distiuctly through the gums, and the
gums be found swollen, tense, hot, and highly vascular, to cut them free ly
once. If, on the contrary, the gums are firm, not bot, not redder than
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u11ual, and the edges of the teeth cannot be felt, it is foolish to cut
them.

Bfit/11i.-In the early stage of cholera, before collapse has begun, and
the child is 5till reasonably strong, and particularly when there is

whil~t

marked febrile heat and dryness of the body, we think that the use of the
warm or hot hath, or of sponging with hot water and spirit, are excellent
memmres. The bath may be nsed twice, or even three times a day if the
child does not re'3i$t and scream. The temperature should be 95 ~ to 98°,

and the child mny be kept in the water from five to ten minutes. It is
nn excellent pln.n to wrap the child, directly ou lifting it from the bath,
in a heated mu!:iliu sheet, and to apply over this a blanket, aml keep it
tht1'3 enveloped on the lap, for half au hour or more if it is comfortable
and di$pOioled to re.~t. If t.he child he somewhat weak, whiskey, added to
the water, renders tl1e hath more useful amt safe. \Vhen tbe use of a bath
Rl:trms or annuy.:i, !!'o as to cause violent agitation, it is best t.o substitute
F-ponging with hot water and whiokey or vinegar, under a light blanket, two
or three tiines a day .
Anliphlog1Aics.-lt may appear to many, in these modern times, a mere
waste of words for u.; to slate that we are opposed to bloodlettiug. iu any
form or at any stage of cholera infantum. But if any such will take t.he
trouhle to look over t.he works of writers of ten and twenty years back,
he will find reason to think t.hat if this be our opiuiou, it ought to be expres~ed.
When one of ourselves began to practice, in 18·11, it wa,.; quite
the custom to take blood for the nervous symptoms which are preseut in
the early stage, and still more for the comato~e phenomena at the close.
This was dolle nn the theory thnt these symptoms were the result of con·
gestion or inf:h1.mmation of the brain, whereas now they are looked upon
ns the results of exhaustion, of the altered conditions of the blood, or of
urremia.
Calomel.-The opinion was expressed in a former edition of this work,
that tbe do~es of calomel usually recommended were too large for young
children, and were apt. to aggravate the existing irritt1.tion of the dige~tive
mucous membrane.; and that ~uch closes of a remedy acknowledged to be
a puwerf'ul sedative, could not be proper in a disea~e which constantly
tended towards exhaustion aud collapse. It was also stated that the small
do~es '~hich we did recommend had been dechHed by some critics to be
entirely too small, and that to this we could only reply that the larger
and more careful, and, we hoped, the wiser our ob.:Servatiou had been in
the h1st Jew years, the more thoroughly cCJnvincerl were we that the larger
do~es, such as were formerly recommended and used by nearly all writers
and practitioners, were not only unnecessarily large, but most seriously
obje<:tionable. 'Ve went on to say that the indiscrimioale use of this
remedy, io nearly all cases of the gastro-intestinal diseases of childhood,
became with some, we believed, a mere routine hnbit,-that th~y never
tried what might be accomplished wit.bout it, but weut on pushing the
drug iu constaut doses, when the case, if trusted to simpler means, or even
left to the efforts of nature, would often do much bettn, we had learne<l
to believe, than when these delicate organs were made lhe receptal'le of
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doses that could not but tend to keep up the nau!.olea, vomiting, and dinr·
rhren, which forms so important a part of the morbid phenomena. The
experience we have had siuce that time has but confirmed us in the~

opinion!'. Indeed we have so often been disappointed in obtaining any
good eflects from this drug, and have so often had reason to think that,
in~tead of allaying nausea. and vomiting, it increased them, and added to
the exhaustion which is one of the dangers always to be coutcnded againtit,
that we have virtually abandoaed its use in this affection.

ARTICLE IV.

IT seems to us unnecessary to make more than a few remarks on dy~en·
tery, siuce we have already spoken of the morbid conditions of the hlrge
intestine, in our article on entero·colitis. Dysentery, however, differs from
this latter affection by the fact that it frequently occurs iu au epiJemic
form, and tbnt there is a tendency to more rapid and extensive ulcera.t iou
of the mucous membrane of the rectum and colon. It is au acute febrile
disease, characterized by frequent evacuatious, attended with more or less
severe pain and straining, and consisting of muco-sanguinolent or sangui·
neous substances, which are due to ulcerative inflammation of the rectum
and colon .
The causes of dysentery are but little understood, beyond the mere facts
that it occurs as an eudemic in some regions of country, and as nu epi·
demic over large districts. It is frequent, also, as n sporadic disease, and
in this form seems to depend upon the same causes as those already cited
as productive of e11tero-colitis. Like cholera iufantum, it appears to he
more common in boys than girls, since of 41 cases of which we have kept
notes, in which the sex is mentioned, 28 occurred in boys, an<l only 13 in
girls. It is most frequent in the second and third years of life. Of 40
cases in which the age WllS noted, 1 occurred in the fir~t year of life, 16 in
the second, 8 in the third, 3 in the fourLh, 3 in the fifth, 1 in the sixth, 3
in the seventh, 3 in the eighth, and only 2 from the eighth to the f'nd of
the eleveuth year. It may be either idiopathic or secondary. As a sec~
ondnry affection it is most apt to follow measles and varioJa. \Ve have
often kuowu dysenteric stool~ to occur in the course of cholera iufautum,
aud in a considernble number of cases such as we have described uuder
the title of entero·colitis.
The anatomical lesions are confined chiefly to the large intestine, and
are the same as those described under the head of entero-colitis, except
that they are of a graver character. The mucous membrane is commonly
found thickened, swelled, red, and softened; the submucous tissue some·
times presents ecchymosed points; the follicles are ofLen diseased, their
orifices being enlarged and ulcerated, as described under entero·colitis.
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Io grave cases, particularly those occurring under au epidemic iuflueuce,
there are usually more or less extensive ulcerations, which may implicate
only tbe mucous, or extend to the muscular or even the peritoneal c0t1t.

In such instauce::i, pseudo-membranous exudations are often formed, sometimes in large quautity, and often covering the ulreratioos. The intestine contains sauguinolent mucus, or at times a brownish or greenish material which is evidently the result of a gangrenous condition of the mucous
membrane, pus, and lastly false membranes. In some rare cases perforation has beeu known to take place.
Sn1PTOMs.-The symptoms are much the same as those already described as existing in eutero-colitis, excepting that the local symptoms are
more severe, and the presence of blood iu the stools constant. The disease
often begins as a dim·rhcea. Tbe stools at firi'it contain feculent m:Herial~.
hut after a time become very thin, small in quantity, and consist chiefly
of mucus mixed with blood. The blood may be black and in considerable
quantity, or of a dark rosy red color, or like the washings of flesh; it is
mixed with greenish or yellowish substauces, whitish ruucu~, fragments of
false membrane, or purulent fluid. In young childreu there is evidently
pain, from the restlessness, moving of the limbs, aud crying nhout the time
of the evacuations, while in those who are older, there is true ten.e.'1m.tts, 1ike
thnt observed in adults, and severe pain at the anus. The number of stools
varies according to the severity of the case. There may be only four, eight,
or ten iu the clay, or many more. 'Ve have quite frequently known as
m::wy as 30 and 40 to be voided in the twenty-four hours, aud in fatal
cases the dejections sometimes number three or four in an hour, while .between the discharges the child often suffers from most violeut aud painful
tenesmus.
The abdomen is generally diste11ded, tympanitic, warmer than natural,
aucl painful.
In mild cases there is usually no fever, or "very little, while in severe at·
tacks tbere is high fever during the first few days 1 marked by frequPat
pul!:e, bot dry skiu, folltlwed after a. time, uu less a favorable clrnuge takes
pluce, by cooluess of the surface, contraction of the counteuaoce, hollow,
sunken expression of the eye, rapid emaciatiou, and death.
It is useless to give a longer detail of the symptoms, as they are the
same as those already described in the article on entero·colitis.
The diagnosi8 presents no difficulties. The frequency of the discharges,
the pttiu iu the course of the colon aud in the nous, the tenesmus, Lhe
character of the evacuations, and the febrile reaction, all make the disease easy of recognition.
The 7Jrognosis is favorable in mild cases, unattended with muc:h fever,
or very frequent, discharges. 'Vheo, on the contrary, there is violent
fever in the beginning, followed by disposition to coolness aud collapse;
when the stools nre exceedingly frequent, and attended with severe pain
sod almost constant straining; and when they con::iist of nothing but
mucus, mixed with considerable quantities of blood, or with pus or false
membr111Je8, the prognosis is very unfavorable. Of 38 cases, the termiuntion of which we have recorded, 4 proved fatal.
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THEATMEXT.-The treatment ofdp:eutery in children i~ often vny un·
!;ntisfarton•. The mere variety of the remedie~ recommenrled hy diffi•reut
writer.;; aL;il practitioners rna1:ks the uncertainty of the effect.~ obtainerl
from rlrng~. 1\fild cases so ge nerally get well under any trentme11t that
all mPthods have bad their supporters and advocates, while grave ra~e::.:,

and e.:pe<:ially those occurring under the influence of severe epirll'mic
vi.sitati1.ns, are so difficult of treatment, aud often !'O li1tle unrler the evi<lent C'OnLrol of medical means, as to lea\•e the careful observer in greflt
doubt a" to what he ought to set down as the evid nt result of hi~ own
action in tbe case, and what as the results of the effort of nature to cure
the di~<'a"e.
:Mild cm•es, in which the fever is not very high, the number of R i on!~ not
great, a11d the pain and dii"tress mode,.ate, require littl e else than re11f in
bed 1 n li~ht and uuirritnting diet, and the u~e of opinm ill small quurHities either iuteraally or by injection. When there is rea.,on to ~u-;pt·ct the
pre:::eoce of unwholeFiome food in the stomach, or of unhealthy ~eerNion~
iu the intestines, it is necessary to give in the beginaing small do~e~ of
some mild cathartic. The one generally preferred il:' cu~to r oil, which mny
be gi\·en either simple, in the dose of a small tea~poouful containing- one
to four drops of lauda11um according to the age, or iu the form of emu!·
sio11. The latter is the mode of employ ing it m·unlly chosen. A drtt('hm
of oil ~hould be rubbe<l up with a ,c:.cruple of gum 1 n little sugar, from two
to eight dr. ps of laudauum, accordi11g tn the uge nf the child, and i-l'\·eo
drachm5: of some aromatic water. The dose i.s a tea:<poonf'ul every three
or four hours. If tbe ca~e continue to improve under the emuJ ... i110 it
ruay be coutinued for a couple of days, but ~houltl the stools become more
aud more frequent, and the pain anti tene:::mus increa~e, it mu-.t be ~us
pended affer one or two days, and laudanum enemata, with or without the
internal use of absorbe nts and astringents, substituted . The injectio ns
ought to consist of four or five drops of laudanum at two years of' age,
and of trn drops at five or six yenrd, su:;:;penclcd in from half ao ouuce to
an ounce of some mucilage 1 or thin farinaceous fluid, or simply mixed in
a tablespoonful of tepid water, which is perhaps the he~t plan of' all. The
iujections may be given Hery four or six hours if nece::sary, or they may
be mu de u:-e of only at uight, while small do . . es of D.iver's powder arc admini~terE:d every three or f'tiur hours through the day.
If the ~igus of rectal inflammation continue nrnrk~'.d, it will be \\ell to
ndrl to the i11jectious nitrate of silver as recommended on the next puge,
or in 5:mllller doses as recommende<l in chronic entero.colitis (p. 438).
The internal remedi~s that we depend upon chi1..fly are subnitrate of
bismuth with small do~es of Do\"er'~ powder or of opium aloue; prepnred
chalk given ill emul:-ion witb an astringent, as kramerire, and wiLh a
su itable amount of opium according to the amount given by enema.; or
acetate of lead.
The diPt in the~e C'a'les should com=h•t of arrowroot, sago, tapioca., or
some i:inc· h food, marle into thiu pap with milk nn<l water; aucl the quan·
tity allowed ought to be very moderate. Rest in bed, in the cradle, or in
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the lap, is essential. The child must not be allowed to run about, to be
on the floor, or to ui;;e exertion of any kind .
In very severe cases of dysentery the treatment is, as above stated, diffi·
cult and uncertain, owing to the dangerous 'character of the disease, and
to the fact that so many different methods have been recommended by dif.
fereut writers.
In the early stage of a ,<1eve1·e ca.~e. whilst the febrile reaction is high and
the :-trength of the patient still unsubdued, depletion by leeches is strongly
approved of hy many able practitioners. For our own part we have not
ret!Ol'ted to it as a ~eneral rule, from the fact that we have so often found
the !<trength of the child to fail rapidly under the disease itself. In a few
of' our ca:ses, however, where the pain was very t:evere and the fover high,
and where there was marked soreuess of the abdomen, the application of
a few leeches around the anus has been followed by manifest benefit. An
occa .. ional warui bath is also very soothing and useful in such cases.
The internal remedies most commonly depended upon are castor oil in
emu\'1ion with laudaourn, mercury, sugar of leacl, opium, nitrate of silver,
s.pirit ()f turpentine, and astringents. The castol' oil ernul:sion, prepared
as mentioned above, is useful in the early part of the attack, but ceases to
be so, according to our experience, after the first tweuty·four or forty-eight
hours. 'Vhichever astringent or alterative remedy is now selected, nil
agree ns to the propriety of cnotinuing the use of opium, and the very fact
tbat it is so universally employed points it out as one of tbe most reliable
nod valuable means we have at our command . It is certainly the one
upon which we most depend ourselves. It ma.y be give11 either alone or
iu connection with other substaoces. 'Vhere injections can be retained it
is bcdtgiven in lhat way. About five drops of' laudanum at two years of
age, or ten drops at four or 6ve year5, maJ be given in a tablespoonful
of any bland vehicle every four hours. 'Vhen the rectum rejects the
enema as soon as administered, the opium should be giveo either by tbe
mouth, in tbe form of lauJanu111 or solution of morphia, or in that of
Dover's powder; or in 1he form of suppository. \Ve should iudeed strongly
recommend the admiu istration of opium in this latter form io such cases,
since we unquestionably obtain a certain beneficial local action, in addition
to its constitutional effect through its absorption. The amount of opium
should be about the one-eighth of' a grain at two years of age, which, together
with any other remedy, such ns acetate of lead, if it be desired, should be
incorporated with butter of' cocoa, a most bland and soothing substance,
which dissolves readily at the temperature of the body. When made of
this substance, and of proper shape anJ sufficiently small, the suppository
cnn be introJuced without pain, and will u.'!ually be reta.iued. It shoulrl
of cour:Se be repeated at i11tervals, depending upon the effect produced.
Opium is almost always employed in conaection with some other remedy,
and particularly with calomel, acetate of lead, or nitrate of silver.
There is much difference of opinion as to the value of mercurials in
severe cases of dysentery. Calomel is the form that i5 most commonly pre!reribecl, and many excellent authoritie5 strongly recommend its use in combination with sm~ll doses of opium and ipecacuauha. We use it not rarely
30
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ourselves, but chiefly in those cases where the heavily coated tongue, th irri-

table stomach, and the tumid abdomen indicate that the mucous membrane
of the upper part of the alimentary canal is also involved in the affectiou.
Tbe best mode of giving it, according to our O\'Hl experience, is in smflll
doses frequently repeated i as, for iostance, from g1·. }(J to gr. / 2 every two
or three hours at the age of two or three years. This may be combined
with gr. •/rr to gr. 1 1! powdered opium, or with half a grain or a grain of
Dover's powder; or two gmins of subuitrate of bismuth may be given

with each dose oft.he calomel, while the opium is g i\•eu by the rectum io
the form of enema or of suppoEitory.
Acetate of lea<l is also much relied upon, and we have ourselves obtained
excellent effects from its use in some instances. It is difficult to define precisely in what cases it is preferable to cnlomel or nitrate of sil ver. lt has
seemed to us to produce the best results iu cases where the abdominal puin
was severe and not limited to the region of the lower bowel, and where
tbe discharge was frequent and not composed merely of mucus, with more
or Jess admixture of blood, from the rectum. The dose is from one·third
of a grain to a grain every two or three hours at two or three years of age.
The two remedies wbich have been of more positive efficacy in our own
practice than any others, witb the exception of opium, are the nitrate of
silver and the solution of t he nitrate of iron . The former we have used
both internally and by injection, the latter only by injection . J."'or an
account of the morle in which these remedies are employed by different
author ities, the reader is referred to the remarks on chronic entero-colitis.
1,Ve have employed nitrate of silver in sixteen cases of dysentery. These
were all severe attacks, aud some of them most violent. Of the sixteen
cases, three died . The remedy was given by the mouth alone iu seven
cases, by injection alone in five, and by the mouth and by injection both io
four. IL has proved most beneficial in its effect~, in our hands, when given
by the mouth, though its influence over the disease has always been less immediate than when used by injection, but it has been more permanent.
The dose in which we have used it has varied with the age of the child,
and with the severity of the symptoms. For children two years old we
have usually employed from one grain to one and a half grains, and for
those of five or ciix years or upwards, two grains dissolved in two ounces
of a vehicle, consisting of au ounce each of syrup of gum arabic and distilled water. The dose is a teaspoonful every two or three hours. It is
well, as a general rule, to add from four to sixteen drops of laudanum, ac·
cording to the age of the subject, to the mixture. For use by injection we
have commonly employed fol' each euema two grains for young children,
and four grains for older ones, dissolved in four ounces of distilled water.
The injections are to be repeated twice or three times a day . After the
nitrate of silver eneum has come away, it is a good plan to throw into the
bowel a laudanum and starch injection.
We have made use of the solution of nitrate of irou, to which allusion
was made above, only as an injection in acute dysentery. " 1 e have em·
ployed it in eight cases, and are quite sure that it was of essential service
in six, while in two it appeared to irritate, probably because the quaotity
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given was too lttrge. Our mode of ex hi biting it is to mix from ten to twelve
drops in four ounces of tepid water for each injection . The injections
were given twice or three times a day, and they were followed, as soon as
they had returned, by a laudanum injection. On two occasions, the nitrate
of iron injection remained in the bowel for several hours before being rejected, and thus restrnined for that time the stools, which had previously
been \'ery frequent, and attended with much tenesmus.
When the stools continue very frequent in spite of the use of opium in
@Orne of its many forms, when sugar of lead and nitrate of silver have
been employed without controlling the frequency of the discharges, we
have sometimes fouud the mixture of aromatic sulphuric acid, laudanum,
and syrup of rhatany, before recommended, very ben,eficial. When the
etool.i, in adJition to their dysenteric characters, ha,·e been watery, and
greeui~h in color, the chalk mixture, with laudanum and tincture of rhatany, kino, or catechu, repeated every two hours, with occasional laudanum
enemntn, has been very useful.
The hygienic numagement of dysentery shou ld be precisely the same as
that which was sugge:sted as proper for entero·colitis.

ARTICLE V.
DISEASES OF TilE CCECUM AND APPE:SDrX CCECl-1'YPTILrTJ$ AND
PERlTYPllLITIS.

DEFrNITION.-The diseases of the cce::um and of its ver·
miform appendix are so important and frequent, and present so maoy
peculiarities, as to demand a separate and detailed consideration . ln approaching their discnssiou, it is necessary lo bear in mind several important
point.s iu which the crecum differs from the rest of the large intestine.
Thus its peritoneal inve~tment is deficient over the posterior part, which is
generully quite fi rmly nttnched to the righL iliac fossa by co nnective tissue,
contniuing n small proportion of fat. Its anatomical relations moreover
indicate thnt the semi-feculeut materials paasiag from the ileum are destined to be retained in the ccecum to undergo some importaot action. The
ileum at it;:, lower pCJrtion rarely hns a cnlibre greater than one-third that
of the crecum, a circumstance which must materially retard the progress
of the contents of the latter, and a further detention is caused by the
ileo-c<:ecnl valve, which prevents nil reHux, and by the position of the
cn•cum, which compels it to force onwards its contents in opposition to
gravity. The view that the crecum is tlie seat of an important part of the
digeMive process, either in tlie appropriation of any remaiaing nutritious
element!:! of the semi-feculent chyme, the absorption of its watery parts, or
the elimination of some excrementitious mntter from the system, receives
coofirmntion from the very rich vascular anti glandular supply of the
walls of this part of the iutestiae.
HYNONYMS;
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In addition to this., the crecum has opening into it1 usually at itsi lower
and back part, the appendix \"ermiformis, n narrow, elongated, glandular
prore!-ls, varying from three to six inches in length, and having an uverttge
diameter about equal to that of a goose·quill, although its calihre is quite
small. It is usually directed upwards and inwards behiud the CCl'Cum,
and lies coiled UJ>OD it.self. Its function appears to be the secret.ion of a
vi:Scid ropy mucus.
\Ve thus see in the anatomical and physiologiual relations of the crecum
strong predispo::iing cau!:es of runny morbid conditions. Among the~e the
most frequent are disteusiou and impaction of iL~ calibre by hardened
fa~ces; the lodgment of a foreign body or intestinal concretion in one of
its pouches or in the appendix, an accideot which often excites violent
anti destructive inflammatory action; and finally, localized inflammation
of one or all of the coats of the coocum or the vermiform appendix.
This last condition has received the names of typhlo-enteritis, from
TUq:J.m;, hi ind, and E..,up1w, intestine; typblitis; and crocitis, from the Latia
word cc.ecum, also sigoifying blind.
The periccecal connective tissue is also occasionally the !-lent of inflammatory action, constituting a condition known as perityphlitis.
SEAT AND CnAHACTEH.-Clinical exp~rience and the researches of
pathological anatomy fully justify us in recognizing the above-mentioued
morbid conditions, but the question a' io their relative frequency and
importance is still far from being settled.
By some authorities t.he diseases of the crecum are regarded as secondary
to morbid affections of the appendix, the latter consisting generally in the
presence of foreign bodies, or of hardened 1 inspissated mucus, which act
as the focus and exciting cause of the infhunrnation of the crecum.
It iR probable, however, in regard to the simple form of typhlitis, that
both the ccecum and its appendix are subject to a peculiar localized inflammation, involving nil their coats, and due to the temporary arrest of
some foreign sub~tance or intestinal concretion in their cavity, or to the
action of the causes to be hereafter considered. It is indeed possible that
the inflammation excited by the presence of a foreign body may sub:--ide,
whilst the cause still remains arrested in the appendix or one of the
pouches of the ccecum; but experience would lead us to infer, that, when
once inflammatory action has been excited,so long as the foreign substance
which has caused it remains in contact with the mucous membrane, the
tendency is usually to produce ulceration aud perforation of the coats of
the bowel.
We find this same discrepancy of opinion in regard to those cases at·
tended with perforation of some portion of the cawum, and the formation
of an abscess in the iliac region. Dupuytren, who was the first to call
attention to the pathology of these iliac abitcesses, attributed them to suppurative inflammation of the pericc:ecal connective tissue, produced in
many cases by extension of inflammation from the coats of the cc:ecum,
and held that the perforation of the bowel often found in connection was
a secondary phenomenon, and was in fact the mode by which the absce!!
was discharged. Infla:omatiou and suppuration of the periccecal t.issne
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Joes indeed occur as nu idiopathic affection, or from extension of i11flammttlion from the ccecum, but it is of extremely rare occurrence; and tbere
can be no doubt that nearly all cases of iliac abscess are due to perforative
ulceratiou of either tht: ccecum or appendix. As Bourhut suggests, one
proof thu.t most ca.ses of non-puerperal iliac ab~ce5s are thus due to perfonuion of the ccecum or appendix, is affUrded by their almost cuu~ta.ut
OC<.'Ul'rence upou the right side. Thus of fifty seven non-puerperal iliac
ab~c~~ses collected by Gl'issolle, nine only were on the left side; while of
twcnty·"-ix puerperal ones, fifteen were on 1hat side.
It is necessary, however, to curry this que.:;tion one step further, and to
deterrnioe 1 if possible, the relative frequeoey of perforatiou of the ccecum
aud of the appendix. It has been supposed, as by Ferrall, that ulceration
of lhe crecum is iu mo... t cases the staning·point in the development of the
lel'liou~. But, while we are in possession of'~ sufficient number of recorded
easel'!, 12 of which we have collected, wbere post-mortem examination has
proved the abRcess to have origiuated in perforation of' the ccecum, there is
good reason to believe that perforation of the intestine is much mc>1·e
f'requeully found a~sociat.ed with disease of the appendix than with ulceration ofthecrecum itself.
CAC~ES.-lu addition to the anatomical peculiarities of' the ccccum and
nppcnclix, which must be regarded as predisposiug causes of these affections, there are other couJitiuns which exert an unquestionable influence.
The stnmwus dialhe;$i8 has been regarded as a predisposing cau~e of
diseases of the ccecum and appendix. It does not appear, however, that
inflammation of these parts is more frequent in strumous subjects, but
merely that it has a grenter teudency in such patients to run oo to ulceration autl perforation of tbe bowel.
.Age.-The greater irritability and proneness lo inflammation which the
intestinal canal preseuts ia early life, appears to have its effect upon the
development of typhlitig, since a considerable majority of reported cases
have occurred under the age of 25 years. Tb is is particularly lrue of tbe
milder attacks, which are not attended with ulceration. Thus, of 42 cases
of typhlitis at all ages, which recovered without perforation of the bowel,
32 occurred at or under the age of 25; 10 ooly were in older persons. Of
these 42, 17 occurred in our own practice, aud 13 of them were in children whose ages were as follows : 2 under 6 years; 6 between 6 and 12
years; 5 between 12 and 15 years. Finally, 19 of the -12 cases occurred
at or under the age of 15 years. This doe:; not appear to hold true, however, with regard to perforative ulceration of the ccecum and appendix,
We have ant met with any case of perforation of the ccec~m occurriug
during childhood, but of 2.) cases collected from different sources, 13
occurred after the age of 25; 12 at or under that age. Of these 25 cases,
12 only were verified by po!:it·mortem examination, of which 3 were under
15 years of age, 2 between 15 and 25 years, and 5 above 25 years.
Of perforatiou of the appendix verrniformis, we have met with 3 cases
in children, aged respectively 4!, 8, and 11 years. Of 25 other cases,
collecteJ from various sources. in which the age is stated, 9 were above,

16 below 30 years of age.

Of these 16, 3 ouly were under 15 years of
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age, so thnt, including our own 3 casf's, we find 6 ca~es occurring under 1.5

yenrs, 13 between l;) and 30, and 9 above 30 yenr~ of age.
6'e:t.-The inffuenct of sex has beeu very variously stated by different
observers. It appears, however, that male:-; arc somewhat more prone to
nil these forms of clisease than females. Thus of 4:3 cases of typhlili~.
which recovered without perforation of the bowel, 27 were in mAles; Hi
only in females. Of 13 of these 43 cases, which we observed in children,

8 were males and 5 females.
Of 25 cases of perforation of the crecum, 13 occurred in males i 12 in
females.

The sex is stated in 27 of 32 cases of perforation of the appendix.
these, 21 were males; G only were ff'males.

Of

Of 6 cases occurring under

15 years of age, the Eex is slated in 5, 4 of which were males.
Occupation.-Various occupations, especially those involving sedC'ntnry
habits, have been suppo:::-e<l to predispose to these affections, as al~o the
practice among females of wearing tight cor8-ets. Experience, however,
has uot verified these suppositions.
Constipation.-A constiJ,>ated state of the bowels undoubtedly predisposes to these affections by favoring the production of a distended and
impacted condition of the crecum, even if the presence of the hardened
fecal matter does not prove the exciting cause of some cases of typhlitis.
Rokitausky considers this cause so importaut that he has given the name
typhlitis stercoralis to one form of inflammation of the coocum.
EXCITING CAuoES.-CO/d and Exposure.-Tbe action of these ordinary
exciting causes has been denied by some observers on account of the fre·
quent absence of a chill or rigor at the inception of the attack, and the
development of the local before the general symptoms. It cannot, however, be doubted that typhlitis may be idiopathic, and arise from the
ordinary exciting ca.uses; and, indeed, our recent experience iuJ.icatrs that
these iofiueuces play a much larger part in the production of this disease
than is commonly asrnmed,though the cHses are comparatively rare.
Food.-In several instances the attack appears to have been brought on
by Lhe use of indige:stible or irritating articles of diet, among which may
be especially mentioned unripe ac~scent fruits. It has been said that the
use of oatmeal, which fa\•ors the formation of intei;i.tinal concretion1!, is
also liable to be followecl by this disease. It does not, however, appear
that typhlitis is any less frequent in countries where wheaten bread is
used, than in t110se where oatmeal forms a chief part of the food.
Blows or Exertion.-There are a few cases recorded in which a blow
upon the ab~ornen, or a. sudden violent strain, appears to have been the
immediate cause of an attack of typhlitis; and we have met with several
instances ourselves, where the attack could be traced clistinctly to such a
cause.
Foreign Bodies and Intestinal Concretions.-This clas.q, comprising very
various substances, certainly forms an important and frequent cause of
diseases of the crecum and appendix.
'Ve cannot be posilive as to the amount of influence they exert in the
milder and more tractable cases of simple typblitis, though it is quite
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probable that maoy of these are caused by the temporary arrest of some
foreign substance in the appendix, or one of the pouches of the coocum.
Thu'-, in a case reported by Dr. 'Vynu \Villiams (Lancet, January 2.3th,
1862 ), iu a male adult, three months after a well marked acute attack of
typhlitis, which yielded to judicious treatment, a Jarge intestinal concretiou, having a plum·stooe for a nucleus, was passed by the rectum. They
are. however, the efficieut cause of a large majority of all the cases of perforative ulceration of the <·cecum and its appendix.
The diseases of this latter part, however, are far more uniformly dependent upon the presence of foreign bo<lies even than io cases of the
crecum; almost three fourths of all recorded cases of perforation of tbe
nppeadix having been due to this cause. Ia 6 cases occurring io childreu, some extraneous substance was follnd in the appendix in each one i
· in 2 a foreign body was present; and iu ·each of the other 4, an inte:.tinal
concretion.
~Iany of these bodies are true intestiual concretions, having for their
nucleus merely a nodule of hardened frcccs or inspissated mucus. They
vary considerably in size, the mnjority of them beiug about the size of a
cherry-stone or date·!:ltoue, though lla.bersbon mentious having seen oue
as large as a hen's egg. Tbey are also of very varying consistence, according to Volz, as quoted by Hanbury Smith, constituting three varieties:
tbe snft, resembling excrement in appearance and odor, and having a
nucleus of hardeued fecal matter; the semi-hard, of a grayish-brown
color, consisting of shining coucrete layers, with a nucleus which is aot a
foreign body; and the stony, which are of a grayish-white or earthy color,
and have a surface from which may be detached delicnte scales, or which
is i::mooth, shining, yellowisb-white, or brown and stud<lcd witb calcareous
projections .
.Many of these concretions consist of carbonate nnd phosphate of lime,
uuited with inspissated mucus. Copland also mentions one which consisted of cholesterin.
Iu addition to these, however, numerous foreign bodies have been found
iu connection with the ccecum or appeudix, either free or forming the nucleus of 1rn intestinal concretion. i\..moug these may be mentioned grape·
seedg, cherry·stones, date-stones, pins, bristles, fragments of glass, biliary
culculi, aml balls of worms, either a~carides or lumbricoids.
It may not be l\miss to remark here, that some intestinal concretions
resemble, to a marked degree, the seeds or stones of different fruits, particularly of the cherry, date, and plum; and there is no doubt that many
of the bodies found in the ccecum or the appendix, and reported as cherrystones or date-stoues, have been in reality intestinal concretions.
Whatever be the nature and origin of these bodies, it is probable thnt in
many cases some morbid condition of the mucous membrane of the ccecum
or appendix precedes their formation or lodgment, and the development of
the grave symptoms which often follow.
As Hnbershon justly remarks, the ordinary calibre of the nppendix is
so extremely small and so thoroughly lubricated, that it must be very rare
for nuy extraneous suhstnnce to become impacted in it so long as it re·
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ruaias healthy. A further argumeat in favor of lhi.i \' iew is lhe facl that
the prescace of these concreliuas is attended by the mo,.t varyiag re,.uh~.
siuce very lurge and irritating lwdies have been occasionally found O('tll·
pying the cndty of the appendix without ha\·ing produced any symptoms
during life, or any inflammation of its ::.urface; while, on lhe other hand,
miuute concrctioas of semi-solid conobtence, and apparently uuirritating
in character, have frequently been ob:::erved to act as tbe foci of the lllO.:it
serious and Je:structive inflammatory action.
A:sATOMICAL APPEARA:SCES.-fo the simple forms of typhliti!'I, the
mucous membrnne of the ccerum presents the usual appearances of inflammation; the peritoneal investment is also involved, and besides injection
nn<l opacity of this membrane, there are adhesions formed betweeu folds
of the inte!:itines.
'Vben, however, ulceration is present, as often results from the presence
of foreign bodies, or in strumous subjects, it is a mntter of tlie utmost importance which portion of the ccecum is involved, since, as such ulcers
have a 8troug tendency to perforate the coats of the bowel, if they occur
on the anterior part of the ccccum, which has a peritoneal im•e:-tmeut,
there is the greatest clanger of an escape of the conlents of the bowel i11to
the peritoneal sac, au<l the de\"elopment of rapidly fatal peritouiti~.
Thu~, of 10 fatal cn~es of perforation of the ccecum, in which the seat
of the perforation was determined by post-wortem examination, the autel'ior wall was involved in 6 instances. If, on the other hand, the ulcer
be ~eate<l on the por-terior part of the crecum, where it is attached to the
iliac fos~a by connective ti~~ue, and devoid of a peritoneal covering, perforation is not directly followed by any such unfortunate results. luflammation is excited in the periccccal couaective tissue, suppuration ensues,
a1Hl the resulting abscess follows one of several courses, precisely as in
idiopathic suppuration of the periccecal tissue. Thus it may reopen into
the bowel; may burrow along the ~heath of the psoas muscle, and point
below Pou part'~ ligament; or it may discharge iu the lumbar region, or
· at any point along the cre::;t of the ilium.
In oue case the iliac artery was opeued, leadiag to speecly death from
hreniorrhagC'.
Occasionally these abscesses discharge themselves by more than one
avenue, as, for iustauce, through the bowel and in the g;oin or iliac region
simultaneously. 'Vhen, as occasionally happens, the inflammation of the
ccecum pas.:ieS into a chronic form and the ulcerative process ceases, the adhesi<>ns of the ccecum to the iliac fossa become preternalllrally dense, the
crecum itself is contracted, its coats thickened, and the mucous membrane
ahnust e11tirely destroyed, or converted into a retiform a11J trabecular
£braid tissue. Rokitnnsky has found in such cases the coocum converted
into a slate-colored capsule, with dense parietes, of the size of a walnut or
a pigeon's egg.
The appendix verm;ijormis may be the seat of catarrh al inflammation,
associated with inflammation of its peritoneal covering. Death does not
result from this condition, but the pathological appearances are probably
analogous to those found in all cases of localized sero·enteritis.
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"'hen, however, the appendix has been the seat of ulceration, and death
has resulted hefore perforatirm has occuned, its cavity is found <listended
with puti, its mucous membrane deeply ulcerated, and in nearly every instance, a foreign body or an intestinal concretion is present.
The ulceration of the appendix varies in its position and extent, at times
bei11g seated at the free extremity, at others occupyiug the lower third of
the appendix, which is perhaps the more frequent seat. In regard co its
!<ize, the ulcer nad the subsequent perforation may be either very small, or
ehe may involve almost the entire circumference of the appendix.
Under favorable circumstances, especially if the foreign body is discharged, the ulceration ceases, and Lhe appendix becomes converted into
a ligameu101.1is cord, ils calibre being entirely obliterated.
When perforation of' the appendix occurs, the results vary according i.:>
the degree of local peritonitis \\hich has been excite<l. If the appendix
Las become strongly adherent at the poiot where perforation is about to
take place, this accident may not be followed by the development of gen·
era\ peritonitis. The points to which the appeudix generally becomes ad·
herent are the ccccum, the anterior abdominal wall, and the right iliac
fo::<."'U. Io the first case, the circumscribed abscess which follows the per·
fomtiou of the appendix: will discharge itself through the crecum by effect·
ing a perforation of its wali from without inwards, anJ this is the most
favorable termination possible. 'Vhen, however, the appendix bas become
nt.lhereut to the abdominal wall or iliac fossa, the resulting abs<·ess will
follow the course, already described, of' abscess from perfora.tiou of the
Co.'Cllm.

It is in this connection that the various abnormal positions which the
appcntlix may assume, are of importance, as determining the poJ:iition in
whi<:l1 the abscess will point.
Uufortunn.tely, however, the adhesions are rarely strong enough to cir·
cum5crihe the purulent matters escaping from the appendix, so that these
generally 6nd their way into the peritoneal cavity, and excite general
peritonitis.
We subjoin the histories of 3 fatal ca!!es of perforation of tlrn appendix
from intestinal concretions, occurriug in children, in all of which some
local peritonitis with adhesions had occurred, but had not sufficed to pre·
vent the above unfortunate termination.
('Ai•~~ 1. Inle!tlinrtl concretion in the appendix cooci, causing perforotion
11ifi~.-'l'. D. 8., •~ healthy, well-grown boy, 11 years or age, rose on

and fatal perilo·

the morning or
l>ceember 25th, 1860, app:lrently quite well. Soon afterwards, howe,·er, he com·
plaiiwd of pain in the right iliac and lumbar region~, was chilly, and returned to bed.
A do:;cor castor oil wasgi\'en him. In the course of the day fever came on.
Xext day he was feverish, with a pulse of 132, a hot and dry skin, and a nioderntely
furrL'(l longue. The pain still continued, wilh tendernesg and slight disten~ion of the
abdomen on the righl side; there was no \'Omiting. His bowels had been acted upon
three times by the oil. Leeches and a poullice locally, and a mixture of blue pill
wi1h rhubarb syrup iniernnlly, wer~ ordered.
On the 2ith and 28th, 1he symptoms were much the s.-ime, except that the tender·
nt.""~ nnd distension increased. '!'he pain wn.s nggravated by coughing, by a full in·
spirntion, :md by motion, especially of tile right leg. The bowels were slightly moved
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by the mixture i no ,·omiting ns yet. His fe\'er cont inned, but the puli:;;e fell to 108,
and his skin wassomcwhatrooler.
On the 2flrh he was wor~e . . \II his symptom~ were aggra\'ated, and \'Omiting !'let
in; his bowel$ became confined. Small doses of calomel and opium were giq•n, cneniata of various kinds were tried, and rhubarbi;yrnp with a little fluid extraC't of rlmh:trh was peni;everingly employed, bnt without effect. The abdomen now beC'nme grPatly
cli~tendecl, exceedingly sonorou~, anrl p:1,inful; the stomach grew more and more irritahle, rejecting from time to time, towards the lm-:t, with a snddcn i;pasmodic effort,
C\'Cr)·thinj? that was 1aken by the mont h. The bowels were complete!)· obstructt'fl, ~
that repeated injections of \•ariou<; kind<; elieited no di"C'harges, even of fl:Hus. The
urine continued to be set·reted tothelMt; and there wa!'attimes, inspiteofthenau~ea
and \'omiting, quiteastron~de.,irefor milk and bread.
During the Inst few da.,·s wine-whe.v and beef-tea were gi\•en in i::mall qnantiti~;
and op ium by enema ancl by the mouth was wmd to allay pain. On ~le third clay of
the treatment a UJi:;ter four inches .c;quarewasapplied O\'er the i::eatofte ndcrn c<;~; hut
neither this nor an.v of 1he other remedies employed seemed to exert the lea."t effect
uponthecourc:eofthedii::eai::e.
Death took pl:tC'COntheeighth day.January 1st, 1861.
The autopi::y was made hy Dr. }>ackard, twent~·-four h ours after death, Body
large, muscular, and well-formed i rigor mortis well pronounced. Abdomen only
examined.
On making the ni::ual .c;ection, .,e,•eral coils of sma ll intestine, very greatly distended
with ga<;, and marke<lly inj e<•tcd, with flakes of !~·mph h ere and there over the ;;urfoct?,
nt some points gluing the adjacent coils together, were ~ecn concealing the rest of the
ahdominal viscera. Afte1· some Elcarch, the colon was found, very much rontractc<l,
ext·cpt at the ccccum. The ileum was in like manner coutracted, the narrowing beg inning at about the end of the jejunim1 1 which formed the distende<l eo ih:1 nbcwe
mentioned .• ::S-o cau<;e was assignable for the constriction at this pointj but a little
lymph was thrown out here, and it may hMe been that the bnwel had been twi>ote<l.
The appendix \·ermiformis wa.'I bound down by peritoneal adh~ions. \rithin it,
near its origin, was a ma..<t'I a;1 large as a small bean, but perfectly oval. Just beyond
this mas<;, at what seemed to ha\•e been its position 1 wa..<1 an ulcer extending all ronnd
the tube, and of n ga ngrenous a..c:1>ect. At the distal end of this ulcer was a perforation, by which matter had found an exit into the periton ea l ravity. Tlie rc<;t of the
tu he looked as if it had been distended by the pus before the opening wa.'I formed.
After iL'I escape from the appenclix:. 1 the matter seemed to have caused a circnmscrihal
peritonitis, in addition to the general one already indicated. The adhei;:ions bounding
this peritonitis had extended up to the liver, the convex surface of which wa.<1 hollowed to a slight depth in an oval sh ape, the depre<;.;ion being lined by false membrane. The whole quantity of the pus was perhaps f,5iv.
The Ji,·er was pale in patches, but was not degenerated. Rather too large a num1
1

~~~;~~~~11~~~ee:::~~oi1~e~ id~:~· ~'~~~~:1e ~:t~::a~j:i;; ,: ::~s1~~;~;e~~t ~::~!~,~ 1~~
teric glands were swollen anc\ injected O\·er the surface.
Bc rvcd.

No other lesions were ob-

CA~E 2. Intestinal concretion in the appendix creci, causin[J JJCrforation and fatal Pfritonitis.-C. B., ret. 4~ years, was taken i::ick with "lig ht fever, pain in the abdomen, i:ome

vomiting, constipation, and inflation of the abdomen. With these symptoms there
After three days the bowels were
well opened, and the fever subsided; the abdomen, howe\·er, coniinued inflated, and
a small but distinct tnmor had appenred just inside of the right anterior superior
spinousprocessof the ilium.
He continued to improve, and was apparently much better, but was strictly con·
fined to bee\, when on the ninth clay, at3! P.M., he was <;eized with severP. abdominal
pains i i::ymptoms of collapse rapidly appearer!, and he died at 2 A.M. the following
morning.
wns marked tenderness in the right iliac foi:<;a.
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. \t the antop!'y an inte.-.tinal concretion of the ehape and size of a dnte·.-.lone was
found in 1he appendix. The end of the appendix wa.ci perforated, and had berome
attad1l-<I to the anterior wall of the abdomen, where a !"mall ahsce<;;; had formed in
the rdlnlar tissue between the periloncum and the abdominal musdei::, evidently
H·<.•king- an onllct through the abdominal pariete~. The wall of thifl had nnfortmmtely
ruptured into the peritoneal sac, and death had resulted in a few hours from general
peritoniti ...
l'A..:f~ 3. H.. P., a healthy girl, aged 7! years, died at the end of the second week of
a well marked attack of perforati"e di!<C:l'-C of the appendix vermiformifl.
\t the :mtop-.y a large, rounded int e-<tinal concre1ion wn.." found in the appendix
('ll><·i. which wu~ perforated, allowing an e;;cape of matter i:ito the peritoneal c:wity.
'fhl're wru:i marked general peritonitifl 1 with the formation of a large quantity of pus.
RYMPTOMR.-~fere distension of the ccccum by har<lenerl freces, without
actual inflammation of its coats, may be attended with constipation, some
vomiting, nnd the presence of a somewhat sensitive tumor in the crecal
region. According to Copland, when the cfolension by accumulated
matters is great, it may, from rising high in the abdomen and pressing
upon the nerves, vessels, and ducts in its vicinity, occasion numhness and
cedema of the right lower extremity, retraction of the right testicle 1 and
dernnl!'ement of the urinary secretion, so as to be mistaken for disease of
the kidney.
l11jlammntion of the mucous membrnne only of the eoocum, is genera l1 y
attended with a moderate degree of fever, slight paiu and tenderness in
the ri~ht iliac fossa, aud some diarrhcea, with mucous, offensive stools.
This condition is not nnfrequently chrouic, and evinces its presence by uo
\"Cry positive symptoms, unless adjacent parts have become involved in
the inflammation, or an acute attack of typhlitis supervene.
TYPllLJTIR, or inflammation of nil the coats of the ccccum or appendix,
u~ually appears imddenly duriog full health, or it may be preceded by
sli~ht intestinal demngemeot, such as <l iarrhooa or coostipation .
Pai11.-'l'be earliest and most marked symptom is geuerally pa in in the
region of the coocum, which appears sudrleuly, becomes fixed and conHnnt1 rarely remitting, nod is greatly increased Ly a deep inspiration or
by coughing.
This pain is attended from the very first with such exquisite tenderness
on pressure in the right iliac region, that the weight of the bedclothes
cannot be borne, and the patient shrinks from the lightest touch. To r~
lieve this paiu the pat ient lies toward the r ight side, with the thighs flexed
upon the pelvis, and any attempt to draw the right leg down causes agonizing suffer ing. These local symptoms are usually confined to the right
iliac ro~~a, though the entire peritoneum may become somewhat involved,
and the symptoms of general peritonitis develop themselves.
Ptthiesif or Tumor.-Owing to the distended state of the bowel itself, and
to the adhesions formed between folds of the intestines, or in some rare
ca:-es to an inflammatory effusion behind the coocum in the iliac fossa, there
i!I marked fulness, or even a well defined tumor in the right iliac region.
l;-requently tbere wi ll be merely fulness during the first few days of an attack, and then a distinct tumor will be developed . Io H of 42 cases of
acute typhlitis, recoveriug without perforation of the bowel, a distinct
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tumor was present. In mo.4 of the other ca:;es the condition of tlir ('n•rnl
region is described as one of fulaess or disten.:aion. Of these 42 CR"lf~, l!t
occurred in children under 15 years of age, in only 3 of which a di~tinct
tumor is recorded to have been observed.
Consdiprtlion.-The bowels are almost invariably coni:;tipnted; iu many
cases very obstiuately so. This constipation is frequently a:;sociated with
quite !::t:vere tormina und tenesmus, and if the cmcum be much dititended,
there may be paiu shooting down the right thigh, or numbne:ss and even
redema of this part, together with retraction of the right testicle.
It i~ important to ob.::erve here, that in most cases, \\hen once the con·
stipation is relieved, and free feculent stools procured, the most threatening ~ymptoms of the attack rnpidly subside.
Vomiting nearly always attends in children; it was present in all of our
13 ca:>es. It is never stercoraceous, and indeed is rarely troublesome unless the constipation is marked, or perturbatiug treatment has been adopted
in the ht-ginning of the attack.
Fever.-The attack is not usually ushered in by any chill or rigor; but
marked febrile symptoms soou appear, the pulse becomes accelerated,
the skin hot, the tongue furred, and the thirst extreme. These symptoms
usually subside under appropriate treatment after a variable time, generally from four to twelve days; the bowels are opened freely, the pain untl
tenderness diminish, aud the fuluess iu the right iliac region gradually
disappears.
Thid description of symptoms applies to acute inflammation both of the
crecum ar.d appendix, as there are no well-recognized differences in the
symptoms of these two conditions. The only probable points of difference
are, that in inflammation of the appendix the pain is more acute, autl the
thorough evacuation of the bowels is not followed by the same prompt and
complete relief.
PERFORATION OF THE CCECUM.-,Vhen, however, perforative ulccratiou
is progressing, the symptoms follow a ditterent course. The constipation
may be relieved and the vomiting cease, but the local symptoms persist,
until the rupture of the bowel leads eith~r to speedily fatal peritonitid, or
to the effusion of fecal matter mixe<l with the products of inflammation
into the periccecnl tissue. \Vhen this latter event occurs, the constitutional
symptoms soon indicate the occurrence of suppuration, a.ad hectic irritation,
with rigors or marked chills succeeded by drenching sweats, colliquative
diarrhrea, rapid prostration and emaciation, with a dry brownhih tongue
and feeble running pulse, soon appear. Despite the desperate character
of these symptoms, however, recovery may tak~ place if the abscess points
externally in the way already <lescribed, and does not open into the peritoneal cavity. It is necessary to be aware that the approach of a fecal
abscess to the surface is not attended with the appearances which usually
accompany the pointing of an abscess. Thus, instead of the skin becoming
tense, prominent, and reddish, with a distinct sense of fluctuation present,
the surface becomes doughy and dark·colored, and upon palpation a distinct sense of emphysematous crepitation is often obtained. U poo incising
such a point, a discharge of fetid gas and grumous matter follows the punc·
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ture, and thi~ peculiarity has more than once led surgeons to believe that
they had opened n knuckle of intestine.
P1mFORATIVE ULCERATION OF TIIr: APPENDJX.-The symptoms of this
cli~a!;trous condition closely resemble those of perforation of the anterior
part of the ccecnm. They are, however, often eveu more acute, the pain
i:i sudden and violent, an<l a distinct tumor is more uuiformly present;
while, ou the other baud, the symptoms of obstruction of the intestine are
not e.o well developed. Constipation and vomiting are not constant in the
enrly stage, anti at a Inter period spontaneous diarrhrea may appear, but
without auy fovorable result. The perforation of this part is, as already
said 1 far more apt to be followed by general peritonitis; and 1 indeed, so far
as we know, there is but one well authenticated case on record of recovery
after this accident, which WR-"' published by oue of us in the Proceedings
of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia. (See Amer. Jour. ilfed. Sciences,

vul. liv., July, 1867, p. 145.)
PEHITYPllL ITIS, or iuflammntiou of the pericc:ecal tissue, when it does
occur indept!ndeutly of typhlitis, is ushered in hy paiu, with deep·seated
tenderness in the right iliac region. There is nl50 some fulne.~s of this
part, but not the formation of a distiuct tumor, as may frequeutly be detected in typhlitis. There are usually colicky pains in the abdomen, with
either c1ml)tipation or diarrhc:ea, and with a moderate degree of febrile
excitement. This disease, when judiciously trentPd, frequeutly seems to
terminate in resolution; when, however, suppuration occurs, the symptoms
will approximate thoe.e given above, and the abscess which forms may <lischurge itself externally, into the bowel, or into the peritoneal cavity.
DUHATrox.-Mauy attacks of acute typhlitis, whe11 promptly and judiciously trente<l, yield on the second or third day; though the case is often
prolouged to the ninth or twelfth day, and, in violent attacks, it may be
many weeks before all local tenderness in the crecal region passes away,
and the function of the bowel is again completely restored. It should be
carefully borne in mind also, that after the first attack, there is a distinct
tendency to relapses, or to recurrences of typhlitis from slight causes. In
our experience, this has been more marked in cases occurriug after the
age of fifteen years than in children; and in several instan<!es we have
seen six series of four, six, or even ten mild attacks recurriug under more
and more slight provocation, until at length the disease assumed what
must he called a chronic form.
"rhen perforation of the crecum occurs, the after-duration of the case
depends entirely upon the point of perforation. If the ulcer have penetrated the anterior wall, general peritouius is usually excited, and Jeath
results in les5 than forty-eight hours. But if, oo the other baud, the
posterior wall be perforated, a fecal fistula may be formed, and continue
open for very many years. The duration of perforative ulceration of the
appendix varies ronsiderably. Io three cases in children, observed by ourselves, the duratioo was respectively seven, nine, and fourteen days, with
a mean often days.
In eleven cn~es, at all ages, in which the duration is distinctly stated,
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the mean duratioo was nine days, the extremes being two aoJ a half aml
twenty-nine days.
Bamberger, however, gives the duration of seven cases, occurring nt
variom1 ages, at from twenty to fifty day!:!, with a mean of thirty-one clays.
It is probable, however, that this last mean is rarely attained iu case:i occurring in children.
PROONOSIS.-Nearly all cases of simple acute typhliti~. without perforation of the bowel, recover under proper treatment. Indeed, there are 110
cases on record of acute typhlitis proving fatal, in which post-mortem
examination did not show the existence of perforation of the ccecum or
appendix.
When the crocum has become the seat of chronic inflammation, however, death may result, either from the sudden development of acute peritonitis, without perforation of the bowel, or from such contraction of the
cc:ecum as finally to lead to obstructiou of the intestine.
\Vhen perforation of the crecum does not prove speedily fatal from
peritonitis, but leads to the formation of an abscess in the iliac fos:ia, the
prognosis of the case depend::, in a. considerable degree, upon the com~e
taken by this abscess. Dupuytren regarded the reopening into the bowel
as the safest termination of an iliac abscess, and the opening upon the
surface of the body as almost universally fatul. Furthe1· experience has
confirmed the truth of the fir::it portion of this opinion, but has also
establi:Shed the fa<;t, that almost one-half' of tlie abscesses opening externally recover.
Perforation of the appendix vermiformis is invariably fatal, so far as
our experience goei:i, if we except the ca~e before referred to, where, in au
old man about whose past history nothing could be leamf'd, we found the
appendix converted into a solid 6brous cord, with a small opening, near
the free extremity, leading to its centre.
DrAGNosrs.-The geueral diagnosi3 of mo8t of thei:e conditions is not
attended with much difficulty. 'Ve have already mentioned that simple
excessive distension aud impaction of the cc:ecum is sometimes attended
wilh severe pain, some tenderness 1 constipation, aud even vomiting, and
that these symptoms are relieved upon free action of the bowels being
secured. 'Ve do not have here 1 however, the sudden attack occurring iu
a stale of perfect health, as in typhlitis, nor the marked febrile symptoms1
nor are the local signs in the right iliac fossa, and especia.lly the peculiar1
exquisite sensitiveness, nearly so well developed.
Infltunmatory db:iease, in connection with the right ovary, with local
peritonitis, is unquestionably sometimes mistaken for typhlitis. The local
symptoms in the former affection are, however, lower down in the abdomen
than is usual in typhlitis; there is not the well-defined tumor nor the ob·
stiuate constipation; aud, in additiou, there is generally the history of
some menstrual trouble, or the attack occurs in immediate connection with
the period of menstruation.
Pain iu the course of the last dorsal nerve may arise from spine disease,
or, in the course of the genito-crural nerve, from the passage of a. renal
~ calculus, and, according to IIabershon, be confounded with cc:ecal disease.
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It is e\'ident, however, that most of the characteristic symptoms of typhlitis would be ab~eut, whil~t a careful ioveotigation of the case would
probably efluce more symptoms of the existing trouble.
The dingnoilis of typhlitis from intussusceptiun, an affection which presents many features of resemblance, will be fully considered in the article

devoted to this latter disease.
Ulceration of the crecum or appendix may be suspected, if the violent
pain and the exqui::;ite tenderness p1msist in the right iliac region, after the

other symptoms of

a11

acute attack of crecal disease, especially the vom-

iting and constipalion, have been overcome. Ulceration of the ccecum is
much more apt to have been preceded by bowel complaint for some time;
it is aloo much more rare than ulceration of the appendix.
fo ca!•es where we are consulte<l 011ly after perforation has taken place,
with the production of a focal abscess, we must endeavor, by obtaining a
most nt·curate history of the case, to establish the presence or absence of
sympwms of inflammation of' the crecum at the beginning. Aud further,
care mu1;t be takeu to exclude the fnllowiug conditions, all of which may
ut timeo simulute iliac abdce~s, namely: psoas absces::1, or abscess connected
witb curies of' the pelvic bones i abscesses in the walls of the abdomen,
with lucnl peritonitis, resulting from blows; suppuration originating in
coo ncctioo with the ri ght kiduey or its enve lope; and fiually, some cases
of di~en~e of the right hip·juiot.
The diffCreutial diuguo.:;is of these aff'ectioos of the crecum and appendix
from one another is as yet scarcely possible. The following general remarks contaiu, perhaps, all that cun be surely advanced:
~imple inftamnmtion of tbe appendix presents symptoms of even greater
acuteue~s au<l severity than tho3e of simple ccecitis, and which do not subside so promptly ufter the l>0wels have bern freely acted upon.
1u ulceraLive disease, both of tbe ccecum allll appendix, the symptoms
also persist after the constipation aod vomiting have yielded .
Ulcerutiou of the ccecum, however, is rare, aud is upt to be preceded
by eymptums of bowel compluiot. "'hilst ulceration of the appendix, on
the other hand, is often terribly acute, advancing from a state of apparent
perfocL health to perforation and death in forty-eight hours; it is also
much more frequently attended with a distinct tumor in the right iliac
regiou.
TnEATM ENT.-The indications for treatment in the acute stage of typhlitis are clea rly to reduce the local inflarnmatioo of the peritoneum and
intc:;tiue, to relieve the pain and tenderness, an<l lo secure free and natural
action of the bowels. At the same time, all perturbating and strongly
reducing treatment is forbid<len, by the knowledge that the attack is frequently cam~ed by au irrilating foreign body; and that, in a certain number ot en'!~, perforation will occur, in which event the only hope of recovery often rests upon the adhesions which have been formed during the
early stnge, 1\0d upon the vigoL· of the constitution to resist a prolouged
aud exhttu~tiug process of suppuration .

Depletio11.-Tbe local abstraction of a few ounces of blootl by the appli·
cation of leeches to the ccecal region, should be practiced in acute cases.
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This measure, while it does not seriou;;Jy reduce t11e strength of the patient,
relieves the pain and teuclerneso, and probably facilitates the action of' the
internal remedies employed. Beyond this degree, however, depletion is

iojurious, or, at least uunecessary.
P1irgatfoe.s.-Tbe experience of all observers agrees in condemning the
use of powerful, irritating purgatives at auy st11ge of typhlitis. lu the
early stage, they aggravate the paiu and iuflammation, increase or e~tab
lish vomiting, and frequently fail entirely in their object; while, on the
contrary, the con~tipatioo which will resiot the strongest, most drastic purgatives, will quickly yiel1l to mild, saline, or vegetable laxatives.
It is a gond plan to combine a small amount of opillm with the laxative i since, so far from couuteractiog its operation, it appears, by allnJing
tbe intense sensitiveness of the bowel, to promote iLs painless aud thorough
action.
Burne recommends highly the following laxative draught 1 the do,.e of
wbicb is arranged for an adult :
B. Soclre Sulphatis,
3j.
Tr. Opii,
gtt. v.
lnf.f-\ennre,.
f,5j.-)f.
S.-Repeat every four hours until the bowels are freely moYed.

We have ourselves been le<l by experience to rely upon the combination
of comp. ext. colocyoth with opium, given in small and frequeully repeated do~es. Thus, for a child of from five to eight years, the following
pill may be prescribed:
B. Pulv.Opii,.
Ext. Colocynth. Comp.,
.
.
.
.
Ft. mas. et div. in pi!. No. xxh•.

gr. ij or iij.
gr. xij to xviij.

S.-Oneever.v three or four hours until free:iction of thebo1Vels is secured .

.E'nemata.-The action of these laxatives may be furthered by the administration of large enemata, whicb may consist either entirely of tepid
water, or of waler conta.iniug a small proportion of f!Ome stimul11.ting or
laxative substance, such as soap, molas!'es 1 or castor oil. In cases where
the irritability of tbe stomach precludes the administration of laxatives by
the mouth, enemata become especially important, and ut times their u.::e
will be followed by the most happy results, the irritating couleul!:s of the
ccecum being brought away, with almost immedinte relief lo the mo.:)t
threatening symptoms.
11/ercury.-It is difficult lo support the practice of giving this drug in
typhlitis. In the early stage, indeed, when it may be supposed thnt the
intestinal cnnal contains irritating ingesta and secretions, a small dose of
calomel or blue pill may be administered; and, iu a large number of the
successful cases on record, this was doue. It is not, however, at all necessary. B~yond this, the further use of mercury appears to us injurious,
since, if it be given until any constitutional effects are produced, it must
have a tendency to prevent the formation of those strong adhesions which
com.titute the sole chance of recovery iu ca~e of perforation of the appendix. or the aaterior wall of the ccecum.
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Opium.-,Ve have already mentioned the way in which opium is most
advantageously given in this affection, in combination with the 1axative
employed. Its use is absolutely called for, and the violence of the local
symptoms, tbe pain aud exquisite tenderness, forw tbe best guide as to the
amount required.
Po11ltices and Cow1ler-irritants.-In case even the local abstraction of
blood appears undesirable, resort should be had to tbe frequent application
of mustard plasters or turpentine stupes to t;ie ccecal regiou. Hot fomentatious or light poultices, to which some sedative substance may be added,
should be kept constantly applied to the abdomen.
romiting when present, should be allayed by counter-irritation, by
swallowing small fragments of ice, by carbonated drinks, hydrocyanic
acid, or any other suitable remedy.
The diet during the early stage should be fluid and unirritating in character.
When the persiBtence of the ~ymptoms lead:3 us to apprehend the presence of ulceration, either of the crecum or appendix, nil depletory and
perturbatiag treatmeat should be abaadooed, aa<l we shou ld limit our
efforts to the relief of paio, by the use of opium and the continueJ application of poultices; to reguhuing the functions of the intestinal cnnal, and
to the sustentation of our patient's strength.
If perfOration has occurred, without the speedy development of general
peritonitis, our attention should be mainly c!irected to supporting tbe system during the long auJ exhausting process of suppuration which must
ensue. For this purpose a generous, though digestible diet, with as much
stimulus as appears necessary, shou ld be enjoined; and resort may also be
had to the var ious tonics, as quia ia or the preparatious of bark. If a
tumor forms, and it becomes evident that the abscess is tending to discharge externally, its approach to the surface should be encouraged by
poulticing; and the moment an emphysematous cond ition of the sk in is
detected at auy point, a free in cision should be made, and the discharge of
matter furthered by the introduction of' a sponge-tent or a pledget of Jiut,
and the application of a poultice.
Iu tho::ie unfortu1rn.te cases where the perforation of the bowel bas been
followed by geneml peritouitis, all treatment is unavailing. Our main
reliance must, however, be placed upon the exhibition of opium, and
the use of counter-irritation.

ARTICLE VI.

DEFfNITJON i SYNONYMS; FORMS; FREQUENC"i.-Obstruction of the
intestinal canal, from one or another of the numerous causes capable of
produciog it, is au accident liable to occur at all periods of life. But the
variety of it which forms the subject of this article is of rare occurrence

31
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excepting in early childhood. It bas been cniled ileus, volvulus1 miserere
mei; but is best known under the descriptive names of iotussusception or
iavagination of the intestines. It consists in the pas~nge or introduction
of ooe portion of intestine within another, as a small tube might slide into
a large one, or, to borrow a familiar illustration, as the en<l of a glove
finger may be pushed back upon itself into the glove. This simple iovagination, however, is not the only element present, for in order that the
symptoms of intussusception should be produced, it is necessary thnt the
included portion of bowel should be so iacarcerated and constricted as to
give rise to more or less complete intestinal obstruction. This has led to
a very just division of intussuscE'ptions into such as are slight, unattended
by inflammation, or spasmodic; and such as are grave, or attended by inflammation and incarceration. The slight form of invagination is found
very frequently at autopsies of children who have die<l of other diseases,
and in whom during life there was no symptom of disturbed function of
the alimentary caual. It is in aJI probability produced in the death
agony .
M. Louis states that the greater part of 300 children dying during the
period of dentition at the Salpetriere, had 2, 3, or even 4 volvuli without
inflammation.
Baillie, Cheyue, and Billard speak of such intussusceptions, as being
frequeutly fouud at the autopsies of children; and Burns, as quoted by
Gorham, 1 gives the results of the autopsies of 50 childreu who had died
from diarrbooa, in every one of which they were found. This species of
invagination in children occurs almost exclusively in the small intestine;
the invaginated part is usually of no considP.rablP. length; and the very
slightest traction suffices to restore it.
The grave form, on the other band, differs from this alike in the very
positive symptoms by which its preseuce is announced, in the condition of
the parts involved, and in the part of the bowel affected; and as the form
. first mentioned scarcely deserves to be called a disease, it is to the latter
alone that the followiug remarks are addressed.
F1·equency.-Although numerous well authenticated cases of intussuscep·
tion occurring in adults are on record 1 statistics prove that it is relatively
much more frequent during the first four years of life. Thus of 100 cases
given by Duchaussoy2 in which the age is meutioned, there were 31 under
4 years of age, 6 between 4 and JO years, aud 63 adults. Smith's' tables
41
go to show that this complaint is rare uuder the age of 3 month.,, and
that the period of greatest frequency is from the third to the sixth month
of lifo, the maximum number being at the fourth month .JI Thus there
were 11, of the 50 cases collected by him, at the age of4 months, or 21 in
all between 3 and 6 months inclusive; 8 from 6 months to 1 year; and only
18 between the ages of 1 and 12 years.
1
Guy's Hosp. Reports, ~st series, vol. iii, 18381 p. 330.
2
Duchaussoy, M~m. de l'Acad. de ll~d., vol. .xxiv, p. 97 (New Syd. Soc. Year·
Book, 1863, p. 294).

18~ 2~;~ti~)~tatistics of Intussusception in Chi1dren (Am. Jour. Med. Sci., vol. xliii
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We must, however, call attentioo to the rarity of this disease at any age
among us; for although, iu Lhe coun1e of a very ex:teosive practice nmoog
children in this city, we havp met with several well marked illustrations
of the various forms and termioation.s of iotussusceptioo, it has beeo a
rare occurrence in our experience.
ANATOMICAL APPEARANCES.-Intussusceptions, anatomically considered, may be divided iuto deticending or progres~ive, and asceudiog or retrograde, according to the direction which the iovngioate<l porliou takes;
and into central or lateral, according as the eutire intestine, or but one
wttll, is invaginuted. L·tternl invagintttions, however, are exceedingly rare,
occurriug but twice in 137 ca;:e3 collected by Duchaussoy.
Excepting when invaginatioo occurs as a complication of some otber
affection, it i:-; almost invariably of the descending form. Thus, of Duchuu;;f.loy's 137 ca~es, only 16 were retrograde, all of them being complicaterl; and Ifaveo gives but 3 instances of ascending intus:;usception out
of 59 cases.
It is a matter of considerable importance to determine what is the most
frequent seat of iutu!l-susception io children. Rilliet and Barthez' declare
thnt. in infants the small intestine jg hnrdly ever the sent of iutussu::ception, but that ordinarily it is the lower eud of tbe ileum which is in\"aginatecl into the large intestine. The rea~ons for this are found in the ana·
tomicnl conditions of the intestines in infancy: the adhesions of the ccecum
to the right iliac fossa being much more limited and Jess powerful than in
later lifC i aud the muscular coat of the ccecum being but sliglnly cle\'eloped in cbil1lhood, a circumata.nce which mu~t. also tend to favor the
pas.;nge of the lower end of the ileum through the valve.
The statistics of Duchanssuy an<I Smith confirm this opinion; as of 31
cai.tes of 5iimple descending intussusception in children uuder 4 years of
age, collected hy the former, the large intestine alone, or both the large
nod small, formed the iotussusception in all but -t cases i and Hmilh states
that he has found no exception to Rilliet's remark, as regards early infancy. lo childrPn nbove the age of 2 years, fatal invaginatiun iu the
email inte~tines may occur in rn.re case~. In a few cases also, the ileum
has preserved its normal relations to the ileo-ccecal valve, the crecum being
the fi~t part inverted, nnd drawing after it the lower end of the ileum.
An ir..tussusception, then, is made up of three folds of intestine: 1st,
The inner, or contained part, which iu descending iotu.ssusception:;; is
always in the oaturnl directiou; 21, The middle, which is a reflection of
the inner, aud p~uses in a direction contrary to the intussusceptiou; and
3d, The outer, conti\iuing part or shentb, whid1 is in its natural posit.ion,
aud in the direction of the intussusceptiou. \Ve find, thereforli, the murous
membrane of' the middle aud outer part.5 in apposition; aucl the peritoneal
iuvt>st111ent of the middle and inner parts in contact.
Tile amount of intestine iuvaginate<l aud the condition of the part.3 de·
pend, in' great measure, upou the duration of the case. If deatL. takes
place early, only n smidl portion of the ileum may bave passed the valve;
1

.Mal. des Enfants, 2Cme ed,. tom. i,

}l.
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but as the case progres,;;es, the tenesmus or the active peristaltic action of
the outer part, brings down more and more of the ileum with its accom·
panving mesentery, until fiually, the constriction of tbe ileo-cc:ecal vah·e
preventing the descent of any more of the ileum, the ccecum is inverted
and forced into t he ascending colon. This iu turu may be iavagi1111ted in
the descenrling uolou and rectum, unti l not uufrequently a portion of the
invagiuated int1:..ctine protrudM from the anus. In rare cases, the whole
invaginated mass <lescenclo into the intestine below, thus forming a double
intu;.;.su-.ception of great thickue~s. It bas occurred, in a few rare ca ..;e~.
that the amount of constriction wa!; so slight that the intestine remaius
pervious to a certain extent i so that life has beeu protracted for many
we::ek~. aD<l death bas finally ensued only from exhaustion. But ordiunrily the parts are in the following condiLion: the iutestine above the
point of constriction is distended with gaseous and fecal contents, anti
more or less discolored from congestion of its wall~. It is rare, however,
to find any evidences of enteritis either here or in the intestine below
the intui<susception, which is generally pale and contracted . The invaginated portion itself, ut the upper part, where it seems to pluuge into
the containing portion of the inte:;tine, presents a series of coucentric circular folds. The wulls of the bowel thus incarcerated are thickened and
infiltrated; their serous investment either deeply injected or discolored by
congestiou aud ecchymosis, so as to be of a deep blackish-red color; and
frequently evidences of local peritonitis are present. The mucous membrane in cases of short duration may he merely thickened and injected,
but more frequtntly it is turgid from congestion, ecchymosed in poiuts,
and !:;hows the efft:cts of violent inflammation hy its unequal roughened
surface, presenting either ulcerations or graybh false membranes. The
capillaries of the con:-;tricte<l portion bccnme greatly distended, so that,
espec:ially in young children, in whom the vascular rete of the intestines
is remarkably rich, whils.t the t issues are delicate aud yielding, they fre·
quently rupture, filling the iuvaginated intestine with blood 1 and producing bloody diacharges.
If the case is protracted and the powers of ]ife sufficient, when treatrneut has not sufficed to reduce the iuiussusception, nature endeavors to
effect a cure by eliminating the invaginated portion. The incarcerated
bowel becomes gangrenous, a line of separation forms, uuion and cicatrization take place between the part of the bowel above the intussusception
and the upper part of the coutaiuiug intesline, and the iuvagiuated portion is discharged per anum . This process of elimination is extremely
rare in infants i but it is stated by R1lliet to be the ordinary method of
cure in children in their second infancy. In 5lJ cases reported by Ha\•eo,'
of all ages, discharge of the inte~tine per auum took place 12 time:5, with
recovery in all but two cases. The average length of intestine passed in
these cases was 23! inches; in the two fatal cases, the portions pa~e<l
were respectively 39 an<l H inches long. The earliest age at which we
l1ave met with this process of cure is at 13 months in a case reported by

M.lll•rnge.
1

llasen on Intestinal Obstruction, Amer. )fed. &i., vol. xxx1 1855, p. 351.
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In the report of the Proceedings of the Pathological Society of Loudon,
vol. xiii, a ~pecimeu is described by Dr. Hare, where this process had
taken place. The patient was a female 41 years of age, aad her death
resulted from tubercular disease three months sub::equently to the passage
of the sphacelated bowel, " which was 6! inches in length, of a very dark
purplish.gray color: it fbrmed a perfect cylinder, but the intestine was
turned inside out, the exterior of the specimen, as voidel being the mu·
cous membrane, and the interior of the cylinder being the peritont.:al
covning of the intestine."
At the autopsy, at the point where the iuvaginated portion had been
eieparated, about fifteen inches above the ccecum, the line of union was
fouod runoing obliquely across the intestine, u but the union was so perfect that it could scarcely be detected except by holding up the intestine
between the eye and the light, when the thinne51s of the intestine clearly
pointed out the line or seam where the union had taken place. Exactly
at the point of union the intestine was notably narrower than natural i but
the intestine above this point was a little dilated."
We have recently had an opportunity, through the courtesy of' Profes·
sor Alfred StillC,ofstudying a specimen in which a similar process of cure
had been effected. The patient was au adult, who died of some chronic
di~euse, und uo history could be obtainecl of the occurrence of tbe attack of
iutei;tinal obstruction, or of the discharge of the sphacelated portion of
bowel from the anus. The specimen, however, presented appearances which
left no doubt that invagiuation of a portion of tha ileum had occurred,
that the invaginatecl portion hnd sloughed away, and that unio11 had tnken
place between the intestine, just above the intussusception, and the upper
part of the sheath, so as to preserve the continuity of the bowel. The external surface presented a marked constriction encircling the intestine
due to the entrance of the upper part of the bowel into the sheath. There
was n layer of organized lymph investing the peritoneum at the line of
junction, and firmly uniting the two serous surfaces. Upon laying open
thi8 port of the ileum 1 a narrow rim of indurated tissue, evidently the altered intestinal wall, projected downwards into the intestine from the liue
of constriction, nnd formed, as it were, a perforated diaphragm across the
calibre of the bowel.
We thus see that even when the slough is cast off, and the patient recovers from the intussusception, the cure is not always permanent, since in
a small proportion of cases there may be serious contractiou of the bowel,
caused by the ensuing cicatrization.
In addition to the modes of recovery already adverted to, namely, the
reduction of the iutussusception either by the movements of the bowel
itself or by the remedial measures adopted, and the elimination of the iuvaginated portion, there is still a third mode possible, in which the intestine
remains invaginated 1 but by agglutination of the outer folds becomes pervious1 nnd undergoes such atrophy and contraction as not to interfere
matnially with the functions of the bowel. Rilliet aud Barthez, as well
as other Continental authors, speak of this as of occasional occurrence, but
we have not found any well authenticated cases recorded.
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There are few morbid chaoges found in intui:;.susreption excepting tho!le
pertaining to the intestines. It is 1 however, worthy of mention, tbnt iu
some c11ses the invaginated mass appears to produce serious compression
of tbe large vessels of the abdomen.
CAUSES: AgP.-,Ve have already given the statistics which prove tlrn.t
intus~usception is relati\'ely very much more frequent during the fiftl;t four
years of life, the period of muimum frequency being between the third
and sixth months. It is very rare before the age of three month!!. All
form~ of invnginatiou, however, do not occur with equal frequency at lht>~e
various ages. Duriug early infancy, for the anatomical reasons already
8!.h·igued, the almost iovariable seat of the invaginalioo is the lower tnd
of the ilenm and the upper part of the large intestiue; while, after tho
age of two yeius, invagiuat ion of the small intestine alone, though still
very rare, may occur.
&ex.-All statistics agree in gi\'iug a majority of males over females, at
len~t in the proportion of~ to 1 i while in some tablPs the proportion is us
high as 7 to 1; thus Rilliet and Barthez collected 25 cases, of which 22
were boys.
Previous Condition.-In by far the majority of cases, intussmception in
the infant occurs as an idiopathic nffoction, appearing during perfect health.
In children over one or two years of age, however, it is much more apt to
be preceded by some disturbance of the alimentary canal, as coustipation,
diarrhooa, dysentery, or even by syn~ptorns of imperfect obstruction of the
intestines.
lntus1msceptio11 may also occur during the course of other diseases, as
in a case quoted by Rilliet from Legoupil, where the invaginatiou appeared during the progress of variola; the child, 4~ years old, recovered.
Exciting Ctmses.-External violence, as blows upon the abdomen, or sud·
den jerkiag of the child's body, as in tossing it in the arms, are a!!sigued
as the probable exciting cause of a certa in number of cases. It has
been ..,upposed, also, that violent fits of coughing or scream ing, or strong
straining at stool, have produced iuvaginations, especially in very young
children.
Improper alimentation and sudden chauges of diet appear to act quite
frequently as efficient causes i thus in a case reported by Gorham, occur·
ring in a healthy infant of four months old, the only assignable cause wns
the administration of panada for three days precedmg the attack. It i~,
however, frequently impossible to ass ign any phrnsible reason for the sud·
den production of severe iutussusceptions.
Granting, however, the presence of any of these causes, the question still
remains as to the exact mechanism of the iavagination . According to
Gorham, 11 it is necessary to the production of an iutussusception that there
should be either: 1st, A coo traction of the part to be intussuscepted; or
2<l, A dilatation of that part which is to be the outer fold; or 3d, A
natural and sudden inequality of calibre of some portion of the intestinal
tube. The first of these conditions may be produced by spasm; tbe second
by flatus; whilst the third is a lways present at the termination of the
ileum in the ccecum." It is at this point, accordingly, that intussusceptioo
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most frequently occurs, and, from the anatomical arraugemeutof the parts
making it very difficult for restitution to O'!cur, puts on its most dangerous
aud fatal characters.
The iuvagiuation having once begun, i"ts increase and pershstence are
probably due to the active peristaltic action of the outer fold, aided by the
spasrnotlic contractions of' the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, causing.
tbe powerful tenesmus so frequently obser.ved.
There is one more question in regard to the etiology of this affection,
about which various opinions have been expres::ied; whether, namely, enteritis holds the relation of cause or effect to intussusception. Rilliet and
Barthez appear to us to have given it its true importance in stating that
it sometimes plays one part aud sometimes the other. 'Ve have already
seen that, thoug-h in many cases intussusception occurs suddenly in full
health, there are a sufficient number of instances where the attn.ck has
been preceded by symptoms of intestinal irr itation or inflammn.tion, to
make it clear that at times enteritis acts as a predisposing or determining
cause. And, on the other hand, the pathological anatomy of the disease,
showing the inflammation of the bowe l to be limited to the immediate
vicinity of the ill\·agination, and to be the more intense as the constriction
is tighter, proves that enteritis frequently appears as a result of intussusception. This becomes especially evident in those cases where the dL-sease
has been caused by external violence, and where after death the above
conditions have been noticed.
SY:\IPTOMS; DURATION; TERMI:S-ATIONS.-The principal symptoms of
intussu::ception are furui:shed by the gastro-intestioal apparatus; and, towards the termination of unfavorable cases, by the nervous system . We
have seen that a considerable·difforence exi::its in the seat of' the invagination at different periods of childhood, and in examining the symptoms we
find a corresponding disparity, according as the intussusception occurs in
the firat infancy, under the age of two years, or in the second infancy, between the secoud and sixth year. These poiuts of difference will be meutioned ns each symptom is discussed .
The most important and characteristic symptoms are: vomiting, constipation, and bloody discharge from the anus; abdominal pain, tenesmus,
and protrusion of the intestine, the presence of a. tumor in the abdomen,
auJ tympnuy.
Vomiting is an almost constant symptom, being present in about 95 per
cent. of the cases. Very rarely the gastric disturbance amounts ouly to
uausen, but nearly always vomiting sets in early in the attack and persists, despite all treatment, until eilher the invagination is relieved, wheu
it promptly ceases; or until the apprnach of death. Quite frequt:!ntly it
ceases a day or two before the fatal event occurs. The matters vomited
at first consist of the ingesta, the stomach rejecting everything taken into
itj soon, however, they become mixed with mucus and bile. Iu very
young children it is rue for stercoraceons vomiting to occur, but in those
who a.re above two years of age it may occasionally be present. In
Smith's 50 cases it occurred in three at the respective ages of 3, 6, aud 11
years.
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The condition of the bowels is generally one of obstinate constiprilion,
so far as the passage of fecal matters is concerned. It is not unusual for
one natural abundant stool to occur after the iutussusceptioo begins, but
this is succeeded by constipation. It is only in those very rare cases
where the invagioated portion remains pervious, that a small amouut of
femll matter finds its way into the stools.
The discharges which, however, do take place almost invariably in intussusception in ch ildren are due to the rupture of the capillaries of the
constricted bowel, and consist of blood mixed in varying proportions \\ith
mucus and serum. It is rare foL· the blood to he so defirient that the discharges resemble the gelatinoid mucous discharges of dysentery, merely
streaked and tinged with blood, whilst, at times, the blood is in such excess as to nppear pure, and to constitute a true intestinal hemorrhage.
This symptom, the true value of which was first recognized by Gorham
and Clarke,' is of more uniform occurrence in children under two yt>ars,
on account of tbe greater ease with which the intestinal capillaries give
way in infancy. Thus of 26 children under one year of age, bloody e\'~cu
ations occurred in 23, usually several times in the twenty-four hours; in 2
of the 26 there is no record of this symptom, and in I only is it recorded
as absent. Io case No. 2, of l\Ir. Gorham's table, a child of 3! months
passed within a few hours more than a teacupful of fluid blood. In older
children, on the other hand, bloody discharges occur less frequently; thus
Smith records 18 cases of invagiuation between one and two years, in only
6 of which it is stated that there were bloody motions.
\Ve have a lready mentioned the various ways in which recovery takes
place, and when elimiaation of the invnginated portion is ubout to occur,
which is almost exclusively limited to cases occurring in the second iofancy, the stools become highly fetid, contain more or less blood, are
blackish or brownish in color, and are soon accompanied by the discharge
of the slou gh. The interval elapsing between the inception of the attack
nurl the discharge of the portion of bowel varies cons id erably in different.
ca~es, but seems to be less in chil<lhood than in a<lult age.
Thomson slates
that in a~ults the elimination takes place in the majority of cases within
thirty days i and in one of' his cases it occurred as early as the sixth day.
In childreu the interval rarely exceeds twelve days; and the average of
all recorded observations would seem to fix about nine days as the usual
time.
Abdominal pain is among the earliest and most constant symptoms at
all ages. During the early part of the attack, it appears in paroxysms;
and may be detected even iu the youngest children, by the violent paroxysmal screaming, and contortions of the limbs and trunk. At the commencement, the abdomen is generally relnxed 1 supple, and indolent; and
this condition may remain until <leath, perhaps because the constriction in
some cases is not complete and allows the passage of gas. But, after a few
days, there is apt to be more or less continuous pain and soreness on pressure in the part of the abdomen corresponding to the invagination, due to
the local enteritis and peritonitis. This may or may not be accompaaied
1
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by tympany an<l diffuse tenderness of the abdomen i but, as a general rule,
intu~susception in very young children is not attende<l by the great distension aod marked symptoms of general peritonitis which frequently appear in intestinal obstruction in adults. In children over two years of age,
the abclomiual symptoms are more apt to indicate peritonitis. In a considerable proportion of cases, tenesmus occurs and adds much to the suffering. It does not appear so early as the abdominal pain, and generally
cea'>es a few days before death.
'.1'wnor.-It would appear natural that when a considerable iotussusception has taken place, the knot formed at the point of obstruction should be
readily detected through the abdominal walls. And yet the cases ou record show that this tumor is recogoizable iu not more than two or three
out of every ten cases. \Vhen it can be detected, it is generally found in
the left iliac region, varying in size from a walnut to a large goose-egg,
noel giving the sensation of a solid 1 but doughy and compre.ssible mass.
It is ordinarily quite movable, and percussion elicits a dull note over its
po~ition.

Another symptom depending upou the displacement of the intestine, to
which considerable importance has been attached in the diagnosis of invaginatiou iu the adult, is a depression of the abdomen at a point correspoudiug to the displaced intestinc 1 and a fuluess at the corresponding
point on the opposite side. Experience has shown, however, that but little
value can be attached to this sign in young children, on account of its
great rarity.
We have seen that the preseuce of a tumor in the abdomen is far from
an invariable sign of intussusreption, and the same remark applies to the
protrusion oftlie invaginated bowel from fhe an1Ls a symptom to which very
different diagnostic value has been attached by different authors. It is
slated by some to be hardly ever present, but we have found it recorded
particularly in six of Smith's cases, the same number in which au abdominal
tumor was present in the same series; and iu three other cases, although
no tumor protruded from the anus, the invagiuated mass was readily felt
by examination per rectum.
When the bowe1 protrudes, it form~ an oblong tumor, at timea even two
inches in length, much congelSted from the constrictiou 1 and smeared with
blood and mucus.
When we pass from these positively diagnostic symptoms, we find litt1e
elsewhere characteristic of the disease. The tongue is normal until inflammatory action sets in, when it often becomes dry and brown; the appetite is impaired or abseut, and. the thirst is generally but moderate.
Rilliet and Barthez ca11 attention to the importance of this last symptom
in a diagnostic point of view, as well as to the fact that the emaciation is
usually not so marked as in other acute diseases of equal duration and
severity.
The amount of febrile action is generally s1ight iu infancy; the surface,
cool at first, may at times become bot, or is alternately hot and cold,
and as death approaches remains continuously cold. The pulse soon be1
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comes frequent, though small and feeble. There is no ruarked diaturbaoce
of respiration.
Io older children there is apt to be more febrile actio n, the skin being
hot until late in the attack, and the pulse frequent and more full. The
physiognomy of the liulc patient is greatly altered from the commence·
meat of the attack. The eyes are duH and languid, sunken in their orbits,
and surrounded by discolored areolm; the countenance ia expressive of the
most profound prostration, so as to have elicited a comparison to the physiognomy of cholera patients.
Almost all cases, at whatever age, present symptoms of marked disturb·
ance of the nervous system, as great restlessness, indescribable malaise,
sharp cries, and, toward the close of the case, profound prostration . But
in infirncy, ia addition to these symptoms, the case is more apt to pre~ent
an attack uf convulsions, either as one of the earliest symptoms, or toward
death, alternating with coma.
Dtwation.-It is necessary to distinguish here between cases occurring
<luring extreme infancy, when we cannot hope for elimination to take
place, and those in more advanced childhood. In early infanry, when
the auack is about to take a favorab le turn, the symptoms usually yield
in from two to four days, owing to reduction of the in rngiuation. In fatal
cases, death occurs within £ve days, as the rule. In some cases, however,
where the constriction was not coruplete, life has been prolonged even for
six weeks.
In second infancy, where the constriction is complete, anrl the result
fatal, death occurs withiu seven or eight days in the vast majority of cases.
But when elimination is to resu lt, the case is more protracted, and complete
recovery is postponed to the third week. Thus, in 7 cases out of 8mitb's
statistics, which resulted favorably by sloughing, the a~es were 5, 6, 6, 9,
11, 12, and 12 years respect ively; and the separation of the invaginated
portion took place between the nitlLh and twelfth days, with ao average of
nine and a half day!:i. After the discharge of this, which is soon followed
by the fet id , brownish-black stools already described, the symptoms rapidly
disappear, and in one or two weeks the cure is complete; so that, if we can
carry a patient, advanced beyond the first infancy, through the first week
of the attack without too much exhaustion, we may each day look for the
discharge of the invaginated bowel, the restoration of the function of the
intestines, aod ultimate recovery.
Terminations.-,Ve have already described the favorable modes ofter·
mination, namely, by the subsidence of the intussusception, either spon·
taneously or as the result of treatment i by restoration of the calibre of
the bowel by sloughing of the invaginated bowel, and union and cicatriza·
tion of the divided edges; and finally, by agglutination of the outer layers
of the invaginated portion with subsequent thinning and atrophy 1 thus
rendering the intestine pervious, although the iutussusception remains.
In those cases in which death takes place very early, as on the first or
second day, it is frequently produced by cerebral congestion or an attack
of convu lsions. In the majority of cases, however, it occurs somewhat
later, and is preceded by a state of collapse. Even ill those cases where
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the constr iction is not at first complete, and where there are daily feculent
evacuations for a time, death is apt to occur from exhaustion, or from the
invngination becoming more extensive and symptoms of complete obstruction ari~ing.
Pnoosoo1s.-A single glance at the character of the lesion and the
accompnuyiug phenomena, suffices to assure us of the g rave nature of intu~ .. u.::ception, ai..1d of th e impotence of all ordinary methods of treatment
aguin!<t it. Iu young iufants, ind eed, where the F-trength of the system
cannot be expected to hold out until elimination occurs, intussusception is
almost invariably fatal. Ia a single instance only has recovery by elim ination been noticed so early as the end of the first year. In a few cases,
where the symptoms were well developed and threatening, they have subsided and th e infant has recovered, apparently from spontaneous reduction of the invagination.
\\"'"e must not, however, forget that during the early stage of this affection the diagnosis is somewhat doubtful 1 since young children frequently
pre~ent symptoms of obstructed and loarled int estine, such as n di::;tended,
hard abdomen, constant unnatural stra ining, with ev ident su fforiu g. nod
yet are entire ly relieved after the admiuistratiou noel operation of laxatives.
Not to refer now to the recent cases of rncce~sful abdomirnt.1 section, a
con . . iderahle numher of cases of cure of undoubted intussusceptiou, by
men us of inflation, have al~o been reported even at this early age; so that,
when treatment is instituted soou aft.er the appearance of the symptoms,
the ca.:ie is not abs<Jlutely hopeless. In older cbilclreo, that is to i;;ay above
three years of age, the prognosis is much less unfnvorable, since treatment
offel'8 a certain amount of hope, and there is always the prospect of the
occurrcuce of elimination of the invaginated bowel, if the strength of the
patient has bee n sustai ned dur ing the first week.
Even after elimination bas taken place 1 however, the prognosis should
still be somewhat gua rded, as the slightest indiscretion in diet may, either
by the development of flatulence or by the escape of' irritatin g, undigested
particles into the iutestiue, cause a rupture of the rece ntly formed cicatrix
and .:ipeedy death .
DuoNosrs.-Intussusception has been, until recently, regarded by aJl
authors as an affection of obscure and doubtful diagnosis. 'Vi th the light,
howe\•er, which has been thrown upon this subject by the Jabors of Clarke,
Gorham, • ruith, anJ especially R:lliet, the diagnosis in the great majority
of cases can be made with precision. It is true, however, as conceded by
Rilliet, that "very rarely in early infan cy, more frequently thnn later,
there are certain cases of inva gination impossible to distinguish from other
forms of intestinal obstruction ; and that at all periods of childhood the
diuguo5is presents many difficulties."
With what diseases, then, could we confound this affectioa, occurriag,
as we have seen, suddenly in perfect health i attended by obstinate, though
rnrely fecal vomiting; by marked constipation, but with frequent bloody
dL~charges; by paroxysmal abdomina l pain and tenesmus; by the presence
of a tumor, generally in the left iliac region; b.v the protrusion of the in·
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vnginnted howel from the anus; aad by profound prostration and di:•turbance of the nervous system? It is to be remembered, indeed, that this
group of symptoms, so characteristic when viewed together, are rarely all

pre::.eut i aud that with the exception of the vomiting, constipation, and
bloody clis1.1hnrges, there is no single symptom which is not more frequently
absent than present. There are, nevertheless, a sufficient number present
in nearly every case to enable us to form a diagnosis.
The diseases which may most readily be confounded with intu~f!U!l'cep
tion nrc, 1st, impaction of the intestine with hardened faces; 2d, typhlitis
or perityphli1is; 3d, cholera iofantum; 4th, dysentery; 5th, intestinal
hemorrhage i 6th, tbe various forms of internal strangulation i 7th, peritoniti~.

1st. 'Vhen an accumulation of fecal matter takes place in either the
crocum or sigmoid flexure, the case may present many symptoms .:;imilar
to those of intussusception. There is frequently such gastric and intes·
tiaal irritation as to lead to occasional vomiting and paroxysmal abdomiual pain; the bowels are constipated, and there is frequent an<l strong
tenesmus, eo as often to cause protrusion of the bowel. In addition to
these symptoms, a well defined tumor is present in one or the other iliac
fossa.
Tbese cruses, however, often have presente<l symptoms of intestinal disturbance for some time previous to the attack; the vomiting is rarely so
constant as in intussusception; the tumor is quite painless and has a pecuJiar doughy consistence i bloody discharges from the bowels are very rare;
and we do not notice the profound prostration which exists in well established invagination. During the early stage of the case, however, the
diagnosis is doubtful; and when we have reason to suspect the presence
of focal accumulations, we must await the result of the administration of
laxatives and laxative eaemata, before deciding upon the nature of the
case.
2d. Inflammation of the coocum, appendix vermiformis, or of the pericoocal connective tissue, is attended with fulaess or a well defined tumor
in the right iliac fossa 1 with vomiting, constipation, and occasionally tenesmuo;, with distension of the abdomen and pain radiating from the right
iliac region.
There is, however, a marked degree of fever, an<l the symptoms of local
peritonitis appear early in the case; the patient assumes a characteristic
position, witb the thighs flexed upon the pelvis, and the right iliac fossa.
is the seat of exquisite tenderness, so that the slightest pressnre cannot be
tolerated. The vomiting and constipation are not so marked and obstinate, and excepting in those cases which have been preceded by dyseuteric
symptoms, there are no bloody discharges, and as we have remarked above,
the tumor or fulness is in the right iliac frnssa; whereas when this sign is
present in intussusception, it usually occupies the left iliac region.
3d. Iu cholera infantum, the vomiting is often incessant; the stools are
frequent, with painful tenesmus i the abdominal pain paroxysmal, and
occasionally the intestine protrudes from the anus. It is almost impossible,
however, to mistake this affection for intossusception, if we remember that
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and extreme emaciation; that the abdomen is wiLhout tumor, and rarelv
dii-tende<l until towards the close of the case, and that the stools, instead
of being bloody, are large and fluid.
4th. Dysentery frequently offers a close resemblance to intussusception

so far as the characters of tbe stools are concerned, as they are often small
and bloocly 1 or muco-sanguiuoleut. But we do uot see in dysen!.ery the
sud<leu inception, the rapid progres3, the obstinate vomiting, the moist
tongue and moderate thirst, which characterize intussusception.
3th. We have seen that occasionally the amoubt of blood pasi5ed by
stool in intussusception is very great, and constitutes a true intestinal
hemorrhage; thus in the case reported by Marwick 11 it amounted to n.
large teacupful of pure blood.
lnte~tinal hemorrhage is a very rare occurrence during childhood, but
has been noticed in children in connection with polypus of the rectum,
e:ipecinlly by Mr. Bryant; in typhoiJ fever, or the hemorrhagic form of
some others of the exanthemata, and in the course of purpurn. 'fhe absence
of the other symptoms of intussusception, however, aud the presence of
the local or general symptoms peculiar to these various conditions, will
serve to render the diagnosis easy.
6th. Oli1er forms of internal strangulation, such as those produced by
a diverticulum from the intestine compressing it, by the ndhcsion of the
vermiform appendix so as to constrict the bo\vel, or by n coutrnction of
the calibre of the bowel, produce symptoms so identical with those of
iuLUb:3ll!SCepLiou in second infancy, when the affection more nearly re::;embles
intestinal obl)truction in theudult, as to render cliagno:-;is impossible. The
presence of an abdominal tumor, the occurrence of bloody stool~. or the
prolru,;ioa of the constricted bowel from the au us, would be the only ding·
nostic 13igus.
7th. Peritonitis, when diffuse, presents a few symptoms in common with
intut<susception; as the voruiLing, consLipution, abdominal pain and tender·
n~s i and when the inflammation of the peritoneum is localized, there is
iu addition a well defined sen::;itive tumor, which soon appears as the re::mlt
<if tbe iufiamumtory action. The diagnosis here rests upon the greater
frequency of the vomiting in intussusception, the more ob:Stiuate constiµatiou with bloody discharges from the bowels; the µaroxysrnal nature of
the abdominal pain, with le:ss ienderuess; the less degr~e of fover, the
moist tongue, l:ilight thirst, quiet respiratiou, and unly moderately accelerated pul;e.
TnEATllENT.-There is no special plan of treatment for intu55usception
de1'en•ing the nu me of pre1..1entive, owing to our ignorance of any symptoms
\\hich cuo be definitely regarded ns the precur:;or!! of the invagination.
The fact, however, that various derangements of digestioa, such as pain
upon going to stool, diarrhren, or coustipntiou alteruatiug with <lial'rhrea,
ha.ve been occasionally notice<l lo precede the attack, should be an additioual motive to urge us to meet these symptoms by the most assiduous
1
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attenliou to the hygiene of the child, and to the regulation of its nlimen
tary functions.
The cnrative treatment may be divided iuto three classes: the medical,
mechanical , and surgical treatment .
.Medical Treatment.-Depletfon 1s strongly contra-indi cated by the tender
age of the patients, and by the neces::;ity of preserving the vital powers; since
elimination, which aff0rds the priocipal chance of recovery, does not occur
until after the eighth day. In orde r, however, to relieve the engorgement at
the point of constriction, without reducing the strength of the patient, it is
advisable to apply a fe'w leeches or cups to the abtlomen, and preferably to
the right iliac region, unless a tumor can be detected, whea, of course, tbey
shou l<l be applied over its seat.
Pnrgalives were formerly strongly advocated by most authors; the one
most generally advised being quicksilver, which was given with a view of
overcoming the obstructio n by its great weight and fluidity. The use of
this ageot is now, however, univer:ially reprobated.
In regard to other .a.ad less mechanical purgatives, there is still i;iome
difference of opinion.
During the early stage t1f the attack 1 before the symptoms of intussu~ 
ception are very positively developed, we should advise the administration
of a mild but thorough laxative, such as castor o il , in conjunction with
large laxative enemata. If, howeve r, at the end of twenty-four or fortyeight hours, the admiuistratioa of these remedie:i, aided by the local depletion, has failed to prorluce au evacuation from the upper bowel, these
measures should be aban<loued, and recourse he had to meaus of ca lming
pain and nervous disturbance, and to the susteutation of our patient.
Amoag the remedies best calculated to allay the pain, the tenesmu~, and
the nervous irritability are: opium, in doses proportionate to the inteasity
of the pain; warm anodyne pouiLices applied to the abdomen, an<I warm
bath~ carefully given. Tnese latte r are especiall y serv iceable when the
symptoms of nervous disturbance are marked, even amounting, as they occasionally do, to general convulsions.
Ju endeavoring to sustain the child's strength, attention must be paid to
the vomiting, which is generally so severe as to prevent any nourishment
being retained. The remedies of most service against this are counter-irritants to the epigastrium, opium, hydrocyauic acid, carbonated water, small
pieces of ice kept constantly in tbe mouth or swallowed whole.
Nutritious enemata may also be tried, but a re rarely retained.
The mechanical treatment consists in the injectiou of' fluids or air into the
bowel in such quantities as to di:itend it; and in the introduction of a large
sound, with the view of pushing up the invaginated portion of intestine.
The fluids generally used have been either tepid water or warm gruel, injected forcibly into the bowel, until the sudrlen cessation of resistance informs us of the reduction of the intestine. We have already seen that the
sent of iutussusception in the child is almost invariably the lower end of
the ileum, which passes into the ccecum nnd is there constricted ; an<l,
when .,.e reflect that it has been frequently demonstrated that if fluid be
forcibly injected into the large bowel, the ileo-ccecal valve will rupture
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before any Bu id is allowed to pass into the ileum, it is evident that we ran
in this way exert a most powerful pressure upon the invaginated intestine.
Experie11ceshows that this procedure is frequently successful, even in cases
where all medicinal treatment has proved unavailing i and there are now a.
sufficient number of such cases on record to render a resort to it proper.
'fhe fluid may be introduced by an ordinary syringe, or betLer by a BowdiLch's syringe, the limbs being held together so as to prevent as far as
possible any reflux. It has been recently suggested by Simon that hydrostatic pressure might be employed to force fluid into the bowel. For this
purpose a glass funnel attached to a long india-rubber tube terminating
in an olive-shaped plug is used. The plug is inserted in the anus, and
the funnel is held on a level with the body, and water poured in until it is
tilled. The funnel j3 then gradually elevated, and more and more water
poured in to replace that which is forced by the hydrostatic pressure iuto
the bowel. Owing to the gradual and uniform increase in pre~sure thus
brought about, extreme distension of the entire colon can thus be protluced.
We have recently employed this mode of treatment with most gratifying
success in a ve1·y severe case of an infant of' 6 mouths of age.
Air, also, both on account of iLs great elasticity and mobility, as well ns
the grtat facility of its introduction in sufficient quantity, is to be high ly
recommended. Indeed, inflation was adv ised by Hippocrates as a remedy
in iutussusceptiou, but until within the past forty years does not seem to
have been much practiced. Two cases of obstruction of the Lowels, occurring in adults, successfully treated by inflation, are reporLecl in the
American Journal of Medical &iences, for 1833: one by Dr. Janeway, of
New YOl'k; tbe other, which, however, was t ranscribed from the Glasgow
Nedirul Journal, for 1831, by Dr. King. The following year, in the Bos
ion JJ/edical and Sm·gical Journal, December 15th, 18~.f., Dr. J. 'Vood
publi~hed a case, also in au adult, where death seemed imminent, but
where the obstruction was readily overcome by infl ation, and the patient
recovered . 8ince then, this remedy bas been frequently employed io iutu!:!Susceptiou in ch ildren 1 and with such good results, that it may fairly be
said that the progno1'is of this affection is less grave since the introduction
of this remedial measure. To obtain the best results, iufl.ation should be
employed early in the case, before any considerable amount of adhesive
inflammation has taken place between the sheath and the contained intestine. The air is readily introduced by a paiL' of ordinary bellows i the
nozzle being inserted well into the rectum, an<l inflation continued until
tbe ob.sLruction yields. The return of the iuvaginated intestine is sometimes attended by a clearly audible sound, a species of crack, but it never
gives any pain, and has generally seemed to afford relief. The complete
restoration of the ca.libre of the intestine is proved by the copious feculent
stools which frequently come away soon after the infiatiou.
A third mechanical means for restoring the displaced intestine bas
been recommended by Dr. Nissen, and consists in pushing up the invaginated portion by means of an resophageal sound protected by a sponge.
This proceeding would probably he readily accomplished, if the intussusception occurred far down in the large intestine; but it would appear very
8
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difficult to replace io this way an invagination as high up as the ileo-ccrcal
valve. Dr. Nissen, however ( in the Journal de Ca1111lalt, quoted by Rilliet
and BaL·tbez), gives two cases in which he suC'ceeded in pushing up the intestine into the ascending colon, with complete relief of the symptoms of
obstruction . There are also a few other cases of cure, by this means, upon
record in medical literature.
Tbe surgical treatment consists in the performance of' the operation of
gastrotomy, finding the invaginated portion of bowel and reducing it hy
gentle tractio11 . \Ve had already expressed ourselves in favor of this operation under certain circumstances, while there still existed much diversity
of opinion on the subject and many authors condemned it. Their diS;approval was based upon the grounds of the great difficulty of ascertaining
the exact position of the intussusception ; the difficulty of restoring the
invaginated intestine even if found; and finally upon the dangers of the
operation.
We have seen, however, that in the majority of cases the invagioated
mass will be found in the neighborhood of the left iliac fossa; the lower
end of the ileum having traversed the ccecum, ascending and transverse
colon, aud these parts being successively inverted; that in a certain proportion of cases a tumor is readily detectable; and further, that some idea
as to the seat of obstruction may be obtained from the distance to which
enema ta appear to penetrate. So that in a considerable proportion of the
cases we have tbe means of localizing the point of constriction with a
certain amount of definiteness.
In regard to the difficulty of reducing the invaginated parts, authors
differ greatly. It has been remarked, that even if the equivocal and llll·
certaiu nature of the symptoms of volvulus were not sufficient to deter" us
from Ul1dertaking the operation, the state of the invaginated parts would
entirely banish alJ thoughts of such an imprudeut attempt i since the different folds of intestine become so agglutinated to each other that they can
hardly be withdrawn, even after death.
Rilliet and Bartbez (loc. cit.), however, conclude from their anatomical
researches, that in the majority of cases the di se ngagement of the intes·
tines io very easily accomplished; and accordingly they declare tLat, "after
employing medical treatment during three or four days, and after having
made several attempts at inflation, we should not hesitate to perform gas·
tMtomy."
The great danger of the operation is, of course, apparent, but should
hardly be considered an objection, when we consider the fatal nature of
this affection. Nor have the results of operation been such as to destroy
hope. Ia addition to several successful operations previously recorded,
the only 3 cases out of the 57 collected by Haven, in which gastrotomy
was performed, terminated favorably. More recently, also, the operation
has been performed several times by different operators (J. Hutchinson,
Howard l\Iarsh, Legge, Sands, and others), and with such encouraging re·
suits as to fully justify us in repeating our former advice in regard t0 it!!
performance.
To sum up our remarks upon this subject: after having tried for two
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or three clays the me<lical and mechanical means recommended without
succe.::~, we must forbear and decirle whether to trust the case lo nature,
with the hope of elimination of the invaginated bowel occurring, or to
rCilort to gastrotomy. Aud in this decision, the circumstances of each
ca!-le must be taken into account; for if the case has nut yet progressed so
far that adhesive inflammation has certainly taken place, and if we are
able to detect the exact seat of constriction by the presence of a tumor,
the operation certainly has strong arguments in its favor, an<l sho uld not
be hastily rejected.
lo those ca'>es which have been trusted to nature, and when elimination
bas fortunately occurred, we must treat the child, during this crisis, with
the utmost care. The diet must be rigidly regulated, and the chi ld kept
in absolute repose. Nor must we relax these precautions for several week!!!,
nod allow either indigestible food, or too large a mev.l of even the most
dige~tible articles; since death bas been several times known to follow
tbi:; imprudence, from a rupture of the imperfectly formed cicatrix.
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CLASS IV.
DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

IT is a very common opinion, both io aod out of the medical profe..'8ion,
that this class of diseases occasions a much larger number of denths in
cliildhoo<l than any other. Indeed, it was formerly supposed hy many
persoos that, whatever the primary disease might be, nearly all children
who Jied, died, as it was said, by the brnia. The careful study of mortality statistics and the advance of pathological knowledge have effectually
disposed of this idea, and have shown that in a large proportion of fo.tnl
cases where nervous symptoms have been prominent towards the clo~c,
these phenomena were merely the result of functional derangement sympathetic with the primary disease, or due to the circulation iu the blood of
some specific poison.
Before beginning the consideration of the particular diseases of this
class, we are desirous of stating that we shall be compelled, on account of
our limited space, to devote atLention chiefly to those which are most im·
portaut from their frequency or severity, avoiding or merely alluding to
those which are of less coosequeuce, or which occur in childhood merely
in rommon with adult life.
Iu our earlier editions we divided this subject into two classe!!I, one con·
taining all the diseases attemled with and dependent upon, some appreciable
alteration of the nervous centres, the second containing those in which no
such 11lterntion exists. 'Ve have since discarded that arrangement, princi·
pally on account of the minute researches of histologists during the pa,.t
few years, which have all gone to prove the existence of positive and
definite tissue·changes in many diseases pre\•iously regarded as purely
functional.

ARTICLE I.
TUBERCULAR MENINGITIS.

DEFINITION; SYNONYMS ; FREQUENCY.-This disease is characterized
by violent cerebral symptoms, dependent upon the existence of tubercular
granulations in the pia mater, as the essential anatomical lesion; accom ·
panied, in the great majority of cases, by coinciJent inflammation of that
membrane, by softening of the central parts of tl 1e brain, by effusions of
serum into the ventricles, and in many instances by tubercular deposits in

4l/9
other orgaos.

Formerly tubercular meningitis, simple arute meningitis

imh•pendent of tuberculizntiou, and simple dropsical effusion within the
cavity of the cranium independeut of inflammation, were confounded together under the siugle term of acute hydrocephalus or water ou the brain.
It ha" been shown, however, that a large majority of the cases of acute
hydrocephalus of authors are, in fact, cases of tubercular meningitis, and
mnre recent re~enrches have further shown that most of the remaining
ca~r8 are in rtaliry clue to the altered condition of the blood, culled
uncmia, aud arc iudependeat either of nay materiul lesion of the brain or
of the pre~ence of an excess of serous fluid in its cavities.
The term acute by<lrocephalus ought to be therefore re~tricted to the
single conditi1>n of sucldeu serous effusion in or around the brain, independent of any innummation; a condition which only occurs in <·01rnection
with the causes of general dropsy, aud e8pecially with renal di.sea!:'e, aud
i~, indeed, merely the most rare form of internal dropsy and, aa such, not
1
to be rPgardecl as a separate clif:ease. A description of the symptoms of
this condition will be found in our remarks upon the renal complication
ot !"Carlutiua.
There can be no doubt that tubercular meningitis is of rather frequent
orcummce, though it is dilficult to obtain statistic:) which will enable us to
form anything like an accurate idea upon this point. 1\-I. Barrier (loc.
r1't. 1 I. i1 pp. 3-l, 36) states that during the period in which his ob!:ienations
were curried on at the Children';:; Hospital iu Paris 1 there occurred 5iG
medical cu~es of nil kinds. 111 this number there were only 10 ca!:ies of
tubercular meningitis, whilst there were 83 of pueumonia, ..J8 of pleul'isy
24 of typhoid fever, 48 of mea:;les, etc., etc., showing the fir~t·named disen;;e to be much less frequent than many other affections. \\'e may al8o
form some iden of its frequency in proportion to other diseases, by n refereuce to the work of Ml\!. Rilliet and Barthez (1Cre l!dit.) 1 who report 33
ca~es of tubercular meningitis, against somewhat over 24;3 of pneumonia.
JH of bronchitis, 111 of typhoid fever 1 167 of measle!:, aud 87 of St'arlet
fe\'er, \Ve are of opinion that it is not of frequent occurrence amongi.;t
the easier classes of this city, since we have met with less than 60 cases in
privute prnctice in the course of thirty-five years. \Ve observe it more
fr~quently 1 however 1 in our large children 1s hospitals, and from what we
have been told by other practitioners, it seems probable that it is much
more common among the destitute classes, and particularly the blacks 1
who crowd the southern parts of the city 1 aud who suffer to a great extent
from tubercular and scrofulous diseases. It is, however, impossible to obtain accurate information in regard to the frequency of the disease in this
city, iu comparison with other affections of the bmiu, from a reference to the
hills of mortality. Thus during the year 18741 with a total mortality of
lB,2.H, there we.re 83-!9 deaths among minors; of these, 143 are recorded
as from hydrocephalus (tubercular meningilis) 1 382 as from cephalitis,
211 as from congestion of the brain, 83 as from brain disease undefined,
and G54 from convulsions. It caunot be doubted that a considerable
number of cases of tubercular meningitis are included under these latter
1

ngue headings.
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PREDISPOSING CAUSES.-11.DI. Rilliet and Barthez (2eme edit., l. iii,

p.

511 ) state that the disease is very rare in the first year of life; that it becomes notably more frequent iu the second yenr, but that it is between two
and seven years of age that it occurs with the greatest frequency. After
this, it dirninisbes, they say, rapidly from eight to ten, aud especially from
eJe,,en to fifteen years of age. The influence of sex has not been determined,
hut it appears probable that boys are somewhat more subject to it than
girls. It has been clearly shown by the observation of various writers that
the disease usually attacks df'licate children, and especially those born of
parents who arc either themselves laboring under tuberculosis, or in whose
families that diathesis has existed to a greater or less extent. Of the 31
cases that have come under our own observation in which we have preserved complete notes of the disease, in 20, one of the parents either had
phthisis at the time, or died of it subsequently; in 3, one or the other parent came of a tuberculous family, though in these both parents were living
at the time iu seeming good health; in 4, no trace of tuberculosis could be
found in the parents or in their families, and in 4 the history of the parents
or of their families could not be traced out. It is not uncommon for several
children in a family to die of tubercular meningitis. Uuder these circumstances, it has nearly always been ascertained that the parents, or some of
the immediate ·relations, have either died of tuberculous or scrofulous disease, or shown unequivocal signs of one of those diatheses. Thus, 4 of the
20 cases mentioned above occurred in two families, in one of which the
father is since dead of phthisis, and in the other .the mother has long been
ailing with iuacti\·e tubercle of the luugs, and slow caries of a bone, in all
probability of tuberculous origiu. It may follow other di!:lease8, and has
been observed particularly after measles and other fevers, and after the
suppression of eruptions.
l\f. Barrier (op. cit., t. ii, p. 37~) explains, and we think with good show
of reason, the ca.uses of the disposition on the part of the tubercular diathesis in children to localize itself in the brain, as well as the disproportionate violence and extent of the inflammatory action in comparison with
the degree of the tubercular lesion, by the pliysiological conditions of the
nervous system iu early life, which are those of great functional energy and
nutritive aclivity. The affection, though much more frequent in childhood,
is by no rneans peculiar to that period of life, and we have met with, in
addition to the cases above referred to, a number of cases occurring in the
a.dult, and presenting the same general clinical symptoms and anatomical
lesions.
As to the exciting causes, nothing positive is known. The disease has
been supposed to be brought into action by falls and blows upon the bead,
by violent moral emotions, and by exposure to the sun. These causes,
however, are all of doubtful influence.
Recent pathological investigations have established the fact that, in
many cases, the development of true rniliary tuberculosis of the cerebral
membranes, or of other tissues, is connected with the previous existence of
foci of cheesy degeneratioa, as in an enlarged lymphatic gland, a patch of
unabsorbed pneumonia exudation, or otherwise. Undoubtedly such a con-
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dition exerts its power of infesting the general system, and leading to the
de\·elvpment of tuberculosis, especially when there exists a hereditary preclispoi!-itiou to that disease. In a number of instances, we have been able
to trace the origin of tubercular meningitis to this cause.
ANATOMICAL L&'5IONs.-The tuhercles which constitute the essential
anatomical element of the disease are very rarely found upon the free surface of tbe arachnoid, but almost iuvariably beneath that tissue, or i11 the
me:--hes of' the pia mater. They usually appear as more or less opaque
gray granulations, the so-called miliary tubercles, and may generally be
seen through the arachnoid, scattered about in the shape of small, rounded,
or flattened bodies, of grayish or yellowish-gray color, and varying iu size
from two-fifths to four-fifLhs of a line. When the finger is passed over the
arachnoid above them, they may be usua lly felt as little granular bodies.
Their size, however, varies very much, and they are in t!ome cases so small
aad so closely resemble in color the surrounding parts, that it requires a
careful search to det~ct them . They vary also greatly in number, being
in some cases thickly scattered over a coosi<lerable extent of the pia mater,
while in other cases but two or three cau be d iscovered on each bemi·
sphere.
Frequently they can be detected with most ease upon the processes of
pia mater which dip down between the convolutions, so that if we fail to
fiud auy granulations upon the surface, we should always strip off the pia
mater and carefully examine these processes. Upon a careful exnmina·
tion of the arrangement of the miliary tubercles, it will often be observed
thnt they are clustered about the small arterioles of the pia mater, and
evidently folio\\ io their distribution the branches of these vessel;:;.
These granulation:s are not found upon all portions of the brain equally
in cases of tubercular meningit is. On the contrary, they are rarely present upon its convexity or lateral aspects, while they are uniformly present
at the baee, and especially about the ~ aud the fissures of
Rylvius.
Upon mic'l'oscopic examination of one of these granulations, its tissue is
seen to be composed of numerous oval cells, with a single nucleus, though
there are a lso some larger cells mixed with these which contain several
nuclei. In many instances, as has beeu observed by Cornil,1 Hayem,7 Bastian,J noel ourselves,• the tubercu lous granulation will be seen to envelop a
small arteriole, whose calibre is obstructed at the point of its development.
There is also marked proliferntiou of the cells of the perivasculur sheath
of the vessel for a varyiug distance on either side of the granulation, and
it is highly probable that it is from these cells that the granuhLtion has
been developed.
We think it probable tb~t some of the granulations may also be <level1
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oped from the cells of the co11aective tissue which holds together the
vessls of the pia mater.
The~e miliary tuhercles precede the occurrence of the infhmmatory
changes iu the mening~s described below, and sometimes it hnppeu~, in
very acute cases, that the only lesions discovemble consist of a few gray
granulutions scattered in the meshes of the piil muter. It is not probahlr,
however, that they exist any great length of time without giving ri:-e to
meuingiti.: 1 since they are usually found a:-:sociated with more or le .. ~ nhundant inff11.mmatory exudation, which surrounds and often conceals tlH:'m.
The chief seat of this inflammation, as of the tubercular deposition, i~ the
pi<l mater; the arachnoid membrane being, ns n general rule, aflected
ooly to a slight extent. That membrane sometimes, however, contai11a a
very small quantity of clear or turbid serum in its cavity. Its surface is
often dry aud viscid 1 nnrl in some instances its whole ti~sue is opaque and
thickened. But it is chiefly in the pia maler that are found the e\·11le1H.-es
of se\•ere inflammation. lo order to detect these changes 1 it is nece:-~ary
to examioe the membrane uot merely upon Lhe surface of the brain, hut
to tear it oft: so as to bring into view the )JOrtioos which dip in hetwccn
the convolutions, nod which often exhibit the greatest amount of morbid
alteration. The infbmmatory lesions vary between mere vl\Scular injec·
tion, infiltration with clear, turbid, or gelatinous liquid, and nbundant
formaLiun of lymph. When the iofhmmation has gone beyond mere ... aD·
guine injection 1 it is marked by infiltration of the membrane with turbid,
whitish, or sanguinole11t serum, with pus, or with whitish or yellowi!"h
lymph. These products are, like the tubercular granulations which they
imbed and often conceal, most abundant at tbe base of the brain 1 about
the peduncles of the cerebrum, the optic chiasm, and in the fi:::~ures of
Sylvi11.;; like these grauulations also, the products of the infl.ammalion are
most marked along Lhe tmck of the blood vessels. In this respect the disease differs from simple meningitis, in which the resuits of iuflamnrntion
are usually more abundaut and well marked upon the convexity tha11 at
the base. The pin mater, which, in a healthy brain, can be readily de·
tached from the surface of that organ, becomes, in cases of meningitis,
particularly in those which are violent, more or less adherent, so that in
tearing it off portions of the ciueritious substance, which is itselfsoflened 1
come wiLh it. The proper tissue of the membrane is thickened an<l indurated, the degree of thickening dependiug on tbe amount of infiltration.
After the changf's in the pia mater, tbe most important anatomicnl feature is effosion withiu the veutricles. This was formerly thought tu be the
esseuti:d lesion of the di::<ease, but. recent re:searches have shown that it is
absent 111 some instauces which have followed in all respects the ordinary
cour::=e of the malady. According to liI. B:lrrier, effusion cannot be sup·
posed to exist uuless the veutriclcs coutaiu from one and a half to two
ounce::i of tluicl, whilst H.illiet aud Barthez aEsert that the normal qunolity
is a few grammes (about a drachm). The quantity in this disease is very
variable i sometimes there are ouly a fow drops or a teaspoonful 1 while in
other instances it amounts lo three ounces aud a half, or much more. It
may be so luge as greatly to disteu<l the ventricles, rupture the soft com·
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mi<=sure of the lhalami, an<l even the septum lucidum, diminish considerably the thickness of the hemispheres, and flatten the convolutions agoaiust
each other. In such cases t.he effused fluid passes through the memllraae
of the ventricle and infiltrates into and softeos the substance of the brain,

so that the latter becomes al most of the consistence of thick cream. The
cbnmcters of the fluid vary in difforent cases. It is white, perfectly limpid
and transparent, or may he turbid, either from being secreted in that con·

clition or from holding in suspension albuminous or purulent flocculi, or
portions of the brokeu-down walls of the cavity. In some ra e instances
it is scr<Hrnnguinolent. Rilliet and B:uthez remark that the effusion which
coincides wiLh tubercular meningitis is diff~rent from that which accompanies tuhercles of the substaoce of the brain. In the former it takes place
rnpidly, is turbid, exists in smaller quantity, and con.::stitutes the condition
formerly called acute hydrocephalus. Io the latter it is secreted slowly
and in considerable quantity, dilates the walls of the cranium, and constitute..- one form of chronic hydrocephalus.
The bntin itself presents various morbid alterations. The whole organ
ofLen seems Pnlarged, so that the dura mater appears distended, and when
the latLer is cut into, the cerebral substance protrude:s ii. the form ot a
hernia. At the saroe time the convolutions are observed to be pressed
again:st each other, and the anfractuosities seem to haxe disappeared.
The compression of the brain depends either upon the distending action of
the ventricular effusion, or upon sanguine turgescence of the organ. In
most cases, but not in all, there is evident congesti(m of the cerebrnl substance, showu hy a more or less abundaut dotted redness, and sometimes
by a general rosy tiat of the medullary, and vivid redness of the cortical
portiou. SuftPniug of the substance of the braiu is of common occurrence
in connection with the other lesions. 'Ve h1we already r-poken of the softening of the walls of the ventricles where there is much effusion, and which
in some cases appears to result from tlie macerating influence of the fluid
In many other cases, however, microscopic examination of' the softened
brain-tissues shows the effects of inflammation in the presence of numerous
granule-cells, free granular mrt.tter, and a disintegrated condition of the
nen·e fibrils. In addition to this, as figured by Rindfleisch (Syd. Soc. edit.,
vol. ii, p. 312), the proper v<>ssels of the col'tical substance of the brain
frequently present tubercular degeneration of their walls. The lining mem·
brane of the ventricles also present:; abnormal appearances in a majority
of" ca~es. In some these consist merely in injection with loss of poli:..h and
trnnsparency; in others, however, by viewing the surface sidew1tys, we CtUt
detect a very finely granular condition, as though the membrane had
bE'en sprinkled with fine sand. LOschner (Aus dent Franz Joseph Kinderspifole, 1860, Prague), has found this appearance to be due to a proliferation nf the cells of the epenJyma, Lhe minute granulations consi.5ting of
rounded nuclP.ale<I cells. In Dr. West's minute analysis of 61 autopsies
of tuberculnr meningitis, also, the lining membrane of the ventricles presented evidences of inflammation in a large proportion of the cases. We
have also referred, very cursorily, lo the softening which exists under tbe
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inflamed portions of the membranes, nnrl which occasions adhesion of the
pia mater to the braio beneath. In the latter cases the softening may be
either red or white, and does not penetrate more than a liuc, and often letis,
in depth.
In addition to the changes already described tubercles of the brain itqelf
may he occasionally met with, having no connection with the meninges.
These are found in various parts of the organ, and differ greatly in size,
varying generally between that of a millet-seed and hazel-nut, but reaching
sometimes the volume of a pigeon's or hen's egg, or even that of half the
fist.
·we have but few words to say in regard to the lesions of other organs.
It is undoubtedly true that in the vast majority of cases tubercles are fouud
in other parts of tbe body. Of all the cases of tubercu lar disease ob.-served
by Rilliet and Barthez, amounting to 312, in only one was the deposit
coufined to the meninges (op. cit., lCre edit., t. iii, note, p. 49). l\L Valleix
(op. cit., t. ix, pp. 196, 197), states, that in all the cases, wit.bout exception,
of tuberculos is of the meninges in adults, tubercles exist also in the luog~,
nod that the same is true, in the vast majority of cases, in regard to children. Accordi11g to Uenoch (Centl'U/blatt Zeit.f. Kinderk., May I, 18i9),
limit.at.ion of the eruption of tubercle to the pia mater or the brain-substance, to the exclusion of other organs, is very rare in childhood, and
when it is reported, gives rise to suspicion that the examination has not
been thoroughly made. The organs in which the deposit is most apt to
exist are the brouchial glands, lungs, meseuteric glands 1 pleura 1 spinal
cord, and peritoneum.
Another very frequent lesion is softening of the stomach. This may
affect only the mucous or all the coats, so that a slight degree of force will
suffice to tear the organ. Dr. Gerhard (Am. Jour. Med. &i., vol. xiv, 183~)
states, that lesions of the stomach existed in six of the ten cases detailed
by him, and iu four-fiftb5 of others not detailed.
Before quitting this subject1 we would call the attention of the reader
to the fact mentioned by M. Valleix (op. cit., t. ix, p. 214) that all the
symptoms about to be described as constituting the disease under consideration, with the exception of paralysis, may depend on simple tuberculosis
of the meninges. Several cases have been cited, in fact, in which the only
lesion found aft.er death consisted of granulations in the pia mater. No
traces of inflammation were observed. It is clear, therefore, that the evidences of the disease, or symptoms, depend not merely on inflammation
caused by the tubercular deposits, but ou the pr~sence of that morbid production. The paralysis, which is one of the important symptoms, depends
partly upon the inflammatory changes in the brain-tissue itself, and partly
upon the pressure exerted on the structures at the base of' the brain by the
exudation which forms there.
SYMPTOMS; CouRSE; DuRATION.-The disease bas been divided by
authors into different stages, founded on the predominance of certain
symptoms at particular periods uf its course.
These divisions are all imperfect and unsatisfactory, because the disease
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is in fact a continuous one, and for this reason some writers have avoided
attempting any cla:;sificntioo of the symptoms. 'Ve can however, obtain
1
a mnre faithful picture of tbe disorder by adopting the division made by
M. Yalleix, which, though arbitrnry a11d imperfect, because of the want
of a naLUrnl line of' demarcation, seems warranted by the very great differences in the ('haracter of the symptom~ at an early and late period of the
affeclion. \Ve shall therefore describe first the invasion of the mttlady,
aud then two stages or periods of the symptoms after the disease is con-

firmed.

The inuasion of the disease may be either insidious or sudden. Io a
large majority of the cases, the onset is preceded by a well marked prodromic period. The length of this period varies greatly in different subjects. Its tluration is stated by M:\I. Rilliet and Barthez to be, as f\ general rule, between fifteeu days and three months, scarcely ev~r less, aud
rarely more. During this period, the symptoms presented by the child
are tho:;e which are usually held to be indicative of a failure in the general health. The nutritive functions especially show disorder. The n.ppetite diminishes, or becomes capricious, there are alternations of constipation and diarrhooa, the body grows thin, the color pales, the gayety of
childhood disappears, and the patient becomes listless, apathetic, and complains of being tired and weak; or he is irritable and peevish, or too mild
and gentle; study and exercise both become distasteful, and there is a
degree of weakness and debility, which, though slight at first, becomes at
length so evident as to arouse the attention of the parents, or those who
have charge of the child. If, as not mrely happens, there is a develop·
meot of' miliary tubercles in the lungs also, there may be troublesome,
dry, spasmodic cough before the appearance of cerebral symptoms. Be·
eides these symptoms, there is ofteu very great restlessness at night. The
only pain complained of is headache, and sometimes abdominal pain. The
headache i~, in subjects old enough to notice and describe their sensations,
oflen a prominent symptom. lt id not constant, but occurs at intervals,
nnd i~ sometimes severe, and its relul'llS frequent. Fever is not generally
pre~ent until after the more positive symptoms have fairly begun, and
wheu present is generally slight and fugacious. The emaciation and loss
of strength are seldom present to such a degree, in lhe prodromic stage, as
to confine the child to the house. On the contrary, he continues to amuse
himself nt times, and to walk as usuaJ.
The followiug is a. rapid aud summary account of the mode of invasion
in some of the cases that have come under our own observation:
Ia one case, in a girl six years of age, the invasion was preceded during
three mouths by occasional cough, and irregular attacks of fever, by progre..sive emaciation, paleness, languor alternating with extreme irritnbility,
di:sinclinnt iou to take exercise, and during the latter part of the time by
partial lameness, and in fact by all the signs of general tubercular disease.
lo another, which occurred in a boy eight years of age, it wns preceded
for several months by frequent complaints of' intense headache, especially
after taking active exercise, and by uuu.sual languor,. but no other symp·
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toms. The boy was sent to a boarding-school apparently well, atJd wa.s
suddenly attacked there. In five cases the meningeal symptoms were
developed io coooection with those of phthisis, whilst in an eighth they
followed a state of' geoeral weak health, with dyspeptic sympturns, which
had lasted for several months. In a ninth case, a violent convulsion,
seemingly dependent Oil a fit of indigestion, was followed during four
months by irregular and dirninisherl appetite, by some loss of strength and
flesh, and by frequent attacks of severe headache, aud at the end of that
time by the symptoms which denote inflammation of the membranf's. In
a tenth, after some mouths of gradual thinning and general debility, a
convulsion occurred, also from in<ligestion appareutly. This was recovered
from, Out a few days afterwards the symptoms of meningitis showerl themselves, aud followed their usual course. In au eleventh case, occurring
in a girl ten years of age, there was a mild, almost continuous fever, last·
iug four weeks, and reseml>liug most closely typhoid fever, except that
there was uo diarrhcea. and only a. very few doubtful rose spots, when severe
frontal headache, vomitiug, slow a11d intermittent pulse, with clrowsines~ 1
declared the invasion of tubercular meningitis. In a twelfth, a girl three
years old, born of healthy living parents, presented for four days the signs
of gastric catarrh, with, however, unusual irritability of temper alternating with a suspicious quiet. 011 the fifth day, there was ju~t perceptible
strabismus, after which the case went on in the usual way to a fatal result.
In a thirteenth, in a girl five years ol<l, of healthy living pareut::i, but with
tuberculous grandparents on the father's side, the general health failed
slowly, with loss of appetite and flesh for one month . Then there set ia
Jassitude, desire to lie about, with the most petulant irritahiliLy on the
slightest disturbance, occasional vomiting, constipation, loathing of food,
and gradual conversion of drow~iness into coma, au<l so on to the end.
In a fourteenth, a case of' general miliary tuberculosis, to which allu:.ion
has already been made in the article on Hooping-cough, there was a hard,
spasmodic cough for some weeks, possibly connected with enlargement of
the bronchial glands, which were subsequently found to be tuberculous, and
succeeded by an irregular febrile state simulating typhoid fever, and la5ting some days before the appearance of cerebral symptoms. In the remaining cases that we have seen, t.hc invasion was preceded by much Jess
decided prodromic symptoms.
After the different phenomena abo~e described as characteristic of the
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taut symptoms: headache, vomiting, and constipation, to which is added, in
a large majority of the cases, slight accelerution of the circulation . At the
same time the intelligence remains perfect, the strength is not greatly dimiui::;hed, the appetite is not entirely lost, and the thirst is moderate.
Fir.~l Stage.-The headache, vomiting, and constipation persi::;t aod be·
come more marked. Headache is a nearly invariable symptom in children
old enough to describe their sensations, and is therefore very important.
In infants its presence is to be inferred when the child carries its hands
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frequeotly lo various parts of the head, aod presses strongly against it,
nnd wheo the head is constantly rolled from side to side. It is generally
frontal, and is usually referred to a poiut just over one or both brows. In
other cases it extends over the whole head. It i8 commonly severe, so
that the child wheu old enough complains of it spontaneously. In the
cn~e of a girl seven years old, whom we ~aw, it was so severe that she cried
frequently and bitterly, begged to have the doctor sent for, and submitted
willingly to any remedy sugge~ted with a view to its relief. It is thought
that the acute, shrill cry of the <lisease, to which the term hydreucephalic
ha~ been appliecl, depends on the acuteness of this pain. It. usually lasts
throughout the first stage, and cea~es only as the delirium and coma of the
second stage come on. Vomiting is also a nearly con~tant symptom. Of
80 ca~es collected from different sources by :M. Barrier, it was absent only
in 15, or le~s than one-fifth. This SJmptom generally makes its appearance
on the first day, nnely later tha11 the second or third, and lasls two or
three days, and sometimes longer. In one case that we saw, it lasted
eleven duys, though it was but slight on lhe tenth and eleventh. The
matters ejected from the 8lomach consist of the ingesta, and of mucus nod
bile in various proportions. It is commonly repeated two or three times a.
dny. Om;;itiprttion is even more important. as a symptom than the one last
named. Of 87 cases it was absent only in 7, according to Barrier. ~DI.
Rdliet and Barthez state, however, that it exists at the beginning only i11
nhout three-fourths of the cases. \Vhere there is diarrhoo.a instead of coustipRtion, at the invasion, as sometimes happen~, the former syn1pto111
almost always depends on tubercular cli~easc of the intestine. Even under
the"e circumstances, however, the diarrhrea is sometimes arre~ted, and
con!-:tipation substituted under the influence of the cerebral disease. The
coustipa.tion generally persists ob!<tinately for several days, and then gi,·es
way under the iuf:lueace of purgative meJication, or is replaced spontaueously by diarrhooa. with involuutary stools towards the termination of the
cn:ie.
In connection with the three important symptoms just described, there
are others, which, though less charact.erisic, are of much assistance in
forming the diagnosis. The child is dull a.nd sad, or excited a.nd irritable
by turns; he shuns the liyht, or closes the eyelids ancl contracts the brows
when it is thrown upon the face; his hearing becomes painfully acute, so
that sudden and jarring soun<ls distress and irritattl him; the sleep is restless and di.sturl>ed, and acrornpanieJ by grinding of Lhe teeth; and he
ulters from time to time, both sleeping and waking, the peculiar shrill,
~harp, 1wd suJden i;:crPam, whicb seems to depend upon internal pain,
probably heaclache, and which has been called by Cuindet the !tydrencepludic rry. Iu young children, those who have not yet learned to put their
seusntions into words, a petuliar, apparently causeless, obstinate peevishness and positive ill-temper, showu by sudden, sharp crying at auy disturbance, as even the kindness of a father or mother, especially when this
alteru1ltes with sluggi~hoess or drowsiness, and wben there is no evident
di!iense of a painful or exhan~ting kind to explain such a state, ought to
nrou5e the fen rs of the physiciau as to the possible inception of this di~ense,
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even when t11E~re is as yet no vomiting or distinct signs of headache to call
atteution to the bra.in. The geoeral as well as the special sensibility is
sometimes but not by any means always, ex:tggerated n.t this time. Rilliet
and Barthez met with exaltation of this function only in four of their
patients. The intellectualfaettllies remain undisturbed ia the nrnjority of
the cases during the first f'ew days:, nod this fact, which is so coutrnry to
what might be expected, is one of the utmost importance in the judgment
of the case. We remember being asked by a litlle girl seven years old,
to whom we have already referred, 11 why it was that she saw double; why
she saw two mothers and two doctors?" At the time when she first a~ked
the question there was no perceptible strabi~mus, but on the following day
we thought we could detect a deviation of oue of the eyes from its proper
axis, and on the third day the Jeviat.ion was very marked, though the poor
child still wondered why she saw two objects insteatl of one. Jn another
caee in a boy five years old, there "as no rlisorder of' the intelligence until
the eleventh day, when there was slight delirium alternating with :iomno·
lence; yet it was clear from the first. that the attack would prove one of
tubercular meningitis, from the coexistence of violent frontal headache,
obstinate vomitiug, constipation, slow and irregular pulse, and the absence
of other local or general symptoms. In only a fifth of the cases observed
by l\I'.\f. Rilliet a1Jcl B<uthez w11s there perversion of the intellectual faculties at the invasion. Let. us observe, moreover, that even when children
present some of these di:iorders early in the attack, they generally consist
only of slight. delir111m, Julness of the intelligence, !:!lowness and he.:;itation
iu answering quest.ions, dispo::iition to somnolence, excessive irritability and
peevidhuess of temper, and what is more important nod characteristic than
any of these, perhaps, of' a certnin expression of the countenance, and particularly of the look, which is expressive of astonidhment or of the utmost
indifference. The look is, iu fact, fixed or staring, like that of one io a
mild ecstasy. Even when these symptoms exist, however, at au early
period, they not unfrequently alternate with the most perfect clearness of
the faculties, so that the physician in private practice, who sees his patient
only at long intervals, and for a few moments at a time, should never ven·
tu re td disbelieve, without due consideration, the account of the mother or
nurse as to their occasioual presence during his absence, even though never
observable duriug his visit. 'Ve knew this to happen in regard to two
boys of eight and ten years of age respectively, whose mothers constantly
insisted to the physician in attendance that during hid absence the chi!·
dreo occasionally presented slight delirium, and a wild uncertitin expres·
sion of the countenance, which made them fear that the brain might be
affected. As the children's intelligence was perfect, however, whenever
the doctor saw them, he determined that the mothers were fanciful through
over.anxiety, and ascribed the sickness to a bilious disorder of the stomach .
After a few days the cases developed themselves, and the boys died with
every symptom of tubercular disease of the braiu.
When disorders of intelligence do not occur iu the early days of the
attack, they usually make their appearance about or soon after the fifth
day.
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In this disease, as ia acute simple meuingiti!', the obstruction to the re·
turn of venous blood through the sinuses produces in both eyes, but especi.
n.lly in the one corresponding to the hemisphere where the inflammation is
most intense, congestion and mdema. of the optic papilla a.ad surrounding
tiilsne ( Bouchut's peripapillary congestion ) ; tortuosities au<l varicosities of
the retinal veius; and occasioually thrombosis or rupture of these vessels,
causing minute hemorrhages in the retina. In some cases the size of the
globe is increased, owing to hydrophthalruia. In addition to this. the char·
acteristic appearances of optic neuritis often become visible; thus in a
series of observations by Dr. Garlick (Afed. Chfr. 'Trans., vol. lxii, p. 441)
the ophtbalmoscope disclosed changes iu the optic dbks of about 80 per
ceot. of the childrea who died of tubercular meaingitis. These lesions
are indeed more frequent in this disease than in simple meningitis, since
the inflammation aad resulting exudation are more apt here to iuvolve the
hn~e of the brain, nad cause a greater degree of obstruction to the circu·
lation.
Enlarged experience has convinced us of the high value of these retinal
lesious iu establishing the differential diagnosis of tubercular meningit is.
It is true that they cannot be regarded as pathognomonic of the existence
of this disease, anJ are therefore only valuablfl as confirmatory of the gen.
eral symptoms, still in certain cases the development of the ocular lesions
before the appearance of the more characteristic symptoms enable the diag·
no::iis to he made at an earlier <late than would be possible without oph·
thalmoscopic exam ination; wh ile in others where the general symptoms
leuve it for the time doubtful whether the case is oue of typhoid fCver or
of tubercular meningitis, the use of the ophthalmoscope renders invalua·
hie aid. As the di::i:ks vary physiologically in different individuals, and even
iu the same person the two are often not alike, progressive change is better
evidence, therefore, than can be obtained from a single observation.
During the first stage the coloration of the fac~ ought to be noticed. It
is generally paler than natural, though from time to time a sudden flush
of redness may be seen to pass over it. The condition of tbe senses is
natural, except that the acuteness of the eye, ear, and sometimes that of
touch, are exalted, so that the child avoids the light, starts at sudrlen or
loud sounds, und cr ies when it is touched or moved. The respiration
becomes uuP,qual and irregular, and is interrupted by sighing or yawning.
Convulsions rarely occur in the first stage. l\Il\L Rilliet and Bartbez
conclude that meningitis without complication of tuberculous diseasfl of
the cerebral substance, never begins with convulsions. In one of the cases
that came under our charge, a severe aad prolonged convulsive seizure did
occur, however, on the very first day of the attack of the d isease. The
subject of the case was a boy between four and five years old. The Jen.th
took place on the eighteenth day, an<l the autopsy showed no tubercular
disease of the cerebral substance. It is proper to state, however, that the
child had eaten on the morning of the day that he was attacked, a most
uawbolesome meal, and it is very possible, as we in fact supposed at the
time, that the convulsions were caused by the presence in the stomach of
undigested food. \Vhen they do occur in tubercular meningitis, they may
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be limited to the extremities, upper lip, eyeballs, or they may be general.
8ometimes the child dies in a couvulsinn. They are generally mu('h le~s
important as a symptom, accortling to M. Vnlleix, than in aimple acute
meningitis.
The tongue remains moist; the appetite is uot entirely lost; thirst is
moderate; the constipation continues, unless removed by treltlrnent; the
ahdomeu becomes retmcled 1 so that its walls approach closely to the spinal
column, and allow us to feel the pulsalious of the aorta. witlwut m~iug
more than very slight pressure. The latter symptom comes ou gradually,
ancl is generally well marked by the sixth day or a little Inter. ~DL
Rilliet and Barthez regard it as a very important sign. and state tlrnt
they have observed it almost exclu-'.lively in cerelmtl affectious. They thi11k
it depenrls not upon contraction of the abdominal muscles, but upou re·
traction of~the intestiues. 'Ve can corroborate by our own experience,
the evidence of the above authoritiEs as to the value of this symptom. It
has been Yery market! in most of the cases that we have seen.
The state of the circulation is of the utmost importance in forming the
<linguosis. So true indeed is this, that Dr. Whytt, of Edinburgh, who~e
description of acute hydrocephalus, publi~hed in 1768, has been mu~t
highly commended by all recent writers as a singular ia~tauce of accurate
observation 1 makes three stages of the disease, each of which is charncterizeJ by the state of the pul--e. In the early part of the attack the pul!;e
is accelerated, rising to 110, 120, or1 according to \Vbytt1 in a. few cases to
130 or even 1-1-0. At the !:'ame time it is neither full nor tense, as a general rule, but rather soft and compres::iible. This condition of the pulee
changes, as we shall finrl 1 in tbe middle period of the disease, and again
shortly before the fatal termination. The heat of the skin is us1rnlly
moderate aaJ sometimes quite uatural, at this time, as might be suppo::;ed
from the state of the circulation. Frequently the temperature will uot
during this period exceed lOOei to 100.5°, though occasionally marked
aud rapid changes in it nre observed. It is especially to be noteJ tbat
the temperature does not follow the regular mode ,,f development so char·
acteristic of typhoid fever.
Second Stage.-This stage begius about the time the more marked ner.
vous symptoms show them~elves . The headache generally subsides or
ceases nt the beginning of this period anJ giveg place to delirium. This
occurs usually somewhere between the sixth and twelfth days. The de·
lirium which occurs has been generally supposed to be always mild and
calm. Mi\I. Rilliet and Barthez state, however, that in one.third of their
cases it was intense, and accompanied with cries, agitation, and frequent
changes of position. Ia most of the cases, however 1it is mild, and is mRni·
fested in older chil<1ren by their muttering unintelligible wordf:!:, by inattention to what is going on around them, by an expressioa of wildness
and astonishment1 and by their giviag hesitating answers to questions. In
children under two yeara of age there is no proper delirium. There i!,
however, an analogous condition, which is characterized by disorder of
the two faculties of attention and perception. The delirium seldom lasts
more than two or three days, an<l generally alternates with somnolence, so
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thnt the chilrl i~ either <lozing and Rleepiug, talking in its sleep, or fretpit>utly waking with loud crie>1, and restlessness. The gene1"al sensibility,
v.bic-h may hnve been exaggerated in the early period of the diseuse, is
dirniai.:~hed in the early part of the second stage, or about the seventh dny,
and l'Ompletely abolished towards the eud. The face in the second stage
i~ almost always pale, or pale and flushed alternately. During this stage,
and e.-.pecially <luring the latter part of it, it is very common to see suddt-n nheratiom1 iu the color of the face. Sometimes without any apparent
cau,.;e, but more frequently from disturbances of nay kind, as from pain, or
from external influences acting upon the child, such as moving it, or the
ailmini:-;tration (Jf food or medicine, the face becomes suffused of a more or
Je,.~ drer piukish or scarlet tint, the color beginning faintly at first and
grndually <lecpeni11g and expanding until it covers the whole face and
forehead, and then as gmdually fading away. It is during this stage also
thllt another symptom, which we ha\"e often noticed, and to which :M.
Trou,.;~cau has called attention, may u.!'nally be observed. l\C. Trousseau
refors to it as a re<l line or spot remaining upon the skin of the forehead
ur nbdomen when the finger has been drawn across it, ancl has given to it
the namr of" tarhe m[•ni11gilique," or "tache cl:rlbrale. 11 'Ve had often remarked, before knowing that :M. rl,rousseau had drawn attention to this
pht>11omrno11, that the slightest pressure with the finger on any part of the
fot'C or forehead. caused the appearance at the point of pressure of a spot
of :1 peculiiu· pink or rose color, "hich, like the flush above referred to,
bt·gtt11 fo.iutly, became more or Jess deep in tint, remained a few moments,
aud then as gradua lly faded away. This symptom i:s uudoubtedly Uue to
the extreme modification of the iuoervntion of' the minute blood vessels of
the !-ikin. There is no doubt that it is nearly always present in cases of
tuherculnr meningitis, and thus may be said to possess a diagnostic importance. \Ve have, however, so frequently met with the same phenomenon
in cu,.es of typh()i<l fever, nud more rarely in cerebral pneumonia, that we
mu"t warn ugainst it being regarded as a pnthognomonic symptom of
tubercular meningitis. Occasionally contractions pass over the features,
giving rise to grimaces, aftPr which the countenance resumes its expression of' indifference and stupor. The eyelids are ~enerally only partiuliy
cloi-l'd, and between them the globes of the eyes can be seen to oscillate
und DIO\'C iu various directions, as though by some automatic force.
,A,., the ca.:-c progresses, the 11enous symptoms become more and more
murkeJ; somnolence gradually deepens into coma i the delirium becomes
lei-~ a11<1 less frequent i noel the child no longer observes what is going on,
nor n1i..wers quedions. As the somnolence an<l coma increase, various
1E.'1'ions of motility make the ir appearance, consisting, in order of frequency,
of pnrnlysi::i, which is generally partiul i contraction with rigidity of the
limb1l i stiffness of the mmcles of the back of the neck, causiug retractiou
of the bead ; stiffness of the trunk ; spasmodic closure of the jn ws; cnr·
phologia; subc;ultus tencli1111m, and convulsions. The paralysis is almost
ah\ff.)'S partial and of very limite<l extent, affecting, for instance, the jaw, the
orbiculnris muscles of the eyelids, the levator of the upper eyelid, the tongue,
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or one side of the face. It is very rare to see one of the Jimbs paralyzed.
Contraction with rigidity of the muscles is an important symptom, but is
not always present. 'Vhen it exists it generally appears at an advanced
period of the attack, co1nmonly between the se\'enth and thirteenth d11y~,
aud is usually partial. It rnay affect either the extremities, back of the
neck, trunk, or iuferior maxilla. It is seldom permanent, but after lasting
one or two <lays, disappears, to reappear at a Inter period. The carphologia,
subsultu~. nod chewing motion of the under jaw generally occur only a
few days before death, and lasts but a few days.
The decubitus, in the early part of the second stage, is generally lateral,
with the thighs Hexed upon the pelvis, the legs upon the thighs, the arms
applied against tht> thorax, the elbows bent, and the hands placed in front,
the decubitus called by the French '' e11 chien de fusil," or gun-hammer. At
this time the child will still occasionally move its position with f'R<'ility,
showing that strength is not by any means entirely lost. At a still luter
period the decubitus is dorsal. In the latter part of the first nnd early
part of the second stage, the pulse, which we have ascertained lo be ac·
celerated at the invasion, falls to the natural standard, or becomes slow,
and at the same time irregular. From 110 or 120, as it was, it now sinks
to 90, 80, 60, or, as happened in one instance to l\L Guersant, to 48 in the
miuute. Coincidently with this change it almost always becomes irregular.
The irregularity affects both its force and frequency, so that a strong pulsa·
tion may be followed by a feeble one, or the rhythm may be regularly or
irregularly intermittent. The irregularity varies greatly at different pe·
riods of the day, or within short ispaces of time, so that the pulse is found to
be very slow at one moment and much more frequent the next. Ou this
account it is necessary to examine it oo different occasions. Slowness aud
irregularity of the circulation are important us a meaus of diagnosis, since
it has very rarely beeu met with as a permanent condition, except in the
tub~rculo-inflammatury affections of the brain and its appendnges. To·
wards the termination of the disease, generally speaking two or three days
before death, the pulse rises again in frequency, so that it counts at first
112 or 120, and gradually increases to HO, 160, or even 200 the day before, or that on which death takes place. Simultaneously with this change
it also becomes extremely feeble and srua11, and often ceases to be percep·
tible at the wrist on the last day.
The respiratory ?11ovemenls also show marked irregularities. During the
early stage of the disease they are frequent, though we think rarely so
much so as to preserve the normal rn.tio to the pulse. But during the
stage we are now considering, the breathing becomes unequal and irregu·
lnr, and deep sighing respirations alternate with quick super6cial ones.
We have called attention lately 1 to a very peculiar modi6catioa of respiration, which has been frequently observed by ourselves and olhers in the
exudative stage of tubercular meningitis. The following description may
serve to give an idea of its general character: "The breathing is from time
1 Remarks
on 0beyn6·Stokes Respiration, especially in connection with Tubercular
Meningitis, by Dr. William Pepper, Phila. Med. Times, May 27th, 18i6.
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to time interrupte<l by periods of apncea of varying length (five to thirty
iiecontls), hetween which occur a series of respiratory acts, which begin by
very f<eble and ha rely perceptible movemeuts, and grarlually grow fuller
anrl stronger until they reach a climax 1 whea they occasiouallyend by a longdrnwu sigh, or more commonly, pass through a descending scale of movemenU!i, each growing more and more feeble unlil they end with barely perceptible respiration8, such ns marked the beginning of the serie~. This
period of re~piration, which also occupies from tive to thirty seconds, is

followed by a second period of complete apnooa, which is in turn succeeded

by a group of respirations similar to the first." (loc. cit.) This disturbance
of' breathing, which is known as Uheyne·Stokesor tidal respiration, depends,
as does tdso the interference with the heart'li action, upon the pressure of
the exudation upon the pneumogastric nerve:;; and, as they are not found
io the nffoctions whicb may simulate tubercular meningitis, must be regarded as po~1:1essiug considerable diagnostic value.
The heat of skin, which has fallen with the reduct,ion in the frequency of
the pulse, generally increases with its acceleration . This is not invariable,
however, since in some cases the temperature remaius but mo<lerately elevated, about 101° or 102°, until death; and in others an algid condition
precedes death, in which the temperature falls as low as 79.4°. ( Re_111iolds's
Sy.~t. of Medicine, vol. ii, p. 379, art. Tuberc. Meningitis.)
On the other
hand, in some cases the temperature increases irregularly as the fatal result approaches, nn<l ,may attain au extreme height. Thus Roger (o p. cit.,
p. 32:3) has observed on the day of death in an attack of tubercular meningiti11, a temperature of 108.5"' F; nod S:ttterthwaite (New York Medical Record, May 8th, 1880), reports a temperature of 110::1 a few minutes
before death in a case of this disease. During the last few days the surface
is often covered with an abundaut perspiration; the tongue becomes dry;
the teeth a 1HI gums are f'u liginot,ts; the exhaustion increases; the respiratiou becomes stertorous, unequal, difficult, and anxious, and at the very
la.:t a.Ltenrled with great dyspnc:ea i and the urine aod stools are discharged
iavoluutarily. Death finally occurs in this condition, or is hastened by aa
nttack of convulsions. In some cases it is mo.st lingering. Ia one instance
we expected tbe death of a young child iu this disease every day for eight
ih succession.
The d1iration of tubercu lar meningitis is exceedingly variable in diffenrnt
CfU!es. As a geueral rule it lasts between eleven nod twenty days, though
it may continue a considerably longer time. Rilliet and Barthez have
ne,·er known c!E>ath to occur before the seventh day.
D1AnNos1s.-Tbe disease with which tuberculosis of the meninges is
mo::-t likely to be confounded are simple meningitis and typhoid fever. It
might nlso be confounded, though tbis is much less probable, with the
cerebral symptoms which coruplicale tbe exanlhemata and some local clis·
eases, especially pneumonia, and to which symptoms, as a group, .i\L Ilar·
rier hns npplied the term pseud~meningitis.
The diagnosis between tubercular and simple meningitis will be best
unclcr::-tood from the following synoptical lable, ba~ed upon the one contained in tbe last edition of the work of MM. Rilliet and Barthez.
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SIMPJ,E ACUTE MESINOJTIS.

REOt'J,.\R Tl'nERCt:"LAR

J.f~:~·l~(llTl)l.

I. S ubjel'ls of tubercular mcning"iti
I. The suhjects of acute simple mening itis are usu:llly robust and well·devel- d elicate, puny, exhibiring oft en prt'1'(1l·iOpL'<l, and pr~ent no trace of eithe r in- ous intelli~cnce and i::ensiliility. Jl n\'e
tern al or external tnbcrtulur disease. sometirne'i harl, in infancy, enlu ri1-:NI
g lands or c hronic cuta neous erup t io n ~;
Born of healthy parents.
th e parent~, or lirothers ancl si1<ters, often
pre-ent the signs of tuberculardi ..ea-..e.
Jr . Di~easc a lways sporadic.
II . The dise:tSe may prevail epid emically.

II[ . ()on.ditio1'Prior to /nvasion.-The

J[[.

Condition Prior lo Tnru1.fon-For

begins in the 111idst of th e most some months o r weeks the pa ti ent~ ~Tow
bl ooming health, or, if f'Cco ndary, it oc- l:mgu i<l , lose tlicir otrcngt h, hct'omc pull',
Cll l'8 in t he course of, or during the con- e111ac i:l1 e; their temper 1.:h:tn,{!e~, tlwy are
valc~cence from, ~omc acute non -tuher<:u- dull, they lo!:-e appe! ite, the diµ;c~tion is
lar cli~ea~e. or it fo llows an ex terna l c:rn<:e. deranged, etc. Absence of prodromic
symptoms is rare.
I\'. ;.l fodeof hirasion.-.Ne\•erwithC'onJV . ~lfode of ImxiAion.-Violentconnilsion;;. :Htendcd with in1cnse febrile move- v11l;iions at the Oll"Ct; the chang-e fwm 1he
ment, and with \'Cry hurried respiration pr<>tlromie lo the acute siage sometimt'll
in young infants; or very acute frontal impen.·eptible. I t takes placc hy a pro11 ead ache, accompa nied hy fe\'er, bilious gress i\'e increa.::c of the symptom'! heforc
vomi ting, and towards t he end of the firi;t, mentioned, and by the setting in of
or in the course of the i;econd day, at the h eadache i in other Ca$es, the acute stage
lal esl, exces..-;i\·e rcsllc;;~ness, preceded or is better m:1rked by headat'11 c, vomnot by :-0mnolcnce; most violent delirium; iting, aml eon!<lipati on ; general Ir, the
intelligent'c remains clear; no ataxia.
formidab leat:txia .
ln the rare ca.."C" in which there i~ ataxia
at the on..,etof the acute i:.ymptoms, the
prodromic stage, abo,·e de....criLeJ, has
been obF.ervable, M 1he mt:n ingitis hM
occurredinthecourseofadva nceJ phtl1is1n C:l8CS in which no prodrnmes
i ~.
ex ist, the mening itis begins with \'OJUiting, consti pation, moderat e headache,
and i:.l ight febrile moyement; ataxia, if
iti'3 to appear, occurs later, and a mi .. take
isimpvs.<;il.ile.
\ ·. Symploms.-Xot 1·ery inten~e headV. Symplom$.-Viiry i11te11se h eadache,
obstinate \'Omiting, moderate constipat ion, ache, vomiting le88 freq1m1t, 1.,.ry (lb~li
nale con-;tipat ion, t•ery 11todeMle foHr,
violent feve r, !ti9h deliriuru.
slow ness and irregularity of the pulse,
d elirium usnally mild.
di sea~e

a

~~~·el~-=~~ :r :~~ni:i;0~,11:'.1e aspect of
1

1:f~":,:~;:

~:.,;~~~.~::f~::;~;.~1~:7'~:~

treme agitation, violent fever, etc.
Durati~m.-Disease of short duration,
ending sometimes in 24 or 36 hours, but
lasting geoerally froru three to i;ix days,
a nd seldomruor.e.

1 :1~"~~~;,::!~sidious, with the a~pect

of ~1;

1

;~;::'.~~:~::~:·:~2~:::~;~;J2.~~. :;:;
of the pul~e, sighing, ch:rnging color of
the face, eye dull or ecswtic, etc.
Durcdion--..\.lways much longer in the
regular form.
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e will remark in regard to this table, which is, in most respects,

ndmirnble, thut we have never met with more inteuse and persi~tent
headache than we have in some cases of the dii::.ease under consideratioo. In some of our cases this has been a most promiuent and striking
pyrnpton1.
n~rore quitting the i;uhject of the <lingnoi::.is of these two affectioo!l, it is
de~irable to stnte for the iufi1rmation of the reader, that some of the bighe-t nuthnrities acknowledge it to be sometimes nearly or quite impossible
to di.-.tinguish between them.
J:'rom typhoid fe\•er, tubercular meningitis is to be distinguished by the
antecedent hi.-.tory of' the path,-nt, which often reveals the existence of a
tuherculnr d inth e,.,is in the latter nflt•ction; by the symptoms of the invasion1 which in meningiti'i con:o;i~t of se\·ere and pe1·si~tent headache, frequent
vumiling, aud con!5tipatiuu, whil~t iu typhoid fever the headache i~ less
Et'Hre nnd le:ss per:Sistcut, Lhe vornitiug much less frequent, and the constip11tion replaced by diarrhrea, or nt lt:ast by an unus:.ual su,-ceplibility to
the action 1)f' laxative:;; by the different characters of the febrile move·
meut, which, in typhoid fover, is more marked, and attended with a fre·
quenl, full, and regular pulse, while iu meningitis it is le~s mitrked and is
accompanied after a fl:i\\' days by :-lowue~s and irregularity c1f the pulse,
and by irregularity of respiration; lastly, in meningiti", t!1e constipation
i~ u•rn11lly marked, the ubdon:eu is retru<.'led, aucl there ure various importnnt nnd characteristic lesions of motility, and the sp~cial seni'es; ia typhoid fever there is diarrhooa, the abdomen is distended and meteoric, there
are characteri;i.tic ro~e-colnred spot..;.;, whilst there nre no considernblP lesions,
either of motility, or of the special.senses. Much as~istance in the diagno:sh~ cna nl.:;o be obtaiued by a careful study of the cour:se and changes of
1he temperature in the two disease~. In tubercular meningitis, instead of
the gmdu::d progress in development, with moderate eveuing exacerbations,
which is so characteristic of typhoid fever, the temperuture presents great
and irregular vurialions i it is spe<.'ially marked by a period of reduc:tioa,
even to H7° or 9G::i (Roµ-er), correspou<ling to the middle stage, and then
by a final ri~e, "hich muy continue increasing until the last <lay of life, or
.m1ly be replaced by un algid stnte, with great lowering of' the heat of the
Hlrliicc. Iu doubtlul cases, the use of the ophthulmoscope will often be of
greut value. "'e lnl\'e already mentioned the retinal changes which are
frt'qucntl.v seen io tubt:rcular meningitis, whilst io typhoid fover no lesions
will be detected.
Although the above general remarks apply to the majority of cases, it
mu:il not be imugiue<l, howtver, that the diagnot'iS between the two affoction8 is always en$y or even possible in the early stages. This is largely
due to the fact thut the typhoid fever of' chilrlren pre,-euts us many irregulllritie~ and depa1-turee from the typical course which it more frequently
folluwd in the adult. Thus it is not ve1·y rare to have epi~taxi:5, <liarrhrea,
and even the peculiar eruption nbseut in typhoid fever in young cluldren,
when this occur~, the tache cb·Cbrale be developed by drawmg the
and
Dllil over the skin, it Ls evident that it will be difficult tu decide wbetber the

ii:
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irregu1nr fever, with cerebral disturbance, be the result of the one or the
other of these affections. The symptoms of most value in such obscure

cases, nre irregularity an<l slow ing of the pulse, with unequal and irregu·
lar respirations; and strabismus, diplopia, or changes iu the optic nerve~
or retina. 'Vhen these appear, as they usually do iu the second stage of
tubercular meningitis, the diagnosis can scarcely possess nay further diffi·

culty.
It is unnecessary to do more than allude to the po&-ibility of confounding the rtisease with the exantbemata, or with local diseases accompanied
by cerebral symptoms, and particularly with pneumonia in very young
children . The resemblance of pneumonia of the apex of the lung iu the
early stage to tubercular meniogith~, has been referred to io the llrllcle on
pneumonia. The diagnosis mu8t be made by careful consideration of' the
symptoms peculiar to each, und in the case of a local disease, by accurate
physical examination of all the important organs of the body.
Occasionally, also, cases are met with where, in connection with ga~tro
hepatic disturbance, there is probably some cerebral congestion, aud which
may simulate the early stage of tubercular meuingitis. For instance, we
were called to see a boy eig ht years old who had been sufferin g for two
weeks with violent frontal headache1 fre']uent vomiting, constipation, sl ight
fove r, and somnolence. 'Ve feared that the case might prove to be 011e of
tubercular meningitis. However, a large close of calomel, followed by
castor oil and free leeching to the temples, relieved him in two <lays perfectly, and he has remained well ever since, though this was a number of
years ago.
P1woxos1s.-1\L Barrier, in speaking of Lhe prognoe-is of this affection,
says: "The gravity of tubercular meningitis is not surpassed by that of
any other disease. Thoracic.and abdominal phthisis, though almost constantly fatal, pursue a slower course, anJ last a longer time. "~e may
even a llow as proved, that in a smal l number of cases, they are susceptible of cure, or may remain sratiouary for months or years. Unfortunately
it is not so in regard to tubercular meningitis." MM. Rillietand Barthez,
in their secoud edition, do not express the same entire hopelessne~s as to
recovery from the disease, that they did in their first. They say, amongst
other conclusions (op. cit., t. iii, p. 510), that there are on record incontestable examples of the complete disappearance of the symptoms, but
remark, that such cures have occurred in the first stage, or in the first half
of the i::econd stage, after seven or eight days of s ickness, rarely later, aud
after fllteroations of ameliorarion aud aggravation. They state also that,
in excessively rare instances, a return to health has been obtained even in
the course of the third stage, after many weeks of illness. They are of
opinion that the disease often returns aud proves fatal in from one to five
years and a half after the recovery. The cause of the relapse is to be
found in the fact that the local lesion remains, an<l that the diathesis has
not l>een eradicated. l\I. Valleix is of opinion that after having acquired
the conviction that a case is really oae of tuberculosis of the meninges,
we should regard the patient a8 lost; "for the exception that I have meo·
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tione<l (a case belonging to M. Rilliet, then unpublished), even diJ no
doubt as to the exactness of the diagnosis remain, ought Dot, standing by
it"elf, to impart to u~ any real secu rity." M. Guersant (Diet. de Mhl., t.
xix, p. 40:3 ), seems to think it poSdible that the disease may sometimes terminate favoralJly in the very early stage, but arlds that "such ca~es are
alwny!!I more or less doubtful, and seem to us to belong rather, for tbe most
part, to simple meningitis." During the second period (that of slowness
and irregularity of the pulse), he ha s scarce ly seen one child in a hundred
Pun·ive, and even then they perished at a later period of the disease, or of
phthb.i8 pulmonalis. Of those arrived at the third stage (marked by re·
newed frequency of the pulse, coma, and lesions of motility and sensibil ity),
he hus never seen any recovery, even momentarily. Dr. George B. \Vood
(Prac. of ,Med., vol. ii , p. 365 ), states thnt he has" never seen a well-marked
cu..ie of tuberculous meningitis end favorably ." Dr. Robert \Vhytt ( Works

of Robert ll'hytl,publi•hed byiti'8on,quarto, Edioburgh, 1768, p. H-)), snys:
"l frtc>ely own, that I have never been so lucky as to cure one patient wbo
Juul those sy mptoms which with certainty denote this disease; nnd I suspect
that th ose who imagine they hnve been mor~ succt>ssf'u l have mistaken
another di4emper for this."
lu the quarterly abstract furnishe<l by Dr. A. \Vil t.sh ire in the Brit. and
Foreign ,1/cd.-Gliir. Ret'., for April, 18i6, at page 465, it is stated that Dr.
C:liHUrd All butt has kuowu of two ca"'es of recovery from tubercular meaingitiR, iu which the din g nosis made with the aid of the ophthalmoscope
was verified some years hLter at the autopsies of the patiPn~. And at the
i:ame place is quoted another case by Dr. H.iatelu (Berl. l{/in. WorlieuBchr.,
Xo. :ll, l8i6 1 p. 2 i ), where recovery occurred aft.er nil the recognized
symptoms of tubercular meningitis had been present, and where this diag·
no:o:i'3 with a consequent fatal prognosis was made by all the physicians who
suw the patient.

Our own experience coincid es with the mass of evidence given above as
to 1he almost bopele~ fatality of the disease. All the undoubted cases
that we have seen have proved futal. A case, however, came uuder our
ob..iervation, in 1850, which migbt1 perhnps, be classed as a recovery from
tuberculosis of the meni nges, though not from tubercular meningitis 1 siace
thel'e were no well-murked signs of iuffammatiou of the membranes of
the brain, though there was eve ry reason to suppose that the symptoms
depended on the depo;:)it of tubercles in tbose membranes. The case was

as follows:
:\girl be1ween four and five years old, whose mother was then laboring under
tuhercular disea.'ieof the apex of one lung (w hich has since pro\·ed fatal) 1 and who
lrnd lo"t ;;e\'eral brothers and sisters with consumption, had ha.d nearly constant cough
during the winter of IS-19-50. During the months of April, May1 and June, of 1850,
~lw hnd exhibited all 1he signs of induration over the UJlper two or three inches of the
riµ;ht lung, before and behind,-marked dulness on percn«sion aud bronchial re.spiration, but no rtilcs. For these symptoms Hhc had been treated with cod-Ji,·cr oil, iodide
of iron, opium for the cough 1 and go0<\ diet. From the middle of Junetihecornplained
fn.oqnently of headache, ha<l OC<'asional vomiting witlwut any gastric derangement, aDd
he had no appetite, grew thin, and was very
•as much disposed to be constipated.
l:tnguid, liiuless, and weak. Ou the 2ith of June the mother thought she observed
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some squinting. On the 29lh we found that the chilrl bad lost nil power O\'N the
right mu;:,cle<> of the right eye, so that when she looked towards the right hand, i;hl'
squinted dreadf111ly. She was dull and heavy, and vomite<l two or three timt.·s tt day.
The pulse was 62 to 75 or 80; there was a slight hitch in it:; bent, bnt no clecidL"ll in!('rmittcnce. The child s:1id that she i;ometin1es saw two things in!-!lcad of one. From
this time until July 7th, she C(Jlllinued in much the same state. On July l~t,

finding that the e~·ei; were quite yellow, :rnJ that the child was constipated, weoniC'rl'(I
half a grain of calomel morning and evening. Aflct three d~ she was 1111rgc<I.
This relie,·ed her a good deal, there being le"s head;lehe, more ap1>eti te, and nn improvement in color afterwards. Rut still there was e\•er.v day some vomiting, t·omplaintr; of lieadache. and more or Jc_..;s listles:>nc.i.;.'I and hca\•ineS'I in the morning.\1hill!
in the afternoon she would brighten up and seem better. The intellig.:mcecontinucd
perfect; the temper wa.11 rather irritablP, but not 1·crymueh RO.
The treatment after the :.!Dth of Jnne wa.'I ralomcl, given as above stated, from time
to time, to keep the b(1wels i-oluble; cod-liver oil, a teasp<1onful twiC'e or three timc.s a
day, as the child would take il; mustard foot-baths ernrydayor two; anti 111cat,bre11tl,
and ice cream ~1r diet. On the 51h of July we ordered halfagrai11 of iodide of pota.i;sium, lhree tirnes a day, in addition to the oil.
On the I Ith of July, t;he w:1;.1 taken, b.r onr dire<.·tion, to the seaside, where tile n•e of
the oil and of the iodide of pota..,sium was to be continued.
On the ith of .\ugu<:t she was brought back from the seaRi<le, and we ~aw her on th<'
8th We were astonished IO!iCe how well she looked. ThcstraUisnrn" had entirely
disappeared. \\"cwere told th:ll it liad begun to diminish two weeks after hcrarri\'al
at the sea, and kid then graduully tlii;appeared. She !tad i:;rown !-lOmewhat, thou.L:'h
notvcrymneh,stoutcr. lier whole appeara11cewasvcry11111chimpro1·ed. 'l'hct'Oloration of the body, the exprC'H~ion of the face, were both much Ucuer; she wm; mud•
stronger, running about, in fact, all day: she ate well, and with 1he exe(:ption of a.
little rough, :ind a rather delicate frame, looked \'Cry well. Except one day, t.he was
well all the time at the ;:;eashore. On that <l:1y :-he wa" fc,·erbh, had much headache
and vomiting, and laid ahed. The cod-liver oil and iodide of potassium were ordered
to be continued.
The child remained prelty well throughout the winter of 18.50-51. Tberc was no
return <1f either the straUismus or the vomiting. She was thin, pale and dclkatrlooking, coughed occasionally, and the so\idifi(·ation of the apex of the lung: c·ontinued, buLshewas not confined to the hou;;e. Lale in thcwintershewentsouthwith
her mother, and there, after having become quite stout and healthy during their
tra\'els, died of dy~en1ery in April or }!lay. The mother died in 1852, of phthisi~,
with largeca\•ities in both lungs.

Another case, in which the early symptoms of the disease were well
marked, and in which recovery took place, will be detailed in the remarks
on prophylactic treatment.

In the following case, also, the diagnosis was of tubercular meningitis
in the ~arly stage:
The patient was a boy eight years of age, who<:c father had died a few yearl' before
of phthisi<:, the younger brother dic<l of tuberculous meningitis, and the sh.ter of hoo1>ing-oough, with the l11ngi filled with miliary tubercles, as ru;certaincd by a posHnorteru
examination. The child, after having had fair health pre\'iou:sly, was f>eized, towartl;.1
the end of March, 1865, with frontal headache, very slight fever, occasional \'Ollliting,
constipation, hesitating pulse, languor, willingness to lie abed, and a tenden<'y to somnolence. He was treated with re~t, milk and lieef tea in alternate dose<:, and mn~tnrd
fooL-balhs morning and C\·ening; the bowels wern kept moderately open, and he took
tincture of the chloride of iron in combination with dilute acetic acid and solution of
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arctate or :unmonia ever.\· three houN. Under thi11 treatment he improved. :md
in t1:n da)·"' had quite recovere l. lli'I mother remo\•ed from lhi'I city to \Va.:;hin~ton,
"'·here hediC"CI on the 30th or June of the same year, after an illne.:;s of 1wenty-one
<lay~, of what was called water on the brain.
·

th~

In unother case to which we were called in consultation, a boy whose
mother had died a few years before of diabetes mellitus, and whose
finher't; family was tuberculous, presented a series of symptoms which we
could expluio only as the ra~ult ol' shw thickening of the membraaes at
the ba!<C of the brain, in all probability the result of a tubercular deposit.
Thio l'hild had, for several week~. violent frontal headache, constipation,
Io~~ of f\ei:-h, lassitude, a peculiar one·sided or lateral gait in walking,
strahi-;mu~. n.ud great impairment of vision, so that be cou ld see a small object only by bringing italmoi:;t in contact with the face. There was sci\rcely
any disturbance of the circulation, and only slight febrile heat at night.
H e wus treated at first with rest, nutritious food, minute doses of bichloride
of mercury in combination with ir11lide of potas::-iurn, three times a day, and
then when he began to impro\'e, with tincture of the chloride of iron and
cod-live r oil for a loug period. He 6nally recovered his health, grew
stout an<l t;trong, but has rem.doed ever since so blind that he reads with
grt>at difficulty, but manage$ to pick hi s way through a room or the st reet,
with only occasional :.tu mbling. The illn ess occurred several years ago,
and he i.:s stil l living in good genernl health aL this tim e.
Are wt then to abandon nil hope of <leri,·ing any good from medical
mean.:s i11 the disease under confli<leration? To this mo1St serious question
"·euug-ht C' learly to re:-po11d in the negative. The grounds for ent~rtainiug
hope are fir~t, tbe evidence of l\f. Guersant that he hus seen cases which
appe1\red to be tubercular meuingiLis recover in the first stage. Let it be
supposed, even, that they were cases of simple iufiamm1Hion. But they
were l1tHlisti11gui::;hable from the tubercular disense by one of the mo!.-lt
celebrated of mo<leru physicians. Surely 1 ther~fore, it may happeu to men
of iuferior J5kill to meet with the same difficulty, or, if we may so speak, to
mak e the same mistake, if a mistnke was made. It is sni<l by :\I. Valleix
that~[, Rufz, after determining at the autopsy, that a case which he had
witue:-~ed was one of simple meningitis, asserted that it would have beeu
impo;;sible LO distinguish it from Lhe tubercular disease during life. Agilin,
M. H.illict bas, according to l\L Valleix, see n one cttse of recovery from
what he believed to be the tubercular affection, a11cl l\[1\[. Rilliet and
Barthez, i11 their secoucl edit ion, as above quoted, asaert its occasional curability. To these authorities mu!l-t be added tbe vuhmble ev iden ce of Dr.
Clifford All butt, already lp1oted; and it would be po.;sible to cite sti ll
further im,tances, if it were nece8Snry. \Ve know of the occurrence of a
Cll~e in thia ciLy, nuder the charge of one of our friends, than whom we believe no one can be more competent to make a correct diitguosis, in which,
after the child had presented in regulur order nil the early symptoms of
the disease, and had arrived at the last nud most hopeless stage, perfect
reco\·ery, to his utter arnazemeut, gradually took place. This ch ild, when
our frieucl last heard of it, three mouths afterwards, was in all respects
strong aud hearty. No doubt the probabilities are that the case was one
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of simple meningitis, but who could have known this at the time; and
should it not deter us from abaodouiog all hope, a11d 1 as a consequence, all
active treatment, when we seem to have under our hands a case of this
dreadful malady? Our own cases, gi\·en above, nlso go to prove tlutt the
diset\se is sometinrns curable in its early stages.
It is importaot, in tubercular meningitis, tu <tvoid making a. positive
prognosis as to the period at which death will occur, notwitbstaoJing that
the patient may present every mark of an immediately fatal termination.
'Ve have already ndv€rted slightly to this subject. On one occasion we
expected the death of a patient with this malady for three days in succession, and 011 another, we visited a child for a week, during every day of
which it seem~d as though existence could not eudure until the next.. h
had duriug tbis lime profound coma, subsult.us teudiuum, a1ul enlarged
pupils; the eyelids were half open, the eyes conslaully oscillating, or el:;e
rigidly di:;torted, and both corneas dimmed and slightly eroded, frum <:on·
slant exposure to air and light. Convul:~ions occurred from time to time,
the pulse was variable, a.nd at times exceediugly frequent, and indeed
everything threalened a speetly termination. M.M. Rilliet and Bitrthez
say, "Often have we in:Sciibed upon our notes death imminent, and hf!eu
u.stoniehed the next dny to find still alive, chi!Jren to whom we had ul·
lowe<l scarcely two hours of lifo."
The symptoms which most po:;itively iudicute the near approach of death
are, livid color of the face, sweatl:I occurriug about the face, glassy ex pres.
sion of the eye, dry au<l incrusted nostrils, and e:specially a very rapid
pulse, und the va.riou;::; uervous symptoms mentioned, as carphologia, i;ubsultus tendinum, and general convulsions.
Tnt:ATMENT.- I u the early editions uf this work we took the ground
that it was proper in the early stage of the dh,eaoe to employ bloodl~uing.
Further experience nnd knowledge compel us to retract this opinion.
We believe now, thnt ab~trnction of blood should not. be resorted to unless
when the diagno:sis betwee~ tbis disease aud simple meningitis is very uncertain. ""Where there are no marked signs of active inflammation, where,
from the family history, from the absence of' marked fever, and the peculiar
state of the pulse, we have every reason to believe that the low·typeJ in·
flamruation present is the result of the presence of tubercle, we deem it
safest to avoid all lowering measures. The case is so critical, so almost
hopeletSs from its very nature, that we prefer a treatment based on the
theory of promoting a retrogression of the tuberculous deposit. The only
measures wbicb, in an experience of over thirty years, we have found to
delay and, iu the cases referred to iu the article ou prognosis, to cure the
disease in part, have been the following: quiet of body and mind, obtained
by means of rest in or ou the bed, in a pleasant room, with attendants who
know bow to soothe aud still the child. 'Ve always insist upon a nutri·
tious diet; and one consisting mainly of milk and cream, or the two mixed,
with beef'·tea, bread and butter, if the patient will take it, or milktoast, in moderate qunntities, every three or four hours, a soft-boiled egg,
or the yelk of fl. hard-boiled egg, once or twice n day, is what we usually
endeavor to get the patient to take. A mustard foot-bath two or thre~
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time:-; a day, is always safe, and we think useful aod tranquiliizing. The
bowel~ shou ld be moved geutly once a day, or every two days, by means
ofnn enema or some simple laxative, as simplesyrup of rhubarb. Active
purgation we have found of no use. As remedies, we prefer the following:
R. Tr.FerriChloridi,.
. \cid. Acel. Di!.,
Liq. Ammon. Acctat.,
Syrupi Simi>.,
Aqure,
•\tea.spoonful at. fi\1e )'Cars of age1 C\'ery three or

f:;j .

f.>.i·
f.;ij.
f.~j.

f3ijss.-M .
four hours.

In connection with this, we g ive half a tea"poonful of cod-liver oil in
rmul~i·m three times a <lay. Cnlomel we have abandoued of late years
e11tir1·ly, lB it has utterly failed in ou r hands to do any good.
·
l odi11t ha~ been very much employed as a remedy in this disease, both
in the forms of Lugol's soluti on and iodide of potassium. Perh:1ps trie
stron~cst argumeut whi{·h exists in its favor is the benefit which often folJow:s itR employment in other scrofu lous and tuberculous diseases; though
there nre several cases in which it is nsserterl to have been successfu lly
U!':ed in tubercular meningitif.l. Iodine itself is comparatively littl e used.
M. Hillirt (op. cit., t. iii, p. 308, 18~7) stales that it bns entirely foiled iu
his hunds in the tubercular form of the disease; the on ly influence which
it i-cemed lo exert was to cause the immediate su~pension of' the coma.
This was its effect also in a ease in which we employed it, that of a girl
se\·eu yeurs old, to whom we gave two drops of Lugol's solution three
times a clay, from the thirteenth to the twentieth day, when she died.
The dny before her death she seemed to improve somewhat, and we were
io hopes thnt it had been of l:lome serv ice. The amelioration did not continue, howe\'er, and we are now disposed to believe that the cha nge was
one of those which often tuke place naturally in the diseuse.
i odide of 7Jota.~imn was recommended more than twenty years ago by
Roe~er (llufeland's Journal, April, 18-10}, as a remedy of special power
in this di:;ease. It has since then been very widely employed, and there
are quite a number of cases in which 1t is asserted that its admiuistmtion
has been followed by successfu l results.
Dr. We,t (op . cit. , 4tb Arner. ed., p. 97) thinks that he bas seea good
from it~ employme nt, "and that in one instance of' what e:eemed to be advanced tubercular hydrocephalu.s, under the care of ruy friend and former
colleague, Dr. Jenner, recovery took place under its employment."
:Xiemeyer (op. cit., vol. ii, p. 218) speaks as follows of its use: "On the
strength of two successful cases, opposed, it is true, by a large number of
u1hucrc;o;sful ones, I recommended large doses of iodide of potaSl:iiuru, contiuue<l for a long time."
Dr J. Lewis Smith (op. cit., p. 145) also recommends it.:; use through·
out the entire course of tbe disease, beginning as early as possible in the
prrmouitory period.
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Suecet:sful cMes of its arlministratioo are al8o reported by DrR. Bourrn~e
de Lafore, Coldstream (J;(/i11. Jlled. Jow·., Dec. rn:i9), aud Cul"liOU (.lied.
Times and Guz., l\Iarch 5th, 1857).
' Ve have ourselves frequeutly admiuistered it, either alone or in combination wiLh small doses of' bichloride of mercury, but have not yet been
fortunate enough to 1irrest the progress of any case when once the l!Ccond
stage lrns been fuly developed. In a few cases, however, the use of the
following combination:

R. Pot:lss.lodicli,.

,:;j.

llydrar~. Chloridi Corrosivi, •
#-?r.j.
Syrnpi Simp., .
(~j.
Aqure,
f,~iij.-M.
Do~e, a tea!Opoonful three times u day at fhe years of age,

has seemed to delay the march of the disease, iu one some w~ek8, an<l in
another, the one already mentioned, it seemed to have a po:!itive effect in
promoting the absorption of the exudation upon the membranes at the bn~e
of the braiu. Ir is improbnblt>, also, that in all of the reporLed cases, errors
of cliagno-is wpre made, and simple meningiti~ taken for the tube1·cular
form; !l;Q that there is no remedy from which so much benefit. may be hoped
for in this a lmost hopeless disease, as iodide of potassium io ful l doses, nnd
it should therefore be faithfully tried whenever opportunity offer8. We
have been in the habit of giving it i~1 closes of one or two grains every three
or four hour~, to children two years of age. It has, however, been given
to Lhe ex .ent of a dracbm in the course of a single day to children of thuL
age. It ought to be beguu with early in the case, and continued iu connection with count.er-irritation and cold to the head. \\Te must remark,
howcver1 that it sometimes irritates the bowels too much, cau::iiug diarrhrea; an<l here the dose ought to be greatly reduced, or the remedy wilh·

draw11.
Bromide of

pota.~siwn, on account of its ua(loubled power in cases of
active cereLral congestion with great nervous excitement, may be advantageow-ly associated with the iodide, and we are in the habit of combining
from three to five grains of the former with the dose of the latter abo\·e
recommended.
The treatment which has just been described is that which we have
been led by our convictions as to the nature of the disease, and by our
personal experience of different plans, to adopt as the most reasonable and
the best. It is proper to state, however, that we have never seen it, nor
any other method, of any avail after the disease has passed into the latter
part of the second stage-when coma, dilatation of the pupils, marked
strahismus, paralytic or convulsive phenomena, show the presence of inflammatory exudation under the merubraues. and of serous effusion into
the lateral ventricles, or the peculiar lesions of the substance of the brain
which exist nt that period of the malady. It is also proper to arl<l that
other menus have been recommended by high authorities, and to these we
shall now devote some remarks.
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"re have alreaciy slated that cct!omel has nut succeeded in our hand~, so
that we have abandoned its use. " re deem it right, however, to lay befure the reacier the opinions of others upon this point. Thus, it is highly
reeommeudcd by many of the Eugli:5h writers on acute hydrocephalu.:::,
aud i"i a~~erted to h1we effected cures when it hns been pushed to such an
extent ns to produce ~al ivati on. But little dependence, however, can be
place<! ou these a~sertions, as in all probability the reported recoveries occurred in ca~es of' simple meningitis. The French writers speak of having used it in very large quantities without any success. It wns given to
many of the patit'nts of l\11\I. Rilliet and Barthez, in the quantity of from
six to ten, increased to twemy grnius, in tweuty-four hou rs1 iu connection
with frictions with mercurial ointment, of which two drachms and a half
were u."\ed at fir~t, and the quantity afterwa.rd.s doubled and trebled. They
i:;tate that sa livation did not occur in any of the ca8es, though fotor of the
bn:nth and inflamnrn.tiou of the gums were of frequent occurrence. Cal+
omel may be given, as has been remarked, in purgative dose~, at the bcJ?; inniug, nod fur the purpose of procuring its specific effects. 'Vi th the
latter view the do$le may be from a quarter of a. grain to a grniu, eve ry
hour or two hours. Mercurial inun ction, in co njum:tion with th e internal
admini~trn.tion of the remedy, has been highly recommended by fe \'Cral
wrilt.'l'd as an ell1cient meaus of procuring the full effect of the drug upon
the l'OU~titutio n. About a drachm of the ointment is to be rubhed into th e
in ... idc~ of the anus au<l thighs mor1Jiug and even in g, and the quantity
gradnally in creased if 1.10 effec t is producld. Pur our part, we will merely
Slnte tha.t we have never known cnlo mel given in large quautitiC$, iu order
to procure salivntiou, of the least benefit in the di~ease. On the contrary,
we cnnuot but think that the vioh:11t irritation of the dige:-.tive mucous
membrnae which it has determined, whenever we have use<l it largely.
nnd the iuflam ed, irritn.ted condition of the mouth which it caused in one
Cllt'C, must hav e been a ser ious aggravation of the state of disease under
whit'h the con~titutiou was labQring. "M ercury is well known to be an injuriou.:i aod dangerous remedy in tbe tubercular diseases of adults, haviog
for its effect to iucrease the dyscrnsia of the coustitution, which already
exist:-;, aaJ thereby to hasten the progress of the malady. 'Vhy it should
h11ve 1\ different e ffect in children is difficult to understand. It may be
!:laid, to be sure, that in the disease we are considering, it i:5 given t•J ove rcome the inflammatory element of the malady, which, for the time, constitote.s the danger of the case, aod also to allow the patient the cha ace of
its beueficial operation should the disease happen to be one of simple
meningitis. In support of the views just expressed, we will quote the
opinion of Dr. John Abercrombie ( Diseases nf the Brain and Spiual 0Jrd,
Pbilad. ed., 18~1, pp. li3-6): ".l\lercury has been strongly recommended
in that class of cases which terminates by hydrocephalus, but its reputation seems to stand upon very doubtful grounds. Ia many cas~, especially during th e first or more active stage, the iadiscrimiuate employment
of mercury must be iojurious. . . . In the preced ing observations, I shall
perhaps be considered as having attached too little importance to mercury
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in the treatment of Lhis class of diseases, particularly in the treatment of
hydrocephalus; but in doiug so, I have stated simply what is the re:;ult
of an extensive observation, . . . and I confess, the result of my obi>ervnt ions is, that when mercury is useful in affections of the brain, it is chietly

as a purgative."
It was recommended by Sir B. Brodie, to employ mercurial inunction
as especially applicable in ueing mercury for children. He advised that
a clrachm or more of the ointment be spread upon one end uf a fl1rnriel
roller, which fa to be applied, not very tightly, around the knee; repeating
the application daily. "The motions of the child produce the neceF~nry
friction i and the cuticle being thin, the mercury easily enters tl1e sp.tem."
The editors of the journal iu which th is communication is made (Braith.
Relrosp. of Ned., vol. iv, 184H, p. 147, from Quarl. ~fed. Rev., July, 1846,
p. 169 ), state that they tried this plan iu a case of acute bydroecphulus,
in \\hich some of the most urgent and fatal symptoms were prt:..ent,
u such as very dilated pupils, constant convulsions, heruiplegia, n1u.l more
or less stertorous brenthiug; in short, so violent were the symptoms, that
we considered the case perfectly hopeless; but 011 reflecting on Sir Benjamin'~ method, we ordered strung mercurial ointment to be smeared on
each leg every twelve hours, and covered with a stocking made to tie
tight ly above the knees. The symptoms soou began to abate, and by fol·
lowing this up with small doses of iodide of potassium, frequently repeated (gr. i, every three or four ho!JrS\ the hen<l symptoms vanished."
11
In a second case, the rnme set of symptoms were approaching, but
were stopped by the imme mode of treatment."
'Vhen the conrnlsive symptoms are violent and distressing, they may
often be moderated by the use of a warm bath, which must be carefully
given, aud by the administration of some of the antispasmodics. 'Ve
preJer for this purpose the fluid extract of valerian, of which from ten to
twe11ty drops may be exhibited every two or three hours to young childreo,
nucl a larger dose to those who are older. Bromide of potassium, to which
referl"nce has already been made, has also been recommended on accolll~t
of its peculiar sedative action, and l\1. Bazin ( Gaz. de llOpitau,x, 186.))
narrates a case i~ which large doses of this remedy were succe&:sful in
checking the progress of tubercular meniugitis, in a lad who presented at
the same time the symptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis.
Ergot, which is believed to possess the power of reducing cerebral aucl
spinal hyperremia, has of late years been recommended in large doses in
this diseuse. Dr. V. P. Gibuey, of New York, in a communiratiou to the
Academy of Medicine (N. Y Med. Record, 1877, p. 709 ), repol'ts at length
a case of a boy aged 11 years 1 which certaiuly presented many of the characteristic symptoms of tubercular meningitis, where recovery followed the
use of ergot in large doses (Ext. Ergotre Fl. f3ss. to f3j, or Ext. Ergolre, gr.
ijss. every three hours), continued for thirty days . No other remedy was

employed to which any share in the result could be attributed.

We have

used this rerne<ly in several cases, but without any appreciable influence
upon the fatal course of the diseaEe.
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As n general rule, narcotics of all kinds are to he avoided, from their
effect of' incren::iil1g the constipation, au<l excitiug more or less the cerebral
circulalion. "rhea, however, neither nnliphlogistics, evacuants, nor colrl
or warm npplica.Lions relieve the sufferings of tl1e child, it would be proper
to employ email laudanum poultices or opium plasters upon the forehead
or temples, or we may use morphia by the eudermic method.
Ootmter-irrilation in different forms has been employed, and apparently
with succes~, though it has failed in our hnnds. Blisters to the uucha, be.
hin<l the ears, or over the whole scalp, have been used. At one time, in
this city, it was a common practice to cover the scalp with a hlister, but it
was found to fail so constantly, and was so painful a sight to the relations
of the child, that it has been very rnllcb abandoned . Surely, if it had
succeeded in any considerable proportion of the cases, it would have been
rect:ivecl as a boon, however revolting to the sight. \Ve have, ourselves,
in past years, blistered the uucha, tbe back of the ear5, and the temples
in a number of cases, but have always failed to obtain any evident good
from them. ·within a few years it has been claimed that pustulatiog the
whole sincipllt with croton oil has been of great service. The last ca::e of
tuberculous meaiagitis we saw, occurred in an adult, and here we had
nearly the whole of the crown of the head shaved, aml pustulated with the
oil, but it was of no use whatever.
C"ld applications to the head have been very much u!>ed. \Ve have
employed them ourselves aad still use them whenever the head i:; bot, or
when their use relieves the headache or soothes the patieat, but we confess
that they lrn\'e not seemed to us of much use except as palliatives. They
may consist of cloths wet with cold water, of nffusions witb colrl water, or,
as bns het!n proposed by l\I. Guersant, of irrigation as employed in surgery. 1\l. Guersaat prefers this mode of applying cold to any other, be·
lieviug it to be the most convenient and comfortable to the chilrl, and
from its continuous action, the most efficacious. To make use of it, the
hair is to be shaved or closely cut, and the child placed upon a nmttress
without a pillow, and with its head near the edge of the bed . The head
is then covered with compresses of soft mg, or, better still, of puteut lint,
while under it is placed a piece of oiled silk or india-rubber cloth, soar·
rnugetl as to keep the thorax from being wet, and doubled into a gutter
above to couvey the water off into a vessel placed on the floor. A bucket
or ba::in filled with fre$h, cool water, is placed near the head of the bed,
anJ from this a siphon made of lint or lamp-wick is so arranged as to
convey a stream of water upon the compresses covering the head. If the
heat of the whole body falls so much as to threaten collapse after the irrigalion has been continued for some time, the stream of water should be
stopped, and compresses, merely wet with water not quite so cool, kept on
the head. Tbe latter precaution is necessary in order to prevent injurious
reaction from the sudden and total removal of so powerful a sedative as
irrigntiou proves to be.
Some practitioners prefer the use of ice io a bladder. Tb is seems, however, too severe a remedy to be long continued, and we should therefore
rather use only cloths wet with iced-water, or irrigation. Dr. Abercrombie
0
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is of opinion that the application of cold i:; by far lhe most powerful lnral

remedy that we have.

M. Gendrin recommeuds cool

01·

cold nff'ur-iion:S

over the whole surface, the temperature to be proportioned to the hPat of
the skin. When there is but little heat of head, only a slig ht febrile
movement, and the headache is not relieved by col<l applicatiomi, Ouer·
saut recommend~ the substitution of warm poultices to the scalp, in the
place of irrigation or cold applications.
The treatment describf'cl in the preceding pa,E?es, is that which is proper
for cases of the disease occurring in subject_, previously in good heallh, or
evincing but few signs of the tuhercular cachexia. 'Vhen, on the ron
trary, it occurs in children with exten~ive tubercular affections of other
orga11~, by which they are already weakened 1111d exhausted, the treatnwnt
4
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liver oil, of iodine, or of the iodide of iron. \V e should recollect that
expnit>nce has long since shown the weakness of our art in surh ca-.e~,
and for that reason avoid such a degree of interference as might po~sihly
abridge the little spnu of lifo allowed the patient by this relentless mnla<ly.
PROPHYLACTIC TREATM.ENT.-lt must be evident that the prophylactic
treatment is of special importance in a disease so littl e amenable to
curative rneans as the one under com:ideraLion. \\Th en, therefore, there is
reason to suspect a teuclency to tubercular meningitis in a chil<l 1 cither
from the fact that other children in 1he family have perished with it, or
from a bad state of the general health, and frequent complaints of headache, it becomes proper and necessary to regulate both the moral and
physical education with a view toils prevention. For this end the hygienic
mauagement of the child ought lo be such as is best calculated to prevent
the formation or development of tubercles in the constitution. During
iofancy, such a child sho ul<l be nurse<l, if this he possible, by a &lro11 g,
hearty woman, with an abundant flow of milk. If the mother is not
pos!<essed of these qualities, if there be 1 inde"d, the least doubt upon the
point, she ought without hesitation to give up the pleasure of' nursing the
child herself, and procure fur it a wet-nurse of the kind de~cribed. This
a lone will 1 in all probability, often make a difference between a vigorous
and a fragile constitution . '\Then the time for weaning arrives, the chauge
ought to be made with the greate.st care and circum"pection . During and
for some time after weaning, the diet must consist principally of milk
preparations aurl bread, and of small quantities of light broth~. or of
meat v~ry fiDely cut up. As the child grows old er, the meals ought to be
arranged at regular hours, and should c<,nsist of four in the day. The
principal fno<l must be bread and milk, well chosen, well cooked meat~,
and rice and potatoes as almost the only vegetables. After the fir.st dentition is completed, a moderate use of ripe and wholesome fruits may be
allowul, but always with care, in order to avoid iujury to the rlige::th·c
orgam;j, and also so as not to mar the appetite for more wholesome nod
nutritious food. Coffee and tea ought to be forbirlrlen at all times; ~ince,
as we have often observed, when the pala.te of a child is taught, by habit,
to become accu!:tomed to these more highly sapirl substances, it is very apt
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lo abnndon the use of milk, which ought to con:-;titute n. large proportion
of it~ food, at least up to the age of twelve or fifteen year~. In no circumstance of life i~ the old saying, 11 where ignornnce is bl is~, 'Lis folly to be
wi;:;e, 11 n belier rule of action thnn iu regard to the diet of our child ren.
The child should not taste improper articles of food, so that it may escape
the torment of desiring what is improper.
Aftn diet the most important points in the treatment are air and clothing. The child shoulcl fohnbit, if possible, a large, dry, well ventilated
room, which ought to be kept as cool as possihle in summer. ~rnd moderately warm in winter. Not a day shou ld be allowed to pa«s, unle,-s the
wen1her i8 totally unfit, without the child's being sent for bevern l hours
into the ope n air, and we believe that it is muth better for it to walk than
drh·e, u11l e~s the weather he very hot. The cloth ing ought to be suitub le
to th e l:'ea:-;on. cool in sum mer and warm in wi11ter. In our cuunLry there
is a ~rl'at ioclination to harden children by dre~sing them very .:-lightly in
cold weather; so that they frequently suffer from caLarrh, pneumonia, and
!:!pA!"mo<lic croup brought on by improper exposure. This cannot but be
wro11g iu a chi ld who ::hows the least ev id ence of te11dency tu tubercul:tr
affections.
For ou r own part we are fully convinced from whnt exper ience we have
hud of the di::ea11es of children, that by far the most certain aurl effectual
mean~ of preventing the development of a tubercu lar, or indeed any other
cachexia in a chilcl, is to have it brought up in the opeu country, nr in
some healthy village, until the epoch or puberty has pa!<sed by snfoly. A
' 't>r)' J!ood plan for parents whose occupations compel them to hn· in cities
or large towns, is to have their residence a few miles in the country, aud
to come to town every day. Ch ildren brought up in this way have a for
better chnnce of obtaining stro ng and vigorous co nstitutions, than those
re:Hed entire ly iu the close and confi ned dwel lings and st reets of crowded
cities.
When a child, who, from the health of its parents, or from its ow n ap·
pearunce, may be ~usperted of having any tubercular or scrofulous taint
in its ~yAt em, becomes subj ect to frequent attn<:ks of apparently cnu~ele~s
he11rla<'he 1 and especinlly when such headache.;; are a~:iO<'iated with a coustipntf'<i habit of body and with occasional vomiting1 it oLghL to be looke~l
upon as threatened with tubercu lar disease of th e brain. Under the~e cirrums1a11ces we would arlvise 1 in addition to the men:-iures just now rerommend erl as to diet, dress, exerl'ise in the open uir, and n residence in the
country, that it be put at onre upon the use of cod-liver oil , iodide of iron,
nn<i mild lnxutives, aud that tbese be persevered in for several weeks or
month.;:, until in fact the strength and general health are restored and the
bea<lac·he~ cease. When the appetite is poor, and the digestion is imperfect, in such a case we nury use with advantage, besides the above remedie:o-, !:!olutioo of pep~iu, a teaspoonful three times a dny with Lhe meals, or
tiutture t1f nux vomil.'n, three or four drops in n mixture of syrup anrl
compound tincture of gentian. or in a teaspoonful of el ixi r of cinc hona
three tim es a dny. If the child is of an age to be going on with it~ educatiou, this ~hould for the time cease, or be ca rried on in such a way as to
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avoid all excitement or fatigue. A case occurred to ns in the courEe of
the year 1852, which showed, we think, very clearly the utility of these
A b0 ,- between seven and eight years old, whose mother hnd died or well mnrked
pbthisi~ a few months before he was put under our cha.rge, had been lo:;ing flps}i nud

::r:;;\~1i11~t.nd ,;~1:~:::~~l f~~: ~:c:~o~:~1 :~~:~~~~1~e:;~e:::; r:·~~~tlb~~~1:~a:·,~e';·e:: ~c~~'.!~

at times, and usnally in the after-part of the day, as to cause great distres<1, wi1!1 t'ry-

~~:.~ s~~~~rii1~~li~~~~·~~:n:'·~~~e::~~::~:.1~~:a,~~~:~;omT~~yc~i~~t 'V:rs ~a;:~~~ t~~~t~ ~ :~::et ~;1~1~
mental operations. There was no sign whatever of spasmodic or paralytic affoction.
In the morning Lhe skin was cool and n:ltttral, lmt in the afternoon it became warm
and dry, but not very hot. The pulse was 62 to 68, :lnd though not actually irregular,
it was halting or hesitating. There was occasional, but not frequent, unpro\'oked
,·omiting, and he compfaineJ often of sick stomach, even when he did not ,·omit. The
bowels were ver_v much constipateJ, and had been a goocl deal so for 1mme weekA pre\Tious to his fallingaernally sick. There was no cough, nosQretliroat, and no io;oreness about Lhe abdoruen. The tongue was moist, :;oft, slightly furred, and not red nor
gashed. The urinary1>ecretion was healthy. Physical examination showed the lungs
and heart to be withontd isease.
The trc:1tment during the first week w:1s r<mal l doses of calomel and rhubarb, lrnlfa
grain of the former to two of the latter, ,i:;i\Ten for :t day, and followed by syrup of
r11ubarb and fluid extract of senna, until the bowels were copioui>lycvacmtted. After
this the bowels were keptsol11ble by the administration e''eryday,ore"cry othcrda,r,
of doses of Seltzer powder, suflicient to produce the effed. Blisters were applit:d be·
hind the ears. In the :1fter-p:1rtof the dny, when the head and body becume hentecl 1
cooling applications were made to the head, and the feet were put into mustard-water,
once, twice, or three times. Two grains of iodide of pota~sium were ordered to be
gh•en three times a. day. The diet was 10 be light but nutritious. It was to consist
of bread and milk and a soft-boilccl egg in the morning, oystc1-s or light meats with
rice for dinner, and milk with bre:ld in the evening. Of these he was to have any
reasonable qmintity that he might de,.,ire. Under this treatment he improved slowly,
with occasional drawbacks for a. week, when the iodide of iron was substituted for the
iodide of polassinm. The bowels continned \Tery costive, requirjng daily doses of the
Seltzer powder; the headaches diminished in frequency, duratiQn, and severity i the
pulse went np to 72 and 78, and became more free and e\'en; the appetite had improved1 but the child remained i>lill very weak, pnllid, :md quite emaciated. After
another week, afl he coutinued to mend, and the stomach had become stronger, codliver oil Wa/5 ordered in addition to the iron; a teaspoonful was to be taken three
times a day in a wineglassful of table-beer. As he gained strength, tbe amounl nnd
kind of food was increased. Ile was, indeed, encouraged to eat heartily of plain and
digestible substances.
He now imprn\'ed gradually in health. The headaches subsided, and finallyceailed;
the bowels became solnble; the appetite grew hearty and strong, and all feeling of
nausea dit:appcared j he regained his strength, llesh, and color, so that at the end of
two months we saw him looking' quite fat and well. Tht iodide of iron and cod-liver
oil were, howc\'er, to be continued for a month longer. He is now (1869) a young
man in ''cry good heahh. He has passed Se\'eral years in German~· pursuing a scientific education, nnd has returned lately to this counfry, and is about to marry.

If in any child whose hereditary tendencies or whose physical characteristics are ~uch as to make us fear a predisposition to tuberculosis, there
should also be evidences of marked nerv0us irritability or precocious mental
development, it. is desirable to use every means to prevent a continuance
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of ~urh undue cerebral nctivity , which might teod to induce tuhercul1lsis
of that organ or of its membranes. \Ve must, however, be sati::-fied for the
moill part with a careful atteotiou to all the detail s of sound hygiene, in
addiLhn to which, however, the following special points deserve rn~utiou,
viz., to keep the head cool by not allowing it to be very warmly covered,
an<l by keeping the hair ~l1ort; to keep the extremities warm; aucl to
avoid etimulnting the intellectual faculties to any cou~idera.ble exlent by
ec\ucation, until after eight or ten years of age. The loug-co11Liuued employment of a powerful derivative from the brain, as a seLon in Lhe neck, seems
to u1' to be attended with too many serious objectioos to be at all de:::irable.
If finally in !'uch children there should be extensive eruptions ou the ~calp,
it nrny be sttfe to u111lertake their cure by suitable internal remedies a.nil
mild external applications, rather than to try by powerful local treatment
to rapidly remove the affoctioa of the ~kio. "\Ve still mention this cautiou,
de:-pite the fact that the cla~sical inve~tig:.ttions of Jlebra have shown that
for the most part the danger of inducing internal disease by quickly curing
cutaneous eruptions is a purely imaginary one.

ARTICLE II.

DEFINTrro~ i RYNOXYM~ i FREQUE~CY.-By thi:s term is uuderstoo<l iaflammntiou of the membranes of the brnin, independent of tuberculosis of
or uf' other organs of the economy.
The <lisea:;e was for a long time c~oufounded with tubercular meningitis
under the titles of water on the brain, dropsy of the braio, lLLld acute hydrocephalus. It has al~o been called arachnitis; and more rare ly phreniti~.
fo, frequency is much less than that of tubercular meningitis. West
(op. cit., 4lh Amer. ed., p. 100), states that he has seen seven cases of fatal
acute meuingiti~, in five of which post·mortem examioation was made and
confirmed the dingnosis. Vogel (op. cit. 1 p. 33fJ) ~pen ks of' iL as being much
rnrer than the tubercular form, and state;S that it is no more frequent in
<'hildren thau in a<lult.:3. It appears that ~DI. Rillietand Barthez, during
their reteardies, met with only five cases of tbis disease, while they reporL
thirty·tbree of tubercular meningiti~. Bouchut slates that he has met
with two ca~cs uf simple meningitis to ::ix of tubercular disease, whilst
B11rrier report~ ouly four of the former in nearly thirty autopsies of me uingiti!S. He stute~, however, that he has met with three cases of recovery,
all of which he believes to have been instances of the simple form. Our
own experience agrees with that of Bierbaum (D ie )leoiugitis ~implex,
Leipzig, 18li6 ) in ::.howing that it chiefly attacks infants under two years
tl10~e tit~ues,

of age.
('_\l':.;1-:s.-The cau~es of simple meningitis are not very clearly ascertained.

~I. Rilliet, who publi~bed n very valuable paper oo thi::s affection
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( Arch. Gen. de .Mtd., t. xii, 18-16), divide<l it into two forms, the connd5-ive and phrenitic, the former of which he believed to be mo... t common
under two, and the lat.ter between five and fiftee::n years of age. Suh:-1.:que nt experience bas coofi l'lned this view.

From the fact that the di~tm~e

j.: most frequent in the first and ninth years of life, Rilliet concl uded thti
proces::; of' dentition has something to do iu its pro<luctiou. It uppeur~ al110
tu be more frequent in ~oys than girls, au<l iu robu:;t than in weuk cou .. tillltions. Exposure to extremes of temperature predi:Sposes to attack:-l of
acute meningitis; au<l, in particular, coutiuued exposure to the direct rnyo
of the sun has been known to act as au immediate cause.

Guersaut has kuown it lo follow such exposure iu several instance:-:, particularly iu young infants; ~DI. Rilliet and Barthez report a case of lhe
same kind, aad Rilliet (loc. cit.), another. Other cause:s cited by authors
arc injuries upou th e head, such as blows, foils, au<l wouu<l:S. It ul;.;o
octurs as a coasequence of extens ioa of intlammalion to the membraues of
the brain, and usually from the internal enr in cases of otorrhma.
The disease seems to have sometimes occurre<l iu au epidemic form.
There is reason to believe, however, when we consider the nurely sporadic
nature of its recognized causes, that the reportNl epitlemic.::':I have for the
lllO;it part been of cereLro-spiual meningitis, a disea,:;.e which we shall treat
of in its appropriate place, arnong the acute spec ifi c feb ril e afft'ctiou~.
AN ATO'.\JICAL L1;;.~10N8.-The dura mater is geuerally much injected, and
its sinuses, together with the large cerebral veins, coutain coagulated or
semi·coagulated blood, sometimes in large quantities. On opeuiug the
dura mater, the whole, or nearly the whole of' the convex surface of' both
hemispheres, or i11 some iustancei;: of one only, arc found to be covered with
a yellowish or greeubh-yellow layer, which con::ii1'tS of fluid or concrele
pus, or of false membrane:;. These deposits cxi~t also on the internal ~ur
foces of the hemispheres, ou the upper surfi.lcesof the cerebellum, and vf'teu
al~o at the base of the braiu, though in some case:s t.be latter pre:serits nuue
whatever. The inflam111atory products are sealed in the pia mater, arul
sometimes in the cavity of the arachnoid membrane, but in much smaller
quantity thaa in the ti~~ue beneath that membrane.
The arachnoid membrane which covers the brain seldom participates in
the inflammation, but remaios smooth and trarnsparent. Its cavity, however, sometimes contains inflammatory prodnc~, which, when death occuro
early in the attack, consibt of a small quantity ot' pure pus, or of larger
quantities of a turbid, yellowish serosit.y, consisting of' serum and pus mixed
together. When death has occurred later in the disease,-;-after five, six,
01· seven days,-the pus is mixed with lymph, or el:::e true false membrane,.,
are found. The pia mufor is observed to coutaiu fluid or semifluid pus
"heu don.th occurs before the fourth or fifth day; while in les:':I acute c·a-es
there are patches or large layers of lymph, which sometimes dip iuto the
aufractuosities, and give to the membrane uuder con::;ideration a. swelled
and thickened appearance. These appen.rance8 are more marked on the
superior and latera l 1 than on the inferior surface of the brain. Wh ere the
depos its exist the membrane pre:sents ft vivid injection, which is more
marked in proportiou as death has taken place earlier in the di.sease. The
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pin mater is geuerally ea~ily detached from the cerebral substance, particularly when the fatal ten.ninatiou has occurred early. The subslanre of
the bra.in is firm, nnd but slightly colored, in rapid cases. When the
cuur.;e of the disease has been ~lower, the cineritiom; portion is generally
of a bright rose color, and the medullary substance abundantly dotted with
red, .:;howing that the inflammation has involved the superficial layer of
the brain. In the latter class of cases the surface of the c:onvolutioos is
usually softened, and the pia mater adherent. In very young children
the whole brain is sometimes soft.
The -cenlriclea do not, as a general rule, cwntain transjJarent serum, except at a. very early age, when serous effusion takes vlace with great
facility. They, ofteu, however, contaio one or two teaspoonfuls, an<l
rarely more than 011e ur two tablespoonfuls, of pus or purulent serum.
The ~erous membrane of the ventricles and tbe plexus choroides exhibit
sigmi of inflamnrntiun in some ino:tances. Tbey are of a bright red color,
uneven, rough, and very much softened, in children who die early; and
pale, opaque, slightly thickened, and rough, in thode who die at a later
period.
The central parts of the brnin often retain their firmness, but are sorne·
time~ softer than natural, or even difHuent. This softening is particularly
apt to exist in \'ery young children, in connection with large effusion into
the ventricles; though it also occurs in those who are older, and in whom
there is only slight etfusion of pus or purulent serum. In the former case
it i::s probably due to the macerating effect of the effusion, while in the
latter it is more likely to be owing to iuflammation.
In sorne cases, and especially those of the epidemic form of the disease,
the membranes of the spiual cord are found to pre:;ent the same inAamrnatory nppearnnces wh ich have been Jescribed as existing in the cerebral
meninges. These ca~es are, therefore, more correctly desig1rnted by the
oame cerebro-spinal meningitis.
The otber orgaas are healthy except in secondary cases. Tubercles,
which so constantly exist in various other organs io tuberculosis of the
meninges, are never found, nccording to l\I. Rilliel, in this form of meuin·
gititi. This author believes himself entitled from his researches to formu·
late the followi1Jg law of pathological aoatomy: "That general meningitis
nod meningitis of' the convexity oft he brain occur only in non-tuberculous
cbil<lren, whilst meningitis of the bnse of the brain without iuftammution
of the lining mernlrn:rne of the ventricles, belongs exclusively to tuberculou' chilureu." (Op. cit., t . iii, 1846, p. 408.)
This lnw cannot, however, be adopted without exception, since we haYe
already seen, wheu speaking of tubercular meningitis, that there are, in a
large proportion of such cases, evidences of iuftammation of the liuiug
ruembraue of the veutricJe_o:,
Sn1PTOlli!.-The following account of the symptoms of the diseose is
taken chiefly from the p:tper of 1\I. Rilliet. That author describes two
forms of the affection, the co11vulsive and phrenitic; the former of which is
characterized by a predominance of convulsive phenomena, and the latter
by disorders of the iutelligeuce.
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The disease may also be idiopathic or secondary, simpl e or complicnterl,

sporadic or epidem ic.
The convulsive form generally occurs in children under two years of ngP.
The disease usually beginiS sudd en ly or after a restless night, with a violent
and prolonged attack of convulsions1 oftener general than partial, nod is
accompanied by v iolent fever, and somet imes by com~iclerab l e <p1icknes:; of
re11piration. 'l'he existence of headache can not be ascertained at lhh1 early
age. Yomifing is often absent, and the bowels generally continue reg ular
in this form, tho ugh they are sometimes constipated. A f'ter awhile tbe co nvulsions cea~e, and the child remains for the time in a state of quiet, somnolence, or coma, when they return with renewed violence. The returos
of the convu lsio ns generally take place at intt rvals of one or two hours or
more. In the intervals between the crises Lhe child is restless or drowsy 1
or in a state of partial stupor, attende<l with tremulous movements of the
extremities; there is strabiwms, <'on traction of the pupils, trisnms, and some·
times hemiplegia. The ski n retai ns its warmth, the pulse is accelerated,
irregula r, and unequal; the face is pale; the stoo ls are spontaneous or
easi ly procured by remedies. It is unusual to see the child regain its cou·
sciommess so as to recognize objects in t he intervals between the convulsions, or nfter the appearance of' coma and other cerebral sy mptom::.
Death occurs during coma or in a violent attack of convulsions. This
form seldom lasts more than fo ur days.
Occasionally this form begins in a different manner. The convulsion::,
though they stil l predominate, do not occur until later in the disease, and
the whole course of the affection is slower. Such cases begin with a violent
febrile movement, lasting several days, au<l accompanied by accelerati on
or unevenness of the respiration, or by almost constant drowsiness, prf'·
ceded or followed by agitation, screaming, staring expression of the eyes,
and dilatation of the pupils i voruitiu g and con::.tipntion are sometimes
present, at others absent. After a time, however, conv ul sions make their
appearance, and the case follr)\vs the course already described. The duration of this form may be the same as tbat of tbe first, or it may last about
two weeks.
The phrenitic .form of simpl e meningitis generally begins suddenly with
fever, which is sometimes preceded by a ch ill ; the skin is warm and dry,
and the pulse, in idi o pathic ca:;:.es, full and accelerated. In !"econdarv
cases the pulse has been found slow an<l irregular; in all it becom~s
irregular, small , and very rapid the day before death. S imultaneously
with the fe,·er there is frontal headache, which is often so violent as to
draw cr ies from the ch ild , and, according to l\l. H.illiet, is more severe than
either in tubercular meningitis or typhoid fover. I t is also more consta nt,
nod lasts generally one, two, or three days, unti l the appearance of rest·
lessness, deli rium, or coma. At the same time there is g reat sensibility
to light and noise, and abundant vomiting of bilious mntter. Tlie latter
symptom is one of the earliest; it generally ceases after a few clays, but
sometimes contin ues to the very end. Constipation exidts in some cases,
but. is much less constant and more easily ove rcome than in the tubercular
diseaEe. The appetite is lost, nod the thirst very acute. The abdomen i~
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ll:1tlcnt><l and retrncted, especially towa.rds the eud, while io secondary
ctt~t's of this form, and iu very young children, it retains its usual shape.

Ahout the end of the first day, geueral ly, or, in rare iustances, after two
or three days, appear various disorders of the iutelligeuce. The first sympLOlll of this kiud is observable in the expression of the face, which becomes
a little wild or wandering, and sometimes grimacing. Doon afterwards
occur restle::.sness, which is sometimes extreme, and, in succession, delirium,
~mnnolence, and, later in the attack, coma. The restlessness and somnolence of'Len alternate early in the case, though the former genernlly predominates and soon passes into delirium, which is usually violent. \Vhen
in lhis couilition tbe child sehlom recognizes any one, anrl either refuses
to answer questions, or answers incoherently. In connection with tbe disordcNO of' intelligence there exist also trismus, griniling of the teeth, sub·
sultus lendinum, partial convulsive movements, stiffeuing of the extremitieg or tl'Unk 1 retraction of the head, strabismus, coutraction first and tben
dilutatiou of the pupils, and in some cases violent convulsions, followed by
dl'ep coma. Death sometimes occurs at this period. In other instancei:;,
the disea8e continues longer, aud other symptoms declare themselves.
Yorniting generally ceases; constiplltion increases; the abdomen is re·
tnictecl i headache is no looger comp lained ofj the fever contioues, but
the pul::::e becomes irregular; the respiration is uneven and irregular,
being ~ometimes more and at other times less frequent than natural; the
face is distorted and extremely pale, or tbere may be a p111·ple flush on tbe
cheeks; an erythematous streak (t«che meningitique of Trousseau ) may
oftea he observed after drawiug the finger lightly over the skia i the restle...gues.s is excesl;jive, a nd accompanied by subsultus, carphologia, or partial convulsive movements; the delirium, aL first so violent as to make it
uece::;::iarv sometimes to hold the child iu bed, subsides into a statP. of coma
and coll~ps.e, in which general sensibility is ohtunded, and special seusi·
bility extinguished i the respiration becomes stertorous, and at length
asphyxia, coma, or a severe attack of couvulsions terminates the scene.
The course of tbe disease is geuernlly continuous. In very re.re casei:;,
however, occasional remissious occur, so that the child recovers its intelligence for a short time, and recognizes persons around. The duration has
varied between a day and a half and nine days.
Wheu, ou the otht!r hand, a case of either form tends towards recovery,
the grnver symptom.:; gradually subsirle. G.mvu lsive movements or cere·
bml excitement lessen and are replaced by moderate stupor, from which
the ch ild can be at least IJartially aroused. l\fore or less complete paraly:•is of one side or of one member, irregularities in the pupils, with or
without strabismus, tonic muscular contractions, affections of the special
senses, as deafness or impaired vision, may persist for a number of days
or even for several weeks. Gra<lua.lly the capacity for taking food returns, the above-mentioner! nervous phenomena disappear, intelligence increases, and convalescence passes slowly into recovery, which may be complete or may be marred by the persistence of some defect of special sense.
We hn.ve ohserved several cases where severe and fully developed meningit is, undoubtedly of the simple non-tubercular fol'm, has terminated
favorably as above described.
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DrAGNOSIS.-The convulsive form may be confounded with the es.~cntiu l
or symptomatir, and wiLh the sympathetic convul~ions of children. The
mistake may generally be avoided Ly attention to the following point.s.
In essential convulsions, the attacks are usually Je::s violent, seldom last
more than a few moments, occur from someevirleut cause 1 and do not recur
often. When they have ceased, the child generally soon regains its couscious11ei::s and health, or exhibits !'light drowsine~s, or denrngemeut of
movement for·a short time only. In such cases the respiration is not per·
manently accelerated, as in convulsh·e meningitis; the pulse, if it has been
increased in frequency, soon falls to the uaturnl standa rd 1 and special se nsibility remains undisturbecl.
It is to be distinguished from sympathetic co nvul sions by the cl1aracters
just described, aided by a reference to the disease which may have caused
the attack of eclampsia, and which may be une of the eruptiv e fevers, enteritis, indigestion, pneumonia, or any other acute affection. Jn some
imtances, however, the distinction cannot be made except by attention to
the progress of the attn.ck.
The phrenitic form may be confounderl with tubercular meningitis, with
congestion of the brain, or with the early stage of the eruptive fevers.
The distinction between it and tubercular meningitis has already been
considered under the head of the latter disease.
It i~ sometimes difficu l t, as pointed out by Rilliet, to distinguish between
simple meningitis and ce rebra l congestion and partial encephaliti s.
In congestion, however , there is not the same intense headache, the
febrile movement is not so marked 1 vomiting is usually absent, and the
development of delirium or coma, OL' of convulsive or paralytic symptoms
is more sudden or even instantaneous.
Partial encephalitis is even more rare in ch ildren than simple meningitis. It may be distinguished from the latter by the less severity of the
headache, by the less marked <leliritim, by th e comparative infrequency of
vomiting, and by the less activity of the febrile movement, and the more
gradual course of the case iu encephn liti s'.
Severe or maliguant scarlati na in its stage of iuvasion may simulate
meningitis, but can be readily distinguished by attention to the remarkable elevation of temperature and rapidity of the pulse, to the heavily
coated tongue, and to the decided throat symptoms. Typhoid fever may
also resemble :;imple meningitis in some respects, but can be recoguized
by it s more gradual onset, by the course of the febrile action, by the
tendency to bronchial irritati on and to abdominal symptoms, and by the
characteristic eruption. It may happen, however, that meningitis develops
during the course of typhoid fever, in which rase it is extremely difficult
or impossible to determine i ts existence 1 unless an ophthalm oscopic ~x
amination can be made and reveals changes in the fundm: of the eye.
PnoGNOSTS.-The prognosis of simple meningitis is very grave, but
much less hopeless than in the tubercular form. M. Rilliet (loc. cit.)
cites several instances of recovery, but states that death is much the most
frequent termination.
TREATMENT.-It must be evident, it seems to us, that but Httle depen·
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can or ought to be placed 011 any but prompt and powerful antipltlogi;.tic treatment. Depletion, thcrel'ore 1 mercury, cold applications to
the henrl, la.talive,., cow1ter·irritanls, and the most rigid diet, ought to be
employed from as early a period as possible.
If there is auy ca~e, excepting those in which vene.sectiou is indicated for
the relief of mechanical engorgement of the right heart, when general
bleeding would appeur to be preferable to local depletion, a<:ute simple
meningitis in a vigorous child may be cited as such. 'Ve a.re not preparec11 therefore, to discountenance its performance even in very young
children, alt.hough in our own practice we have relied uprm the appliclltion

of lecC'heR to the temples or behind the ears. 'Ve may remark that fl.D I.
lW\iet and Barlhez object to the application of leeches to the head, nnd
propose that they should be placed rather about tbe anus or on the interior
extremities. The quantity of blood to be drawn mu~t depend upon the
nge and constitution of the subject, and the violence oft he attack, in some
meas;.ure. It should always, however, be large, as much or more, we think,
than is neces~ary in any other of the acute affections of childhood. In a
child two years old, of good constitution, from two to four ounces would
not be too much at first, and should the syr11ptoms not moderate in six or
eight hour!'!, as much more may be taken. "'e are disposed to belieY.e
that in 8uch a disease as this, bleeding is by far the most powerful remedy,
nnd it is perhaps the only one which offers us any real chance of succe$~,
at least in those rapid cases in which E'xtensive layers of pus aud fol.:;e
membranes are found on the surface of the brain, in the pia mat.er, or in
the subarachnoid tissue, in from two days and a half to three or four days
aflC'r the commencement of' the disease.
The application of cold to the head comtitutes another most efficient
rC'medy in inflammations of the brain and its membranes. These means
mn.y consist of a bladder containing water and pounded ice, which is
perhaps the most convenient and powerful, of cloths wrung out of iced
or very colt.I water, to be constantly renewed, of cold affusions upon the
heart, or lastly, of irrigation as recommended by M. Guerr..aat, and descrihed in the article on tubercular meningitis. PU1·gatives are often employed very freely in this disease, with the view of producing a decided
revulsion upon the gastro-intestiual mucous membrane. 'Ve would, how·
ever, advise caution in their aclministrntion, lest excessive irritation of that
membrane be produced, with consequent derangement of digestion. If
there is reason to suspect the presence of undigested or irritating matters
io the alimentary canal, a dose of castor oil, citrate of magnesia, vr rhubarb may be given. But the method we prefor is to give calomel in small
and frequently repeated doses until the bowels are moved, and afterwards
to continue it in still smaller doses, given at longer intervals, in orrler to
secure its specific influence on the inflammation.
t-iorue writers nlso recommend very highly the use of mercurial in·
unction. Vogel (op. cit., p. 36L) states that a mercurial treatment is decidedly effectual, aud adrls that the only two children he has seen re·
cover from this dii;ease were treated exclusively with mercury, interually
and exterunlly.
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Iodide of Potas.~ium. should uuque:otioaably, in our opinion, he given in
full doses as soon as the calomel is suspended, or from the beginning iu
case this latter remedy is not employed. The evidence in its favor, as
tending to induce absorption of the exudation, seems very strong; nod in
our own successful cases it was given after tbe fl rst few f1ays, during which
calomel was administered, aad continued uutil convalescence was fully
~tab Iished.
Ergot, as already mentioned in the article on tubercular meningitis, has
rEcently been recommended strongly in botb that an<l the simple form of
the disease; and certainly, in the latter, its power of le~sening hypcr~cmia
of the intracraoial vessels indicates its use iu conjuuction with iodide of
1>otassium.
Bromide of Pota.ssium. and bromide of sodium are the most valuable
sedat:ves iu the acute stage of this disease when marked symplorus of
cerebral excitement or of a convulsive tendency exist. The doses should
be full and frequently repeated i as, for instance, at oue year of age, from
3 to 5 grains every two or three hours.
Co1wter-frritant~ are useful as adjuvants to the more powerful remedies
already indicated. During the first day or two they should consist chiefly
o.f sinapismsand mustard poultices, applied from time to time to the trunk
aud extremit ies. Authorities differ somewhat as to the effect of bli~ters,
and as to the lime at which they ought to be appl ied. 1\1. Valleix (op.
cit., t. ix, p. 187) opposes the)r employment in thi:S aff~ction as often injurious and still more frequently useless. 'Ve thiuk the advice given by
Dr. Abercrombie, as to their employment, is probably the most prudent.
This is, not to apply them iu the early stage, but to wait until the active
symptoms of the disl:aSe have been subdued. They may be applied to the
head it.self, to the nucha, or to the extremities. 'Ve believe that we have
seen them most useful wheu applie<l to the neck and inside of the calves
of the legs. Nevertheless, there is high authority in favor of their good
effects when applied upon the head itself.
M. Rilliet (loc. cit.) recommends a vigorous revulsion upon the scalp
when the disease has followed the suppression of an eruption. He proposes
with this view the employment of pustulntiou by crolou oil, and relates a
case of recovery which followed this treatment under a most unfavorable
train of symptoms. To make use of it the bead must be first shaved;
from fifteen to twenty drops of the oil are then to be rubbed over the
sca lp with a glove four or six times a day. Before making the friction,
the eyes of the patient must be covered with a baud to prevent the intro·
duction of any of the oil into them, as this would be apt to occaSiou severe
ophthalmia. In the case reported by him, a considerable uumber of pustules were produced iu twenty-four hours, and in a few more hours the
eruption was general, so that the head was covered with a kind of cap of
a fiue yellow color.
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C1mEBHAL CONG .E:STJO~ implies a condition in which the blood vessels of
the braiu contain au excessive quantity of blood. It occurs under the two
forms of active congestion, where there is ao iucrease in tbe amount of ar·
terial blood, and of JJassive congestion, where the quantity of venous blood

is excetisive.
While it cnunot be doubted that the amount of blood circulating in
the brain is thus liable to vary, and that such variatious are of frequent
occurrence, and are attended with very important symptoms, it is difficult
to determine the relative frequency of cerebral congestion at different pe·
riocls of life. Some authors of large experience assert that it is much more
frequent in infancy and childhood than at any later period of lite; and this
opinion is supported by the extreme mobility of the circulation in early
life, and by the frequency iu childhood of the symptoms that are usually
attributed to congestion of the brain. 'Vithout clesiring to dis!:lent stroagly
from this opinion, it is important to remember that, in the first place,
as as•erted long "go by Rilliet anJ Barthez (Jere edit., t. i, p. 6.J9 ), the
anatomical appearauces of cerebral congestion are occasionally found in
childrcLl dying of different diseases without having presented any cerebral
symptoms; and, agaiu, that the symptoms of congestion of the brain may,
in our opinion, be due sometimes to mere excitement and undue rapidity
of the circulation, and in other case3 to the irritation of the brain, caused
by the circulation through it of blood vitiated by the poison of some of
the acute specific diseases.
CAUSES.-Active congestion may occur during the proceas of dentition,
or may result from exposure to the suu, from falls or blows on the head,
or from excessive excitement or faligue in children who are predisposed to
the uffectiou. The cerebral symptoms occurring at the outset of the eruptive fevers have been, by West and others, attributed to the development
of inteuse cerebral congestiou. 'Ve feel, however, tha.t the nervous symptoms just allu<led to ought, most frequently at least, to be regarded as the
result of the presence iu the nervous centres of a diseased and vitiated
bloocl, rather than of congestion . That congestion does not always produce them is shown by the statemeut of Rilliet and Barthez (op . cit., t. ii,
p. 620) in regard to the cerebral symptoms of scarlet fever, "that a more
or less sanguine cougestiou (of the cerebra-spinal apparatus) is the ouly
alteration generally, but not always found, and sometimes the cougestion is
not more marked than iu other diseases in which there bad been no cerebral symptoms."
In reference to the cerebral symptoms which less frequently occur in inflammatious of important orgaus, as, for instttnce, pneumonia or euterocolitis, we are not yet iu possessiou of sufficient facts to determiue whether
they result from reflex irritatiou, from the elevated temperature and acceleration of circul1ttion 1 or from changes iu the quantity of blood circu-
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lating through the hrnin. Probably all three of the~e element;; tnkr pnrt
in varying proportion in the production of such symptoms; we do not,
therefore, feel at liberty to regard them, in the majority of ca~e.0: 1 a~ nctua 1\y depending on cerebral congestion.
P<lS1live congestion results frnm such cau::es as offer an impediment to
the reflux of the venous blood from the brain. Among them may be
mentioned the mechanical obstruction caused by the pressure of nn en·
larged thymus glaud, or of 'e nlarged cervical or bronchial gland~, or by
the partial or complete occlu<:.ion of a large vein or i-;inus from the formation of a fibrinous concretion (thrombosis ) in its cavity, or from the preo~ure of a tumor upon its walls. Passive congestion occurs also iu aAi!ctions which, like hooping-cough, are attended with \ iolent pnroxyem:-1 of
cough, during which the return of venous blood from the brain i;; grently
impeded. Finally it often appears that tbe state of feeble, lanfruid circulation, depending upon want of pure air or of sufficient and uouri~hing
food, strongly predisposes to, or actually induces, this form of cerebral
1

con~estion .

SntPTO)IS.-Recognizing that cerebral congestion may occur at the
oo5:et or during th•! cour~e of various acute dise~ses, it is evident that the
symptoms <lue to the congel-itiou iu:elf' must frequently be complicatt?<l by
those of the primary affection. 'Ve may, howt?ver, give the following
brief sketcb of the symptoms which may be attributed to the two forms of
cerebral congestion.
The acthie form usually appears suddenly, though it may be preceded
for a fow days by a state of indisposition, with irritability aucl peevishnes~,
some fever, and a disordered state of the bowels generally, but uot always
consisting of constipation. The chief symptoms of the attack are great
heat of the head 1 and complaints1 in older children, of headache, intolerance of light and souud, nervousness, with i::tartings during sleep nnd
twitchings of the muscles. The pulse is frequent, the carotids throb, ancl
if the ::kull be still unossified the anterior fontunelle is tense and prominent, or the brain is seen aud folt to pulsate forcibly through it. If the:ie
symptoms be not relieved by appropriate treatment, or, in some ca~es,
without any premonitory stage, the child may pass into a state of more or
less profound stupor or coma i or, on the other hand 1 au attack of partial
or general convulsions may occur.
In passive congestiou the symptoms are apt to be less suddenly developed, but when marked they resemble iu many respects those which we
have described as indicative of the active form. There is, however, less
febrile excitement, and the force of the arterial puleation and the prominence nncl tension of the fontanelle are notably less. Still there are
uc;:;ually present great irritability, restless, disturbed sleep, muscular twitchiugs, or even convulsions; or, on the other hand, deepening indifference
to surrounding objects, resulting in profound stupor.
The duration and termination of these symptoms are very variable. If
the anatomical condition present bas been only one of great vascular distension, and appropriate treatment is promptly employed, the threatening
symptoms subside in the course of two or three days.
however, the
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congestion has been so extreme or bas lasted so long as to lead to serous
effu;:;ious or even to minute extriivasations of blood, the symptoms may
continue to deepen in gravily uotil the fatal result occurs, or else the attack sub~ides but leaves behind it some evideuce of injury to the bra.lati~--ue in the form of more or less lasting para lysis. Occasionally, however, complete recovery takes place, contrary to all expectation, after the
grnve symptoms above described have continued but slightly modified for
diiys or even weeks.
The diagnosis of cerebral congestion must be based upon the symptoms
above detailed, as well as upon the general considerations with which we
prefaced this article. The reader is also referrefl to the remarks made
under the head of diugnosis in the article on simple meningitis. It is, of
course, e:::seatial not only that the existeuce of cerebral congestion should
be recognized, but also that the form in which it presents itself should be
determiued, as this has a most important bearing upon the treatment to
be employed.
T1rnATl\fE);T.-Active cerebral congestion is to be treated like the first
~tnge of simple meningiti.!1, with calhartics and purgative enemata, calomel,
cold applications to the. l1ead, baths, revulsive11, full doses of bromide of
potassium, low diet, aud confinement to a. cool <lark chamber. 'Ve desire
to lay piuticular emphasis upon the employment of bromide of potassium,
11s its power of l~ssening active congestion of the nerve-centres is establi~hcd by very positive evideoce. Ergot or belladonna, which exert a
similar uctioo, may be associated with it. If the symptoms do oot
promptly yield to these measures, and there is no special contra-iodication,
we should recommend the use of local depletion by leeches or wet cups to
the temples or some part of the head.
In the lrealment of the po:ssive form, particular attention must be given
to the relief or removal of the primary cause. Unfortuuately, however,
in many instances this is not pos$ible. The urgeot symptoms themselves
must be promptly treated by cold app lications to the head, by active revulsion, by stri<..:t attention to the diet and the state of the bowels. If
great clanger exists, and the nature of the cam:e nnd the condition of the
child justi(v it, mild local depletion may be cautiously employed. If, on
the other hand, the case be n!:isociated with enfeebled notritioo, it may be
uece:-:sary to employ quiniu, ammonia, as oourishing a diet as can be dige~ted, and small amounts of stimulus.
If the coogestiou terminate in extravosation, the treatment for this conditioo and the paralytic symptoms which may result must be such as is
recommended under the head of cerebral hemorrhage.
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AHTICLE IV.

' " E shall cousider heruonhage of the brain under two heads, tbnt of
the substance, and that of the membranes; the former is usually de~ig
nated as cerebral, aad the latter as meaingeal apoplexy. Both tbe~e forms
of hemorrhage are of rare occurrence in childhood compared with other
db~ea~es of Lhe brain, and with their frequency during adult life and ol<l
age. Of the two kinds, that of' the meninges is the more common.

DEFINITION; FnEQUKNCY;

FORMs.-By cerf'bral apoplexy

or

hemor-

rhage is und erstood an effus ion of blood into the substance of the brain.

By mcuingeal apoplexy or hemorrhage is understC1od an effusion of blood
between the dura mater and craniurn, into the cavity of the arachnoid
membrane, beneath the arachnoid, or in the meshes of the pia mater.
Cerebral hemorrhage is a rare affoctiuu in childhood, while meningeal
apoplexy is of' more frequent occurrence. Rilliet and Barthez met with
unly eight cases of the former in their extensive experience, and with
eighteen cases of the latter. "re have our.selves met with thn;e cases of
hemorrhage into the substance of the brain, and with several of meningeal
apoplexy.
Hemorrhage into the substance of the brain occurs in two diffel'ent
forms: one in which the effused blood is contained in a cavity caused by
a laceration of the tissue of the orgao, and designated apoplexy iu a cavity;
and the other in which the blood is effused in a multitude of little points
of different sizes, and designated capillary apoplexy.
In addition to this, as in a remarkable case published by Dr. Dulles
(Philucla. Med. Times, July 22d, 1876), the hemorrhage may occur into
the ventricles of the brain, completely filling these cav ities.
In meningeal hemorrhage the blood may, as we have stated, be effused
between the dura mater and the bone. This form, however, is very rare,
so rare, indeed, that several writers deny its existence. It is proved, how·
ever, to have occurred, by a case reported by M~I. Rilliet and Barthez,
which is the only one they have met with. In by far the most common
form of the disease, the blood escapes into the cavity of the arachnoid
membr1rne, though in rare instances it is effused beneath or in the me:shes
of the pia mater.
CAUS~.-The causes of iutracranial hemorrhage, which appear to he
much the same in both forms of the affection, are rather obscure. In
uew·born infants, hemorrhage may ensue npou the intense congestion of
the vessels of the brain and its meninges occurring during severe aud pro·
longed labors. Again it is common to find more or less intracranial hem·
orrhage, either cerebral or meningeal, in children who have died from
tetanus neonatol'Ulll; a result to be expla ined by the intense passive con·
gestiou occurring during the stage of tetanic rigidity.
The causes of cel'ebral hemorrhage are very obscure, so much so, in·
dee<l, that som& writers have not attempted to ascertain them. They ap·
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pear to be the same in both forms of the affection. Amongst the ascribed cau~es are the sudden disappearance of eruptions of the scalp, observed in two cases by bDI. Rilliet and Bartbez, in one of which this effect
i:-< stated to have been produced suddenly by medical treatment, while in
the other it followed the application of poultices to a favous emption upon
the same part. This ca use mu st, however, it appears to us, be regarded as
purely illus1H"y. The disease is stated by l\L Legendre to have followed in
one ca~e a violent fit of anger. It is said also to have been produced by
various causes which acted as impediments to the circulation. The obstacle may be situated within or exterior to the cran ium. To the first class
belong cases in which the sinuses anrl. large venous trunks of the head have
been found obstructed by coagula of blood, or by the pressure of tumors,
generally of a tubercular nature; to the latter, tbose in which there is inteo!\e engorgement of the superior cava produced, as in prolonged paroxpms of hoopin g-cough, or ia obst ructive cardiac disease 1 or where there is
compre,:;sioa of this vessel by enlarged aa<I tubercular bronchial glands.
Another cause is thought to be the existence of confirmed cachexia and
geoeral debility from any diseased conditio n whatever 1 in which the blood
having become thin and lost its plasticity, escapes from the vessels with
great facility. This last condition is oue wbich almost always ex ists iu
connection with the causes cited as R.cting through the agency of obstruction to the circu latillD, and tends of course to augment their dangerous
eflects. Occasioually 1 also, aneurisms of the cerebral arteries, especially of
the middle ce rebrals, occur at an early age (several cases are 011 record at
the age of 1-l years), and by the rupture of the sac give rise to excessive
anrl rapidly fatal cerebral hemo rrhage.
\Ve have met with one case of extens ive he morrhage iuto the left corpus
st riatum and adjoining tissue in a boy of l~, e\·idently connected with advanced g rmrnlar degeneration of the kidneys, resulting from a previous
attack ofscarlatiua.
In sorne instances the hemorrhage occurs in the healthiest and most
vigorous coustitutions, and cannot be accounted for in any way.
It appears that meningeal apoplexy is most frequently met with in vny
young ch ildren, according to Ml\I. Rilliet and Barthez, between the ages
of one and two and a half yea r5, whilst M. Legendre did not meet with a
single case after three years of age in 2-18 autopsies. Cerebral and ventricular hemorrhage, on the contrary, are much more common after three
years of age than before, which is just the reverse of the law in regard to
meningeal effus ion.
ANATOMtcAL LESJONs.-The description of the lesions of hernOrrhage
into the substnuce of the brain nr.ed not detain us long, for they are rnuch
the same ns those observed iu the adult. When the blood is effused into
casities (apoplexy in cavities) 1 the latter are usually small iu size, seldom
exceeding from one to two-thirds of an inch in diameter, though in rare
cases they have been found much larger. The cavity is formed by a
laceration of thesubstauce of the brain, and is filled with soft, dark coagula,
or sometimes with fluid blood i the walls of the cavity coa:-;i:st so metimes
of the~ubstanceof the brain, which may be of a rosy color and natural con-
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sistence, or yellowish and softened, while in other instances they are formed
of more or less numerous points of capillary apoplexy. The capillary form
of effusion occurs in the shape of a number of points, scarcely so lnrge us
the head of a small pin, and of a dark or brownish color, which contrai<IS
strongly with that of the cerebral tissue. These points evi<leutly consh,t
of' true co:i.gula, which are sometimes su rround ed by small yellowish
areol::e. The substance of the brain around the effusion is either white,
firm, and perfeCtly healthy, or softened , and of a whitish, reddish, or
ye1lowish color. The capillary effusions are generally limited within 11
space of from a third of au inch to ai;i inch and a half in size, but they
have been found scattered ovel' a large portion of the hemispheres.
Both forms of hemorrhage are much more common in the cerebrum than
cerebellum, and occur more frequently on the left than ri ght side. In
addition to the sauguine effusion there is generally considerable conges·
tion of the pia mater, of the venous sin uses, or of the substance of the
brain itself.
In describing the lesions of men ingeal apop lexy, we shall confine cwr
remarks to the effusion which occurs into the cavity of the arachnoid, this
being, as we have already remarked, by far the most frequent form of the
disease.
The appearances presented by the ca\•ity of the arachnoid into which
the effusion has taken place vary greatly in different cases, according to
the age of the chi ld, the quantity of the hemon ha ge, and the period of
time wh ich may have elapsed between the accident and the death of the
patient. It is very uncommon to find pure liquid blood, though this has
been met with. In the case published by Dr. Dulles (loc. cit.), which uc
curred at the age of six months, the la teral ventricles were filled completely with firm ancl partly organized clot•, a large firm clot filled the
third ventricle. The snrromr<l ing brain tissue was deeply stained, but
was not lacerated. In most iustances, there is a bloody serum mixed
with thin, reddish coagula, contained in a soft and very delica te membrane lining the internal Slll'face of the arachnoid . Sometimes the
effusion is tbin, limpid, and more or less yel lowish in color, while at otber
times it is thick and brownish, or chocolate-colored. In some rare
cases it is perfectly transpareut an<l colorless. The fluid, in whatever
state it ex ists, appears to be the result of transformations undergone by
the effused blood. Th e solid portion of the blood or clot is found either
in the condition of more or less recent coagula, or changed into false mem·
branes, wbich sometimes resemble very closely the arachnoid itself, an<l
sometimes a true fibrous membrane. The coagula are found in the form
of thin membranes, varying between one or two lines in thi ckness, an<l an
inch and a half to two inches in size. Th ey are thickest generally in the
centre, where they me35ure between a fiflh of a line and two lines, an<l
are brownish or greenish in color, and of variable consistence, according
to their age. These coagula may exist upon any portion of the brain, hut,
according to ~Il\I. Rilliet and Barthez 1 are most frequently met with upo?I
its convex surface.
The coagula just referred to undergo in some instances a curious cl1ange,
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of which we ::!hall give a short description. lu the course of time the
fibriuou~ portions of the bloo<l are deposited upon the iuternal surfac:es of'
the cavity of tbe arachnoid, in the form of a new membrane. " rhen death
ol'cur:-1 :-oon·after the onset of the attack, the parietal la yer of the arach·
uoid i~ found to be completely lined with this membrnniform production,
whil~t the vi!:iceral or cerebral layer is CO\'Cred by it only in certain points.
\\'hl'n the cn~e bus la.sted n longer time, on the contrary, the visceral as
well a~ the parietal layer of th e arachuoid ruay be CO\Tered with the new
1>roductiou, and when thi:S happens there is formed a true sac or cyst, des·
titute of opening, which lines the whole interior of the arachnoid, and
coutuins within its cavity bloody serum and coaguln . At first thi:s new
mc111braue is redd ish in color, ela,itir., and of a stronger texture than might
be ~upposed from its appareut thinoess and softness. Its thickness is generally about a teuth of u line. At a later period Lhe walls of the cpit be·
coiul! :so thin and tran:iparent that they have been mistaken for the arnch·
noid iLsclJ'. They ditfor, however, from the laLLer in being rather less
tmn ... parunt and thin, anrl particularly in the circumstance of presenting
numerous vascular arborizn..tions. When death occu rs at this stage, which
)[,Legendre (whose description we chiefly follow) cal ls the second period,
or that of complete organizatiQn of the cyst, the external surface of the
lnttcr is found to adhere intinmtely to the parietal portion of the arach·
noid membrane, by very rlelicatc ce llular tissue, though uot with so much
forl'c but that it may be detttched by traction. The internal portion of
the new membrane, ou tbe contra ry, which is lubri cated by the ~erosity of
the arachnoid ti~ue, is very slightly adherent to the lnyer of that mem·
brnne coveri11g Lhe brain.
:--:o long us the cy~t formed by the new membrane, or, as it is called by
)l)[. Hillier and Biirthu, the p.~emlo-araclmoicl membrane, contains an
timolmtof fluid sufficient lo keep its s urface~ sepnrnte<l, its cav ity is si ngle.
WIH~n,on the contrary, the walls of th e cyst have come into contact, either
liec::uise of' the parti1d ft.bsorption of the contained fluid, 01· because tbe
fluid !ms accu111ulate<l at the lowest points, or wherever there is the lea~t
re. . i~tnuce, the cavity becomes multilocular ia consequence of rhe cohe,:,ion
of its walla at certain points.
The si1.e of the cyst varies exceed ingly. Sometimes it covers the greater
p1u'l of' the convex surface of one hem isphere, sometimes the whole, while
iu otlrnr instances it extends to the base, forming iu that case a nearly cumJllete l'!bcll for the whole brain. The quantity of fluid varies iu ditthent
cu~~. Hometirnes it amounts only to a few large spoonfuls; in others, to
one or two, or eight or nine ounces; in one case observed by ~DI. Rilliet
aud llarthez there was upwards of a pint on each side, or more than a
llllttrL in all.
In most iu:stauces the hemorrhage orcurs into both halves
of the arachnoid membrane, so that there is a cyst for each hemisphere .
.:\lure rarely it occurs only 01.1 one side.
111 the l'!Cco nd stage, and when the effusion is very large, which rarely
lmppen:-; ~xcept in young children, and prior to oss ification of the fonta·
nclle.~ or sutu res, the le.siun co nstitutes a form of chronic external h~·drn·
C:t!plrnlu , un<l the symptomd ttre such a.s will be detailed uurler the head
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of this latter disease. The vault of the cranium is ealargf.cl by the t111natural promioence of the frontal and parietal bones; the sutures arP
more open than usual, anrl the anterior foutaae\le is rlistended and pr<Jtuberant. 'Vheu the effusion occurs thus early in lifo bC'fore complete
ossification of the skull, the brain does not appear compressed or flattened,
a3 it. does when the disease occurs at a later period.
The visceral portion of the arachnoid is often thickened, opaque, and
more resisting thau natural. The pia mater is frequently infiltrated wid1
a good deal of serosity, which sometimes has a gelatinous appearance.
·when death has occurred in the first stage of the disease, the brain usually
presents signs of hyperremia. The veins on the surface of the hemispheres are enlarged, the cortical substance is of a bright rose-gray color,
and the medullary portion is dotted over with drops of hloo<I. Sometimes
the cellular substance beaeath the arachnoid is slightly infiltrated with
serosity, at other times not. The ventricles contain a very small quuntity

of fluid.
The exact anatomical causes of the cerebral hemorrhage in children is
still subject to some doubt. It appears probable that it usually results
from intense determination of blood to the head, or from extreme passire
congestion, which lead to the rupture of vessels so minute as to escape
notice, or possibly in some cases to the transudation of blood through the
capillary walls without actual rupture. \Ve are not aware that any careful microscopic examination has yet been ma<le of tbe conditic..n of the
walls of the vesse ls in such cases. In some rare instances, however, as in
one witnessed by ..M. Legendre, the effusion is the result of the rupture of
a vessel of some size. In the case observed by him, death took place i11
twelve hours from the attack, and the left hemisphere was found covered
with a layer of coagulated blood, which had escaped from a ruptured vein.
(Bibliofh. d1< Med. Prat., t. vi, p. 192.)
SYMPTOMS; DuRATION.-The symptoms of hemorrhage into lhesubslance
of the brain in the child are, as a general rule, extremely obscure and uu·
certain, though in some few cases that have been observed they were as
charaeteristic as those which occur in adults. In obscure cases the chief
symptoms that have been noticed were restlessness, delirium, headache,
violent fever, grindiug of the teeth, and, after a time, complete abolitiou
of the intelligence, fixity of the eyes, invariable dilatation of the pupil1:,
stertorous respiratinn, and general insensibility. Of three cases reported
by i\I. Valleix ( Ctinique des .Mal. des E1if. )J the nature of the disorder was
ea.::;ily diagnosticated in one by the existence of complete hemiplegia, while
in the two others the only marked symptom was entire immobility. The
only certain symptom of the disease, therefore, would be a sudden attack
of heruiplegia, either as the primary symptom, or following coma or convulsions, and lasting for at least several days. Au attack of general
paralysis would not be by any means so certain, as this may exist in sev·
eral other diseases of' childhood.
In a case which came unller our charge, we believe the attack to lrn.ve
been one of apoplexy of this kind.

SYMPTO:\JS OF' TllE MENINGEAL FORM.

,)-J5

('_\!l:E.-.\ g irl , two yenl°i'I a ncl A. half old , apparently in the enjoyment of excellent
healt h, WtL'l sudcl('nly, and without a:;('ertaina bl e cau-.e, attacked with violent genera l
<'OIH'Uli<ion~ and entire insen<>iliilit_\1, whith Jai.;te<l with very f!light 1·emi<>.. ions of lhe
convulsive movemenL'l, but without a11y return ofcon:,sciowmesi;, for twelve hour::;. At
llw end of that tim e the l'Oll\' lllsions c-ea.-;erl ent ire!.'·, and she very ~oon regained hC'r
t'Onst'iou-.nes.~, rcm:dning merely peevis h and lnngnid. Hhe was, however, cornpletcl_v
hemi plcg ic on the left ~ id e, ~ thnt she oou ld neither ri~ in bed nor tnrn iowardi.
the right side. Tli e paralysis diminished rapidly, but regularly, '>0 th at at the end
of th ref' day!l she could 1>it up in bed, nnd in a few week~ wa.c, perfec1ly well. Thi,.
l'hild remained well, with the exception of rather unu ~ua l es:ci t a!J il it~·. and !';Ome
pce\·i., hncs:; of temper, for three yea~, \l' h en !oih e died of i;carlet fe\•e r. Xo autopsy
<:oulcl lie made.

The obscurity which exists in these cases will be clearly uud e rstood
who will read two exa mpl es give n by Dr. \\fest (loc. cit., p.
101i2 ).
With a short quotation from the work of ~DL Rilliet and Barthez we
shall pass on to the subj ect of me niogeal apoplexy. These authors re mark
(op. cit., t. ii , p. 54), in s peaking td' this a ffecti on, that· • cerebral sy mptoms
have been observed to exist, but of so unu sual a c haracter, and so different
from what have been assig ned by writers to apop lexy, that they co uld not
lea<l to a dingno~ i ti of the di sease."
We sh all describe the sy mptoms of th e m.eniugcal forin of' hemo rrhage
und er Lw o hea(ls : first, as they present th emselves in. the acute, and, seconrl ,
as th ey occur iu th e chronic or second stage of th e affec ti on.
Unfortunately th e symptoms of th e 3c ute or first stage are not much
more certain and distiact than those of cerebral hemorrhage. The Jisease
may beg in with fever and so me convulsive movem e nts, or, as happened in
a case r ~ port ed by :M. Vall eix, with violent genera l co nvul sion s. Vumit·
ing sometim es occurs at the bt>g inuing, but is usually very slig ht. It is
diffi cult to kuow whethe r hea dach e exists or not at the early age at which
thi ~ disease commonly occurs. Th e convulsive moveme nts ge uera ll y at'·
ferL particu larly th e eyes, and are followed by so me deg ree of strab is mu s.
The appetite is Jost from the first; th e thirst is mode rate; there is no
(·omitipation. Saon afte r th e sy mptoms just d escri bed, per ma neut cont rac·
lions of th e hands and feet appear, whic h are followed by attacks of tonic
or cloni c convulsions, durin g which sensibility anrl intelligence are abol·
ished. Between the attacks of convulsions there is som uolencl\ which
though slig ht at first, beco mes more marked as the case goes on. Th e
anacks of couvul~ious become more anJ more frequent as the case pro·
gre::"~e~ 1 until at last th ey u.re neal'ly constant.
The tonic couvul:sious
atfect both the limbs mid trunk, but particularly the former, whilst th e
t:louic spasms occupy so metimes oue side of th e body, so metimes the up·
per extremity alone, aud at other tim es the wh ole body 1 but even tben
ure usuall y stronger on one side than on the other. P1ualysis is rarely
noticed in the disease; iL occurred ollly in one out of nine ca:ses observed
by l\L L egeudre, aud in one out of seve oteen obse rved by l\HL E.illi e t
and Barlhez.
Dr. W est re marks ( p. 1061 ) : "The absence of paralytic sy mptom s,
however, is uot th e i;ole cau~c of the ohsc11r ity of the::e cases, but the i11di·
3;
b~· any one
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cations of cerebra l disturbance, by which they are attended, vary greally

in kind as in degree.

The suddeu occurrence of violent

com·uli.;ion~ 111111

th eir frequent return, alternating with spasmodic contructiou of the finl!e1·.i
and toes in the intervals, appear to be the 111ost frequeut i11dicatiou::1 of the
effusion of blood upon the su rfa. ce of the bruin. I need not say, howerrr,
that such symptoms, taken alone, would by 110 means justil)' you in iult:1ri11g that au effusion had taken place." Dr. " 'est adverts particularly to

the fact Lhat apoplexy in the child is especially apt to occur in tho!<e who
are weakly and foeble, nod gives to this form of the disease the appellation
of the cachectic form of cerebral hemorrhage.
It must be remembered that iu cases of valvu lar disease of the heart,
embolism of one of the cer~bra l arteries may occur from the dcttlc:hmult
of a frugment of a vPgetatiou. 'Ve have observed this acci<leut in a young
girl, eight years of age, where the symptoms which marked the occurrt:uce
of the embolism were brief u11cousci0usnes~, followed by complete lef't-sidtd
sudden hemiplegia. The diagnosis may be made in theoe rare cao:;e:; l1y
the detection of the physical signs of orgauic disea!;e of the heart, au<l by
the ltS:S severe cerebral symptoms which, as a rule, atteud it. The hcmiplegiu which fol lows embolism may be partial or complete. In our ca~c~
it per::.ioted, with coutractiuu of the parnlyze<l members, until death.
The chron ic form pre~ents most of the symptoms which exi~t i11 aequir<:d
ch ronic hydrocephalus from serou:; tfful:iiou iuto the ventricles. Th~ crauium is \'ery large in proportion to the face; the sutures are not o.s:;ifil'd;
there is strabismus, with dilatation of the pupils; the sense of ~ight is
generally but not always retained; the face lo1'es iki expre::;::.ion; if the
child was old enough ut the moment of the attack to show signs of iutcl·
ligence, the latter are found to diminioh rather than increase, and sometimes .they are lou eut ircly, as the size of the head augments; and the
child is apt to utter loud cri er:; 1 particularly during the night. The cutaneous sensibility is in general neither lost nor diminished. The power of
motion usually remains, though it was emirely lo::.t in one citse. The ap·
·
petite and thirst persist.
The dw·alion of cerebral apoplexy is very irregular. In one ca.~e
c1uoted by Ml\I. Rilliet anJ Barthez, it was a quarter of an hour; in
another, an hour; in a third, forty-eight day:::;; and in one repL1rted by )[.
Valleix, in a very young infant, recovery was nearly perfect iu a little
less than two months, when the child was seized with pneumonia and
died.
The duration of meningeal apoplexy is all:io irregular. According to .M.
Legendre, all the recent cases seeu by him i11 the Children':; Ilospitul, died
iu from eight to twelve clays, apparently rather from intercurreut di~ea:;ed
thn.n from the primary affection itself, whilst ca::ses occurring in subjec~
placed iu better hygienic conditions, and not attacked with intercurreut
affCctions, passed into the secoud or hydroceplrnlic stage of the <li.~ca.-;e.
The second stage lasted, according to the same auL110r, in the four cu~es
which he witnessed, from eight to tbirty mouths, n.ud then death was the
result, not of cerebral symptoms, but of complicatiou::; affecting the thoracic
organs.
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Due1~·0~1~.-The diagnosis of cerebral hemorrhage is, as we ha,·e al-

ready !<hlted, very difficult, unless hemiplegia exi~t. \Vhen the case commence~. a~ it often does, with COD\'tilsioDs or with inflammatory symptoms,
it io ofteu impossible to distingui::..h it from acute or tubercular di!!ease of
the brain.
The diagnosis of meningeal bemorrhage is also very often extremely
difficult. Not unfrequently it occurs io the course of other diseases 1 aud
is theu entirely lateut. Io acute, primary cases, the most important and
cJi..;tiuctive symptoms are tbe early age of' the subjects, between one and
three yea rd generally; the violent fever from the commencement, markeJ
by full frequent, and regulal' pulse; the absence of constipation; the frequency of the convulsive attack;:l, and particularly the permaneut coutraction with rigidity of the feet an<l haod-i.
The diagnosis between the form of hydrocephalus which follows meningeal apoplexy, and ventricular serous hydrocephalus, is exceeJingly
ob::icure. The ouly circ um::..tances wbicb seem to ha ve aoy real Yalue are
the acute commeucement of the disease with the ~ymptoms above Jetailed,
and the early age of the patient. l\lilL Rilliet and Barthez state that
they have never known a child of two years old, or younger 1 to <lie of
ventricular serous hyUrocephalus from tumors, whether t.ubercular or
not, of' the brain; in all such cases the effusion has been the rc~ult of n
hemorrhage.
Pnousobrs.-The prognosis of both forms of the disease is very gra\•e,
hut it is impossible to a~certain it with a ny certainty, so long as the symptomatology of the two afJi.:c.:tious is so obscure as we have fouud it to be.
Tilllt cerebra l hemorrhage is susceptible of cu re, however, is proved by
the case reported by l\I. Valleix, already referred to, iu which the child
had uearly recovered, when it was seized wit.h another disease which destroyed it. Reco\•ery from meningeal apoplexy is certain ly extremely
rnre i we believe, however, that we ha\'e met with at least one case in
which this nfl~ction terminate<l favorably.
'l'HEATMENT.-The treatment must depend on the diagnosis and the
special charncter of the symptoms in each case. In a sudden and severe
attnck, occurring in a strong aud hearty child, in whic:h the symptoms of
cougc::ition of the brain are strongly marke<l, and where we are uot yet
ccrtllin that actual hemi)rrhagc ha.j taken place, we should immediately
resort to a geueral or !veal bloodletting. It was formerly customary to
employ ve11e~ection in all such cases 1 but we believe that equal relief can
be obtaiued by freely cupping or leeching the back of' the neck.
Wben, however, we have ·every reason to believe that blood bas been
eff'u:-:ed, either iu the membranes or into the substance of the brain, it i~
evident that bloodletting can produce but little effect, and that only in
reducing the general fulness of the cerebral vesseJs. In such cases we
should certainly limit ourdelve:3 to the application of a few cut cups or
leeches to the nucbn, if any blood at all is to be withdrawn.
It mu::it be further remarked, however, that io many cases of cerebral
or me11iugenl apoplexy, depletion in any form is entirely contra-indicated;
siucc, ns bns u.lready been stated, the effus iou of blood occurs frequently
1
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ia feeble and weakly children, and either in the course of

80me acute or
chronic disease, or as a consequence of previous diseases which ha\·e exhausted the forces of the constitution and induced a state of clyscra::ia. nn<I
diffiuence of the blood. In such cases as these it is clear that the only
chauce of recovery must depend upon maintaining the system in perfect
rest, avoiding any perturbation or depres:sing measures, and endeavoring
to support the vital powers till reaction occurs, and an opportunity for
the absorption of the effused blood i3 secured.
If there is undL1e heat of the head,cold appli cations should be immediately
made to it, either by wet cloths, the ice bladder, or by cold affusion. At
the same time, if there is reason to suspect the presence of undigested or
irritating matters in the al im entary canal, a moderately active purgative
dose shoul<l be administered.
Counter-irritants are always useful arljuvants to the remedies alrea<l_v
mentioned. They shou ld consist at first of mustard plasters applied to
the extremities, and shifted from place to place. When the severe symp·
toms do uot yield after some hours, it ruay be well to apply a blister to
the nape of the neck.
The diet must be very strict, and should consist only of barley or arrowroot-water, for a few days.
The temperature of the room should be kept cool; and the child should
be pla'·ed with the head aud truuk somewhat ele\·ated, and kept profoundly
quiet.
For the paralysis which follows apoplexy in children, we believe that
the most important, and indee<l the only treatment necessary, is attention
to the general health of the patient, in order to give to nature time and
opportunity to effect the absorption of the clot which has been thrown out
into the substance of the brain, or into the cavity of the arachnoid membrane. This process may, however, be aided and hastened by the prolonged administration of iodide of' potassium with the iodi<le of irnn. Io
cases of meningeal apoplexy, when the disease assumes the chronic form,
occasiouing the kind of hydrocephalus we have described, there is little
more to be done than to attend to the general health of the child, and to
endeavor to promote absorption of the fluid by the internal administration
of diuretics, and the preparations of iodine. lt has been propose<l also to
get rid of the fluid by tapping, a3 has been done in congenital hydrocephalus, and it is indeed in cases of the form we are now consideriug,
when the fluid is entirely external to the brain, and where no malformation or organic disease of the brain exists, that this operation has been
found most successful. ( See treatment of chronic hydrocephalus.)

ARTICLE V.

Tms term is applied to an affection characterized by an excessive accu·
rnulation of serous flui<l, either within the ventricles of the brain or the
sac of the arachnoid.

ANATOMICAL

APPEARANCES .

The oame~ internal and externf'll have also been applied to it, io accordanre with the position of' the fluid: the former beiog given to those cases
whPre the ventricles are the seat of the morbid collection, and the latter
indic::atiug that the fluid has accumulated in the cavity of the arachnoid
aud consequently surrounds the exterior of the brain. Chrouic hydrocephalus may either be congenital or acquired, the lalter \'ariety pl'eseuting
the most intPrest in a practical point of view, since congenital hydrocephalus is usually associated with some malformation of the brain which renders extra-uterine life almost impossible.
Jn either form it is a comparatively rare clisease in this city. Our
more recent experience, however, has furnished us with numerous opportunities for studying its symptoms, treatment, and pathology.
MORBID APPEARANC::Es.-There are iu<leed few diseases in which it is
of more importance to correctly establish the exact nature of the morbid
process and the resulting lesions, sinre, as we shall see in a later part of
this cli.:;c:ussion, questions of tbe utmost practical value binge upon the deterrniuation.
l11ter11al llydrocf'phaltts.-Io this condition the amount of 6uid is often
very large, aud varies from half a pint or a pint, to even as much as a
gallon. Trousseau mentions a case where the fluid weighed 30 pound8',
uud Fl'ank one in wbich it weighed 50 pounds. The formation of this
accumulation being gradual, the cavities of the brain accommodate themsel\•es~ to it, the ventricles become distended, anU the communications between their cav ities nl'e all enlargedi and occasionally the septum lucidum
is perforated. This distension is usually most marked in the lateral veu·
tricle~. The hemispheres of the bra in yield to the pressure of the iucreasing collection in the veiJ.tricles; ~heir convolutions are unfolrlecl and flat~
teued, so that the iuterya) betweeu them is only marked by a sinuuus
shallow groove, and the hemispheres are so thinned out as to form a lnyer
uot exceeding a few lines iu thickness. It is not unusual, however, even
when the distension of the br..1iu has proceederl to this extreme degree, to
be able to tnice the cineritious aud white layers, preserviug their normal
relations. The consistence of the expanded brain-substance varies in different cases; usually, however, it remains normal, or is even increased,
though in !'ome cases it has been fouu<l so soft as to tear upon the slightest
trnction. 'l'he structures at the base of the brain present the same changes
in consistence.
One of the most important questions in this relation, as hearing upou
the cau,:;a.lion of the affection, concerns the conditiou of the lining mem·
brane of the \'entricles.
Tbe aualogy of all other serous membranes would lead us to infer that
in those cases where no mechanical obstruction to the circulation exists,
such as a tubercular tumor pressing upon the sinuses of the brain, we
should look for the cause of the serous accumulation inn morbid state of
the lining membrane of the ventricles. This view is fully confirmed by
the fludy of fatal cases of internal hydrocephalus, since in many cases this
membrane is fouud much thickened, nod either softened or roughened and
grnnular. The granular condition of the membrane presents runny degrees:
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in some cases it is merely a slight irregu larity of the surfaCE\ while in otbers
there is an unevenness as marked as tLat of sh:.tgreen, fl!' even a formation
of granules, which, nt times, measure one-tl1 ird of au inch in diameter, or
even become distinctly peduoculated.
Occasionally, a false membrane is found lining one or both \'entricle~,
as the result of the chronic inflammation of the lining membrane of the~e
cavities.
Even when the symptoms of hydrocephalus have not appeared until ~orue
time after birth, the braiu may be found to present positive evidences of
congenital malformation, in the retarded development of some of the
structures at its base.
The veins of Galen and sinuses of the <lura mater are usually found in
a healthy state, with their calibres riuite free i a fact which is of importance
in considering the mode of production of internal hydrocephalm=.
In e:r:lernal hydrocephalus, the collection of fluid occurs in the !lac of
the arachnoid, or in a pseudo-cyst rei:ulting from the tran::formatiou of n
blood-clot, as describetl in our remarks on meningeal apoplexy; the brain
is separated from the cranial vault and compressed against the ba~e of the
skull, as the lung is forced back agaillst the spinal column by the fluid of
hyrlrothorax.
The superior cerebral veius, passing from the surface of the brain to the
longitudinal siou~. trnverse the fluid, and at times are so much stretched
as to raise the surface of the brain into point.<::.
'
Excepting in cases, however, where the disease is congenital and coincident with some original malformation of the brain, there is no absolute
diminution in the size of this organ.
The character of the fluid varies considerab ly in different Cllses, and
probably depends to a great exte11t upon the cause.
In an analysis by Spengler of the fluid erncuated in a case of h_vdrocephalus hy puncture, the fluid was clear and colorlessj specific gravity
1010, of acid reaction, and contained no albumen. It also contained
chlorides and phosphates of soda and potas::;a, but no sulphates. It appearf', therefore, in such cases as this, that the fluid is not the result of
inflammation, but rather due to a passive dropsy. It is, we beli eve, especially in cases of external hydrocephalus, where the fluid results from the
transformation of a sanguineous effusion, that it possesses these characteni.
Ou the other hand, the fluid frequently contains a large amount of organic matter, and closely resembles the effusion in pleuri~y or pericardiLis.
Thu~, in a case reported by Battershy, which was tapped eight time~, the
iiuid always contained varying, and sometimes very large, prnportious of
albumen.
Cm1.,es of Internal Hydrocephahls.-The opinions of the highest author ities and most experienced observers still diffor widely upon this important
point.
\Ve hnve alluded to the foct that not unfrequently the brain is found to
pre~eut evidences of congenital malformation, and this fact has led to the
opinion that internal hydrocephalus is almost invariably the eff~ct of ar·
rested development of the braio .
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Rilliet and Barthez place the effusion in this aff~ction in the class of pa~
sive dropsies, and express their belief that most frequently the cause of
internal hydrocephalus is to be found in compression of the veins of Galen
or ventricular veius, caused by the development of a tumor in the cranial
cavity, and usually in the lobes of the cerebrum.

The unfttvornble influence which either of the~e views would have upon
the prognosis anrl treatment of this disease, is of course evident.
On the other hand, however, the opinion is ad\'anced that the startingpoint of internal hydrocephalus is, in fact, a morbid condition of' the lining
membrane of the V('ntricles.
We have b1·iefly described the appearances of this membrane which ha Ye
now been observed in numerous well authenticated c11.ses of internal hydro·
cephaluti, and which plainly indicate the pre-existence of a chronic in flam·
matiou, so Lhnt we are led to believe that in a certain number of ca~es, at
leMt, the Pffu~ion is due to a slow inflammatory action in the lining membrane of the ventricles. Those cases in which these appearances have been
found a~sociated with retarded development of the brain, may be readily
explained upon the ~upposition that the inflammation has been excited ut
ll mor~ or Jess advanced period of intra-uterine li fe, ::ind that the resulting
etfui:ioo has so compressed the structures at the base of the brain as to prPvent their normal development. We may add that many eminent authori ·
tirR, as Trousseau, now adhere to this view.
In a very interesting case of this form which we have lately had under
oh!<en·atioll, the mother, a very intelligent and healthy woman, had quite
n i:e\•ere fall about the fourth month of pregnancy. In addition to thi.:i,
however, she lost a favorite brother-in-law from a violent attack of cerebroi=pinal meniDgitis about the same time. She nursed him constantly <luring
hii!. illness, and was very deeply impressed with the unnatural appearance
of hid face and head, which had been shaved. This became so fixed an
impression that more than once, between the time of his death and the
birth of her child, she said it would not be strange if something were to
prove wrong about the baby's head. \Ve attributed the hydrocephalus
which did actually develop in her infant to inflammatory changes, perhaps
induced by the fall; but the powerful maternal impre~sion above men·
tiuned certainly constituted a cu;· ious coincidence.
In C'ase1l, however, where the effus ion into lhe ventricles depends upon the
development of a tumor in the cranial cav ity, the growth will usually be
found to occupy the cerebral lobes in such a manner as to compress the
veins of Galen, which p·tss along the un<lersurface of the corpus callosum,
nnct are indeed the on ly true ventricular veins.
The causes of external hyclroceplmlu.s are perhaps less obscure and trncertain than those of the ioternal form.
In some case8, rhe effusion in the sac of the arachnoid is evidently
due to a rupture of some portion of a bra.in d istended by accumulation
of fluid in the ventricles, and hence is merely a sequel of internal hydro·
ceplrnlus.
Acrording to the able investigations of Legendre. an<l Rilliet and Barthez, one of' the most frequent causes of external hydrocephalus is hemor-
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rhngP. into the arachnoid space; the effus:ed blooil undergoing change~
\\ hich result in the pre-:eace of large quantities of clear fluid, as de:"cribt·d
f\L length in our remarks on meningeal apoplexy. \Ve have nllud1:d to
the fact that in mauy c:ases of external hyd rocephalus the diminution iu
size of the brain is comparative rather than real; but there are inotnuce:i
where this form of the disease is found associatf"<l with malformation of
the brain, which appears as a small, misshapen mass, pressed agu.im1t the
auterior part of the base of the :1kull. In such cases, it appears as though
the fluid ·were poured out to fill up the vacuum between the skull and
atrophied brain. It i:s also poS5ible that these conditions may be pro·
duced by the OC'CurrenC'e of hemorrhage iuto the arachnoid space during
intra-uteriue life, and before the brain had attained its normal develop·
ment.
SYMPTOMS; PnYSICAl~ APPl~ARANCE.-The unusual size of the head is
one of the most striking symptoms of hydrocepbalus. In runny cases
as~ociated with atrophy or retarded developmeHt of the bones of the face
Rnd the rest of the hody, this enlargement appears even more monstrou3
than it in reality is. The diameters of the crnoium are, however, very
much enlarged; cases being on record in which at the age of a few weeks
the circumference of the head has been twenty-three inche~, or e\'eu
lllOl'e.
The increase in the size of the heat.I is not, however, invariably the
earliest sign of the di.;;ease, being frequently preceded by marked symp·
toms of nen-ous disturbance, or of impaired nutrition.
The bones ofthc cranial vault which contribute to this enlargement are
the frontal, the parietal:;, the occipital, and the sq1.?amons portion of the
temporals. \Vhen the dh;ease makes its appearance before the ossification
of the sutures and fontanelles has been completed, the gradual increa~e of
the fluid separates the~e bones more and more widely. The occipita l bone
thus is pushed backwards, the parietals outwards and backwards, the fron·
tal upwards and forwards. The increase in the size of the head is thus
effected by the widening of the sagittal and coronal sutures, and by en·
largement of the anterior fontanelle.
The displacement of the froutal bone gives rise to a marked prmninf"nce
of the forehead, which overhangs the diminutive features; while at thf"
same time the pre~sure of the flui<I depresses its orbital plate iuto au ob·
liqlle position, contracts the orbital space, and gives rise to the character·
i::ilic appearance of the eye, the globe being prominent hut directed down
wards so as to be buried beneath the lower eyelid, which eoncen.ls almo:it
the entire cornea.
The membrane which covers in the enlarged sutures is often distended
and prominent, or remains on the normal level. A distinct seu~e of flue·
tuation is readily obtained by palpating one of these spaces, and in some
cases, principally in young infants, and where the collection is very large,
the head is absolu tely translucent. When life is prolonged, and the dis·
ease arrested, the ossification of the cranial vault is effec ted by the de·
velopment of numerous supernumerary bone8, or ossa triquetra, in the
membranous spaces. These liltle bones are consequently found in the
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lnrgc;:;t numbers in the coronal and sagittal sutures, where the deficiency
is greate..:t and most wide. 'Vhen, on the other band, the disease does not
begin until the sutures have unite<l and the fontanelles ossified, it is rare
for the head to attain any very large size. In a few cases, however, occurring in children of even nine years of age, the sutures have reopened
under the continuous pressure, and the bones have been found separated
as much as half an inch.
)[ore usually, however, in such case8, the pressure seems to expend
itilelf in thinning the crnnial boucs, which become reduced to mere shells
of light, fragile compact bone. Occasionally, so far from inducing thinning of the bones, actual hypertrophy occurs, and the bones of the cranial
vault acquire an unusual thickness, and at the same time are dense and
inclurated.
The early symptoms of the disease vary much. 'Vben it is congenital,
there are nearly al ways evidences of cerebral disturbance either from the
dnte of birth, or appearing within a few days. These symptoms are occasiounlly sl ight, consisting mel'ely in an uunatural exp1·e:Ssion, with oscilla·
tion of the eyes or stra.bismus; or, on the other hand, there may be attacks
of convulsions frequently repeated.
These symptoms speedily become associated with en largement of the
head and the characteristic alteration of physiognomy. 'Vben the disease is Hrictly acquired, the early symptoms ure even more varied. In
one set of cases they are thnse of hemorrhage into the arachnoid; in
another the ev id ences of inflammation of the sero us lining of the ventricles, of more or less acute character, are present; whilst in numerous
co.~es the only symptoms \\\hich precede the enlargement of the head are
th o!l.e of failiug nutrition.
Usually the aspect of children suffering with this affection is tranquil,
or they may even present a certain unuatural gravity and apathy of expression.
Cerebral Sympfoms.-At times the intelligence of the chi ld, though perhaps poorly developed, remains intact, and there is no marked cerebral
disturbance.
lu ot l~er cases, however, the a<lvance of the disease is attended with a
gradual failure of the intelligence, and impairment of the specia l senses,
and especially of vision.
In addition to the displacement of the g lobes of the eyes and alterations
in the pupils already mentioned 1 the accumulation of fluid rapidly causes
obstruction to tbe return of venous blood through the sinuses, so that even
at an early stage ophthalmoscopic examination shows marked changes in
the fundus of the eyes. These consist in increase in the number and size
of the veins of the retina, with later serous infiltration or even atrophy of
the optic papilla.
The nervous symptoms are at times much more marked; and there may
be frequently recurring convu lsive attacks, or1 ns \V est mentions haviug
seen in several cases, spasmodic attacks of difficult breathing, with a crowing sound in inapiration (laryngismus stridulus).
According to Rilliet and Barthez, the common seu3ibility of the surface
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is often impaired; and there may be more or le~s complete parnly~i~, or
contraction with rif!idity of the extremities.
It is, of course, difficult to e~timate the amount of suffering experienre<l
by the liulc patients; ordinarily it does not nppear grent, and iudeed in
~ome cases it has seeme(l chiefly due to the oppositioo offered by the rrnninl walls to the dii;:.ten.::ion of the brait1.
In one case of l\lM. Ril\iet nncl Barthez, the development of acute pain
cc.incideil with tho o~sification of the fontnnelle~.
The genercd eondifion of childreu suffering with chronic hydrocephalus
\·aries greatly.
In some cn~es they preserve their appetite and dige,.tion, and appear
well nourished and strong tn a late period in the attack; but more frequently they present marked evidences of impairrnent of nutrition.
The appc>tite may indeed rt!main, but the child loses both flesh and
~trength; the bowels Hre irregular; usually coustipated, but alternating
with temporary attacks of diarrhCl'a.
In the majority of cases, perhap~, these 1'1.ymptoms nre not sufficiently
pronounced to estabfo:h the character of the attnck, until the increa.:;ing
~ize of the head becomes rnaoifest, and the child acquires the distiuC'tive
physiognomy of hydrocephalus. Even after marked enlargement of the
head has occurred, however, the advance of the case is far from being uniform. Jn a)m9~t e\'ery instance there are pauses of the mo::-t variable
frequency and duration, during which the child seems free from pain, impro,'es in general condition, and the development of the head is temporarily arre~ted.
Death is frequently directly induced by 8ome iatercurrent affection,
wholly u11co1111ected with the disea::e of the brain; while, in other ca:::e~. it
immediately follows a Yiolent attack of convuli:.ioas, or is preceded by
~ymptoms of an acute exacerbation of the cerebral disorder. In some
cases, also, the patients sink iuto a coudition of a.trophy, aud die worn out
by the protractPd suffering and malnutrition.
Duo~osrs.-Duriug the early stage of the disorder, if the nervous
symptoms are slight, consisting merely in occasioual at.tacks of beat of the
head, attended with pul:;:ation or tension of the anterior fontaqelle, and
restlessness, and crying, the diagnosis must remain uncertain. After the
enlargement of the head has progressed to any coa::idernhle <legree, the
expression of the little patient, taken in conjunctiol1 with the other symptoms, is usually perfectly characteristic and conclusive.
The morbid condition with which it is most likely to be confouurled, is
rickets of the skull. In fact, io some casefil, the enlargement of the head,
which results from these two affections, is quite identical. Usu~lly, however, this is not the case; and the hypertrophy of the rachitic bones takes
place irregularly, so that the skull acquires a square instead of a rounded
form; the orbital plates of the frontal boues are not displaced; so that,
although the forehead may be large and overhanging, the axes of the eyes
are not disturbed; the foutanelles are not widely open, promineot, or distended; nod, finally, of course, fluctuation on palpation is never present.
In addition to this, the evidences of rickets in other portions of the body,
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and the peculiar symptoms of that affection, as detailed in the article devoted
to it~ consideration, nearly always euable the diagnosis to be readily made.
'\Te have already mentioned the changes which ophthalmoscopic examination shows in the retina in this disease, and as a similar examination
ren~ils no lesion whatever in cases of rachitic enlargemeot of the hearl, it
j,, evident that the use of the ophthalmo~cope may be of material airl in
t'!-tnbli:-hing the diagnosis between these affections, which is, despite all the
pointti of di!:itioc:tion above referred to, obscure and difficult in some few
ca11e~.

ln doubtful cases assistance may possibly also be derived from ce rebral
nu:<cultation; the presence of a bruit over the auterior fontanelle being
thought hy some authors to be a valuable indication of the rnchitic nature
of the enlargement of the skull. The !l-ignificance of this cephalic bruit
i..:, howev r, so much disputed, that it is at present impossible to assigu any
definite value to it.
The only other pathological condition with which chron ic hydrocephnlus
i;, apt to be confouPded, is hypertrophy of the brain, an extremely rare
nff~ction, due to an increase of the ioterstitial connective tissue of the braiu,
the e:o-called neuroglia.
In hypertrophy of the brain, however, the symptoms do not usually appear rn ear ly as in chronic hydrocephalua, nor is the rerebra l distqrlmnce
80 marked as in the latter affection.
The eulargemeut of the head, al~o,
which is the most characteristic feature of both cnuditions, is not 80 g:·eat
iu hypertrophy of the hrain, and, instead of being uniform and assuming
a rounded form as in hyJrocephalus, occurs especially at the occ iput.
There is, further, no depression of the orbital plates of the froutal boues
in hypertrophy of the brain, so that the axes of the eyes are not disturbed,
aucl the globes are not di8placed in the way we have already described as
so characteristic of hydrocephalus.
Finally, the sutures are not so widely open, nor the fontanelles tense
and promiuent as in hydrocephalus; and, of course, the fluctuation which
ran be detected ou palpation in some cases of this latter disease is never
pre~ent.

PnOGNo~rs.-Chronic hydrocephalus still ranks 11mong the most fatal
<li!.lea.:;es; so much so that Rilliet and Barthez-who, however, attribute
its production usually to the presence of a tumor in the brain-express
their belief that it is invariably fatal. Indeed, it must be borne in mind
that in many cases treatment must necessarily fail from the coexistence of
some extensive congenital malformation of the brain. 'Ve should suspect
the presence of this comp li cation when there is serious disturbance of the
ne1·vous system, such as paralysis, or frequent and appa rently causeless
convul:i:ions. Unfortunately, however, these hopeless cases cannot always
be <listinguished.
While the prospect of a complete cure is very sli ght, it must be remern~
hered that evea a high degree of hydrocephal us is not incompatible with
considerable prolongntion of life. Thus cases have been known to attain
the age of 15, 20 or even 2.) year~, with tlie maintenance of a fair degree
of mental and bodily power.
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The proguosis in cases of external hydrocephalus, especially wbe11 of
acute origin, is 111uch less unfavorable than when the effusion takes pluce
into the ventricles.
'Vlrntever bi the seat of the effusion, however, and the size of the head,
the case must not be regarded as hopeless and beyond reach of remedinl
measures, so long as the functions of the brain are well performed, since
there are well authenticated cases of complete recovery from chrouic hydrocephalus, even when congenital.
In a casP. we have recently had under observation, the symptoms of
hydrocephalus, apparently of congenital origin, advaoced rapidly up to
the age of three and one-half years, at which time the enlargement of the
head was arrested, the mental and physical powers of the child developed
regularly, and at the age of seven years it seemed probable that complete
recovery would result.
Tn.EATME~T.-It must be sufficiently evident, from the previous consideration of this affection, that there are numerous cases in which all treat·
ment must prove unavailing, from the serious organic disease of the brain
which accompanies it. Uuder any circumstances, however, the nature of
the treatmeut and its efficiency will be much influenced by the early stage
at which it is instituted.
In regard to the utility of various special remedies, also, there is the
greatest diversity of opinion; and, indeed, there is no plan of treatment
which possesses so much evidence in its fa\•or as that originally proposed
by Professor GO!is, of Vienna.
If the disease be in its incipience, and the constitution and hereditary
tendencies of the child free from taint, this distinguished physician recom·
mends that the head should be shaved, and one or two drachms of dilute
mild mercurial ointment rubbed daily into its scalp. While this treatment
is being carried out, the head should be constantly protected by a flannel
cap. At the same time, calomel should be given in doses of one·sixth to
one-fourth of a grain twice daily, unless it irritate the bowels, when the
inunctio11 alone should be continued.
If after pursuing thi~ treatment, conjoined with the most careful atten·
tiou to diet and all hygienic precautions, for five or six weeks, there is
marked improvement iu the condition of the child, the mercurials may be
gra<lually discontinued.
The iodide of potassium has been highly recommended as a substitute
for the mercurials above mentioned, au<l several cases of apparent recovery
under its use are on record. It should be given in large doses, and for a
considerable leugth of time. Trousseau, who recommends its use, joins to
its internal admiui.:Mation the external application to the head of lotions
containing iodine.
Should the disease remain uninfluenced at the end of this time, it is
proper to add to the treatment diuretics and counter-irritants, in the form
of issues in the back of the neck, which may be kept open for several
weekK Dr. "\Vest recommends the frequent application of blisters as a
substitute for the use of issues.
During the employment of this or any other mode of treatment, it will
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he occasionally necessary to have recourse to antiphlogistic remedied, to
subdue the exacerbations of heat aud restlessness which occur more or less
frequently, and threaten the development of an acute inflammatory con·
dition. Nor should we fail to pay attention to the proper performance of
nil the functions; to the maintenance of the appetite and digestiou by the
use of tonics; and in case of the existence of a scrofulous diatbesis, to the
administration of' cod-liver oil, iodide of iron, etc.
"'hen, despite the most careful employment of well directed measures,
the dii;:ease is clearly advancing, it is worse than useless to persist in any
plan of treatment which annoys or absolutely pains the doomed child; our
only endeavor should then be to subdue any intercurrent disorder whicb
might hasten the fatal result.
More tbnu twenty-five years ago, the use of compression of the hea.J, to
prevent its yielding to the accumulating fluid, was urged by Barnaid, and
experience has shown it to be n valuable adjunct to other treatment, though
it is iuapplica.ble while any acute symptoms are present, and according to
West is be.::;t adapted to cases of exterual hydrocephalus succeeding to
hemorrlrn.ge into the arachnoid space.
)1. Trousseau recommends the following mode of applying this pressure:
Strips of adhesive plaster, about one-third inch wide, are passed from each
mastoid process to the outer part of the orbit of the opposite side; from
the nape of the neck along tbe longitudinal sinus to the root of the nose;
across the whole head, intersecting at the vertex i and finally are kept securely in position by a strip passed th rice arou ad the bead, the ends of the
previous strips being turned up over the first coil of this strip, and secured
hy the succeeding turns.
It becomes necessary to loosen these strips instantly, if any symptoms
of compression of' the brain develop themselves, since the increasing pressure of' the accumlllating ffllid may produce irreparable injury to the base
of the brain, or even, as happenf'd to ~I. Trousseau 1 detach the etbmoidal
bone from it.s connections.
The unfavorable results of all strictly medicinal treatment, impelled
physicians, a.t an early elate, to resort to active surgical iurerforence in
cbronic hydrocephalus, by puncturing the cranium and evacuating the fluid.
The operation should be performed with a delicate troc.;ar and caoula,
the puncture being made in the coro11al suture, about an inch or au inch
aud a half from the longitudinal sinus,-and in a majority of cases, no
evil consequences appear to follow tbe operation itself. l\Iuch difference
of opinion still exists, however, as to its curative influence. From a rigid
ana!yf:lis of 56 reported cases in which this operation had been performed,
Dr. \rest came to the Cf)oclusinn that in only 4 had a permaneut cure
been effected. Other successful cases have been since reported, so that the
operation must be recognized as at least a. justifia.ble one in certain cases.
In a. case of internal hydrocephalus upon which we operated recently,
death followed the operation in le~s than 48 hours, and was 1111question·
ably hastened by our interference. Examination sbowed 1 however, that
the case was na utterly hopeless one, since the structures at the bu~e of
the brain were becoming disorganized by the pressure of the liquid, and
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iu addition the child, less than 3 years old, was the victim of miliRry
tuberculosis. On the other hand, we have recently met with a case of
external hydrocephalus where a permanent cure was effected by the operation. In this interesting case, the operation was repeated three time~, at
intervals of 3 and 6 week:3 respectively; 16, 8, and 6 ounces of limpiJ
serum were removed; subsequently no ten<leucy to reproduction of the
eft'u!:ion showed itself; the foutauelles closed rapi<lly; every fuoction developed normally i and at the age of 4 years, over 3 yea.rs since the ln.!:it
operation, although the head is abnormally large, the disease is evidently
al'restecl and the child is in excellent health.
The circumstances favorable to its performance are, therefore, when the
hydrocephalus is external; or when internal, is due to previous inflamrnatiou
of the lining membrane of'tbe ventricles; when there is no reason to believe
that the disease is congenital, and attended witb arrested development of
the brain; wheu, though the head may be: very large and increasing iu
size, the cerebral functions. are not seriously impaired; aud, fiually, when
the nutrition of the child ia still good.
In cases of internal hydrocephalus the operation should never be per·
formed until the treatment previously recommended bas been faithfully
tried without any influence on tbe advance of tbe disease. It iavol\'eS
great rbk:s with but slight prospects ofsucc~ss. In external hydrocephalus,
ou the other hand, the operation holds out much more prospect ofsucce~s,
aad is to be recommeui.led when the symptoms of the disease do not yield
sati13factorily to !es:; radical method:; of treatment.
Brainard, of Chicago, recommeude<l the injection of solutions of iodi:rn
into the crauial cavity, after puncture and evacuation of the fluid. He
employed this in at least two cases, without the development of any severe
symptums as a direct consequence of the treatment.
Oue of the cases died at the end of eight mouths; the other, at the date
of the repurt, only thirty-five days after the operatiou, had shown noun·
favorable symptoms.
He advises tbe use of an aqueous solution of iodine, in the proportiou
of one-third of a grain with one grain of iodide of potassium, to f,3j of dis·
tilled water; of this from f3j to f5j may be injected; the streugth of the
solution and the a111ount injected being increased at subsequent punetures.
In one of his cases, twenty-one injections were practiced in the cour:se
of seven months.
Iujections of this strength are usually followed by no symptoms of ia£1.ammation whatever; auJ this ex.emption has led to the employment of
much stronger solutions.
'l'bus Dr. Touruesko, of Bucharest (quoted by Bouchut), injected f3iij
of t1·. iodine in f3v distilled water, immediately after having drawn off by
puncture f,5xxiv of serum. The operation was followed by slight febrile
excitement i but, at the expiration of fifteen days, the chilrl seemed ia excellent health, the circumference of the head having dimiuished from 56!
to-!-:} centimeters.
We have had no experience with the use of such injections in hydrocephalus, and shoul<l regard them as admissible only iu cases of the internal
form.

ARTICLE VI.
GENER.\L CONVULSIONS, OR ECLA:UPSI.\.
GE:o.'ERAL REMAHKS.-The word convulsions is a geaeric term applied
to different forms of spasmodic disease, very di:SSimilar from each other in

mnny of their characters.
Writer::: mnke diffor~nt cln:::sifications of con\'uLsious according to their
peculiar uotion5 iu regard to the nature and causes of these disord~rs.
The best.. divisiou is, it seems to us, ouc which arranges them accordiug to
their suppooed cau.;;es, makiug three classes, idiopathic or easential, sympcitltetir, and symptomatic convulsions. The first two classes are unaccompanied by appreciable le:;ious of the nervous c~ntres, while the third is
<:tilled b}'mptomatic, because it includes cases of convulsions which a.re the
bigu or ~ymptom of an appreciable lesion of the cerebro-spiaal axis, as for
in~tllnce, those which occur in the course of meningitis, tubercular cli~ease,
hydrocephalus, apoplexy, etc. In idiopathic ur essential convulsions, the
cause of the attack act!:! directly upon the nervous centre.:i, while in those
to \\hich the term sympathetic is applied, the cause lies in the influenee
or effoct upon the brain or spinnl manow of disease of some other organ ;
to the littler class belong the convul.sions which occur in the course of pneu111011ia1 bro1H:hiti~, the eruptive fevers, etc.
'Ve shall not pretend to give an accurate account of symptomatic convul.siom; in tbi.:i article, as they have already been treated of' under the
head of the dillerent organic di:seases of the brain in the course of which
they occur. 'Ve shall refer to them in the present article ouly so far as
may be necessary to elucidate tlie pathology, diagnosis, prognosis. and
treatment of idiopathic and sympathetic couvubious.
There is a form of eclarnpsia occuniug in children "bich w~ shall <leit <liffor.s iu many of its characters from ordinary convul:::ions. This tbe disease known by the names of spasm of the glottis,
thymic or Kopp's a::ithmn, laryugismus stridulus, and eclampsia with suffocation .
DEFINITJON; 8Y.SO:SYMS; FHEQUENCY.-By the term ronvulsion is
meant a puroxysm of variable durutiou, usually attended with unconsciOU:iue.ss, and followed by stupor, and characterized by a primary irn·oluntnry tonic coutractiou followed by irregular clouic spasms of tbe affected

muscles.
la general convubions, to which the above definition especially applies,
the eutire system of voluntary muscles is usually afl~cteJ; though, as will
be described hereafter, the attack may be a complete and genuine one uf'
eclnrnpsia, anti yet the couvul.sive movements be limited iu their extent
to u single group of muscles, or even a single muscle.
The ouly synouy111s whid1 it is necessary to mention are epilepsia puerilix, ilumllu11 epileptirtis, and eclampsia. The latter term, eclampsia, is, we
believe, prelernble to auy other, a.u<l we would gladly iutroduce it instead
uf convul~ions, whic:h is too geuernl a. term to express the forru of dis.ea~e
under cousideration.
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The freq11eucy of echmpsia is very great. During the two years 1879-80,
1316 children und er fifteen years of age died in this city of convul1'ions;
whilst, during the same time, 1695 died of infantil e cholera, and 7Hl of'
pneumonia. It must be recol lecte<I, however, that a very large number of'
these cases of eclarnpsia ought, beyond doubt, to have been returnf'<l uuder
other titles, as many of them mu:st have been a mere result of organic di~
ease of the cereh ro·spinal axis., or of other acute local or general diseases.
PR1m1SPOSrNG CAUSES.-Es.:;ential aucl sympathetic convulsions are
much the most frequent before the age of seven years, which is the case
also in regard to symptomatic convulsions, though the latter often occur
after the age mention ed. \Ve have ourselves met with not less than 200
cases of c011vu lsions, though we have preserved records of but 96. Of these
the age is noted in 91 cases, 19 of which occurred in the first year, 26 in
ti.le second, 20 in t he third and fourth, 23 between the fourth and ninth,
and 3 between the ninth and thirteenth years of' life. Dr. 'Vest (op. cit.,
p. 42 ) states that according to the Fifth and, Eighth Reports of the Regii.:;trar-General, the deaths from diseases of the nervous system in London,
under one year of age, bore a proportion of 30.5 per cent. lo the deaths
from all causes; from the first to th e third year, th e proportion was 18.i)
per cent.; from the third to the fifth year it was 17.6 per Cf'n t. ; from the
fifth to the tenth year, it was 15.1 per cent.; whilst from the tenth to the
fifteenth year it was only 10.6 per cent., and the total above fifteen yeard
was but 10.-l per cent. Again, to show the very great inftueuce of age
upon the predisposition to convulsions, Dr. 'Ve:-it states that, wiLhin the
first year, the deaths from coovulsions constituted 73.3 per cent. of tbe
total mortality from diseases of the nervous system; between the first ond
third year~, the proportional mortality from convulsions to the total mortality from affections of the nervous system, was 2-l.9 per cent. i between
the third and fifth years, it was 17.8 per ce ut. ; Letween the fifth aud tenth
years, it was 9.9 per cent. ; while between the tenth and fifteenth years it
had fallen to 2.4 per cent. i and above fifteen years it was but 0.8 per cent.
It is generally stated that convulsions are more common in girls than
boys. :Ml\L Rilliet and Barthez found this to be the case iu tbei1· private
practice, whilst in the hospital, sympathetic and symptomatic convulsions
were most frequent iu boys. Accordiug to our experience, they have b€'en
almost equally frequent in the two sexes, since of 92 cases that we ha,·e
seen in which thr. sex was recorded, 47 occurrt:d in boys and -15 in girls.
It has been generally supposed that a delicate and nervoua constitution
is a powerfol predisposing cause to convu lsive attaks. This has been denied, however, by several recent writers, whose obsen•ation is very careful
and accurate. We are disposed to believe that it is not so much a feeble
or delicate coostitution that predisposes to conv ulsions, as it is oue cluu-acterized by a highly susceptible, irritable, and nervous temperament, which
ofte11 exists, in our opinion, in connection with a healthy and vigorous
physical organization . Of 96 children iu whom we have seen coovul:;i\'e
attacks, and in whom this poiot was noted, these occurred more than once
iu 13. Of the 13, nine prescuted every appearance of strong and vigorous
health, with the exception that when laboring und er any kind ofsickne:iS,
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all dentition, indigestion, the fever accompanying simple angina, in two the
)uva...;ion of measles, and in one that of erysipela.s, they immediately be·
came extremely restless aud irritable, or heavy and drowsy, and at a very
early period, and sometimes with very little warning, were seized with convul~ious. Ia one, a well developed infant in its first year, the convulsions
occurred every mouth or six weeks, without any appreciable cause. Three
of the ta were delicate: one was puny and feeble until after the completion of the first dentition, when it grew strong and hearty; one had had an
apnplcctic attack when an iufant which had caused partial loss of power
of one side; and the third was very weak at birth, then grew strouger, and
died in its second year of hydrocephalus following scarlet fever. The
number of convulsions varied in the ditferent subjects. In 1 there were
five diHCreut attacks, iu another four, in 4 there we re three, and in 5, two.
1u two the attac.:ks were very numerous, recurring frequently, aod from
very islight causes, or without any appreciable cause. Tbey all recovered
but two 1 and are st ill living. Of the 11 now living at various ages, all
but one are free from anything like epilepsy, and that one, though liable
during three years to attacks of an epileptiform character, became gradually le~s aud less subject to the seizures, and has now been for several years
perfectly well ia all respects.
We have another patient, a boy, whose case is not included amongst the
above, now five years olJ, who has had ten diH'ereut attacks of convulsions.
Tbe.~e at tucks were all produced by some disturbance of his health.
Several of them have occurred at the outset of a febrile reaction caused by a
~imple catarrh of the upper air·pnssages,-the convulsions ushering in the
catarrh just as they sometimes do au attack of measles or scarlet fever.
On other occusious, the seizure has evidently been the result of a febrile
movement caused by iudigestiou or gastric irritation. After having had
nine cliffhent attacks, he remained free from them for a whole year, nnd
theu had the tenth nt the very beginuing of' a catarrh of the larynx, fauces,
and nasal passages. This child has never as yet exhibited any symptom
whatever of' disease, either acute or chronic, of Lhc cerebro·spinal axis, and
as the COU\'ulsions have always been connected with a fobrile movement,
there is every reason to hope ihat Lhey are not epileptic. Another patient,
likcwb:e not included amongst the above, a girl now five years old, has also
had frequent nWt.cks 1 but as they are of ~hort cluraLion, always coincident
with the fever of catarrh, or digestive <lisorder, and on oue occa:-.ion that of
mea.:5lt~s, ant.I as between the seizures her health is excellent, tbere is but
little reason to fear epilepsy.
It :s generally believed that the predisposition to convulsions is sometimes hereditary. We have remarked in regard to thi:3 point, that several
children in the same family sometimes suffer from the disease, nn<l that the
nervous temperament to which we alluded above, appeared iu some instances to have been inherited by the child from its parents.
In one family that we attend, out of six children, rd! but one have had
attacks of convulsions: one of these children had but one attack, and that
us at the age of ten yeus, and was caused by a fit of iudigesliof.L occurring during convalescence from pneumonia. The other four children bad
36
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each several attacks, occasioned always by the febrile movement re1'lulting from some of the numerous disorders of infancy. In none of the.:;e
has there been any reason to suppose tbat the attacks were settling into

epilepsy.
Some very interesting evidence confirmatory of this view harl been
furnished by Dr. Robert P. Harris, of this city 1 in an article read before
the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society (see Amer. Jour. of Obstet., vol. ii, No.
2, August, 1869) .
His recor<l embraces 38 cases of eclampsia, 37 of which occurred in 13
families, in which, collectively, there were 55 children who lived long
enough after birth to prove their liability or exemption; 4 having died
too early to determine whether they were s11hject to convulsions or uot.
All of the individuals included in the statil:'ltics were descendirnts of the
first, second, or tbird generations, of two pairs of ancestors; of the pres·
ent rising generation ( the second ) there are 31 members, only one of wborn
bas as yet married; twenty of the 31 have had convul::;ions.
The exciting causes of convulsions are exceedingly numerous and dissimilar. Amongst the causes of essential convulsions are cited vivid moral
emotions, violent pain, high temperature, exposure with the head uncov ·
ered to the sun, and sudden exposure to cold . In many cases, however,
the exciting cause cannot be Jetected. The exciting causes of sympa·
thetic convulsions may be almost any of the diseases incident to childhood.
Amongst theru we will cit~ as the most frequent, hooping-cough, pueu·
monia, catarrh, scarlatina, measles, violent fever from any causl:!, dentition,
and indigestion.
It will be observed that many of the causes here assigned for convulsions are also regarded as inducing cerebral congestion, either of the active or passive form. It is accordingly held by some authors that the
way in which such influences act is to cause congestion, and that the con·
dition of cerebral congestion is the cause of the convulsions. In our arti·
cle on congestion of the brain will be found a brief statement of the
consideratious ·wbich lead us to doubt the propriety, iu many cases, of ascribing to that condition the convulsive and other nervous symptoms
which occur so frequeutly in connection with the acute local or general
diseases of childhood. In regard to some of the other causes above men·
tioned, however, there can be no doubt that they are likely to induce
extreme cerebral congestion. 'Ve have seen that i1.J both the active and
passive forms of such congestion, convulsions are of frequent occurrence.
It is proper then to say that congestion of the brain, of either form anrl
however produced, is among the frequent causes of eclampsia in chil·
dren.
Of 96 cases of convulsions, of which we have preserved notes, we have
regarded only 4 as essential, while 70 were sympathetic, aud 22 symptomatic; Of the 4 essential ca~es. we could not detect the exciting cause iu
any. Of the 70 sympathetic cases, it was scarlet fever in 12; pertussis in
'9 i indigestion in 13; pneumonia in 3; the fever of simple angina in 6;
cholera iofantum and bronchitis, each 3; dysentery, 4; measles and den·
titioa, each 6 i enteritis, the fever and irritation caused by a hurn upon the
back, and the onset of erysipelas, eacb 1 ; an overdose of castor oil (3vj)
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ton young child with a slight cholera, 1; and lastly, fecal accumulations in the large iutestine, 1.
RYMPTOMS.-P,.odromic Sympfoms.-It has been asserted by some writers
that most attacks of convulsions in children a.re preceded by prodromic
!ymptoms1 which indicate to the experienced eye their approach. This
does not agree exactly with our own experience, at least in regard to the
es.~eutial and sympathetic forms, since of the cuses of the former variety,
well marked prodromes Jid not occur iu any, and of 64 cases of the latter,
in which the early symptoms were note<l, strongly marked precursory phenomena occurred only in 8. We <lo not mean to say that there were no
symptoms in the other 56 cases which might have indicated to an experienced eye the probability of an appronching attack of convulsions, but
merely that there were none that were strikingly characteristic, none
which pointed out clearly and decisively that such a crisis was close at
hand. Io many of the 56, there were symptoms that might be regarded
11-. indicating, with various degrees of probability, the approach of the
convulsive seizure; but, inasmuch as they were such as constantly exist
io children not predisposed by temperament or con~titutioo to eclampsia,
without the development of the disease, they scarcely deserve to be called
precursory symptoms.
The precursory symptoms of idiopathic and sympathetic convulsions
are, therefore, diftfrult to describe bec:rnse of their variable and uncertain
character. They consist in general, however, of whate\•er in(licates a
highly disordered condition of the nervous system. The most marked
symptoms are unu:mnl drowsiness, excessive irritability, a peculiar physi·
ognomicnl expression, general tremors, and the drawing of the thumbs into
the palms of the hands, or rigid Hexion of the toes. The drowsiness which
precedes an attack of eclamp.sia, is almost always accompauied with some
restlessness. The sleep is light and ea:-ily disturbed; the child moves and
turns, or starts and moans; ofteu it SP.ems to have frightful dreams, and
will scream out or w11ke suddenly bewildered and terrified, aud when
roused is generally e:!t.ceedingly irritable, cryiog violently or fretting at
the slightest contrariety, or without cause. The face, and particularly
the eyes, often exhibit a peculiar expression, altogether different from
their usual appearance. The expression which has most struck us, and
which we have seen on several occasions, is a fixed and staring look,
lasting Lut for an instant, as though the child were looking intently at
!!Orne object, while in fact it is gazing at vacancy i at the same time the
expreSlSion is entirely without meaning. The child seems, in fact, for
a moment, to be in a state of ecstasy. Io some instances a sardonic
11mile is seen to pass over the countenance just before the attack. The
tremors or tremblings nlluded to above, occur hoth in the sleeping aud
waking state 1 bnt particularly in the former. Flexion of the thumbs and
toes has been noticed by different observers, but is, we believe, a sign
rather of the approach of symptomatic, than of essential or sympathetic
couvulsions.
.
The precllrsory symptoms of symptomatic convulsions will depend on
the nature of the di~ease in the course of which they occur. Not uafrequently the convulsions occur at the very onset of the <lisea.5e of the brain
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or spioa] marrow, when of course there will be ao proclromic symptoms
whatever. According to Dr. Marshall Hall (Di.ieased o.f the .J•.Yen·ous System, p. 1-19), the first aud most frequent sign showing that the excito-motory
sy:stem is becoming complicated in diseases of the brain is vomiting, after
which come strabismus, a contracted state of the mu.:;cles of the thumbs or
fingers, or some unequivocal spasmorlic or convulsive affection of the re·
spiratory muscles, or of the muscles of the limbs.
Symptoms of the Attack.-W ith or without tbe precursory symptoru5 ju~t
described, the convulsion itself usually begins suddenly. The child often
utters a cry i loses consciousness and is seized with powerful tonic contraction of the voluntary muscles; the eyes are for a moment fixed and staring,
and then drawn obliquely upward under the upper lid, so that the white
portions of the balls alone are visible for an instant between the partially
open lids; the trunk is rigid and stiff, the thorax immovable, the re:;pira·
tion suspen<led by rigid spasm of the respiratory muscles; the face, for a
moment pale, usuaJly become::i livid and congested, and the veins of the
neck are distended.
This state of tonic spasm is followed quickly by the stage of clor1ic
spasm, in which involuntary an<l mo~t irregular convulsive movements
occur. The eyes are rarely fixed in one position, but are constantly agitated iu various directions, from side to side, or upwards and downwards;
very often there is the most violent strabisrnus i the eyelids ar~ sometimes
open, at others shut; the pupils may be contracted or dilated. The muscles of the face next enter into contraction, and occasion the most hideous
contortions of the features. The mouth is distorted into various shapes,
the lips are often covered with a whitish or sanguinolent froth, and the
jaws tightly clinched together by tonic
or agitated by convulsive
the teeth. The trunk of the
movements, so as to produce grinding
body is also sometimes various ly contorted by clonic convulsions. The
head is usually strongly retracted upon the trnuk, but in other instances
is drawn to one side, or violently rotated. rrlie muscles about the front of
the ueck enter into action, and dlternately elevate a11d depress the larynx;
the tongue, when it can be seen, is observed to be moved in different directions, and is sometimes caught between the teeth and severely bitten. The
extremities, particularly the superior, are more violently couvulsecl than
any other parts. The fingers are drawn into the palms of the hands, the
forearms are flexed and extended upon the armo hy short, rapid, and generally rhythmical movements, the hand is quickly prouated and supinaterl
upon the arm, or finally the who le upper extremity is twisted and cli:;torted
into various positions, which it is impussible to describe. The iuferior ex·
tremities undergo similar movements, but almost always in a Jess degree
thau the upper. The respiration <luring the attack is irregular, sometimes
suspended by rigid spasm of the respiratory muscles, and sometimes accelerated. A spasmodic contraction of the larynx, producing noisy inspira·
tions, has been noticed by several writers. 'Ve shall fiud when we come
to consider the -nature of this disease, that Dr. Hall was of opiuion that a.
more or less complete closure of the larynx is the most important feature
of the convulsive crisis. The face is often livid and deeply congested,
especi<\lly when the respiration is embarrassed; the head is hot, whilst the
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extremities are coltl; the pulse becomes large and foll, or frequent and
!'lmnll, and sometimes cannot be counted in consequence of the contractions
of the mu!'lcles of the forearm. The face is not always, however, congested.
We have sometimes seen it perfectly white, while the convulsions were
!'IC\'ere, and the child profoundly insensible. The action of the heart is
tumultuou!'I, aud sometimes irregular or intermittent. 'Vhen the attack
i~ very violent, the i.Jriue and f~ces are occasionally discharged involuntarily, but these are rare symptoms. Deglutition is seldom impossible
even in the eeverest fit. In severe, and espec iall y in Jong-continued
attack~, consciousne~s, and gcueral and special sensibility, are all aboli~hed. In milder cases, though consciousness is destroyed, some of the
~petial f!enses stil l respoud to irritants, whilst in still slighter cases, the
intelligence al1"o is more or less preserved.
A11 the termination of the attack upproache~, the convulsive movements
become more and more feeble, until they finally cease entirely, and the
child falls into a state of deep sleep 1 or of more or lesB profound stupor.
Convulsions are not always, as we have just described them, general.
They may be circumscribed or pa.rtial, nffocting one side of' the body more
than the other or one side alone, or a sing le arm, or in some cases, iudeed,
only 11 single muscle, as the bicep~. Sometimes they implicate the eyes only.
The inferior extremities are rarely affected alone. Of the partial convu J.
~ions the mo.:;t frequeot are those in which some parts of the face and
upper extremities are attacked. Iu this form of' the disease, the disorders
of the circu lati on an<l respiration, the congested tint of' the face, the froth
upon the lips, and the derangements of intelligence and sensibility, are
mu<'ll le~s strongly marked than io general attackB.
In still other ca~es, which have been by various authors grouped togethe r
11
uudC'r the o~jecti9nable title of u inward convulsiomi, the spasm affects
chi<'fly the muscles of respiration; at times being limited to the muscles
of the larynx, and constituting the affection we shall describe in a special
artirle under the name of laryngismus stridulus; nt others affecting prinripally the diaphragm aa<l the thoracic and abdominal muscles of respira·
tion.
The (fomtion of an attack of cclampsia concerns both the length of the
ronvuh,ive crisis and the continuance of the disposition to renewals of the
cri:;:; is. Both of these are very uncertain. \Ve ha\'e kaowa the attack to
la~t in all its violence eight hours nud a half in one case, and twelve in
another, and it i::i said to ha\•e lasted much longer in some instances.
WheD the spa5moclic movements contiuue during a long period, they are
almo~t always interrupted by remissions. As a genernl rule, the duration
is much shorter than the periods above ruentioned,-from a few minutes
to hnlf an hour. 'Vhcn the attacks cease and recur, as they often do,
re\•ernl times n day, they leave the patient during the intervals in a state
of more or less perfect consciousness or somnolence, restlessness or delirium,
or finally of coma. The period during which the disposition to recurrence
conc.iuues, dcpeods principally upon the cause of the convulsions. If this
cont inu e in action, they will be apt to return until it is removed.
Idiopathic and sympathetic conrnlsions generally consist of a single
attack. though there are sometime>i several, which occur at inten1als of
1
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some Lours, or of one or two days. Sympathetic convulsions usually occur
either at the beginning or termination of the disease whicb they complicate, and much less frequently during its middle period. Of 4G ca:ses of

this form observed by ourselves, complicating meaf'les, scarlet fever, ery·
sipelas, pneumonia, bronchitis, cholera infantum, simple angina, and dys-

entery, in which the period was carefully ascertaiued, they occurred at
the invasion alone in 25, at the terruiuatiou alone in 15, al. the middle
period alone in 3, and at the iuvasiou and termination both in 3. It ia

curious to remark, that of the 25 cases that occurred only at the invasiou
of the disease, all but 7 recovered; that the 3 occuning in the middle
period alonE', also recovere<l; that of the 3 occurring btith at the invasion
and termination, 2 <lied; and that all of tbose which occurred at the termination alone, proved fatal.
1\Ii\f. Rilliet and Barthez state that half the cases of symptomatic coo·
vulsioos observed by them occurred at the commencement of the ence·
phalic disease. This form seldom consists of a single crisis; the attacks,
on the contrary, are repeated from time to time. The authors just quoted
state that whenever tbe convulsive attacks have recurred repeatedly within
a period of a few days, they have proved symptoruatic of disease of the
brain.
NATURE OF THE DrsEASE.-One of the most important contributions
which has been made towards a plausible aud satisfactory explanation of
the pathology of convulsions in children, was afforded us in the writings
of Dr. Marshall Hall; and, although more advanced knowledge of the
physiology of the nervous system has shown that the part of the cerebro.
spinal axis involved in the production of convulsions is not limited, as be
supposed, to the ttue spinal system, his theory of excito-motor action furnishes the most ready explanation of very many cases of eclampsia. Dr.
Hall says (Disea.<Jes and Derangements of the Nervous System, p. 145):
"That the whole clm~s of convulsive diseases consists of affections of the
true spinal ~ystem, there is no longer any doubt. Hut these diseases do
not all originate in this system." All convulsive disorders are, according
to this doctrine, affections of the true spinal or excito-motory system.
The C'auses of these disorders may be of incident origin, acting upon
excitor nerves; of centric origin, seated in the brain or spinal marrow;
or of reflex origin, acting upon reflex or motor nerves. They are called,
therefore, according to their cause:;, central or centric, when they depend
on disease of the nervous ceutres; centripetal when they are excited
through excitor nerves; and centrifugal when they depeud on disease of
the motor nerves.
Dr. Hall, as is well known, nscriberl great importance to th~ condition
of the glottis in convulsions. He says (p. 323), in speaking of epilepsy:
"The second symptom is a forcible closure of the larynx and expiratory
efforts, which suffuse the countenance and probably congest the brain with
venous blood." At page 327 he says: 11 A i:;pasmoclic affection of the
larynx has obviously much to do in this disease (epilepsy), as well as in
the crowing inspiration or croup-like convulsion of infantsi so much, in·
deed, that I doubt whether convulsion would occur without closure of this
organ." In describing the croup-like convulsion or laryngismus stridulus
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( p. 1~0), he says: "I must repeat the observation that the respiration is
actually arrested l>y the closure of the larynx; and there are furcible expiratory efforts only or principally in the actual convulsion." In a later
publication, Dr. Hall says: "'Vithout closure of the larynx, extreme
laryugismu8, and the cousequent congestion of the nervous centres, there
could, I believe, be no couvulsiou ! This closure of the laryux must be
complete in the affection under consideration (laryngismus stridulus), as
in all others, before convulsions can take place." (Braith. Ret. from
Lancet, Juue 12th, 1847, p. 609.)
It is, however, evident that the obstruction to respiration exists not
only iu the laryux, but iu the thorax, the muscles of which are rigidly
contracted. Nor can we at present admit that this spasm of the muscles
of re,:piration is more tbnu coincident with the other phenomena of the
convulsive nttuck; nod, indeed, there are reasous for believing that the
accunrnlatiou of venous blood in the nervous centres which follows the ob·
structiou of respiration, so far from causing the convulsion, has a tendency
to arre::-t it, and to induce a state of coma.
It is, however, ensy to comprehend the mode of productiou of sympathetic convul~ions by reference to these doctriues. They evidently depend
upon morbid impressions conveyed to the cerebra-spinal axis through the
excitor nerves having their origin in the diseased organs, probably con·
joined with a state of undue reflex excitability of certain parts of the
nervous centres. 'l'hus it is easy to understand why inflammation of the
pareuchyma. of the lung in pneumonia, of the bronchial mu<'ous mem·
brnae in bronchitis, of the mucous membrane of the bowel in entero-colitis
or <ly!lentery, or the pharynx in angina i why the pressure of a tooth upon
an inflamed gum during deutition, the presence of a foreign body, as news·
paper (io one of our own cases), or crude food, in the stomach, or fecal, or
lieuteric accumulatious in the intestiue, should produce a degree of irrita·
tioo iu excitor nerves, sufficient, when transmitted to the sensori-motor
ganglia, to occasiou tbe convulsions we have been consideriug.
It is more difficult to explain the mode in which continued fevers, measles, scarlatina, etc., give ri.se to rnnvulsions. 'l'o us, however, their occur·
rence is explicable by the morbid effect produced upon the nervous ceutres
by the blood, which is known to be more or less changed in these affections
from its healthful condition, and also by the mere fact of the existence of
fever; for we have met wirh a number of chilrlren in our owu practice,
who are almost certain to have a convulsive seizure, wheuever the circula·
tiou bcconie~ greatly excited in force and frequency by the existence of
fever, no matter what be its cause.
The explnnntion of the production of irliopnthic or essential convulsions
is not always so easy, because we are sometimes unable to detect any cause,
either centric, centripetal, or centrifugal, to account for the excitation of
the nervous system. It seems probable, however, that they must depend,
like those of the sympathetic form, upon some unhealthful, and therefore
irritating condition, actiug upon the excito.motory system of nerves. The
cause may be so slight as to escape the notice of the physician, and yet
sufficient to produce a couv11lsive crisis in a child predisposed to eclampsia.
It may be an unnoticed dentition, some undigested food in contact with
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the stomach or intestines, or accumulations of nu healthy fecal sub~tnnces,
or of vitiated secretioDs, in the intestines. "'hen convulsions have followed a vivid mental emotion, as passion or vexation, they are evidently
a result of the influence of that conditiou upon the nervous ccntre:i.
Acute pain, which is said to have occasioned essential eclnmpsia, a~ well
as exposure to violent heat or severe cold, must produce their effects
through their action upon incident excitor nerves. There is also in all
probability, in most children who suffer with convulsions, a state of preter.
natural mobility nud increased reflex excitability of certain parts of the
cerebra-spinal axis, which predi~poscs to di~orderly nervous action, even
upon trif1ing causes. There can be no doubt that this irri tability of the
uervous system is frequently inherited, though it may be acquired in the
course of chronic debilitating diseases. Although we have described these
convulsions uorler the title of essential and sympathetic, we do not m~au
to assert that they are absolutely independent of any material changes in
the nervous centres, but merely that, up to the present time, no nppreciable lesions have been detected as their causes. It is indeed true that,
in a certain number of instances, after death from eclarnpsia, there are
found engorgement of the vessels of the membranes and of tbe substance
of the brain, serous effusion iuto the cavity of the arachnoid or the lateral
ventricles, or even actual cerebral hemorrhage. In a certain proportion
of cases, undoubtedly, cerebral congestion acts as the direct cause of
eclampsia, as we have stated in our article on the former subject. But
in the majority of cases, the lesions above mentioned cannot be considered
as the causes of the convulsive attack, but on the other band must be regarded as the direct result of tbe convulsion, and due to the intense vascular engorgement caused by the spasm of the respiratory muscles and
the consequent arrest of the venous circulation . And indeed it is the
danger of the occurrence of such lesions which imparts much of the gravity to the prognosis in all severe attacks of eclampsia in young cbilc\ren.
All symptomatic convulsions belong, of course, to the class of centric
diseases. These need no further remarks.
DrAGNOs1s.-Tbere are two impo rtant points to be considered in treating of the diagnosis of eclampsia: the diseases with which it may be confounded, and the causes which may have produced the convulsions, or, in
other words, their <li:stinctiou into essential, sympathetic, and symptomatic.
The only disease with which eclampsia is likely to be confounded is
epilepsy; the mistake coulrl only be made when the former is violent, aud
wh(>o it is accompanied and followed by unconsciousness. Iu epilepsy,
however, the invasion is more sudden, the convulsions are accompanied
with greater rigidity, there is always frothing at the mouth, the duration
of the crisis is shorter, and it is generally followed by more marked stupor.
If the convulsive attack have occurred under the influence of no appreciable cause, if the parents are not epileptic, and if the child is very im~
pressionable, it is probably eclampsia. Again, the younger the patient,
the more li kely is the case to be one of eclampsia; whilst if the child is
approaching towards puberty, if the attacks are frequently repeated, aod
yet not dependent on fever, aud if they are followed by complete re.:-toration to health in the iuterval 1 the disease is much more likely to be epilepsy.
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The diagnosis of the form of the attack, whether idiopathic, sympathetic,
or symptomatic, is exceedingly important, as upon this must depend in
great mensure the prognosis and treatment. It is often very difficult, and
sometimes impossible, to determine at the moment to which cla.:s the convuJ .. ions belong. The most difficult points in the diagnop;is are thP following: first, when a child previously io good health, is suddenly seized with
the disease, to determine whether it i::s essential; whether it is sympathetic
and occa~ioned by disease which, up to this instant, bas been latent, or
by the iuvasiou of some one of' the acute local diseases, or of one of the
continued fevers; or lastly, whether it is symptomatic, marking the in·
vasion of a disease of the cerebra-spinal axis : second, when the convulsion
occurs in the course of a disease not primarily implicating the nervous
centres, to determine whether it is merely sympathetic of that disease, or
whether it is symptomatic of an intercurrent affection of the brain or
spinal marrow.
IL is impossible, for want of space, to treat of all these points in detail.
The enumeration of them, however, will be useful in calling the attention
of the render to their importance.
Au essential convulsion is only to be distinguished by careful study of
the antecedent history and present condition of the patient. If, after a
thorough examination of all the orgaus, no diseased point can be detected,
and if the child recover perfectly from the convnlaion, we muat conclude
that the case has been an idiopathic one, in which the cause is beyond our
reach. We are disposed to belie\·e, however, as has already been stated,
that in most of f;UCh cases there bas been a source of irritation in some of the
organs of the body, which has acte<l as the excitant to the excito-motory
!lystem, and which, if we could but. detect it, would warrant us in classing
the ca~e amoogst sympathetic convulsions; and on this account a searching physical examination should be made in every case, as a matter of
course.
The sympathetic and symptomatic forms of eclampsia are to be diag·
nosticated by the same careful attention to the antecedent history and
present condition of the child . If the ]alter is teething at the time of the
fit, and there is no other cause to explain the attack, aud should there be
uothiog in the consecutive symptoms to render such au explanation inadmis~ible, we may refer it to that condition. 'Ve may remark merely, that,
as a general rule1 eclampsia depending entirely upon the irritation of dentitiou, is seldom either violent or Jong-continued, and that the return to
t'Onsciousness and health is speedy. The probnble depeudence of the attack upou indigestion is to be ascertained by the absence of other causes,
and by our learning upon inquiry that the child had eaten of some incli~c.stible substance within a fow hours or a clay or two before the attack.
Its dependence on iotestinal accumulations is to be nrrived at by the same
negative or exclusive method, and by learning that the patient is usually,
or has been of late 1 of a constipated habit.
When the attack occurs in the course of some other disense, as pneumonia, catarrh, enteritis, pertussi~ 1 scarlatina, or measles, it is almost
certainly sympathetic. It mu.y pos!':ibly, however, be indicative of au intercurrcot attack of cerebral disease. This can be determined only by
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attention to the consecutive phenomena. If the attack be short, nod soon
followed by complete restoration to consciousness, it is in all probability
sympathetic. It~ on the contrary, the convulsive crisis be Ion~ nod 8('vere, if the recovery from it be slow and imperfect, if it be fullowecl by
violent agitation, somnolence, or coma, or by some persistent lesion of motility, there is every reason to fear an attack of disease of tbe brain.
Sympathetic convulsions, occurring at the invasion of different local or
general diseases, are tu be distinguished only by observation of the symptoms that follow the crisis, which will be those belonging to the particular
malady whose approach has caused the attack of eclampsia.
Symptomatic eclampsia is characterized by various signs of eocephalic
disorder, which soon follow the couvulsive attack . The most important
of these are severe and continued headache; diminution or exaltatiou of
general or special sensibility; dilatation or contra::tion of the pupils; irreguh1r movements of the eyes; Hexion or stiffness of some of the limb~. or
of the fiugers or thumbsj disordered intelligence; or the symptoms which
have already been described in the articles upou the diseases of the braiu.
PRoG:sosrs.-Tbe prognosis of essential couvuloious must depend on the
nature of the cause and the violence of the attack. \Vhea the cause has
been slight, or one which soon ceases to act, or can be readily removed, the
prognosis is much more favorable than under opposite conditionfi. If the
convuLsive criois is shcirt and of moderate severity, if the pulse anrl respiration are but slightly disturbed, if there b~ but little congestion of the
face 1 and no stertor, there is every reason to hope a successful issue in the
case. Of the three cases of this class that we have seen, two recovered
and one died.
Sympathetic is more dangerous than essential eclampsia, but much l~s
so than symptomatic. The prognosis will depend chiefly on the nature of
the disease which it complicates, and on the stage of that disease at which
it occurs. Tb us, in scarlatina, convulsions, especially when they occur in
the first few days of the disease, are almost always fatal, in measles much
less 80, and in other diseases in various proportions. They are very apt to
terminate unfavorably when they occur after the malady which they complicate has been in progress for several days. This is a remark made
by various authors, and we have already stated that of 46 cases of this
form in which we carefully ascertained the period of their occurrence, 2.j
appeared at the invasion, of which all but 7 ended favorably i 3 at the
middle period, whjch all recovered; 3 both at the invasion and at a later
period, 2 of which were fatal; and 15 after the cases had been progre~sing
for a considerable time, all of which proved fatal. Io addition to these
important elements for makiug the prognosis, we must consider, also, the
duration and degree of violence of the paroxysm, the state of the patient
after the fit as to its cerebro-spinal functions, and lastly the age and coo·
stitution of the child.
The prognosis of symptomatic convulsions must depend very much upon
that of the diseRse of which they are the symptom . It may be stated 1 as
n general rule, that, like those of the sympathetic class, they are less dao·
gerou3 when they occur at the beginning than at a later period of the dis·
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They are always, however, very <la.ogerous. Of 22 casea that we
haveseen, 19 were fatal.
It frequently happens, however, that although life is not destroyed by
the convulsions, certaio grave sequelre remain, aruong which the most fre·
quent llre paralysis, disorders of the mind, and defects of Rpeech or vision.
The:-ie symptoms are, it is true, far most frequent in cases of symptomatic
convulsiom1, where they depend upon the same lesion of the brain whicb
occasioned the fit. They may, however, succeed convulsions which we are
still obliged to call esseutial, although very possibly there is some minute
alteration or defect iu a part of the nervous centres, which our means of
observation do not suffice to detect. Io such cases these sequel::e probably
depend upon some le.sio11 of the brni11, such as cerebral hemorrhage, which
has occurred as a result of the co11vulsion.
IIemiplegia, which is the form of paralysis which most frequently follows
eclampsin, is most apt to occur when the fit bas been limited to one side
of the body; it is often temporary, and passes away in a few days, though
it may remain persistently. Dr. J. liughlings Jackson suggests that, in
the absence of evident disease iu such cases of unilnteral convulsion and
palsy in children, the symptoms may depend upon the plugging of very
small \·essels in the brain.
TREATMENT.-\Ve shall confine our remarks upon the treatment of
eclampsia to the essential and sympathetic forms of the disease, having
already treated of that of the symptomatic form in the articles upon the
cerebral di.senses which give rise to it.
We thiok that the treatment of eclampsia iu children may be simplified
if we pay attention to two distinct conditions of disorder, which appear to
exi.:it in every case. These are the condition of morbid irritation or derangemeot of the excito-motory system of nerve.:i, and the cause which oceasions tbat derangement. The condition of irritation or disease of' the
cerebro-spiual axis exists iu all cases, and is always the same, diff~ring
only in degree and extent; whilst the morbid cause of that irritation differs
in each case, being in one dentitiou, in another paiu, in auother constipation, in others pneumonia or indigestion, pleurisy, catarrh, or angina, scarlet fever, measles, fright, or other violent emotions. If this view of the
subject be correct, it is clear tlrnt in treating a case of convulsions we lrnve
to atten(l to the two morbi<l conditions referred to, and we shall be careful, therefore, in the course of our remarks, to treat of the remedies most
proper for the removal of Lhe cause, whatever it may be, which acts a:;: the
irritant to the nervous centres; aud of those calculated to subdue or allay
the deranged condition of' those centres and the effects of that derangement.
There are some general rules to be follow~d in the treatment of convulsions which apply to all cases, and of these we shall first speak. They are,
to place the child in a large well-ventilated room, if such can be prncured;
if it have been seized in a little close room, where the atmosphere is deuse
and impure, removal to another room, or exposure to fresh air before an
open window, has sometimes sufficed to terminate the crisis. At the same
time the clothes of the child should be loosened, in order to prevent all
constriction, and, if necessary, taken off, to allow of a careful examination
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of the whole body. 'Ye believe it is a good rule always to place the rhild,
no matter what be the cause of the convulsion, if it be a severe one, in a
iva1·m bath (96° or 97° F.). This has frequently proved an efficient remedy,
ac"ording to our experience. It is easily procured in most cases, an<l we
are qui le confident that we have never known it to do barm, though we
have used it in almost every case. The patient should be kept in the bath
some ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes, or until the convulsive movement:;
cease; when taken out it is most convenient, and at the same time useful,
to envelop it in a small, light blanket, or flannel, for a short time, before
the clothes are readjusted.
In cases where the attack of eelampsia is limited ton single convulsive
seizure, we rarely have an opportunity of instituting riny treatment for the
paroxysm itself, siuce it ia usually over before we reach the patient. Io
such instances, blood Jetting is unnecessary. If, however, the opportunity
offer!:', and if the convulsion occur iu a strong and vigorous subject; if it
be violent, and accompanied by a deep red, or yet more by a livid flush of
the face, and <listens ion of the veins of the head and neck; if it last mo1·e
than a few minutes, or is repeated after short intervals of quiet, we would,
without hesitation, recommend the use of bloodletting. The detraction
of blood is called for, iu our opinion, for the same reasons as in puerperal convulsions, and indeed in every violent convulsive attack,-to
sa\'e the nervous centres from the effects of the paroxysm, which are, in
all severe cases, exce~sive congestion, and, in some, fatal effusions. These
instances are, however, comparatively rare, and in the great majority of
cases we would not arlvise depletion in any form. This is particularly trne,
for instance, in those where the convulsion depends upon an anremic coudition1 and in which depletion is contra-indicated by a naturally feeble 1or by
a debilitated state of the constitution; those in which it is clearly unnecessary, from the slight severity or short duration of the attack; or those
which occur in the course of other diseases, and particularly at their termination, and in which a resort to it is rendered evidently improper by
the circumstances of the concomitant affection.
Dming the convulsion it is usually impossible to make the child swallow
nnything, and when there is but a :;ingle attack, and no reason exists for
attributing it to the presence of irritating or undigested matters in the
stomach, it is not necessary to administer an emetic after the attack. But
if the convulsion is prolonged, or a tendency to its recurrence is manifest,
we believe that the use of an emetic is very desirable, eveu when no gastric irritation exists. The act of vomiting alone is often sufficient to
break up a paroxysm of convulsions which has resisted various other means.
This we learned first from the advice of an old and experienced practitioner, who was in the habit of employing emetics in all cases of eclampsia
of children, and we have seen it tested on numerous occasions. The eruetic
which we prefer in this condition is ipecacuanha.
Cold applications to the head will be found proper and useful in nearly
all cases of eclampsia which are of any considerable violence. Their use
would be improper 1 however, when the surface is pale, the features contracted, and the pulse small and feeble i but whenever the skin, especially that
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of the head, is deeply colored and turgid, and the pulse full and strong,
they ought to he employed from the beginning. While the child is in the
bath, its head may be wrapped in a cloth wet with ice-water; or, after it
has been removed, cold water may be poured from pitchers or a tea-kettle
upon the same part. If the latter is done, enough should be employed
to prevent the sudden reaction which inevitably takes place when but a
srnull quantity is used . During the subsequent treatrnent of the case, the
colil applications ought to be coutiuued so long as the head remains unnaturally heated.
The ndrniuistration of a pw·gative dose is proper ao<l useful in most
case!\ of COD\'ulsions; particularly when it is found upon inquiry that the
child ha5 been cont=tipated prior to the attack; when it is suspected that
the bowets may contain crude food 01· some foreign body i when it is desirable to produce an evacuaut effect io a strong plethoric child, or a
derivative action from the brain, and when the attack is attended with
violent deterniiuation of blood towards that organ. Tbe best purgative in
i-:evere cases occurring in hearty children is calomel. It is advantageous
because of its easy administration, ils speedy operation, an<l the powerful
sedati\·e influence which it exerts upon the whole economy. The dose
should he from t.wo to folll' gmius, accordiug to the age. It ought to be
followed in one or two hours by a dose of castor oil or rhubarb. The best
of all is castor oil if it can be given. When the attack i:s slight or the
patient weak and delicate, castor oil is particularly applicable, as it operates with so litlle irritation to the intestine, or we may employ a mixture
of castor oil and spiced syrup of rbuburb. 'Vhatever the remedy may be,
it shoulJ be given only in such quantity as to produce complete e,·acuatiou of the bowels aud a modernte derivation upon these organs, without
the ri~k of occasioning a degree of irritation sufficient to inurease the disturbance of' the nervous system already existing.
lu many, iudeed, in most cases of eclamp~ia it will be found that purgative enemata are of great sen-ice. They may be adminibtered immediately
before or after the bath, aud not uufrequeutly have the effect of stopping
the paroxysm. They may consist of water holding in suspension or solu·
Lion ca~tile soap, common salt, molasses, castor oil, sweet oil, or spirit of
turpentine. If the first fails to operate in teu 01· fifteen minutes, another
or even a third ought to be given.
Rf'tmlsities are of the utmost importance in tbe treatment of convulsious.
Tlu•y should be employed from the very first, or immediately after the use
of the bath. In slight attacks, they alone are often sufficient to suspend
the paroxysm, or at least the fit often ceases under their use. )!ustard is
the most useful and convenient form of application in the great majority
of cnses. It may be used either in the form of sinapisrns, which are to be
shifted from place to place, or in that of the foot-bath. 'Vben sinapisms
nre u;:;ed, 1hey should nlwnys be covered with gauze or fine muslin, to avoid
the danger of leaving any of the mustard upon theskiu after they are taken
oft: 'Ve ouce saw very bad ulcerntions upon the feet of a child from the
neglect of this precaution. Iu the hurry and bustle of the moment, the
feet were not washed when the plasters were removed, and the ru ustard
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that remained produced \.·esications which ulcerated. Ia obstinate atturk51,
the revulsives ought to be ·reapplied from time to time, taking care to shift
their position in order to avoid vesication .
Anti.11;pasmodics are very valuable remedies in eclampsia, but as they are
somewhat slow in acting 1 we should first resort to the means already detailed. We should then give full doses of one of the antispasmodics
recommended below, and should continue its use so long as may be
thought desirable after the attack has passed over. They shou ld also
be used as a mellns of prevention in children threatened with eclampsia.
The bromides of potassium and of ~odium are the most powerful and
reliable remedies of this class in the treatment of al most all forms of
convulsion in children. They may be given in the dose of three to five
grains, three or four times a day, from the age of six months to one year,
with an additional grain for every year.
Next to the bromides, the ones most highly recommended are chloral
hydrate, valerian, oxide of zinc, assafootida, and camphor. Chloral hydrate,
given as au enema, as originally recommended by Pola ill on (Union .Midi·
cale, l\larch 23d, 1876), has proved successful in numerous instances in
checking the attack. Caution is to be observed in using large dosrs i
those we hav~ ourselves administere<l ha\'e been of from three to five graic!'I,
at from two to three years, dissolved in from three to five drachms of thin
mucilage of acacia. Valerian is best given in the form of the fluid extract,
of which from ten to twenty drops may be administered in water, to a child
two y~ars old, every lrnlf hour or hour, until several doses have been exhibited, after which it ought to be suspended for awhile or given in smaller
quantity. Assafrotid:t is best given in the form of emulsion, half a teaspoonful being administered by the mouth, or one or two teaspoonfuls
mixed with a little warm water may be thrown from time to time into
the rectum. M. Brachet ( Traite Prat. des Convul.~ions dans l' Enfa11ce,
2erue ~d., pp. 102-3) highly recommends the oxirle of zinc in combination
with extract of hyoscyamus, to the amount of at least two grains of the
former aod four of the latter in twenty-four hours, divided into four,
eight, or twelve doses. A dose was given every two or three hour~, and
when the symptoms werP. very violeut, the first two or three were repeated
at much shorter intervals.
Opium is a remedy which requires much care and discrimination in its
employment, but which, in certain conditions of the disease, is of the greatest service. It should not generally be given while there remains any
evidences of considerable determination of blood to the brain, but when
this condition does not exist, or after it has been removed by bloodletting
and revulsives, opium proves very useful in allaying irritabi lity and restlessness, which them~elves seem to keep up a disposition to a return or continuance of the convulsive phenomena. Somnolence also, and still more,
coma, likewise contra-indicate the use of opium. Dr. Eberle thinks be has
seen much advantage from frictious over the spinal region with a mix:ture
of equal parts of oil of amber, laudanum, and spirit of camphor, particu·
Jarly in very young infants.
Chloroform, has been highly recommended in the essential convulsions of
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children, by Rir J. Y. Simp!"on (Edin. Aled. Jour. 1 June 1 1858) 1 and is
favorably spoken of by both W est and Trousseau. It should be used
when the fits are violent aod recur frequently, and <lo uot yield to any of
the remedie~ previously meutioned. By careful administration, anresthesia
may be prolonged fur many hours, though, as Simpson recommends, it
should be allowed to partially pass off every two ur three houra for the
purpmie of feeding the child. It has been employed in numerous cases
with the effect of nrrestiog the convulsions, and in no instance has any
unfavorable result been observed to follow its use, although we should our·
sekcfl. prefer sulphuric ether for the production and maintenance of anrestht>sia in such ca,<i:es.
l cr.-ln a case of severe convul:;,ious in a new-born infant recorded by
Dr. Ellwood Wilson ( Phila .•Med. Times, Nov. 1st, 1873, p. 65), the introduction of' a small conical piece of ice into the rectum immediately arrested
the paroxysm each time.
We shall here conclude our rf'marks upon the general treatment of
erlamp.;in, nncl proceed to make some observatious on the conduct to be
pursued uurler particular circumstances.
It is always highly important for the direction of the treatment, to discover the ca use of Lb e attack. Tb is is sometimes very easy 1 while in other
inst:rnces it is exceedi ngly difficult, and not unf'req uently impossible. If
the atlltck occ ur in the course of some acute disease, as pneumonia, catarrh,
angina, enteritis, or dysentery, or during the progrel'S of one of the erup·
tive diseases, the diagnosis of the case is, as a general n1lt>, very easy. If,
on the contra.ry 1 it occurs al the commencement of one of the~e affections,
the diagnosis will be much more rlifficult, unless indeed the symptoms of
the concomitant disea;;e have already declared themselves, 01· should do so
very eoon after the convulsion. The treatment in ,such cases should be that
ltticl clown in our general remarks, modified, however 1 by the requirements
of the particular disease durin g the course of which the eclampsia occurs.
Wh en the attack occuriJ suddenly in a child previously in good health,
or who had been merely sl ightly ailing for a few hours, the detection of
the cause is still more difficult. The most probable causes under such circumstances nre, however, dentition, indigestion, intestiaal disorder, or the
approach of an acute general or local disease. It is easy to determine hy
inquiry of the attendants, aud by examinatiou of tbe mouth, whether the
child is teething or not. A8 a general rule, the convu lsions which depend
~olely on the process of dentition, are slight, and last but a short time.
In all the insta nces that we have seen, in which such was the only cause
to be detected, the attack was of this nature. Tbe treatment in such in8tances i:S to lance the gums, if they are swollen and inflamed over the
advancing tooth; to use warm baths, nud to administer purgative and then
anti:;pasmodic enemata. These simple means will seldom fnil when eclampsia depends on the process of dentition alone. But when, on the contra •y,
there is pre~eut indigestion, intestinal accumulations, or enteritis, as ofteu
happens during deutition 1 the case becomes more serious, and requires, in
addition to the t reatrneut above described, one directed to the particular
coexi.:-tiug morbid couditiou.
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The existence of iud igestion as the cause of the attack, can be di;;;co\·erecl
ouly by ascertaining with great care the diet of the child during the previous days. If it appear ibat something of au indigestible nature has been
eaten withiu a short time, aud if, at the same time, it be impossible to detect any more evident or probable cause for tbP. attack, we should have a.
right to conclude that it depends upon iudigestion. Under these cfrcurustances tbe proper treatment is the immediate use of the warm bath 1 and
the earliest possible administration of au emetic of ipecacuanha. The
operation of the emetic may often be hastened by tickling the fouccs with
a quill.
The presence of intestinal accumulations as the cause of the paroxysms
may be inferred, when it is found upon inquiry that the patient has been
coihtipated for some days, or that the stools have been scanty and hard, or
scanty and very offensive; when the abdomen is distended and bard, and
the distension is ascertaiued by palpation and percussion, not to be merely
tympauy; and, lastly, when there is no more evident cause for the atlack.
In such a case the particular treatment is the use of purgati\'es and eneruata, in addition to the other means detailed.
If the child presents the symptoms of dyspepsia and malnutrition, associated with anremia, and the convu lsions recur during a long period, the
most scrupulous care must be taken to secure a nutritious digestible diet,
combined with tlrn use of tonics anJ iron.
The dependence of the attack on the approach or commencement of
some acute general or local disease, can be iuferred only from a very care
ful examination of the antecedent and present phenomena of the case.
One of these may be suspected as the cause when we can account for the
occurrence of the convulsion on no more reasonable. supposition; wheu
neither dentition, indigestion, 001· iutesti11al irritation exist. It is scarcely
likely that a convulsiou could be occasioned by any of the acute thoracic
or abdominal affections, unless the disease had a lready gone fnr enough to
allow a careful examination of the different radical and physical symptoms, to determine its existence. Perhaps the most difficult cases to diag·
nosticate, are those which occur at tbe beginning of the eruptive fevers.
Even here, however, a careful search for the prodromic symptoms of the
disease, a watchful observance of the condition of the patient in and after
the paroxysm, will generally lead to a correct opinion within a few hours,
or after a day, and sometimes at the moment of the attack . Of the eruptive diseases, scarlet fever is much the most apt to be accompanied by convulsions at the onset, an<l in that disease the remarkable rapidity and activity of the pulse, the state of' the fauces, the heat of skin, and early
appearance of the eruption, will generally enable us to understand the
cause of the convulsiou at a very early period.
The treatment of sympathetic eclampsia depending on acute thoracic or
abdominal disease, should be that which is proper for the particular malady
which they complicate, with the addition of warm bath::, revulsives and
antispasmodics. The management of the couvulsions which complicate
the eruptive fevers, will be specially treated of in the articles on those
maladies.
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Du·1N1TIO-Y;

SYNONYMS; FREQUENCY.-Laryngismus stridulus belong~

to the cln!1:S of neuroses. It is characterized by crowing inspirations, or
by momentary su:.;pension of the act of respiration; these attacks occur
Eud<lt'nly, and at irregular intervals, are of short duration 1 cease sudJenly,
and are unaccompanied by cough, or other signs of irritation of the larynx.

If the di!!e1:1se progress, it becomes associated with other convulsive sym(>"
toms, ns strnbismus, distortion ot' the face, carpopedal spasms, or general
convul:5ions.
It is" the peculiar species of convulsion" of Dr. John Clarke i the in~
ward fita of'Uuderwood i the spasm of the glottis of ~lanih, West, Vogel,
aad some of the French writer~; the laryugisrnus stridnlus of Good; the
croup-like convulsion of Dr. :\[nrshnll l:lall; child·crowiug; one form of
the internal couvulsiou of l\DL Trousseau and Pidoux, of l\Il\I. Rilliet
and Barthcz1 ant.I of J. L. SmiLh; and the thymic asthma of some of the
German authors. It is described by Eberle under the title of carpopedal
spa1m1~.

The frequency of the disease seems to vaty in different countries. In
Frunce it would appear to be somewhat rare. Ml\!. Rilliet and Barthez
(:lCme i.:Jit.) speak of having seen nine cases. At the time of publication
of their fir13t edition, they ha<l met with ouly one case, and then stated
that they were acquainted with only one other, published by l\I. Constant
ia the B1tllclin de 'l'Mrapeutique. lo Germany, on the contrary, it would
seem to be a rather frequeot disease. In England it caunot be very infre<tUent, since Merriman says it is by no means uncommon. Copeland
{~lridulo us Laryngie Sttj}Ocation. in Children, Diet. of Pr((C. Mecl.) speaks
of numerous Ca!:ieS tbnt he- bas seen, and states that he has had as many
as tbree uu<ler trentment at the same time. Ley speaks of' having met
with considerably above twenty cases. Dr. l\lar:shall llall remarks that
"within tbe short spaee of one month, I have seen five cases of croup· like
coavul~ion." Dr. Charles We:st (4 th edit., p. 162) mentions thirty-seven
ca.-.es of which he has preserved some record. The statements of more
recent English writers indicate that it continues to be of quite frequent
occurrence.
We do not think it is a common disease in America, though it is
certainly not extremely rare, since we have either seen ourselves or beard
of the occurrence of a comparatively large number of cases.
PR!::I>ISPOSl!'IG CAus&.::i.-Age.-It is generally acknowledged that the
disease occurs most frequently during the period of the first dentition,
though it has been known to occur a~ late as six or seven years of age.
Of 30 cnl:ies selected indifforeutly from our practice and from authors in
which the age is given, 1:3 were six months or less of' age, 11 between six
mouths and one year, 4 between one and two yea.rs of nge, 1 of two, and
1 of four years of age; so tl:mt of the 30, 24 wne under one year. It k!
a1
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evident1 therefore, 80 far ns these cases go, that the majority occur within
the first, and very few after the second year.
Of the 37 cases mentioned by Dr. West, 31 occurred in children between six months an<l two years of age. All the cases seen by l\ll\l. H.iJ.
liet and Barthez were in ch ildren under two years old. Those nuthor:i
state that tOe seven subjects observed by M. IICrard were more than two
years of age, and Lhat 2 of them were between three and four years oil!.
From the statements made by authors in general, it woulcl seem to be
rnfJ::-;t frequent between the ages of three weeks and eighteen moothQ. It
bas been known, however, in one very rar~ instance, to occur as late as

seven years of age.
Sex.-It is most frequent io the male sex. Of .50 cases (45 from au them:,
and 5 by ourselves), 39 occurred in boy~, and 11 in girls. 1\fM. Hillie!
nod Barthez state that of 16 cases observed by themselves 11nd by l\l. He.
rard, 12 occurred in boys, aud 4 in girls; of 183 cases collected by )l.
Lorent, in which the sex was noted, 125 occurred in boys, and 58 iu girl~.
C'onstilHtion .-It seems established that it sometimes occurs iu the mo~t
healthy and vigorous subjects, being then probably dependent upon rdlex
nervous irritation. It is, however, far most frequently met with in chil·
dren who are Uclicate and foeble, and especially in those of scrofulous or
rickety con8titutions. The very frequent association of rachitis with laryn·
gismus has been more and more prominently developed during the pa4
few year.s. Some high authorities, since the publication of El::ii~ser'~ re·
searches, in 18-13, have even asserted that this connection is a con~tant
one, and that laryngismus is essentially dependent upon craniotabes or
rachitic disease of the skull. There are certain cases in our own expt>·
rieuce, aud others which are reported by careful ob.servers, which do not
nl~ow us at preseut to a<lmit that this connection is an invariable one, hut
there c2n be no doubt that in the great majorily of cases laryngismus oc·
curs in rachitic children, and particularly in those who have craniotabe~,
or" soft spots" in the occiput. It not unfrcqueutly attacks several chi!·
dren in a family . Ley quotes four instances from other writera, in which
three children in each family had the di::;easc, and in one all Lhree dietl.
He states that his own experience fully confirms this fact.
l\IM. Rilliet and Barthez (2e me edit., note, t. ii, p. 527) state that
Du.vies and Henrich have met with four, an<l Torgord five children of the
same family affected with the disease. They quote from Reid the curious
fact that Powell saw one family of thirteen children, not one of which
escaped the disease.
Amongst the causes of the disease, in addition to those already men·
tioned, must not be forgotten dentition and improper food. These two art,
indeed, probably the most influential of all in the production of the r m·
plaiut. The age at which it occurs most frequently, the last half of the
first, and the first half' of the second year, the very period during which
the process of de11tition is most active, would alone go far to show that
this must constitute one of its most powerful predii::posing, if not exciting,
Cttuses. The opinions of writers on this point are also conclusive as to th
great influence of this vital process. Improper food, and especially earl
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weaning, nnd the attempt to bring the rhi1d up by hand, is clearly a potent
pre<fo:po~ing cau!:ie of the disease. This has been clearly shown in the
caites that have come under our own observation, and especially iu one in
which cnntrn<'lion with rigidity followed the symptoms of Jaryugismu!i.
The details of this case will be found appended to the article on coutrac&ure. Dr. Ju.mes R eid, iu an excellent work on the disease (see Brit. and
For . .lfed.-C'ltirurg. Rev., July, JR~~. p. 163), gives the following eonelu~ion~ as to its :etiology: "1 . That for the occurrence of this complaint, the
cerebro-spi1ml system is required to be in a peculiarly excitable state,
which then acts as a pre<li:iposing cause. The period of teething is the
nio.:st likely to prncluce this cooditioo. 2. That during this irritable state
of the nervous centres, the two mo8t frerpient (and in the majority of i11!ltances the combined) causes are the improper description of food which ii
admiui~lered to the infant, and the impure and irritating atmosphere which
it breathes." It must not be forgotten that, while in someca~es these causeg
act in producing laryngismus by reflex irritation from the gums or mucous
membraue of the alimentary canal upon a weak and over-1:1cn~itive nervous
:;y:stem, in other ca~es, the laryngismus is essentially connected with ricket8,
which has been induced by improper feeding.
NATUHIO: A~V EXCITING CAUSES; FOR:'IIS.-:Much difference of op inion
hns prevailed in regard to the nature and exciting cau~es nf laryugi:::mus
~tridulus ~ince the disease has attracted the particular notice of the profe-.~ion. Kopp and other German authors originally ascribed it to com·
pre~"'ion of the trachea by an enlarged thymus gland; and Ley suppo;,cd
it. to depend on compre~~ion of the pneumogastric nerves by enlarged cervical and bronchial glands. IL has become a generally accepted opinion,
however, that laryngi~mus is to be regarded as a neurosis, and to beclas~ed
with other parrial and incomplete cvnvulsive aff~ctions. There are ,·arious
ways in which the attacks may be exc ited, suppo~ing the prcdi.::poRition to
exi~t. ~[:u~h1\ll Hall cousidered it as due to reflex irritation, a view that
probably holds true in a certain proportion of cases. ~fauy receut authors,
a~ already ~tatecl, are disposed to regard it as dependent upon the direct
irri111tion of the brain, due to the exbtence of craniotabes. But it is evident that if it is regarded, as we are dio;posed to do, as really one form of
internal convubious in child ren, a wider view of it.s nature and pathology
mu~t be entertained.
Before ex1\mining in detail the different opin ions tl1at have been promieutly advanced, we will refer to the anatomical appearances of the

malady.
The mucous membrane of the air·passages, as a general rule 1 is found
rrectly healthy, preiientiug neither redness, infl:tmmntory swelling!
-.lema, nor nccideotal products of nny kind. The lungs are usually of
he natural color aud deu~ity, and crepitaut. J){. IICrard (Bib. du. ltf{d.
nt., t. v, pp. 319, 320) observed that in several autop:;ies made by hi111lf, they always presented oae marked change from their natural coti<.liiou, however, which wa8 a very high degree of emphye.ems, more genral and strongly marked tbau in nn~ other disease. Thi~ alte~~uiotl jr;i,
lieved to depend, as it does in hooping-cough, upon the 1mped11nent to
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respiration which exists during the disease. l\L\I. Rilliet and Barthez
state, howeve r, that emphysema was not present in any of their autopsies.
The heart and great vessels of the thorax often, but not always, cou~
tained more blood than usual, as in asphyxia.
:;\!. Herard states that he has made very minute researches iu regard to
the condition of the nervous system, examining the brain aud spinal marrow, the pneumogastric, recurrent, and diaphragmatic nerves, and tl10--e
of the extremities even, to their terminations, without, however, finding
important lesions in any case. He excepts only serous effusion in small
quantity, and evidently consecutive, in the ventricles and particularly itJ
the membranes of the brain, and slight venous congestion of the same
kiod. The tissues of the brain and spinal marrow retained their ordiuary
consistence, and presented neither redness nor softening.
The condition oftbe pneurnogastric nerves has, however, been vari ou~ly
reported by different authors, some having found them softened, others
indurated.
In some cases tubercu los is of the lungs or bronchial glands has been observed. But as these, as well as. all the other lesions mentioned, are not
constant, they cannot be regarded as chnracteristic. In many instances
ruore or less marked evidences of rickets are discovered upon the bones of
the cranium, the ribs, or the long bones of' the extremities.
'Ve will now examine as succinctly as possible the different opinions
which have been advocated in regard to tbe causes of laryogisrnus stridu·
lus. These may be classed, it seems to us, under four heads. 1. Enlarge·
ment of the thymus gland. 2. Enlargement of the cervical and bronchial
glnnds. 3. Organic <lisease of the cerebro-spiual axis. 4. Tbat wbich regards it as a simple neurosis, without appreciable anatomical alteratious.
1. Enlargement of the Thynw.'"f Gland.-That the disease is in some case:;
coincident with, if not dependent upon, this condition, is proved by the
observations of Kopp, Hirsch, Ha.ugsted, Kyll, and others. Hasse (Pathol.
Anal., Syden. Soc. Ed., p. 38!) says there can be little doubt that it sometimes depends upon this cause.
It appears to us, however, that it has been clearly shown by l\I. Herard
(loc. cit., pp. 320, 321), that the disease is entirely independent of any
alteration of the thymus. That observer found that in six children be·
tween two and four years old, dying of the affection, the gland weighed be·
tween half a drachm and a drachm in five, and four draehms and two
scruples in the sixtb. These cases alone show that the size of the gland
varies greatly in different subjects attacked with the disease. M. Herard
has examined the gland, with a view to the elucidation of this point1 io
sixty rhildreu dying with various disease$, between two and four years of
age (the age of those who had died of the disease under consideration).
In fifty he found that it presented the same arrangement, color, density,
and weight, as in those who bad perished with laryngismus stridulus.
All of these subjects exhibited the same aspect; they were pale, thin,
aad mo~t of them exhausted by diarrhooa. In ten of the sixty the gland
was much more voluminous, weighing from two to two aad a half or five
drachms, and in oae instance aa ounce aad a quarter. The ten subject.I
upon which these observations were made Jied of <lifferent diseases, croup,
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acute laryogitis,asthma, meningitis. aod varioloid. All exhibited the appearances of' strong and vigorous health ; the oue which presented the
lurgest gland was very fat, and so robust, that, though only twenty-two
months old, he looked to be three nr four years. It appears to result
therefore from these researches, that the gland is liable to great variations
of size, and that its size bears a very exact proportion to the force of the
child, being small in tho:e who are slightly developed, or emaciated by
chronic disease, and voluminous in those who are vigorously constituted,
or who have died of acute diseases.
That the disease does not depend, at least in all cases, on this cause, is
•hown also by Haugstecl (Arch. de Med., t. xxxiii, 1833, p. 111 ) , who reports tbe case of a girl, seven years old, in whom the gland weighed five
ounces, and mea"ured four inches long, and one and a half in thickness,
without its occasioning the least difficulty of breathing of any kind . That
it occurs in children in whom the gland is very small, is shown also by
Caspari and Pagenstecher (quoted by Hasse, loc. cit.).
2. E1tlargenient of the Cervical and Bronchial Glands. -Thi s condition
ns n cause of the disea~e, so strongly advocated by Dr. Ley, and adopted
upon his authority by Kyll and Hasse, would seem from certain facts and
arguments to be of doubtful agency.
Thus, Mr. 'Vakely (quoted by Kerr) states that "he possesses more
tl111n one case of tubercular affection in children, where the pneumogastric
nen•e hns been completely flattened by the pressure of tubercles, without
giving rise to any remarkable disturbance of the function of respiration."
Dr. Hull doubts the co rrectness of this explanation of the phenomena of
the disease, and says that if the contiguity of enlarged glands with the
pneumogastric nerve have any affect, it is by their action upon it as an
incident exciter, and not as a motor or muscular nerve.
3. Organic Disease of the Ce1·ebro-spinal Axis.-That it may depead on
this cause is proved by a case mentioned by Dr. Coley (On Infants and
(1dldren, Bell's edition, p. 226), who states that in a fatal instance which
occurred in his own family, the only morbid appearance found on dissection was a large exostos is growing on the inn er surface of the occiput,
which compressed the cerebellum and produced chronic inflammation of
the dura mater. No disease was discoverable eith er in the cervical or
thoracic glands. Dr. Kyll (Arch. Gen. de lJied., t, xiv, 1837, p. U4 ) quotes
a case from Dr. Corrigan, of Dublin, which had lasted three months, in
~pite of cnlomel, emetics, and antispasmodics. Attention was called by
chance to the i;ipinal column, when it wns discovered that pressure over
the third nod fourth cer\"ical vertebrre WM very painful, anrl produced
loud cries from t.he child. Two applications of four leeches, at an interval
of two day~, to that point, removed nil the symptoms, and the child recovered perfectly.
Dr. l\I. Hall (Diseases and Derangements of tlie Nervous System, 1841, p.
99) stales that the crowing inspiration may arise from affections of the
centre of the excito-motory system. Ile quotes a case related to hiru by
lfr. Evans, of Hampstead, of sp in n bitida, in which "tl1ere was a croup·
like convulsion whenever the little patient turned so as to press upon the
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tumor." He states, moreover, that he found iaduration of the medulla
oblongata in oue case of the disease.
Dr. \Vest bas also noticed occasional attacks of laryngismus stridulus

in chronic hydrocephalus, occurring even before much enlargement of lhe
head had appeared.
\Ve have already stated that, in many cases of laryngismu~. the patients
will be found to be rachitic,and that some have explained this conuectioa
by supposing a direct irritation of the brain due to craniotabes; but it
seems probable that in most cases the true connection is to be found io the
fact that the derangement of genera l nutrition associated with rickets
induces a state of irritability of the nervous centres, which allows the prorluction of convulsions by slight direct or reflex irritations.
4. That it is a Neurosis.-\Ve have seen that in very few cases of laryn·
gismus there is actual organic disease of the brain or spinal cord. It is
ueccs~ary, therefore, to re~ard it as moEt frequently a purely spasmodic
nervous affection dependent upon irritation of certain parts of the
nervous system which are directly or indirectly connected with the muscles
of the glottis. Almost all recent authorities concur in the main with this
cpinion.
That it is not always. how~ver, a neurosis, is also ehowu by the ca~es
quoted under the first head from Drs. Hall and Uoley, and by those in
which the disease is accompanied from the first by symptoms of infhuumation or congestion of the brain .
It has now been shown that the causes of the disease are exceedingly
variable and uncertain, and that any opinion which asserts its dependence
en one invariable and constant cause is untenable. \Ve mu:St, therefore,
seek some explanation which shall reconcile, as far as possible, the fuctl!
related above, and harmonize the various opinions expressed by the authors

quoted .
It seems to us tllat the explanation given by Dr. Hall (loc. cit.) is the
only one which accounts satisfactorily for the phenomena of the di~ea:!e,
and reconciles the contradicto_ry accounts of its nature and causes brought
forw·ard. Dr. Hnll regards it as au affection of the excito-motory or true
spinal system of nerves, producing in mild cases partial closure of the
glottis, aud difficult inspirations, while in more severe cases the spasmodic
disposition extends to other parts of the body,-to the eyeballs, and to
I he flex ors of the fingers and toes.
\Ve have already alluded to his theory
that in very violent attacks cf Iaryngismmi, where the glottis is entirely
shut, the $U~pension of respiration produces congestion of the nervous
centres and general convulsions. As already stated, however, this theory
has not been accepted, and we regard the occasional occurrence of' general
convulsions in conneC'tion with laryngismus stridulus, as one proof tbat
this latter affection is merely a partial and imperfectly developed convul·
sion.
The causes may be either centric, seated in the nervous centres, or centripetal, in the excitor or incident nerves. Iu the great majority of case:,
the causes are centripetal, consisting of various morbid conditions situated
at the peripheral extremities of the nerves, which become causes in con·
sequence of the irritation they establish in the nerve-extremities; this irri·
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t1ttion is transmitted to the uen•ous centres, and thence reflected through
the vll.rious efferent or motor nerves to the different portions of the mus·
tular apparatus aflected in the disease, the larynx, face, extremities, and
lastly, in severe ca~es 1 the whole body. The principal causes of this rlass
fl re dental irritation occurring during dentition; gastric irritation, arising
from exce~sive or improper food; intestinal irritation from constipation,
inte:-;tinal disorder or catharsis; anrl perhaps the pressure of an enlarged
thymus or of enlarged cervical or bronchial glands.
The centric class of causes includes such as are seated in the nervous
centre:;i. These are ruuc:h less common than the former class, and give rise
tn a vastly more dangerous and intractable form of the disease. Foremost
among them, according to recent observations, must be placed the developnwut of" soft spots" in the occipital bone in connection with rickets,
''hic:h allows pressure upon the back of the head to induce irritation of
the brain . Indeed, the more this subject is investigated the closer and
more frequent doe8 the connection appear to be between laryngismus and
ri<:ket~. There are also different morbid conditions of the brain and spinal
mnrrow, ns inflamm:lt.ion, congestion, and eHUsion, which appear to have
ON'a~iuoally proved the cause of laryngismus. Tbat such causes sometimes produce the disease is shown by the cases of exostosis already quoted
frnrn Coley, that of spinal irritation from Kyll, that of Dr. Hall, iu which
he found incluratiou of the medulla oblougata, and the one of spina bifida
rC'pMted to Dr. Hall by :\Ir. Evans. In the latter case the tumor was
i<eatecl on the loins. l\Ir. E. proposed to treat it by compres~io11, but on
making the attempt. found that it was followed immediately" by the uffectio11 de;cribed by Dr. J . Clarke" (Hall, loc. cit., p. lH). Other ceatric
cnul:ic..:, which have been ascribed in some rare instances, are passion, vexation, fright, contmcliction,etc.
This theory of the nature of the disease likewise accollnts for the varying character of t.hC convulsive $ymptoms. The htryngeal spasm, from
which the cli8ease derives its name, clues not constitute the whole malady;
it i$only one of the symptoms, though the principal one, and that by which
it is particularly characterized. The othe1· convulsive phenomena,. which
generally occur only in severe attacks, or after the disease bas continued
for some time, are distortion of the face, strabismus, carpopedal spasms,
and general convulsions. The hyclrocephalic symptoms which occur towards the terminatiou of such cases, and the serouseffu:-;iou within the cranium found after death, are, it ought to be recollected, often the cou::;equences of the congestion of the brain and asphyxia, which take pla.ce
<luriog the more or less complete rlosure of the larynx.
SYMPTOl\lS; COURSE; DuRATION.-Laryngismus stridulus begins suddenly with a paroxysm of difficult respiration. The laryux is contracted
spasrnodically, and the entrance of air into the lungs is either prevented
or impeded. In most cases the closure of the larynx is only partial, and
the respirntory movement continues, but is accompanied by prolonged and
difficult iuspirations, which give rise to the crowing or stridulous sound,
whence the disease derives its name. The crowing sound is generally
heard several times iu each paroxysm, owing to the repeated but only
partially successful attempts at inspiration; while in very violent cases it
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occurs ooly at the beginning and end of the accession, the re:o.piration
being entirely suspended in the middle period. At the same time the
child presents an appearance of great dist.res~. The body is thrown forci·
bly backwards, the eyes are fixed and staring, the nostrils dilated, and
the whole countenance indicative of great anxiety. If the paroxy!'m COii·
tinues many seconds, the face becomes blui~h, the extremities cold, and
the fingers and toes contracted . AfLer a few seconrls, or a minute, or
even longer, the spasm of the larynx cea~es; a loud, full in!l;piration
tak rs place; a fit of crying generally follows, and the child either very
soon regains its usual spirit~. or, if the paroxysm have been very severe,
seems weak, languid, and drowsy, and returns more slowly to its ordinnry
condition . Between the paroxysms the child may seem perfectly well so
far ns concerns the character of the respiration, but it almost nlwnys
exhibits tbe symptoms of some derangement ot' the general health, or, in
other words, of the morbid condition which is the ultima.te cause of the
Jaryngeal spasm .
Tbe pnroxysms are most apt to occur during sleep, or as the child is
wakiug. They occur spontaneously, and are brought on by fretting or
crying, coughing, fright, contrarieties, deglutition, by the sudden applicll·
tion of cold, and other sud<leu impressions. At the commencement of
the disease they recur at rare intervals, and often attract little notice;
but, as the case progresses, they become more frequent, and may amount
to twenty or thirty in the day, accordiag to Kerr. They sometimes cease
entirely for some weeks, or even months, and then recommence. In a
case attended by one of ourselves (reported in the Am.. Jour. ~fed. &i.,
April, 1847, p. 287 ), the attacks 1nsted eighteen days, occurring some·
times two or three times in an hour, and sometimes much less frequently.
Tbe child then recovered entirely for a period of seven months, when the
clisen!l:e returned, nod after continuing for five days, caused the death of the
child in one of the paroxysm::i .
If the disease continues to progress, it almost always becomes associated
with other spasmodic symptoms. The thumbs are drawn tightly into the
palms of the hands, and the fingers cla~ped over them, which gives to the
back of the hands a swelled and tumid look. At the same time the toes
are strongly flexed un,Jer the feet, an<l the in~teps Jook swelled like the
backs of the hands. Sometimes the hand:5 are bent on the forearms, and
the forearms on the arm~. There is often distortion of' the face. Ia severe
cases, or when the di~ease has continued for a considerable period, epilep·
tiform convulsions make their appearance, and generally prove fatal.
The disease is apyretic in a large majority of cases. When fever ari~es
it almost always depends on the condition which has occasioned the dis·
ordered action of the excito motory system, or on some accidental compli·
cation. The pulse during the paroxysm is small, corded, rapid, and some·
times imperceptible. In the interva]s it is natural or nearly so.
Death may occur very early in the disease, or after some weeks, months,
or, according to Kyll, years. Vogel states (op. cit., p. 272) that" sometimes even the very first attack terminates in death, and a seemingly per·
fectly healthy child may be carried off in a few seconds." Ia a case quoted
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by M~I. Rilliet and Barthez, death took place at the end of three weeks,
aad in another in twenty mouths.
The dumtion is very uncertain. It generally, however, lasts several
mouths. Inoue of our own cases it lasted eighteen days, then ceased for
seven months, returned, nnd proved fatal in five days. Ia another case,
the attacks of spasms returned from time to time, during a period of three
week'1;. In another case, the notes of which were obligingly furnished us
hy our friend Dr. Benedict, and which we shall append to this article, it
lasted, in connection with contracture, four months and a half, and was
followed by perfect recovery.
Other Forms of Internal Conv1dsio11s.- 'Ve have for the sake of clear·
llC::iS, limited ourselves so far in the present article, to cases where the spasm
is confined to the muscles of the larynx, when the attack might be called
one of laryngerd conv1dsion.
In other cases, however, the spasm may affect, either solely, or in con·
junction with the larynx, the diaphragm, and the respiratory muscles of
the ab(lomen and chest, constituting what is termed by some authors u in·
lcrnal com:ufsions." The most common form of internal convulsion as
described by Trousseau," is characterized by rolling upwards of the eye·
balla, by an almost complete Jnss of consciousness, by extreme difficulty
or impo~sibility of deglutition, by irregular respiration, at times barely
perceptible, or free, deep, and blowing, indicating that the diaphrngm and
tbe respiratory muscles of the abdomen and chest are especially nffected."
These internal convulsions may be associated with partinl or even gen·
eral convulsions of the face aud extremities i more frequently, however,
they are accompanied by more or less geueral tonic muscular contraction.
In most cases, as indicated in the pai:sage ql1oted from Trousseau, the
muscles of the pharynx are involved, and there is marked dyspbagia or
utter inability to swallow.
Io some iu~tauces, also, the frequencyi irregularity, and smallness of the
pulse, and the irregular and tumultuous character of the action of the
heart, indicate, as pointed out by Rilliet and Barthez (op. cit., t. i, p. 510),
that the organs of circulation probably share in the convulsion.
The degree in which the larynx participates in the attack varies much
in different cases; at times there is no obstacle whatever to the entrance
or exit of air through its cavity, at others, the spasm of its muscles is so
extreme that the passage of nir is entirely obstructed; whilst in still other
Cn'i:es, of which the one communicated to us by the late Prof. Pepper, and
quoted nt the eud of this article, is nu example, respiration is difficult au<l
accompanied by n stridulous noise.
The nbove description applies to those cases of internal convulsions where
the convulsion is complete, and presents both the primary tonic contrac·
tion nod the subsequent clouic spasms of the respiratory muscles.
But iu other cases, the attack consists merely of a sudden tonic spasm
of the diaphragm and re:.pirntory muscles of the abdomen and chest, followed by a sudden and complete relaxation. The entire suspension of the
respiration during the spasm would of course rapidly induce fatal a~phyxia,
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but fortunately the attacks, as we have met with them, have m;ually been
so brief as not to cause any dangerous symptoms.
These attacks are popularly known in this country, and were described
in the earlier editions of this work, uoder the title of "llolding-brcalh

Spells."
'Ve have met with a cons iderable number of well-marked cases of the
affectiou, and believe it to be of quite common occu rrence. It seldom
happens that the physician is consulted in regard to it, as those who have
charge of children iu whom i t occurs, almost always ascribe it to temper,
and think it of but little moment. It appears to be the result of a sudden

spasm of all the respiratory muscles, so that the child ceases for the time
to breathe, from which circumstance, no doubt, it has received its name of
holding-breath spell." There is no stridulous sound, nor hoari:;eness of
the cry, nor indeed sound of any kind . The face is contracted and bluish,
the base of the thorax retracted and immovable, aud the limbs violently
agitated at first, and then stiff; after a few seconds, or perhaps a minute
in severe cases, the Spasm yields, the child instantly makes a full inspiration, unattended with stridulous sound, and generally bursts into a loud fit
of crying, which lasts for a few moments, after which the child seems perfectly well, or else the attack is followed by excessirn paleoes!", with languor or prostration, lasting half an hour or even longer. The attacks
recm with variable frequency; there may he several in a day, or but oue,
or they may occur only at intervals of several days. The most frequent
cause of the paroxysms is contraclictiou . They are determined also by
fright, pain, and crying. They never occur spontaneously, and neverdur·
ing sleep, so far as we know . It is to be distinguished from laryngismus
stridulus by the abseuce of the crowing sound, by its not occurring spontaneously or during sleep, and by the absence of carpopedal or otber spasmodic symptoms. It is, we believe, a spasmodic affection of respiration,
analogous to though not exactly similar to laryngismus stridulus. We
have never met with it except during the period of the first deotitiou, and
always in children of nervous temperament. The cases that we have met
with all recovered, and in one only did the life of tbe child seem to be at
all eudangcred. In this instance the paroxysms had recurred very frequently for eleven months, and on two occasions were terminated by slight
spasmodic movements of the limbs, lastiog ouly for a few instaots, and
unaccompanied by insensibility or other dangerous symptoms. After these
attacks the child was removed to the country, where he recovered perfectly.
D1AGNOSJs.-The only disease with which laryngismusstridulus is likely
to be confounded is spasmodic laryngitis, or false croup. From this it may
readily be distinguished by the absence of catarrbal symptoms, or fever i
by the fact that the paroxysms occur indifferently in the day or night, and
that they are much more frequent i by the duration of the paroxysms,
which last only a few seconds, or more rarely a minute; by the absence
of cough or hoarseness of the voice, even during the height of the paroxysm i by the occurrence of tonic muscular spasms, and convulsions;
and, finally, by the chronic course of the malady; the converse of all of
which symptoms exist in spasmodic croup.
u
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PROGNORJS.-The progoosis of laryngismus stridulus is always serious,
E:ince even the mildest cases may terminate fatally in any one of the paroxysms. It is, however, for from being so dangerous a disease as has been
~upposed by some writers, and amonj!st others 111. Valleix, who states that
it is almost always fatal (Guide du Med. Prat., t. i, p. 564). Of 56 cases
collected from Pagcnstecher, Hach man, Ley, Kopp, Hall, Constant, Rilliet
nod Bnrthez, Kyll, and 5 from our own obsen•ation, making 61 in all, 4
died of iatercurrent or consecutive diseases, while of the remaining 57, 32
were cured, nod 2.3, or about 43 per cent., died of the malady itself.
].L\L Rilliet nnd Bu.rthez quote from M. Lorent, the translator of Dr.
Reid's work, the statement, that of 289 cases collected from various
writer$, 115, or rather more than 39 per cent., proved fatal.
The prognosis given by the physician ought to depend in great nrnasure
upoa the c·au~e of' the malady. 'Vhen it depends on difficult dentition,
improper diet, or gastro-intestinal disease, whether or not conaected, as
they very frequently are under these circumstances, with rickets, the case
will iu all probability terminate favorably if the proper treatment can be,
and is 1 brought to bear against those morbid conditions; while if it occur
uucler the influence of a centric cause, or of enlargement of the cervical or ..
bronchial glauds, the prognosis becomes much more unpromising.
T1rn.ATM .E NT.-If the views taken of the nature of the disease in the
above remarks be correct, it must be evident that for the treatment to
offer nny con~iderable chance of success, it must be directed uot merely to
the removal of the spasm of the larynx 1 which is only a symptom aud
not the whole disease, but to the remedying of the deeper-seated cause of
the disordered functional action of the excito-motory system of nerves. In
this conuection it is especially important to search for the symptoms of
ricket~, which we have seen to be so often the primary underlyiug cause
of the attacks.
When the disease seems to immediately depend upou difficult dentition,
the gums ought to be carefully watched, and freely scarified, so soon as
there is the least heat or swelling over the advancing teeth. Dr. :Marshall
Hall deems the use of the gum-lancet oue of the most important means
of treatment we are possessed of, and recommends that the gums should
he fully divided," not once, or occasionally, but twice or eveu thrice daily."
Iu another place, he say~: 11 \Ve should lance the gums freely and deeply,
over a great part of their exteat, daily, or even twice a day, and apply a
sponge with warm water, so as to encourage tbe flow of blood." He even
recommends that, iu very urgent cases, the lateral as well as the more
prominent portions of the gum, should be scarified. Lancing of the gums
ifi undoubtedly a most important poiut in the treatment of this and other
cli«eascs of childhood, conuected with dentition. "'\Ve have long been convinced, however, from personal observation, that a resort to this operation,
merely becau~e the child is passing through the period of dentition, is at
lea!(>t useless. \Ve have never found it to do any good, unless the teeth are
near enough to the surface to produce manifest swelling, attended with
heat and soreness of the gums. So long as the gum is hard, insensible,
not turgid 1 nud of its natural color, and the mouth not hot, cutting has
done no good.
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When the disease depen<l8 on gastric irritation, the result of aa unhealthy
milk or of artificial diet, or when there are evidences that these morbid
influences have induced rickets, our attention must be directed principttlly

to the removal of these conditions.

A wet-nurse ought to be procured at

once if one can be obtained, and if the child will 1rnrse. If this cannot be
done, the diet must be carefully regulated by the physician. Ass's milk
or goat's milk ought to be used if they can be procured; if not, we would
recommend the gelatin diet, prepared as recommended at page 318. The
proportion of the ingredients must be regulated by the condition of the
stomach. If the digestive power be very weak, the proportion of milk
must be only a fourth, or even a sixth for a few days, while the amount of
crf>am must bear its usual ratio to the milk.
When the child is thiu an<l pale, and the stomach evidently weak Rnd
dyspeptic, it is well to resort to small quantities of stimulants, nnd to
tonics in pr0per doses. The best stimulant is fine old brandy, of which
from ten to twenty drops may be given three or four times a day, or every
two or three hours. Or we may administer the aromatic spirit. of hart.shorn in connection with, or without the brandy i of this about ten or fifteen
- drops shoulJ be given fouror five times a day,or alternately with the brandy.
Of tonics, the most suitable, it seems to us, are quinine, iu the dose of a
quarter to half of a grain, three or four timf>s a day, or the citrate of iron
and quinine, in the dose of half a grain, given in the same way. Another
very excellent stimulant an<l tonic i~ Hux ham's tincture of bark, of which
about five to fifteen drops may be prescribed in the place of brandy.
This kind of treatment will scarcely fail to stimulate the digestive power
of the stomach to greater activity after a few days, and of course to improve the nutritive functions and the strength of the patient. In addition
to this we would recommend the persistent use of thfl remedies which, as
cod-liver oil and the compound syrup of the phosphates, are most beneficial in the treatment of rickets. The reader is referred to tbe article on
the latter subject for more detailed discussion of this poiut.
'Vhen the <lisease is associated with marked intestinal irritation, we must
inquire carefully into its nature and causes. It may be connected with
constipation, diarrhrea, or with an unhealthy state of the contents of the
bowels. It is often dependent on the presence of crude or imperfectly digested food in the alimentary canal, and when this is the case, the only
proper method of treatment is to attend to the state of the digestive function, and to discover and employ a proper diet. The bowels are quite
frequently very torpid, and the stools, when obtaiued by medicine, are
often found to be very offensive, light-colored, and pasty, conditions generally resulting from imperfect action of the liver. Under these circumstances, small doses of mercurials, or taraxacum, should be resorted to in
combination with or followed by light aperients, as castor oil or rhubarb.
One of the very best cathartic remedies, wheu this combination of symptoms is present, is Chaussier's mixture of castor oil and aromatic syrup of
rhubarb, consistiug of three parts of the former rubbed up with five parts
of the latter. The dose is a teaspoonful every two or three hours, until
the bowels ar~ well evacuated. It is gentle in its action, and yet very
efficient, gives no pa.in, and is easily taken. If a mercurial he desired,
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about two or three grains of h]ue mass, one or two grains of calome],
or four grains of the mercury with chalk, may be incorporated into an
ounce of the mixture. "'hen diarrhc:ea is present, it must be treated
according to its causes, as recommended in the articles on simple diar-

rhroa and entero·colitis.

'Vhen, on the contrary, constipation is a ruarked

symptom, this is to be treated by regulation of the diet, by the daily
U!"e of warm water enemata ( particularly recommended by Dr. M. Hall ),
or, if these do not answer, by the exhibition of small doses of the mildest
aperients.
Dr. Hall states that by strict attention to the dentitiou process, and to
gastric and intestinal irritation in the dawn of the disease, he has succeeded
iu curing all the cases he has seen but oue, and in that he found induration of the medulla oblougata.
By those who suppose the disease to depend on enlargement of the tbymic, cervical, or bronchial glauds, it bas been proposed to endeavor to
procure n. reduction of the hypertrophy of those gland:; by frequent applications of leeches, by the use of exutories upon the thorax, by the employment of strong purgative medicines, and by the administration of mercury,
digitalis, aacl iodiae. ln a case apparently connected with enlargement of
the brouchial or cervical glands, we should prefer to direct our treatment
to the iuvigoratiC'IU of the general health by attention to diet, by the use of
tonics, and by proper exposure to fresh air, whilst we should employ internally, cod-liver oil, iron, iodide of potassium, the preparations of iodine,
and autispasmodics.
\Vhen the disease depends on a centric cause, this must be treated, if it
can be Jetected, according to its nature.
Anfispasmodic8.-\Vhatever be the causes of laryugismus stridulus, it
is undoubtedly proper, whilst our chief efforts are directed towards their
removal or mitigation, to make use of antispasmodics in order to modernte
the spasmodic symptoms which nre but the expression of those causes. The
remedies of this class most bighly recommeuded are bromides of potassium
and ammonium, belladonna, valerian, musk, assafa::tida, oxide of zioc, and
small doses of ipecncuanha. Oue of the bromide salts mentioned should
be given in full doses, aa<l may be combined with any of the other antispasmodics. As stated in our remarks on the use of remedies of this class
iu hooping-cough, there is reason to believe that the bromide of ammonium
possel)5e!:! greater power than the other bromide salts in relieving the spasmodic affections of the larynx. The oxide of zinc which, as stated io the
article on eclamp:sia, is so highly recommended by Brachet and others,
muy be given aloue or combined with extract of hyoscyamus. M. Bracbet
always combines the oxide of zinc with extract of hyoscyamus, and gives
at least two grains of the former with four of the latter, in divided doses,
in the tweuty-four hours. He states that he has never given more than
ten grains of each in the period mentioned. Of the fluid extract of valerian, about a teaspoonful, or even more, might be given in the twenty-four
hours, to a child one or two years old. It should be mixed with water, of
COllr5e.

It must never be forgotten, however, that remedies of this class are
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to be employed only as palliatives and adjuvants, and not as curative
agents.
Iron.-Of all the remedie to be employed, after attending in the strictest manner to the removal of the exciting causes of the disease, there i~
none of such almost universal applicability as iron or its preparation~.
Tbe patient is almost invariably, owing to the faulty state of the <lige~ti,·e
and nutritive functions, more or less anremic, a condition imperatively
demanding iron i and as this remedy rarely conflicts with the other means
indicated, it should be given probably in all, or nearly all the cases. The
metallic iron in powder or io lozenges, in doses of half a graiu or a grain
three times a day, or the syrup of the iodide of iron in doses of from two
to four drops three times a clay, in a mixture of syrup aa<l cinnamon water,
are the best preparations, and they should be continued, as a general rule,
throughout the treatment of the case.
We have already referred to the great value of the prolonged u~e of
remedies which improve the general nutrition, anJ particularly coun·
teract the rachitic diathesis so often present in cases of Iaryngismus.
Among these may be mentioDed cod-liver oil, ar:senic, and the alkaline
phosphates.
Treatment during the Paroxysm.. -1\Then the child is attacked with a
paroxysm of difficult breathing, it should be lifted at once into a sitting
posture, if it be reclining, and fanned, or carried to an open wiudow, if
the weather be not too cold. At the same time cold water should be
sprinkled upon the face, nnd if the attack be violent, we may resort tn
"hat is recommended by Dr. Hugh Ley and Dr. Hall, tickliog of the
fauces to produce nausea or vomiting, or irritation of the nostrils with a
feather, so ns to occasion gnsping respiration. In a case which occurred
to tbe late Dr. C. D. l\Ieigs, accompanied with severe general convulsiou~,
he found that the suspension of the respiration could very generally be
broken in upon, aad tbe paroxysm sometimes averted, by the application
of a piece of ice, wrapped iu a cloth, to the epigastrium and lower part of
the sternum.
Dr. Edmuods (Med. Timeii and Gaz., ~farch 12th, 186~) also found
that the application of oue of Chapman's ice-bags to the spine, did more
than anything else to keep off the paroxysms in au obstinate case of laryn·
gismus.
If there is marked determination of blood to the head during the attack,
it will be proper to apply clQtbs wet with cold water, or to bathe the head
with a cooling alcoholic lotion.
In cases, especially of the more general form of internal conv-0loiom;i,
where the attacks are so frequently repeated and severe as to threaten lite,
we would recommend the induction of partial aare:;the:sia by either ether
or chloroform, as advised in the article on eclarupsia.
Removal to the Country.-,Vheo the disease persists in spite of the means
above recommended, and especially when it depends on dentition or diges·
live irritation, change of air will often produce a wonderful eff~ct, and
should always be tried.
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The following cases are reported in full, as illustrating the peculiarities
and treatmE:nt of this curious affection:
CASE.-" The subject of this ca~e was a boy, born in July.

lie was a. large, hearty

child, and remained well until J:muary of the fo ll owing year, when his mother's milk
failed, au<l be was placed upon artificial diet. From tbis time to ~lay following, his

diet W<lS (•ream and water, barle.v-water, oatmeal, arrowroot, ponnded crackers boiled
with water, and gum-water, all o; which were iried in
being prepared and adminii;tcrc<l with the greatest caution as to time and
A wet-nurse was tried,
butthe<:hildrefuo;;;edthebreastentirely.

"On the 2ith of Januar.v1 he was attacked with diarrhcea, which lasted one week.
'fbis was followed by con"'lipation, the stools being white, firm, tenacious, and ofien si,·e. The <·on<:tipnliun conlinued up to July, when it was replaced by diarrhcea.
"February 4th. On this day, the ch ild being se,·en month~ old, was firi:;t obser\'cd
a spasm of the larynx, producing a shrill, crou pal whistle, or ooh, 00!1, during two or
thrl'e suct·c"'..;ive respirations, ;HHI followed by a cessa ti on of bt·eathing for some seconds,
long enough to cla!-h water in his face, carry hirn to the window, pat him on the back,
etc. The...e !-pells occurred during the sleeping anU waking state, and especially during C'rying or laughing, and contin ued al mo.st daily and often many times a day and
uight until June, when he wati taken into the country.
"8imult:mcously with the lar.ynge:il spasm, appeared contraction~ of the upper extremiti ei;, the thumLs being drawn tightly into the palms of the hands, th e fingers
fl~xcd O\'erthe thumb><, and the handslJenLon tli e forearms. The backs of the hands
were swollen, and the skin looked tight and polished.
"For a few day~ in the middle of Februar.v there was a subsid ence of all the symptom;;, with decided imprO\'ernent in e\·ery respect.
"On the 2.)th of the same month oc·curred a return of all the symptoms, with extcn~ion of the spasm to the feet, the toes being bent under the feet, the insteps much
11wcllcd and hn.ving a poli:;hed appe:trance. At the same time there were occ:tsional
~pa~ n mdic mo\·ements of the muscles of the face, armH, and body, resembling those of
clmre:L This condition continued with occasional relaxations 11pto die 11th of June.
" The stomach was exceedi ngly delicate, rejecting the most carefully selected nourishmenl, and at times refusing all food. The child became pale, thin, and timid; was
di<;turlJed by the slightest nob;e, and ~ hunn ed the light as p:1inful.
"lie wa..,<1 removed to the country on the 11th of June. There his health was graduall_1• restored. The appetite improved, the spasm of the larynx and contractions of
the extrem ities gradually relaxcd 1 and the thulllbs were at la.st liberated, the skin under them having taken on the appearance of mucous membrane. 'l'bere was no return
or the cli~ea.se after tile middle of June, although the child had a sen}f·e attack of
tlbrrlu:ca in July, after which he got perfectly well, and has remained so up to the
prc~ent time {twelve months sub~equently ) . The first tooth made its appearance in
~eptember, and he now has fourteen, and has cut them all without the least accident.
During the last eight months he has been remarkably fat and hear1y.
"J am not aware that any medicine bad any effect in removing the disease. Calomel, in large :rndsmall dose,:, antispasmodics of all kinds, frictions over th e spine, blisters to the back of 1lie head, nlterati\"es, laxntives, etc., were persevered in without
benefit. On removing him to the country, and feeding him on milk warm from th!J
row, at fin;t diluted, and afterwards pure, an impro\·ement was speed ily observed."

The above case, which was communicated to us by Dr. Bened ict, was
probably associated with rachitis; unfortunately no record is ma<le of the
condition of the occiput. The result illustrates most strikingly the good
effects of removal from the city to the country, and the ndoptiou of a more
healthy diet.
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CASE.-The following case is one that occnrred to one of us. We extract the account of it from a paper on croup by Dr. J. F. Meigs {Am. Jour . .;l/ed. Sci., ;\pril,
1847).
The patient was a girl, five months of age. I saw the child on the 28th of March,
1844. The fir':lt attack occurred the day before r was called, but as the mother sup·
posed it to be a matter of JitLle consequence, she did not send for me until the next
day. The child was well grown, and except a rather too great paleness, looked strong
and healthy. It was playful anJ goocl-Jiumored, nursed freely, had no fever, and between the paroxysms presented the appearance of perfect health . The crowing fitR
occurred frequently in the course of the day anrl night, sometimes two or three times
in an hour, or not so often. They oflen waked the little thing suddenly from tr:wquil
sle<>p. They consisted of a succes:;ion of long and difficult inspirations, accompanit'd
by a peculiar whistling or crowing sound 1 such as might be supposed to depend on the
passage of air through a narrow aperture. During tbe attack the face assumed an expres.,.ion of great anxiety, the respiratory muscles contracted with violence, and there
seemed to be for the time imminent danger of suffocation. After several seconds or a
minute the shrillness of the sound diminished, the struggling swbsided, and soon the
respiration became perfectly natural, and the child seemed well. The paroxysms
were usnally followed by fits of crying, which, however, were easily pacified.
The paroxysms gradually diminished in frequency aud violence, and ceased entirely
after the 13th of April. Thetreatmentconsistedsimplyincareful attention to the
general health, and in the frequent use of warm baths and mild nauseants.
The chilLI. remained perfectly well, with the exception of a slight attack of cholera
infantum, until the following November, seven months after, when the disorder
recurred. Several paroxysms occurred between the 12th and 17th of the monlh; but
as they were slight and unattended by other symptoms of illness, the -mother was not
alarmed, and paid but little attention to them. On the lith of the same month, the
child was silting on the floor amui;ing itself with some playthings. Thel'e were no
persons in the room except young children. They saw the little thing stoop forw:1rJ
suddenly, as though in play, and did not therefore 1egard it immediately. As it remained in that position, howe\'er, they went to it, took it up, and found it dead. It
had perished suddenly, no doubt in one of the paroxysms of laryngismus.
An autopsy was made, in which the larynx and thoracic organs were examined, but
nothing wa.s found to explain the cause of the disease or the sudden death.

fo the followiug interesting case, communicated to us by the late Prof.
'Villiam Pepper, the attack consisted of persistent laryngismus stridulus,
accompanied by frequeutly recurring internal convulsions affecting tbe
diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, and by tonic contraction of tbe
muscles of the arms.
CASE.-A boy, aged four months, remarkably healthy and well-developed, after
suffering a few days with slight catarrhal symptoms, was suddenly seized with a veculiar stridulous crowing respiration.
l saw the child al.Jout half an hour from the commencement of the attack 1 and found
it with a pulse of HO, pale face, and livid livs. The pupils were contracted, and the
hands firmly clenched i the crowing sound was very loud, and attended e'1ery act of
inspiration. At times the respiration and circulation would be entirely suspended
for many seconds, followed by great li\•idity of the surface and coldness of the extremities.
Eight or ten leeches were applied behind the ean;, the feet placed in warm water,
and a dose of castor oil administered, to be followed Ly saline enema.ta..
Four hours from the commencement of the attack, all the symptoms were greatly
aggravated j the wrists and fingers were firmly flexed, these spasms coinciding with
the arrest of the circulation and respiration; there was now perfect insensibility. The
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f'11ild wa" plaC'ed in a wrirm bath, cold water wa.q applied to the head, and a ~inapi"m
alnn~ the !!pine, without, however, affording any relier to the crowing inspiration, or
othcr1111a.~mo<licsymptoms.

\t the !lugge.. tion of Dr. C. D. )fei~, the chi ld wa!I now placed on its right !!icle,
with th(' ~boulders eJe,·ated; this po,.;ition to he maintair.ed at least six hout"!i. At the
end of 1hat time the child wa!I in no respect improved, an<l nccordingly, at the sugges-

tion of Dr. :\L, 5.ix leeches were applied o,·er the cardiac region; f3j of lac. as... afretid.
wa« thrown into the rectum, and a blister applied to the back of the neck.
The child expired aL miclnight, about ten h ours from the rommcncement of the
:~:1ck,

the crowing r~piration, with more or less asphyxia, ha\•ing persi!ited through-

Arl.fQ~y, th.irty-aix h.oura after Death..-)focous membrane of the larynx injected, but
in other re~pects natural. Th~·mus gland three and a half inches long, two and a
half wide, and at it~ upper part three-quarters of an inch thick i its weight was 620
grain'4, or 10 drnchms and 1 scruple. Lower lohes of both lun~ greatly congested.
Ueurt natural. The brain, unfortunately, cou ld not Oe examined.

It will be observed that, in the above case, the 1nryngismus and other
spaf.tmoclic symptoms appeared after slight catarrhal symptoms hnd ex-

isted for a few days; find it may be possible that the irritation of the
mucous membrane ucted as the exciting cause of th e convuhive attack,
although the absence of a careful post-mortem exam ination renders it imJ>OS'~ible to say positively that ao le:3iou of the nervous ceatres existed.

ARTICLE VIII.

T111!3 is the disease called by the French contracture.
w·e shall treat
of it RS idiopathic contraction with rigidity. It has been little studied
until of recent years; since theu n. number of cases have been placed on
record, eRpecially by French writers. 'Ve have ourselves met with but
one well marked example of it in an indepeadeat form. This case, of
whic:h we shall give a eketch at the end of this article 1 a.ad the one of
laryn gi~mus stridulus commu nicated to us by Dr. Benedict, and appeuded
to the nrticle 011 that disease, furnish very good examples of coutrnction
coexi~ting with the former afii:!ction. " 'e have also seen two other cases
in which the contrn<.:tion was decided, but in which it lasted but u. short
time.
The di~ense is evidently oae of th e forms of excito-motor disturbance,
whi<'h present themselves under such a variety of shapes durin g infancy
and childhood. Though it generally exists as an idiopathic and distinct
malady, it is in other cases associated with, or follows laryogismus stridulu~ or spasm of the glottis, and in others again is combined with attacks
of general convulsion8.
DEFINlTION.-By idiopathic contraction with rigidity (contraclure of
the French writers) is meant the involuntary tonic contraction of different flexor muscles of the extremities, particularly those of the fingers nn<l
88
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toes, but sometimes of the forearms and arms also, existing indepeurlently
of any appreciable organic disease of the cerebro·spiual axi,;, It hag
beeu described by different Engfoh writers in connection with laryngis.
mus stridulus, under the title of u carpopcdal spasm~," 0 cerebral spas·
modic croup," 0 croup-like convulsions," etc., etc. ' Ve believe, bowe\•er,
that it will be useful to describe it separately from that di:'order, for
though of the same nature, and sometimes associated with it, it often exi~t.s
as nu independent affection.
CAU~&<=1.-It is most common between the ages of Qne and three yearil.
It is much ofteuer sympathetic than essential, and its most frequent cnu~cs
are dentition, disordered states of the digestive function dependent upon
improper alimentation, an::cmia audits accompanying nervous excitability,
brought about by digestive and nutritive clernugements, pneumoni:~, bronchitiR, masturbation and other forms of irritatiou of the genital~, and un·
favorable hygienic conditions. In some few cases, the clisea!5e i:i truly
essential, since no pathological cause for it whatever can be detectNI. It
is merely necessary to say that it is also often Rymptornatic of cli~ea~e of
the brain, but of that form of the affection nothing will be said iu the
present article.
NATURE OF TllF. DrsF.ASE.-It appears to consist in a functional derangement of the motor tract of the cerebro·spinal ax is, occurring with·
out any cause that can be detected, or determined by the existeuce of
some irritation affl:!cting incident excitor nerves. \Ve once ~aw a child
two years of age, who, aftf'r a restless, uneasy night, preseutecl iu the
morning tonic contraction of the flexors of all the toes of both feet, Sil
that the insteps were swollen, and looked smooth nnd poli:-<he<l. There
was no other sign of sickness except peevishness. Learning on inquiry
that the bowels had been somewhat con~tipated for several days, an<l that
the materials of the scanty stools which had been discharged were darkcolored and very offensive, we ordered a dose of castor oil containing two
grains of calomel. The contraction continued unyielding until six o'c:Jock
in the afternoon, when a very copious, dark-colored, vi::;cid, and otlen-.ive
stool occurred, and the contraction immediately ceased. Here the cau-:e of
the contraction was evidently an accumulation of unhealthy fecal matter
in the intestine, which, by irritating certain sensitive fibres of the excitomotory system, caused a reflex motor action that gave rise to permanent
muscular contractions. In other cases the disturbance of the excito·
motory sy:stem depends on the reflex irritation occasioned by the process
of dentition, by indigestion, by diarrhcea, pneumonia, pleurisy, etc. In
other instances, again, to which the term essential must be applied, it
seems to depend simply on general debility aud anremia, which are well
known to be productive of functional dii;ease of the nervous system.
SnIPTOMS; CouRSE; DuRATIO:s.-Tbe disease rarely attacks children
previously in good health, but generally those already suffering from some
disorder of the geneml healtb, or a severe local affection . When sympa·
thetic, the first symptom noted is the contraction which constitutes the
dii;ease. \Vhen essential, ''ll the contrary, the onset is sometimes marked
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symptoms, such as gir]d iness, headache, or somnolence,
which soon pass 08~ leaving the simple contraction with rigidity as the only
morbid condition. In most cases, however, the attack begins with the muscular contraction, which generally aff'acts the superior extremities first,
and gmdually extends to the inferior.
Wben tbe disease is fully developed, the thumbs are drawn down into
the palms of the hands, and the fingers, strongly flexed at the metacarpophalaugeal articulations, cover and conceal the thumbs. At the same time
that the metacarpo-phalangeal t\t'Liculations are flexed, the plmlanges themsch·es remain extended and the fiugers are separated from each other. The
contraction generally affects the wrist·joints also, so that the hands are
strongly flexed upon the forearms, and in some rare cases the latter upou
the arms. The disorder usually affects the inferior extremities likewise, the
toes being iu a state of tonic flexion or exteusion, the foot rigidly extended
upon tbe leg, n.u<l its point sometimes drawa inwards. The spasm very
rarely extends to the knees.
Children old enough to describe their sen~ations generally complain of
~tiffne!:!s in the affected part.5, with more or less severe pains dartiug along
the course of the nerves. Tbe contracted muscles are hard and rigid to
the touch, nud sometimes enlarged so as to appear iu strong relief under
the skin. In slight cases the contractions cau be overcome by very moderate force and without pain, whilst in those which are more severe, the at·
tempt to overcome the contraction is productive of acute pain iu the rigid
part;. The backs of the hands and tbe insteps present a swollen appearance1 and the skin over these points is smooth aud polished. In the case
communicate<l by Dr. Bened ict, appended to the article on laryngio:imus
stridulus, and likewise in our own case, tbe skin under the thumbs had
a!'..,111ned the appearance of mucous membrane, from the long and close
confinement of' the member.
In additiou to the symptoms already enuruerated as characteristic of tbe
malady, there are others which require a.tteutioo . The child is of course
unable to walk or perform any preheusile movement. The intelligence
uu<l senses always remain perfect in simple., uncomplicated cases. The
nen ous system shows sigus of disorder in the form of restlessness or lauguor, and irritabil ity, with crying and peevisbne:s. Ia the great majority
of instances, the~e are the only nervous symptoms, though iu some there
are general or partial 001n•ulsions, strabismus, and diminution of sen~i
bility. Of these the most frequent are convulsions, which generally come
on a few days after tbe attack, or precede the fatal termination. Iu the
ca~c of Dr. Benedict, referred to above, there were occasional ohoreic
movements of the face, arms, and body. '£he simple disease is unaccompanied by any febrile movement, nod the organic functions go on naturally.
In the sympathetic form, on the contrary, we have the various symptoms
of the disease whicli acts as the cause of the contraction, whether that be
abdominal or thoracic. The most commou train of symptoms, in young
children, is the sume as tlrnt which accompanies gastric or intestinal derangement, morbid dentition, etc. The course and duration of the disease
1
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are very irregular and uncertain. 'Vhen once developed it may last from
weeks to months, either slowly increasing in severity 1 or remaining stationary for a length of time. As a general rule, after it has lasted for some
time, it becomes intermittent, sometimes diminishing or even disappearing
entirely for a period, then reappearing or increasing, to subside or cea~P
again, and so changing without regularity or evident cause, until at last
recovery gradually takes place, or death occurs from the concomitant disease, or in a paroxysm of convulsions.
DrAGNOSis.-The only difficulty iu the diagnosis of idiopathic contraction is to distinguish it from symptomatic contraction, or that which
depeuds upon cerebral or sp inal disease. The kinds of cerebral disease
which most frequently occasion contraction are tubercle of the brain, anrl
meningeal hemorrhage. The distinction can generally be r.uade with considerable facility, however, by attention to the various disorJers of intel·
J.igence anJ sensibility, to the fever, constipation, vomiting, and different
modes of invasion and progress which characterize the symptomatic form.
The following table, taken from l\Il\f. Rilliet aud Barthez, will assist in
the diagnosis.
SYMPTOMATIC CONTRACTION.

ESSE:XTIAL CONTRACTION.

Cerebral symptoms, special functional
Similar cerebral s.rn1ptoms, but only in
disorders (convulsion.c;, strabismus, dilata.· exceptional cases, sometimes accompany·
tion of the pupils, etc.), preceding or ac- ing, but scarcely ever preceding the concompanying the contraction.
traction.
In many cases.irregularity of tbe pulse.
No irregularity of the pulse.

al\~e;~r~::~ ~~~~i~~~· :~~ c~~:~n~~1~g ~:~u~

to!'.na1·y, commencing in the fingers and

s:ngleextremity.
Almost always permanent.

Remarkably intermittent.

PnoGNOSI&-The prognosis must depend on the cause of the malady.
The contraction itself has no iniluence whatever on the termination. The
fatal termination has always resultf'<l froru the anterior or concomitant ·
disease. Six cases observed by M. Ba.rrier all recovered. The case com·
municated to us by D1'. Benedict, which was connected with laryngismus
stridulus, and one very severe one that occurred in our own practice, also
terminated favorably. The prognosis is favorable, therefore, when the
attack occurs in a child of naturally good constitution, and when the cause
of tbe disease is not a permanent or incurable one. The possibility of the
occurrence of fatal convulsions should always lead us to make a guarded
prognosis.
TREATMENT.-The treatment must depend on the circumstances under
which the disease has made its appearance. 'Vhen it occurs in the rourse
of an acute local affection, the treatment must of course be that which is
proper for the concomitant disorder. 'Vben it depen<ld on dentition 1 or
on gastric or intestinal derangement inlluced by improper diet, the treatment is the same precisely as that recommended for laryngismus stridulus
dependent on the same causes.
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It may be stated that, as a general rule, all violent remedies, as bleeding,
calomel, except in very minute doses as an alterative, drastic cathartics,
and blisters 1 can sca rcely fail to be injurious, unless manifestly necessary
in the treatment of' the concomitant affection.
It is proper in almost all cases to combiue with the treatment already
recommended, the employ ment of antispasmodic remedies, particularly
when the contractions persist after the removal of the primary disease.
The best remedies of this class are the warm bath, used every day; belladonna; couium; bromide of potassium i the fluid extract of valerian;
a~snfretida, and camphor. 'Ve would further recommend the use of remedies calculated to improve and invigorate the uutritiou, and particularly
cod·liver oil an<l iron. The diet ought generally to be nutritious and
strengthening, particularly when the patient is weak and delicate.
In conclusion we may state that the treatmeut shou ld be very mu ch the
same a3 that proposed for Jaryngismus stridulus, and we therefore refer the
reader to that subject for more detailed informatioLL
CASE BY DR. J. F . MEIGS.

CASE.-The subject of this case was a. girl nine months old. The parents were
healthy per.sons, bnt the mother, owing to some idiosyncrasy, had made but a poor
nurse for the preceding child, antl I had strongly advised her, therefore, at the bir1h
of this one 1 to give it a wet-nurse. This was not done, however, and it was fountl
aecessary to feed the infant a. great deal from its birth. During the early months
or its life it had some sl ight attacks of disorder of the digestive system, but being
rnken to the count ry for several months in the summer, it lhcre impro\•ed very much.
On being brought baek to town I saw it, and found it pretty well developed, but nry
pale, and, on the whole, delicate looking. It was sti ll nursed by the mother, but not
to any \•ery considerable extent, a.s it wa.s obliged to be fed SC\'eral times each day.
'fhc food consisted of di(forent farinaceous snbstances made with cow's milk.
On the left forearm of the child there was situated a congenital aneurism by :rnastomosis, which had grown, by Lhe age of nine months;, to be as large as a. five-cent
piece. lt wa.s deemed neces~ary to remove this tumor, and, accordingly, on the l lth
of January, 1852, a surgeon tied it with a needle and double ligature. The child
lJOre the operat ion very well, was soon quieted, and was cheerful and ate well until
the evenin~ of the 15th 1 when it was attacked wi!h fever, which lasted all night, aml
was accompanied with a good deal of cough and some gurgling in the fauces. On the
following morning, at about 71 o'clock, it had a slig ht convulsi\·e seizure, lasting :~
few momen!s, and marked by stiflen ing of tbe body, and a staring expression of the
('y<'!l. In the middle of the day, it was seized again, nnd during that and the next
day (17th), up to 10 P.M., it had twen ty-fonr convulsions. These lasted from 1liree
to eight minutes each; they \'i'Cre general, and cons isted of flexions of the limbl:S,
working of the face, and were attended with unconsciousness. There was no opi::.thotonos during the alt.acks, no extensions of the limbs, and no L'Ontractioo of the jaw.
Between the se izure;;, the child nm"$ed perfectly well, sucked the finger, had no stiff.
n~ of 1he lower jaw 1 and was perfectly conscious. There was during these two clays,
some fe\·er, a.s the skin was too warm, and the pulse between 161 and 180. The respiration was more frequent than natural, thf're was a good deal of cough 1 some catarrhal rii.les in the chest, and also some gu rgling in the fauces. The stools were scanty,
prui;t~'t nncl white. There was a well marked but rather faint rash on the limbs an<l
trunk, likeerythema or mild scarlet fever, and the lymphatic glands on both sides of
th e lower jaw were somewhat swelled, and quite hard. The treatment directed was
one-i;ixtb of a gra in of calomel e\'ery two hours; two drops of solution of morphia
with five of Ouid extract of valerian, to be given also every two hours; warm im-
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On the second <la.v1 h\i<;ters were applied 1-ehind the ears.
On the 10th, the chilcl was better. There w:t.5 no connilsion; she noticed well,
sa1iled a little, nursed he:irtily,and took some arrowroot-water
During all this time the tumor in the arm was not at all inflamed. It was neither
red, sore to the touch, nor swellc<l. h was i;uppnrating slightly. Cndcr the idea
that the convulsions might depend in part on the operation, and in order lo promote
ttuppuration, a warm poultice wa:s kept constantly applied over the tumor.
The- child continued beUer, with the exception of slight angina and sen?re cou~h,
until the morning of the :?:!cl, when it waked early, crying violently as though in
l'levcre pain, and I found the fingers of both hands strongly flexed at the mctnmrpal
articulations OHr the thumbs, which were themselves drawn into the palms of the
hand.o;. The phalnn:e;;, Lhough b1:nt, as just !!lated, at the metacarpal articulation~,
were !ltiflly extended at the pha\angcal art1cnla1ions, :rnd at the same time scparakd
from each other. The Lands were flexed at the wri"ti;. The toes were flexed, and
~he feet !ltifily cramped at the an kl~, and the ii1stepi", as also the backs of the hand.;;,
looked siwollen and cushiony. Any attemvt to open the hands was painful nnd ClllN..J
crying. The puh<e wa5 frequent,anJ small, the skin pale, and \'Cry slightly too warm;
the intclligence-wa-; perfect. The jaw wa!l open, and the act of i::ucking was performed,
but with some difficulty. On the previous day the bowels had been opened three
time", and ou this day once i the stools were scanty, ptl'ity, and white. At !) A.)I. I
ordered two drops of solution of morphia, five of the fluid extract of vnlerian, nnd
twenty of milk of assafc.etida, to be given ev~ry two hours.
4 P.M.--f:fame i;t:ite, except that the contraction is stronger. There is more heat
of l"kin, much crying, and a l"estle<:s, cfo1tre<:sed motion of the head. At 4~ o'clock,
two drops of laudunmn were given with asi;;afretida. A t12aspoonful of the following
mixture was ordered every hour:

mer'!'ion baths, and mustard foot-baths.

R. Pi!. J[~·drarg.,
01.Ricini,
Syr.lUiei. Aromat.,

gr. iij.
f3iij.
f3v.-M.

10 P.u.-Ilas takeu three dose- of the mixture und ha<l one large, whitish, pnsty1
stool. Much easier. Has slept a good deal. Contractions not so strong, as the
hands can be opened more ensily, and with very little pain. Skin soft, of nntural
temperature, and moist. 01"dercd one or two more dO!'CS- of the mixture, and a re1>etition of the laudanum and a11.<:afretida, in case of restlcs-;ncs11.. During all this time
thctnmor has not separated. A proceo:sofulceration i11.goingon around the ligature.:;,
imt there i11. no inflammation of any con<:eqnencej the arm is not swollen, and there is
neitherredne.o::;norsorene11.stothctouch.
January 30th.-The contractnre diminished very much for two da)·s, and then returned, so that during the 2ith, and 28th, nnd 29th it was very marked, the forearm'4
being flexed on the arms, and the hands strongly flexed on the forearms. The feet
also were very stiff; and strongly Hexed . T11e head was occasionally bul not con·
stantly retractf'd upon the trunk. The child evidently suffered \'P.ry much, as it
tried cono:tantly and was very restless, except when under the influence of anod.rnen
or antispasmodics. The bowels were sluggish, but had been kept open by the oil and
rhubarb mixture. The dejections were generally whitit.:h nod pasty 1 but oceru-ionally
\ltere was a healthy yellow stool. On the 28th the- following mixture was ordered:

&. Ext. Yalerian. Fl., .
Sp. iRtheris Comp.,

Liq. Morph. Sulph.,
Syr. Tolntani 1 •
•
Aqu:ie,

f3j.
. f3ss.
gtt.1.x.
. f3vj.
f,5ij.-M.

A trospoonful to be gi ..""Cn every hour or two, when there is much suffering or
restlessness.
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On thl' e\•cning of the 2!.hh the li~aturcs were removed, a!'I they had become entirely
)1Mtse, though without cutting off the tumor. The diseased point wu.s not much in·
fl:rnu:d, norwn-i it tender.
Tiu.· ehilil is filill 1111r.;ed and fed. Since the 29th it ha!'I had go:lt's instead of cow's
milk. On the evening of the 30th the patient was more tranquil, the expre:;o;ion was
mnrc plat·icl aud open, and thecontracture notquite!'IO'ltrong.
to Fchruary 7th, there was no decided change in the symptoms. The~- con·
tinm"'I quite a:-1 severea.ci; before. The dyspeptic symptOm!'I, the torpid state of the
hmn·I-., 1hc want of appetite, and the white, pa!'lt_v state of the e,·acuations were never
rdiewil, <'X<'C'Jll momentarily, by mean!'! of cathartic-i. On the 7th a wet-nur,-e was
prtl(·nrc(I, hut only after 1he mo!'IL J>CNcvering and tm;cnt solicitation and argu·
11H·11t on our part, J having long been convinced that the can<\C of the contracture lay
in the tliflordcred state of the digc"tivc functions, procluced :ind kept up by artificial
dil•t, 1tnd pl•rhapsby an unhcalthystatcoflhernother's milk. The parentci;, however,
hail ulways thought that the operation ha<I been the cauc;e of the eonvulsi\•e disease,
arnl for a h•ni.tth of time would notconc;ent toa. wet-nurse .
. \flcr tht! ('hild had been suckled by the wet-nu~e for two da.y11, the stoolc;, which,
sinl'C th<' bt·,t.dnning of the sickn~.;;, now twenty-three dayl', and to a greater or less
extent sinn· birtli, had been \"Cl'.Y unhealthy, became yellow, homogeneous, and natural
in 1·h:1r:wkr; while 1he IJoweJc;, instead of being ob:<tinately conc:tipate<l, ~o as to
rt'1piire l:uge doses of cathartic medicine, were mo\'ed spontaneously two or three
timt"•aday.
011 the 10th we noticed strong divergent strabismu~, and the child looked ''cry
hai\1~·. 'J'l1c left leg was drawn np, whilr:t the right was stif?ened. The lefl arm wu.<i
more usetl th;m the right, the left hand being carried often to the mouth, while this
wa" lll'H'r dnnc with the right. It was difficult to mcai;urc the degree of the int('lli~('nC't', hnt the child occasionally looked at and eddently noticed object;:i, but <luring
mo..;lofthetime it was dull and inattcnti,•e.
On tht- !:{th there was an C\•ident impro'\""cment, the pre,·ious night ha\·i11g heen
wry good. The face was impro\'cd in color and expression, and was not quite so
thin. Tiu.> contraction was about the same.
l 1th.-i"ome diminution of the contraction, the forearm being a little extended npon
the arm, and the wrists, though still \'Cry rigid, not quite so much drawn. The child
looks hetter; she nurses a. great deal, taking all that. the motber1 and most also of
what the wet-nurse, a hearty wonrnn, has.
F<.'hruary 20th.-Doing very well up to la.st night, when she became more re~tle~,
cried a great deal, rolled the head on the pillow, and had i;Jight retractions of the
whole trunk of the body. Occa.1:tionally .~he cea!'ed to cry, i;carcely breathed, and the
<'YC'~ Wt'rc mllcd upwards and fixed for several seconds. $he looked pale and pinched
again, uncl n-fused to nun-e. Bad one whitish, curdystool.
21st.-Bcttcr; more qniet; nurses well. The boring with the head has ceased,
nndaJ ...othcn.-tractionsofthetrunk. Onehealthystool.
2:2d.-}tlul'h better; nurses well; one h<-althystool. The contraction of the right
nrm is yil'lding, nnd that of the forearm on the arm is gone on both side~. The le(t
wri"l i... !;!raight i the right one is yielding \'ery much, though it is still somewhat
ll('nt. The lingers of the right hand, though still bent, ha\'C relaxed ver_r much i
thro~c of the lcfl hand are still very mneh bent, but arc lei;.~ rigid tban before. The
intl'!{Umcnt of the palms of both hands has become, in the flexures, whitish, soft,
moi .. t, mucus-like, and hns an offl:n!'live odor. To-day and yesterday the child u~cs
the arm!I, touche" and reac11es out for articles; she is much more intelligent, and
lnok~ nt and ob:<cn·es objects; !':he now holds her head up, nnd likes to be carried
nhout 1<itting up in the arms of the llllri•e, which before she could not do at all. ~he
i!I i.:nining flesh i the color of the surface is improving; lhe cars ha\•e become pink
andprctly.
A fresh n.<;.&afretida plaster was applied upon the back yesterday.
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1\Iarch ]i;:t.-Continues to do well. The right hand is to·dny almost natural, being
opened and shut, and used lo grasp with, though it8till looks n little stiff Left hand
much better; she opens and shuts the forefinger, and grasps and holds toys with it,
but the other fingers are still much contracted. 'fhc movements of the arms are c1nite
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She now nurses very well, and is growing fat. She is larger, in fact, than before the
sickness. The intelligence is improving rnpidly, as she notice~, imiilcs occa.,.ionally,
and disting1ii~hcs, her attendants think, between pe1'Sons. The bowels are regular
without medicine. She has taken no remedy of any kind for three d1~ys past.
!ifarch llth.-Almost entirely recovered. There is still a slight but only ''ery
slight flexion of the fingers of the left hand. General health excellent.
March 29th.-The patient is now perfectly well, except that sbe ui::cs the forefinger
of either h:i.nd rather better than all together, so that in gra.'lping nnd holding nn
object, she is moreapttose1zc it with the forefinger than with all. Still she can and
does grasp with all, when the object is large, and no one, unless \'Cry ob:-ervant, would
notice the peculiarity just described. Embonpoint ,·cry good; complexion clear am!
heailhy; sleeps sound; bowels in excellent condition. Intelligence perfect; t<miles
and laughs a great deal, and distinguishes between persons j takes a great deal of
notice. She is about equal in intelligence to a child of eight months old. Does not
attempt to speak.
April 10th, 18.52.-I was sent for to-day. The child had not been well for tl1ree
days, having had three or four thin and greenish stools a day, with whitish <;pecks
in them. She was fretful and did not sleep well, and had a good deal of loo-;e catarrhal cough and some acceleration of the breathing. I found her in the morning, after
a restless night1 quite feverish, hot and <lr~·, with frequent respiration, and wi{h some
catarrhal wheezing in the chest. She had coughed a good deal 1 nncl her mother had
found her hands showing some signs of ispasm, the forefingers being extended as
though pointing, and separnted from the other fingers, which were flexed, wilh the
thumbs abo, into the palms of the hands.
There is some degree of laryngismus, as on wa.king from sleep the breathing is
labored, difficult, partially suspended, and accompanied with a slight erowing, or
rather choking sound, while at the same time the face becomes pale and the mouth
bluish. Bowels open three times yesterday, the stools being mucous, greenish, and
containingsmall lnmpsofundigeste'1 caseine.
Ordered a quarter of a grain of mercury with chalk diffused in a teaspoonful of
syrup of jalap to be gi,·en e\'ery two hours.
At l P.M. there was a slight general spasm, with stiffening of the limbs and retraction of the head, lasting, howe,·er, only a few moments. This occurred again in
the afternoon. The dose of the mercury and jalap was reduced one-half in the
middle of the day, as the quantity first ordered was found to cause sickness and
vomiting.
E,·ening.-Rather better. No fe,•er; some moisture of the skin; spasm of the
hands ,·ery much relaxed. The diminished dose of mercury and jalap was well
borne.
11 th.-Rathcr better. Some fever still, with cough, gurgling in the throat, and
dist inct enl:irgement and hardening of the lymphatic glands nt the angles of the jaw
on bolh sides. There is still some contraction of the hands. BO\\elsopenfrecly
twice last night, and the stools better, being of a palc-~·ellow color, and more homogeneous. The jnlap and mercury to be 1mspended.
In the course of the day there were two slight general spasms, with lnryngismu~.
The latter occurred several times during the waking state, but was not se,·erc. Ordered three drops of i;yrup or ipecac., with four of sweet spirit of nitre, to be given
every two hours.
12th.-Much better. C~mtraction or h!i.nds almost gone j ¥ery slight feverishnes> i
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rough less frequent nnd looser; respiration easy. No spasm to-day. Stools more
he:11thy, yellow, homogeneou~, and of natural <1uantity.
13th.-Continues better. Contraction slight. Cough diminishing very much.
1 lth.-lhther pale, dull, and languid. flag ha<l se\·eral attacks of laryngisnms,
one of which was quite severe, being attended with deep blueness about the mouth,
and ~me of the face also. Does not nurse so well as formerly. The h:1nds exhibit
dt-cidcd ilexion of the third, fourth, and fifth fingers at the metacarpo-plialangeal
articulations, with !'tiffened extenr;;ion of the other phalangeal articulations. Thumbs
8lightly dl'awn into the palms, and the forefingers rather extended. Bowels natural.
Orderedfiflcendropsof Lr:rndy,and a.\'erysrnall pinch of the Quevenne's metallic
iron in powder, three times a.day .
J;3th.-Co0dition about the same. On the 22d of :March, the first wet-nurse, under
whose charge 1he child had improved so rapidly, was changed, on account of some
objection to her personal a.ppcarance, and anot her one procured in her place. This
one w:L'l n. healthy looking woman, with milk enough, but she was red-haired, irritable,
and cxre~.;:ive l y h igh-tempered, and the child has been losing g round ever sinre her
arrival. lJndertheidenthat her milk did not su it the child, a third nurse was by my
add<..-e obtained to-day (15th), a ca lm, placid, fat, and comfortable looking woman,
with an abundant supp ly of milk of ten months old.
lith.-The ch ild l1 as improved very much. S he is fatter already, has a contented,
tranquil cxpre~s i on 1 takes morethanshedidfrom tliepreviousnurse,andrejectt;much
h_.,.s of the milk. The stools are now regular, occurring twice daily without aid, a nd
of a naturnl ap pearance. The sleep of the chi ld is better now than it hM been at any
time iii ncc the firsL wet-nun:;e was dismissed. '!'he attacks of la1·yngism11s are already
mul'h le..;s frequent, and less severe. The hands are ,·ery nearly in a. natural conditio n.
The chi ld is less ne rvous, not starting now as fo rmerly at sounds.
To continue the brandy :tnd iron.
From this period the child continued to improve regularly in health. S he wn.s
removed to the cou ntry during the summer mouths, and when brought back in the
aulumn, was entirely well, with the exception th at she was less forward in walk ing
than most children, but not more so th:in migbt have been expected in one who had
been dangerously ill for so long a tim e. H er intelligence was good in all respectil.
February 5th , 1853.-We h uve ee<:n this chi ld to-day, and find her in very good
health, except that she is rather small er in size than is usual at hcr presentag<". 8he
hM been weaned now for about six weeks, and eats heartily and digests well most
orrl inary food, as milk, meat, potatoes, etc. The weaning was borne very well, except
lliaL the appetite was rather deficient and capricious for about a. week after the
departure of the nur~e . She can stand up when placed in the erect pos itioa, and can
walk feebly when well supported , but not alone, nor can she rise up from a siuing
po~turc. Iler intelligence is, in all respects, perfect, but she does not talk as yet.
There i!l no vestige of her former spasmod ic sym1Jtoms, when she is in good health ;
hut any little turn of sic kness reproduces some contraction of one leg, and a slight
flexion oftbehands.
Some months after this, the child was unfortunately seized with hoopin1Z·Cough. She
did well for severa l weeks, bnt oneday,being seizerl with afi t of coughingwhileseated
upon 1he fl oor playing, died instantly, doubtless from asphyxia, caused by complete
rlo1mre of the g lottis by spasm . This is the only case of hooping-cough that we have
erer known to pro"e snddenly fatal in this wa.y. There is every reason to suppose that
the fatal suspeni; ion of respiration was caused by the unnatural excitabil ity of the
sphincter muscle of the glottis, left by the previous attack of laryngismus stridulus.
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ARTICLE IX.

DEFINITION; SYNO~YMS; PERIOD OF OCCURRENCE; FREQUENCY.-

Tetanus nasccntium is a most fatal affection, occurring principally during
the first two weeks after birth, usually running an acute course, and characterized by a more or less general tonic contraction of the voluntary
muscles, with paroxysmal exacerbations, and usually without auy period
of complete relaxation until the close of the malady.
From this definition it will be seen that the affection rloes not differ in
its essential nature from tetanus as it occurs in adults; though there are
so many peculiarities in its causes and symptoms as to demand a special
d iscussion. This disea~e has also been described under the names of tris·
mus uasceutium or neonatorum, in accordance with the prominence and
frequeucy of contraction of the muscles of the lower jaw i but as the spasm
is rarely limited to these muscles, but usually involves the other muscles
of the face and those of the extrP.mities, the more comprehensive name of
tetanus seems more appropriate. It most frequently makes its appearance
between the tl1ird and tenth days after birth, although there are cases on
record in which it set in fifteen hours after birth (West), and others where
it did not manifest itself until the twelfth or fifteenth day.
CAUSES.-The causes which have been assigned for the production of
tetanus nascentium are very numerous; they may, however, be generally
<livided into the gronps of geneml and locaf. Among the local causes, the
various morb id conditions of the umbilicus and umbilical vessels hold the
most prominent place. These are, however, far from being constantly
present, and yet the weight of evidence is at present in favor of regarding
diseases of the umbil icus, and more especially of the umbilical arteries,
as occasional causes of tetanus nascentium.
In other cases, the disease has been attributed to some blow or accidental
injury which the infant had received. It is, however, still a vexed ques·
tion as to how much influence should be ascribed to those purely mechan·
ical impressions in the production of this affection . One of the most
powerful efforts yet made to establish their importance was by Dr. Marion
Sims,' who published a series of artirles to prove that u trismus nascen·
tium is a disease of centric origin d(>pending on a mechanical pressure
exerted on the medulla oblongata, and its nerves; and that this pressure
is the result, most general1y, of an inward displacement of the occipital
bone." This displacement is physiological <luring the parturient state, but
its persistence after birth is dependent, according to his theory, chiefly
upon the improper position in which infants are allowed to lie, resting
upon their occiput for days together.
Further experience, however, has not confirmed this view, nor justified
the admission of injury to the cranial bones into the list of common
1
Amer. Jour. of MOO. Sci., April, 1846, p. 363; July, 1848, p. 59j and October,
1848, p. 355.

GENERAL CAUSES.

cause~; and yet there are a
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few cases on record in which tetanus un·

doubte<lly appears to have been developed from this source.
G1;:s1~1uL CAUSES.-Vicissitudes of temperature appear to favor the
de,,elopmcnt of tetanus, since it is frequent in many countries where a
high temperature during the day is succeeded by grent cold during the
night. Jo the same way, exposure of the infant to wet and cold, as by
putting damp clothes upon it, may be productive of the disease. The
mo~t frequent and we11 e:stabliohed cause of tetanus uascentium, however,
i~ 11 vitiated state of the atmosphere i whether engendered by a filthy con·
dition of the bedding or house, or by imperfect ventilation; and it is to
this that we must attribute the frequency of the affection in such dissimilar
locnlitico as the 'Vestern Hebrides, Iceland and the neighboring islands,
Miaorca (see Cleghorn, Ob8erv. on Epidernical Diseases of j)finorca, Loudon.
1768, p. 81 ), and some of the Southern States of America, where it was
formerly not at all unusual for 50 per cent. of all infants bora to perish
during the first two weeks from this cause alone. It was formerly sup·
po;;e<l that certain localities, pre-eminent among which are those just men·
tioued, were peculiarly favorable to the development of this disease, but
it is probable that no predisposition exists excepting the fluctuations of
the climate and the filthy habits of the people.
The very great impo rtiu1ce of filth and deficient ventilation as a cause
of tetanus nasceutium is, however, most forcibly shown by the great reduction in the frequency of this disease in large lyiug·in asylums, effected by
the introduction of more thorough ventilation nud a greater regard to
cleanliness. This was conclusively demonstrated in the Dublin Lying-in
Asylum towards the close of the last century. Previously to the year 1782,
of 17,G.JO infants born a.live in tbe asylum, 2944, or almost oue·sixth, had
died wilh io the first fortn ight, and in almost every one of these the cause
of death was tetanus uascentium. During the next seven years, after Dr.
Clnrke had simply introduced a much more complete system of ventilation
iu the wards, of 8033 children born, only 419 in all died, or about 1 in 19,
or 5!th per cent.
Our comparative immunity in this part of America, even among the
poor in our cities, is probably due to the greater degree of cleanliness in
their hou~es, aud to the improved construction of our hospitals and
a::sylums. In New York, however, accordiog to Dr. Smith,' there are more
deaths from tet:rnus during the first year of life than at all other ages
together.
The mortality returns of this city indicate that tetanus, although com·
parati\•ely frequent among infants, is much less so than in New York.
Thus during Lhe 5 years from 1876 to 1880 inclusive, the returns show
a total mortality (less still-born), at all ages, of 83,823, and under 1 year
of 19,!jl-l. During this period there were 246 c!entbs from tetanus at all
ages; 95 of which were during the first year of life, nu<l 151 after t11at
age. Thus the proportion of deaths f'rom tetanus to those from all causes
was, after the age of one year, as 1 to 425 1 and dur ing the first year of
life, as I to 205.
1 1\mer. Jour. of .Med.

i., July and October, 1865 i and op. cit., p. 168.
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During this same period, the number of hirths in Philadelphia amounted

to 93,207.
PATHOLOGICAL APPEARANCES.-We have already n1lu<lecl to the morbid conditions of the umbilical vessels or umbilicus occasionally found in
tetanus nascentium; it is evident, however, that if these lesions have any

connection with the disease, they merely act as exciting causes.
The only characteristic lesions of' this affection are presented by the

nervous system.
The brain and its meninges are frequently fouod intensely congested,
though this is not so uniformly present as a similar condition of the spinal
cord; according to numerous observers, however, it is more frequently
present than absent. In eome cases, this congestion has led to au actual
effusion of blood, either between the skull and dura mater, into the arachnoid cavity, or into the ventricles. In some cases, instead of hemorrhage,
there has been foubd serous effusion into the ventricles or into the subarachnoid space, accompanied with a diminution of consistence of the cerebral substance, as reported by l\fat.usz ynsk i.
The morbid appearances found in connection with the spinal cord are
the same in character as the above, but more constant and even more
marked. The vessels of the spinal meninges and of the substance of the
cord are intensely congested, and there is frequently effusion of blood in10
the cavity of the arachnoid.
The value of these appearances was formerly under-estimated from a suspicion that they might be partly, at least, due to the mere gravitation of
the blood after death. This suspicion has, however, been entirely removed by the observations of ·weber of Kiel, and Fiuckh of Stuttgardt,
who placed the bodies of infants dying with tetanus in various positions
before examining them, and yet invariably fouad the above-meutioaed conditions.
There is, however, a further source of doubt as to the significance of
these lesions. 'Ve have already seen, in speaking of eclampsia, an affection in which no appreciable material lesion bas as yet been detected, that,
in a certain proportion of cases, congestion, serous effusion, or actual hemorrhage might be present not as causes but as effects, and due merely to
the intense venous engorgement caused by the embarrassment of the respiration and venous circulation during the convulsion. It is, indeed, it seems
to us, highly probable that a similar interpretation may be placed, in many
cases at least, upon the morbid appearances above mentioned as being
found after death from tetanus nascentium.
have thus enumerated the lesions of the nervous system which are
readily discoverable in many fatal cases of tetanus; and yet these lesions
are, it will be observed, almost without exception concerned merely with
the vascular supply of the brain and spinal cord, aod we are as yet without any accurate investigations into the condition of the nervous tissue
itself. Within the past few years, the wonderful advances of microscopical science, as applied to pathological anatomy, have revealed structural
changes in the nervous system in connection with more than one disease,
whose pathology has heretofore been utterly obscure, and it is not too much
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to hope that at no distant period the question of the presence of auy definile structural change in the brain or spinal cord in cases of letanus nns·
ceutium will be positively settled. Ia connection with this suggestion,
e:;ipecially in consideration of the analogy between this disease and tetanus
io the adult, we append the results of the investigation of Rokitausky and
Demme upon the microscopical appearances in the spinal cord in fatal
cases of this latter affecliou. 1
1. The constant unatomicn..l character of tetanus appears to be prolifer·
ation of the coonective tissue (of the cord); the most str iking pecllliarity
of this lesion is the extent over which it is found.
2. Tbe product is a viscous mass, abounding in nuclei; it remains at this
stage of development in both acute aud chronic cases, never progressiug to
the formation of fibres.
3. This cha nge is found almost exclusively in the white medullary sub·
stnncej ti.le gray matter seems to suffer only secondarily, and then from
·
compression rather than interstitial deposit.
4. The proliferation is not always followed by correspond in g swelling of
the white matter i it can often be recognized onl y by means of the micro·
scope .
•5. It was principally found in the medulla oblongatn, the crura cerebri,
th e inferior peduncles of the cerebellum, and in the greater part of the
spiual cord.
G. This lesion of the connective tissue appears to he due to long·contitrned or repeated congestions.
7. The period nL which it occurs probably varies in different cases.
These observations, which were originally published about 1860, have
been confirmed in nil essential particulars by Wagner (Syd. Soe. Year· Book,
1862, p. 219); and still later by J. Lockha1·t Clarke, who published
in the Med.-Ghfr. ~J.Irans., vol. xlviii, the results of the microscopic exam·
irrntion of the spi nal cord in six cases of tetanus, in all of which structural
}~ions were discovered i and by Dr. Dickinson (11led.·Chir. '11rans., vol. Ji,
p. 265).
SYMPTOMS.-There are rarely any premonitory symptoms of the attack,
but the onset and development of the disease are usually gradual. The
earliest symptom noticed is, in most cases, difficulty in nursing; the infant
appearing anxious to nurse and eagerly pressiug its mouth against the nip·
ple, but being unable to fully take it into the mouth or to suck, from a
rigid condition of the masseter muscles. At the same time it utters a
whimpering, wh inin g, unnatllral cry.
The tonic muscular contra.ctiou very rarely remains limited to the masseters, but soon invades the other muscles of the face, and those of the
trunk and extremities.
The expression of the face thus produced is indicative of great suffering;
though it is impossible to say how truly this represents the sensations of
the patient.
The face is drawn into wrinkles and furrows, and has a strange appear·
1

Schrnidt's Jahrb., \'oi. iii (in New Syd. Soc. Year·Book, 1864, p. 232).
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nnce of age. The condition of the mouth, howevt-r, is most charactcri~tic;
the jaws are firmly fixed, the lips slightly separated and pre~~ed firmly
against the gums, and the angles of tbt mouth drawn backwards nod
downwards in the well known risus sardonicus.
During this time, tbe other voluntary muscles gradually become rigid.
At first, their contraction can be overcome by the use of a moderate degree of force, but in the cour.rn of twelve or tweuiy-four hours the period
of maximum rigidity is attained. The head is drawn backwards, and
firmly fixed; the arms are flexed, and the hands clenched, with the thumbs
drawn across the palms. The thighs may be flexed upon the pelvis, or the
legs crossed; the great toes are usually adducted and separated from the
rest, which are flexed .
The cvntractiou of the dorsal muscles frequently produces opisthotonos i
nnd the entire body is at times rendered so rigid that it can be raised, with. out bending, by placing a baud under the heels and head . This extreme
degree of spasm of all the voluntary muscles may never be developed in
some cases; or, when preseut1 it often is not so per::listent. "'hen the infant
is quiet or sleeping, there is us ually a certain degree of relaxation. It is
a marked peculiarity of the affection, however, that exacerbations of the
tonic spasm are produced by the slightest exciting causes, as an effort at
deglutition, a sudden noise, a puff of air, the most delicate touch, or even
the alighting of a fly upon the surface. During these paroxysms or clonic
spasms, the muscular rigidity and contraction attain their greatest height,
and produce the most painful distortion of the face and limbs. The fit,
according to 'W est, may be ushered in hy a screech. During its coulinuance, there is a serious interruption of respiration and circulation; the surface becomes livid, and epistaxis may occur. It is during this condition,
too, that hemorrhages into the brain or spinal corcl 1 or their meninges,
may result.
These paroxysms recur at irregular intervals, but usually in fatal cases,
occur with increasing frequency until either the child expires suddenly
during one of the fits, or passes into a state of coma.
The pulse does not present any characteristic change; in some cases it
has been found accelerated, but in others has continued normal, or bas
even fallen below the healthy rate.
The condition of the bowels is not uniform. Diarrhrea is frequently
present, but is probably due to irritation of the bowels from the irritating
nature of the ingesta, or to some accidental cause; particu larly as tbc
bowels are occasionally constipated in well marked cases.
The appetite generally appears to continue, but we have already alluded
to the fact that any attempts to feed the child bring on violent spa::mH!,
which expel the greater part of the food taken into the mouth. Owing
principally to this obstacle to the nourishment of the infant, the emaciation
is more rapid and marked in this than in almost any other affection of
infancy.
The state of the pupils in tetanus nascentium has not been noted with
sufficient frequency or accuracy to allow any deductions to be drawn with
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Smith has seen the pupils contracted in the Jast stage of the

di~ea~e.

PnoGNOSIS.-The majority of authors state that they have never met
with a case of recovery from fully established tetanus nascentiurn .
Dr. Rmith has, however, collected 8 cases of recovery, in the histories
of which he calls attention tu two important peculiarities: that the children were all about a week old when the initiatory symptoms appeared,
and that there were fluctuations in the symptoms of the disease. The only
circumstances, then, which would lead us to form a less gloomy prognosis
than usual are the late appearance of the disease, and the mildness and
iutermittent character of the symptoms.
Dr. Hlitteubrenner (quoted in Boston llfed. and Burg. Jour., Feb. 12th,
1874) has lately publit:ihecl the results of more recent clinical experience
in regard to this dir.;ease, fNm which it appears that although the prognosils is very unfavorable, it must not be considered absolutely fatal.
The diagnosis of this aflection presents no difficulties, being readily
made by attention to the persistent muscular contraction, the inability to
suck or to take food, and the exacerbations which are produced by the
slightc!"t causes.
DUHA'.r!ON.-In fatal cases the duration rarely exceeds forty-eight or
seventy-two hours, and death frequently occurs during tbe first clay, There
are instances, however, in which its course bas been prolonged to the sixth,
or even the niiJtb day i and Smith refers to two remarkable fatal cases,
recorded by Underwood and Elsti.sser, in one of which the duration was
six weeks, and in the other thirty·one days.

Dr. Wells has reported (B,·it. Med. Joui·., Dec. 21st, 1861) the follow·
ing cttse of chronic trismus: The child died at the age of one year, having been, from its birth, in a state of tonic spasm or trismus; it was always
restle~, and appeared ill nourished, though there was no reason for this.
All trentment was unavailiug. It was suggested that the child':-; state
might proceed from irritation due to the mother's milk i and the child was
weaued, but withOut benefit. At the post-mortem examination there was
found a considerable opalescent effusion over the surface of the brain; the
cerebellum was harder than usual, and on being cut into presented a
homogeneous appearance. The arbor vitre was entirely wanting.
In favorable cases the duration varies from a few days to one mouth,
orevenrnore.
Io the 8 favorable cases collected by Smith, the duration was, in 1 case,
two days; in 1, a few days; in 1, fourteen days i in 2, fifteen days i in 1,
twcnty·eight days; in 1, thirty-one days; and in the remaining case about
five weeks.
PHEVENTION AND TREATMENT.-lt is fortuoate that we can by wise
hygienic measures do much to prevent the occurrence of a disease of such
falality, nod iu which, when once fully developed, treatment is so unavailing. 'Ve have already alluded to the vast diminution in the number of
deaths from this disease, which followed the introduction of free ventilation
and cleanliness into the wards of the Dublin Lying-in Hospital. Nor are
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the good effects of this practice limited to public institutions, but it has
been found that wherever the disease has prevailed to any extent, as on
the Southern plantations, its progress can be arrested by insisting upon the
observance of cleanliness in bedding and clothing, of mother aud child;
by cleaning, disinfecting, and freely ventilating the houses i by care in
dressing the umbilical cord; and 1 finally, by attention to the food of the
infant, and the condition of its bowels.
Even when the disease has made its appearance these same measures
should be carried out with equal care, since by removing all possible
causes, so far as we are acquainted with them, we may mitigate the severity
of the attack.
In addition to the removal of the causes, the strictest quiet should be
enjoiaed, aad all care employed to avoid exciting the violent paroxysms,
which are so readily induced.
It would be well, in addition, to examine the occipital region, to dis·
cover if the occipital bone be unnaturally depressed, since in one or two
cases this has appeared to net as the exciting cause of the attack. If such
depression be found, the position of the child should be varied by placing
it on its side, in accordance with the recommendation of Dr. Sims.
The application of leeches to the nape of the neck or along the spine,
appears indicated in the early stage of the disease. Dr. West advises the
practice, though he has had no experience in its use. Collins, however,
states he has tried frequent leeching along the spinal column without the
least benefit.
Purgatives are only useful to the extent of maintaining regular action
of the bowels.
The remedies which have been most highly recommended as directly
curative are ether and chloroform, and various narcotics and antispas·
roadies, as opium, hydrate of chloral, belladonna, aconite, cannabis iudica,
conium, woorara, tobacco, and assafmtida.
Auresthetics have been employed frequently iu tetanus of the adult, and
occasionally in the affection under discussion. Despite, however, the great
expectations which were entertained in regard to their utility, their action
cannot be considered directly curative. They relieve ·suffering, however,
and by temporarily allaying the spasmodic contraction of the muscles,
enable us to administer food or remedies, and thus prolong life, and give
time for other agents to act. "So long, therefore, as the patient is able to
take food and to obtain perio<ls of comparative quiet, the use of aurestbetic
inhalations is not desirable. Great advantages may, however, be obtained
from them if' he be unable to open the jaw sufficiently to permit of taking
food, or if the tetanic spasms are without remission. Ether appears to
have stronger facts in its recommendation than chloroform." (J. Hughliugs Jackson, and Hutchinson's Report on Tetanus, Med. Times and Gaz.,
April 6th, 1861.)
The evidence in regard to the superior efficacy of any particular oar·
cotic is highly conflicting. Opium has, until recently, been the one usually
relied upoJI, and several recoveries have occurred under its use.

PREl'ENTION AND TREATMENT.
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Of late years, however, various other narcotics have been employe<l,
~pecinlly ia traumatic tetanus in the adult. Thus belladonna and itR
alkaloid ntropia have been used, the latter hypodermically, with occasional
~ood

re1ndts.

If the su lphate of atropin. is used hypodermically in infant~,
the -:zfrn-th or rh·th of a grain, so that its

the first do~e should not exceed
effect~ may be tested carefully.

One-half grain of' the salt may be dissolved in a fluid ounce of water, and four to six drops injected under the
skin along the spine.
The various preparations of cannabis indica have also been extensively
u~ed.

Dr. Gaillard reports two cases of recovery from tetanus nascen-

tium under this treatment; in oue of which the iufaut, aged eight days,
took as much as f,5ss. of tincture of cannabis indica in a. single daybeing equ ivalent to about eleven gmins of the pure extract. Tbis quan·
tity, however, appears excessive.
'Voorara has been g iven in twenty-two cases, according to Demme, with eight cures. I t has beeu recommended by H arley, Spencer 'Veils, Broca,
Vella. Chassaiguac, and others. The dose in which this poisonous sub·
stance has been given, is from one-eighth to one-half of a grain to an adult.
The great objection, however, to both this remedy and cannabis indica, i!
the great want of uniformity in the strength of their preparations, which
uece:5sitates the utmost caution in their use.
l\lore recently st ill, numerous caseH of' tetanus in the adu lt have been
treated with the various preparations of conium, and with its alkaloid
couia, and also with hydrate of chloral, and the results have been of
a decidedly encouraging character. lliitteubrenner (toe. cit.) especially
recommends hydrate of chlora l, "hich, accord in g to his observations, is
preferable to all other remedies in this disease.
Physostigma, or the Calabar beau, has rapidly acquired a very high
reput11tion in the trPatment of traumatic tetanus, and although we are not
aware of nny cases of the disease under cons id eration in which this remedy
has been used, th ere is no doubt ns to the propriety of employing it in
tetanus nnscent.ium. The dose for an infant would be about two drops,
repeatt!d at i,hort intervals, of a tincture containing in one pint the virtues
of two ounces of the bean .
.Among the antispasmodics most frequently used, are assafcetida and
tobacco, ei th er given interually or by enema, or added to a warm bath.
There is no very positive evidence, however, of their effic ieucy in this
disease.
Bullis, cit.her of warm water or vapor, shou ld be repeatedly g iven; they
tend to act favorably as sedatives, by relaxing the muscular spasm, and,
iu additiou, excite the action of the skin.
The free use of large doses of quinine, usually in combination with one
of the narcotics above mentiuned, appears to be serv iceable in traumatic
tetaou~. by reducing the frequency of the pulse and mitigating the tendency
to spasm, so that the induction of cinchouism in tetanus nascentium is a
meal!u re worthy of a fair trial.
The application of ice to the spine has been highly recommended in
tetanus in adults, aud is reported to ha\•e been used with success iD sev~
39
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eral cases. The condition of the bloodvessels of the cord and its membrane~, in fatal cases of tetanus oascentium, would certainly appear to
in<licate its use in this affection also.
Whichever of the above plans of treatment may be adopted, it nrni:;t
never be forgotten that one of the principal dangers and most frequent
cauees of death in this disease, is the obstacle offered to the nourishment
of the infant. 'Ve must pay attention, therefore, to the adminiotratioo of
milk, meat-broth, and alcoholic stimuli in small quantities, but frequently
repeated; and if' the rigidity of the jaw aud the occurrence of spa!>.rns
upon every attempt at deglutitioo, prevent the child from taking food, we
should have recourse to anresthetics to relax the spasmodic muscular con·
t_raction, and enable us to get nourishment into the stomach.

ARTICLE X.

DEFINITION; SYNONYJ\IS; FREQUENCY.-Chorea is a non·febrile, convulsive disease, characterized by irregular and imperfectly co-ordinated,
but not completely involuntary contractions, of different parts of the muscular system, aud particularly of the muscles of the face and of the extremities.
It is also called St. Vitus's dance, chorea sancti viti, choreomanin, epi·
lepsia saltatoria, and by various other names.
It is evidently impossible at present to determine the frequency of chorea,
as it rarely proves fatal, aud consequently scarcely figures iu the mortality
reports. It must, however, be quite frequent, since it rarely happens to I.IS
not to have several cases under treatment at any one time, either in private
practice or in some public institution. 1\I. Rufz states (Diet. de MM., t.
vii, p. 5-l-.f.) that of 32,976 children admitted into the Children's Hospital
of Paris in ten years, only 189 were affected with chorea, or 1 in 377.
PREDfSPOSING CAUSEs.-Age.-Cborea very rarely occurs during in·
fancy. According to M. Rufz, it is seldom met with between one and
six years of age, since of 189 cnses, in only ten did it occur within that
period ; while between six and ten years of age it is much more common
(61 in 189 cases); and between ten and fifteen years still more so (118
in 189).
M. See, in a valuable essay on chorea (JJtem. dee A.cad. Nat . de MedCcine,
t. xv, p. 373), and the relations of rheumatism and diseases of the heart.
with nervous and convulsi~e diseases, states ( page 448), that of 531 cases
of chorea treated in the Children's Hospital at Paris, during a period of
twenty-two years, 28 were under six: years, 218 between six and ten years,
and 235 between six and fifteen years of age. M. see concludes, after
ca:efully sifting _the facts, that the true maximum of frequency is com·
prised between six and eleven years of age, and that it corresponds especially to the tenth year. Under six years of age it becomes more and
more rare as we approach the moment of birth. l\IM. Simon and Con·
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slant, howenr, met with it in nursing children of twehre, six, and four
months of age.
The statistics furnished by Hillier' confirm these statements in every
detail. Thus, of -42:2 cases treated as out-patients at the Children's Hospitnl in London ( where no patients over twelve years are received ), the
numbers at diff~rent ages were as follows:
From 3 months to 6 months1
"G"
12
"
11 )2
«
18
II
1
'
18 "
2 year~,
" 2 ,·ears
3 ''

"3."
"4"
"5"

4"
5"
6"

From 6yearsto 7 years,
"7"
8"

•

" 8"
"9 q
U
10 II

9"
10"
)2 1'

11
20
30

48
51

58

so
.104
422

Of 198..J. cases of all kinds treated in the wards of the Ch ilrlren's Hospital of this city during the perio<l of twenty year5 ending with the close
of 187.), there were 6,) cases of chorea. The ages of these were as follows:
Under5)·ears,

Atll yca.r.:,

.At 6 years,
<I
7 <I

«

5

6
7
"10

]2

II

13
14
"l.'l

14

&x.-It is much more frequent in girls tbao boy.3. Of the 531 cases
cite<l by nL SCe, 393 occurred in girls, and only 138 in boys. This is the
!iame re8ult as that attained, M. see remarks, by Reeves, Good, etc.,-131
girl~ in 186 cases. This accords entirely with our own experience, and in
a very interesting statistical report by Dr. George S. Gerbard, based on
80 ca~;cs ob::ierved io this city (Ame1·. Jour. Med. Sciences, July, 187G, p.
!19), the number of female patients just doubles that of the males, .)3 to
'27. Of the G5 cases occurring in the Children's Hospital, tabulated above,
38 were in girls, 27 in boys.
This exce::is of females over males obtains in chorea of every grade,
from the mildest to the most rapidly fatal cases.
Ropid growth and the second dentition probably act, in a considerable
degree, ns predisposing causes of the di;.;ease. Particular attention is
drawn to these conrl itions by Mi\[. Rill ietand Barthez, and the precise age
at which it is most frequent ( between six and eleven years) would seem to
!ihow that they exert a very positive influence. The general cleteriuration
of the health, resulting in aoremia, and the exaggerated nervous susceptibility, so often observed at these periods, are probably the immediate causes
nf the frequency of the disease at this epoch of life.
Drs. Gerhard (loc. cit.) aud i:l. Weir Mitchell report that they have ob!=erved that chorea occurs more frequently and iu a more severe form in
the spring than at nny other season; aod a lso that relapses of the disease
••e most apt to lake place at that time. They think this is probably at1

Di!'<easesofChildren (Amer. ed., 1868, p. 2341.
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tributable to the condition of weakness of the system which exists in the
spring.
Ao altered and anremic state of the blood has also been supposed, as by
Ogle1 and Runes, 2 to be the efficient nod exciting cause of the affection.
Hilliet and Barthez,' also, when speaking of rheumatism as a cau~e of
chorea, say that, u while admitting the existence of rheumatic chorea, it
must not be forgotten that the disease is frequently of a different nature,
and th:it we meet in authors with incontestable examples of chorea consecutive to chronic diseases that have produced a debilitated condition of
the economy, . . . as chlorosis, au::cmia, and tuberculosis."
Constitution does not seem to exert much influence in its production,
though it is generally thought to be most apt to occur in children of delicate, excitable, and nervous temperament. The belief ia hereditary predisposition seems to be unfounded save in rare cases. The disease appears
to commence more frequently in spring and summer than in winter, and
yet it is scarcely known in tropical climates.
Rheumatism, however, is probably the condition in connection with
which chorea occurs more frequently than with any other. The evidence of many observers of experience is decided upon this point. M.
Ree (loc. cit.) asserts, after inucb examination of this suhject, that one-half
the cases of chorea are dependent upon the rheumatic poison. Thus of
109 cases of rheumatism admitted into the IIOpital des Enfants, he found
that 61 were complicated with chorea. Trousseau• also states that in his
experience rheumatism was undoubtedly the most marked cause of chorea.
l\I. Henri Roger~ asserts their connection even more strongly, and states
that" the coincidence of chorea and rheumatism is so common a fact that
it ought to be regarded as a pathological law, just as much as the coinci0
dence of heart disease and rht:umatism .
In England, also, this connection between rheumatism and chorea, both
of the mild and severe or fatal form, is positively stated by numerous
authorities. Thus in 104 cases of the list collected by Dr. Hughes,'
"where special inquiries were made respecting rheumatic and heart affcc·
tions, there Wf're only 15 in which the patients were both free from cardiac
11
murmur, and had not suffered from a previous attack of rheumatisrn.
Hillier (op. cit., p. 236) "believes there is a very close connection between

these diseases."

West (op. cit., 4th Arn. e<l., p. 188) says: "Be the exact

relation then what it may, it does seem that rheumatism, or the rheumatic
diathesis, is a. very powerful predisposing cause of chorea." Dr. H. )[.
Tuckwell, in a valuable article' on the pathology of chorea, strongly upholds their frequent connection, aud cites 17 cases of his own, in 11 of
1 Brit. anrl For. l\Ied.-Chir. Rev., Jan. and April, 1868, pp. 208, 465.
' Chorea in Pregnancy, Proc. of Obstet. Soc. of London, \·ol. x, 1868, p. 147.
Op. cit., 2eme ed., t. ii, pp. 565-598.
'Clin.Med.,2Cmeed.,t. ii, pp.160-198.
5
Arch. Gen. de Med., 1866, vol. ii, p. 6-ll; and LSG7, vol. i, p. 5-l; and Gaz.
Med. de Paris, March 7th, 1868.
6 Guy's Hospital Rep., 2dseries, vol. iv, 1846.
1 St. Barth. Hosp. Rep., \'Ol. v, 1869 pp. 86-105.
1
1
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which the previous occurrence of rheumatism was allowed, while it was
denied only in 6.
Dr. Chambers found in his books, that out of 33 cases of cho1·ea in 6 the
affection either began during rheumatic fever, or followed immediately after
it, orelde rheumatic fever succeeded to the chorea. In 80 cases of non-fatal

chorea recorded by Ogle,' it appears that in 8 cases rheumntic fever had
existed.
On the other band, several German authors of high authority do not
attn.ch so much importance to the cau~ative influence of rheumatism in

chorea. Thus Romberg' states that he bas not frequently observed their
C.'ODnection; and Vogel" states that," although it must be acknowledged
that chorea may succeed to acute rheumatism, still the frequency of the
occurrence has been very much over-estimated."
Steiner' also states that out of 252 cases of chorea the disease ensued
during the decline of acute articular rheumatism in but 4 cases; of 3 f'atal
ca.ses, however, reported by h im1 1 was cornplicatad with rheumatic heart
disease.
We must also allude to the argument of Vogei (o,,. vii.,~- 399), that if
there were auy actual connection between these diseases, then more girls
thao boys ought to suffer from rheumatism ; for it is well knowu that the
former are predominantly subject to chorea. "Just the reverse happens
to be the case in rheumatism, which notoriously attacks more boys thau
girls." 'Ve have already quoted exteusive statistics, which prove the truth
of the first of Vogel's statements; but we are by no means convinced that
the !utter is correct, and that rheumatism is more frequent in boys than in
girls. Ou the contrary, the statistics quoteJ by Tuck well (Loe. cit., p. 102)
go to show that the reverse even may be the case. Thus during sixteen
years there were admitted to the Children's Hospital in London 478 patients with rheumatism 252 of whom were females, and 226 males.
'Ve are not aware of the existence of any accurate statistics of the disease in this country in regard to this point, excepting those of Gerhard (loe.
cit.), in whose 30 cases rheumatism was assigned as the cause in ouly 4.
The great weight of evidence, however, which bas bee_a accumulated in
favor of Sllch a connection, together with the decided results of our own
observation, appears to us to leave no doubt that in a con.siderable proportioo of cases, chorea is in some way connected with the previous occurrence
of rheumatism. 'Ve shall have occasion to call attention to the obscurity
wbicb frequently attends the manifestations of rheumatism in young children; nod it is, therefore, highly probable that in not a few cases of chorea,
where, on inquiry, the parents deny the previous occurrence of rheumatism,
the truly rheumatic nature of some acute febrile at.tack, with which the
child may have suffered months before, has been entirely overlooked.
" 'e will postpone, until we come to discuss the nature of this affection,
the coosiderntion of the manner in which rheumatism disposes to chorea,
1

1 Brit. nnd For. Med -Chir. Rev., April, 1868, p. 1490.
'Dis. of :N"erv. Syat. (Syd. Soc.), 1853, vol. ii 1 p. 57.
Op.cit., p.399.
t Prcg. \"jrschr. xcix {xxv, 3), p. 431 1868; in Schmidt's Jahrb., Bd. 142, No. 4,
1869,p.26.
1
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whether by directly cau:iiog centric lesion~, as of the ~pinal mcninge11; or
by induciag a state of anremia, impaired nutriLion, and preternatural mo·
bility of the nervous system; or whether the choreic movements are in some
way connected with cardiac disease, which so frequently attends rheumatism in the young.
Syphilitic disease of the nervous centres ns a cause of chorea is so rare
that, after an extended search, Alisou (A.mer. Jow·. iJled. Sci., July, 1877,
p. 75) has been able to find only two cases recorded. Two others bowe\·er,
have been seen by him~elf.
Exc£TING CAUSEs.-Of ruauy exciting causes that have been mentioned
by different writers, the one most frequent and most clearly proven is the
iuflueuce of terror. It was aEsigned as a cau!!'e in 31 out of 56 cases co l-

lected by Du(fosse and Bird, iu 34 out of 100 cases collected by Hughe•,
in 25 out of 128 by See, in 9 out of 31 by Peacock, in 9 out of 3~ by
Hillier, and in 7 out of 30 by Gerhard. BP~ides this are cited imitation,
blows and falls upon the head, fits of violent anger, coutrarietic~. prolonged excessive mental effort in young subjf'cts, masturbation, the difficult establishment of the menstrual function in girls, or suppre~:-ion of
Lhat function, the sudden drying up of ulcers or eruptions, and, iu females
after puberty, pregnancy, which indeed is a well ascertained and most important cause.
In a very interesting case reported by Packard (.Ame1". Jour. Med.
Sciences, April, 18i0, p. 3-17), a child of 11 was attacked with very violent
and per::iistent chorea following severe irritatiou of the ulnar side of the
mn.trix of the right thumb-nail due to a large splinter of wood. The
chorea persisted, despite judicious treatment and a residence at the sea·
sl1ore until the irritated filameots of the ulnar nerve \\ere excised, after
which speedy and permanent improvemeat ensued.
Chorea has also been observed in the course of, or as a sequel to, various
acute diseases, as pneumonia, the eruptive, typhoid, an1l intermitteut fevers,
and affections of the gastro-intestinal tube.
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell (Amer. Jour. Aled. Sciences, Oct., 1874, p. 342) hns
calle<l attention, under the name of "post paralytic chorea," to the <lis·
orderly movements of choreic nature which are frequently seen to follow
paralysis either in the adult or in children. Ile bas pointed out thnt it is
not the ordinary infantile palsy, but rather the hemiplegia of cerebral
origin, which is apt to be thus followed by chorea; and that the younger
th e child the more likely are these choreic sequeloo to ensue.
ANA'fOMlCAL LESIONS.-!t would appear that as yet we are unacquainted
with any truly characteristic lesion in chorea. In many of the recorded
a.1:2topsies, it is stated that no lesion either of the cerebra-spinal axis or any
other viscus was present. A~, however, mo~t of these autopsies were made
before the improved methods of microscopic examination of the nervous
system were introduced, they cannot be regarded as conclusive upon this
point. In many cases, also, the examination of other viscera has been too
superficial to bave led to the detection of minute but positive and impor·
taut lesions. Upon the whole, therefore, it may be fairly said, that it j3
chiefly the examinatioas which have been made during the past few years
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which are of real value, and that there is still need of numerous accurate
autopsies before we can c~rnsider ourselves justifie<l in speaking of the true
le:-i1rns in chorea. According to Dr. Octavius Sturges (Brit. Jlled. Jo1u·.,
Aug. 23d, 18i9), the n£fection in its simple and uncomplicated form is not
due to any lesion which is demonstrable anatomically; an<l that its symptoms are not othe rwise to be explained than by reference to the general
character of disturbed muscular movement, when the source of disturb:rnce i:<i, directly or indirectly, a mental impression.
It is evident that the determination of this question presents great difficulties, apart from the fact that fatal cases of chorea are comparatively
rnre, nnd that it requires an amount of skill and patient labor, rnrely at
conrnrnucl, lo make the examination with the requisite minuteness. One
of these difficulties cons ists in the fact that, although chorea may exist as
a !lpecial, i11dividual affection, there are numerous other cases of ner\TfJUS
di ..ease which are of very varied nature, but which are attended with irreg·
ulitr mu:::cular movemeuts truly chol'eic in character.
We think it highly probable, therefore, that all cases of so-called cho rea
will uever be found to be invariably associa.ted with any one anatomical
le!!inn.
Th118, pas~ing to the actual results of post-mortem examination, we fiud
a number of lesions recorded which evidently refer to cases of organic disease of the nervous ceutres, which were merely attended with choreoid
symptoms.
Among these are enlargement of tl1e odonloid procese, effusions into the
arachnoid, tumors in the substance of the brain, abscess in the cerebellum,
bony plates upon the spinal meninges, and runny other entirely discon·
nected lesions.
On the other hand there are cases on record, in which careful exam ina·
lion has failed entirel y to detect any material lesion, either of the nervous
centres or of the other viscera, and in which the choreic movements were
probably of a reflex character.
Of late years, however, since this question has been subjected to more
frequent and critical examiuation, there are ce rtain lesions which have
been fonncl so frequently after death in fatal cases of true chorea, that Lhey
must be regarded as possessing some definite conuectiou with the disease.
These lesions consist in certain morbid conditions of the heart, and of the
nervous centres.

Iu regard to the lesions of the !teart, M.

S~e

(loc. cit., p. 390) states, after

a careful examinatiou of eighty.four autopsies, that" in most of the cases,
and especially in those most strongly attested, chorea is the result of the
rheumutic din.thesis, and tha.t it reveals itself by plastic inflammations of
the cardiac membraues, of tbe pleura, and of the peritoneum, with or without articular rheumatism."
Bright, Copland, Todd, 1 Kirkes,1 Nairne,3 Begbie,' were also among the
first to call attention to the frequency of rheumatic eudocar<litis in counec·
tion with chorea. In on interesting article ou "l\fauiacal Chorea,"=-Tuck·
1
1
6

Lumleian Lecture.'l, 18-l!l.
London Jour. of i\Icd., 1851.
Brit. and For. Mcd.·Chir. Rev., OcL, 1867.

2 .Medical Gazetle 1850.
1
• Edin. Med. Jour. 1 1852.
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weH gives an analysis of the lesions in 34 fatal cases of chorea collected
by himself. In 25 of these the endocardium was found diseased, the presence of warty vegetations on the valves being especially alluded to in 20.
Of the remaining 9, no mention is made of the heart in 5, and it is reported
as healthy only in 4. The pericardium was found diseased only in 8 of
the 34 cases.
In Ogle's fatal cases (loc. cit., pp. ~08 and 507), there were in 11 out of
17 im;tances more or Jess fibrinous deposit or granulations upon the valves
or some part of the eudocardium. In 2 cases only was the pericardium
diseased. Ia the 14 fatal cases collected by Hughes (loc. cit.), vegetations
were found on the valves of the heart in not IPss than 11.
The results of careful auscultation, during life, come to i;upport those of
post-mortem examination.
Hillier states (op. cit., p. 236) that, "of 37 cases in my note-books there
was probably organic disease of the heart in 25, and in 4 others there was
evidence of functional derangement, whilst in 8 only was there no sigu of
cardiac disturbance."
Jules Simon writes from a ]arge experience, and says: 11 I have been
almost alway.:i able to detect well marked evidence of cardiac affection in
chorea, iu the shape of organic murmurs, hypertrophy of the heart, etc." 1
In our own experieuce, evidences of rheumatic be1ut disease have very
frequently been present in cases of chorea; and also in cases which have
come under our care for organic disease of the heart, there has frequently
been a history of previous attacks of chorea.
It is sufficiently evident, therefore, that in a large proportion of cases
of chorea, some morbid condition of the endocardium is present. Tbe
particular lesion which has been usually found, consists of fine bead·like
vegetations, which either fringe the border of the mitral VA.Ive, or are
seated upon the auricular surface of its leaflets.
These vegetatious are in most cases readily detached from the va1ve, by
lightly brushiug them with the tip of the fiuger, or with a camel's-hair
brush ; aud it has been supposed by some observers, as Ogle and Barnes,
that tbey consisted merely of the fibrin of the blood, <leposited in the
agony of dissolution. We believe, however, both from the previolls oc·
currence of valvular murmurs iu cases where such vegetatious have been
fouud, as well as from a careful study of the anatomical descriptions
of their appearances, and the occasional presence of the positive results
of embolism, that these vegetations are produced by a process of eo<locarditis.
VVe will, however, discuss the question of their connection with chorea,
when we come to speak of the nature of that disease.
In regard to the condition of the nervous system in fata] cases of chorea,
there is at times no lesion appreciable, even on microscopic examination,
while on the other haud there is not unfrequeot1y marked disease, either
of the nervous tissue or of the meninges.
Thus, in the 14 fatal cases collected by Hughes, the brain was healthy
in 41 only congested in 3 cases; there was softening of the brain, with or
1 Nouv. Diet. de .M~d. et de Cbir. Prat., Art. Choree (quoted by Tuck well, St. Barth.
Ilosp. Rep., Joe. cit., p.101).
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without opacity of the membranes and serous effusions in 6, and in the
seventh with opacity and congestion of the dura mater.
In 11 of the 3.5 fatal cases collected by Tuckwell, the brain was found
softened, and in 9 only is it reported as healthy. Io the 16 fatal cases
reported by Ogle 1 the brain was healthy in 61 much congested in 8, softened in but 1, and anremic in 1 also.
It appears, therefore, that in a notable proportion of the cases upon
record, positive organic disease of the brain, and especially in the form
of softening, has been discovered. In a few instances embolism, or occlusion of the vessels by fibrinous masses, has been observed, either in the
carotid artery (Ogle), or in the minute arterial branches leading to
patches of softened brain-tissue (Tuckwell ). We need, however, a large
series of careful observations to determine more positively 110w frequently
lesions of the brain occur, and especially in what proportion of cases embolism is present.
The spinal cord has also been found softened with or without opacity and
thi...:kcning of its membranes, though in a much smaller number of cases,
probably in part because it has i1ot been so frequently examined in such
cases as the brnin.
Of the 16 fatal cases reported by Ogle 1 its tissue was congested in 5;
there was sl ight soften ing in 2; in 1 the upper dorsal r~gion of the cord
was completely broken down and almost diffiuent. Ia 2 cases the cord
wns examined by .l\Ir. J. Lockhart Clarke, who found in one (loc. cit. p.
221) that "in the lower part of the dorsal region, at the ninth <.lorsal
nerves, the anterior columns were swo1len 1 and formed a convex protuberance of considerable size. In a transverse section of the cord carrie<l
through this part, and examined under the microscope, it was very evident that extensive morbirl changes had been going on, the white substance had been softened, . . . . and in two or three places there were
circumscribed effusions of blood, surrounded by granular exudations which
had probably occurred before the effusions." Similar appearances were
discovered in the lower dorsal region in the other case (loc. cit., p. 507).
In a case already referred to, observed by Tuckwell 1 of rapidly fatal
maniacal chorea in a lad of seventeen years of age1 in addition to several
patches of ernbolic softeni ng of the brai1.1 there was marked softening of
tl'ie spinal cord in the middle dorsal region.
lo 3 fatal cases reported by Steiner (Loe. cit.), there was increase in the
connective tissue of the spinal cord; serous effusion in the spinal canal;
aod congestion or effusion of blood in the membranes at the exit of the
nerves.
Finally, in the cases where embolism of the brain was observed by
Tuckwell, there was also minute embol ism of the kidneys.
lo a case of fatal chorea. reported by Monckton,1 embolism of one
brachia! artery occurred, and, after death, large vegetations were found
on the aortic valves.
We will have occasion to refer again to these various anatomical appearances when speaking of the nature of chorea.
1

1

1

Brit. Med. Jour., 1866, No. 305.
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DunATION.-Tbe disease may be general or partial: in the first case, it affects all the limbs, the face, aud some of the
muscles of the trunk; in the second it implicates only one side, the upper
extremities, a single member, or a certuin group of muscles. It hnppeus
not rarely that the choreic movements are limited to one side of the body:
thus in 80 cases of non-fatal chorea reported by Ogle (lac. cit., p. ~88 ), the
right side alone was affected iu 24, whilst the left alolle was affected in
20 i and in 25 both sides were affected, though in some instances one or
the other side was more involved than the opposite one. Of the 30 Calles
reported by Gerhard (loc. cit.), no less than 15 w~re strictly unilateral, the
choreic movements beiag confiaed to· the right side in 10 in~taaces 1 and in
5 to the left. In a large majority of the recorded cases of unilateral
chorea the right side was the affected oae. It occasionally happens 1 as
noted by Russell (illed. Timea and Gazette, 1868 and 1869) and G•rhnrd
(loc. cit.), that a chorea, which begins as unilateral, may subsequently
invade the opposite side and become general. Of 7 cases that we have
seen, iu which this point wa:i. noted, it was general in 4, and confined entirely to the right side in 1, and to the left in 2. We shall describe first
the prodromes of the disease, then the invasion, and afterwards the symptoms as they ex ist in fully developed cases.
Prodroniic Symptoms.-lt is doubtful whether there are, as a general
rule, any well marked prodromic symptoms. The only ones that have
been mentioned with any authority are irritability and peevishness of the
temper, an unusual degree of impressibil ity, languor, debility, disturbance
of the organic functions, exhibited by deranged appetit~ and an irregular
state of the bowels, and, after a time, a certain quickness an<l irregularity
of the movements, which mark the commencement of the cbaracteri:5tic
symptoms of the malady.
Invasion.-The onset of the disease is, as already stated either sudden
or gradual, so that there may be several days or more before it reaches
any considerable degree of severity, or it may, particularly when the case
has been of a sudden and energetic nature, reach its height in a few hours.
In most cases, however, it begins with some unusual and singular movements in one of the upper extremities. The choreic movements are often
observed first in the fingers, and at the same time, or soon after, in the
face . Sooner or later they increase in severity, and extend to the other
arm, to the legs, and to the tongue, and the disease is fully developed.
Symptoms of Confirmed General Chorea.-,Vhen the disease has become
fully confirmed the movements are exceedingly diversified and irregular.
The limbs are agitated by involuntary contractions of the muscles into
every attitude possible for them to assume. The fingers are opened and
shut, brought together or separated, without any regularity. The bands
are flexed aud extended upon the forearms, or pronated and supinated,
whilst the forearms are flexed or extended upon the arms, and the arms
moved at the shoulders into e\•ery imaginable position. Such are the
irregularity and rapidity of the motions that it is often with great difficulty that the patient can seize anything with the hands, and when once
the object is attained, he frequently cannot do with it what he wishes·
SYMPTOMS i CouRSE;
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Tbis imperfect conlrol over the hands and arms sometimes prevents the
patient from carrying food and drink to the mouth, excepting with the
utmost difHculty, and may make it necessary to feed the child .
The inferior extremities are affected in the same way as the arms.
Walking is always more or less difficult, and in some severe cases impracticable. The patient totters from side to side, or walks rapidly a short
di!<lnnce, and then suddenly stops. Sometimes the progress is accom·
pli~hed in a zigzag direction, and at others by fits and starts as it were,
whilst i11 others again the walk is rapid and surlden, almost a run. The
child often falls wbile walking or running, either from meeting a slight
ob:::tacle 1 or in consequence of the irregular and imperfect muscular action.
In some iuslances standing is impossible, the knees bending suddenly under
the weight of the body. It was no doubt the peculiar irregular and
dancing movements of the iuferior extremities during the attempts to
walk aud stand, that gave to the disease its original name of St. Vitus's
dance.
The convulsive movements of the face and }1ead are not Jess singular
thnu those of the limbs. The face is distorted into all kinds of expres·
sions, so that it assumes by turns that of the most opposite emotious,sadness, terror, joy, or grief. The mouth is opened and shut, or its corners
rlrawu apart, with the greatest irregqlarity; the tongue is occasionally
protruded between the teeth, and sometimes moved rapidly in the mouth,
so as to cause a clacking sound; the lower jaw is depressed and elevated,
cir moved in a lateral direct ion, and with such violence perhaps as to
injure the tongue or teeth . In consequence of the irregu lar motions of
the tongue and mouth, articulation becomes difficult, and the child either
stutlers, or speaks slowly and badly, or can pronounce ouly monosyllables.
In a case that occurred to one of ourselves, the movemen ts of the mouth
and tongue were so violent and uncontrollab le that the patient, a boy nine
years old, lost for three weeks all power of speech. Ile was at the same
time urrnb le to open or shut the mouth at will, or to swall ow at the proper
moment 1 so that in the act of feeding him, which became necessary from
his entire want of control over the arms 1 the food was constantly spilled
and spluttered about us tho ugh by an idiot. The act of mastication also
was quite impossible, so that he could take nothiag but fluids for a number
of weeks. In another case a lso that occurred to ·one of ourselves, in a girl
between eight and nine years of age, and which moreover was a relapse,
the patient exhibited the same inability to feed herself and the same
difficulty in regard to mastication, so that she had to be nourished for
se,·eral weeks ou soft food. The speech was likewise greatly affected,
it being very difficult to understand her · muflied, thick, and indistinct
utterance.
WhiJ:.st the face and fo•bs are contorted as above described, the head
is moved rapidly from side to side, or backwards and forwards, or under·
goes constaot rotation, and, in some instaoces, as in two that came under
our owo notice, all power over the muscles of the back of the neck is lost,
and the head falls from side to side, or forwards, as io an infant. In
severe cases the choreic movements affect the trunk also, so that the
1
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patient cannot lie upon a bed, hut rolls and twists about the floor with
such violence as to bruise and excoriate the skin. Deglntition is sometimes slightly embarrassed. and the child is obliged to swallow with great
rapidity; io some few cases a peculiar loud cry, like that which occurs in
hysteria, dependent apparently upon spasm of the larynx, has aJso been
observed. The muscles of the external and internal respiratory apparatus
are rarely affected, though Romberg narrates three remarkable instnncc8,
in which dyspnooa, loud whistling respiration, spasmodic contractious of
the glottis, or hiccough, were present. Occasioaal1y irregular action and
palpitation of the heart are observed, and have been attributed to chorea
of its muscular structure.
In some cases, also, the sphincters of the bladder or rectum are par·
tially paralyzed. Retention of urine has been noticed in a few cases;
and, on the other hand, tbe late Professor 'Villiam Pepper mentions
having known incontinence of urine to alternate with chorea of the ex·
ternal muscles.
The disease is unaccompanied by pain unless it be attended with some
complication, and what is very singular and remarkable, the constant and
often very violent muscular contractions do not seem to occasion fatigue.
There is, however, frequently evidence of a want of muscular power,
which may merely amount to au unusual susceptibility to fatigue on volun·
tary exertion; or complete paralysis may be present, especially in the
form of hemiplegia, in cases of unilateral chorea. This latter is by far
tlrn most frequent form of palsy in choreic patients, according to our own
observation. It occurred in no less than 17 of Gerhard's 80 cases-in 10
times on the right side, and in 7 upon the left.
The general symptoms require some attention. The choreic movements
are almost always increased by emotion, as termr, anger, contrarieties, and
by the consciousness of being observed. Sleep generally suspends them
entirely. In very bad cases they are said to produce insomnia, or to wake
the child frequently in the night. The intelligence is rarely affected, ex·
cept in very severe and long-continued attacks; though some authors
appear to have met with frequent instances of impairment or perversion
of the intellectual faculties. It is saicl that idiocy is apt to occur in cases
which Inst for a number of years, but it is probable that in such cases the
choreic movements have been associated with some organic lesion of the
nerve-centres. The temper is often irritable and capricious. General and
special sensibility commonly remain natural ; though in some cases, im·
pairment of general sensibility of the parts most convulsed, even amount·
ing to anresthesia, is noticed. Ia simple, uncomplicated attacks, the pulse,
ns a rule, remains natural; the appetite is preserved i there is no unusual
thirst, and the bowels continue regular.
The ttrine has at times been observed to be of unusually high specific
gravity, and to contain au excess of urates and oxalates. These con·
ditions do not, however, appear to be at all constant or characteristic.
In a C{Jusiderable proportion of cases of chorea (see statistics on page
611), a bruit is heard on ausculting the heart, usually of low pitch, and
not very great intensity. In some cases this is undoubtedly due to the
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vegetations so frequently found on the valves of the heart in thi.s disense,
but in others it appears to be rather clue to the anrernic state of the blood ;
and in those cases where palpitation exists, it may be <lue to the irregular
cootrnctious of the walls of the heart. It has also been noticed that these
murmurs in chorea are often transitory, and even intermitting.
The course of the disease is acute or chronic. In a large majority of
cases it is acute, the symptoms becoming more and more violent until they
reach their height, when they remain stationary for a time, and then subside and disappear under the influence of treatment, or in the natural
counie of the malady. It has been frequently noticed that when an acute
febrile or inflammatory disease is developed during the course of chorea,
the spa~modic movements are very apt to diminish or entirely cease for
the time. In fatal cases the symptoms are constantly aggravated; the
movements become so violent as to make it necessary to secure the child
in bed, or in a strait-jacket; the patients, deprived of sleep, become feeble
and emaciated ; the respiration becomes difficult; intelligence is abolished;
the pupils are contracted; and lhe child dies.
The duration is irregular, varying in acute cases between one and three
months. The average durntion is probably about six or nine weeks. Io
very slight attacks it may be much less. The duration of chronic cases
is from months lo years. In fatal cases the duration is sometimes very
short. In one it was only nine, and in another twenty·seven days. The
local forms of the disease are often peculiarly inlractab1e, and last many
year'!il.

Relapscs.-Relapses are quite common and are said by Trousseau to be
shorter than lhe original attack. 'Ve have, however, in a few cases, ob·
served thnl the relapse was ruuch worse than the first attack. In one case
in pnrlicular, the relapse was one of the most violent aud prolonged attacks
tlHLt we have seen. l\Il\I. Rilliet nnd Barthez state they occuned in six
out of nineteen cases seen by them. The relapses in these cases occurred
once, twice, and three time.s. :M. see (loe. eit., p. 408) says that it is not
uncommon, after some weeks o!' respite, or several months of apparent
recovery, to see the disease reappear with renewed iutensity, and be thus
repented twice, thrice, and even seven times in succession. Out of four
patients, nt least one, he state.s, remains thus under the influence of the
dii!e:u:1e. Of 158 cases he counted 37 relapses, of which 17 were arrested
after Lbe second attack ; 13 suffered n third, and 6 a fourth attack; and,
lastly, one had seven distinct seizures, each one of which was separated
from tbe following by a well marked interval. Ia 46 of Ogle's cases iu
which this poiut was uoted, previous attacks had occurred in 25; in 5 of
which there had been 2 previous attacks, and in one no les~ than 7. According to Gerhard, relapses, like the primary attacks, occur most frequently
in spring.
NATUHE OF Caonu.-Iu considering the essential nature of chorea,
it is evident that there are two points of importance to be determined,
namely, the precise portion of the nervous system involved, and tbe nature
of the morbid change in this part.
Before alluding to the views which have been entertaiued in regard to
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the first of these questions, we would refer to the very grent irregularity
which exists in different cases in the extent and distribution of the choreic
movements. Thus it frequently happens that the disense is !:ltrictly confinerl to one or lhe other side of the body, or it may be entirely symmetrical. In other cnses the muscles of the head and neck may almost or c1uite
escape, while both legs and one or both nrms are affected. Or, on the
other hand, the choreic movements may first appear and remain most
severe in the muscles of the face, mouth, and tongue. It seems probable
to us, therefore, that there is no one special portion of tbe motor centres
which is exclusively the seat of lesion in all cases of c:horen. In the great
majority of cases, however, lhe symptoms are so far uniform lhat the muscles of the face and tongue1 as well as those of the extremities, are affected,
and the on ly peculiarity is that the irregular movements rnay be confined
to one or the other side, a circumstance susceptible of ready explanation.
Marshall Hall considered chorea as au affection of the true spinal system, and possibly iu some cases where the choreic movements are limited
to the extremities aud symmetrical, this supp1)s ition may be correct.
Ia the vast majority of cases, however, it is undoubted ly necessary to
locate the seat of disturbance in chorea at a higher point in the cerebrospinal axis, one above the <lecussation of the anterior pyramids, aud probably in or near the corpora striata. Among the arguments which lead to
this view, many of which have been advanced by J. Hughlings Jackson'
and Broa.clbeut 1 ~ who strong ly upholcl it, may be stated the followiog :
That the muscles of the face are very frequently affected by the choreic
movements; that in the great majority of cases the movements cease during
sleep; that the affection is frequently limited to one side of the face and
body 1 and that the spasmodic movements not rarely terminate in complete
hemiplegia. In a footnote (loc. cit., p. 93) Tuck well says: ''It is ju.st to
Dr. Todd's memory to add, that he lo"g ago (Lancet, 1843, vol. ii, p. 4li3)
showetl that the choreic pheooruena cannot be explain ed by the hypothesis which refers them to irritation of the spin al cord." Ile says: ·•The
hemiplegic tendency is utterly inexplicable according to that view. The
affection of one-half the body would alone refer to some point above the
decus:sation of the pyramids as the seat of irritation." The supposition
of Carpenter nnd others that the cerebellum is the seat of the disturbance
in chorea, was based upon the view that that organ possess~d the chief
power of co-ordinating muscular movements. Recent researches into the
fuactions of' the cerebellum, as well as the arguments which have been adduced above, render this supposition untenable.
The further question now remaius as to the condition into which the affected part of the motor centres is brought, iu order to pro<luce the phenomena of chorea. And it is especially in regard to this point that the
investigations of Jackson nnd Broadbent, above referred to, are of so much
value. These pathologists, and particularly the latter1 have called attention to the fact that the choreic phenomena are symptomatic merely of the
1
Rcynoldf!'s Ry$t. of Med., Art. Chorea, vol. ii 1 p. 12i 1 footnole; and .Med. Tiroe;
and Gaz., ~larch 6lh 1 1869.
2 Briti!ihMed.Jour.1 1869.
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seat of the cli~ense, and that the on1y esseotin.l condition of their production
i'! no impairment of vigor and instability of the sensori-motor ganglia, a
con<lition which may probably be induced in different ways.
'Ve are now prepared to consider the manner in which the various causes
of chorea may be supposed to act.
'Ve have already seen that in a certain number of cases chorea is independent of any appreciable lesion of the nervous system. In some of these
caRes it is possible that the impaired nutrition of the motor centre may
re~ult from an altered and anromic state of the blood; and, indeed, it appeari< to us quite as reasonable to explain a certain class of cases of chorea
in this manner, as to apply the san:e expla nation to analogo11s cases of
pnralp1is.
It ia probable 1 also, that in another gronp of cases, chorea may be reflex
in character, anU. depend upon a different degree of that peculiar action
upo11 the motor centres which produces reflex paralysis, whether by exhausting their excitability or by causing a reflex spasm of their vessels.
This view is maintained by Broadbent (loc. cit.) as well as by Ra<lcliffe, 1
who states that irregular choreic movements may be produced not on ly by
injury of certaiu parts of tbe nervous system, but by injury of certain
nerves at a distance from the nervous centres, the port.ions of the cerebroe:pinal axis which are co ncerned in the development of such movements,
being affected by reflex action.
It is probable that if this mode of production be admitteU., it will serve
to explnin a large number of cases of chorea, both where the so urce of irritation is at a distance (as in cases of pregnancy, or where there are worms
in the intestinal canal, or, as in the case already quoted from Packard 1
where a splinter was lodged in the matrix under a ~finger· nail ) and where
it isi;;eated in immediate connection with the nervous centres. As instances
of the latter kind, may be suggested such conditions as thickening of the
meuinge8 of the braiu or spiual cord, and the presence of bouy spiculre developed in the meninges.
Finally, we must admit as a cause of chorea, primary a1teratious of the
fo:me of the sensori·motor ganglia and adjacent parts i the degree of dis·
cnse not being so great as to abolish entirely their fuuction and produce
paralysis1 but on ly sufficient (as for instance would be secured by an early
stage of softening) to weaken it and render it unstable.
It will be seen from the foregoing remarks that we deem it impo:=sible,
at least in the present state of our knowledge upon the subject, to consider
the cause and mode of production essentially the same in all cases of
chorea, and that we are disposed to admit the existence of cases due to
mere nnremia aud impaired nutrition, or to an altered state of the blood;
of cases due to reflex irritation, in both of which classes of cases, so me
minute aud as yet inappreciable lesion may exist; as well as of cases which
are due to primary material alterations of the sensoriwmotor ganglia.
We have already, in considering the causes and anatomical appearances
of chorea, had occnsion to dwell npon the connection which exists between
1
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it and rheumatism 1 and before leaving the present subject it is desirable to
refer to the various explanations which have been offered of this circurn·
stance. Among these, the most important and intere:Sting is thatofKirkes11
who, noticing the frequent presence of vegetations upon the valves of the
heart in fatal cases of chorea, was led to suggest that very small fragments
of fibrin might be detached from the valves, and entering the circulation
cause temporary obstruction of the minute capillaries of the nervous cen·
tres, producing irritation and impaired nutrition. This theory, which at·
tributes the production of chorea to embolism, has been accepted by J.
Hughlings Jackson (toe. cit.), by Savory,' by Tuckwell (loc. cit.. ), aud iu
part, at ]east, by Broadbent (/oc. cit.).
It is supported strongly by the facts that continued observatioo of cases
of chorea has shown even more clearly the very frequent existence of
cardiac murmurs during life, and of vegetations upon the valves after
death; that complete paralysis, usually in the form of hemiplegia, fre·
quently follows the choreic movements; that in many fatal cases there is
found just such cerebral softening as follows embolism; and, finally, that
in a few cases, already referred to, the existence of embolism has been
actually demonstrated .
It is also to be borne io mind that recent researches have shown that
endocarditis with the production of fine vegetations on the margins of the
cardiac valves, is uot a complication of rheumatism alone, but occurs in
connection with scarlatina, diphtheria, and some other acute specific dis·
eases. If then the theory is finally substantiated which would explain some
cases of chorea as the result of minute embolisms, it is possible that it may
be found that such is the mode of production of a part of the post·scar·
latiual or post-dipbtheritic choreas.
There have, however, been numerous objections advanced against this
theory, the most powerful of which are urged by Barnes (foe. cit.) and
Ogle (loc. cit. ). Thus it has been objected that, on the supposition of nu·
merous minute fragments of fibrin circulating in the blood and becoming
impacted in the minute capillaries, it would be difficult to explain the fact
that chorea is so frequently unilateral, or even localized in a single group
of muscles. It must be remembered, however, in answer to this, not only
that in some cases of fatal chorea embolism of single large arterial
branches has been found, but that the number of minute fragments of
fibrin detached from the heart's valves may be very small, and that it
is quite supposable that they should in some instances nearly all pass
into the ionoruinate, or the left carotid artery, and thus be chiefly dis·
tributed to one side of the brain. It may be mentioned also in this con·
nection, that it is especially in these cases of unilateral chorea that the
affection is succeeded by paralysis, such as might readily follow in case of
embolism.
Agaia, it has been objected that if chorea be iuvariably dependeat upoa
embolism, tbe results of this accident must be of a very transient and
trifling character, since in so great a majority of cases the disease terrni·
1
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nntes in complete and permanent recovery. The weight of this objection
mu .. t be admitted, and yet Tuckwell fairly remarks in answer to it, that
the" mere fact of recovery is not enough to conJemu the notion of embol·
i~rn. On the other hand, the very frequent presence of a cardiac mur·
mur, even in the milder attacks of chorea which recover, would rather
di:;po,.e me to look for the same exciting cause iu the mild as in the severe
11
cn,:e~, vii., embolism.
It is evident also that if the supposed embolus
were mi1lute 1 and therefore ohstructed only a very small vessel, a collateral
circula.tiou might soon be established and restore the nutrition of the area
affected .
Another ohjectiou advanced by Ogle (toe. cil., p. 232) is, that in other
cases uf capillary embolism the symptoms produced are not those of
chorea, but rather of pyremia or of gangrene. It is quite evident, how·
ever, that these symptoms alluded to (which are met with for instance in
ulcerative endocnrditis) are due, as remarked by Savory and Tuckwell,
not to the mere capillary embolism, but to the concomitant septic condi·
tion of the blood . lu this connect ion, reference may be mude to the
elaborate experiments of Pannm as to the results of embolism ( Arch. f.
Puth. Anal., xxv, 308, 4:l3; Syd. Soc. Yem·-Book, 1863, p. 211), io which
he demon~trates that embuli.::;rn of the vessels of the braiu and medulla
oblongata is followed by tetauic symptoms.
This extremely interestiug question cannot be considered as definitely
settled; lhere is still ucedecl a series of careful examinations iu regtird to
the various points under discussion. It appears to us, however, concJu.
sivcly shown that, in a cel'tain number of cases, the peculiar irrilatio11 and
impaired nutrition of the sensori-motor ganglia, which leads to the devel·
opment of the cboreic phenomena, are due to embolism of the ve::isels
supplying these parts. \Ve have, however, already expressed our opi11ion
that, at present at least, there must be admitted two other classes of cases
of <:horea, due primarily to alterations in the blood and to reflex irrita·
tion re:-;pectively. It is quite possible, therefore, tbat in some instances
rheumatism induces chorea indirectly, either by causing anxmia an<l im·
paired nervous vigo r, or by causing inflammatory lesions, as of the spiual
mcuingcs or sheaths of spinal nerves, which may serve as the foci of reflex
irrirntion.
D1AC:Nos1s.-The diagnosis of chorea cannot be attended with any diffi.
culty, aud we shall the1efore make 110 remarks upon it.
1'1wnNos1s.-ldiopathic simple chorea in young children is rnrely a
futul disease. Nevertheless, even under these circumstances, it sometimes
terminates fatally, and usually fmm exhaustion. Thus 1\11\f. Rufz, Legenclre,nnd Billiet aud Barthez have ench met with uu instance. M. Ree (foe.
cit., p. -W6) states thntof 1i)8 cnses, -1 passed into the chronic con<lition, and
!J proved fatal. Dr. Cop laud ::ifates that he bns met with 3 or 4 fatal cases,
!hat Dr. Prichard has recorded 4-, and that Dr. Brown refers to 3 in his
practice; but he does uot inform us whet her they were idiopathic, compli ·
catecl, or symptomatic. \Ve have already referred to the list of 14 fatal
ca~e;z, of which the autopsies were reported by Dr. Hughes (foe. cit.); nnd
lo the 34 nrlditional fa tu I cases collected by Tuck well (loc. cit.). Dr. J. W.
40
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Ogle has I Brit. and 1'or. Med.- Chir. Rev., January and April, 18G8) published the details of 19 more fatal rases; and from the same ~ource we
tind that the mortality from this di3ease in Great Britain during 1:{ year8
wns 12;)5.
It is quite possible, however, that many cases of organic disca~e of the
nervou_., syetem merely attended with irregular choreoid muscular move.
ments have been iocluded in the:Se reports. On the other hand, out of
84,8~2 deaths at alt ages occurring in this city during ~even cnotSecutive
years, but 3 are attributed to chorea. It mu:::;t oot, however, we thrnk, be
positively inferred from this that se\·ere au<l fatal chorea has been renlly
so rare among us; since, during the same time, there a.re reporte<l in n.ddi.
tiou to the deaths from convulsions, 70 deaths from cramps, u. vague und
most improper term, which, i11 all prnbability, includes a certain propur·
tion of rases of chorea.
In regard to any epecial rules in prognosis to be deduced from a study
of the fatal cases, it may be observed tbat their average age is cousiJerably greater than that of ordinary mild chorea. Thus in 17 out of Ogle's
19 fatal cases, but two were under tbe age of tea; the average being
"15}ths years.
80 too in 32 of Tuckwell's 3-1: fatal cases, '.ll were at or above the age
of fourteen, and G of this 21 were at or above the age of twenty.
The duration of the case scarcely seems to have a direct bearing upon
its fatnlity. It is true that in cases which have pa3sed into the chrouic
form nud persisted for se\•eral months, the prospect of being able to eff~ct
an entire cure diruini:,,;he.s, but Hill such patients may live very many years,
and ultimately die only from some intercurrent di:;ease. And, on the other
hand, den th has been knowu to occur as early as the end of the fir,.;t week.
Of course the exi:stence of any serious complication, and perhapg et'peci·
ally of 11rnrked cardiac dise;lse from previous rheumatic attackt:i, reuclers
the prognos.is unfavurable.
Of' 58 cases treated in the Children'e Ho!ipital of this city, the average
duralion of treatment was :~9 days. Of this number, 42 were di::icharged
cured, 13 much improved or almost well, and 3 without any improvement.
Iu coaclu:;ioo, whenever, in a case of chorea, Lhe con,·ul;;ive movements
become incessaut, and the rc:spiration embarra'."sed, and still more when
1:rnbsultus tendinurn takes Lhe place of the choreic movements, a fatal ter·
mination is greatly to be apprehended.
TREA'fl\IENT.-i\Iany different plans of treatment, and a greal variety
of drugo have been propO::iCd for the cure of the disease under coosiJeration. These facts alone may serve to teach us that the effects of treat·
meat nre not clearly appreciated, rnd also, when taken in connection with
the circumstance that fatal cases are rare, that the disease tends naturally
to recovery in a good proportion of the cases. This feature of the natural
history of the disease is shown also by the evidence given by Dr. Bardsley,
·who mentions, that in the Manchester lofirmary, notwithstanding the
v:uiety of treatment adopted by successi\·e practitioners, an incurable cue
had not present~d itself in the cour:ie of thirty-three years. ( Tweedie'1
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The only rules to be laid down for its lreatmeut are those which apply
to nil the convubive uffactions depending on functional disorder of the
lll'r\'Oll!- ~)'!'item, and ou disordered ;:.;tales of the geoeral health, couoected
with a faulty coodition of the functions of digeHiou and as.similatiou.
Thc.. e are attention to the general health, and e!:'pecially a careful regulation of the diet and other hygienic conditions of the patient, the removal
of any local derangement or disea>ie that may exert nu unhealthy iulluence
upou the nervous Ry~tem, the use of tonic.i aud iron, and the employment
of l<UC'h remedies a:-; ha\·e been found to exert a controlliug effoct upon
:-pa.;modic nnd couvubive atfoctious generally, and upon this di ... case in
particular.
We "hull consider, uucler differeut heads, the various means that have
hl•cn rccomwended, endeavoring in the course of our remarks to di::stiuguish
the l'll~e:-i to which euch remedy is best adapted.
P11r9<1tit·e11.-It wa:s formerly the <·ustom to rely largely on the nRe of
puq.r;llives in the treatment of chorea. In our own practice this never
!'ll{'l'l'eded well, and for many years we have used laxatives, of the milder
1t11d kss irritant <:la~~. only when called for by the existeuce of decided
eon~tipation.
"'hen the discharge8 from tbe bowels are clay-colored, or
dark and offensive, wl1eo the month is pasty, the tongue loaded with a
thit-k yellowi.::;h fur, nod the breath hen\')', it i.::; proper lO employ a mercu·
rial.
A11ti...-pasmodfrs are amongst the most imporl:rnt remedies we have to
opp.1se to the disease. The weight of evideoce seems to show, indeed, that
tht•y, in conjunction with a moclcrn.te u:se of lnxativP~, of tonie.s, e...:ipeci·
ally forrugiuou"l touics, anJ of certain particular remedies, and with care·
fol regulatiou of the hygienic conditions of the patient, ought to <'on-stitule
the treatment in the g1·eat 1najority of cases. or the various remedies of
thi ... du:-;s that have been employed, those which hiwe exert.ed the most
hl'Ul'fil'ial influence are the root of the cimicifuga or bin.ck snakeroot. va·
lt·rian, ao;;,-afrt•tida, oxi<lc o zinc, cnmplwr, bromide of potassium, conium,
and t•alabar bean.
Cirnicif'uga waQ first introduced iuto use by Dr. ,Jes:oe Young, and is now
PXll'n:sivcly employed an<l murh relied upon. Dr. \Vood (Pracl. of Med.,
vol. ii, p. 7.);) ), says: " I have in repeated instances found it of it1'f'lf' ade·
11nate to the cure of the <lisease." \Ve have employed it ourselve:s quite
frl'quently in primary rt\ses, and in two ca..;es of relapse. In several of the
1;1rm<.'r the children recovered entirely under its u:>:e; in some, however,
ii f11iled to do any good, and recover}r took place uocler the u:se of irou,
lll":lcnic, the sea-bath,nnd in tbe course of time. Jn the t\,\'O relapsed cases,
tlie patients recovered finally under the use of the cimicifuga, iron, cod·
liver oil, and good diet. One of the CU::iE'~ that recovered under its use
w11.1' among the worst we have ever met with.
It was that of a boy of oioe
)'l'IH.t=, in whom the disease went so far as to de~troy all power of locomot1011.
The child was unable even to stand. At the same time, the movemeurs of the lips, cheeks, and tongue were so violent and irregular, aod
tl-0 little under the control of the will, that the power of speech was lo:-t
entirely for a period of four or five week5. The choreic spasm appeared
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to nffect even the mu~cles ofdeglutition, eo that the art ofswallowing-wn"'
often difficult and uncertain. ~[astication also was impossible, nnd lhe
child was unable to cany anything to its mouth, rendering it nere:-,11ry to
feed him, as oue would a baby, with soft solids and fluids. During somt'

two months, the muscles nt the buck of the neck were so weakenc>cl thnt
the head could not be lifted from the pillow or held direct, but foll from
side to side or forward3 like that of :rn infant. The condition of the child
was altogether one of the most complete and cfo:tressiog helple...;;;ne,.;1.
During thP, first month of the case it was treate<l with active cnthnrtir;i,
chiefly very large doses of cream of tartar and jalap, and with iron, but
aE! the symptoms became worse and worse the cathartics were abandonE>d,
except so far as to maintain, by the occasional use of rhubarb and [olenna,
ft soluble state of the bowels, which were very much disposed to con~tipn·
tion. Tbe patient was now put upon the use of decoctioo of cimicif'u)!n,
of which he began with four ounces, soon increased to half a pint per day,
made in the proportion of half au ounce to the pint. The iron was continued. Under this treatment he very soon began to amend, and in two
weeks showed a very decided improvement. Cod-liver oil war;: 11(.lw ad11f:tl
to ,the iron and cimicifuga, and in six weeks he was iu great mea;-;ure reist0red to health, and in the end recovered completely. Iu another C'Me
almost as bad as this 1 the patient finally recovered umler the $Ume treatment.

The cimicifuga is given in powder, lincture, decoctiou, or fluid extract,
1tnd should be continued for several weeks in gradually increasing du~b,
until some visible effect is produced, as nausea, headache, vertigo, or rli~·
ordered vision. The usual doses are from half a drachm to a drachm of
the powder, from one to two ounces of the oflicinal decoction, anrl one or
two clrachms of a saturated tincture, given three times a clay. For our
owu part we prefer the decoction, of which we give to children of eight or
nine years old, from four ounces to half a pint a day, made in the propnrtion of half an ounce of the root to a pint of boiling water. ·Prepared in
this way, it is not a disagreeable drink, and is usually taken without mu<:h
objection.
The bromide of potac;:sium in full doseR has in some cases in our expe·
rience proved of marked benefit. 'Ve have used it especially in tho.;('
cases which were connected with rheumatism ns a cause, and hn\•e then
frequently administered it in combination with the iodide of pota:0..;iurn
and the iodide of iron.
\Ve have not used valerian extensively in chorea 1 but from the evi·
dence adduced in its favor there can be no doubt that it often exerts a
very beue6cial effect upon the disease. It may be given in the form
of powder, infusion, or fluid extract. The dose of the powder is from
twelve to eighteen grains in the day, to commence with, to be rapidly in·
creased to several drachms, as the stomach becomes accustomed to it. It
may be given in honey or preserve·syrup. 'Ve shoulci prefer the fluitl
extract, of which half a teaspoonful may be given to a child eight or ll'll
years old, three times a day, and the quantity gradually iurreased. The
oil of valerian is employed by some practitiouers. Oxide of zinc is gi\"eD
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in doses of a grain every three hours to children eight years old. and is

mu<'h relied upon by some practitioners. Assafretida is recommended both
by Engli~h aud French writers. It is best given in pill, on account of the
uau~eous taste of the mixture. Two three-grain pills may be given to a
thilcl of four or six years of age, three time::; a day. Dr. Bardsley gave
it hy injection, in combination witb laudanum, every eveuing, after u:-ing
mu.-.k and ca111phor during the clay.
l'vuiton mac1dafwn, giveu in the form of the succus con ii, has been highly

n•<-·orumendc<l by lJr. John Harley (The Old Tregetable Nwrotics, London,
HH:HJ ) in the treatment of' chorea; and a certain number of cases have
aln•:uly been reported of its successful admiuistratiou. Dr. Harley pre·
..aihes the succus in the doses of 20 or 30 drops for a child of six months
oltl; a drachm for one over two years ol<l; aud from one to two clrachms
at ten years of age. In explaining the use of doses so large as these, he
iu::ii::-Ls upon the fact" that hemlock given in doses which fall far ~hart of
pruchu:iug it:; proper physiological act.ion, is useless for the treatment of
lhe dh•eaSeii to which it is adapted." 'Ve have uot had auy exteucled ex·
pt'rience our:;elves with this drug in chorea, except of the chrouic forrn
in older :-:objects, but from our observation of its use iu other conditions
we ~hould strongly advise beginning with much smaller doses, and gradu·
ally iucrcasiug as they are founti to be LOlemted.
Bouchut gives (JJutl. de ':Plier., April 15th, 187.3, quoted iu Medical
Time~ and Uazette, Juue 5th, 1873) the results of' numerous trials of' eserin,
the active principle of calabar be:rn, in chorea. It may be give11 f'ither
hypodermically or by the stomach: i11 the former wny it is more energetic,
nod must be given in doses of ~ 1"5"th to 115 th of a grain (3 to 5 milligrammes)
three Limes a day; by the stomach, one half as much more n}ay be given.
Its nction is temporary, lasting two or three hours. It often causes, in the
abo\'e doses, some uneasiness aud restlessness, and occasiooally nausea. It
arrests the choreic movements during its action, and gradually effects a
permauent modi6cation iu them, so that, according to Boucbut, tbe cure is
dfectecl in ten days on an avernge .
. Narcotics have been recommended by some writers. Those which are
mu.;t employed are opium, belladonua, stramonium, and cauuabis ilidica .
:-;ubstauccs of this clm;s are seldom, however, made the basis of treatment.
Opium is useful in some cases in which the agitation is very great, so thnt
the sleep of the child is much disturbed, but it is seldom necessary except
as nu adjuvant to other meaus; and the remark applies equally to other
remedies of this class.
Ar.~cnic.-Tbere is no remedy iu regard to whose curative action in
ehorea testimony is more unanimous. Romberg and Beghie speak of it
a~ curing the affection iu as short a time and with even greater certainty
lha.n auy other remedy; and Trousoeau also testifies to its good effects, but
acids that it bas the disadvantage of being difficult of administration,
owing to its irritant properties. Gerhard (toe. cit.) also speaks of it as
having proved of marked benefit in bis hands. Dr. Radcliffe, after meeting
with the ~nme difficulty ia maiotniniug the use of full doses of this remedy
for any length of time, tried with marked success the hypodermic injec-
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tion of Fowler's solution. He was firilt led to employ this in ca~c::i of
chronic local chorea in at.lult.s, where the injection of doses of Fowler's
i::olution , varying from five to fourteen minimf:, produced a spec>cly c·ure.
H e also employed it succe8sfully in two cases of general chorea, the duration being twenty-eight and thirty-two days respectively. This method of
giving ar::enic in obstiuate cases of chorea hns sub$equently been tried in
a sufficient number of instances to establish its positive value.

The usual manner in which we ha,·e administered it is in tl1e form of
Fowler's solution, given in the ordinary doses, and immediately nfter eatin g, and steadily persisted in until some of its constitutional effech are

prnduced. By carefully watch ing for these, and immediately reducing
the dose until the i;:igus of irri tation have passed away, and then again
cnutinusly increai;:ing it, we have usually been able to aclmiuii-;ter it with·
out serious incom·euience, and with excellent results in a large proportiou
of case~ . This preparation may also be ach·antageously combined with
the bitter wine of iron. If, however, I here is any individual peculiarity
thut makes it impossible to continue the u~e of or<linary full do~e:o1 of' ar·
~euic; or if the chorcic symptoms do not yield to this or the other reme·
clif"o we have mentioned, we should recommend the use of arsenic hypodermically in lnrp;er doses.
Strychnia.-Trou:-i;:eau recommends more highly than any other plan or
treatment, the use of sulphate of strychn ia in gradually i11 creao::ing do!'e~.
until the extreme limit of' tolerance is reached. He begins by gi\'ing gr.
} 5 th twice or thrice daily. to children between five an<I ten years old, and
cautiously increa~es this dose until it reaches about gr. jth in twenty-four
hour~. The results obtained by th is treatment in Trou55eau'o hand.~ certainly appear gooci, but the ri~k attending it and the care demanded to
prevent acciden1s arc so great, that we should prefer some of the eriually
:-uccessf'ul and less dangerous methods. It appears, however. that ot her
observers, as 'Vest, have obtained goo<l results from its use in doses much
i::imaller than those recommended by Troui::iseau, not exceed ing gr. h·lh
thrice daily, for children of eight or te11 years of' age.
Stimuli.-The well known views of Dr. Radcliffe upon the patholoµ-y of
!'pal'modic afit>etions, have led him to recommend the free use of alcoholic
drinks, to the point of obtaining their decidedly sedative action ou the
ecnnomy 1 as the foundation of a rational treatment in chorea.
·without being prepared to adopt this as a regular plan of treatment for
ordinary cases of the di5easc, we should certainly be disposed to ad min·
i8ter alcoholic stimuli whenever the symptoms indicated the approach of
nervous exhaustion.
Ton.ics.-Whenever the disease occurs in debilitated and anremic inrli·
viduals 1 remedies of this clm~s are evidently necessary, and prove of great
efficacy. The ferrugi11011s preparations are those most clearly iadiruted
under the circumstances; and, indeed, there are many authoritieQ,ns Wat·
so n, Elliotsnn, and ot hers, who coni::iider the prep1trntions of iron sufficient,
of themselves, to cure almost all cases of chorea. Any of them may
selected. The best are the subcarbo nate, Vnllet's pills, the syrup of th
iodide, and the pure metallic irou (ferrum per hydrogen). Quinine is al~
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rrrommended when the patient is feeble and weak. It may be given
alone or iu comhinntion with iroo. rrhe citrate of iron and quinine would
form a very good prescription uoder the circumstances mentioned.

liver oil

Cod-

i~

an admirable remedy when the cbil<l is thin and weak, and
when there is cause to su~pect any tubercular predisposition.
A grent ''ariety of' remedies l>e~ides those we have mentioned have beea
ernpluyrd, and bnve more or less evidence in their favor. Amongst them

e-.p~·C'ially

ure ~ulphute of zinc, nitrate of ~ilver, subnitrate of bisruuth, iodine, and
n hn-.t of other~ whid1 it i;;; useles;; to enumerate. The sulphate of zinc
hms undouhteclly proved efficaciou:s in some instances. About two grains

may lw given at fir,.t three times a day, and gn1dually increaser! to six or
eight if Lhe stomuch bears the remedy well.
L'.rlrnutl Remedie.~.-The cold plunge and shower-hath as well as cold
efi'u-.i1111.s lo the 11npe of the ueck and along the spine have been frequently
emplnycd as adjuncts to the internal treatment, anti are of unquestionable
value in many instances. The ca!'i:es in which they are used should, howe\'er, he ~elected. They ought not to be employed unless followed b_y full
re:1ttio11, nor unless the child is williug to take thorn. 'Yhen the u~e of
the hath terrifies or shocks the patient greatly, it cannot be proper. A
warm or tepid bath used once a dny, or every second day, would always
be lM·f'ul in promoting the general health, when the cold bath i~ uot borne
well. E1 her spray has been recommended by Lubelski ( Gaz. Ifebd., April
lf)tb 1 lHffi) as an appli ~ation alonfr the spine, nod a uumber of cases in
whirh its use was succes~ful have been placed 011 record .
r:ulphurous bnths hnve been recommended and employed with much
~lll'<.'t:~ii hy l\l. Baudelocque, of Pnris.
A rapid and definite cure was
obtained in 58 out of G5 cases. Tbirty drachms of su1phuret of potas8iurn nre added to enrh bath, which is employed for nt least one hour
daily, :tt a temperature of 91c . Generally amelioration occurs after the
second or third bath, but sometimes not until after twelve or fifteen clays,
a menn of twenty-two days haviug served for the cure of fifty out of filiyseven CU!1iCS. °"rhere the cure is retarded, it ordinarily depends upon the
patient's powers being lowered by other remedies or iusufficieut diet, upon
irritation of tbe skin induced by the bath, or upon acute irritation of the
iuten:al ~erous merubranes,-circumstauces contra-indicating the baths
while they continue. The conjunction of other remedies retards rather
than aids the cure. ])~ducting the ca5es iu which the bath was improperly u~ed under the above circumstances, there remain but nine true failur~~ in eighty-one cases, these being almost all recent or rheumatic choreas.
(~e~ on Chorea, Rnnking's Ab.~traf't, No. 16, p. 51.)
Counter-irritation to the spiuc, in all its :,hapes, from pustulatiou with
tartar-emetic, issues, and blisters, down to frictions with coarse towels, bas
been proposed and employed in the treatment. The use of an~- but the
milder remedies of thi:s class is unnecessarily harsh and cruel, except wheo
the cli~ease is evidently dependent upon nn affection of the brain or spinal
marrow. The great majority of cases will recover perfectly well without
a re . . ort to such violent means, and they ought therefore to be avoided.
Electricity has been resorted to, and apparently with good effects in
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some instances, and it might therefore be trit:cl when other and 8il11pler
means fail, or in conjuoctiou with these means. Jn cn~es where the ~pas
rnodic movements are constant and per~i!5tent despite the U$e of internal
remedies, the inhalation of anresthetics has been tried, but with uncerlain
results.
In violent cases, it is of course desirable to confine the patient to bed;
and it may be neces!5ary to have padded sides ma<le for it to prevent him
from dashing himself out of bed in liis uncontrollable and violent movements. In such cases it may even become necessary to employ padde<l
splints, or to envelop the body with bandages carefully applied over
layers of wadding, so as to secure the legs together, and to confine the
arms bv the sides.
Gym.na.~tic Exe1·cise.~.-M. Si:e (toe. cit., p. 481) says that this method i:s
one of the best that has been employed. He states that it was recommended by Darwin, and then by l\Iason Good, and was first employed by
Lonvet Lamarre iu one case 1 after which it fell into obliv ion until !'Ome
of the phy:siciaus at the Children's Hospital, at Paris, and amongst 0ther,:,
1\l~L Bouneau, Ilaudelocque, Guer:mnt, and Blache," struck, no doubt,
like myself, with the good tffects of gymna.!Stics in !3crofula and olher cachectic diseases, and taught especially by the effects of musculatiou on the
general health, concei\'ed the idea of applyiug thig treatment to nervous
diseases, aud particularly to chorea, which, beside~ tbe perturbation of' the
nervous system, is so often attended with disorders of nutrition and of the
functions of organic life. To put a stop to this state of languor, to reestablish at the same time the equilibrium of the movements:,'' hicb are
rather irregular than convuls ive 1 to endeavor, ia fine, by regulatiag the
co11tractious, to break up their vitiated habit,-this is the Lriple object
8ought to be attained by gymnastics. Be it theory or empiricism, suc:c:ess
crowned these previ.!:lions, and proved the utilily of' lhe uew treatment, of
which we are about to study the methods and its consequences." M. See
!:iays, that to commence the treatment, we must presc:rille first simple and
cacleuce<l movemeuts, and exercise at the same time Lhe larynx by means
of :singing. "To place the child in a vertical po:sition, make it tlex and
extend the knees, touch the ground, stretch out and bend the arms, har·
monizing at the same time these various movements by regulated singiug,
-such are the first means by which to replace the contractions under the
power of the will. Tb is end will be so much the more mpidly attained,
as the attention of the patient is the less distracted, its intelligence the
less changed, and its temper the less capricious i so also is it often impo:;sible to succeed unless we first obtain control over the patient by kiudue55
and gentleness."
"After reaching this point, we may attempt walking 1 regulated to a.
slow or quick step, running, jumping, hanging by the arrns 1 or other more
complicated movements, always graduating them to the degree of the diseasE', watching them most carefully, and repeating them daily without pro·
longing them beyond fifteen or twenty-five minutes, in order to avoid muscular fatigue and palpitation of the heart, which occur sometimes when the
exercises are too long continued."
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"'Vith these precautions, and no matter how severe the symptoms, we
may, after a few lessoos, aaJ sometimes after the first, aud at latest after

the fifth or Eixth, percei,•e a manifest change in the abnormal mobility,
which is mmally so rapid that we are generally able to ilecide 1 after the
first eight days, as to the efficacy of the treatment. 'Vhen, after this
length of time, the pntient can neither stand erect, walk in a straight line,
nor lrnn~ by the arms, there is reason to fear that the method will fail; it
is nt lciH certain that it will be tedious and difficult.1'
In Rrwki119 1.i .Ab.sfract (foe. cit., p. 50) may be found the following
stnterucnt5 in regllr<l to the treatment by gymnastic exercises:
They were fir.::t employed under the guidance of :M. Laisne, gymnastic
profe~sor of the Polytechnic School, their effects being tried first on scrofulous childre11. "Commencing with simple movements of' the legs and
arms, accompanied by appropriate song~, the childreo'ii progress was so
rapid that they were soon able to employ the orth<ipredic ladder, the
parallel bars, and other machinery, i11 succession. By the twentieth lesson they were exercised in wrestling, an<l aftenrnr<ls in ru11ui11g, special
exerrises being devised for the lame. From the fir,.;;t lesson tbe child reu
became fired with emulation, and movements which seemed impossible
were sooa executed with case and pleasure. A marked amelioration was
~peedily ob . . erved, their countenances becoming animated, their flesh firm,
their voice!'! stronger, their appetite keener and more regular; glandular
swelliug.<Z, which had long resisted all treatment, were resolved, and fbtulou:-; soreil., that had been open for yean:=, closed up. The les~ons, one hour
each, were given three time::; n week; and in the intervals the children
amu!'ed themselves by repeating such of tbtm as did not require maThis treatment, at first applied to scrofulous children, was, as
above, extended lo those labori11g under nervous aff~ction:;i, partinl
1mraly;.;is, rickets, and especially chorea. Rince 18-1-7 ninety-five children
sufl~ring from chorea, sometimes so obstinate as to ha\'e resi!:ited the most
various treatment, have been cured by this means alone, or in conjunction with others, and 110 accident has re::;ulted from the employment of
the exercises. The movements are graduated according to the severity of
the ca!'le, and they are repeated daily, but not for more than from fifLee11
to twenty-five minutes, so as not to induce fatigue or palpitatiou. "Improvement is sometimes seen after the first lesson, and at late:st after the
fifth or sixth; so that at the end of a week we can judge whether tbe
means are likely to prove efficacious, and if manifest improvement has
not then ta.ken place, it is doubtful whether the cure will be thus effected,
or if it is, it will be so only after a. long time. The worst as well as the
slighte:st cases have reaped equal benefit, the cure iu the favorable ones
ooly requiring a metrn of twenty -nine days, and old or relapsed chorea
being more amenable than recent. Dr. SCe has found that when other
remedies are ronjoined with the gymnastics, the proportion of cures is
le!'~, and the period of their attainment Jater; and he recommends no
other adjunct to be employed than good diel.n (Dr. SCe on Chorea, loe.
cit., No. 16, p. 50.)
Jlym E~lC TRBATME:S'r.-The management of the hygiene of the pntieot
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is quite as important as any other part of the treatment. The diet should
be arranged to suit the particular condition of the individual, and with n.
view to procure and maintain the most healthy possible state of the digestive apparatus. It shoul<l al ways be light and easily digestible, in or<ler
that neither the stomach nor bowels may be oppressed and deranged by
the products of an imperfect digestion. When the stomach is "weak nn<I
dyspeptic, the foe.cl ought to cousist for some days chiefly of preparations
of milk and bread, whilst in the meantime, a touic remedy is ndrnini,:tercd
internally, iu order to invigorate the power of that organ. As the diges·
live function becomes stronger, the child ought, as a general rule, to he
put upon the kind of diet most likely to promote the general health and
vigor of body. It ought to cons ist of bread, milk, plaiu wholesome meats,
aud simple vegetables. Coffee and lea, an<l all other nervous stimulant~,
had better be avoided. Tbe meats ought lo be mutton, beef, or poullry.
There are few vegetables, besides rice, potatoes, and tomatoes, whicb are
suitable under the circumstances. All candies, preserves, unripe, rourse,
or dried fruit, hot bread and cake3, except the very simplest, ought to be

withheld.

Of dress we need merely say that it must be suited to the season. Ex·
ercise, or at least exposu re to fresh air and insolatiou, are of thE' ntm11:st
con5equence. \Vhen the disease is so violent as to prevent the chil<l from
walking, it ought to be laken todriveas often as possible. In cases which
seem connected with a debilitnted and anremic condition of the con:::titution, removal to the count ry, and particularly lo the seat:ide, will ofleu
effect <t cure with great rapidity. \Vhenever, in<leecl, a patient inhabiting
a large city or town can be conveuiently taken to the seaside in the sum·
mer, it ought to be done, for the chauge is useful not only at the ti-me, buL
it 1 e~sens, a lso, hy strengthening and invigorating the constitutiou fo r the
future, the danger of a relapse.

ARTICLE XL
ATROPHIC lNFA~TlLE PARALYSIS, OR POLIOMYELITIS ANTERIOR.
PARALYSIS occ urs io the you ng child in almost, if uot quite, all the form-;
observed in the adult. l\Iany of these are, however, rare in childhood;
whilst, on the other hand, there is one form which, although it is occn·
sionally observed in the adult, occurs with such peculiar frequency in
young children as to have received the name of infantil e palsy. It is char·
acterized by total or partial loss of power over one or seve ral groups of
muscles, usually without impairment of sensation, occurring suddenly as a.
rule, and often followed by atrophy of the palsied muscles, and consequent
deformities.
HISTORY AND SYNONYi\tS.-Occasioual allusions to infantile paralysis
may be met with in medical writings even as far ba:ck as the latter part of
the last century, but of such a vague and indefinite nature that the foll
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recognition and accurate clescriplion of this peculiar affection cannot be
~aicl to date further hack tlrnn the writiugs of Kenaedy 1 and Heine,' in
18:JG and 18.JO re!lpectively. Since the publication of Heiue'.s classicn.l
memoir, however, a number of obsen·ers have bludied the disea~e with
much attention noel ~uci::ess. The vague and cli~cordant views which ha Ye
been held in regard to its cause nnd nature, have led to the employment
of' nntny names by whic h to cle.signnte it. Tbus it has been called by
I [eine infantile spinal paralysi!l, and Meyer and others follow him in tbe
u<;te of this term; by Gul\3 it wag called paralysis during dentition; by
Hilliet and Barthez,' Vogt,& Eulenberg,6 Valleix, 1 Brunuiche,8 I.Jaborde,'
anrl Niemeyer, 10 e5:oential paraly:sis of children; by Ducheune, 11 who is
followed hy Echeverrin, 12 fatty atrophic paralysis of infancy; by Heyno lds,' 3
paruly!l'is with wasting of the muf'cles; by Bouchut,u myogenic paraly:sis i

by

Hammond, 1 ~ ol'ganic infantile paralysio:; and it has also been called
idiopathic and conge::-tive infantile paralysis.
The nnmes above enumerated appear to us to be either rngue and inaccurate, ns the terms es.,eotial and idiopathic; or to neglect one of the most
striking features of t he dis('a5e, the muscular atrophy, as t he te rm iufuutile
~pinn.\ paralysis does; or to convey a part ial 01· even erroneous theory of the
p:.1.thology of the cli~ease, as the names conge!:iti\'e and myogenic respectinly do. 'l'he terms. orgaoic and fatty atrophic parnly.;;;is also 5cem to us
d<'feC'Live, ::;iuce the first is equally applicable to ea!'es of p1l~y clue to organic disease of the brain, whi le the second iis based upon the fatty degeneration of the nflecteJ muscles, whi,.h, however, occurs only in a portion
of the cases of infantile paral.rsis.
In former editions we employed the term atrophic infantile priralysis,
but with tbe statement that a term would doubtle::s be iutrocluced, emt l\enne.ly, Ohscrrntions on Apoplexy and Paralysis or New-horn Infants: Dublin
Jour. l\ll'd. Sci., 18:!6; and DuU lin ) l ed. Presi:, 18"11; and Dublin Quart. Jour. of
~ktl., 1850, :mcl Xo\'. 1 18Gl.
t lfeine, Bcohudi. ii Liil11n11ng<:z11,;tiinde Jcr untcrn Extcmitiiten uncl dcrcn Beh:rndl~lll!.{, Stuttgart, 1840 i and Spinale Kinder Lahnrnn_!!, 8tutlg-urt IStlO, see Can1
..t;Hl's Jn hr., vol. iii, p. iO, 1860; and :\Icd. Times nnd Gaz, London, 1863.
1 Gull, On Paralysil:i during Dentition,
Guy's Hosp. Hep., 2d ser. 1 \'OI. '1iii, pt. 1,
1~5'.!,

p. SI.

1

Hilli<'l nnd llarthez, TrnilC de~ l\fol. des Enfants, ed. 2Cme, 185-1, t. ii, p. 5-15.
Yogt, J-::...;sential P:iraJy..;is of Children, Berne, lb58, p. 80; .Xew York Journal of
n;;)D, p. 117.
'Eull'nherg, On E .... ential Paralysis of Children, Yirch .•\rch., 1859, 177; and
,..;('hmidt's Jahrb., \'Oi. 107, p. 55.
1 Ynllt>ix,
l:uide du .hledccine Pmt., eel. 4eme, 1860, t. i 1 p. 759.
• Bl'lmniche, ii. d. sogcnunnt. l~sentiellen Llihmungen bei Kleincn Kindern.,
Journ. f. Kincl., 1801.
• Lahordc, De la Pnralyi<ic (dite E::-.. entiC'llc) de l'Enfnnce, Paris, 1862, p. 122.
10 Xi<'mcyer,
Prnl'l. ~[e<licine (.\mer. ('fl.), X. Y., 1869, \'Ol. ii, p. 338.
11 Duchennc, De l'Elcctrization
Loc:tlisl.oe, Paris, 18fll, p. 2i5.
12 Eehcverria,
Atrophic FnUy Pat~y in Infancy, Amer. i\led. Times, July 13, 1861.
13 He)·nolde, Lancet, "ol. ii, July
11, 1868, p. 35.
~

.-'£t.,.l.,.Jnn.,

11 Bouchut, Des ~ l a Indies dee:; .N"ou,·caux-ne~,
ed. 4~mc, Pari<:;, 1862, p. 122.
n Hammond, Organic Jnfantile Paraly..;i<i1 N . Y. ~eel. Jour. 1 Dec., 1805, p. 168;
ancl .Journ. of P..cyh. ).£ed., vol. i, 1867, p. 4~, and YOI. ii, 1868, p. 531.
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bodying a recognition of the seat and character of the nnatomical lesion
of this form of palsy, which would supplant all others. Since the local·

ization of this lesion in the gray matter of the anterior columus of the
spinal cord, the name of poliomyeliti1/ anlerio1· has been rapidly coming
iota general use.
UAUSEs.-The etiology of this affection is very obs:cul'e, doubtless partly
owiug to the fact that, as the paralysis occurs when the spiirnl sy:stcm is
extremely impressible, the causes which induce it arc trivial nncl wrnally

entirely overlooked.

Age is the only influence which can be f-:aid to have

a positive action in its productiou 1 since the great majority of ca:ses occur
between the ages of six months and two years, duriug the period of
primary dentition. By several of the early observers e!i=pecially, the disease was on this accouut attributed so lely to dental irritation, but more
ca.reful ohi::iervat..iou shows that in most cases no such direct couuectio1\
·can be traced; and it is probable that early age au<l dentition only act
indirectly by induciug a remarkably susceptible condition of the entire
spinnl syste;n.
Sex appears to have no influence whatever upon its production; aud the
di::;ease is almost as frequent amoug the children of the wealthy as among
the ill-fed aud ill-tended children of the poor. In some few cases, where
the lo~s of power is sud<leu, the excit ing cause seems to be the dil'ect exposure to the local action of cold, as from sitting upon a stone step (West),
or lying on the damp grouud (Hammond) .
Atrophic infantile paralysis is usually primary, and occurs in the midst
of goo<l health; but it bas also been observe<l in a secondary form, appear·
ing during tbe convalescence from measles, scarlatina, 01· typhoid fever, or
during rheumatism and chorea.
In one of the cases following chorea, which are recorded by Kennedy
(toe. cit.), it is positively stated that the re was a distinct cardiac murmur,
due to organic valvular disease; and it may be suggested that the essential
cause of the paralysis W<l.S embolism of some of t.he spinal arteries, as obse rved by Panum. 2
l\fonE OF ATTACK; IxITIATORY SYMPTOJ\ls.-There is considerable
var iety in the mode in which this disease makes its appearance. In some
cases the paralysis is the first symptom observed, au<l is found to have
almost immediately attained its full extent, without any recognizable
cause or premonitory symptom. Thu~ the chilrl ma.y have appeared per·
fectly well when put to bed in the evening, and yet on the following morning, there may be more or less complete loss of power over the lower
extremities. But in the great majority of case.s, especially the more
severe ones, the attack is preceded by quite marked constitutional di::;turbauce. This may coo!i=ist merely of fever, appearing without evident
eause and lasting from a few hours to a week or more, unattended by any
1 '1l'o>.1of, gray.

' l'eLer den Tod dnrch Embolie (Ribliothck fiir Liiger, 1850), quoted by Juccoud
(op. cit., p. 297), and Arch. f. Path. Anat., xxv. 308, 4-!3, 1863, in YParl>ook of~.
Syd. Soc., 1863, p. 210.
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Or, during this period, the child may al~o
('Ornpluin of pain in the bnck, or there ruay be tendern~s on pres;,ure, espec:inlly in the lumbar rrgiou; there is frequently slight clulness of the mind i
and finally, in comparatively rare cases, one or more convulsions may occur.
It i:-; the rule, however, for no marked symptoms of cerebrn.J disturbance to
he prc:-:ent at nny period of the di:.;;ea~e. There are rarely any symptoms
connectt>d with the part:'! about to become paralyzed, though in au interesting ru:-c recorded by Kennedy (loc. cif.), there was spasm of the muscles
~uh:-c•qurntly affected.
The di~cu~c usually makei5 its appr>aranceduring health, but it is probable thnt many of' the ca:::es of paralysis occurring during convalescence
from lhe various exaathemata. properly belong to this variety.
WhC'thcr preceded by i1iitiatory symptoms or not, the development of
the! paralrci~ i;; generally sudden, and it is only in rare cases that it is partial at fir:-;t and increase:; gradually. Indeed it usually happens that when
fir:-t observed the paralysis is at its maximum, both as regards the number
of mu:-;cJes afleeted aad the degree of the lo~s of power, and that there soon
oct·ur:; a diminution in its extent, so that only some of the parts first
attectccl remain pnl~ied.
The form of' the pantlysis clearly indicates its spinal origin . Complete
hemiplegiu is scarcely ever observed, ihOligh in a fow cases the arm and
leg of the same side, or eveu all four extremitie~, have been palsied.
) (o:-;t frequently the di,.ease takes the form of incomplete paraplegia i
though occasionally the paraly::;is affects single groups of muscles or C\'CU
individual muscles.
Acror<ling lo :\Ir. Adams,' the groups of mu~cles most frequently alfecte<l
are: 1. 'rbe mm:cles of the anterior parts of the leg, forming the extensors
of the toe~ anrl the flexors of the foot; 2. The extensor::; and supiuators of
the hand, these muscles being always affected together; and 3. The extc11~or:-. of the leg, and with them generally the muscles of the foot, a.s i11
the fir~t group. \\"heu single mus<'les nre affected, the most likely to sutf~r
:ue thl'"'l: i 1. The exten .. or longus digitorum pe<lis; 2. The tibial is auticu!S i
:t Till' deltoid; and 4. The sterno-ma~toid.
'fhc bladder nnd rectum are scarcely ever iovolved. In very rare rases
(."i out of' over 1500)', a!,.o, the abdominal muscles are pa lsied, giving rise
to marked protrusio11s of portions of the abdomen. The muscles of the
brwk nre more frequently involved.
The dt.•gree of the pnralyi:: is varies as much as its extent; usually complete nt fir~t. in some cru:es it soon becomes partial or even slight; wbile
in other~ the loi!s of power remains absolutely complete. The paralyzed
mu-l'h·:-1 are Jh·rfectly relaxed, ~o that the affected parts can have all their
normal movements impre~set.l upon them without diffieulty, and fall in a.
lill•lt.· . . ~ rnnnner if' left unsupported. The special senses are unimpaired;
and geueml sensibility is usually only blunted for a time. Occasionally
it is not affected a.tal l, or, as stuted by \ Vest, there may even be hyperrc$t he.sia for a variable time.
Atlam<1, On Club Foot, London, 1866.
' llird,..all, Jour. ~en•, :ind Mrnt. Dis., vol. viii 1 July, 1881.
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The paralyzed muscles are rarely the seat either of painful suhjective
sensations f.lr of tenderness on pressure; though in some cases ~evere pain
may be present in the affected parts.
Reflex movements are, as a rule, abolished in those parts where there
is complete luss of voluntary motion; though Laborde (toe. cit.) hus ahowu
that they may occasionally be preserved even in the first stage of the
paralysis.
During the early stage we are at present considering, the electro·mus·
cular coutractility uoually remains intact, and the muscles re!<pond both to
the induced and direct current.
The constitutional disturbances which we have described as preceding
the paralysis may persist for a variable time after its developmeut, or dis·
appear quickly, leaving no other symptoms present but those connected
with the paralyzed parts.
The following case may be quoted as an illustration of this form 0f
paralysis.

The subsequent course of the disease varies greatly in different iostnuces.
In oue set of cases, though tbe paralysis may be quite exteusive aud com·
pleLe at first, the symptoms gradually subside, the paralysis disappear;:;,
ao<l complete recovery ensues in from four to oix weeks. These cases
correspoad exactly to the form of paralysis originally described by Keuuedy ( foe. eit.) under the name of" Temporary Iofantile Paralysi~," a11d 1
as we shall see hereafter, iu all probability depend upon mere congestion
of the spinal cord.
In the other set of cases, on the contrary, the loss of power persists, and
after it has continued for a time, varyiug from one to several months, is
followed by marked and more or less rapid atrophy of the aff'ected muscles. The circulation in the paralyzed parts becomes feebh~, the sub·
cutaneous veins are smaller, and Heine, and Rilliet and Barthez each
cite a case of paralysis of the arm in which it was almost impossible to
detect the radial pulse. The temperature of the affected part becomefl
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perreptibly lower, the fall amounting, according to IIammond, 1 to from 5
to 8 or even 10 degrees, as teste.I by a galvanometer. The muscles them-

"'tlvl.'s unrlrrg(l marked nt.rophy, frequently accompanied by fatty degeneration; und their reflex motility and electro-muscu lar co ntra ctility disappear.
I t i-1 important to notice, however, tlrnt long after muscular contractions
fail to be produced by the induced current, they may frequently be excited
by !he u.. e of a direct current of low tension, slowly interrupted.
The mere wa~tiug of the muscles is not, however, the only cause of the
great clifl~rence in ~ize between the healthy and paralyzed members. The
uutritiou of the whole limb is affected, aud the growth and development
of ull it8 Li:-oirnes arrested, so that the paralyzed memher becomes sma ll er
111 nll its dimension~ thao its fellow. H.illiet an<l Barthez cite an example
which tlll'y obise rve<l, to sbow to how remarkable a degree this conjoined
atrophy nnd arrest of development may progres~. The patient was a
youug girl who was seized with indtantaneous paraly:;id of the rigbt lower
extremity; and the following measurements show the dPgree of inet1uality
\\hil'h was produced by four years' continuance of the paraly~isaud arreat
of development.
Hight leg

Left leg.

I. From 1hc great trochanter to the external malleolu.«, 49 cent.
54 cent. .5 mill.
:?. Frum !lie patcll~ to the malleolus, .
20 "
32 "
<l. Length of foot from heel to great toc1
14 " 3 mill. 18 "

Five months previously, the following diminution in thickness of the
limbs wu.'i noticed: at three fingers' breadth above t he pate lla, 0 11 left side,

:W c·entimetrei'l, 16 011 right i at the middle of the thigh, oo left side, :W
<:tmtimctres, au<l 22 on right. The height of the child was 116 centirnctn•-:.
Thi'! wasting and pali:.y of the muscles is associated with relaxation of
the ligurnent,;, and the combination of these causes induces mauy of the
dcforruities ob:-cerved in ch ildhood. When tbc paralysis affects one side of
the body chiclly, it indirectly leaJs to variou:s lateral curvatures in the
i-pinal column, probably from a waut of' symmetrical action in the muscles
of tlw two side~.
In C'a:-.e:; of paralysis of the arms, the relaxation of the ligaments about
the ~ h ouldcr-juint aud the atrophy of the deltoid allow Lhe heaJ of the
humeru;o; to Jr\>P out of the glenoid cavity, so as to procluce even complete
di:-.lucation, with apparellt elo ngati on of the paralyzed limb lo the extent
of thn•e-fOurths of au iuch (West) .
. \ .. the mu-:clea of the lower extremities are far most frequently aff'ected
iu this form of paraly~is, we usually find the re:;ulting deformities io\•olving the feet and leg;::, where they constitute the greater proportion of
all cu:-cc~ of c lub-foot. According to Adams (loc. cit.)," these deformities
occu r i11 the following o rd er of frequency: 1. Tali pc.:; equinus; 2, equiuovaru:; i 3, cq uiu o·valgus; 4, calcn.ae us or ctilcaneo-valgus; and 5, talipes
vnrul'!. " 'hen botb feet are affected, equino·varus of one foot is generally
found witb equi uo·valgus of the other. 11
Iu addition to the influence which the actual wasting of the limb uncl
I

Dis. of Xervous System, 1871, p. 690.
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the nrrest of its development exert, Adams believes that the great ca11"e
of such deformities is the" adapted atrophy" of P.1get, the changes whid1
ensue in consequence of the mechanical relation3 of the foot to the leg.
Although, however, it is true that paraly8is of a group of mu~cles does not
excite active contraction in their opponeats, it appear3 that ia the efforts
of the child to move the part, the noD·paralyzed muscle~ must gnin control over the limb, and aid at least in producing the various characteristic
distortions.
During the development of this atrophic stage, the general sensibility
of the affected parts is usually normal,and the general health, intelligence,
and nutrition of the patient unimpaired.
DunATWN.-As will be inferred from our description of the course of
this affection, the entire duration and that of its different stage.:; varies
greatly in different cases. In some, which have hence had the name
11
temporary" infantile paralysis bestowed upon them, the loss of' power
rapidly diminishes, and complete recovery follows iu from a few days to a
few weeks i while, in other ca::.es, the paralysis persists until atrophy ensue~,
and tbe limb may remain crippled and useless throughout life. Tbe period
which elapses before atrnphy commeuces, and the rapidity with which it
advances, also vary extremely,even i11 apparently similar ca~es. Thus the
palsied muscles may hegin to atrophy within four or five weeks, though
more frequently this change cannot be noticed for several months. Different muscles also atrophy with very different rapidity, the deltoid and
tibialis anticus appearing to waste more rapidly than any other muscles
of the body; and, in different cases, the same groups of' muscles show
equal variety in this respect, a few weeks serving in some in.:;tance.:; for us
much wasting to occur as would require months to produce in other ca:;es.
Pnomwsrs.-The great uncertainty of the progress and duration of
atrophic infantile paralysis renders it highly desirable to ascertain, if possible, the conditions which determine its result. Of itself, it is never
fatal; but, unfortunately, our prognosis is limited, in the early stage of
the disease, to this assertion, for the duration and course of the ca~e nre
not influenced, in any constant and reliable way, either by the age of the
patient, the extent of the paralysis or the parts affected, or the initiatory
symptoms. It may perhaps be stated that, iu general, cases which are
ushered in by high fever, especially if as;gociated with convuh:ion~, and in
which the paralysis is extensive, will prove severe and tedious. But there
are too many exceptions to every particular of this statement for it to be
regarded as a general rule of much po.:;itive value in prognosis.
\Vhen paralysis has lasted three or four weeks, we are able to determine
with much accuracy the approach of atrophy by the condition of the
electro-muscular conLractility; for it has been frequently observed that
those muscles which lose their power of respoudiug to the interrupted
current, soon begin to waste.
After the occurrence of atrophy, also, much valuable aid in prognosis is
gained from the use of electricity.
\Ve may here mention the interesting and highly important observation,
first made in connection with this disease by Hammond (loc. cit.) and J.
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Netten Radcliffe 11 that fn many cases where the atrophied muscles have
lost entirely their power of reacting to the most powerful indu ced electrical current:', they will Htil l react vigorou~ly to a direct (galvanic) current
of low tcn!lioo and slowly interrupted. The importance of this discovery,
in the treatment of the disea,o;:e, can scarcely be overrated ; and it ha~ also
enabled this point to be established in the prognosis, that whenever muscular contractions cnu be exc ited by either induced or direct currents 1 no
matter how for advanC'cd the atrophy of the muscles, the restoration of
their powrr can certainly be accomplished; though it would appear from a
cfile !l.ucce:.;~fully treated by Hammond, that e\'t.m when such contractions
are not at fir::;t produced, the prognosis is not absolutely unfavorable. The
~till more curious, and ns yet inexplicable observation has also been frequently marle, that as the muscles regain their power of voluntary motion,
their P11,.ceptibility to the direct galvani c current is apt to diminish, but,
on the other hand, their normal reactiou to the ioduce<l current returns.
The prognosis will also be materially influ enced, especially when the
atrophic stage has begun, by the condition in which the ti::sueof the palsied
mu,.cles is found, ns in cases where advanced fatty degeneration is present,
it i~ far more uulikely that they will eve r regain their power. In order to
a~certain this point, Duchenue bas devised a. small trocar,' called by him
11
emportc-piCce," by which smal l pieces of muscle ca.n he extracted, and
&ub~equeutly submitted to microscopic examination.
It is evident, finally, that thC: duration aud result will depend, ton. great
extent, upon the period at which treatment is instituted. In tho5e caf;:CS
where the paraly~is has been allowed to continue until marked atrophy has
eu:-ued, and the electro-muscular coutractility is almo~t lo:st 1 although the
progno. . is may still be favorable as regards the ulLimnte cure, it must be
ca refully guarded as tu the duration, since the treatment will probably require to be steadily pur13ued for many weeks, or even mouths.
)lo1rnrn A~ATOMY A:S-D P..vmot.OGY.-It appears des irabl e to in troduce
the cons ideration of the anatomical appearances at this poiut, in order to
facilitate the subsequent discussion of the pathology and diagnosi.s of the
di~a,.e.

In regonl lo the cha nges which h\ke place in the atrophied muscles,
tlie brief yet complete summary given by Hilliel' 3 may be quoted:
11
1. The transverse stri~c become less apparent and separated by wider
~race~, whi<'h are filled with opaque granules, which are not dissolved by
ether, but are sen~ibly acted on by acetic acid.
"~. The transverse strim disnppear 1 and there is an abundant appear·
aoce ofgraoular substance.
11
3. There remain but slight traces of longitudinal fibres, filled with
grnnuleR, with a larger quantity of connective ti:-sue between the bundles.
11
'4. The granu les have disappeared, and empty transparent tubes of
1
1

~cc footnote to page 065, vol. ii, Reynold"l'S System of Medicine.
The"e lrocars are manufactured by Tiemann, of New York. Dr. llammond has

11ubti ... hed {Jour. of Psych. l\lcd., July, 1867) a description of their form and mode of
Ust", illu!ilrnted bv a woodcut.
1
T. Hillier, rii:lea.-;cs of Children, Ph~lt'lelphia, 1868, p. 2.36.
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ruyolemrua with a few scanty granules on their walls remain, with more
connective tissue and some elastic fibres.
"5. In some cases, fa.t globules take the place of the granular matter ia
the muscular fibres, and in tbe cellular tissue between tbe bu11dles of mus·
cular fibre. This change is not universally present in cases even wheu
atrophy has proceeded to an extreme degree."
The last conclusion stated here, which has been confirmed by other observers, shows that perhaps the most frequent change which occurs, is a
simple atrophy of the muscles, with a granular but non-fatty degeneralioa 1
and conclusively shows the inaccuracy of the name proposed by Duchenne
for the <lisease (namely, fatty atrophic paralysis of infants).
In approaching the question of the lesions of the nervous centres in this
affection, which liave now been de-finitely determined, it is necessary to
refer to the general question of the existence of so-called essential, purely
neurotic paralyses. In one form of paralysis, the reflex, it is true that as
yet no material lesion has been detected, and that the most plausible ex·
planation of the loss of power in such cases is simply the exhaustion of the
functional activity of the spiaal cord, owing to tbe prolonged irritation of
some of the peripheral nerves. Aud it must be borne in mind that the
form of infantile paralysis under consideration was formerly by some re·
garded as a reflex paralysis depending on dental irritation. Apart, how·
ever, from the fact, that the symptoms much more closely re5cmble tho~e
Jue to spinal congestion than those seen in reflex paralysis, it is to be re·
membered that the disease is by no means limited to the period of denti·
tiou, and that all local signs of dental irritation are frequently absent at
the ti rue of the appearance of the paralysis. With the exception, then, of
reflex paralysis, it may be asserted with confidence that all other forms of
spinal paralysis are associated with some material lesion of this nervous
trunk. It is to be remembered that it is only a few years since the beauti·
ful researches of' J. Lockhart Clarke have shown that positive structural
changes, in both nerve.cells and nerve-fibrils, may be detecte<l by micro·
scopic examination in spinal cords, which present no alte'ratioo apparent
to the nuked eye. In rejecting the evidence of all post· mortem examioa·
tions of the spinal cord, made before the introduction of Clarke's method,
as incomplete and inconclusive, we find that iu all those diseases formerly
classed as pure neuroses (such as tetanus and chorea), which have beeu
subjected to this latter mode of examination, positive demonstrable lesions
have at least occasionally been detected.
Among this class of diseases, so Jong considered as purely functiooal
neuroses 1 atrophic infantile paralysis has always, until lately, occupied a
prominent position, as is evinced by the large number of authors who have
described it uudP.r the terms "essential/ 1 or "idiopathic."
It is indeed difficult to secure opportunities of examining the state of
the spiual cord in this affection, owing to the fact tbat the disease is scarcely
· ever, if at all, fatal of it.self i so that the arguments in opposition to the
view of its functional nature, wi11 be in part drawn from the close aualogy
of its symptoms to those of certain spinal diseases, which are well kuowo
to be attended with positive lesions of the nervous tissue. Thus, in its
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mo<le of appearance, and in the character or the paralysis, there is so per·
(eCL a re.~emblance to the on:iet and isyrupto~s of cooge;Stion of the spinal
cord, as to leave little room for doubt that this is the condition at first
pre. . ent in many cases of atrophic infantile paralysis. In both this affecti1)D aml ispiual congestion, the paralysis may appear quite abruptly, or be
prect'clE:cl by pains in the back and fever; in both, the paralysis is usually
paraplegic, the loss of pnwer only partial, and the aff't:cted muscles are
relaxed, in both, general sen:tiihility is but slightly impaired, the bladder
anrl rectum are not in\"olved, aud there are no disturbances of the cerebrum or !'pecrnl senses i in both, finally, recovery usually follows, if proper
trcaunent be promptly instilllteU .
In those c:uses wlwre the pa.raly~is <li:mppears within n few days or weeks,
it ha.s bccu supposed by var ious authors that the 11ature of the disease is
entirely diftereut from that of utrophic iufantile paralysis; Lut it appears
to us highly uunecessary to complicate the question by such a suppo.:o;itiou,
:;iuce the temporary character {)f the paralysio is readily accouuted for by
suppo~ing thu.t the spinal congestion which produced it was slight and
tnrn~ient.

It is quite po~sible also that in other cases the loss of power caused by
more 8evere opinal congestion should persist until atrophy of the p.ffected
muisclcs cnsuctl, aud re11dercd the <'ll8e more protrnctec1.
Indeed, some of the authors who most forciLly support the view of the
pathology of' this aff~ction which ,,-e have given abflve, as Dr. C. B. Radcliff~ (lur.. cit.), hold that the lesion of the cord does not advance beyoud
this stage of congestion. The evidence in support of this opinion is principally found iu the result of po:it·mortem examiuations, ns those reported
by Hillict and B.lrthez, Fliess and Adams, where no lesions of the curd
were detected. But in none of these cases does it appear that the careful
and skilful microscopic examination, which is now recognized as uece:::~ary
to detect some IE>sions of the uen·ous ti~sue, was performed i so that we
ruay foel at liberty to doubt the romplet~ accuracy of these autopsies. 011
the other hanJ, it certainly seems eutirely consistent to suppose that in certain c•u,;es, where the conge:;tion is unusually marked and prolonged, or
whtrr it is repeated, that a proce!:is of subacute iuHammation should be
excited, resulting in the permanent structural change.
The u~ual change which takes place in rhe spinal cord, under such circum:-<tunce~, is Lhat described under the name 41 sclerosis/' in which there
i!! murkE:d proliferation of' the couuective-tissue element~ of tbe cord, with
swelli11g and consequent pressure upon the nerve·tubules. In the subsequ1;.1nt development of the new-formed connective tissue, it undergoes contraction, uud induces atrophy of tbe compressed nerve·tubules. The portions of the spinal cord where thi~ lesion exists, may either be atrophied
or retain their normal size, shape, 1\lld external appearance, but on tram:vero:-e .sl•ctiou, though the tis:Sue i~ firm, certain parts of the white substance
are t'e~n to pre:;ent a grayish, translucent appearauce 1 clitferiug uoticeably,
iu well·mnrkeJ ca~es of the lesion, from tbe opaque whiteness uf the surrounding healthy ti~;:,ue. In other instances, however, the change in color
caonot be detected, and it is only by micro.!!Copic exami1ultion that we can
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di scover the increase iu the connective tissue of the cord, aad the atrophy
of th e nerve·tubules.

This view of the nature of the le.5ions in atrophic infantile pnraly~is
was forcibly urged by H eine, in the last ed ition of his classical monog-r~ph
this subject (op . cit.), who based it merely upon an analy~is of the t-ymptoms, and it has since been adopted by JnccouJ (loc. cit.). It doe!'I not
re5t, however, solely upon such reasoning, for there have been a limitetl
but rapidly iucrea~ing number of autopsies made iu which the Je . . ious
of sclerosis above described baye been actuall y observed.
011

H eine quotes three potit-mortem examinations in support of thi8 theory.
One of these, quoted from Lo11get, was of a g irl of eight yea~. with club~
foot on the right side, following an attack of paralysis, who died of variola;
and at the autopsy the mu scles and nen·es of t he right leg were atrophit d,
nod the anterio r roots of the spinal nerves which make up the right ~('in tic
nerve, were scarcely one-qua rter the size of the correspond in g root~ on the
left side.
In the second case, quoted from Hutio, the subject was forty-fh-e years
old, had been paraplegic from the age of seven years, and had considerable
deformity of the lower members; at the autopsy, after death from dy.!Sentery, there was atrophy of the lower part of the sp inal cord.
Th e third observation quoted by H ein e, has been quoted morP, fully from
the original so urce ( Tmns. de la Soc. llled. de B ettin, Dec. 7th, 1862), by
Jaccoud (op. cit., p. 4~0 ). It was the autopsy of a child witb paralytic
club-foot, reported by Beren<l and Remak, where the" spinal arachnoid
was found thickened by inflammatory product, and exerch;iog such pre~
su re upon the cord, that when the false membranes were cut, the nervou~
tissue imruediately protrurled through the iuch~ion . "
Berend also reported (id . loa.) another obsef\"ation upon a. child four
years old, who died paraple~ic with contraction of the leg~ and feet. The
autopsy was performed by Reckliughauseu, who fou nd tubercles in tbe
co rd.
Hammond reports (Jour. of Psych. J.lled., vol. i , p ..51) a case where the
paralysis affected tbe left leg, and had la:ste<l four years, in which he found,
upon post-mortem examination, a cicatrix, partly filled with clot, in the
lower part of the dorsal region, in th~ left anterior column. Recently,
however, the opportunities for careful study of the lesions iu atrophic in·
fa.utile paralysis have multiplied, and h ave been seized by numerou~ able
observers, eEpec ially in France, where the first demon~tration of the true
characteristic morbid changes in this di:::"ease was effected. The earlie:0t
cases placed upon record iu which this lesion was accurately described were
by Cornil (loc. cit.) iu 1863; hy Laborde (loc. cit .), ia 1864; hy Prevo.-t
(toe. cit.), in 1866; J. Lnckhart C la rke (loc. cit.), in 1868; Clrnrco t and
Joffroy (loc. cit.), in 1870; Parrot and Joffroy,' ia 1870; Roger and Damas·
chiuo,1 in 1871; Dujardin-Beaumetz, 3 in 1872 i Petitfils,• in 1873; and
1

1

Arch.dePhysiologie,tom.i ii, lSiO,p.135.
2 Gaz.
M~d. de Paris, 18il.
3
Delam.veliteaigue, Paris, 18i2.
• Considerations su r l'atroph ie des cell ules motrices, Parii:t, 1873.
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numC'rous other ob~ervers have confirmed their results, so that the morbid
anntomy of atrophic info.utile palsy may be regarded as clearly and fully
Jetermiued.
The Je~ions occupy the antero-lateral columns, and especially the anterior horns of gray matter. There is atrophy of the nerve-fibres in the
anterior and lateral columns, which varies in amount in different cases,
nod is U!<.:-;ociated with a varyin g degree of hypertrophy of the interstitial
connective ti,.,.ue (ederotic). Tbei'e parts are more translucent than naturnl, and often preseut a very appreci11ble gra~'iish rose tint to the naked
eye. The consi~tence of the affected trncts is dimini~hed, and upon microscopicul examination there may be observe<l a marked proliferation of the
elemeut~ of the connective ti~!!me, the cel ls and nucl ei being dispersed in
the micl~t of a finely grauular substance, in which there are fibrils of extreme tenuity. In the parts which are most affected the nerve tubules
are either lost altogether, or they present a \'aricose appearance, while the
other portions of the spinal column preserve a perfect iutegrity.
But the most characttristic changes are found in the anterior horns of
gray matter, where there is invariably atrophy of the ganglion nerve-cells
and of' their proce:-;ses, so that in some instances the anterior group of cells
bu~ eutircly disappeared from atrophy. In other c:\Ses the remaius of the
cells are found atrophied, mi:-;:-;hapcn, and with granular degeneration of
their contellls. The other elements of the gray ti::;due are usually changed
u\~o; there is proliforntion of the nucl"'i of the neuroglia, and occasio ually
inc:rcu~e in the delicate fibrils of this connective tis:me.
In some cases
tlie wnlls of the ves!:iels iu the affcctt!d parts are found thickeoed, with
prolifor:Hion of their nuclei. These changes have been so prominent in
some c:u!"e~ as to have led to the opinion (Damaschino, 1 Ducheuue) that
they constituted the primary and e -ential letiion. This, however, does
not ~eem probable. It will be seen, therefore, that the name poliomyelitis
anterior iii, as we have a lready stated, strictly appropriate.
The progress of anatomical investigation has thus at last developed the
true pllthology of this affection. It is possible that iu some cases the lesion
of the untero-Jatcrnl columns may be the result of hemorrhage into the
sub~tancc of the cord, or of pressure from thickening of the rueuingt!s; but
in the vn;.;t majority of cases the morbid process is one of slow subacute
inflammatory, ::iclerotic change, with atrophy of the nerve-tubules iu tbe
antero-lnternl columns aucl auterior horns of gray matter, nod especially
with atrophy and de~truttioo of' the anterior groups of ganglion nerve-cells.
D1.w~o~1s.-There is but little danger of overlooking the nature of
thoilC cases where the paralysis appears quite suddenly iu the midst of ap·
parent good health, excepting in cases occurring in young children who
h\·e not yet learned to walk, and where the loss of power is limited to
the lower extremities. Ia such instances tbe paralysis may be entirely
overlooked by the pareuts or uuree for some time. So also io easel) preCl'ded hy constitutional disturbance, as there is nothing whatever characteristic io these premonitory symptoms, it is quite possible to fail to rec1
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and Hoyer, Gaz. Med., 1871, p. 457.
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ognize the presence of paralysis. It is well, therefore, whenever a chilrl
between six months and tluee years of age pret-=ent.s feverish symptom~ for
which no apparent cause exist~. to ascertain ca1·efully whether there is
any Joss of power of its extrem iti es .
The diseases with which atrophic infantile paralysis is most lik ely to be
confounded, are other forms of paralysis of cerebral or spinal origin, and
progre3sive muscular atrophy.
In paralysis due to hemorrhage into tht- !lUb::;tance of the bmin (eee
page 5-16), the case is more apt to be u~hered in by delirium or convulsions, followed by more or less marked coma, while in atrophic infantile
paralysis there is either entire absence of cerebrul symptoms, or at mo~t a
single convulsion occ urs. Cerebral paraly!iis ii;; mually hem iplegic, while
in the form of spinal paralysis we are considerinl{, paraplegia is more
common, or the loss of power may be limited to one leg or to a !!-inj!le
group of muscles. In those comparatively rare ca!:-e:;; where the pnraly:-i~
is at first hemiplegic, the arm usually soon rc>gain~ its power of motion,
leaving the leg paralyzed; while the reverie of this occurs in cerebral
bemiplegia, where the leg usually improves murh more rapidly than the
arm. In cerebral paralysis, also, the affected mu~des are frequently
rigid instead of being rela xed; and there is not the tendency to atrophy
and deformity, the Jos'1 of electro-musculnr rontractility, nor the lowering
of the temperature of the affected part, which are observed in atrnphic
infantile paralysis.
In cases of meningeal apoplexy, where the hemorrhage has occurred
11pon the surface of the brain, the symptoms are still more distinct. Thus
c~ce page 546) there are usually repeatf'd ronvulsi\•e seizure~. with i::omnolence during the intervals; paralysis is rare and partial, while strabi;;mus
and tonic contraction of the hands and fPet are vny common.
In acute inflammation of the spinal cord, or myelitis, the loss of power
is complete, and there is also more marked Joi::!' of sensation, and paruly~is
of the rf'ctum and bladder, with alkaline urine; though there is here as
well as io atrophic infantile paralysis, diminution of reflex excitability
and electro-muscu lar comrnctility, and wasting of the paralyzed muscl~.
The symptoms first mentioned, the more grave charncter of the ca~e, Rnd
the tendency of the paralysis to increase rather than decrease, suffice to
distinguish myelitis from the affection under consideratio n.
Progressive muscular atrophy, of very rare occurrence in children, may
be distinguished by its gradual ly progressive course; and by the pre.-.ervntion of th~ temperature of the affected parts, of the power of wotiou, and
of electro-rnuscular contractility, until atrophy has far advanced. There
is usually a quivering of the atrophied muscles in this disease, due to
fibrillar contraction, which is entirely wauting in atrophic iufantile
paraly~is.

We have already expressed our belief that some of the cases where the
loss of power is very temporary, al'e really instances of reflex parnlysi~,
and in such some source of peripheral irritation can usually be detected.
'Ve!=;t alludes to the fact that in those cases whel'e the affection is limited
to one leg, and attended by hyper:x::sthesia and painful sensations, the did·
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ea1.ie may be mh:taken for coxa lgia, though the diagnosis may readily be
made by attending to the slow course, the absence of paralysis, the fixed
pain io the knee-joint, and the marked increase of suffering caused by
forcing the head of the femur against the acetabulum, which characterize
hip-disease.
TRt-:.\Tm::NT.-Tbe treatment of atrophic infantile paralysis may be divided into that adapted to the early stage and that directed against the
~econd stage or period of atrophy.
In the first instance we must endeavor to discover and remo\·e am• excitiug cause of the paralysis that may ex i~t. If symptoms of morbid den tit inn have prec~<led, aud the appearance of th e gums indicate it, they should
be lanced; or if gastro·intesti oal disturbance is preseot, or the pre~ence of
worms is suspected, laxatives shou ld be administered. Tepid batlu are
aJ.;;;o recommended. as tending to allay irritation and reduce feverishness.
Wh en 1 howe,·er, no locnl irritation ca u be detected to render it possible
tlrnt the ca~e is one of reflex paralysis 1 we ?ho uld direct our remedies toward" relieving lhe spina l congestion, which we helieve to exist in cases
of true atrophic infantile paralysis. Counter-irritation i:;ho ul d be applied
nlong the !:!pi ne, aud may be effected by producing a narrow blister, or
prt>ft>rably by the use of' siua pisms or stimulating liniments, containing
croton oil, ammonia, or turpentine.
Local ab:strnction of Llood by means of cups or leeches applied along
the ?pine hns been recomme nd ed by Fliess; and we should certain ly advi~e iLi employmen t, especia lly in those cases where there is cousiderable
febrile disturbnnce and pain in the bnck.
Th ere are also certain remedies from which we have obtained excellent re11ults iu the treatment of spina l congestion in the adult, nod
should, therefore, recommend their employment in the early stage of this
affection.
These are ergot, which may be g iven in the form of fluid extract, beginning with <loses of 5 to 10 minims for a child of two years old; and belIR<louna, which may be given either in the form of tincture, or an aqueous
e;olution of the extract. Iodide of potassium may also be given in combinati on with oue or the other of these, in doses of gr. j or ij for a child of
two years old, in th e hope of preventing the development of any inflammatory changes in the cord.
In additiou to the~e remedial measure::1 1 the child should be absolutely
confined to bed.
If, despite the use of these agents, the paralysis persists, the temperature
begins to fall, and the muscles to atrophy, every means must be adopted to
promote the ge neral nutriti on of' the child so as to favorably influence indireclly the changes in the spinal cord; and, at the same time, local treatment must be insti tuted to promote the circulation and nutrition of the
paralyzed parts.
Among the internal remedies, iron is one of the most suitable, and
may be given in any eli g ibl e form. The pyrophosphate is perhaps espe·
cially indicated ou account of' the phosphoric acid with which the iron is
combined.
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The various preparations of nux vomicn or its alkaloid stry.chnia are

also very valuable after the acute stage has passed.

Heine advise:s the

use of tr. nucis vomicre in combination with camphor and pyrethrum;
while \Vest recommeuds the alcoholic extract of nux vomica. 8tryc:huia 1
which is more frequently Pmployed than the preparations of nux vomicn
ltself, is usually given in the form of solution. Hillier has abo used it
hypodermically, but without marked benefit.
The doses of these powerful drugs, which are recommendel1 hy some

authors, especially Heine, appear to us too large to be safely ndmio·
istered.
\Ve should recommend beginning with a dose of at most gtt. ij of the
tincture, or gr. ::i''(fth of' the alcoholic extract of uux vomica, or gr. 1110 th of
tiulphnte of strychnia, for a. child of two years old; the amouut being increased steadily but cautiou.sly so long as no uopleasaut symptoms are

produced by it.
Local means must also be employed for intlucing increased circulation
in the affected parts. For this purpose, the stimulating liuiment!l already
mentioned, or moist heat, may be applied. Passi\·e motiou and kneading
the muscles, also aid in improving their nutrition aud contractile power.
Electricity, however, certainly rauks fir15t among the local menus for re·
storing the contractile power of the paralyzed muscles. It is true that
several authorities have asserted that th~y derived no good resuhs from
its employment, but since the introduction of localized electricity (faradizatioo), as developed by the researches of Duchcune, and of the use of the
constant current, the most marked benefit ha~ been obtained at all stages
of this form of paralysis.
If the induced curreut be used, it must be carefully isolated and limited
to the affected muscles, by means of wet sponges fastene<l to the electroJe!:l.
111 those cases where the muscles refuse to respond to au induced current
even of considerable power, the direct current, slowly interrupted (the
lubile current of Remak), will be found to induce contractions, excepting
¥1 here the muscular tissue is far advanced in fatty degeueration.
lu all
such cases then, this direct current should be employed. We have already
alluded to the fact, that as the palsie<l muscles regain their power under
the use of the direct current, they respond to it less and less strongly, while
the iuduced current is founll to again have the power of excitiog muscular
contractions. \Vhen this period in the treatment of the case al'rives it is
de!olira.ble to substitute the use of the induced current.
In order that the use of electricity, in either form, may be producth·e
of the excellent results it is capable of yielding, it must be applied thor·
oughly to each of the paralyzed muscles three or four times weekly, and
this treatment pursued for mouths, until the muscles regain both their size
and contractile power. 1 The value of this mode of treatment is, indeed
1

1 For a full
description of the best ftirmsof electrical batteries for medical pur·
po:-:es,thereaderisrcfcl'rcdtoi;omeof themunualsonmedic:alelectricity,a!o!:Mcycr,
Tibbits, etc.
The best batteries in the American market nre made by Flemming & Talbot, of
Philadelphia, or by the Amcricuu Galv:mo·far:v.lic Manufacturing C.ompany of New
York.
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eo great 11 that so long as muscular cootractiou can be induced, recovery
i:s merely a matter of lime, but if no acliou of the paralyzed muscles
can be brought about, the prognosis must be unfavorable, though even here
there is 8ome hope." (Hammond, Radcliffe.) One of the earliest symptom!:! of improving nutriliou is an elevation in the temperature of the part,
which may readily be deteclerl by the galvanometer, as before meutioned.
la addition, however, to the local and general measures above reromruended, there is another kind of treatment scarcely less important, which
should be employed in conjunction with them.
Tliis consi!:ts in the use of such mechanical apparatus and gymnastic
exercises as shall teDd to bring the affected rnuscles into play, auJ to obviate the Jeformities of' the atrophic period. The greater part of our
knowledge upon this subject is due to the udmirable and extensive observations of Heine, who ha<l the superintendence of a large orthop::e(lic institute, and most carefully studied the effects of these agents upon cases of
pnraly~is wbich have progressed to the stage of atrophy and deformity.
13l1t it ii!i by no means to this advanced stnge alone that such measures are
adnpted, for.it is a matter of the highest importance, that from a very
early period of the paralysis, the little patients should be subjected to this
treatment.
If the legs be affected, it is not surprising that the child, who has, perh:.q>~, g:iincJ but imperfect use of' its limhs, and is making its first essuys
iu w:dking when the paralysis appears, should feel such a sense of inse(•ul'ity, even whell the power of motion has returned tu a con~iderable
cxl<:'ut, that it will refuse to make any renewed efforts to walk. Aud the
parents, finding all their attempts to persuade or compel it to do so unavailing and di.3tressing to the child, are apt to cle::ist, waiting until increa~e<I power of movement returns; a dday which is too often followed
by Hll the steps of the atrophic period.
To supply the indi8pensable exercise of the muscles, and in a form
attractive to the little patients, numernus mechanical contrivances have
been resorted to.
While the legs are still almost powerless, some form of baby·jumper at
the same time delights the child and effectually exercises its limbs. 'Vhen
the power of motion has returned to a somewhat greater extent, we gain
the snme results even more completely by the use of the go-cart or velocipede, a frame or a. chair upon wheel::;, the motive power being furoi.:ihed
by the alternate pressure of the rider'::; feet upon a pair of treadles which
are connected with the wheels by cranks. This imparts such a sense of
:::ecurity and so much pleasure, that the cbild can readily be encournged
to take enough exercise to preserve the play of the articulations, and to
aid in developing mu::;cular power.
Dr. 'Vest makes a single objection to the use of the go·cart; tlrnt it
encourages the tendency to lcau very much forward in walking, which
always exists until after the little patient.:; have learned to walk pretty
well i he, therefore, advi::;es that, after the child has gained some facility
in the u.:;e of the go-cart, a jacket should be worn, supplied with a stout
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strap before and behind, so that the atteadaot can convenieutJy hold them
and support the child's weight more or Jess completely 1 thus enabling it to
walk without being thrown forward as when stepping in a go-cnrt.
In children of from fi\·e to seven years even, the use of crutches is soon
acquired, aurl it is de8irable, so soon as possible, to abandon the other contrivances spoken of, and trust the child to its own exertions to walk with
a pair of crutches.
When the paralysis affects the arms, precisely thP same principle should
guide us, and every form of persuasion, of stratagem, and contrivauce,
must be used to induce the child to exercise the crippled member. Trundling a hoop, or raising a weight by means of a cord pas~ing over a pu}.
ley, furnish good exercise to the a!'m ; or we may encourage the little one
to use a contrivance, nlso called a velocipede, in which the wheels are
turned by handles, instead of treadles, attached to the cranks.
In addition to these forms of f'x:ercise, however, it is often found necessary to employ ~pliots of different kinds, such as Strom eyer's, which enables
the angle of the splint to be changed without removal from the limb, and
various modes of extem.icm to counteract the tendency which exiRts to
contraction of the paralyzed part. Iu some cases, indeed, all means are
powerless to avoid this consequence, and we a re obliged to resort to the
section of the tendons of the contracted muscles and subsequent extension,
though tenotomy should not be performed until time has been allowed to
s.how the extent of permanent paralysis, and until the conjoined use of
electricity and orthoproclic apparatus has proved insufficient to restore tbe
limb to its shape.
It may readily be surruis.ed that this orthoprodic plan of treatmeut is
one requiring the utmost patience and persistence, and the most loviug
persllasion and enC1)uragement i for, indeed, it must be pursued, in face of
all apparent failure, for months and years. Nor must we be satisfied
during this period with these efforts we are making to restore the power
of the muscles; but careful attention must be paid to the nutrition and
general health of the child, and we nrnst contiune the use of the warm
douche, in conjunction with the persistent use of electricity, of stimulatiug
frictions, and of every remedy calculated to promote the general llutrition
of the child.

ARTICLE XII.
FACIAL PARALYSIS.
PARALYSrs of the muscles supplied with motor power by the farial
nerve, is frequently met with as a temporary condition in infants who
have been delivered by forceps, as a result of the pressure of the blade
of the instrument upon the nerve as it emerges from the cranium. It
is by no means rare, however, during childhood, and either appears sud·
deuly after exposure to cold, when it is possibly due to pressure cam;ed by
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or more gradually, when it is usually due to pressure from an enlarged
glnnrl, or to disease of the petrous portion of the temporal bone.
The symptoms of this affection are so striking that no difficulty can
exiH as to its diagnosis. The eye upon the affected side remains open; the
power of knitting the forehead and of raising the eyebrow is lost; the
angle of the nose and mouth on the same side hang down. The· tears
triC'kle o"er the cheek, anrl the conjunctiva frequently becomes injected or
inflamed; saliva dribbles from the mouth, portions of food collect between
the teeth and paralyzed cheek, and there is inability to whi::tle, spit, or
distend the cheeks with air. During the acts of laughing or cry in g, the
face becomes cli:-.torted, owing to the immob!lity of the paralyzed side,.
while the antagonistic muscles act strongly and draw the features towards
the sound side.
In addition to these symptoms, which are common to all cases of facial
pah•y, there are others which depend upon the point at which the lesion
iovulves the trunk of the facial nerve. Thus if the nerve be paralyzed
between its point of emergence from beside the pons and the point where
it gires off its petrosa 1 branches (soon after entering the Fa.llopian canal),
there will also be paralysi~ of one side of the soft palate, greater acute·
11e.:;,.; of hearing on one side, and loss of the sense of taste on one-half
tbe 11nte1for part of the tongue. This latter symptom is due to th~ implicalion of the chorda tympani br:rnch. If, therefore, the seat of the
le1Sion is in the Fallopian canal between the poiuts of origin of the pe·
tro!:<al branch and the chorda tympani, the palate will not be paralyzed,
but the sense of taste will be lost.
It is usually true that if the nerve be paralyzed before the origin of the
stapedius branch, the hearing becomes more acute; but in children the
cause of the palsy is so ofte n necrosis of the petrous portion of the tempond bone associated with disease of the internal en.r, that there is fre·
'Jllently deafness with purulent otorrhcea. Finally, if the point of paraly·
sis be near the sty lo-mastoid foramen and below the chorda tympani, none
of' the above symptoms will be present, aud there will only be the palsy
of the external mu~cles already indicated.
The possibility of mhstaking simple facial paralysis for h<::miplegia from
cerebra l <lisease must be borne in mind, though attention to the symptoms
of the case will prevent any error in diagnosis. Thus in bemiplegia of
cercbrnl origin, the paralysis is usually ushered in by convulsions and
coma i the frontalis and orbicularis oculi muscles are not paralyzed; the
!leuse of taste is not affected, but, on the otber hand, the masseters, tempo·
rnh-:, and pterygoids, supplied by the fifth nerve, occasionally are paralyzed, nnd the tongue is protruded towards the paralyzed side; and,
finally, there is lo~s of power in the arm and leg on the same side.
Webber (Chicago Jour. of .Navous and .Mental Disease, July, 1876, p.
36:~) records several interesting cases where the facial palsy appeared after
convubioas, and while the paralysis of the arm and leg were very trunsient
so a::i to have passed away before the case came under obsernition, the loss
l)f power of the mu:)cles of the face was persistent, and was associated wit~1
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impairment of electro-muscular contractility. fo these unusual ca~es the
author thinks the lesion was iu the brain, affecting the centre of inuerva.
tioo for the facial muscles, wbich the researches of' IIitzig aod Ferrier
teo<l to locate in the lower part of the central ascending convolution.
The prognosis of cases of facial pal~y must evidently depend upon the
cause. 'Vheu the paralysis is due simply to exposure to cold, a cure may
be expected, though the affection is ofteu very tedious 1 the paralysis at
times persisting for mouths. But when, OD the other hand, it depends
upon disease of the temporal bone, the proguo::-is is usually unfavorable.
The treatment must also be modified according to the cause of the at·
tack.
In simple acute cases, the application of hot fomentations to the part, or
of oue or two leeches near the stylo-mastoid foramen, should aJwayli lie
directed, and is often productive of good results. Later iu the affection,
if the paralysis persists, small blisters should be repeatedly ap}tlied uear
the point of exit of the nerve.
Electricity is here also of very great service, and the same curious observatiou, which was mentioned in atrophic infantile paralysis, as to the
power of the direct current to excite muscular contrnctious when the muscles have ceased entirely to respond to an ioduccd current, bas been frequently made in this affection.
In addition to these local remedies, the internal use of strychnia, iron,
or iodide of potas5illm, is often followed by benefit. In cases where there
is reason to su!.lpect that disease of the bone, or scrofulous eulargement of
the cervical glands, are the cause of the paralysis, the patient should be
put upon the nse of iodi<le of iron or cod-liver oil.

ARTICLE XIII.
PROGRESSlVE MUSCULAR SCLEROSIS, OR PSEUDO-IIYPERTROPJllC
MUSCULAR PARAL1."SIS.

curious affection is characterized by progressive loss
of power, which first appears in certain groups of muscles, and advances
until nearly all the muscles of the body may be involved, while at the
same time the affected muscles increase in size and firmness owing to excessive hypertrophy (sclerotic) of their inter-fillrillnr connective tissue.
The muscular fibres usually present changes themselves, and at a later
stage there is a process of fatty degeneration or accumulation in the newly
formed interstitial tissue.
HrsTORY; SYNONYMS AND FREQUENCY.-True progressive muscular
atrophy is extremely rare in young chil<lreu; and among the cases which
have been described, as by Meryon, a certain number seem to belong to
the disease now under consideration . The merit of haviug first clearly
recognized and described t.he distinctive features of this latter affectiou
DEFINITION.-This
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certainly belongs to Duchenne, whose first observations were published
more than twelve years ago. Since then cases have been reporte<l in
rnpid succession until the number now upon record probably exceeds 150.
Th e dh•ease cannot, therefore, be reg:i.rded as a very rare one. 'Ve have
ouri:elves had an opportunity of carefully studying seven cases, in cluding
the one of which a full account was published in 1871.1
Various name~ have already been appli ed to the affection. It was originally called " hypertroph ic paraplegia of i11fan cy," by Duchen11e, but he
hus :-ince substituted the terms, paralydis with muecular sclerosis ( paralye;ie myo!"c!Cro~ique) , or muscular paraly:;is with apparent hypertrophy
(paraly~it musculaire p::;euJo-hyperti·ophique). It has also been called
"lipomato::;ia luxul'ia11s musculorum progressiva" (H elle r) ; lipomatous
mu.::cular atrophy (Seidel ) ; progressive muscular paralysis, as a result of
hypertrophy of the interstitial fatty ti~sue (N iemeyer); fatty muscular
hypert rophy (Bergero n and Lutz); pseudo~hypertrophic spinal paralysis
(Hammond ); and, finally, progressive mu~cu!a r scleros is (Jaccoud and
others). We mu ch prefer this latter te rm, 8ince it exp re$ses the true
pathological process which is prei:;e nt, and at the same time does not tend
to <.'onfouud this disease with any of the forms of true paralysis, from which
it is, in rea lity, dearly distinguished by the facts that its essent ial feature
i!; a progre~!"ive change in the structure of the mu scle, a n<l that the loss of
power is dependent upon the change in the muscular tissue, and is not primary, as in all true palsies.
CAu~1;;."1.-The e:;senti:d causes of progress ive muscular sclerosis are unknown. There are, however, some influences which exert marked control
over its OC('Urrence. One of the most importaut of these is early age, since
iu a very large majority of cases the disease begins in childh ood, and has
even appeared in some ca~es to be congenital (.Niemeyer). Although,
however, it mu<.:t be di.'ltinctly classed among the affections of childhood,
it has been sh11wn ( Be11edikt, Lutz, and Laycock) to occasionally occur in
adult life. SP.T a lso exerts a powerfu l influence: of 45 cases col lected by
E~trazulas (lor,. cit. ), in which this poiut was noted, it occurred only 7 times
in females .
The curious fact hos also been observed, t1rnt severa l children in the
'1nmc family are apt to be affected, probably indicating sonrn hereditary
tr1HlenC'y. Eulenburg~ j.,. cunsequently in clined to regard the disease as
dcpe11dt"nt upon !'Orne congenita ll y defective fimnation of the central nervous
~ystem 1 probably in the cells of the gray sub,-tance of the spi nal cord. lnst11ncca are ou record where four brothers were affected (~Ieryon); and iu
1tnother two brother::; (En Jen burg) i and in sti ll anOlber by tho .:;011 of the
latter author, in which the affection first showed itself in three sisters successively in the eighth year of th eir age.
8n11-"rOMs.-The disease either begins in early infancy, and is first manifesteJ at lh e time the ch ild should begin to walk, or it makes its appear ance some years after th~ power of walkiag has been acquired.
1 C'linicnl Lcctnrc on a case of Progressi\'e Mn!'lcular Sclerosis, by Prof. William
Pt!ppcr. )LL>. 1 Philaclelphi:t )Jed. Times, June lbth and July lst, 1871.
1 \ 'in.: how'11 .\rc hiv, liii, 361.
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The disease usually affects first the musc]e3 of the legs, aud nd\lances
upwards i in Nicmeyer's case, on the Other hand, it began in the gluteal
muscles, and subsequently affected all the muscles of the lower extremities.
The early symptoms are, therefore, connected with walking, and it is observed either that the child does not begin to walk until very late, and
then walk.o; imperfectly, or that 1 having walked well for several years, he
begius to be readily tired by standing or walking, and soon presents peculiarities in his gait. Iu a fow instances, pains in the limbs have been com·
plaiued of iu the early stage. 'Vhen the disease is fully establibhed, though
before it has advanced far, the mode of walking and standing are quite
characteristic. The patients find that, without some support, these operations become more and more difficult and painful, aud that they are :;ub·
jert to frequeut falls. In order to maintain their equilibrium while stand ing or walking, the lower dorsal and lumbar spine is arched forwards,
while the upper part of the spine, the shoulder.s and head are bent backwards, frequently to so great au extent that their point of equilibrium falh1
behind the pel\lis, thus producing the deformity known as 11 eusellure" or
":::saddle-back." The legs are widely separated, and in walkiug the body
is incliued laterally towards the leg wh ich rests on the ground, thus pro·
duciug a characteristic ha.lancing of the body duriug progression, while
the arms are swung about, and the legs are advanced by jerks, describing
a small arc.
\Vhile this impairment of strength and power of progression is develop~
iug, the affected muscles undergo remarkable changes. For a time they
may be notice<l merely to cease developing and increasing iu size, or,
mora rarely, as in the case reported by one of ourselves (loc. cit.), they
may present a well marked stage of atrophy. After the stage of mus·
cular weakuess has lasted for a variable time, from a few mouths lo two
or even three years, whether or not there has been any noticeable atrophy
of the affected muscles, a progressive eu largemeut of them makes its ap·
pearauce. This usually affects the gastrocnemii first, then the glutei, the
lumbar muscles of the spine, of the trunk, and finally the muscles of the
arms, aud even of the face and tougue. In five of the recorded CR!'e51
the heart has been hypertrophied. In one of these, reported by Dr. B.
\V. Foster, quoted by Poore (toe. cit.), the heart was normal when firtit
examined, but three years later, a~d without apparent cause, it was fouod
to be enlarged.
The above order is not invariably followed, and in by no means every
case is the affection of the muscles so universal. The apparent hypertr(}phy may occur iu nearly all the muscles which have shown weakness 1 but
iu general, according to Ducbenne, it does not, and may even be limited
to a very small number of them. The same observer (loc. cit.) thus describes the appearance of the muscles after this consecutive eulargemeot
has occurred .
. "The hypertrophied muscles are firm and elastic; they become very
hard while they contract, and show all the relief or projection which prop·
erly belongs to their contracted state; they then appear to form a hernial
protrusion through the integument, which is very thin; moreover, their
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great ~ize ~hows off Lhe apparent smallness and delicacy of the joints at
the knee, nnkle 1 etc."
·
When thi~ p~eudo·hypertropby is marked 1 and affects mauy muscle$ 1 it
gives n most curious appearance to the children. Niemeyer speaks of his
patieut ns looking "as if he had the body au<l head of a weak child on
the hipi am l thighs of a strong man;" and J. L:Jckhart Clarke, in <le!"Crihing one of Duchenne's patients, says: "He looked like a little Hercule~. E\·ery vi~ible muscle of the body, except the pectorals, was enormou-.ly developed i his head, eveu, appeared swollen, and the temporal
mu,.clcs stood out like convex shells. Yet, when the poor boy attempted
to walk) he labored to get along, ureseuting the most grote.::;que appearance; and when laid. on the grouud, he was wholly unable to rise by his
own unaided effurts." 1
nr. l\litchell (loc. cit.) calls attention to the fact, however, which we have
a\,.;o ob:;erved, that the enlargement of thecah-es is lower down than would
be the ca~e in excessively developed, but well formed limbs.
The marked enlargement of the mu.,.;cles of the calves is ofceu attended
with forced extension of the feet, producing double pe8·equiuus or equiuovaru~. In the case reported by Estrazulas (loc. cit.), there was also marked
enlargemeut and retraction of the posterior muscles of the thigh, with
atrophy of the extensor group, so that there was forced flex ion of the legs,
rendering the boy unable to stuud at all. Knoll~ also describes such con·
trnctious in the enlarged muscle~, but they are not usually present. According to Berger, 3 fibrillnr coutraction::i are of constant occurrence in the
nff~cted muc;;cles; this does not accord with our own ob~ervation.:;, nor with
mauy of the reported descriptions of the disease. In one of the cases reported by Gerhard (loc. cit.) there was constant tremor of the flexors of
the legs nnd feet, and of some of the mu;;:cJes of the forearms.
The electricnl couditioo of theaflCcted muscles is peculiar. Frequently
the re~ults, when tested with faradic currents, are different from those obtuine<l with galvanism. The results also vary at difforeut stages of the
8tune <·u~e. l1sually the mu;:jcular contractility, ns te::ited by faradization,
i:o: impaired io all the affected muscles, those which are hypertrophied, bow·
ever, coutracting more actively than those which are atrophied. The gal·
vnoo-c·ontractility is also slightly impaired. The electro-muscular contractility has been fouud unimpaired in the earlier stttges of the disease; but
later it diminishes, the muscles continuing 1 howe\·cr, to respond actively
to galvanism after they have partly lost their power of responding to farndization.
Electro-muscular sensibility hns been found normal or impaired in dif·
ferent cn~es; in one of our patients it was dimiui;:;bed to furadization, but
remained acute to galvanism.
The ~kin over the affected parts often pre8ents a marbled or mottled
appearance. In one case that we have seen (described by Mitchell, loc. cit.),
the mottling "consists of spaces of pallid skiu :surrouuclcd by quite regular
1
i

i

Tr:ms. of London Pa1h. Soc., vol. xi.'{,

1~68, p. 6.
Wien. 1100. Jahrb., J8i2; and in Syd. Soc. Bienn. H.clrospect, 1871-72, P· 71.
Dcul. Arch. f. Kl in. )le<l., March, li:ii2, Bd. ix j lfft. -1 1 5, p. 363.
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circles of congestion, which affect an_ irrf'gular polygonal shape.''

The

skin is usually thin and delicate, and can be easily lif'te<l from the mu~cles.
Disorders of the cutaneous sensibility have not been usually found, but
Berger (loc. cit.) describes violent neuralgic pains and formication, followed
at a later stage by anresthesia. \Ve have already alluded to the pains in
the limbs occasionally complained of' in the early stages of the disea:-:e.

The temperature of the parts is lowered.

This can be <listinguibhed by

the hand, and has been found, on carefol thermometric study, hy l\lit«hell, 1
to be as follows: LE!ft axil la, 97.5°; right axil la, 97°; perineum, 9-1.5°;
right calf, 91.5°; left. calf~ 91°; and Estrazulas 1 in the case observed b_v
him, reports the temperature in both.axillro 98°; on right calt: 91}0 ; and

on left calf, 91°.
There is usually an entire want of disturbance of the general health.
The appetite remains good until a late period, digestion is well performed,
and the action of the bowels is regular. Neither the rectum uor the urinary bladder become paralyzed. There is frequently an entire want of
cerebral symptoms, and the mind may be clear until the close of the case.
In several instances, however, the patients have been of feeble intelligence,
or even idiotic; and in the case above reported, it )viii be remembered that
the disease was complicated with epilepliform convulsions.
COURSE A::-ID DUHATIO~.-As will be inferred from the foregoing description1 the duration of this disease is very conside1able, varying from
five to fifteen years 1 or even more. It may occupy several years in reaching its full development, and may then remain at this stage for several
years, or even until a tolerably advanced perioJ of youth, but finally it
is succeeded by a stnge in which the loss of power bt!comes more complete and extensive, involving the upper extremities and muscles of respiration, and coofioing the patients to the recumbent position. During
thi:S final sb\ge there is a rapid decrease ia the size of the hypertrophied
muscles, and the limbs may eveu come to present an appearance of great
atrophy.
Death usually occurs before adult age from sheer prostration or from
some intercurrent affection of the respiratory organs.
PROG~osrs.-The course of this disease is steadily progressive, and,
despite tbe various plans of treatment adopted, usually leads to a fatal
result. In one case, however1 recovery took place, and in one other there
was some improvement. In the case we have here reported, there seemed
to be some temporary improvement unJer treatment.
DuG:s-os1s.-Thediseases from which it is most important to distingui~h
progressive muscular sclerosis are atrophic infantile paralysis and progressive muscular atrophy. Io infantile paralysis, however, the suddenness of
attack, frequenily associated with fever or with some cerebral disturbance,
as convul:Sions; the occurrence of complete and more or less exteo~ive
paralysis i the gradual disappearance of the paralysis in some part.:5 1 while
il1 others it remains permanent; the dimil1ution and ultima.te loss of electro' This case wa..'I re-examined by Gerhard (loc. cit., p. 31) at a later period of its development with the following results: Right deltoid, 92°j left deltoid, 92~ 0 i right
thigh (inner side), 94!-0 ; left thigh (inner side), 94! 0 ; right calf, 90° i left calf, 90!0 •

Go7
mu.,.cular conlrnctility; the occurrence at n. later period of fatty degenemtion 1.uul atrophy of the affected muscles, with arrest in the development
of the hones and market.l deformities; and the entire absence of any sccond1try eulargement of the parts iuvolved, constitute a series of distinctive

features so clenr and decisive as to render the differentinl diagnosis easy
anc.l certain.
A <Ji,..ea"e fro111 which it is much more important to carefully distinguish
progre:-;"'i,·c isclero~is of the rum;cle:s is progres:sive muscular atrophy occurring in C'hil<lhood .

The especial importance of the relations of these two

di~e1t~e.i depends 011 the fnct that both are alike disea~es of nutrition of' the
mu,.cle~. thus constituting a group quite distinct from all the forms of true
parnly~i8.
In both the disea:se begins-usually without any apparent
In both the loss of
motor power is secondary to the changes in the muscular tissue; ia both
the mu .. cuhtr degeneration and con.sequent loss of power almost invariably
progre~.s i-;teadily to a fatal re.suit.
These two diseases, then, staud relatctl
to each a" being alike caused by disturbance of the trophic nervous system,
but they are at the same time most positively separated from each other
by mnrke<l difforences in their course and symptoms.
Thus, in progressive muscular ntrophy 1 the disease nearly always begiu.i
in the upper extremities, n.ud invades subsequent ly the trunk and lower
extremitieil. Indeed, Duchenue bas pointed out that when this disea~e
appenr:s in childhood, which is quite rare, it usually begins in the face,
where it produces atrophy of the orbicularis oris and the zygomatici, and
does not extend to the trunk and extremities until after a period varying
from two to three years. IL tbe11 follows the same descending course seen
in ca!'eS occllrring in adults. Tbe atrophy usually nffects the muscles
irregularly, so that various deformities and vicious positions of the parts
iuvolv<.>d 1u·c developed. Microscopic examination shows a progre~ive fatty
degeneration and atrophy of the muscular fibrils, and in proportion as this
iocren..;es there is loss of power am.I of electro-muscular coutractility. One
further ~ymptom of high diagnostic value is the frec1uent occurrence of
fibrillur coutractions in the auected musclesl which, although stated by
B~rger to be of constant occurrence iu progressive muscular sclerosis, has
not becu found so by ourselves or other ob~ervers. Fiunlly, the muscle!\
which ha\·c progressively atrophied never undergo any secondary eulargement, nor does microscopic examination reveal any lesio•1 of the ioterfi
brillur connect ive tissue. Iu all these particulars, then, progressive muscul:lr atrophy diffh.s witlely from progressive muscular sclerosis, which is
a\mo,.,t exclul:iively a di::sease of childhood, beginning io the muscles of the
lower extremities and advancing upwnrd5, producing a peculiar mo<le of
~taocling and wnlking, and in which the affected muscles1 with or without
a pre\'ious stage of atrophy, undergo remarkable enlargement, usually
without fibrillar contraction~, and with preservnt.ion of electro-muscular
conlractility till a comparatively late period of the disease. The results
of rnicro~copic exn.minatiou 1 nlso, ns <letailed in the next paragraph on the
morbid noatomy, are eutirely different from those observed iu progressi\•e

cauile-in~idiously, and progresses slowly but surely.

atrophy.
42
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l\IoRBrn A:-;"ATOi\IY AND NATURE.-There is still nn urgent need of care.
ful, skilfully conducted microscopic examiuations of the nerYe centres in
this disease. Thf' examinations which have been made up to the pre.seat
have not yielded uniform results. In two of them, Uohuheim's (where, however, the microscopic study was not conducted with the requisite care and
thoroughness) and Charcot's, 1 no lesions were found iu the spinal cord;
while in the cases reported by l\Ililler,2 Barth, 3 and Lockhart Clarke,' posi-

tive le::;ious of the cord were discovered, chiefly affecting the anterior columns of gray matter and the large nerve-cells which exist there. Euleoburg had already rnggested that the pathological origin of this affection
would be found ia some defective formation or disease of these parts; aud
in the first publication made oa this subject by one of ourselves, when
Cohnheim's imperfectly studied case was the ouly oue on record, we stated
that analogy wilh other diseases of the nutrition of the muscJes supported
this suggestion. Hammond (op. cit., p. 500) "feels warranted in ut least
provisionally accepting the view, that the anterior tract of gray matter
is the seat of lesion in pseudo-hypertrophic paralysis." Charcot, on the
other hand, contends that the aoatomical cause of this affection is not seated
in the spinal cord. In this view, he agrees with many other authorities.
Duchenne ascribes it to a paralysis of the vaso·motor nerves; and Berger
(loc. cit.), who assumes the existence of trophic nerves, attributes the disease to some disturbance of their function. In a case rC'cently reported by
Brigidi (Lo Sperimenlt1le, March, 1878; N. r. Med. Record, l\Iay 25th 1
1878) the sympathetic ganglia presented marked alterations: Lhe nerveC"ells were atrophied and pigmented, the cou11ective tissues hyperplai;tic,
and the nerve-fibres altered. Others agaiu regard it as a primitive
muscular lesion; as Gowers, who asserts that it is not a disease of the
~pinal cord, but attributes it to "a congenital nutritive and formative
weakness of the striated muscle substance." It is evident, therefore, that
further careful examinations of the spinal cord in this disease are necessary
before a. definite conclusion can be reached on this point of vital importance.
The condition of the affected muscles themselves has been very carefully
studied during life, on small fragments removed by Duchenne's trocar5
(emporte-piece), and the results confirmed by examination after death.

1870.
3
Beilriige r.. Kenntniss cl. atrophia musculorum lipomatosa j Arch. d. lleilkund.,
Leipzig, 18il, p. 120.
'Mt>dico.-Chir.Trans., vol. xlvii,18i5,p. 247 .
.; This useful liute instrument is shaped like a trocar. The bladE' is, however, a
hollow cylinder, composed of two p:1rts, one of which, b('aring the point, is fixed,
while lhc other can be withdrawn a liule by sliding a movable bntton on the
handle. The trocar is introduced closed into the substance of the muscle, the button withdrawn, so as to open the cylinder and allow a fragment of muscle to pr~
ject into it; the button is then pushed forward, cutting off and securing the little
morsel of tissue.
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Wheo cxnmined by the naked eye, their <'Olar i:s altered, and the mus<:les pre~ent either a uniform pale or yellowish appearance, or are marked
with stripes of yellow or yellowish-white; on section tbcy shine with a
dull, grenf!y lustre.
Th e results of micro?copic exami nations vary somewhat at different
periods of the diisease. The changes affect both tbe muscular fibrils, and
even more markedly, the inter-fibrillar connective tissue.
In the early i:-tage, Berger asserts (loc. c:il. ) that he fouod in two cases an
absence of change in the interotitial tissue, and a marked hypertrophy of
the fibrils themseh·e~. Thi..- en largement ha s not, however, been constaatly
nb.~ervecl. The fact of its occurrence, an<l of its persbteuce in some fibrils
e\'eu in a comparnti\'cly adv:rncc<l period of tlie ditiea~e, is confirmed by
the observation of L eyden,' E.-trazulas (loc. cit.), Knoll (loc. cit.), and our~elvcq. In the later stage~, many of the fibrils are pale and small 1 beiug
oc·casionally recl uced, according to Cobnheim , to ~,th their normal diameter;
in ~orne places empty sheaths of sarcolemma are seen. ~fany of the:::e
fibril.-., though altered in size, present no other morbid conJitiou, either
fatty or granular. Knoll ob~c rv e<l in some of the border fibres a tendency
to :-plit into two; and :Martini' describes a peculiar process of fi~s ion or
divi~ion of iome of the atrophied fibres. In the cases recorded l:ty :\Ieryon
(inc. cit.), which were probably of this form of disease, a grnnuhtrdegeaeratiou of the muscular fibres with rupture of the sarculemma was ob.~erved .
The most marked change is, however, in the coudition of the interstitial
ti~:<ue. It is not known defiuitely whether thi:: precedes all change in the
mu .. cular fibrils themselves. But at least by the time that enlargement
of lhe mu~cular masses can readily be detected, there is usually, despite
the two ob:=ervntions of Berger, marked proliferatiou of its nuclei and
hyperplasia of the fibrils. This continues to increase until at places llie
musc uhlr fibres are separaLed by broad tracts of wavy fibrous tissue, intl'r~perscd with fine nuclei. At a later period this is assoeiate<l with increa!:iing intcr~titial fatty accumulation and dcgeuerntion, which advances
wiLh rnrying mpi<lity, eve n lead in g in some case!i to such extreme accumultttion of fat as to be visible to the unaided eye as yellowish streaks. It
i!'.l probable that the muscular fibres may temporarily !:ihare the cxaggerllled nutrition of the su rrounding connective tis~ue, but later, as this inter~litial tis.sue accumulates, the fibrils are subjected to ::;evere pressure, and
und ergo atrophy in many imstances. The entire process, therefore, seems
lo be of n sLrictly scleroti c elrnrntter, so hir as tlH:: inter-fibrillar connecti\•e
ti11su e is concerned, but associated with an irregu lar an<l a.9 yet uudetermiu ed stage of true hypertrop hy of the muscular fibrils themsekes.
T1uanu:NT.-Tbe results of treatment in progres~ive muscular sclerosis
ha Ye so far been highly un~atisfactory. The internal remedies from which
mo~t benefit may be expected are those which teod to improve nutrition,
and e:)pecinlly to improve the tone of nutrition of the nerve-centres.
.\mong these, cod-liver oil, iron, the compound syrup of the phosphates,
n11d ar::::cuic, may be spec ially mentioned. Iu the case reported by our1
Herl. Klin. Wohenschr., 1866.
: Ccntrnlblau, l!-l71, G.tl; in :-;yd. Soc. Bienn. Hctru... pect, 1871- 72 1 p. 70.
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sel,·es, where there was lhe complication of epileptiform convulsion$, benefit was derived from a course of bromide of potassium.
The remedy, however, from which most good is to be expected, is elec-

tricity.

This has been used by Duchenne with great benefit, in the form

of faradization of tbe affected muscles. It is asserted by Benedikt, that
good results have been attained in three cases by the use of the direct current, the copper pole being placed over the lower cerv ical ganglion, and
the zinc pole along the side of the lumbar vertebn:c, by means of a broad
metal plate. Others have, however, tried this mode of treatment for a
long time without any success. As, however, no more plausible mode of
treatment has yet been suggested, we should be inclined to adopt it iu conjunction with direct faradization of the affected muscles, and the use of
the internal remedies above recommended.

ARTICLE XIV.

TIIE night terror of children is a condition, in some respects, analogous
to the nightmare of the adult. It is not quite the same, howeve r, for in
uightmare the subject is relieved of the symptoms so soon as he awakes
from the sleep in which the dream has occurred, while in night terror t!le
symptoms continue for some time after the patient has been roused sufficiently to utter cries, and to exhibit in the expression of the countenance,
and in the movements, an accordance with the painful idea which occupies
the mind. It is, perhaps, more akin to somnambulism than nightmare.
But we will cite some of the cases we have met with, au<l then endeavor
to explain the pathology of the condition, and to describe its proper treatment.
Several years siuce, we had the charge of a family of five children, all
of whom were more than usually intelligent, and all were liable in early
childhood to frequent attacks of night terror. One of these children died
early of serous effusion into the ventricles of the brain, occurring after a.
severe attack of diarrhroa. The eldest child, a sou, who became quite a.
distingubhed student and lawyer, was specially liable to this condition.
Ile would wake partially from sound sleep, screaming, struggling, aud exhibiting all the signs of a violent terror. This condition lasted for several
minutes after the screams and struggles had begun, during which time it
was evident that he was under the influence of some terrifying idea. The
only thiug to be done at the time was to hold him gently in the arms, and
endeavor to rouse him into full wakefulness by soothing words and caresse~.
During his early years he was unable to explain the character of the idea
which caused the distress. At a later period he recollected that the ter·
rifying thought was always one connected with some object of vast size.
:Mauy of the attacks, he said, arose from his seeing in his sleep an elephant
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in the nursery, which, from being small in size at first, expanded before
his eyes to such a size that he was being crushed between it auU the walls.
In another case, we were called to see a. youug child, one of a large

family, of nervous and rather timid type, which, whilst playing on the
floor of the nursery one morning, was bitten in the foot by a tame pa.rrot
a1i it hopped about the room. The chi ld, though not seriously bitten, was
very much alarmed at the time. Ou the follow iug night, at midnight, it
~tarted suddenly from a sound sleep, shrieking, "Take the parrot away,
take the parrot away! " and was so alarmed and terrified, aud struggled so
violently and so long with the idea, that the mother, a very sensible and
experienced person, became quite ala1·med lest it should have a convulsion,
and was 011 the point of' sendiug for us. At last, by carrying it about and
soothing it gently,. it was fully waked and the terror passed away for the
time. This scene was repeated for several nights afterwards at about the
same hour, but with diminishing violenee, until the impression faded away
and di;;appeared. At the time of the occurrence the child was perfectly
well, and when we visited it oa the follow ing day and for several days
aft.crward', there was no disturbance of the health requiring merl.ical interference. The attnt:ks were evidently the resu lt of the vivid impression
made upon the child in the daytime, which, by the play of memory during
sleep, reproduced to the child all the pa.in and terror endured at the
moment of the occurrence.
We were sent for on another occasion to see a little girl of six years of
nge, who had alarmed the mother greatly during the previous night by
partially waking from souud sleep, screa.miug, 11 Take the white dog away,
ob, tuke the white clog away!" with such terror iu the couutenauce a Gd
eye, such agitation and struggling of the limbs, that the mother feared it
mu::;t have a fit. It was many moments before it could be roused suffi·
cieutly from the delirious terror to recognize those around it, and to know
that there was no dog by its side. The terror was repeated for several
nights at about the same time, and then gradually passed away. Iu this
cu~e the child had been walking in the street with the. mother, on the day
before the first dream occurred, and had been suddenly shocked and terrified by a large white dog brushing sharply against her, as it was careering
along the street. There was no disturbance of the health at the time uor
nfterwards. As in the last case, the attack was evidently the result of the
reproduction in a dream of the fright it had had in the street.
The following case was still more curious. It is related ve ry much in
the language of the mother. The child, a girl two years and two months
old, was the daughter of a very bright and highly educated mother, and of
a father of unusual intelligence and force of character. The child was
heroelf very precocious and active-minded. The parents were botli very
healthy persons. On the night of September 13th, 1873, the child awoke
pnrti:tlly in a great fright, screaming, trembl ing, and covered with cold
perspiration. Nothing calmed her for some time. She repeated over and
over again," Teeth bite you, teeth bite you!" Finally, at the end of au
hour, she was roused from the state of half sleep, the sobs and crying
ceased, and the attack ended, but at dawn of the same night there was
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another seizure which was not quite so violent. During the attack E:he
begged to have her head covered, evidently fancying that this protect!;'(!
her from some threatening object. Duriog the following day she manifested great fear of the large slop jar in the nursery, and coulJ not be iu·
duced to approach it. 'Vhen her father took it into his hands to explain
to her that it was" only a jar," she screamed most pitifully and seemed in
abject terror. Being a child uf peculiarly vivid imagination, it wna
supposed that she had, by some freak of fancy, come to imagine the top
or opening of the jar, to be an open mouth armed with tf'etb, ready to
rend uud tear her. Rhe conceived, also, a great terror of the carved ornaments on the head-bo:ird of her crih, and, indeed, these fears became so
marked and so great, th~tt she was moved into another room, where the
furniillre was plainer and unvarnished, so that the shadpws aud reflections
might not foed her disturbed fancy . Jn December she was seized with
typhoid fever, from which she did not recover until February, 1874. In
that month her mother had another child, a boy. \Vheu she was taken
into the chamber to see her little brother, she had another nervous attac:k,
in which she faucied that an animal was biting her mother and that it
might bite her a.Isa. The nervous seizures at night continued to recur at
intervals of about five weeks, generally after violent exercise or hearty
eating, until l\Iay, 1875, when a severe attack of scarlet fever seemed to
eradic:ite them in great measure. At the present time, she bas a night
terror only when her imagi1uttiou has been, in some way, excited, or her
sympathies O\'ertaxed.
'Vith one more case, which shows the curious features of this sleep intoxication in a very mnrked manuer, we shall end the citation of case~.
and pass on to a consideration of the pathology and treatment of the
con<lition.
A gentleman, whose eldest son was rather remarkable for his intellectual
dC'velopment, was roused from a sound sleep in the early morning by a
touch 011 the shoulder. On waking he saw this boy, then about twelve
years old, stauding by the bedside, dressed in his wrapper, his legs bare,
and with his bare feet. in slippers. The boy said: "Father, there are robbers in the house, tbey are d<Jwnstairs now, but I do not think there is aay
danger, for I have been <lownstairs and have locked the doors, but I thought
I had best tell you." The father thus waked suddenly from sleep, thought
at first that the child was insane, but seeing some peculiar fixity in his look
and manner, it flashecl into his mind that the child was acting under the
influence of a dream. He touched him slunply, and said loudly, "My
son, you are sleeping; wake up, wake up." The boy drew a long, deep
breatb, gaped, waked, and said, 11 \Yhy so I am," and walked off to bed
again in the most natural manner.
PA'rlIOLOGY.-The best explanation of the conditions which exist in this
curious disorder of !'leep is, we think, to be fouocl in the works of wi;.iters
on forensic medicine. Thn~, Dr. Johann L. Caspar (Poren.<;ic Jledicine,
Syd. Sor. Ed., vol. i\• 1 p. 27:~) remarks that ' 1 the dreaming state pass:es
quite insensibly into that of somnoleuce, that midd le state betwixt sleeping
and wnking1 in which the connection with the outer world is neither that
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of sleep nor wakiog. The dreaming state is wholly sleep; somnolence is
half sleep, ha.If waking. In it the senses are neither quite awake nor quite
roused, but are surrounded by a. cloud of dream phantasms; the somnolent
man sees and hears self-m:tde phantoms instead of real objects; he hears a
shot fired, and dreams of it, while it was only a stool that fell. He reasons
logically, as is well known to be the case also in dreams, in regard to the
imprf'ssions supposed to be felt, and may, since muscular action is not preventerl by sleep, act in the most illegal manner."
In the Treatise on Medical Jurispntdence ( Philadelphia, 1855, p. 119),
by Wharton and Moreton Stille, iu the article on "Mental Unsoundness
as Connectetl with Sleep," it is stated that" under this general head may
be grouped somuolentia or sleep drunkenness, somnambulism, and night·
mnrc, the two last of' which may be joined." Sleep is interrupted, they
suppo3e 1 by whatever terminates the peculiar condition of the brain upon
which sleep riepend~, by the natural exhaustion of the state of the brain,
by vivid and sudden impressions on the senses, and by disagreeable sensa·
tions. "Now, in a certain morbid condition of the brain this awakening
is not complete, and does not restore the waking state with a full and correct perception of surrounding things, but no intermediate state between
sleeping and waking is produced, which resembles intoxication, and iA
called the intoxication of slrep (schlaftrunkenheit). This state Rdmits of
action, which is directed by the phantoms of the dream; talking in sleep
being \ ery nearly allied to waking, and dreams themselves being midway
hetween sleeping aud waking, for in the depths of sleep we no longer become conscious of <lrearus.n In this explanation they differ somewhat
from Caspar, who asserts that dreams are" purely phantasmagoric conceptions arising spontaneously in the brain, which continues to act during sleep
nnd during the so-called dreamy waking, without any stimulation produced
by the external world through the senses." 'Vharton and Stille say further:
"It is important to distinguish somnolentia, or sleep·drunkeuness, which is
a state which in a greater or less extent is incidental to every individual,
from somnambulism, which is an abnormal condition incident to very few. 1'
The experience of every·day life demonstrates how much the former enters
into almost every relation . Children, particularly, sometimes struggle con·
vulsively in the effort to wake up, which often is continued fo1· several
minutes. The very exclamations," wake up," 1i come to," which are so
common in addressing persons in the wakiug condition, are scarcely neces·
sary in bringing to the mind many recollections of' cases where the waking
struggles were peculiarly protracted. Of course there are constitutions
where this struggle is peculiarly distressing, just as there are constitutions
in which the leudeucy to sleeplessness is equally marked. If we recall
to the reader the fact, that it is in the state of' somnolentia or sleep-drunkenness, that acts of violence have been committed by persons., as stabbing
a friend, shooting a passer-by who sought to wake a sleeping sentinel, and
other acts of this kind, for which the unfortunate indiviclual lrns been
tried for his life, all of which unhappy events have been committed in
the mental stR.te induced by some dream, which has pursued the patient
into the only partial awakening, it will not be difficult to understand the
1
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phenomena we have described as occurring in ::;ome of the cases of night

terrors above cited.
CAUSES.-In some children it evidently needs but a vivid impres!'ion
upon the mind in the waking state, to produce in the course of the fol.
]owing night, and sometimes for many nights afterwar(ls, the dream which
is to cause all the phenomena of the severest night terror. The child
may be in perfect health, and yet the miud shall, in sleep, so net as tu re·

produce in full or in exaggerated force, the terrors which have been first
felt in the waking state, and perhaps whilst the child was in full, happy
play. Such were the cases in which the child had been bitten by a parrot
whilst playing on the floor, and that in which it had been shocked a11d
terrified, whilst walking the streets, by the large dog brushing agaiust its
person. In other cases, children predisposed to this condition by some llU·
u~ual activity of the brain, have the attacks whenever their health is de·
ranged in any way, as by indigestion, or by febrile disturbaures from any
cause. \Ve have met with the attacks often in the various greater or les:::er
perturbations of health which accompany the diff~reut diseases of child·
hood.
TREATMEN'L'.-The only treatment necessary during the attack is for the
mother or nurse to take the child iato her arms, and endeavor by gentle
and soothing means to wake it fully from its half sleep. Gentle move·
meats, caresses, soft words, strokiug the bead anrl limbs, indeed, the very
conduct which any tender mother wou ld naturally adopt towards a terrified
and frightened child, are the proper means to be used in the paroxysm.
at the time the child is having these attacks, there is any fault in
the health, this should be attended to. The digestive system, especially,
ought to be carefully examined; constipation should be relieved i the diet
ought to be arrauged with great care, so tbat it may be readily digested,
and yet be abundantly nutritive. If the patient is pale, iron ought always
to be given for some weeks. If there be any trace of periodic di::5turbance
from latent or open malarial disorders, quiuia is of the ntmost use and im·
portance. When the attacks recur night after niglit, we know nothing so
useful ns the brorui<le of potassium or sodium, of wbich from two and onehalf' to five graius may be given at bedtime for one or more weeks. It is
often wise, particularly when the disturbance is of obstinate continuance,
to add from one to two or three minims, according to lhe age, of deodorized
laudanum, to the dose of bromide. 'Ve have obtained decided advantage
in several obstinate cases from the use, each evening at bedtime, of a sup·
pository containing two or three grains eaeh of quinia and assafretida.
The avoidance of all causes of nervous excitemeut, the cessation of study,
and even a change of residence may be required to break up the morbid
habit in case:5 where such attacks recur frequently in children of a very
sensitive nervous organization.

If:

CLASS V.
GENERAL DISEASES.

Tms great cfass includes a large number of diseases, both acute and
chronic, in which th e system at large, in cluding the blood, is affected by
the morbid process. These diseases are so numerous and there are such
marked points of differeucl! between some of them, that they have been
subrli\• ided iuto gro ups io different ways by various authors. The most
striking distinction is based on the mode of their causation. Many of
them depend upon the introduction from without iuto the system of spe-

cific poisonous principles which excite directly the peculiar symptoms of
the disease. As illustrations may be mentioned small-pox and measles.
Of late years the names infectious and zymotic are often applied to this
group, which iacludes diseases unattended with eruption, as mumps and
malaria, as well as the eruptive fevers. On the other hand, a gl'Oup may
be formed where no such specific exciting cause can be shown to ex i:st, but
where the disease depends upon a derangement of the ordinary processes
of nutritiou, either from inherited taints of constitution or from the operation of ordinary morbid agencies. As illustrations may be mentioued
rheumatism and congenital syphilis.
It will not be necessary to treat of all the diseases that are included in
these two great groups, si nce some of them, as typhus and relapsing fevers,
do not present euough peculiarities as occurring iu children to justify a
special discussion in this work; while others, as gout, are so rare in
d1ilclhood as to render it undesirable to include them here. 'Ve sha ll
therefore divide general diseases as follows:
Those resulting from derangements of the normal processes of nutrition,
including:

Rheumatism,
Scrofula,

Tuberculosis,
Rickets,
Congenital Syphil is.

Those resulting from special morbid agents operating from without, includ ing:
Typhoid Fever,
Vnriola and Varioloid,
Vaccinia,
Varicella,
Scarlatina,
Rubeola,

ROtheln,
Malaria,
Mu.rnps,
Erysipelas,
Diphtheria,
Epidemic Cerebra-spinal Meningitis.
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GENERAL DISEASE!; RESULTING FRmr DERANGE;\fENT8
OF THE NORMAL PROCESSEo OF NUTRITION.
ARTICLE I.

As it is not designed to eater into a full discussion of the numerous
affections which merely occur in childhood in common with the other
periods of life, we shall present but a brief account of rheumatism in
children, alluding particularly to those points in which it differs from the

same disease in adults.
The importance of this subject is, we believe, not usually appreciated;
and it is 11ot treated of at a11 i11 many of the treatises on diseases of chi!·
drcn. Rheumat ism in children deserves careful consideration, however,
not only on account of its frequency and peculiarities, but also on account
of its marked tendency to cardiac complications, and of its recently established relatiou to chorea.
SYMPTO:Hs.-Acute rheumatism may express itself in the child, as in Lhe
adult, by painful inflammation of one or more of the larger joints, usually
accompanied by a high grade of febrile actiou. It is probable, however,
that in the majority of cases in children, the fever is uot so intense nor the
course of the disease so long, as in adults.
Tbe fever, which is one of the most marked symptoms, may precede
the development of inflammation of the joints by one or two days, or may
coincide with the appearance of pain and swelling. It is generally marked
in severe cases, and attended by frequency of the pulse, great heat of the
skin, and, usually, copious acid perspirations. The heat of the skin and
frequency of the pulse constitute a gvod index of the severity of the disease, and we may always apprehend a dangerous attack when the temperature rises above 104°.
With this febrile action we find disturbances of the digestive functions;
the toague is heavily coated, the appetite lost, or nausea may be present,
and the bowels are sluggish, the evacuations being dark and offensive.
The local phenorueaa attending this fever depend upon acute iufiammation of some of the large joints.
Occasionally the ankles, knee-joints, wrists, elbows, and shoulder·joints
will be simultaneously affected i but in far the majority of cases, a few
only of these articulations will be involved, and the others become affected
subsequently, if indeed they do not escape entirely. But one of the most
characteristic features of this specific rheumatic inflammation, though
most marked in the chronic form, is its tendency to shift its seat, and we
may find the intense pain and heat of one part transferred within tweatyfour hours to a distant joint. 'Ve c:rn rarely learn from the little patients
the character of the pain which causes such bitter complaints; in one mild
case, recorded by Rilliet aud Barthez, it was compared to frtquent light
blows given upon the affected joints.
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The heat of the inflamed part is always much increased, and it is not
unu~ual to find its temperature rnngiug from 100° to 105° (A itken).
The swelling is generall y considerable, so that the shape of the parts
mny be much changed. When the knee-joint is in flamed, the effusion may
rai~e the patella from its position on the conrlyles.
The skin over the inflamed joiuts usually presents a more or less decided bJu,h.
Wbil e the articular form of acute rheumafo:m above described is not
rarely met with in children, ou r own experience shows that it is even
more common for it to assume the form of acute continued fever, with
more or less seve re general soreness, a slight development or even a complete. ab~ence of joint affections, aud a very marked tendency to iuflarnmation of the cardiac serous membranes. It requires care and thorough
familiarity with the peculiarities of infantile rheumatism to avoid overlooking the true nature of such cases. The soreness may be extreme, so
as to cause cries on every motion ; or it may be moderate and localized,
so that it escapes detection unle::s carefu lly inquired after. \Ve have seen
cases where severe and apparently causeless fever existed, with decided
complaints of vaguely localized pain about the epigastri um, aud with
complaints of indistinct sorene:os about the limbs or back i but where exam ination showed fully developed endocard itis and the subseqi.,1ent progress
of the case demonstratcfl the rheumatic nature of the entire morbid process. These observation s have impressed on us most forcibly the uecessity
of examining every case of acute febrile disease iu youug children with
i:-pccinl reference to the possibility of its being one of acute rheumatism
without apparent articular inflammation.
Occasionally when the joints are not markedly implicated, but the muscula r or tendinous tissues are more specially attacked, the case assumes
a subacute character, is attended with a lower grn<le of fever, and runs a
more protracted and irregular course. It is essential to note that in these
cases, contrary to what we find the rule in the analogous form of rheumatism in adults, there is a strong tendency to cardiac complications. l\Iey·
net and lleischsprung have called special attention to this subacute 6brous
rheumatism in children, and have added the important contribution to
our practical knowledge of it that there is a peculiar tendency to relapses.
They confirm the statement mad e above as to the dauger of cardiac iaflnmmation.
DuHATrox.-The duration of acute rheumatism varies exceed ingl y.
According to Rilliet an<l Barthez, it follows a much more rapid course in
children than in adults, occasional ly yielding at th e end of six days, and
nearly always before the fifteenth day. \Ve have, however, seen t.he rheu·
mnti c fever last twenty-one days, and before convalescence was folly
f'nterecl upon, six weeks had elapsed.
There is a marked tendency to relapses and second attacks in rh eumatism, at whateve r age it occurs; and we frequently meet with ch ildren
of tweh1e or fifteen years of age who have passed through three or four
acute attacks of this disease.
CAUSES.-.Age.-Eurly infancy appears to protect, to a certain extent,
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against this affection, but we are confident that, in some one of its irregular
forms, itoccursat that tender age morefrequenlly than is usually recognized.
Hilliet aod Barthez allude to a case occurring at the age of seven months;
and Jacobi (Amer. Clio. Leet. vol. i, no. ii, p. 35) refers to a case at the
age of nine weeks, reported by Staeger.
'Ve have ourselves observed one case of acute articular rheumatism in the
second year, and several others between the close of the secoud and fifth
years. Of its imperfectly developed forms, we have met with a number of
cases in very young children, and are satisfied that the uature of these
attacks is often overlooked.
The influence which sex exercises upon the frequency of rheumatism in
childhood seems still unJetermined. It is usually stated that boys a1:efar
more liable to the disease than girls, but in our own experience it has
been more frequent in girls: and from the register of the Children':s Hos·
pita\ in London (quoted by Tuckwell, St. Barth. lio.sp. Rep., vol. v, 18GX,
p. 102), it appears that of 478 cases of rheumatism treated during sixteen
years, 252 were in females, and only 226 in males. The marked difference iu this respect between rheumatism in children and in adults mny
probably be explained by the fact ·that the two sexes are exposed to the
exciting causes much more equally in childhood than in later lifo.
Cold and Dampnesa.-Of external causes, the most promineut undoubtedly are, sudden vicissitudes of temperature, especially when joined with
dampness of the atmosphere, whereas the mere degree of coldness exer·
ci:ses but little influence upon its development. Of course the action or
damp and cold is markedly increased by iusufficieut clothing.
Complications.-V{e have already alludetl to the occurrence of chore!\
and cerebral symptoms in connection with rheumatism (see article on
chorea), and lhe·most important and frequent of all these complications,
the various inflammations of the membranes of the heart, have been
treated of un<ler the head of diseases of that organ.
PROO:'.'i"Osrs.-Uncomplicated rheumatism in childhood, though at times
severe, is scarcely ever fatal. 'Vhen complicated, however, with eudo· or
perica1·ditis, the gravity of the prognosis must depend upon the extent and
severity of' the inflammation . For although, even when the heart is seri·
ously involved, the child frequently survives the acute symptoms, it too
often bears with it the seeds of premature death, in au organic disea:>e of
that organ.
DrAGNOSis.-Tbe diagnosis of acute rheumatism, after the appearance
of the articular symptoms, can hardly present any difficulty. 'Vheu, however, marked rheumatic fover~ accompanied merely by vague pains, precedes
by several days the development of any local symptoms, the diagnosis must
remain uncertain, or we may be led to regard as rheumatism oue of those
cases of pblegmon of the deep tissues of the extremities, such as is alluded
to in the introductory essay of this work. In addition to this, we must be
careful to distinguish the articular affections occurring in pyremia, or
those supervening upon atlacks of small-pox aud scarlet fever, which are
probably also of pyoomic nature. The diagnosis in these cases must be
chiefly established by attention to the general symptoms and the patient's
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hi~tory; t.o the OC'Currence of repeated chills or irregular febrile paroxysm~, the diarrhcca, the greater degree of prostration and more rapid ema-

cinlion, and the more frequent fatality. The joints involved in these latter
afft!ctions pre:<ent 1nrge collections of creamy pus, and the articular cartilage£1 are discolored, or erode<l aud destroyed in patches.
:Finally, Rilliet and Barthez cite a case (from Jour. Hebdomadaire 1 t. ii,
p. 2GO) of' hemorrhage under the perio.!:Steum of the clavicles, which simulated rheumatic inflammation of the sterao-clavicular joints, but which
could be distinguished by ordiuary attention to the general symptoms, in
ca~e of the occurrence of such a rare conrlition .
From our own experience we should think that, during the early stage
of rheumatic fever, the affections with which it might be most readily confouuded, are pleurisy and pneumonia, and typhoid fever.
The absence of the p hysical signs of the two former affections, and of
the diarrhrea and delirium of the latter, should, we think, lead the physician lo suspect tbc rheumatic nature of the attack. And if, in addition, there should be any fixed pain about the limbs, or unusual soreness
and pain on being moved, or if any sign of cardiac inflammation be detected, this suspicion would be confirmed. Thus in a case seen by us,
where at first the height of the fever and the great thirst led us to suspect
the existence of pneumonia or pleur isy-of which, however, no physical
~igns could be detected-the occur rence, on the third day, of complaints
of pain in the right groin, led to a more careful examiuntion of the heart,
where the presence of a soft, faint mitrnl murmur, declared the nature of
the attack.
TnEATl\mNT.-The indications for treatment presented by acute rheu·
matism have been universa lly recognized as uniform, but the measures
adopted to meet them embrace almost all known remedies.
The prominent indications are:
1. To aid in the elimination of the rheumatic poison, which has set up
the i:pecific inflammations and fever.
2. To reliev(' pain .
3. To guard assiduously against all complicatious, and to aid couva]escence by suitable nourishment and tonics.
Among the remedies which appear to be most productive of benefit, are
alkalies, especially lhe bicarbonate of soda or potash aod the acetltte of
potash, as recommended by Garrod; and we have ourselves employed
the;:;e in the nrn.jority of our cases with considerable satisfaction. The
formula '' hich we are in the habit of using is the following :

B.. Pota.ss. Acetnt.,

3j.

Potuc;._, Bicarb.,
3j.
'l'r. Opii Deodor. 1 •
gtl. xxiv.
•
\•el Tr. Opii Camph. 1 •
f3ij.
Syr. Zingiberis, .
f,3J
Aqure, .
•.
q. s. ad f,3iij.
Ft. sol. R-A teaspoonful eyery two or three hours, at four or five years of age.

When the fever is very marked, nitrate of potash, in carefully graduated doses, mny be substituted for the bicnrbonate ia the above mixture. 'Ve
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have usua1ly employed quinia in full doses in addition, frequently J.dving
it in the form of very !limall suppositories to avoid the ri.:-;k of irritntiug
the stomach by a multiplicity of doses. ..Aconite or digitaliR may be u~ed
instead of or in addition to the nitrate of potash, especially if the action
of the h eart is much excited. Their administration is, as will be qecn,
imperative in case of card iac compli cation. The bromide of ammonium
has been recommended of late as of \·alue in acute rheumatism. We
have not been sufficiently pleased with its effects, however, to lead UR to

substitute it for the alkalies above mentioned, excepting in cases where a
high degree of nervous restlessness with sleeplessne::is exist~ .
Halicylic acid and salicylate of soda have estab li shed themselves in our
estimation as of positive value in certain cases of acute rheumati~ru,
although we are well aware that t.heir action is not uniformly favorable,
owing presumably to some unrecognized <liffereuces between apparently
similar cases. 'Ve have of recent years used salicylate of soda in a number of instances of acute rheumatism, both with and without marked nr·
ticular inflammation, ancl have found it serviceable iu a majority of
them iu relieving the fever, pain, anti local lesions. As in the cai:e of
adults, however, if' benefit does not follow its w~e in the course of 3 or 4
days, it is better to stop it and substitute the alkaline mixture.
The iodide of potassium is most serv iceable in subacute cases affecting
the muscular or tendioous tissues, such as we have above <leEcribed, or in
somewhat chronic cases of the articular form. 'Ve can fully inclorse,
moreover, the statements of Ri11iet and Barthez, that more benefit is to be
derived from large doses of this salt than from any other drug in the
iuflammatory complications of rheumatism (eudo- and pericarditis, and
pleurisy).
i ron, particularly in the form of Basham's solution of the peracetate of
iron, shou ld be g ive n so soo n as the intensity of the fever has mitigated.
The necessity for this remedy is but too often seen in the sal low , auremic
appearance of convale:::cents from rheumatism, wbich proves the rapid and
extreme disintegration of tbe red corpuscles of the blood during an acute
altack of this disease.
\Vhen the acute symptoms have subsided, the alkalies may be diminished aud withdrawn, and q1tinia in the dose of one grain every four hours,
nt the age of five years, may be given in connection with opium.
The following formula is one we frequently use for the administration
of these remedies in this and other conditions:

&. Quin ire 811lph.,

gr. xxiv.
f3ij .
Liq. )forph. Sulph.,
gtt. xxx.
.Acid. 8ulph., Di!.,
f3ij.
Curas-oa,
r3vj.
Syrupi,
q. s. ad f,~iij.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Aqure, .
Ft. sol. 8.-A teaspoonful C\'ery four hours, at four or live years of age.

To fulfil the second indi cation, the mitigation of pain, opium must be
given in proportiou to the severity of the suffering. It is best given in
small do$0S at short intervals, and by administering it in combination with
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ipecacuanha, as in the form of Dover's powder, we derive the double bent>6t of a sedative aud diaphoretic action. "'e have already given the
formula by which we usually direct it in this disease.
In addiLion lo the other remedies, particular attention must be paid to
the condition of the bowels, and if coustipation exists, as is very frequent,
mild saline laxatives or laxative enemata should be administered as
frequently as required. Anything like purgation, however, !:ihoulU be
n\•oided, on account of the excruciating suffering often produced by the
movements 11eces$ury to have a stool. 'Ve desire, however, to call attention to the fact that young children with this disea-'!e may persist in lying
in one fixrd position for even several days, dreading to be touched; so
that there is added to the inevitable paiu of the disease, the distress occa~ioned by the long-continued contact of single points of the opposing articulating surfaces. Under these circumstauces it is wise, and greatly promotel:i the comfort of tbe prttieot, to geotly chaoge the angle of the limbs
by arrnnging pillows so as to support them and alter their direction.
Io regard to the last indication-the preventioo of complications-the
moJi:t importont meaos is the avoidance of' all exposure of the patient to
damp or to changes of temperature. In the fulfilment of this, the greatest
rare must be paid to the temperature of the sick-room, to the clothing of
the patient, and to the mode of conducting all our examinations. Dr.
Chambers, in his admirable lectures upon this subject (Clinical Lcctureit,
.American edilion, pp. 1.J(j, 177, etc.), dwells with special force upon this
point, and enjoins the exclusive use of blaokets and flannels for the bedding and clothing of patients with rheumatism, and gives the following
summary of his observntious of the effects of this precaution alone in the
treatment of nearly two hun<lred cases of rheumatism: C< That bedding in
blankets reduces from sixteeo to four, or by three-fourths, the l'isk of inflammation of the heart, diminishes the intensity of the inflammatiou when
it Joes occur, anti diminishes still further the Uanger of death by that or
any other lesion ."
The irnportanl'e of confinement to bed iu this disease is difficult to overestimntt:!; the inflamed condition of the joints absolutely demands it, and
the tendency to cardiac inflammation warns us to ~ave the heart all unnece~;;,ary exertion, which strict attention, as above recommended, to the
equable warmth of the surface, effects better than any other means.
As to the diet in this affection, we must be guided by the acuteness of
the symptoms aod the condition of' the patient. If the fever be marked,
and the child vigorous, a diet chiefly consisting of milk and water is hest
$llited to the early part of the attilck, but so soon ns the febrile stage has
passed off, or when the patient is of feeble coustitutinu, we may give softboilecl eggs, and meat-broths, with advantage i and frequently we will find
concentrated nourishmeRt and a model'ate amouut of stimulus required
town.rd.; the close of the case.
LoC,\L TnEATl\rn~T.-As severe arthritis is much more rare in rheumatism in children tban in adults, it is less frequently necessary to employ
t-ptematic local treatment for the relief of the inflamed joints.
Local depletion is rarely justifiable; and if the swelling and congestion
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are severe, relief mny usually be obtained from the local application of
cold wet compresses. More commonly we apply tincture of ioc.Jine freely
over the affected joints, aad envelop them in raw cotton held in place hy
a light bandage. If the paio is great, a smal l and mild blister may be
use<l with advantage; or the joints may be bathed witb a sedative liuiment1 such as the following :
&. Tr. Opii Deodoratre,
Tr ..\coniti

Radici~,

.

iu1

r.~ij.

r.~is~.

Lin.Chloroformi,
01.0li\•re, .
:M.ctft.lin.,

q. s. ad

r.~h·.

and then enveloped in bats of wool and covered with oiled silk.
It is important to pay attention to the position of the affected pnrtfl.
The joint should be slightly flexed and carefully supported on small clown
pillows or rolls of raw cotton. From time to time the angle at which the
joint is flexed should be changed very gently. At a later stage 1 when the
acute inflammation lrns subsided, the absorption of any thickening or ex·
udation that remains may be hastened by friction with stimulating liniments, by the continued use of iodine, and by gentle uniform pressure by
a sk ilfully applied bandage or by a plaster of Paris Uressing.
CoMPLICATIONs.-Iu those cases where, despite our precautions, the
membranes of the heart are threatened with inftammation 1 as evinced by
sudden pnin in the carcliac region, frequency of pulse, and oppree...;ioneveu before the development of any murmurs-we should lose no time in
employing local depletion by leeches or cups, abstracting as much blood
as the urgency of the symptoms aad the vigor of the constitution ju:,tify.
If, for nny cause, local depletion should appear contra-indicated, the
immediate application of a blister is to be recommeaded.
Afttr the removal of the cups or leec hes 1 or blister, warm mush-poultices
should be applied steadily over the wbole pr::ccordial region.
It is our custom to order immediately the iodide of potassium in com·
bination with the acetate of potash. The dose of the iodide must be carefully graduated to suit the age and susceptibility of the child; but u~u
ally one graiu every four hours may be safely ordered at three years of
age, and this may cautiously be increaseJ if the symptoms are urgent.
Digitalis should be given at the same time in full doses, as two or three
drops of the tincture every four hours at three years of age; its effects
being of course carefully watched at short intervals. 'Ve have already
expressed, when speaking of diseases of the heart, our sense of the importance of maintaiuiag careful observation and judicious treatment in such
cases after the acute symptoms have subsided, since it is sometimes po~si
ble to secure complete removal of orgnnic lesions occurring at such au

early age.
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ARTICLE II.

lr does not seem appropriate, in a work who~e chief character is de~igned to he practical, to enter upon a full discussion of the important
pathological que~tions connected with tbe subject of scrofula, particularly
in regard to its relations to simple chronic inflammation on the one hand,
nnd to tuberculo~is 011 the other. fodeed, in some respects these questions
may be sai<l to be still in such an unsettled state that no definite position
in regard to them can be assume<l with confidence. 'Ve propose, therefore,
to confine our remarks at present chiefly to a description of the most
mnrked manifestation:; of scrofula as generally recognized, and to a disC'U!'!'ion of the appropriate treatment.
U1~FINTTION; C11ARACT1ms.-The term scrofula is of very longstanding.
It nppenrs to have been ol'igiually applied to a peculiar cnchectic state of
the sy8tem iu which there is a special tendency to enlargement of the
lj mphatic glands. Suhsequently it has been employed in so many and
H1rh varied senses a8 to make it difficult in many cases to decide in which
way it is meant to be understood. 'Ve ourselvei; would be understood to
employ it much in the old sense, to indicate n peculiar constitutiounJ condition in whic h thrre is a" vulnerable u or irritable state of the lymphatics,
which readers them liable to become enlarged from trifling cau.sm~, and at
the same time iudisposed to healthy repanit ive action; and which is also
apt to manifest itself by varioufl: obstinate chronic inflammations of the
skin, mucous or syuovial membranes, or bones.
Rcrofula is undoubtedly closely associated wilh tuberculosis. It very
often happens that the children of tuberculous parents are scrofulous.
And ngaiu we frequently observe that patients wbo haYe suffered wilh
~omc chronic SCl'fJf'ulous affectioa become the f!ubjects of tuberculosis, even
of the most acute rniliary form. So also there is a stage, that of yellow
chce~y degeneration, in which it is not possible to distinguish between
products of a scrofulous and of a tuberculous charne;ter. Still, however,
we do not regard these two cachexire as identical, and enough poiuts of
diftl-!rence can be indicated to fully support this opinion . Tuberculosis, it
i~ true, often follows scrofulous affoctious, just as it follows any other con(lition atten<lcd with the formation of cheesy deposits, which may iofect
the sy~tem an1l gi,·e rise to a.cute miliary tuberculosis. On the other hand,
it is not common for tuberculous subjects to cle\·elop any manifestations of
!ICrofula; aucl, as ·west points out, we frequently see whole families which
diRplay one or the other diathesis in its most inten ...e form, and yet perfectly uncoruplicated. Scrofula., moreover, is, far more markedly than
tuberculosis, a disease of early life. The most common and characteristic
of it mnuifestations also are very different from those of the latter disea~e; it affects the bones, tbe skin n.ncl adjacent mucous membranes, the
glands, the syno\'ial membranes iu preference to the serous membranes,
the lungs, tbe solid abdominal organs, and the alimentary and respiratory
mucous merubrnncs. These differences in the leadiug pnthological tenden1
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cies of these two great cachexi::e, as well as the many points of difference
iu the physical peculiarities of cbilrlren who are liable to tubcrculo~is or
scrofula, are clearly and f9rcibly pointed out by Jenner in a clinical lecture published in The Medical Times and Gazette, 1860, p. 2-39.
0.AusES.-&rofula is, we think, in many cases undoubtedly due to inherited predispo~ition. As iu the case of other cachexire, the actual cli~easc
is not transmitted from parent ti' off.spring, but merely so strong a tendency
to its development that in some cases no care or favorablic hygienic iu8uences will overcome it. ~ot only do we meet with scrofula iu the
children of parents who themselves have been scrofulous, but also iu CaiiC!l
where a feeble allll vitiated constitution bas been inherited from parents
affected with tuberculosis or constitutional syphilis. In other case~, it i~
undoubtedly acquired after birth, appearing in children born to parents
of sound constitution. The causes which teod to thus develop it act by
impairing the nutrition, and include such influences as irnsufficieut 1 improper food, protracted exposure to damp, cold, and especially to vitiated
atmospheres, attacks of certain diseases, which like measle!!, typhoid fever,
and chronic malaria, exercise a remarkably injurious action upoo nutrition.
SYMPTOMs.-Altbough by no means all scrofulous children present, the
same physical peculiarities, there are yet certain features so commonly
met with in such su~jects as to have led to their recognition a:; forrniog
together the symptoms of a scrofulous diathesis. Thus, as a rule, such chil·
dren are heavy aod lethargic in mind, and of phlegmatic temperamcnt 1
with dull expression, and thick, opaque skin . The features are apt to be
coarse, especially the lips and nose; the lymphatic glands are perceptible
to the touch; the abdomen is apt to be full and large; and tbe bones are
large, with coarse, thick ends.
There is nothing peculiar or pathognomonic about the special manifestations of scrofula. Almost all of them may also appear as simple idinpathic affectious due to some definite exciting cause, in children of entirely
sound constitution. Tbat which characterizes these same affections when
they occur in wbat we term the scrofulous form, are the trivial causes
which excite them, the inveterate ob~tinacy with which they persist, and
their ttssociatiou with other analogous phenomena. in the same subject.
There is also in some cases a certain order of succession of the manife~ta·
tions of scrofula which has even led to the divisioo of its course into
three !:itng~s, corresponding somewhat to the classic phases of constitutional
syphilis. Thus in the earliest stage, the lymphatic glands and skin are
chiefly affected; subsequently affections of the mucous membranes and
cellular tissue make their appeara1.1ce; and in the final and most aggrn·
vatcd form the bones and viscera suffer. \Ve cannot affirm, however, that
this division and order of succession of the manifestations of scrofula is
by any means constant or even marked in many cases.
Most of these manifestations appear as chronic inflammation of the part
affected. At times such inflammation seems to arise spontaneously, while
more frequently some more or less trivial exciting cause cau be a!'signed.
Thus the scrofulous enlargement of aoy group of glands is apt to be pre·
ceded by irritation of the area whose lymphatics pass to the affected gland~,
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enlargement of the cervical lymphatics follows eruptions
on the Ecnlp or behind tbe ears, or attacks of sore throat.
Among: the most frequent aff~ctions which are genera1ly classed as
~nof'lllous may be meutioued, without any reference to their frequency of
uccurrence, enlargement of the superficial lymphatic glands, cutaneous
eruption~, especially of the vesicular and pustular varieties, small sub·
cutaneous nbsce..:ses, chronic inflammation of the mucous merubraues
which are continuous with the external skin, as of the conjunctiva, the
membrane of the external auditory meatus, that of the nose, and of the
vulrn and vagina, chrouic effusions in the synovial membranes, chronic
o:-titi~ with caries.
The readt>r is referred for more cletnile<l accounts of these numerous
lm·ni l:'crof'ulous afl~ctious to the special works which treat of tbe diseases
of the skin or organs of special sense, or to general treatises upon surgery.
Our own purpose is of' uecc~sity limited to a discussion of the general
~.vmptoms and treatment of the !:Crofulous cachexia, rather than of its
numberless locnl manifestations. In the most advanced and severe forms
of:icrofulil, lesions of various internal viscera may be developed . Among
the mo.~t frequent and clearly marked in their nature, of these, are caseous
bronchitis aud pneumonia, and albumiuoid degeneration of the abdominal
visceni, the liver, spleen, and kidneys. Bronchitis and pneumonia at
time!'! appear in forms which entitle them to be regarded as scrofulous from
the fiN. At other times they apparently originate as acute inflttmmatory
affections, but which owing to the strong scrofulous diathesis of the patient,
pR.8~ into a chronic form cbaracterize<l by the low grade of the morbi<l
product!'! developed, by the obstinate and intractable cour.::;c the affoclions
run, and by the marked tendency to the occurrence of cascous degeneration and destructive changes in the diseased parts. In this condition a.
sudden development of miliary tuberculosis not rarely occurs, either in the
adjacent portions of the diseased organ or throughout the other parts of
the sy8te111. The exact nature of the primary changes in such cases is, at
the preseut moment, one of the most unsettled a.ud di~puted points in pathology. The reader will find a tolerably full description of the Ie~ions
and symptoms under the head of pulmouary phthisis.
The exact relation of albuminoid degeueratiou of the viscera to scrofula
is al~o ::;omewhat uncertain. Although one of the mo.;;t frequent of the
unf:l\•orable e:equelm of scrofulous nffoctions, it cannot itself be regarded
11.~ !'Crufulou~ in utlture, since it makts its appearance in connection with
other cachectic states of the !:iytitem. The attempt of Dickinson to assot:iate it with the changes in the blood and tissues caused by prolonged sup·
puration (which :50 often occurd iu scrofulous di:;ease of the bones, joints,
or gltu11Is), has not been altogelher successful. Although it is undoubtedly
true that in many cases where albumiuoid degeneration bas been deveJ.
oped there ha:-; been previous prolonged suppuration, there are nrn.ny ex·
ceptions where the visceral lesions have apparently been induced directly
in connection with the scrofulous or other cachexin. The occurrence of
thi~ !'equel must always be nnticiputed with anxiety iu protracted and
~vere cuses of scrofula. Although usually involving, simultaneously or
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in rapid succession, the various abdominal organs, the liver, spleeu, kidneys, and gastro-intestinal canal, it may present a marked localization, for
au indefinite time, in any of these parts.
"Then one of the above solid organs is affected with advanced albuminoid degeneration, it is found enlarged, though still preserving iL'i original
shape; the peritoneal capsule is unchanged; and ou section the tissue presents a homogeneous, waxy, or lardaceous appearance, which is ns~ociated,
when the section is examined by transmitted light, with abnormal translucence. Th~ intimate nature of the change consists in an infiltratiou of
the organ with a peculiar structureless albuminoid neoplasm or exudation.
This first affecls the walls of tbe arterioles, and later the glandular cells
of the organ.
·when the kidneys are involved, there is usually oodema, which appears
early and increases rapidly; the urine is abundant, clear, with but slight
reduction in its specific gravity, contains a large amount of albumen, and
deposits numerous hyaline tube·casts. Albumiuoid disease of the liver
and spleen u;.;ually coexists. These organs are markedly enlarged, as can
readily be detected by palpation and percussion. There is usually abdominal dropsy 1 with distension of the subcutaneous veins of the abdominal walls; and frequently there is also albuminuria and diarrhcca from
coexisting disease of the kidneys and intestioe. We have much less fre·
quently observed marked albuminoid disease of the gastro-intestinal canal
than of the solid abdominal organs, as above described. 'Vhen it occurs,
the walls of the stomach or i11testine are thickenerl and present a peculiar
homogeneous. glistening, and infiltrated appearance. The same microscopic
changes are fouud as already described. The lesion of the mucous membrane is usually attended with chronic cliarrhrea, and, if the stomach is
also seriously involved, frequent and obstinate vomiting. Hemorrhages
from the bowels have been ob~erved, but much less frequently than in the
same condition in the adult. The general symptoms which mark the later
stages of fatal cases of scrofula, especially wheo these serious visceral
lesions have been developed 1 are expressive of the most profound aoromia
aud malnutrition.
DIAG~os1s . -The recognition of the existence of scrofula depends, not
so much upon the presence of any special symptom or local affection, as
upon the general marks of the scrofulous diathesis, the existence of hereditary tendency, or of some of the well·known exciting ~a.uses; the span·
taneity and order of e\•olution of the phenomena; and finally their in·
tractable re::;istance to the ordinary remedies, and the marked benefit
which is often found to follow the use of special anti-scrofulous treatment.
PROG:-:l"OSis.-The prognosis in cases of scrofula must of course depend
upon the iotensity of the diathesis, the gravity of the local manifestations,
and the hygienic surroundi11gs of the child. 'Vheu the general health is
fair, and the only scrofulous affections present are superficial, although
the case is likely to prove obstinate and tedious 1 complete recovery can
often be insured. It must never be forgotten, however, that such children
are liable to the recurrence of scrofulous disease in some other form, and
-even to the development of the grave visceral lesions we have above al·
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luded to. In the later and more advanced ::;tagcs of the cachexin, when
Feriou~ di:;ease nf the os~cous and glandular ti:;:sues exists, the prognosis
beMines in the highest degree unfa,·orable.
TnE.\nrnNT.-A g reat variety of local treatment-both medicinal and
operntive-i5 required for the various local scrofulous afi'L'ctions. "re shall
not, of cour:-;C', attempt even to refer to these, but shall merely allude to the
general principles that we think of prime importance; that, in the first
place, nil ~uch nffl'ctions should be cured a:; promptly a~ po~,..;ible, and also
that, in th<•ir treatment, the essential value of proper hygiene and constitutional rrmedies should never he forgotten.
The prCt'enlfre treatment is of the greatest value i but it merely consists
in the cruployment, with special u.ncl continued care, in the case of any
child who probably pos:'3e::;ses a scrofu lous <liathei:i!'I, of all those preca ution!'i n;: to diet, dre::;s, exercise, and rc:-idence, which sound hygiene would
dirtnh'. In children born of scrofulous or tuberculous parents, a wetnun:e ~hould be secured even if the mother is able to suckle them; anrl
under no circumstances should the attempt be made to rear them on artificial food. Later, when the child has been weaned, the diet should be of
the mo:-t nutritious nod digestible character, C!'ipccinlly containing a la.rge
proportion of well selertcd an im al food. The utmo::;t care should also be
exerted aH to the dress, ia 0 1·der that it may be adapted to the season and
suilicit'ntly warm to prevent t he child from contracting any of the catarrhnl attac:k~, to which there is so great a liability in the scrofulous diathesi~. Outdoor exerci:::e in foir weather naJ gymnastic exercises indoors,
wheu it i.-; unfit for the child to be exposed to the weather, must be enjoined. As u. general rule, it may be said that the child should be encouraged to spend a!; much time out of doors as pos;:iblc, when the weather
is fi ne, dry, and sunny. If the circumsta nces of the parents admit of it
the resi<lencc of the child should be chose n in an elevated, dry, and comparntivcly open part of the city, and for several mouths in each year it
~hould be taken to the sea-shvre, or to some elevated inlnud locality.
While at the sea-:shore, sea·bathing should be regularly followed, and
throughout the rest of the year brine-baths, made with either ba.y-salt, or
rock ... aJt, may be used daily. All forms of catarrhal inflammation, as
angina, conjunctivitis, cnteriti'.'I, anrl the 1ike, should receive prompt and
careful attention, and be cured as soon as poss ible, since there is danger, if
they are allowed to continue, not only of' their bccomiug chronic aud extremely ob!-itinalc, but also of troublesome glandular en largements being
indu ced by the protracted irritation. After any of the local manifestations of ~crofuln. which we have above enumerated have made their ap·
pE>aranre, the above hygienic management must be sedulously persisted in.
There arl' al:;o various medicinal sub:0.tnnces which excrci~e a beneficial effect
by their alterative and tonic action upon the general nutrition . Among
the.~e the best are cod-liver oil, various preparations of iorliue and of iron .
Cod-liver oil may be used alone, or comhioecl with the compound syrup of
the pho~pbates of the alkal ies and iron.
The preparations of iodine mo~t frequently Ul:!ed, and which we have
been lc<l to prefer, are the compound tincture or solution of iodine, in the
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dose of from two to four drops three times a day, and the iodide of potas·
sium, either alone, given in solution, as follows:
R. Potassii Iodidi,
gr. xxiv.
Decoct. Sarsaparillre Comp.,
f3iv.
Ft. sol. Dose, a. dessert.spoonful to a tablespoonful thriccdail,\·,at three to Jive
years of age.

Or in combination with the iodide of iron, as follows:
R. Potn.ssii Iodidi,.
Syr. Ferri lodidi,
Syr. Zingiberis,

gr. xlviij.

f.1ij.
f:;x.

~~

Ft. sol.

~a

Dose, a teru:;poonful thrice daily in water, at fh·e years of age.

It is probable that the above is the best mode in which iron can he
administered, though it is often desirable to give it in association with
quinia or some other vegetable bitter, in order lo stimulate the appetite
and digestion.
l\Iercury, despite its powerful absorbent action, is not to be recommended
for the treatment of scrofulous enlargemeut of the glands, in any form in
which it is likely to produce its characteristic effect upon the blood. We
are satisfied, however, that in some very obstiuate cases which resist nll
other modes of treatment, minute doses of the bichloride or biuiodide
may be employed without risk, and with much advantage.
Arsenic deservedly occupies a high place among the 1nternal remedies
in scrofula. It may be given in combination with iron or quinia; or in
some cases will be found of service in the form of small doses of Donovan's
solution, the liquor hydrargyri et arsenici iodidi of the U. S. Pharmacopreia.
\Vhen circumstances permit, the use of certain mineral waters, particu·
larly if the child can have the advantage of a temporary change of residence to the locality of the spring, is often attended with ruarke<l benefit.
The waters which prove most useful are the sulphurated and io<lo·brornated.

ARTICLE III.

Trns subject has received from many authors upon diseases of childrea,
far Jess attention than it merits, under the idea thnt it is merely a repeti·
tion, upon a small scale, of the same disease in the adult, and not possessed
of any individual characteristics. In fact, however, tuberculosis in child·
hood is an affection possessing characters and presenting symptoms entirely
special, and differing from its manifestation in adult life both in causes,
Jocality, and clinical history.
CAUSES.-The causes which exert most manifest influence in its produc·
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tion nre hereditnry tendency 1 and all those debilitating agencies which act
directly or indirectly upon nutrition. Of these latter causes, early weaning is the most prominent. Thus, we have met with a case where a healthy
woman, the mother of several vigorous children, all of whom she bad
nursed 1 gave birth to one which she was unable to suckle, and this child,
after pining for some months, died of an attack of tubercular meuingiti~.
A bad quality of the nurse's milk, or improper artificial food after weaning, also exert a powerful influence iu the production of tuberculosis; and
not unfrequently its development bas beeu traced to repeated attacks of

indigestion or diarrbrea.
It has also a tendency to develop itself after certain acute affections,
especially in children predisposed by hereditary inAuence. Of these disca:ieS, rubeola, pertu~si", typhoid fever,and,according to Green how, variola,
are most frequently followed by tuberculo.sis.
There is still some difference of opinion in regard to the rOle which
pneumonia. plays in the development of tuberculosis. 'Vhen the two
co-exist, the inflammation is by some regarded as a secoudary aflection,
induced by the deposit of tubercle in the lung; while by others it is held
that, amongst precli~posed children, it is the pneumonia which causes the
development of tuberculosis of the lung. 'Ve believe that pneumonia
occupies each of these relations in a certaiu numbe!r of cases; but reliable
etatistics upon this point are still too scanty to determine the exact proportion.
Of recent years the iufluence exerted by foci of cheesy degeneration in
the pr<>duction of general tuberculosis has been established by careful
cliuical aud experimental observation. In childhood the most frequent seat
of such foci is in connection with the lymphatic glands 1 though they may
also occur in connection with disease of the bones or with chronic ulcers.
ANATOMICAL APPJ;;ARANCES.-The most frequent seats of tubercular
depo:sit in the child are the brain, constituting tubercular meningitis,
which has already been treated of at length i the bronchial glands, the
lungs, and the mesenteric glan<ls and peritoneum. It is, however, one of
the distinguishing features of tuberculosis in the young subject, that it is
apt to involve several viscera sirnultaneously 1 while not unfrequently the
lungs remain free. Thus, in 312 children in whom Rilliet and Barthez
fouud a deposit of tubercle ill one or more of the viscera, the lungs were
healthy in 47; while in 123 similar instances in the adult, Louis only found
one such exception.
Locatily.-la brnnchial phlhisis, which generally accompanies pulmonary
phthisis, but also exists as a separate aff~ction (though according to Boucbut, this is a rare occurrence) , the glan<ls are much enlarged and inclose
tubercular matter, frequently in 1arge proportion. This is especially
mnrke<l in those glands which lie along tbe trachea and arOuud its biforcatioa, and, when many of them are involved and adherent to each other,
they form masses varying in size from a hen's egg to a large apple. The
deposit, which in by far the majority of cases exists as infiltrated tubercle,
does not usually soften, though ca~es are recorded where such softeaing
has occurred, and th~ fluid has been discharged through an opeaiag into
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Obsolescence nm] calcification, however, are quite common

term inations of bronchial tubercles; and when the lungs do not become
involved in lhe morbid process, a cure may be effected by these tran~for
mations. Calcified tubercle may be eliminated through a communication between the gland and one of the air-passages; and a few cases arc

also reported where the cesophagus, trachea, and even the pulmonary nrtery have been perforated in tbis manner. :Most of these tubcrculou.~
glands are ioclosed in a clislinct and deo:;e capsule, which may attain the
thickness of oue or two lines, and is usually quite vascular. Tb is fibrous
capsule is due to the hypertrophy of the originally delicate cellular investmeat of tbe gland.
Pulmonar.!J Phthisis.-The anatomical characters of tuberculosis of the
lungs in children present f"everal peculiarities, as distinguished from the
same disease in adults. Thus gray granulations and crude miliary tubercles frequently exist in the lungs, independently of each other and of any
other form of tubercular deposit. In the adult, Louis discovered miliary
tubercles unassocinted with gray granulations only in 2 out of 123 ca~es,
or in 1.6 per cent.; and gray granulations alone in but 5 more, or 4 per
cent.; while in the child, Rilliet and Barthez found miliary tubercles without gray granulations in 107 out of 263 cases, or in 40.4 per cent.; aud
gray granulations alon~ in :36 instances, or in 13 per cent.; and the ob·
servations of 'Vest, u which are based on 102 cases, yield 20 instances of
the presence of miliary tubercles alone, and 17 of the presence of gray
granulations alone in the tissue of the lungs."
The great frequency with wllich the so-cal led yellow infiltrated tubercle
is observed in early life constitutes another anatomical peculiarity, Rillie\.
and Barthez, and West, having found it iu from 23 to 33 per cent. of
thei I' cases. This condition rarely exists as an isolated state, but is found
in conjunction with gray granulations and crude yel low tubercles, and
not unfrequently also with advanced tuberculization of the bronchial
glands.
The rnre occurrence of cav ities in the lungs is a most striking peculiarity of phthisis in children. It is probably no exagge ration to say that
in adults, cavities are found in the lungs iu 90 out of every 100 CaJl;C~ of
tuberculosis; whilst out of 265 cases of tuberculosis of the lungs in cl1il·
dreu that came under the notice of Hilliet and B.uthez, only 77, or 29
per cent., presented cavities; th'ey existed only in 23 ..) per cent. of West's
cases, and Bouchut found them in hut three out of 36 cases.
Occasionally the cavities resemble the vomicre found in the lungs of
adults, and this occurs witb more frequeucy as we ad \•ance beyond the age
of six years. In other cases, the excavation is produced by the softening
of very small tuberculous deposits, distinct, though in close proximity,
which form sniall vacuoles, communicating with each other and with the
neighboriug bronchial tubes. All three of ~I. Bouchut's cases appear to
have been of this fo rm .
In addition to these two varieties of tuberculous cavities, th ere is stil l a
third, produced by the simultaneous softening of considerable portions of
a lung affected with yellow in filtration . This action, which is most com-
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munly met with in very early life, and in cases which progreBs with great
rapi1lity, pervade~ the whole of the tissue affectell, instead of producing a
ctntrnl cavity. Cavities of this kind somPtimes form very cp1ickly, and
invoh·c large portions of lung, the whole of one lobe even being converted
into a mere $ac, with thin walls.
There is another form of excavation occa~ioually noticed, which is not a
true pulmonary vomica, but the re~ult of the softening and evacuation of a
tuberculous pulmonary gland. The diagnosis, however, may be reudered
ea--y by reflecting that a pulmonary cavity of such small dimen~ions is
hardly ever solitary, unless it proceedii from the softening of tubercular
infiltration, whil:-:t the depo:::;it of tul>ercle which takes place in the neighborhood of a cli~cased pulmonary gland is always iu the form of di:'tiuct
<ll'pn.-:it~. not of tubercular infil tratioa (West).
The la ~t anatomical peculiarity, already allude<l to, of pulmonary
phthi~i.-: in children, is its frequent coruplication with tubercular depo:::;it
in the bronchial glaud.-i.
I'fl'itonemn.-Tubercular deposit on the peritoneum rarely or never occurs without th e prescn,ce of n !-iimilar di~ea.llC in some other part~ of the
economy. It may be either general or partial in its cfoposition, though it
i:; fitr more frequently the latter. The depo.:;it Yaries also in it.s character,
nppenrin~ generally in the form of yellow granulations or of miliary tuhl'rclc~, either i~olated or united into sm:ill ma:::;:se::.
Gray granulntiuns,
bnwt>Vt'r, are also of quite frequent occurrence.
Th e relation which the tuhercle!i hear to the peritoneum is not uniform,
thoug-h they are more frequently found deposited on its surface thau beUl'nth it. Io X6 case:;; examined by Rilliet and Barthez, the seat was as
follow~: intra-peritoneal in -10; extra-peritoneal in 22; both intra- and
extra-perito neal in 14; in the other 10 cases the exact seat was doubtful.
Wh en the depo!:'it in vo lves the entire extent of the serous membrane, we
find the anterior parietcs of the abdomen adherent to the subjacent struc·
lure~, and the vi~cera so matted together and adherent, as to form an
almo/'\t inseparable ma:ss. l\Iore frequently, howe\·er, th e tuberculization
is partial, and even limited to the vicinity ot' d single organ. The peritoDC'Um invc~ting the diaphrag-m, espec ially that 11ortion which is in contact
with the liver or :-pleen, o r the adjacent parieial peritoneum, is very often
nffoctcd; and as tubercles rarely fail to be depo!:iited in the peritoneum covering the~e vi:'cern, we find them firmly adhering to the diaphragm or
abdominal wall.
Ju i:;ome cases the omen tum is the ch iefsPat of the di1'ease, and may either
pre!ient numerous gray grnnulation3 scatte red through its folds, vr may be
thickPn ed or matted together from a kind of grayish tubercular infiltration,
due to the coale:<cence of innumerable minute gray granulations. It is
more rare to finrl the tuberculization limited to the iute:::;tines, merely causing adhesion of the ndjoioing coils.
In examining th e adhesions which are altno:"t universally fo und to exist
betwee n the various organs and portions of peritoneum affected 1 we find
them to present two elements. la the first place, the tuberculnr deposits
on the adjoining surfaces gradually coalesce ns they increase in size, and
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fioally unite the surfaces by more or less extensive patches of tubercular
matter. And again, at the same time, the subacute inflammation cau::-ed
by their presence leads to the formation of cellular and fibrous ac.lhesioos
as iu cases of simple peritonitis. Tbis is well seen in cases where some
coils of the intestine present tubercular adhesions to each other, forming
masses which cao only ba separated by rupturing the walls of the bowel,
while between other coils the adhesions merely con::;ist of delicate and

easiiy lacerated cellular bands.
It is a well established fact that the tubercular granulations on the FZurface of the peritoneum have no tendency to perforate this membrane; but
that the perforations which are occao;ioually found, especially in the walls
c,f the intestine:::, are due to the development and softening of the sub-peritoueal tubercles, which always tend to penetrate into its cavity. This same
law holds elsewhere, and it is on this account that the adhesions which so
constantly form between tuberculous membranes are of such great value
in preventing the escape of foreign matters into the serous cavities. In
the intestines this actioa can be traced even further, and when tubercles
exist under both layers of the peritoneum at a point of adhel'!ion be·
tween two folds of intestine, as softening advauces, the layers of peritoneum are destroyed, and the little collec.:tiolJ of tuberculous pus remains
confined only by the inner coats of the two layers of bowel. Sooner or
later these also break down, the softened tubel'cle is discharged into the
bowel, and a direct communication established between distant parts of
the intestinal canali as between a fold of the ileum and tlie asceudiug
or descending colon . This perforatiou, then, is not caused by tuberculous
ulceration of the mucous membrane; nor does this latter affection bear any
fixed relation to the degree of tuberculization of the peritoneum.
There is generally some deposit of tubercle in the mesenteric glands in
these cases; and when the splenic portion of the peritoneum is involved,
we frequently find an abundant deposit in this organ .
Tuberculization of the mesenteric glands, or ta bes mesenterica, offers few
anatomical features in addition to those present in bronchial phthisis. It
is 1 moreover, far from being a frequent form of the disease, for although,
according to Rilliet and Barthez, some tubercle is found in these glands
in one-half of all tuberculous subjects, it exif::lts in considerable quantity
only in oae out of every sixteen of the whole number. The deposit geoer·
ally appears as infiltrated tubercle, though not unfrequeotly miliary tuber·
cles are present. The glands attain a size varying from that of an almond
to a pigeon's egg, and occasionally, from the aggregation of several enlarged
glands, a mass is formed doub le the size of the child's fist.
The capsule which surrounds them is usually more delicate and less vas·
cular than the same structure in tuberculous bronchial glands. The tuber·
cular deposit here, as elsewhere, is liable to undergo calcification or soften·
ing, the latter process being more frequently met with.
Owing both to the yielding nature of the ab<lominal walls, which do not
resist the forward growth of the mesenteric glands, and to the mobility of
tbe adjacent viscera, we never see the same degree of compression exerted
on surrounding structures, as is uoticed in tuberculization of the bronchial

glands.
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Orcasiona.lly, however, edhesions may form between a tuberculous meseotcric glaod and a fold of the intestine, and ultimately result in perforati\ln of the bowel.
In thus describing these various lesions as being all tuberculous in tbeir
es,,:;rntia l nature, we have purposely employed this term in the somew hat
inarcurate and vague sense which was assigned to it until withiu the past
few years.
Recognizing, as we distinctly do, but one l'lemcntary form of tuberculous deposit, the gray granu lati on or miliary tubercle, which may, it is
true, undergo cheesy degeneration, it is evident that many of the cases in
which extensive and uniform <:heesy deposits are found, ra ther depend
upon scrofulous inflammation of the part than upon true tuberculous for·
nm lion. It is comparatively rare to meet with such cheesy deiJOSits in the
lungs in children, while, as already described, they occur very frequently
bo1h in the bronchial and mesenteric glands. And, therefore, we are dis·
po:-ed to believe that in many cases of so-called bronchial or mesenteric
phthisis, the enlargement and degeneration of the g lands are really due to
an inflammatory process of a low and unhealthy type, excited by the pre·
vious occurrence of attacks of bronchitis or enteritis, and leuding to the
formation of a cacoplastic lymph, which soon undergoes cheesy degenera·
tion.
It is in this way, doubtless, that the comparatively numerous cases are
to he explained in which suc h deposits soften and are eva.cuated 1 or undergo
partial ahsorptioa and calcificatio n. and where ultimately the child's health
is restored. \Ve have preferrecl, however, io the present edition, for prnc·
tical purposes, to group the descriptions of these various coaditioos uoder
one common head, beiog unwilling to separate them until more extended
study shall have more clea rl y demonstrated the degree of resemblance
which exists between true tuberculous matter and such cacoplastic inflammatory formations.
SYMPTOl\IS.-Tbe symptoms of tuberculosis iu ch ildren may be studied
under the forms of bronchial phthisis; acute and chronic pulmonary
phthibis; and tuberculizntion of the peritoneum and mesenteric glands.
Bronchial l Jhlhisis.-ln addition to the general symptoms of tuberculosis,
which will be fully given under th e head of pulmonary phthisis, the most
marked symptoms of bronchial phthisis are those due to the mechanical
effect of the enlarged and h ardened glands upon the surrouuding tissues.
Our knowledge of the functious of the lymphatic glands is as yet so inaccurate that we al'e entirely unable to appreciate the symptoms of dis.
ordered action which are probably present in cases of exteush·e disease of
the~e orgaus.
Brouchial phthisis occurs in its most marked form betweeD the ages of
two and six years; and in many cases appears to be developed aft~r some
severe uttnc.:k of bronchitis, e ither accompanying measles or arising \\ith·
out apparent cause.
Tbe cough which, in the early stage, is hacking nod not very troublesome, soon acquires severity :ind becomes intermittent, recurring in par~
oxysms like those of pertussis.
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The re~piration becomes habitually labored and oppressed, with a prolonged wheezing sound, as in asthmatic cases.
Tbe veins of the neck are often greatly distended, the disten~ion becoming extreme during the violent: paroxysms of coughing; the face becomes puffy and cedematous, a co1Hlition occasionally extending to the
upper extremities; and, as "West points out, the superficial vessels of the
tbornx become en larged, just as those of the abdomen do iu cases of cir-

rhosis of the liver. The obstruction to the return of blood from the superior
vcna cava is further shown by the occurrence of epistaxis, or evea of
hemorrhage into the arachnoid; and the compression of the pulmonary
tissue occasionally produces hremoptysis an.cl redema of the lungs. Dr.
Jenner has seen hydrothorax produced from compression of Lhe vena
azygos.
The cesophagus does not always escape the encroachment of the glands,
but ruay be so compressed as to produce dyspbagia.
It is hardly necessary to say that so long as the tuberculnr deposit re·
mains small, it may exist without ca using any symptoms, and it is only
when severa l glands become infiltrated with tubercle, enlarged and firm,
that they give rise either to the symptoms already enumerated, or to the
physical signs below alluded to.
Physical Signs.-In estimat ing the value of these, it is nece~sary to con ·
stantly bear in mind the fact that the enlarged and tuberculous bronchial
glands, while they still surrou nd the trachea and bronchi, also come into
contact with the spinal col umn, or, in a few cases, with the sternum. From
their solidity, and tLe consequent readiness with which they are thrown
into vibration, they transmit directly to the ear and seem to exaggerate
many respiratory sounds, which are in reality produced at a distance from
the thoracic walls, and which are either entirely uormal or dependent upon
a small amount of disease.
It is also due to these relations, that the signs, both of auscultation and
percussion, of bronchial phthisis are best detected at the summit of the
lungs posteriorly, or at the level of the vertebrre with which the enlarged
glands come into contact.
Our knowledge of these important considerations is chiefly due to the
investigations of Ri lliet and Barthez.
Pemmssion.-fo the youug child in health there is a diminution in resonance over the manubrium of the stern um, owing to the remains of the
thymus glands; but, in some cases of marked bronchial phtbisis this dulness extends both downwards and 1aterally to a varying but perceptible
degree, owing to the projection of the enlarged glands into the anterior
mediastinum.
More generally, however, as we have said, the tuberculous glands are
in contact with the spinal column, so that we find dulness on percussion in
the inter-~capular space as a pretty constant and characteristic symptom.
According to Dr. Jenner, it is common to have a cracked-pot :smind on
percussing the cartilages of the upper three ribs on one or both sides. This
is due to the fact that the enlarged glands accompanying the bronchial
tubes frequently extend under the anterior margin of the lungs, so that,
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in percu~sing, the air-containing luog is compressed between the solid mass
of glanda behind and the in-driven parietes io front, and the air is forced
out suddenly from the healthy layer of lung, producing the chinking
sound.
Au.~cullrdion often reveals true tububr breathing over the upper part of
the sterourn, exteoding almost to the base of the heart. In those cases
where a large bronchial tube is compressed or occluded, we, of course1 find
an cnfoebh:tl or extinct respiratory murmur over the corresponding lung
::figment.

Occasionally the enlarged glands compress the superior venn. cava, and
give ri~e to a permaO('llt venous hum; or a systolic ruurmur, having its

::eat of' greatest intensity at the second left interspace 1 may be produced
by t:oimilur compression of the pulmonary artery.
There i:; one characteristic, however, of this form of phthisis, which is
('~pceinlly dwelt upon by Dr. 'Vest, and which it is well to bear iu mind,
to avoid being misled. This is the frequent occurrence of great tluctua·
tic>ns in the condition nf the patieut; so thnt even when the rapid breathing, frequent cough, emaciation, auJ los8 of st rength would betoken a
1

speedily fatal issue, a pause will occur iu the progress of the <lisea!o;e, during which the diminution of any bronchitic complication, with partial disnppearnnre of the dyspucea and cough 1 and the return of flesh and strength
to the litL!e patient, all tend to awaken delusive hopes. In the great ma·
jnrity of cases, this respite is but brief, and the disea.:;e again resumes its
ommrd course; but there are well authenticated cases on record in which
the gravest symptoms have gradually disappeared. and the child has ultimately regained fair health. In these cases, the tuberculous deposit may
either have undergone cretaceous degeneration, or having softened and
formed nn opening into a bronchus have been expectorated.
The characteri~tics of bronchial phthisis, which we have been consider·
ing, rire thus summed up by 'Yest:
"].The frequent development of its symptoms out of one or more
att~U'k3 of bronchitis.
"~. The peculiar paroxysmal cough which attends it, resembling that
of inripient pertu::sis.
":l The great and frequent fluctuations in the patie11l's cou<lilioo, aud
the 0(.'Casioual and apparently cnusel(>sS aggravation hath of the cough anti
UyspuO'a."
Symptoms of Pubno1wry Phlhisis.-Valuable as :ne the general symptoms
of tuberculo:sb in lhe adult, it is in the young child peculiarly that they
rench their highest importance, owi~g either to the absence or the <iifficulty
of appreciation of' many symptoms which aid greatly in the diagnosis of
phthi;;is in adult life.
It is necessary, therefore, to examine with the greatest cure the child's
herediuuy tendencies, its past liistory, anti its appearance and physical
development. Thus it is iu cases of inherited tuberculosis that we see its
charncteri~tic features most strongly marked, in the tall, slim frame i the
firm bone:;:, \\it.h small and yielding cartilages; the delicate diaphanous
complexioo; the fine, silky hair i the active, often precocious iotelligence;
1
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the ease with which the general health is affected by slight causes, and the
peculiar proueness to catch cold 011 the least exposure. By careful attention to these and other similar points, as muC'h, or often more valuable
iuformation can he obtaioe1l in the phtbisis of childreu, than from the most
careful investigation of the physical signs.
In enumerating the symptoms, it is uunecPssary to detail those which
exist in common wiLh pulmouary phthisis iu the adult, save to point out
any particular in which tbey may differ as seen in the young subject.
The cough varies much, in accordance with the varying amount of bronchial irritation, being at one tirue scarcely troublesome, or so aggravated
and accompanied with such violent dyspncea, from some iotercurrent attn ck
of bronchitis, as to threaten immediate Jeath.
It not uafrequeatly has a somewhat paroxysmal character from the
accompanying tuberculizatiou of the bronchial glands. One of the most
marked peculiarities of the cough in the phthi.si:S of' children is the entire
absence of expectoration, since the secretions are either retained· io the
bronchial tubes, or, if raised into the pharynx, are swallowed without any
effort at expulsion.
Hremoptysis very rarely occu1·s in the early stage or during the progress
of the disease; and when it occurs as the cause of sudden death, i;g due to
the complication with bronchial pbthisis, rather than to the rupture of u.
b loodvessel in a pulmonary vomica.
The temperatw·e of the body is, as a rule, higher than normal, although
it preseuts fluctuatious on different days, and even at different hours of the
same day; av times being normal, and again rising as high as 10~ 0 , or
more. The greatest elevation of the temperature is generally noticed at
night, and is usually accompanied by flushing of oue or both cheeks; but
it is rare to find tbe colliquative nightsweats which prov_e so exbaustiug
to adnlts.
The pulse is always accelerated, and becomes very frequent as the tern·
perature rises.
The appetite is capricious, the tongue furred, and the digestion imper·
feet; the bowels alternate from·a state of' constipation to diarrhrea, and
the stools are unhealthy in appearance, being generally putty.like or clay·
colored. Naturally, with this disturbed state of the primre vim, nntrition
is seriously impaired, and the child steadily loses flesh and strength. In·
deed, in very many cases, the little patient presents merely the :symptoms
of impaired nutrition, becomes languid and drooping, and loses appetite,
strength, and flesh, for many weeks before the development of cough reveals
the lungs as the seat of the disease.
Physical Signs.-,Ve have alrtady remarked the fact thal. in the iovesli·
ga.tiou of phthisis, the physical signs are of much less value in the ca~e of
children than in adults. This arises not only from peculiarities of the
physical and moral organization in childhoo<I, but also from the mode in
which tbe tuberculous deposit takes place. Thus, as a rule, the deposit of
tubercle in the lungs of children is more generally diffuse<l and uniform;
so that we lose to a great degree the advantages derived in adults from a
comparison of the results of am:cultation and percussion in one part, with
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tho::e obtained in another. For the same reason, we are also deprived of
tbu::<e !::igus which, in the adult, are developed in a single point: as, for instance1 the coai'.'M breathing, which is of so much diagnostic importance as
ooe of the en.rliest !-iigns of the deposit of tubercle at the apex of the lungs.
Another i;:ource of difficulty and error lies in the fact already alluded
to, that the brouchiill glands, when enlarged by the deposit of tubercle,
ns so constantly happens in conjunction with the pulmonary phthisis of
ehilclren, are brought into contact with the thoracic.: walls, and transmit
many ~ounds with intensified force. It is thus that prolongation of tbe
expiratory sound beneath the clavicle, aad jerking respiration, lose much
of the importance tbey have as signs of the early stage of phtbisis in
adults. For although, when heard in cliil<lre11 1 they should always he regarded as probable evidence of phthisis, they have frequently been noticed
in cn,.es whose progre5s shows the tubercular deposit to have been, at the
mo!St 1 trifling. Iu the same way, caution must be used not to mistake the
blowing sound, mixed with moist riiles, which is thus transmitted from a
comprei:sed bronchial tube containing mucus, for a large tubercular vomicn.
The only way in which this mistake, and the consequent too uufavorahle
proguosis ran be avoided, is by compariug daily the results of auscultation
and percussion, and noticing whethe1· they remain exactly the same, or
whether, while the duluess on percussion over the enlarged glands persist~,
the results of'auscultatiou vary from day to day with the varying amount
of comprr~sion of the bronchus and the uature of its contents.
A still further source of difficulty results from the loss of all the information which is derived, io older persons, from the vocal resonance and
its altenttioos; althollgh it is occasionally possible to draw reliable conclusion ii from the resonance and fremitus of the cry or cough. Aud again,
owing to the excitability of chilclren patient an<l prolonged observation is
required, both as to the situation, degree, extent, aud duratiou of any inequality of breathi11g 1 before any conclusion can be drawn from it.
Finally, the extremt: resonance of the thorax in early life tends to vitiate the results of percussion by preventing the recognition of fine varia~
tious of sonority, such as are readily detectefl in more advanced life.
We have thus far been considering lbe symptoms of pulmonary phthisis
in its mmnl moderately acute form 1 but it is necessary to be aware that in
!iOlllC cases it deviates from this course, being at one time extremely rapid 1
and at anotber very chronic in its progress.
Ju the acute cases, we often fintl that there has been a previous deposit
of tubercle or of caseous inflammatory exudation in different parts of the
economy, though to so small an extent as s~arcely to have interfered with
nutrition or the performance of' tbe functions, or to have attracted the least
attention.
In ~uch a state of system, death may be produced iu a few days or weeks
by au acute development of tubercle. 'Vhen this ol:curs in the lungs, it
is not uufrcquet1tlyaltended by inflammation of the pulmonary parencbyma,
constituting tuberculous pneumonia; and, whatever may be the view enter·
tained ns to tbe relatiou between the inflammation and the tubercular deposit, the recogoitiou of this latter element is of the greatest importance,
from its bearing 011 the treatment to be adopted.
1
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In tuberculous pnewnonict, in addition to the hereditary tendency and
past history of the childJ we rarely find the same heat of ::-kin or va~cular
excitement as in pure pneumonia. The degree of oppression of the cheiit
is also, from the beginning, out of proportion to tJ1e catarrhal 9r bronchial
symptoms with which the case sets in. Aud auscultatiou reveals both that
the amo~nt of inflamed lung tissue is not sufficient to account for the dy~p
ncea, and that the rfdes developed are of the subcrepitant a.nil mucou"
varieties, rather than the true fine crepitant 1ale of uncomplicated pneu-

monia.

In the chronic form of phthisis alluded to, the symptoms may be prolonged during several years. They consist of Progressive emaciation,
chronic cough, with or without exp~ctoration according to the age of the
patient, and the physical signs of more or less advanced tubercular depo:-1it.
In favorable cases, it is not unusual for some degree of temporary improve·
ment to occur in the general symptoms, and in some rare cases the child
slowly re~ains good health, and the physical signs gradually diminish,
leaving merely some dulness and feeble respiration at points where positi\'e
signs of advauced pulmonary c1i1:1ease previously existed. It is needless to
add that in such cases the 11ature of the morbid condition present hns
probably been of a chronic inflammatory rather than of a truly tuberculous character.
Symptoms of Tuberculous Pel'itonitis.-The peritoneum may either become
implicated late in the course of general tuberculosis, or it may be the first
structure. involved. Apart, howt:ver, from the general symptoms of tbe
tuberculous cachexia which in some cases precede its appearnuce, there are
few symptoms of much diagnostic value during its early stage. Thus the
child retains its appetite and spirits; does not lose f:lesh rapidly; and only
complains of occasional and apparently c:iuseless abdominal pain . This
condition does not, however, last long; the nutrition soon fails, tbe appe·
tite becomes capricious, the bowels irregular, the colicky pains more frequent and severe, and the abdomen acquires au abnormal size and appearance. These symptoms, however, merit a more detailed allusion. The
tongue rarely indicates, either by dryness or furring, any serious disturb·
ance of the digestive functions. The bowels are almost invariably loose,
or alternations of constipation and diarrhoo1 present themselves, the stools
usually being unhealthy in appearance. This condition freqnently appears
to depend upon inflammation or tuberculous ulceration of the intestines.
Vomiting is not usually present; it is rarely spontaneous, and merely con·
sists in the occasional rejection of alimentary matters.
Pain in the abdomen has been mentioned as one of the earliest symp·
toms. It is rarely constant or confined to the seat of the lesion, bnt is
rather shifting, intermittent, and colicky in its nature, recurring with
greater or less frequency. There is also tenderness on pressure over the
abdomen, which becomes especially marked during the later stages of the
disease, though in some cases tbe abdomen remains inrlolent throllghout.
At a variable period after the appearance of the preceding symptoms, and
sometimes simultaneously with the occurrence of colicky paim, the abdo·
men undergoes a marked modification in its size and shape. It becomes
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ten~e

nud large, an<l a!'l..;ume:t an oval or globular form, the depressions
and foii~re being all elf.1.ced. It generally retains its tympani tic note upon
percu;;-sion ; nnd in proportion ns the distension iucreases, the sound may
become more and more tympnuitic. It is not, however, rare to note that
careful nod gentle percus~ion gives irregular areas of impaired resonance,
due to the presence of layers of lymph coating the visceral or parietal
peritoneum nl those points. The tension often varies without any ap·
parent cau~e; and when it is much diminished, an imperfect sense of
fluctuation may be obtained by filliping the sides of the abdomen. This
sign is rarely due to any a!l;citcs being present, but is beyond doubt rightly
explained hy Rilliet and Barthez as due to the transmission of the impulse
of the hand by the agglutinated intestinal mass.
It is only in very exceptional cases that even the most careful percussion
or palpation will detect any inequalities in tbe abdominal walls, due to the
prc..-ence of I urge tuberculoul) patchefl. In every case in which the last·
named ohRervers detected aoy abdominal tumor, the omentum was found
to be the chief !-Seat of the tuberculous deposit.
After this condition of the abdomen has per:=i~ted some time, the dis·
tended skin de8qunmate!'l, and ai:;surnes a rough and dirty appearance i
nnd the cutaneous veios of the abdomen become prominent and dilated,
owing to the ob:;truction to the abdominal circulation. Deep iospiratiuns
o.re apt to cautSe pain owiog to the descent of the ditlphragm, and the
breathing become!'l shallow aud thoracic in type from this cause as well as
from the dititension of the abdomen.
As the Cn!'le progresses, and the general symptoms a!'lsume more gravity,
the:-e local symptoms become more prooounced. Like all forms of tuberculosis in children 1 however, the advance of this disease is rarely uniforru,
and intermbsions and fluctuations in the symptoms are often noticed . To·
ward the close of life, all the :=ymptoms usually undergo aggravation, and
the remissions become more and more rare and brief.
Death is either produced by the advance of tuberculous disease in the
lungs, or by tubercular meningitis; or the Jittle patient sinks frum sheer
exhaustion under the persistent diarrhcea aod the repeated accessions of
peritoneal <li:-oease.
Symplomtt of Tuberculo.<Jis of the jJfe.m1leric Glunds.-The symptoms of
thifl condition are evea less positive and diagnostic thnn those of tuberculous peritonitis. 80 long as the glands remain only moderately enlarged,
buried a!oi they are beneath the small intestine, it is impossible to detect
their pre13eace, especially as ibe absorption of chyle may not be materially
interfered with.
\Ye have already mentioned, moreover, the cnmpnrntive rarityofsymp·
toms clue to the pre.:i:sure of the eulargecl glanrls upon neighboring struc·
lures, ~uch as perforation or compression of the inte~tines, and dilatation
of the cutaneous veins, or cedema.
The modifications of the size and shape of the abdomen occasionally
furnish useful informatioa. Jl is rarely so large nod ten<1e as in tubercu·
lous peritonitis, and its shape is rather globular than oval.
44
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There is scarcely any tenderaess on pressure over the abdomen, uule.\los
there is some accompanying peritouitis.
The only really pathognomonic symptom, indeed, is the detection of the
enlarged glands by palpation. This, however, is far from being possible ia
all cases, even when the bulk of the glands is very considerable, as they
are frequently covered and concealed by tbe intestines.
It is, in fact, only in those cases where the abdomen is supple and relaxed, that we can establish the presence of the tumor, which is usually
lobulated, varyiug in size from a hen's egg to a large orange, and seated
in the neighborhood of the umbilicus.

The digestive system here also presents more or less marked disturbances; the bowels in pa1'ticular being loose, a condition generally clue to
the existence of tuberculous ulceration of the intestine. It is probable
that in most cases the disease of the intestinal mucous membrane is primary, and leads to irritative hyperplasia of the mesenteric glands, which
ultimately undergo caseation and become the seat t)f tuberculous formation.
Tbe general symptoms which accompany tuberculization of the me~en
teric glands alone, are often uot so marked as when other orgnus are
affected; in fact, l\IM. Rilliet and Barthez assert that they have not met
with a case iu which tl1is affection, isolated from all others, has prnduced
any considerable emaciation. This does not, however, correspond with
our own observation, since we have met with cases where the interference
with general health and the attendant emaciation were very marked .
DURATION.-The duration of tuberculosis in children, as might have
been expected, varies considerably according to the position and surround·
iugs of the pA.tients. In large hospitals, where the children have not the
advantage of the best hygienic influences, the majority of cases terminate
iu from 3 to 7 months, though occasionally protracted to upwards of 2
years. Iu private practice, on the other hand, many cases of chrouic
pbthisis are met with, in which the disease coutinues for 3, 4, or even 5
years before producing death. It is extremely difficult to assign any
probable duration for either tuberculous peritonitis or tabes mesenterica,
as they can rarely be diagnosed during the early stages of their development.
DIAGNOSIS.-The danger in regard to the diagnosis of phtbisis in children is not so much of entirely overlooking the nature of the disease, as of
over-estimating its amount. \Ve have already given the reasons why the
physical signs of pulmonary and bronchial tuberculosis in children are less
reliable and more difficult to appreciate than iu adults. A proper atten·
tion to the hereditary tendencies and individual history of the child; a
close scrutiny of its physical conformation and development, with au in·
telligent interpretation of the physical signs, will, however, generally suffice to prevent any serious error.
In the earlier stages of the more acute forms of phtbisis, the disease with
which it is most apt to be confounded is remittent fever; from which it
may be distinguished by the history of malarial exposure, by the defi11ite
commencement of the ease, and by the very marked exacerbations which
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occur towards night, attended with high fever, great heat of skin, and considerable delirium. ln its more chronic forms, the diagnosis of pulmonary
phthieis from chronic bronchitis is often attended with the greatest difficulty. In fact, the physical signs of the two conditions are frequently rn
entirely analogous, that it is only by the general symptoms of tubercul osis,
the greater amount of hectic irritation, the more rapid emaciation, ard
the frequent supervention of tubercular deposit in other organs, that a
diagnosis can be es ta bl ished.
We have a lready dwelt upon the value of abnormal development of
the abdomen as a symptom of tubercular peritonitis. There are, howe\·er,
many cases of simple functional derangement of the intestines, in which
no suspicion of tuberculous deposit can be entertained, where this :o.yruptom is also noticed. It. is due to this circumstance that tubercu lar di~ease
oft.he peritoneum and meseute ri c glands was formerly considered of such
frequent occurrence. A careful regard, however, to the age of the patient
(for simple di::;tension of the abdomen occurs generally in infancy, whilst
tuberculo us peritonitis is most frequent after the age of 3 years), and lo
the effects of simple remedies, will usually remove any doubt.
Ascites from other causes than peritonitis is not very rare in young
childreu; but may be distiuguished by the distinct fluctuation on palpation, by the symmetrical arrangement of dulness on percussion which
occupies t.he dependent parts of the abdomen and which is greatly influenced by changes in the position of' the body. In peritonitis, on the other
hand, fluctuation when present is rarely so distinct and genera l, and a
gentle percussion will often reveal irregularly distribu ted areas of relative
dulness, alternating with tympanitic resonance, which are only to a moderate extent influenced by changes in the position of the ch ild 's body.
The character of tbe breathing should be carefull y studied, siuce, in cousequence of the distension of the abdomen and the pain caused by auy
downward pressure of the diaphragm, it assumes in the highest degree the
thoracic type.
Whilst it is usually possible, by attention to the above conditions, to
determine the existence of peritonitis in chi ldren, it must be borne in mind
that the disease is not always of tuberculous nature, but that subacute
idiopathic peritonitis occurs in children, and may terminate favorably
under ::;uitable treatment. We have met with some most interesting cases
of this character, a nd Kersch of Prague (q uoted in London Medical
Rerord, Ocwber 16th, 1876) hns published an instructive article on the

subject.
The cases wh ich are most apt to be confounded with tabes ruesenterica
are those in whic h abdominal tumors, due to some other cause, are preseot. Thus, iu extensive tubercular deposit in the omentum, we urny have,
iu addition to the general symptoms of tuberculosis, a well-defined tumor
about the middle of the abdomen. The greater degree of tenderness of
the abdorneu, nud the mobility in this case, may, however, serve to di!:!tinguish it. Again, it is not rare to find in cases of digestive derangement, where irregular action of the bowels with more or less pain may
have been present, a distiuct and on ly slightly movable tumor in the
abdomen, due to the impaction of the intestine with hardened freces.
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A careful consideration, however, of the position of these masse~, which
is generally in one or the other iliac fossa; their entire painlessne::s
anrl doughy character upon palpation, and their complete disappearance
after the administratiou of laxatives and enemata, will reveal their true

nature.
PROGNOSIS.-The very name of tuberculosis bas grown, with only too

much reason, to be almost synonymous with impending, unavoidable
death. And yet, while pulmonary phthisis shows the same fatal teudenry
in childhood as in adult life, the prognosis is somewhat less gloomy. Fvr
not only <loes well -directed treatment occasionally render the morbid deposits in the lungs in some cases of phtbisis, whose existence bas been
proved by tbe symptoms of the incipient stage, inert and obsolescent; but
in rare cases, where the deposit has advanced to softening and destruction
of lung-tissue, a cure has been slowly effected by the evacuation of the
softened tubercle and the gradual cicatrization of the cavity.
fo tuberculizatiou of the bronchial and mesenteric glands, moreover,
numerous cases have been uoticed where the glands have undergone complete calcification, and the progress of the disease has been arrested.
While, therefore, the prognosis must ever be grave and unfavorable, we
must bear in mind the possibility of recovery when tbe hereditary ten·
dency of the child is not too strongly pronounced, and the actual tuber·
culous deposit not extensive or rapidly progressing.
MODES OF DEATrr.-Having thus spokeu briefly of the prognosis, a few
words will suffice to cHll attention to the various modes in which phthisis
brings about a fatal issue in children.
In the majority of cases, death occurs from sheer exhaustion of the
powers of life, from impaired nutrition and perverted functions. In a
few instances of bronchial phthisis, death is suddenly caused by copious
hemorrhage, owing to the perforation of one of the pulmonary bloodvessels.
The immediate cause of death is frequently found in an intercurrent
attack of bronchitis, pneumonia, 01-'peritouitis; while, in other cases, the
cerebral symptoms which precede the fatal event, show that the mem·
branes of the brain have become the seat of tuberculous deposit.
It is not unusual, moreover, whether the original seat of the tuberculous
deposit have been in the ab<lomen or thorax, for marked abdominal symp·
toms to be developed towards the close of the case; the tuberculous ulcer·
ation of the intestines serving to maintain an uncontrollable and exhaust·
ing diarrbcea.
TREATMEN1'.-Prophylaclic.-In children whose parents are tuberculous,
and who in early life give evidence of delicate health, the prophylaxis he·
comes most important. The infant should be kept at the mother's breast
up to the age of fifteen or eighteen months; but in case the mother be
herself tuberculous, on no account should she be allowed to nurse the
child, for whom a healthy wet-nurse should be immediately procured. By
attention to this precaution, we have succeeded in raising children of tu·
berculous mothers, who had suckled their previous children and had lost
them nil in early life from tuberculous disease.
As the child advances in age, every caution should be paid to its food
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and clothing 1 to securing sufficient exercise in the open air, and free ventilation in its sleeping apartment. 'Vben the circumstances of tbe parents
permit it, it is of the greatest consequence that the child should enjoy the
benefits of a country life, in some healthy, invigorating atmosphere for
four or six months out at' every year.
The child should further be guarded sedulously from the ailments inci·
dent to early life, aud especially from hoopiug-cough and measles; and
the slightest disturbance of either the respiratory or digestive functions
should receive prompt and carefu l treatment i nor should we be tempted
to discontiuue these efforts, even if positive_signs of tuberculous deposit
appear.i for the po~sibility of these deposits in childhood becoming latent
or being evacuated, and the general health re-established, should never be
lost sight of.
Ourative.-Little need be said of the treatment of fully de\•eloped tuberculosis in chi ldren, si nce the same indications present themselves as in
adults, and call for the ~ame remedies. The most essential points in the
treatment are attention to all hygienic conditions, careful regulation of the
diet, and the administration of remedies calculated to improve nutrition
and primary assimilaLion.
It is indeed impossible to over-estimate the importance of maintaining
the appetite and powers of digestiou; and if these show any sign of failing, we shou ld resort to some of the bitter vegetable tonics, of which, perhaps, the combination of tincture of aux vomica, gtt. ij to v, with the
compound tincture of gentian, "R xv to xxx, according to the age of the
child , is most desirable. Ou the other hand, if we find reason to believe
that any remedy we are administering disturbs the nutrition of the child,
dill'gusts it, lessens its appetite, or rouses violent opposition at every dose,
it shonld be instantly abandoned as producing the very effect we most
desire to avo id.
The ch ild should be strongly encouraged to take nourishing food at
regular intervals, and so soo n as any of the articles of its diet become
unattractive, other preparations of sim ilar nature should be substituted.
Milk should enter largely into the diet, aod ought to be taken at least
every morning aud evening. Tend er, fiuely divideJ meat sho uld be eaten
at th e midday meal, in such quantities as the digestion will easily bear.
If marked signs of debility present themselves, a few drachms of good
brandy may be taken at intervals through the day, with advantage.
'Vhen tbe stomach does not reject it, there are few remedies whose
action is more beneficial than cod-live!' oil, given in the dose of a teaspoouful or even less, three times a day. In many instances, children
soon become accustomed to the taste of this substance1 and even grow to
relish it almost as a luxury, and to 'Ike it eagerly; in some cases, how·
ever, the taste is so unpleasant that the children refuse to take it1 and it
is, therefore, advisable in such instances to prescribe it in the combinatio n
which we have already recommended 1 at least during the first few weeks
of its administration.
In those cases where it is impossible to administer cod-liver oil internally, very good results may often be obtained here, as well as under
1
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similar circumstances in other wasting diseases in children, by the use of
the oil by inunction.
Iron and its various preparations are strongly indicated, and we can
generally find some of the milder forms which will be readily tolerated.
In those cases where there is considerable implication of' the lymphatic
glands, the i;;yrup of the iodide of iron appears especially useful, and
this may be well given alternately or iu conjunction with iodide of potassium.
Sea-bathing is strongly recommended, especially ill the tuberculization
of the glandular system; or when this is not attainable, baths in wbich
some tonic drug has been mixed may be used .
In tuberculous deposit in the peritoneum or mesenteric gland~. the diet
must be regulated with peculiar care; the most blaud, unirritating, aucl
digestible food beiog selected. If', however, de.o;pite our precaution~, dinr·
rhc.ca should make its appearance, ihe various a~tringents rn combination
with opium should be given freely. The pain in the abdomen, which is
frequently so severe in these forms of tub e rculo~i~, may be relie,·ed by the
application of siuapisms, or of warm anodyne poultices, or by gentle fric·
tiou with a sedative liniment.
'Vheo the symptoms of any intercurrent inflammation in the diseru:ed
organ present themselves, we must limit our trentmeat to the application
of a few cups or leeche::; over the part, aud the administration of a less
stimulating diet, with some mild febrifugP. 'Vben the peritoneum is involved in the tubercular deposit, and we have reason to fear an acce:::,ion
of inflammation of that membrane, there is urgent nece~sity for the use
of topical depletion in moderation; but we must, at the same time, bear
in mind the cacheclic nature of the disease, and refrain from the adoption
of any depressing plan of treatment.

ARTICLE IV.

DEFINITION; SYNONYMS; FREQUENCY.-Rickets is a constitutional
disease pecu liar to childhood, which first manifests itself by various dis·
tmbances of nutrition, and later by a specific alteration in the bones.
The disease has been known uuder a vast variety of names in many
different languages ;1 almost the only terms by which it is desigualed by
English or American authors, however, are rickets and rachitis.
An idea of the vast importance and frequency of this disease may be
gained from the statements of some uf the recent writers upon this sub·
ject. Thus Sir ,V. Jenner, whose lectures upon this subjec~ 2 present a
most original, philosophical, and lifelike description of the disease, speaks
1
1
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of it as 11 without question the most common, the most important, and in
its effects the most fatal of the diseases which exclusively affect children."
llillier 1 at the close of an excellent chapter upon rickets (op. cit. ) , presents a table showing the proportion borne by the number of cases of this
c1i5en~e to the total number of out-patients treated at the Hospital for Sick
Children, London, from wh ich we calculate that of 128,656 children
treated during thirteen years (185-1-66), not less than 8419, or 6.5 per

cent., were rncbitic; and in some years the proportion of such patients
rose as high as 9 per cent.
The statistics furn ished by other English writers, as Gee (Loe. cit.), Uerei,
nod Ritchie, support the view that in all classes of English society a
notnble proportion of the children are rachitic. In the same way the
highest German authorities, as Ritter von Hittershain and Heuocb, state
thnt the proportiou of the children treated at public institutions in that
country, who are found to be rach itic, is not less than 30 per ceot.
Of late years the attention of observers in this country has. been more
forcibly attracted to this subject, and, as a consequence, the number of
cnses in which the early and less prominent symptoms of rickets are now
recognized is rapidly increasing. In a paper on this subject by Parry, 1
which we regard as the most valuable contribution to the literature of
rnchitis which has been made on this side of the Atlantic, the writer states
that he has been "irresistibly forced to the conclusion that rachitis is
scarcely less frequent in Philadelphia thau it is in the large cities of Great
Bl'itain auJ the continent of Europe." \Ve must add tlrnt, although,
judging from our own experience, the above statement is an over-estimate,
the number of cases in which we meet with the early, or even the more
grave symptoms of rickets, is quite large both in private practice and io
connection with public institutions.
The fact that during the past twelve years the mortality returns of this
city contain but two deaths reported as from rickets, is of little importance,
aiuce so rarely is it assigned ns a cause of death even in Great Britain,
that the Registrar-General has not found it necessary to <le,·ote a column
of bis tables of mortal ity to the disease. "The secondary diseases," as
Hillier says," arn recogn ized, such as bronchitis, collapse of the lung9,
atrophy, measles, whooping·cough, or convulsions, but the primary disease,
which renders these secondary diseases fatal, is ignored."
'Ve shall limit ourseh·es to an account of the causes, general symptoms1
nuU treatment of the disease, with a brief description of the anatomical
changes in the bones, and the deformities which result, referring the reader
who desires more miuute knowledge on these latter points, to any of the
elaborate memoirs published on this disease.
CAUSES.-.Age.-Rickets is essentially a disease of childhood, and indeed
may make its appearaoce during early infancy. There are also a few
cases on record which show that it may, although rarely, occur in the
fretus before birth.

It frequently may be detected during the first six

months of extra-uterine life. Gee has noticed positive beading of the
ribs at the third and fourth weeks, and Parry at the sixth week after birth.
1
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The age at which it ceases to be frequent for rachitis to begin is variously
estimated . \Ve have observed a number of' cases where the earliest symptoms were detected during the second year; aud we should be iaclinerl to
assign as the limits of its most frequent occurrence the second or tLird
month to the close of the second year. It grows rarer after this latter
date, and many high authorities unite ia saying that it never comes on
after the completion of the first dentition in a chilrl hitherto perfectly
healthy. C)Dsiderable difference of opinion exists upon the question
whether rickets is hereditary or oat; but there seems no evidence to show
that it ever is so, in the sense, for example, in which infantile syphilis is
hereditary. There can, however, be no doubt as to the great infiueuce exercised by the health of the parents upon the de\•elopment of the disease.
It is stated by some authors that too early marriages, or marriages between relations, and chronic tuberculosis or constitutional syphilis of the
father, predispose to it. These causes are, however, of <loubtful power;
and certainly are iuoperative as compared with the very positive influence
exercised by the condition of the mother. Thue, it is well ascertained, that
whatever tends to induce debility and auremia in the mother, as too frequent pregnancies or prolonged lactation, renders it probable tbat her next
born children will be rickety. Thus, Jenoer states that it is very common
for the first, or the two vr three first born cbilJren, to be free from aoy
sign of rickets, and yet for every subsequent child to be rickety; which he
explains by the fact, "that among the poor the parents are generally
worse fed, worse clothed, and worse lodged, the larger the qumb(jr of their
children; and among the rich aad poor alike, the larger the number of
children, the more has the mother's constitutional strength been taxed, and
the more likely is she to have lost in general power." (Loa. ail.)
In addition to the tendency derived from tbe mother, there are numer·
ous causes acting directly upon the child, which strongly predispose to the
disease. These will be found to be nearly the same as those which favor
the development of tuberculosis. Thus, premature weaning, and the substitution of impl'l>per food for the rnother's milk; or, on the other baud,
the continuance of suckling long after the proper period for weaning, and
after the mother's milk has deteriorated in quality and become iosufficient
and unwholesome; or the use of indigestible, or of poor, scanty, and innutritious food at any period during early childhood, are all potent causes of
rickets. So, too, many of the acute and chronic diseases of chil<lren, which
impair assimilation and nutrition, as entero·colitis; anJ all such depressing
influences as impure water, foul air, poor ventilation, small, damp, and
dirty habitations, may be classed among the predisposing causes.
The marked alterations and deforruities of the bones, which are so characteristic of rickets, are not developed until after a more or less markEd
cachectic state of system has persisted for a time, varying from a few weeks
to seyeral months.
During this initiatory stage, the most marked symptoms are connected
with tbe digestive system. The appetite may remain good or grow capricious; and the bowels ure irregular, though for the most part of the time
there is diarrbcea, with stools which are at first greenish and mucous, sub·
qequently serous, watery, of a brownish or slate color, and horribly offen·
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si\•e. If this chronic intestinal catarrh be but slightly marked 1 the child
may retain a good deal of its fat, though frequently there is extreme ema.
ciation.
The head is frequently bathed in profuse perspiration, which occurs
especially <luring sleep, but also after any exertion, or eveu while the child
is lying quiet. The skin of the trunk and extremities is hot ao<l dry, and

even the lightest covering seems oppressive to the little patient; so that
there i.:1 a tendency to get rid of all the bed·clothiag at night.
Another symptom which makes its appearance in a certain proportion of
case1; 1 but not so constantly as the digestive disturbances, local sweatings,
and restles::;uess at night, is genera] sorem:ss and tenderness of the body,
with paiu on movement; when this is marked , the child dreads to be
moved or even touched, cries if' its limbs be pressed firmly, and will lie
almo!:it motionless for hours. According to Parry (foe. cit.), this symptom
is m~sociated with the commencing bone changes, so that it properly belongs to the early part of the second stage.
Jf the disease begins before the completion of primary dentition, the
development of the teeth is always impeded, and they arc not only cut
late, but either decay or fall very early from their sockets. The urine
does not present any constant alteration, but in a certain proportion of
cases the amouut is increased, an<l there is an excess of the phosphatic
snits, while in other instances excess of some free acid, said to be usually
lactie, has been detected. The mental condition in rickets bas been variously described i some authors regarding the intelligence as precocious,
owing probably to the isolation of the patient from other children, and his
constant association with his elders i while others assert that there is an
actual deficiency in intellectual capacity and power. At a somewhat later
pel'iod of the disease, the child acquires a peculiar staid and sedate aspect,
which, when associated with the unusual breadth and squareness of the
face, imparts a strange expression of age.
According to Roger and Rilliet, a blowing murmur may frequently
be heard over the anterior fontanelle in this disease, synchronous with
the arterial pulse. As, however, this murmur is to be heard in other
conditions, and is often absent in cases of rickets, it cannot be considered as a sign of any positive value. The causes which appear to intensify it, are the au::emic state of the blood and the patency of the
anterior fontanelle; yet Hillier states that he bas found it present in thirteen, and absent in twenty.nine rickety children whose foutaoelles were
open. According to Jurasz, this murmur originutes either in the carotid
canal or the foraruen spinosum, and is without diagnostic value. He nt:ver
found it prior to the third month or after the sixth y~ar; but between these
ages found it in twenty-eight out of sixty-eight cases, though not constant
nor always in the same place.
The phenomena above described, when present in the same case, may
certainly be regarded as positively indicative of the existence of this initiatory stage of rickets, but they are by no means invariably all present,
so that it is often impossible to <letermine the approach of the next stage
iu which the characteristic lesions and deformities of the bones make their
appearance.
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They are not, moreover, lim ited to the stage of iuvasioo, but continue,
with more or less severity, for a varying time after the bone changes have
begun . The length of this stage of invasion is exceedingly irreguhtr, and
the earliest physical signs of bone change may occur after it has laste<I a
few weeks, or may be deferred for several months after the peculiar prodromic symptoms have been marked.
Stage of Defornu'ly.-After the iuitiatory stage has lasted for a varying
time, bead-like swellings begin to be noticed at the line of junction of
the ribs and costal cartilages, which is usually regarded as the earliest
lesiou of the bones, and of the epiphyses and shafts of the long bones of
the upper and lower extremeties, giving in these latter places, as at the
ankles and wrists, a peculiar knobby double-jointed appearance. 'Vith
this, there is such a degree of softening of the bones, that they yield
readily to pressure.
Early in this stage the presence of craniotabes, or" soft spots" in the
occipital bone, may often be detected. lndeed 1 iu some instances this appears to be the first recognizable bone lesiou.
If the disease reaches this stage before the child has begun to walk, there
may be no deformity of the lower extremities whatever; but in cases where
the little patient has already been walking about, the femora bend so that
they become markedly convex forwards; the tibire bend in the same forward d irection, while the knees may be bent inwards, thus giving to the
legs a series of curvatures. The forward curvature of the femora may indeed be produced before the child walks, simply by the weight of the legs
and feet, which hang pendant from the kneeioints as the child sits in its
mother's lap or on a chair.
The bones of the upper extremities also share in these deformities; thus
the humeri bend at the point of insertion of the deltoids, from the weight
of the arms when raised by the action of these muscles; and both the humeri and the bones of the forearms become bent, from the pressure wbicb
the child makes on its open palms to assist itself in sitting up.
The clavicles are very constantly deformed, and present a double curvature; oue curve being forwards and somewhat upwards, and seated just
outside of the attachment of the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle, the other
being backwards, and seated about half an inch from the acromio-clavicu1ar articulation.
By far the most important deformities, however, are those presented by
the head, spine, thorax, and pel ds. The peculiarities by which the head
in rickets is distinguished are thus described by Jenner:
1st. By the length of time the anterior fontan~lle remains open. In the
healthy child, it closes completely before the expiration of the second year.
In the rickety child, it is often widely open at that period.
2d. By thickeuing of the bones. This is usually most perceptible just
outside the sutures, the situation of the sutures being indicated by deep
furrows.
3d. By the relative l•ngth of the antero·posterior diameter of the head.
4th. By the height, squareness, and projection of the forehead . The
first two .of these peculiarities of the rickety head are the result of the
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affection of the bones; the 1ast two are due chiefly to disease of the cerebrum.
Be... ides this thickening of the edges of the cranial bones, there are
spot~, irregularly distributed, where the bones are so thinned and rnftened
thnt they yield to the prei::sure of the fingers; and, indeed, in some cases
the thinning is so ext reme that the pericranium and dura mater come in
1
contact. Tbeae "soft spots/ which constitute the condition known as
craniotnbes, were first observed by El~asser. 1
The nature and mode of their production bas been a matter of much
di.;cu~ .. ion. By some authorities their rachitic nature has beeu denied, but
there seems to us no valid reason for doubting their ~sential connection
with the rachitic alterations of the bones. They are usually limited to
tlie occipital region, but may rarely be present over the other cranial bones.
They are never observable rnve iu those parts of the bones which are developed from membrane. At first, the spots affected are the seat merely
of softening, with perhaps some thickening; then thinning of the bone
occurs, and sub.:;cquently the entire thickness of the occipital bone is often
rcmovccl, causi ng perforations. These vary in number from one or two to
as many as twenty-five or thirty. In order to detect them, the skull should
he carefully ex:uniued by fixing the head between the hands, and then
pre:-.. iug carefully over the upper part of the occipital region and the posterior portions of the parietal boues. The diseased spots are felt to be soft
and cn~ily depressed, a11d "impart the sensation of ao orifice in the bone,
clo~cd by parcbmeat." It is uecessa.ry to use much cau tion and geutleaess
in making this examination, since any undue pre~sure may produce severe
nen·ous symptom.3, even convulsions, according to Niemeyer. It is difficult to account for the production of these spots, but the most probable
explanation is that they are dependent upon the prolonged pressure upon
the softened bone, cnused by the head resting 011 the pillow on one side,
and by the counter-pressu re of the brain on the skull 011 the other.
The curvature of the spiue varies according as the child is able or unable to walk. In the latter case, there is a posterior curvature of the spine,
be~inniug at the first dorsal, and extending to the last lumbar vertebra;
while if the child is able to walk, this posterior curvature is limited to the
Jon;nl region, but is combined with an anterior curvature in the lumbar
region. The cervical anterior curve is increased, and consequently the face
iili directed upwards, and the head falls backwards, and being unsupported,
owiug to the muscular debility, sways loosely from side to side. Jenner
poiuts out that these curvatures may readily be distinguished from angular
curv1iture, by the fact that the weight of the legs will usually remove them
if the child be held by the upper part of the trunk, especially if the phy·
sician at the same time raises the lower limbs with one hand, and places
the other on the curved spine.
The thorax is subject to deformities, which in a. practical sense exceed
all others in importance, owing to the serious interference which they occasion with the action of Lhe heart and lungs.
In the first place, owing to the curvature of the spine, the ribs are 8nt-
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teue<l laterally, and run forwards more horizontally, so tbnt the lateral
diameter of the chest is greatly diminished, while the sternum is carried
forwards, aud thus the autero·posterior diameter of the thorax is increased.

In addition, there is a marked groove on either side of the sternum, ex·
tending from the first to the ninth or tenth ribs, along the line of' junction
of the ribs with their cartilages. These grooves are produced by the bead.
ing of the ribs where the dorsal and lateral portions unite; from which
point they pass forwards aud inwards to unite with their cartilages, which
curve outwards before uniting with the sternum.
The curvatures and deformities which have been described before this
are chiefly due to the action of muscles or the weight of dependent parts;
but the production of the last-described deformities of the thorax is attributed by Jenner chiefly to the atmospheric pressure, which, during in!l-piration, causes recession of the most yielding part of the thoracic walls, i. e.,
the softeued ribs at the line of junction with their cartilage. Io consequence of the support which the liver, heart 1 and spleen furnish to the
ribs corresponding to their position, the groove extends further down on
the left than on the right eide, but is deeper over the fifLh and sixth ribs
on the right than on the left side.
The pelvis is frequently affected in rickets, and the deformities which
result, on account of the great interference they cause in childbirth in the
female, rank next in importance to those of the thorax. The rickety
pelvis is characterized by a shortening of the antero-posterior diameter, so
that the upper strait assumes an oval form, or is at times heart-shaped. In
extreme instances the sides also approximate, and give to the pelvis a triangular shape. It is evident that the form will be influenced by a number of conditions; as the stage of ossification, and the direction in which
the pelvis is compressed by the spine from above, and the thigh-bones
from below.
Partly in consequence of the diminished capacity of the thorax and
pelvis, partly in consequence of the weakness of the abdominal muscles,
the flatulent distension of the intestines, and the enlargement of the liver
and spleen which are frequently present, the abdomen is unusually prominent in rickety children.
During the development of the alterations in the bones the general
symptoms before described persist; the digestion is enfeebled, and the stools
liquid and fetid; the emaciation and debility increase; the respiration is
more or less embarrassed by the deformities of the thorax; the pulse is
quick, small, and irritable; the skin hot, excepting on the head and neck,
where it is still frequently bathed in sweat; and the general tenderness of

the body is aggravated.
In cases where the disease approaches a favorable termination, the ear·
liest signs of improvement consist in a decrease in the emaciation, debility,
and suffering; the stools become more healthy, and the febrile symptoms,
if any have been present, disappear.
During this stage of early convalescence, when the children attempt to
leave the bed and walk about, holding on to the chairs, there is great
danger of increased curvature and even of partial fractures of the bones
of the lower extremities.
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'When, on the other hand, denth occurs during the course of rickets, it
i~ rnrely from the inten,.;ily of the cachexia (which explains the apparent
anomaly of so fatnl a d~ea.se being scal'cely repre:ientecl in the mortality
return~), hut from the supervention of some secondary disease. Among
the~e, the following are enumerated by Jeouer as the most frequent causes

of death:
1. C:ntarrl1 itnd bronchitis, which are rendered far more dangerous from
the mechanical interference with respiration caused by the deformed
thornx.
:!. Albuminoid (?) infiltration of various organs, especially of the liver,
spleen, and lymphatic glands. As will be seen by the remarks in the
section on morbid anatomy, recent researches make it probable tbat the
enl11rgrmC'llt of these organs in rickets differs frnm ordinary albuminoid
change. This peculiar form of degeneration is not nnfrequently de,•elopc<l
during the course of rickets; it manifests itself by increa~ed emaciation,
extn•mc ptdlor, occasional redema and albumiuuria, and enlargement of
the affoctE!d organs.
3. Lnryngi:;mus stri<lulus, which, according to Jenner, is e:::~eutially connected rather with the nervous irritability due to rickets than with the
tardy nod difficult dentition which is itself but another expression of the
con:stitutional disea!'e.
4. Chronic hydrocephalus.
5. Convul~ions, depending, like the lnryngismus stridulus, upon the
heightened irritability of the nervous system.
6. Per.:>i~tent and severe diarrhrea, which is probably due in many cases
to albuminoid degeneration of the iute.stioal mucous membrane.
lknATIO:S; PROGNO~Is.-The duration of rickets varies so greatly, that
the cli~eu~e may be said to present an acute and chronic form.
When Lhe diathe~is is marked the hygienic conditions of the chili! very
hnfavornble, and the disease makes its appearance at an early age, its
cour~e is of'Len very rapid, and death usually follows.
When, ou the
otber hanrl, the rli!'ease does not begin till late in the second or third year,
aud when the surroundings of the child are more favorable, recovery
u~ually oN·ur~, although the disease may last fvr several years.
An unfavorable prognosis may be made, then, when the disease begins
in very enrly infancy i when it is attended with marked constitutional disturlmnces; when tbe deformities of the head and thorax are rapidly and
extremely developed; wheu n.oy of the secondary morbid couditious above
enumerated have supervened. \Vhen, on the other hand, the reverse of
tbe:5e conditions obtains, recovery may be expected, though often only after
prolonged illness.
D1Auxos1"1.-lt is only during the initiatory stage of rickets, that the
true uature of the attack is likely to be mistaken. But during this period
the db;en.-.e may be confounclf'd either with chronic entero-coliti:::, or with
tuberculo~is of the peritoneum and intestinal canal. Carefui attention to
the peculiar symptoms of rickets, especially the sweating of the bead, the
genernl sorcuc~s and tenderness of the body, and the retardation of deutition, will, howev~r, lead to a correct diagnosis, even before the swelling of
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the sternal ends of the ribs and of the epiphysinl lines of the long bones,
and the projection of the sternum, remove all doubt ns to the nature of the
case.
l\Ionnm ANA1'0:'itY.-The essentinl lesions in rickets consi!l-t of the
changes in the bones, though there are also certain lesions of the viscera.
which are frequently met with.
The long bones affected by rickets, in addition to the deformities already
described, are clumsy, and present marked swellings at tl1e line of their
junction with the epiphyses. This enlargement is due to cxce~sive <level·
opment of the spongy tissue in the extremity of the bone and the epipbysis,
and to marked proliferation of the epiph ysial cartilage. The fact that the
epiphyses widen instead of elongating, is due to the pressure nf the super·
imposed parts upon the soft proliferating layers, causing them to bulge

laterally.
The deposition of calcareous granular particles at the line of ossifiration
is also wanting, and the cartilage cells calcify before the matrix begins to
ossify, and are converted iuto bone cells.
There is tbus excessive formation of the structures which precede or
form the oidus for ossification, while there is at the same time retardation
or incomplete performance of that process.
At the same time, the diaphyses present rarefaction of their tissue, not
owing to undue softening and removal of old bone, but simply to the fact
that, while the old layers of bone are consumed by the normally progre~
sive formation of medullary cavities, the new layers which are produced
are soft ancl do not ossify.
The medullary space may ~·ench the line of ossification, or even project
beyond it into the proliferating epipbysial cartilage.
The periosteum of rickety bones is usually thickened aud highly vas·
cular.
The bones themselves become so soft that they may be bent in any di·
rection, or even cut with a knife without difficulty.
Upon section the spongy tissue and the enlarged areol::e are found filled
with a crimson pulp, containing blood globules, a large amount of free fat
in some cases, and very many round, faintly granular cells, with one or
two nuclei. According to Hillier and Parry the reaction of rachitic bones
is alkaline or neutral.
The softening of the bones is fully accounted for by the diminution in
the proportion of their calcareous salts. Thus Jenner states as the mean
of the analyses of several observers, that the bones of healthy children
yield about thirty·seven parts of organic and sixty-three of inorganic mat·
.tersj whereas those of rickety children yield about seventy·nine parts of
organic to twenty.one parts of inorganic matters. Iu addition to this, it
would appear that the organic matters themselves undergo change, since
it has been found by several experimenters that the bones in advanced
rickets yield neither chondrin nor gelatin on boiling.
The thickening of the flat bone is caused hy the formation of new osse·
ous layers from the thickened and vascular periosteum, which are especially
formed at or near the growing margins of the bones, thus accounting for
he thickened ridges near the sutures of the cranial bones.
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The thickening of the bones of the skulJ may reach a very high degree,
a thickness of i in. having been quite frequently observed. There are also
fre'luently found on the skull ev id ences of craniotabes in the form of round
or ovnl perforations of the bone, which have been observable during life
as "soft spots." These perforations are most constant and trequent in the
occipital bone, and are also found in the parietal bones, or wherever the
skull has been subjected to pressure. They are surroun<led by thickened
bone, and are produced by the wasting n.nd resorption, und er the influ ence
of pre:o!;ure, of the young and unos::;ified layers of sub-pe riosteal formation,
while the nb5orption of the inner vitreous table, which keeps pace with
the growth of the brain, proceed5 at its usual rate. In number they vary
from oue to twenty or thirty.
In addition to these changes in the bones, which are the constant and
e.•,-cnlial lesions in rickets, there are certain lesions of the viscera freqo<'ntly met with, which depend partly upon the deformities of the skeleton nnd partly up11n the gene ral cachcxia. Thus in consequence of the
peculiar deformity of the thorax, th e anterior borders of the lungs become highly emphysematous, while the band of lung ·tissue corresponding to the deep groove nt the sternal end of the ribs is compressed aud

collap>ed.
This peculiar and constantly present st rip of collapsed Jung, is due to
the rece8sion of the corresponding part of the l'ibs during inspirat ion;
but frequently there is also found exten~ive collapse of the postero-inferior pnrts of the lungs from the ordinary causes, bronchitis and impeded
rc:opirntion. Jenner has also called attention to the frequent presence in
rickets of white spots upon the pericardium, near the apex of the heart.
These spots thus correspond to the depressed part of the 6fth left rib, and
arc in all probability due to the friction of the heart agaiust this hard
knuckle of bone.
We have before alluded to the enlargement of the liver and spleen
which appears in some severe cases of rickets. This was formerly re·
gn rdl'd as due to nlbuminoid degeneration, but recent study of such orgnm:1 has made it probable that the alteration is a peculiar anJ specific
one.
The differences between this change and albuniiuoid (amyloid, of Virchow) degeneration were first pointed out by Jeuuer, 1 who showed that in
the rickety enlargement, the organs present no reaction with iodine, and
thut in the spleen there is an absence of the peculiar sago- lik e transformation of the Mu.lpighian col'puscles. Dr. W. H. Dickiuson has more recently examined this subject with en. re, and has confirmed the \·iew that
the clrn.nge in rickets differs both from alburuinoid degeneration and from
the peculiar enlargement of the spleen and lymphatic glands known as
ll odgkiu's disease. The liver in rickets undergoes an increase of size
evenly throughout it.s whole bulk; it becomes pale, containing little blood,
and is less friable than in health, hard, rl ense, and elastic. The acini are
yellowish nud arc surround ed by a piukish or grayish line, due to in crease
1

:\ledico-Chir. Trans. 1 \"ol. Iii, 1869, p. 3-59.
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of the interlobular coonf'ctive tissue. There is not, however, any bacony
tran,.]ucency as in albuminoid degeueration. The spleen is even more
markedly enlarged than the liver, so that its weight may increase from
one ounce to half a pound. The organ presents a resilient hardness whiC'h
in extreme cases was compared by Bright to the consic:;tence of a hnlf-ripe
apple. The color is generally a deep-red or purple, besprinkled with smooth
white spots, which are enlarged 1\falpighian corpuscles. The trabeculre are
much thickened, and there may be also morbid hyperplas.ia of the cellular
contents of the meshes, the corpuscles being much crowded together. The
above change is described by Dickinson, as due not to the presence of any
formation foreign to the i;;tructure of these organs, but to an irregularity of
growth which alters the Datural proportions of their tissues. The epithelin.l an<l corpuscular element is generally increased, while in the liver the
capsule of Glisson, and in the spleen the trabecular tissue, is abnormally
developed. There would appear also to be a deficiency_ of earthy suits in
these organs.
In cases where death is direC'tly due to any secondary disease, as bron·
chi tis, intestinal catarrh, or chronic hydrocephalu~, there will of cour:-;e be
found, in addition, the lesions common to such affections.
PATTIOLOGY.-The description which has been given of the symptoms
of rickets, clearly establishes the fact that it is a coustitutioaal di::!ea::ie, in
the same sense that scrofula and tuberculosis are; and we are consequently to regard the lesions of the bones as merely a local mauife.~tation
of the general cachexia. \Ve are unable, however, to a<lvance beyond
this point, since we are ignorant, not only of the essential nature of the
vice of nutrition, but equally so of the specific cause of the changes in the
bones.
The result of chemical analysis has led to the theory that the diseru!e
essentially consists in a deficiency of the calcareous salts of tLe boues;
and the attempt has been made to explain this deficiency by supposing
an excess of lactic acid in the primre vire and blood, which holds the
calcareous salts in solution, and prevents them from being deposited in
the bones. Apart from the purely hypothetical nature of this suppof:itioo, and its entire inadequacy to explain many of the most serious
symptoms of rickets, it is to be borne io mind that the excess of free
acid in the urine is far from being constant, and that the changes in the
bones are cbaracteri1,ed not merely by a deficient deposit of the calcare·
ous salts, but by their abnormal positioo, and by all the evidences of an
active vital process.
Again the marked vascularity of the bone and periosteum, the rapid
proliferation of cells, and the pain aod constitutional irritation which attend the disease, have induced others to regard the process as an inftam·
matory one. But this view is controverted as well by the etiology and
clinical history of the disease as by its constant anatomical results.
We can only assume that, in consequence either of a special predisposi·
tion on the part of the tissues themselves, or of an abnormal quantity of
some stimulus which normally excites the cartilage cells to undergo di·
vision, and the periosteum to form new layers of tissue opposed to the
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surfore of the bone, there is a. morbid activity of lhese processes resulting
in an exce.:51'i\•e produclion of' preparatory or intermediate structures, which
can only become o:ssified in aa imperfect, irregular, and slow marrner.
The pathological process is thus seeu to consist, for the mo:it part, in a
morbid accelemtion of the changes which precede the normal formation
and growth of bone.
TnEATME!"T.-lu ca~es where there is reason to anticipate the develop·
mcut of rickets 1 ns where the previous children of the mother have become
ri('kety, the utmost attention must be paid to the feeding and hygiene of
the young infunt. If careful examination of the mother's milk proYes
thut it is unsuitable in quality, a wet-nurse should be immediately pro·
vided, or if that be unaw1iu:lble, the child should be fed upon carefully
sele<•ted cow".s milk, or upon one of the substitutes for human milk de·
scribed in the nrticte on food.
80 too, after the disea,:e lrns made its appearance, the most appropriate,
nutritiou;;:, and digestible diet mu:;t be selecterl, care being taken that it
shall contain n large proportion of animal food.
The teeth of rickety children are so defective that, when they begin to
tlke solid. food 1 it is highly necessary to insure its complete mastication,
and io cases where the condition of the teeth renders this impossible, the
meat should be chopped finely and brnised in a mortar.
The child should be suitably and warmly dres.:!ed, and he taken freely
into the sunlight and open air. The use of salt-water baths, followed by
active friction of the skin, is also to be recommended .
During the early stage, when there is marked constitutional irritatiou
and paiu, the remedies used to relieve these symptoms should be alkaline
mixtures, ·uch as the effervescing draught or neutral mixture, or magne:-.ia
(Copluud), conjoined with sedatives an<l tonics. Under no circum"-ta.nces
should any depressing plan of treatment be adopted.
If the digestion be much impaired au<l diarrhrea is present, the use of
vegetable tonics, or wine of iron, with mild n~tringents nod antacids, is
indicated.
The remedy, however, from which most henefit is usually derived is co11.
liver oil 1 aud it should consequently be given 1 in conjunctiou with iron
aoJ vcgetaLle tonics, and n small amount of some generous wine, so soou
as the nature of the attack is recognized nud persevered with for mouths,
or until the disease is overcome.
The efficncy of rod~livcr oil iu the treatmeut of this disease is, indeed,
~o remnrkilhle thnt all other remedies formerly used have been supplanted
by it. Vogel a ~erts (op. cit., p. 534 ) that" rnchitis may be cured by the
ui:e of cod-liver oil alone, C\'en if the circumstances are in other respects
unfornrnble." H.ickety children usually tolerate the oil well, and even
become so fond of it that they will willingly take large doses. In some
cn~e~. however, it disagrees with the stomach and is obstinately refused by
the children i aud when this happens, so important is the introduction of
the oil into the syi;tem, that we should recommend its u:;e by inunction.
It vt>ry rarely happens, however, that the difficulty in its administration
cnnuot be overcome by having the oil prepared in the form of nu emuJ.
45
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sion 1 either accord ing to the formula recommended on page 3H6, or in
combination witb the lacto·phosphate of lime.
There can be no doubt that when rickets is rccogniz£::d in its early stage~,
and a suitable medicinal and hygienic treatment promptly instituted, it is
usually curable in a compuralively short time. \Vhen, however, the di.
athesis is strong and the case overlooked until softening of the bones has
occurred, and deformities beg in to appear, the treatment must be per::;i:sted
iu for many months or even years. In such cases, unfortunately, there is
only too great probability of the deformities increasing and becoming
permanent, even if death does not ensue from some intercurrent or superinduced disease.
Io order to guard against deformities, the little patient should lie upon
a firm, smooth rnattre~s, and high pillows should be forbidden. Niemeyer
recommends that small children should be carried out In a ba~kct; while
larger ones should be drawn about in a carriage provided with a mattrei.::t
Rilling up for any length of time, or attempts at walking, should be prohibited until the bone,.; have grown firm and inflexible.
It is not aJvi:mble, e~pecially during the earlier stages of the disease, to
employ any mechanical contrivances to prevent or relieve deformities.
During couvalesceace, however, attempts may be made to control the
deformities by menus of leather or pasteboard ~p li nts .
In the treatment of any iutercurrent affl!ctions it must be remembered
that we have to do with a condition of malnutrition and enfeebled vitality,
so that all remedies of a depressing character must be scrupulously avoided.

ARTICLE V .
CONGENITAL

SYPflll~rs .

INFA~TILE syphilis may be either inherited or acquired subsequent

to

birth. As, however, the characters of the latter form do not differ materially from those of acquired syphilis in the adult, we shall limit our
description to hereditary syphilis.
Careful clinical observation appears to have clearly demonstrated the
following facts with rf'gard to the transmission of' syp h ilis, in addition to
the d irect contagiousness of both the primary and secondary manifestations:
That the embryo in utero may be infected, if either of the pareots have
constitutional syphilis at the period of conception, no matter whether the
disease be latent, or if secondary or tertiary symptoms are present. That
if both parents are syphilitic the child will more surely suffer from the dis·
ease, and in a more severe form. That if the mother, though healthy at the
time of conception, contract syphi lis during the first six or seven months
of pregnancy, the child will probably be infected. That when the mother
nfecrs the embryo, the disease is probably more severe than when the
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father aloue is syphilitic, and thus such embryos usually perish, and are
premnturely ca,.:t off by abortion, so that the grent majority of children
with CO!lf,"Cnital syphilis have inherited it from their father. While the
ltt'."t statement is almost univer~a\Jy admitted, there are some authors, as
1
ll utchinsou, who do not admit the greater severity of the disease when
the mother is the source of contagion. Finally, that a syphilitic father
may infect the ovum without cootaminating the mother's system, though
the mother may subsequently her::1elf be infected by the embryo.
la very many cases, though unfortunately not in all, the infected em·
bryo pcrh~he~, and abortion fullows. \Vhcu, however, such infants are born
Jiving, they usually pre5ent no trace of syphilitic disease at birth, but may
appear well nouri~hed and healthy. Occarsioually, however, children have
h('Cll ob,;crved who pre::;ented, at the time of birth, copper·colore<l blotches
upon the ::;kin, coudylomata, or mucous patches.
Jn the majority of cases the fir~ti:;ymptoms of the di.:;ea~e appear between
the fifteenth and thirtieth da.y:s after birth, though in many iustances .n.lso
during the secoud month. Thus of 1.)8 cases collected from v.n.rious sources
by Di<lay,' the di~ea.se showed it!:ielf'During 1st month in
fl
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So thnt 131 children out of 158, or 83 per cent., presented evident symp·
lotm~ of' syphilis before t he end of the second month .
Among the earlies( evidences of the disease are the signs of failing nu.
tritiou. The infant, who bas grown well, and has been plump an<l appar·
ently \'igorous for a few weeks , begins to emaciate, the features become
pinched, the skin assumes a dry, sflllow,shrivelled appearance, and pre::;eots
patches of yellowish-brown discoloration, e~pecially on the prominent parts
of the face; the voice becomes feeble, whimperiug, aud plaintive, and the
infant soon acquires a remarkable expres::-ioo of premature old age.
The appearance of the s.kin has been most minutely described by Trow~
~enu1s West/ Diclay, and others, nod is io a high degree characteristic of
Lhe disease.
In additioo, however, to these general symptoms of nmlnutritiou, there
soon appear the sigus of constitutiooal sypbili~, familiarly met with in
the adult, ns well as some which are peculiar to the disease in iofancy.
The~e symptoms now to be described beloog partly to the secoodary and
1 _\rL. Con"ltitnlional Ryphilis in H.cynolds's Syst. of Med., ,·ol. i, pp. 297 und 315.
1
' Infantile Syphilis (8yd. Hoc.), 1$59.
C'lin. '.\f~d., :?.)me ed., 1865, t. iii, p. 201.
1866, p. Ji7.
ed.),
.-\m,
(-llh
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partly to tl1e tertiary stage, for it is a peculiarity of infantile syphilis that
the evolution of the symptoms does not follow so orderly a course as in
syphilis of the adult. The symptoms most frequently met with are certain affections of the skin and mucous membrane. The former may manifest themselves before the latter, simultaneou;; with them, or later i not
rarely, however, the skin is the first tissue attacked. The cutaneous eruptions do uot appear iu any fixed order of succession, but are subject to

marked variations.

They may appear in a macular, papular, pustular,

or bullous form, and thus produce roseola, erythema, mucous patches, acne,
impetigo, ecthyma, and pemphigus. Certain of these eruptions maoifei;t
themselves sooner and occur more frequently than others; nnd some pre·
11erve their original form throughout, whilst others frequently combine.
'fhey may invade the whole surface of the skin, but generally have certain
places of election, and a particular manner of grouping. Some of them
differ considerably in appearance from those of acquired syphifo:, and present feature3 which distingu ish thlim from non·specific eruptions. They
are contagious; their color, iu the majority of cases, is of a peculiar coppery hue, or yellowish-red, and varies in different stages; they are rarely
attended with itching or smarting; they are annular in shape, and are
prone to relapses.
Roseola is generally one of the first manifestations of constitutional
syphilis, and is characterized by spots or pntcbes of a bright or brownishred color. The spots occur usually upon the abdomen, the inner surface
of the thighs, or the lower part of the thorax. They are irregularly rounded,
circumscribed, nod vary in size from a finger-nail to the palm of' the haud.
They rarely disappear upon pressure, aud finally fade away as dark ·gray
stains. Syphilitic roseola has occasionally beeu mistaken for simple roseola, measles, and scarlatina. This need not happen, however, if we remember Lhat in scarlatina the erupt ion is most marked ou the neck and
upper part of the chest, is of an intense red color, disappears upon pre&;ure,
is punctiform, and has au accompanying angina that is more severe. In
measles the eruption occupies the face and is crescentic in shape; be~iJes
there are coincident catarrbal phenomena, such as coryza and bronthitis,
which nre absent in syphililic roseola. In simple roseola the eruption i':I
of shorter duration, disappears upon pre::;sure, itches, and does not leave
behind it aoy of the dull·gray stains before meutioned. At times the
syphilitic roseola ie so extensive that the whole of the lower portion of the
body is covered by a sheet of erythema. Again, the erythema may attack
the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet, the skin peeling off in thin,
dry flakes. Intertrigo and simple erythema are apt to be confounded
with this eruption, but they appear in situations ' and forms, and from the
iufluenceof causes which distinguish them at once from a venereal exauthem.
Not infrequently the erythematous spots as3ume a papulated form, very
slightly promineut 1 of the size of a finger-nail, and with a curved border.
1
This maculo-papular eruption is considered by some authorities as the
most frequent syphiloderm occurring in the infant.
1

Duhring, Treatise on Skin Diseases, Philadelphia, 1881, p. 496.
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Papules appear as both dry and moist lesions. The <lry papule occurs
le>:~ frequently thn.n the moist kiud, is broad and flat, with a glazed sur·
face, and usually presents a superficial desquamation. At firist it is of a
red color, but afterwards assumes a tawny hue. It occurs most usually on
the upper half of the body. The predominance of the moist papule, or
11
mucous patch," is to be found in the fact 1 that. papules occupy by choice
skiu that is" thin, moist, and exposed to constant friction," and that just
as !loon as formed they are u macerated by the uormal moisture of the part
affected, which approaches the character of the mucous membranes."
They are slightly elevated, of varying size, have au ashy·white or diph~
theritic color, and are covered with a thick glistening secretion. l\fucous
patches are almost invariably present in cases of congenital syphilis.
They affect especially the region around the umbilicus, vulva, scrotum,
anu~. axil la, nod corners of the mouth. Occasionally they appear between
the toes and fingers, behind the ears, and about the alooof the nose. Wher~
ever moisture, warmth, and friction are present, there they most commonly
are seated. 'Vhea not treated they increase iu extent, but do not become
deeper.
Rhagades or fissures sometimes form ia the skin, in the flex:ures of the
joints, particularly in those of the fingers and toes, and may assume the
character of moist papules. Tbey also occur at the junction of the skin
and mucous membraaes, as on tbe lips, and at the verge of the anus..
These rhngades bleed upon any stretching of the parts, and by their lacer·
atiou so much pain is caused, that when the mouth is affected, the child
dreads to smile, talk, or suckle i and when they are seated on the anus,
defecation is attended witli extreme suffering. Dry, scaly, or squamous
eruptions are quite rare in infantile syphilis.
Hyphilitic pustular eruptions, in new·born infants, may appear in the
form of acne, impetigo, or ecthyma, and are peculiar in that they do
not belong to auy particular period of the disease. A form of acne,
attended with the semblance of indurated pustules which leave little depressed cicatrices, is not infrequently met with. It is observed principally
on the back, buttocks, shoulders, and chest
Impetigo attacks the face as numerous pustules, which soon .coalesce.
These burst1 and the pus drying the children are covered with an un.
sightly and horrible mask . The chest and neck may rarely be invaded,
but the first eruption never oversteps its original situation. The diagnosis
between syphilitic and simple impetigo is easily made out wLen we re·
member that in the latter there is commonly an eruption of like nature on
the scalp, which is absent in the former, but has no ulceration under the
crusts, and none of the many other symptoms that are present in syphilis.
Ecthyma seldom appears in the early stage of the~isease. It occurs on
the legs and bu~tocks as dark colored patches. These soon become converted into pustules in which the pus is mixed with blood. Subsequently
there is ulcerntion and loss of substnoce. It is reailily distiuguisherl from
ordinary ecthyma, which only occurs in adults and old people. Of the
1

Diday,op. cit.
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bullous form of eruption pemphigus is the most characteristic. It is also
the first eruption to appear, not rarely being present at birth, nnd never,
according to Niemeyer/ commencing later than the end of the first week.
It usually appears fir.st on the palms and sules of the feet, and may afterwards spread to various parts of' the surface. It begins as small round
spots, of reddish color, which become converted io a clay or two into bullru
These burst, leaving irritable excoriation~,
filled with turbid fluid.
and are succeeded by fresh crops of similar vesicles. The early appeuraace of pemphigus is of most fatal import, though in some cases recovery
gradually occurs in the course of a few weeks.
Next to the cutaneous eruptions, the affections of the mucous membranes
are the most frequent. Thus coryza, of a serious and most obstinate form,
is one of the most constant symptoms met with, and presents here all the
characters fully described in our article upon that subject. The na~al
mucous membrane is so much swollen that breathing and nursiug ure
seriously interfered with. There is a profuse discharge from the nostrils,
either of a thin, irritating flui<l, which flows over the lip and excoriates it,
or of a thicker pus, which tends to concrete and form thick, discolored
crusts. The obstruction to respiration, and the accumulation of secretion
in the nasal cavities, g ive rise to a peculiar snortin g or souffiug quite
characteristic of the disea::c.
There is apt to be, at the same time, a superficial diffuse inflammation
of the mucous membrane of the mouth and throat, which may extend into
the larynx, causing, in conjunction with the coryza, great alteration in the
cry or voire, which is hoarse, aad has been under such conditions compared by \Vest to the sound of a child's penny trumpet.
Despite the ~everity and obstinacy of tbe coryza, there comparatively
rarely occurs any ulceration of the mucous membrane, or necrosis of tlrn
nasal bone!:!, or of the lrnrd palate. In a few cases, however, we have observed depression of the bridge of the nose in consequence of the destruction of tbe nasal bones and perforations of the septum between the nostrils
or of the hard palate, and West records a case in which there was necrosis
of the hard palate in a young infant.
\\'hen mucous patches occur on mucous membranes they are seen most
frequently in the mouth and at the anus. They may form io all parts of
the moutb 1 but generally occupy either the furrow which unites the gums
and lips, or the cheek, edges and tip of the tongue, soft palate, roof of the
mouth, ton~ils, and half arches. They present e~srntially the same foatllre:;
as thuse occurring on the skin, but are less prominent, and ulcerate much
more rapidly. CoJJdylomata are prominent mucous patches, which are
either ha.rd and warty, or fungus-like granulations, according as they otcupy exposed surfaces or moi8t clefts. They are most frequent at the
orifice of the mouth nud anus, though they may also form elsewhere upou
the ski11. In consequence, probably, of the softening and ulceration of these
growth:;, large, sinuou:::, irregular ulcers may form in such positions, extending for some distance into the surrounding skin.
1

Textbook of Pract. 1\Icd. (Am. Trans.), 1869, vol. ii, p. 700.
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Stomatiti~ nnd aphth:e ma)· be confounded with mucous patches occurring
ia the mouth i hut, according to Duhriag, 1 the ulcerations of storuatitis can

be

distiogui~hed

by their gray color, aud by the redne.-=s and swelling of

the surrounding parts. Aphthro are seated upon an inflammatory base,
are circular, isolated, and have distinct margins and areolre. They also
occur in successive crops, and are generally attended with derangement
of the stomach.
In a few ca~e!', iritis occurs i and so too the deeper seated tissues of the
globe, as the vitreous humor, retiua, or choroid, may become inflamed.
Death very frequently em:mes before the end of the first year, either in
con!'equence of the severity of the coryza and the inability to nourish the
little patient, or i11 consequence of the profound cachexia and am:emia, or
the development of some of the visceral lesions, to be hereafter described.
When, however, owing to judicious treatment, or the comparatively slight
development of the early symptoms, the child survives, the disease frequently sub,_i,Jes about the eud of the first year ; but often, after remaining
latent for n. variable time, reappears in the form of tertiary symptoms.
Accordiug to Ilutchin.;:on, this tertiary epoch may begin at nny period
after the fifLh year, but is commonly delayed till at or near the period of
puberty. In addition to the traces which may remain of the earlier symp·
toms, such as little pits aud scars upon the skin, alterntions in the form of
the nose from long·standing na~al obstruction, or nctual disease of the nasal
bouc~, there are several very characteristic symptoms amongst the Inter
mnnifei:-tations.
Amoag these is a peculiar alteration of the permanent inci~or teeth, 6r..;t
described by Mr. Jonathan IIutchin!'on. Although we are not altogether
dispo.~ed to attach the overpowering weight which Mr. llutchinsou does
to the evidence furui:;;hed by this alteration C>f the teeth, of the existence
of inherited ~yphilis 1 there is no doubt that it is an important sign, and we,
therefore, quote in full his <lesc1·iption of it (foe. cit., p. 317):
"In thc~e patients (those suff'ering with inherited syphilis), it is very
common to find all the incisor teeth dwarfed and malformed. Sometimes
the canine~ are affected also. These teeth are narrow and roun<lecl, and
}><'g·like; their edges are jagged nnd notched. Owiug to their smallness,
their sides do not touch, and iaterspaces are left. It is, however, the
upper central incisors which are the most reliable for purposes of diagno::;is.
When the other teeth are affected these very rnrely escape, and \'t'ry often
they R.rc rnnlformed when nil the others are of fairly good shape. The
charncteri~tic malformation of' the upper central incisors consists in a dwarfing of the tooth, which is usually both narrow and ~hort, and in the atrophy
of its middle lobe. This atropl1y leaves a single broad notch (vertical Jin
the edge of the tooth, aud sometimes from this notch a shallow furrow
pa~:-;es upwnrds oa both the anterior and posterior surface nearly to the
gum. This notching is mmnlly symmetrical. It may vary much i11 degree
iu different cases; sometimes the teeth diverge, and at others they slaat
towards each other. Iu a few rnre cases, only one of the upper centrul
1

Duhring,op. cit., p.4.98.
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incisors is malformed, the other being of natural shape nnd size. It is
only in the permanent set that such peculiarities are to be observed; the
first set are Hable to premature decay, but are not malformed."
Another valuable-.symptom of inherited syphilis at this stage, nod oue
which never occurs in acquired syphilis, is a peculiar form of keratiti:;, or

inflammation of the cornea, which has beeu termed i1iterstitial or syphilitic.
It also is usually symmetrical, and is attended by opacity of the cornere
from the format.ion of lymph in their substance. The inflammation usu·
ally subsides in a few weeks or months, leaving slight cloudy opacities here
and there in the substance of the cornea.
Occasionally also there are symptoms iudicative of grave visceral dis·
ease. Tbe liver and splern may be found enlarged and firm, and in such
cases ascites is not rare. So, too, affections of the nervous system, usually
limited to a single pair of cerebral nerves, as the auditory, and causing deaf.
ness, or the o·ptic, and causing amaurosis, are met with in some ini?.tances.
Even at this stage marked disease of the bones is rare, though nodes quite
frequently form upon the long bones; and Parrot calls attention to the
fact that, in young infants affected with congenital syphilis, even when all
other signs may be wanting, tumefaction of the bones will often be found.
These are most clearly marked on the inner surface of the tibire, on the
lower part of the shaft of the humerus, and on the Cranial bones. These
latter form rounded bumps, and may not appear before the seventh or
eighth or even twelfth month. More rarely, in very young infants (two
weeks to two or three mouths), there may be found one or two fusiform
nodosities in the continuity of long bones, which are due to semi·osseous
callus around tbe seat of au undetected fracture.
Io some few cases, the disease breaks out in the form of destructive
lupus, which is apt to be associated with serious disease of the bony tissue.
l\loRBID ANATOMY.-Tbe principal lesions found in the victims of in·
herited syphilis are iu connection with the liver and lungs; more rarely
other organs, as the brain or thymus gland, present evidences of disea~e.
The liver is at times enlarged, rounded, aud indurated, apparently the
result of diffuse subacute hepatitis, or of infiltration of the organ with the
peculiar alhuminoid substance, called .i amyloid" by Virchow. It is com·
paratively rare in children to find gummy tumors developed in the sub·
stance of the liver, with thickening and ciratricial puckering of the cap·
sule, as are so often met with in visceral syphilis in adult life.
In the lungs, gummy tumors of various sizes form, and usually present
cheesy degeneration of their central portion; and there is at times also a
form of consolidation, called by Virchow "white hepatization," which depends upon chronic catarrhal pneumonia, with infarction of the air-vesicles
with epithelial cells, in a state of partial cheesy degeneration.
More rarely, gummy tumors have been found in the substance of the
brain. The thymus glan<l is occasionally the sent of suppurative inflammation, so that, on section, abscesses may be detected in the substance
of the organ. Of course in cases where periostitis, with the formation of
Dudes, has been present, the ordinary appearances of such lesions will be
observed.
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Duo~os1s.-During the presence of the early symptoms the diagnosis

is ll:.'ually made with ease, by observing the presence of pemphigus soon
after birth; of other eruptions, with copper-colored discoloration of the
skin, appearing a few weeks later i of condylomata and rhagades; and of
coryza, stomatitis, and laryngitis. The general symptoms are also peculiar, e~pecially the physiognomy nod the discoloration of the skin. Aud
we s:hould, in addition, endeavor to confirm our suspicion by obtaining a
clear hi tory of the parents' condition at the time of' conception.
During the later perioc~s of the disease, at or after the period of puberty,
the diagnosis is no less important, and far more obscure. 'Ve must now
rely upon the history of the case, upon the condition of other children of
the same family, upon the detection of traces of the earlier symptoms,
upon the presence of the peculiar alteration of teeth described by Hutchinson, of interstitill.l keratitis, of nodes, or of a symmetrical affection of
some of the cranial nerves.
lu deciding between the inherited or acquired nature of any case, the
poiuts which will aid us are the existence of prima1·ydisensl! of the mother
at the time of delivery ( which is rare, and can rarely be discovered even
if it have been present); the existence of secondary contagious symptoms
on either the mother or the nurse who suckled the i11fant; the presence of
notched incisor teeth or of interstitial keratitis, wh ich are peculiar to the
iuherited form i and the symmetrical distribution of all the secondary and
tertiary manifestat ions, which is asserted by Hutchinson to be also an
attribnte of inherited as distinguished from acquired syphilis.
Pnoo-sos1s.-The most unfavorable conditions in inht!rited syphilis are
the infection of both parents; the appearance of the disease soon after
birth 1 especially in the form of pemphigus; and the occurrence of rapid
and extreme emaciation. On the other hand 1 if the father a lone has secondary symptoms, and those of a mild character i if the disease do not
make its appearance till the third or fourth week; if the genera l nutrition
is not greatly impaired, and if proper treatment can be immediately instituted1 the prognosis is favorable 1 at least as regards preservation of life.
TREATMENT.-If the previous children of a mother have proved sypbilitic, it is well to subject her to a mild mercu-rial co~r:se during her pregnuucy.
ln the treatment of the infant, every care must be paid lo support its
~treugth by the most nutritious diet, if it is unable to suckle tbe mother.
It i~. however, improper to employ a wet-nurse, on account of the danger
of her being infected by the child.
In regard to medicinal treatme nt, the use of mercury is universally recommeuded during the presence of marked symptoru.s. The mercurial
may b~ given either in the form of hydrarg. cum creta i calomel i or
bichloride of mercury 1 in solution in some aromatic water or syrup;
or1 finally, it may be introduced into the system in the form of merrurial ointment by inunction. The most convenient mode of introducing it in the latter form is by smearing a flannel rolJer with mercurial
ointment, and binding it around the chilt.l, whose movements cause its
speedy absorption.
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The dose of the mercurial should be small, and it is to be conti11ued
steadily, though with caution, so as to avoid producing salivation, until a
decided improvement in the symptoms manifest!l itself. During its administration it will frequently have to be temporarily discontinued, on accouut
of gastro-jntestinal irritatiou.
So soon as the mercury is stopped, we should order the iodide l)f potassium or iodide of iron, either one or both together being emp1oyed, according to the toleration of the stomach.
\Ve should also recommend the use of cod-liver oil, and some preparation of cinchona, from an early period in the case; and even when
the child suckle:;, a certain amount of Liebig's cold extract of meat, or of
raw beef scraped fi11ely and given as directed at page 435, should be administered.
The best local application to the sores is black-wasb 1 though the condylomata usually require to be touched occasio11ally with solid nitrate of
silver.

CLASS VIL
GENERAL DISEASES RESULTING FROM SPECIAL l\IORBID
AGENTS OPERATING FROi\J WITHOUT.
ARTICLE I.

IT is only of late years that the frequent occurrence of typhoid fever in
young children has been fully recognized by medical authors. From the
date of the publication of the classical work of Louis on this disease, uutil
the year 1839, it appears to have been the almost universal belief that it
was an affection limited to adult life; and with the exception of a few
brief' and vague descriptions, which evidently referred to this disease,
though other names were used to designate it, medical literature contained
uo account of typhoid fever as it occurs in childhood. In the latter part
of 1839, however, Rilliet ( ThCse de la Faculte, 18-10; and JJialadies des
E1ifanls 1 t. ii, pp. 663-739) and Taupin (Journal des Connaissances JWd.Chirnrgicales) published sepiu·ate and independent memoirs on this subject; and since that time the occun·f>nce of typhoid fever in children has
been frequently observed and very carefully studied.
Tbe fact that it was so long OYerlooked, is undoubtedly to be explaineJ,
in great part, by certain peculiarities which the disease presents in childreu, which caused its real nature to be mistaken, and led to the application of other names.
Of these names, that of infantile remittent fever was the most frequently
used, ancl thougb thi!:i term was made to inc!Ude a number of other diseases, nud although remittent fever does occur in children, there can now
be no doubt that a large proportion of the cases so styled were in reality
cases of typhoid fever.
CAUSF.s.-Age.-Typhoid fever has been observed during the first year
of life, but is rare uu<ler the age of two years. 'Ve ha,·e, however, met
with well marked instances of it at the age of eighteen or twenty months.
It is comparatively frequent between the ages of three and eight years,
and it attains its maximum of frequency in childhood between the ages of
eight nnd eleven years.
Sex.-Tbe statistics of most authorities show a preponderance, more or
less marked, of cases occurring in boys. In some series of cases this disparity has been remarkable ( threP. to one) ; but, notwithstanding, it is
probable that in a very extensive series the difference would be compara-

tively trifling.
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Contagion: Epidemic Influence.-If typhoid fever be at all coutagiou1:,
it is so in the slightest degree. Ou the other hand, it is \\;ell koown that the
<lejecta from patients with this disease pos::ess the power of producing it
in those who are exposed to their emanatioos, or who driok fluids which
have been allowed to become in any way tainte<l by them. The noxious
vapors frQm foul sewers1 drains, or cesspools are also frequently the cause
of typhoid fever. It is, moreover, subject both to epidemic and endemic
ioflueaces in a marked degree i and it is owing to the varying action of
these causes that it presents the wide variety, in type and severity, which
will be described.
ANATOMICAL APPEARAXCES.-Tbese are strictly analogous to those
found in the adult. 'Vhen death occurs early iu the attack, the agmiuate
glands of the ileum are found.swollen, prominent, injected i the alteration being most marked in tbose nearest to the ileo-crocal valve. Later,
however, these glands ulcerate, the softening beginning either ou the
surface, and extending more and more deeply, or beginning in the tleeper
portion of the patch, so that the superficial layer may be thrown off as a
slough.
These ulcers thus destroy the mucous membrane, and present the sub·
mucous or muscular coat for tbeir base; or, in some instances, the ulcerative process may extend through the muscular and even through the
peritoneal coats. 'Ve have known the most violent general peritonitis
tn be excited early in an attack of typhoid fever, in a. girl 4 years of
age, by the simple exte11sion of inflammation, without the occurrence of
perforation.
The glands of Peyer are much less fully developed in the child than in
the adult, so that it is probable that, as Jacobi suggests, the greater mildness of typhoid fever in cbil<lhood may be tlue to the fact, noted also by
Hilliet (loc. cit.), that the ulcers are more slow in forming, smaller, and
less numerous aud deep.
The solitary glands are, iu the early stage of the disease, prominent, and
may be distended with a serous or more thick and yellowish secretion, so
as to resemble vesicles or e~n pustules. Later in the attack their mucous
covering is destroyed, and small, round, or oval ulcers, with everted edges,
remain. These ulcers are also most numerous in the lower part of the
ileum, though in some cases they are met with quite abundantly io the
large intestine.
The mesenteric glands are enlarged, softened, and strongly injected, the
change corresponding in intensity to that of the ai;minate glands in tbe
ileum, aud being most marked in those glands which are nearest the ileocrocal valve. Usually the swelling of these glands subsides without sup·
puration occurring, but occasionally this ensues, and the gland is converted
into an abscess with thin walls.
The cicatrization of the intestinal ulcers appears usually to occur rap-

idly; thus, Rilliet bas seen the process completed by the thirtieth day,
though this is probably sooner than it is entirely finished in the majority
of cases.
Ulcers of other mucous surfaces, as of the pharynx and larynx, are
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m'Jre rarely met with in chi ldren than in adults.

The spleen is nearly

always con.::;idera.bly enlarged and softened.
The blood in severe cases is dark aud uocoagulable, and the lining
membrane of the heart and large vessels is stained by imbibition. In
some ca~es quite firm coagula are met with in the cavit ies of the heart.
Even in cases where the most violent nervous symptoms have been
present, the brain rarely p resents any more positive lesion than mere congeslion of Lhe ve,:sels of its membranes and substance, with at times some
subarnchnoid effus iou. Of course, in cases where death has resulted in
conr;;equence of some compl icat ion, the lesions of the iutercurrent disease

will be found.
kY:'llPTOMs.-The gene ral course of typhoid fever is much the same in
children as in adults.
It presents also the same wide variety in its type and degree of severity,
depending upou the predominance and excessive development of some one
of the elements of the disease; and it would be easy, therefore, to divide
the di~ease into a great number of forms, according to the prominence of
euch functional disturbance; but as our object is merely to give a practica l description of the disease as met with in children, we will, in considering its course, give a brief sketch of an ordinary case, and then dwell in
detail upou certain symptoms which require special notice, as presenting
special peculin.ritics in childhood.
ln the majority of cases, the attack is preceded for some days by slight
proclrom es; the child, who orclinarly may enj oy robust health , appeari:I
languid, and is easily tired, and indisposed to play i he loses his appetite,
is re~tl~ss during sJeep, and possibly may complain of colicky pain in the
abdomen, perhaps uttended with slight looseness of the bowels. After
this state of vague indisposit ion has lasted from three or four to eight or
ten days, more decided symptoms manifest themselves, and the attack may
be said to fairly begin .
~l nre or less febrile action now appears; but this is rarely contin uous,
and for the ensuin g five or six days there are distiucL and marked remisi::io n!=, usually in the morning, but :.;ometi mes so marked noel prolonged
that it is only towards night that th e skin becomes heated, the pulse frequent, nnd the child grows restless, while, during the day, be has merely
appeared somewhat <lull and languid. The loss of appetite continues, and
becomes more complete, though thirst is marked; vomiting is apt to follow
eating, and is sometimes frequent and spontaneo us; the tongue presents a
moi~t. "hitish-yellow fur in the centre. The bowels either continue loose,
or now become so for the first time; the abdomen becomei:I somewhat large
and tympanitic, and sli ght tenderness may be present in the right iliac
region towards the close of the first week.
The strength is rapidl y lost, and the child, after the first few days, shows
no dei;ire to leM·e tbe bed. The respirations are somewhat hurried, and
are often accornpauied by sonorous rii.les and slight dry co ugh . Tbe pulse
is arcelerated, but rarely rises at this stage above 110.
The expression grows dull aud listless, uuless temporarily excited during
delirium, aud the child takes but little n otice of surround ing peraons or
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During the night there may even now be a tendency to more

marked cerebral di:;turbance, and the little patient grows \"ery restle::-;!-1,
nttets sharp, shrill cries, or talks unmeaningly.
About the end of the first week the characteristic eruption appears, first
on the upper part of the abdomen, in the form of small, oval spots, scarcely,

if at all, elevated above the surface, of a l ight rose color, disappearing ou
very slight pressure, and quite rapidly returning.
During the second week, the symptoms become more severe. The fever
is 111ore continuous, and the temperature ranges in different cases from 102°
to 105°; it may still present, however, decided morning remissions, and it
is not rare for profuse warm perspiration to occur, without having any
critical value whatever. The pulse becomes more frequent, 120, 1-10 1 even
lGO, and at the same time smaller and of Jess force. The respirations are
also more hurr ied, and, when the pulmonary complication is marked, may
be very rapid and shallow, and the cough frequent and annoying; in such
cases, auscultation reveals, especially over the postero-inferior part of the
lungs, abundant mucous or subcrepitant rftles. The vomiting ceases, and
the child will usually take the liquid food offered it; the tongue becomes
more heavily furred, and may be dry and brownish iu the centre, though
it often remains moist aud yellowish-white throughout. Thirst is apt to
d iminish, owing to dulness of the perceptions, but the child will frequently
drink greedily of cold water if tiffered to it. The diarrhcea persists, how·
ever, and the stoo ls are ochre-yellow and fluid; the belly is more tympa·
nitic, and may be extremely distended . The discharges, both of urine and
fa~ces, are often involuntary, and the C'hild does not even appear conscious
of tbem. The urine is high-colored and scanty. Tbe eruption continues
and becomes more abundant, the spots which appeared passing away and
being followed by successive crops. Sudamina 3re also frequently present, especially when sweating occ:rnrs. The mind becomes more and more
dull, though it is nearly always possible to rouse the child by speaking
loudly to it; delir ium is usually present, especially in the night, and
manifests itself in young children by restlessness, sharp, unmeaning cries,
and a wild expressiou of the face, and in older ones by muttering, or
even by attempts to leave the bed. Irregular muscular movements such
as fioccitatio and subsultus, are rarely noticed; though at times these,
and even spasmodic rig idity of the trunk or limbs, or convulsions, may
be present.
'Ve lrnve thus sketched the course of what is, perhaps, the most common
form of typhoid fover in chi ldren, where the disease begins grad ually, and
either remains mild throughout, or assumes a more grave character during
the second week.
In a certain number of cases, however, the onset of the disease is far
more sudden and violent, and the severity of the attack is manifested
from its earliest period . In this form, the prodromes are brief, or almo~t
eutirely absent; and there may be in older children an initial chill, or the
ouly symptoms present are marked debility, languor, and drowsiness.
During even the first two or three days, however, there is apt also to be
feeriuent vomiting, severe headache, or marked hebetude, and high fever,
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which u..;ually pre3ents lhe same marke<l moruing remissions and evening
ex lCerbations as in the milder form. The sleep is reSltless and di.~turbed,
nml the child either utter3 sharp cries, or, if older, talks incoherently.
The pul:-;c and re"1piration are much accelerated, flnd the temperature ~f
the "urface rapidly ri .. es, till, by the encl of the first week, it may reach
10:J or 10:3°. The cerebral di-;turbnncc may mask the presence of any
ahdominnl pain; and ns it is not u1rnsual for th e bowels to be quiet for
the fir,-t few dar, the ca,.;e way c lo;;ely simulate some acute cerebral dis·
order. By the en<l of th\! 6rst week the disease is developed in its full
!iCVf'rity. The fever i'! more nearly continuou;,,i, the morning remis~ions
b~iug: <·omparatively !;light, and the skin remains constantly dry and hot.
There i-; tleep stupor, from wbich the child is roused only with much difficulty, nnd wbich occa:.;ionally alternates at night with restlessnes:::, jactitation, nnd 11oisy delirium. The pulse is very frequent and feeble, a11d
the IJrl!athing accelerated, and usually accompanied with brouchinl r:lles.
The vomiti11g cea;:e~, but the abdomen becomes tympanitic, and there is
more or l e~s abundant diarrhcca; the stools are often passed quite iuvolunt:u·ily, a11d the urine i!:J either retained or dribbles away unconsciously.
Epi!oitaxi ~ occuro in a large proportion of cases, and about thi!:J time the
characteristic rose·colorcd eruption makes its appearance. During the
i"CCOnd week, all of the symptonn become more grave, and the patient
may guccumb to the violence of the disease, or remain for a week or ten
clays plunged in profound stupor, with Rnbsultu s nn<l marked muscular
tremor; with the lip'! and teeth coated with so rdes, the tongue tremulous,
dry, noel coated with brown c rusts, the abdomen tympani tic, and the stools
frc11uent, tbiu, and passed involuntarily; with the pulse running, feeble,
from I:lO to 160 in the minute i the re..;pirations shal low, imperfect, and
attendee! with subcrepitant r<Hes, indicating 11as!io i\· e conge!:iliou of the
lung~; with the urin e rctuinerl, dark·colored, and even albuminous; and
yet gradually emerge from this appn.rently hopeless condition to enter
upon ('ouvalescence about the cJoge of the third week.
In favorable cnses, between the fifteenth and twenty-first day, the grave
sy mpton1s begin to abate. The ch ild':oi expre~siCJn becomes more natural,
and often the earliest 8ign of appronchiug couvaleecence will be the appearance of a smil e of recognition, or of plea~ure at the com;c iousoess of
impronment. ThP fur upon the tongue becomes looser, moister, and begins to ~epnrtl.te, and the appetite slowly returns; the distem;ion of the
nb<iomeu dimiuishe~, and the stools are again pas..;ecl consciously and vol1111tarily, and gradually assume a healthy appearance. Restlee:mess and
deliriurn disappear, and the sleep becomes quiet an<l refrcshiug; the fever
sub .. ide~, und the temperature falls, nod again shows a marked difference
between tbe moruiug nud evening. The child thu:i passes into a state of
co11vulc1'cence, which, when not <li-•turbed by complications, is quite rapid,
though attended with marked ema.ciatiou, extreme debility,aucl feebleness
of digestive power, with a tendency to intestinal disturbances. In some
rare case~, nt times without assignable cause, at others from imprope r expo~ure or exertiou, or indiscretions in diet, the patientsuff'ersn relapse, the
original symptoms reappear, and n !;ecoud fully developed attack of typhoid
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fever, attended with marked nervous symptoms, characteristic eruption,
and diarrhcca, ruay ensue.
In very severe cases, on the contrary, and especially when a fatal result
is to follow, the condition of the patient grows more and more grave after
the end of the second week, uuless, as at times happens, death has occurred
sooner from the violence or malignancy of the attack. The nervous symp.
toms become more marked, and the child sinks into u deeper stupor, even
approaching true coma, or the stupor is interrupted by violent agitation,
with cries or efforts to leave the bed, or by muscular twitchiugs, pickiug at
the bed-clothes, or even general convulsions. The pulse is very rapid and
small; the respirations hurried and noisy, and physical examination frequently reveals the existence of extensive bronchitis or hypostatic pneumonia. Vomiting is rarely present, but hiccough may be frer1uent and distressing; the belly is enormously distended, the stools frequent, involuntary,
and at. times bloody. Bedsores form on puiots subjected to pressure, and
death eosues amid profound stupor and with signs of extreme pulmonary
obstruction.
At other times death occurs not so much from the extreme violence of
the disease itself as from the development of some one of the complications which will be mentioned hereafter.
SPECIAL SYMJ'TOr.ts.-Although, as has been seen, the general course of
typhoid fever is much the same in children as in adults, there are a few
symptoms which require more detailed notice, as presenting peculiarities
which impress special features upon the disease as it occurs in childhood.
Prod1·omes.-In children, as in adults, typhoid fever is nearly always
preceded by a marked prodromic stage, and the passage from the state of
health to the fully developed disease is usually very gradual. The dura·
tion of these prodromes varies from three or four to teu days, being least
in the more severe cases.
Fever.-Co11dition of Skin.-,Ve have already remarked that, in the
early stage, there are apt to be very marked remissions in the febrile action,
lasting even throughout a considerable part of the day; the exacerbations
of the fever usually occurring towards evening. 'Vest states that in some
few instances two distinct remissions and exacerbations may be noticed in
the course of every twenty-four hours. It is this feature which gai1wd for
the disease the name of infantile rernittrnt fever, and caused it to be ranked
formerly with the malarial diseases. Towards the middle of the second
week, however, the remissions become much less marked; the temperature,
which in some cases reaches 10-i., or 10.) 0 , merely presenting a somewhat
marked fall in the morning. In general terms it may be said that the law
of the accession of febrile temperature in typhoid fever in children, although
in general correspondence with that found in adults, presents occasional
marked interruptions. Thus, in some instances, the 011set is so abrupt that
a temperature of 10·1.5° has been noted by Roger on the first day, while it
will be remembered as a law laid down by 'Vunderlich for the typhoid
fever of adults, that the disease is never attended by a temperature of 104°
eo early as the second <lay. The skin is hot and dry as a general rule, but
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!IWC'allli nre more apt to occur during the height of the disease than they are
in adult~; they arc not, however, of auy prognostic value.
DiyP.~fit•e Symptom.tt.-Among tbe earliest and most important symptoms
are various di!-.turb:rnces of the dige.::;tive functions. The appetite rapidly
fail~. and is oflen lost before the attack fairly begins. Thir..,t is, however,
marked until duluess of the mind appears, after which it also may be entirely nh:-:enl, though the child will usually drink if cold water be offererl
to it. The tongue is always furred 1 usually being co\·ered throughout the
courr:e of the di::,case by a thick yellowish-white coat, which may remain
moi:-;t and loose, or, in very grave cases, become dry and brownish. Sordes
are not nflen observed. Vomiting, which is perhaps not more frequently
met with in the early stage in childreu than in adults, may be very frequent
and per:si;;t uutil far into the second week. Ia the majority of cases, <liar~
rhrea is either present or the bowels are peculiarily sen,itive to the action
of lnxati\'eS. In some cases, however, anU especially those where vomiting
is markC'cl, constipation of a quite obstiriate form is present. The conjunction of th~se two symptoms, iu connection with the cerebral symptoms
pre;;eut, may cause the case to strongly resemble the first strige of tubercular meningitis; the doubt ruu.y, however, be usually resolved by careful
exami11ation, as will hi:! more fully alluded to under the head of diaguosis.
The ~tools, when diarrhrea exists, are ochre-colored, fluid, and, on ~land
ing, ilepo~it a sediment of shreds of mucous membrane, epithelium 1 and
partially digested food. l\Iucus is rarely present; but blood, in varyiog
amount, may be mixed with the fecal matter. \\'hen tbe amount is large,
it i~ u~ually clue to the ulcerat.h·e process in the intestine having opened a
ve~~el of considemble size, and then constitutes a \'ery grave complication.
Iu young children it is difficult to establish the existence of abdominal
pain, but when they are capable of' describing their sensations, colicky
pain is frequently complained of in the early stages; and even in the
youngest children, pressure in the right iliac region may often be seen to
be painful.
Tympany is usually present at some time during the attack, especially
when there is diarrhcea. Even when the bowels are conHued, however,
the abdomen is never retracted. Rilliet states that, in some grave case~.
he olJ.:;erved such great tympany that the abdominal walls were thin
enough to allow the outlines of the convolutions of the intestine to be
clearly seen.
Euitsrgement of the spleen nearly always exists, but frequently to so
~light a degree that it cannot Ue readily detected either by palpation or
pert·u;;:-ion, and even when considerably enlarged, it is apt to be entirely
hicl<icu by the distension of the abdomen. Ou the other band, we have
repeatedly fouud tbis organ so much enlarged as to be distinctly perceptible on cn.ref'u l pa I pation.
Tbe urine prest>uts the ordinary febrile conditions, being scanty, highrolored, au<l of' high specific gravity; the pigment is increased, and the
chlorided much dimiui:;bed .
Thr :stool~ a.re, as we have already said, often involuntary during the
height of grnve case~, after the begiauing of the second week. Until this.
46
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time, however 1 and throughout the entire course of more mild ca.i;:e~, the
child is con::;cious of the desire, and can control the pas.,;age, or even wi~hes
to be taken frnm the bed for the purpose.
The urine is also, though more rarely, discharged involuntarily; in rare
cases, which may ultimately recover, retention of urine is present, and i~
of grave import. Rilliet never observed this symptom, but we have f:l'en
it more than once, and especially in a boy aged five years, who required
catheterizatiou for sevenil da,ys successively, but who finally recovered.
Re.~piraforyancl Circulatory Symptoms.-Even during the fin~t week there
is usually more or less dry cough, with sonorous and sibilant rate~ O\'er the
posterior part of lhe lungs. Indeed, in some cases, we have known the
cough and signs of catarrhal inflammation to be so marked in the fir:o<t
days of lhe disease as to cause the attack to be regarded as one of Revere
acute bronchitis. Later in the disease, and owing merely to lhe
hypostatic congestion of the lungs, and the accumulation of mucu~
the
bronchial tubes, tbe cough is apt to grow more frequent and troublesome,
the respiration is hurried and oppressed, and auscultation reveals moist
and dry dtles throughout both lungs. 'Vhen pneumonia or bronchitis
.supervene, these symptoms of respiratory obstruction increase to a marked
degree. Extreme mpidity of breathiug, with alterations in its character
and rhythm, are also met with, however, in cases where the pulmonary
obstruction seems mo<1erate1 but where the nervous system is profoundly
disturbed.
The p1tlse is accelerated from the very £rst, and during the height of the
disease ri:Ses to 120, 140, or even 180, according to the age of the child.
In grave cases it may become extremely small, feeble, and compressible1
but scarcely ever is intermittent or irregular.
The eruption of typboid fover in children presents precisely the same
appearances as in the adult; it usuall.v appears first on the upper part of
the abdomen, an<l often presents several successive crops. It is1 however1
more frequently absent entirely, aod presents even greater irregularities,
as to the date of its appearance, in them than in adults. Tl1e abundance
of the emption certainly bears no relation whatever to the severity of the
attack; and in a varying proportion of cases (7 in 30, Ilillier), the most
careful daily examination fails to detect the rharacteristic spots at any
period of the case. The eruption makes its appeara11ce in a large majority
of cases between the sixth and twelfth days, but the first spot has been
observed so late as the twenty-fifth day (Ilillier) 1 or the twenty-ninth
(Rilliet).
Sudamina are frequently pre~cnt in large numbers at any time after the
ninth day.
It is very important to be aware that in some cases 1 owing to the peculiar state of the cutaneous circulation, a marked reddish streak will be
produced if the finger be somewhat firmly drawn across the skin. This
sign, which we have described under the name of 11 tache meoingitique/1
in our article ou tubercular meningitis, does uot therefore possess the high
degree of diagnostic value accorded to it by Trousseau an<l others, which
would make it of much use in doubtful cases.
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V('ry rnrely abun<lant, but is met with in a majority of cn.:e:>1
at c:iome pNiod after the third day .
.1.Yrr1·011.~ 8!Jmpfom.<:.-In none of the i;ymptom~ of thi~ di .. ease is such variety ob ..:f'n•ed a~ in tho:Se furnished h_v the nervous sp•tem.
In mild C'tM'::-:. co11,.;ciou-=ne1'S is retnine<l throughout the attack i the expre .. :-;ion of th" face i3 stupid und hen,·y i the child i8 dull and disposed to
doze during the day, b11L becomes fC\·e1+:;b and re~tle~:>1 towards nigbt, and
i:leep~ unea:-;ily nncl wnk!.!s frequently.
In more ~1·,·ere ca~e::i, the 11en·o11~ ~ymptoms soon become prominent.
The foer a"-;umes an nlmo!'.L charactPri.stic exprel:i~ion; the eyes are dull and
meant, or bright an<l excited during temporary delirium i the cheeks pre~wnt n c·ircum~cribed Aush ; the Ii ps are dry aad pnrched ; aud the features
rr111ain nlmoflt motionle!:i8.
Headache is sflmetimes complained of, and without doubt exi~t~ in manv
C'R"CS when the rhil<I i;;; too young to call attention to it.
It is e~peciall~·
ob,;en·ed iu the early part of the attack, when ther:e may be ~ome hebetude
and dcafne,;~ prc;;.ent, and, accvrdiug to Dr. Jenner, cea;.;e:; upon the app<'arance of delirium.
Thi~ ltlttl'r 1'iympLom rarely appears in marked <lel!ree b('fore the second
wrck, hut then may become violent, the child crying out loudl.Y, or muttering incoherently, and struggling viol"ntly to leave its bed. The delirium
i~ rart'iy coutinuou!';, but is more markE'd during Lhe nig-ht 1 heing replaced
during the day by more or less prolOuutl stupor, whil'h, however, rarely
nmnunt.;; to actual coma.
Kub~ultus nnd carphologia, as well a mu~cular rigidity, are compara·
tin•ly rarely ob:-:erved in chilclren, and only in \·ery gru.ve ca8es. Co1.vul~ion~. e\•rn of a general and violent cha.meter, are met with in a very ~mull
proportion of cases i they may occur in the early ~tal-{CS of cases which sub~l·quently recover, or as one of' th" final phenomena in fatal ca8es. ThE'y
arc, however, at whatever l-!'tage they present them~elve:;:, of ,·ery great
import. In a. ease mentioned hy "'est, the con\•ulsiou,.; recurred on t \\'O
~tH.'l'l'"~ive day:-: at the micldle of the third week of the f'e 1;er, und were suc(•ee1led by hemiplegi:i, which continuecl, though gnulunlly diminishing, for
four clny~. The child was unconscious even before their occurrence, and
continued 1'0 for several clay~, thoug-h he e,·entually recovered .
~\~a gl'nernl rule, the course of typhoid fever is much less apt to bf'
nttcnclNI hy any complicution in children than in adults; there are, howt.'\·t>r, ~omc wbit·h occur wiLh con:-.iclernblE' frequency.
We hnve nlrl'tuly stated that cough and s.ig11~ of ~light bronchitis are
frN1uc11L in the curly ~tage. Ju a con~iderable oumbC'r of ca~es these ~ymp
tom~ l>C'come aggramted as the ca"e progrei:ii=e~. nnd there may be a development of ~enrrnl hrond1itis or evPn pneumonia; more frequent!_\·, howevt>r, th(' condilinn of the lung;; is rather one of hypnstutic congestion than
of true i11flammation. These complication~. wht.'n pre1:;ent in a. ma.rkerl
dq:rr<'e, prolrllrt the cai:e nnd ndd greatly to its clanger. Pleuri:sy is comp11rntively rare.
Perforation of the ileum, from ulcE'ration of Peyf'r's patches, is more
rare in children than in adult:-;; buL when pre~ent give~ ri~e to the 1m111e
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and leads to an equally rapidly fatnl result. In some ra1:es, its
occurrence is aunonnced by an attack of convulsions ( H.illiet). 'Ve lrnve
already alluded to the fact that we htJ.ve kuown violent general peritonitis
to be ~xcited by extension of inflammation without the occurrence of actual
perforation of the bowel.
Intestinal hemorrhage, on the other hand, is comparatively frequenti
thus Hillier observed it four times out of thirty in which the stools were
carefully examined. It is usually of grave significance, but is at tirues
seen in mild cases, which recover readily.
Earache is not infrequently observed after the height of the disease i io
some cases it is followed by abundant purulent <lischnrge.
Inflammation of the parotid gland is much less frequent than in nd111L~,
as is also phlegmasia alba dolens, of which, however, there are instancts
on record.
There is very little tendency to the formatioo of bed.sores in children,
and with care in the m·anagement of the patient, they will scarcely ever
occur. In some epidemics, gangrene of other parts, as of the vulva or
cheek, have been observed in a few iustances. Angina, aud occasionally
pseudo-membranous laryngitis, have also been uotic.:ed.
" 'e have seen that the urine is at times albuminous, and in these cnc:es
there is undoubtedly an intense congestion of the kidneys, which in very
rare instances eventuates in Bright's disease. <Edema is not usually pres·
ent, e\•ea when there is albumiauria, though Rilliet records two cases where
anasarca, accompanied by albuminous urine, appeared on the fifth day,
and lasted about a week. 'Vhen cedema appears late in the course of the
disease, it is probably to be rather attributed to a watery state of the blood
and the debility of the circulation.
We have alrearly seen that the febrile moveme11t in typhoid fever, in
children, presents such marked remissions, us to have led many observers
to apply the name infantile remitteut fever to the disease. " 'e must bear
in mind, however, that it is far from being rare for a true malarial elemeut
to be present, complicating the case, and constituting it a typho-malnrial
fever.
During the height of the disease, it is rare for any of the other eruptive
fevers to make their appearance; but during convalescence, variola, rube·
ola, and scarlatina have all been occasiooally observed to appear, and run
through their regular course.
Tuberculosis is by some regarded as one vf the most frequent of the
sequelre of typhoid fever in childhood; and in some cases, indeed, it ap·
pear::; as tbough the extreme debility of constitution induced by the disease
favored the development of tubercle in -children with hereditary predispo·
sition. In other cases it. is probable that the production of tuberculosis
after typhoid fever depends upon the infection of' the system by the prod·
ucts of cheesy metamorphosis derived from some of the 111esenteric gl:.unh,
which, instead of returning to their normal ~late, have undergone this form
of degeneration. It is probable, however, that in some cases also the early
stage of acute tuberculosis has been mistaken for typhoid fever, with which,
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will be more clearly pointed out, it possesses some strong features of
rt' ..rmhlaucc.
Yuri ous cli~lurbances of the nervous system may occur as sequeloo of

tt'i

typhoid fever in childhood.

Among the:Se may be mentioned paralysi~,

either iu the formR of paraplegia or limited to asiugle nerve-trunk, chorea,
und locomotor ntax ia.
CO:\'\',\LE-"'C'ENCE.-The convnlescence is, as in a<lults, tedious and uncertain. The child often remains for many weeks in a conclitiou of grent
ill'bility, and with 1rnch extreme nervous exhaustion, that bydrencephaloid
symptoms may even be pre$eut.
Th e digcsti\•c system also manifests this debility iu a most marked degrf>r, and it requires the grcutrst tact and care to encourage the child to
eat, nn<l at the :s:une time to regulate the diet, sin ce the slightest incJis·
cretinu will !:iCrve to excite serious !')'mptoms. Not rarely death en~ues
rmrn y weeks after the termination of the di:sease itself, in a state of intense
cm:u:iatiou, the child beiug worn out by persi5teat diarrbrea 1 which resl:;ts
nil change of diet and treatment.
We hnve nlreatly alluded to the fac:t, that occasionally relapses have
be('n oh:scrveJ, either without cau!'e or following !l-ome trifling indiscretion,
in whil'h th e sympto ms of the fully developed cli:sease ha.ve reappeared and
gone throug h their regul:u· couri:::c.
Dt'RAT ION.-Th e duration of t11e fever varie!:.I according to the sever ity
of the ca<;c. E''en in the mil<le,-L form:s it rarely begins to ~;ubside before
th l' end of the second week, .while much more frequently it is protracted
until from the twentieth to the twenty-third day. Ia many cases, indeed,
ronrnlcsrenre cnnnot be said to be fairly entered upon before the end of
the fourth Wt:ek.
PnooNOSI8 A~m :\loRT.\LITY.-The symptoms nnd conditions which indicate n fovorahle or unfavorable termination to the case are the same as
pre:-.cut themselves in tho adult, au<l may be readily gathered from the fo1·eg11ing dc:1cription. The mortality of typhoid fever i ~, however, decidedly
le1'..; in chil<lreu than in adult~, partly owing to the comparative rarity of
d:111g-erous complications, and partly to the fact that the disease is usually
of n le1's ~e\•ere type. Iu mild cases, death scarce ly C\'Cr occu rs; anti even
iu the more ~e,·ere forms, the mortality is only from 5 to 10 per cent. 1 under
favorable hygie ni c <'ircumstnnces.
D1AnNORIS.-We have already stated that, partly owing to the imperfect
reC'og11ition of typhoid fever, and partly to tbe various names t\;hich were
loo:--cly applied to thi.:t di:-.ea:;e as occurring in ch ildren, it was formerly
frequently confounded with othe r affections.
There nrc, however, several <li:-ca~es from which it is not always easy,
even with our improved kuowledge of its peculiar symptoms, to distin·
gui:--h it.
Thu~, in some cases of gnstro-cnteritis, such as nrP. not rare among chi1drrn, nnrl especially when the disease assumes a typhoid form, the resemhl1uwe to typhoid lever is 80 great as to bave led Rilliet and Bart.hez to
B>-~ert thnt it is impo~sible to make n difforential diagno:-:is.
It. ~houl<l be borne in mind, however, that typhoid fo,·er may oftea be
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traced to epidemic or end emic influence, and occasionally to contagion;
that it is very rarely pos.:;ible to a:::i!:iigu any <lirect exciting cause for the
attack; and that it especially attacks children over five years of ngE't comparati,rely rarely those between two aud five years, an<l \'ery rarely th m.e
under the former age. Its onset is mually more gradual; the vomiting
und diarrhooa are rarely so marke<l; the fever is more inten~e, the Jo~s of
strength greater and more rapid; while the marked duluc~s alternntiug
with delirium during the night, the occu rrence of the characteristic en1ption and of epistaxis, and the more fixed duration, form a group of symptoms which sliould sen•e, when present, to clearly distingui:;h these two
diseases.
Ia some cases, as already stated, the pulmonary compl icat ion, ei th er in
the form of diffuse bronchitis or of pneumonia, appears so early and causes
such marked symptoms as tend to conceal those of the constitutiona l di::;.
ease, ancl render ca.re necessary to avoitl o\·erlookiug it entirely.
On the other hand, it occasionally happens, and more frequently iu
children than iu adult~, that cases of pneumonia assume a typhoid condi·
tiou, and present very many of the general symptoms of typhoid fever.
It will, however, usually be sufficient in cases of this kind to pay careful
attention to the early symptoms and mode of development of the disease,
as well as to the existence or absence of the characteristic sympto ms of
typhoid fever, such as <lia!"l'hcea, tympany, epistax if:!, rose-colure<l eruption,
to avoid any error in diaguosis .
Iu some cases of acute, general tuberculosi~, in which the deposit affects
the brain, lungs, and intestinal canal, the sy mptoms may closely resemble
those of typhoid fover. This form of tubercular disease may develop itself
in the midst of seeming good health, the ch ild losing 8treugth and sp irit ~;
fever of a remittent Lype soon appearing; with vomiting, diarrhrea, tympanitic abdomen, and dry, furred tuugue; and duluess of mind during the
day, alternating with delirium at night. At the same time there if:! congh
and rapidity of re$pirntion, though the deposit in the lungs may be too
slight and uniformly diffused to reveal itself by any po!:iitive physical signs.
In some such cases, indeed, it is only possible to form a probable diag·
nosis, based upon the age and previous history of the child; for acute gen·
eral tubercuLsis appears even at the earliest ages, and especially in children whu lrn.ve an hereditary tendency to tubercular disease, or who are
delicate and frail, or have lately passed through au attack of so me one of
the eruptive fevers, or of hoopiug-cough; aud upon the absence of eruption and the greater duration of the case.
Usually, however, there is a sufficient g rou od for diagnosis furni~hed by
the special symptoms, eve n early in the course of the case. Thus, io
typhoid fever the vomiting in the early stage is rarely frequent or ob:>ti
nate, an<l ouly foll1iws eating; and, though the bowels may be co n:stipated
for a day or two, diarr hcea soon makes its appearance, aud the abrlomen
begins early to enlarge. In acute tuberculosis, on the other hallrl, the
vomiting iu the early stag~ is Uf:!ually hath frequeut and obstiuate, aad
occurs eoLirely ca uselessly; whilst the bowels are in most cases constipated,
and the abdomeu retracted until a much later period in the caee, when Lhe
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di,ca;:-e of the mucous membrane excites cliarrhooa. The approach of fever
in the tubercular dbea~e is more slow, its cour~e less regular, aud its degree le::s intense, as a general rule than iu typhoid fever.
The nervous symptoms in the early stage of the two affections u1ay be
1111110:-t

itleo tic:nl, but before long, in cases of tuberculosis, some of' the un-

mi:·takable ::igns of' tubercular meningitis, such as strabismu.:i or partial
paraly:::is, u .. ually appear. Epistaxis is rare in tuberculosis, and, of course,
the charac:teri~tic eruption of typhoid fever is absent, though it must be
borne in mind that this is not constn.nt in the latter disease. In doubtful
case::;, ophthalrno.;:copic examination should never be omitted, s;ince it will
frequently reveal !~ions of the optic nerve or retina io meningitis which
are ah.:;ent in typhoid fever. And 1 finally, though the pulmonary <li:::ease
may in borne cases of' the tubercular affection be slight, and not reveal
it~i.>lf' by posit;,.e physical signs, most important aid is often deri,·ed from
have already alluded to the fact
n careful exploration of the che:st.
that although tl1e production of a reddish streak by drawing the finger
over the skin is frequently observed in tubercular meningitis, the occasional occu1Teoce of the same sigu iu typhoid feveL· deprives it of much of
its diagnostic value.
THEATMENT.-Typhoid fever in childhood requires the same general
plau of treatment as in adults. In mild cases little else is required than
i.:trict attention to all hygienic precaution:::, and a supporting, but fluid and
dige~t1ble, diet. Whatever complications ensue, should of course be treated
appropriately. There are, however, a fow indications in regard to which
it may be well to ~penk more in detail.
When the f'ever i.::l high, fobrir'uge~ 1 !!uch as liq. ammonire acetatis and
sp. :utheri .., nitrosi, should be given; to which n little syr. ipecac. may be
aUJ!!d, if lhe cough be troublesome. The surface of the body !!hould be
~ponged daily or several limes a clay with tepid wnter, to which a little
viuegar may be added; or the child may be carefully lifted for a few miuute.:s every day or C\'ery other day into a balh of about 65° to 75° .
If lhere is much ga~tric irritability in the eariy stage, food should be
given in very small quantities., and should bei of the lightest character, as
milk with lime-water or weak beef extract i counter-irritation may be employed in rhe form of mu~tard-plastcrs to the epigastrium; or, if there be
rea::;ou to think that the stomach contains undigested, irritating food 1 au
emetic of ipecacunnh•~ may be given. In cases where marked symptoms of gastro·hepaLic disturbance occur at the beginuiog of the attack 1 a
few snudl clo~es of calomcl with bismuth, or of' blue mass 1 followed by a
very geutle laxative, will be followed by relief to these .!iymptoms. If the
bt>wcls are constipated, very smn.ll doses of some mild laxative, as castor
oil or syr. rhei aromat., should be given during the first week; but when
spoutaneous diarrhcea is present, it:sbould, unless it becomes excessive, not
be interfered with. ·wben, however, the stools exceed three or four daily,
chalk mixture, with some vegetable astriugent and opium, or small doses
of opium and acetate of lead, or of nitrate of silver aud opium, or of
paregoric nloue, may be adwinisterecl.
In ordinary cases 1 the nervous symptoms scarcely require any especial
attention. When, however, they become marked, it will ofteu suffice to
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apply wet cloths to the head, and to administer warm mustard foot-baths
to allay the agitation. In cases where delirium becomes extreme, with
great nervous agitation, the above remedies should still be ui'ied, but, iu

addition, small dose:;, of chloroform with camphor-water, or even of' opinrn,
should be given, and will often produce the happiest effect. Dr. We~t
speaks highly in such cases of the combination of opium and tartar-emetic,
recommended by Graves iu the treatment of the head symptoms of typhus
fever. It will be found 1 also, that chloral, iu doses of five grains at three
to five years, or of bromide of potassium, in doses of seven to ten grains
at the same age, repeated according to the urgency of the symptom~ aud
the effect produced, will often pro\·e ~uccessfol in affording relief.
In regarJ to the occurrence of complications, we have already alluded
to the reme<lies by which diarrhooa is to be c.hecked if it becomes exees... i\'e.
'Vhen the symptoms of pulmonary ohstruction become marked, frequent
counter-irritation by mustard or turpentine should be applied to the che~t,
and stimulating expectorauts, as carbonate or muriate of ammonia, administered interaally.
llemorrlrnge from the bowels and r.eritonitis from perforation or extension of inflammation, must be treated exactly as in the adult, the nne by
astriagenti::., either vegetable or mineral, or by ergot and moderate doses of
opium; the other by the free uslof opium.
Of the special reme<lies which are recommended in this disease, we may
allude to the treatment by means of mineral acids, especially the muriatic
and nitru-muriatic, which is highly praised by some authorities, and to
that hy nitrate of silver as rerommen<led from extensive experience by
ourselves. This latter remedy is best given to youug children in the form
of solution io a thin syrup of acacia; and the dose at the age of 3 to 5
years should be from gr. :i1-.r to gr. T 1<r three or four times daily, to which
may be added from one-half to two drops of deodorized laudanum.
Q,uinia is necessary in many cases as tonic when adyuamic symptoms
begin to appear, and is of service in cases attended with high temperature,
when given in full doses with a view of reduriug the excestSive heat of the
body. In some cases, also, where the remitteut character of the fever is
marked, and where there is a suspicion that the case is complicate<! with a
malarial element, it should be administered in full autioeriodic doses in
the earliest stages.
.
Opiurn is rarely necessary in the early part of the disease. unless it be
required to check cliarrhooa; but when, in the latter part of the f'econd or
third week, the delirium become:i extreme, and the child sleeps but little,
the night being spent in violent restless agitation, with loud screaming,
opium should be fearle-ssly given until quiet sleep is produced.
The oil of turpentine is to be administered under the same conditions
which call for its use in adults.
Stirnulant3 are by no means necessary in all cases of typhoid fever in
children. Excepting in the very mildest, however, it is prudent to ad·
minister them in small quantities after the middle of the second week.
'Vhen, however, the condition of the child calls for their freer use 1
as shown by the frequent feeble pulse, rapid laborerl breathing 1 dry,
brownish toague, dulness alternating with noisy delirium, aud other
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mnrkecl nervous 8yrnptom~. they should be given to the exteut of f,5iij to
f3\'j of ~herry wine or even of brandy, to children of six years old. It
will he found iu thrse ca:.:es thnt even su1.;h large nmounts of stimulaat.;
a~ the u.bon• are very well borue by children.
Till' food ~hould be gi\•en in small quantitie~, and frequently repeated.
It :-hould throu.f!hout the entire cou r~e of the di~ease be exc lu ~i,·ely fluid,
co11 .. i.. ti11g of milk, chi<'ken·wnler, or the varimh nnimal broths. It is
rarely dillil'l1lt to regulate the diet of chil<lfeu suffciing with this di~ea!"'e,
t-ince l\1(•ir t'lltire l1hs of appetite renders them indifli.!reut to all food 1 und

they will lhmdly take whatever is offered to them.
During co nval esccnc<', the utmo:.:;t ca re mmt be exercised, both in
n·gard to food an<I exe rci:"e. Solid food should be penuiu.ed nry gradually, :uul with much cau ti ou; begi unin g with th e lightest nnd mo.::it dig{':,tible form~. and watching the manner iu wlii<:h ellch article is digested.
Ju tlrn:-e ta:"e8 where the child remains a long Linie io a cou(li1ion of
extrt:'mC debility, \\ith impaired power of dige:-ction, the bitte r tonics and
iron '.'hnuld be give n, if' tbe stomach will tolerate them. ~ea, o r culdwatcr bathing, change of rl?::iidcnce, and the utmost attention to all hygienic rule~, are nli:;o to be recomrueuded. 'Vhen there i~ any rea~on to
drl'ad the <l ev<'lo pment of tubNcular (li:oeuse, this ti·eatmc ut must be i:-arried out with the greatest assiduity; nud, if the child can digest it, codli\·er oil may be gi\'eu with ndvantage.

ARTICLE IL
VARIOLA, OR S'.\fA LL -POX.

Ih;nN ITJON; FREQUENCY; Fo1ur:-;.-Variola is an epidemic and con~
tn~~fou~ di,;ea:-e, ('haracLerized by an initial fe\'er 1 la~ting from thl'ee to four
d11p:, and followed by nn eruption, at first papnlar, then nsicu lar, and
nfierwnnls pu~tular i the e ruption attains maturity in from six to nine days,
nfter\\hich 1he pu,;tules are con\•erted hy de.:sicC'alion into scabs, which fall
off betWC('ll tlie fifteenth and twenty-fifth day~.

The jh·qucncy of th e disease varies greatly io different years, because of
its epidemic nature. It is far less common in childhood umougst the middle nncl upper classes of th e comnHmity, thau either mcn.:;les or scarlatina,
in coo ..equenrc, no doubt, of the attention paid to vaccination. During
the early monlhs of 186.5, one of us had the opportunity of studying a
~C\'Cre epidemic which occurred in portions of this city, and we have publi~hed el:'cwhere 1 nn analy.:sis of thirty cnses in children under fifteen years
of 11ge, ob:-;en·ed at that time. Apart from these cases, however, we had
met with but two cases of the disease und er fifteen years of age, duriag
the fifteen )'C'ars preceding 187 1- 72, wbibtduring the same period we bad
met wil11 26!l of sca rlatina, and upward:s of 31-! of measles. In the Inst·
mentioned years, a severe epidemic occurred in this city, when we again
1
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numerous cases nt all age~ . It prevails to a greater extent among~t
the poo r an<l destitute clas::es, who neglect the attention to vaccination
11ece::sary to preserve children from the dh:ease.
\ Ve abstract from the article already referred to, the following table,
showing the entire annual mortality from rnriula in Philadelphia, together
with the relative mortality <luring the early )'ears of life, for the twcutyfuur years eu<liug 1878; to whicb we li:He added the figures for tbe ~ub·
eequent years up to 1879 :

1110
J,j:!

lRI~,

2;)

1849,
18.)0,
18;) 1,

40

1:-152,
1.s.):3,
JS.)-1,

89
22

]};.):),

5i
86

)h.)6,

1R)7,

19
1
0
14

lb;)8,
J8.)U,

JSGO,
I 8ill,
1bG2,

),)9

52
33

lb63,
IH6l,

18ti5,
1866,
1b07,
1868,
1869,
1870,
187 1,
11-172,
1873,
lbi4,
187.),
1876, ,
1877,
1878,
1879,

:;1
9
I
39

100

9
6
fi.)
~.1

7

16

10.:;
H
24

200
66
28
61
112

oO

32

17

31

49
2i5
390
(j.)

17
2
0
10

07
104

Ill
216
4:!i

iH
7-38
2fl-I

:!GO

27

5:21
JU

rn

11

4q

0

0
0
3
2!)2

203
347
10

1 12
188

57
17
0
0

3.;

102

II

39

446

3

11'79

2:;s:,
39
],)

Total,.

1500

0

fi-1
401
J5!'j

0

0
883

1832

!)16:!

.An inspection of this tahle undoubtedly establishes the fact that whene\·er
the contagious principle of variola, favored by ::.ome peculiar epi1lemic influ·
ence, is introduced into this community, it fiuds a large number of uoprn·
t.ccted ii:ubjects who fall ready victims to its altatk .
' Ve !:ihall, in our descr iptio n of variola, refer to seyeral forms which it
may ae!rnme. These are merely deg rees of severity of the same disea~e
types given to each case by several causes. Chief amongst tbe1ie is the
presence or absence in the person attacked, of the protective power of the
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vnccine di.scase, uext is the type of the epidemic prevailing at the time,
and la:-t we mu!:it pince tile inexplicable and utterly uncertain influence of
individual cu11stitutio11. According to the degree of reaction of the varioluus poi,;on in the !lysteru of the patieat, .3hal 1 we have di.~tinct or rliscrele,
co11jluc11l or hemorrlwgic small-pox; or th11t form modified by vacciuation,
inoc·ulatiou, or previous natural 8mal\-pox, called i•arioloid.
w·e shall abo describe the complicutio11.s of the di:!!ea::e.
CAe:-;£:-1.-The principal c~nkes of variola are contagion and epidemic
influence.
h h; not clearly ascertained at what period of its course the disease first
acquires the property of' infectiousnesi:;. Some asFert that it is not until
after suppuration is established. This i~, however, to say the least, doubtful, and it is be!->L, therefore, to take every precautiou that may be uece~sary
to preveot the exte11:-;ioa of the di:;::ease, from the moment that its real nature
hecome.s appareut. TLere can be oo doubt that the body mny still impart
the disease a.ftcr death, and that clothes worn by tbe patient retaiu tlie
c:outagious priucipll"', unle::s freely exposed to the air, for days, months.
nrnl, it is said, even for years. It is also capable of iufocting furniture or
Ji>tters, nud may thus propagate the disease at any distauce, and for an
indt>finite period, by fomites.
One attock protect:; the constitution, iu the grC:'at majority of cases,
ngain"t subsequent coutagiou. 'Vben persous who have once had the dis·
E>a:->e contract it ngnio, it almost alway!::i assumes a mucb milder and less
dangerous form.
111 the report of the ~luoicipal Hospital of Philadelphia, made to the
Board of'J[ealth of Philadelphia, for the year 1872, Dr. 'Vm. M. Welch,
the phy.sici:rn in charge, states that out of the whole number of cases
('.Bil) of variola admitted during the violent epidemic of 1871-2, l;) were
said to ha\'e had a previous attack of the disea~e. Of these ].J ca~es, those
which could not show a single scar as the result, he should cla~::;ify as of
doubtful authenticity; tho::se which exhibited 011ly a few scars, as of probuble authenticity; and tho~e which exhibited well·marked pitting as autheuti('. To the first class belonged 7 ca8es, of which 3 died i to the second
class belonged 3 cases. all of which recovered; to the third class belonged
!i cai::es, all of which recovered, nud in all of which the eruption was very
li~ht, so much so in one as to be charncterized as doubtful.
The period of incubation, or the time elaspiug between the reception of
the poisoo and the on~et of the malady, varies geuerally betweeu nine and
twelve days. It may, however, be seven or fifteen clays.
SY;'llPTO:'llS; CounsE; DURATION .- ' Ve shall describe three stages of
the di~ease: 1. That of the initial or eruptive fever; 2. That of the progre:;s aud maturation of the eruption; 3. That of decline or desiccatior.
In addition to these, some writers make another stage, that of incubation,
which includes the period between the introcluctiou of the poisoo iuto the
ii)'stem and the appeamuce of the first symptoms. This stage is seldom
murked by symptoms sufficiently characteristic to enable us to detect the
appronchiog disease, and in many instances is probably entirely unnoticed

by the patient.
The first stage, or that of initial fe\'er, commeuces geuerally in children
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with pains in the bone:;: and loins, and sometimes with rigors or chilliue~s,
accomp:rnied with headache, find soon followed by fo,·c r. Nau:iea arnl·
\'11miting often exist from the first, or come on soon after the appearance
of fever and headache. At the same time there is lot"s of appetite, thir~t,
antl more ur Jess obstinate co11::.tipatiou. The tongue is red at the point
anti edge.:;. Ooe of the characte ri stic symptoms of this stage is p1ti11 iu

the lohls, which generally dates frorn the fir.st or second day, an<! \\hich,
though varying much in degree, is usually severe. The patients often
e111nplain also of abdominal paini'-l, which seem to be colicky, and are referred either to the cpigastric or umbilical region.
Pever and headacbe are the most con;::,tant of al l the initial i;ymptoms.
The chill in ess and rigors which frequently exist iu adults are not ea15iJy
ascertained in the ca~es of children, and are therefore nrnc:h leEs important.
The feve r varif's greatly as to degree; the heat of skin is generally considerable, the ternpenllure rising to 10-1: 0 or 10;) 0 , a nd may be accompanied
C' ithe r with dryness or moi.:ture. The pube i:; comruonly full and frequent,
rising to 120, 1..JO, or 160 heats, according to the severity of the caJSe and
th e nge of the child. The headache is mrnally frontal and often ''ery
severe. Ju some cases there are strong ly marked cerebra l i;:ymptom,.,consi:-;tiog of' excei;:sive restlessness and irritability, insomnia or somuolence,
J elirium, a nd even convulsions.
The various i;:ymptoms ju"t enumerated continue up to the moment when
the e ru ptio n bPgins to make its appearance, which happen3 ge nerally in
the course of the third day, though it may occur as enrly as the second, or
as late as the fifth, sixtb , or even sevent h. In severe and conHuent nt·
tack~ the eruption, as a general rule, begins earlier than io mild an<l discrete cases.
Second Stage, nr that of Er.uplion.-Ia th e great majority of ca,.es, the
specific e rupti on makes its appearance in the course of the third day from
the beginning of the fever. This is the law of the disease . Before, however, describing it, we must state that not rarely a more or less r··~tea" ive
roseolOus rash prece<les the specific eruption. So well kn own is this that
it has beeu call ed roseola variolosa . It looks so lik e m ea~l es as to make
a correct diugnosis difficult, sin ce nothing couhl reveal itl:i true character
unl ess it were known that the subject had been exposed to variolous infection, iu which event the unusual 8everity of the constitutional phenomeua,
compared with those gene rally attendant upon roseola, might well lead
th e practitioner to defer his opinion. This roseola occurs in all forms of
sma ll-pox. Dr. Welcb thinks he has s<'eo it most frequently and io
greatest quantity in cases of mild va1·ioloid.
rbe specifi c er uption appeal's, then, on the third day, in the form of
sma ll , isolated, and rounded red spec ks, which soon become projecting and
solid , or in other words are couverted into papules. The papules are from
a third to two.thirds of a line in diameter, of a more or less vivid red
color, which disappears uuder pressure, to return immedialely when the
pressure is removed . They are also hard, and feel almost like shot imhtdded in the derm. The erupti on shows itself first on the face, and gen·
ern ll y about the chin aud mouth, aud then extends to the rest of the face,
to the neck, truuk, limbs, feet, and hauds. It sometimes happens, par·

tirultnly in very )'Onng cl1il<lren, that the eruption appears fir.-t ahout the
genital org:nno;:;, whilst in other ca-.;e~ it is fir1!t ob .. ervl'd 011 the lnwer part
of tht! luio,.., nr upon the thighs. The papules increa"e gradually io ~ize
and promiocnce for one, two, or three day~, and, a!; a geueml rule, ~ome
time iu the l'Ollt'"e of the :second <lay of the eruption begin to chauge into
,·e.-ide:-i. Thi!'\ ('hange takes plaC'c by the formation on the top of each
papnll' nf a liule tran..,parl'nt elevation of the eulicle, bene:ith ''hicb is
rlepo:-itt.>d a drop of .;ero...;ity. The conversion of the papule;.; into ve:;icles
octur:<. fir~t on the f':1ce, and then on the neck, truuk, and extremitie:<. The
ve~idl'S are at first emttller thau the papuJe,., and ncuminatecl in shape,
but a~ they grow larger, become gradually flattened und 1lepre::;sed in the
centre; nf'ter a time they ctiver tlw whole papule 1 and before long exc~e<l
it in :;izc. As these changes take place the fluid th ey contain lo::es its
tran!!parency, becomes opaline, n11d by degrees the vesicles are transformed
iuto jHl~tule:., and thu.:; the third stage of the eruption or that of ~uppura
tinn ht•gins.
'fhe pocks nre more or le«>; numerous, according to the extent nnd
!lc,·erity of the eruption. When !1.<'attere<l over the surface !IO as not to touch
11t their cdgc;o;, the disease is said to be di.<linct or di8rrete; when, oa the
contrary, so numerous as to come into contact aucl ru n together, it i.:; called
ro11Jfw11t. Of these two varictic~, the latter is nece~~nrily more i:;evere and
dangerous thun the former 1 in couHquence of the greater extent of tegumrntary su rfa ce inflamed. During the ''ttrious chanµ-es the ,.e8icles undergn, thry ure surrounded by small, inflamed areohc, which <liffor in
apptarnn(·e according to the number of the vesicles. Jn cases of the
cli .. ercte form, in which the eruption is !:ipar!le1 so that the pocks are witlely
:-epnmtecl, the nreol~ fa<le gradunlly into the natural color of the skin, nt
the di:)tHnce of a third or two-thirtls of' n line or more from the ba~e of the
vei::i<•lr~, whilst in those in which the eruption i~ more nl.rnndant, they run
together, so that the spaces between the pocks ure of n more ur less brightred <"olor. In confluent attacks a~nin, the areolm nre more or less imperfoct, al'cordin~ to the manner in which the vc~icles are grouped together.
The change of the vesicles into pustules takes place generally from
the fourth to the sixth day of the ernption. During this process the fluid
of the pockg hecomes more aucl more opaque, \\hiti:o;h, and at length
a~~urue.::; n yellowish color1 bei11g iu fact converted from serum into pu:::.
At the '.-la me time the pocks become larger, hegin to di~tend, 1rnd 1 as they
approac·h complete 111ntnration 1 gradua ll y lo~e their umliilicatc<.1 shape and
becnmc co1wex on the ~urface. The formation of the pustule~ follows the
:;n111c c·nur:;e as ditl the vesicle11, begiuniug ou the face nnd exteuding
theut•e to the neck, trunk, und extremitie~. The areol::c that ha,-e ju~t
been de:ocribed n~ exi~ting during the ve.::;icular stage of the disea.::;e, continue during the early part of the stage of pu:;.tulation 1 but decline towanb it~ termination, 11s:ourniug as they di,a.ppear a purple tint. The
number of pustules is in proportion, of course 1 to that of the vesicles, but
from the im:rcasc in size of the pocks during the changes from papules
into ,·e.::;icles aud pustule~, the eruption, when at its height, seems to be
greatly more exteu,:o,ive than would have seemed probable nt the beginuiug

of the first stage. A" n general rnle the po<·k.;; arc rno .. t numerou~ on tlrn
face, a11d after that part on the oeck and lirnb:i. On the trunk the eruption is always much le.ss nbundant thnn on other parts of the body, n11d
even when coufluent in the highest dt>gree on the fare and neck, 1t i.s gtinerally so only in p:itches on the limb:-<, while it is di~rrete on the Lhorax
and abdomen.
Sirnultnneou,,ly with the eruption upon the ski11, there occurs one nl~o
upon the muc1u.s membranes, particularly those of" the mouth, uu~al
µas.sage;::, fituce~, eyelids, nn<l sometimes of the prepuce and \'ul\'u. It
hegin5 with more or Je;::~ vivid ret.lness of the membrane 1 which is folluweil
by the production of little elevations, the real nature of which, whether
p:tpular or vesicular, seems not to be clearly determined. About the
second or third day these red elevations a~sume the nppcitrance of small,
whiti~h. rounded. and umbilica.ted p.seudo-1nembrnnou<:1 points, which Ju;;t
geuerally about five <lap, nud are then t.letrlched 1 leaving u.~ually a little
ulceratinn or ero;;;ion, which heals without lca\•ing a. cicatrix.
A short time after the a.pp~ttrnnce of the pu:stules in the mouth nn<I
throat, a Lrue inflammation of the mucous membrane of those parts takes
place. 'Vhen the gums arc inflamed they become swollen 1 recl 1 and
spongy, and are clotted over with white p..:euclo-membranous points 1Jf a
rounded ~hape. Sometime:"": the Yelum pendulum, and more rarely the
tongue, pre,.;eut the :same white point..;, with rcclae~s and injection of the
membrane between. In mo~t of the Cil~es there is aho partial or general
inflammation of the pharynx, which occurs subsequently to t he formation
of the variolou:s pustule:;;;. The existence of this inflammation is denoted
by more or leiis 5evere sore throat, atten<le<I with diffir.:ulty of swallowinJ!,
and with swelling and tenderneil's nf the :iubmax:illary gland:'. " ,.hen the
mucous eruption exteud~ to the larynx, as often happen~, there is pain in
that parl; the voice becnme;:; hoartie or whi!'lpering, nnd Lhere is n houri-e,
laryageal,smothere<l cough. The pharyngo-laryngiti:; ju.;:tdescribed occur11
general ly between the third and sixth day:; of the eruption, and ceast':'
about the eighth or thirteenth. Ia some in,.tances it docs not exist at all
or only to a ~light extent.
During the eruption there is more or le:;;s inAamrnation nnd swelling of
the suhr.:utaneous cellular tis:".ne, the deg ree of which depends on the extent
of the eruption. The skin bet·ome.s ten~c, red, shining, and elastic under
the finger, and more or 1~~s hot and painful. The swelling isgrente:ot upon
the face, where it commences about the fourth or fifth day of the eruption.
and goes on incrtao::ing for fhe or six <lays, occasioniug much pain 1 "tiff·
nes~. and inconveuience to the child. The swelling J imini!!hes when desic·
ration begin~, twd ceases entirely as the latter is accornplisbccl.
It is in1portant to study carefully the general symptoms of the second
stnge. The fever which existc<l during the initial :-tage ~ometimes con·
tinues duriog the first day or two of the eruption. \Vhen, however, the
papule.s n.re fully thrown out1 the fover sub~ides or disappears cntirely 1 ~o
that the pulse fh-lls from 100, 120, or HO bents, to 100, 80, 76, or 7-1, and
lhe heat of i;kin diminishes at the same time. The child remains without
fo\·er u~ually throughout the ve~icular period of the eruption, that i.s to
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!lay, until the fourlh,~fifth, or --ixth day; during which time the appetite
--nmetirnc·..; return.::, !<leep i,;. tran<Juil and quier, and the patient is in mo::;t
rt~p<'l't:-; We'll and comfortable.
About the fifth or sixth day of the eruption, at which time the matura·
tion ol' the pu,:tules is uearly completed on the face, and thnt process is
cnmnwncin~ 011 the extrcmitie;;, n new fe,'er 1 tc> whkh the teclrnical term
~f'f'IJ11d111'!/ /i 1·n i:;:. applied, make..; it;: appearance.
The pulse ri~es again to
l'~. 100, 1:!0, rrnd 1-10, ancl become~ ~trong, hard, and fnll, whibt the !lkin

::1::.~tn~·~~!. <:;:)~· ~u~;~ll~t~a~;:;:~i::uf\\1~:11;..::::11~.'~:;;~ :,':~te~~--~~~:l~:~::':~;~;nt\~~
time that d<::-iccation is nearly «omph•ted on the fal'e, and h·a'! commenced
upon tin> limb~. It cea:::t•s gt•nera!ly, therefore, ahout the ninth or clcnoth
chv, having la~tcd between four and ~ix dav;;, This attack of fe,·er is e,·i·
dt·ntly tlw con'lequence of the R11ppurat ive ~tage of' the di:<ea:<e, or of the
conn~r:<ion of the ve:->icle.. ; into pu:-tule~.
Toward" thP terrniaation of the :-econcl !'Lage, at the V<'ry height of the
1Ji .. u1. ..c, when thl! pu~tule::; hegin to break and <.Ji,.charge their content~, the
patient exh:de...;a peculiar, di:--agreeable, an<l fotid odor, whieh is character·
i:-ti<' of the di:"Cl\:<e,
The fhfrd or <frcli11iny .~fftye i;; that of the desiectttion or drying- of the
pu,..tuiC'.-:, nnd their de.-3'}Ua1111.ttion. The de:o)iccation c·ommC'necs gencrnlly
b~twceu the ~ix th and ninth d11;•:li, nnil tc>rminntes between the teoth a11d
fourtet'nth. The formation of' the eru:-t;: b gins upon the face and extcuds
thence to the neck and liruh~. It doe" not reach the limbs u~ually uni ii
about two or four days after it l1as c·ommenced
the face. The mode in
which the drying of the rm~tule;: take~ place is not the i::amc in all. In
some n dark point is formed in Lhe centre, which gradually extends and
converl..: lhr whole pu~tule in Lo 1l hard c·rust; in others the whole surface
driC's at the ~ame time; while in others ugain, the epidermis gives w:1y and
allows the conta ined fluid to t.:!'cape, which thc>n hardem1 into yellO\d~h,
irre~ulilr crust.-i, which be('ome hrow11 before they fall off Some of the
pu~tules, particularly those upon the arms 1rnd legs, do not form scabs at
all, but :ohrink away from the ah:-:orptiou of their fluid, leaving behind
Dolhiug hut pellides of cutic:le, which foll off by de.-iquamatioo.
The dt'-'"'lUamation or falling of the rrusts hegin!' from the eJeyeuth to
the ~ixtt'l'nth, and eucl:; ~ome\\ here between the nineteenth, twenty-fifth,
11.ml even fortieth days of the eruption. \Vhen the so.lb; foll off', the ap·
pi>arnncp:; pre~e11ted b_v the skin beneath vary in tlifforent case~. Io some
a true uleerntion and lo:-s of ~ub~ta11ce of the der111 Im~ taken place, which
gi\'el' all the rhnracter.-3 of a i:it1ppurati11g ulcer when de... quamation has be·
gun E.'arly in the di~ea.~e; when that proce.:iS orturo at a later period, the
ultl:'r i:; found to be dry and eicutt 1zcd. 111 both the~e forms of <lesquama·
tinn, the dcutrices form little pits or rlepresRions, which reruaia during
lit~. ln other iu~tance.-i, the full of the SC'<th.3 lean:: red and excoriated
surfact·~ wlii<·h are on a levl.-'I with 1he &urru1111ding skin, but which soou
dry, le1lving hlotc:he~ of a re<idh~h-brown color, that do not disappear entirC'I\' for month:<. No ricatrice11 remain when de,.;qunrnation takes place
in tl;i" 111anner. In n third scrie;; of' cal;{es the crush do not fall until tbe
~urfoce bcueath hu.:; completely cic:nrizcd, 1wd the only traces left behind
0
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are more or less deeply tinted reddish spots, with occasional slight furfu.
raceous exfoliation of the cuticle, all of which dh:uppcar entirely after n
time without leaving pits or cicatrices.
To conclude the account of the symptoms of the disease, we have a few
words to 8ay in regard to the condition of some of the important organs
throughout the course of the malady.
The tongue presents no appearance peculiar to the disease, 0ther than
the eruption already described. It is generally moist, more or less furml,
and either pale or red in color. The abdomen usually remains soft irn<l
undistenr.led, though in some instances it is slightly tumid an<l bard, with
occasioual pains in the epigastric, umbilical, or iliac regions; in simple
cnses, the latter symptoms rarely last more than a short time, and when
otherwise they are almost always the sign of some complication. The
constipation which exists during the initiatory stage generally continues
throughout the disease, though in some instances a slight diarrhooa occurs
about the end of the first or second week 1 after which the bowels regain
their uatural con<lition. If severe diarrhcea should make its appearnnce,
it is almost always the siga ofa dangerous complication. The 11uw~ea01ul
vomitin_q, which are so often present during the initial stage, cease afLer the
appearance of the ernptioa, and recur only in rare cases, or in consequence
of slime complicatiou. Tbe appetite is almost always lost during the cour"e
of the disease, though it sometimes returns in the period between the ter·
mination of the initial ant.I the commencement rJf the secondary fewr;
thinst is acute as a general rule, aud more or less so according to the violence of the fever.
The urine presents, during the course of the disease, the ordinary febrile
characters of le~senet.l quantity and heightened color. The urea, uric acid,
and pigment are increased, and the chlorides much diminished. Albumi·
nuria is occasionally present at the height of the disease i it is, however,
temporary, and apparently not of very grave import. Casts of the renal
tubules are also present in some cases. '!'be frequency with which this condition exist::; probably varies in different epidemics, since we have detected
it but rarely in our cases, while Parkes statel5 that it is present in about30
per cent. of all cases. After the subsidence of the secondary fever, the
urine frequently becomes very abundaut, of pale color, and of low sp. gr.
Thus, in oae of our cases 1 in a girl aged 18 years, the daily amount of
urine passed from the tenth to the thirteenth day of the eruption was f5clx,
or ten pint-::, of sp. gr. 1001, as clear as spring-water, containing no albumen, but with a fair proportion of chlorides. In another case, in a prnng
man, aged 20 years, the patient also passed, on the eighteenth day, f5clx
of cry.stal-clear urine, of sp. gr. 1007, without albumen but contaiuing
abundant chlorides. In a thir<l case, in a boy aged 13 years, the amount,
on the twelfth day of the eruption, was f.3xlv.
The strength of the child is not, as a general rule, greatly diminished,
except in severe and dangerous cases. Restlessness, irritability1 crying, a11d
delirium, which are of such frequent occurrence iu the febrile diseases of
children, are not usually very strongly marked iu regular cases of variula.
They exist, but it is to a moderate extent only.
'Ve pass on now to the confluent forms of tbe disease.
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It i~ not po~,;ible to predict from the character of the initial fever what
is to be the type of eruption whil'h i~ to follow, since in discrete variola,
!iDd even in varioloid, the precursory fever and other symptoms, often run
alarmingly high, while, on the other haud, u. case destined to be confluent,
or even hemorrhagic, does not always exhibit violent phenomena at the
onf:et. A~ the time for the eruption npproache~ in confluent cases, the
skin usun11y µ:iveR evidence of active inflammation of its deeper structures.
It becomes thickened, swo1len, hard, dark in tint, and as the eruption advance::c, the counties~ number of papules and vesicles, which cover all parts
Clf the body, increase the violence of this inflammatory action, and give
ri~e lo an earlier appearance of the secondary fever, which is marked by
higher ternperature 1 more active delirium, and greater digturbance of the
circulation than in discrete or moderate small-pox. As the vesicles form
upon the pnpulm~, they so crowd the surface that their edges run together,
Lhu~ making the confluence, and no portions of natural skill remaill on
which to form the areoll:!, which, therefore, a.re a.b"ent. As the pustules
follow the vesicles they do not develop well, but remain flattish and sluggi~h, with a whitish, ill·concocted pus on some parts of the body, particularly the face and backs of the hallcls. They roll together into large
flat blebs or bull~\ of se\•eral illches or more in extent. Sometimes
portiolls of the loosened cuticle are rubbed off by the movements iu bed, or
by scratching. The parts thus denuded look raw, and exude a snnious fluid .
la severe conAuent cases the eruption extends to the mucous membrane
of the nos(', mouth, fauccs, eyelicls 1 nud perhaps to the prepuce or vulva,
as in the di:otiuct form, but with very different severity and consequences.
The inflammation produced by the eruption cau~es enlargement of the
tongue, swelling of the fauces, pain, and often great difficulty of swallowing. The rawness and soreness of the pa!=:sages 1 and an abundant and
usually clnrk-colored viscid secretion, which clogs and clings to the parts,
cau!'e great distress, and acl<l to the exhaustion of the patient At th/3
~ame time the laryngeal catarrh causes cough, honrsenes.:s, pn.rtial or total
loM of voice, and difficulty of breathing. Thus, ns in violent anginose
scarlet fever, and in some ca~es of dipbtlieria, the supply of air to the
lungs i~ so dimini~hed by the variou~ causes of obstruction (swelling, collections of viscid phlegm, nud spasm of the glottis) that the blood does not
receive its due amount of oxygen, a venous stas is is established, the skin
hecomes dnrk-hrown or purpli!:ih from capillary stagnation, and the patient
di~, sometimes iu great distress, though at others with very little apparent
~ufferiug, in n. state of a.,Qphyxia and exhaustion.
In some cnses the heart presents evidences of disease: the sounds become
feeble and ob~cure, the impulse weak, and the action of the heart irregular
and intermittent. These symptoms, to wbich special attention bas been
ealled by Dc:o::nos and Iluchard, 1 are dependent upon grave inflammatory
change.Q, either in tbe en<lo· or pericardium, or frequently in the muscular
tissue of the heart. In cases where this latter lesion is present they have
occa~ionnlly obse rved n. want of agreement in fl'equeucy between the contraction~ of the heart and the radial pul:m; anrl al~o, but as a much more
1
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constant sign, a murmur at the apex of the heart, soft, deep, diffuse, and
inconstant, which differs in its character from the murmur wbich attendd
endocar<litis of the valves. Undoubtedly in many cases of variola where
death occurs suddenly, with signs of failure of cardiac power and pulmonary engorgemeut, the fatal event will be found to depend on the development of one of these cardiac lesions, and especially of my0carditis.
There is a form of confluent small-pox called superficial confluent, in
which, tbt)Ugh the eruption is really confluent, it runs through the stage3
of maturation, desiccation, and desquamation so rapidly that the constitution is not greatly tried, and the patient recovers without difficulty.
Even in the severe form, the patient may, if his constitution be good,
pass safely through the disease.
The hemorrhagic, malignant, or petechialform is happily rare. We had
rarely seen it until the epidemic of 1871-72 showed it to us in all its ter·
rible power. Our forefathers knew all about it. 'Ve, of the generntion
which has risen since the introduction of vaccination, had read of it, hut
took little heed of what the variolous poison might do when it exerted its
malignant forces. In this form the patient is weak and feeble from the
beginning. The surface assumes a singular reddish hue as the eruption
comes out. The vesicles when they form upou the papules, instead of
filling with lymph, and then pus, contain only a thin, sanguinolent liqnicl;
they mature very imperfectly, or rather not at all, not acumioating but
remflining flattish, or irregular in shape, and flabby. While the eruption
is struggling along in this irregular mo<le, the vessels of the cutaneous
tissues become gorged and partially stagnant, so as to give to the surface
dark-red, brown, blue, or purplish, and livid tints. Extravasation:; take
place amongst and beneath the eruptive points, the cuticle forming the
bloody pocks breaks, blood exudes, and forms dark scabs, and lhe patieot
is so changed from his natural aspect that we may comprehend how in the
olden Lime, people who had not the consolation which vaccination give~,
may have been driven from the bed and even from the house of the sufferer
in hopeless terror. Such cases look no longer human. The swollen face,
purple or black, the dark or crimson-red eyeball, with the whitish cornea
sunken into a pit formed by the projection of the blood-colored and
oodematous conjunctiva! membrane, the eyelids thick and stiff and imperfectly closing, the gross body, changed from all its natural bright to
blackish tints, the cuticle dissected from the skin by ?Ioody exudation~,
which weep and stain the clothing and bed-linen. Such is the variola
nigra or black srhall-pox of the old writers, and well does it deserve its
nu.me.
VARTOLOID, OR MODIFIED SMALL-POx.-This is a term now usually
applied to the modified form of the disease, as it occurs in indiviJuals who
have been vaccinated, or who have already had the natural or inoculated
disease.
Dr. 'Velch's rule is a very good one,-" to classify as variola all unvaccinated cases, no matter how milll, all malignant cases, and all the
vaccinated cases in which the eruption does not reach maturity until after
the sixth or seventh day from its first appearance." The true point of
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di4inction here, when any uncertainty as to vaccination exists (and this
is not rare amongst the poor ), is the time of maturation of the eruption.
Thi~ 1 in vnrioloid, ought to be matured and in the decliae by the sixth or
~evf'nth

day.

The initial symptoms of varioloid are of the same general kind as those

of natural small-pox, differing m~rely in degree. But the physician ought
to know that, in a few cases of even very mild varioloid, while the eruption i:-: <lestined to be sparse, to coasi~t of but few pocks, and to run through
it.:5 !:<lngcs in Ave or six days, the initial fever may be very high, and the attendant phenomena of pain, nervous disturbances, loss of strength, etc.,
very m11rkcd. \Ve once saw a girl nine year:s old, who was ill for three
days with very high temperature, delirium, stupor, prostration, violeot
hc1ulachc 1 and rapid pul~e, so that heL· case lookerl very threatening and
left the diagno!:.lis in great doubt. On the third <llly a moderately abundant vnriolous eruption came out, when all the unpleasant symptoms
rapidly abated and disappeared. The eruption ran through it.5 stages in
six days, and the patient recovered without a pit. She had been well and
carefully vaccioated in infancy.
The:;e se\·ere initial sym ptoms are rare, however, in children as compared with adults. Usually the attack begins with slig ht fover, headache, hnguor, and sometimes constipation, which are followed, in two or
three days, by the eruption . 'rhe vomiting, lumbar pains, and different
nervous symptoms which exist iu regular variola, are not often present, or,
ifso 1 in a very slight degree. The eruption consists of papulcs like those
of true small·pox, but usually they are few in number, and entire ly discrete i11 their arrangement. The initial fever and other symptoms subside
completely upon the appearance of the eruption, aud the child often se~ms

perfectly well.
Th e progress and character of the eruption are very similar to t.hose of
the regular form of the disease, with the exception that the changes are
more rapidly effected, and, ns a consequence, the duration of the attack is
rendered much shorter. The papules are converted into vesicles at a
much earlier period-as early as the first or second day. The vesicles
soon ~sumea whitish, opaliue appearance, become umbilicated, and in the
court!e of the second or third day begin to change into pustules. The suppuruti,·estnge of the eruption, or maturation, is seldom ncco:npanied by any
mnrked seco ndary fever, as in the regular disease. 'Vhcn the fever does
occur, it j3 generally \•cry moderate, con;; i:;ting merely in sl ight acc'eleratiou of the pulse and a little iucre1l<;etl heat of skiu , and in one or two
clays it di~nppears eutirely. The pustules do not fill usually so well as in
regular variola, and not unfrequently their contents are rather sero·puruleot thnn purulent, in the proper sense of the term. rrbe third stage
occurs earlier nod goes through its periocl3 more rapidly than in true smallpox; desicc1~tio11 soon ta.kes place, is speed ily fiuished, and tbe falling of
the scabs, which begins as ea rly ns the eighth da.y of the erupti on, is usu·
ally completed about the twelfth or fourteenth. After desquamation is
completed, the only traces of the disease left i,ire reddish spots or blotches,
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which dimppear after a time without leaving cicatrices. The whole duration of the attack i.3 generally from ten to twenty days.
Varioloid may be so mild that the patient ne\•er goes to bed. Some ma·
lnise, a little loss of appetite, the appearance on the skin of half a dozen
papules, which soon become umbilicatecl vesicles, and then rapidly form
scabs, coustitute the whole history of some cases. Here it is that a correct
diagnosis is invaluable to the family. To the patient it is of no consequence. He is safe, but be may inoculate any or alJ of those who have
not been proper! y protected.
CoMPLICA.TIONs.-The most frequent and important complications of
variola in children, are inflammations of the mucous membrane of the
lower half of the intestinal tube, conjunctivitis, otitis, and different hemorrhages. In a smaller number of cases, attacks of bronchitis, pneumonia,
anasnrca, articular iuflammations, subcutaneous abscesses, simple and
pseudo·membrauous coryza, angina, and laryngitis, and other eruptive
disea!Ses, occur at different periods of the malady.
It is impos~ible for us, for want of space, to attempt a description of
the various symptoms of the different complications just enumerated.
Having mentioned the possibility and probability of their occurrence,
we must leave the reader with the advice always to suspect the existence
or approach of some one of them, when the symptoms, in any case, differ
much from those which have been described as characteristic of the regular form.
ANATOMICAL LE.'3WNS.-The characteristic lesions of small·pox are a
certain deteriorated state of the blood, congestion of the internal organs,
and the inflammation of the skin and mucous membranes constituting
the eruption. The blood is found to be entirely liquid and uncoagulable,
a.nd of a dark color; or if coagula exist, they are small, soft, and very
dark in color. The exceptions to this rule are those in which some ncute
and severe inflammation exists, under which circumstances the dissolved
state of the blood is less marked, and fully formed coagula are more
abundant. The congestion referre,J to affects almost the whole system.
The muscles are firm and of a deep-red color; the membranes of the brain
ue strongly injected, the sinuses are filled with blood, and the cerebral
substance presents numerous red points or dots. The vessels of the lungs
contain a large quantity of blood, and the liver, spleen, and kidneys are
all deeply congested .
The condition of the mucous membranes is important. The pharynx,
larynx, and trachea present an eruption, or simple inflammation without
eruption. The eruption exists under the aspect of small, circular, thin, .
nncl whitish pseudo-membranous points, scattered over the mucous ti!lSue,
and slightly adherent to it, beneath which that tissue is often observed to
be red and inflamed. At a more advanced degree, and in severer case_>;,
the false membranes have disappeared, and in their places we find circu·
lar ulcerations, which are either superficial, or they penetrate the tissue of
the mucous coat and rest upon the muscular, or even pierce that and reach
to the cartilaginous tissue beµeath . In adrl.ition to these lesions are found
inflarumatiou of the mucous tissue with its consequences, redness, soften-
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ing1 thickening, and extensive deposits of false membrane, quite distinct
from the appearances above described as characteristic of the eruption
upon these tissues.
It has been a contested point whether a true vesicular or pustular eruption ever exists upon the mucous lining of the stomach and intestines.
The general opinion appears now to be, however, that the changes observed in these organs cannot be ascribed to the formation either of vesicles or pustules. The appearances that have led some observers to cousider them as the result of a proper eruption, are the following: The
follicle.s at the commencement and termination of the small intestines,
and in rarer cases, of the large intestine also, present an abnormal degree
of development, appearing in the form of small hemispherical or pointed,
and sometimes flattened projections, on which there often exists a. dark, and
sometirues depressed central point. At the same time Peyer's glands are
often enlarged, more projecting than usual, softened, and red.
According to the valuable researches of Desuos and Huchard (Zoe. cit.),
the heart and pericardium present marked lesions in a considerable pro·
portion of cases of confluent variola. These changes were rare in cases
of the discrete form, and were not detected in any case of varioloid. The
lesions may consist solely of endocarditis, or pericarditis, or these may be
associated. These iuflammations present the ordinary morbid products,
and are not attended with the development of pustules. In other cases
the muscular walls of the heart are affected with an acute myocarditis,
which is marked at first by a granular state of the muscular fibres, which
soon passes iuto fatty degeneration.
Tbe anatomy of the variolous pock is i rn portant and interesting. WhP.n
a vesicle is opened sool'I after its formation, it is found to contain nothing
but a little serosity, which is perfectly limpid and alkaline, while the skin
benenlh is red, softeneU, and moist. The umbilicated character depends
on a 61iforru adhesion between the centre of the pock and the surface of
the skin beneath. This adhesion is broken, when, at a later period, the
pustule becomes globose in shape. The vesicle is also subdivided into
several chambers by delicate radiating partitions, so that a single puncture
will not discharge the entire contents. About the period of tbe conversion
of the vesicles into pustules, or very soon after the formation of the latter,
the cavity of the pock will be found to contain a false membrane, which
is of au opaque white color, soft and friable in its texture, and seated
upon the derm in small isolated points. After a time these points enlarge,
and meeting, unite aud form a soft pseudo-membranous disk, uneven
upon its surface, and which either fills the pock completely, or is covered
at first with ~erosity and afterwards with pus. This false membrane is
secreted originally by the true skin . At a somewhat later period it forms
an adhesion to the inner surface of the cuticle, while still later in the prog~
ress of the pock, it becomes detached from the cuticle, and remains loose
and free in the cavity of tbe pustule, surrounded by the fluid contents of
the laller.
DrAG~os1s.-The diagnosis of this disease in all its forms ought to be
made as early as possible, in order that the persons in conta.ct with the
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patient, whether from nece~sity or by nccident1 may be vaccinated or revaccinated. It is well knowu that exposure to the mildest varioloicl may
produce in the unprotected any form of small-pox, from discretP to malignant, according to the constitution of the subject and the type of epidemic
prevailing. Therefore the only safety after exposure is in the vaccine
disease, and, therefore, the lives of the exposed hang upon the knowledge
and action of the phy~ician in charge, a responsibility from which he cannot escape either in the estimate of the public or in his own con~ciou~ne~s.
Dr. 'Velch concludes from his observations that 11 \·accination performed
at a period less than seven days previous to the appearance of the eruption
(small· pox) will not modify the disease," but that when performed 11 !:!Cveu
days previous (it) will almost always modify the disease to the extent of
ren<lering it harmless."
Dr. Masson (article on Small-pox, in Reynolds's Sy.<tlem of llledicine,
vol. i. p. 4ii) says that to be effective vaccination should have gone on to
the stage of areola before there is auy illness from emall·pox. "It has
before been stated that when small-pox. has been taken into the ~yt<tern
there is twelve days' freedom from i!Jness, ge11crnlly 1 forty·eight hours'
illuc:;s, aud then the <lisease begins to appeur on the skin. The areola of
vaccination is not fully formed uutil the uiuth or tenth day of the progress
of the vaccine vesicles on those who have uever been vaccinated before,
so that nuless there has been time for the areola to be formed after the
vaccination, before the illness produced by small-pox begins, the vaccination will not be of the least benefit." Ile gives an example: "Suppose
an unvaccinated person to inhale the germ of a variola on a l\Ionclay; if
he be vaccinated as late as the followi11g 'Veclnesday, the vaccination will
be iu time to prevent the small-pox being developed ; if it be put off until
Thursday, the small-pox will appear, but will be modified i if the va<.:ciuation be delayed until Friday, it wi Jl be of no use, it will not have bad
t ime to reach the stage of areola, the index of safety, before the illnc~s of
small-pox begins. This we have seen over and over again, and know it
to be the exact state of tlie question. Revaccinatioo will have effect two
days later than vaccination will have that is performed for the fir~t time,
because revaccinated cases reach the stage of areola two or three days
sooner than in those persons vaccinated for the first time."
It is plain, therefore, that ihe diagnosis ought to be made as early ns
possible. Can it be made in the iuitial stage? Not, we think, with any
certainty. Except in a time of general epidemic prevalence, cases of
small-pox are almost unknown, and varioloicl is very rare amougst children, and the medical man thinks of anything but varioloid or small-pox
to explain a fe\Ter attended with vomiting, anorexin 1 restlessness, or drowsiness in the infant, nod the same symptoms with headache an<l general
soreness in the older child. The initial fever has no characteristic phenomena. 'Vhen the disease is epidemic, the initial fever, as it has been
described, may arouse suspicion, and the ntte11clant physician may dare to
announce the probable approach of the dreaded disease, and examine all
the exposed persons as to their being fully protected. But this eour:::e is
justified only by tbe presence of tb• epidemic. Not until the eruptiou
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begin" to appear can the diagnosis be made with certainty; and however
ea ... y it may be for old and experienced physicians to make it then, we
deAire to caution the younger and more inexperienced as to tbe possibility
of mistake.
The important points to bear in mind are the following: 1. Tbe prodromic stage, whether of mere ailing and lassitu<le, such as may not send
the patient to bed, or violent fever with nervous symptoms and the different f:igus which declare a severe disease, which lasts two clays, and on the
third of which, as the law, the eruption makes its appearance. 2. The
eruption appears first on the face and about the upper part of the neck,
nod consists of hard 1 distinct, shotty papules, seated, in mild cases, on a
nodmml skin. 3. As the eruption appe1rs, the fever diminishes. These
three points kept steadily in view will usually prevent any mistake.
The eruption of measles sbows itself on the third day of fever, as in
small-pox, and occasionally appears in distinct points, whirb give it a suspicious likene::;s to that di::;ease. But the atlendant cutarrhal conditions,
the coryza, cough, and conjunctiva! catarrh, with the fact that the fever
incren~es ns the eruption comes out, instead of diminishing as in variola,
ought nlonc to decide between the two. Moreover, a careful study of the
eruption ought lo enable us to decide. In variolous disease the pa pules are
small, bani, very distinct one from another; io measles the papular character is not well marked, the stigmata are larger, broader, Hatter, aod
much le::;s hard and shotty to the touch, and very soon they run together
and a~sume irregularly crescentic outlines. By the second day of the diseaf:e there is rarely any difficulty.
Ynricella, which from its name, one would think, ought to resemble
\'&rioln. closely, has rarely gh•eu us any trouble. The prodromic stage of
\'aricclla never lasts over a <lay; it often consists of but a restless night,
aud sometimes the first thing to attrnct the attention of the mother or
nurse is the eruption. \ \Then the prodromic stage does exist, it consists
merely of some lassitude or irritability, loss of appetite, and slight fever.
The eruption shows itself at once upon the face and front and back of the
body. So much is this the case that we always have the child undressed
in order to get a good view of the body. If, on inspection, a number,
three or four or a dozen, or very many rounded, projecting, globose vesicles arc to be seen, consisting of n thin and transparent layer of the cuticle,
filled often to burstiug with n limpirl serum, there ought to be no difficulty
in the diagnosis. Such an eruption, appearing with scarcely a prodrome,
or merely a slight ailing of twelve or twenty-four hours, cannot be smallpox or varioloid.
Iu very mild vario1oid, where the eruption counts three or four or half
a dozen \'c:;iicles, and where the prodromes are very mild, it is not always
easy to be quite secure in one's opinioa, and a careless or inexperienced
per~on might very well fail to detect the true nature of the disorder. But
even here careful inquiry will generally show that the health has been disturbed for two days, at least by altered temper, lassitude, lessened appetite, und one or two restless nights. These prodromes, wben followed by a
few hard, distinct papules, which become on the second day vesicles, and
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then umbilicated pustules, to dry up on the fourth, 6ftb 1 or sixth, can be
nothing but variolous in their nature.
Again, iu severe cases of small-pox itself, embarrassments sometimes
occur. 'Ve once saw ao infant, five we~ks old, who had never been out of
the mother's room, seized in the midst of perfect health, with violent fever,
vomiting, loathing of the breast, and heavy stupor. On the second day of
tbe illness the whole cutaneous surface began to redden i soon the tint
became bright red, not unlike some scarlet fevers, but of a more crimson·
red; the skin was swollen, tight, bard, and, so to speak, shiuiug. On
the third day innume;able hard and distinct papules formed upon this
evidently acutely inflamed skin, nod on tbe following day the child die<l
comatose. The child had not been vaccinated, and there were at the
time a few cases of varioloid and small-pox in the city. Even iu such
cases, however, where a deep roseolous or erythematous eftlorescence
precedes and masks the variolous eruption, the violence of the prodromic
symptoms, so unlike the mild pbeuomena which precede ordinary roseola.
or erytbema, and particularly the intensity of the coloration and the hard
und swollen condition of the skin, indicating active inflammatory states
of its deeper layers, will go far to prepare an experienced eye for what is
coming.
PROGNosrs.-Tbe fatality of small-pox varies greatly in different epidemics. The result is also markedly influenced by age. It is particularly
fatal in infants under one year of age. Of the whole number of cases,
2377, admitted into the Municipal Hospital of this city in 1871-2, there
were 35 children under one year of age. Of these 26, or H.28 per cent.,
died. Between the ages of 1 and 15 years there were 291 cases, of which
05, or 32.64 per cent., died. The mortality was therefore nearly three·
·fourths of the whole number under one year, and very nearly a third of
those between 1 and 15 years of age.
Of a series of 23 cases that we have met with, 5 were fatal. All of these
were under 5, and 3 under 1 year of age.
The amount of the eruption governs the prognosis to a great degree.
As the number of pocks is abundant or otherwise,-as the case is a dis·
crete, moderately full, semi-confluent, or confluent one,-so is the danger.
Cases of full confluence are almost as fatal as malignant scarlatina. Few
children escape in the confluent form. A moderately full eruption, and
of course a discrete one, is favorable. The hemorrhagic form is, almost
without exception, fatal. Varioloi<l rarely kill.:;, Under 15 years of age
we have never seen a fatal case of it. In one case only have we known it
to be dangerous.
The favorable symptoms in any case of variola are the occurrence of
the disea5e iu children previously in good health and over one year of age;
the absence of any violent nervous symptoms during the initial stage i a
proper duration of the first stage; and the subsidence of the fever after the
appearance of the eruption. 'Vben, in addition to these circumstances,
the secondary fever i:; not too violeut, and no complication arises, there is
but little doubt that the patient will recover.
The unfavorable symptoms are the occurrence of the disease at a very

early age i the existence of severe nervous symptoms during the first stage;
the occurrence of a thick and abundant eruption upon the face indicating
a probably confluent case; continuation of the fever after the appearance
of the eruption, or a merely slight subsidence uf it; delirium and other
nervous symptoms during the secondary fever; and any irregularity io the
appearance of' the eruptioo, as paleness iostead of the usual red color, a
livid or purplish color of tbe pustules, imperfect development of the
pocks, or their sudden shrinking without diminution of the general symptoms. The occurrence of the signs which mark the hemorrhagic form, as
petechire and local hemorrhages, stamp the case as almost necessarily
fatal. It is scarcely necessary to say that many of these symptoms nre
indicative of the existence or threatened production of some complication, upoo the nature of which must depend, after all, in great measure
our prognosis. The complications most apt to occur have already been
considered in a previous section.
'l'HEATM.ENT.-The treatment must be regulated by the type of the case
uoder charge. It will vary, therefore, from a mere quiet expectancy
throughout, to the vigorous use of such means as moderate fever, abate
nervous agitation, and allay i:;uffering in the early stages1 with the peremptory exhibition of stimulants, tonics, and nutritious foods, in the period of
eruption and maturation.
In the varioloid of children over eight or ten years of age, during the
initial fever, rest in bed 1 light diet, nucl the use of sweet spirit of nitre 1 in
iced lemonade, often suffice. Shoul<l there be much restlessness, insomnia, or pain, solution of citrate of potash, with small does of laudanum
or paregoric, may be given. When the eruption appears, if it be 8light,
and the fever disappears, nothing more is necessary than to keep the diet
moderate and seclude the patient in one room, for the sake of others,
until the crusts have fallen. If the eruption be more copious, enough to
came a good deal of irritation and restlessness, a warm bath at night, especially with some bran added to it, and the application through the day
of an ointment of glycerin and cold cream, with a mild opiate at night,
are sufficient.
In the variola of unvaccinated children, the treatment must also depend
on tbe type of the symptoms. In the initial stage, when the fe,·er is high,
the child must be confined to the breast, if it is still nursing, and, if weaned,
it is to be kept upon a proper mixture of milk and water1 with lime-water,
and upon chicken or beef-tea, for food. Cold wuter must be frequently offered to the child at all ages, and it should be allowed to take all it desires.
A tepid bath morning and evening, or even three times a day, if the child
does not resist, is very soothing, aud tends to reduce the heat. Spongings
with tepid or cool water, from time to time, according to the degree of heat,
and the effects of the application, may be used, if the bath terrifies or fails
to reduce the fever.
Diapboretics, and especially the citrate of potasb 1 with sweet spirit of
nitre, aod very sma11 proportions of laudanum, should be administered in
this stage. Or the spirit of l\Iiodererus may be giveu,-tweoty to thirty
drops, with ten drops of nitre nnJ five of paregoric, in a tablespoonful of
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iced water, every two hours, to chil<lren of six months to two yeers. For
older children the doses must be enlarged.
'Vhen there is 1 as often happens, great agitation of the nervous system,
as shown by jactitation, insomnia, and mild or acth·e delirium, some remedy
should be given to control these symptoms. If the citrate of potash and
opium fail to relieve these conditions, the best remedy is bromide of potassium, one to two and a half graios, with one to two drops of deodorized
laudanum, at the age of one t.o three years, every two hours until rest is
obtained 1 or until three or four doses have been given. After the age of
four years the proportion of the bromide may be doubled.
\Vheu great heat and swelling of the skin, severe headache, and signs
of congestion of the lungs or brain, exist, cold applications to the head,
with hot mustard foot-baths, may be used with the diaphoretics. If, in
older children, the headache or pain in the loins be very severe, a few Jry
cups or a sinapism may be applied to the back of the neck or loins.
If the bowels are not mo,•ecl spontaneously, a moderate laxative ought
to be used, as syrup of rhubarb or castor oil, or an enema may be
ordered. Purging with large doses of cathartics must be avoided at all
ages.
In the eruptive stage the treatment must vary with the type of the erup·
lion and the constitutional peculiarities of the patient. It may be laid
down as a rule that, the more copious the eruption, the more carefully
should the strength be husbanded, and the vitality supported, to enable
the patient to pass through the long and exhaustive processes of maturation and desiccation necessary to a cure.
If the eruption come out slowly and tardily, and the extremities be cool,
e\'en though the body is hot, hot mustard foot-baths, or warm baths, with
hot drinks, as milk and water, hot broths, and small quantities of brandy,
onght to be P.mployed, and are often very useful.
If the eruption be discrete and moderate in amount, oothiog hut rest in
bed, simple sustaining foods, and some local remedy to allay cutaneous
irritation, as an ointment or an occasional warm bath, will be necessary
until the secondary fever appears. 'Vhen this arrives, the same means, in
the form of diaphoretics, anodynes, and nervous sedatives, should be used
a.sin the initial stage. Io the stage of maturation the strength must be
::iustained by a diet adapted to each particular case. If the patient be
feeble, and therefore much reduced by even a moderate eruption, he must
have brandy added to his milk, or wine-whey, from time to time, increased
doses of beef or chicken soup, if he can take them, and, if old enough,
eggs, or egg-nog. Quinia and muriated tincture of iron should be used as
in confluent cases, of which we sha11 speak directly.
In the semi-confluent and confluent cases all must be done to sustain the
strength and vitality. From an early period of the eruptive stage, alcohol,
quinia, and iron must be employed. From twenty to thirty drops of
brandy, in a wineglassful of milk, may be given every two hours, and two
or three tablespoonfuls of thin beef-tea, every alternate two hours, at the
age of two or tbree years. After the age of five, these quantities may be
doubled. To infants, brandy, in doses of ten to twenty drops, may be
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given every two hours in breast-milk, or in warm water and sugar. Quinia,
in doses of half a grnin, at a year old, and one grain at four and five years,
with or wilhout muriatecl tincture of iron, ought to be administered every
four hours. It is best to choose the four-hour interval, because of the difficulty there is in giving frequent doses to child ren . If the stomach will
not retaia the iron and quinia mixed together, the quinia may be used in
~uppu~itory, two grains every four hours, and the tincture of iron in doses
of two lo five drops, according to the age, every two hours, in syrup of
ginger, or in combination with dilute acetic acid an cl solution of acetate of
ammonia, as proposed in the article on scarlet fever. On account of the
well-known frequency of ca rdiac complications iu such cases, digitalis may
be added to the treatment if tbe symptoms indicate marked failure of the
heart's action.
The co ndi tion of the pharynx and larynx present iu confluent small-pox,
ns tle~cribed in the article Ol1 symptoms, constitutes one of the great diffi·
cul ties of the disease. The patient suffe rs so much in the act of swallowing,
the respiration is so interfered with when he attempts to drink or eat, that
it en<ls in hi s taking but little, ant.I, at last, almost nothing. Here ice
should be given, iced flaxseed-tea and ice<l brandy and water, or frozen
beef-tea. A solutio n of chlorate of potash may also be tried. L emonade
mny be used, and a warm poultice to the throat is to be recommended.
Rtill we must persevere, as small quantities are better than nothing, and
we may employ uutritive injectio ns of beef-tea, of milk, or of egg and
milk.
If the patient su rvives the stage of eruption, we must continue the tonics,
stimulauts, a11d nutritious food through the decline of the d isease. During
the latter period someth ing must be done to allay the itching, burning, and
irritation of the sk in. If the pati~nt is not too weak, a flaxseed or bran
bath is very soothing, or we may use lime-water and sweet-oil liniment, or
glycer in and cold cream ointment, applied with a large camel's-hair brush

frequently.
In hemorrhagic sma ll-pox, which is nlm ost always fatal, we know uoth·
ing better to recomme nd than the treatment just advised for the confluent
form, to which turpentine in full doses may be added, on account of both
its stimu lant and b::cmostatic properties.
Treatment of Gomplications.-If complications occur in the coun::e of the
clil::easc 1 they must be treated alwuys with a full cons ideration of the pri·
mary importan ce of the general disorder. The ang ina and laryngitis of
confluent cuses can scarcely be looked upon as complications. They belong to the disease. 'Ve have already alludf'<l to their treatment, and may
refer the reader to what has been said of the same series of symptoms in
scarlet fe\·er. In pleurisy or pneumonia we can do ~10thing better than
persevere with the measures most proper to combat fever. Pain may make
it neccs.~ary to use opium in full doses. Counter-irritation is not to be
thou ght of because of the eruption, an<l even cataplasms, which are so
U:icful in ordinary pleurisy and pneumonia, are objectionable here.
The treatment of tbe conjunctivitis which so often threatens, and sometimes occasions great or irreparable injury to the eye, is very important.
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Niemeyer says that much may be done to prevent the development of a
severe eruption oa the conjunctiva by the n~siduous employment of coldwnter compresses, or, still betler, by compresses moistened with a wra.k
solution of corrosive sublimate, one of one grain to six ounces of di:;tilled
water. "Then ulcerations occur upon the cornea, they ought to be touched,
if this be practicaLlc, with solid nitrate of silver sharpened to a point, or
with a fine camel's-hair pencil which has been moistened and rubbed over
the nitrate of silver crystal to insure a caustic solution. 'Vben it is impossible to apply the solid caustic or the brush, we must resort to some
collyrium. This may consist of a solution of nitrate of silver, a grain to
the ounce, or of one or two grains of sulphate of zinc, with tweuty or thirty
drops of wine of opium, dissolved in an ounce of rose-water, two or three
drops of either of which may be introduced into the eye, morning nod
evening. An excellent collyrium is one composed of twelve grains of
borate of soda, one grain ofsulphatc of zinc, a drachm of camphor-water,
to seven <lrachms of <lbtilled water.
Catarrh of the intestine must be trented by the most careful attention
to the diet, by emollient and anodyne injections, and by the internal administration of astringents, and small doses of opiates. \Yhen the dinrrhooa is severe, and the stools mucous and bloody, we may use with advantage the nitrate of' silver by enema, as recommended in the article on
entero·colitis.
The treatment of the convalescence is important. The same rules apply
here as in other infantile nnd children's diseases.
rentilation and Disinfectants.-It is even more important in thisdi:)ease
than in others, for the physician to see to it himself that the rooms occupied by the patient, and the house of which they form a part, shall be well
ventilated, aud that so soon a~ the eruption becomes purulent1 and its
exhalations more or less fetid, proper disinfectants shall be applied. This
is necessary, not only for the good of the patieut, but also for the safety
and comfort of the other inmates of the house. rrhe best ventilation in
winter is that procured by an open fire, or, if this cannot be had, by a
stove. If the room can be warmed only by a furnace, the windows mui::t
be very carefully opened from time to time, so as to supply frei:;h air, aud
yet avoid currents flowing over the patieut. In summer, of cour:se, the
windows roust be open.
Among the best disinfectants isLabarraque'ssolution. If this cannot be
had, or if more than one be <lesire<l, chloride oflime in saucers, wetted, or
a mixture of equal parts of impuresu1pbateof iron and of chloride of lime,
wetted, and placed in saucers, in the entries and passages of the house,
are very E"fficient. Solutions of carbolic acid, or permanganate of pota~8a,
chloral, and other disinfectants may be substituted for the above if more
convenient.
Before terminating our remarks upon the subject of small-pox, it will
be proper to give some account of the treatment of the eruption which has
been recommended aud practiced, with a view to prevent the scarring and
disfiguration which so often result from the ravages of the disease. Of the
different means that have been employed with this view, there are two
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which are chiefly relied upon at present. One is to cauterize the pustules
with nitrate of silver, and the other to make a mercurial application upon
the part where it is desirable to cause the abortion of the eruption . The
cauterization has been performed in two modes: by the application of the
cau!itic to each pustule separately, or to masses of the eruption without
puncturing the cuticle. It appear8, however, that the first-named method
i~ much the most preferable. To succeed perfectly, it is necessary to touch
the derrn forming the base of the pustule; so that the best plan is to remo,·e or lift up a portion of the top of the vesicle with a lancet, and then
to introduce into its interior the sharpened point of a etick of caustic.
This operntion is certainly successful only when performed on tbe first or
second dny of the eruption, though l\I~I. Rilliet and Barthez have know11
it to answer as late as the third and fourth, or even fifth day. The prOce:-:..-; of cauterization is productive of acute pain, but does not iucrease the
local infla.mmati-0n 1 accnrding to the authors just quoted. at least when
applied to a small uumber of the pocks. They state that when applied to
the pustules seated upon the edges of the eyelids, it is almost incredible to
behold how great is the diminution of the ce<lcma of those parts i11 a single
clay. The conclusion of these ~entlemen is, that individual cauterization
of the pustules with nitrate of' si lver does certaillly cause them, as well ns
the imrroundiug turnefaction, to abort, and prevents them from leaving
cicatrices.
This plan is, however, manifestiy inapplicable to any but cases of the
diacrete form, where the vesicles are not very numerous.
The other method which has been employed to cause the abortion of the
pustules and thus prevent disfiguration, is, as has been stated, the appliration of some one of the mercurial preparations. The effects of this treatment are said to be au almost certain arrest of the development of the
eruption, when it is used from the first or second, or not after the third
day; the vesicles and pustules remaining small and isolated, and not assumiug, 11r el!'e soon losiug the umbilicated character. 'Vhen applied
early, while there are ns yet but few vesic les formed 1 it preven.ts the development of new ones, and diminishes the accompanying swelling and
soreness. When the application is removed on the seventh or eighth day,
it is fouud that de8iccation has occurred imperfectly, the surfat,;e presenting small soft scabs, or little whitish, soft elevationsi consisting of the
Jl"eudo·membranous substance situated between the true skin and the new
epidern1i3 1 the old cuticle having generally peeled off with the plaster. In
some places a light rose·colored surface alone remains.
In regard to the success of this treatment in preventing Uisfiguration, we
may quote the statement of ~IM. Rilliet and Barthez, that none of the
patients upon whom they saw it tried presented any cicatrices, though several had had confluent small·pox 1 which pursued its usual course on the
parts not covered by the application. Dr. Stewardsou, of this city, made
a considerable number of trials of this treatment at the Small-pox Hospital of this city in 1841-12. He gave his conclusions in the following

words (Am. Jour. Med. Sci., Jnuuary, 1843, pp. 86-7): "From these experiments, it seems pretty evident that the mercurial plaster has a decided
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influence upon the smn.11-pox pustules, preventing more or less completely
their perfect maturation, and diminishing the concomitant swelling an<l
soreness, the process of desiccation being completed without the formation
of thick scabs, and the resulting cicatrices less marked than when the process ofsuppuratiou was left to pursue its natural course. .
That, by
its use, pitting may be entirely prevented, or the mortality from smal l-pox
materially lessened, seems to me very doubtful, although had all the precautions above mentioned been taken, it is not improbable that the efiects
would have been still more decided."
The use of the mercurial appl ication is attencleJ with some incouvenience.
In the first place it is difficulL to keep it accurately applied, particularly
in chilJrcu, in consequence of the unpleasant sensations it occasions. lo
the second place, it not very unfrequeutly, according to Ml\I. Rilliet and
Ba..rthez, produces au erup tion of hydrargyriasis, or mercurial roseola, in
ahout eigbt or fourteeu days after the variolous eruption, or four or ten
after the application of the remedy. M. Rayer, however, states thi:; effect
to be a rare one.
!Jr. Stewardson says that he thinks no apprehension need be felt as to
constitutional affection from the mercury, for scarcely ever were the gums
even touched. One of ourselves, however, when in Paris, in 18-:IO, saw
this effect produced in a young girl at the Chi ldren's Hospital.
The method of its application is different in difft!refit hands.. The
French generally employ the emplastrum de Vigo cum mercurio. Dr.
Steward:;on prefers the strong mercurial ointment, either pure or rubbed
down with an equal bulk of lard, spread upon a piece of thick muslin.
The muslin is to be cut into the shape of a mask, with apertures for the
eyes, nose, and mouth.. It is secured upon the face by means of striugs
attached to its margin and tied across the back of the htad and neck.. It
is important always for the success of the measure, that the application
shou ld be kept in close contact with the ski n.. To insure this, he employed
a separate piece of muslin for the nose, which is the part most difficult to
fit. 'Vi th the same view, the French authors recommen<l that the plaster
shouhl be cut in pieces to suit the different portions of the face, making
one for the forehead, and othera for the cheeks, sides and back of the nose,
and upper and lower lips. Any spaces that may remain are to be covered
with other portions of the plaster, and the whole secured with strips of
diachylou.. Ou account of the difficulty of applying the mercurial plaster,
the following ointment was compounded by the apothecary of the Children's Ho~pital at Paris, and has been found to answer very well:
B- Mercurial Ointment,,
Yellow Wax,
Black Pitch,

2-1 parts.
10 parl-, .
6parts.-Mix.

The application ought to be confined to the face, as that is the part
which it is most important to save from disfiguration, and as it is better
not to use it upon a larger surface than neceRsary, lest it might occasion
the mercurial roseola, or possibly salivation. As a general rule, four or
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fi\'C 1lnys nre sufficient, according to Guersant and Blache, to leave it in
conta<:L with the skin, iu order to avoid the bad effects just referred to.
The object sought in these applications being, to n. great extent, to protect the vesicles from contact with the atmo:spbere, it has been advised to
paint a saturated solution of gutta-percha in chloroform, over the neck

so soon as the papular eruption is fully out. This plan was tried
in fi\'e of our own cases (loc. cit., p. 345), two of which were discrete and
three connuent, and with very sati:sfactory re!:mlts.
To conclude this matter we will add that Niemeyer states that Skoda
prefer.:; cempresses moistenrd with solution of corrosive sublimate (g r. iji\· to water .3 vj) to mercurial plaster, which induces an injurious elevation
of temperature. Ile also sayii thnt IIebra rejects both mercurial plaster
and !o_:Olution of' corrosive sublimate, as well as collodion, and touching the
inclividua l pocks with nitrate of silver, and that he has come to this deci~ion from the ob.:servation in his wards, that the pocks do not lease
cicatrices nay oftener since he has ceased to employ these remedies than
when he u~ed them. Ile (Hebra) applie~ only cold-water compressf"s,
which while the skin is teu:;e, relieves the patient, although they do not
protect the skin from destruction.

and face,

ARTICLE III.

DEFINITION; SYNONYMS; IIISTORY.-The vaccine disease is an affection produced by the inoculation of the virus of \'firiola, modified by passing through the system of the cow.
The proofa which exist ns to the truly variolous nature of the vaccine
di~en!<C in the cow, are altogether incontestable; so thnt we must regard the
Ynccine di~ea~c in the human subject merely as a remarkably modified form
of varioltl.
It it ousccptible of propagation from individual to individual by inoculatioa, but is contagious in no other way, and it possesses the invaluable
quality of protecting, with very great, though not with absolute certainty,
tho~e through whom it has passed, against small-pox.
Bc:5idcs the name given above, it is known by the titles of cow-pox,
kine-pock, vnccina, and vaccinia.
Some kaowledge of Lhe nature of the vaccine disease, and of its power
to protect the human constitution against small-pox, bas been found to
have exi,.ted in different parts of the world, but there can be no doubt that
we owe to the genius nn<l patient research of Dr. Jenner the inestimable
blessing of vaccination, since it was by him that its marvellous virtue was
demon~trnted and proclaimed to the world. Dr. Jenner learned, at an
early period of his li fe, that there existed a popular belief in Gloucestershire, England, that persons who had contracted a peculiar vesicular disease from the udder of the cow, were thereby protected from the attack of
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sma1l-pox. Becoming convinced by a long course of patient ob3ervntion,
that this belief was founded in fact, he determined at last to try whether
the disease might not be transmitted from one person to another·, and thus
increase immeasurably the utility of t'.1is wonderful protective mean~. On
the 14th of May, 1796, accordiugly, he vaccinated a child eight years ol<l
with matter taken from the hands of a milker who had received the disease
from the cow. The experiment succeeded perfectly, the child having received and pas~ed through the <.lisorder in the most satisfactory manner.
On the 1st of July following, this child was inoculated with variolous
matter, and resisted the contagion entirely, as Dr. Jenner bad expected.
It wn,s not 1 however, until two year3 later, in 1798, after additional experi·
men ts, that the results of his researches were published to the world. From
this time the belief in the utility of vaccination and its application in practice spread rapiUly throughout England . In 1799 it was iotroduced into
this couotry; in 1800 it reached France, and in the course of a very few
years extended to all civilized nations.
SYMPTOMS; CouRSE.-It is very important for the physician to be thoroughly acquainted with the appearances presented by the vaccine disease
in its various stages, since he is to judge by those appearances whether the
subject has had the disease in such perfection as to <lerive all the benefit
from its protective power which it is possible for it to impart.
The first effect of the puncture by which the virus is introduced into
the tissues, is to produce a very slight redness at the point where the operation is performed. This redness usually disappears within twenty.four
hours, and there is left merely a little mark or scab at the point of inser·
tion. On the third day after the operation we first begin to perceive the
specific effects Qf the virus, iu the shape of a small, hardened point at the
seat of the wound, surrounded by a faint, erythematous redness. Over
this hardened poiot, which grows gradually larger, the cuticle is elevated
on the fifth day into a vesicle, by a thin, transparent, and pearl-colored
serous exudation . This vesicle soon becomes umbilicated, so that by the
following day, the sixth, the depression in the centre, constituting the umbilicated character, is generally perfectly manifest, and at the same time
the vesicle is surrounded by a very narrow ring of inflammation. The
vesicle cominues to iucrease in size, until on the eighth or ninth day it
has reached its highest degree of development. At this stage the vesicle
or pock is large, usually about one-third of an inch in diameter, and it
projects very considerably above the general surface. Its shape is circular, as a.general rulP, though not unfrequently it is oval, this depending
apparently upon the mode in wbich the puncture has been made. The
color of the pock is dull white or pearly, or sometimes it has a yellowish
tint. The quantity of fluid contained in the cavity of the vesicle differs,
of course, according to its size. The structure of the pock is found, upon
careful examination at this time, to be cellular, the number of cells
amou11ti11g commonly to eight or ten; very often there is a small, darkcolored scab on the very centre of the vesicle, even at this period, though
in other instances this is absent, the surface of' the vesicle being formed
exclusively of thin and transparent cuticle. The scab just alluded to has
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~eemed to ll'l to con;:;ic;;t of th<' little incru~tation, formed nt the poiat where

we luld iatroclucc<I the virus by the dr) ing up of the minute quantity of
hlnocl e"'caping after the puncture, and of the di~:mlve<l virus which had
not lwen ah~nrbccl. \Ve have often noticed that when the Rmall scab jui-t
alltuled to ha~ Ucen rubbed off the ann on the ,.:econd day, the vesicle ha!!
pre .. ented 110 !<NLb as early as the eighth day. On the eighth day the
li11lc ring- of rcdneEs al the ha"e of the pock 1 whic·h has hitherto heen very
11mnll nnd narrow, begins to enlarge so as to form the areola. This in<'rl'n,;r~ during the ninth and tenth clayll-, forming n. brilliant scarlet or
1lark-red infl:.rnnnatory cirele of about two inehes in diameter, and coni.;tituting one of the mo~i ~tron~ly marked feature~ of the vaccine di ..-ea::-e.
The color <1f Lhe ring is mo.. i inten~e at the edge of the vesicle, and then
fades ~radually to its outermost hnund~try. Ou the ninth and tenth day11.
in counertion with the areola, the ~kin and cellular Lii::..;ue oo which the
,·e.;;i<'lc is seated, and that for a !;hort diMa.nce beyon<l the margin of the
lnll<'r, hccome hardened and tumefie<l, forming a sol id knot or lump in
Lhe der111 1 like the base of n furunrle. The iuflammatioo which c1n1:-::e~
the nn·ola is oflen so intense as to occasion the production of ve-=icle:-,
''hit·h are almo!St always di~coverahle with the nid of a lens, nod are
~ometimeis distinctly visible to the naked eye. On the tenth day the di~
ea!le i~ mmal ly nt its height, 1ind it is then, of course, that a ll its peculiar
rhn.rarteri.stic:-; are most strongly m:lrkerl. At this time the <'hild, when
of an age to de:"cribe its !l'en.:::ation.., 1 will often complain of' heat, itching-,
aorl pain in the inflamed spot; the nnn is heavy and not willingly moved,
or it is moved wit h care and caution; there i::::, in a good n1a11y instances,
~ome irritation and swelling of the axillary gland~, and very frequently a
decided febrile reaction may be noticed. In other cnse~, on the contrary,
uonc of these i-;ymptoms will be pre.~ent. 'rbe child is gay and cheerful,
its moveme n t~ are free, quick, and unembarrassed, aud it seems in a l l
rl':"pect1' to be in its ordinary condition of health.
From the tenth day the disease begins to sub:--icle. The nreob fades ~o
a~ to hnve nenrly disappeared by Lhe fourteenth day; the finid contained
in the ve:::iele is gradually converted into pus, nnd the cellular structu re of
the poc·k is broken down so as to form, by Lhe thi rteenth day, but a single
CR\'ity, in which the pus i~ contaiued; the proce~.., of desiccation is going
on rnpidly during thi5 time, ~o Lhat about the fourteenth clay the ve::iicl~
hn!-1 di:"rtppeared, and in its place there is a firm, hard ~cab, 1if the shupP
und ~ize of the vesicle. This scab con~inue~ to hardea for some dayi,
loug<•r, nnd at the ~ame time contrnctssomewhat in size and grows darker
in col1Jr, ll!Hil at last it is of a very dark·browu 0r mahogany tint . It
!lf'parates. gradually from the ti .. sues beneath, the separation beginning at
the C'ircumforence, nnrl fall:-; off mmally ahout the eighteenth or twenty·
first day, leaving beneath n I'm all nicer, which soon heals, or else a cicatrix
of the .shape nod ~ize of the pock. The cicatrix i~ at fir..<t of a deep-red
or purple <·o lor, but fades graJually, until it hel'.ome~ much whiter than
the surrounding skin. The~car left by the vnccioe disea:-:e is very characteri~ti<·, and i~ often, though nol by nny mean.;; invarialJly, indelible. To
he ttl nil dependt'<I on as a mark of the disease, thesrar:shoul<l.be small,
45
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circular, of a smooth an<l somewhat shining appearnoce, and it shoul1I

exhibit radiations and little depressions or pits. The depres:;ious nre sup·
po~ed to have been canse<l by the cells constitutiug the pock in its early
period.
There is rar~ly more than a very slight constitutional disturbance at·
tendaot upon the course of this disease. About the eighth day, a decided
febrile reaction, attended with some unu;,ual warmth of the surface, rest·
Jessness at night, and fretfuluess of the temper, is often observed. In a
few instances we have noticed distinct disturbance of the health about the
third and fourth days; amounting only, however, to unusual irritability
R.nd di:;comfort through the day, and to wakefulness or di~turbed sleep at
night.
lHHEGULARITIES AND ANOMALlE3.-We have now described the regular cour.;;;e of a vaccination-that. which it pursues in a large majority of
the cases. Cert.sin variations from the above standard or typical course
are frequently, however, met with, and require ~ome notice. These v11ria·
tions ma)' consist merely in the <legree of severity of the local an<l general
symptoms, or in the appearances presented by the pock, without affecting
at all the validity of the disease; or they may concern the duration of the
phenomena; or, lastly they may be such as to call io question the validity
of the disease, leaving us iu some doubt us to whet.her it has protected the
constitution against variolou:::1 attacks or not.
Tbe severity of the local ioffammation occasioned by the vaccination,
and that of the general symptoms also, varies often to a considerable exteot. In some instances, aud especially when the virus employetl has been
procured recently from the cow, the specific inflammation proves very
\Ve have seen the arm iutensely red, aud very considerably
severe.
swolleo, from thti shoulder to an inch below the elbow, while at the same
time tbe axillary gland$ were tumefied aod teoder, and the child very\
feverish and uncomfortable. This happeoed in three children, in all of
whom we had employed the same Yirus; which, as we afterwards learned ~
of the person from whom we obtained it, had been taken quite recently
from the cow. It produced the samtl violent inflammation', moreover, in
iseveral other subjects in whoru it was employed. This, however, is not
to be regarded as by any means a usual occurrence when bovine virus
has been employed, since now that we very frequently vaccinate with
lymph directly from the cow, it is rarely that we observe any severe in·
6ammatio11.
·
If the vesicle happeus to be broken by accident soon after its formation, its appearances during the suLsequeot progress of the disorder will
often be very dittereot from those exhibited in subjects io whom no such
accident occurs. The ve~icle loses a portion of its coo ten ls; it becomes
conoidal and irregular in shape, instead of being circular and umbilicated;
it does uot exhibit the pearly white nod diaphanous color which belongs
to it, but is yellowish and opaque; the areola is ofteo premature and
irregular in shape, and the scab is frequently small, uneven on the edges,
anci falls off at an uousually early periud.
Occasionally there is observed in the course of cow-pox a papular erup-
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tinn O\'er the body of lhe chil<l.

This occurs usually between the ninth

ttnd Lw~lfth day~ .
IL is quite common for the disc11se to be retarde,J in its progress. The
delay generally takes place in the appearance of the ve:)icle, this not sbowiug itsd !'until the !:iixth or eighth day, or, in some rare instances, not until
thl"' ,.ix teen th, or even the twentieth, or forty-sixth day. The longest retar1htion that w~ have met with has been seven days. fn this kind of
relltr,latinn, the disease usually runs through its regular and natural pha~es
after th~ \'C....,icle has once made it5 appetll"ance. In another kind of ret:rnlatio11 the delay occurs in the ve:;icular and pustular stages of the
atfoction, tht! papule appearing at the or<lmary t im e, but the disease aot
r<:11thi11_!! il:i height or m<~turit.y uutil the eleventh or twelfth day .
The forms f}f variatiuu from the ordinary course of cow pox just de·
scribe1l, <lo not seem to be connected with any diminution in the protective
power of the d i:-ease.
It "Ollletimc::i happens thaL the operation of vaccination gives rise to a
di~t·n~e totally u111ike the true vaccine di~e:tse, one which does not protect
a~aiu~t snrnll-pox, and which has therefore been called spu1"ious vacci1uJ
dil!le1iae.
It wa~ formerly the custom to describe quite a variety of appearauces
a5 iudicaLing with greater or less probability a spurious disease. Of late
year::i, howeve r, it is geuerally adm itted that the epurious pock is of much
le:-o~ f'n.• qucut occu1-rPuce tbnn was nt oue time supposed, and that, when it
doc::i orcur, its chnracter.s arc so marked as to make it ea~y of recogaitiou.
[u fact, it hnppeus in a very large lllajority of cases, that the vaccioation
eiLl1cr foils eutirely, the puucture being productive of no other results than
tbo. . e which would naturally flow from a. slight wound of the skin, or else
that it is followed by a true and ea~ily recognized vaccine pock.
" 'hen, however, the opernL ioa is fi..illowed i111111ediaLely or wiLhiu a day
or Lml days by inthi.mmation, aud tho appearance of u. pustule, without
Lhe prcviom1 producLiou of a vesicle; wheu this pu;:itule is irregular iu
tihapc, yl•llow in color, acuminatecl 1 easily broken, aud termiuating io a
1.-oft, ydlowi~h, ragged-looking crust, whieh foils off' upon Lhe fifth, sixth,
or l.'cv..:r:th day, there is u~ure<lly reason enough to call the vaccination
1ipuriou:-o, and it becomes the imperative duty of the practitioner to regard
it as suL"h until subsequent n11cl repeated trials with other and fresh virus,
hnvc proved t.he ch ild to be protected.
DtAl;NOSl~.-There can be no difficulty whatever in disti11guishiag the
vncl'itw Ji .. eu~c wheu it occnr.s in its regulnr form. The successive phases
through which the erupt.ion pns:Je~, und the particular 11ppearances which
it f>rC:-l'lll:'i in c:ach stage 1 are ~o uulike all other disenses, except, iadeed,
iimidl-pux, n~ to render it very easy of recoguition.
81m1cti111e~. however, there id a little difficulty iu t.letcrminiug whether
the eruption is spurious or regular. But this rarely happens except under
cirrurn:,tauccs iu whicb we shou ld expect some modificntioo io the phenomc1rn of the dbea~e. to wit, \\ heu its cour~e is iuterfored with by the
efft'l'lll of u prc\·ious vuccia:ltiun, or of' an attack of varioh . The irregu·
laritie::i uri3ing from Lhe~c ctLu::,es arc such as might be anticipated, and
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will be described in the article on revaccination. \Vhenever the diseMe
fails, in any important respect, to exhibit the perfect attributes of a well·
marked pock, both as regards its time of development, itf.i ehangei<, and
its particular appearances at each stage, in a chil<l not previou:ily vac-

cinatf)d, nor having had small-pox, the only wise anrl prudent plan to
follow is to repeat the operation a few weeks after the doubtful one, so afoi
to test thereby the protective power of the first.
PROTECTIVE Pow1ms.-Though vaccination in infancy has not proved a.
sovereign protection against small-pox, as was at first hoped and expected,
the ::ecurity it does alford, when properly used, against one of the most
loathsome and dangerous of diseaseR, is so nearly perfect that the thought
of its benevolent power ought to rouse every feeling of thankfulness of
whicb the human heart is capable. It ha~ come to pass within a few years,
here and there in the world, and we know this was the case in Philadelphia,
that some persons have hegun to question the real value of vaccination.
Such persons always seemed to us the most crotchety and foolish of mnnkind, and since small·pox exhibited its powers here, as it did in the epidemic of 1871-2, we imagine those very persons are quite ready once again
to th auk Providence for its great hoon, and to do true bomage to the great
discoverers of vaccination.
As to the protective powers of vaccination, we have had abundant
proof, in our own experience alone, to satisfy us that this is complete when
it is properly applied. We have never seen life lost or the face disfigured,
during forty years of experience, in any one who hacl been well vaccinated in infancy, and then successfnlly revaccinated at puberty. 'Ve had
never seen a fatal cm;e of small-pox in a subject under 43 years of age,
who had been well vaccinated in infancy, until the late epidemic, though
we had seen two who had it severely enough to po<.:k·mark them. 'Ve
knew that such cases occurred, but uoue had occurred in our own practice:
an<l our experience in the late terrible epidemic has but confirmed our faith
in the powers of vaccination. During its prevalence we saw no severe nor
dangerous varioloid or variola in children under 10 and 12 years of age.
It was not except arnong those over 15 and 20 years of age that we began
to see and hear of dangerous case:; of the disease; and after succes~ful
revaccination, even in those most exposed, we saw not a case even of
varioloid, much le~s of severe variL1la. 'Ve could, had we the space, cite
particular instances in our own practic>! in proof of the absolute protection
afforded by revaccination, but deem it best to give some facts illustrative
of this power from the hospital experiences of the late epidemic.
In the report made to the Board of Health, of this city, by Dr. Welch,
of the .Municipal Hospital, during the epidemic of 1871-2, are some facts
which show most strikingly the power of vaccination. At page 9 are given
the following cases:
"Casti 1. Child, ret. two years; vaccinated in infancy; two good
cicatrices; came in with mother, who had small·pox; sixteen days io
hospital; uo disease.
''No. VI. Infant, ret. 10 months; not vaccinated; admitted Febru·
ary 10th, along with its mother, who had varioloid, and from whose
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bren~t it
,·uh~ion.:i.

was nursing; rnccioated :::am2 day. February 16th.-Two cool 7tb.-Perfectly well again; vaccinatiou taking well; fourteen

( 14 ) days in hospital; no disease.

with

(This child returned to the ho~pital

men!l.le~.)

'' Xo. IX. Child, rot. 7 years; vaccinated six months ago; fair cicatrix;
eleven (11) dny8 in ho~pital; no di:;euse .

"No. X. Child, ~et. 8 years; vaccinaterl six months ago; fair cicatrix;
eleven ( 11) dnys in ho.:ipita.I; no cli~ea~e."
At page 12 Dr. \\relch state:;i aoother very intere:.t ing fact, which coincidc.'i with the experience of the London Small pl>X IIo~pital. He l"ays:
" lo thi~ connection we might add that the phy::-ician in ch:\rge, his two as~i . . tnnt:-;, the matron,-who ha~ been connected with the ho~pital for twentyfour ye:tl'd,-the chief male nurde, and a number of other:s employed at the
ho~pital during the epidemic:, were protected 01..1 ly by vacciuation and re·
rnc·rin1ttion. Ind eed, not a 1:;inglf' person connected with the hospital, who
had been revacciuated, contracted the di::iease; while, on the other hand,
~ome three or four of the aur.::se~, who had been affected by small-pox previou:-ly, took the di~ea~e n second time."
Jl ow any one can read bll<:h facts as Lhese, and they might be iodefinitely
iu crca!- cd, 1111<1 yet refuse a child the boon of vaccination, is beyond our
coruprehcusion.
In former edit ions of' tbis work we endeavored to show the neC'c~sity
and prnpricty of re,·accination. Hereafter we !:' hall advocate revaccination
in iill ca:-e8, no matter how perfect the first vaceination may be str.ted to
hll\'C been, or how perfect the cicatrix or c icatrices. At the age of fif.
teen, or as f:oon afterwards tlS po~"'ible, all young persons ought to be revac·
ciuatecl. There sho uld be no waiting for au epidemic or for direct expu.~ure
to infection. The operation ought to be perfonned as regula rl y as the pri~
ma.ry vnccination.
Th e re is now a host of evidence on this point, but that which is given
by Ur. W elc h, in the reportju~t quoted, of facts demonstrated by tbe late
epidemic in this city will be suffi cient.
"With reference to the practical efficacy of rcvaccination," he ~ays,
''the hoi-pitnl record £hows as follow~: Among 2377 cases of small·pox
admitted during the epidemic, only :~6 are said to ha,· e been rernccinated,
of whil·h -l died. B11t by suhj ecting these cases to a careful analysis, we
find u~ follow~: Reventeeu ( ]I) were revaccinuted at a distaut period, some
as far bal'k as thirty-one (:H) years; five (5) had not heen revaccinated
until after exposure; seven ( 7) were sa id to have been succe:!sfully revac~
cinated, but were uuable to exhib it nay cicatrices ns the result; sixteeu
{1H) bore upon their urms very poor and un chnrnctcristic scars, some of
which, indetd, were scarcely vi:sible; five ( 5 ) pre~ented fair cicatrices; and
only three (3) were able t11 sbow good cicatrice5.
"Of' 1h e four (4) who died, two (2) occurred among those without cicatrices, ouc among thofle re\•accinated after exposure, aud one among those
.-:how inµ- poor and uncharacteristic· sca rs.
"A ll the cases which bore upon their arms unmistakable evidence of
succe~~ful rcvaccinatiou, suffered from the mildest form po!:isible of tbe dis-
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ease. Indeed, three (3) of these case3 exhibited ao eruption of doubtful
character, and have therefore been recorded ascnses of vurioloid (?.J. Tbe
eruption on three (3) others did not advance beyond the papular etage,
aorl on seveu (7) it was barely vesicular."
It is unnecessary to add anything more as to the protecti,·e power

of the vaccine <li:::ease against small-pox.

Thoi'le who are not convinced

by such facts as tb.ese, would not believe 011e though he rose from the
dead.
PERJOn OF PERFORMANCE.-The period usually chosen for the performance of this operation, is soon after the age of three month8. If,
however, thA infant be exposed to the contagion of variola, it is neces11ary
to perform it immediately, even upon t.he first day of life; nnd in fluch
cases the protective power is as perfect, and the local or consiitutional
irritation little greater, than when the operation has been deferre<I to the
usual time.
SusCEPTIDILlTY TO TBE DrsEASF..-The smceplibility lo the vaccine
disense varies greatly in different persons and different familiefl., nnd is
modifi et.I to a greater or less extent by the exifl-tence of other diseaf:t>s in the
individual at the moment of the operation. In some it is said ne\•er tu be
received, no matter how frequently or how carefully the 'i'irus nu1y be in·
serted. Ia others it is received with difficulty, requiring senral repeti·
tions of the operation before it can be made to take; whilst in yet another
class of subjects, the smallest amount of virm~, when inf-lerted in a careles!\
and imperfect manner even, will produce the disease with the greatest cer·
tainty. Nevertheless a large majority of children take the disease nfter a
single operation, if this be performed with ordinary care an1l nicely. No
explanation of the differeut susceptibilities of individuals to the disease cau
be given. The same difference is knowu to exist in regard to other contagious and even epidemic cliseases 1 as measles, scarlatina, pertus~is, variola
itself, tyrhoid fever, and cholera.
The susceptibility varies also in the same person at different times, with·
ont its being possible to ascribe this fact to any evident cause, since the
child may appear on both occasions to be iu the same condition as to health
and other circumstances likely to influence its susceptibility to the conta·
gion. Thus, we knew a child a few months old to be vaccinated four
times, twice by the late Dr. C. D. Meigs anrl twice by one of ourselves,
each operation following rapidly the preceding one, without success, though
the virus was kuown to be good from its having succeeded in other sub·
je.cts, and though it was changed each time. The child appeared to be in
perfect health. There was 110 eruption of any kind upon its surface, nor
any other conJ.ition that could explain its insusceptibility. After the
fourth operation, the attempt was suspended for about four mouths, then
renewed, and with instant and entire success. Jn auothcr case, the vary·
ing susceptibility of the same individual to the <li5ease was still morestrikiugly exemplified. An infant, a few months old, was vaccinated four
times in succession from the scab without success. It was then vaccinated
with fresh lymph taken from the arm of an infant who was un<lergoing
the disease. fJ.'his nlso failed. A few weeks after this, the operation was
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again performed with the dried scab, aud this time wit.h perfect succe~"· This same experience has more receutly occurred to us in a case
where vaccination was performed four times at short intervals with fresh
bovine virus without success, but on a fifth attempt complete succes:3 was
obtaiaed.
Certain eruptions existing previously upon the ~urfacE\ have seemed to
u~ to prevent the reception ofa vac:cination. The eczematous and impeti~
ginous diseases of infancy and childhood have certainly had this effect in
our experience, thoug-h M. Taupin ( Diet. de ll_ff:deci11e, t- xxx , p. 406 ) is of
the contrary opinion; he having found tbat the disease has been merely
retarded when the operation was performed dul'ing the initial ~tage of' the
ernptive fevers, whilst its course was suspended even entirely when any of
thei:;e affections occurred in a child al ready vaccinated, to be re::ume<l agaiu
nfter the cure of the eruptive fever.
There is another circumstance coucPrnin~ the supposed effects of other
di:i:ea~es ou Lhe vaccine affection, to which it will be well to draw ntlentioa.
We are sure there are few practitioners, having any ronsiderable amount
of busine::s, but must have beeo annoyed, and injured perhaps in their
reputation.;:, by the notion so prevalent in the community that 'accinatiou
rnny impart to children other diseases. Thi::- prE>judice ~xi!~ts particularly
in regard to the chronic cutaneous eruptions of infancy and childhood, s.o
that we have frequently ba<l parents to insiRt to us that the impetiginoue
or eczematous disease u111Jer which their child migbt be laboring, has been
caused by the vaccination, performed perhaps recently, or eveu months
befcu·e. l\I. Tau pi a, quoted by l\IM. Guersa11ta11d Blache (Diet. de .Med.,
t. xxx, p. 414), vaccinated a large number of' children at the Children's
Hospital in Paris, with virus taken from subjects affected with itch, scarlatiua, measles, vRricella, varioloid aad val'iolu, rachitis, scrofula, tuberculo~is, chronic eruptions of the scalp, dartres, etc., without communicating
to the patient any of these affections, either those of acknowledged contagious or non·contagious nature. A very curious case illu~trative of' this
pniut is ment.iooed by Dr. Grt>gory in his Lect11res on the Eruptive Fever1J
(Arn. eel., New York, p. 270). "A child, who had been exposed to the
iufection of small-pox, was vaccinated. Iloth diseases advanced. A
lancet charged with lymph from the yacrine vesicle produced cow-pox.
Another lancet. charged with matter from a t•01·fo/011s pustule,.fonnedwilhfo
lfle i·accine areola, communicated small-pox." 'Ve mentiou t.he result of
these experiments in order to show how little foundation there is for the
popular not.iou above alluded to, aud to gi\•t> to the prnctitiooer an argument with which to defend himself against the unjust accusations of those
who mu.y assert his vaccination to have been the cause of any disorder
that may have followed upon it. Not that we would ourseh·es employ
virus taken from a child suffering from disfase of any kind whatsoever,
since thi.s is, to say the leust, unnecessary, aud ought to be avoided.
Indeed, we have never employed a vaccine crust taken from a child who
was not nppnrently iu perfect health. The smallest amount of cutaneous
eruption upon a child has nlwnys been sufficient reason with us to reject
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the virus afforded by such a patient,
adopt, Tt is of course the proper one.

anp as this

11w.1t

be the safe::t plua to

The still more serious charge has., of receut years, been made again~t
vaccination, that it may be the means of transmitting con:-:titutional
syphilis. And there are well-authentirated cases in which the operation
has undoubtedly been followed by this terrible result. In every instauce,
however, so for as we are aware, in which the exact mode of the vaerination could be ascertained, it bas been found either thn.t the child from
whom the virus was obtained, presented at the time eYidences of com;titutional syphilis, or that the virus had been impure, being mixed with blood
or pus, which may have been the medium of infection. There i~. inUeed,
no evidence whatever to show that the lymph or crust <leriveJ from a
typical vact:ine eruption, in an apparently healthy child, can possibly be
the means of transmitting any constitutional disease. lt is more pruc.le11t,
however, that if the lymph be used, it should not be taken after the eighth
day of the existence of the ve5ic:Jes; an<l that in obtaining it, all hemorrhage should be avoided.
l\fr. Jonathan Hutchinson (1lfed.~Ohirw-g. 'Pransactions, for 1871) gi,·es
two series of cases which show the po~:.:.ibility of communicating syphilis
by means of vaccination. At page 322 he states his belief that the blood
is the source of the contamiuatiou. He says: "There can, I think, be
little doubt that in this instance it was the blood, aud 11ot the vaccine
lymph, which was the source of contamination." At page 32J he quotes,
from a previous report, the following, amongst other cnuclusions: "That
the blood of a child suffering from iuherited syphilis can, if inoculated,
transmit the disease witb great certainty.
"That it is quite possible for vaccine lymph and blood to be transferre<l at the same time, and for each to produce its specific results, the
effects of the syphilitic inoculation occurring subsequenlly to tho~e of
vacci11ation.
"That it is quite possible to vaccinate successfully from a syphilitic infant in the stage of the utmost potency as regards its blood, without communicating syphilis."
Io regard to this most important point we have two statements to make:
that we have never had occasion to smpect even that we Lave been the un·
fortuuate instruments in communicating this disease in our own practice,
aud that we have nlways used the dried scab. Is this happy exemption
from such an accident the result of care in selectiug the virus, or does it
depend on our constant use of the drie<l SC'ab? Is not the danger of having
blood intermixed with the lymph much greater, when the vesicle is opened
hy the surgeou on the eighth day, than when the lymph is left to dry aad
form a scab in the natural mode?
Still as the danger of' commuaicating syphilis by badly selected vaccine
virus does exist, it is important to be aware that recently there has been
introduced iato the American market a supply of lymph directly taken
from the cow. This is furnished in the form of quill slips, one encl of
which is charged with the lymph; and they can be constantly ohtained
fresh in our larger cities, as the supply is replenished every day or two.
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Wb eoever it is impos.;ib!P. to obtain pefectly satisfactory humanized
viru", eilher lymph or cm.st, the bovine virus above mentioned ohould iavariahly be usecl. Indeed, of la te we ha\•e been more and more in the
habit of employing it oo account of its convenience aod reliability. Tbe
more seyere local inflammations which was formerly thought to attend the
u~e of' lymph directly or on ly a few removes from the cow, is not foua<l to
follow the employment of these slips to any objectionable degree.
OPt:RA'J'rON.-Under this head we shall con;;i.irler several important
point,.: the relative value of the dried scab and fresh lymph i the question aii to whether it is best to raise more tbau one vesicle by more than
one insertion of the virus; an<l the various modes of perforllling the
operation.
In this city it has beell the custom for many years past to use the dried
!lCab, and to raise, as n rule, but one vesicle. After an experience, ex·
teuding, in the rase of one of us, over forty years, during which we
ha\'e never used anything but the cru:;t, and have rarely made more than
one im>ertion, we <:an aver that we have never known any one to die of
!'-lll!lll-pox who had been succes:~fully vacciuated and then successfully re·
vaccinated by this method . 'Ve have seen a good mauy mild varioloids:,
in !-.uhjects that had not been revaccinated, from the ages of twelve and
fiftten upwards, but only in two cases have we known the disease to be
severe enough to pock·mark lhe patient. "'e kn ow of hut oue death from
small-pox in our own circle of patients. This occu rred in a gentleman 43
years of age, who was originally vaccinated by the late Dr. C. D. l\Ieigs,
llod who was never revacciuated unti l four or five days after he had been
exposed diref'tly to the small-pox infection . The operation came too late.
Though Lhe puncture took, he died of hemorrhagic small-pox of a viruleut

form
In u~ing the cru st we have always taken great care to select only tho;;.e
from the most healt hy ch ildren. Auy blemish upon the skia, trny shadow
of douht as to the perfection of the vaccine cli~ease, ought always to cause
the rrjectiou of the crust.
The ::cab is less certaia to tak e the first time than th e fresh lymph, but
it <:an always be made to take by perseverance, and we confess that it is
harcl for us to ULH.lerstaud why the vaccine disease, if it be perfect in all its
stages anti phenomena, is not as much a vaccine disease when it springs
frnrn the cru::-t as when it proceeds from fresh lymph , nod therefore as competent to affect the economy through which it passes according to its natural law.
If the c rust is to be used, it ought to be as fresh as possible, to insure its
takin g at the first operntion. When the physician is obliged to keep it for
several weeks, he shoul d preserve it in some close receptllcle, as between
glasses, in tiu-foil, oiled paper, between two pieces of wax, or in hermetically closed glnss \•ials.
If the fresh lymph is preferred, tbe children to be vaccinated should be
collected together ubout the vaccinifer (the chil<l from whom~ it is to be
taken) on the eighth day of the di.:Sease. The ve::;icle mudt be very carefully opened, so as to avoirl wounding tbe true <lcnu, and tliereby cau~iug
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any ('ffu"iou of blood, rrncl the lymph conveyed on a lancet direl'lly from
arm to arm .
I t i!' proper to say that this is the mode of vaccinating usually preferred

in Europe as th e mo!lit certa in anrl succe~s ful.
Though we have stated that, in our own practi ce in this city, one th oroughly charac teri sti c \"C:-<icle at th e primary vaccination, and one again at
the revaccinatinn, has been entirely succe!'sful in :::ecuria g' complete protection against 8mall-pox, the opinio11 is held abroad that more than one vei-ic le g-ives greater security, in the eve nt of smal l-pox attacking th e \•arci-

nat1•<l, than a single one. This opinion, whirh is ba,.ed upon very numerou!I
obc:ervations in Enp;land a nrl Germany, is so ~tro n g and po!:1itive that we
think it best to :ulviise hereafter that at least two in!Zertions, so as tu rai~e
two ve:>i('les, shall be mud e in this country. Any one who wishes to stucly
this qu1.?s ti on may refer to an excellent article on Vaccination, by Dr.
Edward Ca tor SC'nton, in Reyuohls's Sy.~tem of fl!cdici11e, vol. i, page 483 1
whf'l'C the \\hole suhject is fully di:;cussed. At page 499 Dr. Seu ton in~i,.b
that it i~ the duty of the physician to produce fo ur or five genuine goodsized vesicles. 1
I t is pm per to put before the reader thi s opiniou of so able an authority
ns Dr. Reatou, i;;o that any one who feels boun<l by such authority may follow hi8 rule. For ourselvei;;, we ca n only rep<':i t that thus far in our own
experience, one thoroughly goorl primary vnccinatiou, and a seco nd characteri:.tic ves icle ohtainPcl at the revaccinntion , have been entirely s u cce~sful
nnd 8nffident. In ohedience, however, to the facts collected in England
and Ge rm any, we shall, hereafter, as ~tated above, advise the rai::-:ing of at
leai:;t two good vesiC'les at each vaccination. It makes but little differenct
whether th e two be rai~ed on one arm.or one on each. For thecouvenieace
of handling the child , we thiok it will be best to make th e two inserti ons
on one arm.
We think it the duty of th e phyEician who vaccinates a child always to
see to it himself that the res ult is a perfect vaccine disease. This matter
1 The protective power of ,·accination, as well as the influence exerted by the perfection and rhe number of the insertions, as shown by the cicatrices, i~ remarkably
well cxhihite<l in the following table q uoted by Dr. 8eaton (Art. Yaccination, in
Rcynoli.h's Sy,:t. of Med., vol. i , p. 409), from Mr. Marson. The table i!; bai<ed upon
15,000 Ca'-'eS. Of the~e it WnS found that the 11nvaccinntcd died at the rate of 37 per
ce nt., anti the val!cinatcd at the rate of only 61 percent.
Cla~sifi<>n! l on of Patients
affeetcd with Small-pox

Number ofDenths per cent.
incnchclru;srel'1>ccth·clr.

.
l. Um·accinated,
2. ~tated to have been vaccinated, but having no cicatrix,
3. Vaccinated:
a. H aving one ,·acci necicat ri x, .
b. Jfoving two \'accine ciratr ices,
.
.
c. Ifaving three vaccine cicat ri ces,
d. H av ing four or more vaccine c icatr ices,.
a.

Ha.ving well-marked cicatrices,

fJ. llavin ~baclly-marke<l cica trices,

4. Ifaving previously had small-pox,

3i.
23.57
7.73
4.70
1.95

0.55
2.52
8.82
19.
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iii too important to be trusted to aoy ioexperienced person. The physician
hai: not doue hb• duty who trusts to anything but his own eye as to the
genuineness of the vesicle whil'l1 results from his operation. He f:lhould
examiue iL himself on the eighth or ninth day of the disease. The special
chnracters of the dis.ease have already been fully dernribed.
It would be well, too, that physicians in charge of families should ex·
aminP the cicatrices which follow vaccination, and if they fail to preseut
the characters which bPlong to successful operations, he ought to repeat
the \'r.ccinaliou. Dr. "'elch, whose experience in this matter was large,
ER)'S that a good ci.catrix is one" with a well·defiued ruargin, slightly ex·
cnvate<l, and reticula.ted or honeycombed." 'Vhat he classifies as a fair
cicatrix presents the same char;cteristics, but to a les5 marked degree,
and poor ones are tho:se "pointed out as the result of vHcciuation, bnt.
which are so imli::.tinct or uncharacteristic as to make it difficult, and some·
times f'ven impossible, lo recognize them as vaccine scars." In ca>:e any
prnctitioner 8ho11ld meet with the latter in a family he may be attending,
he ought, we think, to urge upo11 the parents the necessity of repeating
thE' oporation at once.
REVACCINATlON.-'Ve think few php:iciam or laymen who watched the
violent epidemic of small.pox which prevailed in this city during 1871 and
1872, can doubt as to the necessity of rernccination., So conviured are
we by what we saw during that epidemic of this necesi:;ity, that we shal1
hereafter advocate the repetition of the operatiou at the age of puberty
as a matter of cfome~tic habit and law, a matter to be attended to by the
beads of families with the same regularity and care that is now universally
bestowed by all educated and careful people upou the vaccination ofinfa1Jts.
Each child of a family ought to be subjected to this operation at or about
thE"; age offif'teeu, aud we thiuk the family physician OU,(!ht to bestow the
same care upon this as upon the primnry vaccination. One trial, without
result, we hold to be of' uo more use thao it would be in au unvaccinated
child. The trial should be made agaiu and again until a result. is obtained.
We have ourselves of late years repeated it twice, three limes, and, in oue
iustnuce, ~even time~, before we succeeded in obtaiui'ng a vesicle. Once
the ve~icle obtained, with a g.oocl areola, we believe the subject is safe for
mnny years, probably for the lifetime.
The characters of the vaccine disease produced by a revaccination are
not always the same as those obtained at the primary vaccioatiou, especially when the time between the two operations is only thatexteuding from
birth to puberty. ·we have seen at later periods of life, at thirty aud forty
years of age, for instance, as perfect specimens of the vaccine disease from
a secondary vaccination as we have e\•er seen in the infant. Not a feature
hus been wanting. The exart phases of the disease, the pa pule, the ve!:iicle,
the precise duration as to time, the areola, the constitutional disturbance,
and the resulting cicatrix, have all been perfect in every point.
It is difficult lo escape the conviction, that in such cases as these just
mentioned the protective power of the primary vaccination had been en·
tirely obliteruteU, and such, iudeed 1 is and bas been the opinion of many.
A careful observation has shown, however, tbat this is not correct, and
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that, to use the words of Dr. Seaton (loc. cit., p. 511 )1 we cannot 1e drnw
from the local phenomena of revaccinatioo any inferences whateve1· a~ to
the state in "hich the revaccinated persons were as to liability to small-pox.

Jenner himself, indeed, poiuted this out iu his first treatise, and !<;howe<l
that the natural cow·pox might be induced again and again in per~ons
who, being protected against variola by their first attack of cow-pox, could
not be variolntecl either by inoculation or by exposure, as well as that cowpox might be made to take ou those who had had sm::dl-pox." A table,
given by Dr. Seaton to show the results of revaceination in the \\'"Urtemburg army in 1831-35, and in the English army in 1861, shows conrlusively tbat revaccinalion was nearly as successful in producing a prrft·ct
vaccine disease in those who bore the marks of previous small-pox, and iu
those who had good cicatrices of previous vaccinations, as iu those who
bore no marks of previous vaccination or small-pox.
These facts m·erthrow the prevalent notion held by the public at large
and by many phy:;icians 1 that a successful revaccination is a sure f-iigu that
the subject had lost the protection afforded by the prev ious vuccinatio11.
They also overthrow the idea that it is necessary to reva<'ciuate every few
years in order to renew tbe protective powe!' of the vaccine <li::ease. One
good primary vaccination doubtless affords full protection throughout lifo
in many, but it <loes not in all, and si11ce it is impossible to determine
which arc the protected and which the unprotected, it is nece::;:::ary to re·
vaccinate all. But one successful revaccinatioo is probably all that is
required. Should, however, any one who has been thus succe~sfully re·
vaccinated be exposed directly to the infection of smnll-pox many ye11rs
afterwards, it might be well to repeat the operation once again. The
fashion, however, of being reva.ccinated every few years, which some persons indulge in and some physicians assent to only too readily, is simply
a work of foolish supererogation not unattended with risk, since \·accine
punctures 1 though made in the most legitimate way, will occasionally
cause severe and even dangerous sores.
\Ve have already said that revaccinution at puberty rarely produces a
vaccine di:;ease of typical character. Still more is this true of ch ildren
uuder puberty. At that early age the disease usually begin~ earlier after
the puncture than io the primary form, reacht:s its height by the fifth or
sixth day, and then declines. The vesicle is apt to be acuminate<l rather
than umbilicated the areola is irregular io outline, n<1rrower, paler, and
is usually hard. The scab is small and imperfect, looking more like one
formed by the desiccation Qf pus than like that formed from true vaccine
lymph 1 and it is often complete by the eighth day, and soon falls. There is
often a good deal of coustitutional irritation caused by revacrinatiou, more
even thao in the primary disease, aud there is also much local irritation
in the form of itching and pain. Nevertheless, these appearances are in·
valuable as showing that the lymph employed has affected the constitution
of the patient. Without some such respouse to the revaccination, we hold
the operation to have been useless, and always repeat it, as has already
been stated.
To impress upon all the power and value of revaccination, we will quote
1
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come fa<"l~ given by Dr. Realon (foe. rit., p. 509): "Heine found that in
fh·e yrar~ there occurrert runong l-l,384 revacci1rnted s.oldiers in 'VtirtE>mburg only one in~tanre of variol1Jid, and in 30.000 revaccinate<l persons in
ci\'il pl'tlcticc ouly two case!! of varioloid, though during these years smallpox had prevailed in 3-:l-l localitie.:::, producing 16H ens.es of modifi ed an<l
unmodified ~mall-pox among the not revnccinatecl, and in part not vaccinated, population of 3G:3,2fl8 persons in tho:.;e places in whicl1 it harl
prevailed. In the Pru,.5ian ar111y, since the introduction of ~y;;:tematic
revaccination of' nil, the annual deaths from small-pox (w hich at one time
were 10-l ) ha,·e not averaged more than 2; and on u1rnly:·ds of 40 fatal
ca:,;<':-1 that occurred ill twenty years, it appeared that only -:l were ill per·
son!'"! who were ~aid to have been buccessfully revaccinated."
He ali;o cite~ l\lr. ~[arson's statt:iment, to the effect that in "thirty years
no nurt<e or servant at the ~mall-pox Ilospital has taken small-pox, ho
having taken care always to revnccinate them on their coming to li\•e in
the ho:-;pital i nnd further, that when a large number of work·people were
employed for several months about the hospital, mo'-t of whoru con!SeOLed
to he re\1acci1mted, two only were attacked by small·pox, hut they were
among:.;L the tew who were not revaccinatcd."
With a few words on the mode of performiog the operntion of vaccination, we i:ihall bring this article to a clo.se.
J)jfforeut methods of in'-erting the vaccine virus have been employed
by ditfercut practitioners. The two methods most frequeutly resorted to
are tho..::e by incision and puncture. The former con8ists in making a
superficial incision of several Jines in length into the skin, in such a way
as to <·au~e n very slight effu~ion of blood. Into thi s is introduced a small
quantity of a dried vaccine scab reduced to a fine powder, or n piece of fiue
thread wet witb the vaccioe fluid, or with water holding io suspension a
portiou of dr ied virus. Over Lhe wouud is theu placed a. piece of' isinglass
pltt"ter 1 whic h i~ secured by a bandage. This is to be removed after two
or three day;:, and the <lL.;ease allowed to pur~ue its regnla.r course. The
operation by puncture is performed by introducing horizontally beneath
the bkin a needle or lancet charged with the \1 irus 1 anil then withdrawing
it in ~uch n way as to leave the viru.s in the wound. Of the~e two modes
the !utter is the one now most frequently adopted, the former having been
found to occasion 1 not unfrequeotly, a spurious di~ea~ e , and to be of \·ery
diHicult appliC'alion in the ca . . es of ch ildren . For our own part we have
u~ed for some years p33t a method that we ha\ 0 found much the most
convenient in children, and which rarely fails when it is carefully performed. \\'e take a common thumb lancet, which should not he too sharp.
Holding the arm of the child with our left hand, and stretching the skin
between the forefioger aud thumb, whilst the under part of the arm is
grn'Cped by the second finger placed beneath the fir.st, we lay the laocet
ff11t upon the skin, and using the poiut, remove, by a repeated anti very
gentle rubbing movement, t he cuticle, until the rnrface of the derm is
laid bare, so as to allow of a perceptible, nrnl me rely perceptible oozing of
blood, or, in other words, so a!i to cxpoi.:e a living surface. This surface
flhould be about as large as a small-sized bird.shot, nud it should not
1
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bleed, hut merely show that the vascular part of the derm has been

reached and slightly expo;:;e<l. On this surface the vaccine fluid or dis.
solved scab is to be placed in quantity sufficient to cover it, an<l the nul'8e
should be told to leave the arm bare and untouched for twenty minute11,
or until the applied fluiJ has dried iuto a little scab, when no further pre.
cautions are necessary. This mode of operating may at first seem tedious
and painful. We can ouly say that wheu performed gently and gradunlly,
it causes so little pain that we have often practiced it upon sleeping chit.
dren without waking them.

If the quills of fresh bovine lymph are used, an abrasion of the cuticle
is made in the ordinary manner, and the end of the quill charged with
lymph is very slightly moistened and then rubbed on the abraded spot
until the virus is thoroughly removed.
The place usually selected for the operation is, as every one knows, on
the arm, close to the insertion of the <leltoid muscle. This is the best
place a~ a general rule, and part icularly in girls, whose parents often object to having the insertion made bP.low this, lest the scar should be visible in after years, wben the arm is uncovered. In boys we often select
the radial edge of the forearm some two in('hes below the elbow, since in
thi:3 place the pock is least apt to be injured in the act of dressing the
child, or of lifting it about.

ARTICLE IV.

DEFINITION; SYNO:SYMS; FoRMS.-Va ricella is a contagious eruptive
disease of benign nature, characteriz2<l by more or J(>~s numerous transpareut vesicles following rapirlly upon small red elevations. The eruption
is usually preceded by slight initial symptoms lasting from one to two days,
aud it terminates by the <le::;ic:cation of the vesicles about the fifth or eighth
day after their appearance.
It is knnwu also in English by the names of chicken-pox, swine-pox,
anrl crystalli.
Several different forms of the disease have been described by different
writers under the titles of lenticular, conoiclal, and globular; hut inasmuch
as these varieties are of 110 real importance in prnctice, we shall merely
advert to them casually in our account of the eruption .
CAUSES.-Varicella is propagated in two ways; by contagion, and hy
epidemic i11f:luence. That it is contagious there can be uo doubt, siuce
nearly all observers agree upon this point. In our own experience we
hav.e selclorn knc1wu any child, who had uot had the disorder previou:ily,
to escape it when once it has entered a householrl. It rarely attacks any
but children . Its epidemic nature is shown by the fact that in some seasons it is scarcely seen 1 whilst in others it prevails extensively over large
districts of' country, and attacks many children in the great towns and
cities of those districts. Varicelln occurs only ouce in the same individual.

SYMPTOMS -COURSE -

DURATION.
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Cnmiirlerable diEJcu~:::;ion has taken place at various times as to Lhe real
nature of \'aricellu, some assert.iug t.hat. the disorder is merely one of t.he
nrieties of modified small-pox, while others maintain as strenunu~ly that
it is an iudependeot, and specific di:-;ease. The weight of authority, how-{
ever, see ms to Uc clearly in favor of the last-rueotioned opinion, an<l we
hnve no hes itation iu avowing this to be the conclusion to which ou r ow n
reading and experience have brought us. \V hen we consider, indeed, that
\'aricelta i~. unlike either variola or varioloid, incommunicable Ly inoculati un,1 that it attacks indiffurent.ly the vaccinated and unvaccinatecl, that
its cour:se is entirely uoaft't!cted by previous vaccination, irnd that the vac
cine di!:iea~e is readily tuken, aucl passes through i ts regular pha~es after
varic.:ellt1, we do not :see how we can refu::;e to believe that the latter is
eomething entirely independent of sma ll-pox, i1.nd tberefore a di::1tinct anrl
peculinr mala<ly .
Snu•TOMS; COURSE; Dun.ATION.-The eruption is usually, but not
always prcc.:eded by prodromic sy mptoms. The::iC seldom la::st more thnn
one, or at mo:,t two Llays, and consi:5t at the very beginning or slight chi Ilin e:<~, or of a chill even, which is followed by a more 01· less marked febrile
reaction. Iu some iusta nces there is vomiting, but this is rare, an<l when
it does occur, s light.. Wil e n fever exi:;ts it i:s marked by headache, accelerated pul se, slight warmth of' the surface, pain in the back anJ limbs,
luuguor, indispo~itiou to play, so me unu s ual initi\bility of temper, <iimiuut.ion ur lu.s.3 of appetite, aud uuusml.l thirst. The~a.: symptoms may be
pre:seut, anJ yet in so mild a s hape that. the chilJ shall show no di:;positiou
to abandon its ordinary habits of acLivity alld pln.v, while in other cases
agaiu, there are literally no initiatory symptoms whatever 1 and the appearance of the e rupt.ion is the f:ir::.t dec:lamt.iou of the presenee of the ma.11:1.dy.
E\'011 when coustitutioual ;;y mptoms are pre~eut, t.hey usually <li:sappear
by th e third day.
The e ruptiou appear.:; ia t.he form of s mall papular ~pots, of' a deep-red
co lor, and irregularly circular shape, whieh generally s h ow themselves
lir.:it on the front and baek of th e t.ruuk, aud extend very Roon to the face,
nud a lit.tie late r, to the txtremities. \V e have knowu a ehild to go lo
bell at night with slight. headaehe aud fever, and preseut a well-marked
1hougb not. yet. abundant varicellous rn~h upon the upper part of the
truuk, and on the face, on the followiug morning. These pilpules exhibit,

4.
day!l'duration.
\':t~<:ination has no inlluence on the procluction of the es:anthem; of the 8 cases of
inoculation, 5 had Leen vaccinated, :! had not.
\'aricella due>1 not prOl(.-Ct against variola; in one ca.:;e a child died of confluent
\':triola fourteen days after co1wa lcscc nce from an attack or varicella.

~ucec,~ful
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in the course of' a very few hours, small vesicles in their centres; indeed,
according to some ob5ervers, the eruption is vesicula r from the very bcginniog. On Lhe second day the papules are in great meaoure converted iuto
vesicles, which may be eithe r sma ll and acllminated, constituting the le11ticular form of the disease, or they may be larger and of a more g lobular
shape, constituting the conoidal and globulm· or globose forms of Willnn
and Bttteman. 'Ve deem it unnecessary, as above stated, to describe different varieties of vnricella, since this is useless for auy practical purpose:-;,
and because we constantly see upon the same subject vesicles of very different shape and size . \Vb en fully completed, the vesicles are oft<'n of
very considerable size-two or three lines in diameter; they contain a
transparent fluid, which is eitheL' entire ly colorle~ or of a faint orange
tint, anrl some of them are surroun d ed by a. snu.ll ring ot' inflammation.
On the third day, the eruptio n continues in nea rly the same state as oa
the second, except that the fluid co ntain ed within the vesicles as.:;umes a
yellowish appearance, owing to its passage from the serous into the purulent condition. Ou the fourth day, the prol!ess of desiccation begins and
goes 0 11 rapidly, the vesicles that have not been broken by accident, or torn
by the fingers of' the child in its effo rts to appease the itching which they
give ri se to, assuming a shrivelled and shru nk en appearance at their margins. As this process goes on. the vesicles are gradually converted into
li ght brownish scabs, so that by th<:: sixth day they are nearly all dried up.
Th e scabs are usually thin; they dry from the drcumference to the centre,
anrl between the eighth aorl ninth days fall off, leaving behind faiut red
s pots, not depressed below the general surface, and which soon disappear.
The ernption is generally accompanied, as wa!"i stated above, by a. sen~a~
tiou of heat and itching in the vesicles, which causes the chil<l to rub and
sc ratch them in surh a WHY as ofte n to break th ose which he can reach,
and thus prevent them from passing through the regular periods of matu·
ration and desiccation.
DrAG:-.'Osrs.-There is but one disease with which varicella could be confounded, and that is variola in some of' its shapes. 'Vith regular sm:l llpox such a mistake could scarcely happen even to the inexperienced.
'Vitb varioloid, on the contrary, there might be some difficulty, and yet,
if it is borne in mind that in varioloid the initiatory fever is much more
severe, lasting three days instead of twelve or thirty-six hours, that the
eruption appears first ou the face aud extends very slowly to the trunk and
extremities, aud t hat the conversion from the papular into the vesicular
condition is much more g radual than iu chicken-pox, we think no serious
difficulty can ever occur iu making the distinction between the two affections.
PROGNOSIS.-The prognosis is always favorable. Th e only real trouble
that we have ever kuown to occur has been from catarrh or pneumonia
co ntracted by imprudent exposu re during the couvalescence.
TREATMEXT.-Iu a large majority of the cases, varicella requires no
treatment heyond attention to diet for tbe tirst two or three days, and the
avoidance of cold during the convalescence. 'Vhen the constitutional
symptoms are marked, the fever and headache being considerable, a dose

I
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of some mild cathnrtic, n little sweet spirit of nitre in cold lemonade or
orangeade, rest in bed, nod one or two foot·bnlhs, will be all that is necessary lo reduce these symptoms and make the patient comfortable.

ARTICLE V.

DEFl:"TTro~; FnEQUENCY; FoRMS.-Scarlet fever is an epidemic and
contnp:inus eruptive fever, characterized by a scarlet rash, which appears
on the fir.-.t or second clay of the di8ense, and ends mmally about the sixth
or se,•cnth, or in rare cases so late as the tenth i by simulta.ueous intla.mmation of the tonsils, and of the mucous membrane of the mouth and
pharynx ; nnd by desquamntion.
The frequeucy of the disease is exceedingly variable in different years,
owing to its epidemic nature. This may be readily seen by a gla11ce nt the
following table, which give~ the aanual mortality for the past sixty years
in this city, from scarlntiaa nod measles:

1809
1810

1
2
20

lSl2
1s1:1
1811

1815
1816
1~17

1818
1819

lS:.!0
1S21

31
13

18:.?2

9

1~23

II
9
9

1~21

11.\2.)
lS:!G
1~27

HC.!8
1X20
1'30
1"31
1832

4
l
0
9
40
200
307

2
0
0
108
47
0
0
156
102
38
101
9
58
53
7
23
118

1833
183.J
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1811
1842
1843
lSt.l
18-t.3
1816
1817
JS.JS
1849

J8.;o
1851
1852
1803
1854
18~

1856

61
83
305
2-10
205
131
225
211
83
221)
39;)
269
IH9
221
344

Ji2
242
440
391
431
3SS
162
163
992

I

1$.)7

70.J.

7
248

1858
1859

241
232
591
1190
461

71
109

2i5

8:.?

4

ISGO

49
123
136
2

1861
18Ci2
1863
186.J

119

JSG;,

G24

24

1866
1867

491
367

I
3
90
6
77
99

27
72
17
90

14
62
24
141

349

1~63

~:?-I

1869

7f)!)
%6

18i0
lSil

262

1872
1873
187-1
187;,
1876
lSii
1878
18i9

319
461
1032
328
379
55.\
336

li4

66
28
51

15

90
51

22l
83
108
85
48
41
136
30
12
53
69

12
8

It will be noticed thnt for five successive years, 1813-17 inclu!':ive, not
a single death froru scarlatina is reported; and that during twenty years,
1~09-28 iuclusive, only 99 dfatbs occurred from this cau5e; while in the
•ingle years 1856 and JRGI, 992 and 1190 deaths respectively are reported.
49
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During the entire series of sixty yearil 1 there have been 18,616 death~
from scarlatina returned.
Hillier states, that during the eighteen years from 18-18 to 18661 the
denths from scarlatina in Lon<lon nmouuted to 52,..J.61.
Tt is impossible to estimate the actual relative frequency of scarlatina
nud measles, owing to the absence of any returns of non-fatal ca~c~. It
is evident, however, from the above table that, although the mortality
from measles is abo very variable, and thus may for a short time exceed
that from scarlatina, in a long series of years the latter disease is far the
more fatal. Thu!'i the number of deaths from mea~les in this city, during
the past ~ixty years, amount~ to but 2279.
MM. Guer;aut •u.J B.lache ( Diet. de Jffd., t. 28, p. 173) state that it is
less frequent than measles or variola. They ndt1erl together the cases of
the eruptive fevers collected iu 1838 and 1839, by MM. Roger, Rilliet
and Banhez, and Ba.rrier, in the Children's Hospital at Pari~, nod found
that there ba(l only been 157 of scarlet fever; whilst there were 267 of
meao;:Jes, and 2~ !3 of vnriola and varioloi<l.
The.formB of the disease generally enumerated are the simple, angino~e,
and malignant. Authors differ wid ely in their descriptions of these three
forms. .Jfany of the Euglbh nuLhors inclurle in the simple form only the
cases in which thei-e i ~ no affection of the fonces, while the aoginose form
includes nil in which there is any throat afl~ctiou whatever. l\f. Rayer,
011 the contrary, describes under the head of the simple form the ca~es in
which the throat affection is mild, while he considers the anginose form to
be that ia which a pseudo·membranous angina occurs. Again, the descriptions of the malip:nant form are vague n.nd uncertain, some including
under this term only the rapidly fatal cases in which cerebral symptoms
are present, while others include those also which are rendered mulignant
by the occurrence of pseudo·membranous angina.
We believe this 1livi.sion of scarlet fever iuto distinct forms and varieties to be, for several reasons, n. fauity arrangement. It is not, it appears
to us, in the first place, consonant with the nature of the disease. ~carlet
fever is, in fact, with all ils degrees of severity, :ind apparent differences,
a single and di.titinct fever, produced by one cause, determining similar
effects, howsoever much they may vary in degree, and requiring uo more
than does typhoid fever to be divided into the variety of different form~,
which it has been customary to a::crihe to it. Again, the above mode of
division is not, we are sure, a good one for pracLical purposes. It is imposotiible, indeed, as we have often found it, to refer many cases we meet
with in practice, clearly and satisfactorily, to any one of the forms of the
disease described in books. The simple form of some of the Eogli1'h
writers, or that in which there is no anginose affection, has no existcncP.
whate,·er, so far as we have been able to discover. 'Ve believe that iofl:1.mml\tion of the mucous membraue of the fa.uces constitutes an essential
element of' the disease, for we have never yet seen a case of scarlatina
ill which it was not present to a greater or less extent. It is often very
slight, so slight, iudeed, as to be unaccompanied by any evidence of pain
in the part, but in all that we have examined, it has b~eu decided and
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obvious. This suppo.:=ed form of the disease does not, therefore, in our
opinion, exist.
The two other forms usually described, the anginose an<l maligoant, are
al,.o of little value pmctically, since we have found that in all severe or
grwe rn.,.e:i:, in which the patient did not die with violent nervous symp·
lOm~

undt?r the first shock of the scarlatioous poison, there has been de-

,·eloped a se,·ere and dangerous angino..;e inflamma.tion about the third or
fourth day; ~o tb:~t it is fair to say that we cannot imagine any malig11a11t case, Ja,.ting over the third or fourth day, wbich is uot anginose, uor

any i:evcre angino<:;e case, which might not also be :-:tyled, from its dangerou" rharacter, malignant. \Ve have found it impo!=sible, in our experience, to draw the distinction clearly anti indubitably between tbe anginose
and malignant vnrietics, because n.11 severe ca~es parlake more or less of
the f<·nlUre::i of both.
Feeling this difficulty of dc1:cribing the di~ease according to the mode
that had before t hat ti rue been geueru.lly followed, noel believing it aL~o to
he in,.ufficient for practical purposes, we were le<l to attempt, in the first.
edition of this work, 11 difforent arrangement.
\\'e made, acco rdingly, two forms or degree:; of the disease, which we
de~ignatet.I by Lhe terms regular and grnL'e.
In the first form or degree
we iaC'luded all the cases in which the angina wa~ simple and the emption
regu lar in nil respects; in whi ch there was no predominance of one set of
symptoms over another, but iu which ul l held a due r~l11tion to earh other.
ln this form wal:l embraced all the cases of scarlatina simplex of writen::,
and many of those of scarlatina angiuosa of the Engli,.h auLhors. In the
~e<'ond form we included t he ca~es which <lepartecl from the regular coun~e
of the disease, anJ which were rendered daugl·rous by the occurrence of
~c\·erc ~ymptoms uot belonging in the ~ilme degree to the simple af!eclion .
This form we subdivided into lwo var ieties, the g1·ave an9inose, which co ntained nil the cases accompanied by pseudo· mcmhranou.'"-, ulcer~tive, or
gangrenous angina; and the gtave cerebral, which comprised all tho:ie
rnnrked by the early occurrence of dangerous cerebral symptom;z. The
gnH·e form comprehended, therefore, ~ome of lhe cases of ~carla.tina ang ino!'a, and nil those of scarlatina malignA. of writers, di\·iding, however,
tho.'e in wh ich a pseudo-membranous, ulcerative, or gangrenous nngiua
determined the type of the attack, from those in which the cerebral or
nervous ~ymptom::i gave to the case it3 stamp.
:More extendtd ob:servatiCJn and more patient rE>ftection have taught us
thut. this div i:sion also is iocorrect,-tbat it does not afford a good classificat ion for the purposes of description, and that it is defective as a guide
in practice.
We adopted, therefore, in the third edition, and shall follow iu the
1mscat one, a dif!Crent meLhod of con:;idering the disease, one which we
helic\'e to be more consistent with its nature, more suitable for the purpo~e of descript ion, and much more likely to prove useful io practice.
We shall follow the same arrnngemeot in regard to scarlet fever a'3 thnL
11ow generally employed for typboiJ fever.
We shall cou~ider it as a
i-ingle and dbtiuct di~eu::e, and not its maJe up of a number of uncertain
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and imperfectly separated forms or varieties, since these so run into each
other, as to make it absolutely impossible to drnw the line clearly and
palpably between them. The only division we shall make is into mild
and grave case3, since the only real difference between the cases is a dif.
ference in the degree of severity they exhibit.
CAUSF.s.-It has been abundantly proven by Jong and repeated oh·
Rervation that scarlatina is propagated by two causes,-conlagion and epi·
demic influence. Of these two modes of prnpagation, we have not the least
dt)ubt ourselves that the latter is by far the mo.st active. It is only neces·
sary tt) look over the results afforded by the tables of mortality for this
city, as quoted iu the early part of this article, and to obsen-e that in some
years the disen~e caused a heavy mortality, in others a very small one,
and that in others again not a single death from it is reported, to be convinced that it is of a highly epidemic nature.
The conlagiollB charaCter of scarlatina has been doubted by some few
persons: hllt seems to us clearly proved by the evidence adduced by
various writers. Our own experience also convinces us that it is a co11~
tagious Jisease, though much le~s so, we think, thau either small-pox,
measle:;i, hooping-cough, or chicken-pox. 'Ve have quite freque11tly, io·
deed, known children exposed directly and for a considerable length of
time to the infection to escape entirely, while it is extremely rare for us to
meet with chiltlrco, unprotected by previous attacks, who can resist tbe
contagion of mea>Jles, hooping-cough, or varicella. Thu:::, Dr. C. E.
Billiogton (New York Jlled. Record, l\Iarch 23d, 1878, p. 221) reports that
in 26 families with 90 children, who were all exposed to the contagioll of
fiCarlatiua 1 43 had the disease and 47 escaped. Ile justly says that if
such a result had occurred while any prophylactic was being use<l, fal:~e
conclusions might readily have been drawn . But, though we believe it
to be much less highly cuntagious than has been generally supposed, aod
than t!rn other contagious diseases just named, we are also well convinced,
as was stated above, that it is propagated to a considerable extent by a
direct contagion. 'Ve have, in a number of instances, known one child in
a family to contract the disease from rlirect exposure to it, or from the
epidemic constitution of the atmosphere, and a second, third, and even a
fourth, to take the disease from the first, in five, seven, or nine days after
the latter had fallen sick. ln other instance~, on the contrary, it would
seem that either several children in one family cootract the disease nearly
simultaneously from the epidemic influence, or else that the period of incubation is sometimes very short. FM example, du1·ing the wi:.iter season,
a child five months ol<l 1 who had never been out of the house, was seized
with it. On the second day after the eruption appeared oo this child, her
sister, between four and five years old, fell sick, and on the third day
another sister, the only remaining child, between two and three years of
age. In the first of these cases it must have been contracted through the
epidemic ioflueoce which was at that time prevalent in the city, since the
child had in no way been directly exposed to it. Iu the other two, we
must either suppose the cause to have been the same, or else that the period
of incubation was only two and three days in the respective cases.
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The period of incubatioa is ~horter lhan in other coatagious eruptive
di . . ea . . es. It may be stated to vary between twenty·four hours and two
or three weeks. ~DI. Guersant aud Blache are of opinion that in the rua·
jority of cn~e8, it is from three to seven days. M~L Rilliet and Barthez
found that of 38 case::; in which the time was recorded, it was between 2
autl 7 dnys in 16, between 8 and 13 in 15, nnd 15 nn<l -!O in 8 cases. Our
own ob..-enratiou would fix it at from 9 to 15 days in the majority of ca:se.::>.
Oeea.::>ionally 1 however, it is very short; thus Trous:senu mention5 a case
in which the e\'idence is almoo:.t conclu:sive that the period of incubation
was ltss than twenty-four hours. ?\Iurchisoo nbo stales that this latent
pt'riod varies from a. few minutes to five days, rarely 1 if ever 1 exceeding
six Jays.
l t is iwpo&iblc to state with any certain ty the length of time d11ring
whieh the power of imparting the contagion continues in the patient.
)l. Cazeuave ( .AbrtgC Prat. des lllal. de lu Pem1. p. 54) ~tate.s that il lastg
throughout the period of de.squamatiou, and that it would e\'en seem to be
ruo,;t active at that time.
Whatever may be the duration of this period, it is certain that the virus
may nttac·h itself to clothing1 bedding, or furniture, and that the disen"e
may thus be transmitted by one "ho is uot himself attacked. 'Ve also
le:iru from some remarkable in~t:wccs, a:; for example, from a case related
by lfo:liard~on iu " The .Asclepiad," lhat when the virus is thus attached to
fomites, it. may retain its nclivity for many months.
Io r('gal'd to the esr-ential nalure of the poison, it appears probable, in
the first place, that it is contained in the secreLions of the s kin and fauce~.
The di:-tance to which it may be caniecl by the air docs not appear to
exceed a fow feet, and in those cases where prompt j,..0Jatio11 does not pre·
ve11t the commuuicatiou of the di:se1u:e, the virus has eilher been previou~ly
imbibed or is carried by fornites. It is probably of material nature, aud
is admitted to the system either through tbe skia, the respiratory, or, perhap:-, the gastric mucous membrane.
A~ we ha\•e seen, it retains its acti,· ity for a long time; but i!:! readerecl
iuert by a temperature somewhat below 212:> F.
~carlntiua is stated to be also inoculnble, by the blnod, the secretion
from th~ fauces, and the fluid from the miliary vesicle:.: which occasionally
form on the skin. The re!rnlting disease appears in some inotances to hnvc
be('n favorably modified, but the operation has been comparatively rarely
pra('ticcd.
The epidemics of scarlet fever rnry exceedingly iu their extent and
violence. During the years 1842 and 1843, the di~easc prevailed very
exten~ively in this city, nnd asrnmed a malignant type, r-o that in a cousideruble number of families, two, three, and even four children, died
within a very short period.
During the \\inter of 1856-57, nnd throughout the spring of 1857, we had
one of the most prevalent epid emics that ever visited this city, and yet the
proportion of deaths to the whole:-: number of cases in our own practice a11d
that of our frieud5, was such as to seern to show that the type of the epi·
demic was mild.
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The di:Sease prevails at all seasons, but is most frequent in the spring
and summer, and next in the autumn. It rarely occurs more than once
in the same individual, but that it does so sometimes, ia proved by facts
brought forward by different authors. It has been asserted that second
attacks of scarlet fover occur in the same person not more than one in a
thousand cases. Of the truth of this assertion we are, however, very doubtful, since it has occurred to us to see no less than three examples of second
attacks in our own experience. \Ve attended in this city one child with
perfectly well-marked scarlet fever, attested by subsequent anasarca, who
had had the di:>ease two years previom:ly under the care of' the late Prof.
C. D. Meigs. Io lhe winler of 1852, we attended two chilJreu in one
family with lhe disease, one of whom died, and both of whom haJ had the
disease four years and a half before. They were attended in the first
attack by one of ourselves, and as it chanced, owing to our absence from
town during one day, they were seen also by one of our friends, who made
no excepliou whatever to the diagnosis of scarlet fever. The only doubt
as to Lhet=e cases having beeu \"eritable examples of double attacks of the
dit=ease, must rest of course upon the diagnosis. In the first example, the
diagnosis was made by Prof. Meigs in the first atlack, and by one of our·
selves in the second. Io the two latter it was made by one of our.c,elves in
bolh, accidentally confirmed in the first attack, in both children, by tbe
npinion of a competent professional friend. The first attacks in the latter
cases were both mild, but well-marked; the second were both severe, anJ
one proved fatal on the sixth day. 'Ve have not the least doubt ourselves
that all of the three were ca1:es of true scarlet fever. If they were not,
Lhe two latter must have been cases of roseola, so closely resembling scarlatina as to oblige us to confess ourselves incompetent to distinguish be·
tween the two di:Seases. "rhat adds to the certainty that the two which
came under our own observation were examples of scarlet fe\'er, is the fact
that they occurred simultaneously with a third case ia the same family.
Now, roseola is not apt, so far as we know, to occur epidemically in a
household. Most of the cases of that disease that we have seen, 11a\"e been
solitary ones. Again in the spring of 1857, one of us saw a well.marked
attack of the disease in a boy nearly four years old, who had had it one
year before, uutler the charge of' a perfectly competent practitioner.
Dr. Richardson (loc. cit.) asserts that he has known the disease to occur
twice in the same patient, and also states that he himself has suffered from
it three times .
.Age.-MM. Ri!UeL and Barthez state that it is most common from six
to ten years of age. Of 251 cases that we have seen, in which lhe age
was noted, 64 occurred under 3 years of age, 78 between 3 and 5 years, 51
between 5 and 7, 47 between 7 and 10, and 11between10 and 15. From
this it would appear to be more common in the first five years than between the ages of' five and ten, since of the 251cases,142 CJCCllrred in the
former, and only 98 in the latter period. By unit inJ! the statistical tabled
of Dr. Emerson with those of Dr. Condie (Dis. of Child., 2d ed ., note, p.
86) , we obtain the deaths from scarlatina in this city at different ages for
a period of thirty years. These tables show clearly that the disease is
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most conirnon between the ages of one and five years. Tbe total mortality
from .ecnrlatioa uoJer ten year~, during the time stated, was 2171, of
which 132 were under one year of age, -ill between 1 and 2, 1130 between
:.! and 5, and 510 bPtween 5 and 10.
Of 1-18,829 cases .collected by Dr. :Murchison from the death returns of
Great Britnin, 9999, or about 7 per cent., were under 1 year; 30,97-1, or
:lO per cent., under 2 years; 95,070, or 6-l per cent., uoder 5 year3; 38,
.}01, or 26 per cent., between 5 and 10; and but 13,168, or about 9 per
cent., at all ages above 10.
This ngrees quite closely with the averages calculated from the extenisive stati:itics collected by Dr. Richardson, which show the following per·
centage at different ages :
Lndcr5years,
From 5to 10,
11
10to20,
" 20 to 40
" 40 upw;rds, .

67.63
24.33
5.52

1.73
O.GG

Out of 12,962 deaths under 5 yen rs, 1289, or 9.9 per cent., were under
1 year; 2874, or 22 per cent., between 1 and 2; so that 4163, or 31...l per
ce11t. 1 were under 2 years.
The earliest age at which we have seen i t perfectly well marked, was
twenty·oue days. \Ve saw it once also in a child five months of age, and
twice at the age of six months:. It is not nearly so common in th e first
year of life as it is afterwards. The large~t number of cases occur, accordiug to our experience, in the third, fourth, and fifth years of life.
The influence of sex seems not to have been determined with certainty.
Dr. Tweedie ( Cyclop. of Proc. JJfecl., a1·t. Scarlatiua) says it is most common in girls. 1\Ii\l. Rilliet and Barthez, on the contrary, state it to be
more common in boys. Of 262 cases unrler 15 years of age that we have
seen, in which the sex was noted, 13'.1 occurred in males, aud 129 iu
fom:de~. The truth is, probably, that under puberty it attacks the two
sexes with about equal frequency, while after that age it is most common
in females.
It occasionally happens, that patients, both adults and children, who
have undergone ~:;urgical operations, are attacked with a scarlatinous rash,
with miltl constitutional symptoms (Ilillier, Gee). The disease, according to these nllthorities, is true scarlatina.; and its occurrence at that time
probably depends upon the sy;::,tem being in an unurnally favorable condition for the reception of the virus.
Sn1PTOMS; CounsE; DuRA'l'ION.-As hns already been stated, we intend, in our clescription of the symptoms of scarlet fever, to depart from
the ordinary mode of arrangem~nt of tl1e subject \Ve shall discard the
old didsion of the disease into three forms or degrees, scarlatina simplex,
nnginosa, nnd nrn.ligna, and substitute, for reasons already given, the sim~
ple division into mild and grave cases. We shall class as mild cases those
which pursue nn even and regular course, without being accompanied hy
dangerous or mnligoant symptoms, in which there occur neither violent
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nervous, nor threatening auginose symptoms; while among the gravernses
we shall place those in which there occur severe nervous symptoms, iu the
form of delirium, coma, or com·ulsions, dangerous symptoms in the form
of cliphtheritic, ulcerative, or gangrenous inflarnmation of the mucous
membrane of the fauces, ao<l finally, those in which the general symptoms
ni:.sume a low and typhoid character. 'Vhen it ~eems couvenieat, we shall
follow the usual division of the course of the disease into the three stages
of iovasion 1 eruption, and desquamatiou .
Mild Cases.-Stage of Invasion.-The following descl'iption of the symptoms of scarlet fever in its mild form is drawn partly from books, hut
much more from our own observation of several hundred mild rases of tbe
disease, of 213 of which we have kept a faithful record, and, when there
was anything peculiar or important, full notes.
The onset of mild cases of scarl~t fever is generally sudden. A child
is well, or so slightly ailing, thaL no change froru its usual coodition is
noticed at the time, though some sligl1t signs of indi.::;position may be re·
called uftenrards, and on the following day, or often within twelve hours
or less, the symptoms of tbe disease become marked and characteristic. Ju
a large majority of the cases that we have seen, the eruption was already
visible at our first visit. Frequently the patient has been put to bed well
in the evening, and, becoming restless and feverish in the night, is found
on the following morning with fever, sore throat, anil very cou~idernble
eruption i or, us happened in one of our cases, a. child gets up iu Lhe morning apparently well, breakfasts as usual, goes to church, and falling sick
there, comes home autl, a few hours later, shows the eruption over the neck
nnd upper part of the trunk, and has fever aud sore throat. In another
cnse, u boy betwf'eu seven and eight years old was perfectly well in the
morning. At 2 P.M. bis mother, a most sensible and accurnte person, observed him playiug iu the garden, and remarked upon his healthy looks.
Fifteen minutes afler this he felt sick at his slomach; he came into the
house and went up to the nursery 1 looking pale and pinched, with a cold
skin, and nearly faintell in the nurse's arms. He had then in t.be course
of an hour three copious and watery stools, each one accompanied with
vomiting. 'Ve saw him one hour after this, <lazing, very pale, with pinched
features, sunken and half-closed eyes, cool surface, and with the pulse at
128, and rather feeble. There was no eruption. At 6 P.J\L we fouud him
with a hot and dry skin, with the tongue heavily coated, the fa1i'ces swollen
and showing flecks of exudation upon the tonsil~, a pulse at 128,and with
a well-marked scarlatinous emption coming out abundantly. The case
pursued a very regular course, without dangerous or malignant symptoms
of any kind.
Bui the invasion, though sudd.en in nearly all cases 1 is not always so
precipitate as we have just described. 'Vhen we come to analyze the early
symptoms, we find that the first oue observed in most of the cases is fever,
marked by considerable acceleration of the pulse and beat of skin. In
some few cases the fever is preceded by the ordinary prodromes of febrile
diseases, languor, lassitude, pains in the back and liruhs, and slight rigora.
Simultaneously with the-fever tbere is in nearly all cases more or less sore-
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oess of the throat. Dr. Billington (loc. cit.) thinks that the precedence of
angina to every other symptom is invariable. He describes it as differing
from the appearance of catarrhal angina. It consists in diffuse redness,
sometimes at first punctatc on one or both half-arches, then extending
around them an<l involving the uvula, exten<ling also to the tonsils, which
become reddened and more or less enlarge(]. The posterior wall of the
pharynx is little if at all affected. In all that we have examined, e\•en
tbo::e in wbich no pain was complained of, there bas been redness, or redness with swelling of the fauces. In a majority of the cases vomiting
occur;:, or if' not vomiting, some degree of nausea. There is complete
anorexia i the thirst is ncute; the bowels are usually in their natllral condition, or slightly constipated. The child is quiet and dull, or else re,.tless
nnd irritable, and sometimes there i.s delirium; the face is generally flu~hed,
nod the eyes often slightly injected. The duration of these symptoms is
irregular. They are said to last generally ahout a day, but they rnny continue either a shorter or longer period. \Ve are very sure, from our own
observatiou, as we have already stated, that these premonitory symptoms
rarely precede tbe eruption more than twelve hours, and very oft.en the
time is lei:;:-:, so tlrnt Lhe eruption may be the first symptom noticed.
Slrige of Eruplion.-The eruption generally appears first on the face and
neck, whence it extends rapidly over the whole surface. It continues to
increase iu extent and intensity, so as to reach its maximum about the
third or fourth day. It appears first in minute dark-red points dotted
upon a rose-colored surface, forming patches of irregulnr shape, of considerable size, level with the skin, disappearing under pressure, divided at
first by portions of healthy skin, but running rapidly tugether, and giving
to large portions of the surface a uniform scarlet color. The eruption is
not generally equally diffused over the bndy, but is more marked upon
one po1·lion than another. It is often most iutense on the hack, anrl is
there of a deeper color than elsewhere, not unfrequently assuming a
purple hue. It is generaily very well marked on the abdomen and thighs,
an<I a.bout the articulations, and assumes in those regions a particularly
bright tint.
It does not always cover the whole surface, but in some very mild cases,
uncl, as we shall find when treating of' the grave cases, in them, a lso, it
may occur only in pntches of moderate extent upon different portious of
the body, leaving us at times in doubt as to the real nature of the rash.
The surface of the eruption is smooth aod even to the touch, uuless, as
not unfrequently happens, it is nccompanied by the Jevelopment of miliary
vesicles, or crops of minute pimples or pustules. A certain degree of roughness is sometimes occasioned a lso by enlargement of the papilloo of the skin
iu various parts of the borly, particularly on the extensor surface of the
limbs; but this is evidently independent of the characteristic eruption.
'l'he skin upon some parts of the body, especially the face, hands, and feet,
often presents a swollen appearance, rendering the movements somewhat
stiff There is in most cases a feeling of burning, irritation, and itching
in the skin, the Jatter of which symptoms increases as the malady progresses.
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If the nail be drnwn firmly over the skin where the eruption exi!SI~, a
white line is produced, which lasts for a short time and theu passeR away;
if' the pressure be more firm, a central reel line with a white strenk on either
side is rleveloped. This wns originally pointed out by Bouchut as pathngnomunic of scarlatina, the peculiarity, according to him, cousisting in the
g reat duration of' the white liue so caused. IL does not appear, howe\•rr,
to have any positive value iu <listinguishiugthis affectiou from many forms
ofervthema.
Tl;e eruption generally reaches its height about the fouith day, and
then remains stationary for one, or lei:s frequently for two days, after whic·h
it begins to decl ine. Its decline is marked by a diminution iu the inten~ity of the color, which, from scarlet, becomes red, then rose colorrrl,
aod growing paler and pnler, fiuslly dhmppears entirely about the ~ixth,
sev~nth, or eighth day. In some very mild cao;:es, however, the whole
duration of the eruption is not O\'er two or three days, and in such the
colrir it imparts to the skin is uever very bright nor very deep, nor is it
accompanied by intense heat, or by much irritation or itching.
The symptoms wh ich precede the eruption do not subside on its appearance, but persist or are augmented. The febrile mO\'ement continues
unabated; the pulse is full, stroug, and frequent, running up very soon
after the on:::et to 120, 1-1.0, 150, and often to 160. This frequency of the.
pulse is, in fact, one of the most marked symptoms of the disease. " re
have rarely, even in very mild cases, found it less than 140, and in not a
fow it has been in the fir::;t few days, and in child r·en of four or six years
old, as high as 168 or 170. Occasionally, however, it has been lower, an<l
ia a case that occurred to one of us, i11 a boy five years old, it was 96 on
the second day, and only 88 on lhe t.hird, though there was still a gocid
deal of rash upou the skin. The sk in is burning hot and dry 1 as a genera l rule, and loses its usual softness and supplcoess. The expre.-;sion of
the face is usually natural. The eye is ofte n animated, and sli ghtly injected. The respiration is generally easy aud natural, though sometime~,
when the fever is violent, it becomes quickened. The auscultation and
percussion signs are natural, unless some complication exists. There is
often a rather frequent cough, which is dry, and evidently dependf; on the
guttural inflammation, and not on any bronchial or pulmouary aff1:ction;
it exists during the early period of the eruption, and declines with the inftnmmutiou of the fauces. The voice is seldom altered beyond having a
nasal sound, so long ns the disease continu es ~imple and regular. If the
voice becomes hoarse or whispering, it indicates an extension of the in·
flammation from the pharynx to the larynx. The anorexia continues
until the eruptioo begins to decline, and the thi rst is acute up to the same
period, when it moderates. At first the dorsum of the tongue is covered
with a whiti~h or yellowish-white fur of variable thicknes", while its tip
and edges are of a deep-red color. After two or three days, and daring
the course of the eruption, the coating just described disappears from the
tongue, am] its whole surface assumes a deep-re<l lint and a shining ap·
pearnnce, which makes it look lik e raw flesh. At the same ti rue it is often
much diminished io size from contraction of its tissues, and its pa pi lire be·
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come enlargell and projecting; this condition generally lasts from six 10
ten days, after which it returns to it8 natural state; it is commonly moist
throughout the attack. Vomiting is rarely troublesome in mild caseF,
though it often occurs; the bowels continue nearly in their natural condition; in some few cases slight diarrhrea occurs, but more frequently
tberc is very moderate co~1~tipation. The abdomen is natural in most of
the ca~es i sometimes, however, there is slight distension and pain for a
few days, which coinci<le generally with slight enlargement of the liver, or
more rarely of the spleen.
The urine during this swge usualJy presents the ordinary febrile characters; it is dimioi~heU in quantity, often of high color, though the pigment is not necessarily increased. The urea is not increm:ed, which Riuger
regards us iudicating that the kidneys are affected from the beginning of
the attack . The chlorides nre ah\ ays more or less dimini~l1ed . The phosphoric acid, acco1·ding to Dr. Gee, is about normal for the first three or
four days; it then dimioishe~, and remains for a few days at a half or a
third of its uormal amount. Uric acid appears to be retained during the
pyrexia, and excreted iu excess so soon as it begins to subside. According to Holder's examination of 17 cases, there is bile pigment present
during the first six days.
Early in the second, or even in the first stage, the fauces present tlie
signs of inflammatory action; the pharynx is reddened, and in some iuslances S\\"•)lleu; the tonsils enlarge and become red; the sul>maxillary
and lymphatic glands are somewhat tumefied and tender to the touch, and
wheu the case is at all severe, deglutition is gcuerally painful, and in some
instances extremely rn. The abseuce of complaints of sore throat in a
child, or the fact of its swnllowins without hesitation or apparent difficu lly1 is no proof that angina does not exist, since we have always found
upon examination in a good light much greater redness than natural, and
in many instances re<luess and swelling combined. As the emption progresses, and the tougue loses its coat and becomes red, the inflammation
of the pharynx usually augments; the redness becomes deeper, and the
tousils are more swollen and painful, and 1 in a good many, but not by any
means all the cases, are dotted ornr with small white spots, or witb thin,
whiti~h, and soft false membranes. The throat affection, however, is rarely
severe enough to constitute a i;;crious danger in mild scarlatina, while in
many of tbe rnali~nr.nt cases it is a frequent cause of a fatal termination.
During the eruption, the nostrils are either dry and iucrusted, or there is
some coryza. The strength of Lhc child is reduced for the time, but
there are uo signs of prostration, and the decubitus is indifferent. There
is almost al ways more or less disorder of the nervous system, sometimes
amounting only to headache and restlessness, while in other instances
there is great irritability, wakefulness, and occasional mild delirium,
especinlly nt. night.
Stage of Decline and Desquamation.-The eruption reaches its height, as
already stated, about Lhe third or fourth day, tben remains stationary for
one or two days, and aflerwarcls declines gradually, so that no trnc·es are
left on the sixth, usually, or at most, iu rare cases, on the uioth or tenth
1
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<lay. In some very mild attack~. lhe whole Juralion of the eruption is not
over two or three days. By the third day it has climppeared entirely.
Such cases are not, however, very commoll. The other symptom~, both
general and local, decline with the eruption; the pulse loses its frequenc·y,

and falls to the aaturnl .::;tanrlard; the heat of the surface first subsides anrl
thcu clisappear.s, \Jut the skin remains 1rnmewhat harsh; the redoc:-:-> aud
swelliog of the toneils and pharynx dimiuish; the spots of false membrane.
if these be present1 are thrown off; the deglutition becomes easy if it ha\'e
been difficult, and soon all signs of throat affection vanish; the tongue
rlcans off, becomes 1cd<lish nod glossy, and after a time returns to its
natural state.
At the time of subsidence of the symptoms desquamation begins. IL
elates, therefore 1 io mo:st cases from about the sixth clay, though it may be
either earlier 01· later. According to Hillier, the date of commeacemeut
''aries from the sixth to the twenty.fifth day . It commeuces in most of
the <'a.-:es on the face and neck, though in a fow instances it appear:; first
on the abdomen. It then extends grndually over the body and becomes
general. About the thorax and abdomen it occurs in the form of minute
poiut"', like those which result from the <le~iccation of suclamina; on the
fiice iL is in tlie form of thin light scales or squamre, while on the extremities large flakes of the epidermis become separated from the derm, and
are removed by the child, or rubbed off by his movements in bed. The
whole process usually occupies some ten or twelve days, but may be prolonged into the tbird week, or even until the middle of the second month.
It is generally accompanied by roughness and dryness, and some itching
and irritation of the skin. Not unfrequently, the surface beneath the ex·
foliation is left tender and irritable for some time afterwards.
During this period, dating from the sixth or eighth day, the urine becomes abundant, pale, of neutral or faintly ac·i<l reaction, and, according
to Gee, deficient in phosphoric acid.
It has been stated by some observers that albumen quite frequently appears in the urine during desquamation 1 and much more rarely during
the Etage of eruption, in short being unaccompanied by the signs of drop-;y
or of any ~pecial constitutional disorder. The proportion of cases in which
this is said to occur varies from twenty-five or thirty to ninety per cent.
in different epidemics. Iu surh cases the albumen may disappear without
causi11g any evil consequence, or it may continue or recur until, after a
variable length of time, renal catarrh is developed.
~l'emperalure . -The fiery redness of the surface and the pungent character of the heat, have Jed to much exaggeration in the description of the
pyrexia in this disease. The range of temperature is indeed from 100° to
105°, and only in rare cases does it reach 106°.

Ia 30 cases reported by Ringer (Med. Ti!Mes and Gaz., Feb. 15th, 1862),
the temperature remained al the same point throughout the day ia the
more severe attacks; iu slighter ones it tell in the morning and rose during
the day, being most frequently at its highest point between 2 and 8 P.M.
'Vhen the morning remission was marked, it indicated the approach of a
favorable termination. The first decided fall of temperatu re, coinciding
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with a diminution ia the eruption, occurred in the majority of cases on the
fifth day, or if not on this day, it was t.leferred usually until the tenth or
fifteenth. In these latter cases, however, a fall of varying extent had occurred on the preceding fifth days. After the marked fall on the fifth,
tenth, or fifteenth day, the temperature remains from 99° to 101° for a
variable time,coiociding 1 when persistent, with continuance of the angina,
or some of the other lesions of the disease. If at any time after the complete fall of the temperature there is any considerable elevo.tiou again, it
indicates the development of some sequel, either an affecti<m of the kidneys,
throat, or one of the serous membranes. It is thus seen that the temperature in scarlatina tends to form arcs or cycles, usually of 6ve days' duration.
Before quitting this part of our subject we must remark that, though
the aboYe is a correct description of the usual symptoms of mild cases of
thiil disease, the reader would be greatly decei \·ed should he expect always,
aud invariably, to fiad this exact train of morbid pheaornena. Ou the
contrary, the mild and the grnve cases both vary so much, that it is impossible to describe them accurately by one or two portraits. Taking the
above sketch as a standard of the mild cases, the observer will find that
many fall short of it in all their features, while others def'pen grndually
in their sharlcs, so to speak, until they pa.!'ls into the grave type. Those
that are milder in their type than the above sketch may be so to such an
extent as to make it very difficult, and in St)tne cases impossible, to determine positively whether the child ha.:: had the disease or not. Iudeed, we
doubt not ourselves that childrl'n sometimes have the disease so slightly
thnt it is not discovered by either physicinu or parents, and, being protected by the attack, are in after-life classed amongst those insu~ceptible
to the disease. Onr grounds for thi;; ass>Jrtioa are the facts that we have
!leen some cns;es so very mild that, hut for the existence of the disease in
other members of the family, they might ha.ve passed unob~en·ed i alld
that in one instance we saw a patient, who had had the eruption for three
day~, and yet who was so ~lightly sick that he was sent from school, to
which he had goue, for us to see. It was a well-marked case, and the child
bad oo troublesl>me symptoms afterwards, notwithstandiug the exposure
he had uodergeno.
A still more rPmarkahle case occurrt!cl to one of us two years sincf',
whicb shows clearly how a chilt.I may pass through scarlet fever without
its being recognized by the family.
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Grewe CUsM.-Tbc following description of the symptoms of gra\•e
· of scarlet fever is, like that which has just been given 1Jf the mild

ca~e~
caf!e~.

drawa partly from books, and partly from our owo observation of the
disease. '\Ve have had the opportunity of carefully observing a very
large number of grave cases of i;;carlatiua, nnd we have preserved a more

or les!"'l complete record of 61 such cases. 'Ve slrn.11 include under this
division of the suhject, a~ alreaiiy stated, most of the cases usually cJa<.:~c<i
bv writers under the title of scarlatina anginosa, and all those genernlh·
.
d~~cribecl under the title of scarlatina maligua.
The symptoms which mark the invcision of p:rave cases of scarlet fever,
though sufficiently alike in all to show the unity of the disease, differ very
materially as to their degree of severity in different cases. In one Et't
(rather less than a third, or 18 in 61, of our cases) they are most violent
and dangerous, or, indeed, appal ling in their character. :From the fir~t,
they declare the imminent danger of the attack. In tbe second set (rather
more than two-thirds, or -,t:3 in Gl, of our ca..:e:-:) they may be either evidently severe and dangerou~. though not appalling, as in the first, or they
may be much milder, more like those which mark the iurnsion of mild
cases; but even under these circumstances they soon put on their grave
and dangerous character.
The first set of cases, or those iu which the symptoms are the most severe
of all, anti which include most of the maligmrnt cases ordinarily styled
ataxic, usually begin with nervous symptoms. The onset is in some iustantaneous.
In one, the little patient, a girl two yeaN old, whose brother nnd !li!>ter had been ~i<"k
for some days with ~carlatina, was put to l>e<l in the e\·cning in her usual health, which
was strong and vigorou'!. She i;lept quietly through the night, but was found by tht>
mother the next morning in a state of drowsines~, violem fever, and covered with a deepred scarlatinous rash. She i:;oon became comatose, :md died on the third clay. In
another case, a boy eleven months old was a little fretful in the nfternoo11, but wa~ put
to bed in the e\'ening as usual ::ind went to sleep. About icn o'clock 1he mir-;(' he:ml
a rustling in the bed, and on going to it found him in a violent general COll\'lll .. ion.
The next morning he wuscovcl'ed with a scarlet ra~h, which beca1Je deeper and deeper
;1s the disease wem on. On 1he -;econd day he wa'I nearly in~en .. ible, and had frequent
allacksofconvulsions;on 1he third dayhehnrl rctra<"lion of the nec-k,wi1hspa._..;modic
twitch in~, and at the end of that day died in a filate of coma. Jn u 1hir<l cm•e, :l ho~·
!:'ix years old, whose si~ter had been sick for a \1cck with a mild attack, went to hed
well . .At three o'clock in the morning, he wa~ :..eizcd wilh vomiting and purgin~,
paleness and coolness of the skin, and great exhall'ltion. .\.t nine o'clock he wa~
drow15y and dull, the !!kin wn.51 pnle and cool, and the pul!ie extremely rapid; the vomiting and purging had cca~ed; at 12 M. he was comahise and had a convulsion. From
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few hours coma and conn1bion,.; de\·eloped; patche!. of eruption then appeared on the
trunk, and death occurred in twenty-four hom·ti from the beginning. The suhjcct of
this case, a boy five years old, \\as thought to be SO\\C1I in the afternoon of the day he
wa.staken sick, that he had been sent out lo \'isita relation, and while there foll .. ick.
In the fifth case the onset was sudden, with violent fever, drowsincss,<leepsuffn.qion
of the skin, and in a few hours iusensibility,general convul~ions, and deuth in thirt~·
Kix hours. Jn a sixth, in a boy four years old, the attack came on wilh \'Omiting, pnllor1
drowsincs~, and then a scarlet ra!ih; af1er a few da~·i., coryza and 01orrhrea occurrOOj
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the tOnR'ne and lips be('ame cracked :m<I dry; in the second week the chilrl was comalo-~e, with occao,;ional attacksofextremejactitation and the mo$tviolenthydrocephalic
('ri~. which condition lasted ten days. After this came diarrhcca,extreme emaciation.
101•.;;of speech, amlentire deafne-;S. Gr:tdually,howc\'cr, the fe,·cr di!.iappeared, the
tongue cle!'lned off, and intelligence very slowly returned; in the sixth week convaJe.~cence wa:; firmly e~tablishcd, and the child recovered perfectly with the exception of hi~ hearing, wliich remained very dull in consequence of the perforation of
l.10th 111Pmhrame tympanornru. In a seventh, a girl eight years 0Jd 1 whose brother was
tl1(•n sick in the hou"e witl1 the disease, was in the morning well. .U brenkfac;t, she
!'aid l'he felt Rick and soon went to Led. At 5 P.)l. of that clay she wa<; nltacked
with a general convuLsion, which lasted about fifteen minutes. The pul5c, immediately
nfter the con\'ulsion, wns 150. At 11 P.M. she had an<lther convulsion. Through that
ni~ht i,;hc was very 1·e.,t\c,.;s and wan<lcdng. On lhe morning of llie ::;econd day there
wits a third convuli::ion, which, however, was ver,v short. The pui'ic was now 160,
small, and fcelile. The patient wns \·ery hea.vy and dull, answering questions slow!.\·
and with great difficulty, and during part of the day she was coruato::;e. On the third
i.lay;;hewashetter,thepul'lehavingfallcntol52,andshewns lec;sdull,thnughshestill
c<intinued \·er.v heavy and inattentive unle,.;s arour.;ed by pertie\·ering efforts. The
limh" were cool, while the head and trnnk were hot. The eruption wa.s tl11ck on the
trunk and upper part of the exu·emit ies; cl:'lewhere it was scanty. "'here\·er it
exi~tcd, it was of a deep-red or purplish color, and the capillary circulation was slug ·
gi~h and ir:1perfect. On the fourth day her intflllectual condition continued helter,
but the extremities were still cold 1 and the lymphatic g lands and subcutaneonstisc:ues
about 1he lower jaw an<l neck had begun to swell. On the fifth day, the swell ing had
become very great; the stu por had rclurned; a profuc:e and dh::gusting coryza. and
otorrhre:t had ~et in; and Lhe edges of the eyelids were inflamed and i:;ore. On the
i,;ixth day the discharges from the mucous membranes of the head were ver·y copious,
and con,;isted of a thick, offen:-:ive, purulent fluid intermixed with dull whili:sh gn1mons
particle<:. The patient was nuw comatose or very restless i she swallowed with great
difliculty; the swelling under the lower jaw and about the throat wac: enormous; the
pul~c WM r;ipid and small; the eruption was very <lark in tintj the cut;mcous circulation was :;.low; the ext remities we1·e colJ, and death occurred about the middle of thi-;
day. lnanothcrca-;e, the subject of which was a girl between three and four years
oltl, the attack bflgn.n wilh seYere inflammation of the throat, caus ing gl'eat difiiculty
in swallowing. The rash on the fir:;t day wa~ very extensive and of ;i deep-red color.
The child was drow'1y and heav~·, or cbe delirious. On the second day she was comatose, and h:td strabi:-!IUU<; and automatic movements of 1he limbs. On the third d:~y
the coma cont inu ed, and there were :u1tomatic movements of the extenc;or muscles, with
retraction of the head. Th e eruption continned vivid, but was of a dark-red color.
Death occurred in the middle of the fourth day, in a state of comn, without convulsionfl. In still another case, a. boy, between eiglH and nine years old, was attacked
suddenly, while in good health, with vomiting, sore throat, and high fever. Tweh-c
hoursaftcrthconset,hehadascvereconvulsion,which la;;ted fifteen minutes. Ile
soon reco\•c-red from this, h owever, and remained perfectly intelligent. On the second
day the ra-;h was moderate; there was \·iolent fever, and the chi ld war; he:wy, but,
when rou~ed, still intelligent. Early in this day a severe fit occurred. '!'his was
m0st \'iolcnt, as Se\'Cre as the worst epileptic connilsion. It lasted one hour and
lhree·quarters. The pulc;e, after this1 was 145. On the third and fourth <lilys, the
11ymptoms impro\'ed \·ery much, the pubc ha\'ing fallen to l;l.) anJ 13;;!, but he continued drowsy and heavy, The eruption came out most abundantly. The fauces were
very much inllume<l, nncl somewhat ulcerated, and the external lympha1ic glands were
enlarged, but still the swallowing was not difficull. On the fifth he was not so well,
being more re:;tless and hell\')' alternately. There had now come on much difficulty
in breathing, and some croupnl sound. The latter symptom increased through the
Jay, until the dyspnCl?'a \.Jecame very great. Deglutition now be.came excessi\'ely
difficult; the external swelling increased; attnckh of suffocation attended with the most
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p:iinfnl and distressing jactitation cnme on, and were renewed more an<l more frequently; and denlh occurred by asphyxia about the middle of the sixth day. In a
tenth case, in a girl fh·e months old, convulsions occurred on the second da~·. Th~c
were followed by coma la!lting several <lays, and by enormous swelling of the lym-

phaticglands and subculaneous tissues on the left side of the neck, and by a Jess degree
of swdlin~ on the righl side of the neck . The gland<; of both sides suppurated and
were opened, and the child finally recnvered perfectly. In an eleventh case, in a hoy
seven years old, an attack of general convulsions took place on the third day, after
which there were deliriuru :incl coma. alternately for several days, with coryza, ang:inn,
and offensive otorrhrea., lasting in all six weeks. The ch ild recovererl, buL remained
deaf.

Iu this form of the disease, therefore, the symptoms are of the most
virulent charat:ter. The onset is sudden. The child passes within a. few
hours from n state of apparent health, into one of the most extreme danger.
Most of the cases begin with violent fever, and great depression of the
strength. The pulse soon becomes very rapid (HO, 150, 180), or so frequent that it cannot be counted, and it is at the same time small and often
irregular. The skin is dry anrl bu ruing hot in some parts, in others cool
or even cold. There is generally nausea or vomiting, and these may be
violent aud constant. These are accompanied in some cases, but in our
experience, only in the severest of all, Ly colliqualive diarrhcea and m~
teorism. Delirium often exists from the first, or else there is drowsiuess
and dulncss of intelligence, verging gradually into coma. In the must
violent cases, the stupor or coma alternate with convulsions, which may
cause a fatal termination in eighteen, twenty-four, or thirty-six hours.
When a case of this kiod lasts over three, or even two davs, the violence of the nervous symptoms almost always subsid es i the ~onvulsions
cease to recur; the delirium is less violent; the coma gives way to clrowsine~. or the patient becomes again quite intelligent nnd obse'f'vant; the
pulse- often fa lls in frequency, and the heat of skin may dimiuish,and the
eruption assume a more favorable appearance. All the symptoms seem,
indeed, to be more promising, and very often both the physician and
friends are greatly elatetl by the improvemeut in the patient's condition.
Nor arc these hopes always illuso ry, siucechildren do recover occasionally
even in cases that have exhibited the mos.t threatening and malignant appearance at the moment of inrnsion. It happens, unfortuuatf~ly, however,
in a large majority of such attacks, that the improvement which takes
place ou the third or fourth day is only momentary. The nervous symptoms sub:dde, but new phenomena make their appearance in the shape of
severe inflammation, membranous deposit upou, and perhaps ulceration
of the fauces, with extensive swelling and induratio11 of the lymphatic
glands aud subcutaneous tissues about the angles of the lower jaw, and
uoder the chin and throat. In connection with the throat affection which
develops itself in this way, it is very common to have abundant purulent
or membranous coryza, and often also otorrhcea. The symptoms assume,
in fact, the features of the cases usually described under the title of scar·
latiua anginosa. As we shall, however, describe them directly in our ac·
count of the second set of grave cases, it is unnecessary to pursue the
description at the present moment. 'Ve will state, however, before pro·
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ceecling further, that the anginose and general symptoms which occur in
ca~eo beginning with violent nervous pheoomeua, and especially with
couvul:-iuno;;i, are nearly always of the most dangerous and maligoant
character, and usually eud fatally iu two, three, or four <lays after their
appt'arauce.
The eruption in this class of cases varies according to the violence of'
the 1ittack. Cn the sc\·erest oue that we saw, that which proved fatal in
fifteen hours, no eruption whatever was perceived, and we only knew it to
be .~carlatiua by the general character of' the symptoms, and by the fact
that a bi:-oter of' the boy had been sick in the same house with the disease
for a week . la the case which terminated in twenty.four hours, the eruptio11 :-.howed itself iu the form of ecarlet patches about the face and upper
parts of the body, twelve hours after the onset. In a third case the erup·
tion was moderate, but perfectly well markE>d and general. In the other
thirteen C<l:5es, which lasteJ, with one exception, not less than three days,
the eruptit)n was entirely clrnracteri::.tic. It covered the whole surfo~e,
wa~ at fir~t scarlet in color, soon ran into a deep red, and then became
violet or purplish. The exceptional case was one which lasted tliirty-six
huur.,::, and prnved fatal in that time. lu this also, the eruption was well
nrnrked an<l exten~ive . M. Gueretin (A1·ch. de .MCd., t. i, p. 292, 18-12), in
hi:; account of the acute malignant form which he witnessed, states that
the eruption was nearly con~tant. In all our cases it occurred within
tweuty·four hours from the iuvasion, while in those of M. GuereLin, it appeared within tweuty·four or forty-eight hours, or, tis more frequE>nlly
happened, uot until the fourth or fifth tlay.
If no favorable change take place in these severe cases, and if they do
not pro\·e fatal nt once, the patient grows weaker an<l weaker; the delirium continues, or is reph1ced by coma; subsultus tendinum, rigidity of
the limbs, spasmodic twitchings or geneml cou,·ulsions, make their appearance; Lhe eruption bet:omes more am! more livid; the pulse grows smaller,
more fre11uent, and irregular; the respiration is excessively embarrassed;
deglutition becorue::i impos~ible; and the patient dies iu from three to
l:iCvcu or nine days. lu some few imstances, the child struggles on for
l:iever11I wet!ks, and dies in a sh1te of utter exhanstion, or having a constitution of great powers of endurance, at last surmounts the disease and
reco\·er~.

The in\'asiou of grave cases is not always, as we have stated above, so
violent us iu those which haveju::it been described. In rather more than
twu-third.s (43) of the 61 grave cases of which we have preserved notes, the
on~et w~1s less th1·eateuing than in the other third, though the symptoms
were SC\'Cre and dangerous in most of these also, and when uot so a!. the
very eitnrt, ve1·y soon a~~umed Li1e serious characters which make it necessary to cltls::i the caseb iu which they occurred as grave. The chief difffreace between the symptoms that mark the onset of grave cases of this kind,
and of those in which the symptoms are still more violent, which latter we
huve thus far been describiug, lies in the character of the nervous phenomena-in the latter most severe, threatening, and dangerous, consisting
50
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of stupor, com:.t, or convul~ions, and in the former, merely cxce.!="ive agitation, re.sclessness, heavines1:1, or stupor.
In one well-marked case of the kind now under COl1"1idC'ralion, the patient, 11 Uoy
between SC\'en :md eight )'Cars old, was attacked in Lhc C\'ening with hea<hit'l1t', fl'n·r,
and vomiting. On the following morning a faint ra'lh wa"! pcrreptible, which, hy !ht'
afternoon of that day, was di..;tinct 1 though not \'Cry f11ll. The ca1-;e now rapidly
ru;,.;nmcd unplea"1ant features. The pulse ro:se 10 }.)Q. There was mneh drm1..,iut"~
and delirium, and on the four1h day con.. tant picking' at tlie bcdclothe,;and at the fingers. In another c:1sc, in a Uoy between four and fi1·e years old, the fir.;t !'ign pf "il·kncs!I wa>i slight lani.tnor :1rter dinner, whi('h was followed by fe\'cr in the evcnini,r, and
thcdc\'Clopment iu the<'o111-.;eorthe night or as<'arhninou-. ra_-.;h. On the follnwing
di~y there wns some pain in the throat, with rcdne"'"i the pnJ<;e was 110, and tlwt;ki11
hot :rnd dry; there were no nervous symptoms, except fllight drow1Sin~~. On the
third day the pul!<e was 13U, the rash wrn; well 0111, and there were no unp\E:'a.,ant
symptoms whatc,·cr. From thi-1 time, howe\•er, the s.1·mpwms gradually grew won<c;
the throat affection inerea"ing, the <·cn·ical lymphati(: i;laml"' becom1n1t \·cry mud1
~welled, and the child growing more unea:-.y and re!<tle~ .. , though retaining perfottly
its intelligence. B.1· the sixth day, the gra1·e char:u-terur the case was folly d('\'elopl-<I,
the eruption being intense, and or a deep brick-red, 1·crging toward~ a pnrple coli1r.
There was at the !<:une time very great drow;;;iness, abundant discharge.; from the nn<..:d
pn ......ages or thick l'lero·mucon-; and purulent Uuido.:, membranous exudation in the
rauces, with gurgling and great diflieult.v in »wallowing, and an utter los,.; or nppctitc.
In a third case, a boy between one and two )'Cars olcl was a little fretful in the morn·
ing, and was ~cized in the evening with vollliting and fc1·cr, and 1·cry t•onsideralile
restles'!ne<.;s. On thencxtdar hcwas1..'0vered with a scarlet rash from hc;ul to foot,
and the iskin was fiery hot. The pulse wa:,; 160, rcgul:u·, not large. The d1ild wn~
ver)' drow,.;y, dozing nearly all the time, hut <piite intelligent when arou ...cJ. Tilt•
fauce,;; were inten ...ely red and rough, and the ton..,ils much swollen; there wa!'I ver~·
little external swelling. On the third day lie was still n~r.1· drow:.y, and, when rou•etl,
less ob,,ervant than Uefore, though he still rec11gnized per,.;on-;. The pnl"e w;L<.. IG~ 1
small, dillieult to count, \·er.1· hnrd, and corded. The skin, ('~pecially that of the liml~.
wa.sscarlet, very bot, and dry; the cu!aneous capillary cirC"ulation was good. After
this the symptoms grew ravidl.'· worse; thC" pulse continued at from 1-18 to JtjS on the
fourth and firth days, and on the sixth rose to li:!, at which it stood a fow hour~ be·
fore death. On the fourth and fifth days, he wa., :;till very heavy and tlrow~y. and ~n
much so on the former :L'i to take no nutiec whatever except when moved. On the
fifth clay1 an abundantscro·mucou!i discharge took pl:1ce from the no!'ltriJ .. ; the ccrl'i·
cal lymphatic glands, which had begun to swell before, now increa.~e<l in size; there
was some loud faucial gurgling, and the swallowing became difficult. On the momiug or the sixth day, some or 1he llymptoms impro,-ed so 11111<.•h a.s to fhuter very grc:lll.v
.!IOmeor his attendanu,, who were unacquainted with the treacherous charat'teror the
dh,eaHc. Ile roused up fr11111 his state or stupor, and uoticcd sel"eral thing8 that \\'tre
shown him, e1·en taking them into his haml i but the breathing continued bad, the
lymphatic glands were swelling rapidly, and had already become very large, so that
they formed great projections on either side of the neck. The pulse was l:i.S, nnd
small. In th~ middle of the day the breathing became difficult, from the internal and
external swelling, and from the collection in the fauccs of thick and \•bci<l phlei:cm.
The surface had now become pale. The tumef:tction about the neck wns inuuen,..e
Down the front or the neck and along its sides 10 the cJa,•icles, a kind or u.'<lematou~
swelling or great size liatl come on, an<l was rapi<lly increwing. The pube \1:18 lliO,
small and feeble. The leg~ and arms were or a dark, cong:e.:>Led tint. Deglutition
was excessi,·ely difficult. ln the evening the pulse was 172, and death took placejn~l
before midnight, with slight convulsive moverneuts.

The mode of iavasiou is different, therefore, in different examples of the
kind of grave cases now under consideration. Ia some it is eveu milder
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than in any of those that have just been detailed ; and it is not until the
Lhird, fourth 1 or fifth day, or even later, that the severity of the attack
~how~ it.'Self fully anti unmistakably .
.After the disease ilS on<:e e~tahlished, it will be found upon examination
that the fauce~ are of a deeper red color, and that they are more swollen,
than in mild cases. At the same time there is more difficulty and pain in

dcglutition; these are complained of by older child ren, and are shown in
those who are younger by their refusal to swallow, by their crying upon

making the attempt, and in ~ome instances, e~pecially at a later period of
the sickne,.s, hy a positive i11u.bility to perform the movement. Io nearly
nil the~e t·n~e3, fal~e membrane is formed upon the mucous membrane
of the throat. This i~ ne,·er, o r very rarely, present on the first day of the
ntta<'k. Io most case~ it is not found until the second or third, and often
not before the fifth or sixth day. l\li\I. Rilliet and Barthcz state tliat
they hav e known it not to appear until the tenth and eleventh daye. It
uppears first in small, thin, whiti:)h, yellowi'.'<h, or a~l1-colored points o r
patches, on one or both toosih:;, or on the soft palate only, where it remains
limited, or from whence it extends to the pharynx, which it may cove r in
wh ole or in part. The patches are of varillble tbit:kuess and consi ...;tence,
nnd adhere sometimes very sli ghtly, e nd ~o m etimes with considerable
tenacity to the mucous membrant; beneath. They may remain for a day,
and then be thrown off not to be again produced; or they may form in
be\·ernl succe:-:sive crops, nu ti I the case is terminated; or, as most fret1uently
happens, they last three or four days or more, aud ure th cu detached. The
mucous membrane upun which they are seated is found iu various conditions. It may prese nt the redness and swel ling inditat iv c of se\•erc inflammation, or it may be softened, ulcerated, lllld, accor<liug to ~HL Ouerl!nnt and Blache, gangrenous, though as a genera.I rule, what have been
'lupposetl to be slough s nre ill fact portions of altered fa.be membrnue.
Then! is more or less foto r of' the breath, sometimes a1uountiug to a gangrenous odor, after the appearance of the pseudo·men1braoe. The :-e\·crity
of the ~ymptoms is in proportioo to the extent and thickness of the false
membran e.
We have already seeu that it is uot uncommon to find ulcerations beneath th e false me~nbrunes. Io other eases of this kind the throat aff'.::ction fi!-l)lurues very great violence without the presence of any exudation
whatever. lo some the mucou s membrane is ..,fa deep-red ur e\'en purpli:o:h hue, its consistence is softened, and it is swollen and covered with a.
layer of gray i,..h or sanious pus. The tonsils are en larged, iofiltraterl with
pu~, anti softened. In other cases, in addition to th e redness nad softe11iug, ulcerations are preseut. Tbese may be superfic ial , amounting only to
ero~ions, or they may extend through the mucous, and eveu submucous
ti,.;sue to the mm;cles beneath. They are seated genemlly in the pharynx,
but may exist nl,:o 011 the tonsils, and in some rure ca~es they E:xtend iuto
the larynx. In still more mali gna nt attacks of the disease we fi11d evidences of gangrene of the pharynx. It is important to distinguish between
tho~e in which the pscut.lo-membrane becomes so changed as to assume the
appearnnce of slo ughs, and tho:;e in which the tissues of the pharynx are
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really gangrenoas. The former constitute by far the greater number of the
cases wbich have been generally regar<led as instances of gangrene of the
throat. That gangrene of these tissues does actually occur in some few cases,
is proved, however, by the evidence of Dr. Tweedie, who says (op . cit., p.
650) that in malignant scarlatina" tbe membrane of the phnryux is some.
times of a dark, Ji vid color, and occasionally in a sloughing state/' and by
that of Ml\I. Guersaut and Blache, who state that they met with several
instances of gangrene of the pharynx in the pseudo-membranous angina
which prevailed in 1841.
An almost constant accompaniment of cases of this kind is inflammation aud swelling of the subrnaxillary lymphatic glands aud surrounding
cellular tissue. The l1,1mefactio11 is generally confined at first lo the glands
beueath the jaw, which become paiuful to the touch. After a short time
it extends to the parts behind the angle of the jaw, and benealh lhat
bone, until at last the sides of the neck and the throat are greatly swollen,
so as to interfere with, or even prevent in large measurl', the opening of
the mouth, and by the pressure exerte<l on the internal parts of the throat,
to add lo the difficulty of deglutiLion which already exists. Iu some cases
the pressu re is so considerable as to embarrass the respiration of the child.
This swelling has been generally supposed to depeud 011 inflammation of
the parotid glands; but MM. Bretonneau, Guersant and Blache, and
B.illiet and Barthez, all stale that parotiLis is of exceedingly rare occurrence, arid that tlie swelling iu question dt:!peuds nearly always on the
causes just described. The last-named writers state, moreover, that the
tumefactiou of the cellular tissue is often of the nature of active oodema.
The swelliug of the c:ervical lympliatic glands, and of the cellular tis::ue
of the sides of the neck, and that under the throat and chin, seldom takes
place 10 any considerable extent, according to our experience, prior to the
third or fourth day. Duriug the first two or three days tbe chief symp·
torus are the fever, the eruption, and the nervous phenomeua, which latter
consist in this class of cases, of either excessive agitation and resLless11es.s,
or of drowsiness or stupor. Very often, after a child has seemed to be very
ill for two, three, or four days, from the violence of tht febrile reaction
and the severity of the uervous symptoms, it will appear to improve very
decidedly on the thir<l or fourth day, and thus lift up the hopes of those
interested in it. It is just at this time, however, that the throat affection
is apt to set in severely, and it rarely fails to come in children who have
presented violent symptoms duriug the first three days. The enlarge·
ment generally disappears, in favorable cases, in from Lhree to twelve
days, by resolution, while iu others it terminatei:I by suppuration of the
glands and sunounding parts.
In the form of the di~ease we are now considering it is common to
observe violeut coryza, which may be either purulent or pseudo-membranoui!. It may appear from the very first, or not for several days after
the eruptiou has commenced. The discharge is yellowish, granular, tbiu
at first, and afterwal'ds thick; it contains often flakes and shreds of exudation, and becomes sometimes very offensive, au<l highly acrid, so as to
excoriate the upper lip. It often flows in surprisiug quantities, and gen·
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ernlly continues up to the moipent of death, or un.til all the symptoms
have moderated.
Otorrluea is another symptom of this form4 It is apt to occur simul 4
taneously with coryza. The dii;cbarge is at first thin and watery, like
that froru the nostrils, but becomes thicker as the case advances. The
quantity is extremely variable. In some cases we have known it to fill
the meatus and concha of each ear, and then to flow out and mRke large
~taius upon the pillow, or to collect. very rapidly after being wiµed away.
I t i::z, like coryza, an unfavorable symptom, as it is a mark of the grave
form of the disease, and because, if the chilrl recover3, it is very apt to
result in deafoes!I:, which is but too often permanent.
These symptoms, coryza and otorrhcea, sometimes exist also in mild
ca::-es, but they do not then assume the peculiar characters which they
present in grave cases. The discharges are much le!:'=s abundant, and tbe
mucus or pus is healthy, and scarcely offensive lo the smell; they last but
a short lime, and are very rarely accompanied at the time 01· followed by
more than a sli ght degree of deafne~a.
The eruption is generall y stated to appear later than in mild case:.:, and
often to be less vivid and less exteusive. It is also said to occupy ouly
portions nnd not tbe whole of the body, to occur in irre-gular patches, or
to appear and disappear alternately. This has not been the case in the
instauces which we have seen. In all but two of the forty one, the erup·
tion occurred early, generally within twenty-four hours from the on~et.
It was of a deep brick-red or livid color, aud covered the wbole surface.
Ia one of ll,e except ional cases it did not take place until the seventh
day, when it appeared in patches on the wrists and knees. On the eighth
day it extended to the rest of' the extrem iti es and abdomen, and on the
ninth was genera l and of a rather dark hue. In the secoutl exceptional
case the e rupti on did not appear until the second day . It then came out
over the whole trunk, nod to a moderate extent upon the limbs also. Jn
this, as in the previous one, it was dark iu its tint. In three other cases it
wa~ quite moderate in a.mount, but genera.I aud well marked.
The 9ene1·al .<>:.ljmptomiJ are more severe in grave thnn in mild cases. It
sometimes happens tbat for one or two days, or even longer, the case
promises to be mild, but then suddenly as!:'=umes the threatening feat11res
of the form under cons id eration. The fever ii3 usually intense, the pulse
being full and strong. and rising very soon after the onset to 140, 150, or
liO; the skin is very hot and dry; there is more resllessness and irrita
bility than in the mild form, and after one, two, or three days, appears a
. 11trong disposition to dPJirium and !'tupor, not uufrequently merging inL11
coma. The respiration is accelertlted, and in many iuslances, owing to
the throat affect ion, labored and difficult. Iu most of' the cases, a loud
gurgling, which is very characteristic, is heard in the throat, particularly
wheu the child is asleep or dozing. This depends iu part upon the collection of viscid and tenacious secretions in the fauces,-which sometimes
embarrass the respiration so much as to make it necessary to remove them
with a mop,-and in part upon the existence of the cory:m of which we
have spoken. The coryza is a ~yrnptom of very serious consequence at
4

4
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all ages, but especially in young children. There is generally some cough,
whicli may be frequent and troublesome, though not usually so unless
th ere be a disposition to laryngeal complication. The voice is hoarse,
guttural, aud sometimes whispering. 'Vlrnn the cough is very frequent,
and still more, when it becomes hoarse and croupal, in connectiou with
hoarse or whii!pcring voice, or aphonia, there is great reason Lo fear the
extension of the exu<latiou into the larynx, which constitutes an almost
necessarily fatal accident. The face is deeply flushed at first, and the expression auxiom~. If no improvement take place, the case as:Sumes in four
or 6ve days, or even less, a st.ill more threatening aspect. The pulse becomes very rapid and small; the rest.lessuess and delirium pass into
drowsiness or coma; the tougue becomes brown and dry ; the teeth are
covered with so rd es; the lips are dry, cracked, aad bleeding; diarrhccn.
is apt. to occur; and the patient dies in from three to ten days, in a wellmarkeJ typhoid conditiou. Iu other instances, on the contrary, the case
run s on from week to week, and at last, after an illness of four, five, or
six weeks, the child either dies, or recovers after all chances for life seem
to have been lost.
Io ord er to show, in their natural co1rnection, the different sy mptoms
that have just been described, we will cite the following abstract of three
of our cases:
The first occurred in a boy between se,'en and eight. years old. On the fourth <lay
of the attack the pulse was at 1501 and the fauces presented Oakes of false membrane.
The fauces were very much swollen, and deglutition became diilicultj faucial gurgling
cameon 1 and the throat was lilied with ''i::icid and tenaciou,; secretionr;. 'fhe nasal
passag~ now became occluded by constant discharges, at. fir::it mucous and lhcn mucop11rul ent1 with admixture of membranous flakes. From the fifth to the ninth day
there was an exces.5ive fetor from the nose and mouth. The lymphatic glands ju~t
beneath 1he ear swelled very greatly, so as to extend much be_vond die line of lhe in·
ferior maxilla. The tongue and lips became d1·y and cracked, the teeth were covered
with sordcs,and theanglesof1heeyelid!>infla.meJ,and then ulceratecl. On the sixth,
seventh, eighth, and ninth days, thel'e were taken away from the mouth and throat of
th e child, with a. mopi hard an<l most offensive mas!'es of dried-up nmcns anti incru!'tcd
epithelium, enveloped in thick, gluey, dark·colorcd mucus. These masses stuck to
the fauce!<, tongue, and lips so tenaciously, that they coulJ be removed only by means
of a. mop, the boy himself being quite unable todet:wh them, On the seventh, eighth,
and ninth days, tho11gh the cenical lymphatic glands were very much swollen, the
pati ent was better. The pulse came down gradually from 152 to 132, 128, and 112,
and the swallowing impro\'ed so much· that the child could take liquids with less convulsive eOOrt, and could drink continuously. The drowsiness diminished, and the cle·
lirium ceased. On the eighth day n sl ight erythematous redness appeared on the
bridge of the nose, and extended towards the malar bones. The skin of the face and
eyelids became somewh<'lt swollen and puffed by an redcmatous C'ffusion. On th e ninth
day the p11ise was down to 104, and the sk in was nearly natural as to temperature
The swelling was \'e1·y great on both sid es of the neck, and the glands on the right
side were red on the surface, very hard, and quite painful. The swallowing was much
easier for drinks, but as yet no solid, not even of the softest kind, could be taken. On
the fourteenth day from the onset we opened t\ very large abscess cm the left side of
the neck, which dischi1rged abnndantly a. healthy and laudable pus. On the fifteenth
day we opened a still larger abscess on the right side, and after this, perfect recovery
took place.
In another example, which has been alluded to already, occurring in a boy between
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of the case did not 1<how it<:elf clearly until tlie
~ixth rlay. On the e\"ening of1h:-it day the pul"e wa1; 12~. the skin very h~t and dry,
and llwre wns :m int('nfie eruption of a hriC'k·r('(I color. There wa<;, at the same time,
Dc~l11tition wa<; diffit"111t, anti there wus
appetite.
of
lo"s
utter
and
inc•",
..
,e:r<'al drow
:l lornl fancial gurgling during f:lcep. There wa<; now also a ('On!:iderahle amount of
ml·mhranou'< exml:ttion in the faucc!'I;. l>nring the se\"enth and eighih d:tys. the boy
t•ontin11<'<I \'er~· '-il"k. He was drow;;_\', almo<;t eom:'\IO"e; the eye~ were half open and
thee1mj111ll"ti\·1e minutely injc<'te<l; there wa!'I; an 3h11ndantcoryza, tl1e di<;charge,.; being
colllJ"IO"'-''' of ofll>n-.ive mnc<ms anil "ero-m11C'Ou<: fluid, with an admi'.'t:ture of pus ancl of
lltw't·uh·nt or ~rumou<: particle..;, the latter consisting e\'ident\~· of broken-down memhran1111-; l'XHrlntion. There was no ntorrhrea. The pnl"C rof>C from 120 to 128.
llurill_t!thc nig-htofthese\•enth <lay the anginoseaffoction wa.<;sose\'Crethatthechil<l
euuld swallow r:othing from 10 P .,r. to 3 A.M.; flnids ponrcd into the month ran out
again in par!, and were in part returned through tlieno"trilfl. On the tenth day there
wa..1.; '-till no derided imprO\·em('nt, cxeept that the pu\1.;e hail fallen to 112. The coryza
cnntin11NI :'"before; the fa11ce<: were ('O\'Cred thickl_v with whitish exudation; the
dt·g-lutitinn was a littleea.11ier. Theclro11· .. ines.<1 rontinue<l, a..., the child dnzed nearly
all the time, merl'ly r011<iin;:: from time to time to take tlrink.11, and then, in spite of all
!-Oliritatinn, i;;inking into sleep a~ain. The abdomen wa-. t~·mpaniue. The urine w~
r.uher free, 111ore1<0 than it had been before, and itwnsaJ.,oclearerand of a lighter
t-nlor. ]fr thC' twelfth cl:'\)' there wa<r a decided impro\"cment; the p11J-;e had fallen to
JOG. and the child was not quite i,;o heavy. The act of ~wallowing was ca<.;ier, and the
fa11re ... showed Jes-. of the pla!<tiC' exmlnrion, bnt they were still \"Cry much coated with
t('n11dot1Aniuc11s. On the thirteenth and fourtecnthd'l.\'Stlicpatientcontinne<l to mend.
ThC'ptd"cft•ll to08and D2; thefaucel'I hacJ become clear of the exudation, and pre~cnted in'<1C'afi an excoriated and 11lcerate1I appearance. Thcserrction., into the fancc:J
The coryza had climini:-<hcd, and the di ..c·ha.rges
\IWt• ]e... :-, d!<t'id and less copiou".
hacl het·orne fi11;lm11c-o-rurnlcnt:-ind then 11111cou<:. Thedrow,..inc..... had rlimini..,hed,
"'()that hl· woke spontancou-;Jy and began to ask ior his to~·~. lie now heg:Hl to dcmaml foO(I, hut refu!<('(]. to eat when thing<i were brnught to him. On the fifteenth day
ht> wa'l l':ttremely irritable,;wrcaming 1110..,t \'iolentl_r from the Rlightcst causes. On the

lin' years old, the

da_v the pul~C Wal'l 02, and the ~kin l\C:'\r\y natural a~ 10 (Clllpera.ltJl'C. J [e
wrl..'I now exc·('ec\in~ly emaciated :incl ver_v weak. The orilic·cfl of the nasal passnges
were \'l.'r_y 11111d1 irritated and incrn~tcd, but there wa~ scarcely any coryza. 'J he
tongue wa1' clean, pink in color, and nWi$f, the thir!-.t nol too great, and there was a
little :qipcti•e. The tempe1· wa'\ improving. From thi-; time forward the child im
provl'C.I o;{eadily bnt ~lowly, so that h(' "al up for the first time on the twenty-se\'enth
day. Ile w:1;; as 1nueh emaciated at that time a..~ after \'iolent typhoid fever.

~i:th'('l\th

The reader must not, however, suppose that all grave cases

pre~ent

throu~hout their "hole course, symptoms so daugerous as those which
marked the two examples that have ju"'t Oeen detailed. In some 1 na the
coutrary, the symptoms, thouµ-h of such a character as to deserve and re-

quire the title of gra\'C, are of a much milder kind. Io order to make
this part of our description of the disease as clear as may be, we will
relate the followin~ as an example of n grave case in which the symptoms,
though st>verc, were neither malignant, nor at nuy one time very dan·
gerous to life:

.\ "irl between .11e,·en nnd eight years old was well nl breakfast. Tn the cour~e of
the morning ,.he complained of sore throat, and of not feeling well, :md at 4 P.M.,
when we !l;tW her, waq q11ite fc\"erish, with a frequent pul"'e and hot skin, and :-howed
alrt>:HI\' n well-marked b11t rather faint scarlet r::t$h upon the trunk of the body, and
nl1U11t ;hC' ellwiw!'I;. On the followin~ <l:ty the trunk and upper parls of the limbs were
('O\'f.'rt'(] thi('kly \\ ith au inten!"e crnption, of a brigbt scarlet color. The faucei were
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vCr)' red, somewhat rouA"hened, and 3 good clenl swollen. The only nen·ou~ s~·mplom
pre..rnt was severe frontal he:ldache. There wa:; no 1rn11'iual agitation, no drow.,ine...<i,
and nothing likt- convnl<;ive mo\'ement. On the enming or tliis day, the pul.~e hn<I
run up to 168, and was rather full, lint not hard. The skin was exC'eedingl,v hnt and
burning i during the night there was great restlesi:;ncs.<1, nnd the child was w;ikcfol and
occa!'ionally delirious. On the third day the s~·mptom!l continued much the 1::uue,
except that the pulse wa<; down in the morning to 152, that the rash had extended lo
the hands and feet, and that some !(mall spots of whitish cxu<lation were now visible
on each tonsil. On the night of this cby the fever ngain increased very much, and
the child was again delirious. On the fourth day the pul~e was 148; the e:rncfotion
had incrensec!. so much as to cover a good 110rtion of both tonsil!l, and it had exiencled
:d!.o in a slight degree to the posterior wall or the pbar~·nx. There was now a considerable enlargement or lhe lymphatic glands situated at the angle or the jaw on the
left side, and a smaller one on the right side. De~huition wa"I somewhat painful, :md
a little ditlicult, but not seriously so. The case cont inned in much the i-:lme wa.\• until
tbe seventh day, when 1he pulse liad fallen to 13:?, and the ernption had fa,led very ·
much on the trunk of the body, and, to a considerable exlent, upon the lirnlis a]<;o.
The fances now exhibited the false membr:lne O\'er the whole or both tonsil<>, over the
half-arches, thesidesofthcuvnla, and upon thcnpper portion of the posterior wall Of
the pharynx. Instead of being whitish and c\e:ln-looking at-l at first, however, the
false membranes now looked exactly like sloughing portions of the mueou!l membrane. They were of a dirty brown color, softened, and seemed to he rletaehing them1;eh,es like slough~ from the tis:iues beneath. On the ninth day the patient was much
better, the pulse ha"\"'ing fullen to llG; theernption Imel almo:,;twhollydh•nppeared;
the heat of skin wns very much reduced; the dark-(>oiored portions of false membrane had dii:;appear~d from the fance..;, lea\·ing the mncons membrane beneath red,
excoriated, and in parts ulcer:1ted. On the thirteenth day the chiltl was com·aleE=·
cent, the pulse haYing fallen lo !JG, the he:it of ~kin lrnving di!'aprean·d and the
throat being nearly well. The appetite had returned, the temper was serene and
cheerful, and the patient was, in fact, well, with the exception of weakness, and some
remaining soreness of the throat.

Laryngitis has been supposed by s.ome persons tQ he of frequent occurrence in the course of the disease, while others as11-ert that it rarely, if ever,
ocrurs. l\1. Bretonueau has never met with it. l\I. Rayer says he does not
know that the exudation has ever been found in the larynx or trachea.
Tweedie ( Oyclop. Pract. Jlfcd., Art. Scarlatina, p. 640) states that io the
disseclions he has made he has not seen an instance of the membranous
exudation extendiug into the larynx. That it does sometimes occur, is
provecl neverthele~s, beyond a doubt, by the evidence of l\I?iL Guerrnat
nnd Blache, Rilliet and Barthez, and others, aud by our own observation.
MM. Rilliet aad Bartliez report three cases in which it was fonnd in the
larynx after death. Tbese gentlemen state, however, that they have never
observed the peculiar symptoms of croup. This does not accord with our
own experience; for in several cases that we have seen, all the peculiar
symptoms of that malady were present during life.
The su4iect or one or these ca<;es wa<i a boy two yea.~ of age. A few days after the
invasion of the disease, a severe and extemi\1 e pseudo-membranous angina was developed. This was soon followed by all the ~ymptoms of erollp: hoan:e cough, stridulou;;
respiration, weak, foeblc cr.v, dyi.pncea, and whispering voice, which lasted about fil"'e
days, when the angina and eroupal symptomr:i both diminished very much, and the
ehil<l seemed in a fair way to reco,·er; snddenl)', howe,·er, extensive tumcfaction of
one side of the neck took place, and he died in twenty-four hours. Unfortunately no
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1

the eiµ:l11h day.

1

They con ... isted of bar.. h, croupal cough, fitridulous respiration, and

gN·at diflitulty in Rwullowing, and the act of swallowing occasioned much han;h cough

and stramding. The symptoms continued on the ninth day, after which the)' moderated, and the child finally recovered entirely. In a d1ird ca;;c, also a violent one, in
a hoy between eight and nine ~·e:t1'!'I old, and in whi('h general com·uJ,.ions occurred on
the fif't nnd l:'<'<'Ond da~·", the i:;ymptoms had improved a ~ood deal on the third or
fourth day. On the fifth day he was not so well, l.eing more r~tle<;s and heav~', and
ha\"in~ mud1 difficulty in breathing, with '<omecroupine-s of sound. These!'ymptoms
inn1..·:M·lirapiillyuntiltheyga\'eri;.etomo;;t\•iolent6ti;;ofsuffoC'ation, andcau ...cda
fatal termination on tlie sixth day. In afourthca.«e, in a child nine month<; old 1
riC'ath oc<·urred on the thirteenth day from laryngiti.;, OCC'urring in connection with
nwnihranous angina. The fatal trrmim1tinn was precede(! h.v hard, dry, and croupal
<·ou,1.d1, stridulou-; rc.;piration, and ~real diflirult~·ofdegl11tition. Jn a fifth 1 in a child
nnderayearoltl,croupal".''mptom!lmadetheirappearanceonthesixthday ,thef:mces
time CO\'erc<l with m('111hranous exudation, and they caused or assi-.tcd to
bein~ at
etubc a fat:ll termination on the <'ighth day. Jn yet nnother C'a..,e, the subject of whic:h
was ll('tWe<'n one and two ~·ean; old, a A'r:1 ,.e attack of scarlet fe\•er was entirely ree<wered
from. .\t the end of the l'econd week the child was seized, owing to improper expo... urc in a ('O\d house, against whid1 the parents had been proped_v w:irned, with anasar\':l This al~o was reeo,·crcd from, rind again the parents were warned again-;t improper cxposnre. On the \'Cry day after our last \'i<.;it, howe\·er, the child w;L" taken
down stairs into a room with the windows open, and this on a mild day in the month
of Fl·hruary. The child was seized now with diphthcritic :mgina, :ind died 1 after a
few da~·s, of croup. This wns in the fourth week from the onset of the i<cnrlet fever.
In a !'Cn•nth case, severe from the beginninJ?, the patient reeovcred i;o as to be apparof danger, but, owing to the room being very cold from the fact that it was
ent!~·
forge, with wide rauling windows down to the floor, and from the fire being too small
theehild took oolcl, and, at the end of the third week 1 wasi<eized with severe croup,
whidi had many of the features of membranous croup, but which wa.s, in all probability,:-pai;;modicC'roup, dependcnt on ukcrati\'e laryngitis. The case continued sc\'Cn
da~·,;, during which time the patient was violently ill, hut finally, after a most dangerou,; i<truggle, it ended fa\•orab\_r.

thut

out

The ~ymptoms which indicate n disposition to implication of the larynx
are frequent, hoarse, nud croupal cough, hoarse and whispering voice or
cry, nphouin, and dyspnre3. with stridulous respiration.
The d1tration of grave cases of scarlet fever is very uncertain. In some
the disease runs its course with frightful rapidity, destroying life within a
few hours or clays. In others 1 though the !i'ymptoms of the enrly stage may
seem to be as violent as in those where death occllrs in a very short space
of time, the patient either lingers for several days or two or three weeks,
and then dies, worn out by the violence or malignancy of the attack, or
el~e, after a mo!i't dangerous and apparently de~perate illne!i's, he finally
stru~gles th rough and recovers.
In the most violent of the grave cases, those which we described first as
forming n separate group, 18 iu number, of which 13 proved fatal, the du·
ration in the fatal cases was hetween eighteen hours and six dnys. Of the
13, 2 proved fatal in eighteen hours, 1 in twenty-four hours, 2 in thirty-six
hourE:, 4 in three days, 1 iu four days, 1 in five days, nod 2 in six days. Of
the !l iavornble cases, 1 lasted three weeks, 1 four weeks, 2 six weeks, and
1 two ruouths.
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Of the less violent of the grave cases, 43 in number, 15 died, and 28
recovered. Of the 15 fatal cases, 1 died in four days, 2 in five day$, 2 i11
seven clays, 3 in eight days, 2 in thirteen days, 1 in fourteen dayr.:., 1 in fif.
teen day!I-, 2 in four \\·eeks, and 1 in five weeks. Of the 28 favorable cases,
the duration of the shortest was seven days. The remaiuder lasted from
twf-lve days to six weeks, the most common period being between three
and four weeks.
CoMPLrCATIOKS A:ND

SEQUEL.E.-Drop.'fy.-This

i~

the most frequent

anrl important sequel a of the disease. In the ntst majority of cases, when
dropsy appears as a sequel to ~carlatina, the urine will be found to present
all the cha meters present in acute Bright1s disease; and yet there are some
high authorities (Simon, Becquerel, Philippe, Rayer) \\llO assert that
marked dropsy may occur without the ~l i ghte~t albumiuuria. It is po~i 
ble that some of these ca$eS may be exp lained on the suppositio11 that the
uritte has only been occasionally examined, aud that albumen may have
been temporarily present aod overlooked; but it seems undeniable, that,
in some instances also, dropsy may appear without any abnormal conditiou of the urine whatever. It is probable that, in these cases, it depends
upon an aaremic state of the blood, devrloped during the course of the dis·
ease. We have never met with dropsy following scarlet fever in which we
did not find albumen, and, in only too many instances, it is not only discoverable, but it is in murh larger proportion than in most renal diseases
unconnected with scarlet fover.
The frequency with which drop~y is developed varies greatly in differ1
ent epidemics and in different forms of scarlatina. It occurred in a fifth
of the cases of MM. Rilliet aLlfl B~rthez, and in 31 of the 27..J, or in ::ibout
a nioth, of those observed by oursel ves of which we have kept nowi. It
occurs generally in the r.ourse of the Eecond or third week of the disease,
and fluri11g the process of desquamation. It is thought to follow cases of
moderate se\·erity much more frequently than those of a grave character.
Dr. Tweedie states that it has never been observed to succeed a malignant
attack. This does not, however, accord with our own experience, since of
the 31 examples that we have seen, 8 occurred in grave cases of the di~ease.
Still it may be said on the whole, that the susceptibility to renal disease
bears an inverse proportion to the activity and complete development of
the scarlatina. The effus ion may attack any one of the cavities, or the
cell ular tissue of the body, or all at once. The most commo n ft1rrn in
which it appears is anasarca, after which the most frequent are, in the
order in which they are mentioned, cedema of the lung, hy<lrothorax,
ascites, and hydrope ri ca rdium.
The exciting cause of the dropsy is generally believed to he cold, contracted usually by exposu re to air and moisture at too early a period.
'Ve have rarely known it to occur when the patient has been confined to
the chamber or hou se until after the twenty-first or twenty-eighth day;
while, on the other hand, we have seen it follow immediately upon a ride
in cool weather on the fourteenth day, the child having been convalescent
for several days before. 'Ve have known it to occur also when the child
bas been allowed to run through the house exposed to draughts from open
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doors and windows. " 'e have been able, in a number of instances, to
trace it directly nud obviou .. ]y to cold. Thus, in one very marked example, n boy betweeu six and seven years old had had a mild attack of the
Ji~ea~e, and was so enti rely recovered that we ceased· our visits on the
tenth drty, leaving st ri ct injunctions with the mother as to the necessity of'
confining the child to the hou se for at least leu days longer. On the fourteeuth day he was allowed to sit for fifteen minutes, late in the afternoon
of a cool April day 1 on the marble front·door step. H e was seized that
night witb fever nn<l vomiting 1 had anasarca next day, and 1 duriog au
illne~..:: of two weeks, had dropsy of the pericardium, effusion into the right
pleural sac, ascites, and some signs of anem ia. Ia another case 1 a boy
eleven years ol<l had recovered entirely of a mild attack. He slept ia a
room henteJ by a stove. On the nineteenth day, the weather being cold 1
he got up early in the morning to light the fire, which had goue out accidentally. Ile was attacked that day with bronchitis, and was, on the followiug day 1 anasarcJus. In another instance, anasarca was prorluced at
the <?od of the third w<?ek. the child being '}Uite well previou!:ily, by his
being taken iuto a cold room to sleep. 'Ve could cite other in!:ilaDces of
the same kind, but these are enough. It is sufficient to say that iu a large
majority of the ca,,es that we have seen, it has manifestly and obv iously
followed improper exposurn during the second or third week. In a few
cases, however, it ha s come on without any impruJeoce whatever, and we
have beeu entirely uDable to ascertaiu the cause. It has been doubted by
some whether the action of cold will ca use dropsy, unl ess the urine have
been already albuminous. 'Ve have no doubt on this point our;:;eJves.
We llflve too frequently seen children who were, unless all signs fail,
entirC'ly conndesce nt, attacked by acutf' renal catarrh directly after ex·
po~ure to culd, to have any <loubt as to the sequence of e\'ents.
We are in the habit now of always directing the mother or nurse to
keep the patient confined to the cliamber for four weeks from the onset
of the disease, 01\ if it be allowed to run thro11gh tbe house, to take care
to have it w~ll clothed, and to keep the windows and doors carefully
closed should the weather be cold or cloudy. This rule is one of the most
importnnt of all in the care of' th e disease. It ought to be insisted upon
in all and every case occurring in the cool season of the year.
The question was formerly mu ch discussed, whether the condition of
the kidney which accompanies sca rlatina! rlropsy 'ms one of the forms of
Bright's disease. Dr. Johnson suggested that it was a peculiar affection
of the~e organs, characterized by a <lesquamation of the epithelium of the
tubule8, for which he proposed the name of desquarnative nephritis. Receut ob:;ervalions have, however, shown that there is in reality uothing
specific iu the lesion, but that it is identical with other cases of renal
catarrh or tubal r;ephritis, to use the excellent name bestowed by Dickinson, occurring from whatsoever ca use. Indeed, it may be sa id that in
almost 75 per ce nt. of all cases of chronic renal disease in children, the
cause of the affectiou has been sca rlatina, and the form of the lesion is
that whi<'h we have above mentioned.
Variou s causes bave been nsoigued for the frequent development of tubal
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nephritis in the course of scarlatina. Thus it has been suppnserl that the
affection of the kidneys resulted from inaction of the skin, owing to the
intense congestion which attends the eruption; but clinical experience
shows that it is precisely in cnses where the affe<'tioa of the skin is mnst
intense that the kidneys are least disposed to di~ease. It would rather
appear that when the action of the virus is [not fully determined to the
surface, violent congestion of the kidneys is estttblished, which, especially
when the patient is exposed to the action of cold, may result in the de\•el·
opment of tubal nephritis .
./llorbid Anatomy of th13 Kidneys.-"'heo death occurs in the acute stage
of the renal disease, the kidneys are found en larged and very heavy. The
surface is smooth and injected; on sectiou, the organ drips with blood;
the l\falpigbian bodies are congested, and appear as red dots; aud the
tessels of the cortex and cones are gorged with blood. The tubules are
distended with granular epithelium. granular matter, or fibriuous plugs.
The cortex appears coarse-grained, and presents intermingled dots or
streaks of red and buff color. Iu the more chronic form of the di:iea!l-e,
the kidney is also much enlarged and very heavy, its n1rface sn1ooth
and pale, or dotted with congested stellnte vessels. The capsule is not
thickened, and is readily removed. On section, very little blood escapes;
the cones retain their pinkish or red color; wbile the cortex is coarse·
grained, thickeued,and of a peculiar opaque white color. The Malpighian
bodies may be disten<led, owing to obstruction to the escape of the blood.
The principal lesiou, however, is still fountl within the tubules, which are
stuffed with epithelial cells, or with grauular matter resulting from their
disintegration; occasionally, clear fibrinous plugs are also seen occupying
their calibre. It frequently happens that the epithelium undergoes fatty
degeneraLiou, and when this is marked, the cortex acquires a yellowish
tint. According to Dickinson, there is less tendency to this change in
tubal nephritis following scarlatina than when it follows other causes; a
circumstance which he thinks may possibly account for the comparatively
curable nature of scarlatina} dropsy.
The dropsical symptoms usually show themselves in the third or fourth
week of the disease, and are generally preceded for a few days by albuminuria. Io most of the cases that we have seen they occurred in the
third week, but they sometimes appear at the end of the secood, and
sometimes not until the fourth week. In one case thev showed themselv~s
first on the thirtieth day, after the child had been e;posed to too cool a
temperature in an insufficiently warmed room. They occur, therefore, as
a general rule, during the stage of desquamation. The attack is sometimes very sudden, but in most instances it is slow and gradual. The
effusion is not commouly the first symptom observed. Ou the contrary,
the dropsy is almost always preceded for one or two days by lhe sigus of
a more or less cousiderable coastitutioual disturbance. The patient has
usually passed safely tbrough the eruptive stage of tlie fever, and bas been ·
considered for several days as convalesce[lt, for, as we have already re·
marked, the dropf::ical affection is more rare after grave than after mild
The child has perhaps been running about the house, or it bas
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e\'en been out, the parents supposiag, unless warned by the physiciaa, from
the disappearance of the fever aud other symptom1' of illne:;s, and from
the return of appetite and gayely, that complete recovery has taken place.
W e have see n a fi:!w cases, liowever, in whit:h, without any suspic io n of
expo~ure or negligence, for the children bad not been out of' bed, much le:ss
out of the room, the renal di~ease made its appearance iu a most treachero us
way. Ia one family, a brother and sister, s ix and e ight years old respecti\'dy , occupied separate beds in a large. thoroughly well-ventilated cham1)('1'. They had ba<l the disea .. e decidedly, though in a mild form. The
boy wns the e ld er of the two a nd robu:;t. The gi rl was sma ll, delicate iu
appcarnuce. AfLercouvnlescence was well establi~ h e<l, the boy was allowed
ta he up and about the room; th e g irl was kept in heel, because of her
suppoi;ed deli cacy. After two days the boy lost so me of hi s vivacity an<l
app1.:tite;; hi s urin e wa:; exn.rnined, and was found to contain a. uotable
quantity of albumen. H e was put in bed agaiu at once. A fow days l:iter,
the girl, who ha<l not been out of be<l, an<l who :-:eemed quite well, showetl
EOmc ;.light sign:; of indi:;positiou. H er urine was exam in ed, and found to
be in the same state as her brother's. The.se children were nt no time in
any dunger, and yet the urine of both remaiuetl unh ealthy for a yea r,
showing albu111eu an<l tube-casts in graduall y diminishing amounts at eac h
examination. Th ey both recovered and are living now ( 1881), teu years
after the illnes.s, in excell ent health.
(h·nernlly, however, it happens thnt after some expos ure the child becoml'S droopi11g 1 languid, and irritable, o r nn e.'.l"Y• peevi:sh, and re.,tle::s.
:--.imultaneou .. Jy with or very :soon afte r the.se symptoJu~. fever sets in; the
skin become:-; dry an<l heated, and there is usually an elevntiou of thtj temperature to the extent of 4° or 5';1; the pul.se is frequent aud hard, or it is
frl'11u1.:11t anJ jerkiug ~the appet ite i::; dimini~hed o r lo.st, anti there i.s more
or ll':-;;; thir:-t; the bowels arc ge nera lly Cl)Ustipated; the urin e is ll5ually
dimin i~hcd; aud there is not unfreguently so me uausca o r vomiting, and
complaints of headache.
The symptoms which precede the appearance of the effu;;ion arc not
ah\ay,.;, howc,·er, so marked, an<l iu other iu,,t:rncc.s are scarcely noticeable,· anti yet the effu;;ion may take place su rlcl enly, aud, affecting the
subeut:rncous cellular ti.s,.;ue and diff~reut internal organs simultaueou:;ly,
mny cau:>c a filtal termination with frightful rapidity.
The effu::;ion usulilly com 111eoccs iu the face and maY. be very slight,
le1l\·ing w; in doubt even whether there i.s real ly any, or it may be ,·ery
largl' au<l di~figuring. The swell ing i.s most mark ed about t he eyelids,
which look puflt!d, au<l it may be confined en tirely to them, or, at least, it
mn y he 011ly in the1n that we can feel sure of its existence. Frolll the face
it txtrud;; to the hand.., an<l feet, an<l eilher remains limi ted to these parts,
or i;prf ad~ over the whole ~urface, and gradually or rapidly to the internal
orga11:-;. The £kia onr the parts in which the etfusiou has tnkeu place is
firm , hunl, um! elast ic to the touch; it dues not generally pit, at least not
in th e ettrl y stu ge, and it is of' a dull white color.
In ''ery 111il<l cases th e co a ~titu ti oua l di:;turbance is usually but sl ig ht,
au<l the cffu~ion may be :iO sma ll as to l eave us in doubt as to the ca use
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of the sickness. Geuerally, however, we have been able to cietermiue
the cau!'e of the fever by a careful examirmtion of the face, nod particularly of the eyelid::i, which look a little swelled and distended and
by the presence of a slight puffiness or cushiony appearance of the backe
of the hands ancl feet. In such cases the general symptomli usually
pass away after a few clays i the urinary secretion, which had been diminished in quantity and of a deeper color than natural, becomc:J agniu
healthy i the anasarca di.::appears, and the child returus to its ordinary
condition. In more severe cases the general symptoms are all more
marked; the anasarca is more extensive and the swelliug more considerable; the child, if old euollgh to describe its sensations, may complaiu of
pain in the back, though we believe thi.5 to be rare, and tbe lumbar region
may be tender to the touch; the urine exhibits much more marked changes
in its character; but still, unless some important internal cavity beaUacked,
the symptoms diminish after a week or ten days, and the child recovers
gradually. In still more violent ca~es, the amount of the effusion is very
large indeed, the face is disfigured by the swelling, the limbs are largely
distended, the cellular tissue of the trunk of the body is infiltrated, the
quantity of urine discb~rgcd j3 very small or the secretion is arretSted
entirely for one or several day::i, and the fover i:i high. If the disease be
not rcmove<l, the effusiou may extend to the iutenrnl organs; to the lung,
produriug ccdema of that organ, to the pleural sac, causiog hydrothorax,
to the pericardium, to the peritoneal ca\•ity, or to the brain. Death may
occur in these violent cases from asphyxia occasioued by oodema of the
Juug, by hydrothorax, or by the obstacle to the circulation caused by the
presence of the effusion in the pericardium; from hydrocephalus, or1
tiually, the patient may sink into a comatose state like that which often
precedes the fatal termination of Bright's disease in the adult, and due,
like that, to ur::cmia.
It sumetimcs happens, as was stated above, that death occurs with very
great rapidity. 1\L\L Guer15aut and Blache have knowu it to end fatally
in twelve, fourteen, and thirty-six hours. Ia a case that came un<ler
our own observation iu consultation, a child between one and two years
old, who had had a very milrl attack of scarlet fever, was seized sudlienly
towards the end of the third week, after it was supposed to be quite well,
n.nd after exposure to draughts of cold air in the lower room of a l:imall
house, with vomiting, and shortly afterwards with convulsions and coma,
which terminated fatally in thirty-six hours. lu auo,Lher ca~e, iu a boy
between thirteen aud fourteen years old, who had had a mild but wellrnarked attack, and who had convale:Sced, and beeu out of bed for a fow
dnys, fever with slight headache, and diminution of the urine, came on at
the end of the second week. AfLer two days of slight ailmeut 1 without
Rny signs of anasarca, he suddenly, without any warning, fall into violent
convulsions, which were repeated frequently, with lulls of imperfect consciousness, for a fow hours. After twelve hours he became completely
comatose, with occasional convulsive seizure~. aud die<l at the ead of eight
hours more.
According to Gee (loc. cit.), urrernic convulsions and coma are not fre-
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quent in the C'ourse of scnrlatinal dropsy, nor are they of such fatal import
ns in acute Bright's disease in the adult. 'Ve have, however, seen quite a
number of couvulsion:-, and advise the practitioner to be very careful as
to hi:-i prognosis. It is true, probably, that they are less fatal than in
ndults, huL so also is acute renal catarrh (not scarlatioous) from exposure
to cold.
The symptoms which mark the occurrence of internal effusion will depend of cour~e upon the part attacked. In one Gase they will he thn!:ie of
Cl'ilema of the lung, in another of hydrothorax, and in another of hydropericardium or ascites.
Crine.-The particular condit ion of the urinary function is next to be
described. It has already been stated that the amount of urine !:ecreted
ii: I<·"'~ than natural duriug the early period of the dropsical attack. But,
at the same time, the patieut generally voids the secretion more frequently
than u:::;ual. '!'here is in fact mictmit.ion, orcasioned no douLt by the ini·
tating character of the urine, which causes the hladder to contract and
expel that fluid so soon as e\•en a small quantity collects. The diminution
in the amount of the secretion is usua lly a very marked symptom. lt is
sometimes alniost, or even entirely .ornppressed for a. considerable period.
lu one case that occurred to one of ourselves, in a boy between oue and
two years old, there was no di;;charge whatever for a period of thirty-six
hour:;. During this time there was uo distension of the bladder, as we
a~certaincd this pniut by careful palpation and percul:'sion. In another
case, which oc..:!uned in a girl between three and four yearo old, and who
was ratr~ed by her graudrnot.her, one of the most accurate, reliable, aud
expPrie11cccl nu roes iu the city, we were assured that there was no discharge
whatever of uriue tor five days in ;;uccession. During the suppression there
was 110 accumulation in the bladder. On the contrary, the hypogastric
region was flat, depre.3sible, and souorous ou percussion. The patieut was
very ill during nll this time. Hhe was feverish and passed nearly the whole
time iri :.t semi:comatose state, but could be ruused with much effort, so as
to show some intelligence; she rejected hy voniitiog almost e\·erything that
was given her 1 and complained when aroused of severe headache. She had
no convulsions nor any convulsive movement~, and firially recovered as the
kidneys regaiued grntlually their secretory function . Io many other cases
that have come u~der 1)l1r observation, especially those which we have seen
in later years, when we ha\·e watched this symptom more carefully. the
diminutiou of the urine has been very great, so much so as to constitute a
marked and important symptom.
lu mild ca~es, wbeu the diminution is not very marked, the urine is
of a deeper color than natural, but retains its transparency when first
voided. It is apt, however, to become turbid on cooliug, and to deposit a
more or le::;sabuodant precipitate of' urates. Its reaction is acid; its specific
gravity iucreased in proportion to the concentration; and urea anrl the
chlorides are much diminished. Albumen is present, and microscopic ex·
amiuation shows epithelial or byaline casts of the renal tubules, renal
epithelium, ltnd blood·glohules. In more severe cases, the uriue is very
much dimiaiohed in quantity, the color is either a very dark red, or has a
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blackish or brownish tint, or is like smoke or soot; the specific gravity is
very high; the amount of albumen large, and the precipitate contains
many casts and blood-globules, mixed with abundant urates.
The amounts of albumE'n and blood bear no definite relatiou to each
other; in some cases, the albumen may be abundant without any hlood
being present; while in other cases, witb a large precipitate of bloodglobules, the urine may contain but a moderate amount of albumen.

Basham calls attention to the occasioual development of a blubh greeo,
and subsequently greenish-black color, on the addition of nitric acid to the
heated urine, as a sign of very grave augury, being associated with extensive anrl advanced renal disease.
The duration of this stage of diminution of urine varies greatly in different instances, aud is, to a certain extt ut, indicative of the future progress of the case. It is succeeded by a stage in which the urine becomes
abundant, even exceeding the normal amount, the speci6c gravity falls,
and the urea aud chlorides return to the normal figure, hut albumeu is
sti ll present, the smoky color is apt to persist, and the precipitate which
forms on standing contains l'enal epithelium, bloo<l globules, and granular
or epithelial casts.
In fiivorable cases, the smokiness and albumen now gradually di::appe~r, the urine often continuing for a little while to be secreted in exces·
sive quantity; but in other cases, and unfortunately they are but too frequenl, the albumen persists, aud the urineassume.5 the characters indicative
of chronic Bright's disea!:;e.
The fi1rm \\bich the dropsy takes varies greally in different cases., and
seems to depend on iaappreciable causes. or the 29 casef) that we have
met with, in which its distributiou was noted, auasarca aloue was present
in 22. Ju 1, there was extensive anasurca, hydrotborax 'lfthe right side,
hydrupericardiuin, and ascites. In 5, grave cerebral syniptorns, prnbably
urmmic in character, were present; and in 4 of these aul\Sarca also exi;;tcd .
In 1 there were also hydrocephaloid symptoms, but of much less violent
form .
Recent. researches have established the fact that most of the cases for·
merly regarded as acute hydrocephalus are in reality due to the poisoned
state of the blood, the so-called urrernia, so familiar to all that it is merely
necessary to allude to it in tliis plu.ce.
The degree of danger to be apprehended from this drop:sical complication depeuds upon the form which it assumes. M . Cazenave (loc. cit., p.
52) says that there is no danger from it so long as it remains confined to
the subcutaneous cellular ti!:;sue i and this is probably true. When, how·
ever, it attacks the serous cavitie!:I, or becomes associated with cerebral
symptoms, due to the reteution of urea and otber excrementitious matters
iu the syslem, it is exceedingly dangerous. Of' the 29 cases that we h1we
had under charge of which we have preserved notes, 6 were fatal. Of the
22 cases in which the effusion was anasarcous alone, but 1 was fatal. All
of the 5 in which well-marked cerebral symptoms, due to urremia, occurred io counection with aoasarca, ended fatally. In one other case,
which euded favorably, there were mild un-emic symptoms present. lu the
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abo\·e advert(>d to, in which hydrothornx, hydropericardium, aurl
a:zcite.s were added to the nnasarca, the patieut recovered after a long and
severeillne5:s.
In ncldition to the cases of dropsy and urremia just referred to, a.ad which
all occurred in our own practice, we have seen quite numerous examples of
[l;carlntinous dropsy with ur::emic symptoms iu commltatiou or in hospital
prnctice. Ia one instance, urremic symptoms came on very suddenly iu a
young child, and proved fatal iu thirty-six hours, while in other cases,
they have run a more gradual course, ~ither ending fatally or terminating
favorably after a severe illness of from scvernl days to several weeks. In
one case where recovery followed, the patient, a girl, between three and
four year.:1 old, was iu a semi-comatose state for a week 1 with fever, f'xcessive irritability of the stomach, and complaints of headache. For a period
of five days the uriue wa:s entirely suppre:'secl, uot a drop having been
voided during all that lime, at least with the knowledge of the nur::e, who
was 1.\ mo~t accurate aud competent person. It would seem to be much
more dangeruu~ iu the Parisian ho::pilnls than iu private practice in this
couutry, siuce l\IM. Guer.')ant and Blache speak of having seen it prove
fatal in twelve, fourteen, u.nd thirty-six homs, after one ur two weeks, or
even two 01· three months; and Ml\1. Rilliet nod Barthez refer to it as
of'Le11 proving fatal.
Dian·lueet is not an uncommon accident in the disease. It generally
depends on simple functional derangement of th..e bowels. In some cases,
however, it is so seven.: or long-continued as to constitute a serious complication. Under these circumstances, it depends on follicular enterocolitit;-1 or slight crytbematous iuHammation of the intestinal mucous
membrane.
1n some c:nses, chronic angina l'emains after the subsi<lence of the disea!'e i so, too, coryza. may per~ist, eveL1 taking the form of oz::eun.
Otorrhcca. is not an infrequent. sequel, and when following angina, and
due to the extensioo of' infbmmation up the E11stnchiaa tube, may be
ass11ciatecl with permanent cleafnC'ss, necrnsis of the temporal bone, facial
puhy, anJ even absce::s of the brain.
Occ:a!-iionally during the desguamalive period, a painful swelling of the
joints appears, attended with a renewal of' the fever and, frequently, with
swc11ti11g. This form of rheumatism is in all probability of a pyoomic
characlcr, au<l connecle<l with the imperfect elimination of excremeutitious f'uh:,tances, owing to the state of the various emuoctories. In rather
rare ca:-:es, the inflammation nf the joint runs on to fatal ~uppuratiou.
We have seen two fatal cases of this form of rheumatism. One occurred in
our own prnctice in a girl five years old, and of good constitution seemingly. The type of scarlet fe\'er was severe, but not malignant. The
outbreak of rheumatism took place in the third week, after convalescence
had seemed t0 have begun. It was impossible to trace the exciting cacse
of the rheutntltic attack. There had been no imprudence that we could
rlisro\'er. In the second case, the patient, a boy three years old, previou~ly healthy, had a severe scarlet fo,•er with \•ery high temperature,
but without dangeron..: nervous phenomena. Iu the middle of the secoud
51
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week, rheumntism of most of the joiut(;, with acute pnin, tense swelling,
and high beat, appeare<l. "'e saw the case in consultation. The child
suffered intensely and died in three dar.
Bronchili.'l a11d pneumonia are rare. Injf.mnmrdion of tlie ~erous membranes is more common, occasioning in some ca8e!' the dropsical effu.sious
which have already been treated of. It is in most caseR connected either
with rf'oal disease or with the form of rheumatism above Uescribed. The
pleura is more frequently affected than any other of the 8erous membranes;

ant.I not rarely the effusion becomes purulent.
Inflammation of the investing or lining membrane of the heart also occasionally occur::. Thus, of 39 cases of endo- or pericarditis mentioned by
Dr. \Vest, 6 could be traced to an at.lack of scarlatina.
Peritonitis is much more rare, and the effusion here also is especinlly
apt to be purulent.
8carlatina may be coincident with variola or measle!!:. 'Ve h:tve never
seen it in connection with the former, but in two rases which came under
our observation it was complicated with measles.
Diphtheria has also been observed not very rarely, u::ually appeariag
during convalescence. In a considerable number of cases, scarlatina has
been noticed in the cour11.e of typhoi<l fe\•er.
Io some rare ca$eS, a~ in the one detailed under the head of prognosis,
more or less complete P.aralysis ensues during the convalescence from
scarlatina.
Tuberculosis is not nearly so apt to be developed after scarlatina as
after either rubeola or typhoid fever.
ANATOMlCAL LESIONS.-The eruption sometimes dis:.appears eutirely
after death, and on other occasions assnmes a deep livid or purple ap·
pearance. The epidermis is generally loo.:;:eoed upon the integument, so as
to be peeled off with great facility. The most important lesions, and those
which seem to belong to the nature of the disea~e independent of complica·
tions, are the altered condition of the blood, and congestions of different
parts of the body, particularly the brain, serous membranes, kidneys,
spleen, glands of Peyer, a~1d intestinal follicles. We have already alluded
to the fact that, even when the cerebral symptoms have been most severe,
and we might expect to find evidences of violent inflammation of the brain,
uothing is observed after death, in the majority of ra::e~, but congestion of
the large veins and sinuses of the brain, of the pia mater, or of the cerebral
substance. There is rarely any unnatural amount of serous effusion into
the ventricles, or meshes of the pia mater; and it is evident that thesymp·
toms have been due entirely to the vitiated condition of the blood. Never·
theless, effusions within the cranium may exist, in some few cases, as has
been already stated in the remarks upon hydrocephalus.
The respiratory organs are usually healthy, with the exception of coo·
.gestion and serous engorgemeu t.
Accordiog to the researches of Fenwick, Fox, and Murchison, it appears that the entire gastro·intestinal mucous membrane is affected ia
.many cases of this disease. Tbere is congestion of the subepithelial layer~,
.with exceasj.ye formatio;u .and subsequent desquamation of the epithelium.
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The gastric tubules are greittly distended and obstructed by cells mixed
with granular and fatty matters, anrl cac:its of their calibres are frequently
found in the matters vomited or in the contents of the stomach after
death.
The condition of the skin resembles this closely, the rete mucosum being
thickened, with a formation of numerous rouud nucleated cell~. and tbe
i:udoriferous glands being often obstructed by the rapidly formed cells.
The glands of Brn1111e1· aarl Peyer are not unfrequently enlarged, and
they are sometimes redcl.ened or softened. In a smaller number of cases
the mesenteric glands are slightly inflamed and increased in size, and the
spleen is redder than uo;;ua.I or softened. These lesions have 110 neces~arv
relation to tl~e form of the disense, since they are often absent in typhoid
cnc:ies, and pre~ent in those of a different type.
According to the observations of Dr. Klein, in twenty-three cases of
scarlet fever dying from the second to the forty-first day ( Med. Times and
Caz., May 5th, 1877, p. 487), the kidneys, in the first week of the disease,
i;ihowed an incren~e in the number of nuclei iu the l\falpighian bodies;
hyaline degeneration of the inti ma, and multiplication of the nuclei in the
nrn~clllnr coat. of the minute arteries; swelling and increase of the nuclei
of the epithelium, and a granular appearance of the tubules and l\Ialpighian bodies. After the first week, the changes noticeable were infiltration around the tubules, and tubal nephritis,-the tubules being crowded
with hynline eylinden1 and the epithelium presenting fa.tty degeneration.
The heart occasionally presents the results of inflammation of its lining
or in\•csting membrane; and in some cases its cavities contain firm wbitc
ante-mortem clots.
The blood exhibits very different appearances in different cases. It is
vi!1cid or serou~. dark-colored or light, nnJ fluid or coagulated, the clots
being of vitriable color and <lensity. The proportion of its constituent
ele:nents is clrnngetl. The 6briu maintains its u:;;nal relation to the mass
of the fluid (3 parts in 1000) , or it is very slightly nugmented 1 while the
quantity of the globules is iacreased to 136 or 1-t.6 parts, according to :M.
Aadral, instead of 127, in 1000 pa.rts. This increase in the proportion of
fihrill may be in part the cause of the fibriuous depositions which occasionally are found in tbe cavities of the heart, and appear to have been instrumental in causing death .
ln an article on" The Pathology ofSca.rlatiua, and the Relation between
Enteric nnd Rcn.rlet Fevers" (Med.·Chirurg. Trans., vol. Iv, p. 103 ), Dr.
John Ila.rley, of Lontlou, reports thirty-six cnses of scarlet fever, to sbow
thn.t the anatomical lesions of that disease are the same as those of typhoid
fever in its early period, and that not unfrequeutly scar latina, when long
continued, passes ioto euteric fever. After describing these lrsions, he
!'lays (p. 12.)): "From tbis view
conc/w;ion a.'I to the connection
of Rcarlel fe1:er and euleric .feiier is
that the pathological
c/1anges acrompanying cm attack o.f sca1·lalina 1
(f/l tho.<Je of the fir.~t
ttiage of enteric fever, anrl are .<10 .far identical with them. And it follows,
therefore, that the transition from the former disease to the latter is
nothing more than a natural pathological sequeoce, readily determioed by
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any cause which may increase the intestinal irritation."

!Jr. Harlev's.

The italics are

'Ve ha;e, on a few rare occasion~, known cases of scarlet fever in our
private practice, where the disea~e has been prolonged beyon<I its usual
period, to assume some of the phenomena. of typhoid fever, but this occurreuce has been so infrequent that we doubt whether it ought to be regarded as the developmeut of a pathological law connecting the two affections. That typhoid fever may attack a child just recovering from
gcarlet fever, is as probable as that measles auJ sca.rlet fever may direetly
follow each other, or even coexist at the same moment. Of hath of thef:e
accidental coincidence~. we have seen a few well-marked examples. Heveral of the cases dei;cribed by Dr. Harley, in which typhoid fever certainly
followed scarlet fover, occurred in pat ients ntlmitted to hospitals. l•'ive
occurred iu the LonJon Fever Hospital, and in some of these the attacks
of enteric fever begao after full coovalescence from scarlet fever; in one
on the 28th day of convalescence i in a second on the 31st day ; in another
on the 37th <lay; in another on the 32tl day; and agaiu on the 56th ancl
:32d days. We would ask whether in such cases the sequent typhoid fe\·er
ought not to be explained as the result of fovcr poison imbibed <luring
residence in the wards of a fever ho:;;pital?
One very interesting fact observed by Dr. Harley, is the frequency with
which he found fibrinous clots in the heart and great vessels ' 4 during a
pyrexial state, at any period of the disease. This," he states, "i:-1 the
commonest cause of death duriug tbe early stage of scarlatina; it is indicated during life by the reduction, often suclcleu, of a full pulse of about
120, to a dribble of 150 or 160 almost imperceptible impulses. The failure
of the heart's action is commouly attended with orthoparea. and delirium,
from obstruction to the pulmonary and cerebral circulations. On opeuing the body before it has lo~L a degree of temperature, and wh ile t.he hot
blood is still fluid, tbe right heart will be found distended, partly with
d11rk fluid blood which coagulates on exposure; and partly, sometimes
chiefly, by a large, firm, white, bifid clot contiuuous through the auriculoventricular opening. Each portion is interlaced with and firmly adherent
to the tE>ndinous cord~ and outstanding muscular bnnds of the cavity in
which it lies, and send:: outwards a rope-like coutinuation, the one into the
pulmonary artery, and the other intu the superior cava. These proces.:;ed
not only occupy a huge portion of the area of these tubes, but extend
with their branches upwards i11to the cranial cn.vitv, and outwards into
the lungs, whence they may often be withdrawn iu r;mi6catioos up to the
eighth degree, and eight or nine inches long.
04
The left heart was generally empty and firmly contracted; in one case
(1) each cavity was o<'cupied by a large fibrinous clot, that in the ventricle spreading into the bnichio-cephalic vessels of the arch of Lhe aorta,
and that in the auricle sending large ramifying branches into the pul·
monary veins. In another case (12) the auricle was distended with d!lrk
softly-clotted blood ."
We desire to call atteDtion to these facts, since we doubt not thltt they
explain many of the cases of early death in this disease, in which all
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medical treatment has proved so futile, aud also on account of the great
interP~t of the;-.e ob~ervations in connection with similar results which
will be mentioned in the article on diphtheria.
D1AGNosrs.-It is impossible to distinguish scarlatina from the other
eruptive fevers by the symptoms which precede the eruption. The only
signs upon which a diagnosis at that time might be grounded, are great
frequency of pul~e, which is characteristic of this disea~e. some soreness
or rNluess of the fauces, and the prevalence of the disease in the community. But these are all exceedingly fallaciou~. and the phyoician should
be content to wait for the eruption before he ventures to ~peak with certainty. After the eruption has come out, it can scarcely be mistaken for
·
11nytbing else, except it be roseola.
};'rom measles it may be distinguished by the differences in the prodro111es, course, and eruption of the two aff"ection<1. The prodromic btage
of sc:arlatiua rarely lasts more than twenty-four hours, and is very often
much less; that of measles, on the contrary, is almost always from two to
three days; in scarlatina. the rash appears sudden ly and often spread!i
O\'Pr the wh1)le body in a single day; in measles it appears ou the face
6r,.t, and exteu<ls gradually to the rest of the surface, seldom reaching
the hands and feet before the end of the second day; the eruption of
mca~ l es occurs fin:0t in distinct papules, whicb coalesre and form patches
of an irregular crescentic shape, while that of scarlatina is in the form of
innumerable minute dots or puuctations, placed so closely tClgethcr a~ to
give to large portions of the surface a uniform color, like that produced by
b l u~hing. The color of the two eruptions is diffe1·ent 1 t..hat of measles being
dark like raspberry-juice, and that of Ecarlatiua of a more or less bright
scarlet tint. The presence of catarrhal symptoms in measles, and their
ab:::ence in scarlet fever; the absence of angina in the former disease 1 or
its very slight character, aud the severity of the throat affection in scarlati1111; aud lastly, the greater severity of the febrile symptoms, particularly the frequency of the pulse and the heat of skin in scarlatina, are other
points of difii!rence which will assist in making the diagnosis, rarely, it
seems to us, difilcult, still more certain. A very g reut frequency of the
pulbe is one of the most unfuiling symptoms of the early stage of scarlet
fever. It almost always runs up to 140, l 50, or 160, in young children, within
the first twelve or twenty.four hours, and to 120, 130, 140, or higher, in
those who are older. Nevertheless, this, like all other symptoms, is sometimea wanting. 'Ve have lately SPen a boy, between five and six years
old, with a marked but very safe attack of the dio:ease, whose pulse ranged
hHween 80 and 90 throughout the sickness. This was, however, the only
cao:e we have ever met. with, in which the pulse remained so little di!!turbed.
It is sometimes very difficult to determine with precision between ery~
thema nnd scarlet fever. By the eruption alone, we believe it to be often
impo:ssible. 'Ve have Fleen quite a number of cases, in which the eruption
of erythema resembled so closely that of scarlet fever, that we should have
been obliged to confess our inability to muke the distinction, had it not
been for the other symptoms, and particularly the frequency of the circu-
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]ation, the beat of the skin, and the 1..hroat symptoms. The most important
differential symptoms are the tint of the eruption, which in erytbema is
dark-red, in scarlet fever bright· red or scarlet; the characters of the patches
of eruption, which are more regular in shape, but of much smaller size in
erythcrna than in scarlet fever; the total absence or very slight degree of
anginose inflammati(Ju in erythema i aud, what is decidedly the most important of all, the very much slighter degree of fobrile reaction in
erythema iu which the pulse, instead of being doubled in frequeucy us
it is in scarlet fever, is scarcely above its natural rate, and iu whicb
the heat of skin is but little above the standard of health . Moreover 1
crythema is generally of shorter duration, and is f\ milder affocLion, and
therefore accompanied by far le!'!s fever aud general disturbance of the
coustitution.
Diphtheria occasiooally !'esembles scarlatina to so great an exteut, as
to have eveo le<l some observers to consider them identical. Thus 1 Lhtre
is in diphtheria a pseudo-membranous angi11a1 with swelling of the cervical glau<ls, and at times album inuria, aud even an erythematous rash.
We will elsewhere (see article on diphtheria) give at length the differential diagnosis between these affections, and will here merely call attrntiou to the fact that tbe rash is a nue exceptiou ia diphtheria, and is a
mere uniform erythematous redness; that even when albuminuria is preseut, the uriue does not present the other characters noted in scarlatina;
and that the condition of' the fauces iu the two diseases is somewhat different. There is, further, a wide difference in the sequelre of tbe di:::eases;
and, finally, they do uot exercise any protective power whatever against
each other.
There is a form of disease known as rubeola uotha, epidemic roseola,
rosalia (Richardsou), rOthelo, in which there are some of the symptoms
of both measles and scarlatina; the eruption appearing on the secoud or
third day, at first resembling that of measles, but becomiug soon more
like that of scarlatina. Coryza and angina may both be present, and
th~re is subseque11t desquamation. Sorne authorities regard this as a
union of the poisons cf measles and scarlatina, while others consider it a
separate disease, because epidem ics of it occur when ueither mea~les nor
scarlatina are prevailing. Previous attacks of these la.tter do not protect
against it. In au extensive epidemic in the lower part of this city, which
appeared to be of this nature, not a single case, of the numbers which
came under our observation, was followed by any of the sequelre of either
measles or scarlatina. 'Ve believe this to be a specific disease. A very
prevalent aud widespread epidemic, the first thoroughly marked one we
have met with, occurred in Philadelphia in the winter and spring of 18801881. It attacked several children in a family, and sometimes all. The
eruption resembled measles much more than scarlet fever. Tbere was
some moderate fever and lassitude for one or two days, distinct but iucon·
siderable angina, and slight catarrh of the eyes and nose. One of the
most characteristic conditions of the disorder was slight swe11iug of some
of the cervical lyrnpbatic glands. This was geuerally, but not always
present. The swelling was very moderate, seldom great enough to attract
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the eye, but Lo be found by careful toucbiog. The glauds were not larger
than cherry·sloues u::iually, not at all numerous, sorue three or four or
more, and :-ituated in the region of the sides {Jf the nucba, behind the ea r,
or rlt the side8 of' the neck. They were often so small as to be iliscovere<l
only by careful manipulation, and were oot paiuful to the ttluch . In no
ca:-e di1I the symptoms look for a momeut like a full 01· :severe case of
scnrlet fever, au<l in uone did we see any dangerous couditions during the
attack or tmh... et1uently.
Ptt.oGNO:-.Js.-It is impossible to obtain a useful average mortality of
~cnrltt l(>\·er, since the di:sease varies so greatly iu dilli.'rent epidemic:::, nud
uncler diflt!rent hygienic conditions, that the re.suits obtained during one
period are intlpplicable lo ca::Jes ob;served at another. This is proven by
the l'Xpcric>nce of almost every physician, and by the evidence of many
'Hiterl'. It is proveu, also, by lhe following facts: M. Gueretin (toe. cit.,
p. tH:3) states that the mortality io the epidemic observed by him wns
about l i11 12 i of 99 case~. 8 died. UM. Rilliet and Barthez lost a li1tle
mure than halftbeir ca:::;es i of 87, the total, 46 were fatal. The:::;e cases,
let it he reniarked, however, occurred in the Ilo:spital for Childreu iu
Pnri~. which will account for the heavy fatality. The degree, however,
to which the mol'tality may vary in the same place and und er the same
plan of tre::1tmcnt, is showu by the fact, meutioned by Hillier, that in the
c<>ur:;c of eleven years the anuual mortality from scarlet fever in the London Fever llu~pital, varied from 2.5 per cent. to 16.5 per cent. i and in
the Jlm;pitul for Sick Children in London, from 9 to 31 per cent. Of' the
2i-t 1•n:ol·::; that we have observed, 31, or rather more lhau one-uintb, were
fatuJ. Of the 27-:l CaSe::i, 10-1 occurred between 1849 and 1853, and in
tho~e the mortality was much sma ll er than in those which occurred prior
to that yeRr. Of 10-1, 11 were fatal, or about one in nine and a half:
Scventy·eight cases OCC'Ul'l'ed betwceu 1863 and the spring of 1857. or
the~c 78, only -!, or 1 io 12, were fatal. Of 81 case~ observed previous
to 18-19, 13, or about 1 in 6, proved fatal. Of 11 cases occur rin g ia 1872-3,
3 proved fatal. The mortality met with by ourselves in private practice
has greatly varied, therefore, in a dift\!reut series of years. Iu one series it
wns 1 in 6, in another 1 in 9~, and in a third 1in12. LasLly, to show the
infJu euce of 1be epidemic type upon the mortality still more clearly, we
may stale that of the last series of' cases observed, 78 in number, -:13 occurred during the epidem ic which lasted from the summ er of 1836 to the
spring of 18;)7, and of these only 3, or 1in14, died.
The prognosis must be based, therefore, in part on the character of the
epidemic prevailing at the time. It must depeu<l, also, on the nature of
tbe ca~e. Mild and regular cases are rarely fatal. Of 206 mild cases
that have been under our care, only three proved fatal. One of these
would probably not have so terminated had it not been for the imprudeuce
of the nur~e. This was, in fact, the case of a young child who had recovered from the eruptive stngc of the diseae:e, but whum the nurse carried
out of the room in the ~econd week, notwithstanding express directio11s
to the contrary. The child took cold and was seized with catarrh and
slight anft..!iarc~; on tbe fifteenth day urremic symptoms set in, aud it
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died on the seveoteenth day, comatose, and with convuh.ive movements of
different parts of the body. The second case was that of the boy thirteen
years old, already described, who died with sudden hydrocep:1aloid symp·
tom~, at tbe eud of the second week. The third fatal case occurred in a girl

between eight and nine years old, who <lied sudrlenly at the end of six week!!.
The patient had convalesced sufficiently to lrnve been out several time:;-,
but remained very hydrremic aud weak. After being much fatigned one
afternoon by playing with some little friend~, she was seized next day with
vomiting, and soon aftn with great difficulty of breathing and extremely
rapid and feeble action of the heart. These symptoms increased on the
following day. The dyspnrea. was most severe, an<l was attended with
cyauotic color of the hands and face, and with cold colliquative sweats.
The lungs were free, there was no cough, and auscultation rennled no
pericardia! lesion . Death occurred suddenly at the end of a day and a
half. No post-mortem was made, owing to circumstances that could not
be controlled. Our own opinion was, and is, that the death wns caused b...v
a coagulum in the heart.
Grave cases of scarlet fever are always, 011 the contrary, exceedingly
dangerous : thus of 61 cases of this kind that we have had uuder charge,
28, or nearly a half, were fatal. In order to render the description of
the symptoms of this class of cases more clear, we divided them into two
groups; oae, iu which the onset of the di~ease is instantaneous and moht
violent, being characterized by excessive disturbance of the nervous sys·
tem, taking the form usually of convulsions, but sometimes only of pro·
found coma; aud a second, in which the symptoms of the ouset, though
severe enough usually from the first to mark the character of the case as
grave, are less violent than in the first group, and especially not marked
by the occurrence of conrnlsive phenomena. Of 18 cases belonging to the
first gronp, 13 died; while of -±3 belonging to the second, 15 died. Violent
nervous symptoms occurring early in scarlet fever augur, therefore, great
danger to the patient, since of 18 cases iu which they were present, 13 died,
whilst of 43 in which they were more moderate, though still marked and
severe, only 15 died.
The character of the nervous symptoms is, therefore, aH-important in
the determination of the prognosi::;, as the probable termination of tbe case
is to be foretold more certainly by a ju~t appreciation of these particular
phenomeua of the disease than by any other means. Excessive jac:titatioo
or irritability, llP-lirium, coma, and the hydrocephalic cries, are all unfarnr·
able symptoms, but not in the same degree as are those connected with the
locomotor apparatus. l\IU. Rilliet and Barthez state that they have seen
recoveries take place in cases in which the intelligence of the patient had
been very much disordered, while of those who "during the first fifteen
clays of scarlatina, were taken with con\·ulsion8, convulsive moverneots,
contractions, in a word, auy symptoms affecting the locomotor apparatus,
all, without exception, died." This does not accord exactly with our own
experieace, though nearly enough so to show how excee<lingly dangerous
are the symptoms just enumerated wheu they occur early in the disen~e.
General convulsions occurred on the first day of the disease in 9 of the 61
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grnve rn~es oh!'erved by ourEelves, nnd of these not one terminated furLunately i in -1 they occurred on the second day, and of these 3 recovered
aml I died i in ooe they occurred on the nioth day, and this patient also
recovered; io another case Lhere was no general convulsions, but on the
fir:-t day there were automatic motions, with in\·oluntary exteu!:lor motions
of the arms and fingers, and ou the ~econd day strabismu~, with n continuation of the automatic motiom. This ca~e proved falal. Of the 15
cu.-e~, therefore, in which marked disturbances of the muscular system
occurred, only-I ended favorably. Of 10 subjects in which the connil!'ive
phenomena occurred on the first day of the disease not one escaped. Of
:) !"Ubjects in whom lhP:se symptoms appeared on or after the second day,
4 c.-caped. One of the favorable cases occurred in a boy seven years old,
who hn<l a general convulsion, lasting several minutes, on the second day
of the altaC'k i this was followed by delirium nad coma alternately, but no
return of the convulsions. The ca!:'e was a mo;.;t violentoae,and lasted six
week~, leaving the child at the termination very <leaf, but otherwi:::P- in good
hrnlth. The eecond case occurret.1 in a child five months old. The conrnJ,..i,•e symptoms appeared on the ninth day, and com:isted ofsLrahi-mu~.
spa;.;modic retraction of the head, and occasional slight spasms of the limbs.
They alternated with coma, and disappeared on the tenth day, until the
@eveuteentb and eighteenth, when the strabismus reappeared. The child
reco\'ered perfectly. The third was that of n very healthy an1l \'igorous
boy between eight and nine years ol<l, who, on the second day of an attack
which had begun like a severe cholera morbus, had, twice, fits Of insensi- ·
bility, with stiHeniug of the extensor muscles of the finger1:1, rigid contrac·
lions of the flexors of the arms, and spasms of the eyeballs. This case
proved afterwar<ls very violent, so that the patient nearly died on the fifth
day, with a.sphyctic symptom1:1, caused by ,·ery great swelling of the tonsils
and fauces, and enormous enlargement of the exteroal cervical lymphatic
glnnds, complicated moreo\'er with extemi\·e acute cederua abollt the chin
and front of the neck. These symptoms were followed agnin by diphtheritic depotlit covering the whole of the pharynx. He finally, however,
recovered perfectly. The fourth case was that of n boy between five and
six years old, who, on tbe second day, had an attack of general con\•ul!!ions, whirh were repeated frequently on the third day. This patient continued very ill ft1r several days, and when, nt last, he be~an to improve
somewhat in the middle of the second week, it was found that he had lost
entirely the power of speech, and all control o,·er nearly the whole of the
locomotor appamtus of the body. He could neither lift his head nor turn
it; the legs were immovable, the hands perfectly helpless. The only
motion that remained was a jerking, apparently almost automatic, movement of the arms upon the shoulder, nod the forearms upon the arms.
But even these were most irregular, and badly co-ordinated. Ile was \·ery
much in the condition of a new-born child. It was difficult to ascertaiu
whnL the condition of his senses was; but after n short time we were able
to !!11ti:Jy ourselves that he saw and heard, nnd only after maoy weeks was
he able to hold a very Jigbt object in his fingers, then to move his head

from side to side, and at a still later period to bold it up.

At the end of
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about two months he could sit in a chair when placed iu it, but could not
sit on the floor unsupported. At the end of three months he was learn·
ing to walk by being held up by the arms. He had never spoken a word .
The only approach to anything like articulation was the ability to hum
a low gentle musical nute; his intellectual faculties 1 so far as we could
judge by the signs be made, were awakening. At the end of two months he
could speak intelligibly some three or four words. 'Vben we last heard
of this patient he was a man of over twenty years of age, with thick speech,
slow miud, irritable and unreasonable temper; in fact, of very low mental
development. The fifth case was that of a male infant, nine mouths old,
who, on the second day, bad severe general convulsions, followed by very
deep drow.::;i11ess. The eruption became intense, and, on the third day, the
convulsive symptoms recurred front time to time, but with less violence.
011 the fourth day he seemed somewhat better, but on the fifth very severe
anginose symptoms set in, and be died.
Again, in 20 of the 61 grave cases, severe and more or less prolonged
delirium or coma occurred, and of these 14 died. \Ve may conclude,
therefore, that convulsive symptoms appearing early in scarlet fever indicate a highly dangerous and, in all probability, a fatal attack i while
severe, and especially prolonged delirium or coma, are al$o extremely
unfavorable symptoms, but somewhat less so than are those of a convu lsive character.
Other unfavorable symptoms are: extremely frequent or Yery violent
'" pulse; intense heat or unnatural coolness of the skin; persistently elevated
temperature after deflorescence; deficiency or sudden disappearance of the
eruption; a livid or purple tint of the eruption; slow and imperfect capillary circulation, as ascertained by pressure; the appearance of petechire,
ecchymoses, 01· heniorrlrnge!:l; \"iolent vomiting and colliquative diarrhrea;
great violence of the throat affection, as shown by tumefoctioo, abuudant
p:;eudo·memhrauous exudation, or disposition to ulceration and sloughing; and lastly, severe c.oryza 01· otorrhrea. A disposition to a typhoid
state, indicated by dulness of the intelligence, dusky hue of tbe skia,
frequent and feeble pulse, dry, brown tongue, sordes on the teeth, me·
teorism, and disposition to dianbcca, is always dangerous.
'Vben, on the contrary, the fever is moderate, the cerebral symptoms
absent or \"err slight, and the ernption regular, and of a bright tint;
when there is no disposition to typhoid symptoms; when the throat affection is mild, and the disease pursues a regular, uniform course, we have
every reason to expect a favorable termination in a large majority of the

In addition to these remarks it may be said that neither age, sex, nor
social position influence the prognosis. A delicate constitution does not
seem to predispose to a violent attack of scarlatina, and, indeed, many of
the most malignant cases occur in very robust children; but, on the other
hand, it has been noticed that in certaio families there exists a strong tendency for tbe disease to assume a grave and fatal form.
TREATMENT.-Hygienic Treatment.-Iu all cases of the disease, wbetber
of the mild or grave kind, the strictest attention should be paid to the
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hygienic condition of the patient. Tbe room in which the child is placed
ought to be 1 if po::isible, large, and at all events well ventilated. The tenipernture in winter shonltl be carefully attended to. We usually direct it
to be kept at from 68° to 70° F. 1 during the early stages of the dbease,
unle:::s the fever i.:3 violent aud the child comp lains of beat, in which case
it may be allowed to fall to 66°, or 62°. The clothing ought to be
moderate, not enough to increase the heat of the sk in 1 nor yet so little as
to endunger chil lin ess. During the latter stages of the disease, when the
fever ha!:! subsided, and particularly when the heat of the skin has fa.lieu,
the temperature of the chamber ought to be kept, as a general rule, at
from 6~ 0 to 70°, and, wheu the child is pale, weak, fl.nd chilly, it may be
maiulained with great propriety at 72°.
Oue of the most important points in tl! e treatment of scarlet fever L~,
und oubtedly, the management of the patieut during the convalescence,
and e::;pecially during the desquamative period. It is during tbi~ period
that the child is liaUle, as we have already shown in ou r account of the
di1fereut complications and sequelre of tbe disease, to dropsy, which is the
modt frequent, and at the rnme time the most dangerou::; accident to which
the patieut is expose::d. There can be no doubt, we think, from the opinions expresse<l by various wl'iters, and also from our own experience, that
tbe mo::;t corumou ca use of this accident is exposure to cold. Chilling of
the body, no ruattt:r how pro<luced, is exceedingly apt, when it occurs
within three, or, more rarely, four weeks from the iurnsion of scarlet fever,
to be followed by a more or less marked attack of some form of dropsy.
It iS true, we are well aware, that dropsical effusions somHimes take place
in &ubjects who have been g uurded in the most careful possible manner,
and iu whom there bas beeu no ev id ent exposu re to cold i but it. is also
true, that a much larger number of those who have been thus guardeJ
escape th au of those who are not thus taken care of. \V e have, therefore,
no doubt whatever, that it is moH wise and prudeut to confine the patient
to well-warmed rooms, or at least to the house, for twenty-one or twentyeight dny.s from the outset of the disease. The fact that the attack has
bcf'n a slight one onl y makes it the more necessary to carry out this regulatiou1 as it bas been found by experience that dropsy occurs more frequently nftcr mild than aft~r severe attacks. .l\I. Legendre (Recherch~
A11ut. Palhol., p. 311) is of opin ion that the patient ought not to be allowed
lo leave the hou:::;e until the skin, completely deprived of the old epidermis, sha ll have regained its suppleuess, its smooth aud poli shed appearance, and all its functions. \Vh en, therefore, after a mild case, the desqunmation is completely terminated in three weeks, the patieut, he thinks,
may be allowed to go out. But, on the contrary, this period would be
too short by one-half, if the eruption had been very intense, as the desqunmation is, in such cases, scarcely finished on the hand s and feet at that
time. Our own opinion, as already stated, is, that in the cool seaso us of
tbe year, the patient ought to be restricted to the house during full four
weeks.
TREATMENT OP MILD CasE.S.-:Mild cases, those in w!Jich the eruption
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is moderate, the temperature but little above the normal point,eveu though
the pulse be very frequent, in which neither delirium, stupor, nor
unnaturnl jactitalion betray threatening conditions of the nerve-crntreP,
neetl but the simplest treatmeut. The child must be confined to a comfol'tahle, well-ventilated room, a nil cooling drink8, as cold water, lemonade,
or orangea<le, should be al lowed, aud indeed they ought to be reeom·
mended, and the nur,;;e should be made to understand that she is not to
wait until a young child calls out for a drink, but tlrnt she io to offer it
frequently. Young children, or at least some, seem not to know when
. they are thirsty, or hot, or cold; they have not yet learned to ex pres:; their
senrnthns iu word!:!, and a wise nurse or physician will think for them.
In all cases in which there is heat of skin and frequent pulse, and thei;e
conditions attend all but a ve ry small fraction of the whole number, the
patient ought to be kept in bed whilst the fever lasts, and for two clays
afterwards. Thi:S point, so important in all fe\•er.s, is too often neglected.
Ca~C8. F=O treated are apt to be F=horter in their duration, milder in their
eymptoms 1 aud less likely to be full owed by any of the troublesome sequelre
so prone to occur, as inflammations of the cervical glands, of the ear, or
of the kidneys.
In many mild cases no drug whatever is needed. If the bowels are
pol:iiti\·ely costive, that is to say, if they arc uot moved every second or
third day spontaneously, a simple enema, a dose of syrup of rhubarb, a
baked apple, or stewed prunes, will suffice. If the temperature is high,
the pul:-:e active, and the patient restless and suffering, sweet spirit!! of
nitre, solution of the ncetate of ammonia, or two or three grains of the
citrate of potash, with from a half to one drop of deodorized "tincture of
opium, every two or three hours, according to the age, will usually le.~~en
the bent and promote quiet. \ Ve wish to repeat, however, our opinion
that in a g reat ruany cases of this type, no drugs whatever are nece:;sary.
The time is fast coming wheu eveu the vulgar and illiterate will no longer
quarrel with the physician because he gives no drugs, i1ot even iu in·
fiuitesimal doses, and the time bas come when the wise and educated trust
the iutelligent physician, so that he need no longer give placebos in order
to earn his fee.
The diet should be, for the first five or six days, in great measure, liquid.
Milk, with or without some farinaceous substance, to suit the tastes or habits
of the patient, or with bread aud butter, and beef or cbickeu soup, with rice
or bread, are sufficient. After five or six days, when no severer symptoms
have made their appearance, and the disease is on the decline, light meats,
egg.\'1 1 stewed fruit~, or potatoes 1 may be added.
Ila.ths, tepid or warm, spongings with tepid or warm water, cloths
wetted with cold or tepid water, applied to the forehead, may be used,
according to the judgment of the physician. They are not necessary
agents, but in certain cases, when the heat of skin tends upwards, when
the patient is restless from nervous irr itation, aud particularly if the child
is iu the habit of being bathed, they may be used with much advantage
and comfort.
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The throat, in mild case~, rarely needs any treatment. If, however,
the patient complain of paiu, if there be some uneasiness in swallowing.
or if decided patches of exudatiou make their appearance on the tonsils
or pbaryux, it will be well to let the child gargle, if it be old enough, with
so luti on of chlorate of potash or alum, or with fla.x;;eecl tea. An excellent
gargle is one made of a wineglassful of table claret, two winegl~::iful.s of
water, and forty grains of chlorate of potash. If th& patient is too young
to gargle, some ch lora te of potash or al urn can be mixerl with powdered
~uga r, and a small pinch placed upon the tongue every two or three hours.
One part of the chlorate or alum may be rubbed up with five or six parts
of the sugar. There is no necessity for the application of stroug age11t:1 of
any kind to the throat. Even though piitches of exudation of consid~rable
l!ize appear upon the fouces, they will disappear spoutaneou~ly in all cases
of the kind we are discus8ing. W e object to the forcible application of
mediciual solutions to the throat in young ch ildren, unless lhey are ab:-;olutely necessary to clear the passages of ob5tructing viscid 1t11d off1:rn.sive
secretions. Io children of a certai n typc,-thos~ of sensitive nerves and
slroag wills, iu whom fear of pain on the 0tie hand, and will to resi:st on the
other, form a combination which prompts the child to resi:stsuch an operation to the last,-eveu though we mighL hope some benefit from the application, the irritation and ex haustion caused by the stru ggle, and the agitation kept up by its expected renewal, will do more hann, we thiuk, than
the treatment can compensate for.
l1rnnction, as one of the means of treatment in scarlet fever, is now so
well known that we suppose nearly l\ll physicians me it. For our part,
we order the ointment for external use just as regularly nowadays us we
do cold drinks and proper food.
It was firo:it proposed and strongly urged, we believe, upon the profe~sion,
by Dr. 8chuceman, a G.muau physidan. Dr. Schneemau rnitkes u::se of
bacon fat. He takes a piece about as large ns the hand , still covered
with its rind, in order to obrnin a firm grasp upon it. On the soft side of
the piece slit.'S iue made in various directions in order to allow the oozing
out of the fat. The patient is to be rubbed with this, as .'Soou as we nre
awn re of the uatu re of the case, from head to foot, excepting the face and
sculp, e\·ery morning and cveuing. The rubbing is to be so performed
that the skin mny be regulttrly, but not too quickly, saturated with the fat.
Dnring the process ouly the part being rubbed is to be uncovered, or the
whol e can he done under the bedclothes. ( R auking's Abst., No. 12, p. 26.)
For our own part, we used the bacon fit.t but twice, soon finding how
di"ag:reeable un application it was, aud not believing that Lhe salt it con·
tain ed cou ld Jo any good whatever. We now always employ an oiutmeut
11rnde by rubbiug together a drachm of pure glycerin with au om1ce of cold
cream ( ungt. ll'J. ro;:re). \Ve lrn.v eseen children smeareJ from head to foot
with lard, and, what is worse 1 with goose·grease, with their clothing ~atu
ruted, their pillows and sheets a ma::;s of discolored grease, most offeu~ive
to the eye and nostrils. This is quite unn ecessa ry. Our own method is
to explain to the mother or nurse, that she must take a little of the oint-
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meat above recommenrlerl in the palm of the hand, and with thi~ ruh
g~ntly the various parts of the surface, first one limb, then another, and
then the body. The ointm~nt ::.houlrl be rubbed in with gentle prc .. :o1ure,
nnd it is well, we think, to knead and squeeze lightl y the various portions
of the body being anoi nt.eel, as is rlonP in the ma,q,qage of tho French, or
by the "rubber,, of the English. These rnaoipu lations a<1.~ist, we tbink,
the cnpi\Jary circulation, which is often a good rlenl impeded. After np·
plying a moderate amount of the ointment, until the skin is well Fof'teucd
and oiled, any excess of the material shou Id be wiped off with a soft towt-1
or hnodkercbiet: In this way the anoint ing is thoroughly accornpJi .. hed,
nnd yet the clothing and bed linen are not so soaked aud saturated with
the oleaginous substance, as to be disagreeable to the patient, nurse, or
mother. Cosmoline can be used in place of the ointment above mentioned,
and is equally as efficacious and valuable.
There can be no doubt, at the present time, that the employment of inunction in scarlet fever has proven a most useful addition to our former
means of treatment. Ia our bands it has had the effect of allaying-, in nil
cases, the \•iolent irritation caused by the inten~e heat and inflammation
of the skin. la nearly al l cases, it seusibly diminishes the frequency of
the pulse, a11rl in many this effect is very strongly marked. It rcmo\'es,
of course, the dryness nnd harshness of the skin, keeping it, inslend, soft
and moist. It lessens o r even removes the burning, irritation, au<l itching
caused by the eruption. By these effects, to wit, lower ing of the pu lse,
and alleviation of the external heat, dryness, itching, and irritation, it
cannot but, and evidently does modify and diminish, most bappily, the
injurious effects of the disease upon the constitution at large. Ro great
is the comfort it gives to the patient that we have several times bad young
children, still untaught to speak, to make signs and motions, at 11.borter
or longer intt:rvals, showing their des ire to ha\'e the application renewed.
The frequency of the application must depend upon tbe case. When the
eruption is intense, the skin very hot, and the febrile symptoms marked,
they should be made every two or four hours, or even oftener. In milder
cMes they need to be repeated only three or four times in the twenly-four
hours .•
TREATME~T OF GRAVE CASES.-The most dangerous cases of this dis·
ease are those of the type described at page 786, in which the attack is
sudden, and in which disorders of' the nervous sy.~.tem in the form of con·
vulsions, tremors or rigidity, retracti•rn of the head, delirium, stupor, or
coma, appear within a few hours of the onset. \Vhen this type of the
disease attacks very young children, they, so fa.r n.s we have seen, nearly
always die in sixteen, twenty-four, or forty·eiglit hours. Older children
have more chance of escape, but, even in them, the dauger is extreme.
\Ve have seen everything tried in these cases, from depletioa by bleed·
ing and leechiug, many years since, to expectancy, and must conf'e~s that
we have little faith in the power of' human ageucy to contend ngain~t this
particular array of'syruptorus. Depletion is no longer, we believe, thought
of by any, and there is often no time for tbe actioa of drugs.
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His in such cn~es that the u~e of water al different temperatures, applied in the form of baths, nffu:..ion~, packings, ablution.!l, nnd ice, has been
recommended, and ha8 seemed in some cases to do goo<l. \Ve shall give
a rapid sketch of the opinions of those who have used this means, and then
state onr own views.
Dr .•J. Currie, of Edinburgh, was the one who first and most prominently brought before the profession the use of cold water. It must be
ob .. erve<l, however, that Dr. Currie limits its use to ca;;es ti) which heapplies the term auginose, many of which, we doubt not from his descriptivn, ought to be cla~sed as mild cases. He mentions another class of
cai.:es which he thinks ought rather to be called "purpurata," charncterizerl by "extreme feP.bleness and rapidity of the pulse, and great fetor
of' the breath. .
The heat c!OE'S not rise much nhove the standard of
health. Great debility, oppression, headache, pain in the back, voruiting,
and sometimes purging, accompany its rapid progreEP.; the patient sinks
into the low delirium, and expire$ on the Eecond, third, or fourth clay.
The cold affusioo is scarcely applicable to it, and the tepid affusiou
makes little impreP.sion upon it. In my experience, indeed, all remedies
have been equally unsuccessful. It (Jutstrips in rapidity, and it equals in
fatality, the purple confluent small-pox, to which it may be compared."
(Ci1rrie's Jlfecl. Reports, Philada. ed., p. 277.) It is clear, therefore, 1hat
Dr. Cunic, when be speaks of nearly invariable success iu upwards of
one hundred and 6fty cases (p. 286), had to do, not with the malignant,
or, at lea-;t, not with the most malignant forms, for which we are seeking
a remuly, hut with cap.es of a mild form, or at most with those of the
severe t\;1gino~e type. ] ndeed, at page 294, we find the following remarks:
11
It !ins come to my knowledge, that in two cases of scarlatina, of the
moP-.t malignnnt nature, the patients have been taken out of bed, under
the low delirium, with the skin cool and moist, and Lhe pulse scarcely perceptible. In this state, supported by the attendants, several gallons of'
perfectly cold water were madly poured over them, on the impposed authority of Lhis work! I need scarcely add that the effects were almost
immediately fatal." 'Ve have been induce<l to enter thus much iuto detail
iu regard to the use of cold affusions, because of the intrinsic importance
of the Rubject, and because of the remarks upon it in the W(Jrk of )IM.
Rilliet and Barthez, who bring forward Uurric'ti success as a strong argu·
me11t in fnvor of' their employment in that form of' the disease in which
cerebml symptoms predominate. Currie does not recommend them, however, except in cases in which the reaction is full and strong, as indicated by very great heatofskin,folcarlet eruption, and rnpicl, but not feeble
pul~e. In the famous cases of his own two children, it is evident that the
attacks were not malignant, for the skin was very bot ( 108° and 109° F.),
and uo mention is made either of stupor or delirium, muc:h less of convulsive phenomena. Dr. George Gregory, of Lo11don, whose opinions upon
all malter:3 conuectecl with the eruptive fevers are of course worthy of
great weight, says (Leet. on the Eruptive .Fevc1's, edited by Dr. Bulkley,
New York, p. 190), in relation to the nse of cold affusion: "Sanctioned
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by my unrle, the late Dr. Gregory, of Edioburgh, this plan hns been
amply tried in all part3 of the world, but it has not realized tbe expectations of its proposer.
u The truth is that the cold affusion is applicable only to a small number of cases. It is adapted for young people with high angiuose iuflammatiou and a burning hot skin, without plethora, without depressiuu of
uervous energy; but it is inapplicable to the scarlatina of adults, acrompauied with coma, phrenitis, ur marked debility. It is wholly unfit for
cases of cynanche maligua. It answers its purpose very well for the first
day or two, but it is often impo~sible to continue its use. Lastly, it seems
to increase the disposition to drop3y.n
Dr. Currie's method of using water was by affusion. Tbe child is un·
dressed and placed, erect OL' sltting, in a tub, while four or five gallons of
water, at from G0° to 70° F., are pourerl over the head and body. The
good effects of the remedy are said to be an immediate reduction of the
heat, a diminution in the rapidity of the pulse, wbich, in one of Dr. Gregory's children, fell in half an hour after the cold affusion from 160 to 120,
a di~position to sleep and quiet, and, according to Dr. Gregory, a seeming
arrest of the throat affectio11. Tbese good effects of the affusions are transient, however, 'as the heat of skin and rapidity of the circulation return
in the course of one or two hour.:i. For this reason it is neceesary to repeat
them frequently, once in two or three hours at least, in order to render the
effect::; permanent. Currie used fourteen affusions for one of his own children, and twelve for another, in thirty-two hours. These were not, however, all cold. Gregory used for his child five 11 good sousings," to use his
own words, in twenty-four hours.
MU. Rillict au<l Barthez give, in the following words, the coaclusioas
of Henke in regard to the use of cold affusions: 1. Cold affusioos are not
arlapted for a general method of treatment. 2. The slight, or simply iuflammatory forms, do not all demand so energetic a treatment. 3. Their
employment must be reserved for cases in which the disease is epidemic,
and accompanied by intense heat and dryness of the skin, with smallness
and acceleration of the pulse, and for those in which the cerebral syrup·
toms are very violent and characterized by great restlessness, alternating
with <lrowsiuess 1 commencing from an early period of the disease. Scarlet
tever uu<lcr these circumstances is so dangerous, they say, and so often
mortal, that recourse ought to be had to all curative means, and in children the cold aff'usions are much more f)trongly indicated than bleeding
(op . cit., vol. ii, p. 653).
Ur. lliram Cor.::;on, of' Montgomery County, in this State, has, so far a!!
we kuow, used cold externally more boldly than any one in this country.
He began this treatment in 18-l-!, aud, in a report made by him to the
Peunsylvania State l\Iedical Society, ''On the External Application of Ice
to the Throat as a Remedy ia Scarlet Fever aad Diphtheria" (see Transact.
of the ][ed. Soc. of the State of Pennsylvania for the year 186~) . declares his
unabated faith ia the excelleoce aod safety of the treatment. He advises,
in cases attended with co11vulsio11s, the pouring of cold water from a height
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of a few fe,.t on the head for several minutes at a time,-this to be repe-ated t:very fifteen or twenty miautes until relief is obtained.

At page

46i, he says: u Hundreds of times ha ve I had patients brought to the
side of Lh c bed and cold water poured freely over the head, until the
~tupid, almo!St comatose child, was yell in g, and kicking, and striking to
get rid of the falling water; and t hi s I have repeated whenever the symptoms called for its repetition." He prefers in these cases the cold affu::-ion
to ice. H e also applied pieces of ice wrapped io cloths to the neck, when
the nngino:0e symptoms were severe, and, when the temperature was \·ery
high, waslwd the whole body with ice<J w:iter, nntil the heat was reduced.
Dr. Uor:5:on, io this article, speaks with the greatest po:s ible co nfide nce
of hi1; treatment, nod when others evince some dubitation as to the invari·
able succc~s of the cold treatment, ave r~ that they had used it imperfectly
or witb timidity. It is most unfortunate that his paper deals altogether
in general a~~ertions . At page 4;)8, he says : 1 ' Aud now, after twenty
yenrd of experience in the use of it, and after treating scc,rcs and scores
of cn~e~, J am IUO.:it happy to say that I have never i:;ee n the least injury
produced Uy it, but, on the contrary, regard it as the means, aliove all
others, of comfort and safety to the patient.'' H e doe~ not refer to a :iiugle
fotal case during the twenty years he has been using this~ybtem. At page
..t:J:J, however, he speaks of having" during the whole winter, in about one
hundrccl CU:il'.'~, continued the tren.truent in degrees apportioned to their
mildu e~s or !:le verity, and without the loss of a single patient thus treated."
Neverthrle,;s hi:s experience is valuable, for it shows that, in some cases,
at least, the u~e of mean~ which reduce rapidly the hcighlcnerl temperature of the bo<ly in scarlet feve r, act-:s as favorably as it has been fo und to
do in the hyperpyrexia. of suniitroke, rheumaLic fever, a nd in continued

feveril.
l!illior (Dis. of Children, p. 326) states that he has cmpl oye<l cold affu!lions wilh good effects in a few malignant cases. He usc1l water from 70:> to
/.->° F., wrapping the c hild immediately after the affusion in dry blankets.
He adds Llrnt" in ca~es of collnp~e wil h cold extremities, it would not be
prudent lo re...,ort to the operation."
Trou.~~<"au ( Cli11 ..Med., Syd. Roe. ed., vol. ii) recommends cool or cold
affu~ions \\hen dangerous ataxic nervous symptoms make t heir appearance.
At page l!J8, he ~ays: " I declare to you that I have never resorted to the
employnu·ntof'cold affusion!:l without obtaini ng beneficial results. I am fa.r
from pretending that nil my patients recovered i like my colleagues, I have
Jo-;t the greater number, but l!\·en those who <lied exper ienced a tempornry
relief from !-iUtfcriug, and the affu:-.ion, so far from proYing injurious to them,
alwa,·~ mo1lt•rnted the symptom~, and also seemed always to retard the
f...tal.tcrminatiou." At page 206, he state~ that he does not u~e them in·
di!icriminntely in tdl ca;;;es, but only" to subdue seriou:'I nervous complications-formid1lhle ntaxic symptonl'~ . "
Dr. Gee (H.ey nolcb's Syst. of Med., vol. i) 5peaks of th e cold afJUsinn as
being !!ometim es u:;eful iu the malignant form of the disease, attended
with delirium, dinrrhrea, vomiting, full pulse, and great heat of skin. He
add~, bowc\'er (p. 335), that iu the "primary ndyaumic form, all treat·
62
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ment will be bafl:lerl. The cold affusion is the only means which has
seemed to me to be of even momeutarv benefit."
"'e shall now refer to our own expe~·ience in the employment of external cold. 'Ve never use it to its full extent except in really dangerous
cases. So long as the case is mild or moderate, or even severe, if there
be no cerebral, aud especially no locomotor disturbances, we deem it unnecessary, and rest content with more simple means; or we USf> simply ablutions with tepid or cool water, with cold applications to the hearl, i:io long
as they are agreeable, and until the temperature is reduced. Dut, when
the temperature rises very high (105°), or, as Currie asserts in one case, to
112°, and Dr. 'Voodman ( Wunderlich on Jlledical Thermometl'y, Ryd. Hoc.
ed., p. 204, footnote) to 115° F., with nervous symptoms, the danger is
extreme, and we have used, and shall use hereafter, menus to reduce the
heat. In one case we made repeated affusious upon the head with water at
70°, pouring at one time seven bucketfuls upon the part. This was a cnse
attended with coma, strabismns, and spasmodic retraction of the head. In
addition to the affusions, cloths dipped into iced water were kept applied
the greater part of the time. Ther::;e means, especially the affusions, were
evidently ad\'antageous, and the child recovered.
'Ve have made use of lotions with cool water (70° to 72°) in three grave
cases. Ia two they were evidently useful i in one they did no good, and
were perhaps injurious, as we believe now that the case might have been
better treated with prolouged warm baths at a temperature of 92° to 9.5°,
cold to the head, and internal stimulation.
The latter case was one in which the patient had two convulsions on the first day,
and one on the second. The pulse rose at once to between 160 and liO; the head and
trunk were very hot, whil'it the extremities were cool; the_ child wa.s either ex·
cessively <lull or comatose. Cloths wet with iced water were kept con<:tamly upon the
head nnd the body, ;mJ occnsionally the limbs were sponged with cold water. The
internal remedies con<;istetl of carbonate of ammonia and milk punch. The patient
impro,·ed Jecide<lly 011 1he third day, so that the pnl~e came down to J;)2, the intelli·
gence returned, though the child was still very drowsy and heavy, and the case looked
quite promising. On thefomth and fifthdnys,thethroataOi?ction came on; the neck
and throat swelled enormous!)', the cel'vical lymphatic glands became very large; the
nasal passages di:;charged streams of offensive grumous pus, the ears ran copiously, the
fauces became pseudo·membranous, the deglutition grew worse and worse, until at lai<l
it was impracticable, and the child died on the middle of the sixth day, a mass of the
m0st disgn~ting and offonsi\'e disease. One of the grave cases in which the cool appli·
cations proved n<:eful, occurred in a hear1y, vigorous girl, twel,·e ~·ears of age. On the
third day of the attack, the symptoms were as follows: the pulse was between 160 and
liO, small and qnick; skin intensely hot; eruption very copious and of a dark-red
color tending to violet; capillary circulation slow and langnid; tongue black, and CO\'·
ered with a hard 1 dry crust; teeth and lips dry, and eovered with dark incrustation!:'.
There was ,·ery great agitation and restlessness, with constant moaning and complaining, and total in.:;omnia. Under these circumstances, we directed the nurse to sponge
the head and extremities of the patient with water of the temperature of the room
(ti8° to 70°). As the water became heated by contact with the !!kin, small pieces of
ice were put into the basin so as to keep the temperature at the point mentione<l. Al
the end of four hours, the washing hadng been continued all tho time, we found tl1e
patient decidedly more comfortable. The pulse had fallen to 140, and increru:ed in
volume; the heat of skin was much reduced i the color of the eruption had improved,
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h:n·ing l1eromc mnC'h more "'Carlet. in tint; the ea pillar~- circulation was more aNive;
lhe ngiwtion :tnd re.;t]ec;<;ne"" had \·er~· much nuxlerated, an<l thechild had ~lept fiomewhat at -ihort int<.'rrnl<:. Thi-. treatment, in conjunction with the internal admini«tration nf the l'Oiution of chlorinatcrl soda, and !lma,ll do~c~ of oil of tuqlentine, was
continued for several dayo;;;, the Rponging beingn<;ed whenever the heat and restle.:.-:ness
werei;:-rC'at,and thepulsever.yrapid. Thcchitdconrnle!<cedabo11ttheendof the third

w1..>t:k, b11t

\1:1!1

unfortunately

~ei ...cd

with urfl'mic o;;;ymptomR on the twenty-fifth day, ::nd

died in twenty-three hou~, after the mcmt frightfol conntl<iions we ever «aw.

Since the publication of the last edition of thhi work we have ~eeo hut

few rai;eR of~r:trlet fever, and our experience as to the exact value of cold
haR not been much iocrea~ed. It wa~ u~ed by our advice in the foll'Jwing
ra8e, of the most violent type, to which we were called in cornmltation:
(',\~E.-The patient wa.q a girl, two years old, who, seized in the morning of one
with
fever, and re,.;tle-:<;n('~.;, had, during the following night, high fever
\'inlrnt jactitation, and moaning. fo\he refused all food. Nf'xl day, :i.l !) .\..)L, when we
.. aw her, she was clangerou ... ly ill. ~he knew no one, pair! no ntt€'ntion to father or
mother, to~s('d in(.'C!':.. :mtly ahont the bed, or in their arm11, !in that
wa., almost imJM1~ .. ililc to hold her; and at time~ harl rigid contractionc; of the mlM.'les, like those in
te!:mu-i. The feature~ were drawn anti rigid j the pnl"c running np to 180, very
fl'elilC'and flmallj the skin very hot, hut
any eruption. The latter fact might
havc thrown o;omc doubt on the diagnosis; b11t the character of the ~ymptoms, the rapid
fnt:dit)·, nnd the fact that a few days aflcrwan\.,. two children \\'CJ'(' ioieizcd with distinct
~·arlct fc\·H in the hou~e opposite, lcft no doubt in our own mind. The pro,;no<i[s
wasns bad n-.i itconld be, and so we nnnounced, but added lh:i.textcrnal cold ought to
he tried. Tit(' body tcmperatnrc was very high, :ind we <lirccted lm... ins of water with
il'e in it, :i.s ll"Cd by Dr. Cor<;on, to be prepared. Towels wruni;::- out of this water were
kept on the head, :rnd the bocly and limhs sponged with the -iamc until the heat fell,
when the wa!<hing'I were Sn"'pendcd tcmporarily, to he renewed when the hcat ro<ie
:ti:;('ain. The treatment w:i., carried 011t ''cry correcctly, no; there wa~ :t medical man
prc~ent all the time, bu1 it was of no use wha!ew~r. The chiJtl died at 12 M. of that
day, in a littlcoYer twenty-four lwurs frorn theousct.

da~·

rnmiting,

it

without

This ca~e was not a f:\ir test of the value of the treatment. The col<l
wa~ applied too late to show clearly what may be its power. But we conre~~ tliat it~ total failure, though u~eu within twenty-four hours of the

iu('cption uf' the 1.fo:ease, is a 111el11ncholy proof of the extreme danger of
P.U('h ca~c~.

A 1iecoorl case, which occurrerl about the same time, also shows the vioJeuce of this form of the disease.
C'A"l~.-A \'Cry healthy girl, within a

fc'4' days of two year~ old, whose sister and

two of who-;c ro11 .. i11~ had been ill with "carlatina in the i-ame hon"e for !'Orne ten dar,
wit-i ;.eiu'<I :i.t '<ix in
morning with \'Omiting. ShE' then slept for a time and vom-

the

~~:t.;:S?:~:; ,wa;;o;~ :~ ~~~ 1~1 1~ti111 ~di' .:I ~~~:,:'~11~s~71•:· ~; 1111~c!~ ,~.a~~crdi,111~~111~:~11::~~~1.l l ~~~~~ r1~;1~
:,l;e~~~·(':;;,!~o:, 1<~:~~:~~0~·1il!~.~1 ~~i':.i:~~' c!~~·;.i• ~~~=;~1:~~)~l~~~i a;;~~~~:111j"i~~;· it~~~a~;.n:
11hy10il'ian, with thc thermometer m; a j?nide.

Before the treatment could be comm~nl>t·d, the l'hild b('came again C'Olll'tilicd aml died.

After thus stating the couclitions under which we think external col<l
may he properly u.-:ed 1 we mu~t prote~t against its indiscriminate use ia
all c.i;;e:.-; of dtlllgerou scarlet fen•r. If the reader will glance back at page
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815, he will see what Currie thought of the rash use of his cold affusioas,
aad what Dr. Gregory also states of the effdcts of cold.
'Vhen the body, instead of being hot, is cool-when a dingy and stag-

nant capil lary circu lation shows a feeble and struggling heart, it would
he most dangerous to use cold. Herc the warm or tepid bath or afl'usion should be used, or warm mustard foot· baths may be resorted lo every
two or three hours. If, even whilst the body and limbs are cool, the
head is hot, it would be proper to apply cold by cloths or nH'u::cion to
that part, whilst the body is immersed in warm water or wrapped in proper
coverings.
The true guide as to the propriety o r impropri1:.:ty of using cold is, none
can doubt now, to be found in the thermometer. The method followed
by Dre. Wilson Fox and II. Weber in the hyperpyrexia of rheumatic
fever, is the one which we propose to use oui-selves, and to recommend lo
others. It is the only sdentifi c one, and therefore the one which can be
accurately described and followed. If error.; occur, they can be definitely
stated and afterwards avoided . If successful, the exact means which led
to success c.:an be ascertained aucf communicated in precise language. Dr.
Fox first publ ished hi s cases in the LonJon Lancet, and then presented
them in a separate form as an essay" On the Treatment of Hyperpyrexia,
as l\[u5trated in Acute Articular Hheumatism, by Means of the External
Application of Cold;" Macmillan & Co., Loudon, 1871. Dr. H. W eber's
case is to be found in the Tra11sactions of the Clinical Society of London,
vol. v, p. 136, under the Litle of" A Case of Hyperpyrexia (Hentstruke)
io Rheumatic Fever Successfully Treated by C0ol Baths and Affusions. 11
The fin;t point to be determined is the degree of febrile temperature
dangerous to life, to prevent or reduce which we must resort to the application of' cold exte rnally. Of cnurse there is but one certain guide to the
tempera ture of the human body,-the thermometer. A practiced hand
may be relied ou lo a certaiu extent; but no hand, however experienced,
can give the ce rtainty of the thermometer. Inasmuch, too, as the state
of hyperpyrexia is always attended by concomi tant phenomena of a peculiai· kind, these, to the experienced physician, will assist in guiding him
iu his treatme nt. Tbese phenomena constitute the group called ataxic or
adynamic nervous symptoms. The patient is usually delirious and restless or comatose, and not uofrequently has loca l or general convul:--ive
movements i the pulse is frequent and foeble, and sometimes so small as to
be felt with Jilficulty, and the capillary circulation is sluggish and congested; the respiration is usually hurried and embarrassed, so that the
patient i::i readily judged to be in extreme danger.
According to Dr. Fox, a temperature in rh eumati c fever \\ hich rises
suddenly frnm 103° or 104° to 107°, 108°, or 109.,, , has usually prO\·ed
fatal within a very short time after the latter temperature (109°) has been
reached. Ile, however, saved one patient, by externa l cold, in whom it
reached 110-:i in the rectum. Dr. H. \Veber thinks tbat uutil the cold
treatment was used, a temperature of 108° had been nearly alwnys fatal.
Dr. Fox asks the question, After what degree of temperature attained by
the humau body in febrile states is recovery naturally possible without
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me<lical inlerfereuce? He states that the highest recorded temperature
he knows of after which reco\·ery has taken place ( with the exception of
relapsing fever) was in a case of tubercular pneumonia, in which it rose
suddenly from 105° to 108°, and then fell as suddenly to 10~ 0 • He
refers, of course, to cases not treated by cold, since, as state<l above, he
him ::;c)f saveU a case in which the temperature had reached 110° in the
rectum .
It must not be forgotten that the axillary temperature is lower than
that of the moutb, under the tongue, and this less than that of the vagina
or unloaded rectum. 'Vunderlich gives the a\•erages in the adult as follows : The axil la, 98.6° F.; the mouth, 98.78° to 98.96°; and the vagina
or unloaded rertum, 99.1 -1° to 99.5° F . fo chilrlren the temperature is
more variable, but does not differ very greatly from that of the adult. M.
Roger gives 98.97° as the average axillary temperature between 4 months
aad 6 years, and 99.15° between 6 and 14 years. Dr. Finlayson 1 in 21
chi ldren under 6 years, found the morning tempera.lure in the rectum to
be 99.41° F.
Such being the normal temperatures, we will now give those which have
been obse r ved in scarlet fever. 'V und erl ich (1lfed. ~I'hennomet1-y 1 Syd. Soc.
ed., p. 348) says that the height reached by the temperature in scarlet fever
is almost always above 10-1:° F. 1 very commonl.v over 10.J..9°, while in cases
which terminate favorably it se ldom exceeds ]Q,J.8° F. The translator of
Wund erlich ( Dr. Woodman, footnote, p. 221 ) g iv es the noon temperature
of typical non-mali gnant scarlatina in a good many cases as 105°, 104 °
103°, and 102°, on the first, second, third, and fourth days. In a note at
page 20-1-1 he states that be has put on record ( JJle<l. Mirror for February,
18G.5) some fatal cases of sca rl et fever in '\hich the temperature reached
115°. "The observations were made with one of Negretti aad Zam bra's
thermometers, divided into fifths, which had been recently compared with a
sta ndard. "
From these f.'lcts we may assume that a temperature of 105° F. in
scarlet fever is not necessarily very dangerous to life, but that from the
moment it tends to rise above this point, the patient enters into a very
dangerous period.
If, with a temperature of 105", there appear any of the nervous phenomena so ofteu alluded to, delirium, drowsioess, coma, vomiting or pnrg·
ing, and especially any Jocomotor disturbances, the time bas come for the
u~e of exteroal co ld ; and should the temperature co ntinue to rise after it
has reached 103°, the cold treatment ought to be resorted to, even though
these uervous phenomena have not shown themselves, since tbey will be
almo~t certain to appear shou ld the temperature go on ris iug.
And next as to the best mode of applying cold. It does not matter
much how thi s is done, if on ly it be so managed as to rednce with certainty tbe heat of the body towards the normal point. Dr. Fox used
baths nt different temperatures, nncl in one case applied ice to the chest
and nlong the spine in an ice-bag, whilst he reduced the temperature of
the bath rupidly from 96° to 66° . At other moments in the same case he
used the ice-bag applied to the spine for several hours at a ti we, and on
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still other occasions employed the .cold pack, wrnpping bis patient in a
sheet wrung out of ordiuury col<l water (probably 60°). Dr. II. Weber
placed his patient (a boy of 16) in a bath at 71° F., keeping bim there
the fin;t time thirty minutes, when the temperature under the tongue hnd
fallen from 108.2° to 101.8° . Some hours af'terwards, when the temperature had risen to J0.).8°, the patient was again put int() a bath at 72°, and
water poured over the back of the bead and neck. In twenty-five miuute:s
the temperature fell t.., 101 °.
Dr. Fox says, at page 34: "I believe, however, that the bath may be
altogether di:.;peuse<l with, nod that for the future it will be sufficient to
place a Mackintosh sheet, under the patients, so arranged that. the water
may escape into a. receptacle, and to pour cold water over them from time
to time."
Dr. Corson uses afl'usions of cold water over the head of the chilJ, wh ich
is held over a tuh, as the most powerful means in cases of coma or convul~ion~, and, when the temperature is very high, washes the whole body
with iced water, or even rubs it with ice.
The most convenient mode, it appears to us, in children, will be either
the one proposed by Dr. l•'ox, the :Mackintosh sheet on the bed, and affusions of cold water; or a bath-tub or commou large wash-tub, containing
water at a temperature proportioned to the heat of the body, 80° to 70?,
with affu~ions of cold water upon the head, or the application of towels,
wrung out of cold or iced water to the bead. So soon as the thermometer,
held in the rectum or under the tongue, shows that the temperature bus
fallen to 101° or 102°, it will be best to remove the patient to bed between
two blanket~ . Nut unfrequently, as the temperature falls, the patient becomes partially conscious, grows pale, and shivers. ' Vhen these signs appear
it is time to cease, at least temporarily, the use of the cold.
The physician, when he first uses this mode of treatment, should kuow
that the temperature is apt to cootiuue to fall, even after the use of the
1
cold bas been suspended. Tl1us 1 in one of Dr. Fox s patients it fell from
103° to 99.4° after the removal from the bath. The danger to be appre·
headed from these continued falls in the temperature is not so great as
might be supposed. Thus, Dr. Fox says that it may be doubted whether,
in future cases, any external warmth may be necessary to prevent too
great a fall of temperature. u Even severe collapse produced by cold ha~
1
been shown by F . 'Veber's, Bartel's, and Ziernssen s observations on the
pneumonia of childreu to be le~s dangerous than it at first appears."
Aud Dr. H . Weber says, "Although the duration of the bath will be io·
fluenced iu some degree by the temperature of the water, we must be en·
ti rely guided by the condition of the patient while in the bath; the beat
of the blood ought to be reduced, if possible, to almost its normal degree,
and the nerve-ceutres ought to be reduced to a more healthy conditiou."
After the heat has been once reduced by the cold to near its normal state,
the patieut must be carefully watched by means of the thermometer, and if
the temperature rii=es again, the cold should be reapplied. This may have
to be done several times a day at first, aud less frequently afterward~, if
the treatment prove successful. It is not always necessary to resort to the
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bath for every rise of the heat. Cold to the head, affu:;ions upon the head
alone, or the application of an ice-bag to the spine, may suffice to keep the
temperature within safe limits.
'\'hile the cold is being used to re<luce the temperature, we may employ
certain internal remedies with ad vantage. If the patient is not very much
exhau!'.ted, we may make use of the antiseptic salts of Polli, to which
reference will presently be made. But if the exhaustion be very great, if
the circulation is rapid, feeble, and uncertain, with a dusky and congested
skin, we should use brandy with milk, beef or chicken-tea, aud wine-whey.
Dr. Fox used in the two cases which recovered ( adults) very large quantities of brnndy, from twelve to eighteen, and even thirty-three, ounces in
twenty-four hours. He gave al:So ltuge amounts of beef:tea, two to three
pint~, and as much milk as three and four pints. In such cases quiuia
and carbonate of ammonia would also be proper menus until the vitality
'
b restored.
In a forruer edition of this work it was stnted that we had u.scd the
hyposulpbite of soda or magnesia i11 11 cases, of which 2 were malignant in
type, :l grave, and (i modernte. All these recovered. It was then said
that .so small an experience was of little weight iu determining their value.
Since that time we have used the rnme salt~ in most of the cases that. we
h1lve seen. Ouly 4 of tliese could be en lied grave. They were not of the
convulsive form, but exhibited high fever, severe auginose syrnptoms,
tediou.:; duration, aud copious de .. quamation. They were severe, but not
malignant cases, and they all did well. Iu two cases of the n1aligaant
form, with profouud adynamic nervous symptoms from tho very onset,
they were al::iO freely used, but without effect. On the whole, we think
these salts de~erve a further trial. The sotla or maguesia snit ought to be
selected according to the state of' the bowels. "'hen thei::e are cou:;tipated,
the mugnesia is to be useJ. Iu the contrary case, or when the bowels are
relaxed, we use the so<la salt. The dose of either is five or ten grains,
every two hours, according to the age. They are best given iu solution in
water, with n little giuger syrup.
There is a class of cases which, though they do not exhibit the extreme
severity of those we have just considered, well deserve the name of grave.
The temperature is high, the pulse rapid, the nervous syi::tem shows dis·
turbance by extreme agitation or by drowsiness; there may be muscular
starting, or tremor~, or a single slight convulsion; the eruption is very
nbuudant, and vivi<l or dark iu tint, and the angiuose symptoms are
marked and severe. Such cases are daagerous; seldom last less than two
or three weeh, and re'}uire all the care of the practitioner and nur::;e.
In this second grnde of the grave form the temperature ought to be
reduced, using the thermometer as a guide, by the careful use of the cool
or tepid bath, or of cool or tepid ablutious, and by the use of cold water
or ice to the hend. Internally, the hyposulphite salts 01· an nlkaline febrifuge ought to l>e admioi::;tered for the first few days. In addition to this,
we may employ with advantage full closes of' quiuia or salicylic acid; both
of which, and especially the ]alter, possess the proptrty of greatly reducing
the degree of febrile h at.
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The patient often, indeed generally, in this cJa~s of cases, f'inks ofter a
few days into a low ataxic condition. llere the be::-t remedies, we think,
are chlorate of potash with muriated tincture of iron, quinia with muriated tincture of iron, or muriated tincture of iron with solution of acetate

of' ammonia and dilute acetic acid. Hillier is of the opinion that carbonate
of ammonia is the best reroe<ly in such case8, and Trousseall also advi~cs it
strongly.

Tbese medicines n~ay be given in the following manner:

ll. Potaf!S. Chlorat.,
Tr. Ferri Chloridi, .

;,j.
f3.:;<:.

Syr. ZingiOeri~,

f3vij.

Aqure,

f,~ij.-i\I.

Dofic.-.-\teaspoonfulcverytwohoursat fiveyean1ofagc,andundcrthatagc,half
a lCM1poonful.

&. Qnini::c Rulphat.,

gr. xij.
f3ss.
f5v.
f;)ij.
~.\qure,
f,5ij.-:M.
Dose.-A teaspoonful e\·cry two hours at fi\'e years, and under that age, half the
qu:mtity.
&. Tr. Ferri Chloridi, .
f,,:ss.
Acid. Acct. Dil,
f.~j.
Liq. Ammon. Acctnt.,
. f,:;vj.
Syr. Simp.,
f.5ssTr. Ferri Chloridi, .
S,yr. Zingib.,
S.rr. 8imp.,

Aqure,

f,5jss.-M.

Dose.-.\. teaspoonful e\'ery two hours nt five years of age, an<l under that :ige, half
the quantity.

The dose of carbonate of ammonia is from one to two grains every two
hours at five years, given in a mixture of syrup and gum, or io milk and
water.
In all severe cases atteution to the diet is hi gh ly important. At fir!!t
only milk and broths should be allowed. After a few days bread or some
other farinaceous sub::;tance may be added. Until the fever has disappeared in great measure, no other diet ought to be permitted. The cases
are very uncertain in their course.
Under certain conditions alcohol must be used as has already been said.
When the tongue is dry, the skin harsh, the pulse rapid and feeble, the
card iac impulse weak, the muscular force reduced, we use brandy or
whi!;kcy, or wine iu the form of wine-whey, or mixed with water . . The
choice between these agents must depeud on the d~gree of vital, and espe·
cially of circulatory, prostration present, and the fancy of the patient.
We U:!e brandy generally, giving it in milk or water. From ten to twenty
drops at the ag~ of one or two years; from twenty to forty drops between
two and five years of age; and after these ages from half a tea!'lpoouful
to a t<'aspoouful every two or fuur hours, or three or four times a day,
according to the effects produced upon the pulse and nervous symptoms,
are the doses we have found best. \Vhen wiue-wbey is preferred, one or
two teaspoonfuls every hour or two hours, at two years of age, and a tablespoonful at the age of four or five and upwards, may be given.
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Treatment of the Angina.-The angina is i::eldom troublesome before the
third day. It never becomes, we think, a source of clanger in itself, in tbe
ca:;;es destined to end fatally on the first, second, or third day. But, when
the Ji~ease begins with grnve nervous symptoms, and the patient sun·ives
theEe, the throat almost always exhibits, {Ill the third or fourth clay, the
conditions which have already been described, and which partake so much
of the character of severe diphtheria. The general treatment ought to be
~teadily persevered io,-that by the hyposulphites, or by -the muriate<l
tincture of iron, with or without chlorate of potash and quinia, as has
been described. The local treatment should consist, in the early stage, of
cold applications, if the constitutional state of the patient will allow of
it. When the circulation is active, and the temperature of the body high,
there neN.I be no fear as to the use of cold. \Vhen, ou lhe contrary, the
heat is not high, it should be used with caution 1 and, if the temperature
fulls rapidly under its use, it rnu$t be abandoned, or used only from time
to time, and with great care. \Vhen tbe temperature continues rather
low, warm poultices, incloscd in port ions of thin, soft flannel and secured
by a light cravat round the neck, may be lrie<l. They may prove comforting to the patient.
When the cold is lo be u~ed, pieces of ice wrapped in flannel, and applied behind the angle of the jaw, or cloths wetted with iced water1 may
be employed.
have used the cold several times, and in two ca~es
with marked benefit. In one case, which we shall relate, the effects were
most striking.
1

w·e

CA!-iF..-Thcpatient wns a boy between eight :md nineyenrs ofnge, who hnd had
convulsive movemenls and delirium on the firsl day, violcntjactitation and unon the second and third days, with very acth1e pulse, profuse dark etllption, ::ind \'ery high temperature. There appeared on 1hethird lby threatening anginose symptoms. On ihe fourth these had increased, ~ind, by the night of the fifth day,
had rearhed such a height as to make w; :'llmostdei;pnirofthe<'hilJ's life. The violent pharyngeal inflammation was attended with exce<.:,.;ive swelling of the tonsils, and
with tl'de1uatous infiltr:'ltion of the snbmucous ti"Sue, while externally the cervical
gl:imls were enormously enlarged and hard as pn.ving-!;tones, :'Ind 1hcsuhcl1taneo11s tis..;ne~ofthe frontnnd lateral regions of the neck packeJ and hard with acute crdemn. The
general ~ymptoms were most threatening. Owing to the swelling of nil the parts
compo:-ing the neck, the respiration wnsso interfered wilb ns to cause the development of dangerous :L<;phyctic symptoms. The pulse, which for the fi111t three dn.ys
!ind been running atlGS, had fallen on the fourth to1-l01 nndon the fifth to 128; the
~kin Willi hot and dry, and the face had nssumed n dark, blui£;h tint; there was almost
con~tnnt muttering delirium :md n degree of tossing and violentjactitation painful to
witnc . . ~. The swallowing was so much impeded that it was with great difliculty that
the11t1.ticnt ('Ould take the thinnest liquids. Up tolhis tiruetheca;;e had been treated
with immdion,;, cold drinks, and a fcbrifuge cont:iining spirit of Mindererus and sweet
!ipirit of ni1rc. Jn the midst of !he"e threatening i;ymptoms, and when we had almost
IOi'.t l1ope, the late Dr. Charles D. Meig$, who Htw the ca~e with u~, proposed the
withtlrnwnl of all drugf;, and the use of cold applications externally1 and slimnli. Acconlingly a large towel was wrung out (If iced water and wrapped around the neck,
and weak wine and water was gi,,en as often as the child could take it. The cloth
was dipped afresh into the water C\'ery few minutes. This treatment was comnienccd
about l A.M., nncl carried on steadily nil night. At 9 A.lr. it was evident that the
symptoms had somewhat impro\'ed, and by the afternoon of thnt day the patient was
~light

con~ciou..;ness
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greatly better. The imprO\'Cment consisted principally in a moderation of the pharyngeal swelling, so that both respiration and deglutition were much easier. The dark
color of the face had lessened; the pnlse had risen in frequency, and was stronger;
and !he delirimn and excessivejnctitalion had almost disappeared. On tlieday after
this the external cervical swelling continued very much the same, c.'<cept that the
ce<lema had notably diminished. The pharyngeal swelling had disappeared, the tonsil~
hadng regained their natural size, but the whole pharynx was co\·ered with a thil·k
mould of white exudation. The cold ;-ipplication, which of late had been used more
sparingly, was now discontinued; the fauces were touched with a SQlution of nitrate
of sih·er of ten grains to the ounce; bro1hs1 milk, wine-whey, and wine and water
were given for nourishment 1 and the patient. recovered at the end of the fifth week,
after having had a large suppuration justab°'·e the inner end of the left cla\·iclc.

It was at one time very much the custom to make various applications
to the fauces. Nitrate of silver, pure, or in strong solution, muriatic acid,
or capsicum, were deemed necessary and useful. They have been very
much abandoned, and we think wisely. Tbe agitation and terror caused
by them in some ch ildren, and the violent resistance they often mnke, exhaust the patient, and we therefore avoid them wherever we can. Sometimes, however, and especially in young children, viscous secretions collect
in the f'auces in such quantity as to cause serious annoyance to the child
and embarrass the respiration; they ought, therefore, to be removed by
means of a sponge-mop or camel's-hair brush. This point in the treatment is a very important one, especially in young children. We believe
that we have rescued more than one patient, by going three or four times
a day, to make use ourselves of means by whicl1 to rewove from the fauces,
the viscid, glue-like secretions, the puruleut fluids, aod the masses of
pseudo-membranous exudation wl1ich collect in aod occlude those passages1 and which the child often cannot, hy any effort of its owo, get rid
of. The best mode of effecting this object is by the use of mops, made of
sponge or rag, fastened to a stick or whalebone, or by !..he injection from
a small syringe, or elastic bottle, of detergent washes or gargles into the
throat, the mouth being held open and the tongue depressed by the handle
of a spoon. One of the best washes or injections is made of a strong decoctiou of green tea containing alum ; or we may employ sage-tea and
alum i or honey of roses and borax mixed with water i or lime-waterj or
what is highly recommended by Dr. \Vatson as efficacious, a solution
of common salt. For local application by means of a pencil or mop, the
following mixture is one of the best of the many we-have tried:
R. Acid. Qarbolici Crys.,

gr. x.
Liq.Ferri Subsulphat.,
f3j.
Glycerina- 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
f,5j.-M.
To be used two, three, or four times a day

Muriatec'! tincture of iron, one part to five or six of water, or to one of
glycerin and five of water, is another excellent local application. In
older children, gargles of salt aad water, alum and water, chlorate of
potash 1 in claret and water, or plain water, may, and ougbt to be used,
when possible. In mauy cases, even in youug children, it is possible W
secure the inhalation of fluids vaporized by the steam atomizer. It will
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he found thut the frequent inhalation of lime-water exerts a very favorable
effect on the condition of the throat. \Vben coryza. is present, the na:;al
pa:-;-;nge:s should be cleansed by means of camel's-hair brushes 1 or by the
injection of some of the mild washes just referred to, and th eu freely
anointed with sweet oil or some mild ointment, or they may be touched
with the wash med for the throat.
Diarrluea, when present, probably depends on coogesti1m and desquamntion of the intestinal mucous membrane, and should be treated with
bland demulcent <lriuks 1 and absorbent autaci<ls, especially chalk mixture.
Rhemnatism is to be treated by opiates to allay the pain 1 and the swollen
jointd ~hould be enveloped in bats of' cotton. If suppuration occur1 either
in connection with the rheumatic inflammatii.m of' the joints, or involving
the glunds or cellular ti::sue 1 and indicating a pyremic tendency, large
d~es of quiuia with stimulants must be given. The ab.scesses which may
form should be opened so soon as fluctuation can be detected.
F'or the otorrlura which sometimes occurs 1 it is seldom necessary to do
more during the violence of the attack than to cleanse the ear.s twice or
three times a day, by syringing with warm water and castile soap, or with
a weak solution of alum. After the violence of the attack has subsided,
thi~ complication should be treated as in idiopathic cases.
Treatment of Dropsy.-It is our hRbit, when directing the general treatment of a case of scarlet fover, always to explain to the mother or nurse,
or both, that the most frequent and dangerous sequel to be apprehended
iu thi.:i disease is clrop.sy, that this is even more apt to follow mild than
grave cases, and that it usually occurs in the third or fourth week of the
db•order, though it does occur, on very rare occasions, at a still later period.
We al.:-:o assert our belief that this co11sequence, or complication, or sequel a,
is apt to be produced by cold, nod that subjects confined to bed through
the third and fourth weeks, nod those rigidly secluded in a warm room
for four weeks from the onset of the disease, no matter how mild the case,
are much less prone to dropsy thau they who leave their beds or rooms at
ao early perio<l to take the usual chances to which chil<lreu are exposed.
We know well thltt Hebra ridicules the stupidity of English physiciaus in
ascribing so many disorders to cold. But, whilst we believe that in Englaud, and amongst ourselves, the word u col<l 11 is often used both by mediral men and by the public as a scapegoat to bear the weight of our ignoranre as to the real cause of disease, we also believe, most empliaticallyi
that chilling of the body, if it be continued for any length of time, is very
apt to be followed by some disturbance of' the health. We are quite sure
that we have on several occasions, truced a relation of cause aud effect between exposure to cold in the third or fourth week of scarlet fever, uad a
rapidly sequent dropsy. Several such cases are mentioned in the section
on the symptoms and causes of dropsy, at page 796. 'Ve always, therefore, urge upon the mother or nurse not to allow the chUd iu the autumn,
winter, or spriug mouths, no matter how mild may have beeu the disease,
to leave a well-warmed and well·veutilated room for four weeks, and, if
there be nny sigu whatever of ailiug health at the end of the fourth week,
1

1
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to continue the seclu~ion for one or two more weeks. One of the annoyances in a private medical career is th~ contention one has with people in
their hurry to get children, who have been sick, out of the nursery. Jn
summer weather, this may be all very well, but in the cool and cold months
it is not very well, as the bills of mortality and the experience of any
older physician, or experienced mother, will show. \Vhy a child should
lie abed for one or two months for a broken bone, without fear for his
general health, an<l yet be regarded 11s a suff'ering martyr, because some
tyrannical doctor insists upon his remainin~ a. few more days or weeks in
a comfortabJe.cliamber, with all the household at his feet, to escape n disease like acute Bright's ilisease, passes our comprehension.
Before leaving this subject, we wish to say that we have known dropsy
to follow scarlet fever in only one or two cases, in which the child had
not left the bed. One of these cases has been fully described iu the re·
marks upon dropsy.
It is important to recognize the reaal disem~e ea rly. The mother ought
to be warne<l to send for the physician again, if he have resigned Lhe charge
of the case as being co nvalescent, shou ld there be any delay or irregularity
in the convalescence, and especially should she observe an unusual scantiness in the quantity of urine discharged, a dark ancl especially a brownish
or blackish t in t of this fluid, fulness of the eyelids, swelling of the cervical
gla nds, or, indeed, any departure froru a regularly progressive return to
health.
fo all cases of scarlatinous dropsy, the patient ought to be put to bed at
once, and kept there throughout the acute period of the disease. The diet
must be restricted to fluids. Milk and animal broths or farinaceous preparations alone ought to be allowed. The patient shou ld be encouraged to
drink freely and often of water, lemouaJe, or omngeade, or sweet spi rit of
nitre and water. A hot bath, usecl once or twice a day, is, we think, one
of the most important of all remedies in the early stage. It is best used in
the followiug mode: A portable bath-tub should be brought iuto the bedroom, if possible. This can al ways be done in the cases of young children.
The water must be warm-96° to 98° or 100°. The patient ought to be
fully immersed, aud kept in the water from ten to thirty minutes, the time
being regulated by the degree of willingness of the chi ld to remain, and
by the effect of the bath on the system at large, aR shown by the counte·
nance and circulation. A soft cotton sheet is to be heated at the fire, aud
in th is, when the patient is removed from the bath, he is to be carefully
wrapped. Over this is to be put a light blanket, aud thus wrapped in the
two coverings, the child is to be laid in bed, or held in the arms, for half
an hour or an hour. By this proce<lure sweating is generally inrlllced.
'Yhen this is over, the sheet and blanket may be removed and the child
dressed in warm bedclothes again . The bath, carefully used in this way,
once a day in slight cases, and twice or even three times in severe ones,
has proved in our haads a potent means of cure.
In mild cases, without fever, the bowels ought to be soluble, no medi·
cine being needed if they are moved spontaneously. If they are not, a.
little syrup of rhubarb or Rochelle salts will be all-sufficieut. If the
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The following

amount of uriac i.s scaaty, a diuretic ought to be used.
combination is excelleut:
ll.

Pota!l..~.

Bitart.,

3j.

Hpt. Junip. Comp.,
kpt. ~Ether. Nitros.,

f3ij.
f3j.

~~;;..~ii~1t:.~is,.

;~:v.

f.~ij.-~L
Aqure, .
Ci\'C a tca..,.poonful e\•cry two houN at two, three, or four years of age.

~evere cases, when vomiting, fever, anorexia, restlcs~nes.s, rapid
scanty and dark-colored urine with blood, blood and granular

Jn more
ann~nrca,

cast~, and n large proportion of' nlbumeu, all demonstrate a serious and

extem1ivc catarrh of the renal tubule::!, it is proper to use dry cupping to
the loin~, or in subjects of vigorous constitution, uninjured by the previc)lls
~cnrlet fever, we may take three or four ounces of' blood from the loin~ by
wet cup~. If the cupping cannot be uged 1 hot cataplasms of Indian mu:d1
or flax:-ced or bags of hot ~and should be applie<l from time to time O\'er
the loins. The bowels ought to be kept open by rhubarb, Rocl1elle salt~,
or Seidlitz powder. A fobrifuge and diuretic, such as the following, must

be

u~e<l:

B.

Pola!"~.

Acetnt.,
'l'r. Digitalis, .

.':)j.
f,:;'is.

~~.:'. ~~~l~~b.,

f&j/el f5ij.

<1. s. ad f,5iij.-)I.
•
Aqure,
(;j\·e a tca ... poonful C\'er.v two or three hours to children two or three years oM.
Fur tho~e alKl\·e that age the proportion of 1he acti\·e ingredient~ ~houl<l be doubled.

We dPsire to ctill the attention of the reader, especially if he be a young
phy:siciau, and therefore di:;posed to trust overmuch to mere drugs, to the
of supplying to a child needing diuretics an abundant amount
of water. The diureLic does but stimulate the action of the kidnev, and
to ennblc it lO <lo thi~, the !Supply of water by injection should be c~pioui: .
•\child lnboring under renal catarrh following scarlet fe,•er, rarely, perhnp~ never, lakes too much water. The fact that Lhe patient vomits water
i~ no proof that his systrm does not need that liquid. He vomits sometime~ for hours cverythiug gi\'en him, am1 this is one of Lhe dangers of the
di~en:-e. Like the trave1 ter who ha:; been deprived of water for several days,
and \rho vumit:i repeatedly the first supplies he obtains, so the child, in the
cooditio1~ we arc con!Siclcriog, must not be deprived of the element es:;ential
to its ~afot)', l>Pcnuse it reject:-'; a portion of what is allowed it. \\Tater
~hould be olfored in variou:; forms,-lemtlnade, orangeade, weak brandy
an<l wnter1 claret and water, water in which the white of an egg has been
incorportttcd by careful and prolonged beating ( the albuminous water of
the Frcnc:h), very thin chi('kcn·tea touched with salt, thin milk ancl water
with n Jiu le tea, Liebig's coll.I beef extract made from raw beef~ thin cocoa
or cbocolntc, or, indeet1, anything not plainly injurious which the fancy,
taste~, 01· habits 1 of the patient may indicate, may and ought tu be tried.
As to the quantity of water there :ihould be no stint,-as much and as
nece~:sity
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often as the child can take and retain, is our rulP. It will not drink plain
water after its thirst is assuaged, auy more than will the adult man, or a
horse, until the supply in the body is exhausted, and more is never needed
for the physiological uses of the body.
By these means the case should be treated for several days, until the
fever subsides and the patient is no longer in present danger. When the
fever is over, it is be~t to continue the a hove mixture, or something of the
same kind, at longer intervals, and tu give also one of the preparations of
iron. Our ()WO favorite is the mixture of muriated tincture of iron with
acetic acid and spirit of l\Iindererus, or the simple tincture itself, in doses
of from two and a half to five drops, according to the age, three or four
times a day . If from any cause the tincture cannot be taken, wiue of iron,
or ferrated elixir of Calisaya bark, may be substituted, in half~drachm or
drachm doses.
As the fever disappears, the food ought to be increased . This is, of
course, more important than drugs, and ought to be strictly attended to by
the physician himself at each visit.
In some of these cases the most perverse irritability of the stomach
exists for several days, so that the patient may almost or actllally
die from exhaustion. In such cases it is worse than folly to give drugs
which are resisted with loathiug, aud vomited the instant they enter the
stomach. Something must be chosen which at least does not clearly cause
yomiting by its smell or taste. A mixture of wine of iron with syrup
of Tolu and some aromatic water, chocolate lozenges with iron,or powdered
metallic iron with white sugar, can often be taken even in these cases.
A weak cream of tartar lemonade, flavored with lemon-juice, sweet spirit
of nitre in lemonade, watermelon-seed tea, and such remedies may be
used. In regard to details, as to the best method of feeding in such
cases-on which, we desire to say, much more depends than upon drngs
-we must refer the reader to tbe remarks on diet in obstinate sick
stomach in chronic diarrhcea. 'Ve venture to hope that we have seen
lives saved in cases of this kin<l by constant attention to little details of
foo<l and medicine, which must have been lost by any less constant care.
In one instance the child was almost comatose, with total suppression of
urine for five days, and the stomach so irritable that no remedy scarcely
could be borne. Finally, under small doses of watermelon-seed tea,
given frequently, mustard foot.baths, blisters behind the ears, and feecliog
with lime-water, milk and brandy, wine-whey, chicken-tea, and such
preparations, the patient recovereJ. \\'hen the stomach refuses everything, the patient may be fed for a few days by the rectum, unless there
be diarrhcea or unusual irritability of the intestine. One or two ounces of
beef-tea, of chicken tea, of extra~t of raw beef, of lime-water and milk,
of water with raw egg incorporated in it, or of plain water, may be given
every two or three hours, and continued as long as they are retained or
needed.
PROPUYLACTIC TREATMENT.-It was formerly asserted that belladonna,
used by persons exposed to the contagion of scarlet fever, had the power
of imparting perfect or nearly perfect immunity from its attack. The
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evident rlifflculty of determiniag a questioa such as this, in reference to
11. di ..;;.ease so uncertain and irregular in its mode of extension as scarlatina,
long maintained a certain degree of doubt as to the possibility of the truth
of this mo~t uulikPly assertion. '\Ve believe, however, that by common
con,:ent, all belief in the supposed efficacy of belladonna for this purpose

haR now been abandoned.
Dr. Brakenridge (Medical Times and Gazette, July 24th, 1875, p. 92)
has given sulpho-carbolate of sodium in doses varying, according to age,
from five to thirty grains three or four times a day, to those exposed to the
poisons of scarlet fover, diphtheria, and measles; and, although not feeling
that his obse rvation s have pro\•ed the power of this treatment to preveut
attacks of these diseases, he is inclined to attribute some prophylactic power
to it.
In order to purify articles which have been exposed to scarlatina, they
should be either put in boiling water or exposed to a temperatu re of over
200", as we have seen that a temperature somewhat below the boiling-point
of water destroys the activity of the virus.

ARTICLE VI.
MEASLES, RUBEOLA, OR MORBtLLI.

DEFr~rTIO~; FREQUENCY i FoRMs.-l\Ieasles are an epidemic and contagious exanthem, characterized by catarrlml symptoms, continued fever,
and an eruption, generally on the fourth day, of n crimson rash, in the
form of stigmatized dot::::, like fleabites, slightly elevated, which coalesce
into irregular circles or crescents. It ends about the seventh day by desquamatioo.
The f requency of the di.sense is very irregular in diff~reot yer.rs because
of its epidemic nature. Thus, according to the mortality tables of the
Board of Health, there have been 2279 deaths from measles in this city
duriag the sixty years end in g with 1870. Ia five of these years, ns will
be seeu by a reference to the table at page 769 1 tbere is not n. death recorded
from this cause, while, on the other hand, the annual mortality exceeds
100 in ele\·en years, and 200 in two. During the same period, the deaths
from scarlat ina in this c ity, as already stated, amounted to 13,016.
~[easies are probably a more common though a less fatal disease, and
attack a larger number of persons than scarlet fever; thus, during a period
of fifteen years, during which we noted e\•ery case that occurred in our
practice, we met with 314 cases of the former to 263 of the latter.
We shal l describe two forms of the disease: the regular or rubeola vulgaris: and the malignant or ntbeola maligna. 'Ve shall afterwards treat
of its frregulariiies and complicatious.
CAuSES.-A chief cause of the disease is epidemic influence. Of this
there can be ao doubt, as it is proved by the evidence of all obse rvers.
Contagion.-Tbat it is n contagious disease is universally admitted. The
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contagious quality is thought to begin with the primary fever, and to con·

tinue up to the perio<l of desquamation, though some authorities believe
that it is also contagious during the stage of incubation. That the disea~e
is contagious prior to the appearance of the eruption seems to be proved

by observations like the following: A child living in Philadelphia visited
a relative in the country, and returned to the city the same clay. Ou the
next day the child in the country showed the measles eruption, and twelve
days afterward:3, the one in the city sickened with the same disease. The
precise period at which the contagious property disappears is not, however,
known. The disease may be carried in fomites. It has been propagated
also by iaoculation with the blood taken from a patient, aa<l with serum
obtained from the vesicles which sometimes accompany the eruption.
The period of incubation is difficult to determiue, hllt is usually stated
as from five or six, to twenty days, or even longer. In the great majority
of cases, however, the eruption appears in from tweh•e to fifteen days
after exposure to the contagion, thlls making the duration of the period
of incubation from nine to twelve day~. Thus, in twelve cases where we
were able to determiue with precision the inten'al between the exposure
to contagion and the appearance of the rash, it was ten days iu ] case,
eleven in 1, twelve in 3, thirteen in 5, fourteen in 1, aud fifteen in l. In
108 cases observed by M. Girard, of l\Iarseilles (quoted in Jlfed. Times
and Gaz., Aug. 21st, 1869, p. 225), the eruption appeared as late as lhe
sixteeuth day only in 3 cases; in all the othere it was developed on the
thirteenth or fourteenth day, never before the thirteenth, aad never after
the sixteenth.
l\l~L Rilliet aod Barthez couclude that measles are more frequent, less
contagious, and have longer incubative auJ prodromic stages than scarlet
fever.
The same authors are of opinion that variola is somewhat more rare,
rather more coutagious, and that its period of incubatiou and its prodromic
stage are a little shorter than those of measles.
l\Ieasles, like other contagious diseases, rarely occur a secon<l time in
the same individual.
have, however, met with undoubted cases of
second attacks i although UIH}UCstionahly in a large proportion of the numerot1s cases in which we have beea tol<l that two attacks had occurred,
one of them hurl been not of true measles, but of r6theln or roseula.
Age.-We find by uniting Dr. Emerson's tables with some gi\·en by Dr.
Condie (Dis. of Child., note, p. 100), that the disease appears to be most
frequent between the age of one and two years, for while 395 deaths occurred iu tbe second year, only 468 occmred between two and five years
of age. This does not agree, however, with our own experience, siuce of
280 cases of the disease that have come under our own observation, in
which the age was accurately recorded, only 36 occurred in the second
year, while 84 occurred between the end of the second and the end of the
fifth year. This discrepancy depends probably, in part at least, on the
greater mortality of the disease du1-ing the earlie::;t years of life 1 which
would of course give a 1nrger nllmber of deaths for those attacked in the
second, than for those in the third, fourth, and fifth years. The cases that
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h11.ve come under our own ob:<ervation occurred as follows. They are
!!tntcd in their order of frequcocy. In the sixth year, 37; in the second,
3H; in the senuth, 3.J; in the fifth, 34; in the fourth, 30; in tbe eighth,
27 i in the firt:t, 19; in the ninth, 11; and then iu the eleventh, tenth,

thirteenth, twelfth, and fifteeuth.
Se.r.-IL appears to be more common in the male thau in the female sex:.
Of :WO cn.,.es that we have seen, in which the sex was noted, 156 occurred
in male.;, and 134 in females.
F11n9011.• Origin.-In 1862 Dr. Salisbury, of Ohio (Am. Jour. of Med.
if'11rn, July an<l October, 1862), published two elaborate articles, in
which he attributed measles to the action of the fuugus developed on damp,
mouldy straw. lle reported the results of numerous cnses in which this
fungus hnd heen iuoculatetl, with the production of a modified form of
ruheola, which, however, protects the system against a future attack of true
mea . . le:-;; and also instances where measles had broken out in camps wbere
damp !::lrnw was used for bedding.
A complete examination of thisqut!stion, embodying the evidence of Dr.
Woodward (Camp Diseases of lite U.S. Armies, Philadelphia, 1863), and
the experiments of Dr. C. E. Smith, and one of ours;el\'eS, will be found in
a paprr by Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., in Tlie American J"umal of the Medical
8rie11re.~ 1 Oetober, 1808, p. 3..J-2.
The re!-;ults of the inoculation of nearly 50 cases, prove that iu nearly
e\'ery in~tanc(', the introduction of the straw fungus into the system is
entirely without effl!ct; anJ that in the few cases where any symptoms
ha\'C followed, they have not been those of true rubeola, nor have they
protected the i-;y::item from an attack of genuine measles.
Jn rrgard to the occurrence of camp mea,.;Jes al.so, Dr. \Voodward re·
mark~. that it prevailed almo1't exclusively in regiments raised in the rural
cli~t1ic·ts, while those from C'ities nnd towns were more or less completely
exempt i and l)Hl.( the ioevitable inference from this, confirmed by personal
i1111uiry 1 ii that the recruits from the country had generally escaped the
di1'ea"e before their enli~tment, while those from towns had usllally suffered
from it nt "ome previous period; a couditioo of things entirely at rnriance
with the idea tlmt the straw fungus is the \'Critable c1rnse of measles.
8n1PTm1s; COl'RSEi Duiuno~.-Regular

Form of the Disease.-Stage

of J11u11.~iu11.-2\[ea,.Jes begin with languor, irritnbility 1 sometimes chilliness,
anorexin, uchiug- iu the back and limbs, fever, thirst, headache, and
variou~ ~ign~ of' i!'ritation of the mucous membrane of the eyes, nose,
fuuce..::, nnd larynx.
The d1illi11e~s or horripilations which are mentioned by almost all
writers arc diHicult to apprcciu.te in children. 'Ve bave seldom known
the child it. . clf to complain of them, but upon inquiry of the mother or
nurs<>, ha\'C sometimes been told that they bad oboer\'ed some coolness
of the hnud~ or feet, or a <lii;position to keep near the fire, and a de::>ire
for ndditio1rnl clothing. These, therefore, are not important symptoms.
Neither i:i the nc:hiug in the back ancl limbs, as it is seldom complained
of, nn<l can be ascerlnined iu the ulder ouly by close questioning, or sus·
pected iu the younger by their complaining when they are moved. Fever
53
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is rarely abse11t, but is oftea very moderate in degree. It almost always
comes on with, or very soon after tbe other prodromes, but in rare cases
does not begin llntil the second day. It is almost invariably continued,
after it once begins, except that it remits somewhat abo11t dnylight and in
the early part of the morning, to become exacerbated again in the nfterpart of the day. Its intensity increases, and the remissions become lc!>a
distinct and shorter, as the time for the appeu.rance of the eniption approaches. The pulse is increased in frequency, force, and volume, but
rarely attains the same rapidity as in scarlet fover. At the same time the
skin becomes warm and dry, the face is generally flushed, and there is
considerable restlessness and irritability at first, often passing into quiet
and drowsiness as the eruptive point approaches. The fever is accompanied by thirst, partial or complete anorexia, and generally by headache,
which is frontnl, and often complained of by children old enough to give
an account of their sensations. The symptoms do not always follow this
regular and orderly cour:;e. 'Ve have known a number of cases in which
the approach of the disease was not even suspected until a copious rash
made its appearance, so latent were the usual prodromes. In one case, a.
boy nine years old gave a party to his little friends. He danced himself
all the evening, and next morning, when the windows were opened, was
found covered with a copious measles rash. All the children of the family,
six in number, and several of the guests, broke out with the disease iu the
usual time.
Vomiting occurs sometime8', but not as a general rule. The catarrhal
symptoms commence with, or may precede the fever. They constitute
the most characteristic early symptoms of the rlisease, and indeed the
only ones by which we are able to distinguish it with any certai11ty iu the
first stage. They consist of irritation and redness of the conjunctivre,
~lly t~ ~ t~ ~<ls, lachrymation, suffusiou of the eyes, s~nsi
bility to light, stuffing of the nose, coryza, sneezing, sligl1t soreues.s of the
throat, cough, some constriction of the thorax, and slight dyspnrea. The
state of the eyes and nose are very important as signs of the disease. Tbe
above symptoms are not always present in the same degree, being very
strongly marked in some instances, in others less so, and in some rare
cases, absent. They are importaut, because there are few cases of ordinary cold in which they are present to the same extent, or if so, the accompanying general symptoms are slight compared with those of measles.
'Ve have rarely known the faucial affection severe enough to elicit complaints, and never to produce difficulty of deglutition. It consists generally only of slight redness of the tonsils, soft palate, and pharynx, which
is most strongly marked about the time that the eruption makes its appearance. The cough usually appears on the first day. Infrequent and
slight at first, it becomes more troublesome as the case progresses, until it
assumes, on the third or fourth day, a character which is peculiar, aud
which may often lead lo a suspicion as to the true nature of the attack.
It is ]aryngeal, hard, dry, rather hoarse, and occurs generally in short
paroxysms. Expectoration, if present at all, is slight, and consist.a of a.
clear, viscid mucus. At the same time the voice is often hoarse.
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The tongue is usually white and somewhat furred; the bowels remain
in their natural condition, or there may be slight constipation or diarrhroa. Constipation is most frequent, according to our own experience.
The drowsine~s, to which we have already alluded, often exists during the
finst st•1ge. 'Ve have noticed it in a great many cases. The child, if undisturbed, sleeps quietly for many hours, or for the greater part of one or
two clays, waking ouly from time to time to ask for drink, and then sink.
ing off to sleep again. ~o common is this symptom that old nurses have
a saying,-" The ch ild i:. sleeping for the measles." The symptom is not
alarming, unless it be connected with others which indi cate local disease,
or unless it pass into coma, or alternate with marked delirium. Other
nervous symptoms which sometimes occur, especially when the fever is
violent, are re.:;tlessness, irritability, occasionally delirium at night, and, in
very rare cases, convulsioni::i. Of' 167 cases observed hy Rilliet and Bar·
thez, the latter symptom appeared in the first stage only in one, and was
lh en confiued to the eyeballs. 'Ve have met with convulsions in 5 out of
:31.,1 cases, at the beginning of the eruption, and in onc 1 of which we shall
not now speak, at the close of the eruption . In one of the cases the convulsions occurred on the first day, in -a boy five yea rs of' age, of nervous
tempernnient, an<l who had bad several convulsive attacks during the
procef's of dentition. The convulsions were general, but sl ight; they
lasted only a short ti rue, and were not followed by any bad consequences.
In the second case the sickness began with fever 1 drowsines~ tremulous
movements of the hands, delirium, and in a few hours a slight genera l
convulsion. On the second day there were two attacks of coavu lsions,
both, however, slight. The other symptoms continued as before. On the
third day the child wns better, the fever having diminished, and the nervous symptoms in great measure disappeared. On the fourth, fifth, an<l
sixth days, the fever returned, auil on the middle of the sixth dtty, a. full
mensles rash made its appearance. There wa~ no recurrence of the nervous symptoms, and the case ended favorably. The third case occurred
in a boy between seven and eigh t years old, of nervous and impressible
temperament. The convulsive seizure took place just as the rash was coming out; it was very sli ght, and lasted not more than oue or two minutes.
Io the fourth case, in a boy in the second year of life, who had already
Imel three convulsive attacks from other causes. showing thereby a manifest predisposition to thnt kind of disorder, the convul:Sions occurred as in
the previous case, just at the coming out of the ernption. In this case also
the convulsions were s li ght, lasting only a fow ruiuutes. Iu neither of
these two cases were the convulsions followed by dangerous symptoms. In
the fifth and last case, the convulsions, as ia the two preceding examples,
occurred just as the ra~h was appearing; they were very slight, anrl were
followed by no ser ious com~equeuces. The subject of this case was a girl
between seven and eight years old , who had previously hnd an attack of
convulsions produced by a severe febrile reaction occasioned by simple
angina, and another attack, caused by indigestion .
.Ml\I. Gueraaut and Blache (Diet. de Jl/i:,d., t. 27, p. 6.58) mention another
initial symptom, which has sometimes enabled them to recognize the np-
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foring from that of scarlatina. 'Ve have observed this symptom our13eJvcs
in quite a number of cases, and, as it not unfrequently appears twenty-four
hours before the cutaneous eruption has come out, we think that it is of
some value as a sign in the early stages.
M. Girard (foe. cit.) states that the early diagoosis may he aided by the
fact, that a red papule appears near the free border of the velum palati
several days before the appearance of the eruption.
Tbe duration of the initial stage is generally from two to three clays.
Iu a large majority of' the cases that we have seen, the eruption has begun
to appear in the course of the third day. This stage may, however, la:)t
only one or two days, or be prolonged to five, six, or seven, and according
to Gnersant and Blache (loc. cit., p. 659), it lasted in one case, with al l the
characteristic symptoms, fifteen days. Inn. case that occurred to one of
ourselves, the subject of wbich was a girl between one and two years olcl,
the eruption, owing no doubt to the presence of se\·ere general bronchitis,
did not make its appearance until the ninth day of the sickness, and e\·en
then came out &lowly and with much difficulty. The disease was known
to be app roaching from the fact that another child in the house harl just
recovered from an attack. In another case, in a girl between twelve and
thirteen years of age, the eruption began on the fourth day of the :-.icknei;;s,
hut was so faint and indi~tinct that we could not, until the sixth day, feel
sure that it was a mea~les rash. Even after this, the eruption continued
pale and insufficient until the seventh day of the eruption, when it wa~ out
fully aod completely.
&cond Stage, or that of Eruption.-The eruption generally appears some
time in the course of the third or fourth day, showing itself first on the
chin or cheeks, or some other part of the face, a nd extending graduully to
the neck and trunk, and finally to the extremities. It is often completed
in from twenty-four to forty·eight hour~. It begins in the form of (.li~tinct
Rpot~, not unlike fleabites, of a more or Jess bright rose or crimson color,
verging sometimes towards a deep red, of a roundish shape, with irregular
edges, and of different sizes, varying between half a line and three Jines in
diameter. \Vhen fully formed they constitute true pa pules, which are felt
to be slightly elevated and firm to the touch, with broad flat summits.
When pressed upon, their color disappears, to return rapidly when the
pressure is removed. Distinct and scanty at first, the ~pots or stigmata
soon become more numerous, and arrange themselves into cluRters of an
irregularly crescentic or semilunar shape. The number of the:";e clu~ters
and the consequent general tint of the skin, depend upon the amount and
intensity of the eruption. Ia very mild ca~e.s, or when the eruption is
imperfect, the clusters of papules are few iu number, and they are sepa·
rated by large portions of healthy skin. In severe cases, on the con·
trary, the patches are so numerous, and coa leRce so closely, that the skin
assumes a general deep-red tint. Occnsionnlly in these severe cases minute vesicles form on the summit of the papules. Yet it ought to be
remarked that it can be observed on close examination that the papules
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never run completely into each other, so as to form a continuous red surface, unless it be over very sma11 spaces and on certain parts of the surface,
more particularly the face.
The fever does not diminish when the eruption makes its appearance,
so that the highest temperature is usually attained soon after the full development of the rash. The skin retains its heat; the irritation of the eves
continues and is sometimes very severe i the nostri ls are dry and incrust~d,
or there is coryza, nod in some few cases epistaxis. The face is at tbe
same time flushed, independently of the eruption, the red color of the skin
being obsen•able iu the intervals between the papules, and it looks swollen
and lllrgid, from tumefaction of the cheeks and particularly of the eyelids.
The cough continues, and is loud, hoarse, and frequent in most cases, but
in others short, scarcely hoarse, and but slightly marked. The voice is
usually but not always a little hoarse. The respiration is slightly quickeLed in regular cases, but generally very little beyond the natural rate.
The pulse is accelernted, though to a less degree than in scarlatina; its
frequency is usual ly found to be in direct proportion to the height of the
temperature. The tongue is covered with a yellowish or whitish fur in
its middle, while the edges and tip are clean and red. It remains moist
and soft unless some complication occurs. The tonsils, soft palate, aud
pharynx present· consiJernble redness, without tumefactiou. The abdomen commonly remains natural, though in some f'ew cases there is slight
soreness over its whole extent or in I he ili ac fossre. Slight diarrhrea ofwo
occurs at th is time. It seldom lasts more than from one to three clap!.
Iu other cases the stools are natu ra l, or there mny be moderate com:tipation. The a11orexia and thirst continue up to the stage of decline.
Ahout the time of the appearan.ce of the rash there is ofte11 considerable
re:::tle~:mess, anxiety, starting and twitching in sleep, slight delirium,
and in chil<lren old enough to describe their sen~ations, complaints of
headncbe. The strength of the patient is not decidedly affected iu most
of the cases.
The urine during this stage is scanty, of dark -ye1low color, and not
rarely contains a trace of albumen.
Sta9e of Decline aml De8quamalion.-The disease having reached its
height in the course of the fifLb or sixth day, the second of the eruption,
it remains nearly stationary for one or two days longer, and begins to subside nhout the seventh or eighth of the disease, or third or fourth of the
eruption. The eruption fades first on the face and neck, aud has often
very much or wholly subsided on those parts while it is still vivid on the
extremities. The papules lose some of their color, become less prominent,
diminish in size, and when pressed upon do not disappear entirely as they
did at first, but leuvc a dull or yellowish stain behind. A little later they
assmne a dirty yellow or copperish tint, wh ich does not disappear under
prem1re, showing that a slight ecchymosis has taken place into tbe snbstnnce of the derm. These stains continue a variable length of time, and
a.re finully removed by absorption. As the eruption disappears, a slight
furfuraceous desquamntion takes place in a considerable number of the
cases, but not by any menus in all. This hegi11s nsunlly about the face,
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and may either be lim•ted to that part, or extend to other portions of the
body. It is seldom general,. howe\'er, and iR often scarcely noticeable. It
occurs between the eighth and eleventh days of the disease, or fourth and
seventh of the rash.
From the moment the eruption passes its highest poiot of inteusity,and
hegins to decline,. the other symptoms do the same. Tbe pulse lessens iu
frequeucy, aud regains its ordinary characters. The heat of skin passes
away, often with considerable perspiration, but sometimes with gentle moisture only. The various catarrhal symptoms subside; the cough is less
frequent, loses its hoarseness, becomes softer, and gradually ceases. The
expectoration, if present, now becomes more copious and thinner, and presents numrnular masses of muco-purulent matter floating iu a clear, watery
fluid . The tongue cleans off; appetite returns; thirst ceases; the restlessness and irritability disappear; and the child returns to its ordinary condition of healtb. The youog physician must not expect to meet with all
the phenomena we have cited as making up the regular form of measles.
\Ve ha\·e seen, as in scarlet fever and in most acute diseases, cases so very
mild as to render the diagnosis very difficult, not to say impossible. Iu
one instance, a second child in a family where a well-marked case of
measles had occurred, had, twelve days afterwards, some slight languor,
a hint of coryza, and six or eight faint stigmata on the face. She was
put to bed for two days and then returned to her usual health. 'Ve be·
lieve this lo have been a very mild attack of measles, and regard it as
belonging to the same category of disorders as walking typhoid fever.
Temperatm·e.-Accurding to the observations of Ringer ~ Reynolds's Syst.
nf JJ!ed., vol. i, art. Measles), the highest temperature reached in ordinary
cases is about 103° F . From the observRtions of Roger (op. c;it., p. 298)
this would appear higher than is usually attained, the mean of his records
having been only 101.5° F. If it rises above 102.1)0 it indicates a severe,
if it continues below this, a mild attack. The temperature presents the
diurnal variatious usual in fevers, until the close of the disease, when it
suddenly declines. The duration of measles, measuret.l by the temperature,
varies considerably; the decline of the fever occurring in some cases on the
fourth day, in others not until the eighth or tenth day.
IRREGULARITIES OF THE DrsEASE.-Uu<ler this term we shall describe
only the anomalous symptoms of the disease, which occur independently
of complications. Those which are produced by the latter causes will be
fully treated of when we come to consider the subject of the complications.
In some cases, the symptoms of the prodromic stage are so slight that
they pass alm.ost unobserved, and the child is scarcely thought to be sick
until the rash makes its appearance. In others, owing to some peculiarity
of the temperament, or to the state of the coustitution at the time, they are
much more severe than usual, or some one symptom may be in excess. In
one case that came under our own observation, in a girl seven years old,
the nausea and vomiting were very distressing, and were accompanied by
the most intense frontal headache. She complained precisely as children
generally do with tubercular ·meningitis, and was, moreover, extremely
restless, and at nigbt delirious. Nevertheless, the eruption came out on
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the fourth day, aud was perfectly regular in its characters and course; the
unpleasant sywptomg ceased from that moment, and the patient recovered
without any furt her bad symptoms. 'Ve have already spoken of five cases
accompanied by general convulsions at the commencement of the first stage.
The course of the disease in the subsequent stages was regular in all respects. In two other cases, in girls, sisters, seven anrl. nine years old respectively, of highly nervous teruperameut, :..he headache in the fir.st stage
was so ioteuse as to require the application of leeches for its relief; yet the
disease was regular in its other chara cters.
The eruption presents various irregu la.rities which ought to be noticed.
It has alrea<ly been stated that the amount of the rash varies according to
the severity of the case, although in other respects regular. Sometimes
the papules are comparatively small in size and fow iu uumbe1\ and consequeutly, the clusters in which they are arranged have considerable spaces
of healthy skin between. \Vh en this is the case, the stigmata are usually
rough, lighter in color, and from this circumstance and the fact that the
spaces between the clusters are large, the general tint of the skin is much
le~s deep than in severer cases, in which the oppos ite of these characters
prevails. In some of the mil<lest cases, the amouut of eruption upon the
extremities has been very small, and after forrning, it bas very rapidly, in
the space of a night, faded to such a degree as to seem almost a retroces·
sion. But as this sudden disappearance has not been accompanied or followed by dangerous symptoms, it is clear that it was dependeut simply on
the mildness of the attack. Ia such instances the general symptoms have
always been slig ht, and the whole duration of the sickness shorler by two
or three days than in severer cases. At times the order of appearance of
the eruption is reversed, and the papules appear first on the trunk, thence
sprearl iug to the face.
We have already described the dull yellowish stains which remain after
the papules hav e faded. These Hains sometimes assume, in malignant
case!!, a livid or purplish hue, from the occurrence of passive hemorrhage
into the tissue of the derm. They may, however, assume a dark and
purpureous appearance, without any malignant or dangerous symptoms
whatever. This happened in a family in which one of us attended seven
cases of the disease in 1845. In three of them (boys of 10, 5, and 1 year
old, respectively), the eruption, which was copious and regular in all, became in a single night, at the moment of decline, of a dark·brown or light·
purple hue. The spots did not disappear at all uader pressure, and were
evidently formed by true ecchymoses. The general symptoms were all
favorable. The on]y peculiarity to be observed was that the fever had
disappeared very suddenly 1 aud that the extremities were slightly cooler
than natural. The convalescence was as usual, except that the ecchymotic
spots disappeared very slowly and grad uall y. \Ve have, since the abovenamed period 1 seen a great many simi lar cases, but in none hM·e the symptoms been attended or followed by any ev il co nseq uences.
Severn! authors describe a form of measles without erupti on. They
state that during the epidemic prevalence of the disease, some children
present all the cntarrhal and febrile symptoms1 without the eruption, and
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that they are protected against future attacks. The last assertion, nt least,
must be very difficult to prove. For our own part, we have never met
with such cases, and should we ever seem to do so, would certainly not
call them measles, lest by so doing the parents might be induced, oo future
occasions, to expose the chi ld uuu ecessarily to the disease, when, should
any evil consequences follow, they might justly question the wisdom of the
physician's advice.
'Vil Ian and other authors have described another variety of the disease,
to which is applied the term rubeola sine catarrho, or measles without
catarrhal symptoms. Such cases are said to present no catarrhal symp·
toms whatever, and little or no febrile reaction. They are stated, moreover, to occur generally during the epidemic prevalence of measles. .Most
authors agree that this form does not protect the constitution against the
true disease, and some regarrl it only as an eruption resembling measles,
dependent upou gastric disorder. Our own opinion is that such cases, of
which we lrn.ve seen a considerable number, are nothing more than examples of roseola. The entire absence of catarrlrnl symptoms and of fever,
or their very slight character, the short duration of the cases, and the little
constitutional disturbance exhibited by the patient, all serve to convince
us that they cannot be attacks of true measles. 'Ve recollect three such
cases in particular, which, had they been accompanied by cough and fever,
we should certainly have called measles. They all occurred in infants.
The rash was preceded for two or three days by feverishness, uneasiness,
restlessness during sleep, and slight diarrhrea, after which the erup1ion
suddenly made its appearance and covered the whole integument within
twenty-four hours. There were no catarrhal symptoms whatever. At the
same time the febri le symptoms disappeared, aud the children seemed
quite well. The eruption never lasted over forty-eight hours, and disappeared without leaving a trace behind. They were, no doubt, cases of
roseola.
H.unEOLA MALIGNA.-This form may occur either as an epidemic or
sporadic affection. Generally, however, it pre\•ails as an epidemic, and
depends upon some peculiarity which it is impossible to understand. Tbe
few sporadic cases which are met with may be traced generally to some
• vicious state of the constitution of the individual, or to the unfavorable
hygienic condi~ions in which he is placed. The symptoms assume ataxic
or adyoamic characters, which give to the case the features of the typhoid
type of disease. They may make their appearance in the prodrornic, or,
as happens more frequently, not before the eruptive stage. "Then they
begin in the first stage, the case is marked by great frequency and feebleness of the pulse; by prostration; by unusual clyspnrea and oppression;
and especially by greater violence of the nervous symptoms, as delirium
or stupor. Sometimes, even in this stage, petechire make their appearance, and there is 1ividity and soreness of the fauces, with discharges of
dark blood from the nostrils, and sometimes profuse and exhausting diar·
rhcea or dysenteric discharges. 'Vhen the time for the eruption to appear
arriveR, this comes out slowly and imperfectly} or irregularly, and generally assumes a livid, purplish, or blackish color, owing to the passive ex·
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udation of blood into the papnles, and hence the name sometirnes give n to
such ca.;;es, of Rubeola Nigra, or black measles.
This form of tbe disease assumes, in fact, many of the features of pur~
pura hrcmorrhagica. The patient may die of exhaustion, of congestion of
some important organ. as the brain or ]ungs, of the diarrhroa or dysentery
which sometimes compli cate the disease, or finally of the hemorrhages
which occur in consequence of the dissolved and fluid state of the blood;
or he may, after a severe struggle with the disease, rt:cover his health.
COMPLICATIONS AND SEQUELiE.-i\Il\I. Rilliet and Barthez begin their
chapter on the complications of this disease with the following excellent
remarks: "Rubeo la manifests itself by au inflammation or inflammatory
fluxion upon the skin and mucous membranes. The regular course of the
dh•ense depends upon the conservation of a due equilibrium between these
two kinds of fluxions. That which is seated in the skin ought in gelleral
to predomiuate. If tbe equil ibrium be destroyed by any cause whatever,
whether accidental or inhere nt to the disease, nn<l should the predominnuce
of th e inflammation take place in the mucous membranes, there wiJI result
a phlegmasia of some one of those tissues.
u It is easy to foresee, by attention to these circumstances, that the inflammatory complications of measles will be most apt to fall upon the
mucous membranes, and that hroncho-pneumonia, pharyn~o-laryugitis,
and intestinal infiamnrntions will be the most frequent of nll."
Bronchitis and Pneumonia.-These constitute by far the most frequent
nod important complications of measles. In 167 cases, l\l.M. Rilliet and
Barthez met with 24 cases of bronchitis, 7 of pneumonia without bronchitis, and 58 of lobular broncho-pneumonia. This statement shows how
very large a proportion of the cases of measles occurring in the Children's
Hosp ital nt Paris, became complicated in the cou rse of the attack. The
proportion in pri\·ate practice is mueh smaller, since in 314 cases, we have
met with only 24 of bronchitis, and 6 of lobar pneumonia. These are,
however, in private practice, according to our experience, much the most
important of the co mplications likely to occur. or six deaths which occurred in the 314 cases that we h·a ve seen, 3 were caused by bronchitis.
The time at which these different complications make their appearance
is important. They may occur during the initial stage, early in the eruptive stnge, during the decline of the eruption, or after the eruption. The
most common period for their occurrence is the initial stage. It is difficult
or impossible to ascertain their ca uses in a great many cases. In some
instances they depend evidently upoo cold. Age has some influence upon
their production, as bronchitis is most apt to occur in young children,
whibt lobar pneumonia attacks those who are older.
The physical signs of these affections are the same as when they ex ist
in the idiopathi c form. The rational signs are increase of cough, which
instead of being merely laryngeal, hecomes deeper and either pneumonic
or cntnrrbal i and dyspncea, which is sometimes excessive, the number of
respirations mounting to 40, 50, and, in severe cases, to tiO and 80. 'l'he
pulse is more frequent than in regular measles, au<.1 in very bad cases becomes rapid and small; the skin is hot and dry; the face is pale and
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anxious in severe cases, in which the eruption does not appear; and the
child is generally restless and irritable, with broken irregular sleep, or, in
the most violent cases, it is dull and soporose. In two of the fatal cases
that came under our observation, convulsions occurred. Il should be remarked, however, that in one, the patient, a boy only nine month!:! old,
was laboring under an attack of hooping-cough, and that it was in one of
the paroxysms of that malady that death took place. In the other case
that of a boy eighteen months old, the convulsions occuned fir:;t ou the
day of eruption, aud then ceastid, to recur again the third day afterwards.
The bronchitis dated from before the appearance of the eruption, and was
no doubt the cause of the convulsions and death.
When a pulmonary complication begins in the prodromic stage, it almost
always modifies the eruption in some manner, either retarding or render·
ing it irregular or imperfect. \Vhen it dates from the second stage it may
cause a parlial or complete retrocession of the eruption. \Ve have known
the eruption to be retarded several days, so as not to come out until the
fifth, sixth, or even ninth. \Vhen the rash does appear, whether at the
usual period or later, it is evidently with difficulty. It is pale and scanty,
or abundant on one part of the body, and scanty on another, or it appears
and disappears alternately. At length it either comes out fully, and the
threatening symptoms pass away, or the eruption lasts the usual, or nearly
the usual length of time, in its pale aud imperfect condition, aud the child
recovers slowly and gradually from the complication, which has become
the most important part of the sickness; or, in fatal cases., the symptoms
grow worse and worse, and the child dies after a few days, or a longer
time, according as the inflammation assumes the acute or chronic type.
\Vhenever it is observed in a case of measles, that there is more draw·
siness or irritability than usual, or that the pulse is more frequent or
stronger than it ought to be, it becomes important to ascertain carefully
the state of the respiration. If this be accelerated, the thorax ought to be
examined with strict attention, by auscultation and percussion, to discover
whether there be not some pulmonic inflammation at work, likely to convert the disorder fflJm a mild one, as it almost always is when trncompli·
cated, into one dangerous to life, which it will assuredly become should
any pulmooic complication be allowed to steal unawares upon the patient.
The prognosis of the pulmonic complications of measles would appear
to be very unfavorable in hospitals for children, since Rilliet and Barthez
state that scarcely one patient in four or five recovered. Of the 30 cases
that we have seen, we have already state<l that 3 died of bronchitis, and if
we recollect that one of these was complicated also with pertussis and
morbid dentition, it will be seen that the prognosis is, as might be expected,
vastly more favorable in private than in hospital practice.
There is, however, a tendency, ei:;pecially marked in delicate, strumous
children, for the inflammation of the bronchial mucous membrane to become chronic, in which case the cough may persist for years, at times in·
termitting, but returning after the slightest exposure, and particularly in
cold 1 darup seasons of the year.
Laryngitis is a common complication of the disease. The authors just
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quoted met wilh it iu 35 of their 167 cases. It occurred in 8 of the 31-1
cases that came under our observatiou. It is often accompanied by pharyngili::.
Autopsies show that the laryogiLis may be s1ight, severe, or accompanied
wilh pseudo-membranous exudation. The inflammation may be simple,
con!-i:::Liug merely of different degrees of redness, or of redness with thickening and softening of the mucous membrane; it may be more intense aud
accompanie<l Ly ulcerations or erosions; or, lastly, it may be a.ssociaLed
with an exudation of false membrane.
The symptoms of this complication will depend upon the form the inflammation assumes. It is unnecessary to describe them here, as they are
the same as those of the idiopathic affection, which has already been fully
treated of.
The occurrence of laryngitis exerts but little influence on the rash, particularly as it almost alwuys appears during the decline of the latter. It
is seldom fatal, uuless it assumes the pseudo·membra.nous form. The eight
cases that came unUer our obser\'ation were attac:ks of the simple disease,
and they all recovered.
Injli..anmalionoj the Intestines.-Accordiug to Rill iet and Bartbez, lesions
of the intestinal mucous membrane are the most frequent complications,
nfter plllmouary atleclions. About a third of their cases preseuted at the
autopsy erytbematous inflammation of the mucous memhrane; a fifth
of!Cred follicular entero-colitis, a seventh ulcerative inflammation, and a
fourth softeniug. Some presented several of the lesious uuite<I, anrl i11 a
few no lesion was found, though the symptoms ofentero-colitishad existed
during life. "re give these data from the above authors, not because they
apply to private practice, but merely in order to show what are the tenden·
cies of the disease, when disposed from uufovorable hygienic coudition:s to
take ou coruplicatious. \Ve have met with only seven instances of intes.
tioal inflammation iu the 314 cases that have come under our own observation. Four of these occurred in the same family, in children of seven,
five, three, and one year old respectively. They were cases of enlero·colitis,
accompanied iu two with dyseuteric symptoms, and all made their appear.11nce towards Lhe close of the disease. The three remaining cases were
attacks of dysentery, one of whieh was very severe, the stools amouutiug
to twenty in the ch.y, while the other two were much less so.
The intestinal complications may appear duri11g the initial stage, or on
the day of eruption, but if not at one of these periods, they are most apt
to occur duriug the dt>cline of the rash. The slight cases, constituting the
common diarrhrea of the disease, generally begin early, whilst the grave
cases usually date from a later period of the Uisease. The ca·uses of these
complicntinus seem to be various exciting agents acting upou a mucous
membrane predisposed, by the nature of the disease, to inflammatory action .
These agents are said to be, generally, improper food, giviug rise to iu<ligestious; and the too early use of purgalive remedies, and laxatives. In
the cases observed by ourselves it was impossible to detect the rauses.
The .~ymploms are more or less nbun<laut diarrbrea, and iu some, but not
all the cases, tendern~s with tumidity and tension of the abdomen . This
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complication does not exert much influence upon the measle~, whith U!i;Ually pursue their regular course. Somelimes, however, it occn.~ious an
nggravation of the febrile symptoms, au<l, when of a grave character, may
no doubt inte rfere with the regular progress of the eruptive disease.
Accordiug to Rilliet and Barthez, this complication was very seldom the
only, or even chief cause of a fata l termioatinu. Rcarcely five or six of
nil that they observed could be considered as of that kind. It increa~es
very much, however, the danger of the pulmonic :itlacks, for the lntter are
mu{'h lets serious, so long as they exist alone, while so soon as inte.'ltiunl
inflamm:1tion is added to them, they become almost necessarily fatal. The
seven cases that we met with recovered under simple treatment.
Io a considerable number of cases, a slight diarrhroa, to whjch we hn~·e
already referred as n commou event in measle~, oc<'urred, but only in the
seven abo\·e mentioned did it amount to a serious complication .
Io one case that came under our observation, in a girl between fi\.'e and
six years old, fatal cerebral symptoms, due either to cougestioa of the brain
or urremia, occurred just as the rash was <li~appearing. There was no evident cause whatever for this accident. There had been no imprudence
either as to diet or exposure. The child wa)::, however, of a tubercular
family, the mother Laving at this very time tubercular disease of the lungs.
T he Cl'uption had come out well aud properly, and coutinuecl to do so on
the second day without any irregular or threatening symptoms. Ou the
third day of the eruption this began to decline, and the child had no attack of spontaneous vomiting, but continued th rough the day cheerful and
plea,;ant. On the night of that day she was restle~s and feverish, and wanted
much drink. On the fourth day she was drowsy and heavy, and complained of her head. 'Ve saw her first in the evening of this day. Bhe
was then very JLJll and heavy, scarcely answering questions, and protrud·
ing the tongue slow ly and after much urging. 8he bad eome little, but
not a troublesome cough. Carefu l examination revealed no disease of the
thoracic organs. The respiration was natural, und the pulse full aud very
frequent. On the morning of the fifth day the patient was comatose,
neilher answering questions nor protruding her tongue. In the course of
the day there were some irregular couvulsive movements. In the evening
the right arm was rigidly flexed at the elbow, and the left one stiffly exteaded . The patient died that night. No autopsy could be obtained.
In another case death occurred from sudden effusion of serum. into the
internal cavit ies, caused apparently by the exiEtence of an excef:~ively
hyJrremic state of the blood, possibly connected with albuminurin, which
had been allowed to come on gradually, .without any attempt on the part
of the parents to seek a remedy during the slow approach of this condition
of the circulating fluid.
CASE.-The patient was a boy in the second year of hi.q age, who had a phthi~ical
mother. The attack of mea!:iles took place in the last week of January, 1852, and was
regular, an<l not, according to the account of the parents, we not ha\'ing seen the child,
at :di se,·ere or dangerous in any respect. After the attack was over, howe\'er, and
though he was running aLout the house as before, he continued to look more and more
pale and sickly until the eveuing of February 25th, when suddenly after 11 P.lf, be
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On the following day, at !l A.31., we

;~1;~~:i:1 i;;~~~~1'.~;;~~~~!:~~:t7~~,~i~:t'.~i~~~,::'.~~::E~:::~~;0:~!~~:Jr'.~~~:'.'IJ~;:,

and dou~hy. The bowcl1 ha<l not been OJ){'ned the pre\'i011'; nig:ht. In 1he evening
1he pnl ..c \1as 170; thl' skin was still hot, and the breathing Yery rapid and much opprc t-'<l. There was !'!Carccly any cough. The percussion w;l"' dull 01•er too large a
~plll.'<' in tbe prrecordial region; the C:lrdiac impulse wa.o; ob,.curc, and the sountls in·
11i..ti1wL am! ml1fllcd j there was no bellow,;·murmur. The percussion W:l$ dull over
the infl·rior dorsal regions. Xo rti.le whate\'er was heard. The child <lied on the fol·
low in~ morning at 3~ o'clock. Ten minutes before his death he ru;ked for a drink,
liftl1I him ..elf up in ht><I, drank freely, looked aronnd intelligently, and then laid down
11.1111 died. At the autopqy the ~ubcutaneous cellular ti'.'<s\le was found to be inliltra1ed
v•ith ~1:rum. On puncturing the right pleural sac, there wa'I an immediate e--cape of
a rlcar, !-ltraw·yellow Rerum. There wall considerable effusion in the left pleura also,
l1ut It·~" than in the right. The pericardium contained al lea~t two oum·c,; of !'erum,
so that it wa" pu'lhed oft to :i considerable extent from tbe heart. There wa-. a :-;light
11leuritir ndhcsion of the upper lobe of the right lung to the rib~. Thi<> was, howe\'er,
e\'idently of :ln anC'ient date. There was no other inflammation of the pleurre, nnd
none of the pericardium. Hoth Jun~ contained tubercl<''I, which were not v..:iry nu·
mcrou~. but in the upper lobes of con11idcrable size. There was no pneumonia, but
Loth lungs were 11omewhat congested. The heart was larger than usual. Jn the right
a11ri1·lc there wa!> a rather large, and white, but sort concretion, and a smaller one in
the ri~ht ventricle. The left cavities pre"'ented no concretions. The vah·e~ were

l1eahhy.

There are several other disorders which sometimes complicate or follow
meuslcs, but as we have already giveu as much space to this subject as the
limits of the work will allow, we shall he satisfied with a simple e11umeration of them. They are otitis, ophtbalmia, hemorrhages, izangreue of the
cheek or vulva, anasarca, and diflhrent cerebral symptoms. "\\'e will merely
add that measles appear to pos~ess a special te11dency to develop tubercular
di~en~e in the system, and that it is necessary, therefore, to treat a child
~hawing any predisposition to that diathesis or one born of tubercular
parent.. , with particular caution, both at the time of the distase and during the convalesceace. It is not uncommon for mca.:;le5' to be conjoined
with other eruptive diseases. "\Ve have known it to coexist with scarlatina
in two in!oitanccs, and Dr. G . B. \Vood has met with a fatal ca~c of the
imme nature. It may be associated likewise with variola or with ery·
11ipt'lns; of the latter we have met with uue i11"'tauce. "\\'e will mention
here that of the whole 31-1 cases of measle~ that we ha\'e ob::lerved, 2.57
were simple aud J7 complicated. The complicatious were as follows:
bronchitis, 2-!; pneumonia, 6; laryngitis, slight or severe, 8; dy:ienlCry, 7;
pertu!:'lsi~, 7; scarlatina, 2; convulsioru in the early stage of the disea!<e, 5,
RIH.I in the latter stng:e, 3; kcratitis, 2; intermittent fever, 1; ery:,ipelas,
1 ; meningitis, 1 ; conge:stion of the brain, 1 ; serous effusion into tbe in·
ternal cnvities, 1. It ought to be observed. however, that in the nbove
enumeration several ca!oies are reforred to twice, and one, a ca-.e in which
pertussi:.i, bronchitis, and couvubions occurred, three times.
ANATOMICAL LE.S10Ns.-It is difficult to ascertain what are the char·
acteri::itic lesions of measles, because of the fact that most of the fatal
ca:;es prove so in consequence of some complicatiou. Some few fatal
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cases, however, of the regular form and some in which the complication
was so slight as not to be likely to change the morbid appeantnces much,
have led to the following conclusions.
The lesions present in measles are the following: genern1 rongestion of
different organs, which are colored red frorn the imbibition of blood and
sometimes softened. The congestion affects the mucous membranes par·
ticularly, and imparts to them a reddish or slightly blackish color. In
some of the cases there is morbid development of the intestinal follicles.
The most important lesion, however, is that of the blood, which presents
the appearances common to the class of pyrexire. These are a normal pro·

portion or diminution of the fibriuous, with increase of the globular ele·
Dr. Copland (Diet. Prac. !Jled., vol. ii, p. 819) gives
the appearance in a few fatal cases of malignant measles. They were,
softening of the tissues and the facility with which they were torn; the
presence, in some of the cases, of a turbid or sanguineous serous fluid in
the serous cavities; general congestion of the lungs; dark appearance,
and livid or purple ecchymoses of the bronchial mucous surface, of the
fauces, stomach, and crecurn; engorgement with <lal'k and serniBuid blood
of the veins and sinuses of the brain, and of the auricles and large veins;
an<l finally a livid and mottled appearance of some parts of the body, with
petecbire of a dark color.
DrAGNOsrs.-It is impossible to diagnosticate measles in the first stage
with any considerable certainty. The existence of the disease may be
suspected in that period from the appearance of the eyes, from the coryza
and sneezing, the frequent, hoarse, scraping cough, and the fe\•er, headache, and thirst. If, in connection with these symptoms, it happens that
an epidemic of measles be prevailing at the time, or that the child has been
exposed to the contagion of the disease, the inference becomes still more
plausible. Ne\•ertbeless, any opinion upon this point ought to be given
with much reservation.
'Ve have already alluded to the opinion of some authorities, that the
diagnosis in the early stage is aided by the presence of punctated redne8s
of' the roof of the mouth, or of a red papule on lhe velum palati. We
have met with this symptom so often that we have formed the habit of
looking for it in doubtful cases. It is often present twenty hours before the cutaneous rash appears. "'hen, therefore, this punctated erup·
tion on the hard and soft palate is discovered, in a child in whom JachryI mation and catarrh of the upper air-passages, with fever, suggest the proba·
: hie approach of measles, the probability that this case is one of that disease
is very much augmented, though no cutaneous rash whatever may yet be
ments of the blood.

I visible.

After the eruption bas come out fully. it is not likely to be mistaken for
any other disease, unless it be roseola or r6theln, the rash of both of which
sometimes resembles that of measles very closely. It may bedistinguished 1
however, from the former by attention to the concomitant symptoms, by
the entire absence or very slight degree of fever, the more rapid evolution
of the rash, and the absence of the peculiar catarrhal symptoms. From
r6theln it is not so easily distinguished. We have known r6theln to be
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pronollncecl true measles by experienced men on several occasions. The
diagnosis mny be made, we think, by the shorter prodromes, the much
less marke<l laryngeal catarrh, e\~en when the ophthalmic symptoms are
quite <lecided, by the more rapid appearance and darker tint of the eruption, by the very moderate degree of fever, and particularly by the presence
in most cases of rOLheln of slight eulargement of one or several of the cervical lymphatic glands, and specially of those on the back of the neck.
In the very early stage of the eruptiou, measles may be confounded
with variola. A careful attention, however, to the size and shape of the
pa pules, which in measles are much larger, Hatter, less elevated, softer, and
without theshotty feel peculiar to the papules in variola, and the presence
of' the catarrhal symptoms, will usually suffice to distinguish them, even
in the earliest stage. Io measles also the general symptoms persist, or
even become aggravated after the appearance of the eruption, instead of
abruptly subsiding as they do in variola. A little later, the appearance
of vesicles on some of' the papules about the face in variola, will show the
difference still more strongly. The distinction between measles an<l scarlatina has already been drawn iu the description of the latter disease. It
rests chiefly on the much shorter duration of the pro<lromic stage, the
greater violence of the angino8e symptoms, the absence of Lhe peculiar
cutarrbal symptoms, and the more rapid evolution of the eruption in scarlet
fever i and lastly, ou the diffhrences in the two erupLions, observable especially at their first appearance.
The eruption of typhus fever appears nearly at Lhe same time as that of
measlei:i, and in tbeir earliest stage the two eruptions uften resemble each
other closely. In typhus, however, there is all entire absence of the characteristic catarrhal symptoms. The spots are less elevated j are isolated
nad rouod 1 iusLead of coalescing to form cresceotic patches; do not appear
first on the face, but on the trunk or wrisLs (Ringer); more frequently become petechial, and last a much longer time.
'Vhen measles are conjoined with some other eruption, the diagnosis is
to be made out by a careful study of the initial symptoms 1 and of the
eruption on different parts of the body 1 for we can generally find wellmarked patches of the rash peculiar to each on some portions of the surface. In one of the cases of mea~les and scarlatina that we saw, the latter
disease was developed first. The eruption made its nppearauce in the usual
form; on the second dny of the eruption, the chilrl: wna seized with hard,
hoarse, laryngeal cough, aud with redness of the eyes an<l lachrymation.
These symptoms continued three days, at the end of' which time tbe scar·
latinous rash had disappeared from the face, but remained visible upon
the trunk and extremities. CharacterisLic measles papules now made their
appearance oil the face, and pursued their regular course, while on the
trunk aa<l extremities the measles eruption was never well defined, being
mixed wit.h and disguised, as it were, by t.hat of the scarlatina. In the
other casf' 1 the measles appeared first and went oa regularly until the
eruption was declining and the general symptoms moderating, whea
suddenly the fever, heat of skio 1 restlessoess, and irritability returned,
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and the child was very soon covered with the punctated scarlet rnsb of
scarlatina.
Pnoo~osrs.-The

prognosis of simple, uncomplicated measles is very

favorable; the cases almost always recover without difficulty.

This is

showu to be true by the followi11g facta: Rilliet and Barthez report 3G
cases of simple measles, of which all but one recovered . Of 2.57 cases
that we have seen, all terminated favorably. 'Vheu, on the coutrary,
complications occur, the disease always becomes more or less dangerom1,
the degree uf' danger depending on the nature of t,he iotercurreut affection,
and on the hygienic conditions in which tbe patient is placed. Thus of
131 cases observed by the above authors, in which some form of complication occurred, 89 or about two-thirds proved fatal, while of the 53 complicated cases thn.t we have seen, only 6 were fatal. It must be recollected
that the cases of the Frencb observers all occurred under the unfavorable
hygienic conditions of a large hospital, in ch il dren of bad coustitutiou from
congenital or acquired causes, whilst ours were observed in private practice,
wht!re the hygienic conditions are favorable in the same degree as they are
unfavorable in hospitals.
The six fatal cases that came uuder our observation, proved so from the
circumstauces we are about to mention . The first occurred in a child niae
months old, who was laboring under pertussis when attacked with measles.
Bronchitis supervened upon the measles, and proved fa.Lal by convu lsions,
which came on during a paroxysm of hooping-cough, two weeks after the
disappearance of the rubeola. The second case was that of a boy, eighteen
months old, who was prescribed for by an apothecary from behind bis counter, until we saw him . The eruption made its appearance imperfectly, we
were told, and with a convulsion. After this he was very restless, and had
rapid and difficult respiration and much cougb . On the morning of the
fourth day of the eruption, this had almost entirely dirnppeared, and the
child was again attacked with convulsions. \Ve saw him shortly after
this for the first time, an<l found Lim comatose, with convulsive movements of the limbs, extreme dyspncea, and all the symptoms of extensive
bronchitis of both lungs. Ile died thirty-six hours from this, as was to be
expected. The third was a case of pneumonia in a child between one and
two years of age, in which the inflammation came on as the eruption was
fading, and proved fatal, in spite of all that could be done, on the eleventh
day. The fourth occurred in a boy between four and five years old, who
appeared to recover perfectly from the measles, but was attacked in ten
days with meningitis, and died. The fifth was the case of congestion of
the brain, already detailed in the remarks upon complications, as proving
fatal shortly afler the decline of the rash . Tbe sixth was that of sudden
dropsical effusion into the iuterual cavities, also described in the remarks
upon complications. ·
To couclude, we may state that the prognosis is always highly favorable
under the following circumstances: when the disease is primary; when
the initial stage is of the propel" duration; when the eruption begins upon
the face aod extends gradually to the rest of the body; when the febrile
moverueut is moderate; when the eruption, after increasing for one, two,
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or three days, gradually decreases; when the cough and other concomitant
symptoms diminish with the fever i when the cutaneous smface, after the
fo.diug of the rash, assumes a natural color, and is neither flushed uor
pale i when the appetite returns, the disposition to be amused and take
notice contiaues, and lastly when the sleep is natural.
Ou the contrary, the prognosis becomes unfavorable under the following
circumstances: when the initial stage lasts longer than usual, and when
it is accompanied by violent symptoms of any kind, as extreme jactita·
tion, irritability, dyspnooa, much stupor, coma, or convulsions; when the
eruption is irregular in its appearance or course; when the fever does not
rlisappear with the eruption, whether it remains violent or assumes the
form of hectic; when, after tbe eruption, the face continues deeply flusbed
or becomes very pale ; when tbe cough, cl yspncea, or d iarrhcea persist; nod
lastly, when the child remains weak, languid, dispirited, or irritable.
It may be stated, in conclusion, that the prognosis of measles is always
favorable in proportion to the health of tlie child at the time of the invasion, and the regularity with which the disease passes through its different
phases i while it becomes uufavoraLle, though far less so in private practice amongst people in easy circumstances, than in hospitals or amongst
the poor and wretched, whenever it attacks a child already laboring under
:some disease, and when it becomes complicated with any other malady,
either local or geueral.
TnEATME:ST Of' TILE REGULAR, 811\IPLE FoRM.-This form requires, in
n large majority of the cases, little other treatment than strict attention
to the hygienic condition of the patient, the use of simple diaphoretics, of
a ~imple laxative wheu there is positive constipation, an<l tbe palliation of
any of the symptoms that may chance tQ become soulewhnt more trouble·
some thau usual.
The child ought to be confined to bed in a largey well-ventilated cham·
her, the light in which should be somewhat softened. E\·ery precaution
should be observed to prevent chilling of the body, while at the same time
it is nearly, if not quite as important, to avoid overheating the patient,
either by excessive clothing, or by keeping the temperature of the room
too high. In wiuter it is well to direct the temperature to bt: maintained
at between 65° and 70° F., uight anrl: day. If this be done, the child is
not apt to take cold, even though it be uncovered at times, and yet lhe
warmth is not oppressive. 'Ve have often remarked that this temperature
is ju~t what it ought to be when the room is well ventilated, either by
means of au open fireplace, or by communication with adjoining rooms;
but when, on the coutrary, the room is heated by a furnace-flue, and not
ventilated at all, ot· very imperfectly, the same temperature, as indicated
by tbe thermometer, becomes close and oppre~sive. Under such circum·
staoces, a door into au adjoining room, or if this caooot be, one into the
entry, ought to be kept more or less open, with a screen of some kind between it and the cbild, in order to secure a good ventilation, which i:i
~suredly of the very highest importance, and yet to prevent by the screen
: a current of cool air from chilling the patient. Miss Florence Nightingale
54
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remarks that doors are made to be shut and windows to open. There h1
much in this saying, and when the nurse is intelligent and observant, we
much prefer to shut the door and open a window. Ia our winter tempera·
tures in this city this must be done very carefully. One of the sashes
raised an inch, or one or two inches, will make a large difference in the
temperature and vitality of the air of the sick-room.
·
The diet during the febrile period must be light. It may consist of
milk and water, of arrowroot, sago, or tapioca, prepared with milk or
water; or of crackers soaked in water, with salt, or some similar food.
Whe.n the eruption and fever have in great measure disappeared, some
11ight broth, either vegetable or animal, with dry toast or bread, plain
boiled rice, or a roasted potato, may be added; and after all the symptoms
have ceased, the usual diet can be gradually resumed . The drinks may
consist of simple water, of lemonade, orangeade, gum-water, or flaxseed
tea, with the addition of a little sweet nitre; or of weak infusions of balm,
sweet ma1jorarn, or saffron, or cascarilla with a few drops of hydrochloric
or nitric acids. They may be given in any reasonable quantity, at the
temperature of the room.
Cool or cold water is the best drink the patient can have, and he should
have as much of it during the febrile period as he desires. It is a mistake
to allow very large draughts of cold water to be taken at once. 'W e saw
a boy, nine years old, attack ed with violent epigastric pain and partial
retrocession of the eruption directly after swallowing suddenly a half pint
of iced water. The unpleasant symptoms passed off in a few hours, and
he bad no difficulty afterwards. But we have never known anything but
good come of the use of cool, and even of iced water, in frequent, small
amounts so as to satisfy the sense of thirst.
The patient should not be permitted to leave the room until a few days
after the entire disappearance of the disease. This precaution is necessary
for all, but particularly for the delicate, and in the cold weather of these
latitudes. He should be kept in the house until he has regained in some
degree his usual health, and then seut out with <lue precautions.
,Medical Treatment.-Many cases of measles-the mild, the moderate,
the uncomplicated-need no other treatment than that just laid down in
the paragraph on the bygieue of the disease. So long as the case goes on
regularly, so long as the symptoms are moderate and such as to cause but
little suffering, there is no necessity for drugs, or, at the most, a simple
diaphoretic, as sweet spirit of nitre or the solution of acetate of ammonia,
with a little paregoric or laudanum once or twice in the evening, will be
all that ought to be given.
The child does not require, and therefore ought not be made to take as
a mere routine, cathartics. If the bowels are known to be costive, and not
to have been moved for two or three days, n teaspoonful or dessertspoonful
of castor oil, or, better still, a dessertspoonful to a tablespoonful of simple
syrup of rhubarb, or a simple enema, will answer every purpose. We are
sure that active purging is unnecessary, an<l apt to do .harm.
'Vben the case is a very decided one, and the eruption extensive and
deep in colur, the fever runs high, and the patient often suffers greatly
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from fever-pains, and from the violence and frequency of the cough.
Here medicul treatment is necessary. since it lessens suffering, dimini~hes
the violence of the symptoms, and so promotes the safety of the patiellt.
fo infants, under these con<litious, we order five drops of sweet spirit of
nitre, two or three of syrup of ipecacuanha, and two of paregoric, in a.
tea~poooful of sweetened water every two hours, at the age of six months.
At one and two yea~, we double the proportions of the active ingredients. Hhould even these small closes of ipecacuanha cause any sickness
of stomach, we lay that drug aside. One of the best combinations is the

followiug:
ll. Potas.... Citr.i.t.,
~pl. Elheris Nit., .
Tr. Opii Deodorat.,
~~Sim~

3j.
f3ij.
11,l?.xij \'Cl xxiv.
~rj.

fjij.-)1.
Aqnre, .
Dose.-.\ teaspoonful C\'cry two or three hours, at five years of age.

In younger children, from two to five years, the same formula may be
U!<ed, except that the laudanum should be reduced to six minims. 'Vben
the cough is very dry, scraping, and, as it sometimes is, incessant, there
should be added to tbe above mixture syrup of ipecacuauhn., in the pro·
portion of five to ten drops to ev<'ry teaspo0nful, according to the age of
the child; and there may and ought to be given from time to time, if the
patient be not too drowsy from the effects of the fever or the mixture, an
extra dose of opium. 'Ve prefer on the whole the deodorized laudanum.
Of this two drops in a teaspoonful of water may be giveu two or three
tirnc:s n dny, or, better still, once or twice in the evening, to children over
fh•e yenrs of age. From one to five years of age, one or two drops are
enough. ln some few children paregoric may answer better, but this
rarely happens. ' Vhen this is used, ten to twenty drops at five years,
fi\•e or ten at one year, and from half' a teaspoonful to :'teaspoonful over
five years, may be used instead of the laudanum.
Dlpletion, except that which comes- of the above treatment, is unneces·
aary. 'Ve did, in past years, use depletion in 2 cases out of 257 regular
cases of which we kept notes. In one. a venesection to four ounces was
used in a boy seven years old, on account of the great violence of the
febrile movement; and in the second, leeches were applied to the temples
for an intense headache in a girl nine years old. For many years past
we have U!!'ed no genera.I bleeding, but might be tempted to use leeches in
a Cal:ic of the same kind as that just mentioned, in which the pain in the
hend was something quite out of the usual way. Instead of venesectiou
we should mnke use of a warm bath continued for fifteen to twenty min·
utes. If the tempf"rature of the body be very high, it may be reduced by
careful sponging with tepid or cool water.
Sometime::, when the cough is very troublesome, a mustard foot·bath
used every three or four hour3, and n. mild liniment, as one composed of
sweet oil anrl spirit of hartshorn, or of chloroform, camphor, and soap
liniment, rubbed gently upon the front of the neck atld over the upper
part of the sternum, will assist materially io palliating this symptom.
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'Vhen the conjuoctival inflammation is acute and painful, it may be relieved by lotions with simple warm water, milk and water, or sa!isnfras·
pith mucilage, alone or mixed with rose-water. If the headache be ,·ery
violent it can geoernlly be relieved by t}rn use of a laxative, by the OCC.'l·
sional use of a mustard foot-bath, or of a sinapism to the nucha 1 and by
the application of cold to the head.
If, at any time during the course of the case, symptoms of exhaustion
appear, the most nourishing and concentrated food, with alcoholic stimulants in graduated doses, should be promptly resorted to.
The malignant form of the disease must be treated chiefly with stimulants and tonics. The most useful are wine and brandy, quiuia, ammonia,
capsicum, etc. Camphor and opium would be proper, were the case attended with severe nervous symptoms. Tbe diet ought to be uutrilious
and digestible, and may cousist of milk and bread, light broths, and beeftea. or essence of beef.
"rheu local inflammations occur, they may be treated by a few dry cups,
or by means of count.er-irritants, of which the most suitable are mustard,
spirit of turpentine, or ammonia. Blisters ought to be avoided, as they
are very apt to occasion dangerous and even fatal sloughing.
THEATl\IEN'l' OF TOE

CoMPLlCATIONs.-Bronchitis,

Pneumonia.-The

mode of treatment of these complications must depend upon the stage at
which they are developed, and upon the age and constitution of' the subject. When they occur during the first stage, one of the most important
points in the treatment is to endeavor to favor the appearance of the erup·
tion, and when in the second stage, and the eruption has retroceded wholly
or in part, the same indication applies with equal force. ·when they appear during the third stage, they are to be treated without aay regard to
the eruption, but always with reforeace to the fact that the patient has
. just passed through an acute febrile disease, which must have weakened
in some degree the vital powers.
It may be stated in geueral terms, that the treatment proper for thtse
local inflammations when they occur as primary affections, is proper also,
with some reservatious, uuder the circumstances we are now considering.
Thus even local depletiou should be employed only with the greatest
care, and, indeed, we should recommend in preference the application of
dry cups, or of sinapisms.
Purgatives should also be used with caution, on account of. the dispositiou to gastro-iutestinal irritation which is always pre~ent in this dis·
ease. Our own practice is to employ moderate counter-irritation, in conjunction with minute doses ofsulphuretted antimony and Dover's powder,
or a mixture containing citrate of potash and syrup (Jf ipecacuanha.
When in these cases the skin is at all coolish, or bathed with too considerable a perspiration, we have found the liquor ammonire acetatis a very
useful remedy.
It is universally acknowledged that it is exceedingly important to assist
nature in throwing out the rash, whenever these complications either pre·
vent its formation, or cause its retrocessiou. rrhe true mode of doing thiB
is to cure or alleviate the internal inflarumatiou, which is the cause of the
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difficulty. To attain lhis end the above plan of treatment ought to be instituted at once. At the same time, we may greatly assi"t the appearance
of the eruption by a per,.evering employment of counter-irritant~. The
be:-t of these is, we believe, mustard, and in some cases a warm bath. The
mustard may he u~ed in the form of plaster8, poultices, or baths. Our
own plan in modernt<'ly severe cases, is to apply a mustard poulLice to the
inter:scapular space, and to make use of a mustard foot-bath, two or three
time:; a day, while in Fevere and urgent attacks we direct the cntaplasm
and bath to be renewed every two or three hours, taking care, however, to
apply the former alternately to the front ancl back of the chest, in order
to avoid all pos~ibility of too violent an action upon the skin; the feet
and limbs also ought to be carefully watched, to avoid the same danger.
We have bad occasion to observe the great efficacy of this unremitting
employment of revulsives, in several severe cases of bronchitis in young
childrea. In some we have depended solely upon this treatment, and the
u~e of small doses of ipecacuauha and spiritns :Minclereri. In one particulnrly, which occurred in a child eight months old, the attaok came on in
the fir:-;t stage. Oo the fourth, fifth, and sixth days, the dyspnoon. wns excefl~ive, the respiration running up to 70 and 80; the pulse was frequent
and small; the skin pale and rather cool; and the irritability and restle1',lle:-s very great. For a period of twenty-four hours, we used the poultices and foot~baths every two hours regularly, and gave internally the
i::piritus l\lindereri at the same intervals. Nothing else was done. Ou
the sixth clay, when one of the poultices was removed from the interscapulnr space, the integument beneath was observed to be covered with
the measly stigmata, whilst there were none as yet on any other part of
the surface. From this time the eruption came out freely, and the child
rerovered rapidly.
The warm bath may be used under the same circumstances. It should
be given witb great care, the child being wrapped in a warm blanket the
moment it is removed from the water, to prevent the least sensation of
chillinees. It may either lie for a short time in the blanket, or he wiped
dry beneath it, and then dressed.
In ~ome of the cases of bronchitis, there has been profuse secretion attended with extensive subcrepitaut and mucous rfi.lcs. In such instances
we have found the internal use of the syrup or infusion of polygala se ueka,
with an occasional revulsive, very effectual.
The diarrlura which occurs so frequently seldom requires auy treatment.
Indeed, uuless it indicates evident entero-colitis, or is accompanied by frequent mucous or bloody stools, an<l by pain and tenesmus, it is better not
to interfere with it beyond paying strict attention to the diet. \\rhen attended, however, with the symptoms just mentioned, it must be treated by
astringents, by opium nud ipecacuanha, and by the application of poultices to the ab<lomea. The seven cases that occurred to ou~elves recovered under the use of laudanum enemnta 1 given twice or three times a day,
the strictest diet, and small doses of Dover's powder.
Laryngitis, as it occurs in most of the cases, needs but little treatment
bcyon<l carerul avoidn.uce of cold, the use of some mild nauseant, aud re-
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vulsives to the neck. It is very seldom of a dangerous character. When,
however, it assumes the character of pseurlo-membrnuous croup, it lllU8L
be treated with all activity, in the manner described in the article on that
disease. In only two of the eight cases we have seen, did it appear at all
threatening, and both of these recovered under the use of emetic.ii and
moderate leeching of the throat.
The cerebral symptoms which sometimes occur, must be treated differently in different periods of the disease. In tbe early stage, when they
last but a short time and do not recur, they require nothing more tbnu a
warm bath and the use of' revulsives. If they continue to recur, or are
followed by stupor or other cerebral symptoms, more energetic treatment
becomes necessary. If the child is strong and hearty we may apply dry
cups to the back of th(l neck or temples, and resort to purgatives, revul·
sives, and cold applications to the head . 'Vhen lhe symptoms are viole11t.
and when tbe heat is intense, it has been proposed to use cold lotious in
the manner recommended in scarlatina. The evidence upon this point is
not very conclusive, and as we have never used them, nor seen them used,
nor indeed seen any necessity for a resort to them, we can offer no opinion
in regard to their value.
We have met with five cases of convulsions in the first stage. One OC·
curred in a boy five years old; the Convu lsions were sl ight, lasted not more
thun ten or fifteen minutes, and were followed by no bad symptoms. The
intelligence of the child returned very soon afterwards. The only remedy
used was a warm bath. The other cases have already been described.
'Vhen convulsions occur in the second or third stages, it is very impor·
taut to ascertain whether they are not the result of some local disease.
Two of the three cases that came under our notice accompanied violent
attacks of bronchitis. The third was caused by congestion of the brain.
Here the treatment must be directed against the local disease, if that can
be detected. 'Vhen, 011 the contrary, the convulsions seem to depend on
nervous irritation, they may be treated with baths, revulsives 1 purgatives,
and the careful administration of opium, as recommen<led by Sydenham,
Copland, Rilliet and Barthez, and other authors; or of bromide of potassium, chloral, camphor, assafootida, musk, or byoscyarnus.. If accompanied by intense heat nod great dryness of the skin, without local compli·
cations, cold or tepid lotions may also be tried .
The treatment suitable when any of the complications or sequelre become
chronic, will be found in the articles devoted to the respective diseases.
Bearing in mind the tendency to the development of scrofula or tuberculosis after this disease, the most careful attention should be paid to all hygienic measures; nod alteratives and tonics, as syr. ferri iorlidi 1 cod-liver.
oil, and quinia, should be administered.
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ARTICLE VII.
n0TJlELN.

DEFI~ITION; SYNONYMS; FREQUENCY.-ROtheln is a contagious

erup-

tive disease of benigl1 nature, occurring epidemically, and bearing a very
close resemblance to mild forms of measles and scarlatina. The eruptiou
is seldom precedt::<l by any marked premonitory symptoms, but appears
suddenly, lasts generally about four days, and usually fades away without any de~quamation. This describes the ordiuary mild form of the disease, but we have frequently obsen·ed febrile spmptoms of twenty-four
hours' duration to precede the eruption, and a marked furfuraceous desquamation to follow.
lt has frequently been designated German measles; and it is probable
tbat many cases described as rubeola sine catarrbis have been really cases
of rOtheln.
It affects all ages, but especially childhood. According to the observations of J. Lewis SmiLh iu a series of 96 cases, studied by him in two epidemics in New York iu 1873 and 1880, it occurred in 33 under five years
of age, in 41 between five and ten years, and iu 22 between ten and fortytwo years.
IL is probable that limited epidemics of rOthelu have been of frequent
occurrence in this country wilhout being recognized. As far back as 1866,
we had the opportunity of obse rving closely more Lban fifty cases that occurred in the practice of the late Dr. George Pepper, then oue of the district physicians of the Philadelphia Dispensary. The disease was limited
to a small area of one of the poorest quarters of the city, anJ. the cases
which occurred almost exclusively in young children were quite severe,
though all terminated favorably. From that year until 1880 we met with
rOtbelu but rare ly; but in the latter year a very widespread epidemic
prevailed in various parts of America., a.ntl we saw iu this city a large
number of cases of a rnil<l type in childreu and adolescents. As these
pages are passing through the press, we have aga.in met with a tew scattered
cases. Dr. Honan, Sr., in 18.J.J, reported some cases occurring in Boston,
and Drs. Cottiug and Howard, in 1853 and 1871, also described several
cases seen by them (Boston Jied. and S11rg. Journal, March 15th, 1873).
J. Lewis Smith has given an account of an epidemic of it iu New York
in 1873-74 (Smu'ia1'imn, July, 1874), and Dr. Forrest of one in Charleston,
S. C., in 1880 (Amer. Journ. Med. Sci., April, 1881). A number of cases
occurred iu Philadelphia in 1875, and Drs. Duhring and Hays have described (Philada. Med. Times, March 26th, 1881 ) numerous cases seen by
them io 1881.
NATURE.-ROlheln presents points of marked resemblance to both
measles and scarlatina, and in cenaiu cases the symptoms may be so closely
like those of either of these latter affections as to render a differential diagnosis very difficult. It is not strange, therefore, that considerable discussion should have taken place as to its real nature, some asserting that it is a
mild form of measles, while others have held that it is a poorly developed
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scarlet fever. It seems to us:, however, that the weight of evidence indorses
so strongly the view that 10lheln is au independent and distiuct diseac;e M
to leave no room for further discussion. Apart from the peculiarities of
its symptoms, the following considerations establish its essential distinction

from both measles and scarlatina: Ao attack of rOtheln affords no immunity from eithel' of the latter diseases, nor do they afford any protection
against it i it occurs epidemically at times when neither measles nor scarlatina are prevalent, and all of the ca~es exhibit such distinctive characters
as to prove conclusively that they represent au independent zymotic disease.
SY:MPTOius; CAUSE; DuRATION.-The eruption may appear suddenly
in the midst of apparent health, constituting the first evidence of the disease. But in a number of cases, especially in older children and adolescents, we have noted the occurrence for twenty~four or even thirty-six hours
before the appearance of the eruption, of feverishness, headache, and pain
in the back and limbs, nausea, and, less frequently, soreness of the throat
with short, dry, hacking cough.
The eruptioo appears in the form of an erythema, and, as well described by Duhring (loc. cit.), is" multiform, more or less confluent, disseminated, ill-defined, pale-red or rosy, punctate, and small i:;plit-pea
sized, faintly defined macules." It occupies the face, neck, chest, and back,
and sometimes the arms aud thighs. It resembles the eruption of measles,
but it is macular, not papular, less distinct, the spots are round, not oval,
and there is no tendency to a concentric arrangement. The color of the
eruption occasionally looks like that of scarlet fever, but it is much paler
than that met with in that disease. Moreover, in discriminatiog, reliance
is to be placed upon the 1100-prevalence of scarlet fe\rer and the mildness of the constitutional symptoms. The eruption usually lasts four days
and disappears rather quickly. In some cases no <lesquamation occurs,
but in our own experience a fine branny or furfuraceous exfoliation has
been usual.
It is generally accompanied by a slight suffusion or even a fine injection of
the eyes, by mild coryza and redness of the fauces, and usually by engorgement of the cervical and post-cervical glands. Any or all of these symptoms
may be absent. The digestive system is not materially disturbed. The pulse
is slightly increased in frequency, and the temperature r ises from one-half
to two degrees. ROthelu rarely lasts more than five days, and the prognosis
is always favorable.
DuoNOSTs.-Enough has been said to indicate the mode of differentiat·
ing rOtheln from measles and scarlatina, the only diseases with which it is
likely to be confounded . It may not, however, be aruiss to recapitulate
briefly. The child who is taken sick may or may not have already passed
through an attack of measles or of scarlatina, or of both. It may be known
that it has been exposed to the contagion of' rOtheln or that this disease is
prevalent. The prodromes, if such exist, are suggestive of scarlatina, but
the rise of temperature and the acceleration of pulse are scarcely sufficient
to accord with that suspicion. \Vhen within twenty.four or tbirtrsix
hours the eruption appears, with, it is true, suffusion of the eyes and
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Elight corp.a, but without distinct bronchial catarrh, the idea of measles
may be cli~llli"i'lecl. 'Vhcn further, the mild character of the angina, the
coutinuauce of only moderate fever and pulse-mte, the absence of nervous
symptom~, a11J the disseminated macular character of the eruplion are
carefully coue;idered, the question of scarlatina may be eliminated; and
the diagnosi~ of rOlheln is established by positive symptoms as well as by
occlu~ion.

T1rnATMENT.-Beyond strict confinement to bed and a restricted diet,
only e;imple remedies are required in the treatment of rOtheln. 'Ve are
in the habit of giving moderate doses of quinia, internally or by enema or
suppository; an<l appropriate doses of aconite combined with sweet spirit
of nitre, or effen•escing draught in case of nausea. As the fever subsides
and th e eruption fades we advise the inunction of the surface as recommended in scarlatina.

ARTICLE VIII.

T1rn propriety of introducing a chapter upon malarial fever in the
pre~ent work, is shown not only by the fact that ma1arial disease is extremely frequeot in children 1 but also because it presents, as it occurs in
them, so many peculiarities as to frequently lead to the true nature of
iiUC'h attacks being overlooked.
CAU:3ES i FREQUENCY.-There are cases upon record in which malarial
di::en~e appears lO have been contracte<l in utero, and where immediately
after the birth of the infant it has presented uomistakable evidences of
the di.sense. 'Ve have ou rselves met with several such cases, where the
symptom!:!, nnd the prompt effect of quinine, left no doubt as to the diagnosis. At all periods of childhood, e\~eu from the age of' a few weeks upwards, there can be no doubt that children readily contract malarial
dh•ease on exposure to its cause. Indeed we have met with cases which
have shown that the susceptibility of children to malarial poison may be
eveo greater th nu that of the ir parents or olher adults exposed to the same
influences. In children over five or six years old the symptoms of malarial
fevers are apt to be almost the same as iu allults; the following remarks
must therefore be understood to apply especially to those diseases as they
present themselves in younger subjects.
RnrPTOMs.-:Mnlaria. presents itself in children both in acute nod
chronic forms. The former occurs both as intermittent and remittent
fever. Ia our article upon typhoid fever we have carefully poioted out
the fact, that in children the febrile movement in this latter disease often
prescnt8 such marked remissions as to have led many authors to confound
it with malarial disease, under the name of Infantile Remittent Fever."
But apart from this, true mnlarial remittent fever occurs in children, and
indeed it is a peculiarity of all forms of malarial disease in early life to
present a le~s marked development both of the paroxysms and of the in(I
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fermissions. Intt'rmittent fever in childreu may occur in any of the forms
met with in adults 1 still the quotidian is by far the most frequent, the
tertian less common, and the quartan decidedly rare. \Vhichever form
may be present, is apt to present several peculiarities. In the first place,
the features of the paroxysms are apt to be imperfectly develope<l. This
is particularly true of the cold ~tage. It is very rarely present as a welldeveloped chilli iu some caises, it seems to be entirely absent, but usually
can be detected by careful observatio n. The child may merely become
pale, seem weaker and more languid, or with this there may be dbtinct
coolness of the hand s and feet, and blueness of the nails; less frequently
is there auy discernible rigor, and, as before stated, a fully developed chill
is very rare. The cold stage is of short duration, lasting from a few min·
utes to a quarter of au hour. It is followeil by the hot stage, or in some
cases the beginning of the attack is marked by the appearance of fever.
Tbe degree of tbis is rarely very high. Sometimes the child, who has been
merely drooping during the earlier part of the day, is noticed to grow more
dull, to wish to be constantly in bed, or on the lap, and its head and hands
grow warm, with perhaps some flushing of the cheeks. Indeed, in some
cases, the fever is so slight as to pass unnoticed, unless the attention of the
nurse is directed to it by the physician. In other cases the accession of
fever is more marked i the sk in becomes very hot, anri the cheeks brightly
flushed; the child is dllll and yet restless; there is rapid brEJathing, and
mnrked acceleration of pulse. In some children, the fever is attended
with delirium, and it is not a very rare thing to have it ushered in by a
convulsion. This fact of the occasional occurrence of a convulsion, as a
substitute for the chill as the initial symptom of the malarial paroxysm,
must be borne in mind as of positive diagnostic importance. The fever
lasts a very variable time, and rarely terminates abruptly, as in the case
of adults by a sudden defervescence with profuse sweating. Indeed, in
many cases, the child seems somewhat feverish during the entire twenty·
four bonrs, but on careful observation is foLJnd to present increase of heat
at some period of the day, and this is often preceded or followed by a short
period during which the chil d is pale and languid, with cool moist brow
and hands. Added to this irreg ularity in the symptoms and duration of
the paroxysms, is the further source of difficulty, that the accession of
fever occurs at very irregular hours. In children of even five years of age,
it may occur at the ordinary time towards noon 1 but in younger children
it may appear much later in the day, or eveu, as we have several times
seen, late in the night.
There are a few other symptoms to be mentioned in connection with the
paroxysms. ·we have already alluded to the occurrence of convuli.:;ions
ushering in the bot stage. Frequently the child will vomit whatever food
was in the stomach at tbe time of the attack. The urine that is passed
during the paroxysm is scanty and high-colored, while not long after the
subsidence of the fever, there is apt to be a quite free discharge of limpid
urine. Between the paroxysms, if no complication exists, the child may
appear merely listless, with scanly appetite. Quite frequently, however,
the disease is attended with some more marked disturbance, either of res·
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piralioa or digestion. The complications which we have ourselves most
frequently observed have been gastro-iotestinal catarrh, broochitis aod
pueumonin. Io cases where the latter ha~ been present, the seat of the
inflammation has occasionally been the apex of the lung.
The c!tronic form of malaria reveals itself iu children in the same way
as iu adult~. No well-marked paroxp:ms may occur, but the patient has
n sallow, cachectic, or anrcmic appearance, which of itself is quite characteristic. There is more or le5s emaciation from interference with uutrition,
as the appetite is poor or capricious, and the action of the liver and bowels
~luggi:.:h aud iusufficient. Enlargement of the spleen frequently follows,
and we have met with well-marked examples of ague-cake in very young
children. The blood becomes very poor and watery, and this, added to
the obstructio n to the circulation through tbe liver and spleen, in itclvanced
cases may lead to ascites or oodema. \Ve are not aw:.\l'e that the marked
Je\·elopmeat of pigment-granules iu the blood, which has been so often
observed in the adult, hRs yet been detecte<l in children suffering with
chronic malaria. In some very severe and protracted cases, granular degenemtion of the kidneys with albuminuria, and fiually ur::.cmia, has
i.-eemed to follow in quite young children. Some of the manifestations of
malaria which are quite common in the adult are very rare in children.
This applies especially to the various furms of neuralgia, which, as met
with i11 the adult, are so frequently of malarial origin, while we do not
remember to have met with a single case of this character occurring in
children.
D1AGN05us.-It is our belief that malarial disease in children is often
not recognized, and that this is due, uot so much to its real difficulty of
detection, as to the fact that the frequent occurrence of the different forms
of malaria in young children, is not sufficiently borne in mind. Undoubtedly also there arn difficulties in its diagnosis, which do not usually exist
in adults. These arise, as before said, from the irregularity and imperfect
de\'elopment of the paroxysms. Our own experience has taught us in all
cases of irregular febrile action, especially when occurring during the spring
or foll, without any discoverable lesion to account for it, to suspect the
mnlnrinl character of the attack. Ho, too, in cases where some slight lesion
or disturbance of function exists, and yet the child seems too seriously and
too obstinately ill for the apparent cause, and presents ir regular fever with
considerable fluctuations, the idea of the malarial nature of the attack
should nlways be entertained. In some sucb cases, where it is impossible
to reach u definite <leci.:;ion from a study of the symptoms, the diagnosis
may be mn<le by the therapeutic test of administering full does of quinia.
for se\·ernl days in succes::iion.
PHOGNOSIS.-The result of malarial fever is quite as favorable in
children as in adults, when uncomplicated with any serious local inflammation. All <Jf its forms usu1tlly yield readily to speci6c treatment. The
cbief source of danger lies in the tendency to severe bronchitis or pneumonia. In protracted chrollic ma laria, the anremic and cnchectic symptoms ha\pe seemed to us to yield to treatment even more rapidly than in

the ca.a of adults.
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TREATMENT.-Childl'en, even nt a very early age, bear full closes of
quinia very well. The amouDt which we have usually found necei::sary to
arrest an attack of intermittent fever is three grains daily for children of
one year of age or uncler, and one grain additional for each succeeding
year, though we have given as much as five grains by t.he mouth in the
course of the day to children of ten months, and without the slightest ill
effect. It may be administered in the form of .powders containing onehalf grain, mixed with an equa l amount of sugar and powdered extract

of liquorice, repeated as necessary, and given at such times as to bring the
system thoroughly under the influen ce of the drug before the hour at which
the accession of fever has been noticed . Some children, however, will 1jot
take the pow<lers without difficulty or nausea, and the quinia may then be
given merely susptmded in sy rup of liquorice, or in the following combination:

&. Quinire Sulph., .

gr. xxiv.
Acid. Sulph. Diluti, .
gtt. xxx.
Syr. Zingiberis, Syr. Simplicis, Aqure, iiil .
f,5j.
Ft. sol-Dose, a teaspoonful three or four times a day, according to age.

If, however, tbe stomach r~jects it in all of these forms, as we have
known it to do, we have found the administration by enema of two grains
of quinia in a tablespoonful of starch-water, three times a day, equally
successful. 'Ve may also resort to the use of suppositories, which when
neatly made with butter of cacao :rnd of small size arf. perfectly well tolerated, as a rule, even by very young infants. A small amount of dilute
sulphuric acid about one-ha lf of a drop to each grain, !ihould be added to
the quinia in either these modes of administration to favor its solubility
and absorption.
In ordinary acute cases no other treatment is rea1Iy required. It may
be well to give a few doses of some saline febrifuge during each day, until
the fever is entirely :wbdued, and of' course any special disturbance of
function must be relieved by appropriate remedies. The treatment of pulmonary complications mu st be subordinate to that of the general disease.
All depleting or perturbing treatment must be avoided, and it will gene rally be found that with the aid of' mild counter-irritation, the local symptoms will begin to improve, after the malarial fever has been subdued by
quinia. It is necessary to keep up the action of quinia for some time after
the paroxysms are broken, because the tendency of the disease to recur is
fully as g reat in children as in adults. \Ve are in the habit of thus continuing it for three or four weeks in diminished doses, giving, however, on
each septennary period, dating from the arrest of the paroxysms, the full
antiperiodic dose, suited to the age of the patient. At the same time the
child should take suitable doses of iron and arsenic, which may be conveniently given in the following form:
ij,. Liq.PotassreArsenitis, .
f,3j
Vini Ferri Amari, .
f,5iij.-M.
Dose.-From a. half to a whole teaspoonful thrice daily in water after meals.

In chronic malaria we must persist in the use of quinia, iron, and arsenic
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for a con~iclernble period. At the same time careful attention must be
paid to securing the best poS!iible hygienic influences for the child. When
practicable, a change of climate should be secured by a journey to the
mountains or to the sea-shore. The patient should be warmly dre~:;;ed,
and carefully guarded against all exposure to damp or cold. The diet
~hould be carefully selecteJ, and every error of digestion promptly corrected. Even after the child is apparently restored to health, it should
not be allowed to return to the locality where it contracted the di~ease,
and for ~eveml successive springs and autumns should take a short course
of quiuia and arsenic. In the treatmeut of enlargemeut of the spleen,
which f'requeatly occurs in chronic malaria, we have obtaiued excellent
results from the use of hypodermic injections of ergotiu into the subcutaneous tis.;ue of the abdomiual wall.

ARTICLE IX.

DE:FfN'JTION i SYXO~Yl\IS; FHEQUENCY.-Mumps is an acute febrile
specific dhsease, contagious and epidemic; occurring but ouce in an iu<li·
vidual; attended by an inflammation of tbe parotitl and sometimes of the
submaxillury glands, with a teu<leucy to metastasis to the testicles iu
male:c and to the mammro, vulva, or ovaries in females; and almost invariably resulting in recovery.
Kome authors, as Niemeyer, object to classifying mumps with constitu·
tional diseases; but the fact that it undoubtedly possesses the features
enumerated iu the above definition, and which, in the present state of our
knowlt:dge, must be regarded as specifically characteristic of that class of
atlCctions, seems to us to fully entitle it to be included witb the other general diseases.
Mumps is known under a variety of names in every language. The
other terms usually employed lo de~ignate it by English an<l American
authors are cynanche parotldea, parotitis, paroticlitis, aud inflarnmatioa
of the parotid .
h will be impossible to obtain uuy definite idea as to the frequency of
this afi~ctiou, until the system has beea introduced of regi:o.tering not
merely deaths but all cases of disease, since mumps is scarcely ever fatal.
Its frequency is, however, known to vary very widely in different years,
owing lOcpidemic influences; so that while in certain years we do not meet
with a. single case, in otber:S we are called to see a con~ideroble number.
VAV::'iES.-Nothing is known in regard to the eesential nature of the
cause of mumps. The dh~case is, however, unquestionably contagious, and
it quite rarely happens that one member of a family sickens with mumps,
without some of the other children being attacked .
.Mumps rarely occurs as a 11poradic affectiou 1 but appears, as already
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stated, ia epidemics of varying extent and severity, at times being limited
to a single locality or even a single in;stitution, and at otlum alfocting

large cities or districts.

SeaJJon appears to exert a powerful influence upon the development nod
activity of the specific poison of mumps, since the epidemics occur nearly
always in the spriog or autumn. According to Vogel, it is said to be
eodemic on the damp coasts of Hollaocl, Englund, and France.
Age also exerts an unquestionable inf-luE'uce, by modifying the susceptibility to the contagion of mumps. Thus the disease is far must common
between the ages of seven and fifteen years; whilst it is almost unknown
before the end of the firat year, comparatively rare between the ages of
one and five years, and, on the other hand, quite rare in adults.
Although it appears certain, however, that the susceptibil ity to the contagion of mump3 diminishes with each succeeding year after the age of
fifteen, we must in great part explain the rarity of the disease iu adult
life, by the fact that a large proportion of people have had it in childhood,
and am thus protected against a second attack.
Second attacks of mumps are indeed of extreme rarity.
ANATOl\IICAL APPEARANCES.-Opportunities very rarely occur for the
examination of the paroti1l glands in mumps, since this disease is scarcely
ever fatal. Vircbow/ who ha3 shown that, in cases of symptomatic secondary parotitis, the affection starts in the gland-ducts, maintains that the
idiopathic form occupies the same seat. Ba.mberger,2 on the other hand,
states that the whole gland appears enlarged and reddened, with its tissue:;
swollen and flacc id, owing to an interstitial exudation of lymph. The
softaess aud indolent character of the swelling, however, the fact that it
usually extends beyond the borders of the gland, an<l its usually rapid and
complete subsidence, all induce us to believe rather that there is slight
catarrh of the ducts, with mere ccdema of the interstitial aud surrounding
connective tissue.
It is only in rare and very severe cases lbat there is sufficie11t lymph
effused to undergo organization and lead to persistent increase in the size
of the gland, or to so compress the ducts as to induce atrophy of the true
gland-tissue. In even more rare cases it is said that suppuration may
occur. Iu tbe secondary form, on the other hand, such as is seen in connection with the various specific fevers, the occurrence of suppuration i~
frequent.
S-nrPTOMs.-In some cases the attack of mumps is preceded for a day
or two by slight prodromes, consisting of restles~ness, feverishness, loss of
appetite or vomiting i in excitable cbi ldreu, symptoms of nervous disturbance may occur. l\Iore frequently, h owever, tbe local symptoms appear
simultaneously with the fever, au<l we have generally fouud positive swell·
ing of the parotid gland upon our first visit to the child.
The earliest local symptom is often paiu, complained of under the ear,
1
Quoted by Niemeyer (op. cit., vol. i 1 p. 43G).
' Quoted by Vogel {op. cit. 1 p. 113).
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and increased by pressure and by all 1oovements of the jaw, as in mastication. There is also stiffness felt in opening the mouth. The swelling
appears first immediately benealb the ear; the depression between the
mastoid proce sand lhe ram us of the jaw quickly becomes filled, and the
swelling rapidly extends on to the cheek and neck. At first the swelliog
is flat, indurated 1 and preseots the outlines of the parotid gland i but it
soon becomes prornioent, the most marked projection usually being observed immediat~ly anterior to the lobe of the ear, and exteu<ls beyond
the limits of the affected gland. The central part of the S\\elling corresponding to the parotid, remains firm, indurated, and more or less
elastic\ while at the periphery it is softer and often pits on pressure. The
d1;:1grce of enlargement varies much iu differeut cases, being at times moderate and confined to the parotid region, while in other cases it extends
over a large part of the neck and face, aud may be so great as, especially
when both glands are affected simultaneously, to give to the bead and neck
a pyramidal shape.
Quite frequently the subrnnxillary g lands are involved, and the swelling
consequently extends along the base of the jaw; in more rare case!:, the
enlargement is most marked in this region 1 or, iudeed 1 the submaxillary
glam.ls may be almost exclusively the seat of the affection.
It seems important to call especial attention to this latter class of cases,
since when the parotid swelling is ab9ent aod the submaxillary ghlnds
alone are involved tbe true character of the disease is a pt to be overlooked.
The fact that such irregular cases are true mumps is shown conclusively
by the prevalence of au epidemic of mumps, by the occurrence of ordinary
typical cases in their immediate connection, aud by their power of communicating the disease to unprotected persons who may come in contact
with them.
The skin over the seat of enlargement is at times scarcely altered in
color, or may present more or less marked redness. There is usually only
,·ery moderate tenderness on pressure. The pain suffored during the attack varies greatly i in some cases it is merely a marked sense of tension
nn<l pressure, while in other instances it has been complained of as constant
and severe, and extending even to the chest aud shoulders. T!ie movements of the head are impaired, and those of the jn.w are impeded to such
au extent that the mouth can only be slightly opened, and mastication is
performed imperfectly and witli great difficulty.
Usually the swelling increases for from three to five days, remains at its
acme for a day or two, and then rapidly subsides, so that iu about ten days
the face has regained its natural appearance.
Mumps usually involves both parotids, though they rarely become
affecte<l simultaneously; tbe left gland is said to be most frequently tbe
first iuflamecl, and subsequently, in twenty-four or forty-eight hours, or
evell when the swelling has disappeared from the side first affected, the
opposite gland becomes enlarged. Occasionally the enlargement does not
undergo complete resolutiol'l 1 and a circumscribed, painless, hard swelling
remains for a variable time in the parotid region. In very rare cases suppuration is said to have occurred. The salivary secretion is variously
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affected, and may be e ither diminishe<l or excessive, or remain unaltered.
Occasionally the external swelling is associated with enlargement of the
tonsils and ce<lema of the sub mucous tissue of the pharynx. In such cased
the difficulty of deglutition is much increased, and there may even be
marked obstruction to respiration.
GENJ~RAL Sn1PTOi\IS.-UsuaJJy the constitutional disturbance in mumps
is but slight and subsides even before the swelling of the parotid gland.
Until the disease reaches its height, however, there is fever, with heat and
drynes.:; of the skin i the pulse and respiration are accelernted 1 the appetite
impaired or lost, aud the thirst usually extreme. There may a lso be, especially in nervous children, marked restlessness, sleeplessness from the pain
and discomfort caused by tbe great swelling of the neck and face, and even
mild delirium at night. As already mentioned, however, these febr ile
symptoms usually disappear about the fifLl1 or sixth day .
One of the most curious features in parotitis is the tendency which occasionally exhibits itself to metastasis. The parts which are liable to be
thus secondnrily inflamed are the testicles and scrotum in males, and the
mammre, the vulva, and the ovaries in females. The most frequent of
these metastatic inflammations in mumps is the affection of the testicle,
which is much more common iu men than iu boys, is usually seated upon
the same side wiLh the enlarged parotid, and is at.tended with enlargement
of the body of the testicle, serous effusion into the tunica vaginalis, and
cedematous swelliug of the scrotum. The swelling of the paroticl ordinarily sub:-;ides wheu any of these metastatic affections appear, but occasionally the two inflammations continue together, a circumstance which shows,,
as Niemeyer pointed out, that they are in reality due to a common cause,
and that 110 true transference or inflammation takes place from one point
to the other. In some instances the swelling of the parotid subsides a
variable time before the development of the metastatic affection, and,
during the interval, alarming symptoms of depressioo and cerebral disturbance bave beeu noticed, and at times referred to a metastasis to the
membranes of' the brain. There is, however, no actual meningitis present, aud upon the redevelopment of the external swelling these nervous
symptoms disappear.
PROGNOSIS; DURATION j COURSE; TERMIXATION.-ldiopathic parotitis
or mumps almost invariably terminates favorably. The lluratfon of the
case varies from four or five days in very mild cases, to ten or twelve in
severe ones. As already stated, the inflammation usually terminates in
complete and rapid resolution . In some cases, however, a large amount
of lymph is formed in the interstitial tissue of the gland, undergoes partial orgu.nizatiou, aud causes a hard, painless swelling, which persists for
some time. In some epidemics, suppurative degeneration of the gland
has been noticed, and the ab3cess which formed has eith er opened out·
wardly or into the external aud itory meatus. \Ve have known pereistent
hydrocele to follow the iufiammation of the testicle occurring during an
attack of mumps.
DIAGNOsrs.-The acute febrile character of the affection, and the pecu·
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linr !<Pat and !"hope of the swelliog, always serve to render the disease

rcndily recognizable.
THE.\TMENT.-As mumps almodt invariably runs a favorable course,

the trenlment should be of a mild nn<l expectaut character.
The child should be strictly confined to bed; tbe diet should be fluid,
partly on nc·couut of the great difficulty ia mastication, light and diges~

tible, con'1i:-.tiug chiefly of preparttlious of milk au<l light animal broths.
The only iuternal remedic;: required are febril'uge::, sucb as spirit of nitrous
ether and solution of acettte of ammonia, with a free supply of water and
nciduluted drinks; occasioual htxatives; aud 1 if there is sleeplessness,
small doses of Dover's powder or some other anodyne.
Jabomndi has been a.s:;crtecl by Testa (It Alotgagni, July, 1878, quoted
in l:Jrif. Jlfed. Jour., August 23d, 1879) to be a most efficient remedy iu
thio affoction, and even to po,;~eos the power of aborting it if admini:stered
in time. 'Ve hnve no experience, however, to off~r on this interesting point.
Loc:nl applications appear to have little or no influence upon the cour::ie
of the swelling. The only ones to be recomruencled are warm, light poul·
tices, or light water-dressing:::, covered with oiled silk, which do not annoy
the child, awl tend to favor resolution. If the indurntion be marked and
extensive, ~o as to threaten suppuration, it has been ndvi:::ecl to apply a.
few leeches behind the angle of the jaw. If it should become evident
that 1rnppurntion has occurred, the ahscess should be opened immediately,
and the discharge fan1red by the application of poullice!I., in order to pre·
vent further <lc~lruction of' the gland or perforation of the external auili·
tory meutu~. Iu ca~es where iutlurlltion aud enla.rgement of the gland
per.-;i:-t, ab:sorbent applicatio11~, such as inunctiou!S of ioJiue or mercury,
Ehould be made over the tumor.
In case3 where alnrn:ing symptoms of depre::<sion a11d cerebral disturbance mn.ke tbc ir appearance after the sudden subsidence of the parotid
!.'iwclling, the effort may be made to redevelop the external inflammation
by i:;timulatiog applicntion;:i: to the surface, and by the internal admi11istra·
tion of nervous and diffusible stimulants, such a:s ammonia, musk, or

brandy.
After the acute symptoms of the nttt1ck have subsided, and the child
has fully entered upon convalescence, we would caution against allowing
it to leave bed too soon, since we have occasionally observed such premature xpoi-ure to be followed by marked febrile sequel:_-e. Thus io one
case, occurring iu an adult, there was marked fever lasting for a week; in
another case, iu a child, there was high fever for ten days; and in a third
case, al~o in a child, there was most obstinate aucl violent vomiting for
four dar, :so violent, indeed, tha.t we feared lest some renal complicaLion
mi~ht have been developed.
Ou examioution, however, the urine was
found to be entirely normal.
55
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ERYSIPELAS.

ARTICLE X.

DcFrNTTIOX; Fon:-.rs; FHEQUE~cv.-Ery:;ipelas is a ~pecific, acute,

febrile, non-coutagious ex:rnthem, charncterized by a dec>p red rn"h, attcndell with heat and 8welling of the :skin, ~ometime~ with infLllnmatinn
of the subjacent cellular ti.:;-uc>, aud termi11ati11g generally in resolution,
but sometimes in suppuration or ga11gre11e. The disea5'e is very \'ariablc
AS to its extent, and has the peculiarity of spreading frnm place to place,
the part fir:5t attacked recuveriog, whilst tbe neighbo1·ing surface is becoming aflected.
Tlie di::ease, as it occurs in children over six months of age1 presents the
same characters as in adult~, and requires therefore no particular attention
in this work. In younger children,1m the contrary, and especlitl ly in the
11ew-born infant, it is different in seve ral particulars from that of older
children or adults, aud thi.5 we shall attempt to describe. The form
which occurs in new-born infants, has been technically oamed cry:sipelas
neonatorum.
EryRipelas is a rare di:::ease iu private practice. particularly among:St
families in
circumstances. In lying-in nod foundling ho!:'pitab, ou
the contrary,
frequeot occurrence, a11d it is not uncommon iu ho~pitals for children and in the children of the poor. 'Ve have our:Selve~
met with but four cases of ery~ipelas in children utHler 1Six months of age,
whibt we ha\'e met with seven io older children.
CAusi::s.-T!rn ery8ipelas of young chil<lren almost alwnys starts from
some previously exi::;ting cutaneous inflammation the mo-~t frequent .':ieats
of which are the umbilicu:S during the proces~ of separation of the cord,
tb e irritated folds of the skin existing in erylhema iutertrigo, the ioflam·
matioo accompauying the vacciue disease, aud that which exi:sts in the
eczematous and illlpetiginous eruplious of the scalp, cars, and face. Ia a
}arge majurity of lhe caseo ob.sen·ed iu new-born chil<lreo, the cli~ea~e
begins upon the abdomen, and generally at the umbilicus. In those which
occur in childreu at the breast, it may :ihow itself at any of tbe points
above mentioned.
The disease occasionally follows vaccination. '\\"e h;lve ourselve::: met
with three instances, in two of which the eryi:iipelas broke out about the
eighth clay; and in the thir<l on the teuth day. fo none of the::ie ca .. es
could there be any doubt as to the purity of' the vaccine virus used. In
two, the disease exteudetl over the greater part of the cuta11eom1 surface,
lasting three weeks, but terminating favorably in botL cJses. In the third
case, itexten<le<l over the whole of the vaccinated arm, then attatked the
upper part of the trunk, the face, and the right arm, au<l terminated fatally
in the secoud week.
But, though erysipelas commonly starts from, and may at first \'iew
seem to be produced by these diffl~rent local irritation,::, it i::i impos::.ible to
suppose that they can Le anything more than the exciting ~tgencie:-; or
causes, which b-riug iuto actiou a Ji,-ea:;e of which the :;ee<l:s alrea<ly exi:)t
7
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in the ecoaomY. We mu"lt 1 therefore, in order to umler4an1l the real
mculc of' t·ou .. ation of ery~ipela-., l"Cek for the condiLion;i that g-i,·e ri.;e to
thi1' prt•di .. po~ition to the malady, without which the above.mentinn• d ex·

~:.:: ; :J:;:~~'.~.~·~c '~~~~~ctli ;l~~ito::·i :llf~ '~;1Le~t~ i~-~t~ ff::.:~~~e <~;>1~:~; ~li :;~~ t~:·:t;i ~~· t:.~1:1~ 1~~·~1 :
1

1

1

nud ar·ting more or le .. ,, up< n all cJ11 ..... e:; of the rommunit.\', hut with l' .. pecial
fon·c u1lf11l th<• clc~tituh• and 1ui .. ~rahle; or el.:e a l1wal <'pi1le111ic con .. 1itution,

~~:~ ~i ::;J~,ll:: ~1d ~=~t i~~;~·: ;~:~l:~·;J J)hi~:~!:~ ~ :~~t ~·(·:~:~~~~~,LI~ );~::·J1:ij~tJ~:)~ll~ 1
::~:::.;a~:
0

1

unfn11t1t ntly cktermine<l hy the i:-ame cau:::es in the <.'rO\\dcd and mi:..:erable
hnhitations of' the poorer c1~1:::;.es of tbe iuhabiurnts of large towu:s uud
citic·~.

fh:'ltPTm.rn.-Infautile ery:-ipelas is not geuerally preceded hy any_eon·
stilutional i::ymptom~. The appearauce of the eruption i:s ul:'unlly the first
si~n of the di .. ea~e. f-;o soon, however, al:' the ernption appcar~ 1 or very
eoon itfll·r, the child is atta<'ked with fe,·er, marked by frequent pulse,
hent and clryness of the :-.kiu, re:;.Lles~ne~s aud in:-omnia, and thir~t. Jn the
form of the cli::'ea.~e which O<:C'Ul'.S in very youug iufauts nnd iu ho . . pital:::, or
among~t the.• lower cla~:;.es of the populaLioo, the eruption alrnol:'t. always
b('gins upou the abdomen, and very generally at the u1nbilicu:S, whence it
extc11d8 Lo the rest of th e truu k, to the genital part~, a1id iiOmetime:; to the
iuforior extremities. En·n urnler the circuml:'tu nces just mentioned, howe\'CI', the erupt ion sometime:s commencc:s upon the foce or upon the limb.".
In thildreu o\·er two week:; of age, and ia tl10::-e ob. . en·cd in pri,·ate practi<·e, tilt' tli:..:easr may b(·:zin upon any part of the i,urface. It very of'Len
co111111c·n<.'e:- in the ueiidilw1 hood tlf a n1ccine potk, inn patch of erytherna
intertriµ:o, whether thi:s he ~c>atl•tl on the ne<.'k or about the pelvi,., or iL m:iy
up1war lir~t upon the fi.u:e, or upon one of 1he extrPmitie::, without any appareut. ex('iting cau:-e, and extend thence with greater or le:;~ rapidity to
ot!wr parts of the hody.
The form of the di~c.·a~e which occurs in \"Pry young infauts, and ''hich
i!< hy for more frequent in lying-in auJ foundling ho:-pital1' Lhnn Utlil~rnuy
otlwr l'irc·umstauce~, bt>gin . . aln1o:<t alway::, at Jea:-t when of a se,·ere type,
on the ahdomen. It attu<.'b hearty as well as more delicate children, and
is gem·rally yery rapid in its progre:'S. The erysipel11tou:; surface is nt
fir~t of a bright·re<l and ~hiuing 11ppearanc1,'t Lut ~oon a .. sumes a purplish
IJU e, and a~ this occur:s, becomes exceedingly hnrd to the touch, and :;ome·
what , though not nry much !:iWolleo. As the ca~e goe:s on, unle:::;. re~olu
tion, whid1 !s l\ rare eveut, ~houl<l tuke place, or death occur nt an early
period, the purple color <lcepen..; iuto li,·id, \'e::'ication::-. occur, the cellular
ti~:'lue i8 tlc;;Lroyed, and in many in:::taoce::; exte11:sive gnngreue takes placo,
so thal the .1;crotum h:u; been Sl'en to" becnme black and :-lough away,
ll'1H·ing the te:-;licles bare, aod hanging loo::-c by the cord:'." l ~faun:t-el aod
E\•nn..;un.) Jn a ca1:-ce that occurred Lo one ofour:;el\ e::-. in pri\•ate practice,
thr di .. t':l!'(' bcµ:an on the uinth d11yat the umbilicu:s, anc l iu,•o\ved Lhe ~oft
ti~~u(• .., of' the nnterior wall of 1\ic thorax and nhdomen. The :;kin .. loughed
iu H'\'l'l':tl place.-;, expo.~i11g thl' mw-cle:-.: and ut one point, ju:-t hel•>\\ the
epig11:-trium, perforntiou or the al.alumioal \\UJI occu1 rc<l. Death followed
1
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on the fifteenth day of the disease. In this form of infantile erp•iprln!!:,
examinatioo after death almo::t always discloses severe aud exten~ive peritoneal inflammation, a couditiou which caunot fail 1 of cour::e, to acid greatly
to the danger of the cli!'ease.
But iuforitile ery!:iipclas does 11ot always ex hibit these violent clrnracterR,
though whenever it occurs in infants uuder a yenr old it must be regnrded
as a very dangerous affection . \\'hen it attacks children O\'er two weeks
or a mouth old, it usually starts, as has been stated, from the neighborhood of a vaccine pock, from the inflamed surfaces of intertrigo or tho~e
of eczematous or impetiginous eruptions, or it begins without evident cau~e,
as in adults, oa the face, or on some part of the extremilies. It appears
fir::-t in the shape of a bright-red iuftammatioo of the skin. Afler a short
time the erysipelatous surface becomes tense, shi ning, very hot, slightly
swollen, nnd paiuful to the touch. Pressure causes the color to disn.ppear,
but this rapidly returus when the pressure is removed. Coiucidently with
the appearance of the cutaneous redness the child is seized with fever, re:;;tles::uess, and sevl!re thir::st. From the spot fir~t attacked the di~tnse extends rapidly to the neighboriug surfaces, from the neck and arms to the
head and trunk, aud from the groins or genital parts to the rest of the
trunk aud to the inferior extremities. 'Vhen it begins upon the face, it
extends to the scalp, and may thence trave l over the whole surface, or it
may remaiu limited, as it often does in aJult~, to the head alone. In one
case that we saw, in au in font three weeks old, iu which it begau upon the
face, it extended gradLJally over the whole cutaneous surface, an<l yet the
child reco\·ered. Io another, two months old, it hegan upon the bridge of
the nose, and from thence extended over the" hole head, bllt did not reuch
the truuk or limbs. I11 a third case, a vaccinated arm was attacked with
erysipelas on the eighth clay of the vaccination. The di.::;ease extended
down to the fiugeri:;, and upwanls to the shoulder. From the shoulder it
spreu<l gradually over the whole trunk, and down the whole length of both
lower extremities. As it was subsiding ou the feet, it appeared on the arm
opposite the one first attacked, an<l then attacked the corresponding side
of the hea<l, where it ceased . The child finally recovered after an illness
of three weeks.
As the peculiar inflammation spreads to the neighboring surface~, the
parts fir:;t attacked lose th{'ir red color and swelling, an<l undergo a pro·
cerss of desquamation. In some instances, the inflammation has caused
suppuration of the subcutaneous cellular tissue, so that even when the
greater part of the surface first attacked has ceased to present the peculiar
characters of the erysipelatous inflammation, there remain behind abscesses
of greater or less extent. Thus, iu one of the cases that came under our
own notice, when the erysipelas bad left the head and thorax, and was con·
fined to the pelvis and iuferior extremities, tbere were two abscesses on
tbe scalp, and one over the right pectoral muscle, whilst all the skin be·
tween the nbsce$ses hn.d regained its natural appearance, with the excep·
tion of the desquamative process, which was going on as us ua l. I 11 another,
but rarer set of cases, the inflammation sometimes returns to the parts over
which it has already passed.

DIAGNOSIS-PROGNOSIS,
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The swe1ling which accompanies this disea.;:e is usually of an ccdematous
nnture,-the <t'dema being most marked ia the hands and feet, and upon
the face, whil!'t upon tbe truuk it is much le.ss considerable.
The general symptoms consist at first, as already stated, of those indirating a $lrong fob rile reaction. If the ca~e gnes oo favorably theRe sympBut when the di::<ea~e is setom~ continue until the dillordcr terminates.
vere, and e~pecially when it ends in vesication, in exten~ive de~truction of
the rcllulnr ti~"'ue, or in gangrene, the general symptom~ are murh more
Yiolent, marking thereby the gravity of the attack. The face and lips
become pale, and the tongue and mouth dry. The child is in a ~tale of
conilt:rnt agitation at fir~t, aud expresses its u'neasine::d anrl suffering by
inre. . ~ant moaning or crying, but, after a time, it become.!:! heavy and drowsy
from exhnustiou . The pulse is very frequent and feeble; diarrhrea and
vomiting make their appearance, and the child dieR at last in a state of
profound debility; or convulsions orcur toward,; the last, an<l terminate
the ra:-:1.', a~ they so often do in the cliseases of inforwy nnd childhood.
The durrdion of erysipelas in children is extremely uncertain, and deIn tbnt whicb orcurs in the new-born
prncl~ \·ery much upon iL.;; form.
child, or within one or two wecki;; after birth, it !-iometimes pron,;; fatal
within srvcn days acrordin~ to Crn~talt (llandb11r·h dcr ilff'd. J{li11il.·, 2d
ed., vol. ii, p. 2G-l). .i\l. BJuchut ( .1/ tl. de~ Enf. No1w.-1Ws., p ..5;~2) gives
R:i an approximation to the ordinary duration of infantile erysipelius, betwt'Cn four an<l five weeks, and ~tates that thi,; i.~ al:-:o the re::mlt arrived at
Ly .\L Trou .. ,;eau. In one of th.:! ca;c~ alluded to by n~. in which the di~
ea..;e cxtcntll•d over the whole cutaneous !l.Ul'foce, the durntion wa:-; four,
while in another it wa~ three weck8; in the one in whid1 the eruption was
limited to the head, the dul':ltion was a week. In the seven remaining
ra:-:c~. the <li.;;;ea<:e wns limitc(I to the nose and eyeliclt<, or the face aud scalp,
and la"!tcd from tbree to ten days.
very easy. The peculiar shade of the
1>1Ao~o~1".-Tbe diagnosis
red color, the pre::ence of decided though moderate tumefoction of the
affected part, the se\.·erity of the general ~ymptoms, and the characteri~tic C'rratic mode of exten~ion from surface to !Surface, all assist to render
the diagnosis very clear to tho.\'e \\ho have a proper amount of medical

is

knowledge.
Pnon:so~rn.-Ery:;:ipebs is always a <langerons disease in young children. The precise degree of da.nger in individual cai::.es will clepend chiefly
on two circumstances: first, the uge of' the subject; and secoud, the hygienic conditions under which the Jisease occurs. It is exceedingly dangerous in new-born infant'"', so much so indeed that)[. Bouchut d€clares that
thcv all <lie (loc. cit., p. J:~~). Thi~ is in nil probability alwo:;.t strictly
tru~ of the ca"ic· which occur in infants only a few days old, particularly
when thC'y take place in lying-in hospitals, or even in private practice,
during the prcrnleuce of nu epidemic of puerperal fever. The disease is
always very dangerous in hospita\5, even in infants over two weeks old.
Yet iL would nppear uot to be 80 grave as repre .. eoted by~[. Bouchut,
who thinks that very few iudeed ha.ve beeu cured even at that age; for,
of thirty cases in infants betweeu one day and a year old obser"ed by Bil-
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lard at the Fuun<l\ing's Jlooipital of Pari~, ~ixtecn, or only one more than
half, 1ml\·ed fatal. Hchwchel report.;; .)4 cleaths ia 86 ca~c,... (:\l1::i:->sner,
Kinderhanl.·h<>iten, 3cl e<l., vol. i, p. ~72).
In private practice, erysi1>::>Ll"• as it orrur:-( in children bctwc(.'n two
weeks and a few year.;; old, i.; u dangerou;i, maliuly, but yet it is for from
being so in the ~a.me degn~e as in the new-h11rn infant, anrl in hnspitnJ,.,
\V e have alrearly ::;tated that we have seen four ca"e~ in young iufant.'lj
one nine days old, in whom the disease pro,·ed fatal in fifteen day:->; onr.
three wef'ks old, in whom the disease Ja.;:ted four we~h, anil tran·llcd
over the whole cutuueous surf"iLCe; another ten weeks old, in whom al~o
it travelled over the greater J>'.trt of' the cutaneous !oiurfoce; and a fourth
two months old, iu whom it remaiued limited to the head. The~e la~t
three rt·covered. Again, we have seen seven cases of ery:sipela:-i of' the
face or head in chilclreu hetween seven monthR aud twelve years old, and
these u.l-io ended favorably. It mu:;t be recollected, howev.er, to account
for Lhe,-e reco\.·erie3, that lhey all occurred in rnbu.'-L children, :rnd under
the mo:-;t f1l\'Orable hygienic conditions met with in private prurtice. To
conclude, ~DI. Rilliet and lhrthez report nine cases of ery.;;;ipeln~ of the
face in children, all of whom, with three exreption~, were over fiye years
of age. Fi,·e of the uiue cases were idiopathic i in four the diEease complicated other affoction!o;. All of the spontaneous and one of the complicated ca.;;c_~ recovered. The two otheri'l, both of which occurred in subjects
laboring un<ler meai.:les allen<led with pneumonia, proved fatal.
Tn.E.\'DIE~T-The treatment of ery..;ipela;;: in new-born infant;::, e.;pccially when the subjects of' the flisease are the inmate,- of a ho:opital, and
when it occurs coincidently with a puerperal fever epidemic, i,:c, ali may
be learned from the almo;;t certain fatality of the di;::order, ext·eedingly
hopc•le:o.-=. )!. Trousseau (B.u-rier, TraiW Pmf. de.--f Jlal. de l'E11f<111<'e, t. ii,
p. fJUO) bas mad e trial u1Mu.:cc~3fully of emollient..: in every form, of fomentation..:, lotions, baths, and of ointments coutaining H1lphate of irou. "I
have tried," he~ay:i, 11 ourrou11<ling the whole hody and limbs with bliiilCrd
in the form of strips; the ery:iipela:: has pu,:!:'ed over the ob:ota<'le. I have
applied without sncce:o5 bli.-.t~r.; upon the surface~ already invaded by the
inflammation. I have obtained no arlvantage frnm mercurial ointment or
from baths contaiuing corrosive sublimate." Ile even tried the applica.tiou of the actual cautery in points where the di.;ea~e was beginning, but
without effect. S.•, too, wiLh methodical compre~~ion.
Underwood says that "upon the complaint being first noticed in the
llriti:;h Lyiug·in Ilo5pital, various means were made use of without succe~s; the progre.."')~ of the inflammation has seemed, indeed, to be checked
for awhile by saturnine fomentations and poultices, applied ou the very
first appearance of the inflammation; but it soo n spread, aud a gangrene
presently came ou i or where matter has been formed, the tender infant
has su nk under the discharge." He adds thtit he then proposed bark, to
which sometimes a little coufectio aromatica was added, and that from that
period scvt'ral cases recovered. A.fter this, linen compresse~, wrung out
of camphorated spirit, were applied in the plare of the saturnine solution,
and proved successful in several instances in checking the inflammation.
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"Neverthelf!ss, the greater number of infonts attackerl with this <li1'oriler
sink under it~ violence, and ma11y of them in a Yery few clays." (Treat. on
Children, A.rn. ed., b.Y Dr. B~ll, from the 9Lh Eng. ed., p. 103.)
the Dis.
to the above, Dr. M. Hall stated that fomentations of extract
Inn
fluid
poppies diffu!=!ed in warm

or

aucl crumhs of bread, proved

111

Dewees rec-

many

ommended the application of a bli;-rter, wheo the ery:;ipelas is so situated as
to ulluw the whole surface of inflammation and a portion of the neighboring hralthy surface to be covered by the plaster. 'Vhen this cannot
be done, he preferred the use of the strong mercurial ointment, which must
be applied over the whole of the eruptiou, and pal'tly upon the heahhy
skin, and reHewed as often as t.he part becomes d1·y.
hi!; very diffic:ult amiclst the varieiy of advice given hy different writer;:i,
aod especially when we reflect upon the great mortality of the di~ease under
e\•ery kind of treatment, to determi1ie which to select. For 011r own part,
we shoultl prefer the use of cooling emollient applications during the first
part of the attack, whilst the skiu is of a bright-red color,,hot, and shining. -When the circulation becomes languid, and the color of the eruption is tli.-posed to deepeu frnm red to purple, we should suspend the use
of the emollient nppl ic:ations, and employ instead t.he lotion of camphor·
recommeu<led by Unrlenvood; the camphorat.e<l tincture of'
nted
in the erysipelatous inwe have kuown to be
soap,
constitution, and which
ftammaLions occurring iu pttt.ieuts
is to be applied three or four times a day by means of a soft ~ponge; or
lastly, we would make trial of Kenti:sl1's ointment, a remedy found of
great service by the late Dr. Chnrles D. i\leig~. iu the ery;-:ipeJas of children (North Amer. 1llecl. aa.d /for_q. Journ., vol. vi, p. 77): This ointment
he prepi-tre<l by reude rillg ba:Si!ic:ou oiutruent soft (not Buid) with spii·it of
turpentine. It. is rnbbed upon the inflamed part with the fingers, the
nnoiutiug being "repeated oft.en enough to keep the part
thinly covered.'' Tbe internal treatment should comist in
the ::itate of the bo\vel.s, which are to be kept soluble hy the mildest lax:nti,·es, without being purged, aud iu a resort to tonic and st.imulating
remedies upon the very first approach of ~ymptoms indicating exhaustion.
The best remedies of tbis class are proper diet, wine whey, small quaati·
ties of brandy, and bark in connection with minute doses of carbonate of
ammonia.

In addition to tbese, the tincture of the chloride of iron, whose remarkable allll almost specific iuf-lueuce upon the course of erysipelas iu more
advnnced Jifo is so well e.stnbli.::hed 1 shonld be given in large doses, proportioned to the tender age of the patient. Thus we may give two or
three drops every three bour.s to au infant of a mouth old, as iu the following formula:
R.

r3ss.
f3ss.
f3j.

f,5ss.
q.s.adf.~iij.-M:.

Dose.-A teaspoonful every three hours.
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'Vhen the inflammation has gone on to the production of subrutancou~
suppuration, it become!! ~till more important to sustain the force~ of the

constitution, by giving the infant a hPalthy and ahunrlant brea~t of milk,
and by the iatern:1l use of brandy in small quantities, of bark, or better
still, of quiuia in combination wilh small doses of carbonate of ammonia.
At the same time the suppurnting surfaces must be well fomented, and
d1·ese;ed with warm poultiec... , and when ncces~nry, luid open by careful
incisioosi:, observing the precaution to cause as smitll a loss of blood as possible. If the case occur iu a hospital, or in a child placed in unfavorable
hygienic conditions, let the following statement of l\I. Barrier (lr>r. rit., t.
iii, p. 5()2) be borne in mind: "Ilo,,·evcr much the lifo of an infant be
threatened by erysipelas, if' we can but persuade a weH1urse to lake charge
of it, the pure air of the country is often seen to replace most advantage·
onsly all other therapeutical resource:;."
As the preceding remarks have been restricted to the form of the dis·
ease which occurs in iufants under two week,;; of' agP, we have now to make
some observations on the cases which occur in older children.
The disease is still, e\•eu at this latter age, a very dangerous one, though
much l~s so, certaiuly, than in the new-born child. We have been deterred from the use of depletion in any form hy two reasons,-the fear of
exhaustion, which is so apt to occur in the di~ease, and the apprehension
lest the leech-bites or cup-marks, in the ca:::e of local depletiou, might
prove new foclof thecry~ipelatom:inflammation. The only iuternal remedie~
nece~sary ia the bPginni11g, are ~uch laxatives as may lie required to keep
tbc bowels soluble when they are con:::tipatecl, such as shall correl'L acidity
or diarrhrea when either i~ pre... rnt, and tho~e which promote an open state
of the skiu, and a free db•charge of the urinary secretion. For the latter
purpose we know none bettPr than the solution of the acetate of ammonia,
an<l the sweet ~pirit of 11itre, about twenty or thirty drops of the former,
with five of the Iatter 1 in sweetened water, to be repeated every two or
three hours. The tincture of the chloride of iron should also be give11, in
the combination before recommended, in large doses, ns three to six drop:;i,
every three hours, at the age of one or two years. Should the attnc:k be
attended by any symptoms of prostnuion, or at a Inter period of the di~·
ea~e, when the child begins to emaciate and grow feeble, its strength mu"t
be carefully supported by the u~e of proper diet, and of stimulan~ and
tonic~. The only proper diet for nursing childreu is, of course, breastmilk; for those who have been weaned, the diet should consist of preparations of milk, light animal broths 1 or beef tea. The best stimulants are
five or ten drops of brandy, five drops of aromatic spirit of hart~horn, or
a quarter or sixth of a grain of carbonate of ammonia, in weak syrup of
ginger, to be administered four or five times a day, or 111ore frequently,
when the forces of the child are greatly prostrated. The proper tonic is
half a grain of quiuia, in some suitable vehicle, every three or four hours.
The best local treatment is, in our opinion, cooling or tepid emollieut
'lpplications, as slippery elm bark, marsh-mallow, or flaxseed tea, during
the first few days, whilst the reaction j3 market!, and the temperature of
the body high. Somewhat later, when the strength begins to be reduced,
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and the color of the eruption to deepen, we should mnke use either of
mereurial ointment, which is highly recommended by some, or of Kenti... h'ti uinlmrnt, or camphorated tincture of soup, to which attention has
already been called. "'\Ve would here propo:::e the trial ot' an ointment
whid1 Wl' hnve found not only ::'Oothing an<l comforting to the child, but
al~o of manife:-t curative effica<'y in the violent cutaneoug inflammation of
scarlatina. It con~i;it~ of oue ounce of fre~h cold cream, rubbed up wilh
a ilrathm of glycerin. It shf)uld be smeared over the infl11111ed surface
!e\'ernl time~ a day. nnil need not interfere with the u,.;e of emollient application..;. In !:lcarlatina it ha>s been most u.:;efu1 in reducing the burning
heat of the eruption, and in softening the har:::;h and di··temled skin, and
by thc:-:e dl~·cts has aided greatly in moc\erating lhe severity of the geoeral,
an1l t·'"pN·inlly of the nervous symptoms;, Co~moliae may al::io be u:::e<l for
the !<;tlllC purpo!<e and with the same good effect.
Jn ('hildreu over two or three year~ of age, ery~ipelas must be treated
on tht s;uue prin('iple~ a~ io adult:-:, by light but nourishing diet, aml
n·... t in bed, by the ocensional u'"e of laxati\·es, of' full do.-.es of the tincture of chloride of iron, nod of fobrif'uge:s, aod by the exlernal application of <.•mollieut iufu,.ion~. ~o long as the !'ymptom::! remain acute and
the t'lre11gth unreduced. But when, after a tirne, the fcvcr begins to subside, or the child begins to ~how !'ign!') of' <lebiliLy and a tendency towa.nh
the typhoid ('ondition, we mu~t endeavor to maintain the liftHH:Li 1rns in a
propl'I' d4'g'l'<.'C of ~nergy hy a more nourbbiug anti ahuntlant tliet, by Lhe
prwh·11l administration of bark or of' quiuia , a1ul even by the u,.:eof' bnau!ly
nntl ammoniu, ~hould the ~trength of' the patient ht! cli~po:-:ed to gi\'e way
lS111lde11ly or rapidly. Urnh•r the,;e rirc11m,.;.taucc.~, moreover, the he.:;t local
applil'ation will he either Kcutbh's ointmeut, or the comphonlled tincture

or ~oap.

ARTICLE XL

Du·1~JTIO~; SY!\O~Y)I~; II1~TOltY; FREQVE~CY.-Diphtheria is an
acute fohrile, moderately contngiou,l,, nod infectiou~ astheuic blood d~~order,
occurring both endemically and epidemically; without charneterbt1c eruption, and cli"ltingubhed by a di .. po..;ition to tbe formation of fal5e ruembrauel'I upon inflamed mucous surfaces, et1pecially in the fauces, or upon
abrtti:!ion ..; of' the cutaneous surface.
It it1 the disease called by tbe older writers, angina maligna or gangreDosa; cynanche muligoa; garotillo; angina suffocativa, un<ler which name
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it was <lescribed hy Dr. Rnmuel Bard, of New York, in one of the be!lt of
the early e~says upon thi.s subject (T1·an~. A11u~r. Philos. S;c. 1 \•ol. i).
It i>::, in<leetl 1 lil'1ught probable 1 that the hi,.tory of this aflt•CLion ran be
traced back to a period beyond the time of Hippocrates i but unriue~tioa
ahly the writing~ of Areta~us, who flourished iu the second century of the
C hri stian era, cootain a distin<:t dcscriptifJn of this malignant !:!ore throat.
He describes it uuder the names of ulcus Syriacum anJ malurn ..'Egyptiacum.

From this period, there is rp1ite frequent mention of the di~ea~e in the
works of n1ed1cal writers; the ea rli est aecount of it,:i appearance in modern
times being given hy Hecker, who describes an epidemic of it that prevailed
in Hollantl, in rn37.
About the middle of the last century, it prevailed in Paris, where it was
described b_y ~DL l\Ialouin and Chome l; a11d in some pa1ts ot' Eugl 11 d1
where it was studied and described by Fothergil.J, though it is 11uw doubted
whether the disease to which he refers wns not more uearly allied to scarlatinous angina.
The first full description of this affection published iu this count ry, wns
the pape1·, alrearly referred to, by Dr. Bard, based upon an epidemic which
appeared in li71; the views aJvanced in which have been universally
recognized, even to the presenL day, as most clear flOd just.
From that time, the complaiat seem" to have atlracted but little attention, until its occurrence at Tours, in 1818, and subsequent year::, called
forth the treatise of Bretooneau in 1826, iu which he gave the fir.::;t precise
notion of the disea!'e, and be:;towed the name diphtherite upon it.
Rince then it has occu1TNI frequently ep id emically in Fra11ce; in 1857
it appeared almost simultaneously in England. aud in the ext reme western
p:ut of our owo country, ant.I from that time has occurred in the fo rm of
epidemiC$Of greater or lc1is extent antl i::everity, in the most varied climates
and season~. in almost all known parts of the globe.
Diphtheria, the llfl!DP by which thi~ epidemic pseudo-membranous angina
is corumonly de3ignated 1 is a synonym of the word diphtherite, originally
used by Bretonneau in his treaLi.se on thii subject.
Ji<ffJlp"- and !Jcq;Ofpu' both mean "tbe prepared skin of an animal;"
and Jiq;O::pirTj::; and 1fopfhrr1io.-; signify nlike 1 "that which is covered with a
skin1>rmembranc."
No cases of death from diphtheria in Philadelphia are reported in the
annual lists of mortality, published by the Board of IlealLb, until the year
1860. In the preceding report, however, Dr. Jewell mentions that several
severe rase.s had occurred, some of which had proved fatal. One of us
can, however, assert from his personal experience, th:\t well-marked cases
of diphtheria were of n)t rare occurrence in this city for a number of
years before that time, but were reported under other nam es, and usually
as e ith er croup or angina.
It is probable, however, that the disease did not prevail at all extensively
previously to its great outbreak in 1860, as may be seen by a reference to
the number of deaths from croup an<l scarlati11a 1 returned for the years
preceding and subsequent to that dat~.
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The total number of denth(l frnrn searlatina, frorn 18:).) to 18.)9 inclu:;iVl't wn" 2:~:~:2; from 18GO to 1R61 iuclu-ive, 1G20, or 712 le~~ than iu
the pn \·iou,; period.
The total number of deaths from croup from ]8.).) to 18.JD inl'lu~h·e,
were J:l!);J; from 18(i0 lo 18f>J incJu,;,ivt\ 1815, or ·:I:?~ more than in the
previou~ five year:;.
And, further, during the latter five year... 1860 to
I8G~, the death:; from diphtheria aruount lo rnn.
CAV:-)1·::-;.-J)iplitheria Ocl•ur~ in both endemic and cpi<lcmic fnrms; nud
the various outhrcuks vary \\idl·ly in gravity of type, and in the cx te11t of
1

terriu,ry inrnlvcd . No le:-::; ~urcly e.-;labJ i..,llCtl is it:s cu 11tn giou..; and infoc·
liou:-1 natUl'C'. entil reCC'lltly, duubtl:i were frequently expret-i->Cd a~ to
wlwthC'r <liphtheri<t i~ really cont:tgiou.:, but the evidt•ncc accuruulatetl is
~utri('it•nl to ~how that it i..; urn1t1e:-Linnably ~n, although, a:-< in other zp11otic
di ..ta ..(::-:, the activity an <1 virulence of ib L'Ontagious JH ineiple \'Uric:-: gn:atly
indiU'c-rcutc·a!'C.3.
The infectioui:; nature of diphtheria wa~ clearly recogniz?d hy Bretonneau, nnd many incoatc>s.table (':u•el'> arc on record Lo :-ohP\\' ib Lmnsmisi::ibility hy the d.ircct contal't of' the diphtheritic exudat ion with au absorbing :-;urfoee. Thu~, the di!'eaoc ha:-:, in repeated inl:lt::\IH..'c..:;, been acquired
by phy:--ici:u1!' in attendance on l"ll:-<<''" of diphtheria , by the entrance of
frnµ-menb of' exudation to the lip or mouth, while making loC'al applica·
ti1111.,;, to the pharyux or while sucki ng the wound during the performance
of lraeheotomy.
·
.. \part from the:Se well-nscertaiued properties, nothiug is a~ yet poo;ilivcly
known with regard to the general eoudit.ious which favor its production i
ancl it npprnrs to hav e prevailed wilh equal severity in healthy and unhealthy ~ituatioms; in damp mn.r~hy dbtricts and iu (lry hilly regioos; in
the crowded filthy hou:Ses of great dties, and in spar:-:cly populated vii·
lnges; iu the dl·pth of winter, nnd in the inteme heat of summer.
Xor can it yet be positively a~--ertecl ( although il is probably true with
rt"garcl to diphtheria, a:; in tbe case of ot her zymotic cli~ea!'e.:;), that. chiJ.
dren of feeble eonstiwtion and those subjected to bad hygienic conditions,
or debilitated by severe illn ess, are parLicularly exposed to it, especially
in the sporndic form.
Of lute yeurs, we have beea in cli ning to the opinion, although as yet
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more positive evidence is needed, that the prevalence of diphtheria and
especially its virulence, are fa\•ored by defects of drainage an<l by contamination oft.he air and drinking-water.
The effect of local causes, of a depre:-i1:i11g- character, upon the production of diphtheria, was investigated by Dr. Ballard, in regard to 57 fatal
cases. Inrp1iries at the houses where the 57 deaths had occurred, ~howed
that in 2-l instances the houses were damp, and that detective draiu;3 or
some similar cause gave rise to offensive smells; in four hou:;:es lhe iumates were overcrowded 1 and the ventilation deficient; iu 8 case~ the
drinking-water was foul, or there was some noxious accumulation; aod in
25 cases notbiug wbatever could be discovered amiss in the hygienic con·
ditiou of the houses.
As an instance of bad sanitary con<litions which \vould certainly i11duce
or favor an outbreak of diphtheria, the following is instructive:
Ou March 12th, 1878, the mother and the eldest daughter of a family,
comprising father, mother and six chilrlren, and living in a very health·
fully situated cottage in Newport, R. I., visite(l for a short tinie a hriu:-e
where two days subsequently three persons had mild diphtheria. On the
evening of the 12th, the oldest da11ghter was attacked, and within fifteen
days all the children were seized with malignant diphtheria anJ died .
The father had a severe attack, the mother a mild one, aud both recoveretl.
A careful examination of the premises by Colonel G . E. "'aring, Jr., the
well·known sanitary sngineer, revealed a foul condition of the watercloset, a very unhealthy arrangcme11t of the wa:Ste-pipe of the !'ink, and 11
break ·in the t_rap of the water-closet through which fecal matter had
escaped and had accumulated iu large quantity under the floor of the
scullery.
It is certain, however, that occasionally <liphtheria appears in a sporadic
form, and isolated cases occur which cau be attributed to no known cause
whatever. Atteution has lately been called by ~Ir . ,V. II. Power (Med.
Times and Gaz., Jan. 18, 1879, pp. G6 and 75) to the po::isibility of con·
tamiuated milk serviug as a means of promoting the spread of diphtheria.
'Ve subjoin a table of the mortality from croup and diphtheriil in this
community during the sev:eu years from 187-1 to 1880 iuclusi\•e; upon
which we base, to a great extent, the remarks which follow as to the causa·
tiou of the latter disease.
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Seu.tw11.-As we hase already remarked, the iofluence of season upoo
the prevalence of diphtheria. is comparatively slight, and there are nu.
merou.s record.ii of epidemics occurring in the summer, as well as in the
winter months. Thus it will be seeu from the accompanying talile that
it wa,: only in July and August that the mean mnrtality from diphtht-ria
fell de<·idi:rlly below the a,·ernge of the re!-'t of the year, while e,·en in tho.~e
months a untahle proportion 1>f deaths occu1T(;'a from this di:Sea;;e. During
the seven )"C'ars takl-u H!:i a IM!:>i.~ of thi~ cal('ulatio11, the higlw::;t monalily
was in the month:; of Oetober, Ko\'ember, December, and Jantl!ll'\'.

It is true that croup exhibits the iuflueuce of sea:wn ;:rnd temJJf'rature
more marketlly tliau dues diphtheria, and yet a study of thi.:< table will
sh0w that, e\·e n iu regard to croup, thi:;; influence has been generally overestimated. Thud the fluctuation iu the mortality from diphtheria aacl
croup will be :.;een to corre.spond closely; the highest poiut being rca('hetl
by both in tlie same month, Decembe r, and the lowe~t by both in Augu .. t.
The difference between the minimum aud maximum mortality of the year
is much greater in the case of croup than in that of diphtheria, being as
1 to 4.25 in the former, and as 1 to 2.7 in the latter.
Sex appears to have absolutely no influence upon the frequency of
diphtheria, since of' 3111 fatal
this city during the above
seven year..,, 1457 were male~. and JG.)+
Age, on the other band, unquPstionaLly exerts a very strong predispos·
ing influence, a large majOl'ity of all recorded cases occurring between the
ages of one and eight years.
Of the 3111 ca~c::; in our table, 212 occurred under the age of one year;
489 between one and two years; J;~;):} between two and five year~, am\ 8:J(j
between five and teu
Although the liability thus dimini~he:-, in an
uucertai11 ratio,
ad,·ancing years, no age is exempt from it. By
reference to the influence of age upon the frequency of true primary croup,
it will be ~cen that the maximum of itd frequency is also attained bctweeu
the age:s of one and five years. \\'e would nlso call attention to the much
greater frequency with whic.:h diphtheria occurs in later life than croup;
since of 2:33;3 deaths from croup, but 22 \\ere over ten yeur::; of' age; while
of :3111 deaths from diphtheria, i.:ot less than 221 occurre<l after that
period . or cou rse it is evident that the above statii:tics not only prove
that diphtheria is much more fref)uent during the first decade of' life than
at any sub.. . equcnt period, but al!!o that it i:s much more fatal then.
NA'lTHE .- l u his earliest writings upon this suhjett, Bretonneau at·
tacl1 ed lit.tie importance Lo the cou~titutioirnl symptoms attending diph·
theriu 1 and upheld the view that it was e5senlially a local affection; auJ
though he subsequcutly some\\ hat modified his views, he yet only admilttd
that the COll8tilu ti ou becomes involved secondarily.
It is indeed true that the epideniics which have occurred during the pa~t
to have been attellllcd by far more grave constitu·
than were present in the cases upon "hi ch Bretouueau·~
memoir waa founded. Moreov('r, tbe cleYelopment of our knowledge uf
zymotic di.-;ra~e:-; ba8 ad\'anced rnpidly during that period; so that it may
be :st:.ite<l to be the almost univer:;ally n<lopted view tbat Uipbtheria i~ a
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blood di sense, dependent upon the admission to the system of some specific
morbid principle.
The chief a1·guments in favor of its being a conslitulionnl cli,::ea:.:e, are
its epidemic and contagious untme; the continued fobrile ac1ion, of
the marked altenuiou of lhe blood
a:;thenic type, whith atteods
ma~d in color an<l <·on::--isteuce;
tiou on mucou:;
albuminuria.; and, finally,
showing tlie pre~cnce of some morbid
uen·pus ~y::tem.
It must be admitted, however, that considerable plausibility attaches
to the later view of Bretouneau, which has beeo strongly advocated by
Bouchut. 1 He divides diphtheria iuto false, or uon·iufecting, wbicb is
mere p.c::eudo-membranuus angiua; and the tr11£1, or inft>cting, which involves the entire system, hy means of the ah,.orptiou of' septic substances
frorn the pharynx. In this rei:;pect it H'sembles pyremia., and produces
swelling ol' the lymphatics, alteration of the blood, albuminuria, and even
metastatic depmiits.
Recently:a the resulL"'S obtaioed by Drs. H. C. " rood an<l Henry F.
Formad, of the Uuivensity of Penu,,yl'\ania, working at the suggestion and
und er the au;;:piccs of the National Board of H ealth, from an inve::Higation
of diphthe 1·ia occunfog epidemically, sporadically, and from artificial
Lo SL1pport the ubove view.
causes,
exudation can no longer be
and most important element iu diphtheria i it
regard ed as
is, howe\·er, one of the most C'Onsta11t and striking pbeuorne11:1, and iu
certain cases, where it exteuds iuto the larynx, becomes the eH€.ctive cause
of' death.
\Vh eu fully developed, the p!l:eudo·rnembrauous deposit lrns the ordinary
nppeantuce ~f' a fibro·plastic memUnu1e, as more fully <les(;ribcd below.
Its appearance is preceded by swelling and infiltration of the mucous
membrane, aud by some sub111ucous exllclation of a viscid, sero-mucous
The membrnue itself appears in the fonn of poiots of
yellowish t.iut, "hi ch, at -fir::;t isolated and
soon coa\e::;ee.
Thi::: pellicle is more dense and thick at its centre thnn towards the
the exudation continuing beneath it,
edgi:'!'.', a1HI :::oon after its
by the appositiuu of an under
and coale.'!cing with it, it gain::i in
luyer; until when the membrane is fully <leveloped, it may cuusist of
in1bricated.
appear
and
several layers,
At this period its adhesions ar·e i;:o ::trong that, if it be detached from lts
connectiou.::, slight hemorrhage will follow, or numerous minute bloody
point.s may be seen upon the subjacent mucous membrnne.
Th e nppearaucc of the opaqHe poiuts Las been attributed to the coagu upon the
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lntiou of fibrin iu the clear sero-mucous fluid i but according to the

mo~t

recent researches the exudation is almost exclm:ively compa~ed of cells.
Tbe micrnscopic appearances which are constant are the ordinary ele-

meuts of corpuscular lymphatic leucocytes, granular cell::, and free fatty
granules, more or less abundant and closely iuterlacing fibrilkc, mixed
with epithelial cells of various shapes and sizes. It appears, therefore,
that the cellular elements are derived in large part from lhe cells of the
superficial layers of the mucous membrane, and an interesting discu!lsiou
has been maintained between \Vaguer/ who insists upon a specific a!Lern.tiou of these layers, and Boldygrew, Steudener, and others as to the precise character of these changes. Rindfieisch 2 says: 11 The false membrane is undeuiably produced by the secretion of young elements upon
the irritated mucous surfac.:e, followed by their gradual stiffening, sclerosis,
glassy swelling, or whatever term we may choose to apply to their degeneration. Accordingly, the false membrane occupies the precise posi·
tioa which belongs of right to the epithelium; the degenerntiou in questiou taking the place of the normal evolutiou of epithelial elements." lu
addition to this must be clearly admitted the coagulation of a liquid rich
in fibrin, and the escape from the distended vessels of white blood corpuscles, which become fixed hy this process of coagulation.
It i.:; necessary to allude here to i'he very important question of the relations of minute parasitic organisms to the exudation and to the general
symptoms of diphtheria. This is the more important on account of the re·
markable results receutly puuli;herl by Wood and Formad (loc. cit. ). It
has long been known thrnugh the observations of Vogel, Laycock, 'Vade,
Oerbel, Letzerick, and others, that a forrn of fungus is often found in the
exudation and secretions in cases of diphtheria, but it also appears that
a fungus is preseut in numerous diseased conditions of the mouth and
fauces. \Viele differences of opinion have existed as to whether this
fungus was the cause of diphtheria, or whether it was merely an accidental development, due to the fact that the spores found a favorable
nidus in the diseased secretions. It appears from the o1)servations of
'Voo<l and Formad, that the micrococci found in diphtheria do uot differ
essentially from those found iu ordinary sore thron.t; but that they are
the same organism in a state of higher reproductive activity. They do
not directly cause Jiphtheria, nor do they, by entering the blood, directly
cause the symptoms of septicremia. But it is possible that they exert upon
the diphtheritic exudation somewhat the same action that the yeast-plant
does upon sugar, and canse the production of a septic poison which if ab·
sorbed will induce the symptoms of constitutio11al diphtheria. It would
certainly appear from the observations and experiments of 'Vood and
Formad, that in simple sporadic diphtheria the micrococci do not multiply so actively, nor develop a powerful septic poison, and that, if death
occurs from intercurrent croup, nu rnicrococci will be found in the blood
or internal organs, while in grave epidemic cases, with marked septi1

2
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c~emia, \'ery numerouQ micrococci were io\'ariably fouod io the:;:e locn1tie8,
being t"•prcially numerous in the ~pleen and liver.
C'o/or.-The color of the p:;:eudo·meoobrane varies at different stages,

and :-omewhat according to its i::eat.
In the fauce~, the depo::;it is often whitish ot fir.:.t, hut soon acquires a
yellow tint; though iu some case>; it is quite gray, aurl produce1' the ap·
peara11re of' C'XtE!u~i\•e slough~ on the fouces and pharynx. Iu severe ca~e~.
there i..i u.. ualiy a bloody sn11ious fluid effu:;:ed, which imhues the p:-:eu<io·
membrauc, rlt--color~ it, and promote~ it::: decompo .. ition, so that. it forms
dark-colored l"hreddy patches, exhaling a fetid, gang:renou~ odor.
It. i~ ei-..iential to beur in mind tlmt the~e appea1ance~ of the fauces in
diphtheria are Ul"ually <lue to clc>compo:::ition of the false membrane alone;
aacl that if' thi.:; he remoyed, the nit1 t·ou1:i membrane will generally befouud
merely rnw, excoriated, and oozing blood.
ft i~. however, true that in certain epidemics the rule has been for t"cri·
ou:-: Jc:,.ion~ of tlw mucous membrane, in\·oh·ing en·n its entire thickne:"~,
tooctur.
In milder cn~es, where the cfo•appearnnce of the faJ.,.e membrane C'an be
studiNI, it i~ ncYer !l'een to !l'epnrate al l at. once, leaving in its place a cica·
trizcd !:o;urf:1rc, but th e pellicle gradually dimiui."hes in thickne,-s and ex·
tent. \\'hen the p)':eudo·ml'mbrane extend:.=i into the larynx, it is more
apt to n•main whiti .. h throughout. it!-1 c1>ur:se there than in the faucc~.
(i111.•i•ff'11re.-The; con~i .. tc>nce of thP:<C depn:-in rnrics con:-iclerably. In
ra .. l·s of ordinary severity, "hC're the ~ymptom:-; are not of a ve1)· ndyna·
mi<: typt>, the p...eudo·memhrnnc is oftl'll quite firm, tcnaeiou ...:, and ela:-tic i
while in grave n~thenic l'a!<'e~, with ~e\•ere inflamnrntion of the throat, the
depo:-it is apt to be much Jc:<s firm, or even quite pulrnceou~.
It hns been attempted to ha"e upon the~e conrlitions nutl eorre~pondiog:
micrn"cnpic appearnnceg, a divi~ion of diphtheritic pi:;eu<io·rnembrnnes iulo
two dn~,e~, nn:-;wering to the well-known di\•isioa of iufiammatory lymph
into the fibriuou:-: and the corpu .. cular.
('/11111iral ('/wrartcrx.-The fal:-e rnembrnaes contract and ~hrivel when
trrnttd ''ith ull'ohol; mineral at·icl~, i-nch a" sulphuri<·, muriatic, aitric,or
d1ru111k· i ::-trong- ~olntioa~ of uitrnte of ~ilver; or solutiou~ of the per·::alts
ofirnn.

On thr other hand, they ~often more or le..~ qui<'kly when treated with
alkali1w !:'olution~, a1:1 of pota""'"a, soda, lime, or ammonia i or of chlorate
of potu:-;h, th Iorate of soda, bromide of potas:-ium; or with glycerin :rnd
varion~ other age nts. Recently, pep1'·fo rwrl lactic acid ha\·e al::;o beeu
annouuced ns powerful ~oln~nt:-i. These various chen1ical properties are
con..:tantly turned to account in the treatment of diphtheria., in guiding
our ~election of the mo,t appropriate )oral applic:1tion.<:.
li•IHlilion of the subji1cent Jfucow~ Jlembrcme.-Even before the appear·
a.nee of the ~lightest exudation. the mucou:; membrane of the fouces is
After the pseudo-membrane
ufLt~n ~eC'n to be red and some"·hat f'\\·ollen.
i:;1 folly tlevelopecl 1 it is of cou r~e impo::sible, wit.bout. forcibly detaching
it, to gRin nny idea. of the condition of the mucous membrane beneath,
nd uuquestionnbly very many of the descriptions given of extensive gan·
56
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grenous ulceration of the fauces nnd pharynx, hnve referred merely lo !lie
changes in the pseudo-membrane due to its decomposition and the im·
bihition of sanious fluid.
lu the va..;t majority of ca~e .. , the subja<'ent mucom; memhrnae i~ not
truly ulcerated, but is merely much conge;-;ted and '"\\ olle11, with an excoriated nnd roughened appearance from remova.l of its epithelium, and occasionally preseuts spots of ccchymo...;is.
At time~ it is whiti.sh, op1que,or unn.ituraily JHle; while in other{':u1es
it is purpli-d1 or otherwi~e <li~colore<l. When the <lf"posit i-; rai.-:ed up, l'S·
pecially if it he of the firmer va.riety, it is often seen to he attached to the
surface beneath by numerous small filamentR, as though procC::8es of the
depo:.;it pa~:-ied into the mucous folliclei::.
Although these may be comsidered as the most mmal conditions of the
mucous men1brane, it is undoubtedly true that in some cases exlensive nnd
deep u Iteration, and even gangrene ocl·ur, expo~iog the mu~eular ti:-;,.ue of
the pharynx, or e\·eu pro<luciag tbe de:structiou by sloughing of au enLire
tonsil gland.
Thig accident. occnrs much more freriuently in some epidemics thau
others, as may be readily ~een by a comparison of the accounts given hy
difforent aulhors of the anatomical lesions noticed iu the epiJernics they
ha\'e re:::pectively studied.
The suhmucous ti!<.sue is often redematou~, infiltrated with bloody serum,
or i$ the ::eat of an inte1·:-;titial exudation of lymph. Ju ::ome ca~es the
003opha!!u~ nnd the muscular tissue around the fauces and pharynx are
coa~e~ted and iufiltratecl.
'Vhen croup ensues, the mucous membrane of the larynx and trac:hra
is more or le.-;s swollen nnd congested, an,l, nccording to \Ve4, pre:-ents
distinct cro.:ion of its surface, with :.:mall ulcers about the edges of the
glotti~, in a larger proportion of cases than ulceration is met with in the
fauce:;. l\I. J.:ambert 1 sugg-e:-ted that thi~ condition might !'iCrve to dis·
tingui~h diphtheritic from idinpathic croup; but \\'e:-t has met with pre·
cisely si1nilar ulceration of the mucous membrane of the laryux in ca"es
of primary croup, and is di~po::;ed to regard its presence or ab~ence ns
mainly dependent on the rate of progress of the c.li~eaise towards a fatnl
termiuation. 1
SEAT OF TllE ExunATIO:s.-The pseudo-membranous depo::it is usually
first secu upon the ton:-<i)13 and soft palate, and in some cases is limited to
these parts throughout the whole course of the case.
Frequenlly, however, the exudation spreads and coats the pharynx more
or less extcn:-.ively, or extends into the posterior nares, or downward!!
through the larynx into the trachea and brol1cbi, or more rarely into the
msophagus.
It is rare for any exudation to occur on the mucous membrane lining
the cheeks, or upon the gums, though according to some authors, as IIutcb·
insol1,' Trou::s~eau, and Bouchut, ulcerative stomatitis is in reality buccal
1

1
2

3
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diphtheria. The epiidotti:i: i<1 al times C'O\Tered with a p,.euclo-merubranous
d<·po:-il, :-io as to become swollen, rigid, aud almo:-t immovable, and hence
partiully ohslructiug, without bt-iui; able to protect, the entrance iuto the
lfuynx.
'i'he tc111lency for the exudation to extend into the na~al pas~ages varies
nrn<:h in different epidemic,:, und wheu pre~ent, al1t1ost always betokens
the great gravit)' of the ca..;e.
A<·conling tn llrernnneaLJ, the exudation occa:--ionally begins ia the nares
a.nil l'XLtnd,., thence i11 so in .. idiou~ a manner as readily to e~cape detection.
We \\ill di:-.Cll":S m<>re fully the que:->tions rc>lating to the extension of the
exudtlliou into the larynx uniler the hea1l of <liphtheritic croup.
The diphtheritic p::;eudu-mcmbraae is uot, however, limited to tht?se mucoui ~ud'ttce:-;, but i.s occa..;ionally ::;een, and e~pecially in very severe cases,
to t;Jrm upou the mucou.:; rne111bnwe of the vulva or of the anu:s.
It i:-i, moreuver, a mo::t :significant fact in regartl to thi:s affection, that
any portioD of the external cutaneous ::.urface which has been denuded of
epidcrmi.;, may become the seat of this depooit, and that in some cases the
(M~uil1H11ernl>ranou:s fornmtiou i:s e\·eu limited to the ::.kin, constituting the
so-tall~<l external or rutaueous diphtheria. So far, however, from the atten1ling con'ititutional ~ymptoms beiug less severe in the external thna
in the onlinnry form, the tendency to deposit upon the cutaneous surface
usually pre;.;cut:s it~elf in cases of u typhoid aclynamic type.
Tl appenr:-:, indeed, that thi::; p:-:euclo-membrane may oc<'ur nt any point
of the hotly to whit·h the atmo;pheric air has acre:<:-: i but it has uever been
notil·t·d on parts which are remo\1ed from its influeUl'l".
Xotwith.;tan<ling these apparently di;;tinc.:tive features of the diphtheritic
dl'pn... it, it is impo~:->ible by mere ocular or miL·ro~copic examination to distingni:-h it from the p.~eULIO-nH:mbrauou:S depo~it in C':l!"ieS of ordinary scarl atinun~ angina.
It is more, therefore, in the peculiar con!l'titutional cli~turbnnce that we
mu:-t look for the specific nature of <liphtheria 1 than iu the presence and
charJ.ctcrs of the fal~e membrnne'l.
B.•u<'hut nn<I Dubri::;ay 1 have e,.tirnated the proportion of blood-corpu,.cJl'!'> ia iliphtheria, employing the method of lfayem. They have found
that the uumber of white corpu~cles is considerably inrreaseJ, while that
of the red globules is diruinitlhed. The increm:;e of wbite globules variu!
in direct proportion with the ::.evcrity of the disease.
\\'e have already alluded to the fact. that ia fatal cases of grave epidemic
diphtheria, numerous micrococci have been found by "'ood and Formad
in the blood, and even developing within the white corpu~cles.
The St1b11w.riilary Gland~ are n Imo:::t al ways en largecl, though they ra~J Y
arquire the enormous size and peculiar br~\rny_ indura_t.i.ou so often .not1c~d
in '.-Cnrlatiua. ll iii, moreover, very rare for t1H:3 cond1t.100 to terrurnate JU
suppuration of the glaucl .
.
The Jlearl hns beea fouad, by Hillie r/ in a. stale of fatty dege11erat1oa
in two cnse~, and by Bri"itowe (id. loc.) in one; all of which ~'ere rather
1
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chronic. We have obi;;erved marked granular degencrntion of the cardiac
6bre in several instances, however, where the dii:;ease hnd been of a violent
and rapidly fatal form. Ia ~ome inslances where f;ymptorns of endocar·
ditis were present during life, the auriculo-ventricular valves have been
1
found in an incipient stage of inflammation. (Bridger. )

"\Ve have al:-:o

in several case.", in at least one of which a valvular murmur wn~
heard d11ring life, incipient infhmmation of the mitral valve, with rows of
minute, delicate, head like vegetations fringing the free borderi; of the leaf~
let;.:. In other cac;es, pcricarditis ha~ been dc\·cloped during the cour.:ie of
diphtheria. 'Ve desire to call particular attent ion to these card iac rorn·
p1ications, Oli acC'ount of their great importance as influenC'ing not only
the progno!'iisof the atta<:k it~elf', but poi;;<;ibly also the subsequent de\•elop·

ob~ervcd

ment of' chronic cardiac disease.
Heart-clots of large size and firm consistence, evidently of ante-mortem
formation, are al~;o founrl in a certain number of ca~cs where death has
been preceded by peculia.r ::;ig11s of circulatory emharrn~~ment.
The Lungs are not rarely found inflamed :rnd con:">olidatr1l to a greater
or le:-s extent. Ju other cases the exudation is found p~netmting deeply
into their structure, filling the smaller bronchial tubes, and the luug it~elf
is in parts collapsed or carnified.
Rouchut speaks of having se~n small apoplcctiform patchc:::, similar to
thoo:c which precede the ;.;o-called meta'."tatic ab.5ces5es in pyrcrnia.
The 1-:idney.i are at time~ quite healthy; in other ca:-:e ... , however, they
lrn\'e heen found congesteJ, and the renal epithelium granular anrl de·
tached, 5-:0 ns to <li~lend the tubule.-;, which al~o conlaiu fihriuou;; ca:oils
(iuclosing granules of h:.crnalin, hlood·corpu:-clel'i, 01· a fow altered epithelial
2
cell,:.). (Hillier (foe. cit.), Grcenhow, etc.)
The !J''·"lro-infr ...,finrd cwirtl pr!!st:llb 110 lesion:.; of importance; in a few
of the 1ower part of the ileum
glandd
solitary
cases enlargement of the

has been noted.
Secor1d,,ry F<H'/11.-"rheu diphtheria

appear~ in the ~econdary form, the
mucous membrane is more violently iuflamed. It is of a deep re<l color,
rough, nud very much thickened and sof'tene<l. The tonsils are large and
soft, uneven, and often infiltrated with pm:. Iu addition, the mucou!l
membraue is fa1· more frequently and seriou~ly ulcerated in this form than
in the primary. False membrane.s are almost alway:; pre~eut, generally
on different portions of the fauce."I, and more rarely over their whole ex·
tPnt. They are gcuernlly rather soft an<l thin, of a whitish, grayish, or
yellow colnr, di::;persed in fragments and ea~ily torn.
The inf-lamed parts are u::.ually bathed in a purulent fluid. The submnxillary gland:; are large, red, and soft; and, in addition, there may be
found various lesions of other organs, due to the primary dis~ase, in the
conrse of which the diphtheritic angina. has been developed.
8n11'TOMS.-Diphthe ria occurs both in a sporadic and epidemic form;
it also preEents itself' either as a. primary or secondary affection. The
symptoms of this latter form are, however, so involved with tha symptoms

' .Med. Times und G11.z ,Jun. 1804, p. 201; nnd Brit. Med. Jour., Oct. 2:2d 1 1864.
~ On Diphtheria, New York, lSGI, p. lGO.
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of the di~en~e in the cour:Se of which it is developed, that it seems desirable to con!'icler it iu connection with them se\•erally.
IL would appear that, under the influeace of widespread epidemic influence.-i, the symptom<; of diphtheria have of late years pre~coted a higher
dcgrre of severity. Owing to the fact, however, that, until the description of diphtheria by Bretonneau, it was confounded with aaginose scarlatiun, with ulcerated sore throat, etc., it is extremely difficult to form a
correct comparis.on between the disease as we are now familiar with it, and
as it undoubtedly occurred in former years.
In a strictly syotema.tic discu~sion it might be well to divide diphtheria.
ioto a mild form, which would include most spora.<lic ca:;:es and many of
the epidemic ones, and a severe form, under which head would be comprided all cases distingnished by a hi g h degree of constitutiona l disturbance. For practical purpose.:;:, however, it is sufficient to give a description of the ordinary cour:se of the disease, cl welling npo11 some of the most
important symptoms, and alluding to the chief peculiarities which at times
present tl1emselves.
LoC,\L SYMPTOM~.-Examinatirm of the Tlirord.-Tbc onset of diphtheria i'li often very in,;idious; so that our attention may not be called to
the throat by au)' complaint of the patient, even when a con:siderable
nmount of exudation is already pre~ent.
If tlw throat be examined, however, on the first day of the di . . E'aSC' 1 the
exudation may often be found l'\'en at tlwt time, thou'4'h it i~ '."'OmeLimes
not fountl before the second day. The faurel'i generally prel'ient more or
lc~s ~Wl'lling a.ud rednei-~ prior to the appearnnee uf' the fol:-;e membrane,
whidi almo.:it alway:s !:i-how:s ihelf fir-.;t on one of the tonsils only, in the
form of whiti::-h or opaline spot~, like roagulatE'd mucu~. which 10oon run
tog:l·ther anJ exterHI over the whole gland, and tla•n M the soft palate anti
pharynx, thnu~h it sometimes remains limil<'d to the ton::-ih; nnd soft
palate. .A little Inter in the altack the pla~tic depol:'it exi:-;ts in the form
of layers of grentl'r or le::s extent; it has Jo.;t its tran>.parency, become
firmer in cou,.i-.;tcuce, thicker, and changes from a white ton yellowiohwhite or lardarcou;;;, anti ~ometime ..- grnyi::ih color.
Tlw breath iu this ca::;e is uffenoive, but not JCtill; and there is but little
ealivation.
Wheu, io favornble cases, the dii-ease is left to pursue its natural course,
lbe pseudu-merubraue becomes thinner, assumes n grayish tiut, and falls off
about the sixth or seventh day. " 'hen, on the contrary, topical remedies
nrc applied to the throat, the membrane is ofteu detached after oue, two,
or three dnys 1 blit may be reproduced several times before the conclusion
of the case.
In i::ome u11favorable ca.-::es, on the rootrary, e\•en though tbe exud:ition
may di~nppe1\r more or less completely from the pharynx, it extend.:; downwnr<l:; into the larvux, and we have true croup developed, which but too
often proves fatal .in ~pite of all remedies.
In more violent cuses, the p.:-eudo-membraoe, about the time that it begins
to be detached, n~sumes a grayi"'b or blackish color, nnd hangs in ishreds
frurn the ourfaccs to which it was attached. The fauces, under the:sc cir-
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cumstances, present a. gangrenous aspect, the muco•1s membrane having an

appearaoce as though it were falling off in sloughs i the breath j,; Htremcly
fetid, a11d tl1ere is more or le..,s abun<lnnt salivation, or in some cases au
expulsion or sang11inolcnt fluid.
There <'an he no doubt that it wats from a mi,-conceplion of such caSC!:i n.~
these, thnt the titles of gangrenoug and putrid sore throat arose.
As the exudation disappears frnm the pharynx, 1he swelling· of' the parts
affected gradually sub.:;ides. The mucnu-; ml"rnbrane, from whil·h the p\a:-;!ic
matter has just fallcn 1 is more or less injected and reel; the tonsil:; and soft
palate are sometimes found to be reduced below their natural size.
Even when the throat aftertio11 is very severe, there is not often so
much difficulty in open ing tbe jaws uor iu deglutition as is met wilh in
scarlatina.
The submaxillary glands arc almost always enlnrge<l and slightly painful
to the touch, about three or fou r days afler the appearance of the p~eudo
membraue. The enlargement is usually greatest on the side where the
inflammation of the fauces is most intense. The su rrounding cellu lar
th1sue shares iu the inflammation, so that the swelling is often very great,
and impedes the movements of the jaw; it is rare ly, howeve r, save in
very bad cases, so hard and painful as the correi::ponding swelling in scarlatina.
Pain and Difficulty in Degfulition.-There is sometimes no complaint of
pain in the throat, although, evea at the outset, i::wallowing is usually
somewhat difficult and paiuful, und pressure behind the angles of the jaw
causes a modenue degree of suffering. In some cai'!es, especially of the
sporadic sthenic form, the earliest symptom may be excessive pain on
swallowing.
As the pseUdo-membranons exudation increases, and the suhmaxilla ry
glands become swollen and tender, deglutitiou becomes more difficult and
painful, anrl, at times, attempts to swallow fluids are followed by cough
and the return of the fluid through the nostrils.
In cases where the fa lse membranes decompose aml acquire a gangrenous
aspect, and typhoid symptom::. are present, the pain and difficulty iu swallowinJ:?;, if they have existed, are apt to rii~appear.
VAtHETTE.~ DEPE~rnxa UPON ExTEN8ION OF nm ExuDATrox.-l.
Cr011pal Variely.-It would be a matter of much interest to determiue in
what proportion of caf:es this complication mny be anticipaterl, and whether
there be any definite and constant relation between the amount or charuc·
ter of tbe exudation in the pharynx and its exten:sion to the larynx . As
yet, however, no gener<ll (·onclusions can be arriv~d at iu regard to any of
these points. The frequency of its occurrence varies much ill dilfere11t
epidemics, the proportion varying from ooe or two per ceut. to as high as
fifty per cent. of all the cases. Iudeed, as ill an epidemic referred to by
Trousseau, the disease may, in alruost every insta nce, a~sume a primary
laryngea l form.
As might be expected from the considerations presented under the head
of croup, this complication occurs more frequently aud is rnueh wore fatal
io children tban in adults.
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It i~ a wcll·reeognizc<l fact that true diphtheritic croup is nearly always
pre<'t·dcd or accompanied hy p ... eudo-membrauou~ exudatiot\ in the fauces
or pharynx, hut the aruouut of f1Ppo . . it in thc;-;e latter place:; may he extrrmely small and yet he followl.'d Liy extensive cxrnlntion in the air-pas!.l~f!f'." i while, on the other hand, there ii' oflen copiou~ depo"it upon the
ph11ry11x in ea!-'es where the lnryux does not become iu,•ndi!d.
No <·a"'<'. indl'ed, i-;; free from the chance of thi:-; cr1rnplicatiou; it con~litut1·,; tl1e f'hicf "'ource of clan.:.;:er in th~ milt! variety, and yet j,; occn1:-iunally met with as the immediate cau~e of <lcatb in the mo~t malignant

attnt'b.
The P"'endo-membrane i~ quite frequently foun<l, in ca~es where the airpa":<:tg(•11 have become involved, to exteud through the larynx and trachea,
a~ far down as the tertiary bronchi, or in some instances, even to tbeir finest
divi:;ioni;:.
In this rC'~pect diphtheritic croup docs not differ from primary croup,
uulel<S it be, indeed, that it !'eems to be more frequeut in the former for the
exudation to extend to the smaller bronchial tube:;:,
're have ~et>u that there is nn e::>'"'ential difl~rence ia thccouditioa of the
mucous mt>mbrane beneath the clepo.sit iu the two affections; ancl that
they are equally liable to be as:sociated with inflammatory conditions of
the lunj!~ .
Unit·:-:~. therefore, the murP highly corpu-=cular character of the exudation
in diphth<.'ria <'011:::titute5 a ground of di:<tiuction betwccn thc:;:e two forms
of rroup, it !'C<.'ms difficult to e:-:tabli!ib n diagno~is between them on merely
anntnmic1d groundo:.
'rlwn diphthcritic croup j,. ~econda.ry, appearing in the cour~c of mea~lcs,
senrlatinn, or other general (li:-:onlcr:<, the condition" fouud after dt>ath in the
larynx are much the::-ame as in prirnary diphtheritic croup. Tbe n1ueous
nwmhrnne hefl.', howe,·er, as iu the fauce~, is u;)unlly more intensely i11flarnrd, an<l i.::; more fre(p1e11tly ulcerated.
The po,.;sibility of the otl'UITC'll('e of croup ::;houltl ne,·er he }(J:-;t :;:ight of,
arnl t•\·ery('a"'e!<houltl Ue tre~1tc1l a~ tbough it tentled to in\'ade the laryax.
It i:-; e,.;pt'(•ially important to detect the very earlic:-;t !'ig:n:-; of the approaching d:rng-er, :-ince ih on:<et i:-; frc<1ut>ntly extremely iu:-<idiou .....
If \'iult·nt cough i.::; excited by attempts to swallow liquids, it U"llfllly iuclic:th':i that the epiglotti:- i.-; iulbmcd, aud the 'lent of p,.;eutlo-mernbrnuous
l'Xudntion, which impedes it,; movement" and thu~ allow:-; the fluid to pus
into th<' lnrynx. The extcn,.;iuo of the exudation lo the lurynx is indicated
by the cough acquiring a rough ("rOupy ~ouud, though it often has not the
loud (']angor of ordinnry croup i tbe rei:piratiou becoming bibilaut, and the
voi<'e weak a111] hoar:::e.
w·IH.·n the fal~e membrane in the lnr~·ax i1" fully developed, the voice is
nlmo..;I or <1uite ex ti net, and the cough, Jo,.;ing it~ croupy drnracter, becomes
sliflt•cl nnd less frequent. The rc~piratioa is now peculiar i there is conFitantl~· a crrtnin degree of cly~pncca, as ::hown by the frequent labored
bn•ntliin.tr, hut there arr, in addition, pnrnxy~ms of MtfliJC•Htion, induf'ed by
,.;p:i:-m of the laryngeal mu~dcs, <luriug \\hi eh the dyt:p11u:a i~ friglnful, and
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attended with tossing of the whole body and the most violent efforts at inspiration.
Death may occur during one of these paroxysms; but usually they ~11h
side and are followecl by inten•als of comparative ease, soon interrupterl
by the recurreuce of the same alarming phenomena.
The intervals become more and more brief, and finally the patient sinks
into a. comatose condition, and dies with all the symptoms of asphyxia.
If, during the violent efforts at respiration which attend these paroxysms
of dyspncea, or owing to the action of remedies, portions of the exudation
are dislodged and coughed up, the most urgent sympto ms are often imme-

diately relieved.

It is, however, but a deceitful repose, for in most cases

tbe pseudovmembrane reforms, and the recurrence of the croupy voice
and sibilant respiration announce that the danger of suffocation is nguin
imminent.
In favorable cases, however, either when the membrane does not reform,
or when if is dislodged as often as formed, recovery may occur; the paroxysms of dyspncea recllr at lengthening intervals, and finally disappear;
the cough becomes g radually more soft, aud fragments of pseu<lo-membrane, mixed with nwco-purulent fluid, are d ischarged; the voice returns,
and the capillary circulation becomes re·esta blisbed.
In some cac:es, where the exudation has extended through the larynx
and trachea deeply into the minute bronchial tubes, there is an abisence
of marked croupal symptoms, and death occurs ~lowly, after extreme
dy::;pncca. and oppre5sion of the chest., with all the symptoms of deficient
aenttion of the blood. The~e ca5es occur more frequently in adults than
in children on account of tlie larger size of the larynx in the former.
The reader is referred for a more full account of this condition to the
article on pseudo·memhranous laryngitis.
2. lYu.~al Yariety.-,Ve have alrE-ady mentioned that Bretonueau states
that the cfo;en~e occasionally begins at the nares, and extends thence iu
a most iosidious maoner. l\Iore frequently, however, the affection of the
nares is con~equent upon an extension of the exudation from the pharynx.
This complication is second in gravity only to the occurrence of c:roup.
It impedes still further the alrea<ly obstrncted respiration, is attemle<l
with a foul acrid die:charge from the nostrils, and, in addition, experience
bas shown that it is u~ually a sigu of great malignancy in the case.
According to Trousseau, the result is almost always fatal, the blood·
poisoni ug being marked, as shown by the great alteration in the physical
properties of the blood, the prone11es5 to hemorrhages, the waxy pallor of
the skin, and tbe ultimate fatal termination by syncope.
The detection of this complication iu its incipient stage is therefore of
the highest importance, and Bretonncau (5th memoir, Syd. Soc. Tran8., pp.
196, 197) has laid down the most mi11ute direc:tions for its recognition at
tbis stage. If the patient present nny evidences of disease of these pas·
sages, as a slight snuffling or coryza, du1-i"ng the prevalence of diphtheria,
the finger should be placed behind the angle of the lower jaw, below the
lobe of the ear, aud tbeuce passed dowu the side of the neck, and if
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~welling- of the cen·ical glnnd" be noticed, it renders
there is f'aJ,..e membrane in the nare~.
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it probable that

lf, further, the upper lip be fnunrl reddeued exclu:!ively under one
110:-.tril, nnd that on the side of the glandular swelling, or if the swelling
exi~ts on both ~ide::;, but uuequally, and if the lip is corre~pondiogly recldeuecl, the probability that there is nasal diphtheria. is converted into a
certainty, !"ince ordinary coryza, actiLJg equally on both no5trils, produces
e1pud n•clness of hoth ~ides of the upper lip.
:J. Cutaneous Diphtheria.- It ii; one of the characters of diphtheria which
euLitles it to be regarded as n blood cli!:iear:e, that diflt!reut and di:!taut parts
are apt to become affected r::.imultaueomsly or con~ecutively with the peculiar inflammatio n nud exudation. \ Ve find, indeed, that in many cases of
diphtheria there is a tendency to t he format io n of pseu<lo-membrnae upon
any port ion of !:ikin denuded of its epidermis.
Thi:s tcndt:ncy varies greutly io ditrereot epidemirs; according to our
experience it i:i of rare occurrence in th is city. It was, however, noticed
l>y Bard nearly a century ngo, and has been made the subje<:t of !:'peci1tl
study by Bretouneau and Trous:-<eau. 1 The pseudo-membrane form:; upon
any hli:-.tercd surfocr; upon leech-bite~; upon excoriation.;; in fi,-:!ure:-:, as
brhind the ear;;:. or at the angles of tbe mouth; or on the outlets of the
va~i11a nncl rectum.
The part that is ln be the ~eat of p~eudo-mernhrancni..; ch•po:-it berome.s
H1mmnded by an ery ... ipelatous rctlne:;,.;; it i.:o pai11ful, cx11d1·,. an alrnndnut
fi.>tid :-:crnn" fluid, and :-:oon become!" C'O\'ercd with a grayi,..h fa] .. c membrane'. This depo ... it gain~ in thickne~:-< from bl•neath; nml, at the !:iamc
ti111t•, cxll'nd:-> in ewry cli1w·tio11, by the de\·elopmenl of ,.<:,,i<·lcs. in the
nei).!hhnrl1ood, the ba:-e.s of whith hem me the ~C'at of diphtheritic depo . . it.
The layer:; of membrauc, bnthcd in the fetid :-:t•roth tluid, soon change
color, dl'('ompo:-c, become horribly offt•nsi\ e, aml impart the appearance
oftrncgangrene.
Trou:--.t•au has ob:;:en·ed 1hii: ('lllaneous cxutlaticn in <'a:-:e~ where no
ntl:...ttion of' the throat existed, und has clearly C':-tahli"hl·d the identity of
thc,.t• various form:-<, of diphtheria hy fol't;; l'ollectcd in an C'pitlemic in the
nei.!!hh~nhood of Orlean::<, where the di ... ea,-e in !:iOllle pe~o11" prt~entell its
ordiunrv features, while in others the exudation occurred on the vulva, ou
h~i:-.ll'rej surfaces, on the hairy scalp atJCcte<l with favu:-:., or upon ulcers.
The constitutiona l symptoms which accompany cutaneous diphtberia
nre us ually extremely grave and adynamic.
(hSEIL\J, 8Y:o.rrTo::>.1s.- l n t he mild form of this. cfo•ell$C the iuvasioo is
often highly in::.idious; there is U.!iually fover, but the strength and appetitl:! are not much disturbed nt fir:St. There is at the s:ime time, in some,
but not :tll c·a:-<e:-;, pain in the throat, wbich may or mny uoL be uccompauii:!<l by <litticulty of dt>gluti1ion. Both the:-:e symptoms nre, however,
orten very slight, or they may be entirely wanting, n fact with which the
practitioner i:;hould be wt'll acquainted, :ts thi;; ab . . eoce of local Rymptoms
hy whith to l'Xph1.io the cau,-c of 1lie ::;icknes."l, give::; to the di ... ea;:;e, in some
1
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iostance;;:, a remarkably in .. idiou'i chara.ctcr which may well mh•lea<J. Jn
one fi1tal case, at three years of age, that came under our noticP, there
were nci1her C'omplaiuts. of pain, nor difficulty of' :-wallowing, ~o lhat the
pareuts had lHJt 1hc l<a10t ~uspidc 1 n of the thrnut being the H·at ofdi~c':N•,
thou~h

we fiiunrl it \ iolently inH_uned, and conred with dl'po~its of' thick
false membrane iu points. On another
we were calll·d to :;cc
two childreu whu hud been !-ick fur J:1ur d.1ys
~light fever, l:111g11or,
and lo"S of appetitP, buL who were not thought lO he seriou,.Jy ill. We
found them laboring under ext<>n:-oive fl"e11d1J-tuernbra11ou.1; angin:t, with
the early symptom8 of croup. They lwth died a few Jay::; Liter of troup.
The symptoms, prior to the develop111c11t of the croup, had been !'O mil<l
in both ca::es as to cau~c no alarm, a11d yet the angiuo ..;e di:-:ea'.-le had evidPntly been progressing iusidiously for several days. 'Ye attended, a few
years since, fur three days in succession, a boy who was attacked suddenly
with vomiting and slight foyer, loss of appetite and languor, aud whom
we supposed to be sufforing from mere gastric irritation. Hi:; only local
symptom was pa.in in the chin, and this was not reporletl to us until afterwards. The mother chanced to look into his throat, and, finding there
some whitbh spots, sent us word. \Ve found him with very considerable
membranous exudation, which was fortunately preYCnted from extending
into the laryux by proper trtiatment. Quite frequently ha Ye we been called
to see children attacked with croup 1 and on finding the fauces thickly
covered with exudation, ha\·e been told that the patient ha:s bcea ailing
for near a week before with languor, !:-light 11eevi::shue~!:', lo:;s of appetite,
aud some little pain in the throat. To this point, the strangely intiidious
character of the anginose ~ymptoms in the early stage of many cases, we
cannot too strongly i1n·ite the attention of the reader. It b oue of the
very
import:rnce, since at that time, above all otlH'r::, ought the
case
be placed under proper treatment.
It is to this ·ela~s of cases that, owing to the trifling character of the
coustitutional spnptom~, the name of diphtheroi<l ~ore throat i:s sometimes
applied, although inac:curately, since it i:s calculate<l to create <luubt as to
their e:::::sentially dipl1theritic nature.
It has been, on the other hand, stated, that, during epidemics of diph·
theria, cases occur \d1ich present the usual geneml ~ymptom:;, with some
difficulty of swallowing and swelling of the ccrvici.d gland:::, but in which
no pi!leudo-mcnibrane is formed, the fauces being merely of a dark-red
color, with swelling aud elongation of the uvula, aud sometimes tumcfaction of the tousils.
Such cases are rarely fatal 1 aui1 1 as a rule, yield readily to the ordinary
treatment for diphtheria.
Io addition to these mild cases, in which the chief danger is from the
extcnsiou of the exudation into lhe larynx, the di~ea::ie iu many in:-tauces,
au<l especially under the influence of epidemic causE'::., as~ume:; a grave
form, io whi(;h the danger depeu<l:S uot upon an accidental exteu~ion of infhmmation, hut upon the Ci::iseutial alteration of' lhe blood, au<l tlie couditiou of the entire l")'~tem.
Iu the:;e cases al:;o the onset may be insidious, though it is often pre·
1
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ce<l1 d f11r n. ~hort time hy gf'nernl malni·e, ia1li.,po."-itirrn to play on the
part of C'hil11ren, nnd to exf.'rtiou 011 that of a<lult~, nod ~light ~welling of
thl' 1•1•rvi('ai 1..da1ul..; 1 nnd p:tin on dt-p:lutition.
\Yhl'tlic·1· thl'·C prodro111b1 have heen present or not, a more or less
ma1k1 d t·hill u::-lll'r:;, in tln• fohrile action, whkh is often 1p1ite intcni--e for
a fL'\\' d:1y'.'"; l"O that, wllf'n the throaL afll>ction is decided, a duuht may
rxi·t fiJr a ... IJort time whC'ther the npproachini:! attack j,. one of ,..1•:irlati11a
or 1li11l11lw1 i:t. The f1.:\·<:r, hn\\Cver, ~oon !"Ub:-ide ... almo."t com1>ll:'t ·I_\', ,.1lmeti11w~ iudeul leaving the ~urf~t<·e p:lle and cooler than natural. The pul'.'"e
mny rcmniu fn·quent, hut is weak and compre,...;ible; and the general
i;ymptnm .. arc all c·haracteri:<itir of dE:ficient vital force.
Tlwre il'I not u~ually any marked mental ffoturh:rncc after the second
day 1 the child being iutelligent, though <lull nnd iudi.spo-;ed to pay atten·
lion to anything.
Th('rC ure but few symptr1m~ of digel'ltive disorder; the appetite, which
is oft('n retniued for the fir.:-t rlay or two, soon dimiui:-he::, nud the child
often bet·ome:-; unwilling to take any food, partly from the pain cau!"ed by
the dli1rt:-:; to swallow, partly from c,implete anorexia. There is rarely any
vomiting, unless provoked by remedies; and the bowels, though usually
torpid, occaRionally iuC'line to be lom:e. The urin e i8 rather seemly, quite
frequ«.•11tly ulbuminous, and upon microscop ic exam ination is found to contain r<. 1111\ c>pitheliurn and ca8t~ from the renal tubules. Thi~ 8')'mptom
will be ngain an<l more fully alluded to among the complicn.tion::.
At the Htmc time, the ::ubmaxillury glnnd:s C'nhtrge, and the fauce8 a8·
sumc the appearnnce::: we have already described. There j3 a. great increa,.:c in the "ecretion of ,._1Jiva, which often dribbles quite proru ... ely from
the mouth, and iis apt to he ofH•n,.,ivc, t.hough"rarely fotid. ln lll:lny ca,.:cs
lht:'rC' i~ in 1Hldition a rli~charge from the uo::;tril, whid1 hccomc' acrid and
offt'n"i\'e when there are false meml>r:rnes in the na~tll pa,... age.
The \'Oi<'c i~ common ly ob,.curcd and nn.o:al, or somcwha.t hoa.r:5e, even
when the larvnx i~ not invuh·e<l.
('ough :<on.1rtime:0. exi..;t ... , and may have a slightly rinµin~ ~pa-,;:modic
rlrnra<·tn, due to mere irritation of the larynx, though it U"-Utdly rc~cmhlc.s
in :--o1111HI that produced by the action of hawking, rather thau a common
1

COU!.!h.

fo a \"C'r)' ~mall proportion of the ra~e8, aa eruption, re~cmbling that of
scnrlntina, nppear$ at irregul11r periods in the ('our,.:e of the <li-.ea'.'Oe . It
apptiar . . , howt'\·er, that thi:; emption lacks the puuctatcd appearance of the
scnrlati11011~ nt:-;h; doeR not appenr tlt any fixt>ll t!a.y of the di.:;ease; is
irrP_t!ulnr in it:-:; progre;...:, and is not followed by de.:r1uamation.
The rl'port!"l of it are, however, scarcely numerous or accurate enough to
enl'lhle 11,;; t.1 f'ny po:-itivrly that. iuterminglcd ca~CSI of scarlatina have not
bt·t>n 111i"tak<•n for diphtheria, or that the t\\"O poison~ mny not ha\·e beeu
atting- jnintly.
The f'urther course of the:-(' cnRe:. varies widely. If the result i.s to be
unfo\·ornhlr, the deprC',..,..ion and h··~ of;..trrn~th i;1rrel\"l' rapidly; the surli.1ee gro\\:' puh• or ;..t1llow, and

j,.;

lwlow tht' naturnl kmpC'n\lurP; the pul:"e

Leconll'i l'Xt:ccdingly frequent aud focble; tbe faucc.::; a'""umc:s a gnngrenous
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appearance from decompol!iliou of the false membrnne; the swelling of
the cervical glaods iucreA$CS, aud the patieut often refu~es to nrnke the

effort to swallow, though deglutition is r-.till generally po~:-ihle; there is a
constaut foticl di5charge from the mouth and nostrils; the breath is horri·
bly offensive; and death ensues amid the most profound prostration. Or,
at a much earlier period of the disease, the fatal event may be precipitated
by the extension of the exudatioo to the larynx.
'Ve must also allude to the occa$ioual occurrence of sudden death, even
in cases not of the grave!"t type. This dreadful accident appears to result
from paralytic failure of' the heart's action, or, less frequently, from the
surlden formation of a heart-clot; and the fact that it may occur, should call
for the most careful atteation to the avoidance of all exertion on the part
of the patient.
If, on the other hand, the case tends towards recovery, the false membranes become detached and thrown oft; the strength improves, the pulse
becomes fuller and stronger, aud the appetite returns. Even in advanced
convalescence, however, there is serious <langer, as will be seen more fully
hereafter, of the occurreuce of troublesome or even fatal sequehc.
Iu a still more severe group of cases than those above sketched, the
symptoms are of the most asthenic or malignant type.
In these cases the angi11ose affection, though it may be severe, rarely
attracts 1mich attention. The pseudo-membranes iu the fauces are soft and
pulpy, ~tnc.1, when exa.miued micro~copically, highly corpu ... cular and granuhH; they soon decompose, aud become di:;colored by the bloo<l which exu<le:; from the mucous membrane. There i~, moreover, a strong di:<po:-:itiou
fur the exudation to extend to the posterior nare::, OL' to appea:- on various
portion['; of the external cutaneous surface. The breath and the di:scharge
from the mouth am! nostrils are iudescribably fetid. In some cases true
ulceration, and even gn.ngrene, of the fauces occuril-. There i~. however,
Je:::s pain complained of, and less indi:;po::sition to swallow thau in many
lighter cases, owing probably to the depres~ion of the nervous centre::; from
the poism1ed istate of the hlood. There may be high fever during the first
few days, but this soon disappears, aucl is replaced by a deadly pallor of
SUl'face; extremely feeble, running pulse; and at times low muttering delirinm.
Passive hemorrhages from the nostrils, mouth, rectum, or other mucous
passages, are of frequent occurrence.
The result in these cases of prnfounrl diphtheritic infection is almost invariably fatal; death resulting quietly from pure exhaustion, without the
developmeut of any complicatious.
The duration of' diphtheria varies considerably. Ordinary cases recover
in about seven, eight, or nine days, whilst more severe attacks are often
protracted until the end of the second week.
It is impossible, however, to say that the disease has actually ruu its
course iu this time, since there are sequelre which may appear during ad·
vaUl'e<l convalescence, aud retard the recovery even for many weeks.
011 the other hand 1 in fatal cases, death may occur from croup, as early
as the end of the second day ; though usualJy the larynx does uot become
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implicnted under five or six day!O, and this accident may occur so late as
the twrlfth or fourteenth day of the attack.
In extremely malignant cases, death may al8o occur during the fir~t
fi.'w d:1y~. On the whole, however, it may be $lR.icl that the majority of
death::i from all cau~es occur in the period between the sixth nnd twelfth
day:-:. \\rh cn death re;-;ults from oue of the sequelre, either <li,.ease of
the kidney:-; or paraly::i~. it may be deferred for week:;, or even for several
month~.
Pn on~O!-iis. -In case~ of ordinary severity, when the patient is ~een
early, 1111!1 the <li~ea;.;e remains limited to the pharynx, the re:-:nlt b u~ually
favornhle i though no case, uot cvrn the mildest, i~ free from danger, eit her
of cxten!'iif)n into the larynx or bronrhial tube~, of exlrnmtion, o r of the
supervention of :;:ome complication, such as enrlorarditi~, or the formation
of hrart-clot~. If, on the contrary, the ex ud ation extends to Lhc na:::al
pa""llf!t':'<, the prognosis is more unfa vorahle; and whrn the larynx becomes
irnplicoted, the prngnm-i-; is cxcculingly grave; if the di ... po... ition to the
production of fobe membrane spread to the skin, rectum, or \'l1lva, the
prognn .. is i~ al:-:o very grave, and death genera ll y occ11r3 iu a $late of profound adynamia.
If any other signs of unusual malignancy are prc... ent, surh as abnormal
::lm\·nt•:--:-:, or great frequency nud f:mall11ess of pul;;e; nrnrKed pro:-:.tration
wi1h pallor and coolne<::s of the :-tn·fo<·e; great tumel'action of the cervical
gland:-;; abundant p~eudo-membrane.:, pultaceous and rapidly dt>rompo.;ing;
hemorrh:1,1~1..:R from various mlH'nU~ ~urfacei::; acrid, fl'ti!l di:-;ehar:::.:t"" from
the mouth or no:-;tril"; inten:-;e arnl per,.;bting albuminuria, with diminution
of the amnunt of' urea excrl'tcd i the proguo::cis i~ , of' cour:-;e, mm·h more
unfavorable.
Jt mu;-:.t he remembered, howr\•er, that no one of thl'se ~ymptom.:, nCJr
even any comhimu,iou of' them, i.:i nece,."arily of fatal import; that ca,.es
are of'ten re,.t·ued apparently from inevitably impending death; and that,
liowcvl'r thn..• ateuiug the ~ymptoms may be, it. ii; onr duty, in thi~ (li;;;ea;;;e
even nmrr than in many other~, to per .. evere to the very late:-,;t moment iu
th<> judi~·iou-; application of' t:nitable rcmeclie~.
Jt j,. a" yet impo:-;;;;ible to arri\'t! al nn_y plau:-;ible e;-:.timatc of the average
mortality of diphtheria, eo widely does the proportion vary in different
epitlemic:s. ~h·ither sex nor tcmpcrnmeut appear to have any influence
upon the re~ult; but extreme youth undoubtedly renders th e proguosis

mu ch more ).!rnve.
The pro~110 .. i.,. in the secondary form of diphtheria is al:-;o more uafavor·
ablt• than in the primary.
])u 1 .;.;:o:--;1~.-'\fe ha\·e nlreaUy !llufficieutly dwelt upon the general
ilymptom:-. au1l local sigus \\hic:h enable us to detect diphtheria, iu every
in;;;tnn cl'", aftrr the di:-;eo."e has fully denlopecl it:-;e)f.
In exnmi11ing the f.'\uccs in the early stage of' the affection, it is well
to remember thnt in simple angina, the crypt5 of the ton;;il-glauds occasiunallr lll·comc so di~tcnded hy their sec retion as to p1·eseut the appearance 0 f· ~mi\ll, round, and ~lightly elevated whitish patches, which might
reaJily impose upon n ba:sty ob.-;erver for pseudo-membranous depo::cits.
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In reg:ircl to the value of the peculiarities upon which a differential
diagnosi.; between diphtheritic croup and idiopHhic primary membranous
croup i'3 so frt>quently ba;;;ed, we have fully expre::1'3eJ our opinion in Lhe
article mi the latter disease, to whid1 we would refer the reader.
Diagno.<:is.from Scarlu.tina.-The great rese111blauce which at ti rue~ ex ii:;.ts
between the angino:se sp11ptoms of' scarlatina and diphtheria has led ~nrne
authors to sugge8t that th<'y are iclentic!d diseases, and the following fur.
ther points of resemblance have been adduced: the two affection:< prc·vail
frequently ~irnultaneously iu the same region, nud even iu the same family;
in certain cases of' cliphthe1·ia, a rash, very simila r to that of ::1carlati11a, is
said to nppear i and the uriue, in cliphLheria, is frequeutly albuminous.
That this l)iruilarity is, howeve r, more apparent thao real, is eviJeut from
the followi ng considerations:
1. Although in some epide mi cs of diphtheria. a ra'"Jh is saicl to have been
occasionally noticed, its occurrence is at most the rare exceplinn, inslead
of the almm=t invariable rule, as in scarlatina; it differs, too, from that of
scarlati1rn, in appearing at irregular periods, in being partial, appearing
suddenly in patches, not deepening gradual ly in iutensity, and in being of
a uuifOrm erythematous redne~R, without the punc:ated appearauce peculiar to the Sl'arlatinous eruption .
2. The alhuminuriu of' diphtheria present~ these di.::tiDctive features ae
compared with that of scarlati na, that there is not always any diminution
in the amount, nor any constant change in the chara cter of' the urine
when it i.s pre:sent; that it occurs in the ea rl y part of the attack 1 and increases as the disease approaches its beight 1 or may disappear snrldenly,
even io the early part of its course i that <ti though m:ua.lly noticed in
severe ca"e.s ( and probably a very u11favorable symptom), thNe sE>ems to
be no uecc::-:o:ary connection between the urine becoming 11011-albumioous
and the di:sease assuming a milder type.
3. There is a wi<le ditfarence in the sequel::e which rnccecrl the two affectio11s; dropsy scarcely ever followiug diphtheria, while various paralytic
phenomena, which are rarely noticed after scarlatina, are of fret1uent occurrence. It is very much more common, also, to have suppuration of the
glands of the neck after scarlatina.
4. In the same way, endocarditis, though it has recently been noticed in
a few cases of diphtheria, is much more frequent in scarlatina.
One of the mo~t positive proof'.-, of the essential difforence of these two
affections is the fact, attested by universal experience, that th ey exercise
no protective power whatever against each other, an1l that iudivi<luaJs
whose Sj1stems are protected against a seco nd attack of scarlatina , are
fully as likely to contract diphtheria as those who hav e never suffe red
with either of these diseases.
It may also be added that second attacks of scarlatina are Yery rare,
while they see m to be much m<>re common iu diphtheria.
It seems evideot to us, therefore, that in the present state of our informa·
tion upon this subject, sca rlatina and diphtheria mu st be regarded as entirely distinct affections, although presenting quite numerous poiuts of
singular resemblance.
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CO:.JPLICATIONS AND SEQUELA>.
Cn'.'tPLH'\TJOX:-s

~f.QLET..T..-Albwni1111ria.-\Y<' h~we already
pe('uliariti<:~ of Lhe albunii11uritt of diphtheria, but

.\:\'D

bridly alluded lo the
th<' impurtnn<'e of the '-ymplom merit" a more full di:-;cu:-: .. ion.
The oc('a'.-iional prc~enl'C of albuml'n in the urine in ('a:-oes of diphtheria

Wfi"' fir..;l notitecl hy )[r. \\'nde in 18.)7, who al ..n found a""llCiated with
the alhumL•n, tuhP-c·a"'h and renal Ppithelium. h wa~ 8honlr aflenrnrds
rN·n~nizt·d hy ~L\L ll mc·hut and Em pi~' in thirteen oul of' fifteen ca~eis;
and :-i1w1· th1:11 ha-; hc1·u found, in a varying propurtiou of the ca::iC:'l, by
many oh~l·rHr~ in ditft:rent epidl'mit.o:.
The d1:tra('lt•r of th e urine when it. contain., alhumen is not con-;tant,
hut u .. ually it i'i quite pelluc:id, of' acid reat:tion, and apparently free from
any clepo:-it; although 1 on ~tunding, both tube cal:'t'i and epithelium may
settle to the bottom . The quautity al:;o varie:S con:-idcrably,] fillier h:win~ found it much <limini,..hed, while, according to \Ve.st nutl \\rade it freqm•ntly remain~ normal.
The a111ou11t of urea excreted is m•unlly incrca~ed in diphtheria, and,
ae<·ordiag w i-;,uHlen·on, the pre:-:encc of albumen and tube-ca,..ts io the
urine j,., not iwce:-.:--arily a,...-:ociated with any iuterfi:!rence in its elimioatio11 1
but thi:s does not agree" ith the ('Xnmin:.ttion of othcr:-1 1 who ha\"e found
a diminution of the iwlid excreta when albumen was present.
The quantity of albumen varies rnu('h, being at times a mere trace, aud
n~ain being pre~ent in large nmou11t. The kinds of' tube~ca:-t~ noticed by
W:Hh', aud which are the OIH.'S u~ually found, were sma.11, waxy C'ai:itS j
c;l .. l11 of a i:;i111ilar ~ize, but ~ranular, probably from commencing Ji::iutcgratinn, ancl ordinary epithelial ca:-t.;:, and fibrinou.-:. flake..; .
.Alhu111inuria iu diphtheria occur:: at various ~tage.-. of the disorder,
in 1'1111U.' ('ll"'eil e\·en during the fir.-.t fow clay,.. It not rarely come~ ou
in-.idiou..:ly, n11d may manile,.;t itij prC'$Cnce by no peculiar cun:;titutionul
8)'lllptoms. There can be, bowc\"c1· 1 little <louht of' the gra\"e import of'
if'" appearance, though a!; yet its exa<:t !:liguificaucc h~ls not been accurately
dl'fincd.
It i~ indeed true, that it has heen fou111l in large quantities in cases
whh·h have pre,.;entcd a mild cha meter throughout (Rander...:011) j but on
the other hand, Bouchut au<l Empi5 regard it a~ n hi!!hly unfavorable
!>ig:u, cuilll:iding with nry great gravity of the cli . . ea..;e; and \fade be·
lil'\"C~ that the quantity of albumen is ul:'ually in <lirect proportion to the
n•tention of cffote materia l1 and that in<licationd of impairment of the
rmnl function nre almo:st constantly precursors of au unfavorable terminntinn.
Hillier (/or. cif. ) 1 examined 38 \'ery .:5evere cases iu regard to this point,
nud found albumen present in :3:~. :~~ of which proved fatal, while of' the
il free from nlbumiuuria 1 nll recovered.
The albumen appeared in l cn::::e on the fourth day, in 3 on the fifth
duv, iu ~on the seventh day, in !) on the ninth, and in 1 each on the
thi-rtc<.:nth an<l nineteenth dttp!. Usually the albumen disappears from
the urine a~ the severity of Lhe symptoms diminishe5, but Bouchut has
1

l Oc I' Album. d:111s les .Mal. Cuuenneuses, Compt. H.endus, 18;}9.
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known it to per~i~t n.fter convalescence, and fiua.lly produce, ns in Bright's
d isease, anasarca anfl hydrothorax.
Iienrf·clol.-The formatiou of coagula in the cavities of the heart during
1ife bas been notice<l in many conditions of the system; and thi,; terrible',
because almost necessarily fatal accident, is now always clreade<l in the
course of several cfoease;;;, of which diphtheria is eminently one.
There have even been epidemic>l of au unknown nature, but where the
only di~covcrable 1e~ion have been enormous fibrinous concr<'tions in the
heart. Such epidemics have been recorded by Huxham, Chi:-holm, au<l
recently by Armaud. 1
The symptoms mentioued by these authors as significant of this accit dent are...E_aiu at the.£lt of the 5-!-~h; difficulty in re.:;pinuion; extreme
anxiety and restlessness; anxious expression and depre.:!sioo of spirits;
slight, dry, and rather spasmodic cough; the face being at limes livid, and
the surface dry and inclining to be cool, wit.h colduef':s of the extremities.
The pulse was small and irregular, apd, in some of Armand'.:! case;., an
abnonnai murmur was detected in t.he heart; there was usually con,;iclerable dulues:-: over the cardiac region; the respiratory murmur remained
pure and quite full, and the chest normally resonant.
Accordiug to Robinson, the first observatiou of sudden death in diphtheria from the formation of' heart-clot was made by DI'. \Verner, of Linz 1
ln Austria, in 18-1:2; and the second by 'Vinkler, in 1R;)2.
In Eugland, Dr. Richarcbon~ appears tQ have been the fir:-;t to call
attention to the difference bC'tweeu the:'le symptoms of embarrn:.:~e<l circnJation and those of ob.structe.J respiratio11 1 as met with in diphtheritic
croup.
His account of the symptoms of the formrr condition agrees closely
with that given above a::. to the coolness anrl almost marbly pallor of the
surface; the moderate lividity of the face; the constant re::;tles:-ness and
iutense anxiety; the foeble, quick, and irregular action of the heart, with
a muffled character of the sou1H.ls, and in some cases au abnormal murmur. He al:::o calls attention to a peculiar prominence of the anterior
part of the thorax in very young children, which he believes to be strictly
diagnostic of fibrinous obstruct.ion.
In ob:struction of respiration, on the other hand, the surface becomes
1h·id, the veins turgid, and the muscles are often convulsed; the heartsounds are clear, though feeble, aud the breathing is the first to stop at
death, instead of t.he circulation, as in the other case.
In three cases occurring in the practice of one of ourse1ves,3 in which we
were able to diagnosticate the condition, death took place on the t.wentyfirst, twenty-fifth, and twenty-eighth days respectively. Io each case the
v loca l symptoms bad given way and almost disappeared, and the children
seemed to have entere<l upon convalescence, when slight but steadily increasing signs of circulatory embarrassment became perceptible, aud after
1 Des Concretions Fil>rineuses et Polypiformes du C.:reur, 1857.
2 Mt:<l. Times and Uaz., :\larch 8, 18Z>G i British Med. Jour., Feb. 16, and .\.pril 7
1
1860.
3 Dr. J. F. Meigs, Am. Jour. Med. Science, April, 1864, YOL xlvii, p. 30.).
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ft:w dupi' battling again~t the COll::ilantly iucrea:::iog ob"'tructiou, each of
thl' littll' patient ... die<l as thrrn~h worn out by the unequal struggle.
In no m . . e was there any evidence of any other organ being implic<\ted ;
one of the ca~e" wa", however, complicated with albumiuuria.
Thu pul,;c wa!'; not noted to be over one bt11Hlred i the cardiac sounds
wc•n• unattended with murmur, but confu~ed, iudi!-ltiuct, and seeming as

fl

though reduplicated.
There was 110 marked paraly!-ii.-:, but in one case partial paralysis, and

in unothcr marked mu ... cular debility.
At the autop.:y, in each Cll\.le, the right side of the heart was full of clots,
which were either <lark-('olored, with whiti;:-h spots, or yellowish-white
throughout, ciuitc firm, and adh~rent to the endocardium, und appeared
to have bceu forming for :severa l days. In one case, a clot in the left ventricle presented at its lower extremity a brokeo, irregular, unevea, and
frayed or granulated appearance, as though the di8integrating proce.::s by
which thrombi are broken up, had commenced in it. Io none of the cases
were there any evidences of eudocarditis. The same accident has been
ohi:;erved during the pa1::;t ten years by Dr. Barry,' Mr. II. Smith, 2 and
Mr. U. R. Thompison, 3 and many others 1 and in a valuable thesis published reccntly 4 by Dr. Beverley Robiuson (now of New York), ten cases
are fully described, iu at least five of which the ante-mortem formatiou
of clots occurred.
The ~ymptoms which be deduce~, from a careful analyisis of his own
and the other recorded cases, a:3 iudicati\·e of this condition are: coolness
of the extremities, pallor of the face, prostration, anxiety, agitation, and
peculiar iuten,;e dyspnrea; a!1:sociated with a feeble pulse, <lull, weak, and
veiled henrt·souuds, aud frequently with the signs of emphysema of the
lung~.

Most of the cases have occurred in young subjects, and the clot has
formed late in the course of the cli!'ease, or even nfte'r convale.::cence bas
begun. The cause of this <lepositiou of fibrin is not very apparent i in
our article on this subject, already referred to, it was suggesied that the
coagulation might depend upou some peculiar change iu the tissue of the
enclocarclium, analogous to that which gives riee to the clipbtheritic exucl;:;.
tion on mucous surfaces.
No such alteration has, however, as yet been detected, and Dr. Richardson, to whom the profes::;ion is so much indebted for bis investigations
upon the coagulation of' the blood, attri butes it, in this case, to a deficiency
of the volatile agent which retains the fibrin in solution, together with
an actual increase in the amount of the fibrin of the blood, this combination producing the most favorable con<litiou possible for fibrinous deposition.
Endocardiii.i.-Although in the above cases no ·lesion of the eudocar<limn has been found, inflammalion of' this membrane has, as a lready
1

British .Med. Jour., 1858.
M(.'(i.TimesandGn1..,Dec.l7 1 1859.
Med. Time.., and Gaz., Jan. 71 1860.
• Oe la Thromhose l'nn:liaque dan1< la Diphth~rie.
Si

2
1

Paris, 1872.
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slated (page 884), been quite frequently noticed in rliphthe1·ia. It h"'
usually appeared late in the course of the disease, and hns been attended
with pain in the pnecordia, frequent pulse, hurried respiration, an anxious
countenance, with ia some cases a systo li c murmur. In falal cases, there
was found a roughened, reddened, thic.:kened appearance of' the valves, as
if due to interstitial deposit. Io some cases, also, n. g:ranular or fatty de·
generation of the muscular fibres of the heart has been observed, as by
BrL~towe, Hillier, Robinson, ourselves, au<l others.
Pamly.'!is.-One of' the most frequent and important, and certain ly the
most peculiar of the sequelm of dip hth er ia, is the occurrence of paralysis.
It originally attracted the attention of l\DL Trousseau, LasCgue, aud
Faure, under the form of Jiffi.culty of deglutition, and a nasal character
of the \'oice; but since then it has beeu observed in the most varied forms
and degrees, a(ft~ctiog both general aud special sensation an<l the power of
motion . l:_i most cases, every trace of the primary disease has ilisappeared
before any paralysis is uotieed; the patieut sleep", eats, aud digests well,
yet mauy ca~es emaciate, and there is often marked pallo r of the surface.
In many instances, also, especially iu .children, there is great irascibility
or irritability of temper.
JH05t frequently a nasal character of voice and regurgitation of liquids
through the nose are the first symptoms to call attention to the disease,
though these may be preceded hy Mme sli ght difficulty in articulation,
or by alteration of the sense of taste at the back of the tongue. On
examin ing the fauccs the soft palate i.s found hanging relaxed, and, if
it be prieked 1 there is no contraction of it, nor does it g ive the patieot
pain .
At times hut one si1le is paralyz-ed, and the uvula is drawn towards the
sound ::-itle. The affection may extend no further than thefauc~!', and soon
disappear; or it may advance: the eye usua.lly becoming next aff~cted, following the throat affection, and precerling any paralysis of the limbs. Tbe
impairment of vision is rarely of long durntio11, lasting from a few days to
two months, and is of every grade, frum mere inabi li ty to read fine print
to perfect bliudoess.
Greenhaw has noticed that the pupi ls become dilated, and net sluggishly under the influence of light, for a day or two hefore the sight becomes
sensibly impaired, and may remain so for a time after sight has been regained . He has also observed that patieots who were unable to read with
unassisted sight could do so with the aid of convex glasses, so that he attributes the impairment of sight to paralysis of the cil iary muscle and
temporary loss of the adjust ing power.
In adJ ition to this want of accommo<latiou, however, dependi ng on
paralysis of the ciliary muscle, Bouc hut believes that there is in many
cases, and espec ially in those who have had albuminuria, a se rous infiltra·
ti on of th e fuo<lus of the eye, due to the anremic condition of the blood 1
and which may impair the nutrition of t he optic nerve, and even lead to
it:, atrophy.
The following case, which came under our observation recently, at the
clinic at the Uu iversity of Pennsylvania,aflOrds an interesting illustration

1
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of the peculiarities of this form of parahsis. The ophthalmic examina
tion was ma<le by Dr. S. D. Risley, who ·has kindly placed the results at
our disposal.
4

the first attack, examination
of the e~·e_;; showed the funJus of bot h eyes entirely healthy. 0. D., V = ~· Acute4
Ly Snellen's types, normal, and she can read Jr. No.14
!'1he reads .Jr. No. 16 at 21 •

0. D. emmetropic; 0. S.
0. D.

D eafnf'ss may follow this amaurosis; th en the lower limbs become
affocterl, the p:ltient becoming paraplegic, and llt!Xt the upper extremities,
then the mu~c:les of the alimentary canal and bladder, causing imp:\ction
of the rectum with freces and retention of urine, or the sphi ncters of
these organ~ alone may be invol\'ed, a nd lead to i!lvoluntary di;:c harg-es.
Finally, the muscles of the trunk, iucluding those of respiratiou, may become paralyzed, and in some \"Cry ra1·e ca5e.s even the muscles of the heart
are involvrd. It is stated that the paralysis of' the extremities is never
stri ctly unilateral. The
i:s rarely confiued to loss of moti 1J11, but,
in a majority of
is e it he r much modifie<l or lost;· ancl indeed in !:>Ome instances there has been no loss of motion, the sensory nerves
alone beiug att~cted. In other cases the seusibility lias bee n found exalted,
or there has been in the sarne case hyperre~tbes ia in the upper, with anresthei:in in the lower extremities.
Th e paralysi::, whether it be of motion or semmtion, is progressiYe and
gradual, ev~ n in the same set uf muscles, aud usually involves one limb
before it exrP nds to ot he r parts. The mind, though often feeble and dull,
acts correctly in most cases.
·
During the continuance of these phenomena, the appetite may remain
good anti digestion easy ; but there are ofteu marked evidences of the coo*
tinuan ce of some morbid action in the economy. The surfa ce is of an
eartby, sallow hu e, calorificntion is often imperfect, and the circulation is
mu ch depressed, the pul.:;e being small, weak, and mu ch reduced in frequenry.
~
lu sorue ca5es. incl eed 1 the affection ruas on to a fatal issue, usually consequent upon a failure of one of the vital fouctious of circulation or res-
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piration. M. Faure has given a vivid picture of these seque1re iu their
wo1·st form, when the patient, paralyzed, inde~cribably pro:-1tratcd, with
imperfect speech aud power of deglutition, impaired vi:<ion, imbecility of
mind, ooderna, and even gangrene of the extremities, finally c.Jies in some

fainting fit, or pa~ses away almoi3t. impcrceptil>ly.
The result of <liphtheritic paral_v::sis i-;;, however, farnrnble in a large
majority of cases; thus of Ti cases collected by Dr. RPynold~, but 9 were
fatal. ""e have ouri3elves never met with a fatal result in a !:iingle instance, nltbougb a large nurnber of ca .. es, some of them of very ::-<'vcrc
character, have come unJer our ob,-ervation. The duration i,-, howe,·cr,
more uncertain, varying from one or two weeks to several u11>uths1 the
mean duratioa being aboul a month .
It is as yet impossible to advance any satisfactory explanation of the
cause of these grave paralytic sequelre. They occur probably in onefourth of all cases, in greater or less degree, and are noticed with at lea~t
equal frequency after mild as afLer severe attacks.
At first, indeed, the faucial paralysis was attributed lo some such local
cause as inHammatioa of the slH'nth of the nerves supplying these parts,
and Greenbow still contends that tbe nerve affections bear some proportion to the local severity of the attack, the paralysis and anre.4besia being
more complete on that side of the fauces which bas been most severely
aff~cted by the primary <li:oea~e; but we have been able to satisfy ourselves
that this does not occur with any uniformity. Charcot and Vulpian have,
however, demonstrated in a case of paralysis of the palate, lesions both
of the palatine nerves and muscles; anU Dejerino (Gaz.1\Ied., 1877, No. :3:l),
reports that he has found in three cases of cliphtheritic pal,.y,signs of pareo·
chymatous neuritis of the anterior roots of the corresponding nerves. It
is difficult to determine whether such lesions are of comstant occurrence in
the ordinnry cases which rapi<lly recover. It seems improbable, also, that
in cases \\here widespread paralytic symptoms are present, which subse·
queuLly entirely disappear, any serious le.::;ion of the nerve· trunks or of the
muscles could have exi.::;ted.
Nor is Lhe occurrence of albuminuria necesrnry for the development of
paralysis, siuce the urine is often quite normal throughout the entire course
of cases, which are nevertheless followed by marked palsy.
The most plam;ible view we can entertain of the nature of these nerve
affections, is that they are the direct effect of the diphtheritic poison,
which while modifying the blood crasis, aud so acting on the system at
large, has an especial tendency to the nervous system; while at the same
time, some of tbe local forms of the paralysis may be associated with
lesions of the nerves and muscles of the part affected.
Ataxic Form.-In some cases, which are comparatively rare, the nerve
affection does not constitute actual paralysis, but takes the form of loco·
motor ataxia. In such cases, the muscular force in tbe affected parts,
usuA-lly the lower extremities, is not materially diminished, so that the
patient can move them forcibly when he is lying down i lut there is such
.a degree of incoOrclination in the motions communicate<l to them 1 that
.combined movements, even in the supine position, may become impossible.
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however, C'"pf'cinlly iu walkinµ-, that this IMi:. of coOrdinntinf? power
manif1:"t" it~e11'; the gait become~ irr('gular, the patieut falJ,, if the eye~
are c\11 .. t.'d, and the <·a .. e pr!?seal::s all tbe characteri:;tics peculiar to w~ll
mark1·d locomotor ataxia.
The fir:-:t in--tanc:e of thi~ diphtheritic ataxia appears to ha\'e been

oh..t·n·c<l h)· ,J:H·cm1<l1in1861; it wns ~ooll after noticed hy Ei:-t•nnrnnn ;i
and more rel'ently It well-marked C:t!"'C hal'! been rrporte<l by Dr. Grn.y,3 in
a hoy nine year~ old, following 3n apparently mild ca"e of diphtheri~.
It is C\'ident, aJ..,o, a-1 pointed nut hy J -accoud, that a certain number of
the ('a"<'~ \\hich have been reported under the name of diphtheritic para l y:-i~, have io reality been examples of locomotor ataxia, the parnly'-i:S having hccn only apparent. "re have met with two well-marked examples
ouri-iE>lve:--, iu bolh of which entire recovery followed. This diphtheritic
ntnxia is in all probability due to the :-:ame unkuown morbid condition or
dy:-crn.!-<ia, which cau:-e5 the actual paralytic symptoms wl1ich are more
fre1p1E>ntly ob,.erved as seque]re of diphtheria. It u~ually yields to the
trentment recommended for the latter conditions, though in Gray's case
ckath nccu1·red, apparently from rapid loss of nerrnus power, seven weeks
after the appearn. r)ce of the nervom; symptoms.
TREATME~T.-The treatment may be u;;:efully considered under the two
heads of' local and general. Of late years, the importance of the latte r
hn!ll been more antl more recognized as supreme, nnd, indeed, the util ity
of ull local treatme n t has eveu bet:>n questioned on tbe ground that the
thrnnt affection i~ meri:!ly a loc·al evidence of the conbtitutionnl di;;ease,
n111l that the cli .. ease rnndy kills !'ave by involving organ~ b<'yond the
influence of such agent:-:. 'Ve httvt>, however, uo doubt as to the very
great importarwe of proper loenl trenlnlC'nt i ahho11.~,d1, on the other hand,
we arr not prepurl.'fl to ~ay, with :;ome eminent authoritie~. ns Trou:.:,.eau,
that topical applicationd are the mo~t !'ucce~bf'ul nnd important remedies
in diphtheria.
The irreat. ohjrcb to be hPld in view in the local treatment, arr to r~n-or
the H'paration of the p:"eudo-mt:rnhrnne::, and Lo prevent their extco::;ion
from the f:tol.'.es into the larynx and nasal pa~sage::.
Lot'.\ r_, T1:EATME:o;'T.-The nwbt importaut of the local remedies are
incluclcd in the lbts of a.::tringeuts aud caustic.'l.
()f the:.:e, nitrate of !:diver ha:; properly been U!?'ed more than any other
i>lllHnnce for many years pa'<I, tuu.l i~ hi~hly recommeudt.·d by ::\DI.
Urctunn<>nu, Vallcix, Grisolle, Hillict and llarthez, Trou::.~enu, 'r~t, and
ma11y olher.::.
It. j;, employed both in solution and suhstn nce. The lnttcr form is,
however, open to the objection:-, that if the exte11t of the fol.\'ie membranes
he nt nil coa~idernble, the solid cau~tic cnu eddom be applil'<I to more
thun a :-mall portion of it, and thnt it j.., attendf:'d \\ith the ri~k ofelipping
from the porte-caul'tic iuto tbe pharynx, nn<l thence pa~~ing iuto the
' Ll·..: Parapl(·!::'il''- et }'_\ta:dt• flu ~fon\'emmt, p. 631, Paris, IS6.J.
Bc\\'l'~llngs- \t:txie. \\'il'll, )s1;:3,
Lun<lon llc<l. Times and liaicltt.>1 February 6th, 1869, p. 141.
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stomnch. 1 The solution is therefore geaerally preferred. l\f. Bretonneau
advises its employment in the proportion of half an ounce of Lhe salt to
an ounce and a half of water; and 'Vest employs a solution of the strength
of a drachm to an ounce.
'Ve have usually made use ourselves of a solution of ten or twenty
grains to the ounce, and ba\·e found it abun<lantly strong. It may be
applied either by means of a piece of sponge fastened upon a proper
handle, which is the best method, or a camel's-hair pencil, nearly as !urge
as the end of tbe little finger. The application shou ld be made once,
twice, or even three times in the course of the twenty-four hours.
Hydrochloric acid is also frequeutly employed, either pure or diluted
with from one to ten parts of honey i the more dilute forms being used in
the case of children .
It possesses the great all vantage over the other mineral acids, that its
caustic action does not extend much from the point of' application, but i3
open to the objection of causing a white plastic exudation on any part of
the mucous surface, not covered with false membrane, with which it may
come in contact, which may lead the physician into error.
'Vhcn the limits of the p3eudo-memhraue can be Sf'en in the pharynx,
following M . Bretonaeau's advice, the acid may be used more concentrated, and the sponge, after being dipped into the acid and squeezed so
as to be merely moistened, should be carried rapidly into the pharynx,
and withdrawn after lightly canterizing the surface.
'Vhen, on the contrary, the limits of the membrane cannot be seen, the
acid should be more diluted, and leaving more of it upon the sponge, this
should be pa<:sed down over the epiglottis and then pressed against the
base of the tongue, by raising strungly the handle to which it is tied, in
order to express a few drops upon the mucous membrane of the larynx.
The rauterization is to be performed once or twice a day, according to the
necessity of the case. For children under ten years of age, the sponge
ought to be about half as large as a pigeon's egg. It is to be fastened to
a piece of fl~xible whalebone, by making a crucial incision into it, introducing into this the end of the whalebone, and securing it with good sealing-wax, which is not acted upon by the acid as any ligature would be.
Wben about lo be used, the whalebone is wanned and curved into such a
shape as will allow it to pass into the pharynx without touching the roof
of the mouth . M. Valleix proposes th.at the sponge should be fastened to
the whalebone with waxed thread, and that this should be covered with
sealing-wax, to preserve it from the action of the acid. This would certainly be safer than the mere wax alone.
Applications of powdered alum, tannic acid, and chlorinated lime,
are recommended by writers of high authority. In slight cases, in which
the rli:;ease shows but little disposition to extenrl, such applications may
answer very well; but when the attack is threatening, an<l es:.pecially when
1

Dr. Geddings recommends, when it is desirable to use the solid nitr:ite, to reduce

it to powder, and to roll the sponge probang, previously moistened with mucilage of
acacia and 1>queez.ed, in the powder until a sufficient quantity adheres, and to apply
it thus prepared to the diseased parts.
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the exudntion is spreadiog, we ehould neglect the.-:e minor remedieE', and
re:oort nL once either to nitrate of eil\'er, dilute muriatic acid, or the tincture of tbe chlor ide of iron. If, however, the:se pow<lers are employed 1
they may be applied by means of a thront brush, or by causing a sufficient. quantity to adhere to the forefioger of the right hnud, and conveying
it upon this to the diseased surfaces.
The a~tringent nod caustic preparations of irou ha\•e lately been iotroduced iu th~ treatment of this affection with much beoefit. They cau:se
the pseudo-membranes to contrnct aud shrivel, and thus favor their separation, while, at the same time, they mo<lify the action of the mucous membrane, and also tend, as does the sol. sodre chlor., to correct the fetor
arising from t.he putrefaction of the false membranes, and to prevent poieoning of th e system by absorptiou.
The tr. ferri chloridi and the ferri perchloridum are among the best preparations, and mny be applied, either pure or diluted 1 ~everal times in the
course of tweuty·fvur hours. l\Ionsel's sail, in powder, has also been
highly recommeuded by Beard:-;ley, of Coaoecticut 1 aud po.::se.sses the sawe
ruode of action, though somewhat ruore escbarotic.
CMbolic aci<l, diluted with glycerin and water, applied by a mop to the
throat, nppcar::1 to posse:5:s almost equal virtue in cflusiog the separatiou of
the psl!udo-rnembraues, and preventiug the ir re-formation.
Yarious applications have nl:5o bet'U recommended from the fact. tha.t
they CX('n·i"e n rlirec.:t ~ol\·eut power over the pseudo·mcmbraues, aud thus
promote their remon11. Among tho~e which have been thus recornmcu<lcd
are solution:-; of lime, pota!i.~n, and ~oda; solution of chlorioatetl lime; of
chlorate of pota:;h or soda; of' permanganate of potash; of bromide of
pota ..:-;ium; of' pPp.~in; and of dilute lactic acid.
Dr. Jacobi (Amer. Jow·. of Qb,lel., ~lay, 1868, pp. 13-G5) , has published an rurnlysis of the rein.Live va.lue of these solvcut applications. According to him 1 lime-water requires four to ten houro to thoroughly liquefy
soft diphtheritic exudatiou i while for firm P"eudo-membranea, it require~
from thirty to seveuty-two hours. Pota;:.h and soda, aud their !:ialt..o:, act.
more slowly; and the one other application which he recommeuds as
equally mpiJ. in its action is a solutiou of bromine gr. L bromide of potassium gr. j., in f3 vj. of water.
'Ve have carefully tested the latter solutions, as well as those mentionec l
above, nud from th~ results of repctt.te<l teati:, have coucluded that limewaler is the most powerful iu its solveut action upon pseudo-membranous
exudations. 'Ve hnse frequently fouucl, when fragmeuts of firm white
exudation have been placed in lime-water at a ternpernture even lower
than that of the buccal cavity, that the exterior began in a very short time
(half au hour) to uudergo diointegration, and lhat the whole fragmeut
was reduced iu a few hours to a granular putrilage. It is, however, undoubtedly true that this effect will be produced with very different rapidity upon different specimens of p$euclo-memb1ane.
There is uo real difficulty iu making use of any of these applications,
if the children be properly mauaged. Oue or two assiotants must hold
the patient in such a way that the head shall be thrown backwards, aud
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the bane.ls aad feet secured. The php;ician must drpre1l~ the lon~ue with
the handle of a spooo held in the Jett han<l, while be holcl~ in 1he ril-\'ht
the pencil or sponge-mop. If the child refu:;es to open the mo11lh, it cau
generally be made to do :;;o by holding the noi-e iu order to force it to
breathe through the mouth. If this fail, all that i~ necc..,-=a1·y i.;; to prb<s
the handle of the spoon aguin~t the tetth, wheu the pu.tient will eoou become t'lo much fatigued to offer further re.:;i::tance.
Of late years, cousiderable difference of opinion has" been expref'!'Cd as
to the import.wee of topical treatment in diphthcri:t i hut in the Jig-ht of
the receut obser\'ations, ei-pecially of "'ood and Formad, as to the !'€C1J11dnry character of tba blood poisoning, in many case~ it is clear that suitable
local applications must be of positive and real valuf".
Gargles.-When tbe patieot is sufficiently old anrl intelligent to be ahle
to use gargles thoroughly, any of the substant:es which have been recommended as local applicatious may be thus m~ed, being of cour~e largt?ly
diluted . Thus tr. ferri chlor., hydrochloric acid, sol. sodro chlMinatre, in the
proportion of f3j or f3ij lo f.~vj, or chlorate t>f potash in strong solution, may be used as gargles with much advantage in some cases.
These solutions may al:So be very efficiently applied to the throat in a
finely divided condition, by meaus of the steam or hand-bal l at()mizer, a
mode of application which is peculiarly useful in cases where the p~eudo
membrane has extended into the larynx. As it is often impossible to employ gargles, an<l as we attach very g1·eat importance to Lhe frequent use
of mild solvent applications, partic:nlarly lime-water, we would strongly
recommend the use of the steam atomizer for thi:!l purpo~e .
A very convenient and ready application, and oue from which we have
obtained marked advantage iu several cas<'s, especially where the exudation hatl extended into the larynx, is by covering the patient's head with a
sheet, and intro<lucing a vessel coutaiuing shi.king lime, ~o that the l"team
may be freely inhaled. It s probable Lhat the chief benefit is here deri\"ed
from the warm watery vapor; though a small quamity of lime, in the
form of impalpable powder, p:·obably gains entrance to the fauces and
air-passage.:S. 1
Ice.-lu a rather early stage of the di.::ease, if there is much heat and
engorgement about the throat, cold, wet compre~ses may affurd temporary
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relief; an'l ~reat benefit is oftC'n obta in ed in ca~es where there is mueh
~well in)! nud infhmmation of' the fouce,- and pharynx, hy the free iuternal
u~t! of i t·i:, nllo\\'i11g the patient to hol<l ::mall piece:-; of it nlmu,.t constantly
in the mouth.
Otlwr extern:il application~ may al~o he employed to reduce the ~\\'ell
in~ c1f th(• f•en·il'al and :-ubmaxilltlry gla11d"', render deglutition m11re ea:;.;y,
and relieve sufft>ring; and, in thi..; w.ty, the per::1i::itcnt lio-:e of puultice.s or
«po11µi11-pili11e fomentation~ arl• of' ::-1.:rvice.
Jt j,. l' .. ,.ential to remember, however, that all bli~t('r5 or irritating application~ cap!lblc of de.stroying the rpidermi~, mu-;t be care!ully a.\·oi<led,
owing lo the tendency, already alluded to, of the p:oeu<lo-membranous depo... it tt) occur on !<.uch abrasiom.
"'hrn the na~al f'os~ro have hecnme implicntecl from extensiou of the
p:-euclo-me mbra11 c, one of the dilurn solutions rccomm ead t!d as gargles
~bould be inj ected frequently through the nostril:-;, or the de,-ired effect
mny be even more thoroughly ~ecured by the u::;e of the same flui<l through

a

Thudi thum'~ 1Hwtl

<louche.

GESEHAL TREATJUJ:;~T.- \Vhat ever differences of opi nion mny 1 xist in
regnrJ to the relative meri~ of the \'arious local application"' we h1we
cuumemted, all high authorities are now agreed its to the general character of the co nstitutional treatment which should be adopted.
i-;ome ycnrs ago, before opportunities harl bee n prc.:;cuted for s tudying
diphtheria in its epidemic form, a~ it has ~ince occurred, it wa.::; cu~tomary
to employ mod ~mte clepll'tion <·arly iu the attack, if the patieut wa,; \'i~or
ou.; uwl :-lrong, au1l to follow thi,; by the u~e of mercury and autiphlogi:-.Li(':o, with a view of suhduing the ft-brile excitemtnt, and causiug the
<li:-:-:nlution n11d ab.,orption of tlH' wcu!lo-memhrane.
With the increase of knowk•dgt>, how,•vcr, of the trne pathology and
n11turnl hi.story of the di::ll'a:-:e, whil'h ha.,; been gained of' late year~, all
clepll•ting and nntiphloj.!;i;-;tic plans of treatment ha ve been, hy common
con~cnt, aha11do11e<l a~ indefen:-.ible eithe r iu theory or practice, and all
efforts arc directed to promoting the nutrition of the patient anil supportin~ the H rength of the i:sy~tem, a:-; indicated by the marke<l tendency
to pro:-.lration, the feeble puJ,.e, a11d the manifo~t deterioration of the

blootl.
It i:-; probable that tho~e ca:;es in which bloodletting and the aJministration of nwrcurials were ndnp!(•d with ~u('h apparent benE.>tit, were either
crron{>ou ... Jv con!:li<lered diphth er iti(', or that the diseu~e. when occunin g
sponulicnliy, as it formerly did, was of a far more stheu ic type than it bns
prl'"'t•ntul of late years.
It nu1~t be ndded, however, that in the sporadic ca'."es 8ti ll frequently
met with, wht:ll no ~rave cpid~mic influeuce is prevailing, the use of
nlkalie", ns :-nrla, combined with :-mull do!lC8 of cnlomel, has been found

\'eryl'IUt'<'C'.":;ful.

l~ eg1m li11g- diphtheria ns n. con:.:; titutional a~ection, depen~ing upo~ a
pccul inr altt'l'ittion of the blood, m• must admit that we are 111 po~ ..:e~s1on
of no n·mcdy which iu auy rt::,pl'CL merits the name of a specific in its
treatmt>ut.
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Among the best internal remedies, however, are the various preparations

of ch lorine, iron 1 antl bark, which may be given singly, or, prefer:ibly, in
combiuatiou.
Thus there are no remedies of more uniform aud mnrked advantage

than sulphate of quiuia aa<l tincture of the chloride of iron, given in full

1

J

doses af.sbort intervals. Some good observers prefer the liquor ferri chloridi
to the tincture, and administer it successfully in the dose of gtt. i or i~ e\•ery
two hours for a child two years old. Hydrochloric acid or chloric ether
may be added to these tonics, and this combination is strongly recommended
by West and other high authorities.
The Sanitary Commiss ion, in London, reported very strongly in favor
of a mixture contaiuing tincture of the cbloride of iroa, with chlorate of
potash, cbloric ether, and hydrochlori c acid, sweetened with sy rup; full
doses b~ing employed according to the age of the patient, and frequently
repeated. This combination has been, by Gibb, rendered still more stimulating by the addition of muriate of ammonia.
Oil of turpentine has been recommended (Dr. Perrey, JJied. Time' and
Gaz., l\Iarch .5th, 1859) in large doses, both for its stimulatiag eff'ect, ~rnd
from its tendency to promote the absorption of lymph in a.dynamic states
of the system, where mercury cannot be given.
Chlorate of potash, .giv~u in Huxlrn.m's tiuctt~re of ~ark, has beeu
vaunted as almost specific rn the treatment of dtphthena; but, as remarked by West, it unquestiouably fails to produce here tho!:ie excellent
effects which are obtained frum its use in ulcerntive stomat.itis.
Permanganate of potash, which ha~ been so exten;:;ively used of late
years in zymotic disease~, has been used both locally aurl interually iu
this affection, but apparently wiL110ut nny very positive advantage.
1llercurials.-Recently Dr. G. A. Linn 1 reported remarkable results from
the use of' large doses of bichloride of mercury in grave cases of diphtheria·
Ile found that even so large a dose as gr. :J. 1<i every three hours was well
borne by children of one year old, and a::iserts that from his experience it
prevents the spread of the membrane or the development of blood poisoning, and acts as much as a specific in diphtheria a$ quinia does in inter·
mittent fever. These bold assertions have been corroborated by several
good observers. 'Ve have not used this remedy sufficiently to authorize
an expression of opinion, but a truly remarkable case, occurring in the
practice of Dr. T . J. Yarrow of Philadelphia, and tieen by us in consultation,2 where this remedy was used in the above manner with excellent re·
sults, convi nces us that further cautious trials should be made in this di rec·
tion. The same may be said for the treatment by enormous doses of calomel,
which has been advocated by some good observers as producing specific
curative effects. It is difficult to define the cases in which it might be
justifiable to try either of tbese ruo<les of treatment, but it seems to us that
it would chiefly be in cases where a continued tendeucy to the formation of
1

Trans. Penna. Fl-tale .Med. Society, p. 886, 18i9.

2 Addre!>s on )ledicine, by "William Pepper l\1.D., Trans. Amer.
1
1881.

~Icd.

Association,
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p"euclo-membrnne showed it::clf while as yet 110 extreme degree of blood
poi,:oning had occurred.
Emetics; Pu1'gatii•es.-Emetics are us~ful when the exudation shows a.
di.0;po~i1ion

to exten<l into tlie laryux, or when there is murh difficulty of

breathing from tumefaction of the fouces, or from accumulation of the
deposits.
\Ve would recommend under the~e circnm,:;tauces the use of alum or ipecacuanha, as recommended in the article
on p-.eudo-niembranous laryngitis; the emetic being repeated in six or
twelve hour~, if the same indication sho uld coutinue or recur.
A purgative dose is useful at the commencement of the disease, merely
r~cudo-membrauous

as an evacuant.

After that period only such laxatives netd to be em-

ployed as may s uffi ce to keep the bowels so lubl e.
Stimulants.- In the milder forms of' diphtheria, where no complications
exi.:;t, Lh e cases usually terminate favorably without the use of any stimulants i but there are many cases, on the other hand , characteri zed by pallor
of surface, marked weakness of the circulat ion anrl tendency to prostration,
great enlargement of the cervical glands, and extensi,·e disease of the
lhroat, where the pseudo-membranes rapidly decompose and assume a
gangrenous appearance, and the urine is frequently albuminous, in which
btimulants, freely administered, are positively required.
In cases where such atlynamic symptoms are present, we should begin
early int.he attack with the admioil'.itration of the weaker stimuli, find empl1l): the strongt>r forms a~ the disea.:;e udvances and the strcngtb of the
system rnccumbs more and more.
Food.-ln no disease ::hould more sedulous care be paid to securing to
the paticut a proper amount of suitable nourishment; :11H.l 1 indeed, in the
ab:'ence of' a11y remedy which can be looked upon as e~seutial or specific,
we mu .. t ns.:-ign, perhaps, the most important part in the treatment of
diphtheria to food and :5limulauts. It is at least certain that where these
cannot be administered in proper quantity, all other treatmeut is uno.vniling, nncl hence it is our duty, upon finding that tbe pain and fatigue
expe1·ieuced by the child when forced to take frequent doses of medic:iue
mak e it utterly unwilling to take food, to abandon all strictly medicinal
treatmeut, and trust lo sustain iug the powers of the sy~tem by the free use
of stimulant:5 and concentrated food .
I u ca~es where rnechaoical obst.rnction exists, or where all efforts at
voluntary deglutition are obstinately resisted from fear of the g reat pain
caused by the act, nutritious and stimu latin g eoemata ruust be immediately resorted to. These may consist of beef-tea, eggs beaten up in milk,
brandy in the form of milk-punch, and, further, may be medicated by the
addition of quinia. They should be giveo every three or four hours, in
rath er small quantity, and not so concen£rated as to irritate the bowel.
When thus adminiatered it is quite possible to sustain life for several
days, uotil food can again be introduced into the stomach.
Io addition to the local and general treatment above recommended 1 the
patient .::hould be rigorously confined to bed during the whole treatment,
and for at least ten d1.1ys after the disnppearaoce of the exudation. This
caution is given, not only on account of the danger of that most fata l ac·
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cident, the formatioD of a heart-clot, but becauEZe we have twice kuown
the exmlatiou to reappear" hen the patient had been allowed to IC'a.\'e the
bed at too early a period; and in one of these the exudatiou cxten<lul into

the larynx on tht> occa~iou of the secoud attatk, in ~pite of nil that could
be don~, and life wao;:, saved only by the operation oftrncheotomy.
The most scrupulous cleanli11e$S of the per:oon anti surroundi11gR of the
patient ~hould be preser\'cd; free and un111terrupted \'eotilation ~ecurecl;
and on account of the positive, though perhaps $light, coutngiou!'ne~:-; of
diphtheria, it is wi~e to practice separation of the well children io the
family frnrn thesiek. ~ iv-<-""< ~ Jv-•t44w~
The treatment required in those cases whtre the pseudo-membrane ex·
tends into the laryn.x, and especially the discussion of the indicatiuns for
the operation of tracheotomy 1 will be found in detail iu the article on
pseudo·m~mbrauous laryngitis.
Trl!ctfment of Paralysis.-We have already 8tate<l that the prognosis in
dipbtheritic paralysis is usually favorable 1 the symptoms often disappearing in the course of time without trentment. Tbe cure may, however, be
much hastened by a per:-;isteuce in the administration of iron and quiuia,
to which strychuia should be added in full doses.
Nitrate of silver has also been employed in full doses with apparent
benefit.
The paralyzed muscles should be faradized daily; and, when accessible,
sea-bathing or sulphur baths may be employed with advantage.
In tho:-se ca~es where the muscles of deglutitiou are especially affected,
and the nutritio11 of the patie11t is sufforing from his inability to swallow
sufficient food, it ii; desinib\e to re~ort to the use of nutritious enen;ata.
Ttecttment of Heart-clots.-Under the supposition that the blood i~
hypcri11otic: in the latter stage of diphtheria, the various fl-alines, e!l-pPcially
the vegetabif~ ones, such as the citrates and acetates, and ammonia, given
either as the carbonate or in the liquid form, have been recommended by
Richardrnn.
When, however, the symptoms indicate that deposition of fibrin bas
absolutely occurred, it is probable that nothing can be dooe io the way of
curative treutment. Alkalies may be given internally, the vapor of ammo·
nia inhaled, alkaline solutions i11jected into the veins, but there is little
reason to hope that any effect upon the clot can be produced.
In one of the ca~es reported by us (lof'. cit.), the clot presented at one
extremity a granular, partially disintegrated condition, as though its re·
moval hnd begun by interstitial action, and the mechanical effects of the
blood current; and it is possible that by supporting the powers of nature
the removal of the clot might be effected in this way. Indeed, there are
cases on record (quoted by H.oOinson, loc. cit.) in which the symptoms have
mo:::t clearly Jemonstrated the exi.:'itence of a clot in tbe cavities of the
heart, where reco\·ery has still occuned.
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ARTICLE XII.
EPIDEMTC CEREBRO-SPINA L

)IE~I:SGITIS .

Dr-:nxrrro)I"; RYNO:SYns; IlrsTORY; FREQUE:SCY .-Among the large
number of narne'1 which have been applied to this di:.::ea-;e 1 the only adJiti onul ones which call for mention are ce rebro-spin al fever and spotted
fever. The la tter has been much used in this country, but as it is based
upon a !iymptom of occa::iiona.l occurrence only, is eviliently inarlrnis:Sible.
Th e narne we Juwe adopted is the one now almost uni\•ersally accepted.
Epidemic cerebro·spinal meningitis is aa acute specific febrile affect ion 1
occurring in epidem ics of widespread or loca l character, but not propagale<l by contagion; char.1eterized by alterations of the blood aud by inflamma to ry changes in the membranes of the brain and spi na l co rd , and
running a most irregula r course both as regards sy mptoms and duration.

_

'EJlirkmic rcr<'hro-1
_ _ spinal Mening:itl.i. Tn>lms

- -1

'
.
.
Fc,•cr.
Typho1<l Fe,·er.1 D1pbthcrln.

1860
1861

68

214

148

502

1862

37

654

1863

49

131

486

434

1861

381

335

648

337

Hl2

460

325

331

773

1866

92

96

381

1867

102

138

367

119

1868

51

108

3D3

119

1869

36

49

373

182

1863

192

18i0

36

69

409

1871

44

37

313

1872

128

3,5

369

130

1873

2·16

31

382

110

1874

82

26

461

179

1875

83

1876

145

21

419

652

27

761

708

542

458

1878

90

401

464

1879

62

314

321

1Si7

56

A lth ough it is hig hly probable that epidemi cs of varying extent occurred prev ious to tbe present century, it appea rs that their true nature
was not recognized, and the first distiuct account of epid em ic meningitis
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was published in 180j by Vieu~seux. Since that time, however, it hn ...
appeared more or le.-:s frequently in almflst every country of the ~lobe.

It began its cotm;e in the United States in 1806, and oumerou;; epidcmi('_.,
of it occurred between that time and the year 1816; again between 18~8
auJ 1830; agaiu between 18-t2 and 1850, and again between 18:)() null the
present time. The last epidemic began in Phila.delpbia in 1X6:), and returned annually for some years, reaching its height iu 1866-67. i-;inee
then, however, as will be ~eeo from the table, it bas continued to furui~h
annually a considerable number of death'.'i .
It was made the subject of several valuable memoirs, among which mny
3
be meutioned those of Gerhard, 1 Githens/ Levick, aad pa.rt.icu larl y the
admirable treatise of Still 0.4
Ow in g to the employme nt of various names for this disease in t he mortality reports, it is difficult to estimate the actual mortality occa~ioned in
this city by it, but a good idea may be obtained from an inspection of the
table, which presents lhe annual mortality for twenty years from epidemic
cerebro-5pinal meningitis, typhus and typhoid foverii, and <liphtheria.
0
CAUl:lES.-The disease we are consideriug has occurred in al l portions
of the temperate zone iuhabited by European races anrl their descendants;
in alJ 13orts of localitie~, among all ranks an<l conditions of society, at all
age;:, and in bnth sexes; and it is, therefore, in the stron_gest sense of the
word a pandemic disease." (Still6, op. cii., p. 9-t) ·while its epidemic
character is so strongly marked, there i::; no relic1.ble evidence a.-; lo its
being cootagiou:;;, A fow author~, how..!ver, even of ~uch receut date ag
Bri-.lowe, assert their belief in it:- coutagioui-:ne~s.
Although occurriog iu both sexe;:; an<l at all ages, it is more frequent
in fl-males, aod a largo majority of the ca..;el) are among minors. The di~
ca;:;e has un<loubtedly been more frequentaod virulent among over-crowded
and filthy population.:;, but there is uo reason to think that these cotH.litioos
txert any more than n general depressing influence.
A:NATOJllCAL LE:5IO:Na.-The c.:hief le..;;ious iu this disease are found in
coauectiou with the blood and the nen·ous centres.
Blood drawn from a vein during life u.:mally presents its normal characters or t:be those indicative of inll.tmmatory action, excepting in cn:;e.-.
of the most malignant an<l rapidly fatal type. Ou the other hand, iu
po::;t-morlem examinations, the hloo<l is most frequently fou ud to be da rk ,
and either altogether fluid, or wiLh ouly small rlark and soft cloti;;, in the
cavities of the heart and the larger bloodvesseli-l. These n.ltcratious are
evidently what should be expected iu a di;;:ea~e pre~entiug the double condition of" a specific blood poison au<l a distinct and serio us local iofiam·
mation, which two clements vary grea~ly in their relative preponderance
in difft:rent epidemics, and even in difl~rent cases of the same epidemic;
uo definite chemical clrnn,;es have been ascertained. la case3 where the
Amc~Jour. Med. Sci., July, 1SG3, p. lQ.j
Ibid ., Ju ly, 18fi7, p.17.
Trans. of Arner. :\Ierl. A"~oc., xvii, p. 31 I.
' J~pidemic Meningilis, Phila., LSOi, p. li8.
1
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rra>1.is of the blood is greatly impnirecl, microscopic examination ha.;: fre·
qul'ntly ~howu au ab.::;euce of the ordinary mode of arrangement of the
red corpllscles in rouleaux, and a crenated appearance of the corpuscles
tbem~elvcs.

The lesionf.! of the nervous cent res are chieHy seen in the meninges of
the brain and spinal cord. In the early stage, there is extreme engorge·
ment of the ve~sels of the meninge:::, wilb a lo~:; of the normal translu·
cency of tbe pia mater aml arachnoid. Later, au exudation occurs
which at fir~t may be serous, but soou becomes sero-purulent or entirely
compn~ed of" thick creamy pus, with a varying proponion of lymph. The
amount of thig exudation \'arie.:i greatly in Ciff'crent cases; nt times being
quite scanty, while in other instancrs several ounces of pus are present.
Th e exudation usually occupies tbe subarnchnoid space, and is at times
a~1iociated with effus ion il1to the ventricles of the brail1. The con\•exity
and the base of the brain are both involved, though the exu<latiol1 i.s as a
rule mt)re abundant over tbe latter, and e01pecially about. the optic cLia:-;m,
the fJ.;... ure:; of :--;ylvius, and the ba~e of the cerebellum and under surface
of th e pcm~. One or more of the cnrnial nerve.s are completely imbl:dded
in the exudation.
Th e ~pinal meninges present the same general changes, the ve~sel.:; being
congested, the pia mater infiltrated with i::ero·puru lenL Uuid , and the sub·
nrachnoid :-pace occupied by a more or less ex ten..,ive exu dati on. These
lesions are u~ually mo::t markecl about the medulla und ngnin at the lower
part of the cord. It is proba!Jle that the tendi:ncy of the exudation to
Rccumulate at the latter point.; i~ partly, at lea .. t, Jue to gra\'ity .
The !:'Ubbtance of the brain is usually va::;cular aud more or le~:s softened;
nnd the ~pina l cord presents the ~ame change::>, though le:-~ (•1rn,.,tantly aud
u~uully to u lc:'S degree. lu some case,;, however, the soltening of tl1e cord
iii extreme, nnd Hirsch has recorded a cu::e iu which the ccutral c:rnal of
the cord wn~ di:-;ten<lecl with pm~.
In ~omc ca .. es where death occurred \·ery rapidly. within twenty· four or
forty·eight hour::, the cerebro·spinal lc::ions have bt!ell fouu<l wautiug, not
having yet beeu developed to au appreciable extent.
There are m1 l'haracterbtic le~ions uf any other organ.
Su.1J>TO'.\l:"i; <..:omtsE.-111 some cu::;e:-; the attack i:s preecded by the usual
prodrom es of' acute specific fever; but in many inshrnces it occurs without warning iu the midst of' pt!rfect health. U.:iually the actual outbreak
id m:Hke:d by a di:stiuct rigor, foilowed by fever, prostrution, vomiting, in·
tcn~e beadache, nnd pains iu the back aud limb,;. It is soou ev ident that
the patient i::i ser iously ill. He growd restle~s and tos..,es about, at times
witb slight ly spa~modic twitcbiug~ of the mu::;cles. The intellect often
remnin(I, cleur; but delirium or a disposition to heaviness and dozing may
be pre~ent. The temperature is rarely very higb at first, aud the pulse
ranges from !JO to 120, according to the age of the child. A3 early as the
second dny we may observe that the head is ret racted, aud thu.::; increases
in its d eg ree and soon becorues ns.3ociated with a tendency to opist hotouos.
The otber nervous symptoms increase in seve rity; bPadache per:::i3t.s, and
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is even so severe as to elicit screams of pain; the pupilsarecontracted; there
is delirium, with exce~sive re.,tle:::snes;; or Pven convuJ,..iuns. Extreme cu ta.
neous and muscular hyperre~the~ia are very common syrnptom~. Vomiting is apt to coutinue; the bowel.s are constipated, the abdomen retracted,
and the urine is wrnally retained. The pulse grows more frequent and
small, tbe respiration greatly accelerated, and the temperature iucrea~es
to perhaps 10.3° or 10-4° F. I-Ierpetic eruptions about the mouth are common; and in a varying proportion of cases a purpuric eruption appears
from the secon<l to the fourth <lay. In some imtances the cour~e of' the
symptoms presents markc<l fluctuations, which muy assume the f'orm of
distinct quotidian or tertian remis,-ions. In unfavorable cases, stupor
supervenes, interrupted by more or less marked spasmodic movements;
respiration and circulation become more and more impaired, and the
patient dies in profound coma. Io favorable cases, on Lhe other hnnd,
the nervous jactitation and delirium dimiuish, the tetanic muscular spasms
relax, the urine is passed voluntarily, the pulse and respiration gradually
become uniform, and the patient enters upon convalescence.
Death may occur even in a few hours from general paralysis, from the
overwhelming effect of a violent and universal meningitis. It may occur
in the course of one or fwo days, in malignant cases with extremely marked
blood lesion. fo cases of the regular form, death rnay occur from the
fourth to the eighth day, from the effects of the cerebro·spinal lesion; but
after convalescence has commenced, the supervention of some complication or sequel may prove fatal, even after the lapse of weeks or months.
Before proceeding to discuss a few of the principal symptoms more in
detail, the following case of s<!vere type, which occurred in our practice,
may be cite<l in illustration of the general sketch above given:

&. :Morphia:iSulph.,

rr i'f

Acid. Sulph. Aromat.,
nxv.
Elix. Cinchome1
f3ss.
Ft. sol.-To be taken every two hours.
In the evening, his mind was more clear; but rigidity and soreness of muscles of
back of neck had appeared, with tendency to opisthotonos. Pulse J:.!O, irritable and
quick. Vomiting continued. The bark mixture was changed foronecontaining quinia,
morphia, and dilutesulplrnric: acid. Jced champagne and beef·tea were given in small
11uantities. Counter-initation by capsicum and whisky.
In the night, at two o'dock 1 vomiting continued frequent and uncontrollable. Pul!<l!
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feeble, almost lhread-likc, anrl very irregular, yarying from 100 to 120 within
n fow minute,;' time. Tcmpernture equally \·arial.Jle, surfarc being alternate!~· bnrning
hot and t•hil\y. Quitecon<ocjou<o, aml complaine<l of intcn<;t> headache; extreme re-.lless-

continued. Frequent thin, da1·kstools.
June lOth.-[n morning, pube 90, ·\'arying from minute to minute; re.,piration le"s
hurried. Snrfare w:u·m. lle pa-.,.ed urine and freccs. Ordered suppo,.:,itories of gr. ss.

ne-;.;

~~~::;;~. :~'~r~r1~~~r;~::~~aco~:c:~·tr:;~~ ~1r0 l::.:,!:~~:.;

a blister behind each ear; f.5ss.

About five hours later, :;tupor supervened and contin~1ed until night, interrupted
of \'iolent delirium. f:Hight coiwergent strabii>mus. Petechire continnetl, and
a herpctic eruption appeared about the mouth. Temperature reduced in extremities.

h~· fit"I

Ordered nutritious enemala: bli,.ters 4 x 4 to back of neck;

s~all

do:;es of:. opium by

crusts.
talion.
June 10lh.-Xinth day of disea~e . Convalescent.
June :!CJth.-Rapidly regaining strength. Sleeps well, and eats with great appetite.
Xo headache; expre:;:,;ion bright and uawral. Tongue bai; healed, and herpes around
mouth nearly gone. Bowels regular; urine free and normal. C..:ontinues quinia and
mineral acid. The suUsequent cour~e of the case was that of rapid restor:-i.tion lO
he:-i.hh without any sequclro.

In entering upon a study of the special symptom::, it will first be observed
that the mode of onset of the disease is peculiar, and is charncterizet.l by its
sud<leuness and by the early appearance of grave nervous symptoms with-

out a high grade of fever.
The syn1ptorus furnished by the nervous system merit the closest study.

So importaut are they that runny authors have been lc<l to regard the
whole affection as due to the rueningenl inflammation, losing sight of the
58
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coexistent lesion of the Mood. The most marked of them is hea<laehe,
which, as alrendy stated, appears early, is u:::ually sharp anfl lancinating
in character, and violent in the extreme. It is accompanied with pain
along the ~pine, e.:;pecially in the cervicnl region, which is much inc1·eased
by p1essure or hy motion. Neuralgic pains are also very common, an<l at
times are extremely 8"evere; they chiefly affect the extremities and the
abduineo. From an eurly period of the case, there is apt to be marked
aod painful hyper:mthesiit of the skin,- and all:io of the muscle'i; so that
handling the patient cause~ complaints or even cries of pain. Later this
may he followed by more or less marked anre.;the.:iht. There are frequently
also various forms of muscular spasm. At times a high group of muscles
will be aftedt>d with s.pasm, either tonic or clouic. The most frequent
instances of this are the retraction of the head from rigirl spasm of the
cervical muscle~, and the tendency to opi.sthotonos; hoth of the~e conditions are very constant, and may be present in a higb degree. TrimlUs is
not very infrequent; while in other cases, the muscles of the extremities
are affected with spasm; or again, the tetauoid symptoms may assume the
form of general epileptiforru convulsions, which are much more frequent
in children than in adults.
Paralysis in various form~. hemiplegia., paraplegia, but much more frequently as affecting a single cranial nerve (facial, abducens, or oculo·motor)
bas been observed, but as a rule is not met with until the later stages of
the disease. Io some cases, marked sllhs ullus is present. In addition to
these symptoms, there is rapid an<l marked debility, frequently a~sociated
with ve1tigo 011 rising into the sitting posture. Di~turbanccs of the intellect are also more frequent in children than in adults. At first there are
great restlessuess, jactitation, and wandering delirium, which may per:.ist
or be replaced by more or less profound stupo r i perhaps occasioually interrupte<l by active delirium. In fatit.l cases, this stupor deept:ns into
coma as the eo<l approaches.
There is frequently loss of control over the bladder and rectum, attended
with retention or with i11,·oluntary discharges.
The organ~ of special sense furuish important symptoms. There is often
a uniform, dirfu:5ecl redness of the coi1junctiva. The pupils are u::.ually
contracted at first, but later may be dilated or unequal. Not rarely blindness follows; due either to keratitis, to exudative inHammatioo of tbe
retina or choroid, or to purulent exudation ioto the chambers of the eye.
Squinting frequently results from paralysis of one of the motor nerves of
the eye as already stated. In like manner, deafness often results from
suppurative inflammation of the internal ear, or from inflammation of the
auditory nerve.
The expression of tbe patient varies mu ch at different periods of the
disease. In the early stage, the face is often pale, with pinched nose aod
sunken features. This peculiar facies, which was noted in the case above
narrated, is regarded by Hirsch and others as very characteristic.
The pulse and te:mperature are less uniformly affected than in any other
of the acute specific febrile diseasee. At first the pulse niay not be much
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arcelerntecl, but later it may be very rapid, or ag1.in, may present remarkable variations at short intervall'l, The cour~e of the fever is very irregular;
in mo!'.t ca~es the temperature does uot rise above 103° or 104°, and not
infrequently is much lower throughout the whole cour,.;e of tlie attack.
The <IL.;;turbnnce of respiraliou i~ marke1l but very irrf'gular. In the
early ~tages it corresponds with the coudition of the puh:e; but later it
pre:o:euts irreguhuitiea due to the pressure of' exuJation on the pneumogastric 1wrve, aud may then assume tbP, peculiar form known as ascending
and Je.~f'e11di11g breathing, which is so frequently seen in the exuda li\·e ~tages
of tubercular mcuingiti~.
Th e dige.~tfre l<f/'lem presents few con~tant symptoms. Vomiting, however, is nearly always pre:-:tnt in the early stage, and may be frequeut aud
uncontrollable. It is ofteu unattended by any nausea, au<l there evidently
depends an irritation at tbe base of lhe brain. \\'e have alrearlr referred
to th e severe abdominal neuralgic paiu sometimes complai ued- of. The
bowels are usually con::;tipatE<l, and the abdomen retracted. lu the later
stage, it is not rare for involuntary cli::chargcs to occur.
The urine presents the ordiuary feb1·ile characters, and in addition is at
times nlbumiuous or even bloody. There i::; frequently retentivn, requiring the u~e of the catheter, though we thiuk this less frequent in children
than in adults.
\Ye ha\· e already allLJded to the occurrence of en1ptions on the skin.
They are not constant, and iu some epidemics ha\'e been mrely noticed.
Still they constitllte very important symptoms in the majority of cases;
and indeed th e occurrence of n petechial eruption ha ::; been so marked a
fe:tture in mo::;t American epidemics as to render the o~jectioua l name,
"spotted fever," the popular title for this aff€ction.
Among these eruptions, groups of herpes are frequently seen on the face,
e:-pedally about the mouth, while, in more rare in ~tances, erythen1a and
urticaria bM·e been ob:sen·ed. But by far the most frequent aud important
is the petechial eruption, which appears early i11 the case, usually in the
form of ::;ma ll spots. The proportion of cases in which such an eruption is
present varies g rea tly in <liff'<:;rent epidemics. StillC co ncludes (op. cit., p.
Ii~). that, taking the whole of the cases of ep id emic meningilis in Europe
and America, it did not occur in more than 10 per cent. On the other
hand, ornG oases recorded by Dr. Githens (foe. cit.), 3G ba<l marked petechial
eruptions; and of the cases we have ourseh·es observed, the proportion
bus beeo even greater.
The duration of this disease is extrem ely variable. \Ve have seen it
prove fatal in the adult from collapse within forty-eight hours, with all the
evidences of profound blood alterations, and before the characteristic lesions
of th e meninges had passed beyond the first stage. Death has been known
to follow e\•eu in a few hours, with sy mptom!:! of general paralysis.
In cases of ordinary seve rity which terruinatefavorably, the durution of
the acute u.ttack may he stated as from five to fourteen days, but complete
convalescence may be postpon ed for weeks or mouths on account of the
occurrence of some of the sequelre so frequent after this aftectiou. On the
other baud, death may occur at any period from the first day, as above
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stated, to as ]ate as months after the original attnck. Hirsch states that
its duration is between a few hours and several months.
OorwaleJJcence may be prompt, satisfactory, and complete; or it may be
irregular and protracted, in consequence of the persi~t('nce of some symp·
toms or the development of some of the sequelre. Among them may be
mentionet.I blindness and deafuess due to causes already stated. Home
neuralgic paius, dependent upon irritation of the posterior roots of spinal
nerve::, tonic or clonic spasm of certain mu~cles 1 and more rarely paraly~is
of a single muscle or of one or more members. It will he ob'-erved that
the::e sequelre are, for the most part, the results of the iuflammation of the
cerebro-spinal meninges.
The mottality varies greatly in different epidemics. According to Hirsch
it has varied from 20 to 7.5 per cent. As we have met with it in this city,
the mortality was about 33 per cent.
The prognosis should always be guarded in epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis. Even when the threatening symptoms of the acute attack begin
to sub.side, it is impossible to predict that there will not be left behind
some sequel which may protract convalescence indefinitely or induce a
lingering and painful death.
The diagnosis of this disease is not difficult. It could scarcely be con·
founded with typhoid fever; but in case of the co-exi:stence of an epidemic
of typhus fi?ver, it is important to note the diHerenti<:tl marks by which this
latter mny be di::ilingui::ched from epidemic meningitis. Thus the headache
of typhus fever is less violent and sharp, and the delirium Jess active and
marked. In typhus, also, the face presents a dusky flush, aod the conjunctiva is inje<'ted; while ia meningiti!:l the face may be pale at first, and
the conjunctivm are of a uniform pinki.;h color. The rapidity of pulse aocl
elevation of' temperature are mllch more marked in typhus, and follow a.
much more regular course. The eruption of typhus appears on the third
or fourth day; while in rneningiti.; the occurrence of petechire is not at all
constant, and when present they may <1 ppear as early as the fir~t or second
day. On the other hand, t.be herpetic eruptions so frequent in meningitis are
I wanting in typhus. Vomiting is mueh more frequent in meningitis than
in typbu~. Retraction of' the head. opisthotonos, muscular spasms, neuralgic pains, cutaue0us hyperresthesia, irregularity of the pulse and respiration al~o, which are such marked symptoms of meningitis, are not
characteristic of typhus. 'Ve may acl<l that although typhus occurs in
childhood, it is comparatively rare i while, as we have already seen, epi·
demic meningitis occurs more frequently among children tLan at any
other age.
'Ve would call at.tention also to the possibility of confounding mi ld cases,
without eruption, for rheumatism of the cervical and dorsal muscles. We
knew this error to be committed in one case, with fatal results.
TBEATMENT.-ln the treatment of this affection it is necessary to bear
in mind itS real nature. There can be no doubt, however, that, in the
majority of cases at nil amenable to treatment, the meningeal lesions must
be the chief ohject of our medication.
The use of cathurtics is to be adopted with great caution. A mild saline
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laxative may be administered, and its action aided by an enenrn. 1 if marked
constipation exi:its at the onset. But it is to be remembered that but little
food can u~ually be retained, aud also that . the constipation is Lhe result
of the cert!bral irritation.
Opium, administered freely, so as to quiet the intense pain and nervous
rcstle~f;ne~s. is to be recommended. Its use will also at times control the
cerebral vomiting. It is best given by suppository or enema, or in the
form of morphia. by hypodermic injection.
Bromide of 7Jotassiwn, as a nervous sedative and antispasmodic, may be
employed with advantage.
Ergot has also been highly recommended on account of its well·estab·
lished power of influencing cunge~ti o n of the cerebro·spinal vessels; and
cerlnin ly this would appear suffi cient reason for the employment of this
remedy alone or in conjunction with belladonua.
Our own experience agrees with that of most American physicians, iu
regard to the beneficial effects of quinine, g iven in large doses, either by
the mouth, or, if vom iting be persi13tent, iu the form of suppo::itory.
Locrd depletion by leeches or cut cups to the back of the neck and along
the spine should be employed, unless the evidences of bloo<l dyscrasia
forbid it. After its employment, or instead of it, in cas:e it be deeiued
inadmi-.sible, ihe repeated application of dry cups along the spine is to be
recommended.
Food should be very ca refully administered in small quantities, and if
necessary, nutritious enema.ta should be resorted to.
In ca~e of extreme dehility, of depression of the circulation, or of ten·
clency to collap~e, alcoholic stimu lus should be freely employed, and tbe
!lllme is true, when 1 later iu the course of the case, the typhoid state is
markedly developed. It may also be necessary to apply external warmth
to maintain the temperaLure of the body.
For the relief of the sequelre which result from the imperfect absorption
of th e exudation, :i.ud the consequent irritation or pre:--sure upon the roots
of the cranial or spinal nerves, evincing itself by neuralgic pains 1 ruu~cular
!!pa,;m~, contractions or paralysis, the necessary treatment comprises con·
tinued couuter·irritation to the sp ine; the internal aclministratio11 of iodide
of potassium, nitrate of silver, or bichloride of mercury; and the use of
oue or the other form of elect ri city .

CLASS VII.
DISEASES OF TIIE

~KIN.

IT woul<l be worse than usele:::s=, ia a work like the present, to attempt a
full description of all the diseases of theskio to which children are suhject.
Such a cnurse would compel us to de\•ote to more important matters thaa
the aff~ctions of the skin, a much smaller proportion of spn.ce than they
require and deserve. 'Ve i:::hall therefore select only those cutaneous diseases occurriug in early life, which are most important either from their
frequency, or because they present in children some particular aspect or
peculiarities, which make it necessary that they should be studied separately from the same affections in adults. Moreover, we shall treat of
each one as it comes before us with greater or less copiousness of detail,
according to its re::-pective consequence to the medical pracLitiouer, eschewing carefully any useless detail in regard to the more unimportant
ones, but endenvoring auxiously to describe with accuracy the history,
diagno!:is, and treatment of such as demand a greater degree of consider11tion.
The progress in scientific dermatology has been so rapid during recent
years that it may be hoped that ere loug a strictly satisfactory clas~ification,
with definite significations attached to each name, will be forme<l and accepted uni\•enmlly. For the present, we are led to accept the classification
adopt«:d by the American Dermalologicnl Association in 1878. According
to thi~, there are nine classes of skin diseases, as follows:
1. Disorders ofthesweat.glan<l.s, including hyperidrosis,etc.; and of the
sebaceous glands, including seborrhooa, etc.
2. Iuflarnmations, including erythematous, ve3icular, bullous, papular,
pu~tular, squaruous, and phlegmonous forrus.
3. Hemorrhages, as purpura.
4. Hypertrophies, as affecting the pigment, the epiderm, papillre, hair
or nails, or the connective ti~sue of the C<)rium.
5. Atmphies, as affecting the same in<lividual elements.
6. New gnrntbs, either of conuective tissue, of ves:els, or of granulation
tissue.

7. Ulcers.
8. Neuroses, including hyperresthesb an<l anresthesia.
9. Parasitic affections of vegetable or animal origin.
In beginning the study of any case of skin disea,::e, it is essential to form
a correct diaguo:sis 1 so that the case may be referre<l to the class where it
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belougs: There are certain elementary le.:;ious which, taken in rQnnection
with other considerations, have a good deal of value in determining the character of any given eruption. A ,.impleenumcration of the::-e will l:!uffice here,
as follows: Jlac1tl(e, or Hains; hyperocmia, or redness; pomphi, or wheals;
papulct·, or pimples; -vesiculre, or litde bladtlers; bullce, or bl eh,., blarl<lers
of a. larger size; 7m.~fulce, or pu::;tules; ,qquamce, or scnles; aud tabaeulre,
or i::mall solid lumps in the skin.
A.s the eruption in many forms Qf skin diseases passes through various
stages and present~Hliffereut appearnncc~at dilferent times, it i.:.; important to
study not one patch of eruption only, but as many points as exi::it, so as to
determine the character of the lat.est developments of the di::ea::-ce.
The two following practical rules, quoted from Tilbury Fox's Epitome of
Skin Di.<1eases (Phila ., 18i9, p. 16), express in forcible terms the t.n1e diagnolStic method: 11 All dis.ease<l places, or as many as possible, should be
caref'ully examined, an<l uot uue only, or oue here and there, for the :-:iruple
reason that the eruption may be at. very difl't!rent stages of development,
and therefore present diver.:;e aspects, iu different localities, upon the same
patient.
,
""'hen iu any given ca"e the earlier stages are not present so as to be
recoguizable, careful inquiry should he ma.de by interrogation of the patient, as to the changes that have occurred before the disease came under
ob::-ervation, ,\itb the view of dttermining it.s nature." A complete diagno:sis available as a guide to succe~:sful treatment, must inclutle, not only
the determination of the primary and es:seutial form of the eruption aud
its proper cla:ssification, and the dctectio11 of any complication or coexisting
eruptiua, bot should also embrace the recognition of tbe cau:se:;:, pre<li.:ipo:sing
and exciting; and of any conditions, local or coustitutioual, that may
modify the character or cour:i.e of the di:sea;:e, Ii is more an<l more clearly
demou~trate<l that there i3, in reality, nothing :special or peculiar in the
pathology of skin disease, but that here, as else\Vhcre, we have to deal
with the ordinary pathologic~! changes merely modified in their expression
by the nnntomical p.eculiarities of the tissue affected .
It will be fuund that the large majority of important skin clisenses
among children come under the rlass of Iuflamrnations or el~e of Parn~itic
Aff't!ctions. It will be found, :dso, that with them, enn more than at a
later age, these affections are influenced or caused by imperfect dige::":tion
or a!<similatiou, or by unfa,·orable climatic or hygieuic conditions; and
tlrnt they are frequeutly modified by inherited constitutional taiots, most
commonly of a scrofulous nature.
As already &lated, we ~hall not consider all the classes of skin affections
sy::-tema.t.ically, but shall devoteattcution only to those that present unusual
importance in chi!Jhood owing to frequeucy of occurrence or peculiarity
of manifestation.
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CHAPTER I.
ERYTIIEMATOUS AFFECT!Ol\S.
TnE chief feature of Lhese is the presence of hyperremia, mainly affecting tbe papillary layer, wit.h or without some slight consequent effusion
of serum, swelling of the cells of the rele ruucosum, rarely vesiculation, but
subsequent <lesquamatioa .
These comprise erythema, roseola, and urticaria.

ARTICLE I.

DEFINI'flON; FREQUENCY; FORMS.-Erythema is a superflcial in Ham.
Jilation of tlie skin, occurring in patches of irregular form aQcl varying ex-

tc>nt.

In some cases there is mere hyperreruia, causing superficial redness

of a rosy or deep-red hue, but without auy swelling whatever; while in

other cases there ii;i more or less exudation, so that the patches of hyperremia
also present pa pules, vesicles, or tubercles. It occurs either as an idiopathic
affection, from tbe action of local causes; or else as a symptomatic one,
in coauectiou with some systemic disturbance.
The causes that give rise to idiopathic erythema are various, including
extremes of heat and cold; the action of chemical or mechanical irritants,
etc. Of these, the only one that is specially operative in childre.u is tbe
chafing, cau:.;erl by contact of the natural folds of the skin with one another,
producing what is known as erythema iutertrigo, or simply intertrigo.
Symptomatic erythema is observed in connection either with the feb·
rile stage of acute local diseases, or with specific constitutional <lilmrdera.
So varied are the manifestations of symptomatic erytbema, under these
different conditions, that a considerable number of forms ba,·e been de·
scribed and named. Hebra adopts the term erythema multiforme to include such varieties as are called by many writers papulosum, tuberculosum, nodosum, fugax, marginatum, circinatum, iris, etc. Of these we shall
describe only erythema fugax and uodosum as beiog the forms most commonly met with in children.
ERYTIIEMA lNTERTRIGO.-Thi~ form of erytherna was for a long time,
and is still by some known by the single name of inlertrigo. It occurs
on the portions of the body exposed to friction by the contact of opposite
surfaces. and to irritation from the passage over, or retention upon them,
of the urinary secretion or the fecal discharges. The most commoa seats
of it are, tl1erefore, in the folds of the skin about the neck, in the axillre,
the groins, about the anus, in the cleft of the nates, and on the inside of
the tbighs.
As it appears in the creases of the skin about the neck, or in the axillre,
it may be a mere red blush lasting a fow days, and then disappearing; or,
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after pre.-.enting this appearance for a .short time, the inflammation mny
become much more intense, and pa~ into a true dermatitis, occa~ioning an
excoriated condition of the surfaces attended with the discharge of a serous
or a "ero-purulent fluid ; or, lastly, the inflammation may run into veritable
ulceration, giving rise to exteu:<.ive and vrry painful ulcers occupying the
depth of the crease, presenting abrupt and jag-ged edge8, nnd rli.scharging
very considerable quantities of pu.;r, In one child, two mouths of age, of
delicate constitution, and imperfectly supplied with food, we saw the la-.tde"'cribed form of the disea!'e occupying at the 8ame time the groin~, the
axillre, and the folds of the neck. The attack last~d two week~. and very
nearly proved fatal from the violent suffering it caused. In another child,
not quite a year old, who was teetbiug, it presented these characters in the
neck and axillre, while in the groins it was much le~s severe, the latter
parts being merely excoriated.
Infants attacked with severe diarrhrea, with dysentery, or entero-colitis,
and e;;pecially with that form of entero-colitis which i::o generally accornpani.>~ thru;;h, are very apt to have au erythema of the nates, genital parts,
nnd lhc i11ternnl ~urfaces of the thighs. So common, indeed, is this occurrence that l\I. Vllllt'!ix regards erythema of these parts as an almo~t constant accompaniment anJ even precursor of thru:;h. 11~or our own part
we have \'Cry often met with it in cases of diarrhO.!a in iufauts, even in
tho:::e of very moderate severity, but we have never ~eeu it precede the
appearance of the iute:<tinal di~order.
This form of' erythema b"gins as a. simple reJne:<5 of the i:;kiu about the
anu~, bet\\een the buttock~, about the genital parts, :rn<l over the inf-li<le of
the upper parts of the thighs. lo a mil<l case of diarrlnea, aucl iu a child
properly ckan8ed after each evacuation by stool or urine, it will go no
further than thi8; but in a severe attack of inftam111utory diarrhooa, attended with frequent aci<l stool~. and in a ca,;e in which proper cl€.auliness
is not attended to, tlie long-coutinuerl contact of the discharges and soiled
napkins will oftPn cause the erythema to assume very Ji~trc~~ing features.
The redne:-s extends in such i nstnnces along the leg:-; to the feet; small
papole~, more or less numerous, make their appenrnuce upon the inflamed
~kin i thc~e are converted into pustules and then into ulcera.tious, and if
the ea~e goes on unchecked, the ulcerations become larger, run together,
and pre:-!Cnt raw, deep red, and bleeding su rfaces, sometimes of considerable size. Very often the ulcerations present a grayi:,b plastic exudation
upon their surfaces. 'Vhen these conditions present themselves, the case
ha~ pa~!'ed into nn exudative form, aud is properly to be regarded as an
eczema pnpulosurn or pu.stulosum. After cicatrization there remain, at
the point~ where the ulcerations had exii::ted, reddi:-h and copper-colored
spots, which do not disappear for a considerable length of Lime. This form
of CIJlhema rarely ceases entirely until the diarrhrea which has occasioned
it has itself beeu cured.
En.YTllEMA FuoAx.-This form of ervthema occu rs chiefly as a syruptomatic affection, in the course of vario~s acute internal inftammations,
and e~pecially those which occur <luring dentition. It may occur duriog
high febrile renction brought on by auy cause, e::ipecially in children having
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an active cutaneous circulation. We have observed it eeveral times in the
local inAammvtious accompanied with gren.tdiisturbauceof the circulation,
aud particularly in cases of severe catarrh occurring during dentition, and
in attacks of severe simple angina. lu these case~ it appeared in the
form ofa bright red rash, re!:embling very much a mild scarlatinou~ eruption . It was seated upon the upper part of the front of the thorax, and
tlpnu the outer surfaces of the arms. The red flush <lbappearcd readily
under pressure 1 and flashed back the momeut the pre~sure was removed.
There was 1w swelling whatever attending it, anJ the cvlor was llC\'Cr so
bright as that of a severe ~C'arlntioa, nor so deep as that of ery.:;ipelas or
ro-~eola.
It lasted only a few hours or half a day, and then disappeared
without desquamalion.
The chief point of interest in regard to lhis form of erythema, as it ha3
come under our notice, has been the diaguo:-i:! between it aud scarlet fever.
This i::; to be made out only by recollecting that it bas made its appearance
in the cour:!e of another tliseme, while the child is already suff0ring u11der
some kind ofsickuess, which is not generally the case with scarlatiua; by
the less scarlet tint of the eruption, it::; more superficial character, and more
limited extent; and lastly, by its short duration.
El{YTHEMA. Nonosu:-.r is an acute inflammatory affection of the skiu,
characterized by the formation of rounded or oval, variously sized, more
or le:-:s elevated nodes. It is uncommon after the ag-e of twenty yearf!,
and generally occurs iu feeble aud delicate children. \Ve have ne\'er met
with it uu<ler five years of age. Duhring (Dis. of Skin, 12th ed., p. 1-45)
refer:' to the form wbich Uffelman11 and O~hme have described as occur·
riug in the younger members of tuLerculous families. It may develop it:)elf
upou diffaent parts of the body, but occurs in by far the greater part of
the cases ou the fore part of the legs, or over the anterior e<lge of the tibia.
'Ve have only twice seen it ebt:where, and then it was ~ituated upon the
outer surfaces of the arms and forearrus . It is preceded usually for several
days by geueral indisposition, by la~situde, thir::it, loss of appetite, an<l some
fe\·erh·hne~s. It appears in the form of red spots of an oval shape, somewhat elevated iu the centre, and which increase gradually in size. After
a short time these patches become decidedly elevated above the surrounding surface, aml in passing the hand over them they gh•e the i:.enrntion
of nodosities. They increase gradually in size, so as to measure from a
few lines to an iuch or au inch anti a half long, by half au iuch or an
inch broad, when they present the appearance of reddigh tumor:', :::omewhat
painful to the touch, and having nn obscure f~cling of flucltiation, as though
about to suppurate. Thi>=, however, they neyer do, but after a :-hort time
they diminish iu size, their red color changes into a hlui~h or livid tiot,
they soften, and fioally di~appear entirely in about twelve or twenty days.
As a rule they do not appear at onre, but come out at interval~ in the form
of crops. Rheumatic paius occasionally precede and attend the attack,
and according to Fox, chorea sometimes occurs in connection with it. H
has been suppoi>ed by llebra. that the nodes are due to an iuflammation of
the lymphatic ves~els, while hy other:; (Bohn) they have hecn attributed
to miuute embolisms of the cutaneous resseb; but we agree with Duhriug
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(op. cit., p. 146), that it~ nnture iili ~till involved in uncNtnint'f. '\Ye have
mE't with five well-marke1I cn:•es of this di.;ease. Tbree ·occurred in
girl:-i h<'lweE'n six anti tweh·e year;; of age, ancl two in boys of the same
ngc'. ThC'y ull appeared to depPncl 011 derangement of the digestive function, nttC'n<le<l with a somewhat impo,·erisbed state of the blood, aucl genernl dt'hility.
])uc:~O!"Of~.-The only di:;z1mlers with \\hich erythemn coulri be confoun<h·d nre ery:->ipela", ;o-iPola 1 or ~rnrlatina, and tilis coul1I happen only
in n•garil tf) the erythrma fug11x. From ery~ip£-ln~ it may hedi,.;1i11gui~hed
by th~ ~uperfi<·is l chararter of the eruption, the ab~ence of swelling and of
smarting and burning pain, and by the sli ~hter f:everity and much shorte r
clurntion of the symptoms in eryt hema. Another important foature is the
pec·ulitlr, abrupt, weJJ.dcfined, 11n1l slightly elevated margin which marks
the edge of the ery"ipelat ou!i ra .. h, and which does not exi~t with the same
di4int•lne:-:.~ in eryt herna. La ... tly, the singular regularity observed by
ery,.ipc·la~ in it~ gradual exten~ion from place to plare, is altogether uulike
the marc·h of erythema, which .!<hows it,.elf suddenly, or in a few hour~.
over large surfaces 1 and, after lasting some hours or a few days, quickly
di ... appenr~.
In ro"'eola the peculia r deep-rose tint of the rash will se rve to distinguish
between it and t.he lighter reel tint of erythema.
Th13 mild character of the general symptom!", and the nb~euce of throat
nfl~ction in erythema, will pre\•ent any one who i:; careful from mbtaking
the di"e1\"e for scarlatina.
Er ythema intertrigo cannot be mistaken fiir any other disea:;;e, and if
the c·our:-;e and peculiar local charac.:ter .; of erythema. nodo:-;um he borne
in mind, it a11'o may he ea . . ily recognized. 'rh c only thing with which
the lntter might be confounded is phlegmonou-s ery.;ipeJai;:, but if the mild
clrnrnc:ter of the general ~ymptruns iu erythema no<lo5um 1 the distinctly
circumi<C'rihctl form of the tumor~, aud the foC't tlut. the di;::ea:::e nHer terminat es by i:-11pp urllti on, nre recollecte<l 1 there need be no ditfo:ulty in
making the tliagnosis.
P1wnxo!-;J~.-Erythemn is a \"ery mild di:-:order in a large m:ijority of the
ra~e.:5. The only conditions under which it pro\·es serious are when in the
form of' intertrigo, it attack~ children laboriog under chronic entero-colili:i,
or those nfferted with severe thru;;h connected with ga~tro-intestinal inflamnrntion, when it ran not fail to incren.:;e the suffer i11g~ and danger of' the patient i or, when it implieates, as we have seen it. do in two instance;::, extensive pnrtion~ of the cutiweou:s su rface, involving the folds of the neck,
armpit . . , ~roi11,;;, and genital organ.;;, anti thi:01, too, without any other oigns
of di ..order of the di~e?-ti\"e npparatu~ than those showing functional dernngement. In one of the:->e ca~es the extent and depth of' the ulcerations
were 80 grent, and the rc;::11Jting .!'Ufferiug and con~titutional di~tre1'S so
scnre, a!ot to ha\·e very nearly de . . troyed the life of the infant, who was but
two months old n.t the lim e nf the attack.
ErvliH'ma nudo~um would almo'.-t certaioly excite ~ome unea~ine::s i11 the
mind. of a prn.c·titioncr unacquaintt>d with its real nature and probable
Cl!Ur:,e, nu<l uot only so 1 bul it. would pro\·e tediou~ anti tliffic:ult of cure,
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unle$S treated in the proper way. "Then managed correclly, however, it
almost alwaJ'S gets well without any difficulty.
THEATM ENT.-Or<li nary mild cases of erythema inte1trigo require no other
measures than attention to ~trict cleanliness. Tbe irritated parts must be
ra1·efully washe<l two or three times a day, and if the nntes, genitnl part~.
au<l thighs are concerned, the washing mu:;t be repeated after each evacuation of urine or stool. After this the parts should be dusted with fine ~larch,

with the powder of chalk or lycopodium, or with calomel, which, in our
hand~. ha" answered best of all, or else be well anointed with ~ome mild
ointment, the best of which is, in our opinion, Gou lard's cerate. The wa:<hing ought to be performed witb a fiae ~oft sponge aud warm waler. The
sponge is far better lhan the cloth genernlly employed, because. with the
former, the cleansing caa be effocled by pressure, whilst with the latter it
is necessnry to use a kind of wiping or rubbing process, which cannot fail
to irritate the inflamed and leader surfaces.
'Yben the surfaces bnve become excoriated or ulcerated, attention to
cleanline::s is as important as e\•er. The application of the dryiug powders generally employed by the public becomes, under these circu111!Stauces,
insufficient, and often rather injurious, excep1, indeed, in cases in which
tbe excoriation is very slight; here the lycopodium pQwder, or very fine
starch or magnesia will sometimes answer a good purpose. 'Vheu the excoriation is severe, and when ulceration is preseut, we have never obtained
any good effects from powdering i on the contrary, it bas often prov(:d iujnriou,:, and is at least trouble~ome and aunoying from the incrusting of
the powder about the ulcer. 're prefer, therefore, wl1en ulceration is
prel:ieut 1 to dress the part with simple cera.le, Goulard's cerate, Turner's
cerate, or with ointmeut of oxide of zinc. The ointment should be applied on a fine rag greased on one side, the rag being doubled and interposed in such a way between the opposite surfaces of inflammation
as to be accurately applied to the whole exlent of the disease, and thus
prevent all friction or even contact of the opposite sides. These compre::ses ought to be changed three or four times a day, and all the discharges gently but carefully washed off by pres11ure with the !:iponge
between each change of dressing.
'VhiJ::;t this topical treatment is beiug carried out, constant attention
must be paid to the state of the digestive functioa. It is scarcely necessary to apply this remark to cnses occurring in the course of thrush or
entero-colitis; but there is another cla.ss of cases that we have met with,
in which, though the iutertrigo is severe and obstinate 1 lasting as much as
two, three, or four weeks, the sigus of gastro-intestinal disorder are so slight
ns to pn~s unnoticed unless carefully inquired into. Tims they may comsi::it
merely in the fact that a child has a few more stools per day than usual, or
that the ::;lools are more liquid than they should be, or that they exhibit
marks of derangement of the digestive process hy the appearance in them
of imperfectly <ligested curd of milk, or by their green color and sour srne11.
'Vhatever be the chamcter of the derangement of this function, as shown
by the general appearance of the child, its appetite, <legree of thirst, or Lhe
appearauces presented by the stools, we should always endeavor to rectify
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the di~orcler, and if the attempt prove succe:-:-;fuJ, we shall often ~ee the intertrigo vanh,h nt. 011ce, while before it had re~isted all the mean,:, emplored
for it,.; cure.
Erythema fugax requires no ~pecial treatment. The disorder which has
occa:-ioned it is the point to which our attention must be directed, au<l not
the eruption, whiC'11 is a mere consequence.
Erytll(>ma nodo:-;um occurs generally, as already stated, in fPeble children, and i'l u:0;ually accompanied with con.stipation or unhealthy i:;tools,
nnd slight febrile reaction. Tbe proper treatment is a laxati\·e at the
begi1111ing of the attack, and nµ;nin in the course of the di'.'io1·drr 1 if ueC'es.-:nry; rest in bed, or on a sofa 1 which is very important.; and, afler the
operation of the laxative, the admini:;tration of tonic~. and the use of a
light but r--trcngthcning diet. Tbe best tonic, as a general rule, is quinia.
If this i~ not liked, or if there be anything in the case to contr:i-iodicate
its employment, we may substitute the compound Lincture of hark, in
the do:<e of fifLeen or twenty drops, three times a day. If tbe chil1l i~ pale
aad an:.cmic, iron i:s lhe proper remedy. It should be given in connection
wilh the tincture of bu1 k, or wilh small do,..es of braudy, when the appetite i:s poor, and the strength aad spirits of the child much below their
untural level.
Topic:al remedies are not necei::~ary as a general rule. When, howe\•er,
the local J':.ymplom:s are .i::cvere, or there is much heat or pain in the tumors,
thry should be kert covered with compre~"es moi:;tene<l with some kind of
mucilage, or with lead-water and lawlauum.

ARTICLE II.

Dr::FT~ITIONS; SYXO~\'MS; FRr-:QUENCY; FoRMs.-Roi::eola is a noncontBgiousi e1·ythemntous affoc.:tion characterized by hyperremic patches, of
a ro.f:y color and of irregular ~ize and shape, which are unaccompanied by
elevathrn~ or papule~, and the appearance of which is preceded and accompanied by febrile .f:ymptoms.
It. is oft.en called in this country scarlet-rash, and under that tide, erroneou:sly suppo'.'ie<l to con..,titnte a ,·ery mild form ofscrll'latina. It is sometimes called also French measles, and rubeola sine catarrho. By some
writer~, ns Duh ring, roseola is iucludecl under the general term of Erythema.
Rosco la is of rather Ji'equent occurrence nmong8t children 1 though more
rnre than either measles or scarlet fever.
There are threcjo1·ms of the disea;c met with in children, roseoln restiva,
ro:seola automnali~, and ro::seola annulutn. As the two former, however,
present no differences of nny importance, we shall describe them under
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one head, whilst the latter, quite unlike the other two, requi res that we

should <le.::;cribe it apart.
CAUSES.-Roseola may occur at all ages of infan<'y and cliild hood, and
at any season, but is most cornnion in su mm er and autumn. It ha s been
known tn prevail as an ep1:de1nic, but is not cont 11gious. It may at tack th e
sa me individual on several different occa!;ion-", one attack not protc(·ting
from repetitiou8. The \'ariolous eruptions are sometimes preceded by
roseola, uu<l in some chi!Llren it makes its appearance on the ninth or
tenth Jay of the vaccine di::easr. Of' the nHious cau~e~ that we hav e
kn ow n to produce it, the most frequent is certai nly d erangemc•nt of th e
dige:=tive function during the fir:st dentition. It is :sa id also to be occasio11 ed by sudden cha nges of temperatur€', by violent exe rc i:>e, and by tbe
use of cold drinks white the body is heated and rnoi ist with per:-piratioo i
causes which st rongl y indi cate that the ne rvou s sy~ te m is closely conuected
with its production.
Sn1PT0~1s.-Young children who have been suffe rin g for a few days
with disorder of the digestive function, often ex hibit a slight roseolo us
eruption, lasting twenty-four or t hirty ·six hours, and lh e n di sa ppearing.
Th e eruption in this mild for m of th e d1seai)e appears sudde nly, ofteu in
the cour;:;e of a single uight, cove ring the tnrnk or even th e whole su rface
with numerous patche~, nea rly circ ular in shape, or in irregular, broad,
and waving lin es, situated close together, ant! yet d istiu ct, and of a light
rose color. 1n anot her, and rather more violent form, occurring e~pec ially
during dentition, the eruption appears after vomiting, feve r, dian hrea, aud
sli ght nervous symptoms, or pos::.ibly after sl ight conv ul sions, with the
c hara cter::; abo\1 e meutioned, except that the ra sh is deeper in co lor, g reater
in extent, and that it lasts generally a longer time-t wo, three, or four
days. Agai n, in a ye t more marked form, which freq ue ntly, but by no
means exelusively, occurs in warm weather, when it is sty led roseola re:>t iva
and aul u rnnal is, tb e eruption is sympto nrntic of a more definite comtituti onal dL-:turbance. It begius with more or less c hillin ess, alternating with
heat, with loss of strength and spirits, with headache, rest l es~ness, so meti mes
mild delirium, and even, it i5 said, though we have never seen tl1 e m, with
sl ight convuh;i,·e phenomena. At the sa me time t here is some febrile reaction, marked by accelerated pulse, heat and dryness of the skin , thirst
and loss of appetite i th e digestive fuuction is show u to be deranged by the
presen ce either of coustipation 01· <liarrbrea. After these symptom s ha\'e
continued for two, three, four, or eve n six or seven days, the eruption appea rs first upon th e face and neck, wbence it extends in twenty-four or
forty-eight hours to the rest of th e body. Tb e rash re5e mbles very closely,
in some cases exactly, that of measles; but the catarrhal symptorns are
abse11t. It is in the form of irregula rly circular and rather large patches,
at first of a red, but soo n cbauging to a deep rose color, and separated
from each other by portions of healthy skin. Tbe eruption is sometimes
accompanied by itching, and so metimes by stinging pain, and th e febrile
symptoms generally continu e, though mod erated in degree, after the appearance of the rash ; while in other instances the fever disappears entirely from that moment. The rash lasts between one and two or three
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a general rule, nnd fiufos away gradunlly until it

ha~ entirelv

dis-

app1·aretl. In !<ome ca"'el-i it comes and goes alttruately for a week. after
it~ fir .. t nppcnrance.
l{o:-.cOJ,_\ As:-:uL.\T.\ is :i curious anrl rather rare form of the di~onler,
from lhe l'ingular ancl beautiful appearance of tbe bright rose-colored
rill~" which C(Hl'~titute the eniptiuo.
Thb \'aricty of ro!'eola appears in the form of m;;y ring;;, or circle::i,
whn ...e centred retaiu the natural color of the ~kiu. The favorite seats of
the t>ruption are the abdomen, loin", buttock~, or thigh~, or it may cover
the J!r<.'lltt:r part of the body. In one ca.;e that we saw, the eruption covered the fiH'l', neck, and trunk. fn another it wa" seated uilon the face,
trunk, a11d upper extrcniitic>~. The rings are at fir.::t not more than one
or two linc1' in diameter, but thC'y enlarge grarlually until their centres
m~a~urc as much as half an inch in diameter.
lo some instances two
or three rings surround one another, the skin in the intervals between
them i-till retaining, however, its natural appearance. The di:::Pa~e i8,
when accompanied by symptoms \lf reaction, usually of short duration.
The cu,.es which occurred to ourselve3 lasted only three days, aud were
accompanied by decided febrile !')'mptoms, together
signs of digesti\'e den111gemcnt. It sometimes a~;;nmes a cl1ronic form, the eruption
fo<ling in colur in the morniug, and increasing agnin and cau:-ing heat of
f'ki11 1 in the evening.
D1.\G~osrs.-R>~cola. re.;livn. might be readily mi,..;takm by a careless
ob,.en·er for measles or ~carlatina, and especially for the former. 'Ve h:we
no doubt "h:tte\'C'r that ca~es of ro~eola are often regarde-d, uuder the title
of ~carlet-rn"h, as exa111ple3 of a very mild form of ~carlatiua, a misappreh<'n~ion which will explain 8ornc at least of the ~uppo:<erl iustancc.s of
sc1·oncl at tucks of sc:uld lt:ver in the :-arne inili\'idua.l. This is a mi,take,
however, that ou6ht aot tfl occur, an I need aot, if the following ch1racters
of the two di~eases arc properly uudcr::;tootl. The raqh in scarlatina is, in
the first place, of a. mucl1 brighter tint, aml it. i.; more p~rsi::;tent au<! more
uniformly :;pread over the -.urface than in roseoln. 'Vhen we come to aua-
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the eruption is composed of \'ery large patches, or it is ab:o>olutely uniform,
an1l e\'enly Jistributecl over large surfaces, as over the whole trunk, or over
the flexor or exteu:5or aspects or the limbs. It is seen to be composed, too,
when miuutely examiued, of all aggregation of very miuute red points,
which ure dotted so closely together as to preseut the appearance of a
general scarlet blush. Io roseola, oo the contrary, the ra.sh is composed of
irregularly circular, crescentic, or waving patches, with portions of skin
between of a natural or acarly natural color. Tbe patches, moreover, are
of a different tint from that of scarlatina, being of a deep rose, instead of
a bright red or scarlet color, and they cannot, upon close examination, he
resolved into the minute dotted points wbich make up the scarlatinous
eruption. 'Vhen we add to these circumstances the facts, that in roseola
there is 110 faucial inflammation, thnt the puls.e has not the great frequency
almost invariably present even ia very slight cnses of scarlet fever, that
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all the general symptoms are much less ~trongly marked, that no de~riu:i.ma
tion takes place in ro:oieola, and that the duration of the attark i~ nnH'h
aborter, we thiuk we have points of difference between the two, quite uumeroul! and marked enough, to render the differential diagnosis ensy ton
careful ob!'erver.
It ha:; always seemed to us impos~ible to ciistingui!'h with certainty between roseola and measles by the eruption alone, and we find that ~DL
Rilliet anci Barlhez are ;d~o of this opinion ( Jlal. de.~ E1dunf.<i, t. i, p. 7a2).
\\'e are told by writers that in ro;:;eola the patches compo~ing the eruptiou
are more distinct, larger, paler, aml more irregular in shape than iu measle~,
nod that they are separated by in term ls of healthy skiL; but we are quite
satisfied that, in some cn~es witoe~sed hy ourselves, these differences were
not sufficient to dii;;tinguish them. The diagnosis is to be made by atten·
tion to the following points: by the absence of cntarrhal symptoms in
roseola, by the slighter severity of all the general symptoms, and by the
much shorter duration arnl greater irregularity of the initial phenomena,
which latter seldom la~t in ro~eola more than one or two dayi;;, and co11~i.·-t
of symptoms of gastro-inte...;tinal derangement, whil...;t in measles they la~t
three and almost always four full days, and con~i:st of very strongly marked
catarrhal or respiratory symptoms, with very $light sign:; of gastro-intesti·
nal derangement.
H.o~eola, anoulata is so pPculiar and characteristic in all its appearnnces
as to prevent its being mil'takcu for any otherdi:-ease that we are acquainted
with.
Pn.oo~os1s.-Roseola is never dangerou" to life. If it ever seem" to be
so, it mm.t be in consequence of its occurring io connection with severe
internal disease.
TRF.ATME~T.-Tbe only treatment neces!mry in roseo)a is attention to
diet; the correction by that means, or, if necessary, by a mild laxative,
by some antacid preparation, or by a mercurial dosf>, of the gastric or inte!'tioal disorder; rest in hed, or seclusion in a chamber with a properly
regulaLed temperature; and the use of mild diaphoretics and cooling de·
rnulcent drinks.

ARTICLE III.

DEFINTTIOXSi SYNO~YMSi FREQUENCY; FoRMS.-Urticaria is nn erythematous affection, characterized by bard elevations upon the ekin, of
uncertain size and shape, and of a reddish or whitish color, or, more frequently, partly red anrl partly while; the eruption is generally of !-ihort
duration, is almost al ways accompanied with intense heat, and violent itching and burning.
The affection may be idiopathic or symptomatic. In the first cai::e, the
wheals seem to exi~t ns the sole disease present, though signs of gnstro·
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intr:-linal di.;ea...,e may exi;t; in the !1ttter ca~e. it is precede'! au<l accom-

p:rnierl by more marked dige:-;tive or .:-y:-<tcmic di:,turbance, or else it occurs
either durinµ- or after Rome ~peciflc di:-easc, as Rcarln.tina, mea"ile.s or hooping-cough; or finally it i!'S i:-ecoudary to some other ~kin dit-il:':h·e, as .::cabies.
It~ most com mun title i.:; that of nctUe-rm~lt. The mild, di:!crete form of
the di~ea!'e is generally called in the nursery hil'es. It is sometime::; de~erihed under the name of e.~.~era. It is of very freq11e1tt occurrence
amongt-1t children in a mild type. "\Ve have seldom .!'Cea in early life
the nhuodant and !:levere eruption covering the greater part of the surfa!'t>, which is met with in adu)l.;i.

Urticarht ocrurs both in an acute and chronic form, the latter being rare
in ('bildreu. The typica l a nti mo~t common variety of the acute form in
the adult is urticariafebrilis, which includes many of the uonecesearysubdivi.;,ion~ that have been made. It is also not uncommon in childhood,
though the form which is most frequently met with there is urticaria papulo.;n1 often called lichen urticutus. Among the flub<livi::.ionii of chronic
urlicnria, thol'e known as ev~micla and tuberoea appear to occur only in
adult~. \\'e have never met with an example of either earlier thnn the
twentieth year.
CAU~E:-).-Uhildren possei;:sing a fine aud del icate skiu, e::pccially when
they tlre ut the same time endowed with a highly nervou:-l temperament,
are partil·ulurly preclispo.;e<l. to attacks of urticaria. Very ::ilight dii;turh1mces of the ga.;,Lric function~, a very warm d<ty, or l'XC.'e:-~i\'e clothing,
will catM~ an attack in such ~ubjcct~; while in many others the di:-ea~e i~

ne,·cr ~een under a:.iy circum!<.tance~. Tilbury Fux 1op. cit., p. l:l6 1dwC'lls
upon tbe important part that mal·hygieue, uuclc:rnli11e~~. and bud air, play
in the production of urticaria in children of the lower clntlses. Among-.t
the most frequent caui:;es may be 111e11tioneJ the functional di~order.s of' tbe
cligc~tivc apparatus which occur in the spring nud sun1mer seasous, the influence of dentition, derangement of the gastric function.; from the u::e of
improper food, aud lastly, the inge.:stion of certain artielc!li of diet which lnn·e
h~l'n pro\·ecl by long experience to be apt to occn~ion attacks of the di.::;ea ..:e.
Of the articles Ja~treferred to, tho,.e whicl1 mo.;tfrequently produce this effect
nre crnbs, the eggs of particular kiod::s of fi::d1 1 certain crnyfi!:ih, and some
kinds of smoked, dried,

OJ' ~aJted

fi:ih .

Certain external ir ritants and poisons to the skin are capable of producing urtir11ria in a marked degree i thus we have 8een it iu children cau.:-ed
by the i;Liuging nettle, mosquitoe1', aud bedbugs.
As to the iutimate pathology of the affection, it seems evident th1tt the
''a"'o·motor nerves play au important part in the production of the wheals

aod large papules characterhstic of urticaria . The proce~s appean; to be
an acute hyperremia, seated for the mo~t part in the papillary layer of the
~kin, and Jearling to a sudclen and iuten::ie cedema of tbe affected spot~.
The irrilaut, whether applied internally or externally, acts on the unduly
sen~itive nerves of the skin and rau~e3 spa~m of the ves..:;els and mu:;cular
6bre1', which is followed by parulytic dilatation with rapid effui;ion. The
pre:-~ure cam..:ed by the inter::titial redema empties the bloodvei::sels at the
59
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centre of the wheal, mnkiug it very pale in color, whil<' there i:i a rcd1li:-h
congested areola.
Sn.tPTOMS.-The mo;;t common form of thi,.; cli!'C'n:-:e nwl with in c·hildrcn is kuown as urticaria papuJo.-;a, brcan"e the whl':tb are rather :•m.dl
and m~ume the appear:llll'e of' papule~. It has ol!<o hrrn callccl lil'IJl'u
mtiratus. It is often idiop;.tLhic, depetHl<:nt on mal-hygi~ne or c:uta111·cJ\lS
irritation, and unas:-:ociated with fever or murhd ~igni:: of di~onfor ,,f the
general heahh. It. i::s mo~t commonly met with among children of the
lower classes.
The eruption coosh-ts of large in Hamed p11p11lc!<, which are irrt'gulnr in
shape, bei11g either rouodtd or oblont-r, projecting mn~t in the centn\ nnrl
whi c:h appear suddenly, without any or with only ~ light prodromic i;1yrnptoms. The papuleii are of a bright red color, exceptiug in their projecting
central portions, where they are whili!:h or of a very pale red tint. The
eruptiou is accompanied with a ~marting and huruing pain, and with the
most violent and annoying itthing, "hi(;h the c:hil1l endeavor~ to nllny by
frequent and often rude sc:rntchiug, in consequence of which the s.ummits
of the papules are often turn and present little cru:-;ts of dried blood. It
is very fugacious iu its c:han.1cter, appearirg Fuddenly, lasting for a few
hours or several d;1y~, and then disappearing entirely, or
after a short time in the ~anie or iu new place~. It terminates
after from a few days to "e\·eral weeks, by r~"olution or by a ::.light
aceous de!l:quamation. The mo!'.;t common 8Cats of' the eruptio n in rhildren arc the face, about the buttocks, or upou the thighs, or upper part of
the arms.
This is tLe form of the disea,.e we have met with in infants, and in children under two a1Hl three year::; of age. lt i~, as already statC'd, of very
slight c:on!l:eque11ce, bring m<:'n:ly a1111oying and ne\'er dangrrou,., In young
infant s it occasioas ~omet im e:s much crying and irritability, which can he
explained only by the discovery of the eruption.
The 1trticari11. jPbrilis is u:-;ually, but not always, precede<l fur a few
hours or two or three day!:l, by fe,·er it'h11 e~5:, and by more or less marktd
signs of gastric dirnrder, such as nau~ea, chilliue~t:, headache, and languor.
In other instances the fever and the rn!:h occur at the same time. The
eruption begins with a i-ense of itching, and with heat and burning of the
skin, and soon after there appear on th e i-houl<ler~, loin8, inside of the
arms, and about th e thighs and kneeo, reddh;h and 8olid elevation~, irregular in outliae, but general ly rouudi~h or oblong. The latter shape is the
one the elevations mo.-t frequently a,.:;~urne, ttnd it is from the re,..emhlance
which they bear in this form to the marks left by the stripes from a ro<l or
whip-la:-h, that they are often ralled wheal~. The elt:vation~ project a good
deal above the $Urrounding rnrface, fo rmin g knots or ridges; their ~ize is
variable; they have hardeuerl edges; they are redtli,-h ia color, except
o\·er the central and mo~t proje£'ting part, which i:s generally, and always
when the swelling is considerable, whitish in its tint; and they ure rnrmundcd by a narrow areola of a bright refl or scarlet color. Tl;e amount
of the eruption is very uncntain, the elcvatio11!' being ~omctimc~ :<eparateJ
by considerable iuter\'als of h('alt~1y skiu, while in eevere case .; they are
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txlrrm1·ly uumcrou ... , an.I from !heir confluent character in ::ud1 attach,
;.:in· lfl Lhe pal'l npoo '' hil·h tht•y ure i::;eated, n nenrly uniform red color,
and ot:l·:t:-iun at Lhe !!Ume time a very decidul puffing uu<l ~welling of the
t-klll.

is

Tlit·<·ruptiun, wheu at all t'on . . irlerable in degree, nttenderl with violent
it1·hi11i: and hurui11~. TIH• for111cr i:-; often ~o :<e\•ere and trouhle"onw a~ to
the 11111-t tli.4re,.,.,ing irritation to the patient, prtcludiug all com·
fi1rt or q11id. It i~ increa .. t·d hy hl•at, and Ci"pecially by that of the bed.
Tiu pald1t·,. of' erupliou which <appear fir~t do not continue throuµ-hnut the
di .. t a .. hut, afler Ja,.tiug from a few minute~ to a few hour.;;, fade nwa.y,
and arc rl~plac·ed by new aa1l HlCi.:e~.;.ive crop~. During the attack, the
p.Hi(-'nt i.~ u,.ually more or l e~s fevf'ri:-.h, an<l he !'lufl~rs from languor, los.s
of appetite, furred tongue, aod the usual signs of gu,..tric <leraugement.
'fht• :-yrnptoms sub::; i<le graduu.lly, so that, after u. period varying from two
or lhrcc days ton wet>k, the di,.:onlcr has entirely di,..appeared, leaving behind no t1aCei", except, in a ft:w iu,;Lances, a slight lle:-(1uamation.
\\rh<'n thi~ form of urticaria follows the iuge,.tion of certain articles of
food, the eruption U!:iUally appears within a very f(;>w hour:: after the meal,
bein~ preeecled and 1.u·companied by uausea or von1iti11g, puiu aud
in the epiga:-;tric region, gid(li11c:o~ 1 headache, and fcveri.:ihne:o~.
In t·a:-;es where the ca.use pe1·;-;i~t,; 1 aud especial ly among children nf the
poort:-t chl:<"e~, who Ji,·e in squalor, or at letl!<t uucler ar:y uufa,·ontble
m·t'.1 ... io11

i.,

<listrc::s

~'.f;~::•ti~ 1i:'.~~~I ::.~;1:~:0~.~~>;lri:i:t~;~t::t:~l a;I:~ ~.:;e~:~:·.~1:~~ i ~~·~~d ~l~:~u~1;<l~;.
clt·anline~::.

ag-gravate the eruption nnd modify it~ character.
] )1.H; '."U:-.J~.-There t·an be nod iffitu lty in recognizing a ca~c of u rt iea ria.
The Jll:'<'uli1u· character,; of the eruption, aud e~pecially the :-izc, ~hapl:', an<l
t·olor of' the l:i.olid elevalioni:; of "hicli the patchc::i con::.i:--t, the viol1.:nt itch·
ing und buruiug which accornpnuy it, and its f'uwu.:ious character, ren<ler
it u11likc any other cuttrneou!:i di~c:a:-e, aud ought to pre.vent any mi ... take as
to it:P1WG:\OSl~.-Urticnria is probably aever dangerou~ ia ehil<lrea. If it
be act•orupanie<l by i;;ymptom~ of a threatening or alarming character, these
are dt>pendent rather upon lhe gastric disorder, \\hich i.s the cause of the
urti(•aria, than upon the ltttter atl~ction ibelf. '\Te have never known it
to be more thun troublesome and annoying.
THEJ\Ti\ll~~·T.-There are but two really important indications for the
treatmrnt of this di,.ea:-e: to attend to the state of' the dige::.ti,•e fuuc·
tiu11~; and to allay, by propl'r meau,., the di:tn:s .. iog irritation occasioned
IJy tlw itd1in~ au<l burning of' the eruption.
In thr mild form of urticaria, cnlled in the nur:<ery "hive~," and in sci·
en1ific Jangunge, urticaria papulo:<a, the only treatment nece:-.. ary is careful
rf'guluti1111 of
diet, and the m~e of mean::; proper to correct any evi·
dC>nt dl'nlllgt>ment of the <lige:;tive fonctiou::z. The food .:ihoul<l be light
:rn<l dige... tihle, but llt the ~ame time nouri~hing. Milk, bread, light ments,
nnd the plniuc:-t vegt-tables, f'urm the proper <liet f'nr l'11il<lnm O\'CI' threo
wur~ ut' uµc. U111k·r thut n~l', milk prq1aratiou:-o, hrl•a<l, anti iu those
~Hr a year ol<l, light Lroth ... , ought to cou:-:titute the <lict. Io u h1rge

nature.

the
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mi:tjority of such cases, no drug whatever ought to be given. Tbe only
ones likely ever to be required are occasional mild laxatives or gentle
mercurial~.

when con;:tipntion is present; and some of the antacidJS, as

very small quantities of magnesia or carbonate of soda, or lime-wate1· and
milk, when the stomach is acid. To allay the itching and consequent rest·
lessness of the child, the patches of eruption should be well and frequeutly
dusted with toasted rye or wheat flour, which are often very succe~:-ful.
·w ashing the eruption with salt and water, or with hrandyor wbiskeydilute<l
with water, when the cuticle is not broken, is sometimes very soothing 1 aud,
when the patches are of small extent, may be frequently repeated . Various
lotions may be used with advantage; as, for instance, one composed of a
drach m each of carbonate of ammonia and acetate of lead, and eight ounces
of rose-water; or of carbolic acid with water, a drachm to the pint; or
of benzoic acid and borax, of each five grains, to a pint of water i or of
corrosive sublimate, two to four grains to a pint of water.
In tbe urticaria febrilis the treatment must depend upon the cause of the
attack. 'Vhen it follows upon the eating of some trnwho1e~ome food, we
must rid the stomach of the offending substance by an emetic, unless nature has ulready caused its rejection by spontaneous vomiting. "'hen this
end has been accomplished, it will be proper to give some kind of cathartic
medicine, and the best is castor oil, as the mildest and most certain, in
order to insure the discharge of the whole of the aliment which has beein
causing the mischief; or small doses of' blue pill; or hsdrargyrum cum
creta, with rhubarb, where there are present auy signs of hepatic derangement. After this the only treatment nece::sary will be the me of cooling
and demll1ceut drinks, containing perhaps a little sweet spirit of nitre;
rest in bed, or at least seclusion in the house, for a few days; and careful
regulation of the diet. The latter ought to be very light dur ing the continuance of the emption, consisting merely of milk and bread, or of some
kind of gruel or plaiu brotb; after the cessation of the disease, it should
be augmented only with due care and quite gradually. To al1ay the itching and burning of the eruption, and the general distress of the child, the
best remedy is a warm bath rarefully administered. This may be repeated
in six or eight hours if necessary, and there may be added to the bath au
alkali, or some starch or bran.
As the children who are subject to urticaria often present evidences of
defective nutrition or impaired nervous tone, tonics should be administered
after the acute symptoms have subsided. Quinia, with small doses of a
mineral acid, is one of the most valuable, especially in cases where a tendency to recurrence of the eruption is manifest. If the disease is at all
chroni(', arsenic and iron are frequently of service,-provided that no undue
irritability of the stomach exists to coutra-indicale their use.
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CHAPTER II.
VESlC:()L.\R OR CATARRlfAL JNFL.UDLITIONS OF THE RKTN.

Trrn·-u~ are characterized by hyperremia, with serou~ effusion into the
cnrium, together with the escape of leucocytes into the same tissue, tending to gh'e ri~e to sero-purulent discharge and cru.stiog, though sometimes
terniinnling in simple desquamation.
They comprise eczema and herpes.

ARTICLE I.

Tim term eczema is no longer restricted to a disease characterized by
but embraces all the numerous affo;!ctions which
the formation of'
punctated, itching, infiltration, and
indeed,
of crusts.
it, it ma,y be said, and
is that which
may be present
either erythema., papules, vesicles, or
accordingly into eczema erythematopu.o;tule~, and
surn; eczema pu.pulo:;um, which embraces eczema licheooides, and eczema
eczema of 'Yillan, one of
prurigo:ium i eC'zPma vesiculosum, the
impetigiuoides, which
the rn.rcst of all its varieties; eczema
squ,Lmo,;urn, wnicn is usually of the chronic
It is inde~d called
to that scaly
by Hebra, designated as
psoriasis.
It not unfrequently happens, also, that the various element.try lesions
enumerated abo,·e may be present at the same time on a patch of eczematous eruption, so that a case which has begun as eczema. erythematosum,
the development of papules or pustules, or
or vesiculo!-ium, may
or squamous
converted into the
and thus
thick
lesions in
teudency fol' the bleuding of several
fonn.
the same eruptiou, and e:specia.lly for the conversion of the eruption into
the pustular form, is very markedly seen in cases of eczema of children.
Eczema is also divided, according to its course, duration, and stage, into
ncute and chronic.
Eczema. shows, moreover, an especial tendency to attack certain parts
of the surface, and presents various peculiarities in the different localities i
though it exteuds
in childreo, it frequently occurs oo the scalp aud
in them than in
over the entire surface of' the body far more

adults.
Tbe special forms of' eczema which will be here described, are simple
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acute eczema; eczema of the scalp, and of the face; <'czema p11,.t11Jo,.um,
or impetigo; eczema papulosum; and chronic eczema, or eczema 1Mp1amosum.
C"\L'SER.-Eczema i~ bv far the most common of all di:0E'a;:es of the ~kin
in
as show1; by the ;.:tati.:-;tics collccterl hy Duhriug (op. rif.,
p. 16:'ll, and
not improbable that climatic influe11ce may account for
something iu its production. There arc al~o certain con:-;til11tim1al or
general cau,.es that predi~po::e to the development of eczema; thus it ::eems
<'hildren of scrofulous or tuberculous diathe3is are specially liable to it.
All iuftuenccs that impair nutrition and Je,.::.en the vital re~i;.tancc of the
tis;:l.ues mu .. t be regarded ns favoring the occurrence of eczema. It is
generally cnuceded that the nervou:;:. system exerts a very powerful, though
not altogether demonstrated, control over the uutrilion of the ski a, and it
is probable that suc:i1 depressi11g cau::cs as specially impair and irritate the
predispose m11st strongly to thi~ affe<"tion. Expo1'ure lo
ha<l
condition@;, or want of clcanliucs~, irnrnfficicnt or improper
food, crowded or ill-ventilatcrl habitations, extreme and continued heat,
and sudden atmosphe1 ic <'hauge;;;, may be mentioned as among the mo~t
powerful of such influenceB. Irrcguhtrities or indiscretions in diet, alterntion in the quality of the mother's milk, and unsuitable artificial food,
operate so frequently and so potently a~ to clenrnnd specitd mention.
They pretli,.pose to eczema,as they do to many other aO'cctiou@;, but they may
also serve as exciting cu.u.:;es, either by causing the entrance of imperfectly
dige~ted an<l, thrrefore, irritating ~ubstances into the blood, or po,.~ibly
by the refll:'x ioflueuee of the irritated ga::tro·inte...;tinal mucous memhnrne.
So, too, the relation of deotition to eczema dernanrl"' ~re('ial mention, ;,ince
the majority of C:t"ieS of this affoction io children o('cur during either the
fir.~t or the early part of the ~econd dentition. Undoubtedly the di:-oturb
iug influence which this proce;:;s exert:o; on the nnvous syi_.;tem and general
nutrition of many children ~o powerfully prC'di,.poses to eczema, tlrnt the
most trifling exciting cau:-:.;es suffire to develop the eruption, which is sub·
sequently maintained by the irritated aml enteebkd .::tate of' the 8y...;tetn.
It is a mi~take, however, to as::;ume that dentition acts also as the.direct
and exciting cau.~e of' eczema, exceptiug, perhap~. iu ca~es where the irri·
tation of the nervous sybtem is unu~ually severe and prolonged, ~o that
the innervation of the skin is seriou5Jy perverted. It is highly important
to recognize this truth, as it is altogether too much the custom to refer
skin diseases, as well as other affections, in teething chilclreu to the irritntion of dentition alone, without searching carefully for the presence of
some of tbe other causes that produce st:cb disorders at other periods of

life.
Varcination occasionally serves to develop eczerua in children who are
predisposed to it.
Many local causes act iu the same way, but it is only neces~ary to
mention amoug them the direct action of' excessive heat or of' extreme
cold, the inordiuate use of water in bathing, especially if conjoined with
the use of alkalioe soap.
PATilOLOGY.-lu order to fully appreciate the cliuical foatures of
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eczemn, it is de.r;irable to ron~ider the anatomical changes that occur in
the 8kin. These have heeo carefully studied by
!lie afl~cted
Bie~iadecki.

Ia

which soou becomes
the inten .. ity uf the morbid
papillary layer.
action, probably, the E:ffu~iun is either sernu:i or mixed with a varying
amount of pla~tic material. Aud there is also a varying amount of migrntion of' white blood-corpu,.cles from the ns~tls. At the same tirne, the
papilhc are deeidedly enhuged from serous effusion and from proliferation
of the cell:-1. Tliere is al~o a developmeut of spiudle-shaperl connective
extellding up into the rete mucosum, over aa<l between
It occasioually happens that if both the serous
<levelvpmeut are very slight, they rna.y sub;;ide without
effu,.,iou aud
leading to any further change:; or to any diseharge. 'Vhen this ce\linfiltratiou is considerable, the eezema assumes t.he papular form; while,
when the cells of the more superfi..::ial layers am greatly swollen and distended, and the free liquid effusion is at the same time abundant, the
size are formed. "rhen
epidermis is raised, so that ·vesicles of
Lhe coriurn may be exthese vesicles rupture, even
yellowi~h, serous liguid, which
posed, nu<l a discharge occurs of
st11ins aucl stiffens linen, and, when exposed to the air, dries and forms
yellowish crusts.
Io chrouic eczema, the further stages of these lesions are observed.
of the skiu are induratecl, thickened, and infiltrated, with
The
developed cells. The papill::e are remarkn.\Jty enlarged and
Both tbe bloorlve!:lsels and lymphatics htwe been found ento proliferation of the cells in the sheat.h
bnt in other cases,
the inte rvening tissue, the
aod to the
excessive
oat'fO\vecl.
channel:; nre
vessels.
depo~iL of pigment, especially along
As regards the essential cause of the abuve pheuomena, we have already
expre.:::.:::ed an opinion that in eczenrn, as in many other infhimmatory states,
there is a faulty state of' t.he nervous supply, togethe1· with the local morbid condition of the vessels and cells of the aH~ctecl parts.
th.·r.iPTOMs.-'Ve have already alluded to the fact, that in the eczema
of young children, as indeed is trne, to a Jess degree, of the disease at all
ages, we constantly meet with the most varied fonns of eruption iu the
same case; and have tbe opportunity of watching the development of
papules, vesicles, or pustules, until a case which httS beguu as one of'
cryt.hematous eczerua preseuts the characters of the papular, vesicular,
and ultimately of the pustular form. The pre<lumiuauce of one or the
oLher of these typical forms of eczema is determined by the temperament
and general condition of the child, and the gnicle of inflammatory action
present.
may occur on any part of the body, but
fftce aud arms. The eruption appears,
in children is most frequent on
without uny precursory symptoms, a:s an erytbematous patch, which is red
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and itchy, and may present slightly raised pimples, and being rubbed and
scratchecl, soon presents the formation of numerous, closely aggregatc<l,
exceedingly minute vesicle~, containing a transparent limpid sernm. After

a short time the contained fluid becomes turbid nod then milky, aucl i!i
either absorbed, while tbe vesicles shrivel up and di~appear by a slight
desqu:imation, or el~e the fluid 'escapes by the rupture of the ves;icles, nnd
little thin scales follow, which are detached before long from the ~urface
beneath. The eruption i;; attended with more or less itching and smarting,
but does not generally give rise to constitutional symptoms. The VC!-.ic:les
are generally renewed by successive crop8, so that, though the case mny
terminate in from two to three weeks, it is apt to continue for two or more
months.
Eczema papuloswn, or Lirhen simplex.-ln the same way as the above
form of eczema is characterized by tbe formation of vesicles, there are
other cases where the erup,t.ion principally consists of small reddi,.h
pa.pules, associate1l with erythematnus patches. The papules in infantile
papular eczema are small, from the size of a :small to a large pin·head,
and may eilher be firm aud acuminate, or softer and more rouuded or flat.
They may be either di.~crete or confluent. The papules either continue
as :mch throughout their cou1·:;e, or some of them uudergo a trau~formation
into vesicles. It is this clinical fact that, while true papules predominate,
imperfectly formed papule~. half.developed vesicles, 01· even typical \"C~i·
cles may appear, which proves that the vesicular a111l papular varieties of
eczema are rf'ally manifestations of the same morbid proce~s. Duhring
states (op. cit., p. 162) that papula1· eczema attacks by preference the arms,
trunk, and thighs, especially the flexor surface~. It is au obstinate form
of the disease, and, as the itching is severe, the papules are often torn by
the !:'Cratching, so that their summits are covered by small blood crusts.
E<'zemq, p1v;luloswn or impeli9ino~wn.-Uuder this head we will describe
the affection usually styled impetigo, and formerly classed among the pu~
tular di,..;eases of the skin, but which possesses peculiarities whic:h have
induced many dermatologists to traosff'r it to the group of eczematous
affections.
It may be desrrihed as a form of eczrma characterized hy the production
of p~ydrnciou5 sero-pustule~, containing a thin puruleut fluid, which either
break and discharge, or dry up and form thin amber-colored or more thick
yellowish-brnwn cru~ts .
The ernption usually begins as a reddened patch, studded with slightly
rai~ed pimples. A5 the intbmmation increases, the cuticle is often rai:sed
iuto more or less well-defined vesicles, or tbe surface becomes excoriated,
and there is a discharge of turbid or whitish-yellow secretion; the skin
now becomes infiltrated, and numerous rather small pustules, contaiuing
a light-colored pus, form oo the red swollen surface. Not infrequently
there are vesicles on the same patch, surrounding its margin. These pustules are usually broken by scratching or by friction against the clothes,
and their contents dry up, forming amber-colored or brownish crusts.
Frequently, also, blood is mingled witb the discharges, and the crusts become dark-colored, or at times positively black.
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The cruRt~ f'eparate in n few days, the time varying according to their
firmne~~ Hll{l thickness, aod leave the surface reddened, bnt without any
Frequently, however, the disease passes into a chronic
the eruption reLreats to certaiu seati;:, as the scalp, or the flexures
of the joiot~ 1 whe1·e the ski a rernaias somewhat iufiltrnted, while the cuLicle
i"' rnu~h, ~taly, and con .. tantly desquamates, eitber in the form of a fine
furf'llrareous exfoliation, or of scales of considerable size.
There ftre in reality hut two specific varieties of this form of eczema,
impeti~o fiJurata and impetigo sparm, so named froru the manner in
which the pustules forming the eruption are arranged. 'Vhen the former
''ariely occurs 011 the trunk or limbs, it usually presents a large eruptive
surface. On the
we have seen it extend from the shoulclers t.o the
hand<1, nnr1,
rule, it hng been most severe on the outi;:r portions
of the liinU:::.
the trunk aod Jegs, it has usually affected surfaces of
murh le!'~ ronsiderable.size, and has commonly appeared in a patch of au
irregularly oval shape, ancl of four, five, or six inches in diameter.
I1npetigo
is quite a common affection iu childreu of all ages.
llere lhc
instead of being confluent or grouped clo~ely together,
or in small clusters. It most frequently appears on the face
is alsv met with on the extremities, being not iufrequent, acC\Jrding to \Vilson, on the hands and feet.
frequency and severity of eczema pustulosum as it appears on
face in young children, makes it desirable to give a brief de~criptinn ol these two local forms.
Erzema rapifii1 is often met witb in infants at the breast dnriog the first
cl~nlilion, ~ud at later periods of childhood in those who are ~crofulous, or
who are placed in unfavorable hygienic conditions. It lllilY be contioed to
a ~mall port.ion of the scalp, or it
cover the
rwd extend to the
faN and
Im
entirely to
when it
e<'ze1na
face. In both cases, the eruption
,·ery apt to run i11to the pustular form, constituting the di~ease known as
impetigo cn.piti~.
\\'hc11 milJ in its feature::::, it consists of au eruption of numerous small
ve~itle~ or sero-pu~tules, ~pread over certain portions of the scalp, to whirh
it may rc:111nin limited; or it
cover the fac:e at the same time, or it
ntt11ck :done the
and, perhaps, portioDS of the
with
redne!ls and beat of the integument.
discharge
rontent:-; and form thin cru~t~, which gradually fall oA: leaving slightly
reddened or excoriated surfaces, wbich soon disappear, or are followed by
fre!5h crops of' eruption, destined to pass through the same changes as the
preceding ones.
In more severe cases tbe disease may be confined either to the scalp or
face, or it may, us stated above, exist upon both simulta1.1eously. The
eruption presents differeot appearances in these t.wo situations.
Whe11 st:iated on the scalp, it is often called by the English, milky Cl'llSt
or milk·cru~t, c·ru--ta. la.ctea., tiuea. lacten, aud porrigo larval is; and by tbe
French, cruftte de lait aod gourme.
On the scalp, as already saiJ, the eruption may be either partial or gen1
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end. It m~.Y rom•i~t at fir::;t of di"l'leminated minute ve;:;icle .. , wh;rb break,
and form thin lamellated cru:ot!!-, of» ycllowi.:h or browni"h color i or of
puf':tule~. yellowish-white in color, and of $mall ~ize, s<'atecl on nn inflamed
ba~e. The surlac::e affected is at fir:-t titnall, hut the ernption gradually extends t1) ~urrnunding part~. It ii;; attended with great heat and itc.:hing;
and, as the di-;ease aclvuoces, the scalp hecomes very much infhmed, red,
ten:Se, l:'\\·1ille11, and painful. The eruptioa b now more completely JHHular, and as the pustules open or are torn by the uncontrollable ::;cnuc·hiug,
they di,;charge an i1bundant tbin sero-puf.:, or even a thick and vi:ocid Huie!,
which glne~ the h<tirs together, an<l hardens into unC\'Cn browni:;h-yt•llow
crust~ . If the scalp is uot kept clean by c()n~tant wa:-;hing or by emollitmt
application,::, the crusts iucrea.::e rapidly in thickne~s hy suc::ee~:<i\"e dii'charges of fluicl from the pu~tular surfore henC'ath, until at length the
whole of Lhe diseased part is -covered with thick, hcr1\'y, rough, and adherent cru,.ts, of a browuish or yellowi:<h-white color, or at time:-; of' a po,.itive
black from the admixture or blood which oozes from the inflamed :rnrface,
torn by the nails of the little ~uff'i.:rer.
'\Vhen neglected, the cru.:lts become more and more thick, and from the
heat of the head and exposure to the air, they unrler,;o puLial decomp•Hition, and exhale a fetid, f:ickening odor, of the mo>;il disgusting kind.
Among the child1·en of the poor and debtitute, lice often form in abund::rnce, and add to the repulsi,·e charncter of the diseao;;e. At fir;:;t, thecru,;t,;
are somewhat soft and moist, from the percolation through them of the
fluid exuded beneath; hut as they become more ahundaut and thicker,
their outer surface becomes dry and sometimes very friable. The secretion
from the inflamed surfaces often mnke1' it.-1 way under the cru ...;ted mas:;
ahove, and, flowing down over the forehead and h~hind the ear.s, irritate..the parts that were before healthy, and thus e.xtencl.i the disraiie.
\\" titn the crust.:l are removeJ by any mean~, the !:'urface of the eruption
is found to be red, shining, wet, and discharging an abunrl,rnt purulent or
sero-purulent fluid, which e~capes from minute cxcoriateJ points, dotted
thickly over the inftamed scalp. The scalp is at the same tirue tumetied,
tender to the touch, and absce~ses may form beneath it. The lymphatic
glanch;, as the occipital, submental, or cervical, are frequently enlarged,
and at times suppurate.
When the disease has laste<l a considerabl·~ length of time, it tead,. to
assume a chronic form. The inflammatory action extends to the hair-fol·
licles, and ofteu occasions partial loss of hair over larger or smaller !:"urfa.ces. This kind of alopecia hi not, ho\\ ever, permanent. The hair-bulbs
are not de~lroyed, but merely inflamed, so th:it the hair grows again after
the cure of the disease. The tissues of the scalp remain thickened, but
the amount of the secretion diminishes; ancl the painful irritatiou and
itching are less troublesome. Uuder the:::e circumstances, the crusts nre
less thick and massive; tbey become lighter, thinner, and are murc ea~ily
detached. The epidermis is dry, uneven, and rough, and there i:; a cou·
tinual desquamatiou of fine furfuraceous particles, cou!:ltituting a form of
pityriasis capitis, or of epithelial scales of va.riou:; sizes, resembling a case
of psoriasis.
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On the .fare ( Ecumri fflrici), the cfo•eac::e m=ually s:how .: it:<elf fir::;t OLI the
fordwncl irnrl c:hC'eh, to whic:h parts it may rem.ain lirnit~d, or whence it
m:1~' exlti1lfl to the lip ... chin, ear:;:, anr1 neek. The no:-;e ancl enlid.., are
c::C'ldom attacked, though we have oc:ca.... ioaally ~een the upPer eyelid:<
r:\ightly affe<"ted.
The tli:-:"a"e h('g'ins by the uppearaoc:e of minute ve~icle:' or s:ero-pu:<tules
on u patch of reddened and ~lightly swollen skiu; there j,, al:-:o excessive
prurilll". \rhrn lhe emption is ;:;canty, ancl rather ve.-;itular, and the de·
gm.' nf inflarnrnation slight, the cuti<'lc break-<, and there i~ a di~charge of
n thin, turbid 1 serou.s flui<l, whirh drie5 into <l,•Jirate s.caleo, or thin Jamel·
lnte<lcru:-.t ...
\\"hrn the accompanying inflammation i~ more severe, howeve-r, the
eruption i" more truly pu:olular, the pustules being numernus and rather
lnrge, ancl the dbcharge copiou~, so that when Lhe fonuatioa of cru~t!i is
not iuterfered with by topical applicntiom, or by Lhe ~cratching of the
child, large portion~ of the affected surface become conred with thick
yellowi:sh, hrowni~b, or browni~h-red crust:s, which preo:eat the general appearance of a mas:-; of incrustation, broken by cracks and fbsure.s into portion:'..\ of very irregular bize and ;;hape.
In the milder ca"e~, when tbe scale~ drop off, the skin may appear re<ldened nnd moi~t. or may seem to be cnvered with a. very delic:w:, :shining
epitlermi:.:, whid1 i.s perfoctly dry or pre:-:ents tiny <lrop:;; of :serum or minute
crnck:.:. In the more severe
if the cru.::il::i are detached from any
cau . . e, the ~kin bcae~tth appears
inflamed, and wetted with a
more (JI' lc~s abuudirnt ::;cro·purulcut fluid, sometim~s mixed with blood,
that ooze~ from uumerous small points ou the excoriated auJ iufl.irned ~ur
fare. The eruption i:' attended witll :-evere itching and smarting, lo re·
lieve whi('h the child ofteo tear;:; the uft~cted $;Urface with the nail~, ~o a..s
frt:'quently to remove the crui:;t::, wound the ::ikin beneath, aud cau\ie more
or lc~:s bh:ediug from tbc part.
In this nwre severe form, when the di5charge forms a thick discolored
sc1lb covering the scalp or face like a mat>ik, the di.sea~e ha::i received the
nam<'s of porrigo or impetigo larva Ii:;, which are le:os accurn.te than eczema
lun·alt'. It correspond.s to the impctigu figumta, a~ met with io other
parts of the body.
\\,.hen the eruption is more scanty aud dernloped in small groups on
the ;-;calp ~done, the discharge is le:s<s copiou:.:, aud !WOil concretes into rlry,
frhLble, brownii:;h rru::its of irregular shape, some of which arc very ad·
hcrcnt, matting together n. larger or smaller number of hairs, while others
nrc broken into .small and dry fragments, which have been compared to
particles of mortar di!;persed 11moug the hair. l\Iany of the pustules iu thi<:
\'aricty arc formed at the bnse uf the hairs, so that these particles of crust,
being pierce<l by the hairs, Lave ;o:omewha.t the appearance of a string of
rude beads. This form oflhe disea"e has been known as Linea, or impetigo,
or porrigo granulata; but for the ~ake of uniformity, it might be styled
eczem:\ granulatum. It corresponds to the impetigo sparsa as met with
1

oa other parl• of the body.
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Eczema lan•ale, whether confined to the scalp or face or exi .. tin~ on
both parts at once, causes, when it exit11ts in the acute form, much di:-.tn· ..~
and auuoyaace to Lhe child.

The heat and tension of the part, nnd par-

ticularly the itching, occn:-;ion much restle,.:~ne11."' and irritability; tht>y rnnke
the child c1·oss 1u)(l peevi.;h, cli~turb it;; !<!leep, and !-mrnetirnrs cau-e l"li;d1t
febrile attack~, which debilitate and injure thr health. Jn,le,~fl, when the
cli,.:ea~e has lasterl a con~iderabie ti1m\ it often induces extrt.•rn • an:.c-nia
and impair:; severely the general nutrition of the child. In otlwr ca"1'.,,
howe,•er, the general health remains pertCct,-all the functions of the hiu!\·
going on well, notwithstanding the local di ... tre,-:s and irritation. '!'he
lymphatic glan<ls situated behind an<l in front of the ear, and those on the
back and front of the a.eek often inflame, enlarge, are frequPntly hard 1rnd
painful to the touch, and in a few im;tauces suppurate, though the lutter
occurrence is not frequent.
The duration of eczema larvale is very variable in different ca'-e~. Mil1l
ca~es, and particularly tho~e in which the eruption is cuufiue1l to a Jirnitt·d
f:'xtent, often get well, or are readily cured in two nr three month.;:. \rlu~n,

~~~1~1;~' cs:~1~~<~1;y iet~:~ ~~~~~~~iii~ ~~v~:~ ~~~l=1~~~1'~:i,'·~,: :~1~e~;~~·;~~1\io~~f:~ t~:~11~I;
even one or two years. Iu most ca .. e,.;, however, the iutcn,-ity of' the disea!le varies from time to time, so that at onP period it may i:;eem to he ~ub
siding rapidly, or iL may even di~appta1· nl1111l~t, or be very greatly ameliorated, only to break out a~ain with renPwl·d \'iulence uuder the iuflul'tlf'e
of ~ome exciting cau~e, as the c:utling of lit:\\' teeth, ~ume change in lhe
weal her or :-ea:-:on, ur ~omc allemtion iu the ht•alth of the d1ild whtth cannot be explaiuet!. Thi,.; attl•ction i ..;:, :t-. already !-t:lted, almo,-r entirely c:nnfinecl to the age ot dentition. The cli,..ea .. e oftl'n hegin" ...;ome months bdiire
the appearauce of the fir~t teeth, and though it ge11L·rally cea'5t:>:sor i.;; t•11rcd
hefore the termination of dentition, we have knuwu it to run on unchetk111
three monlhs al'Ler tbe cunclu:siou of that proce:-:s untl then to Ue nmu\·ed
only by medical treatmeut.
Eczema granulatum is comparatively a ~light di:-:onlcr, and is u"'ually
much more under the control of reruedie:-; and of rnurh .:>horter duration.
There is a local ,·aril•ty of et"zema which re11uircs a brief alJu .. iim. It i~
k1wwn as eczema tar:si aml atfc.cts the e<lge:1 of the eyelid", e:-:pee1ally in
strumous children, in \\h1m1 it iH of'teu a;::::oc:ialed with i:,trnmou,;; 011hthalmi:1.
It i8 atten1h-d with the formation of puslules at L110 openings of the hair·
folliC'les, itchiug, thickeniug of' the ey1::lid.s from i11filtr.lLion 1 the formation
of cru .. t~, and a tendency to a<lhesiou of the edge.s of the lids together, e:;:pe·
cially in the morniug afLer they have been io contact during ::;Jeep. If not
cured by appropriate treatment, it frequently k•ad~ to dbtonion of the
hairs, which assume abnormal direction:) iu their growth, and to iuver,.ion
or ever.:>ion of the I id.5.
Erze111fL Chrouicuni.-E<•zema infantile, if left to it:;P}f, has a<) natural
tendency to curP, but usually becurncs <'hronic, n~ in the a<lult.
\Vbeu the disease pa~~es into this Ji.mu, nu umtter what may luwe been
the original type of the eczema., the ernptinu gra<lually as3urnc:; uniform
and characteri.s.tic nppeara.ucei'l. Tbe various form; which h~\\·e already
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hern <ll'"<'ribt·d are then to he n·carilt•41 a" v.1rietie~ of UC'ntc> erzema, while
tht• l'hn111i1· fnrm i~ cummnn to !lwn1 all, and repr<:::-C'nts the condition into
\\hid1 ull the nl'ute rnrietit>~ mny nu·rgC'.
Tht• i-;kin in <:!ironic cezema is l'itlwr Hry much inflamed and thickened,
1m•:--1mting C'xcoriations with de<•r ('ral'k" and fi:->:-.ure:', whid1 pour ou~ an
ahundaut il'hnrou:-l ::.ecretion, or, more fr('(1uently 1 the iuffnmmation ii:< le:<s
~everP, thtre being much Je ..g lwat, redne::<s, And infiltration of the $kin,
fewer t•xcoriations and crflC'h, nn<I a ~1ualler amount of effusion. The afftTH'd ~urface i:->, in the::<c ca,.,.,., dry :rn<l parched, a1Hl constautly throws off
a fine furfurac:cou::< de:--quanrntion, a:-; i11 pityriaisi1:;,or ~calecs of dried cuti<:le
of' vn!'ion~ !'iZeEi, as in p:<oria~i~.
Thii, form is 111o~t cumrnon 011 th<' !'ralp, behind the ears, about the ne<'k
n11d upper part of' the tn111k, and iu the flexures of the joint~. It U$ually
ln~t:' for n1trnth!"' 1 and is difficult of cure. It is attended with ~evere itc:h·
ing-, "hich i~ eomeLimcs ::<O trouhle:•ome as to occai:iion the mo1:;t dititre:-s111g
and unrontrollable re~tlc:--~ne:--:s ut night.
.Xot rnrely ul:-;o, oo the t1pplicatio11 of any exciting cau1:e, the eruption
will ~prNHI from the ~put~ where it has been lurkin~ in the rhrouic form,
:ual invade more or less of the surface, as:suming all the nppearauces of

ncuteet·z('111a.
It i~ very imporlt\nt that the correC't principles of :-;ludyiog cutaneous
di,.:etM' ..; :-;hould be carefully applied in forming the diagnosis of au afl't!ctiilll
of,.:ud1 protean charac·ter n~ ('('/.l'llHl.
It mu:-;t bt~ borne in mind that it!'.i characteri:-tic ~ymptom~, ''hirh are
pre...ent in varying proportion in ncnrly e\·ery ca:--e, are redne:-:-> and iufil.
trntion of' the :-kin, with :snme fcclematou~ swelling; itching of n peculiarly
iuten"t' churac:ter i and liquid exudatiou on the surface, witb tbe formation
ofcru,.ts.
Aculc ('('Zema may occasionally sugge~t scarlatina., but tbe absence of
high fobrilc action, of sore throat, will prevent mistnkcs; nml very soon
the eruption will present its ch:uacteri~tic appearance~.
l·'rom ery:-ipelas, with whit·h it may much more readily be confounded,ec·
zema. may he di:'tinguished by the Je .. :< degree of constitutional disturbance,
and by the nb~enre of the great thi<-keuing. with di;:itinrtly elevated margin of the erysipelatous patch, nud of the peculiar mode of spreading of
the li\lter eruption.
Eczema sin1plex when EZente<l on thl' hands uuri between the fingers, may
be mistnkeu for scabies. The di:-.tinctiou can 1 however, he made by atten·
tion to the following points: the ve--icles of eczema. are flattened and ag·
wegatcd; in scabies they are acumirrnted, i~olated, an<l entirely <listiuct.
There will a)!'o be frequently found, iu scnhies, ve:->icles on the hips where
the hnnd:; of the nurse from whom tbe child has caught the disease has
been pluced to support it. In scabies, also, the vesicle~ present little red
lines, running off from their mnrg:ins, and marking the courl:ie taken by
th(' nrtll'll!:i; nnd Justly, in thnt diseno;:e cnreful senrrh will almost always
enable m1 to detect the iuscct or its ova, which are iofullibly charncteri~tic
ofthe<liseu.:;e.
Froru isudumina, with which eczema ve~iculosum might perhaps be con-
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founded, the latter di~ea.;e may be di:;tingubhed hy the facts that l'.1C \'e~i.
cles con~ti1uting sudamina are much larger, that they are di.~c:n·te aud

staltered, that they are a-;.:::ociatcd nearly alway:S with profu.;c pc•r,.;11iratio11,
and that they are unaccompanied by au iuflammatory ::ilat.e of' the l-kiu or
by itching.
P.::oria~io

is often confoun<lt!d with eczf'ma in its chronic H'aly

form.~.

The hi~tury of the ca::e will oftt:n H1lve the que::tioo by ,.;h11wi11g that di~
charge occurred at an early period of the eczema. The scalrs i11 p~orini.i:S
are larger, more purely epitheli11l, silvery, and imbl'icated, wh1lei11 ll'zerua
they are thin, yellowioh, aud scanty.
Pityria~is rubra. may in like manner be distingui;:;hed from eczema

by

the al)lwdttnl largf", whiti::;h, papC:'ry epithelial scale~, antl by the ab::ence
of discharge or of marked infiltration of the skin .
Eczema irnpetigiuosum,e::-peeialty when affecting the~calp, mightpo~8ibly
be rnistukeu for favus, from which, however, it may readily be di:..;tingui~hed
by the facts that, iu the latter disease, the pustules are imb~clded in lhe
epiderruis, and that the crusts present a peculiar bright yellow color, and
are of an umbilicated or cup-like shape. Favus is also followed hy iu·
curable alopecia a.ad is contagions, and microscopic examination will de·
teet the peculiar fungu>:, the achoriou, upon which it depend~, iu all of
which circumstances it differs entirelv from eczema.
Tinea. circinata is occasionally mi;tnken for the ~quamons varietyof'ec·
zema. But the 11istory of tinea will often show its contHgious nature; the
patches of eruption are circular and shaq,Jy d!:!fiued; and the ruicro::cope
will reveal the pre~ence of the peculiar fungns .
PH.OGNO:"IS.-Eczema iufantile is rarely cbngerous to life, though it
so111eli111es occasioos much distrn~s to the heal lb by the sufforing, irritation,
and e:-;pecially hy the Joss of sleep, which it entail::;. Jn one in:..;tance, how·
ever, that came uuder om· nbsen·atiou, of very severe eczema larvale com·
biuecl with e.xtfnsive impetigo figurata, in a cbilcl a fow mouths oltl, the
llitiease ended fatally some weeks after tbe child had been put uuder the
charge of a homreopathic practitioucr.
In the prngnods given by the physician, especially in the instAnce of ex·
tensive eczema pustulosum, he should never forget to refer to its probable
long duration, and to its disposition to return eveu after an appareut cure
has been tffected. It often lasts, in this way, for many month~, and some·
times for oue or two years or eveu longer. This difficulty of cure, llnd
ob~tinate tendency to recur, are often owiug to its depen<leuce on some
cou:stitutional disturbance, or upon derangement of the dige:stive 5ystem·
It ought, therefore, to be lookeJ upon as the expression of a general dis·
order; and its cure will at times be found to depend upon the removal of
the rou~titutional fault.
It i:s ou this account that the opinion has long been popularly entertained,
that e.xte1h-i,·e eczema should not be treated by severe local remedie:-:,~\11ce 1
if ~uddenly :.urn-teJ by such means, the Ji~ease might fall with all the
greater !!everity upnn parts more important to life .
.H prope~· al_tention. be devoted, however, to the remoyaJ of any under·
lyiug <.:011:-t1tut1oual d1zsturbance, there can be no dauger ia u::;iag: suitahle
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loral remcdies to tffect a~ rapid a cure as pol:'sible. In a general way,
therl:'!i1re, f'C7.enHt may be said to be always ('urable. But in forming our
opinin11 as to the probable duration of the di::ease, we mu:;;t carefully estimate thr gt>11en1\ and ]1,cal conditions that n.ay
THEAT'.\IE;\T.-The remark~ wliid1 lrn.,·e been
made iu c·o1111ection with 1he cause;; au.I coustitntional cbaracler of many ~kin cl:s a~e::,
will rt-adily !-ugge;;t the indication:< which are to be f'ul!owe~l iu treHment.
It is neces::ary to remove the constituliunal disturba1.1ce which may be the
e::::ential cau~c of the affc:ction. t~i allay the l11ral di.::;tret:-~, a1ul to .promote
the he:dthy vigorous nutrition of" the skin. Our own ob~ervation ha;;: convinc"d u~ that t!te most rnpid and certain cures c.i.n
be etfccted by a
juclicions combiuation
irnrl loml
however, may, uuder
treatment of eczema mu:o:t depend on the state of health of
the
ou the extent ao<l acLivity of the eruptioo, and on

its ucnte or chronic
Iii mild
whieh show but little tfoiposilion to extenrl a11d are not
of the child's diet, aod the use of

will besuffkieut.

it to a more

must. be overconie by
clnses of magnesia,
or sulphur. Purgatives have been strongly recommended by some writers
in the t1·eatment of eczema pustulosum, but we should rlilScountenance their
use, )';ave in the form of very gentle laxatives when absolutely required,
sin re in no other form of el'Zema is an early reso1 t to tonic and nutrient
treatment so stro11gly denlftnded a:s in this.
If there are evidences of acidity of the ~tomach, it is well to employ some
of'thevariu11s
Ho also when
is present 1 it should he treated by attention to
tha diet; and by the administration of a weak castor.oil ernulsion 1 containiog ::irnall quantities of lauduuum, when the stools are feculent, but small,
frcriuent, nurl attended with griping; when they are thin anrl watery,
greeni:.h, and composed in part of mucus 1 the followlllg prescription will
often prove \·ery useful:

Ji.

8.-.\. tca~poonful two or thl'eC time::; a day, for children of one aml two years old.
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'Vhen the eruption has peraisted for i::.ome time, an<l ternh tu become, or
has actually become, chronic, resort mu~t be had to remtidies whkh are

capable of modifying the constitutional condition of the child. In many
such cases, the child shows evidence1; of impaired nutrition, and is we-ak
and debilitated; so that the remedies clearly inclicnted are tho;;e which
will tend to invigorate the general health and aid in the re!:ltorntion of
power.
The remedy which extensive experience has led us to regard as the most
useful in all suitable cases of ch ronic eczema is ar.~enic. h is e:-~ential,
however, that there shall be no undu e irritability of the gastro-inte!:ltinal
mucous membrane, or it will inevitably disagree. The preparation of
arsenic which is best adapted for ndmi11istration tu children is Fowler's
solution; which we are in the habit of giviog in combination with irou, as
in the following formula.:

'Ve have never known any serious inconvenience to follow the admini~
tration of this remedy, the only annoying symptoms occasionally pr11dured
being slight gastric irritation and diarrhcea, and a little puffine!-ls of the
eyelids. By giving it immediately after taking food nnd prnperly diluting
it, it rarely cau;:;es any gastric irritation, and even should it do ~o, the
symptoms rapidly disappear if the remedy be temporarily suspended, or
given in a smaller dose or less frequently. Tbe mother or atteudirnt.,
should, therefore, be carefully instructed to instantly suspend it-; administration upon the appearance of any disturbancs of dige:Stion. The puffiness of the eyelids, which is oue of the earliest and mo:;t c:haracterbtic
symptoms of the physiological action of arsenic, is of no alarming imp11rt·
ance, and the remedy need uot be iu:staotly suspended ou account of its
appearance; though it is more prudent, at least, to reduce the dose and f'requ~ncy of adm inistratioa 1 and to watch carefully for the occurreuce of any
further signs ot' the over-actil)ll of the drug.
The period of continu ance of this treatment must depend upon the state
of the eruption, and the manner in which the arsenic is tolerated; if necessary, however, and if it causes no gastri c irritation, it may be continued
for many weeks or months.
In cases which persist despite local treatment and the internal admioistration of arsen ic, we have frequeotly found the use of cod-liver oil follow ed by marked benefit. It may be given combined with the :.rsenic, or,
if the stomach will not tolerate it in an undisguised form, in the form of
an em ul sion with aromatics, as already recommend ed at page 3'1.6.
Io cases atteuded with marked anremia aud debility of constitution a~i::n
dated with a scrofulous tendeocy, we have obtained good result .. from the
admiuistration of the syrup of the iollide of iron . This may be gi\.·en in
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romhinntion with the ('om pound i:;yrup of ,:ar!::aparilla, in the dose of from
gtt. ij to gtt. v of the formn, diffo~ed in fr,1111 a qnarter to a half tealiponnful of the latter, three times a day, for children of oue or two years
of'ng:e.
Where the tongue is heavily coated, and the bowels con~tipate<l, with
whiti.;h or clay-colored stool~, mi11u1e do,.es of blue pill or calomel in combination with bicarbouate of !<Oda, may be gin~n from time tu time with
mnnifi.:.;t 1ulvnntage.
The diet ~hould be nutritious and strengthe11iug, but at the same time,
light and of ea"y dige!::tion.
H the appetite is weak a11d capricious, tonic remedies, as compound
tincture of cinchona bark, or quiuia, in combination with tbe forruginous
prf'parntion employed, ought to he admini~tered.
In rare ca::;c:., wheu the patient is of full habit, of gro,:s de\•elopment,
and of florid complexion, the diet mu~t be somewhat re~tricted, and a
moderate U'."e of cathartic rcmeclie~, ns small doses of saline laxatives, of
sulp~1ur, of blue pill, or of extract of taraxacum, ree;ortccl to.
Loc.H~ T1rnAT:'itE~T.-In all ca~es of eczema, the u;;e of local rernedie;;,
carefully adapted to the stage and form of the di~ease is a matter of the
greatest irnportauce. The affCetecl parts must be critically examiaed, all
po."-..;ible !;ources of local irritittioo removed, and n1inute directions given
as to the exact manner in which the steps of the local treatment are to be
carried out.
lo the first place, whene\·er crusts or scales cover the affected surfaces
[hey '."hould he removed very gently, by first softening and loosening them
by oily applications or by poulticing, a.nd then by using tepid water with
or without ~oap. In all stages of the disease the inflamed parts must be
carefully excluded from the air; but the character of the local application must vary in accordance with the preci~e condition of the individual
case.
In the acute stoge, attended with great local irritation, the indications
are to soothe the inflamed ~urface, and to relieve thl.! engorgemem by mild
a..~tringent~. Great relief may often be obtained from the use of com·
pre:-...;es repcaleJly wet with water, either cool or hot, or witb some emollient
decoction, a3 of marshmallow, poppyhead:::i, bran or flnxsecd,sas::-;afras pith,
or slippery elm bark . Weak lotion:;., as of one drachm of bicarbonate of'
soda, or of holf a drachm of borax witb a little morphia to a pint of water,
or of diluted leud·water or carbolic acid~ to 1 elm.chm ton pint of water,
may be found more soothing in other eases. Such applications may he
retnined upon the part for several hours at a time or throughout the day
a:; they may be found to suit the eruption, though care must be taken not
to macerate the skin by too prolonged u'ie of lotions. At night they may
be replaced bv a mild ointment or hy a protecth•e powder. These latter
often give ma-rked relief. The surface may be powdered from time to time
with finely powdered lycopodium, C'al'bonate of zinc, or with the follow ing:

.Jl:.

~vj .

Pulv . .Amyli,

••::;s... to,-:tj.

Puh•. Zinci(hi<li,
Puh·. C:unphom·,

gr.xv.-M.
GO
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If powders are used, they must be very carefully remO\'ed at least onre
in twenty-four hours, so a!< to prevent the formation of hard cru~ts of dried
discharges mixed with the powder.
But iu ::i. large proportion of cases, ointments do more good than pow·
ders or lotions. To secure thi.i good result, they nrn~t be applied carefully
and systematically. The affected part should be wa~hed with tepid water,
with or without soap, and dried by gently pressing a wad of absorbent
cotton or a very soft sponge upon the surface, and then it should be covered
closely by strips of old lineu sprPad wil h the ointment. Among the be::;t
purely soothing salves are cucumber ointment, cosmolinc, and vaseline.
'Ve prefer, however, the ointment of the oxide of zinc to any other, selecting the simple ointment wheu the irritation is very acute, anrl the benzoated ointment when the most acute stage has somewhat sub~idcd. This
may be rendered more sedative by the at.l<lition of a little camphor, as in
tbe following formula from Duh ring:
R. l'ulv. Camphorft',
Pulv. Zinci Oxitli,
Gl_,·(·erinre,.
Adipii.; Benz.oat,

1\1. et fl. ung.

Dr. White, of Boston, treats acute eczema \•ery successfully by applying
the lotio nigra several times daily to the iuffamed surface, and then gently
rubbing on oxiJe ,1f zinc ointment. Oiutments containing lead are also
of great value. The most i.renerally applicable formula if! the following,
recommended by Ucbra: l.~xv of olive oil and ,3iij to 5vj of litharge are
boiled lngether to a good co11.::h;tenee, and then f3ij of oil Cif lavender are
to be added.
Bubnitrate of bhmiuth in the pl'oportion of 20 to 40 grains to an ounce
of simple oiotment or cosmoline, makes a very u::eful application. It mu~t
be remembered that io young children it will be better to reduce the
strength of the above formula by about ()ne-balf, so ns to adapt these to
the extreme ~f'n.;;ibility of lhe !1ikiu.
It i>) impo~~ible to draw the line accurately between the acute cases for
which i-;uch soothing or gently astriugent applicatious are required, and
cases of a subacutc or chronic character which will tolerate a more powerful local treatment. In many casei', the applications already recommenJed
will suffice from the beginniug to the cud of a ca~e, hut at times it becomes
necessary to resort to tho:-:e of a more stimulating character. The amount
of local heat and irritation; the character of the discharge; the color of
the infiltrated skin i and the duration of' the case; will aSdist greatly in
deciding this occa~ional difficult que:)tiou.
'Vhen the patches of eruption are sm11ll, ointments containing mercury
will often cause rapid recovery. 'Ve have used with much satisfaction a
prf'panuion of oue part of ung. hydrarg. nitratis with three or four parts
of simple cerate or co:3.moline.
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The following may al'io be recommended:
R. fi ydrari?)·riProtio<li<li,
C:ampl1one,
Axnn~ill',

J\I. et rt. ung.

Or,
&.

gr. xij.
gr. v.

,5j.
H. Apply twice daily.

IT_ydrarg-yriChloridiMili1:1,
(';1n111l11mt',
Gly('crime,
Ung. ,\qure Rosre,
)1.et
ung.

rt.

Or, wcnk sol ution s of bichloride of mercury, gr. ss. to f,3j, as Yan Swieten's
liquor:

R.

ITydra.ri:c. Ch loridi CorrClS-i
Alcoholi!!,

g r. xviij.
(jiij.

Aq11a:- D<.>~tillat.,
Ft. sol.

r,5xxix.

The ~e

lotions may be applied on pledgets of lint wetted with them, or,
if HH:h prolonged applitations prove irritatin g, they may be u~ed by
merely wa:-.hing the part with them for a quarter of an hour each time.
Applicatio11s oi tar are applicable to chron ic eczema, whether of limited
or comsiderable exte nt, so that they must rauk as the most useful of nil
local application:3 iu these affections. l\Iere irritatiou is no co11trn-indication, for in fact they are the l>c::;t anti·pruriginou~ remedies; but as long
a~ the morbid proet~s pre~ent.s any of the signs of the acute stage 1 no form
of tar i:-1 to be recommended.
In proportion as the case presents the feature of the chronic form will
these upplications prove of value. They may bE:: used io the form of
ointrneut~ 1 as the official tar ointment, su itably diluted i or instead of commOll. tar, tbe oil of rade (oleum cadiuurn) may be use as follows:

R.

Olci Cadini,
Cerati Simplici!'I,

01.,\mygd:i.I. .\mar.,
J\I. ct rt. ung.

r;)ss to

f3j.

.~j.

git.''·

For application tu the scalp, ns is so often required in children, Duhriug
advi~es n fluid preparation of tar instead of au oiutmeut:

R. Pi~·i~ Liquichc, .
Gl~·cerinre1

r5j.
r3:j.

Alcoholifl,
r5,j.
01. .\mygdal. Amar.,
gtt. xv.
F'l. i;ol. :4.. To he diluted ~uitably, aml rubbed firmly into the skin.

Pitrti cular attention must be paid to the way in which tarry applieations,
liquid or sol id, as well as other stimulnting applications used in chronic
~kin di,;ea.ses, are emp loyed. They mu~t not be merely smeared over the
surface, but a smnll quantity being taken on a piece of sponge or flanne]
it ehould be firmly and patiently worked into the skin.
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E;;:pecially when much thickening of the epidermic ]ayers and infiltra.·
tion of the ~kin exi!::lt, various alkaline sub:-tnnces may be combined ad·
vantageously with the tarry preparation.

added,

Llm~e

Thu-, oue part of tar may be

parts of llebra's i:;piritus saponatus

ku.linu~,

the formula for

which is given below, and may be applied as there directed . In ~uch chronir
rnses, wheu the patches of disease are circumscribed, we may u:-e with
great care a lotion of tur, alcohol, and sapo viridis in equal part:;; or the
following prescription of Bulkley:

&. Picis Liquidre,

f,=:;ij,
3j.
Potas.-:rel'au'iticre,
f3\'.-M
Aq. Uestillntre,
S. 11 Liq. Picis Alkalinm~." To be used very largely diluted with water, as from
one fluid drachm to the pint up to one part in ten of waler, according to 1hc cxtcnt
of the disease and lhe susccpLihility of the surface.

Carbolic acid, which produces an actiou aualogous to that of the tarry
preparation, is a very valuable application, and may be used either in the
form of a lotion or in the proportion of 5 to 10 drop3 to au ounce of cosmoline, simple cerate, or benzonted oxide of zinc oiutment. So alll'o is
diluted fluid extract of griudelia robust.a. Alkaline preparations are very
useful without the addition of auy tarry substances, especially for the removal of' circumscribed iufiltra.tious and epidermic thickenings in chronic
eczema. Tbe remedv from which we have obtained the most be11eficial
effects in such cases, {s the spirit.us saponatus kalinus of llebra, to which
we have referred above, and which is prepared by dissolving soft (pota~h)
soaps in alcohol, filtering the solution, .1J.nd scenting it with oil of lavender
or any aromatic spirit:
B. Saponis Molli'!,
Alcoholi<1,
Sp.L:t\'andul:.c,
i\1.etcolque.

In the use of this application it is es;:;eutia1, as directed by Hebra, that
the soap should be fiuely rubbed iuto the eruptive patch by meaus of a
piece of flannel or bru!-ib, till the accumulated ma~es of epidermis are removed, and a little blood i:s seea to ooze from the red base wbich has thus
been exposed. This treatment i::s not as painful as would be supposed;
and it ~hould be followed immediately by the thorough application of an
ointment of oxide of zinc or of litharge (see formulro).
Other ointments and lotions containing alkaline substances arc also
recommended, such as carbonate of potash, gr. xx to xxx to ,3j of lard;
or caustic potash, gr. ij to gr. x to f,3j of water. This latter application
is especially useful in c~e:s where the eruption is confined to limited
patches, aod is attendeJ with much chronic infiltration of the skin. If
the stronger forms of tbe solution are used, they i:hould, after being applied
quickly by means of a brush, be washed off by a large brush wetted with
pure water.
Io cases of eczema tarsi, attended with infiltration of the eyelidi:!, McCall
Anderson recommends that the eyelashes should be extracted, the eyelid5
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evertf'cl, and a solution of cAustic pota~h, gr. v or x to f5j, applied and
quickly washed off by a large brnsh. Care should be obsen·ed iu case
th e edge::; of the eyelids are adherent in the morning, uot to separate them
rudely, but to moisten them with tepid water or milk and water, so as to
·eofte n the crusts. Afrenrnrds au application of citriue ointment, diluted
with about two parts of lard, should be made along the edges of the lids
night and morning.

ARTICLE II.

DEFIXITION; VARrETlES; F1mQUEXCY.-I-Ierpes is a non-contagious
cutaueous di:-5ea::;e, characterized by an eruption of vesicles assemblet.l iu
groupi:; on iuflamcd su rface::;, of irregular size and shape, wbich are separated from each other by pcrfoctly healthy portions of skin. The disease
is llsually acute in its course, seldom last in g more than two or three weeks,
but it is not, as a general rnle, accompauicd by any seve re constitutional
sympto ms. The separate vesicles compo::;iug the eruption la:;t about ten
days, and theu disappear by the absorption of tbei1· content;;:;, by the drying up of' the contaiued fluitl without rupture of the vesicles, or L>y the
rupture of the vesicles, the ~scape of the fluid, and the formation of thin,
browui::;h 1 or yello wi:;h scabs.
Th ere are several different varieties of herpes, which have been well
divided by Mr. Wilson into two groups, the phfyctenofrl and circi11ate. The
phlyctenoid g roup i:s cliara cterized by the irregularity of form exhibited
by the eruptiou, and includes the variety called herpes phlyctenodes, and
the local form~, called, according to their seat, labia.lis, nasalis, palpehralis, n.uriculari:s, prroputiali:S, and purleudalis; whil~t the circiuate group is
characterized by the arrangement of the vesicles in circles, ant.l iucludes
the herpes zu~ter and iris. Of the:;e different varieties we ehall describe,
as of importance in children, only the pldyclenodes, zosler, nod i'ris. Herpes
circiotttus 1 formerly included in this group, will be found described in tbe
article on tinea.
HERPES is quite a frequent disease in chi ldren, though one rarely of
any considernhle importance.
C.i.rn:a:s.-The causes of herpes are often obscure and uncertain, and in
many cases entirely inappreciable. The disease is most common in persons who pm•sess a delicate and irritable ski n. The most frequeDt and
most clearly ascertained ('ause is some disturbance of the cligestirn func·
tions; and when there exist, in connect ion with this condition, irritations
or iuflammations of the re5:piratory mucous membrane, it i~ especially apt
to be developed. Herpes phlyctenodes ofte:i follows exposure to a hot
sun, while berpes labialis is frequently cau:sed by exposure to a cold wind,
eepecially when this occurs immediately after leaving a heated room. The
latter variety al::;o frequently accompanies coryza, angina, and stomatitis;
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it also appears quite frequently iu the course or at the terminntion of
typhoid or intermittent fevers, pneumonia, etc.
The usual exciting causes of the disease are irregularities in diet, exposure of the body while in a heated state to cold and damp, local irritants, malarial disease, and bilious disorders of all kinds.
The cause of herpes zoster is peculiar. The eruption appears, in nearly
if not quite all cases, to he dependent upon a morbidly irritable stale of
some nerve-trunk, which may be tLe result of' simple or rheumatic in8ammation, of pressure, of mechanical irritation, etc.
Bii.renspruag, who was one of the first ti) recognize the dependence of
h erpes zoster on morbid conditions of the oerve·truaks, has not only actually
detected inflammatory lesions of the iulercosta l nerves in cases of zosler
pectoralis, but has al3o shown that there is a primary 1esion of the corre·
sponding spiual gangl ia . These views have received such repeated con·
firmation, that they may be accepted as representing the true pathology
of this interesting affection.
HERPES PIILYCTENODES.-This variety of herpes, unlike the other
forms of the disease, may appear upon any part of the cutaneous surface,
and does not assume a determinate shape. It may appear, ind eed, upon
several parts at the same time. It is usually, however, met wit..b llpou the
upper parts of the body, and particularly the cheeks, neck, chest, and
arms. It is rare to observe it on the lower extre miti es.
'Ve believe it to be a rnre affection amongst the ch ildren of families in
easy circumstances. The only examples thar_we have seen ha ve been the
result of poi~oning by the different kinds of Toxicodeodron.
Sn1IPTOMS.-Tbe eruptiou appears in th e form of vesicles, usually of
very small size, looking like mere points, or attainiug sometim es the siz('
of a pea, which are sealed in groups or clusters on inflamed patches of the
skin, varying in size from that of a dollar to that of the palm of the hand.
Sensations of hent, smarting, and itching are often felt in the part where
the eruption is about to show itself'i and withiu a day, usually, after th ese
symptoms have been observed, or without them, the disease makes its
appearance, exhibiting one or more red and inflamed surfaces, of an irregular or rounded shape, dotted over with projecting, globula r vesicles, which
are hard , resisting, and, on the first day, transparent, but which become,
in the course of a day or two, turbid or lacte:::cent. The red color of the
eruptive patch generally extends a short distance beyond the vesic les; the
integument hetween the different patches retains, however, in all cases, its
healthy color and character. A sense of smarting and itching arcompauies, as well as precedes, the eruption . Oo the second day of the eruption, the number of i:esiclcs gradually increases, an<l they become full and
distended. About the thini or fourth day, the vesicles have become very
turbid, and they begin to shrink. About the seventh or eighth day, they
are usually transformed, by the drying up of their contents, into thio,
brownish crust~, which fall off by desquamation about the tenth or twelfth
day. There also remains, for a few days after the disappearance of the
eruption, some redness of the su rface, which subsides 1ittle by little.
This variety of herpes is never accompanied by constitution1.ll symptoms
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of nny se\•erity. A very slight febrile reaction, some languor, lo~.s of
appetite, and thirst may precede the appearance of the eruption for a few
day:;, n11d contioue for a i:hort time after the nature of the case has
dec lared itself.
HR H PE~ L.\BJALrs.-Thi:s is the most frequent of all the varieties of
the di:<easc. The eruption, us the name implies 1 is seated on the lips.
Usually it occurs upon the line of junction of the mucous membrane with
th e integument; but it may affect eilher the former or latter alone.
Th ough generally confined strictly to the lips, the t;ruption, in some instanee~, extends to the cheek:<, chi n, or alre of' the nose.
The cli;.ieu:-.e begins g enerally with redness, hcat 1 smarting, and painful
tcu!iion of the portion of' the lip upon wl.iich the eruption is about to appear. Arter a few hours, or a day, vesicles begin to !:lhow themselves upon
th e iullamed spot, and there i::i then observed a red, swollen, and shining
point, upon which is seated a group of ves.icles. The tumefaction and
redue,:;s commonly extend some di:stance beyond the ve$icles. The latter
de\·elop thermelves rapid ly, until five or six sruall, rounded vesicles, filled
with n trnnsparent fluid, are seeu. The vesicles remaiu solitary, or severa l
may uuite together to form one of considerable sizr. After tbe complele
development of the erup tion , th e burning pain wbich exi~ted at first com monly :,ubs id es. The co ntents of the ve:o:icles soou become turbid and lacte:::Cl'nt, and :He converted, by the third o r fourth day, from a. serous into
a !:'Cro·purulcnt fluid, at which time, al.so, the aecomp:111ying recloe::;s and
swelli11g have, in great mea:sure, di::;appeared. Soon after this, brownish
cru .. t>: are formed by the drying up of the fluid of the ve:::-icle.s, and tbese
drop off usually about the sevcut h or eighth dny. A slight reduei:s remains for a sbort time at the point of erupt iou, and then disappears entirely.
IlEllPJ~S ZOSTER.-'fhis variety of herpes, known also by the name:. of'
zoua uncl 8hingles, is of rather rare occurreuce in children. It derive~ its
name, \\hich signifies a girdle or belt, from the fact tlrnt when it attacks
the trunk the cruptio u often 8urround:s one-half of the body iu the form of
n belt, of varying width. It attacks various parts of the body, especially
the trunk and the face, though it may ah:iO appear on the extremities.
It alwayd follows the di::;tributiou of some nerve-trunk, and, as a. rule 1 is
confined to one side of tbe body.
'Vhcn it occurs nt the base of' the thorax (zoster pect.ornlis), the cour:::e
of the erupt ion is det~rmine<l by that of the adjacent i1Jterco:stal nerve, too
thnt it u:-unlly extends from the median line in front to the :::ame poiut
behind. In zoster ab<loruinalis the cause is much the same. About the
heud it mny appear in the course of the supraorbital nervr, extencliug over
the brow into the ~ealp (zo:s ter capith:1); or else in the cour:::e of the lower
branches of the trifacial, ill\ olving the cheek, and extending downwards
towards the neck (zoster fociei ) . It may also occur about the F:houlder or
back of the neck and extenrl dowu the arm (zoster brnchialis) , or on the
thigh (zo:;ter femoral is\ " 'hen the eruption appears in the form of a
belt, the zone is not composed of a conlinuous line of ve.,.icles, but is made
up of di&tinct patches of erupt ion, all following the same general direction,
1
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but divided from each other by portions of healthy integument. The
eruptive patches may be very clo:::;ely approximated, or they may be i:ieparated by coasiderable spare~ of hkin uutoutlw<l by the di:iea::e.
The disease is acute in its character, la::;Liug, as a geuernl rule, from one
to three or four \\C~eks .

.An attack of zostcr is u:::;ually prececlc<l for se\•eral days by

~marting

and burning, and by severe neuralgic pains in the part that is to be uf'·
fected. The eruption then appears in the form of irregular patches of a
vivid red color, more or le~ widely !'eparated from each other, and
grouped so as to form a racemose or bell-like form according to the di>;tl'ibution of the affected nerve. Soon after the appearance of the inflamed
pntcbe~, numerous small white projec·tions can be seen, by cnref'ul c:xami·
nation, upon the red surfaces; these increase rapidly in size, and arc soon
converterl into distinct transparent ve::;ic.:lt::s. The vesicles augment iu
size, and arrive, in the cour.::ie of three or four day~. at their f'ulle.:;t development, when they are about as large ais small or large pea~, or, in
some few instance, much larger, and containing a clear yellowii.;h fluid.
At this stage of the eruption th€:: red 8urface upon which each group of
ve,.icles is seated exten<ls a slight distance beyond the patch, thus forming
a kind of areola.
After remaining io this state for four or five duys, each gronp of ve:; icle-; begins to subsiJe. The redness of the ioAamed patch dimini . . hes; the
vesicles shrink, and become shri\'ellecl i their content::, which were trans·
parent at first, become opaque and puriform, and finally they dry up and
form small, dark-brown scabs, which fall off about the tenth or twelfth
day, leaving behind reddi:;h spots, which di~appear little by little.
The constitutional 8yrnploms of herpes zosLer consist usually of slight
feveri:d1uess, languor, and the signs of gastro·iutestinal irritation. The
local symptoms are pungent and burning pain nt the beginn ing of the
en1ptiou 1 and more or less severe tensioo, :rnrl sometimes acute pain, iu the
parL upon which the disease is seated, which latt('r lasts, in some in!:.it<111ces,
throughout the course of tbe disorder, or even for !!lome considerable Lime
after it has disappeared. This neuralgic pain, whi<'h is dependent on the
implication of a nen·e-trunk, varies much in inten!,ity, being at time~ slight,
and at others very intense.
HERl,F'..S CrncINATUS.-This variety of herpes has been called also ring
herpes, herpetic ringwqrm 1 anJ vesicular ringworm i it will be found de·
scribed under tbe name linea circinata in the article on parasiLic diseaises
of the skin.
HERPES IRIS.-This is a very rare variety of herpes, and one that we
have met. with in children in but a few iostnuce~, ahhough according to
Duhring (op. cit. 1 p. 222 ) it is comparatively frequent iu children and
youug people. It begins with small red spots, which are soon surrounded
by four or five rings of diff~rentshades of rednes ..;:, About the second day
of the eruption, the central red spots present in their centres one or more
vesicles, and on the third and fourth days, vesicles of very mioute siz'=l
generally appeitr 011 the outer concentric ring~. Afler two or three days,
the fluid cootaioed in the central group of vesicles, which was transparent
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at fir..,l, hPc un<!..- lurhid, au<l about lhe fif'Lh or ~ixth of the eruplioa, it is
ab..,urh(:d, and Lhe di,.ea"e terminates by a slight desquamatiun, All the
colors of' the ruiobow, subJued in toue, may u"ually be observed at one
Lime nr u1rnlher in the course of' the disease, the reel, yellow, and \•iolct
~luulc.-; pn.•lluminating (Duhl'ing). The vesicles formed on the outf't· ring
ll!Hlt'rgo the Nlme change:; U:5 those de1:cribed as occurring nn thP central
one,-. l n ,.:ome in~tancb, the n .. icle:;; open, an,) their contents esl'aping,
form i:-mall, thin, and bro\\1ii~h ~mies, which foll off' in ten or twelve
day".
Herpes iris may a1h1ck any part of the body, but is most frequently de·
vf'lopecl upon the face, hand;:, finf!'Pr~, and ueck .
..Act·onling to some dermatolog1ists, a!:-! .J[~·Call Anderi:on, herpes iris is a
pnra!!itit diseu,-e a11d merely a form of tinea versicolor. This view, however, drn:.::1 not uppenr to us to he correct, as this affoclioo ~eem.:S, on the
contrary, to have the clo"l'SL analr>gies with erythema \"CSicuJo,-um.
DL\(;~0~1s.-The diaguo ... is of lwrpe.:S is seld11m attended with any diffirult)'. The ;:.mall size of the \'bide;:-, thE-ir globular shupe, their number,
thl'ir :1g~n~gatio11 upon cli~LilH:t patches of inflamed i1negurneut, and the
::light d1'grce of con:::titutio11nl cli:slurhance alttndant upon the dbeasc, all
rf'nder the eruption unlike a11y other cutaneous affecuon, and therefore
ensy of'n'Ct)guition.
IIerpl"• phlyt'tenorles might p11:-~ibly he confuunile<l with pemphiguF-. The
rC'l'ollec:ti1m that the eruptiun in pemphi;;u~ consists of disLioct bu lire, much
larger, of cour.-;e, than the ''csicles of herpes, while that of herpts phlyc·
te1uHles cou'"i"ts of numerou:o; \"P:::-ide:l:, much smaller than the bullro of
p{'mphigu~, uud cl1).:Sely <lotted O\'er i..:olate1l red patt'hes, will alway.:S serve
to di:-;tin~ui-.h the two affi.•c:tion.;z. It miglH be mistaken :d;;o for eczema,
wlH•n Lhe \'e.;itJc::i of the latrC'r artl di,.po.:Scd, as sometime~, though rarely,
happc111', i11 group::. The di;:-tinction may be made, however, by attention
to the fiwts that the eczenrntous vc.-.icles are redder, less ele\'nted, scarcely
tru11span 11t, and that, though arranged in group.s, they are confluent.
whil,-t in herpe:" they are always di ... tiuct.
Ilerpcl'\ labialis is not likely to be mistaken for any other eruption.
Herp1·:; z1hter may alway::-. be di ... tinguished by the peculiar form:;; :.t.:S..;umed
by the eruption, and by its arrangement in the course of some uen·e tract,
and hy 1he ueuralgic pains which attend it.
There is but one disen,.e with which herpei;i iris is likely to be con·
foundcd,-ro.-;eola. aonulntn. The entire absence of ve icle~ in lhe latter
affl•rtion \\ill always, however, enHble us to make the di;;tinction.
PHonxO."-:f~.-The progno.~is of herpes is always favoral>le. It is never
in it..elf a dangerous di~ea,-e, though zoster often cau.:;es much .:-uffering,
nnd is moreover u.:;uttlly the expre:-:iion of a considerable di.-;turbance of
the geneml health.
TnEA'DIENT.-The differeut vnrieties of herpes seldom require more
than tht' mildest treatment. In all, nlteution should be paid to Lhe gen·
era! health. The diet mu-'"t be regublted according to the state of the
digestive function. ' Vheu con:;tipntinn is present, especially if there be
some febrile rt:uction nt the same time, gentle laxatives ought to be ad-·
1
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ministered, such a~ sulphur, magaesia, syrup of rhubarb and magne~ia, or
castor oil. If the ski a be sallow, the tongue heavily coated, the breath
foul, and the stools scanty and ligbt-colored,or very offensive, small do:;es
of blue pill in combiuntiou with rhubarb, or followed by rhubarb tu1d
Excesii.ive or fremagn~bia, would be the most appropriate remedy.
quently repeated doses of any purgative ought to be avoided, ns the debility and gastro-iutestinal irritation that so often followsucb practice, are
more injurious tban the original disease.
The local treatment of herpes is important, and is, indeed, in many c·a~es 1
all that is 11ecessary.
Herpes phlycteno<les requires nothing more than mucilaginous lotions,
an occa8ional warm bath, or the frequent moisteniug of tbe ernption with
a liniment made of equal parts of lime water and sweet oil. Herpes labiali8,
if it demand local treatment at all, may be relieved by the use of any mild
Jip ~a Ive; a very good ointment is one composed of equal parts of Gou lard's
cerate and simple cerate, with a fow drops of glycerin. ~Ir. \Vilson re·
commends the following ointment:

&. Unguent. Flor. S:uubuci,
Liq. Plumhi 1

5.i.
f3j.-M.

During the early sb1ge of herpes zoster, the local treatment should be
such as will tend to allay inflammation and relieve pain. The~e re~uhs
may he obtained by appl)'ing compresses moistened with some kind of
mucilage, such as barley-water, or decoction of' flaxl!>eed or slippery-elm
bark, or with simple cold water, or with weak lead-water and laudanum.
The application of a dusting-powder of !'.larch, camphor, and morphia often
affords relief. \Ybeu the emption is fullowell by excoriations or ulcerntions,
and the paiu is severe, tht: latter may be allayed by the use of au ointmeut
consistiog of equal parts of Goular<l's cerate and lard, either alone, or coo·
tainiug two or three grains of opium, or half a drachrn of the watery ex·
tract of opium . Duh ring speaks highly of the application of flexible col·
loclion, with morphia in the streogth of ten grains to the ounce. Underwood recommends, when the discharge hn:; sub:-icled, nncl the scabs ha"e
formed and become adherent, that they should be anointed twice d:dly
with the ung. byrlrarg.ammoniat. It is,,l1owever, necessary to also employ
some internal treatment to telieve the neuralgic pains, which are so prominent a symptom . For this purpose, opium, or preferably the hypodermic
injection of morphia, must frequently be employed . \Ve have also found
that the combination of iron, quioia, arsenious acid, and belladonna has
afforded marked relief in some cases. Phosphide of zinc has been highly
recommended by Ashburton Thompson and Bulkley in drn~es of one-third
of a grain for an adult. The employment of a galvauic current, applied
along the tract of the affected nerve, has proved very beneficial.
Ilerpf"s iris seldom requires any treatment. If auy he determined on,
it should coo~ist of alkaline lotions, or of water rendered slightly astringent
by the addit ion of alum 1 or sulphate of zinc.

MlLIARIA.
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ARTICLE III.

Mr LIA RIA is an acute in!hmmatory disorder of the sweat gland~. characterized by numerous minute pa.pules or vesicle::, attended by prickling,
tingling, and burning seu~ationf::l.
In many cases both papules and vesicles are present, although usually
one or the other will predominate. It is on this account that one of its
fi11·m:-: 1 miliaria papulo::-a, has long heen regarded as a form of lichen, under
the name of lichen lropicus, or prickly heul. This affection is n. very com·
mon one at all ages of childhood, from early infancy upwards, in thi~ city,
anrl in most of our l\Iicldle and Southern States. It is, as alrearly state<l
in the definition, which is taken from Duh ring, essentially an inflammatory
affection of the eweat glands, and differs, therefore, entirely from true
lichen. In some cases the conge:--tioo and exudation abCJut the dut't:. lead
to pa.pules for tbe most part; while, in others, there is a greater tendency
to vesiculation. On the whole, the d isposition is to the latter.lesion. There
cao be no hesitat ion, however, in view of the essential pathology of the <lisea~e. in assigning it to a place among the vesicular affections.
The cbief cause of prickly heat is the action on the skin of a high temperature, aided, no doubt, by the disturbances of' the digestive function so
apt to coincide with extreme heat. It is especially common upon the
sudden development of unusually hot weather. Very warm clothing, and
particularly the contact of thick rough flanuels with tbe skin, are apt to
develop the eruption.
8YMPTOJ\l:o;.-Prickly beat, or lichea papulosa, or tropicus, appears suddenly iu the form of numerous minute papule:i 1 few of them being larger
than a nin's head, scattered more or le>ss thickly over the affected surface.
The pi1;1plcs are of a red color, which ure more or lei:-s bright in tint, according to tbe extent and intensity of the eruption. Usually vesicies, or
vei- ico-papules, are seen here and there upon the affected surface.
The ~kin between the papules retaios its uatural appearance when the
eruption is bnt slight or moderate; but when this is copious and severe,
it ae.sumes a fniot re<ldi:;h appearance, owiog no doubt to the activity of
the eirculatiou in the part.
The eruption is most abundant on the parts covered by the dress, or
rubbed by tf1e edges of the dress, particularly about the neck, upper part
of the che~t, autl on the arms and leg~. \\Te have sometimes seen it covering the greater part of the body. It is always attended with more or
less itching, burning, and prickling, which, in older children, causes much
fretfulness aud scratchiug, and, iu those who are younger, restlessness, worrying, and rnore or less di:sturbance of the sleep. The disorder usually
remains stationary for se\1eral clays, an<l then <foappears gradually without
de::qunmntion or other change in the skin; or, it subsides and increases, or
dh•appears and return~, with the riBing an I falling of the temperature, or
without any very evident cause, uotil at last it ceases, not to appear again.
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'Vhen the emption ht5ts many days, it is almost always accompanied by a
slight scaly <le~quamation of the tops of the pimples.
The ve~icular form of miliaria is rather rare iu children. It is chnracterizcd by the ~ucldeu development of numerous minute di:Scret.e vc::iiclcs,
occurring in large patches OD a congested or slightly inflamed :;kin; running an acute course, drying up in a few days, and euding in slight desquamation.
The diagnosis of prickly heat is never difficult. Its sudden occurrence
during hot weather, the character of the papules, their mi11uteue.-s and
abundance, and the entire abseuce of' constitutional disturbance, will
always render it easy of recognition.
T1rnA'DrnNT.--Prickly heat needs no treatment, except when very abundant, and when it annoys the child by Lhe heat and itching it occn;:ions.
Under these circumstauces, the skin should be dusted with ry~-meal, or
anointed two or three times a day with· some mild ointment, as, for instance, one cousi::oting of glycerin aud cold cream or lard, or the beoz0ated
zinc ointment; or, the child may be bathed once or twice a day in warm
water containing bran, slippery-elm, or some other nrncilaginous sub;:tance.
Alkali11e baths or lotions may also be used with benefit. If any predisposing cam;:e exi.sts, as a warm apartment, too heavy clothing, or injudicious diet, it must be corrected. Small doses of quinia with one of the
mineral acid5 will often have a teudeucy to lessen sweating and thus afford some relief.

CHAPTER III.
BULLOUS mFLAMMATIOX OF THE SKIN.
THE distinguishing feature of this form of inflammation is the formation of Lieb~ or bullro of considerable size. ·we include pemphigus anrl
rupia under this heading, though tbe latter might with equal propriety
have heeu treated of iu tbc chapter ou syphilitic diseases of' the skiu.

ARTICLE I.
PEMPTIIUUS.
DEFINITTON; SYNONYMS; VAR TETI ES; FREQUENCY.-Pemphigus is an

acute or chronic inflammatol'y disease, characterized by the prese~ce on
one or several parts of the body of more or less numerous bullro of coasiderahle size, nearly always isolated, resting upon circular or oval ery~
them'.1.tous patches, about as large or somewhat larger than the bases of
the bullre thernseh'es. The bullre form in the course of' a few hour5,
and contain at first a limpid serum, which soon becomes red<lish or turbid;
they terminate by desiccation and the formation of thin crusts, or by rup-
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tu re Ancl the el;lcape of their content.;z, when there remain~ behio<l a superficial ulceration .
. !he two r :nn:->t clearly marked varietie~ are pemphig-11s nilgaris and
fnlmccus. lhe former occurs both as au acute and cbru11ic affo<:tion, but
it i~ only the a<'ute form whirh o<·curs with special f'requenry in children,
nnrl w~ ~hall therefore gi,·e a dttailecl account of thi" alone.
Pt.•mphigu~ i~ not unfrequently met with in young children who become
the in mated of ho..;pital~, alm~lrnu~e~. and foundling ho:->pital~, aud nmong-st
the pnor nncl de::;titute c}a..;;;es of large cities. Under !:illch unfavorable
condition~, it occasionally a--:;:urncs what must b£! termed an epidemic
form. Still it cannot be ~aicl to he a frequent disea;.;e.
C.\l'Sl~.-The cau1'e..; of pernphigus are ofLen obscure or entirely inap·
p1·ec·iuhle. It is usually e:11pp·1;.;ed, however, to depend, in children, upon
the i11fluenre of the act of deulition, on disturbance,.; of the ga~tro·intes
tinal tract hrought about by improper food or overfeeding, and on general
di~order of the nervous system. Tbe i:;:o-called syphilitic pemphigu~, whi<•h
is one of the mo~t frequent eruptions in congenital syphilis, and is not
rarely pre:<cnt at birth in s1H:h ta!-es, is not a true pemphigu ... , but bas been
dwcribed us a bullous syphiloderm.
f.:.y:-.u•To111s.-Acute pemphigu~ may he coufiued to a. very small portion
of the cutaneous surface, or it may affect several regions of the body at
onre. It i~ u.;;iually attended with symptoms of corn;;titutional disturhunce 1
which, e~pecially in very young infa,nts, may be slight, consi.sting merely
of gcneml unea~ioess, languor, and some acceleration of the pube; or they
may be ee,·ere, exhibiting in such cases a dry and burning ~kin, frequeut
puJ,-e, thir!lt, and loss of appetite.
After the above coostitulio1rnl $yrnptoms have lasted one, two, or three
days, the eruptiou makes its ap1warauce in the form of small circular red
spotfl, which increase in size, and ~oou exhibit a bleb or hulla ri.:jing in the
middle or over the whole of the red spot. The ve!Sicle cornruonly appears
a few hnu rs after the red patch, aud consists of au ele\•ation of the cu Lie le
by an efl'u .. ion of serum beneath it. The bu Ila. rapidly ...li:.. tend:; by the increa~e of the serous effusion, until it attains the size of a. pea 1 a hazelnut,
or n large walnut. It is of n circular or oval form, and may be confined
to the centre of the erythematous surface on which it reisl:s, being .surrounded in such cases by n more or less wide red line of inflammation, or
it may o<•cupy the whole or nearly the whole of the red patch 1 under
which circumstances it entirely conceals the !alter, or is surrounded by n.
very narrow red ring. The color of the areolro around the bu lire is very
bright during the first dn.y of the eruption, while the integument between
remainq perfectly healthy.
The fluid contained in the bulb.~ soon becomes turbid; the bull::e become
wrinkled, and u..;ually burst after oue or two clays, and are replaced by thin
yellowi~h or brownish scabs. The crusts begiu to form before the redness
of the integumeut has cfo:appeared. In some intlances the bull::e do not
break, but their contained fluid becomes yellowish in color, and then
turbid; it diminishes by absorption, and, at the end of about a week, dril':-.
into a thin dark-colored scab. The crusts usually fall off iu the cour~e of
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two or three weeks, leaving the skin beneath of a reddi«h color, but in
other respects healthy. The whole duration of the disease is cornmcmly
fro111 oue to three weeks, the time io each case varying with the mode of
the eruption; wheu all the bullre appear simultaneously, seldom lasting
more than one or two weeks; while in cases in which they appear at successive periods, lasting three or even four weeks.
'Vhen pemphigus occurs in children who are tacbectic, ill-fed, and surrounded by poor hygienic conditions, and especially when it appears in an
epidemic form in badly-managed public institution", it may assume a much
more grave form, known as pemphig:us gangrenosus or cacbecticus. The
eruprion affects the neck, chest, abdomen, scrotum, haods, and feet. It
begins as purplish or livid spols, raised slightly above the level of the
skin, upon which bullresoon form, of irregular shape, flatteoed on the top,
and &un·ounded by purplish areolre. The tluid they contain soon becomes
fetid, turbid, and dark·colore<l, or almost black. If the bullro burst, deep
uuhealtby ulcers are exposed, with a dark, shreddy,or gangrenous surface,
secreting a fetid sauies. The constitutional symptoms are severe, indicating blood-poisoning and rapid collap'3e of the vital powers; death often
occurs as early as the teoth or twelf'lh day . In cases where the dyscrasia
is not so intense, the case is much prolonged; surcessive crops of such
bullre appearing until the child dies, worn out by suffering aad exhausting
discharge, or else enters gradually into a slow and difficult convalescence.
Chronic pemphigus is the usual form of the di.sease iu adults, in
whnra it may run a course ~xteuding over many years. In pcmphigus
foliaccus, al:;o, the affection is esseatially a chronic one and occurs only in
adults. It diffors from pemphigus vulgaris chronicus chitfl.y in the imperfect development of the bull::c, which are flaccid and puly partly filled
with fluid. Thi~ clriei:; rapidly intQ thin whitish flakes, and as the bullre
are very numerous and large the whole surface may present a red scalded
uppeanrnce, with loose, sh reddy, and flaky epidermis.
D1AG::-1os1s.-The diagnosis of pemphigus acutus is seldom difficult.
The large i:::olated bulb~, seated on iuOamed patches of the iutegument 1
filled with transparent serum, and follow~d by thin 1amellated scabs, are
unlike any other kind of eruption. The mode of distinguishing it from
the bullou.s form of syphiloderm has been considered in the article on the
latter suhject.
PuoG~os1s.-Acute pemphigu.s is rarely dangero~1s when it exists without cornplicatious. "'hen, however, it is very extensive, aud accompauied
with severe constitutional !:iymptoms, and pa1ticularlv when it exists in cou·
nectiou with other diseases, or occurs in a child whose health has been
brokeu dowu by unwholesome hygieaic infiueneei::, it may assume a dangerous character, and the prognosis should, therefore, always he guarded
under such circumstances. The gailgreuous form of pernphigus, especially
when occurring under bad hygienic circum.stu.uce.s 1 i::; a very fatal di.sense.
'l'HEATMENT.-8i.mpl; acute pempbigus tmty requirn no other treatment
than attention to diet, at1d regulation of the digestive function. When
constipation is present, this should be ovel'Come by means of simple eue·
mata, or by the use of some mild laxative 1 as manna, spiced syrup of
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If the discharges be too frequent, they ~hould be re:<trainecl by the u:-:e of opium, in doses proportioned to the age of the child. Jn young infant~, it will ofLen be found
rhubarb, or vrry .<:mall clos:es of castor oil.

that the ~astro-inte::;tinal secretions are of' an acid and irritatiug character.
Thi:-; condition may be treated with small dose~ of paregoric or i<ludauum,
combined with lime or magne&ia water, or with soda. The diet mmt be
mam1~ed nrrording to the ~late of heallh of the child. For an i11faut, a
goo<l hren~t of milk is, of cour~e, the best treatmeut in the world. For
older chiltlr<'n, the diet ought to be light and unirritating, but, at tbe same
time-, nouri:--hing an<l strengthening.
When, however, the child ohows signs of debility during the progress of
the di:ot>aRe, nnrl also when the eruption teuds to assume a. cbrouic cm11·:oe,
the treatment ought to be tonic and iuvigorating. lt. should consist in the
1
U!;e of n nutritious diet, and iu the exhibition of tonic:;:, as Huxham :-J
tincture' of hark, quinia, arsenic, co<l-liver oil, or in lhe use of wiue-wbey,
or !'mnll quantities of bran<ly.
In the cachectic or gaugrcuou3 variety, the treatment must he s.upportiug and srimulntiug in a high degree. Full do ... es of quiuia. wilh mioeral
acids, UR sulphurous or muriiuic, aud chlorate of potas .. a, together with
milk punch of' suitable strength and carefully regulated diet, are to be

J'C('Olllllll'llded.
'l'he local treatment ~houlcl consist, in the early stnge, of :rn occasional
warm hath. 'Vhen the bullro have fully formed, they ought lo be puncll1red, and the ffuit.l gently pre~~cd out, care being taken not tn remo\·e
the cuti<·lc>, ns this form:; the bc::st po::-:Rible dre~::-:ing for the inffanwcl iutcgume11t. If much irritaLion i.::. present, as i~ sometime~ the en::-:e, relief may
be gained from the u~e of water clres~ings by means of cloth.::. or from
lotions of diluted fluid cxtrad of grindelia robu.,.tn, or diluted leaJ watt!r.
When the bu Iloo have been followed by excoriations 1 these may be treatt'cl
with lotion~, ns dilute lotio nigrn or a weak solution of nitrute of ::.il vcr or
of t'U!phnte of copper i or with oiutmentf', as the benzoatcd oxide of zinc
oinlml·nt, or one of equal parts of Gou lard's cernte and co:ornoliue. An
ointnwnt made from the leaves of the scrophularia nodo... a wa::; fountl to
he the most useful application in gangrenous pemphi~ui:;, hy Dr. Whitl<.·y
Htokes 1 who ~aw much of the di::;en.:-e tunong poor, ill-foci chi!Jreu ia lrelaud.

ARTICLE II.

DEFrNITIO"S; VARrn·rrn-..-Rupia is an eruptive disen!e, chn.ractf'rizNI
iu it"' early :stuge by cli:-tinct, ~ornewhat flattened bulhc, of more or le~s
cou:si<lcmblc size, containing at first a serou...;, nod then a purulent or
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blackish fluid; at a later period the di.seac;e exhibits very thick scab.;;, nn<l
still later, ulcerations.
There are two \·arieties of this eruption: r11piCL simpie.r;, and rupiri prominen~.
Rupi:.;. eseharotica, formerly included a!:l a var iety of thi~ aff'~c
tioa, will be found desC'l'ibed in the article 011 pemphigu.s, under the title
of pen1phigus gnngrenosus.
CAus1~s.-R11pia.

is most apt to occur in weakly, badly

nouri~hed,

and

scrofulou'3 children, and seems to depend, therefore, upon that state 1Jf <.lebilit.y and exhaustion of the general health which results from exposu1·e
to unfavorable hygienic condition~, which follows rxhan;:;;ting di~ea<:e11, or
which exists as a consequence of some hereditary taint. It aJ,;;o occur.~ in
connection with congenital syphilis; aud is theu described (Duhring) as
a large flat pustular or ecthymatous syphiloderm.
8YMPT0)ts.-J·f opia simplex begius almo:;t always on the inferior extremities, 01· more rarely on the tnink or arms, without previous iofiam·
ma.tion, in the form of small, fhttened hull::e of about three or fvur lines
iu diameter. The bull:n contain at first a serous and transparent fluirl,
which soon becomes thicker, and is couverted iuto pus. At an early
period they shrink and become wrinkled, their coutained fluid hardens
and is rouverted into rough, brownish scabs, which are always thicker at
the ceutre than oo the edges, and which leave beneath, afler their fall,
super ficial ulcerations. These ulcerations either soon cicatrize anrl. cli"appear, or are covered by fresh srales. After the fa! I of the final scabs, there
yet remaiu, for some time longer, dark-browu or livid spots, which gradually fade and disappear.
Rupia proiniuens exhibits the same ~eneral characters as the precerling
variety, but with more marked and peculiar features. The eruptiou commences with a circumscribed iufbmmation of the skin, on which inflamed
~pot soon appears a bu Ila fil led with yellowish serum, or sometimes with
a blacki.:;h fluid, which rapidly harden::i into a brownish or blackish
wrinkled crust. The crust is i-.urrouuded by an erythematous areola,
fC.irmed by the extension of the cutaneous infbmmation beyond the circumference of the scab. Upon this areola a fresh elevation of the cuticle,
by purulent deposit, often takes place, which, by its desiccation, adds to
the size of' the crust. This successive increase at the margin of the scab
eularges it iu breadth, and at the same time raises the height of its cen tre, so as to give it a peculiar and characteristic appearance, and causes it
to resemble very closely the shell of a limpet or oyster. The scabs thus
formed usually adhere to the surface beneath with much tenacity, and remain attached for a variable, and, as a general rule, considerable \eogth
of time. 'Vben at length they fall oft~ or are removed, there are left
beneath ulcers of variable depth and extent, which are either covered by
fresh crusts, or, as more frequeotl)' happens, remain open, presenting a
foul surface of a livid red color, with thickened edges. The ulcers are
difficult to heal, and, after cicatrization, leave livid or purplish stains,
which ofteu reraain for mnnths. Tne number of bulla~ is usually small,
there being generally one at it., height, a.ud one or two about to appear, or
on the decline.
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])un~o. . r:-..-Rupia is likely to be confounded only with pemphigu.;; and
erthyma. Pt!mphigu:S i:s to be distingui.;hed from rupiu. by the larger ~ize
and greater di:Sten.:;ion n.ud prominence of its bull::c; by the fact tlu.. t the
contain~d ~uid of ~he latter is serous an<l transparent in pemphigus, ini:tead of berng turbul and 1:1angui11olent, as in rupia; by the different chara<'ter of the cru.st:i, which, iu pemphigus, are thin and laruellated, while in
rupi:L they arc ~hick and rugous; and 1 lastly, by the deep and uuhealthylookrng ulcerat101B that follow rupia.
Ectbyma is uulike rupia in hein~ a pustular di.:ease from the fir,.t.
~fon~o,·er, the pu..tules of ecthyma are surrounded by a highly inflamed
areuht, which is uot the ca.:c in rupia, while the c:ruists in the former disca~e differ from those in the latter, in being smaller, harder, more irreguhu·, and more adherent.
P1toc;~·os1:-;.-B.upia simplex and prominens, though tedious and !'low
of ~ure. seldom prove fatal if' uny danger accompauy the di.:ease, it ariRes
rather from the enfeebled and di .. or<lered ~late of' the general health under
the influenC'e of which it is produced, than from any injury caused by tbe
ernption.
THEATl'!IENT.-The moRt important point in the treatment is to atteud
to the hygienic state of the p:ttient. "rhea the child is living in an unhealthy house, or a close au<l confined room, it should be remo\led, if possible, to a more salubrious pot:.ition, or to a larger and well-ventilated
room. The diet ought to be such as to invigorate the Rtrength, and pro·
mote the nutrition of the body. For an infant who is fed upou artificinl
food, or who is suc:kli11g a nur:ie of doubtful health, the best remedy in the
worlci i~ a frc.:ih and full breast of' milk. If a nur:;-;e cannot be procured,
the diet mu~t be most carefully regulated in accordance with the principle::i already detailed in full in the :trticle on thru.,.h, nt page 301. While
the diet is thus attended to, it i11 neCe.:isary to watch tbe state of the digestive organ'\, and if there be either coustipation or diarrhrea, these mu<:t
be overcome by suitable remedies. Tonics and stimulants are always advi .. ahle iu this di8ease, and may consi8t either of bran<ly or wine, given
alone, or ia connecliou with Huxham's tincture of bark, extract of ciuchona, ~mall doses of quinia, iron, cod-liver oil, or any other remedy of
thi~ kind that may be preferred. lo cases of syphilitic origin specific
treatment should be resorted to as detailed on page 713.
Rupia ~implex and proruincns arc to be locally treated in the early
stage by openiug the bull:e so soon as they form, and covering them with
dry lint and a light bandage, or with the water-dressing. The ulcerations
that follow the bullm lllf\Y be treated with Goulard's oiutrueut, applied on
pieces of fene:strated lint, and by washing ocoa::.ioually with lime-water,
or with weak solutions of alum, copper, zinc, or nitrate of silver. At a
later period of the disease, when the ulcerations are covered with the characteristic thick crui:)ts, these are fir:it to be removed by means of poultices
of bread nud water, or 6axsecd meal, and the surfaces beneath them
treated with the applications recommended above. 'Vhen the ulcerations
are very ob>linule and difficult to heal, they shoul<l be modified by occa61
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sional touchings with nitrate of silver, either p1:1re or in stroug solution, or
with cl ilute nitric or muriatic acid.
Billard recommoucls that the ulceratious should be dusted with powdered alum or cream of tartar~ and Rayer also speaks very highly of' the
last-named application.

CHAPTER IV.
PUSTULAR OR SUPPl'RAI'IVE rnFLHDIATJ0:-1 OF nm SKIN.

Tms is characterized by the development of pustules, superficial aod
painless, or deeply seated and pai11ful. A considerable number of aff'ectioos are included under this headiug, only two of which require detailed
consiJeration from us. Impetigo has already been treated of' among the
vesicular affections, under the name of eczema pustulosum ; but there j3
one· form, impetigo contagiosa, which properly belo11gs here. In addition
to this, ecthyma, sycosis non-parasitica, and, by many authorities, acne
and acne rosacea are also included. But 0111y the first of these, ecthyma,
is a disease of cLiJdbood, and this alo11e will th.ereforo be described.

ARTICLE I.

DEFINITCON; SYNONYMS; VARrnTrES.-Ecthyma is au eruption characterized by prominent, roundecl, and usually discrete pustules of considerable size, with hard and inflamed bases. The pustules, which are
sometimes termed ph.lyzam'ous, are followed by thick, brownish crusts, which
leave on their fall a reddish mark, or more rarely a. superficial ulcer or a
true cicatrix.
Ecthyma occurs both in an acute and chronic form. The variety known
as ecthyma infantile is usually of' an essentially chronic character.
CAUSES.-Ectbyma is especially an affection of impovPrished system~.
It rarely occurs except in those who have become predisposed by improper or insufficient nourishment, lack of fresh air and sunlight, and
similar depressing influences. It i.s met with in feeble, cacheclic children,
and in those whose health has been broken down by exhausting diseases,
and particularly by <lisorJers of the gastro-iutestinal apparatus. It may
be provoked in such subjects by the application of an irritant to the skiu,
by scratching, or by the presence of other eruptions, particularly that of
small-pox, measles, scarlet fever, or scabies.
SY:MPTOMS.-Acute ecthyma is rare in children . It may be preceded
by symptoms of mild fobrile disturbance. The eruption occurs most fre·
quently on the extremities and neck, aud more rarely on the truuk of the
body. It appears in the form of small, red, and circumscribed spots, pro·
jecting above the surface of the skin, hard to lhe touch, and accompanied by
smarting and often severe paiu 1 and by soreness on pressure. The centre
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of the ~pots is soon elevated into a pu~tule, filled with a purulent fluid.
The )5ize of the pustules \1 arie;;i;, but is usually about tlrn.t of half a. pea.
EaL'h pustule i:s geuernlly surrounded by a hard base of a bright red
color, con.-;titutiug au areola, while, in some iu.tances, the whole of the
red elevation is covered by the pu:3tular formation. The pustule remains
uuchu11g(ld usually for three or four days, and more rarely for a week,
and i" then converted, by the drying up of the effusr.d fluid, into a thinni~h brown scab, which drops off after a few days, and leaves a congested
purple !<pot that remains for some time longer.

In other iu:stance~, the

pu~tule breaks and leave:S a small ulceration '\hich terminates with a
slightdctllrix.
.
Even when ecthyma begins as nn acute affection, the eruption is apt to
appear in euccessive crops; and in the vast mujority of cases, e,:;pecially
in chillircu 1 it tends to pa~s into tbe chronic form. This is particulurly
lhe ca~e when it is connected with some chronic llisor<ler of the digestive
or re:opiratory apparatus. The eruption in chronic ecthyma i.s bimilar to
thal of lhe a cu le form. The pu~tules may, however, be more Yariable iu
size, some being as large as a :sixpence. They are circular in form, and
surroumlecl by an areola of a red or purplish tint i the fluid which they
coutnin is generally uot very thick, and is ofa durk aud sanguinolent appeara.occ; they terminate by the formation of a dark and adherent crust,
by ab..:orptiou of the contained fluid and a kind of clesquamation, or by a
bloody excoriation, or true ulceration, which are followed hy a deep stain
upon the ~kin or a true cicatrix.
Duososrs.-Ecthyma is more likely to be confounded with rupia, the
bullou:-; ~yphiluderm, than with any uther di~ea5e. The pu~tulnr rhararter of c<:thyrna from the very bcgiauiag, will, howe\•er, almoH always
enable u.-; to distinguish it from the broad and di..:.tended bullro of rupia,
filled "itl 1 sero-purulent ilui<l; anti the difference hetween the two becomes Hill more marked, when we recollect the haJ'(l and inAarned bases
on whicli the pustules of ecthyrna rest, and the shnpele:-;s crusts null superfi<:i:d excoriations of that di . . ea~e, instead of the projecting, rugous, aud
imhricatcd ~cubs, and deep uleerntions or" rupia. Ecthyma is not nL all
likely to be mistaken for the small and numerous pu:-tules of eczema
pu . . tulo,.uru, for those of impetigo contngiosn, or the urubilicated ones of
~ninll·pox.

PHou:-;osr~.-Ecthyma is never a dangerous cli~ease in itiEelf. If any
d:u1gcr ac.•compauy it, it ari:-;c3 rather from the enfoebled and disordered
stute of the general health uudN the influence of which it is produced,
tban from any injury cau~eJ by theeruptiou. The prognosis must depend,
thert'fore, upon the ~tale of the general health exi,.,tiug during the attack
of the <li~ea~e.
T1u:ATJ1IE:\'T.-In both varieties of ecthyrua, attention to the general
health of the pntientcoostitute:o:; the most important point in the treatment.
Io the acute form, mild laxatives, small doses of some nlterative, as the
hydrnrgyrurn cum crctil or:;ulphur, the use of a 11utritious nnd wholesome,
and e. . pecially of au unstimulating <liet, aud the iocal application of mucilaginous iufu:sions, or of a mild nnd cooling ointment, as Uoulard',:; cerate,

IMPETIGO CONTAGIOSA.

Turner's cerate, or the carrot, cucurnber 1 or elder-flower ointment~. with
occasional warm bathing, are all that the case demands. In chronic ecthyma1 the great deterioration of the general helllth urnally requires cll,~e
attention. As thii! deterieration depeu<l.s usually upon the expo~ure Qf the
child to unwholesome hygienic infiuences 1 and a consequent unhealthy
state of the digestive and nutritive functions 1 it is of primary importance
that these should be early attended to. The patient ought to be placed in
a healthy and well-ventilated apartment i the clothi ng must be regulated
according to the age of the child, and the season of the year; and 1 whl\t
is most important of all, the diet ought to be such as is digestible, suitable
to the age, and 1 at the sarnti time, nourishing and .strengthening. The internal remedies must cons ist of tonics in all cases, and, when the diget>live
power and general stren~th are reduced much below the normal standard,
of stimulants. The be.st stimulant is old and pure brandy, either given
mixed with water, three or four times a day, o r combi11ed with the food.
The best tonics are, ia most cases, some preparation of iron, and the one
we prefer is the iodide. . . . . ; cod·li\'er oil, iu emu lsion with the lacto·
phosphate of lime; qllinia, and the mioeral acids. 'Vbile these remedies
are being employed, or prior to their nclm iniotration, the gastro-inteHinnl
functions ought to be carefully regulated by the use of' mild laxatives
when the bowels are constipated 1 or by some kind of astri11geut when they
are loose and disordered.
The external or local treatment must consist in the use of mild demulcent applications, or of' soothing or coolin g ointments, during the puotular
stage of the eruption. 'Vhen cruots have formed, they should l~e removed
by poulticing, and a more or less stimulating oi11tment applied to the surface. 'Vhen unhealthy excoriatio11s or ulcerations follow the pu~tule~,
these may be brought into good condition by the employment of weak
solutions of nitrate of silver or sulphate of zinc, or of a very weak lotion
of nitric or muriatic acid.

ARTICLE II.

TuE affection that was formerly Called impetigo, has been already described as the pustular variety of eczema ( E. pu.;;tuloswn, seep. 936).
Impetigo contagiosa is a very different affection. It is, as defined by
Duhriug, au acute, iuflammatory, contagious disease, characterized by Lbe
formation of suverficial, flat, discrete, roundish vesico-pustules, the !;ize of
a spl it pea or fiuget·-nail, which pass iuto granular, straw-colQred crusts.
8YMPT0;-.1s.-The appearance of the eruption is apt to be preceded by
some mild fobrile dioturbance. The eruption occurs usually on the face,
and about the head; but al~o on the arms aud other par~ of the surface.
Small isolated vesicles form, with very slight surrouading redness, and if
not broken by scratching, they en large1 iu the course of 5 or 6 days, into
fla.t .bullrc, as brge as a sixpence, frequently with a distinct central de·
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Tbeir colltent1' grow lurbid and purulent, alld soon begin to dry

~::,:~'t,:~1[~:;';. cr~:~~at,1~ :~;~~1~:~1cflr:lisr:~b:~/t~i~l1~:tt~:'~-~~~~~e<lT~~<~I~::~~
1

i,; nuto-inoeulable, aud nmy be !.'Ip read frnm place to place by means of its
i't:.'C'rctiou . Jn this way the mucous membrane of the eye and no::;e may
bt:'come implicated.
C.\l'"'~"i AXD PAT!lOLOGY.-The fact that the di!.'lcnse is both auto-inoculahle, inoculable to other:-:, and contagious, would he readily intl'lligible
if it C'ouM be shown that it is of parasitic nature. But thus far, although
elc·mt·ub of a vegetable fungus are occasionally demonstrable (Kohn and
Gilford 1 in the cru:::its it hv..; not yet been shown that they exi ... t in the
li!1Uitl of tbc ve~ico-pu:stule;; ('1'. Fox) , nor that they have auy definite reh1tion with the disea!-ie.
It j.., almost exclusively a disea.:e of childhood . Mal-hygiene probably
prc,di~ro~es to it, but it may occur in children who have been well cared
for. It has been noticed to follow vaccination in so many instaoces as to
µ-ive ri ...;e to a l':ill"picion (Duhring, op. cit., p. 279) of some coouection between them, at least in some c·ases.
D1AO~O~lH.-The nff~ct..ious with which impetigo contagiosa may most
readily be confou nd ed are eczema pustulosum and varicella. From the
former it may be distingui~hed by the hb•tory of the case, the mode of devclopmeut of the eruption, its inoculable and contagious character, and tbe
foature~ of the pustule~. The~e are flat, isolated, itch but little, and are
followed by superficial, flat cru,..ts, which Fox well describes (op. cit., p.
2~.)) B!i ... eeming "stuck on."
From rnric~lla it may be di:stinguit:fhed by the fact that the pu~tules of
inipetigo contagiot:fa are larger, au<l that the cru;:;ts are totally difforent
from those of chicken-pox. The eruption in this latter affection is much
more c·opiou~, as a rule, develops much more s imultaneou:sly, and is more
uniformly distributed over the various regions of the body.
P1woxo:..;rs.-As soon as the nature of the ca~e has been recognized, it
is rendily curable; so that the progno:::i::; is always favorable.
T1u:.\TMEST.-If signs of impoveri:she<l nutrition are present, careful
atteution lo diet and hygiene, nnd the administratic...n of tonic remedies,
:;urh as co<l-liver oil, iron, and quinia. are required . Strict cleanline:::is, and
the prevention of the exte nsion of' the disea:se by :.cratchiug, are always to
he in ~i~tec.l 011. The lo cal treatment needed is of the simple:st character.
The crust~, if' any have formed 1 are to be removed by poulticing; any
pu~tule:>1 that form to be punctured, and their pus removed by absorbent
cotton; and every spot of eruption is to be dre::eed with the benzoated
oxide of zinc ointment, to au ounce of which fh·e grains of ammonio-chlori<le of mercury bud better be added.
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CHAPTER V.
PAPULAR OR PLASTIC INFL.UnIATION OF TIIE SKIN.
TuE essential featu re of this class of skin affections is the formation of
plastic lymph in the papil lary, or sometimes in the deeper dermic layer.
Considerable confusion formerly existed in regard to the diseases that should
be included under this heading. 'Vill ao recognized three, namely, stroph ulus, lichen, and prurigo. But a careful examination of the so-called
varieties of strophulus has shown that in reality they are not all papular
affections, but that widely different conditions have been grouped together
under this t itl e. We shall briefly describe lichen as the type of this class,
referring especially to the only variety, L. sc rofulosum, which is frequent
in chilclren. It will be remembered that the so·called lichen tropicus has
already been carefully described in its proper place as a variety of urti·
caria. A short account will also be given of the lichenoid form of strophulus, and of prurigo.

ARTICLE I.

Trrrs is a chronic inflammatory disease, characterized by the appearance
of small pa pules, about the size of a mil let-seed, either pale·red, sli ghtly
yellowish, or of the color of the surrounding skin. At first they may be
isolated, but later are apt to be become closely grouped together. Itching
is often present, though not a constant symptom. The papules present no
other change but the occasional formation of thin, delicate scales on their
summits. The skin 1.s dry and becomes harsh and thickened. The cause
of the disease is essentially chronic, the papules lasting a considerable
time, and new ones forming as the old ones slowly disappear.
Such being a general definition of lichen, some authors describe a variety
termed lichen simplex. Fox (op. cit., p. 139) admits its rarity while recognizing its existence. \Ve have never met with a case of it i11 young children; and many authorities regard it as only the papulous form of eczema.
Lichen ruber, although also a rare affection, is one of the distinctive
forms of papular disease of the skin. It does not occur in childhood, and
we !'hall therefore limit ourseh~es to a mere definition of it. It runs a
chronic course, and is characterized by the formation of papules, vary ing
in size from a pin-head to a pea, and either flat (I. ruber pl au us) or poiuted
(I. rnber acumiuatus). The papules are of a dull crimson red color, and
may be either discrete or confluent, in which latter case the integument
becomes much infiltrated and greatly thickened. \Vhen discrete the individual papules rise abruptly from the surroundiog healthy ski n, and are
angular in outline iustead of' round as other papules. fo the latter stages,
considerable desquamatiou may be present. T3e disease is stubborn and
essentially chronic in its course, but still usually yields to pers istent treatment. Ia very extensive cases, a fatal termination may occur.

LICUEN STROPUULUS, OR STROPBULUS.
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IJichen scrof1dosw1, on the other hand, requires careful study, as it most
commor.ly occurs before the age of puberty.
The pnpules are always miuute, about the size of pin beads or millet·
~ee<ls, aad are pale-red or yellowish iu color. They show a disposition to
become grouped in patches with curved borders. The papules -are fouud
to be developed in connection with the hair-follicles, tbe new-formed exudntion cells occurring both ia autl around the follicle. The eruption is
Uf-llally limited to the trunk, being rare on the face or extremities. .After
the papules have existe<l for some time, theirsumrnits are apt to be covered
with minute scales, and the sk in becomes dry, harsh, and yellowish. It is
important to note that there i:S very little or no itching. The course of the
di:-•ease is e:5sentially chronic, ao<l it may last for years, although it yields
quite promptly to appropriate treatment..
CAUSE.-As its name indicates, this affection is one of the mauife~tations
of the ~crofulous diathesis, and is apt to preseut itself in children or young
per::iO!ls who exhib it other marks of scrofula, as enlarged glands, ulcers,
or necroses. From the aooounts of it given by Uebra, Kaposi, and Kohn,
il would seem to be a common enough affectioo in Austria, but it certaioly
is a very rare disease in this part of America, a statement confirmed by
Dubiiug, who has not met with a sin gle case.
TREAT)IENT.-The treatment that has been found successful is the free
administratiou, in ternally, of cod.liver oil, together with its daily use by
means of thorough i1rnnctioa . The use of' arsenic or of iodide of iron in
conjunction is to be recomniended.
LcCErnN STROPHULUS, OR STlWP ICULUs.-Various opinions are entertained with regard to lhe true character aud position of the aft~ctions
grQuped by 'Vil Ian under tbeabovfl headiug. According to the older view,
it was e"sentially the same as lichen, and its various subdivisions corresponded in the infant ·~vith those of the latter disease in the adult. But
more careful study has shown that several of the subdiv isions, maJe by
\Villan, really belong under forms of skin disease, are entirely and essentially different from lichen; and con:;equently the whole subject of stroph·
ulus has been discarded by some authors. \Ve must recognize, therefore,
that it is not to be admitted in this place, except with distinct limitations,
but still, as some of its subdivi:Sions appear to us to deserve to be regarded
as licheuoid, and as they are the only truly papular affections occurring
in young infants, it seems better to retain the familiar name for them.
\\'' e understand by strophu lus, then, au iuflarnruatory disease of the skin,
of rather acute character, usually affecting infants at the breast, and dis·
tinguished by a more or Jess extensive, nnd sometimes a. general, eruptiou
of pale or vivid-red color, accompanied by more or less irritation and
itching.
V AHIETIES AND SYN:PTOMS.-The stroplwlus int~rtinctus, or red gum,
consists of an eruption of prominent pin1ples of a vivid red color, scat·
tered here and there over different parts or the whole of the body, and
interm in gled with small erythema.tous patche8. The eruption remains
upon the skin for some time, the papules disappearing nod reappNtring
in succes:sive crops 1 for a. week or two, or more, until they terminate by
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It is most common upon the cheeks, backs of the lian<l~,

and forearms.
In strophulu.~ confertus, the papnles nre much smaller, more clo:<<'IY aggregated, much more numerous, and mnre conflucut, thau in the firot
\'nriety 1 noJ they constitute a more severe eruption. It may be di,-tributed over the whole surface, but is mOl'e commonly limited to a !<iugle
spot, or to several regions, as the face, hrem:.;t, or nrms. The erup:ion i~
]e:os vivid, but more )a,.ting than that of the stropbulus intertinctu", nud
u~ually reaches its height in twelve or fourteen days, and then rnb:--idl•,..
In lJlrophufos volaticw~. the JXtpules, wl1ith are very ephemeral, are of a.
vivid color, and are cli.:.;po~ed iu small, not very numerous, circular group11,
scattered over the surface of the body, but met with most freq11e11tly on the
cheeks aud arms. The ephemeral character, which is its only distingui~h
ing feature, dues not justify us in regarding strophulus volaticus a~ a di~
tinct variety; and it possesses characters which sbow that it is clo:::ely related to urticaria.
rrhe two remaiuiug varieties, slrophulus albid1M,or white gum, and sirophulus cmidiclus, are both characterized by whitish instead of red papule~.
Io the former, tbe papules are white, minute in size, aud surrounded
by au areola of a faint reel color; they appear usually on the face, neck,
and breast, and continue for some length of time. According to Tilbury
Fox, the term stroph11lus i1' a misnomer as applied tu this form, \\hit:h he
regards as a <lisea:se of the sebaceous glands. Ia strophulus caudidns,
which may more correctly be regarded as a form of Ul'ticaria, the papulei:i
nre much larger, broader, more hard au<l teuse, and are unaccompanied
by any redness. They Ja,..t usually about a week. Thi3 eruption i~ moi;.t
common during dentition.
CAUSES AND PATITOLOGY.-The causes of strophulus are various di~
turhances of the digestive apparatus, aggrarnted in older infants by the
irritation of the system due to dentition . Tilbury Fox (op. cil., p. 155)
regarcl.'i ~trophulus as the re::iult of hyper::emia of the 8weat glaud;;, and inclines to consit.ler it as due to excessive clothing, to overheate<l room~,aud
changes of weather. This view is ba:sed upon the observation that, while
the c:haracteri:~tic papules of lichen are cine to exu<lation iuto the papillary
layer of the derma, the papules of strophulus may be seen clearly with
a powerful glass to be :seated at the sweat follicles. If this observation be
correct, it would render it improper to retain etrophulus among the trnly
papular affections.
D1AGNOs1s.-There is no difficulty in dii;;tingnishing strophulus, as it ili
the only papular eruption to which infants are subject. The absence of
general symptoms and the extreme milclne!"f.l of the di;:ease are nmong--t it~
chief characters. It must be remembered that we only regar<l such pap·
ular eruptions as arc unassociated with exudation or eczematous patches
elsewhere oa the surface as true instance~ of strophulus, since papules in
all respects resembling those of this disease are to be frequently observed
in cases of eczema papulosum.
PROG:sos1s.-The eruption is never atte11<led with any danger. If sc,·ere
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~ymptom~ hnppeu to coincide with it, they must depend on some other causes
than the c·utaneou~ affection.
T1t1·; \n1EXT.-..As a general ru le, :strophulus needs no treatment whatenr. In infants within the mouth, the irritation of the skin, if it be
surh a~ 10 cli,.turb the comfort of the child, may be allayed by the u~e of
the lPJlifl bnth, and by du~tiug with some mild powder, or by anointing
with cold c.•ream, glycerin un(I cold cream, ~imple cerate, or coeoa-buttcr.
'rlH'n any marked di.;turbance of the dige.;;tive apparatus i:s pre:sent, this

!<hould be attended to by the adminii-;tratiou of mild laxati\·e5 1 and of
to11i(',., with some preparation of' iron, as the tartrate or ::;uperphosphate.
Ju oldt>r children, in whom the disea~e appears to be as~ociated with
dl:'ntition, the loca l mean~ )o(pokcn of above may be employed, while, at
the su11C' time, the gums should be lanced, if nece~sary, and any ga:itrointc,.tinal <listurbaoce remo\'ed by appropriate treatment.

ARTICLE II.

Drr l"ITI ON; FHF.QUENCY.-Prurigo is a chronic iuffammatory disense
rhara1.:teri;wd by an ernption, more or le:::s exten.;ivc, of iflolatf~d papule>1,
ahout. the t-iie of a smnll split pea, nnd pale red or of the color of the sur·
rounding ~kin. They are clevelopcd usually on the exten...:or surface::1 of
the limh:-:, anJ give ri~e to the most violent and di::i;tres:::ing itching, a symp·
tom whith con~titutes one of the mo..;t marked feature" of the disea!<e.
Wil ~on inc:ludes it amo ng the nervou;:; affect ions of the skin, and attributf's
it usua ll y to nervou:-; debility, with uu impaireJ state of tlie nutrition and
innervn tion of the skin.
Prurigo i:S a rare dbeasc in this city among:-;t the children of the middle
and uppt'r clns:::es, since we have t:-eldom met with it. In Europe, it is de·
H'riht·d a.~ oeturring in the children of the poor, th(lugh it is much Je.;s
c·ommnn than the eruptive di..;ea~e:; already treated of. Doubtles!'l: it occurs
in thi:; ('ountry al::'o, but with the exception of a case reported by Wiggle:sworth, of Bo:-ton (Amer. Jour. of Syph. and Denn., vol. iv, ll$73, p. 21),
we ha\'C not fo und any original nceount of it in the works of American
writer.:<. Duh ring (op. cil., p. 2.)2) states that the di::'ea~e is extremely rare
and nlmn.-.;t unknowu in the United 8tates.
('.\l':-;1·:~.-The only well·a!'icertained rnuses of the disease are the unfavorahh· hygienic condition:-; which exi::>t amon~t the dei5titute clas.::;es of
~oritty,-tlamp and ill-ve11tilnte<l dwelling~, unwholesome fond, e.:ipecially
the U!"<' of ~alted meats and fi,.h, nnd want of cleanliness as to person and
clothe:-:.
8YMPTOM8.-The papulcs of prnrigo are small, but slightly prominent,
and tttten<lecl with moderate itl'hing, constitutiug the prnrigo mitis; or
tlH'Y nrl~ larger, more proje<'ting-. :rncl ntteocletl with the mo~t violent pruritu8, forming the pruri90Jao:r furmicans pa pule. The papule:sare usually
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red or of the color of the skin, except when they have been torn by the
nails, and are generally seated upou the outer surfaces of the limbs, and
the upper part of the trunk.
'Vhen the itcbiug is severe, the tearing of the pa pules by the nails causes
the escape of a small drop of blood from the tops of many of lhem. The
blood dries and forms so many small black crusts crowniug the summits
of the papulcs, a peculiarity which constitutes one of the most distinclive
features of the disease. The papules terminate by absorption or by a slight
desquamation. After the disease has lasted some time, the skin acquires,
partly from the constant and violent scratching, a peculiar thickened and
harsb character, which is most marked on the lower extremities.
The dttralion of the eruption is very uncertain. In acute cases, when
properly treated, it may end in a few weeks, though it often, and indeed
more generally, lasts for several months or years, or even through life.
DrAGNOSIS.-The only diseases with which prurigo is likely to be confouucled are lichen or prurit.us. IL n1ay be distinguished, however, generally with ease, by the facts that the papules of prurig-o are larger, less
numerous, au<l more extended, than those of strophulus or lichen; that iu
the latter diseases the pa pules are never crowned by the small black crusts
of prurigo, and they are never attended with the same violent itchiug as
the former.
From pruritus, it is to be distinguished by the absence in the form~r affection of pa.pules, as well as of thickening and roughness of the skin.
The regions affected in prnritus are also quite differeut from those most
frequently involved in prurigo.
Pn.00Nos1s.-Prurigo is never, perhaps, a dangerous disease, though usu·
ally a very troublesome one from the severe irritation which attends it,
from its not. u11frequently obstinate resistance to treatment, and its disposition to relapse. According to Duhring, it is perhaps curable in children,
but scarcely so wheu it has lasted until adult life.
TREATMEN-.r.-The ioternal treatment of prurigo in children should
consist in the use of sulphur, given alone or in the form oft.he compound
liquid powder, if there is much constipation; of demulcent drinks, and of
such remedies as may be reudered necessary by any disordered stale of the
digestive function. The diet must be carefully regulated. It oughtto be
nourishing and sustaining, but at the same timP. light and easy of digcs·
tiou. In obstinate cases, recourse must be had to the admiuistration of
arsenic, cod-liver oil, iron, and other powerful nutrient and alt.erative
remedies.
In addition to the internal treatment, simple warm-water bathi, or
emollient baths of Oaxseed, lrran, slippery-elm, or marsh-mallow, should be
made use of iu the early stage of the disorder. At a later period, alkaline
baths, containing from three to eight ouoces of carbonate of potash to each
bath, according to the age, are recommended by Cazenave aod Schedel.
To allay the cutaneous irritation, ruild ointments are ofteo found useful.
Billard employed with success, i1r a child six months old, inunction.::- with
the oil of sweet almonds. Soaps or lotions, containing juniper tar or car·
bolic acid, are excellent anti-prurigiaous applications; and relief will fre·
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quently be ohta.ioed from lhe application of a dilute solution of chlorinated sodtt. \\'hen the case i~ oh.:Stinate, re.:;i.sting emollier t and alkaline
bath.:5, sulphuMns baths must be maJe use of.

CHAPTER VI.
RQUA)!OUS INl'LA:llM.\TlON OF THE SKIN.
Tu1~ affections of this class are clrnrncterized by inflammatory hypen::cmia
of the derma, and hyperplastic growth of the cuticle formiug scales or
squamre, and with a varying amount of' secondary thickening.
There are two affections embraced under thi::i headiug of which, as they
are of rare occuHeuce in childreu, only a brief description will be given.

ARTICLE I.

PsoRTASIS is usually chronic in its course, and is characterized by slightly
elevated hyperremia patches, of varying size and shape, which are covered
with abundant, dry, sih·ery-white scales. If the scales are removed,
which can he done readily 1 the cutis is seen to be inflamed, rough, aud
dry, or with merely a little blood exuding from mecluu1ical irritation.
It is essentially a <li:::ease of the upper layers of the codum and the pa pi lire,
witli hyperromic, cell·proliferntion, and with a remarkably copious forma·
tiou of epi<lermic cells. Any part of the surface mn.y be affected, but the
di::ease shows marked preference for the extensor surface of the limbs and
for the scalp.
Itching is usually present, and may be quite severe, especially in the
enrly ~tnges of the dif-lense. It appears in se\·eral forms, <lepeuding chiefly
on the size, form, and distribution of the patches of eruption. Psoriasis
guttata is the name applied to the disease when it occurs as small, reddish, rounded elevations, more raised at the centre than at the circumfereuce, aud varying in size from a pin-head (also called p. pu11ctata ) to a
large pea, and which soon become covered with fine, minute, whiti~h scales.
P.::1oriasis circinata and gyrata are also described, in consef)llence of the
wing-like or curviug forms assumed by the eruption. "\V-hen the patches
nre large, and irregular in shape, uod cover a large nmou11t of surface,
the name of p. diffu::ia. is applied.
CAu::-Es.-Psoriasis is n. verv nue disease in childreu. It seems not
to occur in infants; but we have met wit.h several well-marked cases,
rliiefly of p. gut.tata 1 in young children. Ia its more extensive and inveterately chronic fol'mS it rarely if ever appears much before puberty.
The most common period for it:i manifestation, acc;ordiag to Duhriug, is
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at about the age of twenty. It may also be inherited. The other predisposing causes are obscure. The syphilitic tniut has 110 influence on
the production of true psoriasis. It affects both sexes, aud nil cla.:<~e-" i
but iu children especially it seems to be associated with nutriti\·e weakne~s, and perhaps with some special defect ofas::irnilation.
D rAaxosrs.-The special localiLies afft!cted, as the knees, elbows, and
the extensor surfaces of the extremities; the abseuce of any ~tage of discharge; the abuudaut, silvery-white irnbricated scales; and the rough,
red, readily-bleeding surface beneath, render the diagnosis of p~oriu:<ill
from eczema an easy matter. It is at times more difficult to di::-tingt1i1-h
psorias:is from the papulo-squamous syphilo<lerm, but attentioo to the
following points will usually euable a diag-nosis to be establi~hed. Psoriasis is more apt to be symmetrical, and to occupy certa in localities, above
mf'ntioued. The patches of eruption in psoriasis are larger, occur simultaneous:ly in more widely separated parts of the body, are more apt to be
the seat of itching, and present much more copious formation of scales.
Tbe detection of any other evidencf's of inherited syphilis would of course
aid greatly. In doubtful cases, the test of specific treatment should be
resorted to.
PROGxosrs.-Psoriasis is one of the most chronic and intractable of the
inflammatory diseases of the skin; but we think it is more amenahle to
treatment in children than in a<lults.
TREATI\IE~T.-In psoriasis it is especially necessary to pay strict and
equal attent ion to the constitutional and to the local treatment. In all
cases, the coudition of digestion must be carefully examined, and any
disorder that it may preseut should be re1uoved as rapidly and effectually as possible by tbe proper remedies. Arsenic is the most valuable
remedy we have ia p~oriasis ou account of its peculiar tonic and alterative a<'lion. For children it is best prescribed in the form of the ferroarsenical mixture:
R. Liri. PotassroArsenilis,
.
f3i.
Vini Ferri, .
q.s. ad f3iij.-:\f.
S.-Fifteen to $ixty minims, according to age of cl1ild, three times daily in water
immedialelyafterruenls.

Ia other cases, the

followi~g may be substituted with advautage:

R. IlydrarJgri Bichloridi,
gr. i.
Liq . .Arsenici ChloriJi,
f5ij.
Tr. Ferri Chloridi,
f5vi.-M .
8.-Fonr to eight drops in a wineglassful of water through a glass tube, three times
a day after eating.

At the ea me time, cod-liver oil may be given with benefit, if it is well
digested.
LOCAL TREAT?t!ENT.-In all cases, the crusts must be first removed by
snitnhle means. If then the case is recent, only mild applications
should be used, such p.s compresses wet with warm water; or in unctions
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\\ith oil of "weet nlmoucl-.or oJi,·e oil i or with soothing ointment or lotions.
Ti lbury Fox recommend-; that in extensive p--mria ... i~, with irritability of
the :-kin, t he child shoul<l be :-oakt:<l in an alkaline hath, rontaining 2
01111<.'C:o; of bit'ttl'honnte of sod<l, and 2 pound" of clarified sizt\ every night for
fifteen minute,:, and then be thoroughly anointed. But iu many instnnce~,
the <li . . Nl"e lrn ..; already reached a. more chronic stage, re:11uiring more
~timulntiug- application~. The particular mode of local treatment we have
fournl nw--t ~ucre:<.,ful in snrh <.":t!<('.; i~ by the ll!:iC of alkaline tarry appli·
Ucfort•ii<·e may he nrnde to the brief <le:-t·ription of Htbrn"s
cation~.
ml!th11d in our remarks tJn ehrouic eczema (see page 9-17). Ointment~ of
common tar or of oil of cade, or .i;;olutions of these lSUb. . tances in alcohol,
are very valuable npplicatio11.... Curbolic aci<l ns a lotion or ointment may
aJ,.;o he u:-cd, though le::~ u~efol thau tarry preparatioo~ in ollr experienc~.
Vnriou,.; mC'rturial preparntion~, as dilute citrioe ointment; au ointment
of the protiodide, in the proponioa of 10 or ].) grains kl the ounce of
Eimple cerate or ro:<moline; solution~ of the bichloricle, :~to;) grains to an
ounce of gly~el'in and water i nrc all :Succes..,ful in many ca.~es, but ~houl<l
rhidly be U!Secl where the patches of eruption are quite Jimite<l in exteut.
\\'here much thickening of the ~kin exists, the use of rau.!:itic pota:-h, io
wenk solution, or added in !::'Uitable proportion lo ~ome or the-above re·
commended preparations, is desintble. Chrysophanic aei<I and pyrngallic
atid, u,.;ed in the form of' ointment, in the proportion (for chi ldren) of 5
to ].) grains to the ounce, are among the late.~t remedies :;ugge:--te<l for the
treatment of p:-:orial:lis. They are applicable chitfly to cn ...~s of circum·
seribNI eruption, wheu they often give excellent re~ult~ even in chronic
and \"ery ob... Li11ate ea~e5. In the use of any of Lhese i:;timulating preparn·
tion ... in p,.;nria:-cis, it is very important to begin with weak ointmenLs or solu·
tiou~. to u~e t•ery .~mall quantitfr.~, aud to rub them thoroughly into the
surface, and if very undue irritation is caused, to immediately resort
to ~oothing or milder applications.

ARTICLE II.

Tm~ \'cry rare form of disease does not, we belie\•e, occur ofleu lo young
ehildn•n. It u... ut\lly afle<:ts the wbole surface, and is attended with
deep·red coloration of the skin, due to hyperromia, and with abundant
de.-quanrntil1U iu the form of large, thin, whitbh scales. There is littl~ if
any intiltmtiou of the sk in , nncl oo di:::charge occurs at any time. There
is exce~:::i\·e sent:oitivene~s to damp uud to chnnge::i of weather; but the
patient sul1Crs little, as a rule, from itching. As al ready stated, the entire
~urface, includiug the palms of the hands and the sole:; of the feet, is
usually affected, and the nails are not rarely shed. This form of the
di ...ea~e OC<."lll":S in anremic and enfeebled subjecU:, and is a chrn11ic and
stubborn nffoctio11. Careful attention to its peculiarities will prevent its
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beiag confounJecl with general eczema sguamosum, psoriasis, lichen ruber:
or pemphigua foliaceu~. The internal treatment should con,.;ist of c:od
liver oil, with irun, quinia, or mineral acid;5. Lflcally, the mse of mihl
soothing alterative applications is to be recommended.

Fox ha~ found

very good results follow from keepiug the patient wrapped up iu ol ive oil.
There seem also to occur analogons co1Hlit ions of more limited extent in chi ldren, to which the name of pityria~i~ l'.iimplex may be appropriate. Thus an affection of the scalp, with innumerable small, thi11 1
whiti:-:;h, furfuraceous ~cales 1 but without any inft.unrnat.ion or infiltration
of the scalp, is occa5ionally met with. Hornetimeti this is connectt·d with
irritation of t.he sebttceous follicles, and i;; really a sebor rh cea. But. in
ot.her cases it is due to a simple hyperp]a!:;ia and rapid desquamation of Lhe
epidermic layer. It is u. coudit.ion of' small importance, a111l rNp1ires
merely strict. cleanl in ess and the U8e of milJ lotions or ointments i u:-o w~ak
solutions of bichloride of mercury, benzuated oxide of zinc ointment,
dilute citrine ointment, etc. If tbe child's nutrition is impoverished,
careful attention to diet aorl hygiene, and the internal u:;e of' iron and
ar:;enic, are desirable.

CHAPTER VII.
IJYPERTROPJllEti.

Turs group inclurles a considerable number of affections of the i:.kin,
since each of the anatomical elements of this ti,.;... ue (pigment, epidermi~.
p11pill:.e, corium), as well as its appendage:; {hai r and nail$) are liable to
be nfft>cted by hypel'trophy. The only two of this clal'l.s of di.sea!'eti, how.
Her, which occur with g reate r frequency or with unu:ual features in child·
hoo<l, so as to demand CO ntiideration here, are ichthyo11is, due lo a hyper·
trophy of the epi<lermis i and sclerema, due to a hypertrophy of the
corium.

ARTICLE I.

IcuTHYOSIS is a chronic disease of the skin, usually affecting the whole
surface, characterized by dryness, har~hoe::~. de:-quamation, an<l more or
lei!i3 papillary hypertrophy. It is ob:Serve<l iu the two forms of ichtbyo:i.3
simplex and hyHrix. fohthyo.":!iS simplex vnries much in its degree of
development. 'Vhen there is merely a <lry, hnr~h, ill-nouritihed condition
of the skin, with 8light furfuraceous exf'ul iatio11 1 it is termed xeroclerma.
But in its more usual, fully developed form, the simplex is characterized
by n high degree of dryness and !Jartihuess of the sk in, together with an
extensive production of variou.sly sized aud .shaped Ii.sh like scales. The
skin has a dirty, unwashed look; ao<l the scales are wbite au<l ~ilvery, or
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at lime:;; yellowi:;;;h or greenish. The scales corre~pond in size and shape
with Lhc ~race:-; between the normal lines and furrows of the skin.' The
entire !'Urface is u~ually affected, but the face and the flexures of the
joints ~uff~r lenst, while the elbows and fronts of the knees are specially
involved.
In ichthyosis hystrix, the skin may also be uniformly affected, or else
there may be scattered patche;; of various sizes occurriug on any part of'
the bo1Jy. The:-oe patches are hard, rough, elevated, anU of a yellowi.::;h,
browni ...;h, or greenbh color, often re:-;embling dried mud. They are made
up of' thickened epidermis and enormously bypertropbied, bard or even
horny papillm.
E-r101.<)GY.-The disease is often called a congenital one, nnd although
thi~ i:-; uot ~trittly true, since it doc!" not make itt1 appearnnce until towards
the <·lo:-.t' of the fir.::;t or secoud year of life, it is probable that the tendeuty
to th!! di:<ea:-e cxi:-;ts from the time of birth . Occn .. ionally several mem·
ber:-i of the :-nme generation of a family may be:1ffl;'cted; in other in:-;tances,
the di .. eu:<c appcart; hereditary; but for the most part it occurs without
a:-ctertainable cau::e in isolated individuals.
p,\TIJOLOOY.-The papillro and the epiderm are chiefly affected.
Th~
papil la! are enlarged or elongated, a nd are iufiltrutcU wiLh cells. The
mucou'l:rnd horny layers are both tW.ickened with accumulation~ of heaped
up cuticular cell~. The sebaceous gfanJs are frequently atrophied. Fox
statciS that the inorganici:ialts in the skin, es.pecially tboseof' lime and iron,
and isilicic acid, are iucrea~ed in quantity.
Thi! milder form, xeroderma, may be confounded with other harsh, ill·
oouri:-cllC'd conclition~ .of the skin i but the well·devcloped disease in either
of iti form"' can be recogni1vd without difficulty.
T1m.\T;"1rn:-.;·r.-The iutcrnal use of alteratives or nutrients, as ar~cnic,
cod.liver oil, or iodide of' iron, would seem to he inclicutcd, en<l some
author~ have fouud them beneficial. But our own experience agrees with
that of' Dl1hring, and other~, who state that external tre:1tment a.lone it1 of
1:<en·ke. The genernl plau tba.t will be found mo~t useful i~ to favor soft·
ening of the hypertrophied layera of epidermis by warm·baths, or by vapor
or alkaline lmlh::.; and then their removnl by kneading or friction of the
skin ,,ith or without the aid of' soft i:;oap or :)Ome aualogoud alkaline ap·
plic:uion . Thi:; proce.::;s i:S to be followed by the inunction of the whole
surhu.·e, 011ce or t.wice (btily, with olive oil, cocoa oil, or vaseline; and after
se\'cral dtH'::-1 of such rubbing, the bath may be repented. In this way the
accumuhuions of hardened epiderm are prevented, aud the skiu is kept
comparali\•ely :-oft and pliable; but no treatment has yet beeu found that
rapidly cure::. the disor<lt!r, which coutiuues throughout life.
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ARTICLE II.

DEFINITION; SY!"'O:O:Yill'I; CAU8E; FREl!UE:-JCY.-This

peculiar afft•c-

tion, characterized by indurlltion of the :::kin and subcutaneous ti.-'iul',

witb or without rederna, has been deerribed by numerous writer~, nlmn"t
each 011e of whom has gi\"eu a di::;tinct name nnd theory for the <fo.•eafi.c,
Among these names the mo!St appropriate are ):;Clerema, scleria"i~, :-derodermn, induration of the cellular tisl:'ue, or t·ho 1·io11 itis.
It i ~ an affection not altogether peculiar to info.nts, though it is rnre to
find it well developed after tbe firilt few months of life. There arc, however, a. suffic ient number of cai:;es in adults ou record to establi"h the fact
of' its occasional occurrence at all ages. It must be a Yery rare di .. ea"e i11
thi:'! country, e\·en among infirnt;, and e!:<pecially in private practice, ns
we have met with but three well marked ca~es in adults, and but ooe
instance occurring iu childhood, which was the case in which imperfect
i11durntion of the skin was develnpe<l iu connection with atelectn .. i.-; pulrnotium, to which allu:siou is made in our artic le upon the latter affection.
lu the large foundling hospitals in Europe, however, where so many
cnu<:es exl::it to depre::s the vitality of the infanti', it is of very frequent
occurrence. Under such circumstances, moreover, it generally develops
itself within the first twelve or fourteen <lays after birth.
The mo!:'t varied <.·au:::es were formerly a'"':::igned for this disea<;;e, b~fore
the researches of Bailly and Legendre appeared to point out sclerema ns
one of the re~ults of imperfect expansion of the lungs. As we have already
remarked, it is seldom observed among the children of the upper cla:::~es
of ~ociety, so that all thoi;e conditions wl1ich depress the strength of the
child, as insufficient or u11heal1hy nourishment, imperfect clothing, cold,
especi:tlly when a:::sociat~d with moisture, may Le con.:sidered as the predis·
posing causes of sclerema. The influence of dampness and cold in develop·
ing this affection is shown by the fact, deduced from numerous statistie5,
that twice as many chil<lren are attacked during the cold and wet months of
the year as at other limes, although there are cases recorded as occurring
in the hottest mouths.
Authors still differ in regard to the relation between atelcctasis and
sc lerema. 'Vest 1 accepts the results of the researches of Bailly and Legendre, nud considers it a result of the imperfect expansion of the lungs.
Bouchut,2 on the other bane.I, regards the changes found in the lungs as
the result rather than the cause of the incluration of the skin.
Letourueau 3 agrees with 'Ye:5t ia regarding sclerema as a condition
<Jepending primarily on congenital weakness, imperfect expansiou of the
lungs, and defective hrematosis. According to hid view it is a slow asphyxia,
1

Disea'!es of Children (3d Amer. ed.), p. 238.

2 Di~eMesof

ln fancy (llird's trans. ).

' Letourneau, Sclcrcma and CE<lema.

Paris1 1858 {Cam;tat. Jahrh., iv 1 456).
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:!:t~):ctl·j:)r~:c1~i~1 il~)~l'~~a:il1~1:~:1~e~t~~l:c~i:::u

and the child remaining in a

RY:<tPTOMs.-The di,.ease pre~eut:s ~ome variety of symptoms according
as it occur~ in early infancy or in more advanced life.

In infant:; the induratiou of the

~kiu

appear:s within two weeks after

birth, either with or without n preceding febrile condit.ion for a day or two.

It invade~ !-;UCce~sively the foet, hand~, limh~, the back, the face, and finally
im•oh·e:3 the entire 15urfaceof the body. At this early age, the !"kin retains

il.s reddi~h tint in 1he afft:!cted parts; whilst later in life, the surface ni:sumes
yellowbh a'-pert. The 8kin become::; hard, is with <l1fficulty
piurhed up, and insteatl ofthiuning, remains thick and wax-like. The parts
npreiu somewhat. :;wollen, though never to :wy great exteut, and pressure
wilh the finJ:;Cr <:Carcely leaves au imp1·es,.iou on their surface. Occasiooally the iuduration isa .. sociated with an effu,.ion of serum beneath the skin,
autl when this exit::;t:;, the surface is much more readily indented.
It. i.s thi:; occurre1we of cedcma. which has led some observers to con~ider
sclerema a!' a form of aoasarca; it i.s probable, however, thtlt its pre:;ence
i:; merely a re~ult of the obotrucled cutaneous circulation, and that it <loes
not, in rcalily, co nstitute an es.seotia\ element of the disease. The skin is
al.:!o quite frequently jaundiced. The children usually preserve the power
of moving the aH~cted part:s, and there is no loss of cutaneous seusibility.
The temperature of the body, and especi1dly of the indurated portions,
rapidly decreases, so that from 100° it may fall to 90\ 80':i, an<l even, in
8ome exceptional <:a:::e:s recorded by Roger, to 7:3° and 70° .
Tbe litlle patient:S appear to sufl~r much pain during this disease. They
utter a sharp, abrupt, isolated, but very' frequently repeated cry, quite
characteristic of the atfoction, aud occa:sionally Lhey pre.sent nervous symptunu~, ~ucb as twilching of the hands or more general convnbive movements.
The strength fails rapidly, and they soon become too weak to suck. The
pul~c is feeble, though uot much accelerated 1 unless some complication has
ensued. The appetite fails, aud the bowels are constipated, unless thel'e is
entero-coliti::;, which occurs in a few cases. This condition is naturally
altended with great enrnciation, as we find in El~a~ser's cases, where the
&\'ernge l o~s of weight was three-fourths of a pound, the extreme being
is ix ouuces aud two pounds.
The re~pirations are imperfect, and. after a sho rt time, cough makes its
appearance and continues throughout tbe•case, indicating the occurrence
of either pneumouia o r collapse of the lunga, which are by far the most
frequent complications, even if the state of atelectasis be not regarded
as au efficient cau::;e of sclerema. The disease, however, is not always so
general and severe a;i. above described i occasionally it occurs iu limited
portions of the body, and without any very aln.rming symptoms.
.
In laler life the disease is more frequenlly thu~ limited to small portions
of the body; Lhe symptoms follow a more chronic course, and are somewhat
fl dull.~lightly

1
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amenable to treatment. Rilliet and Barthez describe

a11

acute and chronic

form, and meution the followiug symptoms as distiogui:-:hing the di::!Ctl!-1.e in

the adult: the severe epigastric pain associated with violent palpitation1',
the le:iS acute progress of the case, and the more frequent implication of
the serous membranes.
In one well-marked case, occurriag at the age of thirty-five years, which
one of u:s had the opportunity of observing during its entire course, these
symptoms were very promineot.
PROGNOSis.-ln infants, when the induration is at all general, the disease almost invariably terminates fatally in froru two to six days. Under
favorable circumistances, however, aud when the induration is limited, resolution may occur, and the case tNminate favorably; though it requires
froin fifteen days to a month to effect the cure.
The fatal result is either caused by the gradual exhaustiou of the vital
power::i, or hy the superve11tio11 of oue nf the complications already ruentioned, by far the most usual of wbich nre lesions of tbe lungs.
In later life, wheu the di:Sease tend:S to recovery, a long time may be
consumed before the induration completely disappears. Rilliet and Barthez report a case, occurriag iu a girl aged eleven years, which last~d two
years, ahhough it was at no time very general or accompanied by very
severe ~ymptoms.
Of' 53 cases reported by Ehiisser, all but four proved fatal, either from
tbe sclerema it.self, or from some incidental disease.
D1AGNOS1s.-The absence of any le::iioo of the iuteroal organs, together
with the perfectly characteriatic appearances of the ioduration, reader an
error of diagno~is almost impossible.
ANATOMICAi. . APPEAR..\NCES.-The iuduration of the surface persi:;ts
after death, aud on iucisiug the part, a turbid fluid, resembling that of
anasarca, often flows out. The subcutaneous tissue is also iudurated, and
the fat is found in the form of solid grauules. This layer, which varies
from one-half a line to three lines in thickuess, is sometimes followed by a
gelatiuous one.
The fluid which is coutaiue<l in tbc meshes of ihe tissues bas been sub·
jected to analysis by several observers, but with conflicting results: Che\'reul and Breschet reporting that it contained a plastic nrn.tter, spontaneously coagulable on contact with the air, which they were incliued to re·
garJ as characteristic of the disease; whilst Billard, 011 repeating this
observation with fluid deri.ved from an ordinary case of aoasarca, fuuud it
to possess the same property. This subject, therefore, of much importance
iu regard to the pathology of sclererua 1 requires to be more fully iuvesti·

gated.
Different observers are not agreed as to the condition of the corium and
subcutaneous tissue. In sclerema adultorum the essential element ia the
changes of the skin appears to couaist in a morbid increase of the counective
tissue, associated with a markeJ development of lymphoid cells, by multi·
plication of the cells in the perivascular sheaths of the minute Uloodves·
1
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seh;; of the clerm aod subcutnneons ti.:iil'ue. This condition WR$ pointed out
hy Rasmu~!'ien (tran~late<l in Edill ..Med. Joum., vol. xiii, part i, pp. 200
and :318), an<l accords with our own iuvesLigatious. In sclerema iu childn·n, Jenks' and LO~ch11er 2 have observed marked iucrca!;;e in the coaaecti\·e ti,.;:sue of the coriurn j but this conditiou has not been found by other
ob~erver$.

The indurated ti ue is traversed by numerous vessels, permeable, and
for the mo::;t part gorged with dark blood. Bouchut believes that the
cutaueou~ capillaries are in great measure obliterated in the inclurated
part~, aud that tbe oodemn. which occasionally coexi!;;tS with sclerema is
due to thiil obliteration; founding his opinion upon au unsuccessful at·
tempt to inject the skin of a limb affected with sclerema, although the
inje<'ling fluid freely entered all the deeper tis~ues. The observations of
El~a ...:.;er, however1 reader this view doubtful, siuce in -19 cases, he failed
to find this condition.
Apart from these morbid changes in the skin and suh<'utaneons tissue,
there is n1'l le::::ion characteristic of sclerema. In a large number of case~,
however, the lungs present some abnormal condition. According to Bou~
chut, they are often gorged with blood, and here and there contain patches
of lobar pneumonia; conditions which be regards rather us the result. than
the cause of' sclt-rema.
Elea~.~er found lobular pneumouia present in one-tenth of his cases; and
in une-thirtl of them, portions of the l~r:gs were impermeable to air. \Ve
bave alrea<ly stated that \Vest, following the researches of Bailly and Le·
gendre ou atelt!ctasis, believes that sclerenia is one of the results of this
per~i~tence of the footal condition of the lung, not differing in its es~eutial
nature from oo<lema following pulmonary obstruction. The occurrence of
undoubted cases of sclerenrn. in the adult, and the frequent absence of
a.tclccta!'is in well-marked cases of sclerema in infants, appear, however,
to render th is view untenable.
The entire venous syslem and the cavities of the heart are distended
with dark fluid blood; but the hen.rt presents no constant condition to
whid1 coultl be attributed the production of the disease. The jauudice
whic:h has beeu nwntiuned as occasionally exi~ting, is not tiiuucl to be as·
sociated with any abnormal condition of the liver, excepting congestion.
Entero-c1ilitis is a rather frequent. complicat.ion of sclerema, and has been
regarded a!'! influencing its development; but this view has long since been
ahnnduuecl. El.~fr . . ser fouud inteslinal le:::iions and hyperoomia of the abdominal viscera quite commonly; auc.l in eight of hisca::;es, peritonitis was
pre:-ent.
THEATME:'\'T.-The preventive trealrnenlof srleremn. consists iu attention

,~::et~~r~i'i~i:u:;e~~~~~~~oi~~,~~-e~ ~~1~~~~~~rao~t.all
1

to
the causes, an<l the
appli<:ation of remedies calculated to restore the force of the circulati?n,
and the function of the skin.
Warmth srnnds foremost as a curative
measure, and recourse 111ay be had lo warm bt\ths or hot vapor-baths, and
1

1
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to frictions with hot oil; hot sand or bran-bags may be npplied to the ~ur
face, and the temperature of the room should be carefully regulnteJ.
The child ~hould be nourished with hreast-milk; and stimulirnt.'I, ii;uch
as wine whey, should be freely given . Cordial and aromatic draught~ are
also recommended, which may be formed of any of the diffu:;ible htimulants.
A~ there is reasou to believe that some relation exists between sclerema
and atelectasis pu\monum, we~hould, in addition, r~sort to all tho~e means
e~pecially adapted to remove this coudit.ion, for a full account of which we
refer the render to the article on collapse of' the lungs.
The same plan of treatmeut ia advi~able in cases in arlult life.
By these means we may hope to arres:t, and eveo cure thi>i strange affection, when it ha3 not involved any con3idernble portion of the surface.

CHAPTER VIII.
SECTION I.
PAR,\SITIC SKIN DISE.ISES.
GENERAL RE:\rARK~.-The diseases now regarded by many authorities as due to the presence of a vegetable parasite upon the Ekin are as
follows:

. Para~ite: Achorion Schrenlcinii.
T . { Tinca Tonsurans (Ringworm of scalp),}
in~a. nco- Tinea Circinata (Ringworm of body), Parasite: Tricopbyton.
P iyuna,
TinC'a Syt:o::iis (Ringworm of heard),

I. Tinca Favosa or Favus, .

2·

or·

3. Tinea Versicolor (Chloasma, "'ilson), . . . Parasite: l\Iicrosporon Furfnr.
4. Tinea Decul\•ans (Alopccia Arcata), .
"
Microsporon Audouini.

There are also diseases of the skin due to the presence of animal parasites, namely scabies or itch i and pediculosis due to the presence of lice.
The latter of these does ntit require description here.
There arc several questions in regard to the vegetable parasitic affections
upou which <loubts still exist, aud which are of so much importance as to
demand a brief examination.
In the first place, it cau scarcely be doubted by any one familiar with
the use of the microscope, and who has taken the trouble to examine the
subject, that parasitic fungi are found with remarkable constancy iu the
emptions of these disea~es. The opinion adrnnced by Wil:;on (Br. and
For. ftled.-Chfr . Rev., 1864; and Diseases of lite Skin, 7th Amer. ed., p. 614),
that the structures found in these cases, are due to a. peculiar" granular"
degeneration of tbe normal elements of the part, owing to whicb they lose
their power of developing into healthy epithelial structures, but retain their
power of proliferation, appears to us opposed to all sound reason and accurate observation.
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In addition, however, to the evidence forni~hecl by the chemical and

~1ir:~:cbo~~:~~ ~;:~~ nf:~it~ul ~~t t:~~e ~r~~~l~}~:e i;:11~~~~1:~~;lu ~~~~~i rre~~~:~1 sfr~~l-

t~e bocl~·, nnd that th!! di1'ea..;es wilh which they are- n;.;:iociated are coutag:ums and c·an he communic·ated by inoculation to healthy persom, or even
to Mme t·f the lower animal~.
In 8<'nrC'hing for the:ie growth~, the .!lcrnping~ from the surface of the
di~C'll!"ecl ;.:pot, or the hair:; whiC'h traverl)f" it, may be taken for exn.minatioo i hut before ~uhjet'tin~ them to micro::ocopic !"-tucly, they should be
lrt-:lted '' ith dilute acetic acid to reader them more tran,.,Juceut, an<l sub~e~1ue11tly with a little sulphuric ether to remove the fatty granules which
ub~rure the fungus .
The structures which tbe fungi nff'cct are the hairs with their fulliclcs,
nn<l the epidermis.
The ~pccinl alteration.i; which the hairs undergo will be detailed under
the hea<l of tbe different <lit'ea:-es; the fungui;; gains enlrunce to tbe foJlicle, penetrates the bulb of the hair, i11sinuates it...elf between its longitudinal fibrc,;: 1 thus splitting it up an<l rendering it brittle. In the epidermis the fungus is said at first u~ually to appear beneath the superficia l
la_v<'r, until, by its development, it can.-,es such irritation as leads to the
exfol iati on of this layer, when it reaches the su rface au<l then multiplies
rupidly.
The objection which has been based upon thii;; fact, that the growth cannot be a parasitic one, does not :;eem to u.:i of muC'h force, siuce it is easy
to account for the introduction of such extremely minute bodies as the
spore~ of the.:ie fungi beneath the ~uperficial layer of the cuticle.
Admitting th(>n tbe pre!:'enre of these para>-itic growth$, a more interestin g que.stion nrises in regard to the r~lation which exi.~t.s between them and
the diiocases with which they are as~uciu.ted; whether, that is, they are es~ential to, and actually the causes of the respecti\·e di~ea3ei;:, or are merely
nc('i<leutal, and are present only becau"-e they find a suitable nidus for development in the di~ea~e<l :-kin . Opinions are at variance upon thi3 qut>stion, but there are at least two considerations which render it prob:Lble
that the fun,ri are ess~ntittl rather than accideotal productions. The first
of th~~c ii:i, that they nre present in the euly stages of the disease, before
any consiclernble infl ammato ry chunge has occur red, nod that in proportion
as supp urati on eusues they diroinish in abundance. And, secondly, that,
as R.!reacly elated, they are capable of transmission to perfectly healthy
peNHlS by iuuculation.
1
l'bere can, howe\·er, be no doubt that the development of the fungus,
under ordinary circumstancee, is greatly favored by the constitutional condition of the patient nod the state of the cutaneous surface. 'flius it is
especially iu children of a delicate or strumous con!:ltitution 1 that these
various di~eases are most frequently met with; nucl when, in addition,
personal filthine.'!s with inatte uti on to properly combing and clenusing the
hR.ir, u111l changing the clothiug, are comb in ed, the spores find the most
favornble ronditions possible fur their rapid developmeut.
There remuim1 the further question, upon which authorities are still di-

often
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vided, whether therQ are various fungi concerned in the prorluctinn of these
diseases, or whether the apparently different species are merely different

stages of a single fungus. For the sake of greater ease of reforence nnd
comparison, we will here give a brief description of their characteristic
appearances.
Fungus of Ti1tea Favosa.-In the earliest stage of development of' the
favus crust, it is still covered by the superficial layer of epidermis; hut
later, when this is ruptureJ, it presents an envelope of a sulpbur-yellO\V
color, which on microscopic examiuation shows a homogeneous or fi1Je)y

granular substance.

The interior, of a pale white color, is the true

favus matter, and consists of the sporules, tballi, a11cl mycelia of a fungus
named the achorion schceuleinii, in honor of Schrenlein, who first fully de·
scribed it.
The sporules are of a rounded, or more frequently of an oval forrn 1 and
have well-marked edges, and a homogeneous aud slightly opaleecent interior. Their average diameter is about -g-o'irath of an inch . Many of
these sporules are seen to be grouped together, while some are more
elongated and present a contraction in the middle; others are nearly
triangular in form, with rounded augles i others, yet more elongatecl, are
marked with several contortions. Some sporules, completely formed, seem
to have a clouble enveloping membrane, and others present in their in·
teriors something like a nucleus.
'
There are also present numerous diaphragmated tubes, formed by the
development and coufluence of the sporules, which are either simple or
present ramifying branches. These tubes vary in diameter from 40100 th
to T1>h"llth of au in~h, aucl are either empty or have granular conteots.
Amongst the sporules and ruycelia, especially towards the circumference
of the cups, may be seen a considerable oumber of molecular granules,
which are probably imperfectly developed sporules.
Fnngus of Tinea Tricophytina.-The next parasite, the tricophyton 1 is that
which produces tin~a tonsurans, tinea circiuata, and tinea sycosis.
The microscopic characteristics of this parasite, as first <lescribed by
l\Ialmsten, in 18-!5, and sillce confirmed by numerous observers, are very
numerous rounded or oval sporules, about "7"o1-a 0 th of an inch in diameter,
which are isolated or united together into chains, and a comparatively
small number of mycelial threads.
Again, the parasite, which by many observers is believed to cause tinea
versicolor 1 is the 1nicrosporon fmfur, discovered by Eichstadt, in 18·!6.
'l'his fungus presents numerous rounded spores, and long tubes. The
!?pores are about oo1-o-oth of an inch in diameter, and are frequently collected together in large clusters, like bunches of grapes (Anderson). Some
of the tubes observed are simple, and others jointed.
lo regard to the parasitic nature of alopecin. areata, there is great doubt,
and even so warm a supporter of the fungous origin of the other diseases
we have mentioned as Dr. Anderson, does not allow it.
Numerous obiZervatious have been made which go to show the existeuce
of a very wide range of variation as regards form in these fungi; and
have led some observers to assert not only the identity of these particular
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form~, but indeed to refer all varieties of epiphytic fuogi to some one

central type.
The evidence upon which this view re!!lS, mainly drawo from the results
obtained from germination of the various fungi, ant.l from the study of
their transitional forms, cao1hlt at present be considered conclusive; and
further inve~tigation of the question is demaodet.l .
It i8, howe,·er, thought by some high authorities, that no doubt can be
entertained in regard lo the identity at least of the parasites which produce
the various forms of Linea, including the achorion of favus, the microsporou
furfur of tinea vertiicolor, and the tricophytnn of the various varieties of
ringworm. The mo~t complete expo5ition of the arguments upon which
this view is based, will be found in Dr. Tilbury Fox's admirable treatise
on e;kin diseases of parasitic origin (London, 1863).
On the other hand, some eminent dermatologists believe that the fungi
which produce these diseases arc es~entially distinct. The arguments upon
which they base this opiuion may be briefly expressed as follows, in the
laa~unge of Dr. Andersoa (toe. ril., p. 170).
That in all cases of succe::sful inoculation with the achorion, tricopbyton,
and microi:iporon furfur, the same parasitic clisea~e has been produced as
that from which the parasite was taken . That of the innumerable cases
occurring in the human subject, illustrative of the contagious nature of
favue;, tinea tonsurans, and tinea versicolo r, there is uo authentic case in
which one of these diseases gave rise to one of the others.
Tha.t the difrerence iu tbe appearance of the eruption, when folly developerl, is so very striking as to lead to the belief that they are produced
by separate parasites.
That there is no authentic record of the transition of one of these disea::es into one of' the others.
That the microscopic differences between the three fungi are io maoy
cases sufficieot to base n. correct diagnosis upon.
That of the oumerous instauces on record of the transmission of linen.
fo.\'O!:m, and tinea tricophytiua, from the lower animals by contagion or
inoculation, favus has always given rise to favus, and ti11ea tricophytina
to tinea tricophytina.
\Ve regard theo the parasitic nature of these affections as undoubterl,
but more extended observation is necessary before the relations of their
respective fungi cau be determined.

ARTICLE I.
TINEA FAVOSA OR FAVUS.

FAvtrs is a. parasitic disease of the scalp, long confounded by different
writers with other and very dh=similar affections of that part. In consequence of this confusion it has rPceived a great variety of names, of which
the most gt:nernlly known are porrigo and linen. lo adopting the above
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title, we follow the example of Era,..mus 'Vil~on and other recent authorities, amongst the Engli.5h, and of l\Il\I. Rilliet and BarthPz, Gilbert aod
Rayer, amongst the French.
DEFINlTlON; SYNONYMS; YARIF.TTES; FREQ.UENCY.--Favus is a specific contagious eruption of the scalp, characterized by infbmmntion of
the hair-follicles dependent upon the preseocc of a peculiar fungu~, lhe
achorion scharnleinii. It is distinguished at fir$t. by small yellow pustules,
countersunk in the !:ikiu; these nre ~oou converted into yellow cup-like
crusts, which adhere often for a very long period. It usually cau5t'S permanent loss of hair at the affected part.
The disease is described by most of the former English writers under
the title of porrigo, but as several otber eruptions have beeu included
under the same name, we think it be~t to follnw the example of Mr. E.
Wilson, and call it favus. By i\1~1. Biett and Cazenave it is designated,
after 'Villan, porrigo favosa and porrigo scutulata. Ml\I. Rayer and
Gilbert, as above mentioned, give it the name of fav11s.
There are two varieties of f'avu~, the.favus cli.;i;pertlu.q, the porrigo favosa
of most writers, au<l the favus co11fertus: the purrigo scutulata of many
observers.
The di::ease is much less frequent thnn eczema of th~ scalp, but is nevertheless constantly met with amongst the cro\Nled pllpubtiuns of Europe.
In this country it is more rare, and amongst the middle and upper cJa.,~es,
at least of this city, is almost unknown, since we have ne\'er met with a
case of it in our own private prnctice, though we bave occasionally seen
it iu the hospitals here.
CAUSES.-The only well-ascertained exciting caus;:e of fovus is generally
thought to be contagion, a quality of the disea!l.e acknowledged by mo~t
observers, though denied by Mr. E. 'Vilson, who considers its cause a
debility of nutritive vitality 1 allied with strurna. It may be propagated
by direct contact of the diseased with a heallhy ~kin, or by means of
combs, brushes, or other articles of the toilet; an<l it is also probable that
the spores may be carried by the atmosphere so as to communicate it by
infection. It ha~ beea fre1ueutly prop.1g'l.te<l by direct iuoculation,-by
Remak, Bennett, Ilebra, B.tzin, Gruby, KOhuer, etc.
Favus is also said to be met with in the lower animal~, and especially
amongst mice and cats; aud cases are on record which render it highly
probable that it may be cornrnunicate<l from tllf'm to the human subjl'Cl.
It occurs at all sea-30lB, attacks either sex indifferently, a.nd is met with
at all ages, but is especially frequeut iu children and young people, and,
indeed, when met with i11 adults, is usually f1.rnud to have commenced in
early life, and to have peroisted for years. Certain conditions act as predi:-posiog causes in its production, and may alone, perhaps, give rise to
its development. These conditions are uuhealthy hygienic i116uences, as
u.nvbolesome and insufficient food, poverty, filth, and the living iu low,
damp, and ill-ventilaterl dwellings. It is met with most frequently in
persons of feeble, lymphatic, and especially in those of scrofulous constitution, though, be it remarked, it occurs a~so in persons of stroug and
vigorous health.
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Among tho.~e who believe in ib truly para..,itic nature, there are ~otue,
a~ D ·verg-ie, who believe that it may be spontaneously ~enernte<I, rhe
1

parn,.itr originnting in the body of the nffoctf"d person. One or the f11cts
upon whi<·h the theory is ha,.ed is the as~erterl occa:-;ional rure of the disea~c hy internal reme<lieR, but we believe that these can only rt:>line it hy
fortifying the i::.y~tem, and so rcmuving the couditiou~ which favored the
devdopment of the parn-.ite.
Rn1PTm1~.-FAYUs D1sJ>cn:-.u~. OR PoRRTGO FAV~A.-Thi.;;; rnri,.,tv
be~in"' with very ~mall pu..,tnl('..- of a peculiar straw-yellow Nlor, whici1
exhihit from tlw fir:-:t thf> spcC"ial character of not being: rai~e<l al all abO\•e
the levt>l of the !:'kin. Din,ctly aft<:r their formation, the yell11wi:--h matter
whid1 they contaio begin::i; to C(llltrete, ancl there can be peneind from
thi~ C'nrly period a central dc>pree:;ion io the ern~ts, whieh becomes more
marked a~ the~e augment iu sizt', f'O that at the end of five or six days it
is perfectly evident. Eal'h plhtule, and of cour,.:e each crust i.", ~s a
gerwral rulC', tra\'er:;ed hy a hair. The fa vu,;; cru::-t i;i a nry remarkable
feature of the <lieea:;e, and i~ in ito::{')f a pathognomonic gy111ptnm. As it
iucrea:.;es in size, which it doe~ gradually until it reaC"hes in some in.:;lsnces
a diameter of half an inch, the C'entrnl depres~ion abo\'C i;;poken of becomes
more and more distinct, nn<I the eru-it as~ume:i, from this c:irc11111E:tancc,
the shape of a cup with an inverted edge. Their Hructure is made up of
a serie!i of concentric layers, or byers or ring!', compactly arranged one
upon the other. This cup·like form with the conceutric arrangeruenL of
layer~, the peculiar straw-yellow <:olor, aJl(l the fart that t>ach cru,.L is
u:-;m1lly pierced by a hair, are lhe di,.. tinguhhiug character~ of the dL.;ea:;e.
The pu.,tule.:; are u::u:.dly i~olatt'd al fir.st, though they may be arrangNI
iu groupl'I of irre,!!ular size. 'Vhl'11 numernui', the crn~b, hy their gradual
enlargc•nH'Ut, touch at their edges, nnd hi end ioto larger or smaller patch cg
of irre~ular shape, but still pre~cnting mn.uy little depre.-~ion:-; corre:<po11cli11g to the fhst·formed pu,.tuks. In rare case~, the <li;;case is so extrnsive
a:i to form a kin<l of mask covering the whole scalp.
'Vbeu the di:sense is not interfered with by treatment, the rn1~ts remain
1tdherent for a long time,-JOr months or eveo years; they become aJ,.:o
paler in l'olor tha11 they were nt fir::it, and so dry nnd pulverulent, as to
brcuk nry readily when rubbed or touched. They berorne, moreover,
thicker and mure rnn~:si\·e, an<l loi>e their first regular cup·like form, from
the di~nppearn11te of their depre::l~ion~, and from the inegular and uuenn
~hape givf>n to their edges au<l surfaces, by the hreaki11g which they undergo. "rhen the case runs on iu this way, the head exhales a most
unplea .. ant odor, which ha:;; been compared to that of mice or the urine of
a cat; ~kCall Anderson ha~, howe\·cr, or1ticed a very i;imilar odor in
ca~es of' eczema impetiginoides of the scalp. Io some in:--lanc:es, where
the di:--ear.:e is grotsly neglected nmong"t the very poor, pecliC'uli form in
abundance amidst tbe cru.i;;ts, and add to tbe di.:.:gusdng appearaoce of the
dborcler.
'Vh<>n the crusts have been removed by any means, the surface of the
scalp is i-een to be red, moi:;t, und to preseut blight erosion3 or even ulcerations. The crushi are reproduced only by the eruption of oew pustule.s.
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An invariable and unfortunate seq11el to the fa vu~ di~ease is a more or
less exteusive loss of the hair. The httirs become loose from a very early
period of the disease, and can be pulled out witb great ease. As the ca~e
goes oo they fall out, and the scalp is left smooth, shiaiug, uneven, and
deprived of hair. On these spots the hair seldom grows again, and if it
does, it comes out thin, woolly, and with every appearance of weakuess
and unhealthfulness.
Though the usual and favorite seat of favus is the scalp, it is met with
occasionally oo the forebead, temples, chin, and eyebrows, and, in Eltill
rarer instances, on the shoulders, elbows, forearms, ou the upper and outer
parts of the legs and thighs, on the scrotum, aud eveo on the nail~. The
nails are also liable to be invaded, probably io co111:3equence of the para!iite
gaining entrance during the act of scratching. The affected nails become
thickened, yellowish and opaque, and brittle. Even iu such <·ases, however, it has frequently existed first ou the scalp, and extended thence to
the other parts, though it may sometimes begin upon the trunk or limbs
iu consequence of a dir(>Ct application to them of the contagious element.
FAVUS Co:sFERTUS, OR PoRRYGO ScuTULATA.-ln this variety of favus
the pustules are arranged so as to form circles or rings upon the forehead
or scalp, instead of being dispersed irregularly over the scalp, as in the
preceding variety. The disease begins with red, circular patches, attended
with a good deal of itching, upon whicb, after a short time, appear small
yellow pu:.tules, that seem to be sunken in the skin. The pustules are
more numerous on the circumference than at the centre of the red patch
or disk; or the latter increases in size by the extension of the disease to
the follicles just beyond its outer edge. The pmtules are exactly like
those of favus cli~persm~, except that their yellow color is of a. lighter tiat.
Tbey desiccate very rapidly, and form crusts which are very thin at flr~t 1
never very thick, and of au irregular shape.
'Vhen the disks are very numerous, either originally, or by propagation
of the di~ease from part to part, they meet at their borders, bleud together,
and give to the scalp the appearance of an extensive and irregular crust,
presenting at its circumference cu1·ved linei:, marking the segments of
circles, of which the whole is composed. The crust has sometimes covered
tbe whole scalp, excepting merely a small border at its circumference,
where may still exist some scanty remains of the hair.
'Vhen the crusts are removed, the surface beneath is found to be re<l
and tumid, according to 'Wilson, and to present numerous yellow points.
Cazenave and Schedel state that wheu the crusts fall, they leave exposed
a large, uneven, furf'uraceous patch, upon which new favus pustules do
not appear often for a long time. The hair is in great measure destroyed
over the diseased surfaces, though uot so completely, it is said, as ia the
other variety.
Favus is not, in either variety, attended with constitutional symptoms.
The only marked local symptom complained of is the itching, which is
always greatly aggravated by want of cleanliness.
N~TURE OF FAvus.-,Ve have already, in our general remarks, intro-
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ductory to this class of skin diseases, given the arguments whicb proYe
their parasitir nature .
.Mr. E. \Vilson, alone among 1lermatologi;::-ts of note, persists in regarrl·
ing fayus and the ot h ers, as Jue to mere alterations in the nlltrition of
the skin dependent upon con:;.titutional nutritive debility; and he refers
the characteristic fungous elements revealed by microscopic examination,
merely ton peculiar granular degenerat ion of the epithelial elements.
'Ye refer the reader, for a more full discm;sion of this question, to the
works alrendy quoted, merely adding here that, in our opinion, the results
of microscopic exami nati on, the results of inoculation of the parasite in
man, ns well as in the lower animals and plants, the unrlonbtedly conta·
gious nature of the disease, and finally the astonishing and never·fo:iling
success of the local treatment when properly carried out, cooclusively
show its parasitic nature. Tbe reader is also referred to the remarks
iurroductory to this chapter for a full description of the parasite, the
nchorion schccnleinii, which is the essential ca use of fnvus; as well as for
the differences which distinguish it from the parasites which are found in
the various forms of tinea.
DIAG~'OSJs.-The diaJ!nosis of favus rarely prest'nts any difficulties.
The peculiar pustules which exist at first-small, yellow. on a level with
or below the surface of the scalp, and the crusts which so sooo follow these,
saffron-yellow in color, dry, aod cup-shaped, will mark a case of favus
dbpersus from every other disease. In fan1s confertus the same ch:iracters
exist, but the cr usts and pustules are arranged on circular erythematous
disks, instead of bei11g isolated or dispersed as in favus di::persus.
From impetigo of the sc&lp, which is the only disease with which it is
at all probable that it would be confounded, it may readily be distinguished
by aa exruniaation of the primary characte rs of the two disorders. This
primary character can always be found by searching at the outer eclges of
the diseased surfa ce. In fovus the pustule is small. depressed, and contains
very little fluid, while in impetigo it is large, globular, and projecting.
The crusts are very different: in the former dry 1 as though dustefl with
sulphur, cup-shaped, depressed, and usunlly traversed by a hair i in the
latter, rugous, irregular in shape, not cupperl, resting abo,·e the skiu, and
general ly somewhat moist aud soft. The peculiar odor which is present
in cases of favus may be of assistaoce, nltbough a very similar odor has
been observed in cases of different characters. The microscopic examiua·
tion of the h air or crusts in fa\•us also shows the presence of the ncborion
srhcculeinii, which is never met with in impetigo. Lastly, the alopecia
which so constantly results from favus, does not occur in impetigo.
PnooNosrs.-Faxus is a serious disenee because of its usually long
duratiQu, the rlifliculty often experienced in eflecting its cure, and because
of tbe loss of hair which it occasions.
TnEATMENT.-The treatment of favus shoulrl be both general and local,
for though some writers, 1rnd particularly Cazenave and Sche<lel, state
that it must be altogether external, and that in spite of numerous trials
they <lo not feel authorized to propose :my internal means (iJ/alnd. de. la
Peau, 4Cme (;d., p. 326) ; others, as Wilson, Bennett, and Neligan, recom·
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menrl constitutional remedies as of very great importance in assisting the
cure.
The general treatment mu~t be such as may seem culled for by the state
of health of th e individual patient. When, as so often happens, the
disea::c occurs iu a scrofulous
cod-liver oil, indic.le of putn1:~ium,
nouri::;hing fllorl, air, and
are of the utmost importance. \Vhen
the lwalt.h of the patient is foeble and brokeu from the want of wholesome
anJ 1lbun<laut foo<I, from insufficient clothing, or from residence in a
vitiated , close, and confiued ai1\ the removal of these conditions, which
undoubtedly act as predisposing cau«es in the production of the disease,
caunot but aid in its cure. Dr. Neligan (Dublin Quart. Journ. of .Jled.
Sci., Vol. ,·i, p. 56) recommends very highly lhe u.se of the iodide of ar~eoic
as a con:--titutional remedy. It must be givei1 in doses carefu \ly graduated
to the age of the patient (ouc-eightb of a grain being the proper do~e for
an adult), aud i-hould any symptoms of its irritative action ensue, its use
must he immediately su3pended for a few days, and a pmgative be admi11istererl.
The local treatment of fovus is undoubtedly that upon which we must
chiefly rely, since the essential element in the treatment must always be
the de::truction of the parasite.
The mere application of remedies adapted for this purpose, called parahowever, rarely of itself sufficient, since tbey cannot penetrate
and it i ~, therefore, directed by most authors of experieuce in the treatment of this disease, that the hairs must be removed
from the affected parts before the application can be efficiently and successfully made. Berore doing this, the crusts must be removed. Some
recommend for this purpose poultices, but these are condemned by 'Vibon
as clurn:<y, Rnd by L ebert as causing the exteusiou of the d isease by the
softened ~rorul~s which s.pread to the surrounding surfaces and propagate
the disorder. This objection does not, however, appear valid, and their
use is cunntenanced by many goo<l authorities. "'ilson recommends their
removal by means of a local vapor-b~\lh, applied through the medium of
a caoutchouc cap, or, if this is not at band, by layrng a piece of folded
lint, wetted in a sulutiou of subcarbonate of soda. or potash, upon the head 1
aud covering it with au oiled silk or gum-ela:;tic cap, which should include
the eutire scalp. :i\1. Lebert ini;ists u pon the necessity of remov ing the
favi ( not the pustular crusts which accompany the specific vegetable
growth), iu their dry state, hy means of small spatulas, needles, or some
kind of instrument. The epiderm is is readily detached from around the
favus, and this latter, which adheres but slightly to the skin, is then easily
removed. :M. Lebert states that this is so easily doue, that he has been
able to teach his ward-attendants to remove them without pain to the
patients. Ilebra uses applications of alcohol, which cause the crust.s to
shri11k and thus lose their attachmeuts, when they are readily removed.
After the crusts have been gotten rid of, the scalp should be well washed
with soap noel water io order to remove any favus sporules that ruay have
esci\ped urnl become free, and the hair should tben be cut short. Various
npplicatious are theu recommended, before proceeding to depilation, as
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ten<ling to nllay the irritahility of the scalp an<l to renrler the hair le~s
friable i among the.'IC ure oil of cade (Baz in ) , and nlmoml-oil (Ander<i.on ),
whiC'h may be applied for a few days before depilntion is l)(•µ-un. There
ore \'~rinu~ method~ which hnve been adopled for Lhe exlraclinu, but rhe
bei;t 1~ undoubtedly to emplny a small pair of fi1rC'eps with ~qua re ('nils,
allfl fine but not sharp teeth, :-o a~ to enablP the operator to catch the
delicate and brittle ha1rs surely without hreakiog them. Th e hair.:;. mu<;t
btJ extrnrted singly, und HJ soon ns a littl e space ha~ beeu cleaned, the
parnsiticide remedy ;.;houlcl be applied so as to secure its entrance to the
follitle. A single depilation i:; frequently not suffi,.ient, but it i::; ea-.y to
di,-tiugui-.h, by the appeanince of the surface and the growing hair~, tho:-e
parts where the di,;;ea~e ha~ been ern<licated. This proce~s is at flr~t somewhat tedious both to ope rator and pati ent, but by practice a degree of
skill i~ acquired which e nabl es the physician or trained nur"e to remove
thi! hair rapidly and with very little discomfort to the patient.
Ho Foon as a clrnn sllrfal"e ha'3 been thus obtained, some npplication
intend ed to destroy the vitality of the vegetable growth ought to he made
u~e of. One of the bc;:,;t for thi s purpose i ~ a sol uti on of corrosive ~ubli
mnte, the stren gth of '' hi ch, according to Lebert, ought to be, when employed in lotion, from two to lour grains to the ounce, and, when u~ed as
a fomeutation, weaker. This is al~o :\[l·C:ill Anclersotl's fa\•orite application. Dr. Beunett (Ranking's llu{{-Yearly .Ab~trarl, No. xii, 18.)0, Am.
eel., p. 7:)), employ~. to fulfil this indi cation, cod-liver oil. Th i! !wad is
kept conlitantly smeared with the oil, and covered with an oih:rl silk cap.
This application i ~, however, mere ly palliative, and, sn soon as it id iutermittetl, the di.::;ease renppct\l'S.
There arc various oLhcr remedies thnt have been applied to the di~cased
scalp t> •upirically, eithe r to u modify the state of the ~kin," to 0 ex(·ite the
disor<le1etl follicles 10 hea lthy action," or, lastly, to "destroy the vitality
of the fungus, anti, by altering the 1rnture of the soil on which it flonrbhed,
to preveut it::; reproduction." " 'ithout attempting to define the mode in
which any of tbe~e vnrious substances mny produce their efft?c.:t, we deem
it be~t to mention as succinctly ns po~sible tbl)se which have the strongest
tetitimony in their favor.
l\Ir. E. Wil so n, who it will be remembered does not believe in its parasitic nature, is less favorable to strong applications than he was former ly.
Tho.::le he now prefer:s are the cerntum tiglii, contaiuing from ten to thirty
drops of the oil to the ounce; the unguentum hydrargyri uitrntis, diluted
one-half; the ungueutum hyclrnrgyri uitrico-oxidi, diluted in simi lar propo1tion; the compound sulphur oiutment, and some others.
Dr. Beunett'.:i application of cod-liver oil has been referred to above.
This, in connection with the constitutional treatment for scrofula, is said
to h1u·e cured, on au average, in 8ix weeks.
)C\l. Cazenave nncl 8chedel recommend alkaline aud sulphurous application~. and acidulated lotions. They speak very favorably of, and give
much the highest pluce, amongst the substances to be used in friction, to
the iudidc ofisulphur. This remedy was origionlly made use of by Biett,
aad employeLI by him with muC'b suceess. Its efficacy is atte:Sted also by
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Lebert.

It is userl ia the form of an ointment, consisting of from a scruple

to half a drachm of the drng to an ounce of

l~rcl,

which is to be applied

morning and evening to the di5eased surfaces by gentle friction.

Applicu.tions of hyposulphite of so<la, in proportion of 3j to f,3j of
water, or of sulphurous acid lotion.s, are highly recommended. A!nong
the parasiticicles most valued in France, are oil of cade and turpeth
mineral, which latter may be employed iu the proportion of 3j to f,3j of
glycerin of starch, which is perhaps tbe best excipient for the various
parasitit·i<les.
Ointments and lotions containing carbolic acid have been much employed of late, but apparently not with entire succe~s.
Dr. Fuller recommends the ablution of the head twice a clay by means
of soft soap, and the inunction of an application corn posed of equal parts
of uuguentum hydrargyri ammonio-chluridi and uugueotum picis lir]liidm.
He stutes that a cure may usually he effected by this plan in from two to
four weeks.
'Vheu the disease affects other parts of the body, the treatment mL1::;t be
similar to that above recommended; depilatiou is, however, unnecessary,
and a cure is usually more promptly obtained. 'Vhen the uails are
invaded, they should be cut and scraped, and the parasiticide application
should be rubbed into and beneath the free border of the nail.
Under any plan of treatment, a comvlete cure is rarely obtained in less
than from four to eighteen weeks; the disea:::e is extremely obstinate and
there is a strong teuJency to the redevelopment of the parasite after the
cessation of the local treatment, until it be completely eradicated. By
persevering iu the plan abo\'e recommended, however, this can inntriably
be effected, anJ a perfCct cure obtaioed, with the exception of patches of
haldness, which but too frequeotly follow, from the destruction of the
hair· follicles.

ARTICLE IL

"Ty, lrnve alrendy, in our general remarks introductory to this chapter,
stated our belief that the various forms of tinea 01· riugworrn are contagious diseases, and due to the presence of a peculiar fungus, the tri·

cophyton.
The ordinary varieties of tinea which are described, are tin ea tonsurans,
or ringworm ot' the scalp; tinea circiuata, or ringworm of the general
surface; and tinea sycosis, or ringworm of the beard. \Vi th the latter
form, of cour.se, we are not at present concerned, nor are its relations to
the two other varieties indisputable, sinC'e opinions are still divided as to
its contagious and parasitic nature.
There i.:, however, nbundaut reasou for believiug the essential iJentity
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of Linea ton:;iuraus and tinea. circinata. In addition to the results of
micro~ropir examination, which reveals the presence of the samr fungus
in both, there is the strougesL clinical testimony to the same effect. Thus
iL com•tantly happens that patches of the two varieties will be observed
upon the same patient, am.1 there are innumerable instances OD record to
prove that they give rise to each other.
The~e <lit"en~es wcrP formerly de~cribed by some authors under the
generic name of porrigo; hy others under that of herpes. Wilson, in his
last edition, employs the term trichinosis to designate the group.
CAU:·H:..... -The peculiar parasite, the tricophyton, is the esseutial rause
11f the cli,;ease i and the llH)(le of its propagation h' chiefly by contagiou.
)[r. Wilison believes the cau:;e of the disease to be imperfect nutrition i
but it i:; quite certain that the only way in which a scrofulous or debili·
tnted con.stitution can influence the production of the disease, is by favor·
ing the more ready growth of the parasite. In like manner, filthiuess of
every kind may be said to be a precli ... po~ing caus.e.
The influence of these is, however, trifling, and we have frequently met
with the <fo::ea . . e among families living in eal'y or very afttuent rircum·
blances, the children of which were perfectly well lodged, well clothed,
am! well fed, and to whom every attention required by the nicest cleanli·
ue,..;s was ginn. The means by wbich the affl.!ction is communicated are
Slll'h n:-1 brn:)hes, conibs, cap~. etc., or by the direct contact of the diseased
surfaces.
One of us has but lately had an opportunity of studying, on a large
seale, theil.e atfectious and the mode of their tran:smission, at a large
Uhilclren's Home in this city. There were a considerable number of
chil<lren, about twenty iu all, Rffocted with the disea"e in a severe form;
by striet isolation, by the utmni::;t care in preventing auy use of their
combs, brushes, caps, or clothing, by the other children, by covering the
entire scalp with au oiled·silk cap, wheuever they mingled with their
comrade:-:, the disease was prevented from spreading. It was, however,
frequently ob . . erved, that in the children who suff'ere<l with tinea loasu·
rnus uf the scalp, patches of tinea circinata would appear either ou the
neck or fat·c, or on some part which could be brought iu contact with the
nffocte<l f-.urfoce; and its highly contagious nature was unhe::itatingly
believed by nil the attendant~. who had indeed themselves furni:shed the
strouge:o:;L evidence possible of' it, Ly each au<l all couLracLing the disease
repcatl'dly from lrnudliug the children in Ores.sing them, or in mukiug
applications to the affected parts.
Age exerchses a marked influence upon the production of these diseases,
tine11. ton~urans beiug coufined to childhood and early youth, most com·
monly occurring between the agt!s of three and twelve years; though tiuea
circinatn mny be met with at any age.
T1xEA To~~u1ux:;.-Rn1PTO:m;;.-Tbe disease most frequently begins
with little erythematous patches, which soon become covered with furfuraceons sca]c_.., 1 and which increase circumferentially while they heal in the
centre, leaving the ~kin more or le~s furfurnceous. Occasionally there
may be a crop of minute vesicles on the patch, which are soon followed
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by de~qnamation. 'Vhen fully establishNl, the di .. ea~e appears io the
form of furfuraceous patches of oval or cir('ular slrnpe, whit.:h are at fir~t
not more than -kth or ft h of an inch in size, but which incn'n~e gradually
until they aLtain a diameter of ouc lll' two iuc:hes, and eeldom more. The
di1Seased ~urface is slightly thickened, elevated, of a grayi~h, bluish, or
slate color, and covered with flue Jry sca les, which are very easily rubbed
off, u.u<l are quickly renewed after being removed hy any cause.

The hair::> are altered from the very first. In the early stage, the
uf the follicleo of the diseased hairs are generally more or lc:;s

aperture~

promineut or papillated, and the hairs arc uunaLUra\ly briu.le, dull, and
dry, anrl a re beut 011 themselves a11J twi:<ted, so as not. to lie smooth, and
the roots are somewhat matted together by lhe furfurareous scales. A
little later, they break off at a short dbtance from the diseased :;:.urfacc,
leaving the circular patches partially deprived of hair. The broken hairs
are uneven in length, and othenvise altereJ in appearance, being beut aud
twisted, and having become lighter in color than the original hairs, so as
to assurue somewhat the look of bundles of tow . The enlarged f1Jlliclei;
also dot the rnrface, giving it tbe appearance of c:utis anserina, or tile skin
of a pluckeJ fowl. The epiclermi.., a11d the stumps of the broken hairs uow
become covered with a characteristic grayi~h-white powder, cousist ing of
the spo rul es of the tricophyton, the peculiar parasite; and, on exami ning
the liair::i, the same fungus will be found penetrating into the bulb5 and
shafts between the separated fibres, and causi~1g here and there, by its
accuruulaLiou, swellings or bulgiugs of lh e ~haft.
The di,;ea~e is unatLended by any local sensations , excepting a moderate
d eg ree of itching.
If the disease per5ists aud the degree of inflammati on increases, there
may be a good deal of infiltration of lhe scalp, and the :::;urface becomes
tumid, and dotted with enlarged orifices of hair-follicles, or there may be
an eruption of vesicles or pu6tules, which dry and form scaly, yellowbh
crusts.
DrAG:NOs1s.-This disease is easily distinguished from other eniptions of
the scalp. The appearances it presents when fully developed, are utterly
unlike those of favus or eczema impetiginodes ca pi tis. Iu favus, the peculiar cup -shaped crusts and the presence of the spores of the achoriou, are
sufficient to prevent ruistakes i while in eczema, the eruption is sero-pustular, with the formation of yellowish or hrownit>h yellow crusts; the patches
are not ci rcular, the hairs are healthy, tbe itching is extreme, and fioally
the disease is not contagious; in all of which particulars it <lifters entirely
from the erupt ion of ringworm.
Pityriasis capitis does not occur in circular patches, but affec-ts the whole
scalp; it is not parasitic nor contag ious, and does not lead to so much alteration of the hairs.

so~::~~~~:~~s:~u::;o~=~~:::;::!~;e:~,;;~1ne~!~~~~r~~~~i:t~g~!:c~::,t~;~1i~1; ~~
a great extent obscures the forme r disettse1 though a carefu l searc h will
usual ly detect some of the characte ristic hroken stumps of hairs, load ed
with the parasitic growth.
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PLWGNO:.;Is.-Ringworm of the scalp is entirely devoid of danger, but is
an exceeclingly troublesome dii:;ease, as it i:; apt to spread to other childreo, and i:S ofteo very difficult to cure. Its duration is very indefinite,
an(l it not rarely results in patches of permanent baldness.
Tr~EA ClRCrNATA, as we have already said, frequeotly occurs in connection with tiue11. tonsurans, appearing on t.he neck or face; t.hnugh it
occurs al:so as an indepeuJent disease 011 any part of the body, and in pa.tients of' every age.
It begin:S as n little rose-colored, slightly elevated spot, which soon becomes the seat of a slight furfuraceou5 desquai;nation ; and extends circumferentially, heali11g in the centre, until it form3 a large slightly elevated
erythematous ring, inclosing a
of sound skin.
In other cn.ses, minute
form on the reddened inflamed ring.
They follow the usual
development,
at first transparent,
thf'Il turbid, and finally drying into small thin
The size of the pntc.;h \'arics greatly, being iu some instaaces small, not
larger than a shilling, and in others presenting a diameter of two or three
ind1e.s. \Vben sma.11, the redness covers the whole uf the patch, but is
mueh fai11ter in the centre Lhan at the
when large, the
cent.re
t.he naLural color of the skio.
is exactly
circular,
at times it assu1ucs au oval shape.
If' any hairs have beeu growiug on the affecter! spot, they become brittle
and <:hanged, as before described. There are usually several such cirdes
preseut, and in some cases they are formed in greaL numbers. The only
symptoms accompanying the eruption are slight pricking, smarting, and
itching in the part.
Oec.;tt::iionally the
opaque, whiti!-ih,
D1.\0Nosrs.-There are
ring, by
by its contagious nature; and the la::;t, two pec:uliariLies serve
it from psoriasis circiuata.
to )ltCall Andersoo, aud some other <lermn.tologists, herpes
a form of this aff'~ction.
lHEATMEn.-J.111e c:\ses of tiuea tonsurans that hnve come uudet· our
have proved iu many instances very rebellion::; to treatment.
aLteutiou should always be pai<l tn cleanli11e.:;s anLl hygieuic rnles;
nud, if t.he disease be assoriatecl with any impairment of the constitution,
cod-liver oil, iron, in the form of the syrup of the ioJide in syrup of sar:::aparilla, nrsenic, an<l bitter touic::,should be admiuisterec.1.
The local treatment is, howe\'er, the most essential. " ' here the disease
occnr:S on a par~ covered with hair, dl'pilation is advised by some autboriLie$, nud ii, would iu all proba,biliLy fac:ilitate a.11d hasten the cure.
Among the local applications wbich huve p~·o\·ed most useful to .us have
been sulpbo- 1dkaliue lotions, composed of
of subca1:bona~e of potaoh
and 3ij of sulphur, to a pint of ~rnter,.applie_d by wnshrng with~ ~ponge
severnl times a day; strong solutions of sulphite of soda; and an ointment
63
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con.;;i,:;ting of 3j of muriate of amm1mia, mixerl in an ounre Of !'lnlphur
oiutment, npplied first at night by inuncliuu, and after a time on ntJ.{~.
Alkaline remedies ha\•e al~o been much ust.>d by other ob,..ernr.;, who
recommend wa-.:hing the scalp every morning with a lotion compo~e<I of'
gr. xxx or xi of carbonate of 1ntas::.a or borax to a pint of water, and applying in the evening an ointment, containing 3j of tannic acid tu .5j of
Jard.
Much more stimulating application:-: are, however, highly recommendecl,
and often pro,·e very serviceable. Thu.:, ~fr. \Vilson advises a sing-leapplication of the acetum cantharidis, or the !stronger acetic acid; and
Devergie recommeurl:; n. solution of nitrate of :;.ilver, 3i to f.~j of water.
Va1'ious mercurial applicat io11s are also advised, as solutions of cnrrn!iive
sublimate, the ciLriae 01uuuent, or the followiog, recommended by Jeuuer:
G. Jfydrargyri Ammonio-Chloridi,
ling. Sulphuris,

gr. xx.
3iv.

Ta.rry applications may also be employe1l in ob~tinate cases, in the form
of lotions, ointme11ts, or ::nap~. co11taiui11g tar, or oil of cade.
Nayler spt>aks highly of a plan used by Mr. Co::iter, who saturates the
part with the following mixture:

11. I0<li11ii,
01. Pic:is, .

. 3ij.
f,~j.

This solution is to be rubbed in firmly with n. piece of Epooge on the end
of a. piece of wood or whalebone. It is allowetl to dry on the part, and
left uutil the cuticle and the black crust separate at the encl of n week or
ten day~ .
In ca:-:.es where many patches are present over the body, it is advisable
to employ merrurial or sulphur vapor-baths.
h 11111st not, however, be forgotten that the::e \-arieties of tinea are among
the most obstinate di~orders to which children are subject. The most
faithful trial may be made wiL11 the remedies recommended above, for a
long time, without sucee:::s, and it is often neces~ary to perse\·ere in their
m~e for months; conjoining the treatment with a change of diet, and, when
po~sihle, with a cbange of residence, before the affection will be entirely
an<l permanently cured.
CA~£..,;;.-The following cases may be taken as types of the aggravated
form or tinea, after it has persisted a long time and become complicated
with secondary eruptions or eczema or pityriasis. It will be noticed that
in the following record~, all of the patients are stated to have been mark·
edly scrofulous; but this circumstance must not hnve too much importance
attached to it,~ince io the Horne where these cases occurrecl,almo'ltevery
one of the children prt!seuted unquestionable marks of the strumous dis.thesis. The re can be no doubt, howev-er, that this cond ition of constitution strongly favored the development of the 11i::ease, rendered it more
severe and obstinate, and also favored the occurrence of the secondary
inflammatory eruptionii:.
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impdi,l{inmlc..;. Appli<':nions of tar:rnd corro<:i\·e sublimalt• lnul be('n chieth- reliecl on .
.'.'\m·l•lllhl'r 30lli, 1,..;00. f-il•alp ('0\'ererl with gra_vi-.;h-rellow crusts, one-t~mrth i1H'h

i.0: ~:,;,: ~i~~~:~~.1;:~i~:~~:;~I;~~fE~:;::~~~:;f~;:g:::~\:,:;~f~~:·:~~!~:0::i~;~

tinn c..'<1rpt1"dl's and 1.;ome spore.; of tricnphylnn were found; the epithelium not \'Cr!'
granular.
Po11hil·cd to remove the cru"tfl. Ordered iodide of iron and 1x1tas'lium internal!~··
l>cn•mhcr -Ith. 8<.:alp quite tlc.•an from cru;.t<:, but remain" reddi,;h, with here and
tl1crc liald patl'hes . .Numerou'! spores of tricoph,non found in the hairs and among
thl't•pidcrmit·t•clls.
:-;0Jutio11 of 'i(idre !-.Ulplws (3°j to (.\...i;i wfll('r), npplied morning rind evening, and kept
on ,JurinA" the whole time hy means of fol<lsof linen saturakd in the solution, and
CCl\"l'rl'(I 11ith an oil-'iilk cap.
lkl't'lllhcr llith. )1ud1 impro\ted. St·alp C'leaner, and lcs:-; red. f::ome Oat, thin,
whitish "1·all'..; over surfo<'e. Hairs more free from triroph.\·ton, but numerous l'porC'I
can still he sec.1 hy f'{"raping moist surfa<·c beneath the thin crust".
Tre:ttnumt l 0 tmt inu~I , with ultimatc ~ttCC'C"'"·
C.\sE 11.-\\'i lliam L.,lr't.5y('ars;hc>rcclitarytendcnC'ylotuherr11losis;scrofulo11s;
cr1vit·al glarulst·nlargedonliothsidcsi admittcdin18(i.),and lia..s had tin('ae\·cri-inl'e,
many f11rn1 8oftrc>atn1en thnving becntrird,b11tnone11•itl1 rnoretl1~1n temporarysuc1·e;.;>1.
;\on.•mber 30th, lSU6. Tlte sea Ip i-. reddc>ned and wax-like from infihr:uion, with
p:1td1csofhaldncs«. Jn plaees wl1t•re theernplion is oldest it isro\•crecl with 1\hitish
sl'alt:s; clscwh('re, therf' arc scattered or confluent grayish-yellow or yellow cruM~.
Di~<·h:trJ?:l' of pnle, thin, fetid pu!'i.
On t•xnrnining the surface lwncath thf' crust", numerouc; pth-<'€11~ and "pores of tricophyton, often :1g-greµ-atcd togC'ther, arc found. The hairs have lost their normnl
:1ppc>ar:11wc c>ntirc>ly, :lre hcnt, and 1\here they emerge from the scalp, the shaft is
liwollcn, with bulging 011tline. The Nhafts arc CO\'ercd with :-;pores of tricophyton, and
thl'ir longitudinal fibres i.e11:1rn1l'd hy colleetions of the fungus. f::lome of the lmlhs remain hl':1l1b~·,oiht•rsarc>brokcnamlapparentlyconvertcliin10m•s:-;<:i\offungoul<sporc1S.
()rdcrcd poulticc..;torcrmm.!crusts; iodide of iron and pota"sinm iniernally.
l>t·t·emher ·h h. Sr:dp dPan, with exreption of minute wl1itc "cales; shows ha lei
J!lan·d p:H{·hc>.:, with light. short, thin hairs. Ordered !:lame application of sulp hite
ofs1Ml:t a-. u"ct! in pre\'ious ca"e.
T>c1·(·mht'r t.ltlt. Greatly imprO\'Cd; the large bald pntche:,; f'till CO\'Cred with
minute ;.;hining white .!<Cale,.;, I.mt fow tricophyta to be 1o;een.
l'A'-E JIL-l'harlc>s L.,:t•t. 4 ycaro,admincd in hlay,I.!-;6G; hereditary tendency to
tuhen·11]0-;i~; Cl'r\·ical gland,.;i;Jight ly enlarged. 'finea;.;oon appeared on the face and
s1,.;lp, and in ea rly piut of 1\'ovcmher, thin ll:tt grayish·yc>llow t•J'u-.t-" formed over vertex,
!he> rc"t of the scalp l>eingrov('rc>d with minutcwhi1i:.hscalcs.
;\owmber 30th, lSGli. Ordert..'<l poultices to remove c ru "'t~; iodide of iron aml
P'*'""'ium intcrnally.
ilt"t'Cmhcr ·lth. Sen Ip eompnrati\·ely clean. Patehe« of baldnc-~s, C$pecia1ly o,·er
J•arictal protuberanct.>s, with stra~gling, flhort, light·t·olored hair-,; . • \bundnnt i;pores
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ARTICLE III.

Tms affection, which is also known by the names of area and tinea
decalvano::, i.s characterized by the lo::;s of hair in circum:-ocribed patches
of round or oval shape. It is by no means a rare disease, and is much
more common in children than in adults; thus of -t2 ca::;es cited by Hutcbimmn, 28 were under fifteen, 14 above that age.
CAU::i.E.-There is still much doubt as to the essential cause and nature
of alope<.:ia areata, although it appears to us that the view which attributes
it to a. perversion or suspension of' innervation i!; the correct one.
Gruby is sai<l to have di:;covere<l in 18-i.:3 a fungus in it, which hns been
calle-.1 the rnicrosporon audouini, and some dermatologi:o;ts of high authority accept the view of its parasitic nature. It caunot, howe,·er, be
said to be demonstrated, since the parasite is \'ery rarely found; so that
Anderson, who has made numerous micro:;copic examinations, has never
succeeded in detecting it.
"rilson, Duh ring, and many others, consider it as due to suspended iu·
nervation, as a kiud of paresis.
The di8ease appears to be, at least in some instances, propagated by
contagion; though it certaio ly po:,sesse.s this property to a. much less
degree than either of the forms of ringworm.
SYi\IPTO:-.rs.-The disease is limited to the scalp in children; though in
adults it may attack any hairy part. In some cases, the first intimation
of the existence of the disease is the snddeu discornry of a bald spot, but
in others, though less frequently, there is slight itching, with reclues;; and
branny de~quamatiou of the affecteJ spots.
The bulb.:; of the hairs then atrophy, aad become tapering ioslead of
beiog rounded and club-"h'1ped; the lrnir.s themselves become dry, lu.:;tJ·e·
les$, and brittle, with a fibrous fracture, and rapidly fall out, leaving bald
patches.
These patches vary in size from one-half inch to au inch or even more
in diameter, alld there may be but a siugle one present, or they may be
uumerous, in which case they often coalesce, forming large patches of
irreguhu shape; when the patches are :single they u:sually assume a round
or ()val form.
The denuded portion of scalp is peculiar ia appearance, being very white
and polbhed, and thinnel' than the surrouuding healthy scalp i the sen~i·
bility of the affected surface is also frequently impaired.
DuONOSIS.-There can be no difficulty in recognizing the fully devel·
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ope1l di;:ea;:c, excepting io the <'ompnrativelv rare ca..-=es when it i~ combined
with othf:'r ~kin di..;e11,.e... , H>i eczema or pity;ia.;;i~.
Pnon~o:--1:-; .-The only danger attendant upon alopccia nreata is that
uf clc·frirmity, which j,., in some ca;:eR, very great, dependiug of. cour-:e
upon the cxteut of the 1.fo•ea,.e nn<l the stage at which it is brought under
trentmeul.
lf the pnt<·he.-. are ~mall, the f:cnlp not materially atrophied, and the
orific<• . . of the hair·follicle:-; ,.till vi,.ible on the bald patche::o, there is gow l
rca .. on to hope that steady per:-;i;:tence in treatment will effect a cure. In
the majority of iu;.;.tanre.;:, i t mn.y be :;aid that recovery occurs after a.
length of time \·arying from se\·eral weeks to several months.
Tnr·:.\TM l·:'.ll"T.-Tho::.e who rcgnrd this as a parasitic affection, advise the
rcmornl of the hairs immediately surrounding the patch, and the application of ~ome of the stimulatiug pa.ra'-iitici<les recommen.Je<l in the article
on tinea .
The majority of authors, however, content themselves with the application merely of such stimulating lotinus and ointments a~ will increase the
nutrition of the aftCcted ::pot fl, and favor the renewed growth of hair.
Among the ointments which n.re most highly recommended are tbo:<e conlttiniug the red iodide, the nitrate, the ammonio-cbloride of mercury i sowe
form of sulphur; or tar, iorline, or cantharides.
Hillier recommends, as the trt>atmeut he has found most useful, the ap·
plication at loug interrnJ.-. ofacetum cantharldis tO the bald patches; painting them every other day with tincture of iodine, wai-;hing the head twice
a week with soap and cold water, an<l applying a wa'"'h (consbtiag of one
pint of rum, one ounce of tinct. cantha.ridi~, one-half ounce of ept. ammouim aronin.t., au<l ten ounces of water) to the parts of the beat! which
are not bald, twice a week.
The effect of th is local treatment will he much iacrea.:iecl by the internal
ndmini~lralion of arsenic aud iron .
•\.lcohol, carbolic acid, ammonia, and cap:::icum ha\'C altSo all been highly
recommcn<lecl as local applirutions in the treatment of' this affection; they
ehould of coun:e be emplnyed in a i;ufficiently dilule form.

ARTICLE IV.

Di:FT~ITfON"-.;; 8Y~o~n1-.; FnEQUE~CY.-Scabies is n. contagious a ffcc·
tion of the i:;kin, characterized by the formatiou of pnpules, ve::icles, or
pu~tule~ i the ve,.il"les being pointed, generally discrete, and usually pre·
sen ting ~mall red Jines, of ooe or several lines iu leugth, ruauing off from
them. The eruption is atternlcd with severe itching, and is caused partly
by the presence in the ekiu of a smnll insect, called the ac.>rll"WJ scu.biei, auli
partly by the scratching which the iutolerable itching provokes.
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CAUSES.-Itch is a contRgious malady, and is in all probability C'au~erl
only hy contact, either immediately with some per...;ot1 laboring under the
di$ease, or with articles of clothing woru by an infe('te<l individual.
It is much more frequently met with among:;:t the poor antl destitute,
whose habits are uncleanly, who li\·e closely packed together in small and
inconvenient houses, and in whom, therefore, the means of' communication
are more abundant than among-1t the easy clas:ses of society, whose habit~,
and, consequently, lial>ility to contact, are the oppo~ite of those ju.~t nanml.
It i~, however. comparatively rare in the United States, an<l particulllrly
in this city; thus Duhriug met with but.12 <:ases out of 2-H2 consecutive
ca!les of skin diseases.
Tbe disense usually appears in children in from four to five days after
expo:iure to the contagion. Iu healthy, sanguine chilclreu, it often !lbows
it!-ielf withia a shorter time-after two days-while in those who are feeble
and weakly, the period of incubation may be eveo longer than four or five

days.
SnrPTOMs.-The first symptoms of itch appear in the part to which the
cause, a contagious coutact, may have been app li ed. In infants at tbe
breast, it is usually first developed on the hips and thighs, as it is those
parts that are most constantly in contact with the nurses who cttrry the
child, and from whom young children generally receive the infection. In
older children, the disease commonly appears first on the wri~ts and bev
tween the fingers, and eXten<ls thence more or less quickly to the flexures
of the elbows, and to the axillre and abdomen. It rarely or uever attacks
the face in adults; but in children, even this part i::> not, ac<'ording to l\l.
Richard, exempt. (Trnit. Prat. de.'1 Mal. des Enfnnt.~, p. 590.)
The disease is always attended with severe itching, which, in infants,
causes uneasiness and fretfulness, and, in older children, violentscrntching.
The itching is increased by the beat of the bed-coverings, and is, therefore,
most troublesome at night. The eruption appears in the form of more or
less numerous ve.sicles, which are small, discrete, acuminate<l, noel transparent at the top. Tbe vesicles are at fir~t of a faint rose co lor, and they
contain a visi.:id transparent serum. Their number is variable, bei•1g
sometimes very abundant, and at others sparse. They either open ::pontaneously, or are soon br?ken by the fingers or clothes, and are followed
by small, thin, slightly adherent scabs. In some instauces the action of
the nails causes slight effusions of' blood, which dry into small bloody ~cab~,
like those of prurigo, thus embarrassing to a c>ertain extent the diagnosis
of the disease. Sometimes, particularly when the inflammation attendaut
upon the eruption, or that caused by scratching, is marked, there are, iuter·
mingled with the psoric vesicles, pustules of impetigo, or perhaps papules
of lichen, which tend, like the sa.aguiue crusts just alluded to, to render
the diagnosis difficult. Indeed, it is mnre strictly correct to describe the
eruptioa of scabies as multiform instead of vesicular, as was formerly clone.
\Vhen a recent vesicle is carefully examined, there may generally be
observed running off from it, in a straight, curved, or zigzag direction, a
whitish or reddi.sh line, like that produced by the scratch of a pin. This
line marks the course of the fecuudated female of the acarus scabiei in it.!
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burrowing:~ under the epi<lermi~, and i~ callerl the cuniculu!'l, or burrow.

ll v;uie1 i11 length from one ortw.). to five or six linC''l. At the 1nint where
it terminate~ oppo~ite to the vesicle, there i5 u"ually to be sef'n a small
rounded pn~jection, deeper in color than the re~t of the cuniculu-:, beuf'alh
which lip~ the in~ect. The acaru'l can often be fou11d at lhi5 spot, and removed, hy carefully introducin~ horizontally under the epidermi"' Lhe point
of a s111all needle, and by manipulating so as to take off' a ~mall byer of
the r1>i1lermi.... The insert clings lo Lhc point of the needle.and can then
he extrnc·ted from its loJgment. Tbid furrow is the certain di1lgnostic
mRrk of' !-CHhie~.
'fbc number and extent. of the ve:-.icles vary grPatly in different suhjects.
In :onmc they are confined to limited surface~. while in others, aoJ particularly in robu~t, sanguine children, and in tho.;;e who are neglected and
imperf:•l'Lly clC>ansed, they extend lo ruany different parts, or over tbe
grenler part of the body.
l1l'11 occa~ions in children much irritability and suffering, an<l when
negle('tecl may injure seriou:sly tbe general health, and cau:se emaciation
an1l d~bility.
The nca.rus scabiei is an arachnoid in~ect, varying, according to l\Ir.
'Vil"'o11'::1 nieusuremeuts, between 1 },- and 71-., of au inch in length, and
between :rh- and 9 \r of an inch in breadth. It i:; of a whitii;h and shining enlor, when examined with the naked eye, of a. globular form, and is
prcl\•idl'<i with eight leg~. four anterior and four pm~terior. A most accurate and minute account of the structure of the insect is given by illr.
Wil~nn in hi5 work on di::-ease::i of the skin (7lh Amer. ed., p. 739). Besides the female. which is found ns before stated, at the exlremily, the
cuniC'ulu~ contains a va.ryi1.g number of ova. rarely more than twelve or
fourteen; there are in addition numerous little oval or round blacki~h
spot~. whieh are supposed to he excrement. TheRe ova. are about :ri-11 of
an iurh broad, and rJiJ of an inch in length, though their size varies ac·
cording Lo their age. After the escape of the acarus the sbell appears
shrivl:'llefl, with two slits in it.
Dr.w~os1s.-The most churncteri:::1tic marks of itch are the presence of
the cuniculi and of tbe in~ect which cau.5es tbe di-:ea:;e. If' tbe ac:1rus or
il8 ova can be extracted from the ~kin, there will remain, of course, no
doubt; and if the cuniculi be di~tiuct and numerous, the diagnosis becomes
almo~t as certain a~ when tl1e insect itself is obtained. Before eudeavoring to detect the cuniculi, it is always advisable to make the patient wash
the part thoroughly.
In doubtful ca~es, it has been recommended by Gull and Hilton Fagge
to ~<·arch for the ova. in the crusts or the thickened and undermined
cuticle in the neighborhood of the vesicles. In order to detect these, a.
smHll piece of the crust i:hould be boiled in a solution of cam~tic soda, 3ss
to f5j of water, uutil it i:; in great part dissolved; the fluid should theu be
allowed to ::-ettle, the supernatant part decanted nn<l the deposit examined,
which will, iu cases of true scabie~, be generally found to cootaiu larvre,
ova, or egg·bhells.
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'Vhen, on the coutrary, the iosectcnnnot be found, and when the cuniculi
are absent, or not distinct, the diagno~is becomes more uncertain. The
diseases with which it is most likely to be coo founded are eczema simpll.:'x,
pr111·igo, an<l lichen simplex. From the former it may u:';ually be distinguished with certainty by attention to the following points: in eczemn.
the vesicles are flattened, or globular, scarcely raised above the surface,
and they are collected together in clusters; in itch they are acumimlted,
elevated, and either entirely distinct, or much less couffoent than iu eczemA.;
in eczema there is a. sensation rather of pricking thau itching, whil~t in
itch the sense of itchiug is severe anrl distre.:;sing; and lastly, itch is communicable by contact, whilst eczema is never contagious.
Prnrigo begins with papules, which always remain such. The scabs in
prurigo are small and black, comisting of coagulated blood, caused to
exude by the rubbing off of the top of the pa pule; while in scabies the
scabs are more like thin, yellowish, and friable scales. The seat of the
two eruptions is different~ Prurigo is developed upon the back, the
shoulders, and upon the extf'nsor surfaces of the limbs; while itc:h appears first about the thighs and buttocks, between the fingers, or about the
flexures of the joints. Lastly, prurigo is never, itch always, contagivus.
Lichen simplex is a papular disease, in which the papules are closely
agglomerated, while in scabies the papules, if present, are conjoined with
vesicles or pustules, and are discrete. Lichen sometimes affects the hand~.
and might then be mistaken for itch; but i11 the forruer the eruption
affects the dorsal surface of the han<l~, while in the latter it appears in
the interspaces of the fingers. Lichen is never attended, as itch always
is, by severe pruritns. Attention to these points of difference will almost always render the diagnosis of the two Jiseases very easy and
certain.
\Vhen, as often happens, scabies is intermingled with other eruptions
of the pustular, papular, or vesicular kind, the diagnosis can be arrived
nt with certainty, oaly by careful attention to the cuniculi, or b.v the detection of the insect. \Vhen neither of these clrn.racteristic conditions are
present to mark the true nature of' the disease, there will always remain
some doubt as to the diagnosis.
Under these circumstances, however, it is advisable to treat the case as
one of scabie~, since the specific remedies for this affection will not be in jurious, even if they do not speedily cure the eruption.
PROGNOSis.-Itch is a mild disease, which never disturbs the health
seriously.
TRBATMENT.-If the inflammation pro<luce<l by scratching be very
severe, it may be necessary to allay it by emollient applications, though
thiR rarely happens.
Ia children, as in adults, the best treatment of itch is the use of sulphur
by inunction. The uogt. sulphuris of the U. S. PharmacoproiH-, consisting of one part of sulphur to two of lard, shoul(l be well rubbed into
the skin before a fire, morning and evening, for two da.ys. The cbild
ahould be kept in a flannel gown, and iu bed, during this treatment. Ou
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the morning ~f the t~1ird_ day, the skin may he washed clean with soap and
water, or by 1mm~rs1on ID a warm hath. This plan ra.1·ely fails to effect.
n cure. Should 1t happen, however, to fail, the treatmeut must be repea~ed. Before the application of this or any of tbo other ointmellts, tbe
surface should be well scrubbed with soap and hot water, so as to cleanse
and soften the sk in.
It also increases the effect of the sulphur, to conjoin with it some alkaline substance, as in the various sulpho-alkalioe ointments aud lotions, of
which t.be following are amoug the best:
UNG. SuLPUURIS CU:\r l">oTASSA ( WILSON).

Tilbw·y Fox's Foi·mula.

Ildmerich's Fonnula.

?;ij .

.5j.
3,·iij.-:.'II.
Ylemingl-.is Formula.

R.
Boil in an iron vessel1 and stir wit.h a wooden spatula to a perfect union.

These are all quoted in the proportions directed for adults, which are
much too active to be applied to the delicate skin of childL·en; they should
therefore be diluted one-half at least.
Anderson recommends the use of oil of cade or tar, combined with tbe
sulpho-alkaliue oi ntments.
As the use of the su lphur oiotment is sometimes objected to in private
families, on accouot of its disagreeable odor, various suhstitutes have been
recommended. l\Ir. Wilson states that he found camphor dissolved in oil,
in the proportion of one drachm to the ounce, answer every purpose of
eradicating the disease; and Dr. Coley (Prac. T,-ent. on Dis. of Children,
Phil. ed., 101) speaks highly of an ointment composed of one drachm of
iodide of potassium to one ounce and a half of lard. of which a lit.tie is to
be applied all over the body, except the head and face, every night.
Ointments coutaiu ing carbolic acid or petroleum are also used with good
effect.
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The u;;;e of stavt:sacre and hellebore has lately been revived, nnd ap-

parently with good

~ucce.::;s i

and Aader:son highly recommeml:"l nn oint-

ment made by meltiog together one part of liquid styrax with two of

lard.
The cli~eRse rarely requ ires any constitutiona l treatment. If1 however,
any comp li c'.ttion exi~t. or the general health be deranged in 1111y way,
such meas.ures as may be necessary for the removal of either of' the:'!e conditions should be empluyeJ, in connection with tho:se proper for the spt:cific
di~ease .

CLASS VIII.
WOR~IS

IN TUE ALDIENTARY CANAL.
(:EXERAI, RE'.\CARK9.

are (i\'C <lifferent l'Jl<'('ies of wormi;;; found in the alimrntnry cnnnl.
The. . e are the A!lcaris lurubri('(lide:-i, or rnund·worm; J\... ca.ris nnnicularis,
threurl-worm, '-eat-worm, or, a~ it i~ popul11rly called. a~cari<.le!"I; Tricocepha)u;:; di:.. par, or long lhread·wnrm i T~c11ia solium, anrl T:enia mediocanellata,
the mo.-,t 1·omrnon varictie:-; of' tape-worm; au<l Lhe Buthriocephalus latus, .
T11EHE

ltcnia 11.ltn, or broad tape-worm.

'Vl' !:'hall give a short de,.<·ription of each of the intestinal entozoa, in
order thnt th('y may be rendily di,,tingni~hed, hut will treat of' the cau:;es,
symptorn!l;, and trt:>atmeot ouly of the first two, im1~niuch as thC! treuia8 very
rarely C:'xi~t during infancy or thildhood, and the tric:otcplrnlus is ruuc:h le!<~
frequent than the round aud i;eat-worms, and gives rii;e to symptoms of
the ~ame kiud us the f'urmer.

1u~1::1~:~;~:i;·:~, 17i·~:.i':~.~~ ~~~ ,::;:11~~t':~::::~~~<~:s~l~~;J::; ,!~ti: 1~l~~~l:1;1:1~o~~ !~l~~~
10
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e11.rth·worm, having a tylin<hical body, which is utlcnuated 1owa1d.::; either
extrcmiry, but particularly the anterior. It \'}U'ies in length generally
betwJ.:<.•n !5ix and twelve inches, and i.::; wsually ahout two or three liaes iu
thic·k11l':-<i:I, The young worm, ahout an ineh and a half long, is rardy met
with. The head or the animal is at the emalle:.-t extremi1y, an<l mny be
di .. tinµ-ui:.-hed by a circular <leprei:'sion, around which m:iy be seen three
tuberdt·::". \\'hen recently vnid~d, the worms are some,d1at transparent,
so that the ,.i .. ccra may sometimes be seen through the parieles. The i11te~lirue11t is marked by circular fibres, nod by four Jines extending at equal
di-"tlHll'<'~ frnm the head 10 the tail, the former or which iudicute the course
of lhc mu~cll'~, while the latter iuchcate that of the ve::ssels and 11erves.
The c·olor of' the worm i::s whitish, yellowbh, or more or le~s <le<>p ro:-y
in tiut, nC'cording to the nature of' the uliment they contain i they are, as
nlrendy ~lated, somewhat tran:-:parent wheu fir:::.t voi<le<L The alirneutary
cn11nl, whiC'h may be di~tingui:;hed by it-; brownich colM, terminates by a
trnn-.vt•r.;e openirig or anu .. , :'iituate<l on the inferior ::;urface of the animal,
ju.-;t iu front of its ro~terior exlrernity.
The two ::-ex~d are in difft•rent individual~. The male may be known by
it~ rnil, whiC'h is shortly cun·ed, while that of the female is strniµ-hter and
thieker. Th~ genitals of the malt! cou.-;i-;t of a double penis, which mny
sometime be ~cen to protrude ju:::.t iu frout of the caudal extremity; tho::se
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of the female may he <li:<tinguh•hed by the vulva, ~eatetl at a ron.:ctrictrd
point of the borly, about a third of the di.:;rant·e from the head to the tuil.
The male is smaller and much le~~ abulHbnt than the fernalr.
The A.<tf'aris or 0.t'!Jlli'i·i t•er111ic11fori.i, thread-worm, sca.t-worrn, or m~w
j ... generally dh.;ting-ui .. hr<l
The sexes are in isl'Jl!lrate
individuals.
The male.is: genernlly ahout two line,;; in lrngth; its body is eJa . . ti<', of
a whiti"h color, nry !'lrnder, ao<I look:-; not unlike a piece of cotton thn·acl,
whence one of its name." wt\'l rleri\•ed. The female i:-; larger than the male,

worm, is the smallest of the intestinnl worm;;, and

in popular language by the title of ascaride::;.

reaching a length of four or five lines. The anterior part of the body ii
of the l'iame shnpe in both sexe.'!. It i::; ohtu.:e, anti c.;urrnuoderl by n trnm;parent membrane, throu~h which may be seen a ~trnight tubl", forming a.
ki11cl of bladder. which ii' the oo;zophagu::;, and which termioatei in a globular ~tnmach. The heacl is provided with three tubercles, as in the lumhric<'ide~. The intestinal tube in the male continues the whole length of
. the body, which becomes ~omewhat thicker toward:, the encl, aod is arranged
into a spiral shape at the tail. The body of the female is shaped like that
of the male as far bark as the stomach, and increases io ~ize in the fir"t
third of its length, after which it dimini,..he~, aod becomes so small at the
end as to he seen with difficulty by the naked eyE'.
The 'l.'tiC'oceplutlus di.~prtl', or long thread-worm, is generally about an iu ch
and a half or two ioche." long, and con..;i:-;t~, as it were, of two portion>:, of
which the anterior, con..;tituting about two-third.: of the length, i:-3 exct•ediogly slender, scarcely thicker than a horde-hair, while the posterior third
swell:;; out suddenly so a~ to become much thicker and larger. The scxe:1
are in different indi\·irlual::". The worm is provided with an alimentary
canal, which, commencing at au orbicular molllh placed in the small extremity, ruos through the animal to the. anus, place<l at the caudal ex·
tremity. The male is smalle r thaa the female, ao<l is usually foun<l coavoluted. This worm is met with chiefly in the crecmm and colon, particularly the former. It u:-<uall_v exi:its in very small numbers, and ::::omt:times
but a single one is found . The symptonu which it occasions are the ::;ame
as those produced by the lumbric.>ides.
The Ta:nia soli11m, common or long tape-worm, ns well as the Ttcnia lata,
are of rare occurrence in c.-hihlren. Of :WU (·ase:s ob.served by l\I. Wavruch,
ouly 22 occ urred in subjects u111Jer fifteen years of age, and of' them the
youngest was three yea.rs and a. half' old (Bib. d1i Med. Prat., t. v, p. 6'.Zfi).
These worms have, howe\•er, been met with at aa earlier age, but as they
arc m.re, we tleem it unnece.~~mry to do more tlian de~cribe their appearan<'e,
io order that the reader may be able to di:-<tingui:.;h between them and the
varietie::.: which genernlly <=Xh-.t in children, the A,.caris lumhricoide.s and
vermicularis. For a full account of the symptomd produced by the two
varieties of the trcnia, and their treatment, the reaUer is referred to auy of
tbc standard works oa the practice of medicine.
The Tumia soliwn is usually of a whiti~h color, flat in form, and vn.ryiug
in leugth from five to ten feet, its ordiua.ry leugtb, to twenty feet, or even
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I.ti:- uneven io slrnpP, bl'ing: thi('k and brnalll'r behintl, nod mensuring- th1l·e or four line=- at ih wide-,t part, while it tnper5 grutlually
t1Jwanl~ the nuterior extremity, wh<.:re it become,.i ;.;}en,ler ao<l threadlike. Tbc hl·ad i:s globo,.;c aud ~ery minute, heing abo11t 10 th of an inch iu
3
dinmtter. lt ha~ n projcctiug papilla in the centre, furuiished with a duuhle
cirele of hooklt!bi. There arc a\ ... u four projecting :-:uctorial ,li,.k6 placed
&L equal di,.tance:; a.rouu<l the hl'ad. The neck i:- delicate and thread-like,
but on miero~copic examination pre,.ent::; tran:~wer .. e wriukle:s at a ::ihort
di.itancc from the head, and .. oou ml'rgt•.-; into the di,.tinctly joiutt:d bo<ly.
Thi~ i~ c:ompo~cd of numerous ;.;<·~iu1.:ut,., which at fir::.t are ~mall, and
bruadt·r thau they are luni;, hut luwer 1luwn iuerea~e more rapidly iu
length than in breadth. Tl1c large:;t jninb mca.-,ure aLuutone-founh of' an
i11d1 wi!le by half au inch lone;. Each juintcuutains Ooth male and female
sexual upparatu:-:, opcuiog by a com mun aperture on the side.
The 'J'rr1tiu 111tdioca11t'llalu \rn1' fi.1rnH.·rly coufouuded with the t~cnia solium.
It attain", however, a gn.:nlcr length, it:s joint-. arc long-er autl broader, and
it:-1 h~a1l is about three time,. a,., thii·k. The four su1.:ker:; arc pre:scut, but
there i~ 111J central projt!cting pnpilb, nor any hookh:t,;.
The 1Jull11'iol'tplwfo.s lulu."<, Ta 11i1t /11f11, or b1·01u{ lrtj>t:·ll'Dl'lll, is Jung and
flat lik(j the prec1::diug variety, but ll i8 generally thinner and brnader,
mea~urinl-{ from four to ten lines iu brl'adth . It attains cvE>o a greater
lcugth thun the comn1ou tape·wurm. 1t i:-o lHrnlly of a Uirt.y-whitc color,
anti rnthu It: .. ~ opaque than the trcnia ~olium. It i:; di;.;tingui:sht::d aJ .. u
from the utlier ta:ni;.e, by the i:-hape of the ~l'gmeut .. , whid1 are bruadl'l'
tlut.n they are loug; by the form of the head, \\hich is i:mall, elougau.•<l 1
without :-pinl::oi, nud Jivitlcd iuto two lube:; by a longitudiual fo::::-:l 011 each
sirle i anti by luwiug, iu,.;tc:Hl of the four mouth~ of 1he l:cnia ~ulium, a.
single miuute port: iu the centre, bctwccn thd lu. . .,.a, or ebe two pure,., oue

at the cxt1·t.·111ity of cac:h Johe.
T11cfru111n1t'!f of inte ... tin~d worm", and their i11111ort111H'c as 1.\ cau~e of
db·c:M', have ctrtaiuly bcen, nnd an! ::-till by many phy,.iciau.-., autl c:-pcciu.lly hy the public, very greatly exagg-erntcd. There c:au be nu duubt
that thcy 110, when thl.'y cxi:-t in lar~e 11u•rntitic,., nut! particularly in certttin cuuutrics, give ri~e tu grc;.it di::.Lurba11ce:-; of the digc,.ti\'C organ:;, and
('\'l'll rn. 'l'U,.ion death; but :-ueh iu.-.tauce::. are-, it :oeems tu u:;, extre1uely rare,
1
1
1
11
1
1 1
i
LI i\f\:
dungcrl·d by their existence,-though \\"C have ~ee11 uunn:rou:s iu:stauces
iu \\ hid1 ,.Jight di~orders of tht dige~Li\•e apparntu~, aud rnriuu:s nervous

:~it 1~ i,: ~:,;::, ~'~ ~c;,~ ~wu'~: l:;~;i~J;~~~ :: :~ h\ ~~~

\~l:~;·ea: ~1';~ :c~~o~·:J~· 1~~~

Pymptom-., gc11undly of \·cry mudcrntc st:verity, ha \'e di:.appeartd after the

admiui .. trntiou of authelmiutil·:-;, :--umdimes followed, aud in uu equal
uumhcr ,,f cu:-es prubuhly, not follo\\eJ, l>y the t•xpuJ,.iuu uf worm,.; .
Tl> ~how the trnth of the above remark~, a::. tu the importauce of wurm:s
as a cau,.e of <li:-ca:-l', we make the folluwiug quotations: Vr. Ru:;h \J/ul.
lm111il'it•1 u11d ()b~i;n•alio11,1, \'Oi. i, p. :w:;) remark:;: "\\"hco we cou.-.idcr
ho\\ univcr:-ally wornhi arc fuuntl 1u all young aui1ualtt, aud how frt=qL_1e11tly
Lhey txi"t in the humnu body, without pruJucing Ui::ca::ic of auy k1ud, it
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is natural to cnnclude that they sen·e some nc:efnl nnd necessary purpm:es
in the animal economy." l\I. Guer.~m.ot says ( Diel. de 1-llhl., t. xx":..:., GU!J):
"It has alwa.ys been the custom to assigu to cntozoa n1uch too important
au inftuE>nre upon the diseases of c:hildhood. In proportion as thi:; part of
pathol()gy is perfected, it become.;; evident. that the greater number of children dying after having cfo:char,ged worms, or even while h~wing them

stil l, are affected with acute or chronic di:seases, which leave after death
incontestahle traces of their effects, auJ which are of themsf:' lves neces-

sarily fatal." l\l. Barrier (Jlfal. dcl'E11f. 1 l. ii, p.100) quotes~[. Trousseau
as making the following remarks: "Fur sixteen yeard we have not met
with a single child who has presented any verminous symptoms; ne\·er or
almost oevt!r does a child born ttlld reared in P,1ris discharge worm~, while
just the contrary is true as to the provinces.
. Young children, to be
sure, are sometimes met wilh in our hospitals, who di~charge worms, but
they are those who have beeu born in the couutry, anti have lived iu the
capital only fur a short time.'' Dr. Cun<lie (Dis. of Child., 2J e<l., p. 22G),
remarks: "\Vorm s are a very common occurrence in the iute:stioes of
children, an<l may unquestionably, under certain circmostance~, become
a cause of severe irritation; but much less frequently than is generally
supposed"
\Ve believe we may c<)Oclurle, therefore, that though these parasites are
of ve ry common occurrence, and productive of grave di:mrders in some
countries, they are rarely met with in quantities sufficient to do serious
injury to the health ) in other places, as for imtance Paris, and probably in
this co untry, or at least in the northern parts of it.
That intestinal worms do, however, not unfrequcntly in some countries,
and occasionally in all, produce dangerous and even fatal disturbances of
the bealt h, cannot be doubted after careful perusal of the evideoce brought
forward by diff~rent authorities. l\L Guersan r, amongst others, remarks
(loc. cit., p. 670) : "It is nevertheless iucontestable, that the development
of these animals in the gastro-intestinal and abdominal cavities does sometimes give ri se to very varied morbid phenomena, whic.:h are in some instances grave enough to cause death ." Nevertheless, we are disposed to
believe, as stated above, that fatal or even dangernus results from the
existence of these parasites are of rare occurrence in this city, and probably througLout our Northern States. Dr. Dewees, however, mentions
several cases in which they produced alarming symptoms, and one iu particular (Dis. of Cliild., p. 492), in which the subject, a child twenty mouths
old , was extremely emaciated, and whose abdomen was u enormously distended, and semi-transparent," who recovered rapidly afler ninety-six
lumbri coides, from six to teu in ches long each, had been expelled under
the use of pink-root in iufusiou.
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ARTICLE I.
ASCAHIS T~UMllRlCOIDES .

T1rn dPR,.ription of this worm ha~ nhea<ly been given at pa~e 1003.
('.n«.,.1:~.-Under thi;; head we l"h:tll not pretend to con!l;iJer the question
of the origin of worm,,, but only the causes which predi.spo"e to their product inn, or favor their growth.
Aye ha~ no doubt a considerable influence upon the predis;po,.ition to
lumbricoide~. According to M. Guer:::aut (loc. cit .. p. (i8.5), in fonts at the
bren"t under six months of age are very rarely affected with them. Instance~ occa"ionally occur, but nre altogether exceptiong to the general
rule. Above six months of age, they begin to be met with, but still very
rarely, ~o that scarcely one or two will be found iu several hundred children of a very curly age; while from three to ten years of age they will
be ob:-1erved in about a twentiHh, or in some seasons perhaps iu a larger
proportion. 1\1. Valleix states that he has never met with them in newb1>rn children. Dr. Dewees says (loc. eit., p. 481 ), that he has never seen
worms in children under tea monthi:i ot<l; aud in only two instances at t.hat
age. \Ve do not recollect ourseh·cs ever to have 8eeu them iu subjects
younger than eighteen months, au<l very rarely in those unJer three or four
year~.

There can be little doubt that the dispo:::ition to worms is hereditary iu
some fumilie~. It isgtrnerally believed that the species undt"r cousiderntiou
i;; more com'Tlon in girls tlmn boy.~; that it i~ most common iu children of
lymphatic and 1Jcrofulo1td coastitut.iuus; and that a too exclusively vegetable
or milk diet, and an abuse of frnils, strongly predispose to their production.
The lmbitation of a cold and damp, or warm and damp climate, and the
se<t!jOU~ of isummer and autumn, are supposed by many also to favor their
pro1luction aud growth. It i,, a general belief, and we should suppose from
per,:;nnal experience, a well founded one, thnta feeble and di.. . or1lered state
of the digestive function from auy cause, often acts as a pre<lit:posing cause
of worm~, aiHI particularly of lnmbricoides.
1-\E.\T~.-The small intestine is, iu n. very large majority of the cases, the
sent of the a~caris lumbricoidei;. They are met witb, however, iu other
parts of the digestive tube, particularly the stomach and large intestine,
noel more rnrcly in the ce.;ophagus or pharynx. lo some instances they are
found to have migrated to other organs, as to the liver, gall·bladder, nutl
in still rarer en;:;es they have pas~e<l into the peritoneal cavity, bladder,
larynx, trachea, bronchi, and e\•en into the na:::al passages and frontal
:-iou,.;e.~. Tbey have al~o been met with occasionally in the walls of the
abdomen, forming verminous ab~ce~ses, wheuee they have escaped on the
ope11 iug of the abscess.
The number of ascaridei-; is exceedingly variable i there may be only two
or three, ten or twenty, or several hundred. 'Vhen very numerous, they
are apt to be rolled or twisted into knots or balli5, which have been seen as
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Jarge as the fist, so as to block up completely the canal of the iote:-:;tine.
In a case cited by Rilliet aad Ba.rtbez, from JL Da.quin, the duodeaum
was so filled with worms as to be distended, aud to have acquired a con·
siderably larger bize than natural, while at. the same time it was hard and
elastic. The jejunum, ileum, and ccccum were filled, so that it t"eemed na
though the worms must have been pushe<l in by force. They were found
also, but in smaller quantity, in the colon. Dr. Condie (loc. cit., p. 2:30)
states that he has known one hundred and twenty lumbri coides to be voided

in a single day by a child five years uld. It ought, however, to be remarkerl,
that the in!:!lances in which such large numbers are met with are altogether
exceptional, especially iu our Northern States.
have never our,;elves
knowu more thau six, eight, or ten to be expelled within a few day!i' time,
and very ge11erally there have not been iuore than three, four, or five.
AxA'l'O:'IIlC.-\L LEsIOxs.-When the number of' lumbricoides is small,
t he mucous membra.ne has been found in a state of' perfect heallh, while,
ou the contrary, wheu they are numerous 1 and espec iall y when col lected
together iuto kuots, the membrane has presented a fine injection like that
which exbts in erythemutous enteritis; in some very rare instances on
record, in whi<.:h the quantity of worms has been very great, the mucous
membrane bas been found deeply iujected 1 thickened, granulated, an<l, in
a small proportiou of' cases, softened, and even eroded. Not uufrequently
the iute:::;tine pre~ents all the characterd of well-marked enteritis, ur enterocoliti::;, tho.ugh the number of worms may be very small. Io such case~, it
i:i reasonable to suppose tlrn.t the inflammatory affection has been an accidental co111plication of the verminous cli,-order.
1\Iuch discussion has ar isen in regard to the manoe1· in which perforation
of the iute.stiue, as an accompaniment of worms, takes place. lL is necessary tu suppose, in subjects iu whom worms a re found io the p~ritoneal
cavity, or in ab"ccsse::; formed in the abdominal parietes, that perforation,
uf the bowel has taken place, and yet io some iuotauceo oo trace of the
openings j:;, left, no inflammation of the scrou.s membrane is met with, nor
has there beeo any edcape of the contents of the Jigestive canal into the
abdominal cavity. In other.;, however 1 and much the most numerou:;ca::es,
it is evident frJm the anatomical appearances, that the perf'uratioo lltls
taken place io consequence of previous ulceratiou of the coats of the bowcl 1
and that the worms have e:::;caped with the other contents of the int~tiue.
It is in regard to the former class, therefore, that discussion has principally
taken place; some a\'i~ertiug that the para~ite ilself' makes the opening, by
au active process, while others deny the po~sibility of this occurrence, aud
ma in tain a previous ulceration or sof'teuiug in all ca-;es. Ainong.~t those
who advocate the possibility of perforation iodepeuJent of previous chauge
in the intestillid coats by disease, are .l\DI. .MondiCre an<l Charcelay, tl1e
former of whom has examined the subject with a great deal of care, quoted
by Hilliet an<l Rtrthez; Rilli et aod ll.~rthez themselves; the authors of
the Bibliolh. du JI~J.. Prat., an<l :.M. G uersant; while amongst those opposed
to this opi11ion m;ty be cited, :JDL Cruveilhie1\ B.~rrie r, Dr. Arthur Farre,
who greatly doubts the po8sibility of' the accident, and Dr. C.:ou<lie. We
confess ourselves iocliued to believe, from facb!:)tate<l by <lifferent author;;,
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and from the history of two cases which occurred to :u . Guersant in 18..f.1,
at the. Children's Hospital of Paris (foe. cit., p. 680), that worms may in
some mstances cause a perforation independently of previous disease of tbe
coats of the intestine. Io one of these, two lumbrici were found engaged
in an opening in the appendix vermi.formis, half the bodies of tbe animals
being in the appendix and ha.If in the peritoneal sac; while in the other,
no o~ening of the same kind as in the previous case was found in the ap·
peud1x, and though the three worms which were found lying in the abdom inal cavity might have escaped through au ulcerated perforation of the
colon, it is not the less true that the opening in the appendix presented the
same characters exactly as in the first case, in which the animals were, as
the author remarks," taken in the act." In both instaoces, the perforation of the appendix was at the extremity of that canal, and in the forrn
of a nn.1Tow opening of a conical shape; the membranes were smooth,
thinned, and the edges of the Ol'ifice sloped off from within outwards; no
trace of ulceration was perceptible. On the other hanrl, we have met wi1h
a fatal case of intestinal perforation. dependent on exteosive ulceration of
the bowel, in which a lumbri<'oid worm was found lying loosely hnlf.wny
out through the opening. lu this case it was evident that tl)e presence of
the worm was rurely accidental.
In regard to the vernifoous abscesse8 already referre<l to, we shall make
but few remarks, refening the reader to more extensive treatises for fuller
information. These abscesses have bee11, in very rare instances, met with
in the pharyox and nasal passages, but much more frequently they exi.::t
in the abdomen. The latter mav be of two kiuds, ste-rcoraceous aud 11oiisfe1·co1·areous. In the former, tb e abscess, which forms upon some portion of the walls of the · abdornen, gives issue not only to the worm or
worms, and pus, but also to fecal and even alimentary substauces, and
leaves behind a fistuJa connecting with tbe cavity of' the intestine, which
may cicatrize after a short time, 01· remain open during life. Ia the other
form of abscess, the opening through the coats of the intestine has been
closed immediately after the passage of the worm, so that the absce-ss gi\·es
issue only to the animal and pus, afLer which it heals up without giving
rise to a fistula .
The verminous abscesses nre said to be found genera1ly about the in·
guinal and uoobilical regioos; to occur most frequently between the ages
of seveu and fourteen year.s, and not to be, as a. genera.I rule, very drtogerous to life.
0

SYMPTOMS INDICATIVE OF TllE PRESENCE OF

'V ORMS .-We

belie\~e

it is almo":>t universally acknowledged by later writers, that there is no
single symptom, nor group of symptoms, other than the expulsion of the
worms, nn<l their detection, which indicate with certainty their existence
in the alimentary tract. This is the expressed opinion, amongst others, of
Ml\I. Guersnnt, Hilliet an<l Barthcz, Barrier, Valleix, and Drs. Eberle an cl
Condie, and it is also the opiuioll which we have ourselves been led to
form fl'om our experi ence arnougsL children.
Another point worthy of remark is, that even though one or several
wonus may have been expelled, it is not always foir to conclude that the
64
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symptoms under which the child labors, are the result of the pre.sence of
others of these auima]s, as there may he no more in the bowel!!!, or they
may be so few in number as oot to produce injurious effects; while, on the
c:ontrary, various disorders of the alimentary tract, as chronic indigestion,
simple diarrhcea, and inflammatory di:;eases of the gastro-iute~tinal mucous
membrane, may and <lo exist simultaneously with, and yet independently

of, the presence of these parasites.
The symptoms generally enumerated as indicative of the presence of

w0nns are the following: The child presents various signs of <li:sturbed
health. The stomach is more or less deranged, as shown by furred tongue,
eructations, variable appetite, which is sometimes dimini~bed, and some·
times increased, thirst, acid or heavy breath, and nausea. The abdomen
may be enlarged or retracted, generally the former, and is often more or
le~s har<l and painful to the touch; the condition of the bowels varies iu
different case~, as they are sometimes costive, aud sometimes afiected with
dianhcca. According to l\I. Guersant, the stool::: often contain glairysubbtanc~s. and are .sometimes !;treaked with blood and of a yellowish· green
color; tbe patient often suffers from colic, which may be either dull or
acute, though more generally tbe latter, aud whicb is generally felt at
the umbilical region. Children affected with lumbricoides are .sni<l to present a peculiar physiog11omy; tbe face is usually paler than natural, and
Eomctimes has a leaden tint; lheeyes are surrounded by blui5h ring8,and
have at the same time a dull and languid expression; the inferior eyelids
are often swelled and puffy; the sclerotic coat of the eye assumes a bilious
tint; the nostrils are said to be sometimes swo\lco, and the child complains much of irritation and itcbiug of those parts, and is comtautly
picki11g at them with the fingers. Io some instances epistaxis takes place.
The child is generally pale and thin, indolent and lioguid, or irritable
Rud unhappy. The sleep is almost always disturbed. This indeed is, it
seems to us, one of the most important signs both of worms and of chronic
functional disorders of the stomach and bowels. The nights are almo~t
always restless, the patient either waking often to drink, or waking in
fright noel alarm from dreams, or else cou.::;tantly tossing am.l turning in
i:-leep, moaning, or grinding the teeth.
Other symptoms mentioned by different observers, and by some very
much depended upon, are acceleration with irregularity of the pulse, and
dilatatiou, especially unequal dilatation, of the pupils. We might cite
al::so strabismus, and occasionally cough.
In children iu whom the number of lurubricoides is very large, the coustitution suffers to a dangerous degree. The symptoms above enumerated
are very marked, and at the same time the chil<l is very pale or sallow,
emaciated, weak, aud without appetite; the abdomen is hard and tumid;
the nervous E'ymptoms are severe, and some of the symptom~ which we
shall describe presently, under the head of disorders oocasiooed by worm!,
are also obsen·ed .
. It shou~d be remar~ed~ however, again, that all or any of the symptoms
JUSt described may exist independently of the pre"3ence of worms the onlv
certain sign of which is their expuldion from the patient.
'
·
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]~f'FEC:Ts O<'C.\sIO~-tu> HY Wo1n1~.-::\DI. Rilliet and Barthez
~i,·ide the au·idents or effect~ produced by the exi<:.tence of lumbriroi<les
111!0 two group~: those which re~ult from the mechani,·al influence of the
entozoa, as thC'ir accumulation or di!-· placement; nncl tho:;c which appear
to he the con:-equeuces of :i purely sympathetic actiun on tbe difforeut
i:.y,;IC'lll8 of the bod)', and particult\l'ly the nervous ~y~tem.
)fE('H.\~H'AJ. EFFECT:-;.-Undcr thi~ head are included perforation and
hemordia~c of' the iute::>tine, entcriti", ab"cf~!"e::, and the symptoms dt'!termintd hy the cfoplacen1ent or migration of the worms into the ductui
l'Ommuni,.; (·holedochu:0 1 the li\'er, or the air-pa,.saµ-ell-.
Of pl'1fora1ion and ab!"ce.i..,:e~, we have a\re:.1dy treated under the head
of auat 1Huical le::>iou.3. Hemorrhage is a very rare event, but it occurred
in 011c ii1l<ta11ce cited by l\l~L Hilliet nud Banhcz, and Guer:sant, from
M. ('h:u«·elay, in co11seque11ce of the rupture uf' au arteriole iu a ~mall
rountlul ult·(nlliou in the duo<lc>num, apparently occasioned by the pr(':;·
l.!nce of n lnrge number of lumhric:i. Enterifr~, as uu effect of the pres·
cuce of worm~, has also been referred to under the head of the auatomital
il'.~ion,.. ln many instances it h.1, no doubt, a mere acci(lental complica·
lion, in 110 way connected with the presence of entozoa; probably thi~
i~ true of' a large majority of the cases.
\Vhen, however, the number
of the paru~ites i:; very great, aud particularly when they are collettccl
into large or firm knots and bundles, they may, 110 doubt, occa~ion, by
their 1111:chanical irritation, inflammation, thickeniug, :-oftuiing, and Hen
de:strul'tiu11 of the mucous Li:-::,ue, as iu cases cited by M. Guer:;aut, from
~DI. Hrctonneau and Ulrnrcelay, and in one whil'h occurred tll liim!Self'.
It ~houlli be remarked, huwe\•er, that the cases 011 record in which ulccrn·
tiun ... L·vidl'ntly depeud upon the pre::euce of worms, are, so to speak,
iufinitl'ly fow in compari.son with those iu which no such a.Iteration ex·
i!'!tcd, <H' in "·hich it wn8 evidently independent of any influence exerted
:\[on.nm

by till' \\"Orll))j,
· E1·TJ:t'T~ ('Al'~ED nY THE D1::-PLAC'EME'.'\"T on )[1<;RATIO:S OF \YoR:.1~.
Lumhrit•oidl•:-1 have been found, as we have already seen, i11 the walls of
the ulnlonH.'LI, gi\·ing rise to absrc::-,.;e:o:. They have be~n discovered, also,
in rhe wrruiform appeudix, iu the ductus communi~ rholedochus, in the
gall li!:ulilcr, in the hepatic duels in the sub:-;tnnce of the liver, furmiug
ab.~l'l ...... t .... 1 uwl iu the pancreatic duct. The symptoms occa . . ioned by the
liutcr l'h ...s of C:l!SC.S are very obscure. In one instcrnce., ~[. Guersa.11t sup·
(lO!"l'd ilmt u11 attack of couvul:;ious clepeude<l upon the pre;::;euce of worm::;
iu the common duct.
)lore 1111n11:rou~ examples arc on rerord, in which violent dyspnrea aud
tuu:!h, n111l fatal asphyxia, have occurre<l in cou::equeuce of the pressure
of lu1 11 brkuidL:!" which had pa~::;ed into the re~ophagus, or from their in·
trudu('tiou into the larynx, trachea, or broochi. The symptoms occnl'ionl'd hy thc:->e accidents nre a. sudden attack of dyspnrea, anxiety, agita·
tion, tl11~t'ttlc11ed t-uflOcation, dry, bpnsmodic cough, acuLe painful cries,
pain iu the larynx or trachea, aud, uules:; relil!f' be obtained in a few
hour!', dtath. This kiud of' uttack may depeud on the rising of a worm
or bundle of worms into the c.:eKiphagus, causing pres~ure on the larynx
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and trachea, as in the case repOrted by l\I. Tonnelle, in which the symp·

toms disappeared after the expulsion of a Jarge number of wormsi or el!-<e
it may be due to reflex spasm of the oosoplrngus 01· larynx dependent upou
the irritation transmitted from the intestine which is excited by the pres·
ence of these parasites. Ooe of us has met with an in~tance of this kind.
It occurred in a boy fifteen years old, pre$.enting every mark of strong and
vigorous health, but who, for three or four weeks before we were consulted
in regard to him, had been subject to sudden and apparently causele:-s at·
tacks of Buffocation, which seized him without the least warning. When
the attack came on, he would for some iustauts cease to breathe 1 or breathe
with much difficulty. Ile always seemed to suffer from the greate"t anxiety ; the counteuauce became alLered and distressed; he was unable to
speak, but made signs for water, and when able to swallow a mouthful,
which was always exceedingly difficult, was at once relieved. His mother
told us that he always appeared to be in the greatest distres~, so that, on
several occasions, slie feared for his life. Striking him violently on the
back , which she, when present, always did, sometimes relieved him, but
generally the difficulty contioued until Le could swallow a little fluid of
some kind. Thei:;e attacks were unattended at the time by cough, nor was
there the least sign of disorder of the respiratory system in the iutervals
between tbem. Suspecting that the difficulty must depend on the rising of
a worm or worms into th e c.esophagus, or upon sympathetic irritation from
the presence of these parasites in the stomach, and learning that he had
been troubled with worms some years previously, we gave him worrnseed
oil, which caused the exp ulsi on of a few large lurubricoides, after which
he had no return of the sy mptoms.
The attacks of dysparoa may depend also, as al ready stated, on the
introduction of worms into the air·pas;;ages. Under these circumstances
death is very apt to be the result. lu one instance, however, reported by
l\I. Arrousshon, after· the difficulty had lasted two hours, the patient, a
little girl eight years old, after violent eff'orts at coughing, threw up a
living lumbricus.
'Ve have next to conside r the sympathetic e.ffects, an<l. particularly the
ne1·vo1ts symptoms, occasioned by worms. 'Ve may include amougst the
nervous symptoms produced by worms the headache, languor, irritability,
restle~s and di:;turbed sleep, and griudiug of the teeth, so frequently ob·
::5erved . These, however, are of but slight importance in comparit"on with
certain other disorders of the nervous system, which do undoubtedly occur
sometimes, though we should suppose very 'rarely, in proportiou to the whole
number of subjects affected with the parasites. The diso rd ers to which we
allude are partial 01· geaeral convuloions, chorea 1 hysteria, and catalep~y,
which are the most frequent, though, as so often stated already, extremely
rare iu comparison with the number o f cases in which the presence of the
worms produces no such effects. Othel' disorders citc<l by the authors of
the Bib. dn Aftcl. Prat., with cases to prove their reality, are insauity1
paralysis, coma, palpitations, strabismus, cough, hyperresthesia of the skin,
amaurosis, and aphonia.
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DrAGNOSts.-It has already been stated that there are no certain signs
of the preseace of worm3 iu an individual except their expulsion. The
symptoms which have seemed to us most strongly to iudicate their presence
are, u. ch ro~1ic disordered state of the digestive appa.ratus, producing irregu.lar nppet1te, which is sometimes good aad at others bad; slight emaciat1011; paleness or unhealthy tint of the complexion; huguid expression of
the fa.ce i some irritability of the temper, or a want of the gayety and activity of di~position natural to childhood; picking at the nose; often some
tumidity of the abdomen, which may be at the same time either hard or
merely tympanitic; and, what seems to us more importaut than any that
we have named, very restless and bl'okeu sleep at night, with frequent
grinding of the teeth.
llf. Valleix remarks that, iu a case presenting nervom1 symptoms simulating disease of the brain, we may suspect the existence of worm~, if we
learn upon inquiry that symptoms of' marked intestinal disorder, the
various signs cited above as indicative of the presence of worms, and different derangements of digestion, had preceded for some time the appearance of' the nervous symptoms; chiefly for the rea~on that, in most
disen.~es of the brain, the :alimentary tract is, at the invasion, in a stiite of
integrity, with the exception of sympathetic vomir.ing. If we can learn,
upou inquiry, that the child has di.;:cha rged worms on some previous occasion, the pr~bability of the dependence of the symptoms upon them
become:.i still stronger.
It is sometimes difficult to determine positively whether certain substnnces discharged at stool are fragments of worms, or whether they are
portions of imperfectly digested aliment, or fo1·eign bodies. The things
which most resemble lumbricoi4es, are the remains of tendous, ligaments,
vessels, fibres of plants, etc. To make the distinution with certainty, the
doubtful substance ought to be placed in water, so that it may be thoroughly
clea.nsed, after which it must be carefully examined as to its structure, arrangement, consistence, etc., with the eye, and wilh the microscope, if
oece~sary . l\l. Guersant has suggested a very easy method of ascertaining
whether the substance be animal or vegetable, which is to subject it to
heat, after it has been cnrefully washed, wheu the odor will at once iuform
us of its real nature.
Pn.ooNoi:irs.-It is no doubt a very rare event, at least in the northern
parts of our country, for life to be endangered by the presence of worms.
\Ve have never, ourselves, met with an instance in which the general
health wns more than morlerately disturbed by this ca.use. That verminous nffections are sometimes, however, daogernus to life in this city, is
8howu by three cases related by Dr. Dewees, in which very severe and
threatening symptoms were iostautly relieved upon the expulsion of !um
brici after the exhibition of vermifuges.
\V orms become dangerous to life wheu they migrate from their origiual
seat to ueighhoring and important org:ins, part iculiirly tbe air-passages
nnd ]i,rer. The proguosis is unfavorable also when tbey accumulate iu
very large numbers, and give rise to the different uervous symptoms above
described,
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TREATllrnNT.-Befwe commencing our remarks upon the particular
remedies employed for the destruction and expulsion of worms from the
alimentary canal, we would call the atteation of the reader to the fact
that most of the recognized anthelmintics are more llr less irritating to tlie
g:istro-intestinal mucous membrane, and some of' them to the nervous
system also, producing, in overdoses, severe an<l even dangerous uen·ous
~ymptoms. Il is evident, therefore, that reme<lies of this class oug-ht not
to be exhibited unless they are manifestly called for, and not at all when
t'\)'mptoms of severe gastro-intestinal irritation, and par ticularly of inflammntion, are present, un le:::s there be the very strongest reasons for supposing
that those symptoms depend upon nccumu\ations of worms . 'Ve are quite
sure that we have, in a considerable number of instances} met with children
whose rligeHive organs had been injured, and in whom slight functional
derangement hafl been converte<l into severe indigestion, and even inflammatory di.\iorder, by the too frequent or long-cont inned use, or the adrnioi:;.
tratiou in excc:ssive quantitie:s, of different vermifuges, and of various. quack
nostrums, which are sold to au amazing extent in this city, anJ all over
the country.
As the diagnosis of worms is always doubtful, it is best never to riok the
a<lmiuiotration of any of the irritating Yermifuges., unless convincetl, by the
previous expulsion of wo1·m!'I, that tbey are almost certainly present; aod
indeed, wc ourselves rarely give auy other remedy than small quantities of
the wormseed oil in slight, and e::-pecially in doubtful cases, unlc:o!' thi:: hn!l
already been tried and failed. From our own experience, we believe that
this remedy is all-sufficient in n large majority of the caees that occur in
this city; as these are al must always of a mild character, and, as it not only
produces the expul~ion of the parasites when they exist, but also acts beuelicially upon the form:S of digeotive irritation which simulate tiO clo~ely the
symptoms produced by worm~. \Ve are persuaded, indee<l, that of all the
cases that have come under our notice, in which it seemed probable that
worms might be present, none were expelleJ in nearly half, aud yet the
signs of disturbed health have pas~ed away under the use of the remedy .
The oil of wormseed may be given in doses of four drops to children of two
years of age, and of six or ten to tho!l"e above that age, three times a day
fur three days, to be followed on the morning of' the fourth day by a
moderately active, but not irritating cathartic dose, the best of which is
castor oil or syrup of rhubarb. The objection to the remedy is its nauseous
taste and smell; these, howe\·er, may be partially di:Sguised by making it
into a mixture with yolk of egg, powderd gum, and syrup of ginger.
Some children take it very well dropped upon a lump of white sugar, while
others take it best mixed with common brown sugar. If one cour.-;e of the
oil, as it is called, fail to relieve the symptoms, another should be ad·
miuistered . It ought to be rerollected that, wheu given in large do-;e::,
the wonnseed oil is irritating to the digestive mucous membrane, and produces dangerous nervous symptom.ii. 'Ve know of one case, in which &
girl six or seven years of age was made exceedingly ill and suffered for
years afterwards, from the effects of a teaspoonful of the oil given by mis·
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take. The followiug is a very good formula for the administration of this
remedy:

The wormseed may be given also in powder, in the dose of from twenty

to forty graius.
The remedies most frequent1y employed in this country besides the
wormseed, are pink-root or spigelia., oil of turpe'n tine, calomel, and the
bristles of cowhage.
'Ve believe that the pink-root is more depended upon by us than any
other single remedy. It is given either in substance or iufusion. The
d.ose of' the powder is from ten to twenty grains for a child three or four
yen rs old, to be repeated every morning and evening for several days, aml
as
followed by au active cathartic. The powder is seldom
of
the drng is almost always given in iafusion.
administering it is in corubioatiou with cathartic substances. Thus, half
an ounce each of piok-root an<l senna may be infused for a few hours in
a pint of boiling water, and a tablespoonful given two or three times a.
day to children two or three years old, for three, four, or five days, when
it should be suspended for a time, a11d resumed, if necesmry. A preparation much used in this city under the title of worm-tea, and which we
mixed
have ourselves given with very good
inmanna, and savine, in different propol'tions,
with
sweetened with bl'own sngnr. Dr. G. B. \Vood (Pract. of llled.,
fusion
vol. i, p. 626) recommended the following formula:

&.

Sennre, Spigelire,.

J\lngne;;ireSulphat.,
J\Ianmc,
Frenieuli,

AqureFen·ent., .

These are to be macerated for two hours in a covered ve~sel, and a tablespoonful given to a child two years old
day, so as to procure two or three evacuations in the twenty-four
The remedy is continued for a few days, or for one or two weeks, if nece5·
sary, and if it do not debilitate the child.
The fluid extract of spigelia and senna has been introduced as a more
convenient nnd acceptable mode of administering this vermifuge with a
cnthartic. The dose for a child is from thirty minims to a teaspoonful,
.
nccordi11g to the age.
highly recomm.ended as au efficient remedy
The spirit of
authorities, aud particularly b~ ~1'. Josep.h Klapp
for worms by
nnd Dr. Condie, of this city. Dr. Condie states that it is the arncle from
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which he bas derived the most decidedly beneficial eff'ects, noel remarks
that it may be given wheu there exists considerable irritation of the nliweu~ary crinal, or even subacute inflammation, without any fear of it:; increasing either. He gives the rectified spirit iu sweetened milk, in molasses, or in the following mixture :
R. Mucil..Acacire, .
Racch. Alb.,

f.~ij.
,j; x.

Spir. ~·Ether. Nitl'.,
f3iij.
01. Tcrebinth.,
f3iij.
Magne,.;. Calcinat.,
3.i·
Aqurel\Icnthre, .
f,~j.-M.
Of this mixture a. dessertspoonful is given every three hours.

We have used the spirit of turpentine but se1clom, on account of its extremely disagreeable taste, having always succeeded perfecUy well with
the wormseed oil, or with infusion of pink·root with cathartics.
Calomel nlso ls highly thought of by many persons as a vermifuge, an d,
no Joubt, when use<l in comb in ation with or followed by cathartics, or
given in full purgative doses, it is very effectua l. \Ve can only repeat
what we have already said on several occasions, that it is a reme<ly wh ich,
from the powerful influence it exerts upon the constitution, ought not to
be given except when really calJe<l for; and, as we can almost always succeed in curing verminous affections by milder drugs, we see no occasion
fvr resorting to th is, except in rare cases. 'Vhen used it is given alone in
considerable doses, and followed by some cathartic, or in comb ination with
rhubarb and jalap, or jalap, or scammony.
The bristles or down of cowhage are also used by some practitioners, no
doubt sometimes with success. 'Ve have never used them, and can give
no opinion, therefore, from personal experience, as to thei r efficacy. They
a.re admin istered by makiug them into an electuary with honey 1 syrup, or
molasses, a teaspnoaful of which is given every morning for three days,
and then followed by an active cathartic.
The following elecfoary, recommended by Bremser, is very much em·
pl oyed in Europe, and is highly spoken of by Dr. Eberle:
B. Semin. Santonicm (semen-contra of the French writeI'!l),
Remin.Tanaceticontus.,
M,3i<s.
Valerian. pulv.1
3ij.
Jalapre puh-.,
3jss.-ij.
Potass. Sulphat., .
3jss.-ij.
Oxymel. :X:illre, .
q. s.-ut ft.
Electuarium.

A teaspoonful of this is given morn ing and evening fo r three or fo ur days,
wben tbe dejections generally beco111e more copious and liquid. If they do
not produce this effect, Bremser advises that the dose be iucreaserl. Dr.
Eberle gave it for six or seven days, an<l says it does far less good when
it produces frequent and watery evacuations, than when it causes only
three or four consistent stools a day. Th is preparation has a very dis·
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agreeable tastP, and children sometimes refuse to take it on that account.
1
"
hen tbid is the case it may be macle ioto pills.
l\DL Rilliet and Barthez recornmeu<l the following syrup, which was
propose<l and highly thought of by M. Cruveilhier:

Of late years, sautonin, the active priuciple deri,·ed from the European
wonnseed, has been much emplnyed 1 and with very good succe~s. Tbe
remedy may be given iu doses of from one· fourth to one-half of a grain for
a child two years old, com binecl or followed by a dose of castor oil or senna.
It is nlso prepared in the form of sugar-coated drag6es, which renders it
quite acceptable to children.
The empyrewnatic oU of Chabert is also highly spoken of by some
European authorities. It is made by mixing one part of the empyreumatic oil or fetid spirit of hartshorn, with three pa1ts of spirit of turpentine, and all0wing them to digest for four days. The mixture is then put
into a glass retort and distilled iu a sand-bath until three·fourths of the
whole bave passed over into the receiver. The prorluct tihould he kept in
small a11d tightly-closed vials. The dose is about fifteeo or twenty drops,
three or four times a day, for children between two nn<l seven years old.
This i.s recommended highly by Bremser and other authorities. Tbe great
objection to Lt is its exceediugly nauseous taste. Dr. Eberle speaks in very
favorable terms of a strong decoction of hehninthocorlon or Corsican moss,
which he has found "not only valuable as a vermifuge, but particularly
so as a corredive of that deranged and debilitated condition of the alimentary canal favoring the production of worms." An ounce of helrninthocorton, with a dracbm of valerian, are to be boiled in a pint of wa.ter
clown to a gill, and a teaspoonful of tbe decoction given morning, noon,
nod evening. It is particularly beneficial in cases attended with the usual
symptoms of worms, connected with want of appetite and mucous diarrhcea,
and arising from debility of the digestive organs, aud a vitiated condition
of the intestinaJ secretions.
Kiimeela, the reddish-brown powder which clothes the capsules of the
Rottlera tinctoria, has been of late highly recommended, not only in cases
of toonia, but of' ascaris Jumbricoides. Tbe dose for children i1:> about gr.
v, repented till it has acted on the bowels.
In all cases of deranged health supposed, either from the nature of the
symptoms, or proved by the previous expulsion of worms, to depend on the
presence of' these animals in the alimentary canal, it is exceedingly important to attend to the hygienic treatment of the child, and io some instances
to admiuister tonic11 and stimlllants. In not a few cases that lrnve come
under our own notice, in which many of the symptoms supposed to indicate
the presence of worms have been extremely well marked, we have succeeded
in removing them all without a reso1"t to any vermifoge, by the treatment
proper for the chronic indigestion or dyspepsia of children. The metborl
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of treatment to be employed in ~uch cases has already been 1n.id down in
the article on digestion, to which the reader is referred for full information. It should consist chiefly in strict attention to exercise and cliet1 and
in the use of tonic!'l, as quinia and iron, auJ small quantities of fine port
wi1w.
'Vhene,·er any complication exists in connection with worm~, the treatment mnst be modified according to its nature. If it consist in inflammation of any part of the alimentary tract, the inflammation ought to be attended to fir.st, and the verminous disorder for the time let alone. If the
inflammation he very slight, or if the symptoms indicate only severe irritation rather than positive inflammatory action, we nrn.y exhibit the milder
anrl least injurious vermifuges, a!:i very small doses of wormseed oil, which
we have never known to <lo harm , the decoction of helminthocorton and
valeriau, recommended by Dr. EIJerle, or, according to Dr. Condie, the
spirit of turpentine. If the verminous affection coexist with any of the
acute local inflammations of the thorax, the former ought to be, as a gen
era! rule, let alone, until the latter has been relieved by appropriate treatment. Iu doubtful c:ases, in which it is impossible to ascertain with cer·
tainty whether the symptoms depend ou worms, or upon a simple dyspeptic
condition of the digestive organs, it is most prudent to give only the sim·
plest and least irritating vermifuges....,.to regulatP. the hygienic conditionsof
the patient, and afterwards to resort to tonic:::, if necessary.
Various wrirers, and particularly M. Guersant, advise that we should
forbid, in verminous cases, the use of relaxing food, especially of milk
preparations, fruit~, and of fatty and farinaceous substances; and that,
after the expul,:.ion oftbe worms, we should direct a tonic and strengthening
regimen. Tbe diet should consist of boiled and roasted meats, of wine,
and of bitters. The author just quoted, states that a change of food alone
will often suffice to procure the expulsion of worms. He says (Diet. de
liff:,d., t. xxx, p. 689), "I have met with children who had been tormeated
with ascarides lumbricuides while residing in the country and living upon
milk and fruits, aud who, upon being brought to the city, and put upon
the use of broths and Soups, passed considerable quantities of worms, and
after that got entirely rid of them."
Occasionally our opinion is asked with reference to worms of other varieties, which are reported to huve been passed from the rectum of cbil·
dren. Thus, tapering elongated pieces of coagulated casein may be mis·
taken for worms.
So, too, we have seen a specimen, submitted to us by Dr. Bu~sey, of
Buena Vista, Texas, and said to have been passed by a boy there; of male
Gordicus aquaticus, or horse-hair worm. This is a nematoid worm, of
chestnut-brown color, a foot in length, a little more than one-half line in
breadLb, with a bifiJ caudal extremity. It grows in stngnaot water, and
thus may readily have been swallowed and passed per anum.
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ARTICLE II.
ASCARIS VEB.MICULARIS.

Tni;; rle,Qrription of this worm has alrearly been given at page 100-!.
REAT.-The ascaris vermicula1·is is found almost exclusively in the large
iuh.·stine. and iu a large mnjority of the cases is confined to tbe rectum.

~~;:e~a~~o: ~l~:~-e~~::f~~~<l t~na~hc:::rina

in the female, having no doubt

The cetuses which determiue the presence of this worm are not at all
unrle1·st.ood.
KYl\11''£0MS.-The

characteri.-:tic, a11Ll often the only symptom indicative

of their presence, i.s violent itchin g about the anus, which is sometimes
almo.-t insupportable 1 and which is generally most troubJe:;ome aud mo::;t
apt to occur at night when the child is in hed. In consequence of this,
the r:leep is much disturbed, and th 'e child grows peevish and irritable 1 and
may suffer considerable impairment of general health. Io sorne instance~
rise to acute and violeut pain in the region of the a11us, and
to tenesmus and mucous or bloody stool:-5. \\Th en t.he lastnamed severn symptoms ex ist, the worms may occasinn dangerous nervous
di~order.'-1, nnd even give rise to general convulsio11s. The worms not unfrequently escape from the rect.um and are found upon the be<l-cluthes, or
upon the clothes which the chi ld has worn through the da~·· Sometime~
tliE'y are discharged in considerable numbers, and are found, in that case,
either mixed with tbe frcces, or witb mucus, or collecte1l into balls or knot:-.
of the seat·worm, like that of the lumbr!coicles, cannot
The
unl e:;:s some have been expelled, or uuless they
be
of the rectum. This can gene rally be doue
by
can
when they are present in any number, by pressing the nates npartso as
to open the a1rns and bring the folds of' the mucous coat of the bowel into
view. The only otber symptom which indicates tbeir preseuee with any
certainty is the existeace of :severe itching about the anus, not to be explain ed upou any more reasonable supposition.
Pn.ooxos1s.-Tbese worms do not, as a general rule, produce the same
disturbances of the general healtb as lumbricoides, and in not a few instances are entirely innocuous, with the exception of the pain and incouven ience they occasioo.
Th ey are, however, exceediogly troublesome, because of the difficulty of
removing them entirely by any treatment. No nmtter how many are
discharged, some almost always remain concealed iu the folds of the
mucous membrane, and as they are propagated with great rnpidity, the
siune train of symptoms is very apt to return soon after they may have
been seemingly dislodged.
T1t1~ATtiIBNT.-1L bas been found by long experience that the common
vermifuges, given by the mouth, exe rt much less influ ence in causing the
expulsion of these worms than of' the lumbricoirles. F or this reason
euemuta !.lre generally resorted to iu the treatmeut, instead of remedies
1
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giveu by the m.outh. Dr. Dewees, however, recommends the elixir proprietatis (tinct. aloes et myrrhre), in small and often-repE:ated do.;;c:<, co11tinued for some time, and followed by enemata of lime-water, camphor,
or aloes. He gave twenty drops of the elixir three times a. day, in a little
sweetened milk, to children from two to four years old, and thirty drops

to those between five and seveo years.
The plan we have generally resorted to has been to give small closes of
the wormseed oil, as directed in the article on lumbricoides, and to dirert
an injection of from four to six grains of powdered aloes, suspended in a
gill of warm milk, for children four years old, to be repeated oocc in
three, four, or five days, according to the necessity of the case.
Lime-water by injection is recommended by several different authorities.
It may be given of its ordinary strength, or mixed with an equal quantity
of warm milk, or flaxseed mucilage. Other enemata recommended are
spirit of turpentine in milk, a teaspoonful of the former to a gill of lhe
latter; clecoction of helmiuthocortou; a strong infusion of quassia (5ij to
Oj ) affords a most efficient and harmless injection; an injection made by
infusing two drachmsof fresh garlic-cloves in three ounces and a half of boiling water, and adding to the iufusion,after it has been poured ofl: a scruple
of assafcctirla rubbed up with the yolk of an egg; a solution of from six to
twelve grains of sulphuret of potas.::;iuru in half a pint of water; injections of
sweet oil, or of lard benteu up ·with water uutil it become.:; fluid, aud even
of cold water. The last two mentioneJ substances have the advantage of
calming the itching and irritation of the rectum almo!St immediately.
Enema ta of a solution of nitrate of silver, in the proportion of two to four
grains to the ounce of water, have been recommended by Schultz (Deul~cl1e
J{{inik, quoted in Afecl. Times and Gaz., 1858 ), wbo asserts that two, or at
rnoRt three, of these injections suffice to effect a cure. Again, it ha!S been
recommended to pass a bougie smeared with mercurial oiutmeut into the
rectum. \Ve should much prefer a method of using this ointment which
succeeded in the hnnds of l\I. Cruveilhier in a very severe case. This was
to place a little of the ointment on the anus, by which course the patient
was entirely relieved after a few days. In a very obstiuate ca::-:e in an
adult, we succf>eded in entirely destroying the worms by the daily u:::e of
suppositories, made nu usually long, and impregnated with carbolic acid.
1\L Valleix states that he has obtained the same results by causing the
anus to be anointed with the following preparation, a small quantity of
which was introduced at the same time iuto the inferior extremity of the
iutestioe:
R. Ilydrarg . Chlor. l\[itis,
Axung.,

Dr. \Vood states that a dose of sulphur taken every morning before
breakfast has been found very useful.
The diet and general health ought always to be strictly inquired after,
and attended to by the physician. F'or ioformation upon these points the
reader is refened to the remarks upon hygienic treatment iu the last
article.
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1•aini11,t1:1:!
nf, fl.')3

1lia.1.mo~i ...

ri1·~~;~;1~~~~' t:'. i1 \}q~~: :'.~~~i~~ltn).
1

1

irix.
s.nnpl{m"of,9.)2
"Catot:\1.):!
par.hilil' nature of, 903

°'" <'nllap<e <•f li>e lnng
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~H:~~~~h~:~~~~~~~i.:~~ceTubercular me- Imlig<·stion:,l7~mJltoms of ot·cnsional foriu,
ningiti!i).
chronic following meningeal
plcxy 1 .H6
article on, 548-5.)8

3~1

form!; of, 5·18

in older chillln·n, 3X~
of liahitnal form,3~:l
a.: causrofcrlamp"ia, .-)li2
Infantile paralysi!'; 1.~ee ParaJ~ .. is1, fi:H
lufontilc rrmiuent fever (ue T.Yjlhoi1I
fvvcr).

anatomical appearan<'e in, 5-19
analysi,; of fluid in, i).')0

causcsofinrcrnal form,
external form, .)."Jl
1-,ymptoms of, ;'):'d
enlargement of head in,

ofhahitual form,3iX
diagnnsi." uf, aso
prognost!lin,3:-\l
trcatr1H.'ntofot·<·asionalformininfant-.,

apo-

;,:;o

fj.)'.!

:~~S~~~~.:!!.~~;:;:: ;r,: :· ~ ~: : I Infl,;~: :'.~;'?t1:~ i0[~·~ ~ :~:-~:,: ~1~,~: : : :
3

3

exudation.8-5
orlnngs, l.");
ofhrmwhi, J!);')
of plcnra, ~31

[););')
prognoi:.i!i in,:)!);)
trcat111entof,,')51J
of mercury in, ,)56

nse

J ''"''

f.~~i!~~,:~1:~'.}~~~~;;~;;;~;·~1~2

.;.;s

11.\"(\nwyani(' a~id in hooping-cough, 272
1 lygic1~bl~~11c1~tions, influence of unf:n·or-

of

,k~,\t~i~i;.~!;}~!6920
pustular, 9f!2

!.~.~1{~~ \<; l:.~· U~l~l

11

Inflation,cffortof1 on Mllnp«cdlung,and

treatmentinehorra,633
inmens]~1<.S·l!l

i

I

in atelct•tasis,134,Hi

~::J1~~~£~~:(;;1r:,;.~1l~P~T<1nsi 11', cl1ron ic 1n 1 }1~::~~~~!i~i(;~~~L~~:~f~~:6~~~:~:~~1:u~

r

llifa":::~:\'::~~:rl;~~~;~,i'.::::~~;~';'.:'.'~'; ~ Jnje<~[.~,~:'!IE~~~~~e::~~\'.'g-eough,
23

2 0
;
intot•ranial cavity in hydroccpha]u:;,

5.:;s

into pleural .'<a(' after paratcntci.h~, 2.)Q
inn:H•aldiphthcria,!)0.)
of air in intns..;11.,ception, 495

i::~l{;~~\111,i,~i:;r ;;~(~~~1~1;.~i;~~l~:i~~·. :?:~.,

In..;piration, f(•Cc,.;,.;jon or ba<.;(' of thorax in,
41
]nlL•rnal c•onnil"ions (see Convubion~ :rnrl
Larynj?i-;mu ... L
fntPrtrig0!1wErytherna) 1 !l:?l
Intc"tine', inHanunation of, in mta .. Jes,
813
and stnma('h, general rcmarki-;
upon di..,ca"~ol~ :li6
lntu-...;11..;ception,artiC'leon,-l.'51·19i
dl'finition,:..;.n1onym:..;, andform-;,4!-\l
frcquL•n1·y,<1!<12

anatomit·al appearantei::, 4S3
divi:..;ion" of, -ts~
rnoslfr<.'f1ucnt,.;catof,4S3
pathnlog~· of, 483
mode~ of termination of, 48-1
C'<l"C ofeliminationofthein\·aginah.'il
howcl, 4S!;
cauc:e.. of.4.'16
modt·ofprodnetion,4%
!-<.\'lllJl!Olll,.;Of,.J.'Si

durationof,490
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10:39
1.1111~ ... 1·nmlilinn of, in ron~<·nital ~yphili .. , )leningiti,,tlin.""'';",f, fro.10 co11g""tion of
71:!

in typhoid fo\·er, iHI, i:!:!
lll'-1·l1:n•rna,!li7

10-10

INDEX.

Xarcotic')l in

tetanu~

nmwenti11111, GO!)

Xasal \'arictyordiphtlwria,X;o..s
:\atureof alnpcda:trcahl, tl!Ri

ofaphth".,a:m
of ccrcbral tnngc"'tion, 5a7
of 1..-hon•a, li:!l
of chnlt:ra infantmu,4-1:)
of C"olla1N'Of the Inn~. 1-13
of contra1·tion with rigidiLy, .jflt
of eyanosis, :!s;;
of r1t•c11111 and appendix 1 di.,.e;1sl·:-1of1
l!iS
or diarrh<wt, 387
ofdiphthcl"ia,H75,8iS
ofeclamp-.;i:t,Jfjfi
of ('111phy.;cma, :!IS
ofenwr1M·oliti ... ,-us
of frysipela.", 8li7
orfa\"Us,f/87
of ~a..,tritis, 3!17
ofhcrpt·.; 1 !1-l!J
of honping-coua;h, 213!)
of h_nlro<·1.q1ha\11.;, 5-!U
ofit'i1tbyo... is,!J7,)
(If laryngiti'<, sp:l"lllOdir-, 7-1
1isc111lo·memliranous :tntl 1li11l1·
thel'ia,8;)-..S!l
of laryn,1.:"ism11-,stridnl11!<1 57U
of rnump-:, Htn
of niglitwrrof!"1 1362
nfparalysis,atro11hicinfantile,Ht1
of par:i ... itit• -;kin dbca"<:~, Otsu
of pncumnnin, 1,)8
ofpneunmthorax,2:)3
of progrL'l'~ive muscular sclerosi>.i1 l)~S
or prurigo, !ltiU
or rickct .. ,71).l
of rOthcln,~::i.)
ofruheola,83:?
ofsl':thiC's,HS7
ofscarlatina,773
of thrush, 3:)"
oftonsillitis,364
oftyphoidfover1 716

ofvari<'ella,1136

of \'ariola,7:HJ
Nephritis, after scarlatina, 7!)5
Nervous sy~tem, general remarks on dis·
e:isesof,4!18
symptom!> (see Cerebral symptontt;).
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~:ilf~ ~ '.i ~ifi;~~~'.
atrophic infrrntilr, article on, 63-1-650

Oh.;tru<"tinn of the inte!iline..; (e:re Int11.;sw1l'l'1'1ion), 4Sl
01'dpital hmw, dc1ne~ion of1 as t·au..e of
ktann..;,lin:?
o-:.ll'lll:l of fac·(~ in hronchial phthbis, 684

hi11.tory and author; on, ti3l

8YOO!W111 .. 0f,1)3;)

(·"au .. t·-i of, fi3ll

;11~ ~~:~·~i~il; ;~~;;latina, 7~~

::~ ~~\'.~·;~:~11.'.;.v3~9724

I

in,.l'iercma,977
Ogle, ,J. \\'.,on chorea, 613
O"i.11i11111 a\hi('ans (see Thrush), 347 1 3:JO,
3-;:l, :l5~
01111111r11t.~ ow Loc:-tl applic:-ttions).
iu treatmcm of ,:eat worms, 10:?0
Onll'ntnm, tuht·rcu!o.. isof,681,GlS!J

in.638
illustrnti\'CC'a<>eof1 038
attim('s tcmpor:try,ll38
nt other tiuu:s followe<l by atro-

phy, G:{S
tempt>ral\lr<' lowered in pal<1ied
part..:, G:!!J
sub"l'rp11nt d('formitics in, 639

Oplnhalmirl,invariola,n~

durationof,H-IO
proiznosiK in, 640

Ophth:llrnn"'<'Ope,useofintubcrcnlarmen ini.:i th~, 509

g:::~111~~oit;;·:~~i::~rl~~1\a~;~:1 ~~~rO,n~~1m, 600

inm<•mhrannui:;croup,10.')
in lllll'lnnonia, dosesaml modcsofad-

rnini-.tt:>ring, Hl3
in pleuri.;y. :?.J:!

electrical cnmlitionof muscles a.said
in prognn5i'I, ilcllJ
mi(·ro-;enpit•cxaminationofruus·

C'lesin,6-ll
1

in1hru .. h,!lli:J
int·ntt·ro-colitis,-1:?9
inl'hnlcrainf:rntum,..J513

l~ :lJ~:~;:~~~r-~f ~!cum

anatomic:ll le:;ions in and nature
of.fill
t'annut he t'()nfiidcrcd reflex, 642

pri1mtr.\· condition u,;n:lilyoneof

!<pinal <·on!.("t•..;tion, 6-13
r-clt>ro..;isof Mrd in a later stage,

4

and ap11\:mlb:,

ISi

inl•dampsia,574
inrlw11ni:1tism,6iO

6~3

otht.>r lesion~ of cord occa.... ionally
mt>t with,!114
diagnosis of from other forms of
paral_r.;i..;, 6.f.)
from progre;:,..ive mm;culnr

invarinla,Hi

Otor~ l1~ ::1, i:~i~~.~~J·:~~i1n:'l:~ S!l, 801
1

formsnf,andmu,..cle.:.affecte<lin,
fi37
mode of :ntack, 636
rcarhtil its maximum suddenly,
G37
.
condition of paralyzed muscles

11

atrophy,H-16

g~~.,~';isa~·::.~.~~:i~·~·J~~i!' (~;; .\smi-. mmic1ilari~l, 1004

O('~~~onally simulates coxnlgia,

of !oral treatment to spine
in,G1i
ergot, ht·ll:idonna, and iodide of
pot:t .... imn in at·utestag-e, 647
iron arul strychniain later stage,
1\.1'-I
u~ of elcC'tricity in, directions,
dmin• ofC'urrent,648
mcchani1·:d1·ontrivanccsin treatnwntot: tJrn
U"t'

G6
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Pneumonia, relation-; of to tuherculo,.;is of 1-'rognosi" in t'fmtrriC'tion '' ith rigidity, .)!)ti
in diarrhn·:1, :m::J
Lhc Jung..;, liitl, ()RS
iudiphtlwriu, S(1:$
in typhniil fo,·er. i:?:.!

1~ m~;;·~:;:·;~:;:i

Pne1~::1~~J::~~;i,E:;uptuce of aL'"'" of
nature

or, 2.13

~~::~~}:t;~ llJ)l~arnnm

Cl\U"e" of,

inentero-tolitis, 4:?3

l:! !~!~111111J.~:'.::;n~i~27

1

in 2->3

2:;.;

in ery,.;ipl•las, 86!)

;·;I~~~~:~i:~~;,;:::·~~n s•nscene, !~ ~~~)r~:~?:.~~~:~''°"'"· a1~
in gastriti,.;, 41J:Z
inhcrnorrhagc,('Crchral,Mi
inherpe,.;,9:\:{

prognosis in, 2·)8
di:1g-TlO.'$isof,:?.")8
treatnwntof,258

nn~t?•~:~c~li~;,n~g~ous, 741
P~~-~Z~-~~\:~'.iU3i> anterior (see Infantile

::~ J~~7J~>i1: .~;11·~::1~~:·:;~'.1~
~:~ ::~~:~:~:~:~e~~:1i1~~7i~\)~' 9GG

:::~:.~1;;~,~;:ti~:,',~;~{,':~!~'~;,;~~f enleco-

:~ :::~ ,'.~~:::~:::£1::'.·7~6

1

Pock,

Pl)rdgo (.'I"" Tinca), 991
Porrigo larvalis (sec Eczema capitis), 93i

grg~~lata (.~ee

Eczema granulatum)1

1

I

pscll(lo-nwmbrancms, 100
in lar_\·ngi ... mui slridulu ... 1 ;'}Si

l~ !1i1~1:::~i·ar~~ver, s.;9

in meningi1is1 simple, .)3-!

favosa (sre Fa\•tts), 985

:::;:.~;:,~:'ii~~~~J~~~?~lQ'f;~\b~~;;.~~~- :~ :;~~1~;:.~:~1;;:~·::~!~~inal,
cl1lor:iwof,in11lrcrati\•eslomatitis,33i>
indiphthcria,!104
in ncarb1tina, 8~-l
c:rnsti(''lO]ution.,of, in eczema, 949
P{)ta~,.;ium, iodide of, in pleuri~y, 2-13
in chronicvalvulardiscaseofthe
heart, 300
in 11imple meningitis, !)36
in tuhl•rcnlar meningitil'I, .521
inehronichydrocephalus,5;)6
in infantilepara\\-.;is,U-!i
in .rlu.·111uatism, 6i0
in ~rrofub, GiS
incongenitalsyphili'l,il-t
!'lnlphurct of, bath1; of. in chorea, 631

muscular,

p.;cmlo-hypertrophic
Q.)(J
pcmphign~, 958

I

ph:.11·.vngitis, :n:?
pleurisy, :?11
pneumonia, 182
pncumothorax, 2:)8
prnrig<i, 9i0
psoria"i~, Oi2
rNropharyng:ealabsce-...1 3i::1
rheumali'im,tiliS
ric-kct~, iOI
ro"t'ola, 9'.!.~
ri'ithcln,)'·n7
ruheola, X-H~

:~\~:~~~:).~1~1~S

]J.mlt~c·~;.~:~~~\~:1t~~;:~~1~ia, 19 l
~~~5:~/:;::':~· ~'.~.!~t~·~~c;;~'.·;;~-),
i~ ~::'.:::i;'~·{!J:r;~t·~r;; i3iJ

916

in paralysh•, atrophic infantile, 640
facia\,tj:):?

Pola-.h, earhonatcof, in hooping-cough, 2i3
andacetateof,inrheumati"m,H69

955

=~~:.;,'i!i2.~:·:~:.~~r
;3:1~(!!'.·,~~gcnital, m

i;~~:~i~~~;:;~::::: j~~~~~!\\,

342

JN DEX.

104i\

lNG
l{t•<ipirati1m, alteration in l1rond1iti'4, 207

in pl<.'uri ... y, 13.)
in hronchial phthii:;hi, 68.t
in tuberl'tliar nwningi1is, .)l2
in typhoid fever, 'ili, i18, 7~2
insclcrema, !li7
l~ellpiratory mns<·]e..,af!Ccted in sonic ca;:cs

stage.: of deformity,

fin~

altl·r~~t1;~<l'1; 111~1;f'br~'°nc.i

in, nu~

of flpinc in, fi!JO

of thorax in, 699

ufchorca,G:W
or.~an ... , di,..L'rL't:' of, ,')2

of thorax due to atmc ... plwric

pre . . ,.,llrl.',699

~011nd ... ,.J4

impnrtantcof, in dmh-ra infanturn,

)1i."..,t,

nickl-t.::, urine in, C!Ji
mentalL·on<iitionin,697
l'erebral hlo11int::mt1rmurin,fi!ti

4.-)!)

inbeil,imp1.·rtam•cof,inrheumatism,

of pelvi~ in, 700
~cncral .".vmptom~ in

l:tter ~tagc, 701
inlavorablcc·ase-.,701

!'C<'<mdar_r di,.,ea!!es cau-;in;:r dl'tlth in,

671

701
prol-(t1osi ... aml duration in, 701
diaJ!llO'lis hf, 701
mPrl1idanatom_'fofborn.•<1in,i02
eollapi=!e of lun~ in, 70;~
('cmclitionof\•i"'('era.in,703
patholu_gyof,704treatmcnlol;70:>
i111portanl'C of proper diet in, /Q.)
t'(Wl-li\'eroilin,if\.'}
mean~ of a\'oiding deformitie", iO'i
IWli etaml Jfartlwz,sizeof heartbypt•r-

('IL"'"'ion, 3i
dia,!.{nosisbetweentrueanrlfaJ ... e

l'l"1111p,i5
atcll•c·la'iisnnd ccillap:;c ofthe
ltm~.
~tat(• ot'

J.-n
ves,.;el:-; ingangrl'ueof the

mnuth,:33'>
of g:rn~rene of the
month from uleero-meml>r:rnousstom:niti", :33S

di:t!.(llO"i~

cau-;e;(lf, Gffi
influen('e or "ex not .'·et. determinl-tl, (jli~
rhorca a..-. complieation of, GGS,

612
heart disca-1c a-. eomplication of,
:!$9

~;r;:;:::;!: i~f'i1ii~-~11.
!<y111ptom-; arc

when local
66'3

~light.

}e . . ion" in

diarrh~a.

:h!l

on patholog~· of cholera infanturn, 44i
1\iagno-;is of ~imple from tuber·

cu larmcnin_giti!!,51 1

1
1 1 11
di:;.~:~:~"i<~o1:~-~~\ , ,~~ ~f :~~; t;;1 ;1i1~
1

1

,);H

diag-11osi<1 of symptomatiC' from
treatment of, 61i9
e--"cntialC'ontraNinn,:1!'1ti
alkaliesin,66!)
on1·onni\..;ion-;insearlatin:1, Slli
!<alicylicadtlin,670
<'old aft'11sion in .;,('arla1in:1, Xiii
670
in,
pota-.h
of
iodide
Rinrlffoisd1,<·hara<·ll'rsof foJ,.emcmbr:uw
iruna111lquiniain,6iO
in c·roup,81i
opium in, GiO
importance of !!lrict rc-;t in bed, Ringworm (-~<'f' Tinea), fJO~

di~;:n, 67 1
IW»,

}~~~~,;~,;~~1!~~. l~~i;.~~ift11~~'~1.1 :f:~ph1heria, S!l>1

l~a;;~;~a!:ri.~~~~~~;t,;'~,:::,:n,, 6i2 H~;::~:,:~~;~~~ ~;:,~,~~~,r~· '~~nal con! ;n

P.i1·har1lson, B.

rh,896

,V,,

heart-dot in diphthe- Romberg, rl'lation of rheumatism to 1·ho·
rea,61a
1

R;. ki,~~::~I:~;::~;I g~'.,,~?,~)· of. 69 I

~;~;,~\~0~~ 1::J ~~~l~. "~~'\~~~ola

not I""

9

~g~rt~~.¥;~i~;.~·fi;,f~E~~~;~~. ;n, g;~!~F;~ri;91~~n)·m·. ~;
de~~~ion impeded in, 697

~;::;~~n~('~~~ioe~:11111!ii:,~,i~~6ic, 921)
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&abi<>s, diaiznO!iis of, by finding acarus or Scarlatiml, duration of izra\'(' form, rn:l
it-; ova, l:HHI
l'c1mplil·ation" ancl "equeht•, 7!11

~~~; f.~\~~.~\:\st· 1000

drnpf,~"~;~~~:~:i·~'.;.;:'.{~;::~~";:~1·:1:.!~1!, I

prognosis in, 1000

~:~@~~i:Ji0:.:::::::·:,,:•:o~:ec

period ofoct'urrenee, 791

~~~~g~~'.,'·:F~1~1;i~;~l~1::,,,..,,,

Foe-

~.~,~-l~J~~ 1:l~~S 1t~~~J~~i lOOl
Star~1~ 1i11~;.'.l~~~f~j~n~~~:\~~~~~~(

sc::;~feffi1sion in, i97
1 1
~~'~\~~ ~~j~; 1~ J;ait:1~'~;;~ iDS
um•mic s~·mptoms in, i9S

dclinition of, 7(.)H

~:;~.:~~~e~?7 ~~ rn!l

l~;.1~~.iit:J~~~~'.~:.~!:

urin~ 17,~-~i~:~r~~:f,t~:'~1;~, in,

m

7,~::.~:i7:ri:1~ ~~f~r:~~~c:'30 r scl·on<l at1

tal·ks of, Ti-l
influenL~of age11pnnfre1p1enc_rof,i74
of sex upon, T;,:;
1<ymptomsof111ildlw"l'SOf,ii.)-.7Sl

inti

dian~:;.~~·~E~i'.::~~:if:~~·;;~,; i~,''~01" 00
i~~ ~~1~:::1\~~i~~ ~fi:r~~~~cmbr:mes in,
1

I

1

E>mlo- or peritarditis in, S02
peritonitis in, XO:?
complic·atc."<1 with variola, measles, or
diphthl'ria,b02

~'~;:;;~~a~~'~u::-: 1~~: 1~ \l~;.:~;~.<~:~;i~~.,r;age,

!1 ~~~ !;~~::atf~~:io~~s in, 802

~e~':!l1~:~~t]1i·~~1~e~~·~en

p1·ogno;~~i;l1~,n~·k~:· ~Q~iaLlc in different

1

1

1

7ili
charactersoferup,tinn in, iii
duralionoferuptionin,777
pulse and fe\·er in stages of eruption,
778
tongne in stage of <:rnption, 778
urine in stage of eruption, 719
fances in stage of eruption, 119
i;ym111omsofdeclineof,ii9
dcsqn:unation in, 780
dnration0fmildca.,e..,,780

1

2

condition of gnstro-inte:-1tinal nrncon~
mcmhranein,802
ofRkinin,803
· of blood in, 803
connl•<:tion of, with enteric fo\'Cr, 803
heart-dot in, 804
diagnosis of, from mea.i.:I~, SQ.)
from rti.~eola, 805
from diphtheria, ROG
from rnbeolanotha, SQQ
fromerythcma fugax,80G

miid and grave

casf>s1 781
illll'4rati\'e ease!!, 781

inmild(':tses,808
in .i(ra\'ecase..., :SOS

:~;d:fet~Ji~\·~~{;,~'i~ :~~~~~1c°kr:i~~f, iS 2

gr~~·)~

significance of conrnl-.ions in,
unfa\'Or:tblesymptoms in, RIO

t•aseof, 781

~~f;~~;;:;.~;:;~~~~;:i:i;~~,;;:~,:·;::~ f~:t)~~~\~:~::;~:~::;;~8b:\1;1,ions in
E~::;~::,fi~~::~:c::~~~'~:.[.•;;~'.,~:'. i!~

ca~~J~ .~~~J ~;,~gathcs in mild'"'"•

~~~~~1~;~~E;~::: i.:" ~~~,.'"'"·;Bi i:~~:gf..~~~~;f,~;:~:~;~~;;:::· : :
bwclling ~f snlnuaxillary 211~1 cervical

I

gcne~·n~ rem.ark" on L:ths, lotion< and

~~~ki~:~;~::; :,~]~{~~:~~:::

nDLX.

' " ·!i!~ ~ : 1111~t~~:~

~: l:'.; ;1: ~ :~ 1;~'.' .;~;~ ~:~c~;~: ·: : :·~: ~c !t~l1~~i,~~~1;i~~~::~i~~:~~?:~~~::l.
~r~~·: 1il~~~:~.~- :;:~~\2~nonynN of,

encn!~ !:;:ci~~c~~·~,:.1~~~:110 ~1~ rnriola. 7 IH
Hkin,disea l's of, introd1wtqry rem:lrkson,
classilittltion of,an<lmcthoclofarriving aLa diag-no"i", !118, f)I!)
examination of, :{O, ~{!, :3:i
colorof,ininfant1',31,:l:!
in diftl•rpnl disca'-cs, ::ll 1 32
exudation 011 1 in diphtheria, 88H
in con~cnital syphili", 707
in li(':1rlatina (.see Erupti<m andde-,-

1

!Ji6

datt' ol O\'l'Urrcnce of, OiG
c:w,.eof,U7ti
atdct't:l~is as c:ui;;1e of, f)i6
l:'ymptoms of, fJ77
exteutof,Uii
c.·mHlition of skin in, 9ii
iedema in, \177
temperature in, Dii

peculiar cry in,9ii

in
in

:rnaloniil'al appearances, Di8

mation).
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